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METEOROLOGY ; IMPORTATIONS OF GRAIN; SALES OF 
BRITISH WHEAT; PRICES OF CORN AND OTHER 
PRODUCE; AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS; AND STA- 

TISTICS OF DAIRY PRODUCE. 

te 

{The facts are derived chiefly from the Meteorological Reports of Mr. 
GLAIsHER, and the Retwrns of the BOARD oF TRADE, and of the INSPECTOR- 

GENERAL OF Imports AND Exports. | 

METEOROLOGY.—1875. 

First Quarter (January, February, March).—The period of severe 
cold which set in on the 21st November, 1874, ended on the 1st 

day of January, the mean temperature of which month was equal 
to 43°°4, and exceeded by 7° the average for the same month in 104 
years. Since the year 1771 there have only been three Januaries of 
higher temperature than that of this year. On the last day of 
January cold weather again set in, and lasted until nearly the end 
of the quarter. During 33 days of February and March the direc- 
tion of the wind was between N. and E. The mean temperature 
of February was 35°—8°4 lower than that of January, and 3°°6 
lower than the average in 104 years; in March the mean was 
40°-2, and 0°9 below the same average. 

The mean temperature of the quarter was 39°°5, and 0°8 above the 
average. 

The fall of rain in the quarter at Greenwich was 4°4 inches, 
and 0°6 of an inch below the average; the amount measured in 
January was in excess, whereas it was below the average both in 
February and March. The average rainfall at the several stations 
of observation between latitudes 50° and 55° was 6:6 inches; be- 

tween 52° and 53° the fall was only 4°8 inches, while it was 8°7 
inches between 50° and 51°. The measured rainfall in the large 
towns of England and Wales ranged from 3°5 inches in Sunderland, 
to 8°1 in Bristol. 

Second Quarter (April, May, June)—The temperature during 
April was remarkably changeable, and averaged 46°3, or 0°9 
below the average in the corresponding period of 34 years. During 
May the weather was unusually warm, the mean temperature 
being equal to 55°-0, and exceeding the average by 2°-2. The 

VOL, XII.—S. S. A 
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first ten days in June were also warm, after which the mean tem- 
perature was continually below the average until the end of the 
quarter. From the 11th to the 30th of June the mean daily tem- 
perature was nearly 3° below the average. 

The mean temperature for the quarter was 53°4, and exceeded by 
1°1 the average for the same period in 104 years. 

The fall of rain during the quarter at Greenwich was 5-4 inches, 
and nearly half an inch below the average of the corresponding 
period in 60 years. 'The amounts measured in the three months were 
respectively 1°6 inches in April, 15 in May, and 2°3 in June; 
the amounts measured in April and May were below the average, 
while that in June was slightly excessive. The average rainfall 
at the various stations of observation between latitude 50° and 55° 
was 5°9 inches ; between 52° and 53° the fall averaged 5:4 inches, 
while it was 6:3 inches between 51° and 52°. The measured rain- 
fall in the large English towns ranged from 4:1 inches in Norwich 
and Hull, to 10°1 inches in Bristol. 

In flower— 

The earliest. The latest. 

Wheat, June 15, at Cardington; June 24, at Silloth. 

Barley, June16, at Llandudno; June 18, at Cardington. 

In ear— 

Wheat, June 4, at Calcethorpe; June 24, at Cockermouth, 

Barley, June 10, at Calcethorpe; June 16, at Llandudno. 

Oats, June 23, at Calcethorpe; June 30, at Cockermouth. 

Third Quarter (July, August, September).—The cold weather which 

set in on the 11th of June, continued throughout July and until 

the 5th of August. The mean temperature during this period of 
56 days showed an average deficiency of 3°1. On the 6th of 
August warm summer weather set in, and with few exceptions 
prevailed up to the end of the quarter; this period also embraced 
46 days, the average excess being’3°2. 

The mean temperature of the quarter, as determined by Mr. 
Glaisher, was 60°7, and 1°1 in excess of the average for the cor- 
responding period in 104 years. July was cold, the mean show- 
ing a deficient temperature of 2°-5, whereas the excess in August 
and September was 2°:2 and 3°°5 respectively. Hot weather pre- 
vailed for a few days in the middle of August and during the 
third week of September. . 

The fall of rain during the quarter at Greenwich amounted to 
10°3 inches, and exceeded by 2°9 inches the average quantity in 
the corresponding period of 60 years. The amounts measured in 
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the three months were respectively 5:3 inches in July, 2°3 in August, 
and 2°7 in September. The rainfall in July was more than double 
the average amount; the amounts in August and September dif- 
fered but slightly from the average. The average rainfall at the 
various stations of observation between latitude 50° and 55° was 
10°3 inches; between 50° and 51° the average fall was 8-9 inches, 

whereas between 53° and 54° it was 11-9 inches. 
Back to the year 1815 there have been only four instances in 

July with falls so large, viz.,in the year 1828, when it was 7:0 
inches; in 1834 it was 53 inches; in 1853 it wa 6:0 inches, and 

in 1869 it was 5°8 inches. The fall of rain in July at nearly all 
stations greatly exceeded its average; it fell for the most part 
between the 13th and 23rd days, causing floods of very great 
violence in Monmouthshire and Glamorganshire, and in the Mid- 
land Counties generally. The fall of rain on the 14th day in 
Monmouthshire and Glamorganshire was as large as from 3 to 5 
inches, and in Herefordshire and Gloucestershire from 1 to 3 inches, 

and exceeded 1 inch at many places. 
Very heavy rain fell every day from the 13th to the 23rd of July 

inclusive, at one part of the country or other, but the north of 
England till the 17th was free from heavy rain. The falls of rain 
were so heavy that the natural drainage failed to carry off the 
water, and, wherever there was high ground in the watershed, the 

adjacent rivers became swollen, and caused injury to all property 
for considerable distances from the river, and in several instances 

loss of life. The rainfall measured in the large English towns 
ranged from 7:6 inches in Leeds, to 14°5 inches in Manchester. 
During the nine months ending 30th of September last, the rainfall 
at Greenwich, for London, amounted to 20:1 inches, and exceeded 

the average amount in the same period of 60 years by 1-9 inch. 

Cut— 
The earliest. The latest. 

Wheat, August 2, at Cardington ; August 31, at NorthShields, 
Barley, July 30, at Llandudno; August 17, at NorthShields. 

Oats, July 27,atStrathfield Turgiss; August 17, at Calcethorpe. 

Fourth Quarter (October, November, December)—The month of 

October was cold and wet, the deficiency of temperature during the 
first 33 days of the quarter being 1°8. From 3rd to 20th Novem- 
ber a warm period prevailed, during which the excess of tempera- 
ture averaged 3°°8. The weather was bitterly cold from 20th 
November to 16th December, and the average deficiency of tem- 
perature was 7°4. During this period the sky was generally 
overcast, snow fell in all parts of the country, and the wind was 
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northerly. From 17th December to the end of the year, mild 
weather again prevailed, with a south-westerly wind; and the 
excess of temperature averaged 5°-9. The mean temperature was 
48°-5 in October, 42°1 in November, and 38°7 in December; the 

mean of each month was about a degree and a-half below the 

average for the corresponding month in the past 34 years. 
The mean temperature of the quarter was 43°-1, and 0°6 below the 

average for the same period in 104 years; although, compared 
with the average in the last 34 years, the deficiency was 1°°5. 
In the large provincial towns furnishing returns, the mean tem- 
perature of the quarter ranged from 41°-8 in Wolverhampton, to 

43°2 in Leeds. 
The fall of rain measured at Greenwich: during the three months 

was 8°1 inches, and exceeded by an inch the average for the corre- 
sponding quarter in 60 years. The amounts measured in each of 
the three months were respectively 4:1 inches in October, 2:9 
inches in November, and 1:1 inch in December. The rainfall showed 

an excess in October and November, whereas it was nearly an inch 

below the average in December. The average rainfall at the 
various stations of observation, between latitude 50° and 55°, was 

11°3 inches; between 50° and 51° the average fall was 12-4, whereas 
between 52° and 53° it did not exceed 10°4 inches. The rainfall 
measured in the large English towns ranged from 9-0 —— in 
Bradford, to 14:3 Heke in Bristol. 

During the year 1875 the rainfall measured at the Royal Obser- 

vatory, Greenwich, amounted to 28°2 inches, and exceeded the 

annual average by 2:9 inches. The greatest fall of rain measured 
at Greenwich, in any one day, was on the 17th July, when 3:27 

inches were registered. Rain fell on 152 days during the year. 
The mean temperature of the year 1875 was 49°2, or 0°°6 above the 
annual average. The absolute lowest reading of the thermometer 
at night occurred in January, and was 18°:2; the absolute highest 
reading by day was registered in August, and was 85°4. , 

In accordance with eatended observations, it appears that the 
coldest days of the year are 8th and 9th January, on which the 
average temperature is 36°2. After 9th January the average 
temperature rises about the tenth of a degree Fahrenheit per day, 
and reaches 39°1 between 6th and 9th February, after which it 
falls somewhat lower for a few days. 
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( IX ) 

CORN : ImportTations, SALES, AND PRICES. 

QuantTiTres of WHEAT, WHEATMEAL and Frour, Bartey, Oats, Pras and 

Beans, IwporTep into the Untrep Krxepom in the Year 1875. 

1875. | Wheat. | Pb nog | Barley. | Oats. / Peas, Beans. 

ewts. ewts. cwts. ewts. | ewts. cwts. 

January .. | 2,627,060 | 519,795 ; 5292,935 | 638,171 | 131,211 | 177,784 
February = 2,399,377 507,887 |1,168,824 | 571,475 85,275 | 158,937 
March .. | 2,201,510 | 478,374 | 793,909 | 315,493 | 72,125 | 241,272 
April .. | 3,707,275 | 468,348 | 918,166 | 1,001,246 83,307 | 270,756 
May +» | 4,215,663 | 521,428 772,407 | 2,009,593 | 184,597 344,885 
June «+ | 3,835,539 | 324,866 714,684 1,004,952 | 334,031 | 413,204 

: 

« | | | 

Toate | 18,986,424 |2,820,698 5,660,925 | 5 540,930 | 890,546 |1,606,834 

Jaly.. .. | 5,361,224 | 509,858 701,877 | 1,940,288 | 136,025 268,457 
August .. | 5,745,774. | 585.175 | 826,788 | 1,382,225 | 75,087 | 288,587 
September | 6,647,434 | 493,318 | 561,789 | 1,118,495 | 57,710 | 314,266 
October .. | 5,144,080 | 427,529 923,745 664,521 50,680 282,197 
November | 5,538,097] 572,262 |1,493,656 877,439 | 184,871 | 372,675 
December 4,363,360 | 639,849 | 887,136 921,585 | 208,114 | 320,355 

Tn last Six 
Months 32,799,969 eee 153394991 | 6,904,553 712,487 [1,846,537 

Year .. 5%» 786, 393 6,048,689 Frye 5s 976/19,445 483 1, 603,033 132453.371 

Nore.—The average weights per quarter of corn, as adopted in the office of the 
Inspector-General of Imports and Exports, are as follow :—For wheat, 485} Ibs., 

or 45 ewts.; for barley, 400 Ibs., or 34 ewts.; for oats, 308 lbs., or 22 ewts. Corn 

has been entered and charged with duty by weight instead of measure since Sep- 
tember, 1864. 

CompuTED Reat Vatvue of Corn Imeortep into the Unrrep Krxepom in each 

of the Five Years, 1871-75. 
— 

1871, 1872. 1873, 1874, 1875, | 
| 

£. ae ) £. £. £. 
Whtrnie ce =. 1 io 23, 345 ,630 | 26,046,876 28,446,689 | 25,201,062 | 27,418,970 
Barlag (2: -.. | 3,407,425 | 6,194, 155 | 4,010,344 | 5,266,096 | 4,630,654 
Oats a as. tee | 4x44, 687 4,212,086 4,804,118 5,118,785 | 5,407,928 
Maize e- e- | 6,470,789 | 8,696,362) 6,621,720 | 7,484,178 | 8,112,158 
Other kinds 2. =f eee or ae 1,747,073 | 1,788,716 | 1,959,237 2) 304,218 
Wheat Flour .. .. | 3,502,7 4,092,189| 5,839,197 | 5,709,820 | 4,828,167 
Other kinds of Flour | Io an 9, 883 | 10,570 14,405 | 12,130 

Total of Corn .. |42,608,075 | 50,998,624 51,521,354 | 50,753,583 | 52,724,225 

ee ES ee (ee 



(xX) 

Quantities of British WHEAT SoLD in the Towns from which Returns are 

received under the Act of the 27th & 28th Vicrorta, cap. 87, and their 

AVERAGE PRICES, in each of the TwELvE Montus of the YEArs 1870-75. 

QUANTITIES IN QUARTERS. 

1870. 1871, 1872. 1878. 1874, 1875, 

4 quarters. quarters. quarters. quarters. Pee een 
First month .. | 187,027 | 267,827 | 194,719 | 183,987 | 187,106 | 210,664 

Beene month 231,428 | 309,376 | 193,910 | 202,977 | 189,031 | 223,974 
(ee wrecks) \ 314,040 | 377,003 | 245,612 | 238,125 | 206,145 | 292,172 

Fourth month | 242,457 | 293,494 | 191,522 | 159,268 | 150,725 | 233,970 
ris ae a «+ | 281,620 | 222,003 | 231,780 | 225,595 | 175,715 | 234,683 

Ge j 296,028 | 229,749 | 268,626 | 219,750 | 172,298 | 216,016 

Seventh month | 171,005 | 120,154 | 109,543 | 10r1,10L | 95,871 | 121,684 
RES eae _| 201, 788 | 123,889 | 126,769 | 96,986 | 82,564 | 135,456 

inth mon 
(five weeks) } 435,398 | 371,599 | 295,774 | 266,856 | 323,153 | 199,314 

Tenth month 340,445 | 367,672 | 264,934 | 265,122 | 248,984 | 226,503 
ppeventh noe 298,407 | 269,351 | 195,743 | 214,026 | 225,162 | 186,607 
we 
Lilee reels) \) 352,629 | 322,756 | 263,152 | 285,648 | 335,339 | 234,035 

AVERAGE PRICES PER QUARTER, 

1870. 1871. 1872. 1873, 1874. 1875. 

& 0s Sodade s 

| 
s. d. S. : E Ss. 

First month .. 43 II 52 Riders fain’ 62 44 
Second month 4I 10 53 isis 3) SO ‘5 =) Gs 42 

d. d. 
8 4 
6 4 

Third th (ive weeks) || 42 3° | 54 6 | 55 2 | 55 6 | Or a luge 
Fourth month Anema 58 2 54 2 54.1 60 oO 
Fifth month .. | 43 10 59 I 2 
Sixth month 

(five weeks) \ aS ae < 
Seventh month 50) 9 58 7 7 8 
Highth month 53 IL 57 II 9 60 58 4 

inth th enn \ o |'57 0 }» 58° 9% |. 6zto" | Ae amet 
Tenth month... | 47 4 BOuss 58.9 60 Io 44 8 46 

I 2 I 

2 

fo) 
56. 3 55 8 62 

58 Ir 58 4 61 

6 
I 

59 60 

Eleventh month | 50 56 60 9 43 II 47 

Mine wees) | 52-4 | 562 | 567 | or 6 | aw 6 | a 

aS wv 

APH WwW BPW WYN O WY WHA > 



( XI ) 

AvERAGE Prices of British Corn per Quarter (Imperial measure) as received 

from the InsproTors and Orricers of Exctsx according to the Act of 27th 

& 28th Viororta, cap. 87, in each of the Firry-rwo WEeEks of the 

Year 1875. 

Week ending | Wheat. | Barley. | Oats. Week ending | Wheat. | Barley. Oats. 

a djs. d.\s. d ee a ae 
January 2../ 44 2/44 6/29 7 || July Smaleasy [Oh 35 95/0305 4 
January 9..| 45 1] 44 8! 30 1 || July MOeaeA4 eAy | Srhe 230) 6 
January 16..| 44 6/45 6/29 1 || July TPL |PAGre oO" [832° TIE NOR g! 
January 23../ 43 9/45 3 | 29 8 || July 2AM ATe  50\) 35) 00! | 290 
January 30..| 43 0] 45 o| 28 9g || July 2D 50 Onl SreRAn 30107 
February 6..| 42 7! 45 o| 29 rr || August 7..| 53 10) 40 4 | 32 4 
February 13..| 41 11 | 44 5 | 29 6 || August 14..) 51 9 | 34 11 | 30 4 
February 20..| 46 6 | 43 3 | 29 9 || August 21..| 53 0 | 33 7] 32 1 
February 27../ 40 11 | 42 11 | 29 7 || August 28 52: Q.| 3m 4: | 28°40 
March 6..| 40 I | 42 0} 29 8 || September 4| 49 3 | 35 © | 30 0 
March, 13..| 41 4] 42 5 | 29 8 || Septemberrz| 48 8 | 35 7] 29 0 
Maren) 20).,| 42 9%|.42 2) 30 2 | September 18| 48 7 | 35 7/27 4 
March 27..| 41 10] 41 8 | 30 3 || September25| 47 1 | 35 9] 26 9 

Average of ba [oh iy versace of, ) ennan ma 
Winter Ate GHA Ot 220, 16 Summer }| 49 © | 34 11 | 29 8 
Quarter Quarter 

April Berie4e Fo 40 93 | 320 3 | October 2..| 45 1m | 36 4] 26 5 
April IO../ 43 £ | 40 8/29 6 || October 9..| 45 10 | 36 2 | 24 11 
April I7--| 43 4] 40 6] 30 o || October 16..| 46 0} 36 10 | 24 © 
April 24.-| 43 4] 42 | 29 9 || October 23.., 46 8 | 37 7124 4 
May E..| 42 To | 38 10] 30 © ||\\Qctober 30} 47 4 | 38 x | 24 6 
May 8:.| 42 8 | 39 © | 30 o || November 6} 47 6 | 38 3] 24 5 
May I5--| 42 2 | 37 4] 30 7 || November 13| 47 8 | 38 71| 25 9 
May 225. \q2) O)} 38.3] 3X 3) || Noyember20| 47 © |-38 3 | 25 8 
May 29.-| 41 Io | 38 8 | 29 7 | November 27] 46 8 | 36 10] 26 5 
June 5-.| 40 12 | 36 9 | 30 7 || December 4] 46 7|36 1 | 25 1X 
June 12..| 41 1m | 34 xr | 32 1x || December 11| 46 1x | 35 41! 24 9 
June I9..| 42 3 | 39 6) 30 8 || December 18/ 46 71.35 4 | 24 10 
June 26..| 42 I1 | 32 3 | 31 10 || December 25] 45 9 | 34 9 | 23 4 

Average of a || Average of paler Re eee 
Spring Az 6 384 130 6 | Autumn AG 17.36. .9: | Barinr 
Quarter Quarter 
—X—_—_—_—_——— 



( XI ) 

Quantities of Wunat, Bartey, Oats, Peas, Brans, Inptan Corn or Mazzz, 
WHEATMEAL and Fiour, Importep in the Four Years 1872-75; also the Coun- 
TRIES from which the WHEAT, WHEATMEAL, and FLour were obtained. 

1872, 

Wheat from— ewts. 

Rassias) cae 17,840,640 

Denmark 431,176 

Germany 3,887,746 

France . | 2,843,076 

Austrian Territories ; 54,732 

Turkey and Wallachia and 
Moldavia re a 838,073 

Egypt 2,337,208 
United States 8,606,403 

Chili Bet 1,434,125 

British North America 1,719,378 

Other countries 1,997,731 

Total Wheat - | 41,990,228 

Barley .. 15,078,140 

Oats 11,567,058 

Peas 1,290,076 

Beans es 259375514 

Indian Corn, or Maize 24,563,334 

Wheatmeal and Flour from— 

Germany 1,054,574 

France 7 1,341,465 

United States.. c 743,412 

British North America.. 339,300 

Other countries. 917,308 

Mon te 44396,059 

Indian Corn Meal 5,384 

1873. 

cwts. 

91598 ,096 
301,758 

2,153,857 

1,170,522 

29,730 

367,487 

I, 260,401 

19,742,726 
1,557,128 

3 767,330 

3,802,595 

43,751,630 

9,232,485 

IL,922,736 

1,211,068 

2,976,500 

18,768,127 

687,243 
1,669,356 

1,580,697 

444,729 

1,822,235 

6,204,260 

6,836 

1874, 

cwts, 

55714, 488 

167,286 

3,053,680 

300,299 

2,814 

659,676 

293,880 

23,048,552 

1,925,334 

3,807,174 

2,506,277 

41,479,460 

11,379,736 
II,396,010 

1,808,980 

2,363,151 
17,683,212 

7515366 

659,568 

3290, 235 

389,355 

1,139,084 

6,229,608 

8,511 

1875, 

ewts. 

93995 +295 

4935599 

5 615,984 
1,296,920 

18,564 

1,308,137 

2,093,853 
23,463,910 

goo, 880 

3,604,610 

2,994,641 _ 

51,786,393 

[1,055,916 

12,445 ,483 
1, 603,033 

314535372 

20,420,292 

796,301 

1,752,079 
.7 

2,273,846 

358,766 

867,697 

6,048,689 

71494 



( XII ) 

“he AvzRAGE Prices of Consols, of Wheat, of Meat, and of Potatoes; also the AVERAGE 
Noumses of Paupers relieved on the last day of each Week; and the Mean TemPEerarure, 
in each of the Twelve Quarters ending December 81st, 1875. 

Quarters 

ending 

g2 

93 

93 

938 

charged 

| England. ° 

5 
925 | 

Minimum 
Rate per 
Cent. of 
Discount 

by the 
Bank of 

She, 

5°2 

3°8 

6°3 

3°6 

4°7 

3°? 

35 

3°2 

Wheat 
per 

Quarter 
in 

England 
and 

Wales. 

56 

61 

62 

61 

55 

44 

42 

42 

a) 

46 

AVERAGE PRICES, PAUPERISM. 

| 

Potat { terly A f th 
Bc eh 4 ee ae (York Regents) Simmer at Panes ey 

(by the Carcase). at Waterside ope oan eos 1 
Market, 

| Southwark. 
Beef. Mutton. In-door, Out-door. 

53d.—8d. | 63d.—od. | 1798.—235s. | 150,392 | 703,357 
Mean 63d. | Mean 73d. | Mean 207s, 

6d.— 83d. | 6$d.—93d.|! 1838.—2428. | 135,491 | 666,126 
Mean 73d. | Mean 8}. | Mean 212s. 6d. 

$d.—83d. | 64d.—94d.|_ 95s.—120s. | 127,674 632,412 
Mean 7}d.| Mean 72d. |Meant1o7s, 6d. 

gd.—B4d. | 53d.—e3d.|{ 9° ©4-—\! 125 nog | 625,316 117s. 6d. J| 
Mean 6$d.| Mean 7/d,| Mean 107s. 

51d.—81d. |54d.—81d.| 112s.—127s. | 146,082 641,910 
Mean 63d.| Mean 67d.|Mean r19s.6d. 

sd.—8d. | sd.—82d. | 135s.—165s. | 133,846 | 614,738 
Mean 63¢.| Mean 63d.| Meanisos. | 

. 6d.— \| 53d.—8d, | 52d.—73d. { senate: } 129,996 | 592,958 
Mean 63d. | Mean 63d.| Mean gos. | 

4id.—8id.| 42d.—8d. | 73s.—96s. | 138,899 | 587,776 
Mean 63d. | Mean 63d. | Mean 84s, 6d. 

81s. 3d.— 5d.—8d. | 43d.—8d. { Si me \ 146,708 | 622,652 

Mean 63d. | Mean 63d. | Mean 96s. 3d.| 

80s. 6d.— 4d.—84d.| 54d—gpd. { 88°C | 331,727 | 592,362 
Mean 63d. | Mean 73d. |Mean 100s.6d., 

d d 7 708. 6d.— 
524.— 83d.) 52d.—9)d.)) “025 Gd. f| 1259524 | 555,409 
Mean 7d. | Mean 73d.) Mean 82s. 

17 __ gy 4 105s. 6d.— Z 
53d.—81d.| 6d.—91d. 1278. 6d. f| 136179 546,288 

Mean 63d.) Mean 73d. |Mean 116s.6d. 

44°2 

41°4 

52°8 

3955 

53°4 

60°7 

EE ee eee ees Oe Se 



( XIV ) 

The annexed Return shows the number of Beasts exhibited and the 
prices realised for them at the Christmas markets since 1842 :— 

Year. | Beasts. Year. | Beasts. 

Bands 98s de Be “ds: ass VEL 
1842 | 4,541 3 4—4 8 1859 | 7,560 5 6: eh 
1843 4,510 4 8—4 4 1860 7,860 3 4—5 6 

1844 ays 4 0—4 6 1861 8,840 3 4—5 0 

1845 5,326 3 6—4 8 1862 8,430 3 4-5 oO 

1846 | 4,570 4 9-—5 6 1863 | 10,372 3, 65. 
1847 4,282 3 4—4 8 1864 7,130 3 S— 58 

1848 55942 3a 4 to 1865 7,530 3 Aa 

1849 | 5,765 3 4-4 0 1866 | 7,340 3 Sie 
1850 6,341 3 o—3 10 1867 8,110 3 4—5 0 

1851 6 , 103 2 8—4 2 1868 5,320 3 4—5 8 

1852 6,271 2 8—4 0 1869 6,728 3 6—6 2 

1853 7,037 3 2—4 10 1870 6,425 3 6—6 2 

1854 6,181 3 6—5 4 1871 6,320 3 10—6 2 

1855 | 7,000 3 8—4 2 1872 7,560 4 6—6 0 

1856 6,748 3 4 — Gan 1873 6,170 4 4—66 

1857 6,856} 3 4—4 8 1874 6,570 4 4—6 8 
1858 | 6,424 | 3 4—5 0 1875 | 7,660 4 6—6 6 

AVERAGE Priczs of British WHEAT, BARLEY, and Oats, per IMPERIAL 

QuaRTER, in each of the Srxrren Years 1860-75. 

Year. Wheat. Barley. Oats. Year. Wheat. Barley.” Oats. 

| 

8, Klas) “Sree: 8. ad @ Ga |ca. pas 8... 
1860 53. 3 $6.7 24 5 || +1868 63 9 43 0 28 «5 

1861 55 4 RGAE 23 9 1869 48 2 39 5 26 0 

1862 55 45 35 1 227 1870 | 46 Io 34.7 22 10 
1863> | 44 9 33 11 ar), 2 1871 56 10 36 2 aga 

1864 40 2 29 II 20 pet 1872 5750 S74. A300 

1865 4I 10 29 9 2r Io 1873 58 8 40 5 25 «5 

1866 49 11 37 3 247 1874 559 | 4415 28 Io 

1867 64 6 4o 0 26 1 1875 TTD VEIT 28 8 



( XV ) 

Certain Articuzs of ForEIGN and CononraL Propuction ImporTeD in the YEARS 

1872-75; and their QuANTITIEs. 

Anmats, Living: 

Oxen, Bulls, and Cows, number 

Galvens.f 6) bei. fae aie 
ae 

MINGGR Me! oe, Mee (4S Ey 

ene 938 has Ar 

SwineandHogs.. .. ,, 

Bones (burnt or not, or as animal 
charcoal)... 2. a tons 

Cotton, Raw... 

HOSS og 7oe kno ESRC 

Guano ee) OAC 45 

SELCHTMS EP PORWN os, Vac nhac! 95 

RFORP. felted ce Haske yy 

Hides untanned: Dry .. 

Er 9 Wetnes 5, 

Petroleum .. tuns 

Oilseed Cakes tons 

Potatoes ewts. 

PRORLGE Mest Fes sc) sé yi 

(Chets2.5.) IIS ae 

Eggs 

Hard eyeete eee) xo eS, 2s) - Owta! 

Baconend Hams .. .. ,, 

SAUCE se Mtb toe ses. * 

ROBIE BOM ioe ei aes nee py 95 

@loveriSecds, «6 os se 55 

Flax-seed and Linseed qrs. 

Iie 20 ge ae 

Sheep and Lambs’ Wool .. _Ibs. 

ewts. 

+» per great hundred 

1872. 

139,468 

335525 

809,822 

16,101 

I11, 692 

12,578,906 

2,022,507 

118,704 

1,105,983 

135,965 

815,542 
626,064 

25300 

134,300 

5,987,429 
I,138,081 

1,057,883 

4429,990 

578,676 
2,001,855 

193,215 

212,382 

290,849 

1,514,947 

246 549 

302,500,925 |313,061, 244 

1878. 

157,549 

43,338 

851,035 

80,976 

69,945 

13,693,472 

2,194,473 

184,921 

I, 251,030 

123,228 

615,548 
712,040 

65,630 

138,119 

daz] 3923° 

1,277,729 

1,355,267 
5 500,277 

627,044 

25973314 

218,563 

266,084 

278,419 

1,443,018 

275 ,823 

(1874, 

157,821 

36,041 

758,902 

15,389 

82,242 

14,062,075 

253735993 

112,285 

1,241,115 

146 , 233 

554,964 
7II,161 

85,630 

157,476 

3,990,991 

1,620,674 

1,488,223 

5,672,049 

374582 | 
2,541,681 

231,532 

287,238 

256,025 

1,682,875 

289,781 

1875, 

224,969 

38,729 

977863 

71,928 

97,162 

13,360,686 

I, 765,068 

"114,223 

1,342,466 

256,333 

552,629 

652,634 

77,661 

180, 305 

4,698,870 

1,467, 183 

1,626,413 

6,178,433 

539,342 

2,629,905 

181,504 

232,782 

306,551 

1,970,267 

501,350 

338,800,481 361,133,165 

ener 



( XVI ) 

ACREAGE under each Description of Crop, Fattow, and 
Great Brirarn and 

GREAT BRITAIN. 

DescrieTion of Crops and Live Srock. 

1873. 1874. 1875. 

‘Corn Crops :— Acres. Acres. Acres. 

Wiheat eset. eta Natt he soy tee 3,490,380 | 3,630,300 | 3,342,481 

Barleyforebere| 9... aetrten ce) be 2,335,913 | 2,287,987 | 2,509,701 

Oats: .. ss “eo os “o a coal 2,076,207 |. 2,600) uu EEnedEcoG 

Rye CeO Mme ath oo: Lec 51,634 47,228 54,903 

Beans s.262%. (icy Masteee) vane 586,561 559,044 564,181 

PGS" paket Suck) yadd ae ees 318,213 310,547 316,375 

Toran Corn Chops .. .. 9,458,928 | 9,431,490 | 9,451,650 

“GREEN CROPS :— 

Potatoes wis! ot Sep Rieee et Bee 514,682 520,430 522,653 

Turnips and Swedes .. .. «2 2,121,908 | 2,133,336 | 2,142,698 

Mangold Ll) Gey POte  RR S e 325, 702 322,614 361,617 

Warrots sree. aa" SovrY 15,503 13,927 14,936 

Cabbage, Kohl-rabi, and datcl ie 174, 762 169,285 189,733 

Vetches, Lucerne, and any other pre 
(except clover or grass) . oa | 

423,929 421,678 432,470 

Tora GREEN Fae B55, Pen 3,576,486 3,581,270 | 3,664,107 

Oruer Crops, Grass, &e. :— 

lax Ce yc iek | ties dede Soe tes 14,683 9,394 6,751 

ops Uy Aesth a) Shea end Ge 63,278 65,805 69,171 

Bare fallow or nosipRed arable land 706 ,498 660, 206 5572979 

ial and oth ean auatal andthe rae) 4,566,018 | ayasosze> | 4384.07 
Petia pasture, meadow, or grass 

12,915,929 | 13,478,012 | 13,313,621 not broken up in rotation (exclusive 
of heath or mountain land) : 

Live Stock :— No. No. No. 

Cattle 1. ue See See ww | "5, 964, 5490 Opus ain gene ead. 

Sheep ...° .09 2 eT ce tse § 81 2954276359 sOyamn a uae 29,167,438 

Pigs. «. oo «0 ev es | 2,500,259] “2,422, 832"|" 25,229,980 

Total number of horses used for 
agriculture, unbroken horses, 
and mares pas ie for 
breeding <. ae . 

1,276,444 1,311,739 |. 1,340,129 

Acreage of orchard, or of isis or grass- 
land, used also for fruit-trees F “| 148,221 150,526 1541584 

ee a babies: pare bes Lat 2,187,078 | 2,187,078 | 2,187,078 

* In Ireland all descriptions of 



¢ )3¥m) 

Grass, and Nomser of Carris, Saexp, and Pies, in 
Irevanp, in 1873-74-75. 

1873, 

Acres, 

168,435 
231,023 

1,510,089 

8,405 
11,129 

1,743 

1,930,824 

903,282 

3473904 

38,096 

3,698 

375355 

42,085 

1,372,420 

129,432 

13,474 

1,837,483 

10, 420,695 

No. 

4,151,561 

41486, 453 
1,044,218 

531, 708* 

325 5173 

U: Kin , 
IRELAND. including the aiantin: 

1874, 1875. 1873. 1874, 1875. 
—_—_——_—$ $$$ —_|__ 

Acres, Acres, Acres, Acres, Acres, 

188,711 161,321 3,670,259 | 3,830,767 | 3,514,088 

212,230 234,503 2,574,529 | 2,507,130 | 2,751,362 

1,480,186 | 1,499,371 || 4,198,495 | 4,088,825 | 4,176,177 

8,979 91556 60,121 56,274 64,579 

9,646 9,970 598,121 568,984 574,414 
1,756 1,677 321,007 312,854 318,410 

1,901,508 | 1,916,398 |) 11,422,532 | 11,364,834 | 11,399,030 

892,421 900,277 1,425,720 | 1,420,825 | 1,431,879 

333,487 332,783 || 2,479,847 | 2,476,757 | 2,485,256 

38, 161 43,172 364,552 361,499 405 527 

3359 3 303 19,891 17,865 18,833 
41,105 41,896 212,326 210,578 231,717 

44,829 48,655. 468,776 470,159 483,817 

1,353,362 | 1,370,086 || 4,971,112 | 4,957,683 | 5,057,029 

106, 886 IOI, 248 144,115 116,280 107,999 

oo oe 63,278 65 , 806 69,171 

12,187 II, 287 720,990 673,376 570,005 

1,906,083 | 1,943,923 || 6,240,900 | 6,284,925 | 6,337,953 

10,472,161 | 10,431,776 || 23,363,990 | 23,680,416 | 23,773,602 
ee eee | 

No. No. No. No. No. 

4,118,113 4,111,990 || 10,153,670 | 10,281,036 | 10,162,787 

414375613 | 4,248,158 || 33,982,404 | 34,837,597 | 33,491,948 

1,096,494 | 1,249,235 || 3,563,532 | 3,537,354 3,495,167 

525,770*|  §26,160%), 1,817,837 | 1,847,148 | 1,875,851 

3255173 325,173 || 2,512,251 “- * 
| 

horses are included in the Returns. 

B VOL. XII.—S. 8. 



( XVM ) 

The following remarks relating to Irish and Foreign Butter and 

to Cheese are extracted from ‘ The Grocer’ :— 

Tris Burrer.—The quotations throughout the month of January 

were high, influenced no doubt, to some extent, by the drought of 

last summer having lessened the make ; and transactions were very 

limited. In February a great deal of heavy rain fell—almost from 

the beginning to the end of the month—checking agricultural 

operations to a considerable extent. Transactions this month were 

limited, the wharf deliveries scarcely amounting to 600 firkins in 

four weeks. The lock-out of miners in Wales continued through- 

out the month of March, and many of their families were in great 

distress ; in Lancashire a lock-out of 45,000 cotton-spimners was 

threatened. These matters were a great check upon business 

operations ; there was a difficulty in effecting sales, the wharf 

deliveries were again small, scarcely averaging 200 firkins weekly. 

In April vegetation was backward; and the lock-out of the miners 

in Wales—which had now lasted fourteen weeks—still continued, 

causing great distress in their families and much interruption of 

trade; the stocks of Irish were small, scarcely exceeding 400 

firkins at the beginning of April, and only 125 firkins at the 

wharves at the close. The market was exceedingly dull, prices at 

the close of the month showing a reduction on nearly all deserip- 

tions.. In May many of the Welsh miners returned to work: an 

idea of the business done this month may be formed by the fact 

of 130 firkins lying at the wharves at the commencement, of the 

month and 200 firkins being on hand at the end: the arrivals were 

only about 1500 firkins. Throughout the month there was not 

even any quoted price for Clonmels or Limericks. In June the 

sales were few, confined chiefly to Corks, and the greater portion 

of these were low qualities; there were no quotations for Clonmels 

and Limericks during this month. In July the sales were sparingly 

effected, quotations remaining in the same state as at the two 

previous months, until the third week; the little business done 

was again confined chiefly to Corks, and for these, prices remained 



( 3x.) 

nearly the same throughout. There were no quotations for Lime- 

ricks this month. In August there was a slight improvement in 

the demand, a few Clonmels and Limericks were sold, but the chief 

part of the transactions were still confined to Corks; there was 

again scarcely any variation in prices. In September the wide 

difference between the prices of best Irish and best Foreign caused 

a little improvement in the demand for the former; the asking- 

rates, for best Clonmels, &c., early in this month, were 126s. to 132s., 

gradually advancing to 134s. to 138s. at the close. In October 

there was a little more doing in sales, but still a wide difference in 

prices; Clonmels, &c., varied to only a small extent during this 

month. In November a moderate extent of business was done, sales 

were probably helped by the fear of using low-priced adulterated 

foreign ; there was very little alteration this month in the asking- 

prices for Clonmels. In December supplies were more liberal than. 

those of last year, as was the demand also.. 

Forricn Burrer.—Prices throughout January were high, quo- 

tations for best Normandys being 154s. to 162s. in the first week, 

and 158s. to 166s. during the remainder of the month. Quotations 

for American began at 112s. to 138s. and closed at 105s. to 125s. 

In February supplies were moderate, but fine qualities, being 

scarce, commanded high prices; inferior qualities were plentiful, 

and of difficult sale. In March the supplies were barely average 

ones ; finest qualities, in the early part of the month, were in good 

demand, but with a slight increase in the supply of fresh English, 

the market at the close was a litile easier, and holders of inferior 

qualities anxiously pressed sales—good buyers could almost dictate 

terms for such. In April supplies were moderate, and there was-a 

steady demand for finest qualities; but the market was overstocked 

with second-rate and inferior descriptions, the sale of the latter 

was difficult, and quotations were scarcely reliable. In May 

supplies were considerably less than those of the corresponding 

months in 1873 and 1874; there was a steady demand for finest 

qualities, but lower descriptions were taken sparingly. In June 

the supplies were about the average, still, however, a large pro-. 

portion was of inferior quality. In July there was a steady de- 

mand for best Normandy’s, without variation in asking-rates ;. 

B 2 
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Dutch, as usual, was an unsettled market. In August the supplies 

were full average ; finest qualities moved off steadily, but inferiors 

were difficult ; sale.and prices irregular. In September quotations 

for best Normandy’s began at 136s. to 144s., and closed at 142s. to 

146s. In October there was a steady demand for fine qualities, 

also for genuine useful kinds, but the stuff sent to represent butter 

was a difficult sale. In November the supplies were moderate ; 

there was a good demand for finest and good useful, but inferiors 

were difficult to sell; there was a steady demand this month for 

best Normandy’s throughout. In December the supplies of best 

foreign were equal to our wants, those of the inferior and adul- 

terated classes were in excess of them. 

CueEse.—In January there was a firm and steady market for the 

finest descriptions: quotations for the best Cheddar were 88s. to 

94s.; best Cheshire, 86s. to 88s.; best American began at 72s. to 76s., 

and closed at 72s. to 74s. In February the market was firm for 

finest English, but holders of useful descriptions were desirous to 

effect sales; although the arrivals of American were small, holders 

showed a desire to lessen their stocks. In March finest English 

was scarce and held firmly, but holders of second-rate qualities 

showed a desire to sell. In April finest English was held firmly, 

the season being a backward one, but holders of lower qualities 

were’ anxious sellers;/ American supplies were liberal. Finest 

English cheese held firmly in May, but useful and second-rate 

qualities were pressed for sale. Americans, with some new on 

passage, began to show symptoms of weakness, the sale of inferior 

qualities being anxiously pressed. In June the best old American 

was getting into a narrow compass, but great desire was shown to 

sell inferiors. In July there was very little really fine English on 

offer, for choice parcels high rates were asked, but anything of 

middling quality (owing to the low prices at which new American 

was offered) was difficult sale; the supplies of new American into 

Liverpool this month were very large. In August the chief part 

of the demand rested upon American, arrivals of which continued 

large. In September fine English held firmly, second-rate qualities 

were difficult; the demand rested chiefly upon American, prices 

for which were moderate, being amongst the cheapest articles of 
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-good food offered for sale that month. In October the moderate 

~prices at which Americans were offered, and the goodness of the 

-quality of the best, greatly lessened the demand for English. In 

November the finest English held steadily, and the sale of second- 

rates was pressed; American scarcely varied this mouth. In 

December the market was steady, but not active; holders of fine 

English were not pressing sellers, but were anxious to make pro- 

gress with second-rates. The supplies this month were liberal, 

quotations for best having varied little for several weeks. 

Cork Butrer Marxer.—After the previous years of drought, and 

consequent short supplies, the genial spring and moist summer of 

1875 gave promise of an abundant make of butter, which was 

fully redeemed ; for the quantity sold in the Cork market—which 

is par excellence the chief butter market of Ireland—has exceeded 

‘that of 1874 by about 65,000 firkins, the total for 1875 being in round 

numbers 435,000 firkins, and exceeding that of any former year in 

the history of this market. This increase in supply would not now, 

however, have any appreciable effect on prices, as the increasing 

population of Great Britain is yearly taking a larger quantity; but 

the general dulness of trade, and the reduced employment and 

wages of the workmen in England, have been sensibly felt in a 

much lower scale of prices, so that the money-value of the increased 

‘supply of 1875 was not much over that of the smaller quantity of 

1874, and was in keeping with the general dulness of the time. 

The year 1875 has also been one of very little fluctuation. 
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( ExIY ) 

Stat went of the Quantity and Vauue of Burrer imported from the- 
Unirep Srarrs, Benarum, France and Hotnanp; and of CHEESE 
imported from the Unrrep StaTEs and Honuanp, 1864-74. 

Years. 

UNITED STATES, 

Quantities. | ae | Quantities. Seg ee 

Cwts. £, |! Cwts. e 
1864 142,672 | 780,024 | 466,988 1,213,890 

1865 83,216 | 437,703 || 442,973 1,296,204 
1866 16,059 775754 || 415,726 1,386,447 
7867 39,035 | 113,290 ||, 526,740 1,470,017 
1868. Fpis7 13} 37,279 =| 489,117 1,439,380 
1869 17,203 84,603 | 487,870 1,612,325, 

1870 .. 16,915 80,928 5555385 1,861,263 
1871 . 83,775 3945359 731, 326 2,014,805 
1872 45,765 199,679 598,198 I, 701 5435 
1873 43,406 199,639 790,238 2,353,181 
1874 36,307 188,769 849,933 2,589,776 

BELGIUM. FRANCE. 

Years. 2 ie 

Borrer. | Burrer. 

Cwts, £, Cwts. £. 
1864 .. 81,575 470,167 163,020 858,793 

1865 70,619 4335179 353,115 1,867,085 
1866 76,667 426,712 452,196 2,276,493 

1867 . 80,754 470,464 450,693 2,265,147 
1868 70,456 405,987 || 393,578 2,156,824 
1869 .. 85,789 481,609 | 407,432 2,231,450 
1870. 84,408 516,643 | 289,692 1,672,899 
1870 94,539 523,460 ‘|| 304,683 1,636,006 

1872 74,191 4095555 355,089 1,916,795 
1873,  <e 76,610 439,508 446,550 2,409,861 

1874 + 76,723 465,517 713,251 3,944, 233 

HOLLAND. ¥ 

Years - s 

BUTTER. CHEESE. 

Cwts. £. | Cwts. £. 

1864 336,224 1,774,462 | 336,831 881,972 
1865 345,026 1,886,486 386,962 1,100,037 ~ 
1866 383,225 1,979,070 426,559 1,317,234 
1867 326,217 1,733,459 332,628 961,245 
1868 343,322 1,992,414 || 329,565 9599547 
1869 415,176 Beeb syA20 ol 426,913 1,262,108 _ 
1870 406,795 2,388,459 422,553 I, 204,830 
1875 13 390,616 1,986,708 348,148 954, 236 

1872 269,091 1,358,579 | 329,535 = | 942,537 
1873 279,004 1,453,875 || 336,654 | 1,013,233: 
1874 351,605 1,877,755 | 398,888 1,164,920 

—_— ee SSeS 
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1—On the relative Profits to the Farmer from Horse, Cattle, 
and Sheep Breeding, Rearing, and Feeding in the United King- 

dom. By W. Macponatp, Editor of the ‘North British 
Agriculturist.’ 

INTRODUCTION. 

THERE are few more popular agricultural subjects than the one 
of which this paper treats; but neither the time nor the space 
at my command enables me to furnish what might be termed an 
exhaustive report upon it. The more one studies the subject, 
the larger it grows. The Council of the Royal Agricultural 
Society of England resolved to devote a portion of the ‘ Journal’ 
to the question, with the view of ascertaining, as far as possible, 
the cause of so many farmers giving up horse-breeding within 
the last fifteen or twenty years; the cause of sheep displacing 
cattle to some extent; and the reason of so many farmers, in 
comparatively recent years, ceasing to breed cattle, and buying 
in stores to fatten. Further, the Council were naturally desirous 
to ascertain whether the present scarcity and very high price 
of horses would not, in the opinion of practical men throughout 
the kingdom, warrant increased attention to the breeding and 
rearing of horse-flesh ; whether, keeping in view the rise in the 
price of beef and mutton, the trifling advance in grain prices, 
and the growing demands of the British population, farmers 
might not, with profit to themselves and advantage to the com- 
munity, produce more butcher-meat ; and whether breeding and 
fattening could not, in these days of disease, be more extensively 
practised on the same holdings. 
A comparison of the profits from horse, cattle, and sheep 
VOL. XII.—S. S. B 



2 Relative Profits to the Farmer from 

breeding, rearing, and feeding, applicable alike to all, or nearly 
all, parts of the United Kingdom, is almost an impossibility. 
Local and varying circumstances solve the question of whether 
this, that, or the other kind of stock is the most profitable. The 
nature of the soil, the climate, the situation of the farm, and 
other circumstances peculiar to the district, or it may be to the 
farm, must be consulted. I did not, therefore, undertake this 
inquiry and report in the hope of being able to show that 
British and Irish farmers would generally find it advantageous 
to abandon the production of any of the classes of stock referred 
to, and confine themselves to the other or others. Nor did I 
expect to find that, as a general rule, it would pay farmers to 
very materially increase their attention to one variety, if that — 
involved the neglect or sacrifice of the others. I have, however, 
for several years been convinced that farmers would benefit by 
closer attention to the breeding and rearing of liye-stock, espe- 
cially cattle. Sheep during the last quarter of a century have 
been better managed in the United Kingdom than cattle; but 
on this subject more by-and-by. The result of recent inquiries 
confirms the belief that more beef and mutton could be raised 
in this country, with profit to the farmers and benefit to the 
community. 

Live-stock farming, as a rule, has been much more profitable 
in the course of the last fifteen years than corn-growing ; and it 
is likely to continue so. This circumstance is attributable to 
the superior quality of British beef and mutton; to the diffi- 
culties attending the import of good butcher's meat ; and to the 
quality and quantity of the foreign corn which competes suc- 
cessfully in British markets with home-grown grain. British 
farmers turn a very much larger quantity of meat into the 
market annually than they did twenty years ago; but the appe- 
tite for it has more than kept pace with the growing supplies; 
hence the rise in price. 
We have no means of comparing the home supplies of 

beef and mutton, prior to 1866, with those of more recent years. 
The agricultural returns, however, commenced by the Board of 
Trade in 1866, and since collected every year, give us at least a 
rough idea of our position. But they do little more ; for the returns 
being optional, they are not so reliable as they might be. ~ It 
is astonishing how many farmers, especially among the flock- 
masters, still decline to make returns. Latterly local Govern- 
ment officials have got from neighbours an approximation of 
the numbers owned by the non-returning farmers. This, how- 
ever, is not satisfactory; and it is very desirable that more 
accurate statistics should be obtained. 
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Glancing at the Board of Trade returns, it will be seen that 
the total number of cattle in Great Britain in 1867 was 4,993,034, 
as ‘compared with 5,337,759 in 1871, and 6,012,824 in 1875. 
The head of cattle has thus materially increased during the last 
eight years. In fact, these figures show an increase of fully one 
million head, or about one in six. The total of last year 
is the highest on record, excepting that of 1874, which was 
greater by 112,667. It is more than likely that the actual 
increase of cattle has been less since 1867 than these figures. 
represent. Some allowance must be made for the fact that a 
suspicion, at first entertained by many occupiers, that the statistics 
might lead to more taxation, gradually disappeared to a con- 
siderable extent, and so more schedules were annually returned. 
Taking this into account, I do not believe that we have 17 per 
cent. more cattle in Britain now than we had eight years ago. 
With so much encouragement in the form of a growing demand 
and substantial rise in price, more numbers were to be expected, 
and haye unquestionably been kept, though somewhat myste- 
riously a decrease is noted during the last twelve months. 
Possibly, also, the increase in numbers is not more marked, even 
in the course of the last ten years, than the improved condition 
and heavier weights of the animals sent to the fat market. This 
is the result of more attention to the feeding, and especially the 
“ finishing” of the cattle, on which, however, I hope to be able 
to show there is yet great room for improvement in many parts 
of the country. 

Most practical farmers will be prepared for the statement that 
the advance in numbers has not been quite so great in Ireland 
as in Britain in the period referred to. Nevertheless, the increase 
in the Emerald Isle has been considerable. In 1867 the head 
of cattle in that country amounted to 3,707,803. In 1871 it 
was 3,976,372, and last year, 4,111,990. The increase has 
been chiefly since 1870. The total number of cattle returned 
in the United Kingdom in 1867 was 8,731,473, as against 
10,124,814 in 1875. 

The agricultural returns, curiously enough, do not indicate such 
an increase of sheep as of cattle, either in Great Britain or Ireland, 
though it is well known that in many districts sheep have lately 
done better than any other kind of stock, and have taken, to 
some extent, the place of cattle. In 1867-68 the greatest number 
of sheep is recorded, both in England and Ireland. From 1866 
to 1869 the numbers were higher than for any corresponding 
period since. This was due principally to the unfortunate and 
destructive visitation of rinderpest in 1865-66. After that, for 
a time, farmers in many localities turned their attention to sheep, 

B 2 
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which rose in price to an exorbitant point. By 1870, however, 
cattle were again on the ascendant, and sheep, though of fair 
value, were much lower than in 1866-67. Since then sheep- 
markets have varied rather more than cattle-fairs, and the fleecy 
tribe has not increased in numbers so notably as cattle. Indeed, 
in Ireland, the head of sheep is less than it was in 1869, though 
about as great as it was from 1870 to 1873. 

Of sheep in Great Britain there were, according to the annual 
returns, 28,919,101 in 1867, and 30,711,396 the following year. 
The decrease was steady, until only 27,119,569 were returned in 
1871. The next three years there was a gradual advance, which 
brought the total to 30,313,941 in 1874. Last year, however, 
the number had receded by 1,147,802. Ireland in 1867 had 
4,826,015; in 1871 it had 4,228,721, and in 1874 the numbers 
were 4,437,613 as compared with 4,248,158 in 1875. The 
total number of sheep returned in 1875 in the United Kingdom 
was 33,414,860. 

Horses in Great Britain decreased considerably between 1869 
and 1873. The numbers in the former year were 1,461,061, and 
in the latter, 1,276,444. This number was some 20,000 more 
than in 1872. Stimulated by the extraordinary prices obtainable 
the last few years, farmers have resorted to breeding ; but though 
the horse-stock is getting numerically stronger year by year, it 
is still under the figures of 1869. Last year there were 1,340,129 
horses returned. In Ireland horses became more numerous from 
1869 to 1872; but since then there has been adiminution. The 
first-mentioned year had 527,248 horses: the last, 540,745. By 
1874 the numbers were reduced to 526,587, and in 1875 to 
526,160. The total for the United Kingdom last year was 
1,866,289. 
Though pigs do not come within the scope of my report, it 

may be mentioned that they are not now so plentiful either in 
England, Scotland, or Ireland, as they were nine years ago, accord- 
ing at least to the only available statistics; though in Ireland 
there was last year an increase of 150,049 on the numbers of 1874. 

The quantity of beef and mutton annually produced in this 
country has increased greatly within the last thirty-five years. 
The following statistics (p. 5), of the number of cattle shown, and 
the prices obtained at the London Christmas-market, will give 
some indication of the progress which beef-producing has made, 
and of the great advance which has taken place in prices. 

The rise in numbers, it will be seen, was steady, with a few 
exceptional years, from 1841 to 1863. In the latter year there 
Was an excessive supply, and in consequence many unsatis- 

factory results were obtained. Since that year the display has 
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| 

Year. Beasts. | Year. Beasts. 

8.) Gan aod i| Se ee Sn 
1841 4.500 3° 8=5 0) 1859 7,560 3 6—5 4 
1842 | 4,541 8 4-4 8 || 1860 7,860 3 4—5 6 
1843 | 4,510 4 8—4 4 || 1861 8,840 8. 45.20 
1844 | 5,713 4 0—4 6 1862 8,430 8 4—5 0 
1845 | 5,326 3 6-4 5s | 1863 10,372 See 
1846 | 4,570 4)0=hy'S | 1864 7,130 Sus 598 
1847 | 4,282 3044S 1865 7,530 3 4-5 4 
1848 | 5,942 S44 8 1866 7,340 Sale 5G 
1849 | 5,765 3 4-4 0 1867 8,110 3° 4-5 0 
1850 | 6,341 3 0—3 10 1868 5,320 ecie=5 18 
1851 6,103 Desay 2 | 1869 6,728 6 —Guoe 
1852 | 6,271 2 8-4 0 || 1870 6,425 a 
1853 | 7,037 3 2-4 10 1871 6,320 o-10—6+2 
1854 | 6,181 8 6—5 4 | 1872 7,560 4 6-6 0 
1855 | 7,000 8 s—4 2 1873 6,170 4 4-6 6 
1856 | 6,748 3 4—5 0 1874 6,570 4 4-6 8 
1857 | 6,856 8.44 8 § ||. 1875 7,660 4 4-6 6 
1858 | 6,424 3450 | 

diminished perceptibly, though for the last six or seven years 
it has not varied beyond a few hundreds. When the supply 
was very large, as a rule, the prices were lower. This induced 
feeders not to send so very extensively to one market, as some 
of them were in the habit of doing a dozen years ago. They 
naturally dreaded a glut, and have sent more of their stock to 
market either the weeks preceding or succeeding Christmas ; 
more frequently the former. Of course the growing practice of 
sending large quantities of dead meat from Aberdeen and other 
parts of Scotland to London, as well as the opening of the 
Foreign Cattle Market at Deptford in 1871, affects to some 
extent the numbers of live stock at the great Christmas-market. 

The advance in price, shown by the above figures, has been 
steadier, and just about as great as the increase in numbers. 
The average price in 1841, sinking offal, was about 4s. per 
stone of 8 lbs., or 6d. per lb.; while last Christmas it was 
nearly 6s., or 9d. per lb. The difference in the common beef 
prices between the two periods is greater even than is repre- 
sented by these quotations. At the earlier date, the quality 
of the Christmas-market lots was further ahead of that of the 
general supply throughout the year than is now the case. 
The choicer lots are, no doubt, still reserved for the great 
Christmas-market ; but they are not now so much superior to 
the animals disposed of at other markets as they were formerly. 
Reference to reports of the principal British markets in the 
month of June for the last thirty years shows a greater advance 
in prices than is indicated by the Christmas-market returns. So 
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far as I have been able to make out from access to those market 
reports, the following were about the average current rates :— 

| Beef Mutton 
per lb. per lb. 

d. d, 
1849 43 5 
1851 43 5 
1855 62 62 
1859 6 64 
1864 62 62 
1868 vi %% 
1871 8 84 
1875 83 9 

These are, of course, the estimated average prices paid to the 
feeder or his representative for the live animal. It need scarcely 
be added that the consumer has had to pay a great deal more 
for the dead meat; and in many quarters it is believed that the 
margin between the live-stock prices and the cost to the con- 
sumer is larger than it should be. There has of late years 
arisen a very extensive and prosperous business for ‘‘ middle- 
men.” Formerly -the butcher transacted business with the farmer 
or feeder, except in the principal or metropolitan fat markets, 
Now we have live-stock marts in almost every district ; and the 
stock, with a few isolated exceptions, go through the hands of 
salesmen, who make a very nice thing of it from one end of the 
year to the other. That, however, is their luck ; for it seems that, 
owing to the change that rural affairs have taken, there is no 
other way of disposing of the greater proportion of fat stock in 
this country. On the whole, it can scarcely be said that the 
farmers have much reason to regret the change; but keeping in 
view the retail prices, under which many consumers have 
groaned during the last few years, it is not surprising that that 
very large and growing class should complain. 

There has been, as everybody knows, a great increase in the 
British population during the last thirty years; but the en- 
hanced demand for butcher’s meat is not nearly gauged by that in- 
crease. There are, perhaps, three persons eating animal food now- 
adays for two thirty years ago, such is the change in our mode 
of living, which is especially great in the rural districts. It 
is possible that, as some wise people assert, the British public 
consume more butcher’s meat than is really conducive to their 
health. Be that as it may, there is no likelihood of a sensible 
falling off in the demand for that sort of food. On the contrary, 
there is every prospect of an increase, perhaps even in a greater 
ratio than that in which the population advances. Then the 
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foreign producers cannot compete advantageously with the British 
feeders. These and other facts make the production of beef and 
mutton the British and Irish farmers’ sheet-anchor. Some dead 
meat was received from abroad before 1842, but the introduction 
of foreign live animals into the United Kingdom dates from that 
year. For the first ten years the increase of foreign stock landed 
in Britain was slow; indeed very little progress was made until 
1864, when more were imported for a few years. Again, from 
1868 till 1874 there was very little increase. In 1875 the 
numbers of foreign stock landed in the United Kingdom were 
swollen considerably, and are larger than in any previous year, 
notwithstanding the complaints raised in certain quarters that 
present restrictions are ruinous to the foreign trade. By the 
way, the importation of pork, bacon, and hams, is now, and has 
for some years been, on a much larger scale than it was less 
than twenty years ago. ‘The following statistics (p. 8) show the 
progress that the importation of cattle, sheep, and pigs has made, 
and also the increase in the salt beef and pork, with the bacon 
and hams, received from abroad. 

The immense increase in the quantity of bacon and hams im- 
ported within the last three or four years raises the foreign per- 
centage of food now consumed in this country higher than I have 
hitherto seen it estimated. From calculations which I have en- 
deavoured to make [ find that, including the bacon and hams, the 
foreign stuffs would amount to nearly 14 per cent. of the meat 
consumed in the United Kingdom. Excluding the bacon and 
ham, however, and reckoning only what comes in the form of 
live cattle, sheep, and pigs, and under the description of “ beef” 
and “ pork,” I have made the foreign proportion about 6} per 
cent. Of course, in the absence of thoroughly reliable statistics 
as to the number of cattle, sheep, and pigs killed in this country 
annually, as well as their weights, my estimates must be re- 
garded only as an approximation to the actual quantity of meat 
furnished yearly by British and Irish feeders. 1 calculated that 
one-fourth of the cattle returned in the United Kingdom were 
killed annually, which would give 2,531,201 animals, and estima- 
mating their average weight at 6 cwt. 1 qr. each, we have 
15,820,006 ewts. of beef. Of the 33,414,297 sheep returned in 
the United Kingdom, I reckoned that 5-12ths were only once 
enumerated, or, in other words, went annually to the knife. 
Assuming that the average carcase is 70 lbs., the 5-12ths of the 
total number of sheep give us 8,701,451 cwt. of mutton. Sup- 
posing that-as many pigs as are returned are killed annually, 
and calculating the average weight at 10 stone, we have 
4,348,941 ewt. of pork. This makes a total of 28,870,398 ewt. 
of butcher’s meat annually supplied by our home herds and flocks. 
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The 263,698 bulls, cows, oxen, and calves, which came from 
foreign countries in 1875, were supposed to weigh 44 cwt. each, 
which gave 1,186,641 ewt. in meat. The 977,863 sheep were 
calculated at 13 lbs. per quarter, which represented 454,007 ewt. 
Then, from 71,928 live pigs, as many cwt. were relied on. 
Thus we had 1,712,576 ewt. of meat from abroad in the form 
of live cattle, sheep, and pigs in 1875, which amounts to nearly 
6 per cent. of the food. consumed, excluding ham, bacon, pork, 
and cured beef. The latter, or dead meat, represent about’8 per 
cent. of the total consumption. 

No allowance was made for the number of calves dropped in 
early spring, and fed off as veal, before the enumeration takes 
place ; nor were the lambs which are turned into the fat market. 
before the 25th of June taken into account. No deduction, how- 
ever, was made for loss of beef or mutton by disease and death ; 
but the lamb and veal would, roughly speaking, meet any 
deficiency of this sort. Of course, many pigs live longer than. 
twelve months; but there are also a large number killed under . 
eight months which have never been enumerated, so that I am 
inclined to think that the whole number returned does not repre- 
sent the actual head of pigs annually slaughtered. The average 
weight of 10 imperial stone, however, may be rather high. It 
was assumed also that all the foreign cattle were for slaughter. 
That is not quite the case; but the number of them enumerated 
in the British returns is infinitesimal. 

The total of 33,697,783 cwt. of beef, mutton, pork, hams, 
and bacon represented as consumed annually in the United 
Kingdom, amounts to about 114 lbs. to each man, woman, and 

child in the United Kingdom—that is, estimating the population. 
at 33,000,000. If the quantities of poultry, of fish, of game, and 
rabbits annually eaten are taken into consideration, in addition. 
to the above, it will be seen that in a large degree we are an 
animal-food consuming community. 

In order to obtain the opinions and experience of leading prac- 
tical men throughout the United Kingdom on a subject of such 
vast importance, I issued, with the editor’s approval, a series of 
queries to gentlemen resident in various parts of England, Scot- 
land, and Ireland. The queries were addressed to, and replies 
solicited from, gentlemen who were known to have had extensive 
experience, and whose opinions on such matters generally com- 
mand respect and often also approval. From more than one- 
half the number applied to no replies have been received, which 
is perhaps not surprising, considering the difficulty of giving 
comprehensive and definite answers to such questions, and the 
well-known disinclination of many of the best practical farmers 
o put their yiews on paper The questions were framed with. 
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view to elicit information concerning the extended breeding and 
rearing of live-stock ; on the farming circumstances under which 
horse-breeding would pay; on the circumstances which render 
sheep more profitable than cattle, and vice versé ; on the cireum- 
stances in which buying of store-stock to fatten is preferable to 
breeding a portion, or the whole, of the supply; and on the 
breeds of horses, cattle, and sheep which are best suited for 
the different districts, as also for the country generally. 

Nearly 100 replies have been received, most of which contain 
matter worth recording in this ‘ Journal. To the gentlemen 
who kindly made, these contributions—many of them evidently 
at considerable trouble, and occasionally, no doubt, inconve- 
nience—I feel indebted, and so must the readers of the Report. 
A perusal of the replies will show a wonderful degree of unanimity 
on the various points under consideration. The difference of 
opinion being so trifling, one might infer that the business of the 
production of beef and mutton is well understood in this country. 
The knowledge and the practice, however, of the gentlemen 
whose names will be found in the Report are, I fear, above 
average. It may fairly be assumed that a large proportion of 
British and Irish farmers, either from youth or other causes, are 
not so well informed on the various farming conditions which 
favour the production of a particular kind of stock. Hence it 
comes, that while the replies cannot fail to prove interesting 
reading to even the more experienced agriculturists, they will be 
especially instructive and useful to many, whose opportunities of 
acquiring sound practical information have hitherto been limited. 

It would have been very desirable, no doubt, to have had the 
various views and experiences supported by the publication of a 
few carefully kept farm accounts—to have demonstrated, by 
annual balance-sheets, which kind of stock was most profitable. 
This, however, I have been unable to obtain. I could have got 
a few, but not the more representative ones; and so I gave up 
the idea, preferring to want one item, important as it was, rather 
than run the risk of misleading. Though I promised that names 
and addresses would be suppressed in connection with the 
accounts, the following quotation from a letter, received from 
one of the most talented and accomplished farmers in Britain, 
to whom I applied, will indicate the difficulties with which I 
had to contend :—‘* Why should it be thought warrantable to use 
a liberty with men engaged in the business of farming, that 
would be treated as an impertinence or outrage in all other cases ? 
Farmers have long been honourably distinguished for the frank- 
ness and willingness with which they have given to other farmers 
the benefit of their professional knowledge and experience. This 
frankness has not unfrequently been grossly abused, and it is 
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this very habit of theirs which has betrayed you and others into 
the expectation that some of them will be found willing to 
disclose their whole business transactions for the benefit of the 
public.” It is not very evident wherein “this frankness has been 
abused ;” but I shall not discuss a matter of that kind, and now 
append the replies, which are as nearly as possible in the words 
of the writers. It should be explained that the somewhat dis- 
jointed form in which most of the reports read is due to the 
fact of their having been replies to a series of ten queries. I 
need not here print the queries, as the general drift of them may 
be inferred from the nature of the appended replies. 

1. HontncHam-TuHorrr, Norwicu. 

This is essentially a corn-growing district, with so little grass land that 
to rear a large number of horses or cattle is impossible. The climate is too 
dry for second year’s seeds, but the growth of sainfoin is extending, and that 
enables farmers to keep more sheep. Indeed, attempts are continually being 
made by occupiers of stiffarable lands, and also by farmers with no permanent 
pasture or sheep-walk, to keep a flock of ewes, but I notice that an excep- 
tionally dry summer or cold spring, a very long winter, the failure of a 

~ root-crop, or the prevalence of foot-and-mouth disease among sheep, will often 
cause these farmers to revert to their old system of buying-in sheep or lambs 
to consume their clover, turnips, &c. 

No doubt a few more cattle are reared. Almost every small farmer who 
keeps a cow brings up her calf, and in some instances calves are sent from 
the dairy districts and weaned on a little milk, with linseed and other sub- 
stitutes. But it is found more profitable to buy some young growing stock, 
which mostly come from Ireland. 

The sheep best suited to the district are half-breds, a cross between a good 
Black-faced or Down ewe and a Long-woolled ram. ‘This is the class of lamb 
mostly produced in Norfolk ; but several Oxford Downs and half-bred flocks 
are kept, and probably are extending in consequence of the difficulty and cost 
of procuring good Down ewes for renewing the flock. 

1 consider that a man to successfully breed nags should really understand 
horses. Few men do, although it isa common delusion to fancy yourself a good 
judge of horse-flesh. It is much easier to breed a decent cart-horse ; and many 
more are reared in Norfolk, and of a better class, than was common a few 
years ago. Still, unless a farmer has some rough pastures or low marshes 
to stow his colts in summer, rearing a quantity of cart-horses is attended 
with much difficulty. 
A good, but not too-finely bred Shorthorn, is the bullock most preferred by 

the Norfolk grazier; but the Improved Red-polled Norfolks make useful 
dairy cows, and they graze fairly well at two and three years old. 

One great drawback to extend the quantity of stock in Norfolk is the 
constant presence of contagious diseases. As we import nineteen-twentieths 
of the cattle we feed, and they come from all parts of the United Kingdom, if 
there is any infectious disorder in any part of these islands it is sure to find 
1ts way to Norfolk. ‘The ravages of pleuro-pneumonia are more extensive 
than in any other district, and the county has hardly been entirely clear of 
foot-and-mouth disease since the removal of the Cattle Plague restrictions, 
which kept Norfolk free from that scourge for upwards of two years. 

CLARE SEWELL READ. 
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2. Epineton Mains, Currnsivz, N.B. 

Instead of a categorical reply to your questions, I think it better to offer 
some remarks which will have a general reference to the matter embraced by 
them. Perhaps I cannot do this more effectively than by narrating some of 
the changes in cattle-husbandry that have taken place in Berwickshire within 
my own recollection. Sixty years ago every arable farm, with trifling excep- 
tions, had its annual bare fallow-break; and the growing of turnips was 
confined to the naturally dry soils. Even on these, this crop was still further 
restricted by the want of any extraneous supply of manure, At that time 
the number of cattle bred and reared in the county was very much larger than 
itis now. For the most part, these cattle left the district as two-year-olds ; 
part of them direct to the butcher-market, but a large portion of them to be ~ 
fattened off in the rich pastures of the midland counties of England. Many 
of them were very fine cattle. I know that my father sometimes turned out a 
lot of two-year-old steers that averaged 70 stone, imperial, each. However, 
the county, as a whole, then reared more cattle than it could fatten. The 
introduction of bone-manure, soon followed by tile-draining, has wrought a 
complete revolution in our husbandry. Bare fallow has all but disappeared, 
and a fifth part, at least, of the whole arable land is annually’ under turnips. 
Not only so, but the weight of the root-crop per acre is now very much 
greater than formerly. Still further, the cattle were then fed on turnips and 
straw only. Now the use of linseed-cakes and other extraneous feeding-stufis 
is universal. As the result of these changes this county now annually sends 
to market at least four times more cattle and three times more sheep than 
it did sixty years ago; and it sends them direct to the fat market. With the 
aid of its Lammermuir grazings, the county still more than supplies its own 
requirements in sheep; but as regards cattle, I suppose that at least five- 
sixths of its annual cast are bred and partly reared elsewhere. Our farms 
now produce winter food for a much larger number of cattle than our pastures 
can keep in summer. Happily for all concerned, these conditions are exactly 
reversed in the districts from which our supplies of young cattle are chiefly 
drawn. In ordinary seasons, during August and September, when our pastures 
are parched and bare, and we are at our wits’--end to know how to keep our 
stock from falling off, one has but to visit the dales in the north-west of Eng- 
land to find the pastures and eddishes full of luxuriant grass and thriving cattle,. 
with an all but total absence of corn and turnips. A few weeks later in the 
autumn the Dalesmen are glad to dispose of their surplus cattle*to the 
arable farmers of Tweedside and Lothian, who then need them to consume 
their turnips. Climate being a condition beyond human control, these parties 
do well each to pursue the system best adapted to their respective cireum- 
stances. Another all-important element in determining the question ‘whether 
the turnip-growers of the eastern counties should breed their own cattle or 
buy them in as stores, is the rent of land. ‘lhis is so much greater per acre in 
the case of the fertile arable lands of the eastern counties than in that of the 
rough pasture lands of the north of England, that an increase in the market- 
value of a store bullock that would leave a good profit in the latter districts, 
might leave no margin at all in the former. Asa matter of fact, the farniers, 
of our best turnip-growing districts have, for the past thirty-five years or 
thereabouts, found it more profitable to buy young cattle than to breed them. 
As this fact became apparent, they ceased to breed on the same scale as they 
had formerly done. As practical men of business, they changed their system. 
to meet altered conditions; and of course will do so again in whatever diree~ 
tion and to whatever extent the element of profit guides them. The weakest. 
point in our present system is in the quality of our bought-in cattle. A very 
large proportion of them are of a mongrel and inferior breed, and a still larger 
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portion have sustained irremediable damage from pinching and starving 
during their first winter. Could we get the ear of the breeders, our con- 
stant counsel to them would be, “ use better bulls,” and “‘ be kinder to your 
yearlings,” 

Very important changes in the sheep-husbandry of Berwickshire have also 
taken place in my day. Forty-five years ago every lowland farm had its 
flock of Leicester ewes; and now, with the exception of a very few kept for 
ram-breeding, there is not such a thing. About the time referred to, a cross- 

‘breed betwixt Cheviot ewe and Leicester ram was universally substituted for 
the pure Leicester. This change was due in part, and particularly when it 
was first adopted, to the fact that ewes of this cross were found to be hardier 
and more prolific than Leicesters; but from the first it was due in part, and 
always the more so as years passed, to a change in the taste of our best 
customers—the miners and mechanics of the north of England. At the 
earlier period named, the largest and fattest mutton pleased them best; 
whereas now the article that is in demand is a carcase weighing about 20 lbs. 
per quarter, and with a large preponderance of lean flesh. For several years, 
sheep of the first cross betwixt Leicester and Cheviot, or Leicester and Black- 
faced, have been worth 1d. per lb. more than those with two or three crosses 
of Leicester blood, and a consequent larger proportion of fat meat. Farmers, 
like other traders, have to consult the taste of their customers; and hence 
their practice in sheep-breeding is not altogether left to their own choice. 
In southern England, the mutton of Downs and their crosses obtains a similar 
preference to that of the larger and fatter long-woolled kinds. The most 
important change, however, has been in the earlier age at which nearly the © 
whole of the sheep bred in this county are now sent to market. Formerly 
they were either disposed of in autumn, when about 18 months old, to 
be fattened in England, or kept on until two years old, and sold fat after a 
second winter’s feeding on turnips. Since the practice of slicing turnips for 
the hoggets, and of giving cake or grain along with roots, was adopted, they 
have gone to market at from 12 to 15 months old. 

Like most Berwickshire farmers, I have always tried to breed as many cart- 
horses as would maintain my own stud in efficiency ; but I am sorry to say 
that I find it increasingly difficult to accomplish this, although the great 
rise in the price of horses makes it more than ever desirable to do so. The 
difficulty arises ‘from the want of good stallions, Of recent years there has 
been a great falling off both in the number and quality of the stallions that 
travel for hire in this county. The temptation to over-tax the procreative 
power of such animals in the attempt to secure a large revenue from them is 
so great, that, as a rule, a very large proportion of the mares served by them 
are unfruitful. Besides the direct loss of money in the fees paid for such 
useless services, the disappointment is so vexatious, that many farmers have 
given up the attempt at horse-breeding altogether. The effectual remedy for 
this evil would be for a score or so of farmers in every neighbourhood to club 
together and keep a stallion for their own exclusive use. Until some step of 
this kind is taken, we shall fail to breed horses enough to supply our own 
wants, or to have them of the best quality. These remarks, however, have 
reference only to the breeding of horses for home-supply. ‘here are other 
considerations, altogether, that deter men from going into horse-breeding as a 
regular source of farm revenue. In order to send to market an annual cast 
of 4-year-olds, you must have the same number of brood-mares, yearlings, 
2-year-olds, and 3-year-olds, on hand the year round; each of them, on the 
average, consuming as much food, requiring more accommodation and attend- 
ance, and involving far greater risk, than the same number of bullocks, or an 
equivalent number of sheep. As a rule, the occupiers of good arable land will 
always prefer the quick and safe returns from sheep and cattle, to the longer 
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keep, greater risks, and far greater labour, anxiety, and skill, requisite for suc- 
cessful horse-breeding. Such, at least, is the opinion of 

Joun WIzson. 

3. Trerrere Haut, Essex. 

The question whether we should breed or purchase our live-stock is dependent 
ona variety of conditions, such as :—a proper knowledge of live-stock manage- 
ment; the quality of the soil, and description of its productions ; the climate ; 
and shelter. In Essex and in Suffolk it is a common practice for a farmer 
to breed sufficient colts to keep up the necessary horse-power. Pigs are also 
very generally bred on the farms in some districts. Sheep are bred to sell as 
lean stock. In this case the land becomes less capable of producing abundant 
corn-crops, unless much cake or imported food and manures are used. 
My own practice is to breed my sheep; crossing Hampshire Down or 

Suffolk Down ewes (with dark faces), and a Cotswold or Lincoln well-bred 
ram—the latter I prefer. The lambs thus bred are well fed from their early 
age, the ewes also always having rape-cake. By keeping the lambs in a 
erowing and fattening condition they are usually sold fat at 12 months old 
at prices varying from 60s. to 73s. each, according to market-price. I con- 
sider that fat stock makes fat crops; lean stock, lean crops. 
My experience is that animals bred on a farm thrive better than when 

imported. Lean animals cannot, for some time, stand good high feeding. 
They are also more subject to disease and loss than those bred on the farm, 
and well fed and cared for from their youth. I never could do well with 
purchased sheep. Of course, when we purchase, the prices may be very cheap 
or very dear, according to weather and supply of natural food. 

I never breed from crosses, but have pure blood on each side. My ewes 
are kept for several years, and then fattened under cover in sheds, Although 
I have only 6 acres of natural pasture, I generally keep about 80 ewes, and 
get 120 lambs on this farm of 175 acres, landlords’ measure. Both our sheep 
and lambs are always folded within iron hurdles on wheels, the ewes following 
the lambs. The fold is removed every twelve hours. A variety of food is 
prepared and carried to the sheep and lambs daily, in addition to that on 
which the fold is made, Thus the land and the sheep are both in fattening 
condition. 

. About three weeks or a month before parturition the ewes have arun ina 
small pasture, but are enclosed in yard and shed at night when cold. 

In breeding stock, as in every other business, the difference between good 
and bad management regulates the profit or loss. I used, before the cattle- 
plague, to wean, rear, and fatten 30 calves annually, buying them from the 
breeders at about 8 weeks old. Now I purchase them from farmers at 9 
to 12 months old. In my case breeding, fattening, and corn-growing, go on 
concurrently. 

I do not pay fancy prices for stock. I am a great believer in the advantages 
of good and suitable food, and under cover-shelter during the six cold months, 
with long nights and short days. I do not consider much area of permanent 
pasture necessary for breeding stock, provided we so intermix our various 
feeding-stuffs, and artificial green and root-crops, as to suit the. growth and 
condition of the animals. We should endeavour to imitate nature, which,-in 
good permanent pastures, supplies a great variety of plants, having different 
and peculiar properties, and periods of ripening. In fact, good grass hay illus- 
trates practically my meaning: for it is an admirable admixture, and accept- 
able to live-stock, We can imitate this, to a great extent, by varieties of © 
other food. 
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As regards sheep, I get by the white-faced and long-woolled Lincoln or 
Cotswold ram, and the dark-faced short-woolled ewes, a lamb with shaded- 
face, giving both wool, and lean and fat meat. White-faced mutton is not liked 
by our butchers. I have a most decided objection to exposing hairy animals 
during the inclement months; they should always have access to comfortable 
shelter. Even with sheep, shelter during very severe weather is desirable. I 
find that our old, worn-out, scraggy ewes fatten well in covered and enclosed 
sheds with paved floors, their food being mixed and prepared. 

' I have no experience in horse-breeding, but, from observation, I consider 
that their very activity renders them more liable to accident than cattle. 

But the same principles of proper food and shelter apply to them as to cattle. 
Breeding-ewes require a great variety of suitable food to form their progeny 
before parturition, and a certain amount of liberty for exercise is advantageous 
to them, as well as to cows and mares. . 

Building up an animal is like building a house; there must be a variety 
of materials—such as a good pasture furnishes. Parentage has much to do 
with profit. It is a great mistake to breed from inferior parents to save a few 
shillings—especially on the male side; I have seen too much false economy in 
this respect. 

ye J. J. MEcHI. 

4, Watustown Castie, SHANBALLYMORE, Mattow, IREnanp. 

I think breeding of horses, cattle, and sheep might be extended with 
advantage. 

On purely tillage farms, or where a regular rotation of cropping is carried 
out, or where from circumstances a fixed minimum number of horses are 
engaged to do the requisite work, breeding-mares, as a matter of course, cannot 
do the constant work of geldings or barren mares. Where breeding is to be 
carried out an extra number of horses must therefore be kept. On farms 
where a large portion is under grass the busy times will only occur at seasons 
when the breeding-mares can be spared. By having an extra strength of 
horse-power the crops can be got in quickly in spring, and before the mares 
foal, The summer-work can then be got through by the other horses on 
the farm. Asa regular course of cropping, as a rule, is not carried out in 
Ireland, the small farmers could with advantage put one of their mares to 
breed. 
When the greater part of the farm is under the plough, and when the 

dairy would not be profitable, or where the pasturage is sufficiently rich to 
fatten the cattle grazed thereon, I consider if more economical to buy store 
stock than to breed them. In all other cases I would be in favour of home- 
breeding. 

As to sheep, when the pasture is well adapted for fattening, or when, as in 
the case of purely tillage farms, cr on clay farms, and land liable to be winter- 
flooded, buying stores would be more advantageous than breeding. 

I have never known breeding horses on a large scale to be profitable, nor, 
indeed, the keeping of breeding mares for breeding purposes alone ; but a mare, 
or two or three in proportion to the size of the farm, taking a turn at the 
plough, and carting in the busy season, is very profitable. Good mares 
of this class often bring in from 40/. to 80/7. for three-year-olds off the grass. 
If breeding is to be adopted on a large scale it would necessitate considerable 
outlay in the way of paddocks and stabling. A large number of colts kept 
together would, in their frolics, cut up and destroy the pastures. Nor can 
they be driven together and housed with the same safety as cattle. Hacks 
and agricultural horses are in proportionately far better demand now than 
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hunters and racers. Except on a small scale, cattle- and sheep-breeding are 
preferable to horse-breeding. 

Ihave known several farmers from time to time give up horse-breeding on 
a large scale as unprofitable. 

I have known some go largely into horse-breeding, but they all returned 
again to cattle- and sheep-breeding. Several farmers of my acquaintance 
have changed from extensive cattle-breeding to sheep-breeding, and vice 
versa ; but as soil and situation are the governing points in this consideration, 
it is plain that as sheep naturally delight in the high and dry lands, and the 
cow in the plains, any great deviation from this natural order of things will 
ultimately entail loss on a farmer who persists in carrying it on. 

There has been a class of mare in Ireland from time immemorial which may 
be called half-bred, still she is nothing like what you could produce between 
a Clydesdale or Suffolk mare and a race-horse ; in that case the strain would 
be too great, and you would be sure to obtain no symmetry; but the Irish 
mare proper is stout, without much hair on the fetlocks, with good ribs, 
shoulders a good deal slanted, and a sweet, though not small head. This 
class of mare is equal to about a ton or 25 ewt. on all the highways, and can 
trot with ease about 6 miles an hour, returning with the empty cart. She is 
found the most valuable in Ireland for general purposes. Put to a racer, she 
breeds a capital hunter; toa Clydesdale or Suffolk, she throws a valuable heavy 
cart-horse ; or to a stallion of her own class, she produces a useful animal, quite 
saleable, but not so likely to fetch as high a price as if crossed with such horses 
as above mentioned. In cattle the cross with the Shorthorn has no equal. 
In sheep the Border-Leicester and Shropshire Down are the favourites. In 
‘Tipperary, the Lincoln cross is much esteemed. There are also some good 
flocks of English Leicesters, and Roscommons or Irish sheep; still the Border- 
Leicester is most common, and next to that the Shropshire Down. The 
former prevails in North Cork and the latter in South Cork. A cross between 
both produces a very profitable animal. 

JAMES ByRNE. 

5. Wartasy, NorTHALLERTON. 

Referring to your questions generally, I should say that so very much 
depends on situation, climate, and nature of soil on a farm, that it would be 
impossible to lay down any rule for a district like mine, where there may be 
found as fine grazing-land as in any part of England, as well as a large’ portion 
of inferior and bad clays. 

Sixty to seventy years ago (taking an area of 15 to 20 miles round) this 
district was the nursery, in which were bred those herds of Shorthorns whose 
descendants have since obtained such a world-wide reputation; but as one 
well-known breeder died off after another, these herds were dispersed, and now 
not a breeder remains where there were ten before. 

The cause of this change may, I think, be found in the fact that compara- 
tively few farmers at the present day care about breeding the stock for their 
farms, and thus the best land is all used for fattening; the inducements to 
feed cattle, owing to the high price of beef; the ready means of obtaining a 
supply of cattle for feeding; and the comparatively small risk of loss from 
disease, as compared with that from breeding. > 

Nearly the whole of this district is grazed by Irish cattle, in which 
wonderful improvement has taken place during the last twenty years, through 
the introduction of Shorthorns into Ireland from the very district which is . 
now taking back immense supplies of Irish-bred cattle for the purpose of 
feeding, 
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Would it pay the farmer better to breed his own? I am strongly of opinion 
that it would, and whenever opportunity occurs I endeavour to impress that 
opinion upon my neighbours. On the poorer land, which is generally in small 
farms, breeding and rearing cattle are carried on ; and considering the high price 
of butter and store stock, which this class of farmer has to dispose of, I should 
say that it is far more profitable than grazing. It is among this class of 
farmers of poor land that many half-bred horses are bred, perhaps in some 
measure for the reason that they can be raised at a cheap rate, whilst they 
‘will not pay for grazing on good land. I cannot think that there are fewer 
horses bred at the present day than formerly, but it is very possible that 
horse-breeding, which for many years was barely remunerative, owing to the 
low price fixed by Government for the supply required by them, has not 
increased in proportion to the demand, for I should think twenty men drive a 
horse now where one did formerly. As to sheep, many farmers of the best 
land do not like them among fattening stock on their feeding-land, so they 
prefer to buy-in their stocks of grazing-sheep as they may require them either 
for grass, clover, or roots. Others, again, on a worse class of land breed sheep 
and run them with their store stock. Undoubtedly, breeding has paid best of 
late years; wool and mutton having been at such remunerative prices, whilst 
graziers have had to pay dearly for their lean stock, and run the risk of. 
fluctuating markets. 

Txos. C. Booru. 

6. Tintyrour, ABERDEEN. 

In some cases British farmers could breed more cattle and sheep than at’ 
present ; but in other cases they could not do so with profit. An expensive: 

. stock of breeding cattle is invariably a great risk. Some men are very for- 
tunate with breeding-stock, and others are not, and the latter generally breed 
to a loss, or, at any rate, to no profit. Ifa farmer has the misfortune to rent 
land which is not healthy for a breeding or young stock, or if he cannot give 
pretty close personal attention to them, or does not know much about stock, 
a is ad to buy stores to consume the root and straw-crops than to breed for 
imself. 
I do not breed horses nor sheep, so I cannot give a very reliable comparison ; 

but in Aberdeenshire generally, cattle are the most profitable to graze and 
feed, especially on our best land. The poorer land ought to be grazed with 
either small Black-polled or West Highland cattle, or with sheep. I have not 
known of any farmer who formerly bred sheep extensively, now rearing cattle- 
instead ; but some farmers of my acquaintance have, since the Rinderpest in. 
1865-6, kept a mixed stock of sheep and cattle. I have done so myself, and 
toaprofit. [highly approve of such a stock where the farm is composed partly 
of good land, and partly of inferior. 

I believe that for commercial purposes the polled Aberdeen and the cross- 
breds are the best, and are the only real rent-paying kinds of cattle in this county, 
and that Blackfaced sheep are best suited to our cold, wet climate. It is a 
mistaken notion that we cannot make our black cattle prime fat at two years 
old, I have six-quarter-olds just now quite fit for the butcher. 

Witir1am McCompinr. 

7. Rioatn Hatt, Yorr. 

When the land is well managed, the arable soils thoroughly drained and 
highly cultivated; when farmyard-manure is supplemented by artificials, and 
foreign food freely used; and when the grass land is not treated as though it 

VOL. XII.—S. S. ; Cc 
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was capable of supporting itself; in such cases I do not think a much, if any, 
heavier stock: could be kept than is now found. But inasmuch as there are 
still many and frequent exceptions to such management, I have no hesitation 
in saying that, in too many cases, British farmers could, with profit to.them- 
selves, breed more horses, cattle, and sheep than they. do. 

Farms that are near large towns, when much of the work is on the road 
and has to be done in shafts, or when the work during the spring and early 
summer is very severe, are not well suited for horse breeding. Again, when 
there is a deficiency of grass, and the mare and foal must be kept entirely on 
cut food—though this latter difficulty may be overcome,—when the farm is 
extensive and the buildings central, so that much time must be lost in bringing 
home the mares at midday to suckle, breeding cannot be satisfactory ; but 
even under such adverse circumstances it is possible that it would answer to 
have two or three mares, and so breed enough to replenish the home force ; 
whereas, under ordinary conditions, there is no branch of a farmer’s business that 
is likely to pay better than careful breeding of a good sort of agricultural and 
dray-horse. There is one fatal objection to breeding, and that is when the 
conditions, either natural, artificial, preventible or non-preventible, preclude 
the regular supply of abundant wholesome suitable food. Thus, undrained 
grass will not produce food capable of making good bone and muscle; while 
there are other unfavourable influences, such as the propinquity of chemical 
works, which at certain times cause a deposit of noxious matter on the 
crass. The latter is, of course, a very exceptional case. I allude to it from 
having seen its deleterious effects. Under ordinary conditions, not only 
can breeding be pursued with profit, but the work of the farm need not be 
materially interfered with on account of it. I holda strong opinion that it is 
practicable and profitable to commence breeding when the filly is two years old. 
“So far from growth being checked, as is sometimes urged, I find that, with 
good feeding, size is increased. The filly, after being served, should be bitted 
and lightly worked during the summer. After foaling she must be turned 
away, with her foal, for a summer’s run, and afterwards come regularly into 
work. 
When the soil is unsuitable to breeding cattle, as on land liable to red- 

water, on weak undrained pastures, or on moory land deficient in the requisite 
mineral elements, it is advisable to purchase strong stores having superior 
power to resist adverse conditions ; and so buying in such cases is: preferable 
to breeding, as a rule, and of course such a reply must be considered as very 
general. Well-drained clay land is more suitable for growing young stock, 
provided we have facilities for dry lair, than light weak soils, and this because 
the natural food supplies all the necessaries for healthy development. It is 
true that much of this can be supplied artificially, and thus, by a judicious 
use of foreign materials, excellent results are obtained; but good natural pro- 
duce is the most healthy and economical. 

The inability to keep a breeding-flock of sheep in a healthy condition 
makes purchasing store sheep advisable. There are farms which are unsuitable 
for breeding—strong land, forexample. Again, there are farms on which the 
proportion of winter-food greatly predominates, and where it is difficult, if not 
impossible, to produce a regular succession of spring and summer food, which 
is essential to success, Considerable variety of food is necessary for healthy 
life in a young state; all these are reasons for or against a breeding flock. 
There are circumstances outside the farm which materially affect the question, 
viz., the proportion .between demand and supply. A few years since sheep — 
could often be bought cheaper than they could be bred—a condition of things 
that has not been met with recently or is likely soon to recur. 

In. my experience, which is only limited, I am not aware of any circumstances 
existing which would render the exelusive breeding of horses profitable. I 
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have always found that inasmuch as a farmer’s prospects ‘are influenced by so 
many circumstances, it is not wise to put all the eggs into one basket, but to 
distribute them as much as ‘possible. Further, it is well known that horses 
are the worst grazers. A farmer who is entirely stocked with cattle of this kind 
would, unless very liberal returns were made, find the quality of his grass 
deteriorate. In most instances the cattle’ and sheep should form the predomi- 
nating stock, and the horses be kept as a hobby—three or four brood-mares. 
A really good dam often brings in a small fortune to the owner, and when 
there is the chance of using a good horse, it is quite a profitable business on a 
small scale; but it is a great nuisance to have a quantity of young horses 
gnawing the heart out of the pasture, when cattle would gtow to more advan- 
tage and improve the land. 

On real turnip-soils, where little or no permanent grass occurs, and when a 
heavy expense attends the leading of roots, I hold a strong opinion that sheep 
are’ the most profitable’ stock. On stronger we ee where grass is more 
abundant, cattle will frequentl more money than sheep. 

In this district of Yorkshire I consider that the Lincolnshire breed of cart- 
horses answer remarkably well, also the Clydesdale; but I prefer the first named. 
Yorkshire-bred Shorthorns are universal, the farmers using a pedigree bull. 
The cross between the Lincoln and Leicester sheep answer well. For the 
United Kingdom I believe Shorthorn cattle and Shropshire sheep are the most 
Suitable. 

JoHN COLEMAN. 

8. West Drums, Forrarsuire, N.B. 

The question of breeding more stock depends on the prices at which horses, 
cattle, and sheep canjbe bought. ‘The present very high rates show pretty 
clearly that we should breed more than we do, where the circumstances are 
favourable for such practice; but of late years, in my opinion, the better 
class of English and Irish cattle, with which I have had chiefly to do, have 
been bought at rates yielding a better return for keep than would have been 
obtained from a breeding-stock, with its many hazards. As many horses, as 
a rule, should be bred (unless in very unfavourable circumstances) as will supply 
the waste of the farm. 
Many farms are but ill adapted for the rearing of horses ; first, from the want 

of sufficient grass area and suitable fences. The harder nature of soils, espe- 
cially if mixed with pebbles, is often injurious to the feet of the young horse, 
causing contraction and other faults. Again, these farms are generally of a 
difficult character to work, and require a thoroughly-matured horse; on such 
Jands the three-year-old horse is unable for his turn, and is often spoiled. These 
cireumstances form the chief inducements to purchase, rather than rear, on such 
farms. 

Land producing a good quality of grass can generally be turned to better 
account by placing well-bred two-year-old cattle upon it than by using it for 
breeding-stock purposes. Land producing inferior grass may be either used 
for breeding-stock purposes, or for the keep of one-year-old cattle; but will 
require in either case to be supplemented by feeding-stuffs. 
A very large acreage of arable land, partly stocked with cattle and partly 

with sheep, is implied before the breeding and feeding of sheep can be done 
to advantage; but on more limited areas sheep are often purchased in spring 
in advanced condition rather than lean, and kept for a few months as a flying 
stock ; and this is often done to advantage on enclosed lands, 

There must be great adaptability of soil, fencing, &c., for the rearing of agricultural horses, hacks, hunters, &., before it can be more profitable than the breeding and feeding of cattle and sheep. 

co 2 
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There are undoubtedly some lands, even whole counties, that would seem, 
from the prevailing practice, to be better adapted for sheep-than cattle; but, 
in my experience, more rent can be made out of land of fair quality from 
grazing and feeding cattle than sheep. Ireland is not suitable, from its climate, 
to sheep-husbandry, but it is remarkably adapted to the production of cattle. 

A friend of mine, who farmed extensively in a neighbouring county and was 
an excellent manager of cattle-stock, but reared very few, leased a farm in the 
south of Scotland some years ago, and continued his practice of cattle-manage-. 
ment, which had been quite successful here; but experience has led him to 
draw more into sheep-stock. ‘The only reason he gives for it is, that cattle do 
not graze so satisfactorily with them as with us, and that for grazing purposes 
he prefers sheep. I have also known an extensive farmer in Forfarshire who 
abandoned sheep and took to cattle,on the plea that both stocks could not be 
managed to advantage. His acreage was about 800. 

For agricultural purposes the medium-sized Clydesdale horse is best suited. 
Of cattle, well-bred Shorthorns or polled Angus, or good crosses with these 
breeds, are our most profitable sorts. Of sheep, the Border Leicester, or half- 
bred, for grazing and feeding purposes on arable lands, rank first. In some 
parts the Shropshire Downs have been introduced with success. 

WILLIAM SMITH. 

9. Risston Hatt, WeTHERBY, YORKSHIRE. 

In this neighbourhood there is no doubt that many, indeed, the majority, of 
the farmers have given up breeding cattle, and now buy in Irish stock, which 
they fatten. The usual practice is to buy lean cattle in October, wintexs 
them and sell fat from the pastures during the following summer, Bullocks 
are generally preferred, because geld cows and heifers very frequently turn 
out to be in-calf. Of late years the quality of these bullocks has wonderfully 
improved, many of them being full of Shorthorn blood, and all of them crosses. 
They are hardy, and quick feeders, and suit the climate and quality of our 
grass land, which is scarcely good enough to feed off big Shorthorn bullocks 
without the assistance of cake. In many cases the bullocks get nothing but 
straw and turnips during the winter, it being a common practice to pull about 
a third of the swede crop for them; but of late years, since the introduction 
of cotton-cake, they are often treated to a portion of cake in winter, and 
it is becoming more usual to see also the cake-troughs in the pastures, much 
to the advantage of the stock and the land. The farmer who has capital 
considers that he turns over his money quicker, and insures a speedier return 
by this system, than by keeping on his farm a breeding-stock ; and I fear that: 
some who are short of capital are accommodated by the dealers, who make a 
profit at both ends with the cattle, and, as I am informed, not unfrequently 
have a lien upon the stock while it is being fed by the farmer. 

At one time this class of stock suffered seriously from pleuro-pneumonia, 
and I can remember two lots of cattle in different years nearly all falling 
victims. At present the stock is generally healthy, except from the epidemic 
of foot-and-mouth disease, which seems to give little anxiety to the grazier, 
unless it attacks the beasts which are nearly ready for the butcher, about 
August or September, when, as in the present year, they may be thrown back 
for finishing in winter. 
When I look at the price of butter in the present day, and compare it with 

the same article twenty years ago, I am rather surprised that more attention 
is not paid to this branch of agriculture. In 1852, I was farming, and my 
butter ranged from 8d, to 1s. 3d. per lb, of 16 ozs. In 1865, when I gave up my 
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farm, the price ranged from 1s, to 1s. 8d., and in May and June of last year 
the price has not been lower than 1s., and is now 1s. 10d. per lb. The difficulty 
in breeding stock here is very much a question of labour. Farms are larger than 
they were, and farmers’ wives and daughters do not take the same personal 
interest in rearing stock which their predecessors did twenty-five or thirty 
years ago. It is now most difficult to get women to milk, and, indeed, it is 
rot an easy task to get either good shepherds or cowmen; and this fact alone 
has had much to do with the preference for buying in stock instead of rearing 
it upon the farm. Perhaps, also, the increased severity of foot-and-mouth 
disease as affecting pregnant or milking-cows may have had its influence in 
keading farmers to prefer feeding bullocks. 
A considerable number of sheep are bred and fed off. It is a common 

custom to buy North-country ewes from the border, to take one crop of lambs, 
and have the hoggets fat alter clipping time. Some very good farmers buy 
older sheep either about May or June for their clovers, or about September 
for turnips. They are rather better able to stand bad weather on some of the 
stronger land; and they get fat, and are cleared off somewhat earlier in the spring 
than lambs, enabling the farmer to get a better tilth on his strong land, and 
so insure a crop of barley ; as a portion of our land, although growing good 
crops of turnips, is apt to be sticky and dirty when trampled by sheep 
in bad weather. 

The price of such lean sheep has nearly doubled in the last twenty-five 
years. North-country lambs were bought at St. Boswell’s Fair from 20s. to 
25s. each at that time, and lambs of similar quality this year are worth 21. 
each. Shearling wethers have risen in the same proportion. 

The very few horses which are bred in this neighbourhood are generally for 
agricultural purposes, and at the present price of beef and mutton few of our 
parti would be tempted to run the risk of breeding carriage-horses and 
unters. 
My own opinion would have been that our farmers might do better by 

breeding more stock, and then feeding them high and getting them off as two- 
year-olds; but most of our best practical men adopt the system which I have 
endeavoured to sketch. One of my neighbours has just finished buying his 
autumn lot of Irish bullocks, which have averaged rather over 12/. each for 
nearly 70; another has bought about 90 at something like 97. each. The 
bigger ones will get straw at night in the fold, turnips on the grass in the day- 
time, and in the spring some cake, and probably some more cake in early 
summer on the grass. A large number of the smaller-sized lot will very 
likely have nothing but grass, unless the winter be severe, and then they will 
kave straw brought to them in their pasture. 

Joun Dent DENT. 

10. KercuestErs, Ketso. 

Considering the high price of horses, cattle, and sheep, the British farmers 
could largely increase the breeding of all the above classes of stock. The 
increase might be at a much greater ratio if the tenant-farmer had more 
security for his capital than under present circumstances. 

On arable farms, where the land is high-rented, other kinds of stock give 
more return than horses. It is very difficult to get mares to breed, on account 
ef the high feeding they receive and the fast pace at which they are driven in 
the border district. Small farmers, with grass land at a moderate rent, along 
with their versonal care and superintendence, can rear horses with considerable 
proat, The more extensive farmers will be obliged to pay more attention to 
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the breeding of horses, when they are commanding such an extreme price as 
nearly 1007. apiece for working animals, 

Cattle can be bred and reared on the old grass lands of Yorkshire, Cumber- 
land, and Westmoreland, cheaper than we can raise them on our arable or 
even grass land. The coarser grasses seem to suit them better, and the change 
to our richer feed seems to act to great advantage. My experience is that 
cattle grazed upon rough hill-pasture do much better than those,in parks, 
which are rented at 57. or 6/. per acre. The latter land does not, yield an 
equal feed for them all the season, while upon the former they have more 
room and a greater diversity of natural grasses. 
Many farms can both breed and feed sheep ready for the butcher, and where 

that course is practicable, the farmer reaps the profit of both breeder and 
feeder. But on the majority of farms this system cannot be followed out.. 
On good land it is more profitable to buy-in feeding sheep than to keep ewes 
and lambs. Ewes are apt to get too fat on rich land, and/are very subject to 
diseases of one kind and another, while lambs require a great deal of room for 
them to thrive well, especially after being weaned... Young stock require 
clean fresh meat to keep them healthy. This cannot be supplied on high- 
rented land. Artificial food is of little use in this case, Feeding-sheep can be 
put thicker on the land, and feeding-stuffs can be used with freedom along 
with turnips and grass, 

‘As to hacks and hunters, I do not. know of any circumstances in which they 
can be bred with more profit to the farmer than the breeding and feeding of 
cattle or sheep. 

In my experience, sheep are more profitable than cattle. They enrich the 
land more equally, and are kept at less expense. ‘They are also growing two 
sources of profit, mutton and wool, while cattle are only growing beef.. Their 
hides do not increase much in value. Cattle must be kept to a certain extent 
to work out the profits of the farm, in making manure, &c., for the turnip 
crop. In such a country as Ireland, where the climate is wet and humid, 
cattle will pay better, as sheep thrive best in a dry atmosphere. 

The Clydesdale horse is best. The nearer the pure Shorthorn the better for 
cattle. In regard to our sheep stock on the borders, the Border Leicester has 
taken a prominent part on our arable land, and no other class of stock has 
been able to compete with it. However, for the present taste of our con- 
suming classes they have rather too much fat upon them, although most of 
them are marketed before they are twelve months old. Their true value to 
our country is the result produced by crossing the Cheviot ewe with them. 

‘ The half-bred sheep is now the most popular. They grow the finest class of 
wool in the market, while butchers are particularly fond of their meat. The 
lean and fat are well mixed, and their carcases command a high price in the 
London and provincial markets. For our soil and climate we can imagine no 
more profitable sheep than the latter. You have good wool, a sound consti- 
tution, fast feeding-powers, moderate size, and the best quality of mutton. 
The Border Leicester has also been successfully crossed with Black-faced and 
Grey-faced ewes. This cross has produced even a finer class of sheep as 
regards mutton, but the wool is not of such fine quality, nor do they grow to 
the same size. In the Cheviot Hills, a class of stock of that name occupy the 
higher lands ; the lower range of hills being grazed with half-bred sheep most 
part of the year. Amidst the Lammermoors, on the ground where half- 
breds cannot be kept, the Black-faced and Halflangs find a home. . The latter 
class are also a hybrid breed—a cross betwixt the Cheviot tup and the pure 
Black-faced ewe. ‘lhey can exist on the same pasturage as the latter, grow a 
better class of wool, and are more easily disposed of as draft ewes, but their 
produce is difficult to fatten when young. 

Joun Cray. 

“% 
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11. Borptanps, Nosienovuss, N.B. 

In the Lothians corn-growing is likely to continue the principal object with 
the farmer. If corn-growing won't pay there, it won’t pay in Scotland at all. 

51 used to graze two-thirds of my grass at Fenton Barns a second year, but 
this was for more easily obtaining potato crops or larger grain crops. I used 
to find it pay me very well to rear a score of calves there. I know one farmer 
who used to rear every year from 25 to 35 calves who has given it over; 
but I think this has been awing to the purchase of some inferior-bred ones, 
and the bringing up of more calves than there was milk for. Unless a calf is 
by a thoroughbred bull it will not pay to rear it in the Lothians. On the 

| whole, the Lothians are better adapted for feeding stock than rearing them. 
The greater part of the kingdom grows more grass per acre ; though, from the 
smaller rainfall in the Lothians, the animals there put on more flesh in a 
shorter time. I believe, at present prices, it will pay to rear work-horses any- 
where. I used to breed 2 or 3 every year to keep up my own stocking, as I 
considered them more healthy than those purchased. I had at one time a 
100-acre park of inferior land in grass, enclosed with a good stone wall, where 
I reared horses with pleasure, as they ran there the whole season; but at 
Fenton Barns I found it difficult to prevent yearling or two-year-old colts 
from breaking the fences and trampling the corn. I believe that if there was 
a well-fenced field laid off in permanent pasture on every farm, it would 
greatly encourage the breeding of horses, and otherwise pay the farmer. 

GrorGE Hops. 

12. E1vaston Estate Orricr, Dzrsy. 

Not only on isolated farms, but throughout wide districts, an increased 
number of stock could be profitably raised, the particular kinds of which 
would depend, to a great extent, on the nature of the soil and the climate, 
and whether grass or tillage predominate, or the occupations are of a mixed 
character, 

On all large arable farms under a regular rotation of crops, and where the 
area of permanent pasture is limited in extent—even at present prices, when 
good draught-horses are at a premium of 150 per cent. on the average prices 
of recent years—it is more economical to purchase than to breed the necessary 
supply. On farms of this character the whole of the available horse-power is 
called into requisition during the months of March and April in preparing 
the land and.completing the spring seeding. ‘The two following months 
demand equal exertions in preparing for the root-crops. In-foal mares suffer no 
injury, but are rather benefited by being worked up to the day of foaling, 
provided they are always kept at plough or in chains, carefully handled, and 
not over-driven. The negligence of a careless servant, or the act of a driving 
thaster, anxious to take advantage of a favourable season, often endangers 
both the mother and the progeny. I have frequently known mares to cast 
their foals from over-work. Assuming that parturition has been safely ac- 
complished, in about a week or ten days afterwards the mare is again put 
regularly to work, During working-hours the foal is shut up in the farmyard. 
In many localities the practice still lingers of taking only one yoking a day; in 
this case.the young growing animal has to endure a fast of seven or eight hours’ 
duration. The mother returns often in a profuse state of perspiration—the 
effects of fretting, caused by separation from her foal, and the suffering en- 
tailed by the retention of the milk for a lengthened period. Picture the effect 
of such a system on the health of the mother and the growth and develop- 
ment of the progeny. Steam is rapidly superseding horse-power, and 
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displacing a number of horses on most farms, yet the labour of the residue 
has not decreased. On dairy-farms, and others with a fair proportion of 
secondary grass land, the breeding of a good class of draught-horses is now 
one of the most profitable branches of the farmers’ occupation. Good foals 
will now readily make 40/7. each. With us the great bar to improvement is ¢ 
the want of good stallions. 

Cattle-breeding would not pay on the fine feeding-pastures of the midland 
counties. It is well known to practical graziers, that using their best feeding- 
grounds for the growth of young stock would deteriorate from their value, 
and in the course of a few years reduce them to ordinary store-pastures. A 
self-supporting farm, that is, one adapted both to breeding and feeding, is now 
the most profitable, as it brings the profits of both breeder and feeder into 
the hands of the same individual. Another point of great importance is 
immunity of risk from imported diseases. A farm specially adapted for 
breeding and feeding requires a combination of circumstances rarely to be 
met with. It is essential that there should be a fair proportion of tillage-land 
for the growth of straw and roots; a good breadth of store-pastures, and some 
fine grazing-land. .I think every dairy-farm should breed and rear a sufii- 
cient number to keep up its stock. The high price of beef is inducing farmers 
to use a greater quantity of artificial food. Improved breed, and high feeding - 
from birth, insure early maturity. On many farms with no feeding-land a 
large weight of beef is being produced, and very few lean old bullocks are seen 
in the fairs and markets. 
On large tillage-farms, where the soil and climate are suitable to the growth 

of roots, except under exceptional circumstances, a sufficient number of sheep 
cannot profitably be bred on the farm to consume the root-crops. There 
must either be a considerable area of permanent pasture attached to the farm, 
or a succession of forage crops provided, as is generally practised in the 
southern counties of England. 

The breeding of hacks and hunters is of too speculative a character to be 
indulged in to any extent by ordinary farmers. It requires a man of great 
judgment and experience to succeed. 

‘laking the ordinary stock of the farm for the purpose of breeding and 
feeding, I think, just now, sheep are to be preferred to cattle. Dairying, how- 
ever, is more profitable than either; though much is dependent on local 
circumstances. 

In my locality the breeding of hacks and hunters is declining, whilst that 
of heavy-draught horses is on the increase ; but not to such an extent as to 
materially interfere with the breeding of cattle and sheep. Many colts are 
grazed on the rich alluvial valleys of Derbyshire. There are no farmers in the 
district who devote their attention exclusively to the breeding and rearing of 
horses. a 

Owing to the difficulties of the labour question, particularly that of obtain- 
ing milkers, I know several farmers, both in Derbyshire and Cheshire, who 
are driven from dairying to breeding and’ feeding cattle and sheep; though 
both soil and climate are better adapted for dairying than any other system. 

The kind of draught-horses most popular in these parts is the lethargic, 
hairy-legged descendant of the old English cart-horse, with his upright 
shoulder, whose snail-like pace ill accords with the requirements of the age. 
I prefer the improved Clydesdale, as being the beaw édeal of a cart-horse. A 
few good stallions of that breed introduced into this county would ina few 
years greatly add to the value of the heavy horses of this district. | r 

The Yorkshire Shorthorn, or home-bred, is the prevailing breed of cattle 
here. They are being rapidly improved by a cross with the pedigree Short- 
horn. For the double purpose of producing milk and meat they cannot’ be 
excelled, and are well adapted to surrounding circumstances. 

—_— 
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Sheep and dairy-cows do not succeed well on the same pasture; hence the 
number of sheep bred and fed in the county is small. The Shropshire is now 
the leading breed. They produce a fair quantity of wool, and the carcase is 

’ much esteemed by the butcher. They are hardy and prolific, and attain good 
«weights at an early age. 

GiLBert Murray. 

13. Kituersy, CaTTericr. 

Asa rule, I think most profit is made in regular farming by breeding the 
stock, 7.e., cattle, sheep and horses requisite to consumie the produce which 
the farm grows; and I think it would be a benefit to farmers in general to 
breed more stock. 
#i Horses cannot very well be bred on arable farms, or on farms where the 
land is of very good quality and will fatten cattle and sheep, as the latter, 
under such circumstances, pay better. The farms best adapted for breeding 
horses are those on which there is a large portion of low-lying grass land of 
poor quality, which is not good enough for feeding cattle, and which is too 
marshy for sheep. On this kind of land horses do remarkably well in sum- 
mer—when other stock will not thrive—and will pay well, provided the dams 
and sires are well and judiciously selected. The great difficulty in the present 
day is to obtain a good sire to put mares to. It is the breeding from unsound 
sires which has caused many farmers to be disappointed in breeding horses, 
and so give it up. 

A law should be made prohibiting any horse affected with hereditary 
diseases (such as roaring, &c.) from serving mares; and I would require each 
stallion to be examined by a veterinary surgeon appointed by Government, 
and to be certified by him as sound, before he should be allowed to serve a 
mare. 

The farms on which cattle-breeding is more profitable than purchasing, are 
those which have grass land not sufficiently good for fattening cattle. ‘There 
are many farms of this class of land in this district, where, fifteen or twenty 
years ago, the tenants bred and reared the whole of the cattle which they kept 
on their farms. The cattle were generally grazed until they were three years old, 
and then fed on turnips, and sold fat; and it was no uncommon thing to see 
bullocks weighing 70 to 80 stones each (14 lbs. to the stone) going to market 
off these farms; but of late years the custom has very much changed. This 
change has, in my opinion, been very much brought about by the severe 
losses which many farmers have suffered from the ravages of foot-and-mouth 
disease among their breeding-cows. There is not more than one calf bred now 
where there were ten at that time. A great proportion of the land is now 
grazed by third-rate Irish cattle, which, in my opinion, do not pay the farmer 
nearly so well as he would get paid by keeping a good lot of dairy-cows, 
making butter, and breeding and rearing his own stock for his farm; to say 
nothing of the losses which occur from the importation of diseases—such as 
pleuro and foot-and-mouth disease—on to the farm through purchasing. 

On arable farms snfiicient cattle cannot be bred (profitably) to consume the 
straw and roots; and when the grass land is of rich feeding quality, it is more 
profitable to buy in cattle of mature age for grazing purposes, than to rear 
young animals, 

There are some farms of light land (turnip and barley soils) which pay 
better in tillage than in grass, and which require the turnips to be consumed on 
the land by sheep; soa larger number of sheep are required during the winter 
months for this purpose than the farm can carry during the summer ; and it 
is, under these circumstances, more profitable to buy sheep than to breed them. 
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I do not think that any rule can be laid down as to whether sheep or cattle 
are the most profitable to the British and Irish farmer, as everything depends 
on the nature of the soil. Sheep will pay best on light dry soils, and cattle 
best on rich and stronger land; it is seldom that a good cattle-farm is a good 
sheep-farm, and vice versd. 

I have myself almost given up breeding horses in favour of cattle-breeding, 
and with profitable results; the cause being the difficulty in getting good 
and sound sires, and so many of the produce being unsound (roarers, &c.). I 
used to breed a number of horses, as well as cattle. 

At the time the cattle-plague was in England, many farmers increased 
their flocks of breeding-ewes; and I think there are more sheep now bred in 
this part of the country than there were before that time. 

The agricultural horses best adapted to this district are the Clydesdale, 
they being more active, and not quite so heavy as the Lincolnshire horses. 

The cattle best adapted to this part of the country, and also for the United 
Kingdom, as well as every other part of the globe, are Shorthorns. 

The sheep which do best are a strong class of Leicester, almost approaching 
the “ refined ” Lincoln. 

Joux B, Booru. 

14, Bousuan, Forrarsuire, N.B. 

At present high prices, there can be no doubt, if we farmers could breed 
good horses it would pay us well to do so, where the nature of our farms 
afforded facilities for it; but unfortunately those of us whose farms consist 
wholly of arable land, and who cultivate land highly, have to work our horses 
hard, and with the high feeding we must give them, the breeding results are 
seldom satisfactory. Again, we have no great choice of good stallions, and 
such as travel to serve mares get too much todo. Then, most farmers who 
are in the habit of breeding and rearing young horses, are not very particular 
as to the kind of mares they breed from, and the consequence is an inferior 
progeny. ‘To carry out the system to make it pay, as we do with cattle, 
we should require a breeding-stud of mares to do little else, and a first-class 
entire horse, besides some rough grass land, as well as permanent pasture. 
But a stock of the right stamp would require a purse which few farmers 
have at their command ; and to change from rearing and feeding cattle and 
sheep to breeding horses would involve a risk that most of us would not care 
to encounter. I used to breed a few horses here, but my land being all arable 
and in regular rotation, I did not find it a profitable business for the reason 
stated. I just had two or three of the working-mares covered with travelling 
stallions, as most farmers who breed in this part of the country have, and the 
produce was so often disappointing, that I ceased some years‘ago to continue 
it, believing that it was better to buy what I required than to breed for the 
farm. That was, however, when prices were much lower: lately I have 
resumed covering two or three mares as formerly ; but to do so successfully, as 
I have said, an entire horse, with a stud of breeding-mares, would have to be 
kept, and J think Iam safer with cattle and sheep ; for if farmers were changing 
to horse-breeding extensively, prices would fall below the paying point. : 

Wma. GoopLet. 

15. Doourovr, Inverness, N.B. 

I think that British farmers could breed more stock than they now do with 
profit to themselves. Horses, cattle, and sheep sell at very high prices, with an 
increasing demand, while prices of grain are correspondingly low. ‘The cost 

’ 

s 
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of labour is high where rapid rotation of cropping is in practice, and such a 
system is also very exhaustive of the soil. I should, therefore, strongly 
recommend an increased cultivation of roots, as well as of grass and hay, and 
at least one grain-crop fewer in the rotation. I would also advise more stall- 
or box-feeding of cattle in summer as well as in winter, supplying corn and 
cake as auxiliary food. This would insure a much larger quantity of better 
manute than is usually obtained, which, if returned to the land without waste, 
would produce larger crops than now, at much less expense. The question of 
litter is an important one, but there are many ways of getting over this diffi- 
culty, such as by special construction of stalls, and the use of various absorb- 
ents as bedding. In any case, the manure thus made in summer would be 
tenfold more valuable than if dropped by the animals while grazing in the 
field ; and the increased weight of crops that must follow would again enable 
the farmer to keep an increased number of stock, and in this way large and 
increasing returns from the farm would be obtained, until a very satisfactory 
maximum would be arrived at. 

On many farms neither buildings nor fences are suitable for rearing horses. 
Stone dykes or thorn-hedges only are suitable as fences where a number of 
young colts are grazed together; and during winter they must have suitable 
yards or boxes. Strong cold-bottomed soils, with plenty of shelter and good 
water, are, I should say, essential for the rearing of useful and sound-constitu- 
tioned horses of whatever breed. And if these requirements, together with 
suitable housing in winter, are not within reach of the breeder, he had better 
leave breeding alone, and purchase from those who have the advantages 
spoken of. 

Farmers occupying strong clay-soils, and following the four-course shift, 
must of necessity purchase wintering or store-cattle, as, after providing for 
a haystack, the working-stock of the farm and a few milk-cows will consume 
the balance of the grass crop. The six-course rotation, with three white crops, 
also necessitates the buying of store-cattle, as the farm will at least winter 
twice the number it will summer, according to the now common practice of 
feeding stock. There are few farms that are not adapted for either outdoor 
or indoor feeding of stock. And whenever stock can be fed, present circum- 
stances strongly recommend that they should also be bred, and the rotation of 
cropping made as suitable as possible for so doing. 

There are hundreds of thousands of sheep bred annually on holdings that 
do not embrace a single acre suited for fattening, and must therefore be sold 
to those whose lands and crops are suited for feeding, but who could not 
themselves breed the same class of sheep at double the cost. 

The present state of markets, coupled with the present high cost of labour, 
no doubt encourages the breeding of horses of almost all breeds, because such 
could be done on farms largely under grass, and worked at greatly less ex- 
pense than where breeding and feeding of cattle and sheep are practised ; as 
in the latter case root-crops must be cultivated largely, thus necessitating 
regular rotation, and heavy outlays for labour and manures. 

No one would consider it safe for farmers generally to go largely into breed- 
ing of horses. The demand must remain a limited one, and any very great 
increase in the number bred would necessarily cause a ruinous reduction of 
price, and an immediate return to the safer and more universal practice of 
breeding cattle and sheep. Horses bred and reared on a farm will do better 
on that farm than those that have been purchased or reared elsewhere. Ac- 
cording to this, every farmer ought—if at all convenient—to breed and rear 
horses for his own requirements. But I would say that I know of no circum- 
stances that would warrant farmers generally in adopting the breeding of agricul- 
tural horses, hacks, or hunters, as likely to prove more profitable than the 
breeding and feeding of cattle and sheep. 
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On arable farms, in regular rotation as practised in Scotland, sheep exclu- 
sively are not suitable stock, nor will they be found at all equal to well-bred ~ 
cattle as a source of profit. Ona purely grazing farm, sheep will certainly 
pay better than any description of cattle will, And on farms where a 
moderate extent of pasture land is held in connection with arable land, sheep 
will also pay well, and here a farmer may also breed and fatten his own sheep. 
But he must not debit his cattle-stock with all the extra cost of maintenance 
and care, compared with that of the sheep-stock; because with a sheep-stock 
alone the fertility of his farm could not be maintained without much more 
heavy outlays in manures than would be required with a well-managed - 
eattle-stock, 

I consider a moderately-sized Clydesdale horse by far the most suitable for 
general farm purposes of any horse known in the north of Scotland, whether 
estimated by his docility and durability, or by his action, style, and appear- 
ance, or even by his cost of maintenance. 

In cattle, I would say that for early maturity, symmetry, fat, and weight, 
nothing will, in my opinion, come up to the cross by a Shorthorn bull and a 
Blackpolled cow; and if these characteristics are to be looked for in any pure 
breed, I would say they will be most readily found in the Shorthorn. 

JAMES MOLLISON. 

16. Weston Park, Surrston-on-Srour. I 

Well-managed farms, whether devoted to breeding or feeding, in England 
or Scotland, very generally carry considerably rnore live stock than the 
average of their district, and demonstrate what extra capital and enterprise 
can still accomplish in this important matter. In most localities the animals 
of the farm, and especially the cattle, sheep, and pigs, might profitably be 
bred and kept in larger proportion to the acre by selecting varieties coming to 
earlier maturity, and making the best use of the food supplied to them by 
keeping the lambs, calves, and yearlings more liberally ; by using more con- 
centrated and purchased foods; and by economising fodder and roots, by chaff- 
cutting and pulping. 

Local circumstances, the taste of the breeders, and the natural disposition 
to do what is done successfully by their neighbours, have made certain locali- 
ties the strongholds of particular breeds of horses: Renfrew, Dumbarton, and 
Lanark produce the biggest and most powerful Clydesdales; Cambridge and 
Lincolnshire have long been equally famous for their ponderous dray-teams ; 
Norfolk and Suffolk stand pre-eminent for trotting-horses; the Yorkshire 
Ridings still produce many of the most handsome and stylish carriage-horses. 

Throughout the midland counties of England not many horses of the 
lighter descriptions are bred. For many years the good returns from cattle 
and sheep have seriously discouraged this department of horse-breeding. ‘The 
midland counties have no special breed of cart-horses; the best of them may 
be described as intermediate between the active, clean-legged, stout, serviceable 
Welsh and Herefordshire horse, and the heavier, hairy-limbed, slower dray- 
horse of Leicester or Cambridgeshire. Good brood-mares are scarce, Stallions, 
although sufficiently numerous, generally lack size, quality, and action, and 
receive inadequate encouragement from the usual service fee of 20s. per mare. 
The Duke of Marlborough at Blenheim, Sir G. R. Philips at Weston Park, 
Warwickshire, adopting the plan pursued at Her Majesty’s Shaw Farm at 
Windsor, have brought south a succession of good Clydesdale horses, which 
have mixed well with the slow, heavy, rather rough mares of tne country, and 
considerably improved the action, style, and constitution of the breed. 
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Small farmers, especially in Scotland, are usually the most successful cart- 
horse breeders. They devote to the pursuit special individual attention, fre- 
quently work themselves or overlook the working of the in-foal mare, and 
carefully feed and handle the young one. Without a large paddock or field 
of permanent pasture in which the colts can take exercise, even in bad weather 
and throughout the winter, the difficulties and risks of rearing young horses 
are greatly increased. Heavy land is unsuitable for horse-breeding ; it becomes 
readily poached, and tries too severely the strength, pace, and smartness of 
the youngsters when first put to the collar. Farms abounding in steep hills, 
devoid of good roads, where there are heavy extra demands on the horse- 
power for haulage of town manure, building materials, or draining-pipes, are 
unsuitable, if not for the breeding, at least for the breaking-in of horses, and 
such farms are most profitably worked by purchased seasoned horses. 

The breeding of horses is most successfully carried out on the lighter and drier 
soils, where the rent is moderate, where a considerable area is in permanent 
pasture, where the water supply is regular and abundant, where the enclosures 
are small so as to avoid more than three or four young horses being turned out 
together, and where fences and gates can be maintained in a strong and per- 
fect state. On some rough woodland-pastures, especially at certain seasons, 
irritant plants are produced, or shoots of trees which scour cattle and sheep are 
eaten ; whilst among the old permanent pasture are sometimes developed bron- 
chial filaria, black-leg, or abortion in pregnant cows. Such grazings are 

“often safely and profitably appropriated to horses. 
Without special taste on the part of the farmer, and special aptitude for 

breeding and making young horses, the breeding of hunters, hacks, or even of 
harness-horses, is seldom a paying pursuit. On arable farms, the successful 
breeding of such colts is almost impossible. On grass farms it cannot be satisfac- 
torily carried on without small enclosures, as of 6 or 8 acres, with field-hovels in 
which the young animals can in winter weather be sheltered and fed. Horses 
of the better-bred sorts are most profitably reared on low-rented farms, remote 
from towns, possessed of light dry soils, well watered, and where undulating 
surfaces determine sure-footedness and courage, with development of compact 
bone and firm muscle. But such well-bred colts, if thriving and liberally 
kept, are very constantly in mischief, breaking gates and fences, barking 
trees, galloping young cattle and sheep, and running serious risk of injuring 
themselves or their neighbours. The best cannot be made of them until they 
are over four years old, and for fully a year before this they must be in the 
stable, handled and made more or less perfect in their duties. I am cognisant 
of two farms in Warwickshire, which for some years were specially devoted to 
the breeding of the best class of hunters and carriage-horses, were skilfully 
managed, but have both proved failures. I have known scores of young 
farmers in the midland counties of England enter with intelligence and zeal 
into the breeding of nags; grudge no reasonable expense in gaining access to 
first-class sires ; persevere for some years; get afew good colts and a proportion 
of misfits; encounter the sad discouragement of valuable mares slipping foal 
or persistently proving barren; sorrow over promising colts reduced to half 
their value by accident and unsoundness; discover, alas too often! just when 
the grand horse was fit to go, that he “made a little noise.” With such un- 
satislactory experiences the systematic breeding of nags is relinquished, and 
from the Irish or Welsh droves the young farmer finds it more profitable to 
pasaee three- or four-year-olds, even though they now cost from 40. 
to a 

Good cart-horses find ready customers at any age; are less destructive and 
more quiet when grazed amongst other stock. The high figures given for 
goo i cart-horses of all ages, and the especially remunerative sale of ordinary foals 
at thirty to forty guineas, have already had their natural effect in stimulating 
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production. But years must elapse before the supply of good horses again 
becomes equal to the demand. 

Shorthorns and Shorthorn crosses are now the chief cattle bred or purchased 
throughout the midland counties, and presumedly are found the most profitable. 
They have steadily superseded the Herefords and Longhorns, which half-a- 
century ago were the cattle almost exclusively kept. Ona few upland farms 
along the Malvern and Breedon Hills, and on the Cotswolds, some Herefords 
are still bred, are reputed fair milkers, but never bring so much money as 
Shorthorns of the same age; teams of four to six of the oxen, yoked in a line, 
may in these districts still be seen ploughing, carting, and doing other farm ~ 
work. On four farms in the neighbourhood of Stratford-on-Avon, polled 
Angus bulls from the best Aberdeenshire herds have for some years been 
used on ordinary non-pedigreed Shorthorn cows. The first cross follow the 
sire rather than the dam; are hardier than Shorthorns; are thick, short-leeged, 
symmetrical beasts, much prized by the butcher: although bred from red, 
white, and roan Shorthorn cows, they are blacks and dark greys in almost 
equal proportions, and almost invariably are without even rudimentary horns, 
These half-breds, put either to a polled Angus or Shorthorn sire, furnish 
useful animals ; but as the first cross—the progeny of the pure-breds—are more 
shapely and uniform, they are being regularly fed out, fresh Shorthorn dams 
being obtained as required. 

The sheep are more diversified than the cattle. On-many of the poorer and 
thinner soils, where the flock is necessarily run thin, the big long-woolled 
Cotswolds and Oxfordshire Downs are bred. From Oxford and other neigh- 
bouring markets a hardy admirable class of Oxford Downs or half-breds 
can usually be procured, at about 12 months making readily 20 lbs. a quarter, 
and clipping 8 or 9 lbs. of wool. In the more northerly and westerly portions 
of the midland counties are many breeders of pure Leicesters and Shrop- 
shires; whilst many farmers indulge in various cross-bred sorts, putting 
Shropshire, Wiltshire, or Hampshire Down tups upon the longer woolled 
ewes, and preferring the Down infusion on account of its securing hardiness, 
lean meat, and adaptability for living alike during summer and winter in 
pens. 
. The more extended cultivation of roots, the increased use of concentrated 
food, and the earlier age at which both cattle and sheep are ready for the 
butcher, now induce many breeders to feed out most of their cattle and sheep, 
The home-bred are usually found more profitable than the purchased stocks. 
There is more chance of their having been carefully and progressively 
managed; they are acclimatised, and are exempt from the risk of importing 
contagious disease—a most serious drawback to the buying-in of stock. In 
recent years the breeder has had the best share of the profit. 

To buy rather than to breed the live-stock of the farm is desirable where 
the land is heavy and retentive, rich and well-adapted for feeding-purposes, 
producing irritant herbage, which scours or otherwise injures young animals, 
or causes cows or ewes to abort. Land near large towns is usually more 
profitably devoted to feeding or dairying than to breeding stock. Salt 
marshes, pastures frequently flooded, and those where the water supply is 
precarious, are especially unsuitable for young animals. : 

In most parts of the country a system of mixed husbandry is found to 
answer best; whilst still further to increase his chances of remuneration and 
diminish his risks, the farmer generally goes in for different sorts of live stock. 
To use a Hibernianism, I would say, “all sorts are best,” but on most farms 
sheep properly managed generally yield the handsomest returns. On holdings 
mainly arable, and where heavy land preponderatés, cattle in larger proportion 
are required to utilise the abundance of straw. On some of the rich perma- 
nent pastures which abound in various English counties, where the herbage 
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is luxuriant, and on many soft flooded and alluvial grazings, cattle do better 
than sheep, which, under such circumstances, especially in wet seasons, often 
suffer from foot-rot. Conversely, sheep are preferable to cattle where farms 
have insufficient yard or shed accommodation, as is too often the case; also 
where the fences are weak, insufficient, or absent ; and where the land is light 
and poor, and benefited alike by the droppings and the treading of the sheep. 
Where water is not regularly obtainable, sheep, especially adult and dry sheep, 
do rather better than cattle, although in dry hot weather all sheep require a 
daily supply of water. 

I know of ‘no instance in which cattle have been abandoned to make way 
for either sheep or horses, or vice versé; but numerous instances occur in 
which sheep are more largely introduced on the arable holdings formerly more 
exclusively devoted to cattle; on the lighter uplands the flock masters 
manage to breed and feed more beasts than they did twenty years ago; whilst 
on almost every description of farm the high price of horses has within the 
last year or two encouraged the breeding of a few cart-colts. 

Finnay Don. 

17. Sunpripcr Hatt, Bromury, Kent, 

Considering the high price of all kinds of stock for some years past, I think, 
under favourable circumstances, breeding horses and cattle could be profit- 
ably followed in comparison to purchasing. This more particularly applies to 
horses, at least to a limited degree, where there are meadows or marshes, such 
as are commonly found in the midland and southern parts of England, and 
where the mildness of the climate permits young animals to be kept at 
pasture eight or nine months in the year. Ina colder climate, where pas- 
tures of one or two years old only can be had, and which in wet weather is 
injured by the treading of the sharp hoof uprooting the grass, the advantages, 
and as a consequence the profits, are considerably lessened. In England, 
where young horses are taken in to graze on meadows, the charge is generally 
5s. a week. When housed in winter, the cost would be a half more. Horses 
are put to the yoke at three years old, but they should never be steadily 
worked for another year. The keep of a horse from the time it is taken from 
the mare up to three years old would be about 45/., to which must be added 
10/. for loss of the mare’s work during suckling time, risk of rearing success- 
fully, and incidents. The value of a well-bred cart-horse should at present 
be not less, at three years old, than 70/., or even more, where a good selection 
of sire and dam has been made. 

As regards cattle-breeding, much depends on the quality of the breed, and 
the facility of obtaining good calves to purchase. One cow should bring up 
three calves. A cow, to be tolerably well kept on grass in summer, and on 
turnips in winter, would cost from 107. to 157. That would amount to nearly 
the value of the calves; but the cow could be milked after weaning 
the three calves, or she might wean a fourth calf. A cross-bred heifer or 
steer at one year old should be worth 102. at least. If pure-bred animals 
are reared the profit must be more. For example, a two-year-old Angus 
heifer suitable for breeding should be worth from 80/. to 401, and a 
Shorthorn any price, according to quality and fancy. 

Sheep are bred under such varied circumstances, arising from situation, 
climate, and locality, that no certain conclusion can be come to, except that, 
considering the present high prices, where it is advisable to keep sheep at all, 
breeding must pay well. On meadow-grass, after one mowing for hay, 10s, 
to 20s. per acre can be readily got up to Lady-Day. 
A farmer can buy such store-cattle for feeding or wintering as may suit his 
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purpose. If he has abundance of fodder, and a short supply of turnips, 
he,can buy according to his keep. If for feeding, he should have cattle 
in forward condition; if for wintering, he can buy a lot with equally good 
frames, but in indifferent condition for the coming grass, at a much less. 
figure. Rearing requires more personal attention ; and while the profit may 
be more uniform, a good judge of cattle can avail himself of opportunities to 
purchase advantageously, which a breeder cannot. 

Feeding sheep can best be done with turnips on the ground, which must 
not be heavy loam or clays, or on grass with an addition of cake. Breeding 
can be followed under any condition of soil, if dry, but turnips on heavy soil 
must be pulled and carried to the pasture. 

On all ordinary farms there must be necessarily a limit to the breeding of 
horses. Idle mares for breeding would not compensate if purely agricultural ; 
and the breeding of hacks and hunters is at best so speculative that few 
farmers would care to try it on an extensive scale. Cattle or sheep must 
therefore be his sheet-anchor. 

In Kent, and some other southern counties of England, breeding of agri- 
cultural horses has attracted comparatively little attention. Proprietors of 
land take no heed of the matter by instituting or encouraging Horse Shows, 
and farmers seem to be as little interested. Hence, all sorts of horses are bred 
from the Clydesdale and Suffolk Punch, crossed and recrossed, down to non- 
descripts. It is impossible, therefore, to say what breed preponderates. For 
many miles round London there is plenty of demand for all sorts of horses, 
from the tiny pony to the dray, so that the object of the breeder seems to be 
attained if he can get a foal anyhow out of any mare; and if it does not suit 
him, it will some one else. j 

JAMES CowIE. 

18, Mittriretp Wootrr, NortHUMBERLAND. 

Probably British and Irish farmers could not breed more stock unless they 
kept and fed off fewer. On high-rented land it generally pays better to buy 
young stock and feed off; but in many instances, where moderate or inferioy 
land forms part of a farm, I think farmers would do well to breed more sheep 
and cattle. Thus they would secure the profit of both breeder and feeder ; 
whereas, when they buy at high prices, they do not make much by feeding. 

Buying store cattle is preferable when the land is too high-priced to enable 
the farmer to breed so cheaply as he can buy. 

Few farms in the north consist entirely of such high-priced land as to rendey 
breeding sheep undesirable, and I have found keeping a large ewe flock and 
breeding and feeding the most profitable. Some farms are unhealthy for young 
sheep, in which case the farmer had better buy wethers and feed off. 

Cattle are fed off at two years old, with ordinary farm care. Sheep are sold 
at from 10 to 18 months old, fat for market. Cattle are most suitable on 
deep rich lands, which are less kindly for sheep than lighter soils, and on 
which sheep are apt to get foot-root, and, if damp, may rot. Sheep do best 
on pene lands, and on lighter and even gravelly soils, which are too light for 
cattle. . 

Breeding agricultural horses should be done at home as much as possible to 
supply the farm, and the colts kept two in a field to top grass; but it is difficult 
to get working mares to breed and rear foals, and few farmers can keep up 
their own supply. Breeding for sale on a considerable scale can only be done 
to profit when there is cheap land on which to keep mares and yearlings; 
but better land is needed to fit three year-old colts for sale. 

Hacks cannot be bred to a profit on any land; they are chance animals, and 
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along with occasional good ones many useless animals will be bred which will 
not pay for their keep. Hunters will not, on the average, pay for breeding. It 
is of no use trying to breed and rear them on poor land; and on good land 
cattle or sheep will pay much more, make a much quicker return, and with 
much less expense and risk. Hunters cannot be sold, on an average, under 
4% years old, and need breaking and expensive care. 

I have known several farmers give up breeding horses, and very many, 
who formerly bred a few, have given it up; indeed, very few now breed unless 
they have an old mare that is not worth selling, and which they do not like to 
kill. For many years I bred more hunters than any one in the Borders, except 
Mr. Calder, in Berwickshire; yet, although I have sold many individual 
animals for high prices, I am well aware they never paid me nearly so well as 
cattle or sheep would have done. Indeed, they generally proved a loss; and but 

_ for the pleasure of having such animals to look at, educate, and ride, I should 
not advise any one to breed them. 

I never knew of any farmer giving up breeding cattle or sheep in favour of 
horses. 

When rough grass, only fit for cattle, has been drained and fined by lime, &c., 
sheep are found to be more suitable and profitable. Shorthorns are found to be 
faster growers and more easily fattened than any other breed of cattle. Sheep 
are bred and fed, according to the land and climate; on low and good land none 
grow and fatten so fast as the Leicester; on higher lands and more exposed, 
half-bred Leicester and Cheviot sheep are more hardy and thrive better, although 
a little slower in fattening. 

On the higher hills Cheviot ewes pay best, and are much used to breed half- 
bred lambs with Leicester rams, which are generally sold to supply pasture 
and turnip farms down the country, and to south-country farmers. 

The best sort of horse for the farm that I have ever seen is a cross between 
the improved Clydesdale horse and the old Northumberland mares, descended 
from the tribes known as Culleys, Bakewells, and Vardys.. They have more 
strength, greater activity, and quickness of step than any other. 

G. A. Grey. 

19. Hawxuint, AtNwick, NorTHUMBERLAND. 

It is my opinion that more cattle and sheep might be bred than are at 
present. Not so horses, which to breed and rear are the most expensive, most 
exhaustive, and most uncertain stock a farmer can have; and even at the 
present high price of individual good ones, rearing them does not pay. Colts, 
to be properly matured, should be well fed from their birth, not only with the 
best of pasturage, but with artificial food. This feeding, together with what 
they cost at birth, through risk and sacrifice of dam, sire-fee, &c., amounts to. 
more than the average price which they bring in market. 

Under ordinary circumstances—that is, where there is little or no proper 
accommodation for breeding and rearing cattle—it would be found cheaper to 
purchase than to rear.them. Under the general mode of rearing by hand they 
are so liable to ailments—‘“‘ scour” when calves, and “‘ quarter-ill” or “ black- 
leg” when yearlings, which carry off in many placesa large percentage of 
them—that the purchase-system is found to be best. Yet there is no doubt 
that if cattle could be well reared from their birth, it would be very advisable 
to breed them, and in no manner can they be so satisfactorily brought up till 
8 or 10 months old as by allowing them to suckle their dams. Where there 
is convenience for so doing, a regular stock of Shorthorn or polled Galloway 
heifers, 2 years old, should be bought in direct from the pastures or folds 
every spring, and put to a Shorthorn bull. They should calve the following 
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spring (in April or May), and after suckling their produce till Christmas, they 
may be fattened off that winter. This system insures strong and healthy 
calves; besides, little or no risk is run of introducing any prevailing epidemic 
on to the farm, and the young stock are much easier carried on than hand- 
reared animals, as they never lose their condition, and arrive much sooner at 
maturity. ; 

There are some circumstances which render the purchase of lean sheep abso- 
lutely necessary, such as on a farm which may be termed entirely arable and 
under the four-course system. In this case very few breeding-sheep can be 
kept, consequently, if the land is light, sheep must be bought to consume the 
turnips on the ground. “ Hating on,” as it is called, is so beneficial to chalk, 
gravel, or sandy land, that many instances have been known of farmers allowing 
their roots to be so consumed without any money-payment, but stipulating 
that the sheep must consume at the same time on the land a certain amount 
of cotton- or linseed-cake. Where there is a proportion of permanent pasture, 
and the tenant is not bound to a particular rotation of crops, but can allow the 
land to remain three or four years in grass, and then, after applying lime, take 
crops of corn and roots alternately, a great many sheep may be bred and fed on 
a small acreage. 

Under no circumstances have I known the breeding and rearing of horses 
more profitable than the breeding and feeding of cattle and sheep. In my 
experience, sheep-breeding is more profitable than that of cattle. They can be 
bred and reared under almost any circumstances, on poor land as well as on 
good ; and, though the more personal attention that is given to them the better, 
they are more self-dependent than cattle. Asa rule, they are less subject to 
disease, and less affected by any prevailing epidemic; they are also less liable 
to the latter during transit to market, while they are not nearly so much affected 
by railway conveyance. 

I have known several farmers who, under favourable circumstances, reared 
ten or twelve colts every year, but gave up the practice entirely because it did 
not pay. Ido not know of any one who gave up cattle and sheep for horse- 
rearing. I know of some who, on mixed-tillage farms of a strong or good body 
of soil, have given up sheep, and, instead, buy in every year a large stock 
of lean cattle to feed. During summer the animals get artificial food, with 
srass; and what remain unfattened off grass are finished during winter in the 
folds on roots and artificial food. Others I know who, on hilly and light-land 
farms, have given up keeping a greater stock of cattle than was necessary to 
convert the straw grown on the farm into manure, and have in consequence 
greatly increased their sheep-stock. ‘The advocates of both systems of stocking 
are satisfied that they have changed for the better. 

The most useful agricultural horse in the north of England is the produce 
of the clean-legged Bakewell mare and the Clydesdale sire; while almost 
every county in England has a breed of sheep which long experience has proved 
to be the best adapted to its soil, climate, and requirements, such as the 
“* Border Leicester” on the generality of farms in Northumberland, and the 
“ Cheviot ” on the hills in the same county; the large “Lincoln” in the mid- 
land counties, and the various breeds of “* Downs” on the fine herbage of the 
chalks. The Shorthorn breed of cattle is found to thrive in every county. 
The Shorthorn is not only of itself the most valuable breed in existence, but 
it alone will cross with and improve all other breeds for fattening purposes. 

L; C. Curisp, 

20, Cruny Castir, ABERDEEN. 

Farmers could not, with profit, until the recent great rise in price, be ex- . 
pected to breed horses, considering the great expense and risk which they run 
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by so doing; and eyen now, the high prices which can easily be obtained for 
good animals are not more than a farmer would require to reimburse him for 
the keep, other expenses, and risk connected with keeping brood-mares and 
their ptoduce up to three years old, when the young animals are fit for work. 
It would not pay a farmer to keep a stud of mares for breeding-purposes on a 
farm, even if the present high prices of horses could be looked upon as per- 
manent. The only profitable way in which a farmer can rear them, is by 
having a few well-bred mares forming a proportion of the agricultural horses 
on the farm, and arranging the work so as to be able to rear a foal annually 
for every two pairs of horses kept. Thus, on a farm requiring six pairs of 
horses, an average of about three foals might be reared annually. The 
breeding of horses is not, like the, breeding of sheep or cattle, limited to 
particular soils or climate. 

There are very few farms in this country on which horses cannot be reared, 
though keeping a farm mainly for horse-rearing is not considered so profitable 
as cattle and sheep stocks are. 

The great difficulty of getting, in the public markets, horses which are 
sound and fault-free renders it very desirable that farmers should breed at 
least as many as they require for their own use. 

With regard to Cattle, there can be no hesitation in saying that, as a 
gencral rule, farmers could with profit in several districts breed and rear 
more of them than they do at present. Instead of sending so many of them 
from market to market in a lean state, running the risk of disease and exposure 
to cold—and from these causes, added to want of proper food, weakening 
their constitutions, and in too many cases carrying infection along with them,— 
it would be more advantageous if an attempt were made, where the circum- 
stances permitted, to combine the breeding, rearing, and feeding of cattle by 
the same person, who would then have an interest in selecting good animals 
to breed from, and in having the animals continuously well treated, and fed 
properly till they were fit for the butcher. 

There may be a few farms on which catile cannot be profitably reared ; 
but I have no doubt it would be attended with profit to the farmers them- 
selves, and benefit to the public at large, if the tenants of excellent farms in 
several districts of Scotland—whose stock at present principally consists of 
bought-in lean Irish and English stirks—would, instead of this kind of stock, 
keep good healthy breeding-cows, and cross them with pure-bred Shorthorn 
bulls. They would find that this home-bred stock would be better artimals, 
would come earlier to maturity, and leave a better return for the food con- 
‘sumed than the ordinary lean-stock now purchased. These, as a rule, are not 
carefully bred, and are often a long time stalled up and consuming food before 
they begin to thrive, in consequence of previous exposure to cold, want of 
regular food, and general deterioration arising from the long distances they 
are sometimes travelled by steamboat and railways. 

In the memory of the present generation it was the universal custom in the 
county of Aberdeen, and other northern counties, to rear lean-stock exclu- 
sively, and sell them to be fattened on the rich pastures of England. This 
state of things has beeen gradually changing, until these counties are at 
present pre-eminently cattle-feeding districts. What has proved so successful 
in the cold climate and comparatively poor soil of Aberdeenshire ought not to 
be a failure, if fairly and judiciously tried, in the districts of England and 
Treland which are at present mainly, if not exclusively, devoted to the rearing 
of store-cattle. 

There is no doubt whatever that the recent extraordinary rise in the price 
of ordinary manual labour, and in tradesmen’s bills and manures, tend to 
make the results of arable farming less profitable than formerly. Farmers, 
who at the time of the Rinderpest were led to purchase sheep, and keep 
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a small proportion of them along with cattle on their farms, still continue 
todo so. This shows that they found the system profitable. The number 
of sheep kept on arable farms in the north-eastern counties of Scotland has 
lately been yearly increasing. ' 

Some farms, from their altitude, are not suitable for feeding, and yet pay 
well as breeding farms. The rearing and feeding of sheep might be combined 
with profit upon arable farms suitable for them, and of such an extent as 
to warrant the necessary expenditure connected with the employment of 
skilful shepherds, The greater portion of such farms should be left in pasture, 
and the cultivation of it so arranged as to provide sufficient winter food 
for the proportion of the sheep which should be sold to the butcher. The 
enormous rise in the working expenses on arable farms, mainly, if not ex- 
clusively, used as grain- and beef-producing farms, suggests for consideration 
whether it would be attended with profit and general advantage to have a 
larger proportion of such farms under permanent pasture, and introduce, to 
some extent, well-bred sheep suitable to the soil and climate. Instead of 
working them on the five shift with two grasses, which was, and to a large 
extent still is, the general practice in the north-eastern counties of Scotland, 
this rotation of cropping is now almost universally condemned, in conse- 
quence of the increased working expenses and its exhausting effects on the 
soil. As far as circumstances admit, the breadth of land under grass is being 
increased, and, as already stated, the number of sheep kept is now con- 
siderably more than it used to be, clearly indicating that the farmers tind the 
change profitable. — 

On farms of limited extent, on which a stock of cattle are kept, it is con- 
sidered more profitable to purchase lean sheep and to feed them off, than 
to attempt the breeding and feeding of sheep combined. 

In 1873 we commenced to keep Cheviot ewes crossed with Leicester tups 
on the Home-farm of Cluny. ‘The prices fell in 1874, which affected our 
valuation at last Martinmas. Notwithstanding the fall in prices, the sheep- 
account left the same amount for rent as we used to get for the grass-parks 
when they were rouped. Our accounts for this year are not yet made up; 
but I expect they will show a very fair return at Martinmas. 

Clydesdale agricultural horses, Shorthorn cattle or Shorthorn-crosses, and 
half-bred sheep, are considered best suited for this part of the country. 
Farther up the country, the Aberdeenshire Polled cattle are found to suit very 
well; and in the cold, bleak, exposed parts of the Highlands and Islands the: 
hardy, bairy-coated West Highland cattle are likely to remain the dominant 
breed. Possibly these may be improved by Shorthorn bulls, the same as the 
polled cattle and all other local breeds have been. 

Ranatp Macponap. 

21. Hunpater, Jeppurcu, RoxBurGHsHIRE. 

I think farmers would profit by breeding more cattle and sheep. On heavy, 
strong, clay land and under regular rotation, where it would be unsafe and 
unwise to employ young and unseasoned horses, breeding them would be un- 
profitable. On the other hand, breeding horses would pay on light and low 
rented land, more especially where there is a quantity of hill or outlying 
land. Horses could be bred and worked until they were five or six years old, 
and sold as part of the cast of the farm, or at an earlier age, as circumstances 
might render necessary. 

As arule, I think it would be profitable to breed a larger proportion of cattle 
on feeding farms. 1st. Because there is every inducement to keep the calves 
in an improving state from the period of their birth onwards, 2nd. It greatly 
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lessens the danger of catching disease, and gives the occupier of land a regular 
and interesting employment during a greater part of the year. The only 
description of land which would warrant the purchasing of cattle for feeding is 
where the rent is very high per acre, and where the greatest amount of in- 
come is derived from the produce disposed of in a raw or unmanufactured 
state. 

My experience and observation lead me to the conclusion that in the south 
of Scotland and north of England a mixed stock of cattle and sheep is the 
safest and most profitable; but were I to distinguish between the two, I 
venture to say sheep would pay best. The rainfall in the district referred to 
is moderate, and sheep thrive better than cattle in a dry climate. 

The description of agricultural horses best suited for our part of the 
country is the Clydesdale. Personally I prefer a cross-breed between a Clydes- 
dale sire and a dam with a little breeding. Cheviot sheep are best suited 
for the Border Hills. By far the largest proportion of the arable land in the 
south of Scotland is best adapted for the breeding and feeding of what are 
called Half-bred or Leicester-Cheviots, that is to say, across between a 
Leicester tup and a Cheviot ewe. The cattle most suitable for the district 
are those by a pure-bred Shorthorn bull and good strong dams of almost any 
breed. As arule, for agricultural purposes generally, cross-breeds of cattle 
and sheep are best adapted for the district, being more robust in consti- 
tution, and when fat the carcases command a higher price per pound than 
pure breeds. 

Wititam RIDDELL. 

22. BrmpENHAM, BEDFORD. 

I think a Jarge number of British farmers might, with great advantage to 
themselves, breed more cart or agricultural horses, cattle, and sheep, especially 
cattle, and particularly those farmers occupying what are termed mixed 
farms. On all such holdings it must answer to keep a few well-bred cows. 
Some of the best managers [ know, not only wean the calves, the produce of 
their own cows, but purchase others from those who keep cows to supply 
milk either to the London or local markets. ‘These men have always animals 
to sell either as beef or stores. Great as the improvement is in the use of 
well-bred bulls, there is yet room for much more. It is highly desirable that 
in all our milk, butter, and cheese-making districts good bulls should be 
introduced. The Birmingham spring bull sales during the last few years have 
been the means of introducing large numbers of well-bred bulls into the 
midland counties, thus conferring immense benefits, not only upon the breeder, 
but upon the country at large. It appears to me that these sales might be 
advantageously extended to other districts in England. 

On light-land farms, when much work has to be done in the spring and 
early summer months, the breeding of horses is found inconvenient; but even 
on these farms of late years, in consequence of the high price of horses, 
breeding has been introduced to a smallextent. On heavy-land farms, with a 
good proportion of grass land, the breeding of agricultural horses can with 
greater advantage be carried out, and profitably too. Where these horses are 
bred, namely, the midland and fen districts, foals have made this season over 
401. each, and two-year-old colts over 1007. There is no class of animal that 
will pay better than this. 

On all the fine grazing lands of the country, where rents are high, it would 
not answer to breed cattle. The grazier could not afford to keep animals so 
long on the farm; besides, where breeding is carried out, at least successfully, 
it is necessary to have a supply of straw and roots. Also on farms that are 
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almost exclusively: arable, where cattle could not be kept in the summer, 
breeding could not be carried out, therefore it is preferable to buy stores. As. 
is the case to a larger extent in this and adjoining counties, cattle are pur- 
chased in the autumn ; they are either made off fat, or sold to the graziers in 
the spring. 

On farms where a large extent of roots is grown, a larger number of sheep 
can be wintered than could be advantageously bred, such farms not affording 
much summer food. 

Agricultural horses do pay to breed, there being but little risk. A man, 
however, may breed half-a-dozen nags, and, perhaps, find only one good for 
anything. ‘They must be very exceptional circumstances indeed that would 
make the breeding of horses (even agricultural to any great extent) more 
profitable than that of cattle and sheep. My “ experience” would lead me 
to say that in a very large majority of the farms of this county sheep are 
more profitable than cattle, for this reason, the herbage and climate are more 
adapted to them. Even on a great deal of the second-rate grass-land, a better 
return is found to be made with sheep. A farmer finds that a good clip ‘of 
wool comes in very handy. On mixed farms (arable and grass) both cattle: 
and sheep can be advantageously kept. 

The Leicestershire and Lincolnshire horses are almost exclusively used in 
this county. They are either bred or bought at two years old, and are 
worked until seven or eight years old, and then find a ready sale for the 
London or provincial markets. 

Shorthorns are almost the only cattle bred in the county. A larger 
number are bred than formerly, and these, too, of improved quality. A few 
Hereford steers find their way into the county, their great docility making 
them favourites as yard beasts. They are also thought to fatten more readily 
on our second-rate grass lands, but as they put on more fat in proportion to 
the lean meat they are not sought after by our local butchers, but generally 
find their way to London, where a better market awaits them. Shorthorns. 
are gradually extending themselves, and will doubtless exclude other breeds. 
in this county. They make a greater return in much less time ; and having 
more lean meat, they are more eagerly bought up by the butchers, 

Thirty years ago the great majority of the flocks of this county were of the 
Leicester or Long-woolled breeds. Crossing was, however, introduced, the 
result proving satisfactor y. Such flocks are now the exception. Rams of the 
Oxfordshire breed are now extensively used; and in the early spring months, 
sheep at about thirteen or fourteen months old, of most superior size and 
quality, are disposed of at our Bedford fat-cattle markets. Cotswold and other 
long-woolled rams are used, but not to the same extent as formerly. The 
; ee being more for a black face and leg. ‘hus it appears the Oxfordshires 

“best suited for our own part of the country :” at all events} sheep 
Be ih dark faces and legs with a good fleece of wool are rapidly extending, 
themselves. 

CHARLES Howarp. 

23. Datcan Parx, Surutr, Heaprorp, Mayo, 

T am of opinion that British farmers, and especially farmers in the province- 
of Connaught, in Ireland, could and should, for their own profit and advantage,. 
breed more horses, cattle, and sheep, than they do. But I should say that, 
like all rules, there are exceptional cases. Jor instance, ifa farm be purely 
a tillage one, the farmer must necessarily be short of pasturage, consequently 
it will be more to his advantage, or at least to his convenience, to purchase his- 
supply of horses, though (with convenient farmstead accommodation) T believe 
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it would be more profitable for him to breed, and to rear them by hand, 
feeding in loose boxes. ‘This, however, entails an amount of trouble and 
inconvenience which few care to attempt. The same rule will, in a great 
measure, apply to cattle and sheep feeding. On a farm purely tillage, with a 
short supply of grass land, it is more profitable to purchase stock for fattening 
on roots and artificial foods, than to rear and feed fat a much smaller number. 
Again, on a grass farm of good fattening quality, it is more to the advantage 
of the farmer to purchase store stock of age, and in forward condition, so that 
in a few months he can have them finished for the fat market, thus bringing 
in a quick return and fair profit. 

I know one or two gentlemen who formerly bred horses on a very large 
scale, who have now, to a great extent, given it up, partly because it did 
not pay a high interest, but more on account of the constant annoyance and 
disappointment connected with the management. The agricultural horses I 
find most suited to my farm, and I should say best adapted for the west of 
Treland generally, are active, clean-legged animals. My own are chiefly crosses 
between the Clydesdale and Suffolk Punch. The breed of cattle I like best 
is that which approaches nearest to the pure-bred Shorthorn, and the sheep 
almost the pure Border Leicester, thouch a little of the Irish or Roscommon 
blood, to give a little more bone and a hardier constitution, is an advantage. 

The course I adopt on my own farm (and which I observe is pretty much 
the system followed by Mr. Simson on his very extensive farms in county 
Mayo) will bear out what I have thus very hurriedly stated. 

As a general rule, I breed and rear a good many horses, selling the saddle- 
horses when trained at four or five years old; the draught horses after they 
have been trained and worked on the farm for a time. I breed and rear a 
ee of cattle, and finish them for the fat market at two and three years 
old. 

I breed, rear, and feed off fat all my own sheep. I rarely buy a sheep 
(rams excepted), and rarely sell asheep, except to the butcher. My experience 
in the west of Ireland has been, that the mixed system of farm husbandry, 
breeding, rearing, and fattening of cattle and sheep, has been the most certain 
to produce a profitable result. The general practice of this part of the country, 
however, is very different; the large farmers, or graziers as they are com- 
monly called, almost invariably confine themselves to the grass alone, saving 
some for hay, barely sufficient to give their stock (which are entirely outlying 
in winter) a little in the months of spring, or during very severe snowy 
weather. It must be admitted that stock fed in this way sometimes return 
very great profit; but at times little or nothing for their grazing. 

I consider my sheep-stock too highly bred to stand the hardship to which 
most flocks are exposed ; in fact, it is my opinion that without hand-feeding 
and attention they would not suit the damp climate of the west. I feed my 
sheep off fat at one year old. As a rule, the sheep of the country are fed in 
Connaught till they are two and a half years old, when they are sold to men 
having fine fattening land, or to tillage farmers for turnip feeding. 

ALLAN K, ALGIE. 

24, AyLussy, Grimspy, LincoLNsHIRe. 

‘ Farmers could not generally breed more stock ; in individual eases it might 
@ SO. 
On farms where the horses work hard and live high, breeding is very un- 

certain. On other farms, where mares are worked more lightly, and are not 
kept so high, and can be spared for a few months altogether when the spring 
seeding is finished, breeding is profitable. 
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Some farms are unhealthy for breeding cattle, and young stock do not 
thrive well, and losses are considerable: on all such, buying is better than 
breeding. 

In our county, the wold and other light soils are much more adapted for 
breeding sheep, being much better suckling land. The marsh and fen land, 
on the contrary, is better for growing and feeding sheep. 

Horses are not good stock on land; they graze the pastures badly, and are 
not good manure-makers. There is greater risk from the numerous causes 
which render horses unsound, and horse-dealing does not commend itself to 
many farmers. 

To the English farmer, sheep are the more profitable, except in certain cir- 
cumstances, where land is well adapted for cattle-breeding, and not so good 
for sheep ; but generally sheep pay best; they grow fleeces, cattle do not. 

Some “ horsey”? men, who seem to have a passion for horses, will extend 
the breeding of them to as large an extent as they well can, but not to the 
exclusion of the other classes of breeding. 

A few cattle-breeders have been known to relinquish or lessen that branch 
of their business, and to breed sheep more extensively. 

Lincolnshire and Cambridgeshire horses, Shorthorn cattle, and Lincolnshire 
“ Long-wool” sheep for this part of the country. Downs and Short-wools are 
better adapted for some soils. 

Francis SOWERBY. 

25. Howertt Castix, Penrira, CumMBERLAND. 

I decidedly think farmers could breed more stock with profit by the drain- 
age of wet natural pasture and the top-dressing thereafter with lime or bones. 
Farms contiguous to large towns, and consisting of rich, high-priced land, 
render purchasing preferable to breeding horses. And, on the other hand, 
on soft, grassy, coarse-herbaged, low-priced farms, it is better to breed them. 

Land rented, say from 2/. 10s. to 5/. per acre, can be turned to more profit- 
able account in fattening than in breeding cattle. Farms designated as 
turnip and barley farms, have, as a rule, an acreage in turnips largely out of 
proportion to the acreage in pasture. And as all such farms, to be kept in 
first-class condition, demand the consumption upon the fields where grown 
of all the turnips that can be spared from the making down of the straw into 
proper manure, the folding on of sheep is practised. J’attening in such cir- 
cumstances yields a better return than breeding ; hence purchasing of sheep is 
resorted to. Further, when such farms adjoin large towns, where hay almost 
always commands a good price, the seeds or young grasses are generally 
reserved and cut for hay; and wherever such is the case, sheep cannot be 
bred and reared for lack of pasture, but must be purchased for consuming 
the turnips, 

Scarcely under any circumstances do I believe the breeding of horses to be 
more profitable than that of cattle or sheep; and only on high-lying situa- 
tions, say from 700 to 1000 feet above the sea-level, and where the soil is of 
a soft marshy nature, producing rough coarse herbage, is it that the breeding 
of horses equals that of cattle or sheep. Still the fear that it is unwise “ to 
pack all our eggs in one basket,” induces me to recommend, on almost all 
farms of any extent, mimed breeding, and I practise what I preach by breeding 
a few horses, a number of cattle, and a large lot of sheep. 

Sheep, as a general rule, pay better than cattle, chiefly from the light ex- 
pense in attendance ; and also from the fact that in open winters, and where 
there is an average amount of natural or artificial shelter, with some heath to 
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run over, they can be brought through (in many cases) without any hand- 
feeding whatever. ; 

From ten to twenty years ago the breeding of horses was largely curtailed 
on account of their unremunerative market value; and, as a matter of course, 
their place would be filled with cattle or sheep, but Iam not aware of any 
single individual having given up to any large extent the breeding of horses. 
Since the reaction in the horse market, there are, if not two for one, most 
certainly three for two: mares put to breeding now, as compared with a few 
years ago. dy oy 

The pure Clydesdale horse of the largest frame and weight is not necessary 
for farm purposes. A lighter, quick-stepping, half-bred animal, is more suit- 
able for this part of the country for farm work ; but for working on the farm 
for perhaps two years, and then selling for town purposes, the Clydesdale is best. 

The best sort of cattle are the Shorthorns, and the purer the pedigree the 
better. On the mountain ranges and unenclosed commons, the Highland or 
Black-faced sheep predominate. On the lower-lying and inclosed pastures, a 
cross between the Leicester ram and Black-faced ewes gives a good return. 
And in the vale of the Eden, and all low-lying sheltered situations, Leicester 
or half-bred pays best. 

James MITcHELL. 

26. Srzevenson Marys, Happrneton, N.B. 

I think more cattle, sheep, and horses might be profitably bred on many farms. 
I consider it most profitable for the farmer to breed his own horses, unless 

strong, clay soils, where the draught is very heavy. On such soils the 
mares are more apt to abort or produce weakly foals; and young colts, 
when first yoked, are apt to produce sprains and other lameness, also to slip 
shoulders. ‘The same rule applies to very steep land. 

On dry arable land, with a fine climate, such as the lower part of East 
Lothian, I think store-cattle can be bought cheaper than they can be bred, 
for this reason, that there are other counties better adapted for rearing cattle, 
viz., those counties which have a more humid climate better suited for grass. 
Cattle grow better in those counties. I would instance Westmoreland and the 
greater part of Ireland. On such land as the lower part of East Lothian cattle 
do not take on the same appearance at all; they get brown and dry in the hair, 
and do not grow like cattle that are graziug on land better adapted for grass. 

Dry arable land that will grow good grass and turnips is suitable for 
breeding sheep. If the land is naturally very fertile, and of easy access to 
towns, it will be found more profitable to purchase than to breed, because 
they can be bred at less expense on poorer soil and further from market, and 
on cheaper land. Sheep also do best going thin on the ground. 

One drawback to the breeding and rearing of horses is that they are not 
nearly so good manure-makers as cattle or sheep. Grass depastured by 
horses will not improve nearly so much in condition as land on which either 
cattle or sheep graze. ; 

The Clydesdale I believe to be the best agricultural horse. He combines 
strength with durability and docility. Shorthorn or cross cattle, and half 
or three-parts bred sheep are best. 

Apam SMITH. 

27. Amarney Hovss, Battyraccet, IRELanp. 

For the past twenty-five years—in fact, since the famine period of 1846-7-8 
—a revolution in husbandry has taken place in Ireland. Small holdings have 
disappeared and are disappearing. They have been turned into large holdings, 
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and apace with this process the agricultural population has emigrated and is 
emigrating. 
‘The change has brought with it this result, that there are now in Ireland ~ 

nearly 1,200,000 acres less of cereal crops grown than there were a quarter of 
a century ago, and of course a corresponding diminution of green crop. This 
serious transition from tillage husbandry to pasturage has had a most vital 
effect upon stock-breeding in Ireland. 

The demand for agricultural horse-power has materially decreased. The 
tillage husbandry that has ceased was carried on mainly by the small holders. 
of land, who maintained horse-power jointly and severally amongst each other, 
considerably beyond what was needed upon a large estate system. They 
combined their farming with breeding horses. The small farmer’s mare pro- 
duced her annual foal, keeping up a regular succession for the horse-market, 
and enabling the small farmer to recoup himself for the excess of horse- 
power he maintained upon his holding. 

Few if any of the large holders keep brood mares exclusively for breeding 
purposes. Notwithstanding high prices, horse-breeding is regarded as un- 
certain, expensive, and requiring skilful personal care and attention of servants . 
or labourers, at present difficult to procure. 

As a general rule, tenant-farmers do not and will not adopt horse-breeding 
per se as a mode of farming. They regard cattle and sheep as more certain 
and profitable. Gentlemen farmers and owners in fee are now tempted to do 
more in that way, but are deterred by the difficulty of meeting with steady 
careful servants upon whom the results would turn; and this drawback is 
increasing. I may add that suitable sound stallions of the different classes 
are not generally accessible. 

As to cattle in Ireland, many sincere well-wishers of the country have 
indulged in the fallacy that Ireland being adapted generally by soil and climate 
for grazing purposes, it was best that tillage should give way to pasturage. 
Those theorists are not aware that more horses, cattle, sheep, pigs, &c., could 
be “raised,” and more beef and mutton brought to market under a system of 
rotation husbandry suited to the particular soil. In the first place, the tendency 
and effect of the present or modern system of running indiscriminately into 
grass farming is to revert to the old barbarous mode of husbandry—leaving 
the surface to nature—ignoring the improved husbandry of the age and the 
aid of machinery, &c. In the next place, our winter keep is thus made a 
limited quantity, restricted mainly to the hay crop, which is in our climate 
a very precarious provision when unaided by grain, straw, and turnips. 

As it is, our local cattle-mart is entirely influenced by the export market— 
more especially the store-cattle trade. If owing to any causes the English or 
Scotch import trade experienced a check, a complete reaction—nay, panic— 
would set in on this side of the Channel. Winter fodder would go up, store- 
cattle run down, and in the hands of holders run out of condition. 

The increasing scarcity and dearness of labour is causing the larger holders 
of dairy farms—the extensive breeders of cattle of a good class—to give up 
that line of farming. Indeed, the class of maids, and skilled, careful, and 
trusty persons requisite for dairy purposes, have become so hard to get, that 
large breeding establishments of cattle have been broken up generally through- 
out the country, more especially within the last five years. 

The tendency is to have cattle-breeding restricted to the small farmer, 
whose own family—wife, daughters, and sons—can carry out the dairy opera- 
tions. These form a limited class, and are decreasing, despite the high price 
of butter (owing greatly to foot-and-mouth disease). 

_ I feel bound to say that, as a nursery of good cattle, Ireland, under present 
circumstances, is retrograding. It will be found that Ireland can only be 
regarded in future as a breeding depét of a limited quantity of cattle for the 
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United Kingdom, with a tendency rather to decrease, and certainly not to 
be further developed under existing conditions. I speak especially of good 
class cattle rather than the mountain breeds. 

Whilst cattle are allotted the cream of the pastures for the sake of 
beef and butter, sheep are put, as a general rule, upon secondary and inferior 
soils. Of course there are exceptions to this, especially in the western pro- 
vinces, where large tracts well snited to the growth of mutton are devoted 
exclusively to sheep-farming. These are peculiar soils in the hands of large 
holders, who for a lengthened period have adopted this class of (to them most 
profitable) farming. ‘lhey have sound sheep pastures, and their aim is to 
produce weighty sheep for the market. 

Those who have given up tillage husbandry in other parts of Ireland, and 
whose lands are not of a quality to sustain cattle, have been obliged to turn to 
sheep-farming, in many instances with soils utterly unsuitable for permanent 
pasture. They tried the higher classes of sheep, Leicester and Border-Leicester, 
but they degenerated in large quantities during our wet winters; and when 
these holders reverted to hardier mountain breeds, they found them continue 
mere stores until three or four years old, and even then they were unable to 
turn them into mutton for want of the “finishing” pastures of the western 
men, and they had no turnips to substitute. Such experience as this has tended 
to check the inerease of sheep in Ireland, which otherwise might have ensued 
after the great change into pasturage—especially of lighter lands—that has 
taken place within the last twenty-five years. 

On the whole, then, I look upon sheep-farming in Ireland as a limited busi- 
ness, and as not capable of much, if any, further development under existing 
conditions. Our climate is exceedingly adverse to sheep, especially of the 
higher class, and to “quick return,” unless they are nursed with artificial 
food in winter. 

Extensive arterial drainage by Government, combined with thorough drain- 
age by particular owners, would develop sheep-farming, and improve both 
the arable and waste lands of the country to an enormous extent, and com- 
pensate in some measure for sheep-folding or artificial feeding—decreasing 
proportionably with the disuse of tillage. Scientific husbandry has diminished 
apace with our agricultural population, and this bodes, so far, permanent cessa- 

_ tion of tillage: because, with our undulating surface and rugged soil, machinery 
1s not so adaptable as upon the friable plains of the sister isle. 

MULHALLEN Marvum. 

28. Auryre, Forres, N.B. 

Generally speaking, I think that the number of horses, cattle, and sheep 
bred by the British farmer could be profitably increased, but not to such an 
extent as would materially affect the supply. 

Accommodation, in the way of suitable enclosures for grazing young stock, 
housing, &¢., is essential for the profitable and satisfactory management of 
a breeding-stud. The almost total want of these in the counties where my 
experience has been gathered has rendered purchasing—as against breeding 
—the required horses almost imperative. Before the last few years the high 
price of beef rendered cattle rearing and feeding much more remunerative than 
horse breeding, Now that good horses have reached such high prices, the 
attention of the farmer will be more turned to horse breeding, and the money- 
value of first-class animals at, say, three years old, or when fit for work, will 
more affect the question at issue—viz., purchasing as against breeding—than 
“locality,” “nature of soil,” “climate,” &c. 

Rotation of cropping followed must regulate the question of breeding as 
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against buying store cattle. Where one year’s grass (and that principally 
hay) is taken, breeding cannot be followed out. The produce of first-class 
“early-land” will feed better in every way than that of inferior soil and late 
climate ; whereas the produce of the latter will enable a farmer to rear up to a 
certain age’as many, and as good stock, on the same extent as can be done 
on the former. 

Before you can both breed and feed sheep profitably, you must be able 
to keep two flocks aud two good shepherds. 

Sheep cannot be profitably reared or kept without the attendance of a shep- 
herd ; whereas cattle can be, without the attendants being specially told off and 
trained for the purpose. Sheep can also be raised without arable land, under a 
rotation of cropping, being held in connection with pasturage. Cattle (with the 
exception of slow-growing and Highland breeds) cannot, under such cireum- 
stances. On strong clay lands sheep cannot be kept in wet weather, or during 
the winter months. On rich grazing-lands the number of sheep requisite to 
‘consume the produce would so soil the ground as to render pasturage unprofit- 
able; not so cattle. 

Clydesdale horses, Shorthorns, Polled—a cross with these, or with either— 
and our native breeds; Leicester, Cheviots, and Black-faced, or a cross with 
“‘ Leicester” for sire, and Cheviot or Black-faced for dam are best. 

RoperT WALKER. 

29, Saerrrr Hutton, York. 

As a rule, the number of cattle and sheep bred formerly in the United 
Kingdom will bear no comparison with the large number now bred; and the 
increase is likely to continue to an indefinite extent so long as the improve- 
ment of the land continues, and the price of beef, mutton, and wool keeps so 
high; but the number of horses bred has not increased, but rather decreased, 
until very recently, when the high price of large agricultural and cart-horses 
has caused more to be done in that way ; but so long as the high prices of 
cattle and sheep continue, I do not think the number of other kinds of horses 
bred is likely to increase. Cattle and sheep can be increased to a consider- 
able extent to advantage, and the land materially benefited thereby, with 
great certainty of a good return; which is not the case with horses. They 
are uncertain, and very risky, and damage the land as arule. 

The farmer will do well to breed his own horses, that is, all he may require ; 
and he ought, as a rule, to breed double that number: which may be done 
to advantage. But it is necessary to have some inferior land upon*which to 
pasture the mares when breeding and unable to work, and also the inferior 
young ones. Unless a farmer has this, he cannot breed horses to advantage, 
that is to say, very extensively. 

Farmers may keep, say, two brood mares to every 50 acres; this would 
give him about three foals in two years, which he would find quite sufficient. . 
‘This is more, however, than what is kept. I never find it desirable to keep 
mares in a state of idleness when breeding ; they are no worse, but generaliy 
do better, when at work on the land. 

The only circumstances to prevent any one from breeding his own cattle, that 
is as many as he is able to fatten, are when all or nearly all his grass land is 
capable of fattening, and is too good or, rather, too high-rented to be used 
for breeding purposes. In this case he must, of necessity, buy rather than 
breed. ‘The same conditions apply to sheep as to other live-stock. There is 
an immense number of acres of land everywhere well adapted for breeding 
sheep, but the animals often have to be removed to be fattened in other 
districts, As far as possible, it is most desirable that a farmer should breed 
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and fatten his own, for he cannot now make purehases in the open market or 
fair without getting more than he purchases. 

As a rule, the breeding of sheep and cattle is preferred to horses. There is 
but little risk in the one case, but considerable in the other; and not only 
the risk and uncertainty, but the grazing, of horses rather extensively tends 
to the deterioration of the land; while that of sheep and cattle helps to 
improve it, especially the former, when the land is sound and dry, and other- 
wise adapted to sheep. Some landlords, and tenants too, object to horses 
(working-horses excepted) on account of the damage done to trees, fences, 
and grass. 

Many years ago horse-breeding was to some extent given up, and sheep- 
and cattle-breeding adopted. ‘This was owing to the low price of horses, 
risk, &c., as before referred to; and with the idea that the railways would, to 
a great extent, supersede the use of the horse, and that prices would be lower 
still. 

Nothing has increased so much as the breeding of sheep ; and present cir- 
cumstances—such as the better drainage of the land, abundance of feeding- 
stuffs, the growing of green crops more extensively, which is much encouraged 
by artificial manures, machinery, &c.—tend to that increase. 

The cart and agricultural horse pays the breeder the best. As for the 
hunting horse, though the price is high, the breeder meets with too many 
blanks for the number of prizes. Could nothing be done to prevent any one 
oe from either horse or mare having a natural blemish or unsound- 
ness f 

I think there is no class of sheep that will give an equal quantity of mutton 
and wool for a given quantity of food as the Leicester; and I place Shorthorn 
cattle in the same position to other breeds. 

Wm. Linton. 

30. Kiynocutry, Curar Angus. 

Asa rule, I believe that British farmers could breed more horses, cattle, and 
sheep with profit. Horses required for wear on a farm are always most suitable: 
if bred thereon, and, under any circumstance almost, can be reared cheaper than 
bought-in at present very high prices. For the rearing of horses rough out- 
lying pasture, well fenced, is best adapted. However, under ordinary circum- 
stances, on good arable land, I have always found that those reared on the . 
farm were not only best suited for the work, but cheaper, counting everything, 
than those bought in. ‘There are very few circumstances which I have 
known, in the course of thirty-five years of farming-life, which make the 
buying in of store-cattle for feeding purposes preferable to breeding. Asa 
rule, I consider the British farmer should have as many cattle on his holding 
for breeding purposes as would give him his regular feeding supply. Were 
this the general custom we should have little or no disease amongst our 
stock. Imported cattle, or even home-bred bought-in beasts, are those 
which infect our regular stock with the diseases which we are troubled with. 
In this district we consider it the most sure system of farming to have a 
regular breeding-stock, whether of horses, cattle, or sheep—and all com- 
bined, when at all practicable—and when such are kept the laird has never 
any fear of his rent. Nor are the manure manufacturers anxious about the 
existence of hypothec in such cases. I have known several farmers give up 
breeding of all kinds of stock, considering that the purchasing of lean cattle 
or sheep paid better. Those farmers, however, too often fell out of all kinds 
of stock ; the dealers in cattle ultimately having the most of the stock on the 
farms, as well as the best of the profit. 
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I consider that, under ordinary circumstances, the breeding and feeding of 
cattle and sheep combined are most profitable; and I have found that close 
attention to one kind of breed pays best either as regards cattle or sheep. 
During a long experience in the breeding and rearing of horses, sheep, and cattle 
—in horses, from the thoroughbred, Cleveland, Clydesdale, and crosses—I have 
found that the most useful horse for general work has been a cross between the 
Clydesdale stallion and the Cleveland mare. They are generally hardy, and 
go through their work quickly; the Clydesdales, although more easily kept 
in condition, are slower and cannot go through the same amount of work. 

Having experimented on the breeding, rearing, and feeding of several, or 
almost all our recognised breeds of cattle, and crosses from the pure breeds, 
I have invariably found the Polled Angus—true to their character as handed 
down by their first great improver, the late Hugh Watson of Keillor— 
the most suitable for this district, or I could almost say any district. No 
kind of cattle yields so much fine beef on the same quantity of food con- 
sumed. Asan instance of the healthiness of that breed, I may say that I 
have kept from 40 to 60 Angus cattle during the last thirty years, and I never 
lost but one by any disease—which was a cow, by grass disease. 

Bought-in cattle sometimes leave more money to the feeder per month than 
home-bred beasts, but they are not so sure or safe stock. Home rearing cattle 
of good sorts, sold off between 2 and 3 years old, generally leave 1/. per month 
for their keep; if artificial food is given, they leave more. Moreover, until 
foreign and Irish cattle were imported, disease among our herds was unknown. 

Tos. FERGUSON. 

31. Eatwysnunyp, Tarpacu, Sourn Watxs. 

I think farmers could breed more horses, cattle, and sheep with advantage. 
On very poor land, and on arable farms where artificial grasses are not largely 

sown, I think it would be more profitable to purchase the necessary horse 
supply. On the other hand, on mixed arable- and pasture-farms, horses, I 
believe, can be bred with profit, especially cart-horses. On wholly arable 
farms, it is usually better to buy than to breed cattle. When the climate is 
very wet, and the land heavy and undrained, it is better to buy than breed sheep. 

For farm-work I think nothing can surpass the horses which are bred in 
South Wales. They much resemble the Clydesdales. 

Having kept several breeds of cattle, I find Herefords do better than any other. 
In regard to sheep, I would give the preference to Oxford Downs. 

W. 8S. PoweEtt. 

32. Dense Marys, Dumrriessuirn. 

High-rented land suitable for the fattening of cattle and sheep, and the 
manufacture of dairy-produce, is not so well adapted for the profitable 
breeding of horses as that at a lower rate. They are most profitably bred-on 
the best class of pastoral farms, which produce abundant though coarser 
herbage, and grow horseflesh at a lower cost than arable farms, where work 
ismore constant and severe, and the feeding of greater relative cost. Although 
a great many breed horses on high-rented land, I think the produce could be 
better employed, and a correspondingly increased number reared in the higher 
lands to be substituted for them. 

The best arable farms are the cattle-feeding ones; and it is not unworthy 
of notice that, while their occupiers easily turn to breeding, the breeders on 
inferior and pastoral farms cannot well turn to feeding. 1t follows that both 

. 

{ 
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classes breeding would lower the price, and increase the numbers of lean out 
of all proportion to fat cattle. 

The same circumstances apply to sheep; and the extent of feeding neces- 
sarily conforms to the demand for fat stock, and the ability of breeders on lower 
rented land to supply the store-stock required. Sheep when the sole stock, 
as is well known, are too thickly planted on good land to compare favourably 
with those on land where wider scope can be afforded for the same rent. 

_ A proportion of horses on most arable farms, such as 1 horse to every 10 
cattle or 40 sheep, is considered most profitable ; and in grazing horses, it is a 
known fact that they do badly if there is no mixture of either stock, and that 
without any scarcity of grass. 

On a fine red turnip-loam the sheep run away from cattle as a source of 
profit; while, on the other hand, old grass suitable for fattening cattle, or that 
having a strong tendency to cause rot and foot-rot in sheep, leaves no doubt as 
to the proper stocking. But, as a rule, I consider sheep most profitable. 

I have known farmers change from the breeding of horses to that of cattle 
and sheep, and the change has been considered profitable ; but it is rare indeed 
that horses are even the main stock of a farm. More have changed from cattle 
to sheep than vice versd, and both have in many cases been in consequence of 
a local peculiarity giving rise to some form of disease, rather than the first 
view of profit and loss. ° 

The Clydesdale, from its combining docility, durability, active movement, 
and power of heavy draught, ranks the first among British breeds. A good 
hack is got from a thoroughbred sire and a dam of the Cleveland Galloway 
pony or lighter Clydesdale. 

In cattle, the most profitable for feeding ‘in this district are the crosses 
between the Shorthorn bull and Ayrshire and Galloway cows; but of a pure 
breed, the Shorthorn for the better and low-lying districts, the Galloway for 
almost auy, and the Highlander for a very exposed one, is the general alloca- 
tion. The early maturity of the crosses, the symmetry, fat, and weight of the 
Galloways and Shorthorns, and the first-rate quality of the beef of the Gal- 
loway and Highlanders (the London Scot), are the notable characteristics, 

For crossing in Scotland, the Border Leicester gives the quickest fattening- 
powers, the Lincoln the most wool and largest carcase, while the Yorkshires 
blend the foregoing qualities. There is no doubt that the Downs and their 
crosses suit the chalky soils of southern England ; and the Leicesters, Cotswolds, 
Lincoln, and other Long-wools the Midlands. 

Joun McCutnocu. 

33. NerrLecomBE, TAUNTON. 

As a rule, good farming predominates in this district; and where this is 
the case, the land carries a full complement of all sorts of stock; but where 
bad and indifferent farming exists, the land of course does not produce what it 
should, and therefore less stock, and of an inferior description, is kept. 

At the present time the price of cart-horses is so high that I know of no 
circumstances which’ would make the purchasing of them preferable to breed- 
ing. Where the farm contains a good deal of meadow and pasture land of a 
good quality, and adapted for fattening purposes, and where the growing of 
roots is uncertain, it may be advisable to buy in store stock to meet the re- 
quirements of the farm; also where the farm consists almost wholly of good 
marsh land, but generally the breeding what is required pays best. 

The cireumstances which render the purchasing of lean sheep and fattening 
them more profitable than breeding, are where the farm has little or no 
pasture or meadow, and where the arable land produces good crops of roots, or 
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where the pasture, although of a strong and fattening nature, is liable to pro- 
duce the rot or bane in sheep. 
Tam not acquainted with any circumstances which would make the breed- 

ing of horses more profitable than breeding sheep or cattle. As agricultural 
horses are now selling, I believe if one had the right sort of mares nothing ~ 
would pay better than breeding one or two colts to a 100 acres or so, as these 
could be kept with little extra trouble ; but the less one has to do with hacks 
and hunters the better. In the former case a fair ordinary colt rising three 
years old is worth 40/7. In the latter you cannot sell at this age, nor until . 
they arrive at five or six years old, and then what with blemishes, accidents, 
want of style or beauty, bad colour, and cost of breaking, the price which 
one gets is an unremunerative one. 

Upon an ordinary farm it is advisable to have a fair quantity of both sheep 
and cattle; sufficient sheep to eat the turnips, &c., and sufficient cattle to 
consume the hay and straw; but should it be necessary to keep less of either, 
the cattle should give way to the sheep, as the latter give a quicker return, 
and are better manure-makers than the former. Upon high and thin land 
sheep are of the first consideration. 

I know of instances where farmers have given up the breeding of hack 
horses, of which they bred four or five a year, and replacing them with 
sheep and cattle, on the grounds of profit. I am not acquainted with any 
farmer, nor have I heard of one, who has given up sheep or cattle and turned 
to horse-breeding. Ido not know of a man who has changed from sheep to 
bullocks, or vice versa. The sort of agricultural horse best suited to this part 
of the country is one which stands about 16 hands high on clean, short, flat- 
boned legs ; which has a light head, good shoulders, and short back. 

As to cattle, nothing beats or even approaches the well-bred Devon in this 
district. They thrive well on high or low lands; and on high, poor land, 
especially, they distance all competitors. I have known of several instances 
where the Shorthorns, and the cross between them and the Devons, have 
been tried, but in almost every case they have again given place to the 
Devons. 

The sheep kept in this neighbourhood are principally Devon Long-wools, 
and some of the best and most hardy flocks here have been produced by a 
cross with pure-bred Cotswold rams. These sheep thrive well over great 
variations in soil and climate; feed well on turnips, and with little or no corn 
or artificial food; they are fat in April, when they are about fourteen months 
old, the carcase weighing from 70 to 90 lbs., and the fleece averaging 8 or 
9 lbs. each. ; , 

Gro, BABBAGE. 
. 

34, Carricenn, Croom, Limericr. 

It is very doubtful, as at present circumstanced, whether farmers could 
breed more stock or not. Of course more might be done if the farms were 
put into a higher state of cultivation, and fitted with better homestead 
accommodation, &c., &c. 

On farms that can be worked under a mixed system (that is, that breed and 
finish their own stock), I think more advantage than is might be taken of 
the relative prices of corn and meat, with profit to the farmer and a con- 
siderable increase in the amount of meat produced. 

In this country, on all good grass lands cattle and sheep pay better than 
horse breeding. On farms where a regular working staff is kept, it is generally 
found cheaper to buy than to breed. If mares are kept specially for breeding, 
and not worked, they are a very heavy item, and a foal dropped under such cir- 
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cumstances cannot be counted at less than from 207. to 257. When risk, 
number that turn up unsound, accidents, and cost of rearing are taken into 
account, it is not strange to find that a steady profit off cattle and sheep 
and the buying-in of the horse stock as required are preferred to breeding 
horses. 

If the mares are worked, as they may be, the number that miss, pick-foal, 
&c., unless treated with the greatest care and attention, is a great drawback. 
It also, unless under the owner’s direct supervision, gives such an opportunity 
for idling and letting the work hang behind, that where there is a regular staff, 
and full work to be got through, the buying of the horse stock is generally 
preferred to the breeding. 

On large farms, where the attention bestowed on the horse stock is such as 
to secure the proper working and management of mares in-foal, and where 
there is a considerable break of young grasses, one and two years old, it is an 
advantage to have some horses to nip the seed stalk, and on such farms it 
pays fairly to breed. And the same may be said of farms that have any 
rough grass about their swampy and wet parts, that would rot sheep, and that 
young stock would not eat. On this latter class, a few idle brood-mares may 
not pay badly, as they do well on this sort of fare, which is such as cannot 
well otherwise be profitably consumed. ? 

In all cases where the greater proportion of the farm is in good natural 
grass—good enough to fatten or carry dairy cows—it is considered better to buy 
stock than breed. Dairying is, of course, breeding ; but, as carried out in 
this country, the whole resources of the farm are devoted to the production of 
butter. The calves reared are sold:in September, and the “Strippers” every 
March. Stock to keep up the dairy are bought as three-year-old heifers on the 
point of calving, ready to go into the dairy in March, April and May. 

In all cases where the grass is too strong or rich to carry lambs, it is better 
to buy feeding-sheep. It is a common thing in this country to find land that 
will fatten sheep well when aged, but that will not do for lambs or young 
sheep at all, Generally a mixed stock of cattle and sheep pays best. 

The great producer of hunters, harness-horses, hacks, and cavalry-remounts, 
was the Irish small tillage farmer (that is, the farmer whose holding was too 
large to be worked by himself and family, and too small to give work for a 
pair of horses). Such men almost always kept a mare and bred from her, 
and having a natural taste for a bit of blood, put her to a thoroughbred 
horse. The produce was sold at from one anda half to three years old, accord- 
ing to circumstances. 

For a long period the British cavalry was thus supplied with horses, the 
best in the world, for about 187. each to the farmer, and at but 25/. to the 
‘Government ; and such was the supply that, for a few pounds extra, a pick 
of hundreds could be had. This gave dealers colts, the making of hunters, 
such as cannot now be had at less than from 80/. to 1501. each. The 
low price of corn following the potato failure upset all this, and these lands 
care eon in larger holdings, and turned to dairying and the rearing of store 
stock. 

Of course, the rearing of colts at the former rates could not pay, and was 
only an adjunct to the system under which the country was worked. On 
such a farm, a colt was easier kept than a few sheep, or a store-beast or two. 
He fed about the back of fences, did well on a few rubbish-potatoes boiled, 
picked among the thrashed straw, and consumed the tail-corn, and, in fact, 
cost little in direct outlay to rear; whereas now, if let at large on a bit of 
grass, he will eat more than the best milch-cow. He will also select the 
sweetest of the pasture, and nip close, being a most partial grazier when left 
at large with plenty to select from. 

Until the past few years, the breeding of agricultural horses for sale did 
VOL. XII.—S. 8. E 
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not pay at all; but with the present rise in prices, and improved communica- 
tion with our large towns and England, a good demand can be had at fair 
prices ; and in circumstances already described, a few brood-mares are now 
being kept on most farms, and pay fairly. As better mares are produced and 
kept, and a more general introduction of first-class Clydesdale and Suffolk 
sires takes place, agricultural horse-breeding will probably become more general, 
as they are safer for a steady profit that the breeding of hunters. 

As a whole, in Ireland cattle pay best; but of course there are districts in 
which this may not be the case, I never knew a farmer who went in for 
breeding horses as the principal branch of his business, but have known 
many who kept a few mares and gave them up as unprofitable. I have known 
many lessen their sheep-stock in favour of cattle (as their laid-down lands 
became old pasture), but have never known the reverse. 

Clydesdale horses, Shorthorn cattle, and large Long-woolled Leicester 
crosses, are best. Shropshire Downs are now coming much into favour, but I have 
had no experience of them. Ihave had considerable experience of agricul- 
tural horses, and after trying both Suffolk and Clydesdale prefer the latter, 
as haying the freest action, best feet and legs, less liable to grease by stock- 
ing in stable, with a roughness of character and strength of constitution that 
best fit them for the ordinary every-day usage and work of the farm. Both. 
may be said to be true pullers; but, as a whole, I would say the Clydesdales. 
are best tempered. 7 

For crossing the weedy blood-mares of this country—with the object 
of again breeding from the mare-produce with a blood-horse to produce 
hunters—I think the Suffolk best suited; his great carcase, short clean legs, 
fine skin, and smooth coat, blending best with the blood-horse, and giving 
the substance required. The white marking of the Clydesdale, and the gingery 
chesnut of the Suffolk, that will now and again break out in the after-crosses, 
are about equally objectionable. 

Luxe CuHristy. 

35. LaicHwoop, DunKEeLp, PERTHSHIRE. 

At present there is a deficiency of capital in connection with the occupation 
of land, and were the breeding of horses, cattle, and sheep, more extensively 
followed, more capital would be required. At the same time, many arable 
farms are not sufficiently’fenced for breeding and rearing either horses, cattle, 
or sheep; but if more capital could be brought into the cultivation of the 
land, and farms properly fenced, breeding and rearing stock more extensively 
than at present would, as a generalrule, be profitable to the British farmer ; 
but, with the present capital, state of fences, and taking things as they exist, 
it is doubtful if increasing breeding and rearing would be profitable. 

Breeding of horses cannot be profitably carried out extensively on good 
arable land near large towns. Breeding and rearing them can be most pro- 
fitably followed on farms, the arable land of which is of medium quality ; 
with, in addition, a considerable amount of natural pasture, adapted for a 
run-out for mares and foals and young horses ; farmers, therefore, who occupy 
farms not well situated for breeding and rearing horses, naturally prefer pur- 
chasing them from farmers occupying farms like the above. 

For the profitable rearing of cattle, a considerable proportion of natural 
pasture is almost indispensable; it being at the same time not high-rented 
land. Low-lying, dry, arable lands are best adapted for feeding sheep upon ; 
while the hill and mountain grazings are best adapted for breeding and rearing 
them. It is therefore more profitable to buy sheep to about what the holding 
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ean fatten, which have been reared on high grazings, upon which they cannot 
be fed, than breeding them on low-lying arable farms of small extent, and 
often badly fenced. On small arable farms of less than 300 acres, as a rule, 
with land in its present condition, a sufficient number of sheep cannot be 
kept to give full employment to a shepherd, and it is not advisable to keep a 
breeding sheep-stock on any farm without having the advantage of the careful 
superintendence of a shepherd. 

Horses, hacks, hunters, &c., can be bred on all farms upon which cattle can 
be bred, and with equal advantage, provided the process be properly under- 
stood by the breeder; and, perhaps, since cattle diseases have become so 
numerous and serious, even more profitably ; but on the mountain and hill 
ranges neither of them can be bred and reared so profitably as sheep. In fact, 
they cannot be bred or reared at all there, these mountainous ranges being 
adapted for sheep only. 

I have known many farmers who have raised the number of their sheep and 
reduced the number of their cattle, and vice versa, but never any one who did 
it on a wholesale, or even an extensive scale. When changes were made it 
was because the farmer, right or wrong, thought his farm better adapted for 
the one than the other;~and also, when the cattle-plague came into the 
country, and destroyed many herds of cattle, sheep to a certain degree at that . 
time were substituted on some farms. 

For low-lying arable farms, I prefer the Clydesdale as an agricultural horse ; 
but on higher lands, where much of it may be steep and banky, I do not like 
them to be very large. On such lands their weight kills them. As for 
cattle, on rich low-lying lands I consider the Shorthorn and Angus as not 
unequal in merit for producing beef; while on many medium farms, where 
some rough pasture land is attached, I prefer crosses, a Shorthorn bul! 
with what may be called country cows. Again, when the cattle can be 
kept out through the winter, on rough pasture with an allowance of natural 
hay, with woods for shelter, there is no breed I know equal to the beautiful 
hardy West Highlander. As for sheep, it is impossible to lay down any rule. 
On the mountain ranges of Perthshire and some other counties, the hardy 
Blackfaced is decidedly the best breed; while in Sutherlandshire, Dumfries- 
shire, and other counties, the Cheviot on the highlands is to be preferred, 
with half-breds lower down. 

Robert ELLior. 

36. Taz Durryry, Newrort, Monmovurusuire. 

If farmers could, I think they certainly would breed more horses, cattle, 
and sheep. ? 

I think that horse-breeding can never be satisfactorily carried out, unless 
- the farm contains suitable dry paddocks for wintering, and rough pastures 
for summering the horses. Under favourable circumstances, the breeding 
and rearing of horses pay well; but I think the more they are kept separate 
from other stock, the more profitable they become; inasmuch as they are 
seldom at rest, and are perpetually disturbing other stock. On a purely arable 
farm, or a farm chiefly arable, purchasing horses will, of course, be found 
more economical than breeding. 

Purchasing store cattle would be preferable to breeding where wintering is 
expensive; for instance, on a grazing farm, where straw is scarce, or on 
any farm where straw and hay are saleable commodities, purchasing store 
stock in the spring of the year and selling them again in autumn would be a 
more economical system than breeding. 

E 2 
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On heavy lands and, as a rule, on purely arable farms, breeding would 
not be so profitable as keeping dry sheep; as in the first case in winter they 
would poison the land and not thrive, and in the second case turnips and 
hay are too expensive keep to make sheep-breeding profitable. 

Again, on poor arable lands it is better policy to consume the roots with 
fattening sheep, and so enrich the land, than to feed them off with ewes, 
leaving the land but little richer after the turnips than it was before. To 
breed sheep economically there must be dry sound pastures or downs, so that 
the ewes may be wintered at small cost. In many districts it costs 50s. to 
keep a ewe from November 1st till April 1st. As a rule this must be a 
losing game. Moreover, it very often happens that the corn crops are 
seriously injured by seed-sowing being retarded to allow the sheep to consume 
the roots. Again, with a regular breeding-flock, in seasons of deficient green 
crops, you are put to serious straits for want of keep. The sheep are 
“pinched,” or sold at a sacrifice. In keeping a fattening stock, you can 
purchase according to your requirements; and in seasons of drought and low 
prices the breeder’s loss is the feeder’s gain. 

I do not think any fair comparison can be drawn between the cases of sheep 
and horses, because, as a rule, where you keep sheep you cannot keep horses. 
A few colts among sheep to eat the bents may be profitable, but kept in any 
numbers among sheep they would not thrive. 

Asa rule, I think cattle would be more profitable to breed and rear than 
hacks or hunters, because of the greater risks to the latter ; also, because they 
injure so much keep by their incessant movements. If a farmer has a 
speciality for nags, can ride them well and sell them well, they may pay very 
well; but that would be an exceptional case. Breeding good agricultural 
horses would, I think, compare favourably with any stock-breeding. 

On dry arable lands it would be preferable to feed the roots on the land 
with cake and hay with sheep, to pulling them off and consuming them with 
cattle in the yards; and even on heavy land, where straw must be trodden 
down, better feed the roots on the land and litter the sheep with the straw. 
On pastures I would prefer chiefly bullocks, as sheep pick all the finer 
grasses and injure the land. I know no one who has kept a regular stud 
farm. As regards horses, everything depends on the kind of work to be 
done. Light horses, as a rule, for light land, and heavy ones for heavy land. 
Welsh horses suit the hill country admirably ; Clydesdales suit the low- 
lands. I think Shorthorns suited to almost all districts, and superior to any 
breed. 

R. STRATTON. 

s 

37. Mitt or ArpietHEN, ABERDEENSHIRE, N.B. 

Iam of opinion that the British farmer can, with profit to himself, breed 
more horses, cattle, and sheep than he at present does. On my farm of 
some 500 acres I breed all I require. I consider it advantageous to breed 
horses, keeping in view the high prices they have now attained. .In 
breeding cattle you can bring them earlier to maturity; by housing the 
calves early in the autumn you never allow the calf-beef to go of, and thus 
have them ready for the market when they are from 20 to 27 months old. 
I have adopted this system for the past twelve years, and for the last three 
have realised from 30/. to 35. per head. 

We have no farms in this quarter set aside for breeding horses, and in 
—_ we only breed as many as are sufficient for the working of the 
arm, 

———————— 
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The breeding of hacks, hunters, &c., has never proved profitable here, but 
the breeding of agricultural horses has at all times paid ; and under the excep- 
tional high prices at present would doso fully as well as, if not better than cattle. 
Whether sheep or cattle are the more profitable depends greatly on the 
district of country and the nature of the soil they are fed on. Many of the 
farmers here are keeping sheep in considerable numbers who kept none a few 
years ago. This can be accounted for in several ways; but I think the 
principal reason is the high price of labour, for the farmer now finds it more 
profitable to let some of his thin dry land remain in grass, and keep sheep on 
it, than to cultivate it. 

The principal breed of cattle here is a cross between the Shorthorn bull 
and the Aberdeen, or cross cow, but principally from the latter. I breed from 
the Hereford bull and cross cow, and have done so for the past ten years, 
getting most of my bulls from Her Majesty’s stock at Windsor; and I think 
by introducing the Hereford blood I have improved the constitution, get as 
early maturity, and as much weight. I consider these crosses, whether from 
Shorthorns or Herefords, the most profitable to the farmer, and therefore the 
most suitable for the country. Clydesdale horses are by far best suited, not 
only for this district, but for the United Kingdom, both as regards activity 
and durability. Half-bred sheep from the Leicester ram and the Cheviot 
ewe are the general stock bred in this quarter; but I breed Shropshire Downs, . 
and from the short experience I have had, I find them answer very well, and 
I have no doubt a finer breed of sheep will soon become general. 

R. Copan. 

38. Cusuniz, KincarpINEsHIRE, N.B. 

Farmers could breed more stock, but not to the utmost extent of their 
requirements, 
Young horses are destructive to wooden and wire fencing, and there is no 

material for stone dykes in this part of the country; nor do thorns ever 
become complete fences. When horses were cheaper than they are now, 
many farmers gave up breeding, finding it cheaper to buy than to breed, and 
it takes a considerable time to induce any considerable number of farmers again 
to take to breeding. Young horses are also expensive to rear. The mare, 
if a good one, is in the first instance costly; many are barren, and a 
breeding-mare is of little value for work during the time she is in-foal and 
.in-milk; the young Clydesdale progeny is of no use on the farm till three 
years old, and will not stand for an ordinary horse till four, or perhaps five, 
years old. 

Scotland is eminently a cattle-feeding country, more than a breeding. The 
milder climate of Ireland enables Irish farmers to breed calves, and to keep 
them in early youth cheaper than can be done in Scotland. In Ireland cattle 
can be kept on the open pastures for nearly nine months in the year; in Scot- 
land not more than tour, and in winter they must be entirely housed and kept 
on expensive food. . 

Trish cattle, if of good sorts, will generally pay more to the Scotch feeder 
than cattle bred on the farm, if the cost of the first purchase of a herd of cows 
and bull, with their annual keep, be taken into account. Sheep cannot 
be bred profitably on small holdings, but are increasing on larger farms. 
A tenant-farmer paying a smart rent—as almost every farmer does— 

must have quick returns. Both sheep and cattle yield earlier returns, and 
perhaps, on the average, greater than horses. Horses on any farm can only 
be bred profitably to a limited extent. 
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I have never known of any farmer breeding horses extensively in this part 
of the country. 

I have known of a good many who have taken to breeding sheep in prefer- 
ence to cattle on the ground of profit, the expense of cultivation of poor soils 
having lately become so great. 

The best breeds for this part of the country are—Horses: Clydesdale. 
Cattle: Shorthorn, Angus, or crosses. Sheep: Blackfaced on the mountains; 
Leicester, Cotswolds, &c., on the low country. 

ALEXR. TAYLOR. 

39. PeNDEFoRD, WOLVERHAMPTON. 

Most assuredly farmers could breed more stock on a very large percentage 
of the farms in this kingdom. 

On land principally arable I consider it answers better to buy your horses - 
than to breed them. The mares are required to work at a time they are least 
fitted for it, and it is a difficult matter to find accommodation for colts on 
many farms composed almost entirely of arable land. ‘This applies more 
directly to damp and hilly farms. 

There is little food for cattle during the summer months on a large portion 
of the arable land in this and many other districts. 

Ido not see much force in the argument used by some that “it is more 
desirable to buy than breed sheep.” If the land is well drained it will pay 
better generally to breed. If it is not well drained I should suggest buying 
as a more desirable system. 

I consider there is a large area of land more adapted to breeding horses 
than cattle or sheep. I think horses are more valuable when bred on high or 
undulating land than in low, flat ground. Muscular action is essential for a 
beast of burden, and there it is brought into daily practice to the general 
improvement of the animal. My experience is that sheep are more profit- 
able than either cattle or horses on land adapted to them. 

Many cases of farmers giving up horses and taking to sheep and cattle 
have come under my personal observation, I think the high prices of 
animal food and wool are the principal cause of the high prices of horses during 
the last few years. Horse-breeding has become less popular. Cattle and 
sheep are a more negotiable commodity, coming to market much earlier than 
horses. ‘The percentage of horses of all kinds that prove unsound before they 
are four years old is very great. The risk, too, is greater in the horse than in. 
either cattle or sheep ; and while a slight defect reduces very considerably the 
Mins of a horse, it does not militate against the value of stock bred for the 
utcher. 
I have known instances where the flock has been reduced and the number 

of neat cattle increased with satisfactory results, where a large proportion of 
the occupation has been permanent turf. There is great difficulty in keeping 
sheep free from lameness on such land. 

Shorthorn cattle are best adapted to this district, and Shropshire sheep 
have displaced in this and the adjoining counties all other breeds to a very 
great extent. I consider the Welsh horse one of the most valuable we have 
for agricultural purposes, being particularly docile and very hardy, This I 
attribute to his early training. 2 

R. H. Masrex, 
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40. Hatkerston, GorEBRIDGE, EprnpureH. 

Tn many places, I think, where there is a part hill or rough ground, stock 
ean be reared with advantage, and fed on the improved part of the farm. 
Horses pay well where you have rough ground, and I think every farmer in 
this locality at least should breed horses for the farm. As a rule, they prove 
more suitable than those brought from a different district. On many arable 
farms, however, where the soil is retentive at some seasons of the year, the 
ground gets very hard, and proves injurious to the feet of young colts. 

I think there are too few cattle bred. On farms where the five-course 
rotation is the rule cattle pay to breed and feed. Hay has been high in 
price, and many farmers have been going in for it, and so have fewer cattle 
and sheep. In the lower districts the rotation prevents breeding of sheep toa 
great extent. There is not grass till after the hay is cut, so a breeding-stock 
cannot be kept in big numbers. Young cattle and sheep do well on first and 
second years’ grass not too heavily stocked with sheep. Agricultural horses 
do well where the rent per acre is less than in the Lothians. 

I know several who now keep sheep in preference to cattle. The high price 
of labour is one inducement. In place of barley or oats after turnips they 
sow rape and grass-seeds,-and put sheep on it about July. On this fare 
sheep feed very fast. 

In this locality, where the ground is hilly, heavy Clydesdale horses are not- 
suitable. We prefer clean-boned active horses. Cattle cannot be too well 
bred. Shorthorns, if properly treated, grow and feed at‘the same time; come 
early to maturity and great weight. Half-bred ewes, that is cross from Leicester 
rams and Cheviot ewes, again crossed by Leicesters, make a good sheep, and 
when well fed yield a heavy clip of wool. 

JAMES CURBIE. 

41. Esker Trmanor, Qurren’s County, IRELAND. 

If British farmers had proper security for their improvements in the soil, 
they could, by high farming, make the country, especially Ireland, produce 
double the quantity of stock it now does. 

Except on very heavy clays or hill farms, where the work is too hard for 
mares in-foal, it is most profitable for farmers to breed their own supply of 
horses. When the farmer has good fattening land it is more profitable to buy 
store-cattle, as men who have cheap light land can rear them cheaper than the 
feeding farmer can, who has to pay a high rent. 

On some of the light tillage land, that will not grow old grass, the buying 
of sheep reared on hill lands, and fed off on after-grass and turnips pays best, 

' when such can be got. With regard to Jreland, as at present farmed, the 
good tillage farmer can buy -his sheep cheaper than he can rear them. The 
half of Ireland that is under grass should be under crops of turnips and corn. 
If every man were cropping and farming as he should, rearing would have to 
be resorted to. Two-thirds of the farmers, however, are living an easy, idle, 
life, keeping good tillage land in bad grass, making a living themselves, but 
doing no good for the country or their countrymen; banishing the labouring 
men, and sending the money of the country begging for foreign speculation— 
under these circumstances, buying lean sheep: pays the good tillage farmer 
the best. 

The rearing of agricultural horses always pays the Irish tillage farmer better 
than cattle or sheep, as he can make them work for their food when two-and- 
a-half years old, but he should only breed according to the number of mares 
he can keep working. It never pays the farmer to breed hunters, as they will 
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not get a price for them till they are made and aged, and all the profit goes to 
the dealers and not the breeders. Sixty pounds for a colt four years old will 
not pay the farmer, and that is above the average price for hunting-colts of 
that age, as many of them turn unsound and go cheap as hacks and farmers” 
horses. If the farmers or their sons, who are hunting men, valued the time 
when they make a horse to sell for hounds, and deduct all the screws they 
make, there would be very little to the right side of the farm account. 
Breeding hunters is enly for gentlemen who have tirne and means for 
hunting. 

On tillage lands, where a regular system of cropping is carried out, sheep 
pay most money, as a pound of mutton is as easy made as a pound of beef, 
and the wool is extra; and, moreover, they manure and tread light land better 
than cattle: but on old grass-land, sheep, when heavily stocked, destroy the: 
quality of pastures by keeping the fine grasses down and letting the coarse: 
grasses get up. On this land cattle pay best; and on heavy clay lands, when: 
sheep cannot be fed on the turnips, cattle pay best, but on all well-managed: 
farms a mixed stock should be kept. 

I have known several farmers to give up breeding hunting horses and put 
on cattle or sheep, but I never knew a farmer quit breeding working horses when 
he did it right. I have known gentlemen of independent means turn to horse— 
breeding, but I never heard them say, after a fair trial, it paid well. I have- 
known several farmers give up sheep-breeding and turn to cattle; some of 
them did so with profit, as the lands were unhealthy for sheep, and I have 
known some turn altogether to sheep-farming, but many of them again: 
returned to the mixed stock system with profit to themselves. It is a great 
failing of Irish farmers to run from one thing to another as the prices change: 
by the over-supply of some particular stock. One year they will have alt 
bullocks, another heifers, and another ewes, and again wethers, so that the 
man who sticks to a steady mixed system always has a good market for some 
of his produce. 

The breed of agricultural stock must be regulated by the climate, soil, and 
general aspect of the farm, also the market to be supplied. In Queen’s County 
a cross of the Clydesdale horse on our mares makes the best agricultural horse ; 
and the Shorthorn bull on our cows, and the Lincoln or Border Leicester rams 
on the ewes of the districts. On the heavy grass lands the Lincoln cross is 
best, and on very light soils the Border Leicester. 

Wn. Davinson. 

42. CHamBers or HiGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL Socrery, 
EDINBURGH. 

e » 

Tam of opinion that many farmers could breed stock much more extensively’; 
but so much depends on the nature of the farm they possess that it is difficult 
to say what proportion of the farming community would profit themselves by 
so doing. 

On a farm which has no natural pasture, on which young horses can be 
grazed at a cheap rate, I do not think horses can be reared profitably. 
Also when there is constant work for the whole of the horses, such as carry- 
ing grain, hay, and straw to market, fetching back manure from towns, &c., 
the loss of the mare’s work while rearing the foal would be inconyenient. If, 
on the other hand, there is a rough hillside attached to the farm, I would 
advise breeding horses as largely as possible, consistent with keeping the work 
going without spoiling the brood-mares. 

If a farm is suitable to breeding cattle as well as feeding, I have no doubt 
that it would be more profitable to breed, rear, and feed-off on the same farm, 
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or under the same ownership even on different farms. Few farms are adapted 
for both breeding, rearing, and feeding. 

For breeding the most classes of sheep, an outrun of rough or hill pasture is 
required to enable them to be reared profitably. On the other hand, purely 
arable farms require sheep to consume the turnip crop, and the rent of the land 
is too high to enable them to rear sheep on it with profit. Many south of 
Scotland farmers have now farms in the north where they breed Black-faced 
and Cheviot sheep, and they bring the wethers south and feed-off on their 
arable farms, thus reaping the whole profit without any middle man getting 
his share. 
My experience is chiefly in the highlands of Scotland, and I am decidedly of 

opinion that it is most profitable for the farmer to breed both cattle, sheep, 
and horses. Cattle eat grass that sheep will not, and many hill farms are 
rendered more healthy for sheep by having a certain number of cattle on them. 
Horses eat close, and interfere with sheep more than cattle, but a few on a 
rough hill farm do no harm, and the price of a young horse helps the rent. 
I have never known sheep given up for cattle; but about ten or twelve 

years ago, when the price of wool and of sheep went up so rapidly, a great 
many farmers in the north.reduced the number of cattle. Some gave 
them up altogether, except a cow or two to give milk. Farmers are now 
finding that cattle are a profitable stock along with sheep, and are either - 
taking back to the West Highland breed, or to Ayrshires, for dairy purposes. 
My county is Perthshire, and I believe the best agricultural horses for it, as 

for the kingdom in general, is the Clydesdale. For the highlands there was a 
class called a Highland Garron, which was a miniature Clydesdale, but with 
more breeding and action. It was a most useful class of horse, but it is rarely 
to be met with now, the rage for very heavy horses having almost exter- 
minated it. Good ponies could be bred with profit on our hills. Shorthorn 
cattle thrive well on the low grounds of Perthshire, and Ayrshire cattle do very 
well; but the country is famed for its West Highlanders, and they certainly 
are the grand breed of the county, though now reduced to a few herds. All 
the usual kinds of sheep do well on the low grounds. Leicester pure, and the 
Leicester and Shropshire crosses, and, on the hills, Black-faced. The breed of 
the county may be claimed for the Black-faced. There are few Cheviots, the 
hills are too high for them. 

F. N. Mrnzizs. 

43. Saaw Farm, Wrinpsor. 

The price of live stock being so high at present, and grain cheap, I consider 
it would be more profitable to the British farmers to breed more cattle, sheep, 
and horses than they do. 

I know of no circumstances which would make the purchasing of the 
necessary horses required for a farm preferable to breeding the animals on 
the various farms. In all my experience I never found that horses purchased 
for farm work did so well as those bred on the farm, either as to health or 
endurance. The home-bred horse does not cost much in rearing; the dam 
works the greater part of the time she is nursing him ; and until fit for work— 
under any circumstance—cannot cost the farmer one-half of what he would 
have to pay for him if purchased. Whatever the nature of soil or situation of 
farm may be, the horse bred upon it will be found to be the best adapted for 
the work and cheapest to the farmer. 

On upland farms and exposed land, where pasture is bad, it may be better: 
and more profitable for the farmer to buy in store cattle to fatten, but other- 
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wise home-bred cattle will be found to be easier fed, and make a better return 
to the farmer. 

On some farms young sheep do not do well; on wet heavy clays, they are 
subject to foot-rot and dropsy ; on exposed land with hard cold subsoil they 
are apt to pine and die of consumption ; on old pastures where there are coarse 
grasses, brawey and other inflammatory diseases (which young sheep are 
subject to) prevail amongst them more or less. Under these circumstances it 
would be more profitable for the farmer to buy in old sheep to feed-off his 
roots; but wherever it can be done, to breed and feed what the farm can hold 
is the most profitable system the farmer can adopt. ’ 

On cold marshy soil, where cattle and sheep cannot be reared, the breeding 
of horses is more profitable, but not otherwise. 

In my experience I have found that, where the land is dry enough to admit of 
sheep eating the roots off in winter, sheep will pay the farmer better than cattle; 
but at the same time, as many cattle should be kept and fed as will make the 
straw and litter into good manure. ‘This can be done by drawing as many 
roots as they require, the sheep feeding-off what is left; but on clay and heavy 
soils cattle will pay best. 

I do not know of any person who has given up extensive breeding of horses 
and taken to breeding cattle and sheep alone. Of late years there have not 
been so many horses bred by the farmers as formerly, but now when the price 
is so high I have no doubt they will breed more, especially for their own use. 
Ido not know of any farmer having given up cattle and sheep breeding largely 
and turned to horse rearing as yielding a better return. 

The breed of agricultural horses best adapted for this part of the country, 
and, indeed, for the United Kingdom, is the Clydesdale breed, both for docility 
and durability. The Shorthorn breed of cattle has no equal for early ma- 
turity, symmetry, fat, and weight; they can be kept with more profit to the 
farmer than any other cattle. Of course, on the cold east coast of Scotland and 
the Highlands, the polled and West Highland cattle are more suitable and 
profitable to the farmer; but in England, Ireland, and south of Scotland, the 
Shorthorn will be found the most profitable. 

I consider the Leicester sheep, as a pure-bred animal, to be the best for early 
maturity, symmetry, fat, and weight ; the Shropshire and Oxford Downs are 
also very symmetrical, easily fattened, and good weights; but on different 
districts and farms the different breeds of sheep found upon them are often the 
best and most profitable for the farmer. In this district very few sheep are 
bred; the farmers buy Hampshire Downs to feed-off their roots. They are 
large hardy sheep, and are said to pay better than any others. 

Henry Tarr. 

i 

44, Sx. Jonn’s Wetis, ABERDEENSHIRE. 

Breeding nearly as. many cattle as can be fed-off on an extensive farm 
involves no ordinary amount of labour, skill, and attention at all seasons; and 
after all, it can only be prosecuted successfully in sheltered situations and with 
a first-class stock, for it is an established fact that breeding secondary animals 
is always a losing concern; whereas feeding may be carried on to advantage 
on the largest and most exposed farms with greater profit and infinitely less 
trouble and risk. ; ‘ , 

For several years one-half of the stock fed-off on this farm were bred upon 
it, till pleuro-pneumonia broke out in the herd about five years ago, which proved 
exceedingly ruinous amongst cows, calves, and yearlings ; since that time I have 
merely kept as many cows as will supply the modicum of milk for domestic — 

a, 
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purposes. I purchase two-year-old stots and queys in the months of March, 
April, and May, at an average price of something over 167. a head. 

The queys are generally sold from the grass about the 1st of July, when 
the better class of the stots are housed on clover grass, tares, and a little oil- 
cake, and rendered fit for the butcher by Christmas; the others have thus an 
increased extent of pasture at a time when it begins to decay, and are generally 
brought into prime condition for the fat market in the course of the spring, 
when a fresh lot of store cattle have to be bought. The mean length of time 
embraced in the process of feeding-off would not exceed ten months, and the 
mean return would be about 12/7. per head. Referring to the system of breed- 
ing as many as can be fed, I shall assume that 100 acres of good land are 
capable of maintaining 34 head of cattle, and that of these in fortunate circum- 
stances 9 stots are annually fed-off at the high average of 30/., giving 2701. ; 
from which, however, you have to deduct losses, which are as sure as seed-time 
and harvest, chiefly consisting of cows getting out of season, slipping calves ; 
and again calves dying from diarrhoea, navel-ill, knee-ill, and fifty other ills 
incident to calves, with quarter-ill amongst yearlings ; and cost of a good Short- 
horn bull, would amount to not less than 15 per cent., or something over 40/., 
leaving as the net profit, 2307. I must also assume that the same farm, if 
properly managed and attention given to the sowing of tares or beans, and the 
preparation of a few acres of first grass for house-feeding, a few acres of turnips 
for early use on the system already indicated, is capable of feeding off at least 
24 head of bullocks, which at the moderate calculation of 122, per head, would 
yield a profit of 288/., while deaths are almost nil. This shows the sum of 
50/. in favour of buying and feeding. I hold that the feeding-system proves 
more nutritious to the farm, and that the early housing affords a considerable 
field-pluck for lambs or young horses, which, with the increased quantity 
and superior quality of the dung, fully compensates for the extra consumption 
of oil-cake in the process of feeding. 

G. MITcHELL. 

45. Wootston, BLetcHLEy Srarion. 

British farmers could breed more horses, cattle, and sheep than they do, only 
by an increased production of corn in their own country as feeding-stuff, &c., 
or by purchase of such food from other countries. 

Hard-worked horses on large arable farms cannot do breeding and working 
together; while lightly worked horses on a mixed arable and grass farm can 
breed at a profit. 

Poor grass and arable land can breed sheep, while it needs good land or roots 
on root-growing land to feed them. 

Until within the last few years the breeding of horses has not been found 
over profitable ; while that of breeding and feeding of cattle and sheep has been 
found not only profitable but certain. 

For many years back many farmers relaxed or discontinued altogether the 
practice of breeding horses, because it had been found to be unprofitable or of 
little profit. The breeding of cattle and sheep has never been neglected, while 
that of horses has. 7 

Strong, active, and powerful animals are the best horses. Long-wool or half- 
bred sheep suit this district. 'The Shorthorn cattle are generally bred, while 
other breeds are fed in this district. { 

Wi1iiam SMITH. 
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46. Preston Hows, WHITEHAVEN, CUMBERLAND. 

From my observation and experience, extending over a period of thirty years, 
I do not think that the British farmer, as a rule, has made horse breeding 
profitable. In this county, during a wet summer, I consider every horse has 
Jive mouths, that is, he destroys as much grass with each foot as he eats; and 
taking into consideration the risk of barrenness, unsoundness, bad temper, and 
accidents, there is no margin left for a profit if we calculate the average price 
that our colts bring in the market at four-years-old. To breed a colt on good 
land, and feed him moderately upon the produce of the farm, he ought to yield © 
20 guineas a year, and (granted that the mare is fruitful and the colt fortunate) 
the average price of a four-year-old is less than 80 guineas. 

If at any time from babyhood to maturity a cow or a sheep should break a 
leg, or meet with any serious accident, the carcase can be used for food, and 
the animal may be sold for perhaps one-half of its original value to the 
butcher ; but if a horse meets with a similar accident it is a dead loss; there 
is no salvage. 

I believe that the British and Irish farmers could with profit to themselves. 
breed more cattle and sheep then they do. A great deal depends upon the 
situation and altitude of the farm whether it is more adapted for cattle or 
sheep breeding, but as a rule, it is better to combine the two, and mix the 
herd and flock together. There are certain herbs which grow in a pasture 
which sheep are fond of, and which cattle nauseate, and vice versd. ‘The 
most profitable class of cattle for this part of the country is the pure-bred 
Shorthorn, or for grazing purposes use a high-bred Shorthorn bull upon 
common dairy cows. ‘The class of sheep that will produce most mutton and 
wool upon a given area of land is the pure-bred Leicester, and the most profit- 
able sheep for grazing purposes is a cross from the high-bred Leicester ram. 
and a Cheviot, Herdwick, or Down ewe. In fact, I have never known any 
breed of sheep that could not be improved by the use of a pure Leicester 
ram. 

Rost, JEFFERSON. 

47. Suretam1, Stantey, Perrusuire, N.B. 

As arule I think British farmers could, with profit to themselves, breed 
more stock of all kinds than is done at present. All that is wanted for accom- 
plishing that is capital, skill and enterprise on the part of the farmers, with 
some additional security from the landlords for bringing and keeping up a 
higher standard of cultivation of their lands, 

On high-rented lands, where there is not much pasture, I consider it more 
preferable to buy horses than to breed them. Horses can most profitably be 
bred and reared on mixed arable and grazing farms, where there is good bounds 
of rough undulating pastures, with shelter and good keep for the winter. 
Young horses, if they are well attended to, thrive best on the farms on which 
they are reared. Brood-mares, when properly cared for, work on close to their 
time of foaling—when generally the heavy part of farm-work is over. “The 
demand, and prices paid just now, for good horses encourage a further extension 
in the breeding of them. 

Sheep can be most profitably bred and reared on light cheap-rented land, 
where they have plenty of clean pastures. Cattle thrive and pay best on good 
loamy pasture lands. 

I do not know of any farmer who has bred horses extensively having taken 
entirely to the breeding of cattle and sheep; but, as a rule, I can state that 
for the past quarter of a century the breeding of horses has been very much 
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neglected. I attribute that to the low prices of horses at that time; and when 
the railway system was developed through the country, an idea was formed, 
which proved to be an erroneous one, that fewer horses would be required for 
both town and country. The great increase of trade and wealth in the country 
is the prime cause of the demand for good horses of all classes just now. 

I know many farmers who are now breeding more horses than they did 
formerly ; but except a very few, who breed stock for show, I am not aware 
of many farmers having given up the breeding of cattle and sheep for horses. 
Tam not aware of many extensive sheep-farmers having taken to cattle-rearing, 
or vice versa. I think the soil and climate are the first things to look to in 
the rearing of stock. Sheep-stock being more easily accumulated than horses 
or cattle, are more liable to fluctuation in the markets. I consider the Clydes- 
dale breed of horses the best ; and cross-bred cattle and sheep pay the farmer 
best in this part of the country. 

JAMES CHALMERS. 

48, E.rorp Park, TamMwortTH. 

J think that more horses, cattle, and sheep, might be profitably bred. 
Horse-breeding, as a particular or important branch of farming, is not much 

followed in this neighbourhood. A good many horses are bred, but in a 
desultory way. Outlying fields, rough pastures, and hills, are not features of 
this part of the county; and horses (especially young ones) need room and 
shelter, and are often troublesome and dangerous to young stock. 

The principal breeders of horses near here are men who are obliged to keep 
more horses for certain purposes at certain seasons than are usually required, 
so that an extra mare or two help the work, and the foals pay for keep. I 
have no doubt that the late high prices of foals have stimulated breeding ; but 
not many more are brought to market than formerly. 

The entire horses that travel about here are not good, and I think the diffi- 
culty of getting a good one hinders many farmers from breeding. I know of 
no one who has given up cattle- and sheep-breeding for horse-breeding. 

Where a farm consists of rich grass and not much arable land; where the 
fields are too large to separate the stock into small or desirable numbers ; 
where the standing or steadings are not convenient for wintering stock, either 
in the fields or in the homestead, it is better to buy than breed stock. There 
is no doubt that the high price of store cattle, some two or three years ago, 
stimulated farmers to breed and rear. I have more than once asked the question 
at a farmer’s ordinary, and found that many were rearing twenty or thirty 
calves who had not done so for many years; and I think that upon ordinary 
mixed, and particularly second-class farms, rearing may be added as a profitable 
branch. The drawbacks are extra trouble, labour being bad and dear. Diseases, 
such as “black leg,” hoose, foot-and-mouth, pleuro, &c., are fatally prevalent 
in some districts, even under careful and liberal treatment. 

For some years I have bred and reared about thirty calves, with very 
different success. The above complaints have killed from 10 to 15 per cent., 
and in some seasons more. Another incentive to rearing cow-stock is to be 
found in the comparatively new trade of milk-selling. 

Many dairies have given up cheese-making, and now sell their milk to 
large towns or to cheese-factories; and on many grazing farms, where the turf 
needed considerable help in cake or corn, milk-selling is found more remu- 
nerative than feeding ; and as a result, breeding and rearing form a profitable 
and almost necessary part of the business. : 

Pure-bred Shorthorn bulls are generally used. Breeding-flocks of sheep from 
2 to 15 scores are common about here, and have been for many years ; and they 
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are probably increasing, from more land being laid down to grass. Foot-rot, 
“ foot-and-mouth,” &c., are the great drawbacks to success in sheep rearing. 
The loss this year from diseases is simply enormous, As mixed farms are the 
rule here (that is, about equal portions of grass and arable), it follows that 
mixed farming is also. Where an extra breadth of roots is grown, store-sheep 
are purchased; and where farms are unhealthy or unsuitable, hoggets are 
sold off in the autumn; but these methods are the exception, so we may 
infer that breeding is supposed to be most profitable. I certainly know no 
one who has given up breeding horses for cattle or sheep, or vice versd. 

The kind of horses bred here are of no particular breed. They are hardy, - 
good workers, have plenty of bone, and stand from 152 to 17 hands, generally 
bay or brown. The cattle are called Shorthorns, but are not of pure blood ; are 
good milkers, fair breeders, and average, when fat, about 90 stones. The sheep 
are Shropshire, prolific breeders, and good feeders : twelve months old, well fed, 
average 10 stones; older, and ewes, from 13 to 15 stones. 

GrorcEe A. May. 

49, Humperrstoy, Rossuime, N.B. 

Owing to the extremely high prices for horses at present, a larger number 
might be reared with profit, and farmers might advantageously rear all the 
horses they themselves require. 

A farm difficult to labour is not so suitable for breeding purposes as a light- 
land and level farm, Mares in foal are less able for the work, and are apt to 
be hurt, while young horses cannot safely be yoked so soon as on light land. 
A piece of marshy ground, growing coarse grass, although unsuitable for feeding 
purposes, is well adapted for rearing horses. Horses cannot be reared so cheaply 
on a fine-feeding farm as on light or marshy soils. Light friable soils are 
more profitably occupied in rearing stock ; while the stronger and better soils 
are more suitable for feeding purposes. 

In some quarters sheep, and in others cattle, are more profitable. In this 
county the higher districts are nearly exclusively stocked with sheep, while 
the lower and richer districts are mainly stocked with cattle. Cattle would 
make a poor substitute for sheep in the upper districts, while low-land farmers 
would be unwilling to give up their cattle for sheep, although the keeping of 
sheep on high-rented lands is largely increasing. 

I have known arable farmers take to sheep and afterwards give them up, 
supposing themselves better paid with cattle; but I have known far more take 
to sheep partially along with cattle, and continue the system, believing them- 
selves more largely remunerated by keeping both sheep and cattler Black- 
faced sheep suit the more exposed places best; Cheviot or grey-faced pay better 
in the less-exposed ranges; and half-or three-parts bred are more profitable in 
the finer soils and warmer climate. Highland cattle suit well where the 
climate is cold and the exposure great; but on the lower grounds, progeny 
from a Shorthorn bull and a strong cross-cow is of more rapid growth, and 
consequently of greater profit. A cross between a Shorthorn bull and a 
polled cow is hardy, of great growth, and generally suitable. Perhaps the most 
suitable horses for this quarter are those that are got by a Clydesdale horse 
and the mares bred in the district. Horses, very high standing or very heavy, 
are not so well adapted for general agricultural work, especially on hilly farms, 
as horses that are smaller, if well made, and with shorter legs. 

/®neas ADAM. 
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50, Aotnorps, Lours, LincoLnsHire. 

At the present price of stock, the breeding of sheep and cattle could, in many 
instances, be increased with advantage; but the great loss and disappointment 
resulting from the prevalence of the foot-and-mouth disease no doubt deter 
many from increasing as much as they otherwise would do. 

Very hilly land and strong clay soils are not suitable for the breeding of 
agricultural horses, as the mares at some season of the year, when not rearing 
their foals, ought to work, consequently it does not pay to breed that class of 
horse under those circumstances, excepting when the general demand for horses 
makes their value unusually great. 
When the grass land belonging to a farm will fatten cattle without artificial 

food, or when a farm has scarcely any grass land upon it, it will then pay 
better to buy cattle, to feed in the one case, or to put them in the foldyard in 
the other. Excepting on the strong feeding-lands, or where some particular 
spot has been found unhealthy for lambs, a farmer, I think, should always 
breed, at least, the number of sheep he requires; and if on poor soil, he may 
find it more profitable to rear only, and not to fatten any himself. 

The breeding of agricultural horses in this district, beyond the require- 
ments of the farm, is not, as a rule, more profitable than the rearing or 
feeding of cattle and sheep. Hacks are not generally of sufficient value to be 
profitable; and perhaps one or two hunters or carriage-horses only pay when 
fortunate enough tokeepsound. Sheep are usually more profitable than cattle, 
as they arrive at maturity sooner, and their wool greatly adds to their value. 
We have no extensive breeders of horses in this district. I have known 

owners of stock increase their flocks, but not their herds to the same extent. 
The shire horses for agricultural purposes are most suitable, and so are 
Shorthorn cattle and Lincoln sheep; but as the length and lustre of the 
Lincoln’s wool cannot be grown except in a limited area, the value of this breed 
out of the county is confined to particular districts, except when used for 
crossing with other flocks, which is often done with success. 

Henry SHARPLEY. 

51. Manor Hovsr, Carpersy, BEDALE, YORKSHIRE. 

I believe that British farmers might with profit to themselves breed more 
horses, cattle, and sheep than they now do. When the land is of rich 
quality and in permanent grass, I think it more profitable to buy than breed 
horses ; on most arable farms, and when the grass is of inferior quality for 
fattening cattle and sheep, I am of opinion that horses may be bred with profit. 
When the land is all under the plough, without any permanent grass, I 

incline to the opinion that it may be more profitable to the farmer to buy than 
breed cattle; also in some cases where the land, though in permanent grass, 
is of a very rich fattening character. In some cases the land is unhealthy 
for young animals. Under these circumstances the purchasing of store cattle 
might be the more profitable course. 

On all lands that are subject to produce the rot in sheep it is more profit- 
able to buy and fatten than breed; but when the land is of a dry sound 
character, and healthy for them, I believe breeding them is the more profit- 
able plan. 

I doubt whether on any lands that are adapted for the successful breeding 
and rearing of cattle and sheep it would be profitable to rear horses extensively. 

Sheep and cattle arrive at earlier maturity than horses, ‘hey are not 
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liable to unsoundness as horses are; and although the price of horses is at 
present high, I doubt whether they yield in the long run so adequate a 
remuneration as sheep and cattle. a 

I have known many farmers who have reduced their number of breeding 
mares, and increased their numbers of cattle and sheep. I know of no 
farmer who has given up the breeding of cattle and sheep and turned to 
breeding horses. 

I should say the Cleveland breed of horses answers for farming purposes 
-as well as any in this district; next to these the Clydesdale. Shorthorn 
cattle, and crosses from them, are far a-head of all others. In the valleys . 
and lowlands the Improved Leicester sheep, and on the high grounds the 
Black-faced Highland, and crosses from them by the Improved Leicester or 
Long-woolled ram, are best suited. 

THomas WILLIs, Jun. 

52. Hotker, CarKke-In-CARTMEL, LANCASHIRE. 

If the produce of the land were increased, more stock could be profitabl 
pred. 

lf the farm is all under tillage, and in a high state of cultivation, no horses 
should be bred upon it. No farm is adapted for breeding cattle unless there 
is a fair proportion of permanent pasture and meadow land in it. When the 
farm is all in grass, and no winter food except hay produced upon it, or when 
a farm is all good feeding or fattening land, it will answer better to purchase 
than breed cattle or sheep. 

I think cattle- and sheep-breeding are more profitable than horse-breeding. 
The risk is much less. The bulk of the profit on hunters and carriage-horses 
goes to the dealer, as gentlemen seldom purchase their horses direct from the 
farmer. ‘This does not apply so much to cart-horses, and at present they are 
paying better for breeding than any other description of horse. 

During the cattle-plague time the Cheshire farmers stocked the land with 
sheep in many instances ; but I understand they have given up sheep and 
gone to cattle again. Asarule, all the great breeding-districts for cattle are 
on the west or wet side of the kingdom, from Ayrshire to Devonshire. The 
greater portion of the sheep are bred on the east or dry side of the kingdom. 
The Clydesdale and midland counties horses are both very good, and generally 
used here. Scarcely any kind of horned cattle are bred but Shorthorns. The 
breed of sheep depends upon the pasture and the altitude of the farm. Herd- 
wicks are the breed on our mountains, and large Leicesters and Shropshires 
on the lowlands. 

I remember some years ago meeting a farmer from Northumberland, who 
told me he had bred 8 or 9 foals from one mare, and, although they averaged 
80/. each, he had given up horse-breeding, as he found sheep pay him 
better. 

No doubt farmers of late years have turned their attention more to cattle 
and sheep, though at present the high prices are tempting them to breed 
more horses. r 

G. Drewry. 

58. CorskKELLiz, By Huntty, N.B. 

Farmers could with profit to themselves and advantage to the nation breed 
more horses, cattle, and sheep. I do not know any agricultural circumstance 
that would make the purchasing of horses preferable to breeding at present 

ns 
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prices; although the cost of rearing would be less on farms having a good 
outrun and shelter than where the extent under grass is limited. On carse 
land$, or when the soil and climate are favourable for. almost continuous 
cropping, and when that system is practised, stock must be bought to con- 
sume the winter food of the farm if not otherwise disposed of; but when there 
are two-fifths to one-half or more under grass, breeding all the stock you 
can fatten is the most profitable, owing to the high price that, has now to be 
paid for good young stock, as well as the difficulty of getting them. 
On arable farms suitable for cattle, I would buy sheep to graze, rather 
than breed them; breeding sheep and fattening them.can only be carried 
out profitably on a large scale, each class of stock having to to be kept 
separate, which would be expensive and troublesome on a small farm. I 
do not know that the breeding of horses would be more or. less profitable 
than cattle or sheep, but more money would be made by having all the three 
classes on the same farm than from either singly. 

On rich pasture or first-class grass land cattle will pay better than sheep; 
while on exposed or steep land of indifferent quality sheep will pay best. 

The Clydesdale horse is well_suited for any agricultural district ; while as 
to cattle, Ido not think that any of our pure breeds will come so early to 
maturity, or give a better return in meat for the amount of food they con- 
sume, than a first cross out of a polled or a Highland cow, and after a 
Shorthorn bull. It, of all others, is the true rent-payer. Every subsequent 
cross leaves more weeds, although, with proper selection, you get fewer as you 
go on. 

Of sheep, half-breds are the best. For quality of mutton, Grey-faces 
(Crosses) may be superior. 

A, F, LESuIE. 

54, Burton Frenps, Stamrorp Brince, YorxKsHIre. 

I think the British farmer could with profit breed more cattle than at pre- 
sent. With regard to horses and’sheep much depends upon the situation of 
the farm and the nature of the land. -'Rich grass will not pay to be eaten up: 
by young horses and sheep. At any'rate, in’ most cases, it will pay better 
eaten by cattle. at 

If a farmer has a portion of second-rate grass land, he ean with profit breed 
a few horses; but he must not begin to breed from’ unsound animals, or else 
he gets worthless ones, and they eat him up. 

Some people take the trouble to breed’ as many cattle as can be fed on the 
farm, and I think it is a very good plan and pays wells while there is less risk 
of diseases of all sorts. Others, on good land, buy cattle’ ‘and feed them out, 
aud by so doing get a quicker return, but often bring disease, which. reduces the 
esc I think almost every farmer ean breed a certain quantity of sheep with 
profit. 

Horses we must have ; but breeding sheep and cattle pays better. There is 
less risk, and quicker returns are obtained. 

I think a good, wide, short-legged horse, with substance, and not too 
much hair on his legs, 16 hands high, with good action, suits best; and I 
think every farmer ought to have a nice, wide, bay, coaching mare to work in 
the farm and breed, so as to keep this class of harness-horses in England. 
The foreigners purchase many of the best bay mares from Yorkshire. 

Shorthorns are the best of the cattle breeds. Leicesters, with as much sub- 
stance and quality as possible, stand highest, among sheep. 

JoHN Kirsy. 

VOL. XII.—S, S. F 
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55. EDINBURGH. 

Nothing pays worse than overstocking, so it is doubtful if, as a tule, more 
stock could be profitably bred. k 

Where the whole of the land is under tillage, I think one brood-mare to, say, 
each 300 acres, enough. Breeding is most profitable where there are a number 
of small fields in permanent pasture. Every farmer who holds twenty acres 
or upwards might breed horses. 

This also holds good as to cattle, I think. I approve of the division of labour, 
evén in stock-breeding. On a rich arable farm the farm-offices should be con- 
structed with a special view to the fattening of as large a number of cattle as 
is possible. 

The buying of lean sheep to fatten and the breeding of sheep may, I think, 
be practised with success on the same arable farm. On clay soils sheep should 
not be much kept; still I think the breeding of sheep should only be practised 
on rich corn land, when the lambs can all be sold off fat, as lambs, and the 
ewes sold off fat also in the autumn. For the breeding of sheep that are to live 
till they are wethers and ewes, pasture lands and hills are the fittest places. 

One large farmer in Yorkshire told me he devoted nearly his whole large 
farm of 2000 acres to the rearing of carriage-horses fit for the London market. 
One dealer bought the whole “ crop,” so to speak, at, I think, 100J. each, at 
four-years-old, without seeing them. In spite of the enormous rise in the 
value of horses, the inducement to breed is scarcely so great, relatively, as it was. 
The Shetland Islands in this respect, as in many others, forma sort of miniature 
picture of Great Britain. Formerly their great product was ponies. These 
require less keeping than cattle, and run out all the winter. The former price 
was 3/.; now it is 102. to 207. The longer period of gestation, the uncertainty 
and the risk, turn the scale in favour of improved sheep and cattle. A mare 
is not nearly so sure of having a foal as a cow or a ewe is of having a calf or a 
lamb. 

In my experience there is very little average profit on feeding cattle. They 
- are necessary evils to make manure. This is becoming moreand more the case 
since imported diseases have become so common ; I therefore think sheep more 
profitable in Scotland than cattle to feed. 

I think for all parts of Great Britain and Ireland the two best breeds of 
horses for the plough are the Clydesdale first, and the Suffolk Punch second. 
For shallow steep-hill land I would like a dash of blood in the breed. 

As to cattle I believe the Shorthorn and the Aberdeenshire are far the best, 
and the two make a splendid cross. 

As to sheep it is quite different; no two breeds are fitted for the whole 
United Kingdom. I found lately (three years ago), on investigation, that the 
Black-faced was returning into favour in moor-lands. Iam not quite sure of 
the Cotswold, after having bred hundreds of them ; I think the Scotch or Border 
Leicesters better even for the Cotswold country. 

R. Scor-SKIRvVING. 

56. Narracamorr, Atay, Irmnanp. 

I think farmers could breed more stock with profit. A 
Breeding horses for the farm is, in my opinion, the more preferable plan to 

purchasing them, for two reasons—first, it is, at present prices, the more profit- 
able ; and in the second place, horses bred on the farm are, as a rule, more 
healthy than those purchased. Where, however, the farm is entirely a 
tillage one and the soil heavy, farm-horses cannot be either conveniently 
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or so profitably reared. The best soil on which to rear farm or any kind 
of horses profitably is one which is light in texture, dry, and possessing 
a fair share of grazing-ground of a rough but grassy nature. 

Wherever, as a rule, the farm or soil is unsuitable for grazing it is unsuit- 
able for breeding and rearing. Hence it is found almost to a certainty that 
the greatest numbers of cattle are produced where the land is found suitable for 
pasturing and dairying, and the fewest where the soil will not naturally grow 
grass. 

Sheep cannot be bred and reared profitably on heavy undrained land, or on 
any kind of soil which is wet and in want of drainage. On all light land 
and dry farms sheep do well; and on such farms, in my opinion, the most 
natural method is to rear a sufficiency for the farm. Under the reverse con- 
ditions it becomes a necessity to purchase sheep for fattening purposes. 

Under no circumstances that I am aware of is the breeding and rearing of 
agricultural or any kind of horse more profitable to the farmer than the breed- 
ing and feeding of cattle and sheep. 

In my opinion cattle- and sheep-breeders, always supposing that the busi- 
mess is understood and the right breeds cultivated, have fewer risks to 
encounter—less expensive feeding being required,—and the money-value of 
the animals can be sooner and more certainly realised than by breeding horses. 

I have known of very many instances where men in the habit of breeding 
horses to “a moderate extent have got disgusted with all the extra trouble 
entailed by it; and in breeding hunters, hacks, &c., especially disgusted with 
the improper characters of trainers and grooms; and have in consequence 
abandoned horse- for cattle- and sheep-breeding. 

Ihave never known of a farmer giving up cattle- and sheep-breeding for 
horse-breeding, unless under very peculiar circumstances, more connected with 
taste than with profit. In some instances in Ireland I have known farmers 
give over keeping sheep from the difficulty there often is of getting them pro- 
perly herded and taken care of. In some instances, too, where the land, from 
good management, has become too rich for the successful rearing of lambs, I 
have known cattle substituted, 

At present the breeding of half-bred horses (that is an animal between the 
cart-mare and the thoroughbred sire) pays best in Ireland, and if bred big 
enough make the best horses for the farm. Shorthorns or their crosses, and 
Leicester and Lincoln sheep, and their crosses, if properly fed and managed, 
are the most suitable for this part of Ireland. For the United Kingdom, for 
farm work,I should say the Clydesdale horse is generally the most suitable. 
With regard to cattle and sheep, soil and climate must be taken into account, 
and different breeds kept to suit different circumstances, 

THomaAs Robertson, 

57. Ex.inenam, Caaraiir, NortrHumpertanp. 

With the exception of cart-horses at their present price, I do not think 
farmers could breed more stock with profit. Young or lean stock are quite as 
cheap relatively as fat stock are. 

On good land, worth upwards of 40s. per acre, breeding horses will not pay. 
not even cart-horses, On rough grass land, or half moor and half grass, that 
is, where the rough grass runs into patches of heather here and there, breeding 
cart-horses will pay well. In no case will breeding hacks and blood-horses 

Under no circumstances will breeding horses pay better than other kinds of 
stock ; agricultural horses, at their present price, excepted, that is, on rough 

F 2 
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grazing land. As arule, sheep will pay better than cattle; but they take 
more management, and are very often bungled, and therefore some farmers say 
they “can get more money out of their cattle.” On deep rich pasture land, 
cattle will answer better; on light pastures, sheep will. If arable land, 
growing turnips, be so strong that sheep eating the turnips on the land would 
plunge it so that it would not work well afterwards for seed-corn, then the 
turnips must be carted off for cattle; or if the land under turnips be so rich 
and good that, were the turnips eaten-on by sheep, it would grow over heavy 
a crop of barley, then again the turnips must be carted off for cattle. On other 
kinds of arable land, sheep will pay tne better, keeping out of the question the 
necessity of having straw made into manure by cattle. 

I have known several farmers who have given up horse-breeding because it 
did not pay. Breeding what are called “ blood-horses” will not pay. I have 
bred them myself and have given them up; and I know one or two farmers who 
have bred them for thirty years, and have also giventhem up. I can safely 
say that they would have now been 5000/. richer had they never bred blood- 
horses, though they were considered to have bred them with more than ordinary 
success. We are indebted to the following causes for even the supply of bad 
blood-horses that we have. Many farmers have a hobby to see a colt or two 
running about their farms, and therefore breed them; others have an old or 
lame mare and breed from her, because they do not know what else to do with 
her. “Oh! I cannot be much out of pocket by having a single brood-mare,” 
they will tell you. But lately, since beef and mutton have got so dear, they 
do “‘ begrudge” even the old brood-mare her meat, and prefer making it inte 
beef and mutton. Again, a farmer who breeds blood-horses cannot put them 
into money when he wishes. He may have a nice, say five-years-old horse, 
that is really worth in the market 150/., but still he finds he cannot, get the 
price for him when he wants, and for three, six, and even twelve months, the 
horse has to be kept on hand before he can be sold; and then very often there is 
a misunderstanding about his soundness, &c. All this annoys and disgusts a 
farmer with the breeding of horses. Still a hobby to have the article goes a 
long way ; and it is more this hobby than the chance of profit that is the cause 
of farmers breeding blood-horses. 

In former times persons who principally made use of blood-horses, such as 
masters of hounds, cab-proprietors, &c., could buy them at little more than 
two-thirds of the cost it took to produce them. Now they have got dearer; and 
though they will yet scarcely fetch the full extent of their cost, we hear a 
great deal of the scarcity and dearness of horses, because they are valued from 
the stand-point of price that they used to be formerly, which was much too 
cheap. They are still cheaper than beef and mutton to the purchaser. 

In breeding blood-horses, two causes act partly against each other. Firstly, 
a breeder tries to have them handsome and good-looking, and for this pur- 
pose he would put a handsome and good-looking mare to a handsome and 
good-looking horse. But then there is a second consideration comes in the 
way: that handsome ‘and good-looking horse may have run last for the St. 
Leger, and the winner, who may neither be handsome nor good-looking, would 
very likely be preferred '‘for a site, simply because he had ‘been & good per- 
former; and for some reasons it would be quite right that‘he shouldbe, though” 
for other reasons it might be quite wrong. ‘Thé class of horses’in which 
hunters and carriage-horses may be placed, is bred entirely on''a'wrong prin- 
ciple, or rather without any principle at all. ‘Neither the care} nor the judg+ 
ment, nor the experience is brought to bear on their produetion’that'is tsed 
in the breeding of other kinds of good farm-stock. ‘Take, for instance, Short- 
horn cattle or Leicester sheep; no end of trouble is taken to produce the kind 
that is required: one type of animal is tried on another, anid’ this stidin of 
blood on that, and notes are taken how they answer or do not answer, untz 
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by experience the breeder can go to work in somewhat of a systematic way to 
obtain what he wants. In breeding horses there is nothing of all this, every- 
thing is done at random. 

With regard to sheep and cattle, a part of both do best on a farm usually, 
for this reason: sheep are fond of particular kinds of grasses and plants ; they 
eat these, and leave the kinds they do not like; and the former by degrees, by 
being constantly eaten down, are overrun by those kinds that sheep do not 
like, and die out. ‘lhe pasture then becomes bad for sheep; the same may 
be said of cattle, to a less extent. An ordinary grass field, therefore, is better 
grazed with cattle one part of the year, and with sheep another. Both going 
in the same field together is bad for the cattle; the sheep eat the finer grass, 
and the cattle do badly. 

The “ Coquet-side ” cart-horse is lighter rather than the Clydesdale, but has 
far more action than any other breed of cart-horse that I know of. Border 
Leicester, Cheviots, and Black-faced sheep, and the breeds between these, are 
common here. . Half Border Leicester and half Cheviot are now coming very 
much in fashion. 

. Tuomas Forster, Jun. 

58. Cruivin, Fire. 

I think farmers might breed more horses, cattle, and sheep, with profit to 
themselves. 

On the better class of soils, cultivated on a regular rotation of cropping, and 
mot thoroughly fenced, it is preferable to purchase horses rather than breed 
them. On the other hand, it is preferable to breed horses on grassy deep land, 
where it is well fenced. ‘lhe best districts for breeding and rearing horses are 
those generally in a secondary climate, with deep grassy soils, which are not so 
valuable for growing grain and green crops. 

On the best class of farms, where a large extent of grain and potatoes are grown 
in regular rotation of cropping, and in a dry early climate, without permanent 
pasture, it is better to purchase store-cattle for feeding than breed the whole, 
as generally more cattle are required to consume the turnip-crop than can 
be grazed through the summer. It is more profitable to use artificial feeding- 
stuffs on fattening cattle than on breeding or keeping stock. ; 

I have no experience of hacks or hunters. On strictly arable land it is better 
to breed and feed cattle and sheep than horses; but I would combine the 
breeding and rearing a few agricultural horses wherever the holding is suitable 
for grazing them. 

I consider the rearing and feeding of cattle and sheep combined the best. 
Sheep are better than cattle on thin dry soils, especially where it is also steep. 
Cattle are better than sheep on heavy strongish soils, and especially where 
there is old rich grass. I have not known any farmer breed horses extensively 
im this county. Clydesdale horses, Shorthorn cattle, or good crosses of that 
‘reed—Leicester, Cheviot, and Shropshire Down sheep, or crosses of these 
breeds—are most suitable for this part of the country, 

ALEXANDER REID. 

59. Covtarp Bank, Lossremours, Exar, N.B. 

I think that, were British farmers guaranteed compensation at the end of 
their tenancies for value of unexhausted manures and feeding-stuffs, they could 
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and would, with profit to themselves, breed and feed more stock than they do, 
hee especially for some years at the end and also at the beginning of their 
eases., 
Proximity to large towns, and unenclosed badly sheltered-farms, make 

buying of horses preferable to breeding. On enclosed suitable breeding-farms, 
horses reared generally do better than those bought-in, and they seem to be 
less liable to disease; they are generally more carefully handled when young, 
if they are to be retained and worked on the farm. 

On certain farms, generally the heavier lands, and where the water is bad, 
breeding-cattle do not thrive. The cows are more liable to cast calf, and to 
come irregularly to the bull. Young cattle are also more liable to diseases of 
several kinds, and the percentage of deaths is much greater. On such farms 
it is more profitable to buy six-quarter or two-year-olds for feeding, than to 
attempt to rearthem. ‘The same remarks apply tu sheep, while the size of the 
holding has also something to do with the question. Ifa man has to be kept 
to look after a small lot of ewes, and another to look after a small lot of 
feeding-sheep, the expense would be too great, and it would then in all like- 
lihood be more profitable either to keep a breeding- or feeding-flock, according 
to the nature of the farm. : 

I think the circumstances very rare in which the breeding and rearing of 
horses is more profitable than the breeding and feeding of cattle and sheep. 
Sheep are more profitable than cattle to the British farmer on dry, light soils. 
They can be managed at less expense, are less liable to destructive diseases, 
a as much or more weight of flesh for the food consumed, and the wool 

sides. 
I consider Clydesdale horses; Shorthorn cattle, and crosses of these with 

Black-polled ; and crosses of the Leicester with Cheviot and Black-faced sheep, 
the most suitable for this part of the country. 

Tuos. Yoon. 

60. Wurrz Hair, Grays, Essex. 

There can be no doubt that British farmers could profitably breed more 
horses, cattle, and sheep than they do,’ except in very early districts, where 
market-gardening is practised extensively, and the value of land thereby 
so greatly increased, that the breeding of any kind of stock would not prove 
remunerative. 

The buying of store-cattle and sheep in preference to breeding is practised 
in those districts where pasture is naturally rich, and capable of fattening 
without the aid of artificial foods. 

The upland pastoral districts seem peculiarly adapted for the breeding and 
rearing of young stock of all kinds ; and though they might also be fed-off there, 
the outlay necessary for other foods would leave no margin for profit. Again, 
the buying of lean sheep is generally the practice in our southern early 
climates, where usually two crops are grown. ‘The second crop, for the most 
part consisting of roots and rape, being fed-off, will usually pay well in meat 
alone, whilst the land is enriched and brought into excellent condition for 
succeeding corn crops. This system of farming is widely adopted as being 
more remunerative than the rearing of stock, even with the exceptionally 
high prices of stores, 

Shorthorn cattle and Down sheep are best suited for this district, their 
fattening properties and early maturity giving them precedence over any other 
kind; and perhaps no class of horses are found more generally serviceable 
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than the Suffolk breed—they are hardy, docile, and durable. The farm-horses 
in this district are not generally of a pure breed, but the Suffolk is gaining in 
favour. 

A, Nerson. 

61. Castte Crawrorp, ABINGTON, LANARKSHIRE. 

Where the soil is light, horse-breeding cannot be carried on as a rule with 
profit ; but where the soil is stronger and good for grass, it is usually profitable 
to breed horses. They can be bred as high as 1000 feet above the sea-level ; 
but, as a rule, beyond 700 or 800 feet it is more profitable to rear cattle and 
sheep than to breed horses or grow grain. The counties of Lanark, Renfrew, 
Dumbarton, and the Falkirk district, are the best suited in Scotland for horse- 
breeding, having a moist climate and good grazing land. In these localities, 
even with more moderate prices than are now obtainable, horse-breeding would 
pay better than sheep on the low/grounds, as the moist climate, and damp 
grassy lands, often cause loss by foot-rot and lameness in sheep. 

The Clydesdale is the best horse, but a very good, hardy, useful animal is 
the common Cumberland horse. 

If the land generally were better farmed, more stock could be kept, but 
that would require more capital. In high districts, cattle and sheep require a 
ereat deal of artificial feeding-stuffs to fatten them speedily off, which eats up 
a”great deal of the profit. I have had good three-year-old black-faced wethers 
feeding on turnips—over 40 tons weight per acre—here at a height of 900 
feet above the sea, and the animals left nothing for the turnips; the cost of 
the cake, &c., consumed being equal to the difference between the lean 
and the fat prices of the wethers. 

Sheep have been fully as profitable stock as cattle for some years, especially 
on the lighter soils. One thing operating against cattle-breeding and dairying 
is the difficulty of getting good female servants to attend properly to the 
cows. 

I have tried Shorthorns here, but they had to be kept on expensive food in the 
house. Ayrshires are the best breed for the south-west of Scotland. Of 
sheep, I prefer the Border Leicester for the low lands and for crossing, the 
Cheviot for the better class of hill-grazings, and the Black-faced for the higher 
ranges, 

Davin TWwEEpIt. 

62. Casttetown, Aruy, IRELAND. 

The portion of Queen’s County with which I am best acquainted, containing, 
say, 100 square miles, was, even within my recollection, mainly devoted to 
dairy-farming. Iremember it since about 1840, Wheat was then extensively 
grown in many places. There were not perhaps more than 100 acres of 
turnip or other, green crop to be seen in the entire district; and fully one- 
fourth of the wheat was then sown on naked fallow, the remaining three- 
fourths following potatoes. At present we have very little tillage, and barley 
is the principal corn crop. 

The large dairies are all given up now, except in the mountain district. 
What we term mountains are mere hills, ranging from 500 to 900 feet above the 
sea-level. Nearly all the better class land is at present held by graziers. The 
store sheep or cattle are bred outside of the district—chiefly in Tipperary and 
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Limerick—and are boucht-in from May to November. Stock purchased at this 
time of year are wintered out, and will be sold fat by November 1876. 

There is only one thoroughbred stallion in the district. I doubt if there be 
even one pure-bred Clydesdale stallion, but there are three or four half-bred 
draught stallions. Those who breed hacks and hunters send their mares to the 
Curragh of Kildare, which is only 20 miles distant ; and, during the season, 
some half-bred travelling stallions pass regularly through. 
We sell a great number of hunters and harness-horses, but I do not think 

that any one farmer makes a business of horse-breeding. It is found that it 
does not pay. 

P. CanILn. 

iG 63. Mavunpen, AmMpTHILL, BEDFORDSHIRE. 

I think more horses, cattle, sheep, and pigs might be bred profitably. 
I have come to the conclusion that it answers my purpose best to breed 

the whole of the stock required on my farm. 
By securing a good sort to start with, you may breed better animals 

than, you can buy, and are much less liable to disease than where fresh 
stock is constantly being purchased. 

I usually, put about half-a-dozen mares to the best horses in the neigh- 
bourhood, such, as Stokes’s “ Young Champion,” or his brother, Manning’s 
(now Statter’s) ‘‘ Young Champion.” 

The mares are worked nearly up to the time of foaling, and again for light 
work soon after, so that but little time is lost. 

I have four foals this year worth from 30/7. to 40/7. each. 
I do not think it answers to keep mares for breeding only, but where 

they work on the farm it is profitable. 
On heavy hardworking-land there would be danger of the mares casting 

their foals through drawing too hard. 
On rich pasture-land I think it answers better to buy old beasts which will 

quickly fatten than to breed. 
Lambs seldom do well on rich pasture, hence it is better to buy. 
On ordinary arable farms, with a fair proportion of grass, | think it better 

to breed all kinds of stock required for the farm. I consider sheep to ‘be 
the most profitable. 

Oxfordshire Downs are most suitable to this neighbourhood. They 
come to early maturity, of great weight, good quality, and cut good fleeces. 
One of my tegs, on the 1st of April, cut 163 lbs., and an ewe teg, 153 lbs. 

GEORGE STREET. 

. 

_64, Kington, Iyvernzss, N.B. 

I consider that if more judicious and careful attention were bestowed on 
the breeding of cattle and horses in the northern counties of Scotland, not a 
single horn or hoof need cross the Grampians for the purposes of feeding -or 
yoking. Many farms in the north are excellently adapted for breeding cattle, 
and would pay better thus employed ; but fancy leads the occupiers to adopt, 
as they think, less risky systems of farming, such as buying Irish or English 
stores for wintering, buying sheep for feeding, or letting the green crop to-the 
sheep-farmers. By the latter course, large prices may be obtained for turnips ; 
but there is usually a considerable waste in the stackyard, which would be 
obviated by the farmer having in his possession a lot of good young cattle. 
The light loamy soils in the north are very suitable for the breeding of cattle, 
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while the heavier carse-lands are better adapted for feeding. On the latter 
the cattle usually feed rapidly ; but a breeding-stock is apt to get too fat, 
with cows missing calf; and in some instances even the calves and stirks 
reared on such soils are subject to black-leg. On such holdings, therefore, 
buying stores is preferable to breeding, but there are few cases of this kind 
in the north. On light land, awkwardly situated for working, sheep-feeding 
pays best. Breeding of ordinary sheep stocks will not pay the highly rented 
arable farmer. 

Horses bred on the farm are much more durable and healthy than those 
bought-in; therefore, every farmer should endeavour to breed his own horse- 
supply, which, with care and attention, in this part of the country can be 
generally done profitably. 

JoHN CRAN. 

65. Buarrton, ABERDEEN. 

Grain farms, where there is not much pasture-grass, or farms near large 
cities, are unsuited for breeding horses, In such cases purchasing is, as a 
cule, preferable to breeding. On grass farms a fair proportion of horse-breeding 
should pay. 

Some farms are better for feeding than breeding cattle. As a rule, fine soils, 
where grass and turnips are of fine quality, should be used for feeding; 
and poorer soils largely devoted to breeding. Of course, shelter, climate, 
altitude, &c., have to be studied. Should beef and mutton maintain 
present prices, the British farmer should lay more of his land in grass. It 
will be especially to his profit to do so, taking into account the present 
price of labour and manures. In this case more cattle and sheep would be 
required. 

Were the present extreme prices to continue, neither cattle nor sheep 
would pay the farmer so well as the rearing of horses; but at ordinary prices 
I know of no circumstance where it would be prudent to drop the keeping of 
cattle and sheep, and breed horses only. We must bear in mind that after 
having a mare served it is five years before her progeny is properly fit for 
work ; and my experience is that great changes of price_often take place in 
shorter time. Breeding part is the safer way. 

On arable farms of good soil in all our low-lying districts I reckon cattle 
{with perhaps a few sheep to eat up foggage, &c.) the most profitable; as 
you approach the higher lands or thin soils you require to increase your sheep. 

We have no very distinct breed of horses in this district. Our cart-horses, 
I should say, are a sort of mixture of all breeds. Our roadsters are a little 
more distinct, but we have no clearly marked line of distinction. We just 

endeavour to get a good stallion, and cross away. As to cattle, where 
climate and soil are good, the Shorthorns will come earlier to maturity, and 

- give more weight for their keep than any other breed we have; but they are 
_ more delicate, and require more attention and shelter in bad weather. I 
reckon the Aberdeenshire breed a valuable one. The West Highland cattle, 
Ihave no doubt, are well suited for their own district. 

ALEX. CAMPBELL. 

66. Toe Manor Hovsz, Carrerick, YorksHIRE. 

I have no hesitation in saying that farmers could breed more stock pro- 
fitably. I should say, all farmers ought to breed their own horses if possible 
(that is, working farm-horses), and this can be done to advantage on most 
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farms. I am not aware of any circumstances that make buying cattle or 
sheep more profitable than breeding. ; : 

It is my opinion that a farmer ought to breed as much as possible. On my 
farm I breed everything I require except hunters. These 1 buy when nearly — 
fit for use. In my opinion, if more farmers would pay attention to the 
selection of their breeding-stock it would be to their own advantage, and we 
should, by degrees, see the markets and fairs cleared of a number of rubbish 
which are continually offered as grazing-stock. : 

Breeding of horses, in preference to cattle and sheep, can be carried on 
to advantage where the breeder is a good judge, a good horseman, and has - 
buildings, paddocks, &c., adapted for the purpose; but, as I said before, 
any farmer can keep a good draught. brood-mare to work, and breed a foal 
annually ; the breeding of hunters, hacks, &c., however, is always attended by 
more risk than cattle-breeding, still the prizes to be won are very tempting. 
For instance, I know a tenant-farmer this year who realised over 600/. for a 3- 
year-old hunting colt, and I have a 2-year-old colt I gave 3671. 10s, for. These, 
of course, are extreme cases; but I know many farmers who have made money 
by keeping a good half-bred brood-mare, and have had the sense to send toa 
fashionable good sire. I know many who have lost money by breeding from 
some outcast that could not be sold, and patronising the horse that would take 
the mare for the smallest fee. 

I should say that where the farm is adapted for sheep nothing pays so well. 
Clydesdale horses, Shorthorn cattle, and Leicester sheep, are the best farmers’ 
breeds. ' 

_T. H. Hurcumson. 

67. Mrrryton, Hamizton, N.B. 

My opinion is that, considering the present high rate of wages, and low 
price of wheat, it would be an advantage to the farmer to give more attention 
to the rearing of live-stock, particularly draught-horses, which command a 
high price when sold, and are usually healthy and work best on the farm where 
they are bred. My experience is that no class of stock breeds so true as the 
Clydesdale, which differs in this respect from Ayrshire cattle and Border 
Leicester sheep. Both of these I have tried. The former I retain, but the 
latter I gave up as unsuitable for the moist climate of this district. Draught 
mares are all the better for being moderately worked till the day they foal ; 
and should they not prove in foal, the only loss is the service of the horse, 
and this is more than can be said of any other breed. I think draught-stal- 
lions serve too many mares, about 100 being the usual number. Were the 
number restricted to 60, I believe there would be more foals, and’ the horse 
would continue longer serviceable. Landlords have it in their power to do 
much for the improvement of the breed of draught-horses, by aiding their 
tenantry in securing good stallions. 

Lawrence Drew. 

68. Preston Farm, Dunsz, N.B. 

Farmers could profitably breed more stock, because the demand for both fat 
and unfed stock, as well as for horses, is great, and seems likely to continue 
good; also in view of the extensive and apparently-increasing competition in 
the Pritish grain-market, by imports from nearly every quarter of the globe. 
Upon mixed arable farms, where part of the acreage is in permanent 
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pasture of second-rate quality, and especially where such is undulating, 
horses can be profitably bred. The cost of rearing a few foals is inconsider- 
able, and thus the necessary horse-supply may be kept up in an inexpensive 
manner. When horses are bred upon the farm, they can be more profitably 
worked and with less risk when first put into the yoke. Young bought-in 
horses almost invariably do not thrive until they have been upon the farm 
for some time, and have become thoroughly accustomed to it. 

Upon mixed arable farms, where a large acreage of turnips and swedes is 
cultivated, it is certainly the most profitable course to buy yearling stirks 
late in the autumn, winter these either upon rape-cake and straw, or upon 
roots and straw, graze them in the following summer, and fatten them in the 
winter. In our district it is not so remunerative to rear calves, for the land 
is too valuable, and the cost of maintaining and rearing calves too great as. 
compared with the remuneration. The general character of cows in our 
district is too mixed for breeding fattening cattle, and the cost of maintaining 
a good Shorthorn stock would be too great. 

On high-rented arable farms, as in Kast Lothian, where comparatively little 
land is in grass, and all the land of good quality, it is most profitable not 
to breed what the holding can fatten, but to buy them in for this purpose; but 
upon mixed arable farms, where there is a variety of soil and some permanent 
pasture, it is the most profitable course to breed what the holding can fatten. 
Thus, also, the risk of introducing infectious and parasitic diseases among the 
sheep stock on the farm, is considerably diminished. 

Sheep are the more profitable upon farms of medium and lighter character, 
because they manure the land more evenly and at less expense. Cartage and 
other expenses are considerably reduced. Sheep, on the whole, are also more 

-remunerative. But upon heavy clay farms, where sheep cannot be easily fat- 
tened upon the land without injuring the mechanical condition of the soil for 
the succeeding grain-crops, cattle would certainly be the more profitable. 

The most profitable farm-horse, generally speaking, is the pure-bred Clydes- 
dale, but a cross between the Clydesdale and Cleveland forms a very useful 
breed of horses upon the lighter farms of our district. 

The best breeds are pure-bred Shorthorn cattle and pure-bred Border 
Leicester sheep; but upon the more elevated farms in our district, a second 
cross of the Cheviot ewe, with a pure-bred Border Leicester ram forms a very 
hardy and useful sheep. 

Grorce P. Smiru. 

69. Diertz, Foouapers, Moraysuire, N.B. 

I am of opinion that it is quite impossible to breed horses other than agri- 
cultural with profit in this county. One reason is that the soil is too hard and 
stony for the animals’ feet, and being of a very fattening nature, adds mate- 
rially to the danger, as the animal frequently carries more weight of carcase 
than the legs can support. The soil, combined with our fine climate, tells 
considerably in favour of producing beef and mutton as against horse-breeding. 
Another reason is the want of suitable stallions to put to mares which might 
otherwise leave a good fval, but, in common reason, cannot be expected to 
leave a sound one when the sire is only relegated to the duty of serving mares 
when he is too unsound for any other purpose. I am strongly of opinion that 
in breeding horses, as well as all other kinds of stock, we should have at 
least a pure-bred sire, and he a sound one; and that no mongrel can, generally 
speaking, produce stock that will be profitable to the breeder. I think every 
farmer with ordinary facilities ought to breed the horses necessary for his own 
farm, if only for the simple reason that horses bred on a farm are invariably 
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less liable to ailments, such as inflammation, colics, &c., than horses, 
dought-in. ie 

Another great obstacle in the way of breeding horses profitably—but I 
daresay it applies to Scotland more than England or Ireland—is the extent 
of wire fencing; a great number of accidents constantly occur from this 
alone, rendering many animals quite unsound and unfit for any purpose but 
the knacker. It will not pay to breed unsound horses of any kind, much less 
to rear them. 

To make breeding practicable and profitable I think a large arable farm 
with a good outrun of old pasture and good house accommodation necessary. * 
Upon such a farm a stud of good sound mares and a pure-bred Clydesdale 
stallion could be kept with profit. The mares, while not rearing their foals, 
<ould do the work of the arable land with benefit to themselves, being much 
less liable to accidents in foaling when kept constantly and carefully at light 
work till they drop their foals than when allowed to stand idle. I believe a 
horse standing in his own stable with the mares brought to him would 
leave three foals for one, compared with the more common way of making the 
horse travel about the country. 

On farms of uniformly good or first-class land (with the exception of eating 
the foggage and turnips) I do not think it would pay to keep sheep, as to do 
so with anything like a chance of success, you must have clean pastures 
naturally dry. On the majority of the farms in this county I think it would 
be profitable to breed sheep as well as cattle; but in no case unless there is work 
for a shepherd, as sheep require constant attention, and that by one who 
understands them. An idea has long prevailed in this part of the country 
that sheep and cattle will not do together, but I do not think I have ever 
been better paid than by having part of both; and I see the custom is now 
becoming general of having some cattle going with the sheep, and vice versa. 
Sheep require much more attention than cattle, being more subject to diseases 
of various and many kinds which do not affect cattle. To make sheep pay 
better than cattle on arable lands you must have the soil and climate both 
naturally dry and warm. 

Some farms, from their richness of condition, are not adapted for breeding 
cattle or sheep, and on such, buying stores would be more profitable 
than breeding, Some of our large farmers, with their land in very high con- 
dition, have given up breeding almost entirely, finding it preferable to buy 
from those who, having farms better adapted for that purpose, can do so at a 
Jess cost. ‘There is doubtless much less risk than in breeding, especially since 
foot-and-mouth disease has taken such a hold of the country, which, fre- 
quently causing cows to slip their calves and be fed for the butcher, makes 
a big hole in the profits of a breeding-farm. You could not breed the required 
cumber of fattening sheep on a farm without a large outrun for thte ewes, as 
the land would get so foul that it would cause great loss. 

Joun Hunter. 

70. Capron, Wixurton, Taunton. 

On a large number of farms I believe more stock might he bred with profit. 
~ On farms situated in rich vales, or where holdings consist chiefly of rich 
arable land with large enclosures, it may not be so profitable -to breed horses 
as to buy. Horses may be bred with profit on poorer or middle-class farms 
where there is much pasture or grass land with convenient enclosures, or on — 
dairy farms to feed after the cows eating up the rough grass left. 

There are many farms where the land is so strong that young cattle cannot 
be bred with profit, which makes it necessary to buy older animals to fatten. , 

we 
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Some farms are naturally rich in grass land and arable produce, and are 
by far more suitable to fatten than breed; for instance, farms in rich vales, 
well sheltered, are adapted for feeding. On these farms large numbers of 
sheep may be bought and fattened on roots during the winter, and early 
vetches and young seeds in the spring, and sold before the hot weather 
sets in. 

I consider sheep most profitable as a rule, especially in large arable dis- 
tricts where quantities of roots, &c., can be grown and fed off on the land. 
Also on all light and Down lands. 

Medium-sized cart-horses, with sound good legs, and hacks of the cob 
description, with plenty of muscle are best for our hilly roads and general 
purposes, 

The Devon cattle I consider the most profitable for this part of the country, 
as they are hardy and quick to fatten. You can keep three of these on the 
same land as easily as two Shorthorns, and do better. They are good milkers 
on the whole; the steers are usually fattened off at three years old; weight 
from 100 to 125 stones, of 8 lbs. The Devon Long-wool sheep are the most 
profitable ; they carry heavy rich fleeces of the finest wool, and possess all 
the fattening qualities of the Leicester, and larger size with more flesh, come 
earlier to maturity, and are much hardier. 

On many farms wethers are fattened on roots during the winter, and sold 
off in the spring, when only 13 and 14 months old, from 11 to 12 stone each. 
They will cut from 8} to 10 Ibs. clean-washed ;wool each, and this after 
having been shorn the previous summer, when lambs, cutting 3 lbs. washed- 
wool then. On higher and colder farms the Devon Long-wools are often used 
for a cross with Mountain Horns, making a very hardy and profitable sort. 
They are also often used to cross other kinds of sheep for improvement, and 
much used with the Down ewe for fattening lambs. 

The Somerset and Dorset Horned sheep are kept in some parts of Somerset. 
Where farmers are in the habit of folding their arable land by night, these 
sheep are mostly used for that purpose. 

Tn some few cases the pure Shorthorn is kept, and also the cross between 
the Devon and Shorthorn. 

A. BowEeRMAN. 

71. Mains or Arries, GALLOWAY. 

I think British farmers could ‘breed 50 per cent. more stock in the 
shape of horses, cattle, and sheep with profit, providing all the farms in the 
country had the same labour and capital expended upon them as the best-farmed 
land in this district ; but unless the tenant-farmer has some security for unex- 
hausted improvements, stock and crop will not increase to the maximum. 
Most of the tenant-farmers are beginning to see that the better they farm, the 
more houses they build, the more land they drain, and lastly, but not the least, 
the more lime, bones, cake, and corn they consume on the land, in nine cases 
out of ten, it takes the shape of an extra rise of rent at the end of the lease, 
just when the tenant is commencing to be paid for his enormous outlay. 

Lam of opinion it will pay any farmer to breed his own horse-supply at 
the present high price of horses; but breeding is generally found a disad- 
vantage where cartage is heavy, andi especially since reaping-machines have 
come'to be used on every farm. At that'time of the year the brood-mare is 
very easily injured; so with loss of cartage and risk of mare; a number 
of farmers prefer purchasing their horses to breeding them, which, in my 
opinion, has caused horses to rise tosuch a high rate. On a farm partly arable, 

Oo 

and the cartage not so heavy, breeding is followed more generally. 
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On a farm better adapted for crop than grass, it will pay better to buy 
store cattle than to breed them. 

It is more profitable to buy lean sheep where your pasture is better suited 
for cattle, if you require sheep to feed-off your surplus turnips. 

In my opinion, the breeding of cattle and sheep is more profitable to the 
farmer than that of horses, as there is more consumption for cattle and sheep, 
which are not so liable to come down in price. If farmers were to change 
from cattle and sheep to horses, they would fill the country in half-a-dozen 
years, and, instead of getting 100/. for a good horse, we should only be 
getting 20/. E 

Where the land is either naturally rich or in high manurial condition, cattle 
will pay best; and on a light soil not well adapted for white crops, I think 
sheep will pay fully as well; however, the farmer, in every instance, has 
not his choice, as, for the want of proper house accommodation, he has to keep 
sheep on land that would pay better with cattle. 

In my opinion, the Clydesdale horse for working, the Ayrshire cow for 
milking, the Shorthorn cattle and half-bred sheep and crosses for feeding, 
on the arable land; and, of course, on moorland, Black-faced sheep are most 
suitable in this district. 

James LockHart. 

72. Mitmain, Wi@TowNsHIRE. 

Regarding my experience of sheep and cattle, I was forced into the change 
two years since, by my dairy-stock taking pleuro-pneumonia. By order of the 
local authority of this district, my whole dairy-stock was slaughtered, and I 
was obliged to go in for Cheviot ewes. I crossed them with Long-woolled 
rams, and had a very good cross. I fed both ewes and lambs fat with turnips 
and grain through the winter, I consider I got good prices for them, as they — 
were well fed; but on summing up, after having sold out, I find I was a full 
third short of what my dairy had produced for years before. Being afraid 
to go into the dairy for another year, I followed the same course last season, — 
and my experience is much the same as above. I have now put on a 
stock of cows and queys, and intend going into my former system of dairy- 
ing, as I find this part of the country is better adapted for dairy cows than 
sheep. 

Joun Ratston. 

73. Cuaret Banx, Perrnsnire. 

By all means rear your horses, unless the farm be of clay or heavy soil. You 
know how they are come, and the high prices we have to pay for good horses 
render breeding almost a necessity. 

In no circumstances, were better accommodation given to farmers in the 
way of comfortable houses for all ages of cattle, would it be better to buy 
than breed. 

Sheep will thrive and pay where cattle can scarcely exist. > 
In this locality the breeding and rearing of Clydesdale horses is attended 

with success and profit. Ifthe breeder, with an ordinary useful strong-lezged 
mare, free from all hereditary disposition of side-bone, spavin, .&c., &c., would 
select a well-bred Clydesdale stallion, he, at present prices, would be sure to 
breed to profit. 

Some enterprising farmers in this neighbourhood breed Shorthorn cattle to 
fair advantage ; but the time it takes to make one famous as such, connected 
with the outlay for the best blood, &c., altogether runs away with the chance 

: 
Ml 
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of (in an ordinary lifetime), reaping the full advantage of the expense. The 

largest quantity and the best quality of beef is, in my opinion, produced by 

a good cross bullock or heifer. But be sure always to cross with a pure-bred 

bull. 
The breeding of pure Leicester sheep, also, in many instances, pays very 

well. Only, I have the same objection to it as to cattle. I think the surest 
source of early remuneration is in the cross, half- or three-part-bred sheep. 

The first cross between a Black-faced ewe and Leicester ram you always find 
a good profitable sheep. The mutton of such, in most cases, gives 1d. per lb. 
more than bred or half-bred. For early fat lambs a cross by the Shropshire 
or Down ram is best. 

Ropert GARDINER. 

74, Trrypart, Cross Inn, CARMARTHENSHIRE. 

More live stock could be bred profitably, especially at present prices. 
The breeding of horses is in some cases prevented by bad fences and steep 

lands. In general, every farmer should rear horses for his own use, and a 
few for sale where the land is suitable. 

Some farms are very liable to disease—viz., bad lungs, black-leg, &c.—and 
some lands are more suitable for corn growing. On these it is better to buy 
cattle for feeding than breed them. 

You cannot breed sheep with safety except on dry, sound land. I know 
of no circumstances that make horse-breeding more profitable than cattle and 
sheep breeding and rearing. 

On the whole, I should say cattle pay best, but some districts are eminently 
adapted for sheep. 

Almost in every instance where a person has taken to extensive horse- 
breeding, he has given up the practice and turned to sheep or cattle. When 
at all practicable, it is well to have all the spokes in the wheel; to have 
horses, cattle, and sheep reared on the same farm. 
A good cart-horse of any breed is suitable in this part of the country. 
Durham cattle for all good ground; Hereford, or Blacks, for poorer soils ; 

Shropshire Downs for all enclosed lands; Radnors for mountains, are the 
favourite varieties. 

Joun Bropie. 

75. Brprorp. 

Farmers could, with profit to themselves, breed more horses, cattle, and 
sheep by increasing the productive power of the land. 

The profitable breeding of horses on the farm is best attained on farms 
haying a free range of natural pasture for summer and winter. With a por- 
tion of old turf for a run through the winter day, no animal requires less 
supplementary food. In some parts of England colts are left out through the 
entire winter, only having a little hay in the most severe weather. Notably 
this is the case in the rich vale of Aylesbury, and the plan is alike suitable 
and inexpensive. One great obstacle to the increase of production in this class 
of stock has been, and is still, the many risks that are run. The pastoral dis- 
tricts make the breeding of horses an institution, and supply the tillage- 
farmer on cheaper terms than he can rear them for himself—else it may 
be assumed he would do so. 

The breeding of cattle is preferable to purchasing stores for fattening for 
the butcher; and-taking it all in all, it is alike the most profitable and most 
natural. I give the sales of cattle and sheep bred on a large farm in one of 
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the midland counties, upon rather a strong land, that rents at 27. an acre. 
About one half of the Jand is in permanent pasture, and some of the best 
fields fatten a bullock on each acre. ‘The cattle are all bred by the owner, and 
sold fat at the age of 24 years on the average. They are a profit-making 
breed, without any pretensions to pedigree Shorthorns, and the average price 
they have made for some years is 24/. 10s. 

All the calves are hand-fed, and for the first ten days they are served with 
two quarts of milk a day; then skim-milk and linseed-gruel till they are 
three months old. Say that the value of the calf, or cost, is 50s., keep for 
three months, 45s. ; in all, 47, 15s., at three months old. Then there remains ~ 
197. 15s. as the payment for 24 months’ keep—at the rate of 16s. 8d. per 
calendar month. 

Again, on the same farm, the sheep are likewise bred, and fattened off at 
14 months on the average (being the months of April and March). The 
average price obtained is 61s., which is a payment of 4s. 4d. per month, being 
an equivalent of four to one cattle beast (if the first cost of the lamb is not 
reckoned). 

On the farm referred to, the stock are pastured in the field for five months, 
and for the remaining seven months of the year they are fed on roots and 
fodder. I have assumed the value of the calf at three months old to be 4J. 15s. 
Then let 27. 10s, be allowed for the first summer grazing, and 10 tons of roots 
for the winter—5/. (say, half-acre). Next summer, 3/. may be put down for 
crass, and 9/, 5s. for roots, and you have the sum of 19/7. 15s.—the actual amount 
obtained on the average for the stock referred to. No value is put on the 
straw or hay consumed, as their cost is met by the dung obtained. So, also, 
about 30s. worth of cake is used, which recoups itself in the extra quality of 
the manure. I have not, indeed, allowed for risk, interest on capital, and 
labour; but the returns shown are bond fide, and the farmer is obtaining a 
good margin of profit annually. The several items given haye been submitted 
to his inspection, and quite accord with his views. 

One very important element, as between buying and breeding, is the general 
judgment and business qualities of the farmer and stock-master; for it is a 
fact, whatever way it may be explained, that many tillage-farmers never acquire 
the requisite skill for making the purchasing so profitable as it might be. 
Hence we find that men—dealers and jobbers, having skill and prudence— . 
have in many cases enriched themselves at the expense of those who are not 
adepts in the business. 

On all dry, gravelly, and sharp lands, sheep are the most profitable, not only 
as paying more for the given keep, but also as enriching the ground much 
more. About twenty to twenty-five years ago, when sheep were taken more 
to in the Howe of the Mearns (Kincardineshire), the land depastured with them 
yielded an extra increase of about 12 bushels an acre when ploughed for corn 
crops. 

There is little mountain-ground in Bedfordshire, and yet there are six sheep 
for one cattle-beast; so that every farmer rears and breeds, with little exception, 
a considerable number of sheep. The Oxford Down is the favourite breed on 
the best land, and on cold lands farmers prefer Long-wools—most commonly, 
Cotswolds. ; 

On poor clay-soils they are decidedly preferable to cattle, as they can be 
fattened on pastures that would not fatten cattle. My experience was the 
same on gravelly land in Forfarshire, and on my own trap-soils in Renfrew- 
shire. Rather singularly, on the poor gravels at the former place, I went into 
breeding pure Leicesters, and, owing to their becoming too fat for breeding, 
the experiment was a complete failure. 

The Suffolk is the common horse for plough and cart in Bedfordshire, 

Davin Roster. ° 
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SUMMARY. 

A few of the gentlemen who took the trouble to answer the 
queries stipulated that their names should not appear in the 
Reports. Consequently their replies are not printed among the 
rest, and I need not quote from.them in the summing up, as 
without the names the opinions have little value. Most of the 
correspondents use such expressions as “I am of opinion,” “I 
believe,” and “I think ;” therefore it should be understood that 

.their opinions, &c., are founded on their personal experience 
and observation. Summarising the evidence, and giving also 
my own views and experience, I begin with 

Horses.—Not the least interesting and instructive feature of 
the foregoing Reports is the reference to the breeding and rear- 
ing of horses. On no point of the inquiry do the reporters’ 
speak so emphatically as on that relating to hunting-, carriage-, 
or saddle-horses. All the gentlemen who have given their ex- 
perience, and many more to whom I have spoken on the subject, 
agree that the breeding and rearing of horses, other than purely 
agricultural, cannot be carried on by ordinary farmers with 
profit. This fact in itself is weighty testimony in favour of 
Lord Calthorpe’s scheme, which, however, appears to have up-hill 
work. It will be seen by the reports of Messrs. John B. Booth, 
Finlay Dun, Thos. Forster, T. H. Hutchinson, G. A. Gray, 
and others who are well qualified to speak authoritatively, that 
instead of the rearing of field-horses being a profitable business 
for the British farmer, it has hitherto been a losing game, and 
many have given it up; hence, no doubt, the growing scarcity 
and cost of such horses. At first sight one would think that the 
extraordinary prices paid for good thoroughbred hunting- and 
earriage-horses should pay the breeder and rearer handsomely. 
Not so, however. This sort of stock is not only the most risky 
usually on the farm, but the animals are long in coming into the 
market, and so afford a slow as well as often a meagre return for 
the capital, keep, and labour involved. Moreover, young horses, 
especially of this stamp, are troublesome to other stock in the 
parks, and are frequently mischievous to young trees and fences, 
while their sharp hoofs and restless habits are apt to injure the 
grassy surface. Nor as manure-makers are they good. Again, 
as Mr. Drewry and some others truly observe, the dealer or 
trainer has the largest share of the profit, the breeder and rearer 
generally getting but a moderate figure for the fairly grown, but, 
it may be, unbroken animal. 
A quick return being now a great consideration in farming, 

with as little risk of capital as possible, it does not appear that 
the ordinary tenant-farmer in the United Kingdom can be relied 
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on to keep up the carriage- and saddle-horse supply, especially 
since the production of beef and mutton has become so profit- 
able. Cattle can be turned advantageously into the market in 
half the time required to mature carriage- or riding-horses, and 
sheep in one-third the time. True, horses are earlier saleable 
than they were some years ago, but still they do not go readily 
off under four years of age. ‘Then, while there is no lack of 
good sound bulls and rams to breed from, there is a lamentable 
deficiency of stallions of this character. In fact, this is the 
greatest drawback to successful and extensive horse-breeding. 
Mr. J. B. Booth says:—“The great difficulty in the present 
day is to obtain a good sire to put maresto. It is the breeding 
from unsound sires which has caused many farmers to be dis- 
appointed in breeding horses, and so give it up. A law should 
be made prohibiting any horse affected with hereditary diseases 
(such as roaring, &c.) from serving mares ; and I would require 
each stallion to be examined by a veterinary surgeon appointed 
by Government, and to be certified by him as sound, before he 
should be allowed to serve a mare.” If I mistake not, steps 
similar to these have already been adopted in some parts of the 
Continent for the propagation of sound healthy stock. Mr. 
Booth used to breed a considerable number of horses, but owing 
to the difficulty of obtaining sound good sires, he has, like not 
a few others, almost given it up, and has taken to cattle- 
breeding, “ with profitable results.” 

Mr. Finlay Dun states that he knows of two farms in War- 
wickshire on which the breeding of first-class hunting- and 
carriage-horses, though carefully attended to, proved commercial 
failures; and further, that he has known of scores of young 
farmers in the Midland counties enter with intelligence, zeal, and 
enterprise into the breeding of nags, but, for reasons fully stated 
in Mr. Dun’s report (page 28), “the systematic breeding of 
nags is relinquished, and from the Irish and Welsh droves the 
young farmer finds it more profitable to purchase three~ or four- 
year-olds, even though they now cost from 40/. to 60/.” 

* Hacks,” says Mr. G. A. Gray, Millfield, Wooler, ‘ cannot 
be bred to a profit on any land. Hunters will not on the 
average pay for breeding.” For many years Mr. Gray bred a — 
great number of hunters, yet he adds :—“ Although I have sold 
many individual animals for high prices, | am well aware they 
never paid me nearly so well as cattle or sheep would have done. 
Indeed, they generally proved a loss; and hut for the pleasure 
of having such animals to look at, educate, and ride, 1 should 
not advise any one to breed them.” 

Mr. Thos. Forster, Ellingham, has bred this class of horses, — 
but he says:—‘“ I have given them up, and I know one or two 
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farmers who have bred them for thirty years, and have also given 
them up. I can safely say that those gentlemen would have 
now been 5000/. richer had they never bred blood-horses, 
though they were considered to have bred them with more than 
ordinary success.” Mr. T. H. Hutchinson has rather more faith 
in the breeding of hunters, hacks, &c., if proper care is exercised 
in the selection of sires and dams. He knows too much of the 
subject not to admit the risk as compared with breeding cattle 
or sheep, but “the prizes to be won are very tempting. For 
instance,” he says, “I know a tenant-farmer this year who 
realised over 600/. for a three-year-old hunting-colt, and I have a 
two-year-old colt I gave 367/. 10s. for. These, of course, are ex- 
treme cases; but I know many farmers who have made money by 
keeping a good half-bred brood-mare, and have had the sense to 
send to a fashionable good sire.” Turning to Ireland, Mr. Wm. 
Davidson, Esker, Queen’s County, has known several farmers 
abandon breeding of hunters in favour of cattle and sheep, and 
he says :—‘I have known gentlemen of independent means turn 
to horse-breeding, but I never heard them say, after a fair trial, 
that it paid well.” 

Until sounder sires are more readily available, at any rate, it 
is evident that we must look to landed proprietors, or gentlemen 
of “independent means,” or to other countries, for the bulk of 
our supply of hunters, hacks, &c. There is strong and con- 
vincing evidence that, as a rule, these animals cannot be reared 
with profit. Therefore the ordinary rent-paying farmer must of 
necessity devote himself to some other kind of stock. In short, 
the rearing of hunters and carriage-horses in the present state of 
matters resolves itself more into a question of taste and fancy 
than of direct profit ; and so those who live by the cultivation of 
the soil alone cannot afford it. But there is surely wealth and 
enterprise enough in this country to keep up British studs. 
Complaints have been raised that the best of our blood-horses 
have been, and are being, drafted to other countries. Whose 
fault is that? The matter is principally one of pounds, shillings, 
and pence. If more money were not offered by foreigners than 
can be got at home, depend upon it our best or worst stock 

_ would not be exported. To hold our own, therefore, as the 
country is able to do in this, as in most matters, we must just 
outbid foreign competitors in the case of horses as has been 
found expedient in the case of Shorthorns. It has been demon- 
strated that British noblemen and gentlemen, though in many 

_ instances at great cost, have successfully rivalled the foreigner in 
a struggle for the possession of the choicest Shorthorns. With 
uite as much effect might the nobility and wealthy people in 
ritain take their stand against all the world in the matter of 
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maintaining and improving fancy and thoroughbred horses. — 
When the enterprise of individuals, beyond as well as within 
the ranks of the practical tenant-farmer, has done so much for 
Shorthorns, is it not reasonable to conclude that, if public 
attention were fairly directed to the question, like results would 
be achieved in the equine department? In fact, relatively 
speaking, noblemen and gentlemen, as a rule, are more directly 
interested in the latter class of animal than the former. : 

On the subject of farm-, dray-, or draught-horse breeding and 
rearing there is not so much unanimity among the reporters as 
in the case of carriage- and riding-horses. Still there is not 
great diversity of opinion. All admit—no practical man could 
deny—that agricultural horses employed on the farm of their 
birth, or on which they were reared, are more healthy, hardy, 
and durable, and altogether give infinitely greater satisfaction 
than those brought in after they are full grown. ‘There is sub- 
stantial agreement of opinion also, it may be seen, that horse- 
breeding, even at present high prices, could not be profitably 
substituted to a large extent for cattle or sheep rearing. None 
of the gentlemen to whom application was made know of any 
farmer who has turned almost exclusively to horse-breeding from 
the production of either beef or mutton, but many state that 
they know of farmers giving up horse-breeding in fayour of 
cattle and sheep, and the change has been attended by profitable 
results. Though, as a rule, horses are not the most popular or 
best paying kind of stock, it is the opinion of the majority of the 
gentlemen - reporting, and of many more, that every farmer, as — 
far as possible, should breed on his own holding the horses 
necessary for the work of the farm. Under very favourable cir-— 
cumstances, and so long as prices continue nearly at their present 
pitch, it is shown that some farmers may breed with satisfactory 
results many more agricultural horses than they require. 
When a great deal of horse-labour was first accomplished by | 

steam-power—when the railway superseded the time-honoured 
stage-coach and displaced many of the country “ carriers” —it was — 
supposed that horses would get very low in price. They did — 
fall off for a time, but only to rise higher than ever. Breeding — 
was partially given up, but latterly it has been resumed. Tor 
six or seven years back not a little horse-breeding has been 
carried on, but still the demand is ahead of the supply. Many } 
people regard this as wonderful, considering that the agency of 
steam in various forms now accomplishes so much that formerly 
devolved on horse- -power. The explanation of the matter is — 
chiefly to be found in the increasing wealth and prosperity of — 
the country. The growth of trade affords employment for more 
horses as well as men; and it is noticeable that in many cases as 
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people accumulate wealth their stud of horses increases. Many 
now keep a horse or horses for pleasure, riding or driving, who 
had no such luxury twenty years ago. Then, as field-cultivation 
has improved and become more thorough, the work of the farm- 
horse has grown. The high-pressure system of feeding, and the 
hard work to which thousands of farm-and dray-horses are now- 
adays subjected, tend materially to shorten the lives of the 
animals, while the destruction of horse-flesh in City omnibuses 
and tramway-cars is very great, and has been increasing for 
several years. Taking all these circumstances into account, 
it should not be so difficult to understand why horses have ‘been 
scarce. It does puzzle one a little, however, to account for 
them remaining so very high in price after the pretty general 
return to breeding which has been observable in the course of 
the last few years. Good young farm-horses ready for work 
could not have been bought for some years at less than from 
80/. to 120/.,a common figure being 100/. For all practical 
purposes this is too much. Even at 25 per cent. less, the breed- 
ing of agricultural horses to a moderate extent should pay on 
farms in any way adapted for the purpose. 

Farms suitable for horse-breeding are those with moderately 
sized fields, good hedge or stone-wall fencing, a range of per- 
manent or roughish pasture of ordinary quality, land free 
from small stones, and in a moist climate. Very highly rented 
arable land—say over 50s. an acre, where there is only a small 
portion in grass, and where much of the farm-work is, as Mr. 
Coleman says, in shafts—is not well adapted for the breeding of 
horses. Even though a considerable breadth of the farm were 
in good permanent grass, it is probable that the fattening of 
bullocks would pay better than the rearing of horses. On farms 
wholly arable and under a regular rotation, especially if mear 
large towns, in-foal mares are unfit for the work all the year 
round. The hard labour on such farms, and the rough usage to 
which horses are sometimes subjected by careless and incapable 
servants, often produce abortion; and though the mares work 
steadily and tolerably safely up almost to foaling time, they 
cannot keep up the end of the yoke five consecutive hours for 
some time after foaling. If they are yoked or worked soon after 
foaling as steadily as Tesora, both mother and progeny are very 
liable to injury. Apart from the crushing nature of the employ- 
ment on heavy-land arable farms, and the inconvenience, not 
to say loss, of having a team broken by a mare foaling at a ay 
season of the year, the expense of keeping young horses on such 
holdings operates against extensive breeding. Young horses 
cannot go steadily in the yoke on these farms until they are 
four years old, and even at that age they require more careful 
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handling and gentle work than in nearly every case they obtain, 
It will be found that, allowing sufficiently for the costly character 
of the keep on a farm of this description, good young horses 
cannot be brought to harness under seventy sovereigns. Calcu- 
lating the deterioration of the mare, the loss of her work for a 
part of the year, and service fee at 16/., the first year’s keep of the 
progeny at 10/., the second at 15/., the third at 17/., and the fourth 
at 12/. (the animal can do a little work the fourth year to lighten _ 
its keep), we have the 70/. referred to. Now, these estimates 
proceed on the assumption that the colts thrive well and escape 
accidents, to ever so many of which they are liable. 

Though these results and other matters rather discourage the 
breeding and rearing of horses on ‘highly rented all-arable farms 
of strong soil, there are exceptional circumstances in which, even 
on such holdings, the animals may be bred. For instance, if the 
tenant has a particular taste for horse-rearing, is a good judge of 
horses, selects sound good animals to breed from, can have his 
breeding mares in very careful hands, and has his farm substan- 
tially fenced, he may breed profitably. No doubt it might cost 
him fully 70/. to bring good youngsters steadily to the collar, 
but he might still be the gainer, for first-class animals would 
at present cost him perhaps 20/. more, and he would have in 
addition the satisfaction and advantage that are commonly 
experienced with home-bred animals. If, however, he has no 
speciality in the equine way, and cannot conveniently arrange 
to save his mares after foaling, and work them lightly for some 
time before, it is better to purchase than to breed, especially if 
he does not happen to be in possession of first-class mares, and 
has not access to the best of sires. 

While horse-breeding on dear arable Jand, even to the extent 
of the farm requirements, can thus only be in the present state 
of matters successfully adopted in exceptional cases, the bulk of 
the evidence before us goes to show that on most other farms 
agricultural horses can be bred and reared to advantage. Very 
steep hilly land is not suitable, but on a large proportion of the 
holdings in this country a few breeding-mares are profitable. 
The smaller farmers have generally the best opportunities in 
this respect. Their work is comparatively light; and they have 
this further advantage—the greatest of all perhaps—that_the 
animals are either worked, or strictly looked after, by the farmer 
or some of his sons. With access to a range of rough pasture, 
moderately rented land—say from 15s. to 380s. an arable acre— 
with well-fenced fields, rather moist climate, and, above all, a 
comparative absence of small round stones in the land, horse- 
breeding to a moderate extent pays the smaller farmer just now 
better than anything else. One small farmer of my acquaintance 
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the other day refused 80/. for a 2-year-old colt of his own 
breeding, which was about double his yearly rent. There can 
be no mistake about horse-breeding paying such a man, The 
expense of rearing is of course much less on these farms than 
on stronger soils. The deterioration of the mare and _ loss 
of work would not exceed 10/., the first year’s keep of the 
colt 8/., the second 13/., the third 15/., and the fourth 6. This 
gives a total of 52/., which would rear the animals well. 
Thousands of good horses I know are brought to the yoke at less 
than 50/.each. In fact, on moderately sized farms of lightish land 
horses work for their keep the fourth year, which would reduce 
the above estimate by 6/. The service-fee has not been taken 
into account, but a few pounds would cover that. In many 
instances every shilling beyond 50/. obtained for young farm- 
horses is clear profit to the breeder and rearer. A glance, then, 
at current prices should satisfy any one of the profitableness of 
agricultural horse-breeding under the favourable farming circum- 
stances described. 

The occupiers of very large holdings, even with a good run of 
pasture and moderately rented land, cannot breed horses to the 
same advantage as the smaller farmers. With the former, the 
proportion of miscarriages and the percentage of loss from 
accidents to foals and colts are much greater than with the latter. 
That arises, as most practical people will understand, from the 
inability of the larger holder to extend that amount of careful 
treatment and close personal attention to the tender animal 
which is characteristic of the smaller occupancy. The ordinary 
large farmer considers he does very well if he manages to breed 
and rear as many horses as will keep up the necessary stud. 
Colts, to be sure, are very troublesome, hard on fences, and 
injurious often to grass. In many ways they are more or less 
mischievous and annoying about the farm; but all that can be 
borne with when, between the ages of three and four, they can 
fill a yacancy in the regular staff, thus saving a direct outlay of 
80/. or 100/., or realize that amount if they can be spared for 
the market. The horse-market, by the way, is not the safest 
place for a farmer to invest. Many have dire experience of the 
trickery and the misrepresentations that characterise the British 
horse-market. It is quite a common thing, when a horse or two can 
be spared, to draft away animals that are subject to any ailment, 
or about which there may be preliminary symptoms of hereditary 
or other defects. This gives a somewhat rotten tinge to the 
horse-market, and lends an additional incentive to home- 
breeding wherever it can possibly be carried on. It should have 
been mentioned that in many parts of the Midland counties of 

England horses do a little work between the ages of two and 
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three years. At that age the animals form part of those long, 
unwieldy—to me unsightly—teams of three, four, or more horses, 
pulling away in single-file order at one plough. 

Those who confine their attention principally to horse-breed- 
ing are not numerous in this country. The reporters seem to 
know of few, if any. Mr. Lawrence Drew, Merryton, Hamilton, 
near Glasgow, is almost the only man of my acquaintance who 
has given up sheep, and to some extent cattle too, in favour of _ 
horses. He found the climate too moist for sheep, and horses — 
have paid him better than either Shorthorns or Ayrshire cattle. 
His horses, however, are well known to be of the best class. 
There are no better, and—excepting Knockdon, Ayrshire, and 
Keir, Perthshire—perhaps none as good, taken all in all. Mr. 
Drew, I should think, has the largest breeding stud of Clydesdale 
horses, having upwards of forty brood-mares. The climate is 
favourable for the growth of hair, so much prized in the Clydes- 
dale ; the soil and situation of the farm are well adapted for the 
growth of bone and muscle. He has got possession of the best 
material; and as he knows how to use it, having a great taste 
for horses, and an excellent knowledge of them, he generally gets 
what might almost be termed fancy prices. Nevertheless, in the 
favourable circumstances in which he is placed as regards sires, - 
climate, good blood, the closest of attention, and the best of 
judgment, it is not all prizes with him. He has many blanks, 
through death of foals, &c., thus affording another proof of the 
riskiness of a horse-breeding stock. To enable one to breed and 
rear horses extensively and profitably for sale, there must be rare 
adaptability of soil and climate, the best of blood to work upon, 
and good judgment as well as a great liking for the business on 
the part of the owner. Very extensive horse-breeding is, there- 
fore, in these days of quick, and generally remunerative, returns 
from beef and mutton, only a thing for the privileged few to 
attempt. 

Much of the disappointment and loss arising from attempts 
at horse-breeding are due to the imperfect attention bestowed on 
the selection of mares, and to the present unsatisfactory arrange- 
ments for access to entire horses. Mr. Gilbert Murray says 
that in Derbyshire the great barrier to improvement in horse- 
breeding “is the want of good stallions.” Mr. Finlay Dun 
says, “that in the midland counties good brood-mares are 
scarce. Stallions, though sufficiently numerous, generally lack 
size, quality, and action, and receive inadequate encouragement 
from the usual service fee of 20s. per mare.” Mr. L. C. Chrisp 
says, “horses to breed and rear are the most expensive, most 
exhaustive, and most uncertain stock a farmer can have.” ‘ The 
only profitable way,” says Mr. Ranald Macdonald, “in which 
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a farmer can rear horses is by having a few well-bred mares 
forming a proportion of the agricultural horses on the farm, | 
and arranging the work so as to be able to rear a foal annually 
for every two pair of horses kept on the farm.” Mr. Charles 
Howard says that “the breeding of good agricultural horses 
pays.” Mr. George A. May, speaking of the Tamworth district, 
says, “the entire horses that travel about here are not! good, 
and I think the difficulty of getting a good one hinders; many 
farmers from breeding.” 

Referring to Forfarshire, Mr. Goodlet, Bolshan, very truly 
remarks, ‘“‘ we have no great choice of good stallions, and such 
as travel to serve mares get too much to do. Again, most 
farmers who are in the habit of breeding and rearing young 
horses are not very particular as to the kind of mares they breed 
from, and the consequence is an inferior progeny.” From 
Mr. Lawrence Drew we have the following :—‘“I think cart 
stallions serve too many mares as a rule; about a hundred is. 
quite common; I think sixty is a sufficient quantity, as I believe 
there would be more foals from the sixty mares than from a 
hundred, and the horse would last longer.” I would also invite 
attention to Mr. John Wilson’s remarks on _horse-breeding 
(p. 13). 

Farmers are not nearly so careful as they should be about the 
descent and soundness of the mares from which they breed. 
In too many instances stallions are put to mares with hereditary 
and other defects, thus producing stock of an unsound and 
unsatisfactory character. Nor are farmers fastidious enough in 
the selection of stallions. They have not hitherto had great 
choice in many parts of the country, for the stallions that travel 
have neither been very good nor very numerous ; many of them 
are unsound, and more of them get by far too much todo. As 
Mr. Drew says, it is quite a common thing for a horse to 
travel through a great range of country and serve over a hundred 
mares in the course of three months. I have known instances of 
horses serving 150 and even 180 mares in a season. Little but 
disappointment could result from such a course. How could any 
one expect many foals, or how could any man expect his horse 
to last long with such usage? It is a short-sighted policy for 
the owners of the stallions, and results in dissatisfaction, if not 
loss, to the owners of the mares. I know of one large Border 
farmer who last season depended on the ordinary travelling 
horses of the district for the service of twenty-two mares. The 
result is that he only expects two foals. Had he, in company 
with perhaps a few of his neighbours, purchased a good stallion, 
the chances are that he would have had at least one foal for 
every two mares, or perhaps two foals for every three mares. If 
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horse-breeding were his object, he would have clearly profited 
by having a good horse resting at home, serving only mares in 
the immediate district. Experience has shown what may readily 
be believed and accounted for, that a great many more foals are 
left by stallions who are kept at home during the season, or make 
very short, easy, and few rounds. 

Mr. Drew’s suggestion that sixty mares should be the maxi- 
mum allowance for a horse, and Mr. J. B. Booth’s proposal to - 
have every stallion subjected to a skilful and testing exami- 
nation, are well worthy of the favourable consideration of 
Agricultural Societies, and of landlords and tenants throughout 
the country. No doubt this restriction of the number of mares, 
as well as the precautions against the use of unsound animals, 
would necessitate a considerably higher charge for service than 
has generally been exacted; but the farmers could well afford 
this, for they would have a better chance not only of getting a 
foal, but of obtaining a sound and healthy one. I believe that 
the owners of fairly good mares would find it advantageous to 
give, say, 3/. for the service of a mare, the fee rising to 5/. in 
the event of a foal. This, supposing the number of mares to be 
about seventy, would amount to some 300/. for the season of the 
horse, which should be fair remuneration, especially when it is 
remembered that under this system stallions might reasonably 
be expected to wear several years longer than they now do. Of 
course, the owners of the very best horses would require, and 
would readily get, more liberal terms. 

The ordinary farm-horses throughout the greater part of Eng- 
land, Scotland, and Ireland are of a mixed breed. Systematic 
crossing of native mares with Clydesdale stallions or Suffolk 
horses works a wonderful improvement on the animals—in- 
creases their size, bone, and muscle, and generally improves 
their action and their power. Some of the hardiest and best 
farm-horses have a little bit of blood or breeding in them acquired 
through the dam. In Scotland, the Clydesdale stallion eross has 
greatly improved the ordinary farm studs. In England, it and — 
the Suffolk Punch cross are doing similarly good work ; and in 
Ireland, specimens of these powerful and valuable breeds are — 
being introduced with encouraging results. There is yet, however, 
much to accomplish in the way of further improving in size, 
and particularly in soundness and action, the agricultural horse- 
supply of the United Kingdom. For carrying out this much- 
needed improvement I think the Clydesdale is best adapted, 
though some prefer the Suffolk Punch. If farmers were nearly — 
as particular about the individual qualities and pedigree, so to 
speak, of the horses they bred from, as many of them fortunately 
are in reference to the bulls and rams they use, they and the 
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country would greatly benefit, and we should hear less of the 
_ unprofitableness and uncertainty of horse-breeding. 

Cattle—The correspondents are unanimously of opinion that 
cattle cannot be bred and reared with profit on every farm, and 
they are substantially at one on a point of even greater importance. 
With very few exceptions they believe that more cattle and 

_ sheep might be bred and reared if the farmers had more security 
for outlay on the land, more and better house-accommodation, 
and farmed their land better. Several of the gentlemen assert, 
too, that breeding, rearing, and feeding might be practised on the 
same holding much more extensively than has hitherto been 
the case, and with profitable results. From my own experience 
and observation, I believe that more of this sort of farming would 
leave better returns than are at present in many instances ob- 
tained. But, before recording the views which I have held 
strongly for years on this question, let me glance at the substance 
of what the reporters say. The Messrs. Booth are warm advocates 
of more extensive cattle breeding and rearing, especially where, 
as in their part of the country, there is a considerable portion of 
grass land. Mr. McCombie, M.P., also favours more attention to 
breeding and rearing. Mr. J. D. Dent holds that farmers would. 
make better returns by breeding more cattle, and feeding them 
high all along, so that they might go off matured at two years old 
or little more. Mr. Gilbert Murray says that as breeding and 
feeding on the same holding pay best, farmers should adopt 
that system as far as the nature of the holding will at all admit. 
Mr. John B. Booth states that there are many farms in York- 
shire and Durham with grass land suitable for breeding, yet on 
these there is not more than one calf bred now where ten were 
fifteen or twenty years ago. He adds that “a great proportion 
of the land is now grazed by third-rate Irish cattle, which, in my 
opinion, do not pay the farmer nearly so well as he would get 
paid by keeping a good lot of dairy cows, making butter, and 
breeding and rearing his own stock for his farm; to say nothing 
of the losses which occur from the importation of diseases, such 
as pleuro and foot-and-mouth disease, on to the farm through 
purchasing.” Mr. James Mollison, after advocating outdoor or 
indoor feeding of stock on almost every holding, goes the length 
of saying that wherever “ stock can be fed, present circumstances 
strongly recommend that they should also be bred, and the 
rotation of cropping made as suitable as possible for so doing.” 
Mr. Finlay Dun says, “to buy rather than to breed the live- 
stock of the farm is desirable where the land is heavy and 
retentive, rich and well adapted for feeding purposes, producing 
irritant herbage which scours or otherwise injures young animals, 
or causes cows or ewes to abort.” There is much force in the 
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observations of Mr. Macdonald, Cluny Castle, on this point. He 
says that instead of sending so many of the animals “ from 
market to market in a lean state, running the risk of disease, 
exposure to cold, and, from these causes added to want of proper 
food, weakening their constitutions, and in too many cases 
carrying infection along with them, it would be more adyan- 
tageous if an attempt were made, where the circumstances per- 
mitted, to combine the breeding, rearing, and feeding of cattle . 
by the same person, who would then have an interest in selecting 
good animals to breed from, and in having the animals con- 
tinually well treated and fed properly till they were fit for the 
butcher.” 

Mr. Riddell, Hundalee, one of the few farmers in Roxburgh- 
shire who breed cattle extensively, advocates more breeding even 
on what are regarded as feeding farms, and for the following 
reasons :—‘“ 1st. Because there is every inducement to keep the 
calves in an improving state from the period of their birth 
onwards. 2nd. It greatly lessens the danger of catching disease, 
and gives the occupier of land a regular and interesting employ- 
ment during a greater part of the year.” Mr. Ferguson, Kin- 
nochtry, considers a regular breeding stock, whether of horses, 
cattle, or sheep, the surest system of farming in Strathmore, 
though a great many farmers in that part of the country— 
Perthshire and Forfarshire—have within the last ten or twelve 
years given up breeding, and have taken to the feeding of bought- 
in cattle, largely English and Irish. One result is that foot- 
and-mouth disease is more common in those districts than it 
would probably be were the farmers less dependent on droved 
cattle. Mr. Copland Mill, of Ardlethen, Aberdeenshire, truly 
observes that “by housing the calves early in the autumn you 
never allow the calf-beef to go off, and thus have them ready for 
the market when they are from twenty to twenty-seven months old. 
I have adopted this system for the past twelve years, and for the 
last three have realised from 30/. to 357. per head.” Ma Currie, 
Halkerston, thinks there are too few cattle bred, and says, “on 
farms where the five-course rotation is the rule, cattle pay to breed 
and feed.” ‘When there are two-fifths to one-half or more of the 
farm under grass,” says Mr. Leslie, Corskellie, ‘ breeding all the 
stock you can fatten is the most profitable, owing to the high 
price that has now to be paid for good young stock, as well as — 
the difficulty in getting them.” This view is supported by the 
testimony of Mr. George Street, Maulden, Bedford, who says, 
“on ordinary arable farms, with a fair proportion of grass, I 
think it better to breed all kinds of stock required for the farm.” 

There is a considerable number of farms, particularly on 
clay soils, which are unhealthy for a young or breeding stock. 

a 
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| Then in the vicinity of large towns there is often very little 
grazing land. Here, as on the unhealthy farms, it would 
be unwise to attempt extensive breeding. Good store cattle 
bought-in to fatten during the winter on turnips, straw, and 
cake, pay better than breeding in such circumstances. Also 
some naturally rich land in high manurial condition is better 

_ adapted for a feeding than a breeding stock. Indeed, I know 
several tenants of very highly conditioned farms who had to 
give up breeding because the nutritious nature of the grass and 
roots made the cows too fat for regular breeding, which in the 
case of a pure-bred herd signifies a heavy loss. On very highly 
rented land, too, buying stores finds more favour than breeding. 
The more liberal use of cake on a feeding than on a breeding 
stock helps to maintain the condition of the land. I readily 
grant that in these exceptional cases breeding and rearing are 
not so profitable as feeding, but I still hold that a very much 
larger proportion of British and Irish farmers could with benefit 
to themselves combine breeding and rearing with feeding. Let 
us see what those who prefer buying and feeding to breeding 
and rearing, in certain farming circumstances, say for the system. 
“ Of late years,” says Mr. Smith, West Drums, “ the better class 
of English and Irish cattle with which I have had chiefly to 
do have been bought at rates yielding a better return for keep 
than would have been obtained by maintaining a breeding stock 
with its many hazards.” ‘This opinion is shared by many. No 
doubt occasionally, when the lean animals can be bought at low 
prices and the fat disposed of at high rates, and especially when 
the better sorts can be got, the farmer may have less risk and 
about as much profit with a feeding or flying stock as with a 
regular breeding herd ; but in the long run, there can be no 
doubt the man who breeds as well as feeds has decidedly the 
best chance. He not only then has the breeder’s profit, but the 
feeder’s too; and if he bestows anything like care in the selection 
of his bulls, fosters his calves well, and feeds them liberally all 
through, he has this satisfaction and reward, that the food will 
not be wasted. The home-bred animal, if it is liberally fed and 
properly reared, will keep constantly progressing; whereas a 
month’s good feeding or more is often bestowed on bought-in 
cattle, that may have suffered from scant feeding and otherwise 
bad usage, before the brutes show the least signs of thriving. 
When they do begin to take on flesh and fat, if they happen to 
be, as many of them are, ill-bred, they make comparatively slow 
progress, and are never worth so much per cwt. as the better 
class of home-bred beasts. The question is not so much one of 
whether the buying-in and feeding of droved cattle pays the 
farmer, as whether the breeding, rearing, and fattening a good 
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class of cattle on the farm, though involving closer attention, 
would not pay much better. My opinion has long been that it | 
would, and I have neither seen nor heard anything lately to 
shake my conviction, always excepting holdings of the character — 
already described as specially adapted for feeding only. 

Mr. Clay, Kerchesters, one of the most successful stock-farmers — 
on the Border, says that, “‘ cattle can be bred and reared on the 
old grass lands of Yorkshire, Cumberland, and Westmoreland, ~ 
cheaper thar we can raise them on our arable or eyen grass land. 
The coarser grasses seem to suit them better, and the change to 
our richer feed seems to act to great advantage.” Roxburghshire 
is not a cattle-breeding county, though I can see no reason why 
much of it should not be, except that it is specially suitable 
for the production of half and three-parts bred sheep, which 
have for several years paid better even than cattle. Mr. Gray, 
Millfield, Northumberland, says, “cattle are most suitable on 
deep rich land, which is less kindly for sheep than lighter soils, 
and on which sheep are apt to get foot-rot, and, if damp, may 
rot.” Mr. L. C. Chrisp has no doubt that “if cattle could be 
well reared from their birth, it would be very advisable to breed 
them, and in no manner can they be so satisfactorily brought up 
till eight or ten months old as by allowing them to suckle their 
dams.” Calves are better to be allowed six or seven months 
milk ; but that adds so very much to the cost of rearing, that with 
carefully prepared substitutes for milk three or four months are 
sufficient, or less might do, provided the animals are in skilful 
and careful hands. Mr. Charles Howard says that on all fine 
grazing lands where rents are high, and also where the farms are 
almost all arable, it is preferable to buy store cattle. Mr. A. R. 
Algie, a large and experienced Irish breeder and feeder, remarks 
that ‘on a farm purely tillage, with a short supply of grass land, 
it is more profitable to purchase stock for fattening on roots and 
artificial foods, than to rear and fatten a much smaller number.” 
Speaking of the lower, drier, and higher rented parts of East 
Lothian, Mr. Smith, Stevenson Mains, says, “ store cattle can be 
bought cheaper than they can be bred, for this reason, that there 
are counties better adapted for rearing cattle, viz., those counties 
which have a more humid climate better suited for grass.” Mr. 
Linton, Sheriff Hutton, considers that the only circumstances 
to prevent a farmer breeding the cattle that he can fatten, “are 
when all or nearly all his grass land is capable of fattening, and 
is too good or, rather, too high-rented to be used for breeding 
purposes.” Mr. R. H. Masfen, Pendeford, near Wolver- 
hampton, notes that “there is little food for cattle during the 
summer months on a large portion of the arable land in this and 
many other districts.” 
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From Lincolnshire we have the following statement from Mr. 
| Henry Sharpley, Acthorpe :—‘ When the grass land belonging 
to a farm will fatten cattle without artificial food, or when a farm 
has scarcely any grass land upon it, it will then pay better to 
buy cattle, to feed in the one case, or to put them in the fold- 
yard in the other.” Mr. George Hope, late of Fenton Barns, 
speaks of the Lothians as better adapted for feeding than rearing 
stock. Mr. Scot-Skirving, whose farming experience has been 
chiefly acquired in East Lothian, thinks there is very little 
profit on feeding cattle, but they are, he says, “ necessary evils 
to make manure.” When the bought animals take disease, and 

are purchased at high prices, the margin for feeding is often 
small. If the animals were bred on the farm or in the district, 
the profits would be steadier and greater. There are, however, 
several farms in the lower parts of such counties as the Lothians, 
more particularly East Lothian, where breeding is impracticable 
from want of summer keep. Moreover, sheep-feeding is pre- 
ferred there in summer on account of the dry climate; also in 
Norfolk, for example, where there is very little grass and a great 
deal of root-crops, it would be impracticable to breed nearly as 
many cattle as would be required for winter feeding. Mr. 
George Mitchell, St. John’s Wells, Aberdeenshire, gives some 
statistics showing that the practice of feeding, to which he has 
lately resorted, pays better than breeding and feeding together. 
I do not doubt his figures, but it has to be considered that he 
manages to get good home-bred crosses from Caithness and the 
north, which prove better than the mongrel-bred, hide-bound, 

_half-starved creatures that reach the north of Scotland from 
Ireland or even England, after undergoing much privation at 
fairs and on railway journeys throughout the country. Instead of 
purchasing from the “ Irish droves,” Mr. Mitchell finds it more 
profitable to compete with the local butcher for the three-parts 

finished native cattle that may come into the district markets 

under the designation of fat. A few months’ keep of such beasts 
_ generally leaves as many pounds to the feeder. ‘They are easier 
sold than the rougher framed, bigger-boned, lighter-fleshed lots, 
and the great risk of disease is obviated. But the scarcity of 
the better class of home-bred lean beasts in the market, as well 
as of good half or three-parts finished lots, makes it impossible 
for many to work as Mr. Mitchell does. 

_ Mr. James Cowie says that fair keep to a breeding cow on 
_ grass, turnips, and hay or straw, would cost from 10/. to 15/. 
a year. I have found that 12/. a year keeps ordinary farm 
_ cows on this fare tolerably well ; of course heavily milked cows 

cost more. In city dairies, or those that send sweet milk to 
towns where keep is dear, double the amount named would 
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scarcely suffice; but there, rearing calves is out of the question. 
Both roots, hay, and grass, as well as milk, must be of less value 
to warrant breeding and rearing of young stock. Mr. Cowie 
says that a cow might foster three calves a year. No doubt she — 
might, but the last one would be very late. If a cow brought 
up two calves a year, and did it well, the business would pay, 
provided proper bulls were got, and liberal feeding carefully 
bestowed on the calves after weaning. Supposing that a fairly - 
good milker only nursed two calves, and bred one every year, 
what would be the farmer’s profit? One of the calves and the 
milk for the two would be all that the farmer would have for 
the cow’s keep for a year, already estimated at 12/7. Well, say 
the buying price of the second calf is 4/. ; to this 16/. let us add 
91. for the keep of the two calves after weaning until they are 
one year old. Each animal at one year old would thus cost the 
breeder 12/. 10s. .Now in recent years, good cross-bred year- 
lings liberally fed from calfhood, have realised from 14/. to 1842. 
But suppose the breeder to keep the animals on, as is more 
common, until they are about two years old, would he not be 

' paid for generous feeding with 24/. ahead? The fact is, well 
descended and attentively fed home-bred two-year-olds have been 
fetching from 25/. to 35/. a head for several years. Only last 
November, Mr. Walker, Altyre, whose report will be found 
among the others, sold Sir W. G. Gordon Cummings’ “ crop ” 
of cross-bred six-quarter olds at 24/. 15s. a head. By the 
time these were two years old they could easily have been 
made worth from 30/. to 351. They had been generously and 
regularly fed throughout, but got nothing of an extravagant 
nature, only turnips, grass, straw, and some cake. ‘The sire was 
a good Shorthorn bull, and the cows mostly first cross from 
Shorthorn and Aberdeen, The soil is light, and the climate 
one of the driest in the kingdom. In short, the soil and climate 
at Altyre are such as many would consider specially suitable — 
for sheep rearing and feeding. Yet the facts adduced show 
what the farm can do in the rearing of cattle. 

I doubt not many farmers may say, ‘‘ Why should we trouble — 
ourselves with a breeding-stock? we can get as many yearlings — 
as we want at less than 12/. 10s. each.” Too many, alas! can be 
bought under that figure. Hundreds can be purchased under it for 
one over it. But are they such a good bargain as the higher- 
priced, well-kept sorts? After all my experience and investiga- 
tion, I cannot bring myself to the conclusion that, all things 
considered, they are. 

Even in the Border counties, where a tolerably good class of 
cross-bred cattle can be had, from either the English or Irish 
breeding districts, I lately had a good opportunity of judging of — 
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the superiority of home-bred cattle. Inspecting a lot of well- 
bred animals, rising three years old, in the commodious court- 
yards of Mr. Robson Scott, of N ewton, Roxburghshire, in 
October last, I called attention to an animal that was evidently 
the worst of the lot. ‘ Oh!” replied the steward, “ that’s the 
only one in this yard that was bought-in ; the others were all 
bred by ourselves.” There was certainly a very marked differ- 
ence, and the animals had for a long time been subjected to the 
same feeding. While the bullocks bred by Mr. Scott were worth 
from 35/. to 40/., the ox bred nobody knew where would have 
been dear at 28/. And this animal was far from the worst— 
indeed, he was above the average—of the age and breed I saw 
during a week’s tour on the Borders. In that one court-yard at 
‘Newton the great advantage of keeping on the calf-flesh was 
demonstrated in an instructive and unmistakable manner. 

_ Nor are the enhanced prices for the home-bred beasts the only 
benefit arising from breeding, rearing, and feeding, where at all 
_ practicable on the same holding. Many farmers do not require 
to be reminded of the great advantages of having their feeding- 
stock descended from at least a well-bred bull. The cows may 
also be of a pure breed, but the bulls must. Though happily a 
large number of farmers are fully aware of these facts, not a few, 

, unfortunately, are either unaware of them, or are comparatively 
| unconcerned in the matter. Some of those who do breed cattle 
appear to think almost any sort of bull sufficient ; that is to say, 
they are not particular as to whether the animal is pure of its kind. 
If it has a dash of Shorthorn blood and plenty of carcase they 

seem satisfied. It is almost needless to say that from such bulls 
_ the stock will not be nearly so good as the produce of pure-bred 
animals. There is nowadays no excuse for, but very strong 
_ objection to, the use of cross-bred or non-pedigree sires. Short- 
horn bulls, of pure and tolerably long descent, are neither diffi- 
cult to get nor unreasonably dear. During the past year, while 
in some parts of the country nondescript bulls were in service, 
numbers of the better-bred young Shorthorn bulls were almost 
unsaleable, even at very small prices. It was freely said last year 
in England that bull-breeding was rather overdone, that the knife 
was too sparingly used on the calves. To some extent that may 
be true; but I believe that if the farmers generally throughout 
_ England were as careful as they ought to be, not only in avoid- 
ing mixed-bred bulls, but in selecting well-descended sires, 
_ there would have been fewer young bulls withdrawn or sold at 
_ a sacrifice at many of the English Shorthorn sales. This idea 
_is supported by the state of matters in the north-eastern counties 
of Scotland. Perhaps in no similiar area in the United King- 
_dom are so many bulls bred as in the lower parts of Aberdeen, 
| VOL, XII.—S. 8. H 
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Banff, and Moray. It is known, also, that the common type 
of Shorthorn in that part of the country, though of a sub- 
stantial, thick, fleshy, hardy, useful sort, is neither of the most 
stylish nor fashionable. In that district last year, numerous as 
the crop of young bulls were, a ready demand and remunerative 
prices were experienced. The averages were higher there 
than in the south, where the pedigrees would have led the 
owners to expect more. This circumstance is attributable, 1. 
think, to the fact that in those counties every farmer has now 
become convinced of the potency of a pure-bred sire. Non- 
pedigree bulls have been discarded ; and if they were so in 
other parts of the country, we should have better bull-sales and 
infinitely superior cross-bred cattle, or rather, we should have 
fewer weedy shabby-looking beasts than have hitherto appeared. 
A decently good Shorthorn bull-calf can be bought at 35 or 
40 guineas, but even though for crossing purposes a farmer 
went the length of 100 guineas for an extra-good animal, 
he would ultimately find himself much nearer his purpose 
than trusting to a cross-bred beast at 12/. or 157. The latter 
animal, somehow, cannot with any degree of certainty transmit — 
to his stock what little good properties he may have, while the 
former not unfrequently leaves better stock than himself. Asa 
tule, the better the pedigree the more noticeable is the improve- 
ment on the progeny. Cross-bred animals thus well descended 
come earlier to maturity, take on more flesh, and give a better 
return for a given quantity of food than those from a non- 
pedigree bull, no matter how well come the cow is. 

Now, if farmers would breed and rear the animals they feed 
to a larger extent than at present, they could have a better-bred 
sort of beast by using only pure bulls. That in itself would — 
be a great gain; but there are other advantages from home- 
rearing. It gives the farmer a deeper and greater interest, not 
only in his stock, but in his farming business. Those who — 
breed, rear, and feed successfully, take something like a pride— 
in the business, and are induced to look better after many things 
about the farm than they would otherwise do. A breeding 
stock undoubtedly requires closer attention on the part of the 
farmer than a feeding one, but few will sympathise with him on 
this score. He is all the better, and nobody is any the worse for 
his attention being steadily directed to his business. Another 
very weighty argument in favour of breeding and feeding com- 
bined is that there is much less risk from disease. I know of 
several farmers who breed and rear their own stock, or nearly 
so, and who have never had either pleuro-pneumonia, foot-and- 
mouth, or any other infectious disease on their premises. These 
lucky farmers happen to be located in districts where breeding 
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and rearing are common. If they were not, I fear they would 
have fared differently. _Home-breeding affords no security from 
disease if only adopted by a farmer here and there, with the 
neighbours trafficking among stock brought by rail from all 
parts of the country. Warmly as I advocate breeding, I should 
have some hesitation in advising any farmer to go in for a stock 
of cows and young animals, if his neighbours worked with a 

Slying stock, especially as long as disease is so rife as it has lately 
been. Breeders situated in districts into which stock are im- 
ported extensively, and often recklessly, are not to be envied. 
‘Their risks are very great, and their losses from disease in recent 
years have not been light. So frequently do droved or im- 
ported animals bring disease with them, that at least, until 

foot-and-mouth is more successfully grappled with, the advant- 
ages of breeding on the farm will largely depend on what 
course one’s neighbours adopt. By neighbours I mean the 
farmers generally in the district. My contention, however, is 
that, making due allowance for unhealthy grazing land, highly 
rented farms, and scant grazing accommodation, whole districts 
would benefit by more home-breeding and less dependence on 
the inferior sorts that form the majority of the bought-in lean 
| beasts. 

On the other hand, if the breeders were to a considerable 
extent also the feeders of the animals, we should see more 
attention paid to the character and quelities of the sires used. 
_ Hitherto, from a sadly mistaken notion, many of those who breed 
cattle, and sell them either as calves or yearlings, are not so 
scrupulous as they ought to be about the bulls to which they put 
their cows. They know that they will soon be clear of the 
progeny, and so they are less fastidious about their descent than 
if they finished the beasts off for the butcher. It is true that, in 
Ireland especially, there has lately been a great improvement in 
the quality of the cross-bred stock, through the more extended 
use of well-bred Shorthorn bulls. There are still, however, an 
-immense number of very indifferently bred beasts, both of Irish 
laa British extraction, sold lean. It may be said that feeders 
_or rearers are partly to blame for not encouraging better breeding 
‘more, by giving considerably higher prices for the well-descended 
sorts. No doubt any farmer would give more for properly bred 
calves or stirks than for others ; but one cannot judge fully of the 
animals’ superiority so early. While one can have a pretty good 
idea of well-bred calves or stirks, the real merits of the animals 
cannot be so accurately gauged until “feeding” begins. Then 
there are so many ill-bred creatures among the large lean lots, or 
droves, from which the feeder has often to pick, and even the 
-better-bred beasts look so ill after so much driving about and 

H2 
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inadequate feeding, that the breeder or dealer does not in every” 
case get the encouragement he would otherwise receive. Either’ 
farmers do not in sufficient numbers appreciate thoroughly well- 
bred animals as they should do, or the breeders and dealers are 
not in a position to measure such a preference by materially 
enhanced prices. In the present unsatisfactory state of the lean- 
cattle trade, particularly with Ireland, the farmer cannot reliably 
ascertain the descent of the stores he feeds ; but by breeding more* 
of them he could know better what he was about, and would 
pocket more money in the end. Never supposing that all farmers 
could breed and rear nearly as many cattle as they feed, | would 
strongly urge on those who buy “stores” (1) to avoid the glar- 
ingly ill-bred brutes, hundreds of which are dear at any figure ; 
(2) to use every possible means of ascertaining the breeding of the- 
animals; and (3) to pay handsomely for good varieties when 
they can be had. If this were systematically attended to, there 
would soon be a greatly superior race of cattle in the market. 
Were farmers to studiously shun the inferior lots, and create a 
good demand and remunerative sale for the nicer sorts, they 
would give the most powerful incentive to improved breeding 
and rearing that could be imagined. It is not enough to say that 
thousands of farmers already endeavour to do what has just been 
described as so desirable. Granted that they do, can it be denied 
that thousands make no such attempt? If that were denied, I 
should like to know where all those Irish and other droves of 
calves and stirks go, that frequent one leading fair after anothe 
in various parts of the country. No reflecting person can see 
those emaciated hide-bound creatures, without feeling that th 
dumb brutes themselves have come through some unkind, un 
generous, nay, even cruel hands; and that whoever was foolis 
enough to saddle himself with the fattening of them was sure 
of his work and outlay than his profit. 

I venture to affirm that a calf from a moderately good cow and 
a pure-bred Shorthorn bull, is better value to the rearer and feede 
at 5/., than one of the same age, from a nondescript sire, is at 5 
The one will consume quite as much food as the other, and, as 
a rule, the better-bred animal can be easily sold at two years old 
for about 30/., while the other will fetch little over 201. If 
farmers, almost to a man, could be convinced of this, and the 
owners of dairy cows, as well as other breeders of calves and 
stirks for sale, made fully aware of such a conviction, pure-bred 
bulls would soon be universally in service in the great dairying” 

districts. What fine growing and feeding crosses, for instance, 
could be bred from the strong sappy cows in the dairies in Somer=- 
setshire, Derbyshire, and Cheshire, if only a pure Shorthorn bull 
were put to them! Instead of the calves, at 8 or 10 days old, 
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‘barely realising 3/., they would fetch 5/., and prove better bar- 
gains. If dairymen could only realise it, they would, or at least 
should, have more profit by securing a pure-bred bull than by 
resorting to almost any sort of animal that would bring the cows 
into milking form. In this direction we must look for some of 
the desired improvement in British feeding-stock ; and if proper 
_ steps were taken, we should not long have to look in vain. 

Division of labour is in certain circumstances a good thing ; 
but hitherto, and particularly within the last five or six years, 
the labour of breeding, rearing, and fattening cattle, has been 
divided to an unprofitable extent. Many of the occupants of 
good breeding and rearing farms are carried away by the unfor- 
tunate notion that “we could not breed and rear them so big at 

the money as we can buy them.” Very likely not. Size, how- 
| ever, is but one thing; quality, ready feeding properties, and 
| symmetry, should be the principal aim. That being so, my 

i 

reply is, “if you cannot breed them so big at the money, you can 
easily bring them to even greater size and of infinitely superior 
quality at the same age, and with a better balance at the year’s 
end.” Another view of the matter is, that the breeder and rearer 

_ would in all probability have a better return if he bred fewer, 
and fattened some, or all of those he sold, “ big for the money.” 
| These remarks naturally bring the Irish cattle trade into view. 
| Store cattle from that country, to the value of about 10,000,0002., 
are annually imported into England and Scotland. They are 
_ bred and, so far, reared cheaply in Ireland, some of the correspon- 
dents say. No doubt of it; but what sort of rearing is it? Is 
it not half-starving in many cases? and do not large numbers of 
| ‘those ill-conditioned animals—walking evidences of a somewhat 
: slovenly and unsatisfactory system of husbandry—form the most 
: fruitful source of disease in this country? Moreover, on hundreds 
-of them how much good food is comparatively wasted on this 
_.side the Channel! It is not because they are Irish that these beasts 
spread disease, and in many instances thrive unsatisfactorily, but 
- owing to the treatment they receive. The cattle of any country 
_ exposed to similar usage would be quite as bad. It is well known 
_ that on board the Irish steamers, on railways (both on this and 

the other side of the Channel), and at fairs, the Irish cattle are 
neither well fed, gently treated, nor supplied with comfortable 
accommodation. Then if disease is in the country, it is a wonder 
if they do not come in contact with it. 

Both English and Scotch farmers would profit by the intro- 
duction of fewer Irish beasts, and Irish farmers would ultimately 
benefit by feeding more of their stock at home. Just as easily 
and as expediently as the British farmer could breed more stock, 
this Irish brother could feed more. Of course, more feeding in 
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Ireland would necessitate an extended cultivation of root-crops, 
but that is what many think would improve the country. Mr. 
Pringle, in his interesting paper on “Irish Agriculture,” pub- 
lished in a previous number of this ‘ Journal’ (second series, vol. 
vili., Part I., No. XV., pp. 1-76), went so fully into the defects of 
the Irish stock-farming system, that many remarks of mine are 
unnecessary. He, it will be remembered, advocated more green- 
crop cultivation, for which much of the country is well adapted. - 
That would lead to a better system of farming, and to the fatten- 
ing of a great many animals which are at present exported in a 
lean state. The use of cake in the feeding of these animals 
would soon tell on the fertility of the land. Those who do grow 
turnips, carefully shelter their cattle in winter, and finish them 
off for the butcher, speak favourably of the system. This, com- 
bined with other facts and circumstances, indicates that if Ireland 
is a breeding country, it can to a considerable extent also become 
a fattening one. 

Though, in the interests of all concerned, I should like to 
see fewer store animals come across the St. George’s Channel, 
there is no doubt that some will be spared from the Emerald 
Isle, and some will be required in Britain for many years to. 
come. In these circumstances one thing pressing for improve 
ment is the accommodation for cattle on board the steamers. 
from Ireland, as also the means for conveying stock, especially 
store animals, by rail in this country. What the nature of 
these changes should be, I cannot in the present available space 
attempt to discuss; but it may be observed that, though the 
re-arrangement of the means of transit involved a heavier tariff, 
farmers could afford at least 1/. a head more if the animals 
were carried comfortably and with tolerable safety from disease. 
It is alike the interest of the Irish breeder and the English or 
Scotch feeder to press for radical improvements in the means. 
of conveying stock from the one country to the other, 

In many parts of England, the want of house-accommodation 
for winter operates seriously against the production of beef. 
Throughout the Western and Midland counties the steading 
capacities are very deficient on many farms. ‘There is in those 
localities a large area of good permanent pasture, but, as in parts 
of Ireland, too much stress is laid on this provision. ‘The worst 
feature of a holding largely under grass is a tendency to a feast 
in summer and a famine in winter. Generally, too, where grass. 
land predominates there is a lack of steading accommodation. 
Not only so, but there is often little to give the animals in 
the house. The cold, exposure, and scant diet to which many 
of the cattle in England are subjected in winter is, perhaps, the 
biggest blot on the present system of British farming. Few 
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| more cheerless spectacles could be contemplated than the appear- 

ance of a lot of good cross-bred cattle standing in the open air, 
amongst frost and snow, nibbling away at a handful of hay, with 
' their four feet gathered below them as if ina bonnet. This is 
not a very rare sight. Not many weeks ago, in the Midland 

counties of England, I saw hundreds of cattle picking away at a 
little hay or straw, and standing ankle-deep in snow. Such treat- 
ment as this would do for Scotch Highland cattle or Black-faced 
sheep, but to extend it to improved Shorthorn crosses is simply 

| ridiculous. By the way, before advocating universal attention to 
| the selection of pure-bred bulls, I should have recommended the 
abolition of the indefensible practice of open-air feeding in 

| winter. So long as farmers are foolish enough to winter their 
cross-bred cattle little, if any, better than a Highland farmer 
does his Black-faced sheep, it is immaterial what sort of bull 
is used. The stock from any sire are too good for such treat- 
ment. It cannot be that so many of the English and Irish 
farmers are ignorant of the fact that comfortable house-accom- 
modation is part food. They surely must know what has been 
so often laid before them in one form or other by high authorities, 
that when an animal is exposed to intense cold the bulk of the 
food is required to keep up the natural animal heat. Indeed, all the 
food supplied to exposed animals in severe weather is not capable 
of maintaining the natural temperature. Hence it is that cattle 
thus wintered, instead’ of taking on flesh and fat, lose a deal of 
what they had previously accumulated. Owing to the radical 
nature of the farm-improvements, such as more buildings, &c., 
necessary to completely supersede the objectionable feeding system 
alluded to, the change must take some time to effect. But any one 
who has seen, as I have, the great benefits of house-feeding over 
open-air feeding in winter proved to demonstration, can have no 
doubt both as to the propriety and great necessity of making 
the change as speedily as possible. 

It is claimed as an advantage of the buying-in-store-stock 

system that you need only purchase what your supply of food, 
which is well known to vary in different years, can keep; 
whereas if you have a large breeding stock, you occasionally 
must part with some of them at a sacrifice, or purchase food at 
exorbitant prices. Well, this is a point in favour of buying, but 
only one, and it is trivial compared with so many on the other 
side. A specially good judge of store stock frequently does well 
purchasing, feeding for a few months, and then selling, but that 
requires faculties which are not possessed by nearly every 
farmer, and, unfortunately, are not getting more common. From 
almost every point of view the weight of argument is in favour 
of more breeding where at all possible on the respective farms. 
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As the cattle-trade is now carried on, a moment’s reflection 
will show that there is a great loss of time, of flesh, and of beef- 
producing power. Just think of what many of the Irish cattle 
lose between their native pastures and their feeding quarters— 
perhaps in the more distant parts of England and Scotland! 
Just think of how long they are in their feeding hammels some- 
times before they take on fat! Consider for a little how much 
more valuable they would be to the feeder in their own country, - 
or to any one, if freed from the painful treatment so common in 
transit! Reflect deliberately on how much nearer his purpose 
the British farmer would be to breed and rear, keep con- 
stantly progressing, and turn off early ripe more of his own 
stock! These are questions which call for the most careful con- 
sideration of the British and Irish farmers at the present time. 
Breeding, rearing, and feeding combined wherever possible—and 
a combination to a larger extent than now is not only possible, 

_ but prudent—is the safest, surest, and best system of farming. 
In my experience, the holdings on which this course has long 
been pursued have been clearly the most profitable. I have in 
my mind’s eye several cases in point, but I have not the 
authority of the tenants to mention names. The statement, 
however, is none the less true, and 1 commend it to the favour- 
able consideration of every farmer whose land is not in the 
vicinity of a large town, is not of an unhealthy character for 
young stock, or is not almost all under cereals, root-crops, and 
hay. 

Sheep.—The preponderance of the evidence is in favour of 
sheep as the most profitable kind of stock to the British farmer. 
Most of the writers speak of a mixed system of husbandry—part 
cattle and part sheep—as the most successful. And soit is; more 
especially if a considerable portion of the stock can be bred as 
well as fed. As a general rule, in recent years sheep have left 
more profit than cattle; this is partly due to the double source 
of revenue yielded by mutton and wool. As Mr. \Charles 
Howard says, a good clip of wool comes in very handy, adding 
very considerably to the farmer’s annual revenue. Sheep manage- 
ment seems to be better understood and more heartily gone into 
in many parts of England and the south of Scotland, than either 
cattle- or horse-rearing ; and that helps the comparative profits of 
the fleecy tribe. The great rise in labourers’ wages has also had 
something to do with the popularising of sheep. They involve 
less outlay in the form of agricultural labour than cattle do. 
Besides, they need less house-accommodation, and so are more 
suitable for many holdings which are scantily provided with 
buildings. Fed on cake, sheep will enrich the land better than 
any other kind of stock. The returns from them on arable land, 
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especially if the soil is light and the climate dry, are quicker, 
and frequently also greater than from cattle. On all these 
points sheep have the preference ; but where cattle management 
is properly attended to, the profits compare not unfavourably 
with those from a sheep stock. It need not surprise any one 
that sheep are regarded as the better paying stock in different 
parts of England ; for while cattle are subsisting on the pastures 
in winter, with a little hay or straw in severe weather, sheep are 

feeding on turnips, hay, corn, and cake. Cattle have not thus 
_ the same chance of paying the feeder that sheep have. Through- 
out the Midland counties of England sheep consume the first, 
the best, and the most of the root-crops. In the south-east of 
Scotland, also, the fleecy flocks generally have the choicest of the 

farm produce. If that did not make them pay, what would ? 
It is decidedly preferable to fatten as well as breed sheep on 

_the same holding. That, however, requires not merely a con- 
| 
{ 

| 

siderable extent of land, but a variety of it—some light moorish 
outlying ground and some good rich feeding, well drained, 
arable land. This combination is not general, and so there are 

_many holdings devoted almost exclusively to breeding, and not 
a few also to feeding. Cattle will thrive in almost any kind of 
climate, but sheep require a pretty dry climate and well drained 

_land. Excepting the mountain breeds, sheep are not profitable 
stock in a moist climate ; foot-rot being destructive there. The 
best feeding districts are the Eastern and Midland counties 
_ of England and the south-east of Scotland, while the great breed- 
| ing ranges are in the west and north of England and the west 
_and north of Scotland. Of course, the mountain grazings are 
_ almost exclusively stocked with breeding sheep or lean growing 

_ wether flocks. Here fattening is out of the question, and even 
on the higher and more exposed arable farms feeding cannot be 
economically adopted. Mr. Tweedie, Castle Crawford, an ex- 
tensive and experienced Lanarkshire farmer, informs me that he 

has fed on the turnip break a lot of the best Black-faced wethers 
he could get in the Falkirk market. Notwithstanding the 

hardiness of this breed, he found from the altitude (900 feet) 
and exposure of his farm, the feeding process was so slow that 

_ he had nothing except the manure for the turnips eaten. The 
_ excess of the selling price over the buying covered only the out- 
lay for cake and corn. It is thus evident that the fattening of 
_ sheep in winter should only be attempted by the occupiers of 
tolerably well-sheltered dry land in a good climate. Sheep can 
be bred and reared on high, dry, light land, whether arable or 
not, more profitably than on dearer and better soil. The owners 
of a breeding-flock on cheaply rented dry farms have had a 
better time of it since 1865 than other farmers. This year 
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especially, they must fare better than the feeder, dear as mutton 
is. Mr. Willison, Parish-Holm, Lanarkshire, who keeps over 
20,000 sheep on several grazing farms in different Scotch coun- 
ties, says, “I have found sheep-breeding more profitable than 
feeding.” His grazings, however, are in the west of Scotland, 
where the climate is somewhat wet and unfavourable for sheep- 
feeding. Mr. R. Stratton says, “to breed sheep economically 
there must be dry sound pastures or downs, so that the ewes may * 
be wintered at small cost. In many districts it costs 30s. to keep 
a ewe from November Ist till April Ist. As a rule, this must be 
a losing game.” Probably it must; but where such an outlay 
is inevitable, a breeding-stock should give way to a feeding. 
Generally, breeding-ewes of the earlier maturing varieties are 
kept on farms where the pastures carry them on until January. 
A few turnips and some corn or cake are given during the first 
three months of the year. This is the common food where 
lambing begins about theend of February. But, of course, when 
the lambs commence to fall in January, the hand-feeding must 
begin earlier, especially ifthe weather in December is inclement. 
In most parts of the country breeding-ewes are wintered under 1. 
a head, excluding prize ewes or animals breeding Showyard stock. 

Several of the correspondents speak favourably of the results 
obtained from the introduction of a moderate sheep stock on farms 
previously allotted to cattle. This was, however, where the soil 
had been thoroughly drained and where the climate was toler- 
ably dry. There are instances of Leicester sheep having been 
tried and given up on account of damp climate and soft soil. 
Mr. Drew abandoned Leicesters at Merryton because of the 
climate ; and Mr. John Ralston, reporting from the south-west of 
Scotland, relates that with a half-bred flock of sheep he was a 
third short of his revenue from dairying, which he was obliged to 
suspend for a few years. 

The south-western counties of Scotland, like the corresponding © 
parts of England, are not very favourably adapted for sheep-— 
rearing or feeding, especially feeding. ‘They are better suited — 
for dairying and horse-breeding. About Hamilton, where Mr. | 
Drew’s farm is situated, the registered fall of rain, I observe from 
statistics kindly supplied by Mr. Buchan, secretary of the Scottish 
Meteorological Society, is not much greater than in some parts — 
of Roxburghshire and the eastern counties of England, where 
sheep do well. The gauge at Auchenraith, near Hamilton, last 
year showed a total of 29°38 inches. At Melrose the rainfall 
last year was 30:42 inches; at Swaffham, in Norfolk, it was — 
about 30 inches. In West Hereford the rainfall for the eleven 
months ending November 30th amounted to 54-40. At Lissan, 
Cookstown, Ireland, the fall for the year was 40°23 inches; while 
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at East Linton, in Haddingtonshire, the rainfall in 1874 
_ was 23°93. The ordinary rainfall in the south-west of Scotland 

ranges from 40 to 60 inches per annum. 
Though the total rainfall is not so excessive in the Hamilton 

district and in some other parts of the west, there is frequently 
a drizzling sort of rain, and the proportion of dry days is small. 
This is the case, also, in the greater part of Ireland, where sheep- 
rearing and feeding have not been so successful as cattle-raising. 
Where the land has been well-drained in Ireland, the manage- 
ment skilful, and the feeding liberal, mutton-producing has paid 
well enough, thus showing that imperfect management has some- 
thing occasionally to do with what is attributed to climatic 
defects. 

Owing to the elevated and poor character of a great portion 
of the sheep-breeding farms, it is impossible to carry on both 
breeding and fattening on the same holdings, excepting, as already 
pointed out, there be considerable variety of soil and a very large 
acreage. Thousands of breeding-farms have no feeding-ground, 
and, conversely, many good sheep-feeding occupancies are minus 
favourable breeding-land. The division of labour between the — 
breeder and feeder in the case of sheep has, I think, more to 
recommend it than such an arrangement has in reference to cattle. 
The difference betwixt the breeding soil and climate, and the 
feeding, is greater in the former instance than the latter. Sheep 
are better pedestrians than cattle; are seldom driven about so 
much, and do not lose so much flesh journeying from the breeding- 
walks to the feeding-plains. They are also hardier than cattle, 
and are less injuriously affected by long fasts, particularly the 
mountain breeds. The buyer has little to dread as to the breeding 
of sheep compared with cattle. Almost every sheep-breeder 
makes a point of securing a good well-bred ram, which is not 
the case with nearly all those who breed calves. The purchasers 
of sheep know and appreciate this, and the breeders profit by 

_ the comparatively higher prices they obtain for the lean material. 

In short, what has been accomplished by the careful attention 
displayed in the selection of feasibly well-bred rams, even in the 
remote breeding-districts, might be a stimulus to the more exten- 
sive use of decently well “come” bulls. As there is scarcely 
anything said by the correspondents about sheep with which any 
practical man could not coincide, and as I have already con- 
siderably exceeded the space originally allotted to this Report, I 

_ need say nothing further than express my own conviction that 
the modern system of breeding, rearing, and feeding sheep 
forms, perhaps, the best-managed branch of British agriculture. 
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CONCLUSIONS. 

The’ substance of the foregoing testimony may be stated 
thus :— 

Horses.—Hunters and carriage-horses cannot be reared by 
ordinary rent-paying farmers with profit; agricultural horses 
should, with few exceptions, be reared on every farm to keep up 
as nearly as possible the ordinary working stud ; on well-fenced 
holdings, with a considerable acreage of grass and roughish land, 
draught-horse breeding could advantageously, and should at 
present prices, be carried on beyond the working requirements of 
the respective farms. The great drawback to horse-breeding, 
however, is the want of good sound stallions. 

Cattle.-—Farmers would profit by breeding more on their own 
holdings, even though they fed rather fewer; and some of those 
who at present breed, particularly in Ireland, would benefit by 
feeding-off more of what they rear; while there is great need 
(1) for better housing accommodation throughout England and 
Ireland ; (2) for more food and more shelter to the animals in 
winter; (3) for a more uniformly good bull-service ; (4) for a 
generous and progressive system of feeding, so that the “ calf- 
flesh” may not be lost, and the animals turned into the market 
good fat, at from two to three years of age; and (5) for more 
humane and comfortable means of transit, both by sea and land, 
especially from Ireland. 

Sheep.—The double consideration of wool and mutton, the 
good management, the saving of farm-labour, and the quick 
returns, have naturally earned for sheep the reputation of being 
the best-paying kind of stock in Britain, though not in Ireland. 
Dry climate, well-drained lightish land, and large holdings with 
extensive hilly ranges, are the circumstances which specially 
favour sheep-farming. 

General.—Mixed stocks, combining horse-breeding,. cattle- 
breeding and feeding, and sheep-breeding and feeding, unques- 
tionably pay best. Numerous holdings are not suited for such 
a combination; but it is generally admitted that the mixed 
system referred to is not practised upon nearly so many farms as 
it might advantageously be. This is a point which British and 
Irish farmers should take seriously into consideration. Separating | 
the species, and arranging them in the order determined by the 
evidence before us, as to sources of profit to the farmer over 
the country generally, we have: Ist. Sheep; 2nd. Cattle; 3rd. 
Horses. 
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Ii.— The Paris Sewage Irrigation at Gennevilliers. By F. R. 
DE LA TREHONNAIS. 

(Wirn a Map.] 

Tue village of Gennevilliers, notwithstanding its close vicinity 
to the gay city of Paris, never was a lively spot. Its very name 
was scarcely known but a few years ago; and very scanty are, 
eyen now, the visitors who bend their way to its barren solitude. 
But the tide of progress has lately reached that lonely suburb ; 
and what pleasure-seeking and merry throngs have done for the 
fame and prosperity of its near neighbour, Asniéres, sewage has 
accomplished at last for Gennevilliers. The Paris sewers, whose 
turgid streams have been directed round about the all but 
deserted village, and made to pour their noxious filth over its 
sandy waste, have brought fertility to its natural barrenness, 
and, as if with a magic wand, changed its desert-like wilderness 
into luxuriant fields, teeming with verdure and plenty. 

But, alas! prosperity and fame—as frequently is the wont of 
those two goals of human ambition—have lately brought discord 
and strife in their train. A recent debate in the Legislative 
Assembly of Versailles has divulged the existence of a serious 
quarrel between two parties of the inhabitants of the district, 
and between one of these parties and the city of Paris—the bone 
of contention being the disputed advantages of sewage as applied 
to the Gennevilliers fields and market-gardens. As the question 
at issue forms one of the most interesting chapters of my subject, 
some further reference to it will be made hereafter. 

Here the question will naturally be asked, whereabouts is 
Gennevilliers? Before I fully enter into my sewage narrative, 
I think it expedient to answer that pertinent question. 

Visitors to Paris have no doubt observed those remarkable 
meanderings of the River Seine, which occur immediately after 
its effluence from the city. The first bend of the stream takes 
place just above St.Cloud. There the river turns sharply to the 
right, reflecting from its clear surface, formerly the splendour, 
now the blackened ruins of the royal village. Retracing its 
course, as it were, the Seine then skirts the base of the frowning 
height upon which sits the fortress of Mont Valérien. Farther 
on, it hugs closer still the very outskirts of Paris, and soon in- 
verts in its yet clear waters the Longchamps racecourse, and the 
green plantations of the Bois de Boulogne. Then come Neuilly 
on the right, Courbevoie and Asnieres on the left bank, and 
then at last, not far from the line of fortifications, Clichy is 
reached. It is at that spot that the first outlet of the Paris 
sewage disgorges its black stream into the River Seine. Up to 
that spot the river is as clear as a mountain torrent. Its pas- 
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sage through the city has scarcely tainted its pellucid trans- 
parence. Confined between stately quays, spanned by a long 
succession of monumental bridges, uncontaminated by the 

outlet of any sewer, its bright stream only adds freshness and 
beauty to the splendour of fae scene, and it issues from the city 
nearly as pure as it entered it. 

Even at Clichy the line of the sewage remains well defined, 
as if the pure water of the river recoiled from the foulness of the 
invader. On the left bank, skirting the plain of Gennevilliers, 
the water preserves its purity until it reaches St. Quen, where 
another outlet disgorges a new supply of sewage, and fouls the 
river altogether. Further on, St. Denis is reached; and there 
the northern sewer, together with the outflow of the Bondy 
poudrette manufactory, turn the poor river into a huge open 
sewer, the foulness of which is more easily imagined than de- 
scribed. It is at St. Denis that the apex of the first bend of the 
Seine is reached. At that spot, frightened, as it were, at the mass 
of filthiness that pollutes its waters just at that point, the river 
turns sharply to the left, bending its course past Argenteuil and 
Bezons, towards St. Germain, Poissy, &c. 

_ The extreme end of the kind of peninsula enclosed within that 
first loop of the Seine is called the plain of Gennevilliers; and 
it is opposite Clichy, on the southern reach, and Argenteuil on 
the northern, that the now famous village is situated. 

It would have been difficult to select a more eligible field for 
the disposal of the Paris sewage by absorption and cultivation 
than the plain of Gennevilliers. Its immediate vicinity to the 
principal outlets of St. Quen, Clichy, and St. Denis, sparing the 
necessity of constructing any great length of costly mains, ren- 
dered it particularly adapted for the experiment of absorption. 
The loud and threatening complaints raised by the inhabitants 
on account of the foulness of the river, and the accumulation of 
putrid filth all along its banks, compelled the Paris municipal 
authorities to-attempt this plan without delay. But it was not 
the proximity of its position alone which particularly fitted the 
plain of Gennevilliers for such a purpose. The porous character 
of its gravelly soil supplied a natural filter, both deodorising 
and disinfecting, whilst its utter barrenness offered an admirable 
field to test the fertilising powers of sewage. 

The plain of Gennevilliers consists of a gravelly drift Pie) 
yards in thickness; and before the contents of the Paris sewers 
were diverted to its surface, it was a perfect waste, chequered 
with pits and quarries ; and scarcely any attempt had ever been 
made to bring any portion of it under cultivation. 

Having described the position and nature of the place so 
happily selected by the Paris Commissioners to demonstrate the 
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efficacy of the agricultural system for thoroughly solving the 
sewage problem, I will now examine the economical principles 
upon which that system is based, and describe, with their re- 
sults, the processes resorted to by the Paris Sewage Commission. 
This will form, I hope, an interesting chapter in the history of 
sewage. An account of what has been done in this instance 
may be useful to other civic corporations, who are contemplating 
the application of the same system to the disposal of the sewage 
of their localities ; and it is with that view, although I may fall 
short of my purpose, that I have attempted the task of writing 
this paper. 

It may be said of the application of town-sewage to agricul- 
ture, that the thought of it arose more from the necessity of 
getting rid of a pestilential nuisance than from any want of fer- 
tilising matter felt by agricultural husbandry, or from a well- 
defined conviction that any great advantage would accrue there- 
from to the public weal, by promoting an extra growth of crops, 
or improving any large extent of unproductive land. 

The truth is, that so far as agriculture is generally concerned, 
the application of sewage is of slight interest ; not, indeed, in 
respect to its effects on land, which, it must be admitted, are 
very remarkable, but from the fact that the available supply 
is so limited, that the extent of land that might be benefited is 
comparatively very narrow. 

For instance, the whole of the land which the sewage of the 
city of Paris, however large its bulk may be, could effectually 
irrigate, does not exceed 12,000 acres, the produce of which, 
enhanced though it might be under the influence of such an 
irrigation, would barely provide for the food of one-fifth of the 
city’s population. 

But if the sewage question is but of small import to agricul- 
ture, it possesses a paramount interest in respect to the health of 
towns, and lies heavy in the responsibilities of civic corporations. 
The necessity of disposing of the offals of human agglomera- 
tions is a charge, the whole burden of which must exclusively 
fall upon the cities themselves. Agriculture is willing enough to 
bear a helping hand in laying out her fields for the purification 
of town-sewage, and is even thankful for the benefit it will un- 
doubtedly derive from it; but the costly process through which 
the supply is made available to agriculture must naturally be 
left to the charge of municipalities, the boon to husbandry not 
being adequate to so large an outlay. 

The great merit of the application of sewage, so far as agri- 
culture is concerned, consists, then, in its simplicity. The fer- 
tilising stream must be brought within the immediate reach of 
the land, at a level that will allow its flow and self-distribution 
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to proceed from natural gravity. It is only under such circum- 
stances that a farmer can lend his fields to the process of irriga- 
tion, which may now be admitted to be the most effectual means 
that can be devised for disposing of town-sewage, without nui- 
sance to man or beast, and with great advantage to the produc- 
tion of food. 

This is a modern problem which has been forcibly raised in 
our times, in consequence of our better understanding of the - 
hygienic economy of towns; and its solution has become an 
absolute necessity. The excreta of civilised communities must 
be effectually removed from the precincts of human dwellings ; 
not, indeed, by relieving one spot, only more effectually to 
poison another, through a mere local transfer of the pestilence ; 
for this would only spread the nuisance over an extended area, 
and under aggravated circumstances; but by a process of 
absorption, based upon the natural principle of transformation 
of organic matter within the soil. In that powerful chemical 
laboratory of Nature, sewage is not only bereft of its noxious 
effuvium, within the influence of which neither animal nor 
vegetable life can exist, but the very pestilential elements 
which make it a rank poison are conyerted into succulent food. 
A knowledge of that well-known chemical property of soils, 
than which there is no more powerful deodorising and disinfect- 
ing agent in Nature, naturally suggested to the minds of those 
interested in the solution of the sewage problem, to spread the 
contents of town-sewers over lands conveniently situated, instead 
of wasting their fertilising treasures into watercourses, thereby 
polluting rivers, destroying animal life within their bosom and 
vegetable life on their banks, and, moreover, fouling all the 
adjacent country’s atmosphere, to the serious detriment of the 
health of its inhabitants. 

It is not long since the metropolis of France has enjoyed 
the sanitary advantages of sewers, and even now the system is 
still incomplete as compared, for instance, with that of London, 
inasmuch as nine-tenths of the cesspool-drainage are still with- 
out any direct communication with the sewers. The remaining 
tenth only communicates with the sewers so far as the liquid 
offal is concerned, the solid being confined within vessels called 
tinettes, which, when full, are periodically removed in vehicles 
suited for that purpose, and replaced by empty ones. Thus 
the contents of nine-tenths of the Paris cesspools have to be 
periodically pumped up, and their contents removed to Bondy, 

where they undergo the process which converts them into pou- 
drette, or human guano. 

The tinette system, however, has been applied to all the newly- 
built houses, and is gradually extending. It consists of an iron 
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moyable double cylinder, adapted to a pipe connected with the 
water-closets, &c. The inner cylinder is perforated, so as to 
allow the liquid to escape into the sewer. Only the solid 
matter remains, and is taken away. With that sole exception, 
the sewers of Paris are well planned and substantially built ; and 
when their communication with all the cesspools is complete, 

_ Paris will have nothing to envy, even in London, with regard to 
‘that essential hygienic institution. 

The Paris sewers, in fact, have been raised to the distinction 
of one of the most interesting sights of the gay capital. Most 
illustrious strangers who visit Paris make it a point to ride in 
the sewers in carts, and to float down the subterranean stream 
in boats specially provided for that purpose; and it is a feat 
that can be accomplished with the greatest ease and comfort, 
without any risk of contamination or offensive smell. 

In 1856 the total length of the Paris sewers did not exceed 
160 kilometres, about 100 miles. In 1874, all branches included, 
they had extended to a total length of 771 kilometres, a distance 
equivalent to nearly 500 miles. The connection with private 
houses and public establishments consists of a funnel-like orifice, 
into which the ¢tinette, above described, is fitted; and, as I have 
already explained, this tinette is connected by means of pipes 
with water-closets, back-kitchen sinks, and other receptacles, 
through which all domestic offals are got rid of, with the excep- 
‘tion of the sweepings, ashes, and other dry refuse, which are 
every morning deposited before the street-doors, and removed 
away in dust-carts. 

The streets are carefully cleansed every day with hand- and 
horse-brooms; and the dirt is swept into the sewers through 
apertures and gutters contrived under the curb-stones on each 
side of the streets. So it may be said of the Paris sewers 
that they provide infinitely better for the sewage of the streets 
than for that of the houses—a system which every hygienic 
economist must implicitly condemn, as altogether inadequate to 
the most elementary sanitary requirements of a town. 

The sharp bend in the River Seine which I have already 
-described was a natural advantage of no mean importance, of 
which the Paris Board of Works did not fail to avail themselves. 
This bend, by bringing land at a lower level than that of the 
stream in its course through Paris, within an easy distance of the 
city, greatly facilitated the discharge of the sewage into the 
river itself at Clichy, St. Ouen, and St. Denis. This local 
advantage enabled the engineers to dispense with the costly 
construction of lengthy canals across and through valuable pro- 
perty, the expense of which would have laid a heavy burden 
upon their scheme. They had, however, taken for granted 

VOL. XII.—S. §. I 
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that the river—which, as I have described, conveniently retraces 
its course so as to skirt the northern line of the fortification, 
and actually forms a ditch into which the sewage could be 
readily discharged—would remove the sewage with sufficient 
rapidity to avoid stagnation, and consequent fermentation and 
putrefaction. But the result was most disappointing and em- 
barrassing. 

The rapidity of the current of the river, which is con- 
siderable in its course through Paris, becomes greatly slackened 
immediately the river leaves the city, in consequence of the 
existence of those very meanderings. The pressure of so large 
an addition of foul liquid, holding in suspension a considerable 
amount of solid matter, impeded rather than accelerated the 
already sluggish flow of the river. The consequence was that a 
black putrescible mud was deposited by natural precipitation 
along the banks of the river, and in its very bed. ‘The sewage- 
waters, owing to the rapidity of their underground flow, emit no 
smell whatever in the sewers, as may be experienced by a visit 
to them; but no sooner do they emerge into the river than, 
becoming almost stagnant, they enter at once into rapid decom- 
position. All the oxygen which they naturally contain, or have 
acquired through being agitated during their rapid outfall, is 
soon expended in the process of decomposition of the organic 
matter they contain; and the water of the river soon becomes 
unfit to support animal life within itself, or vegetable life in its 
bed, and even along its banks. 

No sooner did the sewers disgorge their contents at Clichy, 
than the fish swam away to purer reaches, or died when they 
were hopelessly overtaken by the foul stream ; and even the river- 
snails were seen to crawl out of the river. Along the banks all 
vestiges of vegetation disappeared; and the River Seine, so 
beautiful and clear up to this spot, became at once the foul 
and putrid cloaca of the Paris sewage, similar to that de- 
scribed by Livy as existing in ancient Rome, flowing into the 
Tiber, and known under the name of Tarquin’s Cloaca; 
receptaculum omnium purgamentorum urbis.* 

The chemical investigation which was rendered necessary by 
the alteration of the Seine waters through the admixture of the 
Paris sewage was the origin of the recognition, if not of the 
discovery, of this fact: that the degree of putrescible condition of 

water, and consequently of its unfitness to support organic life, 
may be expressed by its capacity to dissolve oxygen. In other 
words, the presence of a certain quantity of oxygen in water is 
indicative of its purity and fitness for domestic uses. 

* Hist., Lib. T. cap. lvi. 
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In France, all hygienic chemists now employ no other method 
for testing the purity of water, than by ascertaining the quantity 
of oxygen it contains in solution, through a most simple and 
ready process invented by M. Gérardin, one of the hygienic 
inspectors of Paris. 

It is a remarkable fact that sewage, or even ordinary stagnant 
water, after having undergone rapid decomposition when in a 
state of repose, recovers a condition of comparative purity, after 
a while, under the action of air and light. Sewage-water when 
enclosed in a glass jar will soon decompose, and emit bad 
smells, but after some time it will gradually get clear, owing to 
the precipitation of the solid matter which it held in sus- 
pension. One of the first tokens of this restoration of purity is 
the appearance of vegetable life in the shape of alga, such as 
Oscillaria viridis and Palmella. After a while, the noxious 
smell will disappear; and limpidity and purity are restored. 
M. Gérardin, on being invited by the Sewer Commissioners to 
make microscopic and chemical analyses of the Seine water 
fouled by the influx of the sewage, was led to abandon the long 
and tedious processes of the laboratory, and try if it were not 
possible to test the alteration of water by means of some che- 
mical reagent, such as permanganate of potash: a salt the use 
of which had often been recommended to that effect. 

It was in 1856 that M. Monnier first proposed the use of per- 
manganate of potash to test the presence of organic matter in 
water, relying on the property of that salt to get discoloured by 
substances having a great affinity for oxygen. 

In practising with this reagent, M. Gérardin met with two 
difficulties, which led him to give it up:—First, the solution 
of that salt is of a light pink colour, which it was impossible 
to distinguish in the turgid samples of water that were to be 
analysed. Secondly, permanganate of potash indicates the oxi- 
dising capability of organic matter, rather than the degree of 
its decomposition and its influence on the condition of water. 

However, the numerous experiments made with that reagent, 
led M. Gérardin to this important conclusion: that the discolo- 
ration of the solution of permanganate of potash was owing to its 
oxidising the organic matter in the water. That matter, whether 
in solution or suspension, has therefore more or less affinity for 
oxygen, and if so, it must easily absorb the oxygen dissolved in 
water. When water contains its normal quantity of dissolved 
oxygen, it may be considered pure, and capable of sustaining 
the life of fishes and plants. When the quantity of dissolved 
oxygen diminishes, fishes whose respiration is active can no 
longer live in such water, whilst those of a lower order, whose 
respiration is less active, can still exist. This is the reason why 

Tog 
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eels, for instance, will Jive in water so foul as to kill other fish, 
and leeches will thrive where even eels cannot exist. Among 
fresh-water shells, Unio pictorum will die before Cyclas cornea 
or Bythinia impura. Physa fontinalis and Valvata piscinalis 
require aerated water, whilst Planorbis corneus thrives in impure 
water. 

The same rule obtains with vegetable life. Those alge pos- 
sessing a superior organisation, that is, being provided with 
chlorophy], their cells being ramified and well articulated, are only 
found in well-aerated water; they thrive only in rapid streams, 
close to waterfalls and other running waters, whose surface is 
constantly renewed by a quick motion. Unicellular alga, on 
the contrary, are found in stagnant water, which is partly 
deprived of its oxygen through the presence of organic matter 
in a state of decomposition. 

From those considerations, M. Gérardin sought first to ascer- 
tain whether there existed any dissolved oxygen in waters 
which are notoriously foul, such, for instance, as those which 
issue from factories and sewers; and the result of his analyses 
was that no oxygen was to be found in them. Thus the conclu- 
sion which that eminent chemist came to is, that the salubrious 
or noxious quality of water is in direct ratio with the quantity 
of dissolved oxygen it contains. 
A comparison between the state of the Seine water above, 

at, and below the influx of the sewage, will best illustrate 
M. Gérardin’s theory. 

Above Paris, the average amount of dissolved oxygen comes 
to 9 cubic centimetres per quart; through Paris, the average is 
7; below Paris, and up to Asnieres Bridge, it descends to 5-34. 
At St. Denis, after the whole of the sewage has been disgorged 
into the river, there is not a trace of oxygen; but as the stream 
goes down, and the sewage gets rid of its organic matter by pre- 
cipitation and fermentation, oxygen reappears by degrees, viz. :— 
At Epinay, 1:05; at Bezons, 1:54; at Marly, 1:91; Maisons- 
Lafitte, 3°79; Poissy, 6°12; Mantes, 8-17; Rouen, 10°42. 

The quantity of nitrogen follows the same progression, but in 
an inverse ratio. So in those places where most oxygen is 
found, there is the least nitrogen, and vice versd. z 

It would be highly interesting, no doubt, to develop here the 
practical purposes to which M. Gérardin has applied his sewage- 
water theory, especially as regards the refuse liquids from 
chemical factories, distilleries, fecula mills, Ke.; but it would 
extend this paper to an unreasonable length. Suffice it to say, 
that M. Gérardin has come to the conclusion that water that does 
not contain at least 8 cubic centimetres of dissolved oxygen 
per quart, is not fit for domestic uses. 
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The storm of angry remonstrances that arose from the 
dwellers on the banks of the Seine, when the sluices of the Paris 
sewers were opened, can be easily imagined. Numerous petitions 
were signed, and threats of actions against the Paris munici- 
pality freely hurled, by the inhabitants of the affected suburbs, 
as well as by those interested in the navigation of the Seine, the 
course of which soon became impeded by the deposit of black 
mud along its banks and in its very channel. 
An idea may be formed of the extent to which the river soon 

became polluted by the fact of immense gaseous bubbles, 
several yards in diameter, rising to the surface, then bursting, and 
filling the atmosphere with a most offensive stench. Some of 
the chemists attached to the Paris Sewers Committee had the 
curiosity to analyse the gas which issued from these bubbles ; 
and they found it to consist chiefly of proto-carbonate of hy- 
drogen, burning with a blue flame.* 

In the first instance, the Paris authorities, with the view of 
remedying, to a certain extent, the evils so justly complained 
of, adopted no better expedient than that of constructing huge 
tanks, into which the contents of the sewers were first diverted, 
in order that they might undergo a preliminary purifying process 
previous to their being poured into the river. But these tanks 
were soon found inadequate to the influx of the sewage. 

However, the experiment was tried; and at first the precipita- 
tion of the solid matter was effected by natural gravitation taking 
place, when the sewage was at rest in the tanks. The com- 
paratively clear liquid was then decanted back into the river, and 
the solid residue removed from the bottom of the tank, which 
was then immediately refilled. But this imperfect method only 
rendered the eyil still more crying, inasmuch as no sooner was 
the liquid at rest, than it entered at once into active fermenta- 
tion and decomposition ; and the stench that arose from the 
tanks was most insufferable, especially in the summer months. 
Then purification by means of chemical action was tried. 
Sewage-water contains various mineral and organic matters, 
which impart to it an alkaline reaction, and is thus easily acted 
upon by chemical processes, of which these matters become 
themselves energetic elements. Numerous experiments were 
therefore made with a view to obtain more rapidly and more 

* The exact composition of that gas was as follows :— 

Proto-carbonated me Son tines Wuheaees 
Carbonic acid . 4 7° 2 RIgeSe 
Oxide of carbon Bear cee sk ome 
Rulpuydric acids =. .. .. ss el6270 
SMVEMSUDStANCES .2  «« ss) os OCOS 
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effectually a precipitation of the solid matters held in solution 
and suspension by the sewage-water, by means of sulphate of 
alumina, lime, and other reagents, the use of which had been 
recommended in England and other countries; and to that 
effect new tanks were constructed on a still larger scale on the 
Gennevilliers side of the river. 

The sulphate of alumina process seemed at first to give the 
most favourable results. Sulphate of alumina, after being decom- 
posed by the alkaline elements contained in the sewage, was 
transformed into alumina in the form of granulated gelatine. 
It then merely exercised a kind of mechanical action over the 
solid matters suspended in the sewage, precipitating them, 
along with itself, to the bottom of the tank. 

Under the action of that process the water was entirely clari- 
fied, and was decanted back into the river in a clear state; but 
it was soon found that the purification was merely mechanical, 
and that the water, clear and pure though it might appear, re- 
tained all its noxious characters. Sulphate of alumina acts only 
on the matter suspended ; the water retains all the matters in 
solution, together with the organic elements liable to fermenta- 
tion. ‘This was clearly demonstrated by chemical analysis, as 
the following Table will show :— 

Sewage-water Water clarified 
| in its with sulphate 

natural state. of alumina. 

Kilog. Kilog. 
INTEROP CN Cecuit ess cm) oe me 0°037 0-021 

Volatile and combustible matters .. 0°729 0-240 

Mineral matters os’. a0) ete 2-038 0-724 

| | 2804 0-985 | 

, 

The clarified water was thus found to contain two-thirds of 
the nitrogen of the sewage, and one-third of the volatile and 
combustible matters, which are for the most part organic. 

Besides this unsatisfactory result, the large amount of solid 
matter remained to be dealt with, after it had been removed from 
the bottom of the tanks. This had to be spread over a large area 
to undergo the necessary process of drying; and when it is con- 
sidered that more than 200,000 tons would have had to be 
treated every year in that manner, it may be imagined what 
a mass of noxious gases would have arisen from such an accu- 
mulation of filth. It was, besides, calculated that the simple 
cost of the chemicals used would have been equal to the 
manuring value of the mud, and therefore its removal would 
have entailed an additional burden upon the ratepayers. 
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It seems incredible that as the contents of the cesspools and 
the solid matter collected in the tineties are not allowed to fall 
into the sewers—being carefully carted away to Bondy and other 
places—the Paris sewage should contain so large a quantity of 
solid matter both in solution and in suspension. From the 
withdrawal of all solid excremental matter, it might be inferred, 
on the contrary, that very little solid matter would be found. 
It has been ascertained, however, that no less than 15 lbs. of 
suspended solid matter is contained in 1000 gallons of the 
Paris sewage, besides 8 lbs. in solution, giving a total of 23 lbs. 

Some idea may then be formed of the extent to which the 
warping of the river was carried,.and of the necessity, to which 
the municipal authorities were soon obliged to yield, of keeping 
steam-dredges at work along the reaches most affected by the 
sewage deposit. 

At the outfall of St. Denis the quantity of solid matter amounts 
to as much as 39 lbs. per 1000 gallons; and some idea of the 
manuring value of the solid part of the sewage at that spot may 
be gathered from the following analysis :— 

lbs. 

Niror er sce oi Jar el ES e 
Combustible and soluble matter .. .. 14 
PSST LST na a ae ee ee em (C2 | 

Total solid, per 1000 gallons .. 35 

No wonder that the dwellers on the banks of the river, and the 
navigators upon it, so loudly complained. By means of the 
drags, a most costly process, no less than 82,000 cubic metres of 
putrescent mud were removed every year; but this was only a 
mitigation of the evil, and by no means a cure, inasmuch as the 
stench emitted by the heaps of this black fatty silt, removed by 
the drags, was greatly increased in intensity by being exposed to 
the action of the airand of heat. The cost of the dragging opera- 
tions came to about 7000J. a year. 

Owing to the limited quantity of sewage hitherto utilised by 
the Genneyvilliers people, the drags are still at work ; but the still 
more costly and inadequate process of purification by sulphate of 
alumina has been altogether abandoned, to the great discom- 
fiture of the manufacturing chemist, whose factory was close at 
hand, in Gennevilliers itself, and who supplied the sulphate of 
alumina at no small profit to himself. The supply of that 
chemical alone would have cost 40,000/. a-year, if the process 
had been persisted in. 

In the meantime, the Sewers Commissioners, assisted by those 
eminent engineers, MM. Mille and Durand-Claye, were not 
idle in contriving other means of overcoming the huge diffi- 
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culties in which the Paris sewage question was involved. During 
the years 1867-1868, sewage irrigation was tried on a piece 
of waste ground at Clichy. The sewage-water was pumped up: 
to that piece of land and made to percolate through 3 feet of 
soil. A drain was provided, and the filtered water collected 
and carefully analysed, It was found that so much as 80 per 
cent. of the carbonate of ammonia was retained by the soil. 
Sewage, containing 43 grammes of nitrogen per ton before its 
application to the land, when analysed after percolation through 
the soil, gave scarcely any trace of it in a decomposable state. 
Only 1-6 gramme of nitrogen in a state of mineral ammonia 
could be found. It was the same with the quantity of soluble 
oxygen. The sewage-water, when laid on the land, scarcely 
contained 2 cubic centimetres of oxygen per quart. On its 
eflluence from the soil it was found to contain from 8 to 10, 
which is the unerring characteristic of healthy water. 

These satisfactory results, added to the success achieved in 
the agricultural part of the experiments, naturally pointed to the 
direct application of sewage to the land as the only effectual and 
practical means of solving the troublesome problem. 

In 1869 an announcement was made that sewage would be 
supplied gratis to any one who felt inclined to use it on the Gen- 
nevilliers territory for agricultural or market-gardening purposes. 

The response to that offer was sufficiently encouraging to in- 
duce the Commissioners to undertake at once the necessary works. 
of delivery and distribution. To that effect, it was requisite, 
in the first place, to raise the sewage from the level of its outlet 
to a height of 11 metres, a little over 36 feet, so as to command 
the available area in the plain of Gennevilliers. A powerful 
pump, on the centrifugal principle, was first erected at Clichy. 
By means of this engine, the sewage is now raised so as to flow 
through an iron pipe which is Jaid underneath the footway 
of the ot bridge, and is thus carried over to the left bank of 
the river. Thence it is distributed all over the available space 
by means of open ditches, built in bricks and cement; and, 
owing to the high level attained, it is calculated that at least 
5000 acres can be irrigated in Gennevilliers alone. 

The quantity of sewage annually discharged from the Paris. 
sewers cannot be estimated at less than 100,000,000 tons; this. 
gives a daily average of nearly 300,000 tons. 

Calculating 8000 tons as the average quantity whieh one acre 
of light gravelly soil can effectually absorb, it would require 
12,500 acres to get rid of the Paris sewage; but up to the end 
of 1875, the owners of only 350 acres had taken advantage of the 
boon so graciously proffered; and even this small area is 
threatened to be greatly diminished, if not removed altogether. 
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The manufacturing chemist who supplied the sulphate of 
alumina has lately been moved to enter public life; and at the 
last election for municipal honours he managed so skilfully, 
that the old Corporation, who had authorised the City of Paris 
to lay their mains and distribution canals along the parish 
highways, were turned out of office, mayor and all, and the 
chemist was elected to the civic chair, where he now reigns 
supreme, surrounded by a council of his own choosing. 

Who would have thought that such a matter-of-fact question 
as that of sewage could have arrayed in opposition to its peace- 
ful, if not over-fragrant, sway, so powerful a champion as 
universal suffrage ! 

One of the first deeds of the new municipality was to organise 
a most determined attack upon the whole scheme; and one of 
the first steps taken was to denounce the contract which had 
been signed between the former Corporation and the City of 
Paris. Then a most vehement petition was sent to the Legis- 
lative Assembly, and it was discussed in the House at the sitting 
of the 18th of November last. 

I will not enter into the merits of this opposition, which 
mainly rests on grievances having but a temporary, I might say 
accidental, foundation, and the fons et origo of which lie in 
motives having a personal rather than a public interest. Suffice 
it to say, that the complaints preferred by the new municipality 
chiefly referred to the excessive use of the sewage, which had 
the effect of flooding the cellars of the village by raising the level 
of the subsoil-water. This grievance, as we shall see presently, 
is, to a certain extent, legitimate ;_ but as it can easily be remedied, 
it ought not to be alleged as a reason why the application of the 
system should be stopped altogether. 

Unfortunately for the cause of the complainants, another peti- 
tion, signed by a nearly equal number of landholders, but 
advocating a diametrically opposed scheme, was presented at the 
same time, contradicting the facts and arguments of the new 
Gennevilliers Corporation, and praying not only for the con- 
tinuance, but for the extension of the irrigation system. Another 
significant fact is that not one of the landholders who are using 
sewage on their fields has joined the dissentients. 

The Minister of Public Works, and the eminent Paris engi- 
neer, M. Krantz, had therefore no trouble in refuting the 
petition of the Gennevilliers Municipality ; and the whole matter 
was referred to the Minister, who in his speech had sufficiently 
foreshadowed his opinion to leave very little hope of success 
in the minds of the worthy mayor and his sympathetic coun- 
sellors. 

The total quantity of sewage that can be poured over Genne- 
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villiers from the two outlets of Clichy and St. Ouen may be 
computed at 44,000 tons from each, daily; but only one-fourth 
of that quantity was used in 1874. 

The following Table shows the progressive rate of the 
quantities used since the commencement :— 

N ee Quantities used. 

| pt See The Se 

1869 16 650,000 Tons. 

1870 55 | 810,000 ,, 

1871 War and Commune. 

1872 128 1,500,000 ,, 

1873 221 7,200,000 ,, 

1874 289 8,000,000 ,, 

1875 314 ais 

The sewage, as already stated, is pumped up at Clichy to the 
level of the Genevilliers’ embankment by means of powerful 
pumping-engines of 150-horse power. From the higher level 
to which the sewage is pumped up, pipes, 4 feet in diameter, 
bring it along the Clichy Bridge to the plain. The sewage of 
St. Ouen, commanding a higher level, simply flows by its own 
gravitation through a main 2 miles in length, and ‘directed to 
the extreme end of the peninsula. Both streams are then united 
in an open channel, built in bricks and cement, more than a 
mile in length, and 7 feet wide, running along the Genne- 
villiers and Asnieres embankment. From that main, subsidiary 
canals of various widths and lengths, complete the distributive 
network. 

Before we examine the agricultural results which have hitherto 
been obtained from the direct application of the Paris sewage 
to the land, it may be well to examine its chemical composition, 
in order to render possible a comparison with the sewage of 
English towns, and especially that of London. 

From the fact I have already stated, that the solid excre- 
mentitious matter is not allowed to pass into the sewers, it-may 
be inferred at once that a notable difference may be expected 
between the sewage of both cities, especially as regards its 
manuring value. : 

This difference exists to a remarkable degree between the 
Clichy and the St. Denis sewage-waters. At the latter place, 
where the great northern main discharges its contents, the refuse 
of the Bondy poudrette manufactory falls into the sewer, and the 
numerous manure-works of that neighbourhood send their con- 
tingent to the sewage; and the consequence is that a much 
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larger quantity of nitrogen and combustible organic matter is 
found in the sewage at that spot than at Clichy. 

The sewage-water issuing at the latter outlet and at St. Denis 
respectively contain per ton :— 

| Glichy. | St.Denis. | 

Grains. Grains. 
Nitrogen SEAP FELT PVT ee ne 61°73 2,160°55 

Combustible or volatile organic matter | 10,185°45 | 21,296-85 

Mineral matter .. .- .. .. .. | 21,605°50 | 29,939°05 

| | 31,852°68 | 53,396-45 
: I 

When the whole irrigation system is complete, and all the 
sewage from the three outlets is made to flow into one single 
channel, which will convey it in a flood over the proposed area, 
of sufficient extent to absorb one hundred million tons of 
sewage per annum, the average sewage will thus convey to the 
land no jess than 200 grains of fertilising matter per gallon. 

As I have already stated, no better soil could have been 
selected to test the efficiency of the agricultural system, with the 
view of getting rid of the sewage nuisance, than the plain of 
Gennevilliers. Its immediate vicinity to the outlets, which 
saved the necessity of constructing any great length of costly 
mains; its low level, which allowed the distribution of the 
sewage by gravitation, once it was raised up to the level of the 
river embankment; the great depth of its gravelly subsoil, 
through which the water easily percolates to the water-bearing 
stratum, the level of which, from its direct communication 
with the river, never rises above it, except in case of great 
floods, when the natural drainage is taxed beyond its power of 
discharge ;—all these advantages and favourable circumstances, 
could not fail to help the experiment to a highly successful 
issue. As might have been expected, the water, after perco- 
lating through the gravelly soil, was found at its effluence into 
the river in as great a state of purity as could be desired. The 
soil acts as a natural filter of great power, through which the 
water becomes easily aerated and oxygenised. 

To those favourable elements must be added the utterly barren 
nature of the tract of waste land comprising the plain of Gen- 
nevilliers, to which, however, its proximity to the capital would 
give a very high value, if it could only be made productive. 
This transformation, sewage alone could accomplish; and market- 
gardeners, nurserymen, and agriculturists, were not slow in 
accepting the proffered boon. : 

Unfortunately the available area is by no means adequate to 
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receive the quantity of sewage which, sooner or later, must be 
diverted from the river; and one of the legitimate causes of — 
complaint alleged by the adverse petitioners, was the excess of 
flooding with sewage to which the Paris Commissioners were 
tempted, in their anxiety to get rid of their commodity. Flushed 
by their manifest success, they thought that the capacity of the _ 
land to absorb the sewage had no limits; and we find that in the 
year 1874 some of the fields were favoured with no less than 40,000 
tons of the liquor per acre. No wonder that the level of the 
water-bearing stratum was so raised as to flood some low-lying 
cellars, and the bottoms of old gravel-pits. This was not ir- 
rigating the land, but flooding it with a vengeance. 

The Paris engineers had calculated that each acre could easily 
and profitably absorb some 82,000 gallons of sewage, calculating 
upon three crops a year, and a flood of 27,000 gallons for each 
crop. This is evidently excessive, for it would amount to the 
drainage of 360 inhabitants per acre; whereas in England the 
drainage of 200 inhabitants is, I believe, found by practice to be the 
maximum that can be absorbed by an acre of land under active 
cultivation. On the sewage-farm at Croydon, the sewage from 
165 inhabitants only is used for one acre. It must be admitted, 
however, that the same rule does not obtain for all soils and 
climates. It is obvious that the hot and dry plain of Genne- 
villiers, especially during the summer season, can absorb a much 
larger quantity of sewage than any part of moist England. At all 
events, it plainly appears that the policy aimed at by the Paris 
Sewage Commissioners was not so much to promote the proper 
growth of vegetable market-commodities, as to get rid of the largest 
possible quantity of their sewage; and however little sympathy — 
may be felt for the petitioners, it must be admitted that through 
the lavish supply of sewage, they had some reason to complain. 

The plain of Gennevilliers lies at the base of the high ground 
of the Mont Valérien and Buzenval districts, and receives all the 
rain that falls on that extensive watershed; and although its 
alluvial gravel measures, in places, from 25 to 45 feet in depth, 
yet when, in addition to natural drainage arising from the 
rainfall, it receives a dose of 40,000 tons of liquid in the course 
of a year, its absorbing capacity is evidently overtaxed, and the 
evils complained of are the result. 

Even in winter, when, the crops being all removed, the land 
remains idle, the sewage is nevertheless poured over the naked 
surface, leaving a black deposit intended to warp the soil and 
increase the depth of its crop-bearing stratum for the ensuing 
season. This is evidently wrong in practice. It has been 
demonstrated in England that, together with the soil, vegeta- 
tion is a most energetic deodorising and purifying agent, by 
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assimilating under some form or other, whether organic or 
mineral, all the fertilising matter contained in the sewage ; there- 
fore, if the purifying process by vegetable absorption be left out, 
and that duty exclusively apportioned to the action of the soil, 
at a time when it is saturated with the winter rainfall, it is obvious 
that failure must be the result. There can be no doubt that the 

comparative break-down of the system, as applied to Genne- 
villiers, must be ascribed to that cause, and that the adverse 

| petition to the Legislative Assembly by some of the inhabitants 
rests upon some legitimate foundation. 

So far as agriculture is concerned, there is no gainsaying the 
fact that extraordinary success has been achieved at Genneyvilliers. 
The principal crops grown under sewage-irrigation naturally 
belong more especially to market- and nursery-gardening than 
to ordinary farm-culture; but it may be asserted that in no 
instance of sewage-irrigation has the application of the system 
been attended with greater success. 

Last year a Committee was appointed by the Central Agri- 
cultural Society of France, at the request of the civic authorities, 
to examine the various plots of ground under sewage-treatment, 
with the view to determine the merits of the respective occupiers, 
and award prizes accordingly. 

The first prize, consisting of a work of art, was presented to 
M. Jolliclerc, whose plot of 20 acres deserves a special notice, 
owing to the great skill displayed in its management, and the 
systematic care with which all the operations connected with the 
application of sewage, in season and out of season, are carried 
out upon it. 

It was about the close of the year 1869 that M. Jolliclerc took 
a lease of about 20 acres of ground, which had been utterly 
abandoned owing to its barren nature. It was only in the month 
of June 1870, that sewage could be brought to it, so extensive 
had been the preparatory works of levelling the land for the 
proper distribution of the sewage and the construction of the 
canal connected with the main. Seeds of various vegetables, 
suited to the Paris market, were then sown, and the first crops 
were so abundant and so beautiful, that M. Jolliclere succeeded 
in obtaining most favourable contracts to supply the ‘ Grand 
Hotel,’ several hospitals, barracks, and other large establish- 
ments in the metropolis. 

The unfortunate events of the year 1870 and 1871 interrupted 
-M. Jolliclere’s cultivation; but at the termination of the Com- 
mune Civil War, his operations were actively resumed, and a visit 
to his sewage market-garden will amply repay the trouble of the 
journey. It is, indeed, difficult to imagine a more interesting 
picture of active and luxuriant vegetation. 
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Artichokes, beetroots, carrots, cabbages of all kinds, cucum- 
bers, melons, bulbous chervil, spinach, strawberries, beans, 
turnips, onions, parsnips, leeks, green-peas, potatoes, pumpkins, 
tomatoes, &c.—in fact, all the vegetables known to the Paris 
climate are cultivated in turn, each according to its proper season, 
with a success which, as regards size, flavour, and abundance, 
has never been equalled in the neighbourhood of the capital. 

Having an unlimited supply of rich sewage at his command, 
M. Jolliclere never allows his ground to remain fallow, except 
in the depth of winter, which, in that low and porous district, is 
always of exceessive rigour. 

The land is dug up with the spade and laid out in beds, 
about 2 feet 6 inches in width. Lach stetch is divided by a | 
channel of equal width, which the sewage is allowed to flood 
after each crop, and in summer, several times, whenever the land 
gets dry. ‘ 

After each crop, the order of the stetches is inverted, the 
new bed intended to receive the fresh crop being raised where 

the former sewage-channel was laid. By means of this alternate 
rotation, half the space remains in bare fallow, and thus gets fer- 
tilised both from actual rest and direct absorption of sewage- 
water, whilst the crop growing on the adjacent bed derives from 
the right and from the left, all the moisture and nutrition it 
requires for its rapid growth and development. 

With this judicious system, it will be seen that the growing 
plants have no direct communication with the sewage, and no 
contact whatever with it, even through the leaves. 

Taking into consideration the barren nature of the ground 
where M. Joliclerc has laid out his market-garden, the bulk of 
the crops he obtains is considerable. ‘The average quantities 
of various produce harvested from this sewage market-garden 
being as follows per acre :—carrots, 20 tons; red heet-roots 
for salad, 85 tons; French beans, 6 tons; cabbages, 30 tons; 
spinach, 4 tons; artichokes, about 40,000 heads. 

From 20 acres he had under cultivation at the outset of his 
operations in 1869, M. Jolliclere has now increased his holding 
to 300 acres, and is making arrangements to further increase 
it to 1000 acres. 

Besides market-gardening, there are also regular farming 
operations carried out at Gennevilliers under the sewage-system. 
From ground of the same description as that of M. Jolliclerc, 
M. Boismal succeeded in harvesting, in 1874, 50 tons of excellent 
mangolds, 32 bushels of wheat, and 56 bushels of oats per acre. 

Industrial crops of unusual bulk and quality have also been 
obtained from highly successful experiments. M. Auguste Royer 
has obtained 31 tons of mint out of 5 acres of irrigated land, of a 
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value equal to 40/. per acre. Asparagus and potatoes grow also. 
most luxuriantly and profitably. M. Tholomier took some 
old quarry-ground, measuring about 33 acres, at a rental of 6. 
in all, from which he has obtained an annual produce exceeding 
160/. in value. 

Nursery- and flower-gardening are also carried on most success- 
fully at Gennevilliers under the sewage system. All visitors to. 
Paris are pleasantly struck with the beautiful display of cut and 
pot flowers gracing numerous open-air markets and shops all over 
the French capital. In fact, the flower-trade is one of great 
and still growing importance; and the area of land devoted to 
that beautiful culture is greatly extending every year in the 
immediate neighbourhood of Paris. Several well-known nur- 
serymen and flower-growers have recently established gardens at 
Gennevilliers, specially devoted to that industry under the sewage- 
system ; and nothing can give an idea of the peculiar and extra- 
ordinary brilliancy of colour and fragrance of perfume pertaining 
to the various flowers grown from those sewage-irrigated beds. 

The growth of fruit-trees has also been attempted with won- 
derful success in point of rapidity of development in the trees, 
and the excellence and size of the fruit produced. 

Familiar as my English readers are with the good effects of 
the application of sewage in England, I doubt if they would be 
prepared to realise the wonderful results of that system under 
the Paris climate, and upon the sandy soil of the Gennevilliers 
plains, unless they saw it, and came to consider the local cir- 
cumstances which give to the application of sewage unusually 
favourable conditions. 

In the first place, the porous nature of the soil readily drains. 
from the seed-bed the excess of moisture arising from an over- 
abundant flooding of sewage; and, secondly, the large amount 
of caloric which readily accumulates in the gravelly subsoil from 
the exposure of the surface to the hot Paris sun during the 
summer season, acts as bottom heat; and it is easy to imagine 
what energetic activity sewage-irrigation, under such climatic 
influences, must impart to vegetation. 

Already, as a natural consequence of the successful results, 
the rent-value of the land susceptible of being irrigated has 
risen considerably. Land which formerly could hardly com- 
mand 20s. an acre, is now readily let at 6/. 10s. The Munici- 
pality of Paris get now as much as 8/. an acre for the land they 
possess in Gennevilliers, and the rate is still increasing. 

As another consequence of that prosperous state of the dis- 
trict, population is rapidly increasing, labour being in great 
demand, owing to the extensive market-gardens established 
upon every available spot of land within reach of the sewage. 
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New dwellings are being erected, and quite a new village, 
called Les Gresillons, has lately sprung up near the Clichy 
Bridge, and is chiefly inhabited by market-gardeners. 

Under these circumstances, it is but natural to find that the — 
Paris municipal authorities, disregarding the petty opposition 
raised against the very existence of their scheme at Genne- 
villiers by a small knot of discontented or disappointed people, _ 
are pushing on their plans for the extension of their works of 
distribution, so as to dispose of the whole of the sewage. To 
that effect, they have applied for a declaration from the State 
that the scheme they have now selected to dispose of the Paris 
sewage through its absorption by the soil, is of utilité publique: a_ 
declaration which is equivalent to an Act of Parliament, autho-— 
rising appropriations, and granting of all the powers, necessary — 
to carry on works without any fear of individual opposition. ’ 

The land available at Gennevilliers and Asnieres not being — 
sufficient to absorb all the sewage, it is now intended to cross 
the river again at St. Germain, and irrigate all the land lying 
on the verge of the forest along the river, and if need be, pour 
whatever is not used for agricultural purposes into the forest itself. 

This seems to be the only practical way of dealing with the 
serious difficulties in which the question is involved ; and, from 
the pressing necessity of the solution of the problem, in that 
way and in no other, it must at last prevail. 

The late lamented M. Ducuing had prepared a scheme to 
take the Paris sewage to the sea at Havre, along the course of 
the river Seine, thus repeating the scheme recommended of old 
by Ovid. 

“ Dorice ab Iliaca placidus purgamina Vesta, 
Detulerit flavis in Mare Tibris aquis.” 

But, on examination, that scheme was found impracticable, not 
only on account of the enormous expenditure of capital it would” 
entail, but also on account of its engineering impossibilities. 

Such is the position of the sewage question in Paris. From 
what I have said, it may be fairly concluded that the happy 
solution of the grave difficulties in which the Paris Corporation 
found themselves involved when it turned out, against their 
fond expectation, that the River Seine did not remove the sewage 
along with its stream, but got helplessly fouled and poisoned, 
has at last reached a point beyond the stage of groping experi- 
ments. The issue is now close at hand, and there cannot be 
any apprehension about its successful and satisfactory character, 
when we consider, on the one hand, the crushing urgency of the: 
want and the completeness of the remedy, and on the other the 
irresistible power wielded by the great city’s corporation, which 
has determined to adopt that remedy. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

Tue object of this Paper is not to discuss the policy of the 
Agricultural Holdings Act, nor yet to criticise its shortcomings 
from the point of view of landlord or tenant, but to give such 
an explanation of its provisions as will be intelligible to those 
whom it so intimately concerns. On the whole, considering the 
number of amendments made in the original Bill, and the late 
period of the Session to which the discussions in Committee 
were protracted, the Act bears fewer marks of haste and cobbled 
legislation than might have been expected. Its leading prin- 
ciples are well defined ; and though the language of particular 
sections is not always free from doubt, the Act, considered from 
the draughtsman’s point of view, is an extremely creditable piece 
of workmanship. However small, too, may be its immediate 
effect upon the relations of landlord and tenant, through its 
permissive character, no lawyer can undervalue an Act of Parlia- 
ment which reverses a presumption of law in existence for 
centuries past, and reverses it apparently in favour of the 
husbandman and against the lord, but really in the interest of 
both these classes. 

The law is said to be the perfection of common sense. It is 
also, or should be, the perfection of justice; and this perfection 
is not fixed, absolute, and unchangeable, but must vary with 
custom, and be fashioned from time to time according to the 
altered circumstances of society ; otherwise, the legal perfection 
of one age may be the imperfection of the next. Thus when 
husbandry was rude, and as an art could hardly be said to exist, 
there was no great hardship in a rule* which secured to the 

_ husbandman, with certain limitations, the crops of the year, but 
’ gave him no farther rights in the soil. The year’s crops would 

Bperesent py. ‘aceurately the return to which he was entitled 

* The rule as Ho Mmblemonta 

VOL. XII.—S. S. K 
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for his industry; unexhausted improvements would be to him 
words without meaning. As capital and skill, however, came 
to be imported into agriculture, there arose the necessity of afford- 
ing the cultivator of the soil some further protection than that 
which sufficed when labour and seed, with the poor manure of the 
farmyard, were his chief if not his only investment in the soil. 
Then Custom gradually arose, and became an ally of the English” 
Law, varying in different counties, and even in different districts 
in the same county, but recognising, though still partially and 
inadequately as a whole, the just rights of the farmer, newly 
created as these were by a more elaborate and artificial system 
of cultivation. 

The growth of these local customs is in itself an interesting 
example of the mode in which custom and law, working together 
in this country, combine to recognise great social changes long 
before their recognition by the Legislature, and to soften in 
practice the application of what has come to be a rigorous and 
inequitable principle of law. “It is somewhat remarkable,” 
says one writer,* “that the Lincolnshire custom itself, from 
which the main features of the Act are borrowed, followed and 
did not precede the great agricultural improvements made in 
that county.” But in truth, there is nothing remarkable in this 
order of events: cause and effect have borne here their usual 
relation to each other. What is more remarkable is the power 
of adaptation to special circumstances shown by the English 
common law, and the force slowly attained by custom when 
sanctioned by the law, and felt to be in itself just and expedient.f — 
It has always been in the power of landlords in Lincolnshire 
and elsewhere to contract themselves out of any local custom, 
just as it is now in the power of landlords anywhere to con- 
tract themselves out of the Agricultural Holdings Act. But 
custom rules, nevertheless ; and though at one time it must have 
been new to English judges, it was engrafted by them in time 
upon the common law. They went even farther; not only 
enforcing these local customs in agriculture in the absence of 
agreement, but even giving to tenants the benefit of these 
customs in cases where an agreement had been entered into, 
provided the agreement contained nothing inconsistent with the 
custom, 

Under the Common Law of England, agricultural tenants 
have enjoyed from remote antiquity a certain a degree of protec- 

“Qu: irterly Review,’ vol. 139, p. 562. 
; But the law of change applies with equal force to custom as to law. “ Cus- 

toms,” says Lord Henniker, “are no longer applicable to many places where they” 
exist, and it will be a boon that a good sound rule should be laid down, havin 
all the force of legislative enactment. A good measure laid down upon br 
lines will be pretty generally followed.”—(Speech on Second Reading of Age 
cultural Holdings Bill, House of Lords, March 12, 1875). 
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tion. It is true that the leaning of the law was far more strongly 
pronounced in favour of ownership. Following in this respect 
the Roman law, our early English commentators laid down the 
doctrine not only that buildings passed with the soil, but that, 

if trees were planted or seed sown in another’s land, the pro- 
_ prietor of the soil became proprietor also of the tree, the plant, 

or the seed, as soon as it had taken root. Quicquid plantatur 
solo, solo cedit—whatever is affixed to soil becomes, in contempla- 
tion of law, a part of the soil, and subject to the same rights of 
property as the soil itself. When farmers were little more than 
bailiffs or stewards, paying a rent in kind, this general doctrine 
was not so harsh and unjust as it now seems to us under the 
highly artificial conditions of modern agricultural tenancies. The 
maxim, however, was in time tempered in favour of the tenant, as 
well from a sense of justice as for reasons of public policy. “If 
the tenant-at-will sows his land,” says Blackstone, “and the 
landlord, before the corn is ripe or before it is reaped, puts him 
out, yet the tenant shall have the emblements, and free ingress, 
egress, and regress, to cut and carry away the profits. And this 
for the same reason upon which all the cases of emblements turn, 
viz., the point of uncertainty ; since the tenant could not possibly 

_ know when his landlord would determine his holding, and there- 
fore could make no provision against it; and having sown the 
land, which is for the good of the public, upon a reasonable 

_ presumption, the law will not suffer him to be a loser by it.” 
And again: “The tenant . .. shall have the emblements to 
_ compensate for the labour and expense of tilling, manuring, and 
_ sowing the lands, and also for the encouragement of husbandry, 
which, being a public benefit, tending to the increase and plenty 
of provisions, ought to have the utmost security and privilege 
that the law can give it. Wherefore, by feudal law, if the tenant 
for life died between the beginning of September and the end of 

| February, the lord who was entitled to the reversion was, also 
} entitled to the profits of the whole year; but if he died between 

_ the beginning of March and the end of August, the heirs of the 
tenant received the whole. And from hence our law of emble- 
ments seems to have been derived.” 

The doctrine of emblements,* as Blackstone elsewhere ex- 
plains, extended only to corn’ sown, roots planted, or’ other 

* Emblements (sometimes called fructus industriales) is derived from the old 
J French term emblavence de blé, corn sprung up above ground, and the word 

strictly means growing crops of sown land, but was enlarged to mean roots planted, 
» and other annual artificial profits derived from the soil. The importance of the 

old doctrine has been shorn by 14 & 15 Vict. c. 25, which recites “the evils of 
the right to emblements,” and provides (§ 1) that, instead of this right, tenants in 
certain cases, where their leases or tenancies are determined by the death of the 

_ limited owner, shall continue to oceupy their holdings till the end of the current 
year of their respective tenancies. 

K 2 
| « 
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“annual artificial profit. It is otherwise of fruit-trees, grass, 
and the like, which are not planted annually at the expense and 
labour of the tenant, but are either a permanent or natural profit 
of the earth; for when a man plants a tree, he cannot be pre- 
sumed to plant it in contemplation of any present profit, but 
merely with a prospect of its being useful to himself in future, . 
and to a future succession of tenants.” Thus the law did not 
recognise the tenant’s right to do more than was necessary to 
raise one year’s crop. He might live, or farm, from hand to 
mouth; but if he planted, or built, or treated the soil with a view 
to future benefit, he did so at his own risk, and must trust to the 
generosity of the owner. And the strongest testimony we can 
have to show that the ancient trust thus reposed by English tenants 
in English landlords was not on the whole misplaced, is the fact 
that statutory compensation for unexhausted improvements could 
have been so long delayed. If any considerable number of the 
owners of the soil had stood on their strict rights, and taken such 
advantage of tenants’ improvements as was permitted them by a 
too rigorous law, that law would have been swept away years 
ago amidst heart-burnings and indignation which would have 
survived for generations. 

It was felt at length—and not too soon—that the new class of 
interests which had sprung up in the soil should not be left 
dependent on the good feeling and forbearance of any class, 
however disposed they might be to do substantial justice between 
themselves and the persons who had created these interests. — 
There was atime, as we have seen, when the maxim that whatever 
is annexed to the soil belongs to the owner of the soil, was not 
necessarily harsh or inapplicable. Then came the doctrine of 
emblements, the first legal recognition of tenant-right, a rough 
but probably on the whole a satisfactory solution of the difficulty 
as it then existed ; and this doctrine was followed by the judge- 
made law which adopted and confirmed local custom, in defence 
of the undoubted personal interests of tenants and in furtherance 
of public policy. Next in order come the attempts made in 
1843 by Lord Portman, in the Upper House, and in 1847-9 by 
Mr. Philip Pusey,* in the House of Commons, to supplement 
by a general law that which had become of partial application 
in English agriculture by force of custom. 

* Readers of the ‘ Journal’ will be glad to be reminded of the Prime Minister's 
eulogium :— Mr, Pusey, who was, both by his lineage, his estate, his rare accom- 
plishments, and fine abilities, one of the most distinguished country gentlemen — 
who ever sat in the House of Commons.””—(Speech of Mr. Disraeli in moving the 
Second Reading of Agricultural Holdings Bill, June 24, 1875). Mr. Pusey told 
the present First Minister, that the fact that a tenant-at-will had no security | 
for the capital which he ought to be encouraged to invest in the soil, was “ the 
only blot in the agricultural hierarchy.’ But Mr. Pusey, while a vigorous. 
supporter of tenant-right, was an opponent of leases, which, in his opinion, would - 
lead to the breaking-up of estates, and destroy the influence of landlords. 
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These labours were not without fruit, though Parliament 
appointed Committees in vain, and elaborate investigations 
and prolonged discussions, in and out of Parliament, seemed at 
one time only to disclose new difficulties and to disappoint the 
hope of finding any common ground of agreement. During the 
thirty odd years which have since passed, English farming has 
come to require more scientific training, with far greater capital 
and appliances ; and the arguments of Mr. Pusey and his friends 
have been reinforced, and the case for legislation has been greatly 
strengthened, by a plain and growing necessity. It is not neces- 
sary to trace here, in any detail, the history of what can hardly 
be called an agitation fora change inthe law. The Agricultural 
Holdings (England) Act, 1875, was a concession to demands 
which had long been made on the part of the tenant-farmers ; 
but it was not the result of agitation or strong excitement. 
Accordingly, its provisions are moderate, and to many persons 
may be disappointing from their moderation. But though 
nobody need come under the Act who wishes to avoid it, we 
may not unfairly presume that in course of years it will do for 
England, as a whole, what habit and repute as to farm-improve- 
ments have already done in Lincolnshire and other counties ; 
for the force of law will now always be working, silently but not 
ineffectually, to replace bad customs by reasonable ones, and to 
establish these reasonable customs in the tenant’s favour when 
none others exist. 

In examining the provisions of the Act it will be convenient 
to follow its main divisions, though not always the order in 
which these are placed ; and we may begin with the 

GENERAL APPLICATION OF THE ACT. 

The Irish farmers possess their own charter in the Act of 
1870, “to amend the law relating to the occupation and owner- 
ship of land in Ireland.” ‘The Scotch farmers, it is to be pre- 
sumed, will be dealt with in their turn, The Act of 1875, there- 
fore, does not apply to either Scotland or Ireland (§ 3). The 
Irish Act, it may be remembered, contains a scheme, based no 
doubt on the supposed wants of the country, enabling the Board 
of Public Works in Ireland to make advances to landlords of 
sums due to tenants as compensation in cases in which the 
tenants quit their holdings of their own accord, without 
being disturbed by the landlords. It also empowers the Board 
to make advances to landlords for the improvement of waste 
lands. Above all, the Act authorises the Board, if they are 
satisfied with the security, to advance to any tenant a sum not 
exceeding two-thirds of the purchase-money for the purpose of 



may be bought by the tenantry with the help of State loans, 
provided that tenants representing four-fifths in value of the 
estate concur in a desire to purchase it, in which case outside 
purchasers may come in, and the Board will advance one-half of 
their purchase-money, with two-thirds of the purchase-money of- 
the tenantry. 

Freedom of Contract.—It is hardly necessary to say that none 
of these provisions find a place in the English Act, which is 
restricted to its one object of adding to the security of farming 
capital by affording a reasonable compensation to tenants for 
such capital when sunk in the land and still remaining to the 
benefit of the land, always provided that no agreement exists 
to the contrary. The foundation of the Act is its recognition of 
the perfect competency of tenants as well as landlords to manage. 
their own affairs and make their own bargains. If they think 
fit to exclude the operation of the Act altogether, they are free — 
to do so, and each may, as heretofore, make the best terms he 
can for himself, or lay down the conditions which in his opinion — 
best meet his own case. If the tenant chooses to forego all 
claims to compensation, he may do so; if, on the contrary, he 
exacts more liberal compensation than any which the Act allows, 
and the landlord assents, they have nothing to do but to embody 
the precise terms in an agreement. They may contract them- 
selves entirely out of the Act in either case, for nothing in the 
Act will prevent a landlord and tenant, or persons contemplating 
this relation, from making any agreement they think fit, or will 
interfere with the operation of such agreement (§ 54). 
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enabling him to buy the freehold. Under § 47, entire estates 

Adoption of parts of the Act.—On the other hand, they may 
agree (but the agreement must be in writing) to adopt any parts 
of the Act they may think suitable to their case, excluding the 
remaining parts (§ 55). This is a most useful provision. For 
example, a landlord may distrust the working of the Act with 
regard to compensation, or the tenant may prefer to claim under 
custom instead of under the Act; but both may agree in either 
of these contingencies to adopt the sections of the Act which pro- 
vide for the settlement of disputes between them, or as to the 
amount of compensation due, or such of the sections as apply to 
the particular case. Again: the provision which recognises a 
landlord’s title to meet the tenant’s claim to compensation by a 
counter-claim,* for waste or breach of covenant (§ 19) is very 

* It seems unfortunate for the landlord that he can only put in a counter-claim, 
where the tenant has made a claim for improvements under this Act. In many 
cases where there is a claim for away-going crop, or acts of husbandry, it would 
be well if the Jandlord’s claim for waste and dilapidation could be put in and 
determined by arbitration.—Note by Mr. J. D. Dent, of Ribston Hall, Wetherby. 
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likely to form part of future agreements, for at present the enforce- 
ment of any such counter-claims by action at law is difficult and 
costly, whereas the Act provides an easy and summary mode of 
doing so. The tenant may insist upon the extended notice to quit 
provided by the Act (§ 51), or upon the section recognising his 
property in fixtures, machinery, &e. (§ 53); and the landlord 
may find it useful, in view of contemplated changes in his pro- 
perty, to adopt the section enabling him to resume part of the 
holding for one or more of the purposes specified in § 52. All 
or any of these provisions may be adopted “ by reference,” that 
is, the sections so adopted need not be set out at length but need 
only be referred to, just as, in a private Act of Parliament, 
general Acts, or parts of general Acts are often incorporated by 
reference. Taking such an “incorporation of Acts clause” as 
a model, the agreement might run in this form : 

“For the purposes of this agreement the following provisions 
of the Agricultural Holdings (England) Act 1875 are adopted 
herewith, viz. :— 

Sections 20 to 41 inclusive (relating to procedure). 
Section 51. (Time of notice to quit. ) 
Section 52. (Resumption of improvements.) 
Section 53. (As to fixtures.) 

Or such part of the above sections as are not inconsistent with 
this agreement.” 

Another provision in the Act, if adopted in farm agreements, 
will be found very valuable. I refer to § 42, which enables 
limited owners, by an easy method, to charge the holding with 
the amount of any compensation due to tenants. At present one 
great obstacle to security for the tenant’s expenditure is the 
inability of limited owners to give the requisite guarantee or, 
with justice to their families, to pay the sum fairly due as com- 
pensation to tenants. As the greater part of the land throughout 
the United Kingdom is held by limited owners, the want of 
some simple method of enabling them to charge the inheritance 
has long been felt. No doubt limited owners, with the consent of 
the Inclosure Commissioners, may already obtain these charges 
through the Court of Chancery, and by means of the Improve- 
ment of Land Act, 1864, and the Lands’ Improvement Com- 
panies, but with a trouble and expense which have hitherto often 
deterred them from making use of this cumbrous machinery. 
It has now been the object of the Legislature, subject to restric- 
tions which will be noticed hereafter, to give both to absolute and 
limited owners a cheap and easy method of charging their estates 
with the amount of compensation due under any circumstances, 
whether by force of custom, or under the Act, or by virtue of a 
special agreement. This intention might have been more 
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clearly expressed, for although a landlord and tenant (§ 55) may 
agree to adopt “any of the provisions” of the Act, and there- 
upon any provision so adopted is to “have effect in the agree- 
ment accordingly,” it may be argued that § 42 only authorises — 
a charge upon the estate for the amount of compensation due to _ 
a tenant “under this Act,” and the Court is only to allow the 
charge “on being satisfied of the observance in good faith by 
the parties of the conditions imposed by this Act,” whereas the 
compensation would be really due to the tenant, not under the 
Act but under the agreement, or by the custom ; and the parties 
to the agreement would be outside the conditions of the Act, except 
those contained in and imposed by the incorporated section. 
However, the language of the sub-section (§ 55) shows that the 
Legislature specially contemplated the adoption of the estate- 
charging clause by limited owners who did not desire to come 
under the Act generally, and it may be assumed that the Courts 
would interpret the two sections so as to carry out the obvious 
meaning of the Legislature.* 

Non-application to Small Holdings——We may now consider 
in what cases the Act will and will not apply. It will not 
apply to holdings which are non-agricultural, or which are 
smaller in extent than two acres (§ 58). There was an attempt 
in the House of Commons to extend the Act to the case of allot- 
ments, or plots of land let to farm-labourers ; and it was argued 
that they put into the soil even a larger proportion of capital, 
represented by labour, in proportion to the extent of land they 
cultivate, than the tenant-farmers. But the practical inconyeni- 
ences of recognising a tenant-right in this class of small culti- 
vators led the House to reject this proposal; and here, as in 
other cases, the maxim still prevails—De minimis non curat lex. 

’ 

The Act came into operation on February 14, 1876, and 
thereafter will apply to all new, and to some then-existing 
holdings of agricultural or pastoral lands, or lands partly agri- 
cultural and partly pastoral, over two acres in extent (§ 58), 
subject to the following limitations :— : 

As to New Tenancies.—It will apply to all holdings—whether 
tenancies at will, or from year to year, or for a term, or for lives. 
—beginning after February 14, unless the landlord or his agent 
take the precaution of having a written agreement, signed by 
the tenant as well as by the landlord or agent, expressly con- 
tracting themselves out of the Act (§ 56). If, therefore, in 
entering into a new contract of tenancy, the parties desire to be 

* This, however, could not be made to apply to any work executed by a land- — 
ln at his own expense, for the convenience of his tenant,—Note by Mr. J. D. — 
Jent, 
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governed by the Act in every particular not provided for by the 
special agreement, this result will be obtained by implication, 
though the Act may not once be mentioned. It is obviously 
necessary, therefore, in drawing up such agreements, to bear in 
mind that if they are silent as to the operation of the Act, they 
may be subjected to important variations and additions, in the 
terms of the Act, so far as these are not over-ridden by the terms 
of the agreements. Any such agreements must expressly provide 
that the Act, and no part or provision of the Act, shall apply 
(§ 56). The Act is permissive only in the sense that, if parties 
to a contract of tenancy take certain simple precautions to escape 
from its operation they are free todo so. But it is not enough 
to say by word of mouth that they do not want to be governed 
by its provisions. They must put this intention in writing, 
either in the lease or agreement itself, or in a separate form, for 
unless this precaution be taken the Act becomes operative. If 
the intention be to exclude the operation of the entire Act, this 
intention may be easily expressed bya proviso in the agreement, 
following the words of § 56 :— 

“ Provided always, and it is hereby agreed and declared by 
and between the parties hereto, that the Agricultural Holdings. 
(England) Act, 1875, or any part or provision thereof, shall not. 
apply to the contract hereby entered into.” 

Some such clause will, no doubt, for some time after the Act. 
has been in operation, form part of many future agreements in 
the interests-of the landlord. On the other hand, if the tenant 
desires to secure the benefit of the Act, he must be careful to see 
that his lease or agreement contains no clause of this kind. If 
the landlord and tenant decide upon incorporating in the new 
agreement any “ part or provision” of the Act, without adopting. 
the whole of it, such part or provision must be clearly specified 
in the mode already indicated. It may not be superfluous to. 
explain that the words, “ Part or provision”—the words used 
in § 56—have two different meanings. ‘ Part” includes all 
the sections under any one of the general headings in the Act. 
For instance, the sections relating to “Compensation,” ‘ Pro- 
cedure,” ‘Charge of Tenants’ Compensation,” “ Fixtures,” &c.,, 
are all respectively so comprised ; and a proviso that the parties 
agreeing to adopt “that part of the Act relating to Fixtures.” 
would by reference be a sufficient adoption of the various sec- 
tions contained in such Part. ‘ Provision” may mean, hy 
contradistinction, one of the sections possibly forming a “ part” 
in itself, as § 51, “Notice to Quit,” and § 52, “Resumption. 
for Improvements.” 

As to Tenancies existing before February 14, 1876 (§ 57).— 
The Act will apply to no existing tenancies under lease or 
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agreement for years, or for life (§ 57, sub-sect.); but it will take 
effect upon all existing tenancies from year to year, or at will, 
unless “ within two months after the commencement of the Act” 
—that is, on or before April 13, 1876 (April 14 being Good 
Friday, and a dies non)—the landlord or the tenant gives notice 
in writing to the other that he desires that the existing tenure 
shall remain unaffected by the Act (§ 57). Thus silence, as in 
the case of new tenancies, will be taken as meaning consent to 
the adoption of the Act. On the other hand, either party has 
the option of excluding the operation of the Act; but, again, it 
must not be by word of mouth, but by writing. If on either 
side such a notice has been given, in distrust of the Act, or 
ex abundante cautelé, the notice may at any time during the 
tenancy be revoked, and thereupon the Act will apply ; or at 
any time parts of the Act may be adopted, as has already been 
explained. No express form of words is necessary in this or 
other cases of notice under the Act, but this simple form may 
be given for guidance :— 

“ Srr,—Pursuant to the provisions of the Agricultural Hold- 
ings (England) Act, 1875, I hereby give you notice that I 
desire that the existing contract of tenancy between [us] shall 
remain unaffected by the said Act. 

“Datedthe dayof ,18..” 

Such a notice would be signed by the landlord or the tenant 
who gave the notice. If given by the latter to the agent, the 
word within brackets might be replaced by the words “ between 
[name of landlord| and myself ;” if given by the agent to the 
tenant, the appropriate words would be “ between [name of land- 
lord| and yourself.” Though landlords will doubtless take the 
initiative in most cases, it is important that yearly tenants 
or tenants-at-will should also know their position under the Act 
—what they are required to do, and what will be the result if 
they do nothing. It must be borne in mind that a tenant may 
claim compensation either under the Act, if it applies to his 
holding, or under custom or contract; he must only not claim 
under the Act, and under custom or contract, “in respect- of 
the same work or thing” (§ 59). The compensation due to him 
under the custom of the country may be more beneficial to him 
than any compensation which would accrue under the Act; and 
it may therefore be to his injury if he stands by—being a 
yearly tenant or tenant-at-will—and, through negligence or 
ignorance, allows the time to expire within which he may pre- 
vent the Act from applying. In the event of such a lapse on 
either side, the Act, having once taken effect, can only be ousted 
by mutual consent or by determination of the tenancy. While 
the operation of the Act may be excluded by either landlord or 
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tenant, both must concur in order to adopt parts of the Act, as 
this must necessarily be in writing. 

An important question arises under § 57. Where a tenant 
from year to year holds under an agreement, how is the agree- 
ment affected by the Act, in the absence of notice to exclude the 
operation of the Act? The point is not free from doubt, but the 
reasonable construction seems to be that, in the case of a current 
tenancy from year to year, the existence of an agreement will not 
prevent the Act from applying; while, on the other hand, the 
Act will not override the agreement, but will supplement it, and 
be read as one with it. It is true that § 54 says that nothing in 
the Act shall “interfere with the operation” of an agreement. 
But the language of § 57 is equally express in its application to 
existing “contracts of tenancies” from year to year, thereby 
including yearly tenancies under written agreement, as well as 
those where there is no agreement. ‘Such an application of 
§ 57 will not “interfere with the operation” of any agreement 
in the sense of contravening it. The contract of tenancy will 
be “ affected” by the Act, not revoked. In other words, where 
the agreement expresses the will of the parties, it will prevail 
over the Act, thereby preserving the freedom of contract, which 
is the spirit of the Act; but where the agreement. is silent, the 
Act will step in, just as the custom of the country may be im- 
ported into any farm agreement with which it is not inconsistent. 
If this view be correct, it follows that where either of the parties 
to an existing tenancy from year to year desires that the Act 
shall not be incorporated with the agreement, he must give 
notice, in the terms of § 57, “ that he desires that the existing 
contract of tenancy between them shall remain unaffected by the 
Act.” Neither Jandlord nor tenant will be safe in relying upon 
the agreement without such notice. 

General Saving of Rights (§ 60).—The Act leaves untouched, 
except as therein expressed, any power, right, or remedy vested 
ina landlord, tenant, or other person, by statute, custom, or other- 
wise, “in respect of a contract of tenancy:or other contract, or 
of any improvement, waste, emblements, 'tillages, away-going 
crops, fixtures, tax, rate, tithe-rentcharge, rent, or other thing.” 

SUBJECTS OF COMPENSATION. 

Having ascertained the cases in which the Act applies, or 
may apply, we may now examine the provisions of the Act 
which regulate a tenant’s title to compensation for improvements 
executed on his holding. Here it is proper to bear in mind 

. that the term “ holding” throughout the Act “includes all land 
held by the same tenant of the same landlord for the same term 
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under ‘the same contract of tenancy” (§ 4). It follows, there- 
fore, that there may be two separate “holdings” by the same 
tenant under the same landlord if the land is held for a different 
term or under a different contract. Hence it will be necessary 
in such cases to give separate notices in respect of each holding, 
whenever notices are necessary under the Act. Another defini- — 
tion which may be given here is that of the term, “contract of 
tenancy,” which throughout the Act means not only a letting of 
land under any instrument, “ for a term of years, or for lives, or 
for lives and years,” but also a letting from year to year, or at 
will (§ 4). 

Three classes of improvements are recognised (§ 5) as en- 
titling a tenant to compensation. They must all have been 
“executed” after February 14, 1876; and the compensation, if 
any, due in respect of them will only be paid at the end of the 
tenancy, whether such tenancy is determined by effluxion of 
time, by the act of either landlord or tenant, or by any other 
cause. 

As to First-Class Improvements.—These are thirteen in num- 
ber, and come under the head of permanent improvements, for 
which the highest scale of compensation is awarded. They are 
ranged in alphabetical order, thus :— 

1. Drainage of land. 8. Making or improving water- 
2, Erection or enlargement of courses, ponds, wells, or re- 

buildings. servoirs, or works for supply 
3. Laying down permanent pas- of water for agricultural or 

ture. domestic purposes. 
| 4. Making and planting osier beds. 9. Making fences. 
5. Making water-meadows, or 10. Planting hops. 

works of irrigation. 11. Planting orchards. 
6. Making gardens. 12. Reclaiming waste land. 
7. Making or improving roads or 13. Warping land. 

bridges. ’ 

The wording of § 6 is of great importance. It runs thus :— 
‘“An improvement shall not in any case be deemed, for the 
purposes of this Act, to continue unexhausted beyond the respec- 
tive times” applicable to each class of improvement, namely, 
twenty, seven, and two years. These periods, therefore, merely 
represent the maximum limit of time during which compensa- 
tion can be claimed. It will be for the valuers in each case to 
say, with reference to each improvement, whether within the 
specified limits of time the improvement is or is not exhausted. 
In Committee on the Bill, Sir T. D. Acland and others showed 
that the value and permanence of the improvements specified in 
each class must often differ, though they are classed together, 
and that they cannot be put all on a level. It was not possible 
in the Act to distinguish between each improvement, or assign 
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to each its proper period of unexhaustion. This will be the 
business of the valuers. The remarks which follow, there- 
fore, upon each class of improvement, must be understood with 
the qualification that a tenant acquires no absolute vested inte- 
rest extending over the maximum period applicable to the 
three classes of improvements. His interest is conditional, 
depending upon the question whether, in the opinion of the 
referees, umpire, or judge, the particular improvement is unex- 
hausted when the tenancy determines. It may deserve notice, 
however, that it is open to the landlord and tenant by special 
agreement to fix prospectively the period during which the im- 
provement shall be deemed unexhausted, instead of leaving that 
matter to be dealt with retrospectively. In the opinion of some 
persons, a definite arrangement of this kind may be advantageous 
to both parties. . 

The thirteen improvements of the first class may be deemed 
unexhausted, and the tenant’s claim for compensation therefore 
may continue in respect of them, for twenty years, dating from the 
end of the year of tenancy during which the outlay has been made 
(§ 6). Thus, assuming that the year of tenancy upon a holding 
to which the Act applies expires at Michaelmas, 1876, and any 
one of these thirteen improvements is made upon this holding, 
with the safeguards and conditions imposed by the Act, between 
February 14 and Michaelmas, the twenty years will begin to. run 
with the next year of tenancy, 1876-7. 

In dealing with an absolute owner, the basis of the tenant’s 
compensation will be the cost price of each improvement, with 
a proportionate deduction for each year subsequent to that in 
which the outlay is made, until either the term of twenty years 
expires, and the improvement thus becomes, in a legal sense, 
exhausted (§ 7); or until the period of actual exhaustion fixed 
by the valuers in the particular case. By § 31 the award is to 
find and ‘state the time at which each improvement is taken to 
be exhausted. Therefore, the period during which compensation 
can be given depends upon the finding of the valuers or arbitrator 
as to the period during which the improvement will remain unex- 
hausted after the tenancy determines. This period must in no 
case exceed twenty years, and it may fall far short of twenty years 
if the valuers so determine. In either event, the longer the tenancy 
continues, the smaller the compensation which falls to be paid by 
the landlord. Assuming that the improvement is one which the 
valuers will pronounce to remain unexhausted during the full 
term limited by the Act, the tenant will be entitled to receive 
back again, out of the land, in twenty equal yearly instalments, 
the money which he put into or upon the land ; and if he leaves 
his holding before the end of twenty years, and is thus unable 
to recoup himself, his landlord will become bound to pay the 
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instalments which may remain due. It follows, of course, that if 
the tenancy continues for twenty years, dating from the end of 
the year of tenancy in which the outlay is made, no compen- 
sation can be claimed. The tenant has lodged to his credit 
in a bank a capital sum, to be drawn out in given proportions 
within a limited term by the occupier for the time being ; and 
by length of occupation he himself has exhausted the credit.* 
An important limitation to this rule as to the amount and 

duration of the claim must be kept in view. No compensation 
can be had for a first-class improvement, unless such improve- 
ment is made with the previous consent, in writing, of either 
landlord or agent (§ 10). Again, it must be noted that com- 
pensation for a first-class improvement is given upon the fore- 
going basis only if, at the time when such consent was given, 
the landlord was the absolute owner of the premises. It will, 
therefore be the business of the tenant, upon asking and receiving 
the landlord’s consent to make any one of the thirteen permanent 
improvements, to ascertain also whether the landlord answers 
the definition of ‘ absolute owner” given in the interpre- 
tation clause, that is to say, whether he is “capable of dis- 
posing, by appointment or otherwise, of the fee simple or whole 
interest of or in freehold, copyhold, or leasehold land.” If he 
be freeholder, copyholder, or owner of leaseholds, then it is 
immaterial to what extent his land may be mortgaged, encum- 
bered, or charged ; he is “ absolute owner” for the purposes of 
the Act, and the tenant will have a lien upon the land for the 
repayment of so many of the twenty or other less number of 
instalments as still remain due. 

The amount of compensation due in respect of a first-class 
improvement may be ascertained thus :—Divide the cost of the 
improvement by the number of years during which it-is found 
to be unexhausted, dating from the year of tenancy following 

* As I read Clause 7 of the Act, the repayment for outlay on this class of 
improvements does not rest upon any variable basis, but is in each case determined 
entirely by the lapse of time, so that the advantages which have accrued to the tenant 
who has made the improvement may vary very much, For instance, if he build 
a new shed or stable, as soon as the building is completed the advantage com- 
mences, and it may be quite correct to say that an equal twentieth part of his 
outlay is returned to him in each year; the same of waterworks, roads, bridges, 
and possibly of drainage, though in the latter case I should be inclined to say 
that if the drainage be satisfactorily done the value to the tenant’ increases for 
a period of years. But in the laying down of land to permanent pasture, the 
making and planting of osier beds, making of gardens, of fences, planting hops, 
orchards, reclaiming waste land, it is quite manifest that for some years after 
the cost of the improyements has been incurred there can be no appreciable return 
to the tenant; while, during the latter period of the twenty years, the return may 
be almost sufficient to recoup the whole cost of the operation. The tenant, there- 
fore, whose tenancy comes to an end during the earlier period after such an im- 
provement has been executed will not really be reimbursed for his outlay in the 
same proportion as the one who has continued to oecupy until the remunerative 
return has commenced.—Note by Mr, J. D. Dent. 
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that in which the outlay is made. The result, multiplied by the 
number of years during which the tenancy has continued subse- 
quent to this date, will give what the tenant has enjoyed “in 
kind ;” and this amount, deducted from the original outlay, will re- 
present the compensation due from the landlord. For example:— 

100/. spent on Improvement of first class 
in year of tenancy ending . . . . October, 1876 

Tenancy determines . . ... . ~ October, 1880 
Improvement found to be exhausted in 

year of tenancy ending . . . . . October, 1886. 

Here the 100/. has to be spread over ten years. Dividing the 
100/. by ten, and multiplying the product by the four years 
during which the tenancy continued after the improvement was 
executed, you find that the tenant has taken back 40/. out of the 
100/., and the difference between these two sums is the amount 
of compensation to be paid. In other words, the improvement 
having a life of ten years, six of which have still to run when 
the tenancy determines, the tenant leaves behind him in the soil 
10/. x 6, or 60/., which the landlord must repay. A shorter way 
of stating the process is, that the tenant here is entitled to his 
original outlay less four-tenths. It will be understood that if, 
in examining the claim, the referees or umpire find that the 
improvement is exhausted, the tenant will receive nothing. The 
absolute owner, therefore, possesses this substantive protection 
against undue claims. It is clear, too, that some of the more 
permanent improvements will benefit the land long after the limit 
of twenty years; and as the landlord’s consent must first be 
obtained, and he can either withhold it, or couple it with his 
own conditions, there does not seem to be much ground for alarm 
at the operation of the compensation clause relating to first-class 
improvements, 

If the landlord has not a disposing power over the land—if, 
for instance, as in the ordinary case of settled estates, he holds 
them merely for life—then the principle of time adopted in § 6, 
and of outlay named in the first part of § 7, is further limited by 
the principle of letting value introduced in the latter part of § 7. 
The tenant’s compensation is then not to exceed “a capital sum 
fairly representing the addition which the improvement, as far 
as it continues unexhausted at the determination of the tenancy, 
then makes to the letting value of the holding” (§ 7). This 
new principle introduces an additional element of uncertainty 
into the measure of compensation. The cost price of an improve- 
ment is easily ascertained, and the assignment of the number 6f 
years for exhaustion may not be difficult. But there is more 
room for difference of opinion and for dispute upon the question 
whether the improvement has added to the letting value, not 
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when originally made, but in its state of greater or less ex- 
haustion at any time, not exceeding twenty years, when the 
tenancy may end. When the Bill was first introduced, letting 
value was the basis of compensation applicable to the estates 
both of absolute and limited owners. The principle was retained 
in the case of limited owners in the interests of the remainder- - 
man, so that upon coming into the estate he might not be 
bound by any engagements of his predecessors in title, to 
which engagements he had been no party, unless the property 
was really benefited by the outlay. Tenants must remember, 
therefore, that in dealing with a limited owner they have not 
the same security for unexhausted improvements as they possess 
in dealing with an absolute owner. In the latter case, the 
tenant will receive back the capital he spends, either in money 
or in kind,—in kind so long as his holding lasts; in money 
when the holding is determined, if the improvement is found 
to be unexhausted when the claim arises. In dealing with a 
limited owner, he will still receive back, during the tenancy, 
what the land or occupation yields to him in kind for the im- 
provements he has made; but at the end of the tenancy, 
instead of receiving back the amount of his outlay, less a pro- 
portionate part for each year up to the period of exhaustion, he 
must prove that the letting value of the holding is increased by 
this particular improvement: his compensation in.money depends 
upon the additional rental which the improvement will yield 
in the remaining years during which it will be deemed to con- 
tinue unexhausted. 

The extent to which the improvement adds to the letting 
value of the holding is to be decided, in case of dispute between 
the parties, by the referees or umpire, for whose appointment 
provision is made in the part of the Act relating to procedure. 
It will be for them to ascertain, not what is the present letting 
value, because that may be increased by other circumstances, 
such as the construction of a railway or the growth of a 
neighbouring urban community ; but how much of the increased 
letting value, when the farm falls in, is due to the particular 
expenditure for which compensation is claimed. It will be 
for the referees or umpire also to decide, in the words of § 7, 
what is “the capital sum fairly representing” this addition. 
Let us assume that the additional letting value due to the-im- 
provement is ruled to be 10/. per annum, and that the improve- 
ment has ten years to run before it is exhausted. Will the 
capital sum “fairly representing” this additional rent be ten 
times the amount, that is, 100/.? or will it be the present 
capitalised value of an annuity of 10/, terminable in ten years? 
[t may be assumed that the latter rule will apply, and the sub- 
joined Tables show that the sum allotted to the tenant upon a 
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settled estate will usually be less than that which he wiil receive 
where his landlord is absolute owner. The exception will be 
where the outlay has been so judicious and so remunerative as 
to create an improved rental equivalent to over 8 per cent. upon 
the cost of the improvement (see Table C). For every 100/. 
laid out by the tenant upon first-class improvements, his claim 
against an absolute owner will be as follows, supposing the 
expenditure to be made during the year of tenancy, 1876-7, and 
assuming also that the improvements are found to continue 
unexhausted during the maximum period specified in the 
Act :— 

Tasle A.* 

Compensation - Compensation 
Year. due. Year due. 

' 1877-8 anaes *hga*90" -O 1887-8 asthe Tat S45 RO 

ee A Sve, ves 99050 | 1888-9 o) aiid 
1879-80 Paadi«mhowe VOD a0 1889-90 ao 0 

1880-1 Sey, teas ei OO 1890-1 Peeps \0 det (0) 

eolee ee fe hes, LOO 1892-3 25 0 
1882-3 eee TOO 1893-4 20 0 

1883-4 Palen ¥, ax Op. (0 1894-5 tae 0 
1884-5 paves fs.0 BOrxO 1895-6 10 0 

1885-6 etic ond, Oo £0 1896-7 5 On 

1886-7 Sara kena 0 nO 

Upon the estate of a limited owner, the tenant’s claim for- 
every 1002. laid out upon first-class improvements, made at the 
same period, will be ascertained, first, by fixing the addition 
which this expenditure has made to the letting value of the 
holding, say 5/., and then capitalising this sum at the number 
of years’ purchase during which the improvements were unex- 
hausted. If the period of unexhaustion be twenty years, then 
the result will be as follows :-— 

TABLE B. 

P Compensation | ee Compensation 
Year, ue. Year. ue. 

1877-8 Bt i ranit 2. 5 E60" =O 1887-8 Toe eke oe O 
1878-9 ae. vaushMOOw 3 1888-9 ene) eee cya 0) 
1879-80 ae gen Peach OG © 1889-90 & Ghiml.. pcos 
1880-1 Pea ss ee DOLD 1890-1 Pry Po Fee ce 
1881-2 ME ot a, DATA 1891-2 csi Rett oe eed nD 
1882-3 ewes. OO’ 0 1892-3 ca. Lg) Meee LO 
1883-4 mwas 47°10 1893-4 oe) Bee AR Calis “15 
1884-5 A ete swig 40 “LD: 1894-5 Pray) Oo. Lae 415 
1885-6 Paice. 41.. 6 1895-6 SSE ter. yj 2 LO 
1886-7 -  e yae 

* These Tables are'from Mr. Winch’s Treatise on the Act (Stevens and Sons), 
but a different view of the Compensation Clauses of the Act is taken in this 
Paper, and limits the use of the Tables. 

VOL. XII.—S. 8S. L 
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Thus, if his outlay of 1002. only added 5/. per annum to 
letting value, the tenant on a farm belonging to a limited owner 
would be entitled to claim considerably smaller compensation 
than the tenant of an absolute owner, in any one of the years 
specified. The following Table shows the compensation due if 
the letting value is held to be increased 8/. per annum upon each 
100/. spent by the tenant :-— 

TABLE C. 

Compensation | 
Year. due. | Year. 

1877-8 £96 0 0} 1887-8 oe 
1878-9 94 0 0 1888-9 

1879-80 90) FOROR) 1889-90 .. 
1880-1 86 0 0 1890-1 : 
1881-2 84.0 0, 1891-2 - 
1882-3 80 0 0} 1892-3 : 
1883-4 - (CP Oe CO) | 1893-4 ‘i te 
1884-5 1On0 O05} 1894-5 : 
1885-6 ee ol) Oa) 1895-6 
1886-7 Freee A ioy Oe 0) 

The question whether letting value is to be the principle of 
compensation depends, it will be seen, not upon the nature of 
the ownership at the determination of the tenancy, when the 
amount of compensation will be ascertained and paid, but upon 
the title of the landlord who gave his consent to the particule 
improvement (§ 7). It may therefore happen, upon an estate no 
in settlement at the time when an improvement was sanctioned 
and made, that, owing to a subsequent settlement, compensation 
in respect of the improvement may be paid by a limited owner 
upon the basis applicable to holdings under absolute owners. 
The rights of the tenant remain unchanged by any change in his 
landlord’s title arising after consent once given. 

The tenant’s claim to compensation for improvements of th 
first class is subject to one deduction, which will arise fairly 
enough when the tenancy is determined. The question, “ What 
have these improvements cost?” if the claim arises under an 
absolute owner, will then be followed by another question—are 
they in “tenantable repair or good condition?” (§ 11). If the 
landlord, being an absolute owner, is called on to take over the 
outgoing tenant’s improvements, they must really represent the 
unexhausted value assigned to them by the tenant, subject to the 
limitations in the Act. The amount found due to him will 
therefore, be reduced by “any sum reasonably necessary to be 
expended” (§ 11) for putting into “tenantable repair or good 
condition” the buildings, fences, ponds, drains, or other works 
in respect of which the claim arises. It will be understood 
that, in the absence of special agreement to the contrary, no such 
liability attaches to the tenant if the improvements are run out 
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and exhausted. Nor will the point arise at all—at any rate it 
need not arise in any separate form—under claims made against 
limited owners, because, the question there being what addition, 
if any, has been made to the letting value of the holding by the 
improvements, their want of repair or good conditién will be 
one of the elements to be considered in settling this question. 
It is obviously for the tenant’s interest that they should be in 
proper order when he surrenders his holding, for he will then 
reap the full benefit which the Act contemplates, while he will 
avoid the uncertainty and annoyance which must arise when a 
point of this kind has to be decided by umpires or referees. 

As the tenant is entitled to payment from the absolute owner 
of “the sum laid out” on the improvement, less a proportionate 
part for each year during the period of exhaustion, it follows that, 
when the claim arises, the landlord can raise no question upon 
the economy or extravagance of the particular outlay. It may be 
that a tenant has spent more money than he need have spent had 
he used the proper means, or set about the improvement in the 
most economical method; but the landlord cannot dispute the 
amount ascertained and vouched for as having been spent by the 
tenant. Under these circumstances, when asked for his consent 
to an improvement of the first class, the landlord will probably 
think it necessary to couple that consent with a limitation of the 
sum to be spent upon it, or of the period during which com- 
pensation can be claimed; or he will require that the work 
shall be executed under inspection. As will presently be seen, 
another principle is applied to compensation for second- and 
third-class improvements, and the landlord is protected by the 
words of the Act against any undue expenditure upon them. 

As to Improvements of the Second Class—These improvements, 
though not permanent, are durable, and, unless the referees think 
the improvements are exhausted when the tenancy determines, 
or will be exhausted before the maximum period mentioned in 
the Act, the tenant is entitled to compensation for them for 
seven years following the year of tenancy in which his outlay 
is made (§ 6). Second-class improvements are six in number, 
specified as follows (§ 5) :— 

1. Boning of land with undissolved 4, Claying of land. 
bones. 5. Liming of land. 

2. Chalking of land. 6. Marling of land. 
3. Clay-burning. 

Thus, if one of these improvements be made at any time 
during the year of tenancy ending Michaelmas, 1876, the seven 
years begin to run with the next succeeding year, and the claim 
to compensation will cease after Michaelmas, 1883. But, as 

Ei Ve 
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in the case of first-class improvements, the landlord’s liability 
will not necessarily continue during the seven years. It 
will depend upon the period of exhaustion as found by the 
referees. In the Act the rule applicable to the tenant’s compen- 
sation for second-class improvements (§ 8) follows, with the 
exception of one important word, the rule laid down in the case 
of first-class improvements made under an absolute owner. For — 
the latter class of improvements the tenant, as we have seen, is 
entitled to “the sum laid out” by him, less a proportionate 
part of this sum for each year after the improvement was made 
up to the period of exhaustion. But a tenant’s claim for second- 
class improvements can only be for “the sum properly laid out” 
by him, with a proportionate deduction for each subsequent 
year during which his occupancy continues and the improve- 
ment remains unexhausted. The words “properly laid out” 
will no doubt give considerable employment to the valuers, and 
in disputed cases much may be said in deduction of the claim. 
The language of Section 8 will not permit a landlord to dispute 
the propriety of the particular kind of improvement. Proof 
that the tenant has spent his money will be proof of the neces- 
sity of such an improvement and of the title to compensation 
for it. But the landlord may seek to reduce the claim on the 
ground that too much has been done; that the work of boning, 
chalking, marling, &c., has been injudiciously carried out, or has 
proved partially ineffectual through want of proper skill or care. 

The reason why it is competent for the landlord under § 8 
to question whether the sum spent by the tenant has been “ pro- 
perly laid out” is probably to be found in another distinction 
drawn in the Act between the two classes of improvements. If the 
tenant chooses to make a second-class improvement he need not 
obtain the previous consent of the landlord, and may establish a 
conditional claim even contrary to the landlord’s express wish. 
All he is bound to do (§ 12) is to give the landlord notice not 
less than one week and not more than six weeks beforehand of 
his intention to make the improvement. This notice gives the 
landlord the opportunity in ordinary cases of inspecting the 
work done, and of seeing that it is properly done, though the 
Act provides no machinery for such supervision. The notice 
also gives the landlord the opportunity of at once stopping the 
improvement by giving the tenant notice to quit, because there 
is an express provision that the tenant can no longer claim 
compensation for second-class improvements executed after 
receipt of notice to quit (§ 12). A previous written consent 
from the landlord would dispense with the necessity for noti 
of intended improvements by the tenant ; or landlord and tenant 
may, by mutual consent, make a special contract within the Act 
defining the work to be done and the amount of compensation, — 
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It would tend greatly to prevent disputes and litigation if the 
landlord arranged to supervise the work done through his agent 
or otherwise, and the tenant’s statement of outlay, accompanied 
by proper vouchers, were then signed by the landlord or agent. 
No question could then be raised upon claims made at the end 
of the occupation as to whether the money had been “ properly 
laid out.” One limitation upon the tenant’s power to make second- 
class improvements independently of the landlord’s opinion or 
sanction has just been mentioned. If the tenant has either 
given or received notice to quit, he is forbidden to make any 
of the six improvements unless he receives the landlord’s written 
consent (§ 12). Thus no tenant under notice will be able to 
commit the landlord to an expenditure which will mainly fall 
upon the latter, and which will certainly set up a troublesome 
claim, and perhaps end in expensive litigation. A tenant under 
-motice can have no right to farm for his successor, and compel 
his landlord to contribute possibly six-sevenths of the money ; 
for that is what the right to make improvements of the second 
class at such a time would practically come to. 

Claims for improvements of the second class are to be assessed 
upon one basis only—that laid down by the Act in the case of 
absolute owners. They are not affected by the status of the 
landlord. How much, therefore, or how little they have added 
to the letting value of the holding is immaterial ; and in making 
them the tenant is relieved from the necessity of inquiring 
whether his landlord is a limited or an absolute owner. If the 
referees find that the improvement is good for the full term of 
seven years, the claim for a second-class improvement abates 
every year by one-seventh of the amount “ properly laid out” 
upon such improvement, beginning with the year of tenancy in 
which the outlay is made. The following, therefore, would be 
tthe tenant’s claim in the case stated :— 

Sum expended on Second-Class Improvements, during year of 
Tenancy, 1876—7—£140. 

Compensation Compensation 
Year. due. Year. due. 

UMMM eh sie ics. v0. LLZO ESSO=D wie? wrecuest Undeb GGG 
isin) Os rrr 20.6) ASS 1-2, vlcbaiacenes 40 
AB TODO veh lee es 80 LE82—S)A\. cee eater 20 

The amount of compensation due for a second-class improve- 
ment will vary, of course, with what is found to be its “ life.” 
The rule to ascertain the amount due will be the same as that 

given with respect to first-class improvements. 

As to Third- Class Improvements.— These fall within the 
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category of temporary improvements, and are-placed under the — 
two following general heads :-— 

1. Application to land of purchased artificial or other purchased manure. 
2. Consumption on the holding by cattle, sheep or pigs, of cake or other 

feeding-stuff not produced on the holding (§ 5). 

These improvements may continue unexhausted, and there~ ~ 
fore remain the subjects of compensation, till the end of two 
years following after the year of tenancy in which the outlay is 
made (§ 6). The amount of compensation in respect of them 
will be “such proportion of the sum properly laid out by the 
tenant on the improvement as fairly represents” its value to the 
incoming tenant at the end of the tenancy (§ 9). Upon the 
proper laying-out of the money upon manure and feeding-stuff 
will depend the benefit to the new tenant, and therefore these 
two questions practically resolve themselves into one for the 
consideration of the valuer.* 

Hitherto we have found the Act requiring as a condition 
precedent to compensation for first-class improyements consent 
by the landlord, and in the case of second-class improvements 
notice to the landlord. The tenant is relieved from both these 
conditions in the third description of improvements, and it 
would be obviously impossible to require either condition from 
him as a preliminary to the manuring of his land or the 
feeding of his stock. This would be to make the landlord the 
farmer. Still there are important reservations to his power of 
claiming compensation. No such claim, for example, can be 
made if, after the manure has been applied or the stock has been 
fed on the particular land so treated, he has taken from this 
portion of his holding “a crop of corn, potatoes, hay, or seed, or 
any other exhausting crop” (§ 13). Again, he is not entitled 
to compensation for the consumption of cake or other feeding- 
stuff where, under custom or agreement, he claims payment from 
the landlord or incoming tenant for “the additional value given 
by that consumption to the manure left on the holding at the 

* The first question which the valuers will have to face is the proportion of the 
original cost which may “ fairly represent the value of the improvement, at the 
determination of the tenancy, to an incoming tenant.” An approximation to this 
value for cake, bones, &c., has long been made by clauses in agreements, and by 
custom in Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire, and other counties. Mr. Lawes, in 
his valuable contributions to this ‘Journal’ has given a reliable testimony to the 
unexhausted yalue of manures applied under certain conditions; and it would, 
undoubtedly, be a matter of congratulation to valuers and to the agricultural 
public if investigations of a similar character could be carried out under other 
and varying conditions of climate and of soil. But even now, with the limited 
information we possess, I am inclined to think that practical men, taking into 
consideration the customs of their own counties, and guided by the direction of the 
Act, will not find any insuperable difficulty in the construction of this clause; and 
I believe that in many cases, if difficulty should be anticipated, agreements will 
be made between landlord and tenant which will define in terms the proportiona 
payments to be made.—Note by Mr. J. D. Dent. 2 | 
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determination of the tenancy” (§ 14). Thus, where the Act 
applies, a tenant may claim for artificial manures under the Act, 
and for consumption of feeding-stuffs either under the Act, or 
under agreement or custom, at his option. 
Two other important restrictions will govern the claim. 

First, in ascertaining the amount due to the tenant, he will not 
be credited with any larger outlay during the last year of his’ 
tenancy than the average amount of his outlay for like purposes 
during the three preceding years, or during any shorter period 
if his tenancy has not lasted so long (§ 15). Thus if he spends 
on manure and cake or feeding-stuff 800/. in 1876-7, 700/. in 
1877-8, 654/. in 1878-9, and 800/. in 1879-80 when the tenancy 
expires, the basis of compensation in respect of the last year’s 
outlay will not be 800/. but one-third of 800/., 7002. and 6541. 
added together, or 7187. The object of this limitation is to 
prevent an unfair expenditure upon artificial manure or cake in 
the last year of the tenancy. 

The second restriction is that if any hay, straw, roots, or green 
crops have been sold off the holding within the last two years of 
the tenancy, the estimated value of the manure that would have 
been produced by the consumption of these growths on the holding 
is to be deducted from the compensation claimed, “ except as far 
as a proper return of manure to the holding has been made in 
respect of such produce sold off” (§ 15). In other words, the 
land rented has a first claim upon the crops here specified, and 
provision is made for their return to the soil in the shape of 
manure, or for an equivalent return from bought manure or from 
purchased feeding-stuff. This equivalent must be rendered 
before the bought manure, and the cake or feeding-stuff applied 
during the same period, can count to the credit of the outgoing 
tenant. 

Like the tenant who makes a second-class improvement, the 
tenant making a third-class improvement is exempt from the 
necessity of considering the nature of his landlord’s interest in 
his property, and his compensation is the same under any tenure. 
In estimating his compensation, it will be for the referees to 
decide as best they can what proportion of his outlay “ fairly 
represents ” to his successor the value of the manuring and stock- 
feeding of the two previous years. Here, again, the farmer must 
be careful to keep accounts and vouchers, which will serve as 
the basis of valuation in case he quits the holding. 

GENERAL CONDITIONS AFFECTING LANDLORD AND TENANT. 

_ Set-off and Deductions from Tenant's Compensation.—Besides 
the sum necessary for putting a first-class improvement into 
tenantable repair or good condition (§ 11), the ex-tenant’s com- 
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pensation for any class of improvements is subject to certain 
deductions before he can claim payment of any part of the 
amount found due to him. ‘These deductions are— 

(1.) For taxes, rates, and tithe rentcharge to which the tenant 
is liable as between him and the landlord. 

(2.) For rent (§ 16). ; 
(3.) The value of any benefit (such as surrender of rent, sup- 

ply of materials, &c.) which the landlord has given or allowed 
to the tenant as a consideration for his making the improvement 
at his own expense (§ 17). 

(4.) Compensation claimed by the landlord at the end of the 
tenancy for waste* committed or permitted by the tenant ($19); 
and 

(5.) Compensation claimed by the landlord for the breach by 
the tenant of any covenant in the lease or agreement under which 
the tenant holds (§ 19). , 

The landlord’s claim to compensation under the two last heads 
is subject to two limitations. In the first place, he cannot make 
any such claim unless the tenant claims compensation under 
the Act for an improvement, no matter of what class. The land- 
lord can only allege the waste or the breach by way of counter- 
claim, “and not otherwise” (§ 19), so that if the tenant has 
reason to believe that a counter-claim may be set up by the 
landlord exceeding the compensation to which he is entitled, he 
may defeat his landlord’s set-off, as far as the operation of the 
Act is concerned, by remaining quiescent. "The second limi- 
tation upon the landlord’s title to compensation is one of time. 
He cannot go back more than four years before the tenancy ends; 
any waste or breach of covenant alleged by him, if it relates to 
acts of commission or omission in a matter of husbandry must 
have occurred within this period (sub-sect. 19). This proviso is 
a safeguard against the revival of old defaults which the tenant, 
owing to the remoteness of the acts or the neglect relied on, 
may find it difficult to rebut. In the event of waste alleged in 

SEES ——s eae ————————— 

* Tt was at first proposed to specify the acts and things which should be deemed _ 
waste on the tenant's part, whether voluntary or permissive waste, such as breaking- 
up of old grass without the landlord's written consent; causing or permitting 
land to be foul or neglected; damage to plantations, coppices, or timber included 
in the holding; loss of manure by hay, straw, roots, or green crops removed off the 
holding without the landlord’s written consent; loss of manure not returned to the 
holding in lieu of produce sold off subject to the manure being brought back ; 
mowing of meadows, other than water-meadows, without manuring; mowing of 
old pasture; neglect of drains, outfalls, or water-courses; neglect of gates or 
fences; neglect of ordinary repairs of buildings for which the tenant is liable; neglect 
of roads; over-cropping by taking too many successive white-straw crops; over- 
cropping without manuring.—(Duke of Richmond’s Speech ir introducing Bill, 
March 12, 1875.) But as any act or thing not so specified was still to be deemed 
waste, it seemed useless to specify any; and all alleged acts of waste will 
ae for the determination of the referees or umpire, or of the County 
Jourt Judge. 
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respect of buildings, and matters not relating to husbandry, the 
four years’ limitation will not apply. 

In justice to the tenant, it was necessary to give him a reci- 
procal claim for compensation in case of breach of covenant or 
other subsisting agreement by the landlord. The Act accord- 
ingly recognises this corresponding right; but while the land- 
lord cannot recover for the waste or the breach unless by counter- 
claim to the compensation sought by the tenant, so the tenant 
cannot recover for the landlord’s breach alone. He must claim 
compensation in respect of an improvement, and then only is 
entitled to obtain compensation for the breach (§ 18). 

PROCEDURE. 

It may be hoped that, with the help of the explanations already 
given, a tenant will be able to satisfy himself without much 
diffieulty whether, first, his holding comes under the operation of 
the Act, and next, whether he is properly entitled to claim com- 
pensation. He knows, or should know, the exact sum he has spent 
upon each class of improvements, and should have carefully re- 
corded not only the particulars of his outlay, but the period at 
which each improvement was executed. We have now to con- 
sider what steps the Act prescribes to the tenant who desires to 
set up a claim, and, if the parties are unable to agree upon the 
sum so claimed, how the amount of compensation is to be arrived 
at and payment enforced. 

Notice of Claim by Tenant.—lIt is all-important to remember 
that a tenant is barred from any compensation under the Act, 
unless one month at least before the tenancy determines he 
notifies in writing to the landlord his intention to claim com- 
pensation under the Act. Such notice must contain, “as far as 
reasonably may be, the particulars of the intended claim ” (§ 20). 
It may take this form, addressed to the landlord or his agent— 

««S1r,—Pursuant to the provisions of the Agricultural Holdings 
(England) Act, 1875, I hereby give you notice that I intend, on 
the determination of my tenancy of this holding, to claim com- 
pensation from the landlord for the following improvements 
executed thereon : 

“1. Draining the field called Little Biggs, containing 13 A. 
6K. 20P., at a cost of i. in the year of my tenancy, ending 
Michaelmas 18 

“2. Erecting barn at , at a cost of l. in 
the above year. 

“3. Enlarging cow-house at the same farm ata cost of — 1. 
in the year of my tenancy, ending Michaelmas 18 
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“4. Laying down permanent pasture in the field called 
Whiteladies, containing 7A. 1R. 18P., at a cost of ‘/. in the’ 
year of my tenancy, ending Michaelmas 18 

‘5. Boning of Blackacre Field with undissolved bones, at a 
cost of 1, in the year of my tenancy, ending Michaelmas 
18 

guano, at a cost of 1, in the years of my tenancy, ending 
Michaelmas 18, and Michaelmas 18 

“*7. Consumption on my holding, in the years of my tenancy, 
ending Michaelmas 18, and Michaelmas 18 _, by cattle and 
sheep of tons of cake, and tons of (other feeding-stuff, 
mentioning same) not produced on the holding but purchased by 
me, atacostof 1, 

“ Dated the day of TS) fas? 

This notice must be signed by the tenant or his agent, or, in 
case of the tenant’s death, by his executors, and must be ad- 
dressed to the landlord or his agent. The improvements speci- 
fied in this notice belong to each one of the three classes 
distinguished in the Act. It will be necessary, therefore, for 
the tenant or his representatives to bear in mind the different 
periods within which each of his improvements remains unex- 
hausted, and to see that he does not include any of which he 
has enjoyed the full benefit during his tenancy. Here also it 
may be mentioned that the claim will pass upon bankruptcy to 
the tenant’s assignees, who may urge and realise the claim for 
the benefit of the estate. 

The notice may either be given personally to the landlord or 
agent, or left for the landlord or agent at his last known place 
of abode in England, or by posting it to his last known place of 
abode in England ; but if so sent by post, the letter must be 
registered. The time of service in the event of such a letter 
being sent will be deemed to be the time when the letter would 
be delivered in ordinary course of post (§ 41). It will be neces- 
sary, therefore, to post the letter so that the notice shall reach 
the landlord or agent, in the terms of § 20, ‘one month at least” 
—by which is meant one calendar month—before “ the deter- 
mination of the tenancy.” The same three modes of service— 
personally, by messenger, or by letter—apply to any “ notice, 
request, demand, or other instrument” under the Act, whether 
on the part of landlord to tenant, or of tenant to landlord (§ 41). 
As it may be necessary to prove service of notices, &c., a me- 
morandum should be made and preserved of the time and mode 
of such service ; and in the case of a letter, it will be necessary 

«6, Application to (mentioning fields or crops), of tons of 
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to prove that it was properly addressed and posted, and contained 
the notice, &c., in question. 

Counter-claim by the Landlord.—Upon receipt of the tenant’s 
letter giving notice of a claim, it will then be for the landlord 
to consider whether he will prefer a counter-claim for compen- 
sation on account of waste or breach of covenant. Such 
counter-claim, if not given before the tenancy is determined, 
must be given within fourteen days afterwards. It must also 
be in writing, and contain, like the tenant’s notice, “the par- 
ticulars of the intended claim as far as reasonably may be” (§ 20, 
sub-sect.). Such counter-claim may run as follows :— 

‘‘Srr,—I have received. your claim for compensation under 

the Agricultural Holdings (England) Act, 1875, and you will 
_ please to take notice that, pursuant to the provisions of the 

said Act, I intend to make a counter-claim against you for com- 
pensation due to me in respect of the following matters : 

“1. For felling trees in the wood called Burntacre, in the 
year 18 , the amount of such waste being _—. 

“2. For breaking up old grass, without my consent, in the 
Uplands meadow, the amount of waste in respect hereof being 

l. 
“3. For neglecting to repair the farm-buildings in your occu- 

pation, the amount claimed by me in respect of such neglect 
being ie 

“4, Non-repair of gates, fences, drains, and watercourses at 
the home-farm, in respect of which non-repair, I claim the sum 
of ds 

** 5. For breach of the covenant contained in your lease dated 
the day of 18 , as to the cultivation of 
your holding in the year 18 

“ Dated the day of ASioU2” 

This notice will be signed by the landlord and addressed to 
the tenant. If signed by the landlord’s agent, it will require a 

_ slight variation in its wording. 

Reference to Single Referee—If the landlord and tenant do 
not agree upon the amount, mode, and time of payment of com- 
pensation to be paid to one or both, the difference between them 
will be settled by reference (§ 21). Expense may be saved if 
they have confidence in any one individual, for then they may 
jointly appoint him as a single referee (§ 22, sub-sect. 1). His 
appointment must be in writing, signed by both parties (§ 22, 
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sub-sect. 10). The delivery of such appointment, either to a 
single referee, or to one of two referees, will be deemed a sub- 
mission to a reference by both parties in the first case, and, in 
the second case, by the party delivering the appointment ; and 
neither party can revoke the submission or the appointment 
without the consent of the other (§ 25). 

There is a provision intended to prevent an evil very well 
known to those who have experience of arbitrations—delay 
in obtaining the award. By this provision a single referee is 
bound to make his award, at least to “‘make it ready for de- 
livery,” within twenty-one days after his appointment (§ 29). 
‘The clause is so worded because the referee, according to ordinary 
rules of practice, need not deliver the award till his costs are 
paid. It is sufficient, therefore, to require that he should be 
ready with his award within the period limited, should either 
party then wish to take up the award. If the referee fails to act 
after seven days’ notice in writing from either party, or if he 
begins the reference, and before making the award, dies, or be- 
comes incapable to act, the parties may then begin again de novo, 
and either appoint a new single referee in his place, or if they 
are unable or unwilling to concur in such a selection, they may - 
Ses according to the provisions next referred to (§ 22, sub- 
sect. 2). 

Reference to two Referees—If the parties cannot agree in the 
choice of a single referee, each of them is to appoint a referee ; 
and in case of death, incapacity, or failure of either referee to 
act, after seven days’ notice from either party, the party who 
appointed him is bound to replace him by another. Written 
notice of every appointment of a referee by either party must be 
given to the other ; and to meet the not uncommon case of refusal 
to appoint on either side, it is enacted that, upon failure to 
appoint by one party, after fourteen days’ notice from the other 
requiring such appointment, the latter may apply to the County 
Court of the district within which the holding, or the larger part 
of the holding, is situated, and within fourteen days of such 
application, the Court is to appoint “ a competent and impartial 
person” as referee (§ 22, sub-sects. 3-6). 

The County Court Orders, 1875, relating to the Agricultural 
Holdings Act, provide that this application shall be by sum- 
mons, taken out by the party who desires the appointment, and 
addressed to the other party. The summons will direct him to 
attend at the Judge’s or Registrar’s chambers on a day mentioned, 
which (except by consent) is not to be less than seven days from 
the date of the summons. The applicant’s solicitor is to serve 
this summons personally. Upon the day named the parties are 
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to attend at the Judge’s or Registrar's chambers, and, unless 
cause to the contrary be shown by the party summoned, the 
appointment asked for by the applicant will be made by the 
Court and endorsed on the summons. 

Appointment of Umpire.—Two referees having been chosen, 
whether by the parties or by the County Court, their first duty, 
before entering on the reference, is to appoint an umpire, and such 
appointment must be in writing (§ 22, sub-sects. 7 and 10). Tf 
they fail to make this appointment within seven days after request 
from either party—and such failure will usually occur, no doubt, 
through difference of opinion between the two referees—the 
County Court, upon the application of either party, will choose 
“a competent and impartial person” as umpire (sub-sect. 9). 
Such application, under the County Court Orders, will be by 
summons, and follow exactly the course just explained, to be 
taken upon application to the Court for the appointment of a 
referee. There seems to be an omission of any machinery for 
requiring the umpire to make his award; but, in case of death 
or incapacity before award, his place ae be filled by the 
referees, or on default by idee, by the County Court (sub- 
sect. 8). 

In appointing an umpire or referee, the Judge of the County 
Court may act, whether he is at the time without or within his 
district ; and, by consent of the parties, the Judge’s powers in 
making either of these appointments under the Act may be exer- 
cised by the Registrar of the Court (§ 24). Delay may often be 
avoided and expense saved if the parties can agree to leave the 
appointment with the Registrar. 

Instead of leaving the choice to the referees, either party has 

the option of requiring that the umpire shall be appointed either 
by the Inclosure Commissioners or by the County Court. This 
option must be exercised on the appointment of the referee; it 
must be notified in writing to the other party, and the most 
convenient course will be to do so in the same notice which is 
necessary for intimating the appointment of referee (§ 23, sub- 
sects. 1 and 2). The case can only arise where two referees are 
to act, and the landlord or tenant, or their respective agents, may 
convey the notice in this form :— 

“‘Str,—I hereby give you notice that, pursuant to the pro- 
visions of the Agricultural Holdings (England) Act, 1875, } 
have appointed [ fill in name and address of referee] to act as. 
my] referee in the reference under the said Act between wa 
or between A. B. and C. D., names of landlord and tenant}. 

hereby give you further notice that, under the powers contained in 

A 
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the Act, I require that the umpire in such reference, and any 
successor to him, shall be appointed by the Inclosure Commis- 
sioners for England and Wales, [or by the County Court of the 
district, holden at [ fill in place]. Dated the day of y 
nS a 

A distinction exists with regard to this option, and it must 
not be lost sight of. If the choice of umpire is remitted to the 
Inchosure Commissioners by the action of either party, the other 
can raise no objection. If, however, either party desires to 
invoke the County Court, the other may dissent by notice in 
writing from the interference of this tribunal, and thereupon the 
County Court will be ousted of its jurisdiction. But the way to 
the appointment of umpire will not be blocked, because, on the 
application of either party, the Inclosure Commissioners are 
bound to appoint one, and their choice cannot be prevented or 
disputed (§ 23, sub-sects. 1 and 2). 

Thus the choice of umpire may be made in several ways :— 
(1) by the referees, upon agreement by them, if the parties do 
not give notice to the contrary in naming their respective referees ; 
(2) by the County ‘Court, on the application of either party, in 
case the referees disagree, or in default of appointment by them ; 
(3) by the Inclosure Commissioners absolutely, at the option of 
either party, if such option be signified in writing to the other 
on the original appointment of a referee ; and (4) by the County 
Court, upon the same option, similarly signified, if the other side 
does not object; or, in the event of such objections, (5) by the 
Inclosure Commissioners. As the jurisdiction of the Inclosure 
Commissioners under § 23 only arises if either party invokes it 
on the appointment of a referee, it would seem to follow that the 
power of the Commissioners to appoint successors to umpires 
applies only in cases in which the umpires were originally chosen 
by them, and that they cannot, therefore, be properly asked to 
replace umpires who were chosen by the County Court or the 
referees. But it has already been shown that the County Court 
is empowered, under sub-sect. 9, to step in and appoint an 
umpire in default of such appointment by the referees ; and we 
have therefore the small anomaly that suitors may require the 
Inclosure Commissioners to choose an umpire, in preference to 
the County Court, where it is an original appointment, or follows 
an original appointment by the Commissioners; but when the 
parties have once allowed the referees to make the original 
appointment, any substituted umpire can only be appointed by 
the referees, or, failing them, by the County Court, and neither 
party can go to the Inclosure Commissioners. 
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Powers and Duties of Referees—We have seen that, upon 
delivery of a written appointment to the referee, the party so ap- 
pointing him, or, in a case of a single referee, the parties jointly 
concurring in the appointment, are committed to the reference, and 

- cannot afterwards revoke either this “‘ submission” or the appoint- 
ment (§ 25). We have also traced the steps necessary for the 
choice of umpire, before the business of reference is begun. 
Thus we have the tribunal duly constituted and seised of its 
subject. Henceforward it will proceed with its investigation, 
armed with the powers which the Act entrusts to it. The single 
referee, or the two referees or umpire, may proceed in the absence 
of either party, if they think it expedient to do so, after due 
notice given (§ 27). In the matter of evidence they may, at their 
discretion, ‘call for the production of any sample, or voucher or 
other document, or other evidence, which is in the possession or 
power of either party, or which either party can produce.” It is 
somewhat remarkable that the Act provides no penalty for the 
non-production of documents, and no means for enforcing pro- 
duction. But as the non-production of any material sample, or 
voucher or other document, would be sure to tell against the in- 
terests of the party who was required and who failed to produce 
it, and might be held conclusive against his claims, the Legisla- 
ture probably thought that no other penalty or force majeure was 
needed. A greater power than that of merely asking for docu- 
ments is entrusted to the single referee, referees, or umpire ; for 
they may administer oaths and take affirmations, and may require 
the sworn evidence of the parties and other witnesses, and if 
false evidence is given by any person so sworn or affirming, he 
may be indicted for perjury, provided that such evidence is given 
“ wilfully and corruptly” (§ 26). 

After taking such evidence as they may deem requisite for 
the determination of the question in issue between the parties, 
the referees have then to make their award, which must be in 
writing, signed by the single referee, or by the two referees, if 
they agree without calling in the umpire (§ 28). The single 
referee, as already stated, must be ready with his award within 
twenty-eight days after his appointment. The same period is 
prescribed where there are two referees, the twenty-eight days 

_ Tunning, however, from the date of the appointment of the last 
appointed of them. If, however, they concur in thinking that 
more time is necessary to consider their verdict, they are em- 
powered to extend this period, by writing under their joint 
hands, for three weeks, so that their award must be, in any case, 
“ready for delivery within a time not exceeding forty-nine 
days” after the last appointment of either of them (§ 29, sub- 
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sect.). If the forty-nine days expire, and no award is ready 
for delivery, their whole authority ceases (§ 30) and is trans- 

ferred to 

The Umpire-—He thenceforth stands seised of the questions - 
submitted to the referees, and is armed with the same powers of 
calling for samples and documents, of taking sworn evidence, 
and of proceeding in the absence of either party after notice 
duly given to both (§§ 26, 27). His award, when made, must 
also be in writing, and signed by him (§ 28). The referees are 
not required by the Act to inform the umpire of their disagree- 
ment and the termination of their authority. There even 
appears to be no obligation upon the parties to inform the 
umpire of his appointment, and obtain his consent to act. 
Again, there is no exact limit of time within which the umpire 
is required to commence his duties. If the parties are inactive, 
they may postpone the reference to the umpire indefinitely ; or, 
if by this time they have had enough of referencing, a locus 
penitenti@ is here afforded to them, and they may settle their 
differences without troubling the umpire. 

Should this happy consummation not be reached, however, 
the umpire must have his award ready for delivery within 
twenty-eight days after receiving written notice from either 
party or referee of the reference to him. If he finds that he 
cannot make it ready within this period, he, or either party on 
his behalf, must apply to the Registrar of the County Court, 
who, from time to time, may extend the period just mentioned. 
Such application, however, must be made before the expiration of 
the twenty-eight days, or of any prolongation of time granted by 
the Registrar (§ 30, sub-sect.). There is no limit to the number 
or length of the postponements which may be granted by the 
Registrar, but it is to be hoped that he will do his spiriting 
gently, and in practice exercise this wide discretion so as to 
discourage unnecessary delays. Applications made to the Re- 
gistrar, under the sub-section, to extend the time for preparing 
the umpire’s award, ought, it is presumed, to be by summons, 
when made by either party, as upon the appointment of referees 
or umpire ; or after notice to the parties, when the umpire him- 
self applies. But the County Court orders are silent on this 
point, and the application may possibly, therefore, be treated 
as an ex parte one. ‘ 

It is important that the umpire should be asked whether he 
is willing to act before his appointment by the referees, and 
that neither they nor the parties should trust to the chapter of 
accidents. It is true that, if the referees agree, his appointment 
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will be a sinecure ; and he is not likely to be appointed by the 
Inclosure Commissioners, or by the County Court, without being 
aware of what is proposed, and consenting to the appointment. 
But if he has been appointed by the referees without his sanc- 
tion, and if from this or any other cause he refuses or fails to act, 
no machinery is provided for compelling him to act or for sub- 
stituting a fresh umpire. Death or incapacity are the only two 
incidents recognised as empowering the referees to appoint a 
successor to the umpire they have chosen; and neither the 
Inclosure Commissioners nor the County Court seem to be able 
to interfere in such a case. An awkward dead-lock may there- 
fore occur, unless the consent of the umpire is secured before 

- appointment, especially if he be a non-professional person. 

The Award.—This must be in writing, signed by the single 
referee, or the two referees, or the umpire, as the case may be 
(§ 28). The different periods at which it must be ready for 
delivery have already been explained. We must remember that 
the award may have to deal with counter-claims by landlords as 
well as with claims by tenants; and, under the Act, it will not 
be enough to give a lump sum for compensation generally : the 
award must specify “as far as reasonably may be ”—- 

(1.) The improvements, acts, or things for which compensa- 
tion is awarded (§ 32) ; 

(2.) The time at which each such improvement, act, or thing, 
was executed, committed, or permitted (7d.) ; 

(3.) The time at which each improvement, for which com- 
pensation is given, becomes, for the purposes of the award, 
exhausted (§ 31); 

(4.) The sum laid out by the tenant on each improvement 
(§ 32); 

(5.) If the landlord, at the time of the consent given to a 
first-class improvement, was not an absolute owner, the extent 
to which such improvement adds to the letting value of the 
holding (7d.) ; 

(6.) The sum awarded in respect of each improvement, act, 
or thing (7.) ; 

(7.) A day, not sooner than one month after delivery of the 
award, for the payment of the money awarded for compensation, 
costs, or otherwise * (§ 34). 

The Act makes it imperative on the referees or umpire to 
find and state (3) the time at which each improvement becomes 
exhausted (§ 31), and also (7) to fix a day for payment of the 

* These directions will no doubt impose more work upon the valuers, and will 
demand greater accuracy in the accounts of the farmer; and hence may arise some 

VOL. XII.—S. S. M 
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sum awarded (§ 34). They are bound also to furnish the par- 
ticulars classed under the other five headings ; but with regard to 
these five, they need only specify the facts “as far as reasonably 
may be.” If they fail in complying with the imperative direc- 
tions of the Act in making the award, or if they award a sum 
generally for compensation, without giving the items here 
required, the award will be invalid; and, upon appeal by. 
either party, may be set aside. 

The word used throughout the Act in connection with im- 
provements is “execute.” In speaking of breach of covenant 
by landlord or tenant, or of waste by the tenant, the words used 
are “commit,” or “permit.” The same phraseology is fol- 
lowed in § 32, requiring that the award shall give particulars ; 
and as the matters referred include the compensation due to 
landlord as well as tenant (§ 21), it is clear that the particulars 
to be given include those relating to the landlord’s counter- 
claim on account of breach of covenant and waste, as well as 
particulars relating to the tenant’s claim on account of improve- 
ments and breach. ‘Thus, in the event of a landlord’s counter- 
claim in respect of waste or breach, a specification of the 
“act” or “thing” complained of, and the time at which each 
was committed or permitted, will disclose, if it relates “to a 
matter of husbandry,” whether it is a proper subject of com- 
pensation under the Act, as occurring within four years of the 
determination of the tenancy (§ 19, sub-sect.). Both tenant 
and landlord, when furnished with the terms of the award, will 
be in an equally good position for deciding whether they will 
dispute it. Besides the particulars which are obligatory under 
the Act, the award can hardly be reckoned complete unless it 
distinguishes and specifies the deductions from tenant’s com- 
pensation for taxes, rates, tithe-rentcharge, and rent (§ 16); and 
specifies also the nature and money-value of the “benefit” given 
to a tenant in consideration of his executing the improvement, 
and pleaded by the landlord as a set-off (§ 17). 

Another matter with which the award will usually deal will 
be the costs of the reference. On this important subject Parlia- 
ment has given to the referee, or referees, or umpire, the full 
powers which are possessed by a Court of Equity. They will 
be governed in deciding upon the question by “the reasonable- 
ness or unreasonableness of the claim of either party,” whether 
as to amount or otherwise, and will consider “all the ¢circum- 

of the agent’s objections and the tenant’s apathy with respect to the working of 
the Act. At the same time they present no real difficulty, but, I should say, are 
decidedly more advantageous than the present system of stating a lump sum, 
which is no guide to the value of the several improyements which haye been 
exccuted,—Note by Mr. J. D. Dent. 
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stances of the case” (§ 33). They may saddle either party with 
the whole of the costs, or with as much or as little as they 
think just. If they decide that the costs shall be paid by the 
parties in unequal proportions, it will be necessary to set forth 
this decision in the award. If, however, they are of opinion 
that each party should pay his own costs, this result may be 
obtained by making no order as to costs. Accordingly the Act 
leaves it to the discretion of the referees or umpire to give or 
withhold any direction as to costs. 

Either party has a right to subject the costs to taxation by 
the Registrar of the County Court, and to appeal to the Judge 
if dissatisfied with the Registrar’s taxation (§ 33, sub-sect. 2). 
The costs are defined as those “of and attending the reference, 
including the remuneration of the. referee; or referees, and 
umpire, where the umpire has been required to act, and in- 
cluding other proper expenses” (} 33). 

Appeal from Award.—If no appeal is brought, the award is 
final (§ 36), and payment of the compensation found due may 
be enforced in the mode presently to be explained. But the 
parties may appeal, under certain conditions; and the referees 
and umpire are treated in this respect as a Court of First 
Instance, whose decision, if it be thought unsound, may be 
reviewed elsewhere. Usually a submission to arbitration under 
statute, or the consequent award, can be questioned by making 
it a rule of Court; and the rights of the parties thenceforward 
are determined by litigation in the ordinary way. To prevent 
the uncertainty and expense of such litigation in the Superior 
Courts, and to provide a summary and cheap mode of settling 
disputes arising under the Agricultural Holdings Act, there is 
an express prohibition of any resort to a Superior Court (§ 35), 
except upon a point of law under circumstances hereafter to be 
mentioned. 

Jurisdiction of County Court.—The jurisdiction of the County 
Court between landlord and tenant is not a wholly new one, 
for by 19 & 20 Vict. c. 108, s. 50, the possession of small tene- 
ments may be recovered by lagilonds: when the rent is under 
501. a-year, by a plaint in the County Court of the district in 
which the premises lie. In cases arising under this Act, neither 

4 _ party can require a jury to be summoned as in other actions ; 
"but the Judge decides all questious of law and fact. Either 
_ party may obtain from the Registrar a summons for witnesses, 
- under this summons require the production of deeds, 

pers, and writings; and these summonses are served by the 
iliff. 
i | 2 
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Under the Agricultural Holdings Act, if the parties, or either 
of them, are dissatisfied with the decision of the referee, or 
referees and umpire, they may appeal against the award to the 
Judge of the County Court on certain specified grounds, Ac- 
cording to the Act this right of appeal must be exercised within 
seven days after delivery of the award (§ 36), but the County 
Court Orders impose a further practical limit as to time by. 
requiring the appellant to file a copy of the award within four — 
days after delivery, together with a concise statement in writing 
of his ground of appeal. If an appeal, therefore, be desired, the 
landlord or tenant has no time to lose; he must make up his 
mind quickly, and act promptly, or he will lose his oppor- 
tunity of disputing the award. 

Besides the limitation of time, the right of appeal is hedged 
.round by a limitation as to money. If “the sum claimed for 
compensation” was 50/. and under, the decision of the referee, 
referees, or umpire, is final. Neither party can go to the County 
Court unless the sum claimed for compensation exceeds 50/. 
(§ 36). The words quoted appear to include a landlord’s 
counter-claim, though the construction is not quite clear. A 
reasonable construction would be to assume that the right of 
appeal arises, for instance, if the tenant claims 50/. and the 
landlord 80/., though upon the tenant’s claim alone no such 
right of appeal exists. 

A third limitation to the right of appeal relates to the 
grounds upon which the award is disputed. It can only be 
disputed upon one of the grounds following (§ 36):— 

1. That the award is invalid (§ 36, sub-sect. 1) 
2. That compensation has been awarded for improvements, 

acts, or things, breaches of covenants or agreements, or for com- 
mitting or permitting waste, in respect of which the party 
claiming was not entitled to compensation (§ 36, sub-sect. 2). 

3. That compensation has not been awarded for yimproye- 
ments, acts, or things, breaches of covenants or agreements, or 
for committing or permitting waste, in respect of which the 
party claiming was entitled to compensation (§ 36, sub-sect. 3). 
We may suppose that the three limitations in the Act are 

satisfied, and that a copy of the award has been filed in the 
County Court, with the ‘ concise statement,” which really con- 
stitutes the notice of appeal. Henceforward the parties may be 
spoken of as appellant and respondent, for these are the titles 

respectively given by the County Court Orders to the party 
prosecuting the appeal and the party supporting the award 
under the Act. It is now necessary to go outside the Act to 
the County Court Orders for information respecting the first 
stage in the new process. The concise statement should really 
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contain the appellant’s case, and it must set out the following 
particulars :— 

1. If the ground of appeal is that the award is invalid, a 
statement of the several objections to its validity on which the. 
appellant relies. 

2. If the ground of appeal is the award of compensation 
to which the claimant was not entitled (§ 36, sub-sect. 2), a 
statement showing in respect of what matters compensation is 
alleged to have been improperly awarded. 

3. If the ground of appeal is the non-award of compensation 
to which the claimant was entitled (§ 36, sub-sect. 3), a state- 
ment showing in respect of what matters compensation is alleged 
to have been improperly withheld. 

The Orders further prescribe that no ground of appeal shall 
be allowed at the trial unless these requirements are complied 
with. In other words, the appellant will be out of Court unless 
he not only specifies his ground or grounds of appeal, but 
supports each ground by particulars. The concise statement 
must also contain the names, in full, and address both of 
respondent ahd appellant, and of the appellant’s solicitor, if the 
proceedings are commenced through a solicitor. The respon- 
dent’s name and address being thus obtained, the Registrar must, 
within twenty-four hours after the filing of the concise state- 
ment, send a copy by post to the respondent, accompanied by a 
notice requiring him to deliver to the Registrar a statement in 
answer within eight days after, not the receipt, but the trans- 
mission to him of the appellant’s concise statement. The two 
documents may now be conveniently distinguished as statement 
and answer. The respondent's answer must be signed by 
himself or his solicitors and disclose the following matters :— 

“‘(a.) Whether he disputes the validity in law of all, or any, 
and which of the grounds of objection to the award. 

“(b.) Whether he disputes the truth in fact of all, or any, 
and which of the grounds of appeal. 

“(c.) Whether he admits the validity in law, and truth in fact, 
of all, or any, and which of the grounds of appeal. 

*“(d.) Whether he prays that the case may be remitted to be 
reheard. 

“(e.) His name and address, and that of his solicitor, if the 
statement be delivered through a solicitor.” 

On receiving the respondent’s answer the Registrar must 
transmit a copy of it and of the award and grounds of appeal to 
the Judge, who, “as soon as conveniently may be,” is to appoint 
a time and place for the hearing of the appeal, and instruct the 
Registrar to give notice of such appointment forthwith to the 

’ 
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parties. The Judge is to hear and determine the appeal,” and 
the evidence will be taken and the case conducted like an 
ordinary County Court suit. The Judge will then finally dis- 
pose of the case, or at his discretion may remit it to be reheard 
in whole or in part by the referee, or referees, or umpire, with 
such directions as he may think fit (§ 36). If so remitted, it 
may be assumed that in the absence of judicial directions to 
the contrary, the case will come back to the County Court for 
final and formal adjudication. The Judge’s order may be 
enforced in the same manner as any other judgment of the 
County Court. The following will be the form (County Court 
Consolidated Orders) :— 

“In the County Court of [ } holden at [ ] 
“In the matter of the County Court Acts, and 
“In the matter of the Agricultural Holdings (England) Act, 

1875, and 
“In the matter of an appeal by A. B. 
“ The day of 18% |. 
“Upon the hearing this day of an appeal by [name and 

description of appellant} against an award dated [state date] given 
under the hand of [referee’s name] whereby [state shortly the sub- 
stance of the award], and on reading, the said awards, and on 
hearing the said A. B. and C, D., the respondent. 

“It is ordered that [state order, e.g.:—] the said C. D., do 
within fourteen days of the date of this order pay to the said 
A. B. the sum of 1. and l. for costs, and in default of 
such payments at the time aforesaid the said A. B. may proceed 
to execution.” 

The Judge’s decision will be final upon the facts, but on a 
question of law he is bound, at the request of either party, to 
state a special case for decision by the High Court of Justice 
(§ 36). Notice of appeal may be given ten days &fter the 
trial. It must state the grounds of dissatisfaction with the 
Judge’s ruling, and must be sent by post or otherwise to the 
Registrar as well as to the successful party. A notice of appeal 
does not operate as a stay of execution or of proceedings under 
the decision appealed from, unless the Judge shall otherwise 
order; but the Registrar will detain the proceeds of any exe- 
cution which may come into his hands pending such appeal, 

* There will be no jury. The Lord Chancellor said, during the debates on 
the Bill:—“T can conceive nothing more dangerous than to submit differences 
between landlord and tenant virtually to the decision of tenants residing in the 
neighbourhood,” 
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to abide the event (Consolidated Orders). The judgment of 
the High Court on the case, and on any question of costs or 
any other matter, will be conclusive, and the Judge of the 
County Court must act on it (§ 36). 

It is provided by § 21 that the parties may agree respecting 
the compensation due to either of them. The terms of such 
agreement as to the amount, mode, and time of payment should 
be in writing. The money due under such agreement, or by 
virtue of any award or appeal-order, must be paid within four- 
teen days after the time when it is agreed, or awarded, or ordered 
to be paid. In case of default, the amount may be recovered by 
obtaining an ordinary County Court order, which will operate 
in the usual way as a judgment for debt or damages (§ 37). 

The costs of proceedings in the County Court, like those of 
referees and umpire, will be in the discretion of the Court, upon 
a scale prescribed by the Lord Chancellor, both as to County 
Court costs proper, and as to the costs of the reference to be 
taxed by the Registrar (§ 40). 

I need only briefly notice the useful legal provisions em- 
powering the County Court, for the purposes of the Act, upon 
the application of any person interested, to appoint a guardian 
to represent any landlord or tenant, being an infant without a 
guardian, or being of unsound mind, not so found by inquisi- 
tion (§ 38). By the same simple process a “next friend” may 
be appointed to act for a married woman. For the purposes of 
the Act, a married woman entitled for her separate use, and not 
mectcaiuod from anticipation, will be in respect of land as if she 
were unmarried. In the case of any other married woman 
desirous of doing any act under the statute, her husband’s con- 
currence will be requisite; but the County Court may exercise 
the powers of the Court of Chancery in examining her apart 
from him, and ascertaining that she knows the nature and effect 
of what she proposes to do, and that she is acting freely and 
voluntarily (§ 39). 

CHARGE OF TENANT’S COMPENSATION. 

Some general remarks have already been made upon this 
important part of the Act. The provisions relating to it will 
now be examined in greater detail. We have seen (§ 37) that 
whether compensation is awarded under the Act to landlord or to 
tenant, the money must be paid within fourteen days. It is 
only upon payment that the landlord can obtain from the 
County Court a “ charge on the holding” in respect of the com- 
pensation so paid (§ 42). The creation of such a charge is in 
the discretion of the Court; and before the order is issued, ap- 
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plicants must first prove the payment, which must be by proper 
vouchers or evidence, and, secondly, must satisfy the Court “ of 
the observance in good faith of the conditions imposed ” by the 
Act. The object of this requirement is obviously to guard 
against possible collusion between a needy or unscrupulous 
limited owner and his tenant, who, by inventing items of com- 
pensation for imaginary improvement, or by excessive allow- 
ances for actual improvements, might easily swell a claim, and - 
saddle the holding with undue burdens. If the amount of 
charge applied for has been settled by award, or by order of 
Court, there will be little risk of such a result; but as the 
landlord and tenant may agree between themselves upon the 
amount due to the latter, without employing even a single 
referee, the danger is not wholly imaginary. The Court in any 
doubtful case will no doubt call for specific_evidence, and in 
other cases will require prima facie evidence from a limited 
owner that the charge represents a corresponding benefit to the 
holding, and that no injustice is thus done to the person entitled 
in remainder. 

The effect of the charge will be to provide for the repayment 
to the landlord, his executors, administrators, and assignees, of ~ 
the sum advanced by him as compensation (§ 42, sub-sect. 3). 
In other words, this sum, sunk in and representing an addition to 
the value of the soil, does not become absorbed in the realty, 
but forms part of the personal estate, and is therefore available 
in favour of younger children. It is left to the discretion of the 
Court to order repayment of the whole or any part of the money, 
“with such interest, and by such instalments, and with such 
directions for giving effect to the charge, as the Court thinks fit” 
(§ 42, sub-sect: 1). 

Duration of Charge-—Upon this point it is necessary to 
consider the effect of more than one provision in the Act, ane 
the nature of the ownership. If the landlord, at the time when 
compensation is paid, is absolute owner, the instalments 
ordered will continue a charge upon the holding throughout any 
period fixed by the Court, irrespective of the period when the 
improvements they represent*will, under the Act, be exhausted ; 
and till the charge runs out it will affect, not only the landlord’s 
interest, but all subsequent interests, those of purchasers as welt 
as the heir-at-law (§ 44). Care must therefore be taken by 
purchasers to ascertain whether such charges exist, as they rum 
with the land. 

If, on the other hand, the landlord obtaining the charge is not 
absolute owner of the holding for his own benefit, two limita- 

\ tions will apply to the duration of the charge. There is nothing 

, 
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in the Act to prevent the Judge from ordering, in the case of 
an absolute owner, that the repayment of the instalments and 
interest shall be spread over a period of thirty years. But in 
the case of limited owners, (1) no instalment or interest will be 
made payable in any event after the expiration of the twenty 
years, the seven years or the two years during which the respec- 
tive classes of improvements may be deemed unexhausted under 
the Act (§ 42, sub-sect. 2). But as the award will state the 
period of exhaustion, which may fall far short of the maximum 
periods in the Act, it will be the business of the Judge in each 
case to limit the duration of the charge to the actual period of 
the exhaustion, as determined by the award. Again: (2) the 
charge will cease when the landlord’s interest ceases, ‘‘ where the 
landlord is himself a tenant of the holding” (§ 44). These words 
seem to point to cases in which a tenant for life occupies his own 
land, and makes improvements upon it. The charge for such 
improvements would cease with his life, and if any instalments 
remained payable, the remainder-man would get the benefit of 
them. But the machinery for creating a charge in the earlier part 
of the Act is limited to agreements or awards as between landlords 
and tenants, and does not appear to contemplate or provide for 
improvements executed by the landlord at his discretion upon a 
holding in his own occupation. 

Another limitation upon the amount, as well as the duration, 
of the charge arises where this part of the Act is incorporated 
with any lease or special agreement, under the terms of whichg 
or by the custom of the country, the compensation allowed for 
improvements is more liberal to the tenant than the compensa- 
tion allowed under the Act. In such cases if, when the agree- 
ment is made, the landlord is absolute owner, the charge, both 
as to amount and duration, may be irrespective of the Act, sub- 
ject only to the discretion of the Judge. But if, when the 
agreement is made, the landlord is only a limited owner, the 
Judge can impose no charge upon the holding, by virtue of the 
agreement, “‘ greater than, or different in nature or duration from, 
the charge” which the Act authorises (§ 55, sub-stct.). Sub- 
ject to the Judge’s approval, an absolute owner may take advan- 
tage of the Act to impose what burdens he pleases on the land, 
if he is of opinion that they will enhance its value. If, how- 
ever, a limited owner wishes to take advantage of the Act for 
the same purpose, he must be bound by the conditions of the 

- Act, already explained, so far as they relate to the incidence 
and duration of the charge. As the charge is not to be “ greater” 
than that which may be made under the Act, and as by § 42 the 
charge is to be in respect of the amount of compensation due to 
the tenant under the Act, it seems to follow that the compensa- 
tion given under the agreement must not exceed the compensation 
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which can be awarded under the Act. “ Duration” of the charge 
clearly points to the period found by the award, limited by the 
maximum periods specified in the compensation sections, and 
mentioned by reference in § 42, sub-sect. 2. The duration of the 
charge in respect of improvements executed under a lease or agree- 
ment must not, then, exceed the periods of exhaustion assigned 
to them in the award or in the Act respectively. Lastly, the charge 
must not be “ different in nature,” as well as duration, from the 
charge which might have been made on the holding under the 
Act in the absence of an agreement ; that is, we may assume, the 
improvements in respect of which the charge is created must not ” 
differ in their nature trom the improvements specified in the Act. 

Having obtained from the County Court a charge on the land 
in his favour, the landlord, if it is not convenient to him to pay the 
money out of his own pocket, may assign this charge as security 
for money lent; and any incorporated Land Improvement Com- 
panies are empowered to take such assignment as security for 
advances by them, and may in their turn assign the charge to 
third parties (§ 43). : 

Crown AND Ducuy Lanps. 

The Act applies to, (1) lands belonging to the’ Queen in 
right of the Crown, and (2) in right of the Duchy of Lancaster ; 
and, also, (3) to land belonging to the Duchy of Cornwall. The 
“landlord” representing Her Majesty in respect of (1) Crown 
lands will be deemed for the purposes of the Act to be the Com- 
missioners of Woods, Forests, or Land Revenues, or one of them, 
or the proper officer or body having charge of such land for the 
time being, or some person appointed under the sign manual. 
The Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster for the time being 
will be deemed the landlord of lands (2); and (3) such person 
as may be appointed by the Duke of Cornwall, or the personage 
for the time entitled to the revenues and possessions of the 
Duchy of Cornwall (§§ 45-47). Tenants upon all these lands, 
if within the Act, will give notices to these substituted land- 
lords, and otherwise treat with them, as in ordinary cases; and 
the appointment of referees and umpire, and the powers of the 
County Court, in the event of dispute, will in like manner be 
governed by the general provisions of the Act. Special pro- 
visions, however, are substituted for those contained in the Act 
as to the charge of tenant’s compensation. r 

First-class improvements executed by tenants upon (1) Crown 
lands will be deemed improvements of land within the Crown 
Lands Act, 1866, sect. 1, and the amount of compensation will 
be charged, as this section provides, ‘as a principal sum to the 
account of the capital of the land revenue of the Crown,” the 
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sum so charged being “repaid out of the income of the land 
revenue of the Crown,” as the Treasury may direct. In every 
such case, however, the repayment of principal out of income 
must be completed within a period not exceeding thirty years. 
Any compensation for improvements of the second or third class 
made by the tenants of Crown lands will be deemed part of the 
expenses of management of the land revenues of the Crown, and 
paid out of income accordingly (§ 45, sub-sects. 2 and 3). 

In like manner, compensation for first-class improvements 
executed by tenants under the Agricultural Holdings Act upon 
land of (2) the Duchy of Lancaster, will be deemed an expense 
incurred in improving land of the Duchy within 57 Geo. III. 
ce. 97, s. 25, which authorises the Chancellor and Council to sell 
so much of the funded estate of the Duchy as may be necessary 
for such improvement. Compensation for improvements of the 
second and third class will be paid out of the annual revenues of 
the Duchy. Any compensation payable under the Act to the 
Chancellor must be lodged with the Receiver-General of the 
Duchy revenues, and will be applied under the authority of the 
Duchy of Lancaster Lands Act, 1855, in the purchase of land or 
of Bank annuities (§ 46 sub-sects. 2, 3, 4). 

Compensation for first-class improvements upon land belong- 
ing (3) to the Duchy of Cornwall may (under the Duchy of 
Cornwall Management Act, 1863, § 8) be advanced from the 
Duchy funds arising from sales and enfranchisements, and 
charged upon Duchy revenues with a provision for repayment 
by re instalments in not less than thirty years (§ 47, sub- 
sect. 2). 

ECCLESIASTICAL AND CHARITY LANDs. 

The Act applies also to these lands. The Archbishop or 
Bishop will, under the Act, be the “landlord” of all lands 
forming the endowment of a see, but he must not exercise the 
powers conferred upon landlords by the Act without the previous 
approval in writing of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners (§ 48). 
In like manner, where the glebe or other land belonging to a 
benefice is let, the incumbent as landlord must not assent to 
improvements by the tenant, or exercise any of the landlord’s 
other powers under the Act, except with the previous written 
approval of the Governors of Queen Anne’s Bounty (§ 49). 
And they, in turn, before so approving, must give notice of the 
application to the patron of the benefice, though he can exercise 
no veto (sub-sect. 3). It is the incumbent, of course, with whom 
the tenant will have to deal, and it will be for him, if he chooses, 
to exclude the holding from the operation of the Act. If he 
obtains the sanction of the Governors to the making of improve- 
ments by the tenant, and compensation is claimed, he may, if 
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authorised so to do, obtain from the County Court a charge on 
the holding in his favour, But the Governors of Queen Anne’s 
Bounty have the option of paying the tenant’s compensation on 
behalf of the incumbent, and they may then obtain from the 
County Court a charge on the holding in favour of themselves. 
In either case the charge will be effectual, notwithstanding any 
change of incumbent (§ 49, sub-sects. 1 and 2). Owners of land 
in trust for ecclesiastical or charitable purposes must obtain the 
previous approval in writing of the Charity Commissioners 
before they exercise the powers conferred upon the landlord by _ 
the Act (§ 50). 

NotIcE To QuIT. 

In 1874, before Mr. Disraeli became Prime Minister, he told 
his constituents that, in his opinion, much that was thought 
unsatisfactory in the existing tenure of land would disappear if 
a tenant-farmer could be sure of a two-years’ notice to surrender 
his holding.* A considerable advance in this direction is made 
by § 51, another important provision of the Act. The section 
is general in its wording, but is of course controlled by § 58, 
and is therefore limited to agricultural tenancies, with a further 
limitation to tenancies from year to year, and a still further 
limitation, namely, that they must be tenancies affected by the 
Act. 

As the law stood before February 14th, supposing a tenant 
from year to year entered on his holding at Michaelmas, 1875, 
and the landlord within a few months found him to be an 
undesirable tenant, his tenancy could be determined by notice 
given at Lady Day and ending at the Michaelmas following. A 
half-year’s notice expiring with a year of tenancy was necessary, 
but the Act has extended this period by six months, and requires 
a year’s notice expiring with a year of tenancy. The result is, in 
certain contingencies, to give a tenant what may be practically 
equal to two years’ possession ; for if the tenancy begins to run 
from Michaelmas, 1876, notice cannot be given ‘under the Act 
until Michaelmas, 1877, expiring of course at Michaelmas, 1878. 
There is a proviso which excludes from the benefit of the section 
tenants who are adjudged bankrupt, or who file a petition for 
composition or arrangement with their creditors. 

Standing alone, § 51 looks more imposing than it really is. 
The limitations already mentioned take from it the obligation 

which it seems to create on the one hand, and the benefit it seems 
to confer on the other. We must always remember, too, that 

* The suggestion was thrown out as an alternative to a plan”of compensation 
for unexhausted improvements; and there is therefore no inconsistency in the 
shorter term of notice fixed by the Bill, supplementing, as it does, provisions 
allowing such compensation. 
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the Act elsewhere, by necessary implication, leaves landlords and 
tenants free to regulate as they please the time of notice to quit, 
like every other part of the contract of tenancy (§ 54). ‘The 
notice-to-quit provision is therefore no more compulsory than 
any other portion of the Act. Taken in connection with § 56 
and § 57, the effect of the provision will be this :—It will 
apply to every yearly tenancy beginning after February 14, 
1876, unless the landlord and tenant agree in writing to exclude 

_ the whole Act, or this particular provision. It will also apply 
to all yearly tenancies existing on February 14, 1876, unless 
within two months after that date the landlord notifies to 
the tenant, or vice versa, his desire that the contract of tenancy 
between them shali remain unaffected by the Act. Thus, in 
new tenancies from year to year, landlord and tenant must 
concur in contracting themselves out of this as of the other 
provisions of the Act, and the tenant will forfeit with his eyes 
open the advantages intended to be conferred upon him by 
the Act. It must be repeated that in existing yearly tenancies 
neither landlord nor tenant alone can adopt, but either can 
exclude the operation of the Act in respect of notice to quit or 
otherwise. In both new and existing tenancies it may also be 
repeated, mutual silence will mean consent ; it will be necessary 
for the parties, if they wish that the Act shal! not apply, to 
record their intention in writing. One result of the statute, 
therefore, will be to multiply written agreements upon the 
letting of land, if indeed it does not make written agreements 
almost universal.* 

RESUMPTION FOR IMPROVEMENTS. 

Another provision, limited, like the last-mentioned, to yearly 
tenancies, authorises landlords, but only in the case of holdings 

to which the Act applies, to serve a tenant with notice to quit 
part only of the holding. This is a power which the landlord 
does not now possess; but the notice will not be valid, unless 
the land is required for one of eight purposes here specified 

(§ 52) :— 
1. Erecting farm-labourers’ cottages or other houses, with or 

without gardens. 
2. Providing gardens for existing farm-labourers’ cottages, or 

other houses. 
3. Allotment to labourers of land for gardens or other 

purposes. 

* “The great advantage of the Bill (is, that it will induce the generality of 
landlords and tenants to make agreements and define their engagements strictly.” 
—(Viscount Portman, Debate on Third Reading, May 13, 1875.) 
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4. Planting trees. 
5. Opening or working any coal, ironstone, limestone, or 

other mineral; or a stone quarry, clay, sand, or gravel-pit; or 
constructing any works or buildings to be used in connection 
therewith. 

6. Obtaining brick-earth, gravel, or sand. 
7. Making a watercourse or reservoir. 
8. Making any road, tramroad, siding, canal, or basin, or 

any wharf, pier, or other work connected therewith. 

In the notice to quit, the landlord must state that he requires 
the land with a view to use it for one of these purposes. If the 
tenant thinks that the loss of such part of the land as is covered 
by the notice depreciates the value of the remainder so greatly 
as to render the continued occupation of the whole undesirable, 
he will be able to put an end to his tenancy summarily, by 
serving the landlord with a written notice that he accepts the 
notice served on him as notice to quit the entire holding. Such 
counter-notice by the tenant must be served within a month 
after service of the landlord’s notice, and its effect will be to 
determine the tenancy at the expiration of the then current year. 
If the tenant relinquishes the entire holding, his claim to 
compensation arises and must be made in the usual way under 
the Act. If he accepts the situation, and relinquishes only the 
portion of land required by the landlord, the provisions of 
the Act respecting compensation apply to such portion just as 
if the tenancy of the whole were determined. He may claim, in 
respect of the land thus resumed by the landlord :— 

(a.) The value of any unexhausted improvements made upon 
it by him. 

(b.) A proportionate reduction of rent in respect of it. (This 
seems to mean a reduction based upon the average rent of the 
holding, and proportioned to the acreage of the land resumed. 
If the land is specially fertile, or otherwise of exceptional agri- 
cultural value, compensation may arise under the words in italics 
in the next head.) , 

(c.) Reduction of rent representing any depreciation of the 
value of the residue of the holding to the tenant, caused by the 
withdrawal of the particular land from the holding, or by the 
use to be made thereof. 

Some of the uses contemplated in the section would certainly 
justify a claim under the head last mentioned. It is of public 
advantage that the landlord should have an easy mode of re- 
suming land which he intends to apply to useful and beneficial 
purposes, industrial and otherwise; and the interests of the 
tenant have been fairly considered. ‘There appears, indeed, to 
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be a slight anomaly in the accompanying provision for finding 
the compensation due to the tenant in the event of such a 
severance of his holding as is here contemplated. Having 
regard, no doubt, to the smallness of the amount at issue, the 
Act wisely declares that the reduction of rental under heads 
(b) and (c), which is to be ascertained by agreement or settled 
by reference, as in the case of compensation, shall not be sub- 
ject to appeal to the County Court (§ 52, sub-sect. 2). If, 
however, the tenant has a claim for unexhausted improvements 
upon the same bit of land, and the amount claimed is over 50/., 
there is nothing to prevent him from carrying the claim not 
only into the County Court, but before the High pines of 
Justice, upon any question of lew (sub-sect. 1). 

FIXTURES. 

As early as the reign of Edward II. we find the rule laid 
down in the Year Books (in 1324) that where a lessee or yearly 
tenant, having annexed anything to the freehold, afterwards 
takes it away, it is waste. ‘The exception in favour of trade- 
fixtures is first recorded as being raised in 1369, but is not 
expressly laid down till 1505. Two hundred years later, Lord 
Holt, by his decision in Poole’s case, placed the privilege of 
removing trade-fixtures beyond all question. Attempts were 
soon made to extend to agriculture the exceptions grafted 
upon the rule; and at one time there seemed to be fair pro- 
spect that, by force of judicial decision, farmers would re- 
ceive the same privileges as had been obtained by persons in 
trade. In 1694 there is recorded a case tried at Hereford before 
Lord Chief Justice Treby (Culling v. Tufnell), in which a barn 
erected by a tenant upon pattens and blocks of timber, lying on, 
but not let into, the land, was held to be removable by the 
tenant ; but the Judge founded his decision on the custom of 
the country in favour of the tenant, with reference to which it 
might be presumed that he and his landlord had contracted. 
In 1799, in the case of Dean v. Allalley, the tenant had erected 
two sheds, called Dutch barns, and had removed them during 
his term. He was sued on his covenant, by which he under- 
took to leave in repair all buildings which then were or 
should be erected on the premises during the term, and Lord 
Kenyon held that these barns were not included in this descrip- 
tion. These barns “had a foundation of brick in the ground, 
and uprights fixed in and rising from the brickwork and sup- 
porting the roof, which was composed of tiles, and the sides 
open ;’ and Lord Kenyon justified his decision by the remark 
that the law would make the most favourable construction for 
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the tenant where he had made necessary and useful erections 
for the benefit of his trade or manufacture. 

At length, in 1803, a case* came before the Court of King’s 
Bench, involving the distinct question whether a tenant-farmer 
can, before the end of his term, remove from the freehold build- 
ings constructed by him for the ordinary purposes of husbandry 
and connected with no description of trade. The tenant, who 
was defendant in the case, held a farm for twenty-one years ; 
and about fifteen years before the term expired he erected, at his . 
own expense, amongst other buildings, a beast-house, a cart- 
house, and fold-yard. The buildings were of brick and mortar, 
and tiled, the foundations being about a foot and a-half deep in 
the ground; they were open to the front and supported by 
brick pillars. The fold-yard wall was of brick and mortar, and 
its foundation was in the ground. The defendant, before his 
lease expired, pulled down the buildings, dug up the founda- 
tions, and carried away the materials—leaving the premises in 
the same state as when he entered upon them. It appeared that 
the buildings were necessary and convenient for the occupation 
of the farm, which could not be well managed without them, 
In an action tried at Lincoln, a verdict had been found for the 
plaintiff, subject to the point of law; and the question for the 
opinion of the Court now was: Had the defendant a right to 
take away the buildings? For the plaintiff, it was argued that 
their removal was waste at Common Law, and that the exceptions 
to the rule did not touch agriculture, but had been introduced 
solely for the benefit of trade. Buildings like those erected by 
the defendant, it was argued, “are not in their nature temporary 
or movable, but are calculated solely for the enjoyment of the 
land. The expense of erecting them is great, and their value is 
great on the spot, but of trifling consideration when removed. 
The injury of their removal, therefore, is much greater to the 
landlord than the benefit of the materials, when removed, is to 
the tenant. If the exception were extended to buildings erected 
for the purposes of agriculture, it would be as extensiye as the 
rule itself, and would therefore destroy it. The sole object of 
such erections is for the purpose of enjoying the produce of the 
land. The land, therefore, is the principal; the buildings are 
the accessory to the land. There is thus an essential distinction 
between buildings used in agriculture and buildings erected for 
engines or machinery used in trade, where the personal chattel 
is the principal.” 

For the defendant, it was contended that the object of gradually 
relaxing the old rule of law between landlord and tenant had been 

* Elwes v, Mawe, 2 Smith's Leading Cases, 141, 
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to encourage tenants to lay out their money in the improvement 
of the premises, and in making their industry as productive as 
possible, which is for the benefit of the State as well as the indi- 
vidual. ‘This object applies at least as strongly to tenants in hus- 
bandry as in trade. Agriculture, in the improved state in which 
it is now carried on, is in itself a trade ; it requires a much larger 
capital than formerly, and the use of more expensive imple- 
ments and machinery. Without the aid of modern improvements, 
the land cannot be made so productive as it otherwise may be, 
nor the produce so well preserved and brought to market. But 
unless the tenant is entitled to take away with him, at the end 
of his term, or have a compensation in value for, buildings like 
these in question, erected in such a manner as to be capable of 
being removed at pleasure and set up on any other farm, he will 
not be at the expense of erecting them at all; and, therefore, 
though he, and through him the public, will suffer, yet the land- 

‘lord will not be the better for the right which he now claims. 

This is no question whether permanent additions or improve- 
ments made by a tenant to an old dwelling-house or out-build- 
ings, or even to new ones erected by him for his personal 
accommodation, can be removed at the end of the term; for not 
even persons renting premises for the purpose of carrying on 
trades have any such privileges. It is a question whether build- 
ings erected for the sole purpose and convenience of carrying on 
the farm—that is, of turning to the best account the capital and 
industry of the farmer in his trade or business—may not be 
removed by him. In this respect there is no distinction between 
trade and agriculture. The fair conclusion from the old autho- 
rities is, that whatever buildings are erected by a tenant (be the 
materials what they may, or however placed in or upon the 
ground) for the immediate purposes of his trade, or for the more 
advantageous working of his farm, he may remove them again, 
provided he leave the premises on his quitting as he found them. 
According to this rule, no injury could ensue to the land- 
lord, whose property would, on the contrary, be eventually im- 
proved by the better cultivation of it, while the public would 
derive an immediate advantage from the encouragement afforded 
to the capital and industry of the tenant.” 

This case, occurring more than seventy years ago, is of some 
historic interest now; and the arguments on the defendant’s 
behalf correctly epitomise those which were advanced much 
later in advocating the right of tenant-farmers to compensation 
for permanent or temporary improvements made by them. If 
the Court of King’s Bench had taken Lord Kenyon’s view of the 
law, and the policy of the law, and had decided in the defen- 
dant’s favour, much of the later agitation, and some of the more 

VOL. XII.—S. S. NX 
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recent legislation, with respect to agricultural improvements, 
would have been unnecessary. The Court, however, by the 
mouth of Lord Ellenborough, were unanimously of opinion that 
the defendant had no right to remove the buildings, The Lord 
Chief Justice declined to recognise the authority of Dean v. 
Allalley, which was a si Prius case, and did not undergo sub- 
sequent review by Lord Kenyon and the rest of the Court. 
“Lord Kenyon,” he said, “ certainly seems to have thought that 
buildings erected by tenants for the purposes of farming were, 
or rather ought to be, governed by the same rules which had 
been so long judicially held to apply in the case of buildings for 
the purposes of trade.” But Lord Ellenborough was of opinion, 
that to give effect to this doctrine would be to establish a dan- 
gerous innovation in the relations of landlord and tenant, and 
would be “contrary to the uniform current of legal authorities.” 

Act of 1851 as to Fixtures.—So the law remained until the 
passing of 14 & 15 Vict. c. 25, which provided that, after 
July 24, 1851, all farm and other buildings, engines, or 
machinery erected or put up by a tenant, at his own expense, 
for agricultural purposes, or purposes of trade and agriculture, 
should be the property of such tenant, and removable by him, not- 
withstanding they might be separate buildings, or permanently 
affixed to the soil. This right, however, was made subject to 
the following conditions :—(1) The landlord’s consent in writing 
must have been obtained previous to the erection, (2) The 
buildings or machinery must not have been erected or put up in 
pursuance of some obligation on that behalf. (3) In the course 
of removal the tenant must not injure the landlord’s premises, 
which must be put “in like or as good plight and condition as 
the same were in before the erection of the things so removed.” 
(4) Before removal, the tenant must give to the landlord, or his 
agent, a month’s notice in writing of his intention, and if the 
landlord elects to purchase, the tenant’s right of removal ceases. 
The value of the tenant’s buildings, &c., is to be ascertained by 
two referees (one chosen by each party) or their umpire, and is 
to be paid or allowed in account by the landlord. 

Buildings and Steam-Engines——The Agricultural Holdings 
Act goes a step, though, perhaps, but a short step, further in the 
same direction... It does not change the principle of the exist- 
ing law as to buildings erected for agricultural purposes at the 
tenant's cost. Such buildings, upon holdings not affected by the 
new Act, remain subject to the Act of 1851+ and in either case 
the landlord’s previous written consent is still necessary to give 
the tenant the qualified property in them which that Act recog- 
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nises, or to create a valid claim to compensation under the new 
Act. So, also, the tenant, before erecting any steam-engine, 
must still give the landlord written notice of his intention. 
If the landlord assents, or is even silent, the tenant may go on, 
and his rights under the Agricultural Holdings Act will then 
arise in respect of the steam-engine. If, however, the landlord, 
on receiving notice of the intention to erect a steam-engine, 
objects, in writing, to such erection, the tenant will proceed at 
his own risk ; the new Act will no longer protect him; and his 
rights, whatever they may be, will depend upon custom or 
otherwise (§ 53, concluding sub-sect.). 

Engines, Machinery, §c.—Engines and machinery, unlike 
buildings, are not found among any one of the three classes of 
improvements, but are more properly treated as fixtures; and 
the distinction in the Act between the two kinds of interests 
created by the tenant, and here recognised by the Legislature, 
is that the specified improvements in classes one, two, and three, 
are treated as inseparably annexed to the soil, as in fact they 
are—buildings, to a modified extent, excepted—and as there- 
fore properly the subjects of compensation by the owner of the 
soil; while fixtures are removable, and need not necessarily 
therefore be the subjects of compensation. The old maxim of 
law, however, is still applied to both. improvements and fix- 
tures. Being annexed to the land, both become the property of 
the landlord upon payment of their fair value. The tenant 
cannot pull down the buildings erected at his cost, and cart off 
the materials ; he cannot say of the fixtures, “I will not sell— 
1 have a use for them elsewhere.” The landlord may take them 
at his option. 
We have seen that the effect of the Act of 1851 was to give 

the tenant certain rights of property in engines or machinery 
erected at his cost, with the previous consent of the landlord. 
The Agricultural Holdings Act dispenses with the necessity of 
procuring the landlord’s previous consent for affixing to the 
holding this class of fixtures, steam-engines excepted. In the 
absence, be it always understood, of express agreement, or of 
written exclusion of the Act from the contract of tenancy, an 
agricultural tenant, whose holding exceeds two acres, may affix 
to his holding, after February 14, 1876, “any engine, ma- 
chinery, or other fixture, for which he is not under this Act or 
otherwise entitled to compensation.” These fixtures may be put 
up not only without the assent, but contrary to the express wishes 
of the landlord ; and, if they have not been so put up pursuant 
to some obligation, or instead of some fixture belonging to the 
landlord, they will become the property of the tenant, and be 
removable by him, upon the following conditions (§ 53) :— 

N 2 
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1. Before removing any fixture, the tenant must pay all rent 
owing by him, and perform all other obligations to the landlord 
in respect of the holding. The landlord, in fact, has a lien 
upon the fixtures for the amount of rent or compensation. 

2. In removing any fixture, no “ avoidable damage” must be 
done to any building, or other part of the holding. 

3. Immediately after removing any fixture, the tenant must 
make good all damage occasioned by such remoyal. 

4. The tenant cannot remove any fixture unless he gives the - 
landlord one month’s previous notice, in writing, of the intended 
removal. 

5. At any time within the month of notice, the landlord (as. 
under the Act of 1851) has an option of purchasing any fixture 
comprised in the notice of removal. He may thus select which 
he thinks worth purchase, and leave the tenant to remove the 
rest. This option must be signified to the tenant, in writing, 
before the end of the month; and the fixture selected by the 
landlord becomes his property, and must be left by the tenant, 
who will be paid for it according to its fair value to an in- 
coming tenant. If the parties differ, the value is to be settled 
by reference, but without power of appeal; the decision of the 
referee, or referees, and umpire, will be final. 

This is the Statute which the Legislature have passed, recog- 
nising the just confidence reposed in most English landlords 
by their tenantry, but recognising, too, in the words of the Prime 
Minister, that ‘laws should be founded, not on honour, but on 
justice.” One advantage possessed by the Act is, that it does 
not refer you to other Acts in order to gather its meaning; the 
law, so far as it depends on statute, is for the most part con- 
tained in the four corners of the Act itself. It is hardly reason- 
able to expect that a statute dealing with so many questions, and 
entering into so many details, should be free from doubt in all 
its parts; nor does this Paper pretend to discover or solve the 
numerous points which may be raised upon the meaning and 
bearing of particular sections. To enter into more minute 
detail, however, would be only to bewilder instead of making 
clear. The explanation which has been here attempted will 
perhaps enable readers of the ‘ Journal’ to understand the general 
features of the new law. The measure will soon be practically 
tested; and any defects found to exist in its machinery may 
easily be remedied. Meanwhile it marks a new point of depar- 
ture in agriculture, and may come to be regarded, a generation 
or two hence, as a measure of far higher value and importance 
than it seems to be to-day. 
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An Act for amending the Law relating to Agricultural Holdings 
in England. [13th August, 1875.] 

Be it enacted by the Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the 
advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, -in 
this present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as 
follows: 

PRELIMINARY. 

Short Title. 

Fs This Act may be cited as The Agricultural Holdings (England) Act, 
75. 

- 
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Commencement of Act. 

2. This Act shall commence from and immediately after the fourteenth day 
of February, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-six. 

Extent of Act. 

8. This Act shall not extend to Scotland or Ireland. 

Interpretation. 
4, In this Act— 

“ Contract of tenancy” means a letting of land for a term of years, or for 
lives, or for lives and years, or from year to year, or at will: 

“ Determination of tenancy” means the cesser of a contract of tenancy 
by reason of effluxion of time, or from any other cause: 

“ Landlord” means the person for the time being entitled to possession of 
land subject to a contract of tenancy, or entitled to receipt of rent 
reserved by a contract of tenancy, whatever be the extent of his 
interest, and although the land or his interest therein is encumbered 
or charged by himself or his settlor, or otherwise, to any extent; the 
party to a contract of tenancy under which land is actually occupied 
being alone deemed to be the landlord in relation to the actual 
occupier : 

“Tenant” means the holder of land under a contract of tenancy : 
** Landlord” or “tenant” includes the agent authorised in writing to 

act under this Act generally, or for any special purpose, and the 
executors, administrators, assigns, husband, guardian, committee of 
the estate, or trustees in bankruptcy, of a landlord or tenant: 

“ Holding,” includes all land held by the same tenant of the same land- 
lord for the same term under the same contract of tenancy . 

“Absolute owner” means the owner or person capable of disposing, 
by appointment or otherwise, of the fee simple or whole interest of 
or in freehold, copyhold, or leasehold land, although the land or 
his interest therein is mortgaged, encumbered, or charged to any 
extent: 

“ County Court,” in relation to a holding, means the County Court within 
the district whereof the holding or the larger part thereof is situate : 

ef os » includes a body of persons and a corporation aggregate ov 
sole. 

The designations of landlord and tenant shall, for the purposes of this Act, 
continue to apply to the parties to a contract of tenancy until the conclusion 
of any proceedings taken under this Act on the determination of the tenancy. 

CoMPENSATION. 

Tenant’s Title to Compensation. 

5. Where, after the commencement of this Act, a tenant executes on his 
holding an improvement comprised in either of the three classes following : 

Fist Cuass. 

Drainage of land. Making or improving of water- 
_ Erection or enlargement of buildings, courses, ponds, wells, or reservoirs, 
Laying down of permanent pasture. or of works for supply of water for 
Making and planting of osier beds, agricultural or domestic purposes, 
Making of water meadows or works | Making of fences. 

of irrigation. Planting of hops. 
Making of gardens, Planting of orchards. 
Making or improving of roads or | Reclaiming of waste land. 

bridges. Warping of land. 
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Seconp Crass. 

Boning of land with undissolyed | Claying of land. 
bones.; Liming of land. 

Chalking of land. Marling of land. 
Clay-burning. 

Txirp CLAss. 

Application to land of purchased 
artificial or other purchased ma- 
nure. 

Consumption on the holding by cattle, 
sheep, or pigs of cake or other feeding- 
stuff not produced on the holding. 

he shall be entitled, subject to the provisions of this Act, to obtain, on the 
determination of the tenancy, compensation in respect of the improvement. 

Time in which Improvement exhausted. 

6. An improvement shall not in any case be deemed, for the purposes of this 
Act, to continue unexhausted beyond the respective times following after the 
year of tenancy in which the outlay thereon is made: 

Where the improvement is of the first class, the end of twenty years: 
Where it is of the second class, the end of seven years: 
Where it is of the third class, the end of two years. 

» Amount of Tenant’s Compensation in First Class. 

7. The amount of the tenant's compensation in respect of an improvement 
of the first class shall, subject to the provisions of this Act, be the sum laid 
out by the tenant on the improvement, with a deduction of a proportionate 
part thereof for each year while the tenancy endures after the year of tenancy 
in which the outlay is made and while the improvement continues unex- 
hausted; but so that where the landlord was not, at the time of the consent 
given to the execution of the improvement, absolute owner of the holding for 
his own benefit, the amount of the compensation shall not exceed a capital 
sum fairly representing the addition which the improvement, as far as it con- ~ 
tinues unexhausted at the determination of the tenancy, then makes to the 
letting value of the holding. 

Amount of Tenant's Compensation in Second Class. 

8. The amount of the tenant’s compensation in respect of an improvement 
of the second class shall, subject to the provisions of this Act, be the sum 
properly laid out by the tenant on the improvement, with a deduction of a 
proportionate part thereof for each year while the tenancy endures after the 
year of tenancy in which the outlay is made and while the improvement 
continues unexhausted. 

Amount of Tenant’s Compensation in Third Class. 

9. The amount of the tenant’s compensation in respect of an improvement 
of the third class shall, subject to the provisions of this Act, be such’ pro- 
portion of the sum properly laid out by the tenant on the improvement as 
fairly represents the value thercof at the determination of the tenancy to an 
incoming tenant. 

Consent of Lundlord for First Class. 

10, The tenant shall not be entitled to compensation in respect of an 
improvement of the first class, unless he has executed it with the previous 
consent in writing of the landlord. 
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Deduction in First Class for Want of Repair, &c. 

11. In the ascertainment of the amount of the tenant’s compensation in 
respect of an improvement of the first class, there shall be taken into account, 
in reduction thereof, any sum reasonably necessary to be expended for the 
purpose of putting the same into tenantable repair or good condition. 

Notice to Landlord for Second Class, 

12. The tenant shall not be entitled to compensation in respect of an 
improvement of the second class, unless, not more than forty-two and not less 
than seven days before beginning to execute it, he has given to the landlord 
notice in writing of his intention to do so, nor where it is executed after the 
tenant has given or received notice to quit, unless it is executed with the 
previous consent in writing of the landlord. 

Exclusion of Compensation in Third Class after exhausting Crop. 

13. The tenant shall not be entitled to compensation in respect of an 
improvement of the third class, where, after the execution thereof, there has 
been taken from the portion of the holding on which the same was executed, a 
crop of corn, potatoes, hay, or seed, or any other exhausting crop. 

Exclusion of Compensation for Consumption of Cake, &c., in Certain Cases. 

14, The tenant shall not be entitled to compensation in respect of an 
improvement of the third class, consisting in the consumption of cake or other 
feeding-stuff, where, under the custom of the country or an agreement, he is 
entitled to and claims payment from the landlord or incoming tenant in 
respect of the additional value given by that consumption to the manure left 
on the holding at the determination of the tenancy. 

» Restrictions as to Third Class. 

15. In the ascertainment of the amount of compensation in respect of an 
improvement of the third class,— 

(1.) There shall not be taken into account any larger outlay during the 
last year of the tenancy than the average amount of the tenant’s 
outlay for like purposes during the three next preceding years of the 
tenancy, or other less number of years for which the tenancy has 
endured ; and, 

(2.) There shall be deducted the value of the manure that would have 
been produced by the consumption on the holding of any hay, straw, 
roots, or green crops sold off the holding within the last two years of 
the tenancy or other less time for which the tenancy has endured, 
except as far as a proper return of manure to the holding has been 
made in respect of such produce sold off. 

Deductions from Compensation for Taxes, Rent, &c. 

16. The amount of the tenant’s compensation shall be subject to the follow- 
ing deductions : 

(1.) For taxes, rates, and tithe-rentcharge due or becoming due in respect 
of the holding to which the tenant is liable as between him and the 
landlord : 

(2.) For rent due or becoming due in respect of the holding : 
(8.) For the landlord’s compensation under this Act. 
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Set-off of Benefit to Tenant. 

17. In the ascertainment of the amount of the tenant’s compensation there 
shall be taken into account in reduction thereof any benefit which the land- 
lord has. given or allowed to the tenant in consideration of the tenant 
executing the improvement. 

Tenant's Compensation for Breach of Covenant. 

18. Where a landlord commits a breach of covenant or other agreement _ 
connected with the contract of tenancy, and the tenant claims under this Act 
compensation in respect of an improvement, then the tenant shall be entitled 
to obtain, on the determination of the tenancy, compensation in respect of the 
breach, subject and according to the provisions of this Act. 

Landlord’s Title to Compensation. 

19. Where a tenant commits or permits waste, or commits a breach of a 
covenant or other agreement connected with the contract of tenancy, and the 
tenant claims compensation under this Act in respect of an improvement, 
then the landlord shall be entitled, by counter-claim, but not otherwise, to 
obtain, on the determination of the tenancy, compensation in respect of the 
waste or breach, subject and according to the provisions of this Act. 

But nothing in this section shall enable a landlord to obtain under this 
Act compensation in respect of waste or a breach committed or permitted in 
relation to a matter of husbandry more than four years before the determina- 
tion of the tenancy. 

PROCEDURE. 

Notice of Intended Claim. 

20. Notwithstanding anything in this Act, a tenant shall not be entitled to 
compensation under this Act unless one month at least before the determina- 
tion of the tenancy he gives notice in writing to the landlord of his intention 
to make a claim for compensation under this Act, 

Where a tenant gives such a notice the landlord may, before the deter- 
mination of the tenancy, or within fourteen days thereafter, give a counter- 
notice in writing to the tenant of his intention to make a claim for compensa- 
tion under this Act. 

Every such notice and counter-notice shall state, as far as cane eiarish may 
be, the particulars of the intended claim. 

Compensation agreed or settled by Reference. 
, 

21. The landlord and the tenant may agree on the amount and mode and 
time of payment of compensation to be paid to the tenant or to the landlord 
under this Act. 

If in any case they do not so agree the difference shall be settled by a 
reference. 

Appointment of Referee or Referees and Umpire. 

22. Where there is a reference under this Act, a referee, or two referees host 
an umpire, shall be appointed as follows: 

(1.) If the parties concur, there may be a single referee appointed by them 
jointly : 

(2.) If before award the single referee dies or becomes incapable of acting, 
or for seven days after notice from the parties, or either of them, 
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requiring him to act, fails to act, the proceedings shall begin afresh, 
as if no referee had been appointed: 

(3.) If the parties do not concur in the appointment of a single referee, 
each of them shall appoint a referee : 

(4.) If before award one of two referees dies or becomes incapable of 
acting, or for seven days after notice from either party requiring him 
to act fails to act, the party appointing him shall appoint another 
referee : 

- (5.) Notice of every appointment of a referee by either party shall be 
given to the other party: 

(6.) If for fourteen days after notice by one party to the other to appoint 
a referee, or another referee, the other party fails to do so, then, on 
the application of the party giving notice, the County Court shall 
within fourteen days appoint a competent and impartial person to be 
a referee : : 

(7.) Where two referees are appointed, then (subject to the provisions of 
this Act) they shall before they enter on the reference appoint an 
umpire : : 

(8.) If etre award an umpire dies or becomes incapable of acting, the 
referees shall appoint another umpire : 

(9.) If for seven days after request from either party the referees fail to 
appoint an umpire, or another umpire, then, on the application of 

; either party, the County Court shall within fourteen days appoint a 
competent and impartial person to be the umpire : 

(10.) Every appointment, notice, and request under this section shall be 
in writing. 

Requisition for Appointment of Umpire by Inclosure Commissioners, kc. 

23. Provided, that where two referees are appointed, an umpire may be 
appointed as follows : 

(1.) If either party, on appointing a referee, requires, by notice in writing 
to the other, that the umpire shall be appointed by the Inclosure 
Commissioners for England and Wales, then the umpire, and any 
successor to him, shall be appointed, on the application of either 
party, by those Commissioners : 

(2.) In every other case, if either party, on appointing a referee, requires, 
by notice in writing to the other, that the umpire shall be appointed 
by the County Court, then, unless the other party dissents by notice 
in writing therefrom, the umpire, and any successor to him, shall, 
on the application of either party, be so appointed, and in case of 
such dissent, the umpire, and any successor to him, shall be ap- 
pointed, on the application of either party, by the Inclosure Com- 
missioners for England and Wales. 

Exercise of Powers of County Court. 

24. The powers of the County Court under this Act, relative to the appoint- 
ment of a referee or umpire shall be exercisable by the Judge of the Court 
having jurisdiction, whether he is without or within his district, and may, by 
consent of the parties, be exercised by the Registrar of the Court. 

Mode of Submission to Reference. 

25. The delivery to a referee of his appointment shall be deemed a sub- 
Mission to a reference by the party delivering it ; and neither party shall have 

_ power to revoke a submission, or the appointment of a referee, without the 
consent of the other. 



Power for Referee, &c., to require Production of Documents, Administer 
Oaths, &c. 

26. The referee or referees or umpire may call for the production of any — 
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sample, or voucher or other document, or other evidence which is in the 
possession or power of either party, or which either party can produce, and 
which to the referee or referees or umpire seems necessary for determination 
of the matters referred, and may take the examination of the parties and 
witnesses on oath, and may administer oaths and take affirmations; and if 
any person so sworn or affirming wilfully and corruptly gives false evidence. 
he shall be guilty of perjury. 

Power to proceed in Absence. 

27. The referee or referees or umpire may proceed in the absence of either 
party where the same appears to him or them expedient, after notice given to 
the parties. 

Form of Award. 

28. The award shall be in writing, signed by the referee or referees or 
aimpire, 

Time for Award of Referee or Referees. 

29. A single referee shall make his award ready for delivery within twenty- 
eight days after his appointment. 

Two referees shall make their award ready for delivery within twenty-eight 
-days after the appointment of the last appointed of them, or within such 
extended time (if any) as they from time to time jointly fix by writing under 
their hands, so that they make their award ready for delivery within a time 
net exceeding in the whole forty-nine days after the appointment of the last 
appointed of them. 

Reference to and Award by Umpire. 

30. Where two referees are appointed and act, if they fail to make their 
award ready for delivery within the time aforesaid, then, on the expiration of 
‘that time, their authority shall cease, and thereupon the matters referred to 
tkem shall stand referred to the umpire. 

The umpire shall make his award ready for delivery within twenty-eight 
days after notice in writing given to him by either party or referee of the 
reference to him, or within such extended time (if any) as the Registrar of 
the County Court from time to time appoints, on the applicatidn of the 
umpire or of either party, made before the expiration of the time appointed 
‘by or extended under this section. 

Duration of Improvement to be found. 

31, The award shall find and state the time at which each improvement, in 
respect whereof compensation is awarded, is taken, for the purposes of the 
award, to be exhausted. 

Award to give Particulars. 

32. The award shall not award a sum generally for compensation, but shall, 
as far as reasonably may be, specify— 

The several improvements, acts, and things in respect whereof compen- 
sation is awarded ; 

The time at which each thereof was executed , committed, or permitted ; 
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Tn the case of an improvement of the first class, where the landlord was 
not at the time of the consent given to the execution thereof abso- 
lute owner of the holding for his own benefit, the extent to which 
the improvement adds to the letting value of the holding ; 

The sum awarded in respect of each improvement, act, or thing; and 
The sum laid out by the tenant on each improvement. 

Costs of Reference. 

33. The costs of and attending the reference, including the remuneration of 
the referee or referees and umpire, where the umpire has been required to act, 
and including other proper expenses, shall be borne and paid by the parties in 
such proportion as to the referee or referees or umpire appears just, regard 
being had to the reasonableness or unreasonableness of the claim of either 
party in respect of amount or otherwise, and to all the circumstances of 
the case. 

The award may direct the payment of the whole or any part of the costs. 
aforesaid by the one party to the other. 

The costs aforesaid shall be subject to taxation by the Registrar of the 
County Court, on the application of either party, but that taxation shall be 
subject to review by the Judge of the County Court. 

Day for Payment. 

34, The award shall fix a day, not sooner than one month after the 
delivery of the award, for the payment of money awarded for compensation, 
costs, or otherwise. 

Submission not to be Removable, &c. 

35. A submission or award shall not be made a rule of any Court, or be 
removable by any process into any Court, and anaward shall not be questioned 
otherwise than as provided by this Act. 

Appeal to County Court. 

36. Where the sum claimed for compensation exceeds fifty pounds, either 
party may, within seven days after delivery of the award, appeal against 
it to the Judge of the County Court on all or any of the following grounds : 

1. That the award is invalid ; 
2. That compensation has been awarded for improvements, acts, or 

things, breaches of covenants or agreements, or for committing or 
permitting waste, in respect of which the party claiming was not 
entitled to compensation ; 

8. That compensation has not been awarded for improvements, acts, or 
things, breaches of covenants or agreements, or for committing or 
permitting waste, in respect of which the party claiming was 
entitled to compensation ; 

and the Judge shall hear and determine the appeal, and may, in his 
discretion, remit the case to be reheard as to the whole or any part 
thereof by the referee or referees or umpire, with such directions as he may 
think fit. 

If no appeal is so brought, the award shall be final. 
The decision of the Judge of the County Court on appeal shall be final, save 

that the Judge shall, at the request of either party, state a special case on a 
question of law for the judgment of the High Court of Justice, and the 
decision of the High Court on the case, and respecting costs and any other 

on 
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matter connected therewith, shall be final, and the Judge of the County Co 
shall act thereon. 

Recovery of Compensation. 

37. Where any:money agreed or awarded or ordered on appeal to be 
for compensation, costs, or otherwise, is not paid within fourteen days 
the time when it is agreed or awarded or ordered to be paid, it shall 
recoverable,"upon order made by the Judge of the County Court as mone 
ordered by a County Court under its ordinary jurisdiction to be paid i 
recoverable, 

Appointment of Guardian. 

38. Where a landlord or tenant is an infant without a guardian, or is 0 
unsound mind, not so found by inquisition, the County Court, on the appli- 
cation of any person interested, may appoint a guardian of the infant or person 
of unsound mind for the purposes of this Act, and may change the guardian 
if and as occasion requires. 

Provisions respecting Married Women. 

39. The County Court may appoint a person to act as the next friend of a 
married woman for the purposes of this Act, and may remove or change that 
next friend if and as occasion requires. 
A married woman entitled for her separate use and not restrained from 

anticipation, shall, for the purposes of this Act, be in respect of land as if she 
was unmarried. 

Where any other married woman is desirous of doing any act under this Act, 
her husband’s concurrence shall be requisite, and she shall be examined apart 
from him by the County Court, or by the Judge of the County Court for the 
place where she for the time being is, touching her knowledge of the nature 
and effect of the intended act, and it shail be ascertained that she is acting 
freely and voluntarily. 

Costs in County Court. 

40. The costs of proceedings in the County Court under this Act shall be in 
the discretion of the Court. 

The Lord Chancellor may from time to time prescribe a scale of costs for 
those proceedings, and of costs to be taxed by the Registrar of the Court. 

Service of Notice, &c. 

41. Any notice, request, demand, or other instrument under this Act may 
be served on the person to whom it is to be given, either personally or by 
leaving it for him at his last known place of abode in England, or by sending 
it through the post in a registered letter addressed to him there; and if so 
sent by post it shall be deemed to have been served at the time when the 
letter containing it would be delivered in ordinary course; and in order to 
prove service by letter it shall be sufficient to prove that the letter was 
properly addressed and posted, and that it contained the notice, request, 
demand, or other instrument to be served. 

CHARGE OF T'ENANT’S COMPENSATION. 

Power for Landlord, on paying Compensation, to obtain Charge. ~ 

_42. A landlord, on paying to the tenant the amount of compensation due to 
him uader this Act, may obtain from the County Court a charge on the holding 
in respect thereof. 
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The Court shall have power, on proof of the payment, and on being satisfied 
of the observance in good faith by the parties of the conditions imposed by © 
this Act, to make an order charging the holding with repayment of the 
amount paid, or any part thereof, with such interest, and by such instal- 
ments, and with such directions for giving effect to the charge, as the Court 
thinks fit. 

But, where the landlord obtaining the charge is not absolute owner of the 
holding for his own benefit, no instalment or interest shall be made payable 
after the time when the improvement in respect whereof compensation is paid 
will, for the purposes of this Act, be taken to be exhausted. 

The instalments and interest shall be charged in favour of the landlord, his 
executors, administrators, and assigns. 

Advance made by a Company for the Improvement of Land. . 

43. Any company now or hereafter incorporated by Parliament, and having 
power to advance money for the improvement of land, may take an assign- 
ment of any charge made by a County Court under the provisions of this Act, 
upon such terms and conditions as may be agreed upon between such company 
and the person entitled to such charge; and such company may assign any 
charge so acquired by them to any person or persons whomsoever. 

Duration of Charge. 

44, The sum charged by the order of a County Court under this Act shall 
be a charge on the holding for the landlord’s interest therein, and for all 
interests therein subsequent to that of the landlord; but so that the charge 
shall not extend beyond the landlord’s interest where the landlord is himself a 
tenant of the holding. 

Crown AND Ducuy Lanps. 

Application of Act to Crown Lands. 

45. This Act shall extend and apply to land belonging to Her Majesty the 
Queen, her heirs and successors, in right of the Crown. 

With respect to such land, for the purposes of this Act, the Commissioners 
of Her Majesty’s Woods, Forests, and Land Revenues, or one of them, or other 
the proper officer or body having charge of such land for the time being, or in 
case there is no such officer or body, then such person as Her Majesty, her 
heirs or successors, may appoint in writing under the Royal Sign Manual, shall 
represent Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, and shall be deemed to be 
the landlord. 
Any compensation payable under this Act by the Commissioners of Her 

Majesty’s Woods, Forests, and Land Revenues, or either of them, in respect 
of an improvement of the first class, shall be deemed to be payable in respect 
of an improvement of land within section one of the Crown Lands Act, 1866, 
and the amount thereof shall be charged and repaid as in that section provided 
with respect to the costs, charges, and expenses therein mentioned. 
Any compensation payable under this Act by those Commissioners, or 

either of them, in respect of an improvement of the second class, or of the 
third class, shall be deemed to be part of the expenses of the management of 
the Land Revenues of the Crown, and shall be payable by those Commis- 
sioners out of such money and in such manner as the last-mentioned expenses 
are by law payable. 

Application of Act to Land of Duchy of Lancaster. 

46. This Act shall extend and apply to land belonging to Her Majesty, her 
heirs and successors, in right of the Duchy of Lancaster. 
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With respect to such land, for the purposes of this Act, the Chancellor for 
the time being of the Duchy shall represent Her Majesty, her heirs, and sue- 
cessors, and shall be deemed to be the landlord. ‘ 

‘The amount of any compensation payable under this Act by the Chancello 
of the Duchy in respect of an improvement of the first class shall be deemed 
to be an expense incurred in improvement of land belonging to Her Majesty, 
her heirs or successors, in right of the Duchy within section twenty-five of the 
Act of the fifty-seventh year of King George the Third, chapter ninety-seven, 
and shall be raised and paid as in that section provided with respect to the 
expenses therein mentioned. 4 

‘The amount of any compensation payable under this Act by the Chancellor 
of the Duchy in respect of an improvement of the second class or of the third 
class shall be paid out of the annual revenues of the Duchy. 

The amount of any compensation payable under this Act to the Chancellor 
of the Duchy shall be paid into the hands of the Receiver General of the 
revenues of the Duchy, or of his sufficient deputy or deputies; and receipts 
shall be given by him or them for the same; and the same shall be applied as 
purchase money for land sold under The Duchy of Lancaster Lands Act, 1855, 
is applicable under section two of that Act. 

Application of Act to Land of Duchy of Cornwall. 

47. This Act shall extend and apply to land belonging to the Duchy of 
Cornwall. 

With respect to such land, for the purposes of this Act, such person as the — 
Duke of Cornwall for the time being, or other the personage for the time being 
entitled to the revenues and possessions of the Duchy of Cornwall, from time 
to time, by sign manual, warrant, or otherwise, appoints, shall represent the 
Duke of Cornwall, or other the personage aforesaid, and be deemed to be the 
landlord, and may do any act or thing under this Act which a landlord is_ 
authorised or required to do thereunder. 

Any compensation payable under this Act by the Duke of Cornwall, or 
other the personage aforesaid, in respect of an improvement of the first class, 
shall be deemed to be payable in respect of an improvement of land within 
section eight of The Duchy of Cornwall Management Act, 1863, and the 
amount thereof may be advanced and paid from the money mentioned in that 
section, subject to the provision therein made for repayment of sums advanced 
for improvements, 

EccLestasticaL AND CHArITy LAnps. 

Landlord, Archbishop, or Bishop. " 

48. Where lands are assigned or secured as the endowment of a see, the 
powers by this Act conferred on a landlord shall not be exercised by the arch- 
bishop or bishop, in respect of those lands, except with the previous approval 
ie yee: of the Estates Committee of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners for 
Ingland. 

Landlord, Incumbent of Benefice. * 

49. Where a landlord is incumbent of an ecclesiastical benefice, the powers 
by this Act conferred on a landlord shall not be exercised by him in respect of 
the glebe land or other land belonging to the benefice, except with the previous 
approval in writing of the Governors of Queen Anne’s Bounty (that is, the 
Governors of the Bounty of Queen Anne for the Augmentation of the Main- 
tenance of the Poor Clergy). 

In every such case the Governors of Queen Anne’s Bounty may, if they 
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think fit, on behalf of the incumbent, out of any money in their hands, pay to 
the tenant the amount of compensation due to him under this Act; and 
thereupon they may, instead of the incumbent, obtain from the County Court 
a charge on the holding, in respect thereof, in favour of themselves. 

Every such charge shall be effectual, notwithstanding any change of the 
incumbent. 

The Governors of Queen Anne’s Bounty, before granting their approval in 
any case under this section, shall give notice of the application for their 
approval to the patron of the benefice (that is, the person, officer, or authority 
who, in case the benefice were then vacant, would be entitled to present 
thereto). 

Landlord, Charity Trustees, &c. 

50. The powers by this Act conferred on a landlord shall not be exercised 
by trustees for ecclesiastical or charitable purposes except with the previous 
approval in writing of the Charity Commissioners for England and Wales. 

NoricE To Quit. 

Time of Notice to Quit. 

51. Where a half-year’s notice, expiring with a year of tenancy, is by law 
necessary and sufficient for determination of a tenancy from year to year, a 
year's notice so expiring shall by virtue of this Act be necessary and sufficient 
for the same ; but nothing in this section shall extend to a case where the 
tenant is adjudged bankrupt, or has filed a petition for a composition or 
arrangement with his creditors. 

RESUMPTION FOR IMPROVEMENTS. 

Resumption of Possession for Cottages, &c. 

52. Where on a tenancy from year to year a notice to quit is given by the 
landlord with a view to the use of land for any of the following purposes,— 

The erection of farm labourers’ cottages or other houses, with or without 
gardens ;. 

The providing of gardens for existing farm labourers’ cottages or other 
houses ; 

The allotment for labourers of land for gardens or other purposes ; 
The planting of trees ; 
The opening or working of any coal, ironstone, limestone, or other mineral ; 

or of a stone quarry, clay, sand, or gravel pit ; or the construction of 
any works or buildings to be used in connection therewith ; 

The obtaining of brick-earth, gravel, or sand; 
The making of a watercourse or reservoir ; 
The making of any road, tramroad, siding, canal, or basin, or any wharf, 

pier, or other work connected therewith ; 

and the notice to quit so states, then it shall, by virtue of this Act, be no 
objection to the notice that it relates to part only of the holding. 

In every such case the provisions of this Act respecting compensation shall 
apply as on determination of a tenancy in respect of an entire holding. 

The tenant shall also be entitled to a proportionate reduction of rent in 
respect of the land comprised in the notice to quit, and in respect of any 
depreciation of the value to him of the residue of the holding, caused by the 
withdrawal of that land from the holding or by the use to be made thereof; 
and the amount of that reduction shall be ascertained by agreement or 

VOL. XII.—S. 8S. 10) 
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settled by reference under this Act, as in case of compensation (but without 
appeal). , . 
Oe eee shall further be entitled, at any time within twenty-eight days 

after service of the notice to quit, to serve on the landlord a notice in writing 
to the effect that he (the tenant) accepts the same as a notice to quit the 
entire holding, to take effect at the expiration of the then current year of 
tenancy ; and the notice to quit shall have effect accordingly. 

FIxtTuREs. ‘ 

Tenant's Property in Fixtures, Machinery, &c. 

53. Where after the commencement of this Act a tenant affixes to his hold- 
ing any engine, machinery, or other fixture for which he is not under this 
Act or otherwise entitled to compensation, and which is not so affixed in 
pursuance of some obligation in that behalf or instead of some fixture belong- 
ing to the landlord, then such fixture shall be the property of and be removable 
by the tenant: 

Provided as follows : 

1. Before the removal of any fixture the tenant shall pay all rent owing 
by him, and shall perform or satisfy all other his obligations to the 
landjord in respect of the holding : 

2. In the removal of any fixture the tenant shall not do any avoidable 
damage to any building or other part of the holding : 

3. Immediately after the removal of any fixture the tenant shall make 
good all damage occasioned to any building or other part of the 
holding by the removal : 

4, The tenant shall not remove any fixture without giving one month’s 
previous notice in writing to the landlord of the intention of the 
tenant to remove it: 

4, At any time before the expiration of the notice of removal, the land- 
lord, by notice in writing given by him to the tenant, may elect to 
purchase any fixture comprised in the notice of removal, and any 
fixture thus elected to be purchased shall be left by the tenant, and 
shall become the property of the landlord, who shall pay the tenant 
the fair value thereof to an incoming tenant of the holding; and any 
difference as to the value shall be settled by a reference under this 
Act, as in case of compensation (but without appeal) : 

But nothing in this section shall apply to a steam-engine erected by the 
tenant if, before erecting it, the tenant has not given to the landlord notice in 
writing of his intention to do so, or ifthe landlord, by notice in writing given 
to the tenant, has objected to the erection thereof. \ 

GENERAL APPLICATION OF ACT. 

No Restriction on Contract. 

54. Nothing in this Act shall prevent a landlord and tenant, or intending 
landlord or tenant, from entering into and carrying into effect any such agree- ¥ 
ment as they think fit, or shall interfere with the operation thereof. " 

1 Adoption of Parts of Act by Agreement. 

55. A landlord and tenant, whether the landlord is absolute owner of the 
holding for his own benefit or not, may, in any agreement in writing relating 
to the holding, adopt by reference any of the provisions of this Act respecting — 
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procedure or any other matter, without adopting all the provisions of this Act ; 
and any provision so adopted shall have effect in connection with the agree- 
_ ment accordingly. 

But where, at the time of the making of the agreement, the landlord is not 
absolute owner of the holding for his own benefit, no charge shall be made on 

the holding, under this Act, by virtue of the agreement, greater than or 
different in nature or duration from the charge which might have been made 
thereon, under this Act, in the absence of the agreement. 

Application of Act to Future Tenancies. 

56. This Act shall apply to every contract of tenancy beginning after the 
commencement of this Act, unless, in any case, the landlord and tenant agree 
in writing, in the contract of tenancy, or otherwise, that this Act, or any part 
or provision of this Act, shall not apply to the contract; and, in that case, 
this Act, or the part or provision thereof to which that agreement refers (as 
the case may be), shall not apply to the contract. 

Application of Act to Existing Tenancies. 

57. In any case of a contract of tenancy from year to year or at will, current 
at the commencement of this Act, this Act shall not apply to the contract, 

_ if within two months after the commencement of this Act the landlord or the 
tenant gives notice in writing to the other to the effect that he (the person 
giving the notice) desires that the existing contract of tenancy between them 
shall remain unaffected by this Act ; but such a notice shall be revocable by 
writing ; and in the absence of any such notice, or on revocation of every such 
notice, this Act shall apply to the contract. 

In every other case of a contract of tenancy current at the commencement 
of this Act, this Act shall not apply to the contract. 

Exception of Non-Agricultural and Small Holdings. 

58. Nothing in this Act shall apply to a holding that is not either wholly 
agricultural or wholly pastoral, or in part agricultural and as to the residue 
pastoral, or that is of less extent than two acres. 

Exception where other Compensation. 

59. A tenant shall not be entitled to claim compensation under this Act 
and under any custom of the country or contract in respect of the same work 
or thing. 

General Saving of Rights. 

60. Except as in this Act expressed, nothing in this Act shall take away, 
abridge, or prejudicially affect any power, right, or remedy of a landlord, 
tenant, or other person, vested in or exercisable by him by virtue of any 
other Act or law, or under any custom of the country, or otherwise, in respect 
of a contract of tenancy or other contract, or of any improvement, waste, 
emblements, tillages, away-going crops, fixtures, tax, rate, tithe-rentcharge, 
rent, or other thing. 

0 2 
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IV.—WNote on the Interpretation of Clause 6 of the Agriculturat 
Holdings (England) Act, 1875. By Sir T. Dyke Acianp, 
Bart., M.P. 

THERE is a question as to the meaning of a very important 
clause in the Agricultural Holdings Act, on which I believe that 
a serious mistake has been made and widely circulated. 

It has been assumed that compensation for every improvement 
in the first class is to be deemed to continue unexhausted for 
twenty years, and for every improvement in the second class for 
seven years. 

As my attention was specially called to this subject, and as I 
had the assistance of a very able draftsman in framing and con- 
sidering amendments during the passage of the Bill through the 
House of Commons, I may perhaps be allowed to state what I 
believe to be the effect of the Act, as it certainly was understood. 
at the time to be the intention of the Government. 

To show that the matter is of no slight importance one or two 
practical illustrations may suffice. 

One tenant may apply bones or lime to pasture, which he does 
not mow; another may apply the same kind and amount of 
manure, and take two or three crops of hay; or to arable land, 
and take two crops of corn. 

If these two tenants leave their respective farms in the third 
or fourth year, are the referees bound to award the same com- 
pensation to both alike? 

Or to take a case under the first class. I have made many 
acres of water-meadow, at a cost of 10s. or 15s. per acre. In. 
some places water-meadows cost 10/. or 15/. per acre. Is the 
claim for compensation on account of “ making of water-mea- 
dows or works of irrigation” to run as a matter of course for 
twenty years, and to be put on the same footing as the erection 
of a stable or a cattle-shed ? 

It appears to have been taken for granted that the ‘Act states 
positively that improvements shall be deemed to be unexhausted 
for twenty or for seven years; whereas it only fixes negatively a 
maximum limit, beyond which improvements shall not be 
deemed to be unexhausted. 

The 6th Clause of the Act runs thus: “An improvement 
shall not in any case be deemed, for the purposes of this Act, to: 
continue unexhausted beyond the respective terms following 
after the year of tenancy in which the outlay thereon is made : 

When the improvement is of the Ist class, the end of 20 years. 

” ” 2nd ” ” Ty 
ss 2 

” ” drd ” ” 2 4 
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1 understand this to mean, that the time for which an improve- 
ment is deemed for the purposes of the Act to continue un- 
exhausted, is a question of fact which (unless settled previously 
by contract) is to be determined in the case of each improve- 
ment by the referees, subject only to the maximum limit imposed 
by the sixth section. (I am not speaking here of the limited 
owner. 

The 31st Clause of the Act imposes on the referees the duty 
ef finding and stating the time at which each improvement in 
respect whereof compensation is awarded is taken to be exhausted. 

To apply this to the case under the second class suggested 
above. Suppose the two tenants to have each laid out 70J. in 
bones or lime in the year ending Lady Day, 1876. Suppose 
their tenancy to determine at Lady Day, 1880. In one case the 
referees may consider that the tenant has been repaid in four 
years; in the other case they may consider the tenant entitled 
to the full compensation allowed by the Act. If the referees are 
to act on their own judgment, one tenant would receive 70/., less 
4ths of 702, or 30/.; the other would receive nothing. Does the 
Act require them to award the same amount to both? 

I have endeavoured to put the point at issue clearly before the 
Teaders of the Journal. They will be able to form their own 

_ judgment, or to consult their professional advisers. It would be 
presumptuous in an unlearned person to argue a point of law, 
nor would the Journal be the place for the argument. I could, 
I believe, support what I have stated by a reference to what took 
place while the Bill was in committee—to the nature of the 
objections urged and the assurances and explanations by which 
they were answered. But after all, the Act as it passed is the 
law of the land, and will be interpreted by the proper tribunals. 
Meanwhile it is important that the Act should not be needlessly 
misunderstood. It is also very desirable, if the ostensible pur- 
pose of the Act is not to be defeated, that undue expectations 
should not be raised, nor groundless alarms entertained. 

Let it be borne in mind what were repeatedly stated to be the 
objects of the Act, namely, to promote good written contracts, 
and to define the limits within which these contracts might be 
so made as to be binding on successors. 

I have purposely omitted all reference to the letting value in 
_ the case of the limited owner, as that subject would only intro- 
duce a needless element of complication. 

Nor have I touched on the question, whether an absolute 
owner who is willing to grant compensation beyond the number 
of years fixed by the Act, or for improvements not named in the 
Act, can avail himself of its machinery for either of these 
Purposes. 
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The whole question of incorporating existing agreements with 
the Act is one which requires careful consideration. 

The same may be said of framing new agreements in accord- 
ance with the Act, defining what is vague, and adapting the 
Act to the circumstances of different districts. 

V.—Farm Agreements in reference to the Agricultural Holdings 
Act. By C. RANDELL, of Chadbury, Evesham. 

Tue Agricultural Holdings (England) Act, 1875, has changed 
altogether the presumption of law in reference to unexhausted 
improvements. Whereas formerly, if a tenant held his farm 
without any agreement, and where no custom was established 
under which he had a claim on quitting for such improvements, — 
they became the property of his successor, now he has a legal 
claim to compensation for them. The effect of this legislation 
will be, that such compensation will become universal. Where 
it is already secured by custom or agreement the Act will make 
no change, but where farms have been held “at will,” as the 
practice is called, or under agreements which do not provide 
such compensation, either the Act will apply, or agreements 
framed in the spirit of the Act will be entered into. 

It may be useful to those landlords and tenants, who con- 
template the adoption of the latter course, to consider the terms 
of a form of agreement adopted upon the estate of the late Mr. 
Holland, in 1863, with a view to getting rid of a practice very 
common at that time—and still existing—viz., that tenants, 
when about to quit their farms, whether held on lease or at will, 
took all they could out of the land because their predecessors had 
done so, and because they would not be compensated for doing 
otherwise. The objects sought to be attained by the agreement 
were— ’ 

First. To induce the outgoing tenant to continue to farm 
well to the end of his tenancy, by paying him for the un- 
exhausted value of his improvements. 

Secondly. To allow him to dispose of his produce as he 
pleased, bringing upon the farm an equivalent in purchased 
food and manures. 

Thirdly. ‘To avoid all restrictions as to cropping, but pro- 
viding that the farm should be left in such a state as would 
involve no loss to the next tenant. 

The clauses of the agreement intended to effect these objects 
are worded thus : 

All hay, straw, potatoes, roots, cabbages, and other food for cattle, growm: 
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upon the said farm, shall be consumed thereon ; or if sold, one-half of the 
proceeds of such sales shall, within six months after any such sales, be ex- 
pended in manure approved by the landlord or his agent, to be applied either 
to green crops or to the pasture land, the other half in oilcake or linseed to be 
given to cattle or sheep. All manures, whether made from the produce of the 
farm, or purchased in exchange for such produce sold, shall be used upon the 
said farm, or in the last year of the tenancy left for the benefit of the suc- 
ceeding tenant. Notice shall be given by the said tenant to the said land- 
lord or his agent previous to any such sale of hay, straw, or other produce, 
and vouchers shall be produced for the manure or oilcake bought instead 
thereof. If any hay or straw be destroyed or damaged by fire, the value 
thereof shall be expended in the purchase of other hay and straw, or in 
manures and oilcake, in the same manner as if such hay and straw had been 
sold. 

The meadow and pasture land shall be manured after every alternate 
mowing, with not less than ten loads per acre of rotten dung, or fifteen of 
long manure or good compost, or an equivalent in ground bones or other 
manure approved by the said landlord or his agent. The land shall be kept 
during the tenancy under this agreement in a clean and good state and con- 
dition, and so cropped that, at the expiration thereof, the arable land shall be 
in the following condition, or the said tenant shall pay to, or be paid by, the 
said landlord for any deviation therefrom,+such sum as the arbitrators 
appointed, as hereinafter mentioned, shall determine. 

1. One-half of the arable land shall, on such expiration of tenancy, be clean 
and in good condition, and fit to plant with white straw crops; of such half- 
part, one moiety shall have been fallowed (with or without green crops) during 
the previous summer, the other moiety thereof shall have been wholly under 
clover or mixed grass-seeds, or part in clover and the rest beans or peas, after 
being manured—none of the clover or other grasses having been allowed to 
stand for seed. 

2. One-fourth of the arable land shall have been sown in the spring of the 
year preceding the termination of the tenancy, with clover or other proper. 
mixed grass-seeds, upon land fallowed the previous year and clean; the seeds, 
sowing, and harrowing to be paid for by the said landlord or his incoming 
tenant, provided they have not been grazed after harvest. 

3. Not more than one-fourth of the arable land shall require to be fallowed 
in the year after the termination of the, tenancy, nor require an outlay of 
more than fifty shillings per acre to clean it; if it require less than that sum, 
the said landlord or his incoming tenant shall pay the difference, if more than 
that sum the said tenant shall pay it. 

4, And it is hereby agreed that, not later than one month before the termi- 
nation of the tenancy under this agreement, the said tenant and the said 
landlord, or his incoming tenant, shall each appoint an arbitrator; these 
arbitrators shall meet not later than ten days before the expiration of the 
tenancy, and having appointed an umpire, shall proceed to consider the 
claims made by either party ; in case either party refuse or neglect to appoint 
an arbitrator, the other may nominate an umpire, who shall have the same 
powers as if he had been appointed by the arbitrators jointly ; and any award 
made in pursuance of this agreement shall be final and binding upon both 
parties, and may be made a rule of any superior Court of Law; the terms 
“clean and in good condition,” and the construction of all covenants and 
stipulations herein used shall be understood in a reasonable and practical 
sense, and the claims contingent thereupon treated accordingly. 

5. The arbitrators shall first consider how far the state of the farm differs, if 
at all, from that herein stipulated, and they shall decide whether the said 
tenant or the said landlord, or his incoming tenant, is entitled to any and what 
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compensation on account of such variation; they shall then settle the other 
claims between the parties upon the following basis : 

6. The said landlord, or his incoming tenant, shall pay after the rate of 
fifty shillings per acre for all land in excess of one-half which, under the above 
conditions, is fit to be planted with white straw crops, or shall be paid by the 
said tenant at the same rate for all short of one-half of the arable land 
so fit. 

7. Not less than one-fourth of the clover or mixed grass-seeds shall be 
mown for hay during the last year, for the use of, and to be paid for by, the 
incoming tenant; for the remainder of the land whereon clover or other grasses * 
have been grazed the whole summer by sheep, the incoming tenant shall pay 
after the rate of forty shillings per acre, provided such land be clean, and 
that only one crop of corn has been taken since the previous fallow. 

8. The said tenant shall be entitled to the sum of fifty shillings per acre for 
all clean fallows, whether after vetches eaten while green, or bare fallows; if 
not clean and ready to plant with corn, the cost of making them so must 
be deducted. For all root-crops he shall be paid the value, not the cost of 
cultivation—provided the land be clean,—if it be not so, the cost of cleaning 
it must be deducted. 

9. If the said tenant has not sold hay, straw, or roots, and has purchased 
manure within the last two years of the tenancy, or if he has purchased 
manures in excess of the quantity required to replace the hay and other 
produce so sold, he shall be paid one-half the cost of all such purchased manures 
in excess of the quantity so required which shall have been applied to green 
crops or grass land in the last year of the tenancy, and one-fourth of the cost 
of that in the last year but one, such cost not having exceeded forty shillings 
per acre. All unprepared bones and lime used upon any part of the farm 
during the last four years of the tenancy shall be paid for, deducting one- 
fourth for every year’s use; and on pasture land during the last six years, 
deducting one-sixth for every year’s use—provided such pasture land has not 
been mown in that time; and for every other fertilizer of a permanent nature, 
such allowance as the arbitrators may determine, and also one-half of the cost 
of all oileake or linseed consumed during the last year, and one-fourth of that 
in the last year but one—provided that such oilcake or linseed has been given 
to cattle and sheep, and does not exceed the average of the three years pre- 
ceding the last year of the tenancy. 

10. The said tenant shall be paid such sum as the arbitrators may determine 
for all permanent improvements made with the sanction, in writing, of the 
said landlord or his agent. 

These outgoing covenants, numbered now for reference, apply 
to Michaelmas tenancies, and to districts where it is mot cus- 
tomary to leave the seeds down more than one year. For the 
weds Hills, the following are substituted for Nos. 1, 2, 
and 3: 

One-fifth of the arable land shall, on such expiration of tenancy, be clean 
and in good condition, and either planted or fit to plant with wheat after 
second year’s seeds grazed during the previous summer. 

One-fifth of the arable land shall have been cleaned and planted with roots 
(turnips, swedes, or mangolds) in the summer preceding the termination of 
the tenancy ; these crops to be taken by the incoming tenant. If the land be 
not clean, the cost of making it so shall be deducted from the amount of the 
valuation of the root-crop. 

One-fifth of the arable land shall have been sown, in the spring of the year 
preceding the termination of the tenancy, with clover or other proper mixed 

es 
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grass-seeds, upon land fallowed the previous year and clean; the seeds, sowing, 
and harrowing to be paid for by the incoming tenant—provided they have not 
been grazed after harvest. 

One-fifth of the arable land shall be in one-year-old seeds or sainfoin, and 
not more than one-fifth of the arable land shall require to be fallowed in the 
year after the termination of the tenancy, nor require an outlay of more than 
forty shillings per acre to clean it; if it require less than that sum the said 
landlord, or his incoming tenant, shall pay the difference; if more than that 
sum the said tenant shall pay it. 

No. 7 is omitted, and the following is instead of No. 8: 
The said landlord, or his incoming tenant, shall pay after the rate of forty 

shillings per acre for all land in excess of two-fifths which, under the above 
conditions, is fit to be planted with white straw crops, namely, after two-year- 
old seeds and root crops; or shall be paid by the said tenant at the same rate 
for all short of two-fifths of the arable land so fit. 

Upon an estate in Staffordshire, with Ladyday entries, the 
following take the place of Nos. 6, 7, and 8: 

The said tenant having planted not more than one-fourth part of the arable 
land with wheat, in the autumn preceding the termination of the tenancy, 
shall be paid two-thirds of the value of that portion sown upon fallow, well- 
manured, and with or without green crops—provided those crops have been 
consumed where grown, by sheep; and one-half of the value of that portion 
which shall have been sown after clover, beans, or peas; the value of such 
wheat crop to be settled in the month of July, not including the straw, and 
deducting the cost of cleaning and harvesting the said tenant’s share of such 
wheat crop. 

Not less than one-sixth of the wheat-straw grown in the preceding year 
shall be left at the termination of the tenancy, and shall be paid for by the 
said landlord, or his incoming tenant, at a consuming price, together with any 
other straw, hay, clover, or roots then remaining. 
* The said tenant shall not, during the six months preceding the termination 
of the tenancy, give any hay or straw to cattle, except in the yards and 
buildings; nor graze the land described as meadow later than the 2nd of 
February, but shall effectually cleanse the gutters and carriers of such 
meadows, and properly irrigate them during the autumn, winter, and spring— 
being paid for the labour of so doing; or the said landlord, or his incoming 
tenant shall be at liberty to do so instead, giving notice to the said tenant 
that such is his intention. 

The said tenant shall properly plough all stubbles not sown with seeds, and 
¢art the manure where required by the said landlord, or his incoming tenant, 
during the autumn and winter preceding the termination of the tenancy— 
being allowed compensation for so doing; and, after the 2nd day of February, 
shall allow the landlord, or his incoming tenant, to plough and cultivate any 
of the land not sown with wheat, except such part not exceeding one-third of 
the last year’s turnip crop then unconsumed, which shall be given up to the 
said landlord, or his incoming tenant, as fast as cleared, so that no part of the 
land or buildings shall be retained by the said tenant after the termination of 
the tenancy, viz., 25th March. 

With this addition to No. 9: 
Tn each case making a deduction for such portion of the purchased manure 

or food as the tenant is to be paid for in the value of his off-going wheat 

a Pe 
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It is obvious that detailed provisions of this nature could not 
be embodied in an Act of Parliament; and it seems, therefore, 
desirable that, fully recognising the intention of the Act, there 
should be agreements of tenancy defining how the tenant is to— 
be paid for the unexhausted value of his purchased manures and 
food ; how he is to return to the land during his tenancy an 
equivalent for the produce sold; and in what state he should 
give up the farm when his tenancy expires. These agreements 
have been adopted upon estates in Gloucestershire, Worcester-- _ 
shire, Warwickshire, and Staffordshire. They have been tested 
by conflicting arbitrators, where tenants entitled to compen- 
sation have left their farms, and in cases where claims for breach 
of the covenants, providing how the farm should be given up, 
had to be set against the valuation of hay, straw, roots, &e. 
—and no reason for any change has resulted. 

It will be seen that these agreements, which are in substance 
the same as when framed twelve years since, are entirely in ac- 
cordance with the spirit of the Act of Parliament passed last 
year, and give what that Act could not attempt—freedom as to 
cropping, and disposal of produce ; that in their details they give 
a larger amount of compensation for unexhausted manures and 
food than is provided for by the Act, under which a tenant has 
no claim for improvements of this—the third class—after taking 
a crop of corn; whereas the agreements, of which these covenants 
form part, by stipulating for the payment of one-fourth of the 
cost of manure applied to green-crops, and of oilcake purchased 
in the last year but one, recognise the undoubted fact that 
where such manures have been applied to the growth of turnips, 
and these have been consumed upon the land by sheep, eating 
oilcake, the benefit to the land is not exhausted by one crop 
of corn, but extends to the following clover and wheat. And 
as the Act of Parliament protects the landlord from waste, only 
by giving him a remedy by counter-claim where an off-going 
tenant claims compensation for some improvement, and none 
where no such improvement has been made, it is clear that the 
landlord’s remedy under the agreements, against a tenant who 
leaves his farm in a condition involving loss to his successor,— 
viz., setting-off the penalty for default against the amount to 
which the off-going tenant is entitled for hay, straw, roots, and 
acts of husbandry,—is a more simple and effectual one than 
that provided by the Act. 

} 
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VI.—On the Theoretical and Practical Value of Purchased Food, 
and of its Residue as Manure. By Dr. Auaustus VOELCKER, 
F.R.S. 

In the capacity of Consulting Chemist to the Royal Agricultural 
Society I frequently receive for analysis samples of oilcakes, 
cereal-grains, and other kinds of food for stock, and am requested 
not only to determine their nutritive value but also to express an 
opinion with regard to their money-value. 

The questions put to me may appear simple enough and not 
difficult to answer ; and yet I am bound freely to confess that no 
inquiries are, in my judgment, more difficult to answer satis- 
factorily than those with respect to the comparative money-value 
of various articles of food. 

There is no difficulty in determining by analysis with toler- 
able precision the fertilising and commercial value of guano, 
sulphate of ammonia, nitrate of soda, superphosphate of lime, 
and other portable manures, because the commercial value of 
artificial manures depends mainly upon their composition. The 
amount of ammonia, nitric acid, soluble and insoluble phos- 
phate of lime, or potash, in a manure, can be ascertained with 
certainty by analysis. The various constituents upon which 
the fertilising properties of the various kinds of artificial manures 
mainly depend may either be bought separately—some in the 
form of simple saline compounds, others in commercial products, 
which, like dried blood or wool-refuse, owe their fertilising 
properties to the nitrogen they contain—or they may be pur- 
chased in articles of commerce, which, like bone-dust, contain 
more than one manuring element. In either case, we have to do 
with commercial products, the money-value of which is regulated 
by the kind and amount of the real fertilising constituents con- 
tained in them; and although the market-price of ammonia or 
of phosphate of lime, &c., is subject to fluctuations, the money- 
value of compound artificial manures can, nevertheless, be ascer- 
tained by analysis with sufficient precision to guard the purchaser 
against frauds on the part of the dealer. 

But a far more difficult case is submitted to the agricultural 
chemist when he is requested to analyse an article of food and 
to give an opinion of its nutritiveand money-value. By appro- 
priate analytical processes the proportions of starch, albumen, 
gluten, oil, woody-fibre, and other constituents which enter into. 
the composition of feeding-stuffs, may be determined readily 
enough ; but as these constituents are not sold separately in a 
form in which they may be used economically by the feeder of 
stock, it is not possible to assign a separate money-value to them. 
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Most kinds of cattle-food, such as cereal grains, oilcakes, and 
roots, are compounds containing variable proportions of starch, 
sugar, oil, albuminous substances, woody-fibre, and mineral 
matters. Their market-value does not simply depend upon the 
proportions of their food-constituents, but also, and to a very 
large extent, upon the economical use which can be made of 
various kinds of food in common life, or in farm-practice ; and 
as we do not know exactly to what extent the starch, or the 
sugar, or the albuminous substances in foods, severally contribute — 
to produce the total practical effect which follows from their use, 
it seems to me that the requisite data are wanting from which 
the money-value of various articles of food can be calculated 
with anything approaching precision. 

Attempts have repeatedly been made by agricultural writers 
to place a certain money-value upon the starch, sugar, albu- 
minous substances, and other food-constituents ; but as all such 
attempts have brought to light inconsistencies and discrepancies 
between the calculated and actual price at which various articles 
of cattle-food are sold in the market, I need not dwell further 
upon the practical mistakes of those who have proposed certain 
scales or rates for a given weight of starch, oil, sugar, albumen, 
&c., in estimating the money-value of purchased foods. In the 
earlier periods of the history of the trade in artificial manures, 
valuation scales were used with much benefit in checking un- 
scrupulous dealings; and even at the present time such scales 
materially assist the agricultural chemist who is neither a mere 
calculating machine nor a purely theoretical man, and who makes 
a discriminate use of them to give a trustworthy opinion of the 
proximate and the comparative money-value of artificial manures 
which may be submitted to him for analysis. In a paper “ On 
the Commercial Value of Artificial Manures,” published in this 
Journal in 1862, 1 directed attention to a number of practical 
considerations which have to be taken into account in estimating 
the commercial value of artificial manures, and showed that 
serious mistakes will be made, and possibly undeserved ‘injury 
to honest traders may be done, if such estimates are entirely based 
upon the figures given in valuation tables. 

Difficulties, no doubt, occur sometimes when the agricultural 
and commercial value of some kinds of artificial manure is 
sought to be determined with great precision; but far greater 
and more numerous are the obstacles which present themselves 
in attempts to put a money-value upon articles of food; and it 
may be as well to state, in plain language, that the money-value 
of cattle-foods cannot be determined simply by analysis. 

Nevertheless, the chemical examination of feeding-stuffs must 
not be regarded as void of all practical interest, for it enables us 
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to get, at least, some insight into their characters, and affords 
useful hints to the stock-feeder in the selection of the most 
suitable food which he may require for fattening stock, as well 
as for working-horses or milch-cows. 

In oilcakes, corn, hay, roots, and most articles of food, we find 
the following groups of food-constituents :-— 

1. Nitrogenous, or albuminous compounds, as flesh-forming 
_ matters. 

2. Non-nitrogenous, or fat and heat-producing compounds. 
3. Mineral matters, or ash-constituents. 

1. The first class includes : 
Vegetable Albumen, a substance identical in composition and 

chemical properties with the white of eggs. 
Gluten, or vegetable fibrine, a compound occurring in con- 

siderable proportions in wheat, and in smaller proportions in 
other cereal grains ; it closely resembles the fibrine of blood and 
the substance of lean flesh and muscle. 

Vegetable Casein, or legumin, a substance identical in compo- 
sition with the casein of milk. Like milk-casein, legumin is. 
curdled or precipitated from its solution in water on the addition 
of dilute acids, but is not coagulated like albumen on boiling. 
It occurs in large quantities in peas, beans, lentils, and other 
leguminous seeds. 

The nitrogenous compounds constitute a remarkable class of 
organic substances. They all contain about 16 per cent. of 
nitrogen, and small quantities of sulphur or phosphorus, or both, 
in organic combination. 

Vegetable albumen, identical in composition and properties 
with animal albumen, may be regarded as the type of this 
important group of compounds, which frequently figure in 
scientific works or in food-analyses under the generic name of 
albuminoids, or albuminous compounds. They are also called 
flesh-forming matters, because they not only closely resemble 
muscular fibre in composition and general properties, but are 
absolutely necessary for the formation of the substance of lean 
flesh. 

Peas, beans, and all leguminous seeds, linseed-, rape-, cotton-, 
and other oilcakes, are rich in flesh-forming matters or albu- 
minoids; and most cereal grains also contain considerable pro- 
portions of such compounds ; whilst roots, green produce, straw, 
chaff, and similar bulky feeding-materials, are, comparatively 
speaking, poor in albuminoids. 

No food entirely destitute of albuminous compounds is capable 
of supporting life for any length of time, for direct experiments 
have proved, beyond dispute, the fact that the animal organism 
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does not possess the power inherent in plants of transforming 
saline, or other, compounds containing nitrogen, into flesh- 
forming matters. Thus it has been shown that animals fed 
exclusively upon starch, sugar, fat, and other food entirely desti- 
tute of albuminous compounds, rapidly lose flesh, and die at the 
end of the fifth or sixth week, or but little later than they would 
have died if no food at all had been given. 

Recent experiments, moreover, have established the fact that 
albuminoids, like starch and other non-nitrogenous compounds,. 
are capable of becoming oxidised in the animal system and 
furnishing animal heat; and it has likewise been shown that the 
albuminous compounds of food, in addition to their power of 
forming muscle, have the property of becoming split up into 
fat and urea during the process of digestion. Indeed, some 
physiologists maintain that the fat of animals is mainly, if not 
entirely, derived from this source, and not from starch or sugar, 
or analogous non-nitrogenous constituents of food. Recent 
physiological experiments with reference to the formation of fat 
from albuminoids, however, are not quite decisive; and they 
certainly.do not invalidate the well-established experience that 
a large proportion, at all events, of the fat of animals is derived 
either from ready-made fatty substances, or from starch and 
other readily assimilable non-nitrogenous compounds in food 
such as is given to fattening oxen, sheep, and pigs. 

Whichever view may be entertained with regard to the fat- 
producing power of albuminoids, they are certainly a most 
important class of compounds; and it may be laid down asa 
fact, established alike by practice and science, that the nutritive 
value of food depends in a great measure upon a certain amount 
of albuminous compounds, which may be more or less, according 
to the description of the animal, or the purpose for which it 
is kept on the farm. 

2. The non-nitrogenous, or fat- and heat-producing substances, 
may be conveniently divided into three groups :— 

a. Ready-made fat. 
b. Carbon-hydrates. 
c. Woody-fibre, or cellulose. 

Ready-made fats and oil are by far the most valuable of all 
food-constituents in an economical point of view, for oil or fatty 
matters fetch a higher price than any nitrogenous compounds, 
or than starch, sugar, or any other non-nitrogenous substance. 
Oil and ready-made fatty matters are particularly well adapted to 
the laying on of fat in animals, inasmuch as the composition of 
vegetable fats is analogous to that of the several kinds of fat 
which form part of the bodies of animals. The fatty matters of 
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food, without undergoing much change, are therefore readily 
assimilated by the animal organism, and, when given in excess, 
are stored up as animal fat. 

The proportion of carbon in fat amounts to about 80 per cent., 
and is much larger than in starch or sugar. In round numbers, 
one part by weight of fat or oil is as valuable a feeding-material 
as two-and-a-half parts of sugar or starch. Besides this, fat 
serves important functions in the processes of digestion and 
nutrition. It has been shown by actual experiments, that albumi- 
nous substances deprived of fat remain longer in the stomach, 
and require more time for their conversion into cells and muscular 
fibre, than when associated with fatty matters. There is good 
reason for believing that fat is largely concerned in the forma- 
tion of bile, and that the digestive power of the pancreatic fluid 
is due, in great measure, to its presence. 

Fat certainly possesses high digestive powers, and appears to 
assist the solution of food, and its absorption into the blood. 
Colourless blood-corpuscles receive, perhaps, the first impulse 
of their formation from the metamorphosis of fat, and thus it 
may be an important aid in the formation of blood. 

Fat thus takes an active part in the processes by which the 
nutritive constituents of food are converted into butcher’s meat. 
Not only is it concerned in the formation of new tissue, but it 
also pervades, and finally disintegrates, the older structures, 
especially when their vitality is low. In this manner it helps in 
the solution of effete nitrogenous products, and their subsequent 
removal from the animal body. 

Starch, gum, mucilage, and sugar are appropriately called 
carbon-hydrates, for in them carbon is combined with the same 
relative proportions of oxygen and hydrogen in which the two 
latter elements form water. In starch, sugar, and analogous 
carbon-hydrates, the hydrogen is therefore fully oxidised, and 
the carbon only is capable of oxidation, and of generating animal 
heat by its oxidation or combustion. As already stated, the 
heat-producing power of fat or oil is about twice and a half 
as great as that of starch or sugar. 

The carbon-hydrates of food not merely generate animal heat, 
which is, in reality, the final result of their oxidation, but they 
likewise give rise to lactic and other organic acids, which per- 
form important functions in the digestion of food. The pre- 
sence of lactic acid in the stomach appears to be essential to 
the digestion of the albuminous compounds of food, and its 
occurrence in the juice of flesh probably assists the solution of 
effete tissues. 
When food rich in starch or sugar is given to animals in 

larger quantities than is required to support respiration, and 
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to generate animal heat, the excess of the carbon-hydrates supplied 
in the food is converted into fat, which is stored up in the body. 
It was denied at one time that animals possess the power of 
eliminating from starchy compounds and analogous substances 
the elements which are subsequently reconstructed into fat; but 
Boussingault’s, Liebig’s, and Lawes and Gilbert’s experiments 
have clearly proved that fat may be, and always is, derived from 
the carbon-hydrates of the food of fattening-stock ; and common 
experience fully confirms the results of these experiments, for. 
it is well known that the meal of cereal grains, and of other food 
rich in sugar, is highly esteemed as good fattening material. 

Cellulose, or woody fibre, according to its condition of digesti- 
bility, depending upon the more or less matured state of the 
vegetable containing it, displays similar, or the same, functions 
in the animal economy as starch and sugar. The tender cellular 
fibre of unripe straw, or of hay, is certainly assimilated to a very 
large extent by herbivorous animals, whilst the hard woody fibre 
of over-ripe grass or straw is digested less perfectly, and rejected 
in larger proportions in the dung. 

Oxen appear to be capable of digesting cellulose, and deriving 
nourishment from it in a larger measure than sheep; but it 
appears doubtful whether pigs are able to digest cellulose or 
woody fibre at all. Thus a bulky food, containing much straw- 
chaff, may be given with more advantage to cattle than to sheep. 

3. The saline or mineral constituents of food are largely con- 
cerned in the metamorphosis of matter, for it is a special func- 
tion of these substances to give a soluble form to the plastic 
constituents of food and of the animal tissues. They are, in 
fact, the chief, if not the only, media for the transference of 
organic matter from place to place in the animal body, being, on 
the one hand, the conveyers of nutritive materials into the system, 
and, on the other, the carriers of effete substances out of it. 

The saline or mineral constituents of food thus play an im- 
portant part in the phenomena of digestion, assimilation, and 
secretion, being required for the formation of blood, the juice 
of flesh, and other animal secretions. 
A considerable proportion of the mineral constituents of food 

consists of earthy phosphates: they not only supply to the 
animal body the materials of which the greater part of bones 
consists, but they also enter into the composition of flesh. 

Nearly the whole of the mineral matters of food pass into the 
liquid and solid excrements, only a small proportion being re- 
tained in the system, except in the case of young growing animals, 
which, requiring much phosphate of lime for the growth of bone, 
extract the earthy phosphates from food to a greater extent than 
full-grown fattening stock. 
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The soluble portion of the mineral food-constituents, consist- 
‘ing principally of common salt and potash-salts, is constantly 
rejected in the urine; whilst the insoluble portion, consisting 
chiefly of phosphate of lime and magnesia, carbonate of lime 
and silica, passes away in the solid excrements. 

It is hardly necessary to state that no animal can live, for any 
length of time, exclusively upon starch or sugar, or upon 
albumen. The requirements of the animal body necessitate a 
mixed food containing all the constituents, to the functions of 
which brief reference has been made. With the exception of 
treacle, which is occasionally used for feeding purposes, there 
is no feeding-stuff which consists entirely or mainly of one 
group of alimentary matters. 

All feeding materials, whether they are cereal grains, legu- 
minous seeds, roots, grass, or chaff, are mixed foods, containing 
variable proportions of nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous organic 
matters, and of saline and phosphatic earthy compounds. In its 

' natural state the animal eats no more than the necessary amount 
of food to provide, firstly, carbon for the support of respiration 
and for keeping up the animal heat, and, secondly, enough nitro- 
genous and mineral constituents to keep in healthy action the 
complicated processes of digestion, assimilation, and secretion. 
A full-grown animal, in a state of perfect health, neither 

increases nor decreases in weight when it is allowed to help 
itself with as much grass, or whatever else may be its natural 
food, as it pleases, uncontrolled by human agency. The larger 
portion of the non-nitrogenous constituents of the food is oxidised, 
and passes off as carbonic acid from the lungs, whilst the mineral 
matters contained in the food are ejected from the system almost 
entirely, either in the urine or in the solid excrements. 

The nitrogenous constituents of food are decomposed more or 
less completely before they are ejected by the animal. As the 
result of this decomposition, two new classes of substances are 
produced. One class comprehends compounds containing all, 
or nearly all, the nitrogen of the decomposed albuminoids, 
united with comparatively little hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen ; 
the second class contains the remaining quantity of carbon, 
hydrogen, and oxygen. Urea, uric, and hippuric acids are the 
principal highly nitrogenised organic products ; lactic acid, fatty 
matters, and some other combinations of a less definite chemical 
character, are the products destitute of nitrogen which result 
from the decomposition of the albuminoids of food. 

Whilst thus the greater part of the non-nitrogenous con- 
stituents of food is wasted in the exhalations from the lungs, 
nearly the whole of the mineral and nitrogenous constituents of 
food pass into the solid and liquid excrements of animals. As a 
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rule, food rich in nitrogen is also rich in phosphate of lime 
and other animal matters; and hence the excrements of cattle 
fed upon such food are both richer in phosphates and in nitrogen, 
and possess a greater fertilising value, than the excreta voided 
by cattle fed upon less nitrogenous and more carbonaceous. 
food. 

MonrEy-VALUE OF THE CONSTITUENTS OF ARTIFICIAL Foon. 

Having considered the functions of the several constituents 
of food in the animal economy, I will offer a few remarks on 
their comparative practical or money-value. 

Oil and Fatty Matters.—As indicated already, oil and fatty 
matters are by far the most valuable and expensive ingredients 
of feeding-stuffs. In round numbers, one part, by weight, of fat 
or oil is worth as much for feeding purposes as 24 parts of 
starch or sugar. In examining various articles of food for the 
purpose of obtaining an insight into their nutritive value, it is — 
necessary, therefore, to determine accurately the amount of oil 
or fatty matter which they contain. The fattening value of 
some kinds of cattle-food in a great measure depends upon the 
amount of ready-made fat which they contain. For instance, the 
feeding and commercial value of palm-nut meal or cake, rises. 
or falls with the percentage of fatty matter which the oil-crusher 
leaves in the meal or cake. Some crushers extract the fat from 
palm-nut kernels much more perfectly than others; and as the 
commercial value of this kind of food is regulated in a large 
measure by the percentage of fatty matters, palm-nut meal is. 
sold at from 5/, 5s. to 81. 8s. per ton, the difference in the price 
being caused solely by the smaller or larger proportion of fatty 
matter which has been left in the expressed palm-nut kernels. The 
cheaper kinds of palm-nut meal, selling at from 5/. 5s. to 61. 10s. 
per ton, usually contain from 3 to 6 per cent. of fatty matter, 
whilst the more expensive and more valuable palm-nut meals 
contain from 15 to 18 per cent. of fat, and no more, or rather less, 
albuminous compounds than the cheaper kinds. Assuming 
ready-made fat to be worth 3d. per lb. for fattening purposes— 
and this perhaps is too low an estimate, considering that 1 Ib. 
of fat is worth as much as 24 lbs, of starch or sugar, and that 
the latter cannot be bought in the cheapest kinds of food -at a 
cheaper rate than 14d. to 14d. per lb.—the difference in the 
fattening and commercial value of the poorest samples of palm- 
nut meal, containing only 3 per cent. of ready-made fat, and 
the richest yielding 18 per cent., amounts to about 4/, per ton, 
or 1/. more per ton than the difference in the actual selling 
price of the cheapest and most expensive samples. It therefore 
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follows that the higher priced palm-nut meals at 8/. per ton 
are comparatively cheaper, in reality, than those which contain 
only 3 per cent. of fat, and are sold at about 5/. per ton. 
A practical proof of the commercial value of oil or fat is 

presented to us in dried brewers’ grains and rice-meal. Not- 
withstanding the large amount of husks in both these feeding- 
stuffs, they find a ready sale at about 7/. per ton; and as they 
contain only a moderate amount of albuminous compounds, but 
from 5 to 8 per cent. of ready-made oil and fatty matter, and 
have been found in practice to be well worth the money for 
which they are sold, there can be little doubt that it is the 
‘comparatively large amount of oil and fat contained in them 
which enhances their feeding value. 

Starch, Gum, and Sugar.—In the next place we have to con- 
sider the practical value of starch, gum, and sugar for feeding 
purposes. Next to oil and fatty matter, these are probably the 
most yaluable constituents of food. Starch is readily trans- 
formed into gum and sugar; and direct feeding experiments 
have shown that starch and sugar, and analogous carbon-hydrates, 
weight for weight, have practically the same value as constituents 
of food. 

In the shape of treacle, sugar is used occasionally for render- 
ing straw-chaff, or insipid badly made hay, more palatable. A 
solution of treacle in hot water, poured over straw-chaff, no 
doubt gives a greater relish to cattle for such bulky and innu- 
tritious food; but the question may well be raised whether the 
practical benefit of this treatment of straw-chaff is commensurate 
with the expense. Treacle, or molasses of a quality usually 
sold as cattle-food, and costing about 9/. per ton, contains on an 
average from 54 to 60 per cent. of sugar, the rest being water 
and saline and other impurities. A ton of sugar in the form 
of molasses thus costs from 15/. to 16/. 12s., on an average ; 
and this is about one-half more than the price at which wheat, 

_ beans, oats, or barley-meal can be bought. It is evident, there- 
fore, that the price of treacle is far too high to permit its being 
employed economically for feeding or fattening purposes. It 
may be said that although treacle is dear in comparison with 
the market-price of other feeding-stuffs, it nevertheless is a 
very useful substance to stock-feeders, who have plenty of straw 
to spare, and who require a sweetening substance to induce 
cattle to consume a larger quantity of straw-chaff than they 
would eat if it were not made more palatable; and that for that 
purpose not a very large quantity of treacle will meet the require- 
ments of the case. This may be so; but a farmer, who has at 
his command a good supply of well-matured mangolds or 
swedes, surely may attain the same object if he mixes straw- 

P 2 
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chaff with pulped roots, and allows the mixture to heat to some 
extent, by keeping it for twelve hours before giving it to his 
cattle. In well-ripened mangolds, swedes, or carrots, as is well 
known, a large proportion of the solid feeding-matter consists 
of sugar; and unquestionably it is in the shape of root-crops 
that sugar is employed for feeding and fattening purposes in the 
most economical manner. 

If root-crops have been more or less of a failure, or if a suffi- | 
cient breadth of land cannot be put into roots, and the root- 
supply is im consequence too scanty to meet the requirements 
of the stock-feeder, especially if he wishes to consume much 
straw-chaff, I would recommend him to buy locust-beans, and 
to sweeten the straw-chaff with an infusion of these palatable 
bean-pods. They need not be ground into powder, but it will 
suffice to pass them through a chaff-cutter, or to cut them by 
hand into half-inch or inch pieces. Boiling, or even moderately 
warm, water poured upon the broken locust-beans, and allowed 
to remain in contact with them for a couple of hours, readily 
extracts the sugar, in which these bean-pods are very rich; and 
this infusion, together with the more or less exhausted locust-— 
beans, may then be poured over straw-chaff, which thereby will 
be rendered quite as palatable to stock as by employing syrup 
as a sweetener, if not more so. 

Locust-beans, as will be seen by the following analysis, which 
was made in my laboratory some time ago, and which fairly 
represents their average composition, contain in round numbers 
fully half their weight of sugar. In consequence they are very 
palatable, and much liked by every kind of farm-stock. 

Average Composition of Locust or Carob-beans. 

Moisture) 2s... | sn Wet es) (OER) Aero nrert 
0)] VT APOMP Pes 5 SSM 1°19 
Sugar ; oe) oe’ eee, Pps aeeta 
Mucilage and digestible fibre ... oe, - we sesh te rea tee cums 

* Albuminous compounds toe okt AeeOaee ke ene 7°50 
Woody fibre'(Cellulose)).2 % .2) “130030 Gc seweeOn Ue 
Mineral matter((ash) <5. |) 2.9) <= | =5 lune 

100-00 

*'Contaiming nitrogen. 2... 7) Sev usussi ee inmns omen 

Weight for weight, locust-beans contain nearly as much sugar 
as molasses. In addition to sugar, they contain a little oil, a 
moderate amount of albuminous or flesh-forming matters, and 
about 14 per cent. of mucilage and digestible fibre, or alto- 
gether 83 per cent. of solid feeding-matter; whereas treacle 
contains no appreciable amount of albuminous substances, an 
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only from 54 to 60 per cent. of dry feeding-matter, consisting 
mainly of sugar. 

At present locust-beans can be bought at about 7/. 10s. per ton, 
whilst treacle or molasses of good quality costs about 9J. per ton. 
Locust-beans are thus not only much cheaper than molasses, 
weight for weight, but they likewise possess a higher nutritive 
value, and are equally well adapted to the sweetening of unpalat- 
able bulky food. 

Nitrogenous Food-constituents.—In the next place we have to 
consider the nutritive value of the albuminous or nitrogenous 
constituents of food. It is admitted on all hands that a certain 
amount and proportion of nitrogenous matter is essential in the 
food of all animals. Foods, like locust-beans, or rice-meal, 
or dari-grain (a species of sorghum), which contain less than 
8 or 9 per cent. of albuminoids, are too poor in nitrogenous 
substances to suit the requirements of the animal. Hence 
these and a few other feeding materials equally poor in nitrogen 
should not be given to fattening stock in too large proportions, 
or without the addition of other meals, or of oilcakes, richer in 
nitrogenous compounds. 

In wheat, oats, and barley, however, the proportion of albumi- 
nous substances is sufficiently high to meet the requirements 
of fattening stock; and in leguminous seeds (such as _ beans, 
lentils, and peas), and in oilcakes, the proportions of these 
compounds are considerably in excess of the requirements of the 
animal. 

According to the views of not a few writers on agricultural 
chemistry and physiology, it is chiefly the proportion of the 
nitrogenous, or so-called flesh-forming substances contained in 
different kinds of food, which determines their comparative 
value for feeding purposes. 

If I am not mistaken, it was Boussingault who made the first 
attempt to construct a theoretical table of the nutritive value of 
articles of food, based upon the amount of nitrogen they contain ; 
but it is due to this most careful observer to mention, that in 
testing the correctness of his own tables by actual feeding experi- 
ments, Boussingault frequently found the results of the ex- 
periments at variance with the theoretical indications of his 
tables ; and he frankly confessed that the amount of nitrogen in 
a feeding substance must be regarded as one factor only in 
estimating its nutritive value. 

Presuming that the proportion of nitrogenous substances in 
the food given to fattening-stock is about the same as that in which 
we find them to exist in cereal grains, it may be asked, what will 
be the effect upon the animal when it receives in addition 
feeding materials rich in nitrogen ; or, on the other hand, when 
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it is more liberally supplied with food which is, comparatively 
speaking, poor in nitrogen and rich in readily digestible starchy 
or sugary compounds ? 

Will the increase in the live-weight be determined by the 
excess of the nitrogenous, or by that of the non-nitrogenous con- 
stituents (the carbon-hydrates) of food? These questions can 
only be answered satisfactorily by experience ; and numerous 
carefully conducted feeding experiments, as well as the experience 
of fatteners of stock on a large scale, have clearly decided the 
fact, that the comparative feeding value of most of our stock- ° 
foods depends more upon the proportion of the digestible non- 
nitrogenous substances (or carbon-hydrates) which they con- 
tain, than upon their richness in albuminous or nitrogenous 
compounds. 
A few examples will show that it is not the proportion of 

nitrogenous matter in articles of food of the same or similar 
kind which regulates their comparative nutritive value. Tail- 
wheat is richer in nitrogen than fine plump wheat, yet nobody I 
suppose would use tail-wheat for fattening purposes if he could 
get wheat rich in starch, producing much flour in the mill, at 
the same price as inferior samples. I well remember that, a good 
many years ago, the late Mr. Henry Stephens, author of the 
‘Book of the Farm,’ sent me, for analysis, two samples of wheat, 
and requested me to determine their comparative value. M 
report was made in accordance with the then all but general 
theory, that the proportion of nitrogen in different samples of the 
same kind of food regulated their comparative value; and 
having found a good deal more nitrogen in one than in the other 
of the two samples of wheat, to my surprise | was subsequently 
informed by Mr. Henry Stephens that the sample which I pro- 
nounced to be a good deal the more nutritious, in point of fact 
was tail-wheat, and the other a much superior and more highly 
priced wheat. 

Again, grass from irrigated meadows, or Italian rye-grass 
grown with sewage, invariably contains more nitrogen than grass 
from dry pastures, or rye-grass grown without manure? but no 
good farmer prefers the grass from urigated meadows; or rye- 
grass forced by town sewage, to the better matured and less 
nitrogenous produce of non-irrigated land. 

The same remarks apply with equal force to the comparative 
feeding-value of mangolds, swedes, turnips, and other root- 
crops. It is not the proportion of nitrogenous matter in roots, 
but their percentage of sugar and other equally digestible non- 
nitrogenous constituents which regulates their comparative 
feeding-value. Thus the percentage of nitrogen in monster roots, 
weighing over 15 lbs., is larger than that in roots of the same 
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kind, but weighing only from 3 to 4 lbs., and everybody knows 
that abnormally big roots possess very little feeding-value. Or 
if we compare the practical feeding value of beans and peas on 
the one hand, with wheat or oats on the other, we do not find 
the fattening qualities, or the power to produce butcher’s meat, 
of leguminous seeds superior to those of the cereal grains men- 
tioned, although the former contain about twice as large a pro- 
portion of nitrogenous compounds as the latter. 

Again, the nutritive or fattening value of various kinds of 
oilcakes does not depend so much upon the relative proportions 
of albuminous or nitrogenous substances in them, as upon the 
larger or smaller amount of readily digestible non-nitrogenous 
food-constituents which they severally contain. If it were 
otherwise, decorticated cotton-cake, which contains fully 2 per 
cent. more nitrogen than the best linseed-cake, would have been 
found in practice more valuable for feeding purposes than the 
lJatter, which we know is not the case; and rape-cake also 
would have to be regarded as superior to linseed-cake in feeding 
value. 

Woody Fibre-—The least valuable of the constituents of cattle- 
_food is woody fibre. Bulky feeding materials, such as straw 
and chaff, and certain kinds of mill-refuse obtained in preparing 
wheaten flour, oatmeal, rice, &c., for human consumption, con- 
tain considerable proportions of woody fibre or cellulose. The 
larger the proportion of woody fibre, and the more indurated its 
condition, in articles of food, the less is their practical feeding- 
value. 

The tender cellular fibre of well-ripened turnips, mangolds, 
and other root-crops, the cellular fibre of grasses, and the woody 
fibre of the straw of cereal crops, reaped somewhat green, or 
before the cereal grains have arrived at full maturity, however, 
is digestible by herbivorous animals in a large measure, and 
to a larger extent by horned cattle than by sheep. Conse- 
quently it possesses a certain nutritive value which is greater or 
smaller according to the degree of induration in which it occurs 
in the food. 

Mineral Constituents of Food.—Although the mineral- or ash- 
constituents of food play an important function in the animal 
economy, as explained already, we need not take special account 
of them in considering the comparative nutritive value of the 
various food-constituents, for all our ordinary stock foods contain 
an ample supply of mineral matter to meet the requirements of 
the animal. 

It is worthy of observation, however, that articles of food, such 
as the seeds of leguminous plants, rich in nitrogenous con- 
stituents, and specially well adapted as food for young growing 
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stock or for milch-cows, contain more phosphate of lime than 
feeding materials which are richer in non-nitrogenous substances, 
and therefore more suitable for fattening stock. Provision is thus 
made, in food which is rich in nitrogenous substances, to meet 
the extra demand of young stock for the mineral matter of the 
bony structure. 

From the preceding observations it will be gathered that the 
following is the order of the nutritive value of the constituents 
of food. 

. Oil and fatty matters. 
. Sugar, starch, and analogous carbon-hydrates. 
Albuminous or nitrogenous compounds. 

. Digestible cellular fibre. 

. Indigestible woody fibre. 

. Mineral matters or ash. 

‘ 

DS OLE Oo WO 

MANURIAL VALUE OF PURCHASED Foop. 

Practical men are well aware that the manure produced by 
fattening stock liberally supplied with corn or cake possesses 
greater fertilising powers than the dung from store-cattle; and — 
they also know in a general way that the manure produced by 
cattle or sheep fed upon cake in addition to roots is more 
valuable than that of animals fed upon roots and hay alone. 

In the selection of purchased foods for stock, it is important 
to consider how much of the cost-price of the food should be 
charged to the manure account, and how much should be allowed 
for its feeding-value. This is by no means an easy matter, for 
although it may be ascertained which are the elements of the 
food that pass into the dung, and their relative proportions 
may be determined with tolerable precision, the practical 
benefit resulting from the use of the dung produced from yarious 
kinds of food will greatly vary on light and on heavy land, and ~ 
on different soils varying much in their physical and chemical 
properties. Hence it is difficult to put upon the manure a money- 
value which will be generally accepted as correct. However, 
the only way to escape from this difficulty appears to be to 
value the fertilising constituents of the food which pass into 
the dung at the rates at which they can be severally bought in 
the manure-market, and to adopt subsequently such modifications 
of the total estimated value as may be suggested by the experience 
of farmers residing in different localities. 

Generally speaking, different articles of food of the same class 
differ far less in their feeding-value than in their manure-value. 
For instance, it will make comparatively little difference, so fap 
as the increase in the live-weight of the animal is concerned, 
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whether, in addition to a liberal supply of their ordinary bulky 
food, such as straw and turnips, a ton of linseed-cake, or a ton 
of decorticated, or of undecorticated, cotton-cake, or a ton of 
corn, be given to fattening oxen or sheep; but the value of the 
manure resulting from the consumption of a ton of each of these 
foods will show great differences, 

-The manurial value of food depends mainly on the amount 
of, 1st, nitrogenous matter, 2nd, potash, and 3rd, phosphoric 
acid which passes through the body into the dung of the animals. 
Practically speaking, the whole of the potash and phosphoric 
acid contained in the purchased food pass into the dung of 
fattening-stock. The loss in nitrogen which the food sustains 
passing through the animal has been variously stated by different 
experimenters. By some it is estimated at one-tenth, by others 
at one-sixteenth part of the total amount of the nitrogen in the 
food ; the former estimate probably is the more accurate. On 
the whole, no great mistake will be made if it be assumed 
that 90 per cent. of the total amount of nitrogen of such con- 
centrated food as oilcake, when given to fattening-stock, is re- 
covered in the solid and liquid excrements, presuming that these 
can be collected without loss. 

In the case of young stock or milking-cows not over well 
supplied with concentrated purchased foods, the dung will not 
be quite so valuable as that of fattening-stock, inasmuch as a 
small proportion of the nitrogenous and phosphatic food-con- 
stituents will be stored up during the increase in the live-weight 
of the young animal, or will be expended in the production of 
milk ; still, even in the case of growing store-cattle or milking- 
cows, by far the larger proportion of the nitrogen and the 
phosphates of the food will be rejected in the solid and liquid 
excrements. 

It is well to bear in mind that the estimated -manure-value of 
purchased foods has nothing to do with mere speculation, but 
rests upon well-ascertained facts, brought to light by numerous 
feeding experiments in this and other countries. The rate of 
valuation that may be adopted by different persons may vary ; 
but the statements that the food of fattening-stock, in passing 
through the animal, loses little (if any) of its nitrogen by exhala- 
tion, and none of its mineral constituents, and that, practically 
speaking, the whole of the mineral matter and about nine-tenths 
of the nitrogen of the food are recovered in the dung and urine 
of the animal, are based on carefully ascertained facts. In this 
country, a long series of most carefully conducted and intelligently 
conceived feeding experiments have been made by Mr. Lawes, 
of Rothamsted. These experiments extended over several years, 
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and they were carried out at great expense, with a variety of 
feeding-stuffs which were given to oxen, sheep, and pigs, care 
being taken to put up a sufficient number of fattening animals « 
to eliminate the irregularities arising from the different feeding 
capabilities of individual animals. The food consumed was 
carefully analysed, the gain in the live-weight noted, and the 
loss in food by respiration ascertained; and the amount and 
quality of the manure produced by the consumption of various 
foods were determined by laborious weighings and analyses. 

In illustration of this part of my subject, | may be permitted 
to quote the following tabulated results (p. 219), which are 
copied from one of Mr. Lawes’s important and highly interesting 
published papers relating to experiments upon fattening beasts, 
sheep, and pigs. 

It will be noticed that the greater portion of the nitrogenous 
and mineral matters of the food is recovered in the manure, 
and that the greater part of the non-nitrogenous substances is 
lost by respiration and other exhalations, whilst a comparatively 
small proportion of the nitrogenous substance and of the mineral 
matter of food is retained in the increase. 

It will further be observed that for a given amount of increase 
produced, oxen void more as manure, and expend more in 
respiration, &c., than sheep; and sheep very much more than 
pigs. And lastly, that for a given weight of dry substance con- 
sumed, oxen void more as manure than sheep, and sheep much 
more than pigs; but oxen respire rather less than sheep, and 
sheep rather less than pigs. 

The proportions of certain constituents in a ton of various 
articles of food which are stored up in the animal, and the pro- 
portions which pass into the manure by the consumption of a 
ton of different kinds of food, have thus been ascertained with 
tolerable precision by actual experiments. If, therefore, the 
composition of the various kinds of food that are given to 
fattening-animals is known, we can determine beforehand, 
without actually analysing the manure produced from the con- 
sumption of a ton of each kind, how much nitrogen, potash, 
and phosphoric acid existing in the food will be recovered in the 
manure produced, And as nitrogen (or its equivalent expressed 
as ammonia), potash, and phosphoric acid (or its equivalent 
expressed as phosphate of lime), have a certain market-value 
as manuring constituents, we can likewise ascertain the money- 
value of the manure produced from the consumption of a ton 
of any of the ordinary stock foods, the average composition of 
which has been ascertained. 
By allowing 8d. per |b. for ammonia, 2d. per lb. for potash, and 
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1d. per lb. for phosphate of lime, rates which fairly represent 
the present market-value of these fertilising constituents, the 
value of the manure obtained by the consumption of different 
articles of food may thus be estimated with sufficient accuracy 
to be of considerable service in a practical point of view. 
Proceeding on this basis, Mr. Lawes constructed a table in which 
the estimated money-value of the manure from one ton of most 
ordinary articles of food is given. This table will be found on 
page 11 in Mr. Lawes’s paper on the “ Valuation of Unexhausted - 
Manures,” published in Vol. XI., Part 1 (No. XXI.), of this 
Journal. 

In illustration of the mode in which the manurial- and money- 
value of the various feeding-stuffs mentioned in Mr. Lawes’s 
tables has been estimated, I wish to direct attention to the 
subjoined tabular statement, which gives the average compo- 
sition of good linseed-cake, decorticated and undecorticated 
cotton-cake, rape-cake, barley-meal, and barley-straw. 

Taste II.—Showing the Average Composition of certain Foods. 

Decorti- Unnecre| 
Linseed- | cated ticated Rape- | Barley- | Barley- 
cake, Cotton- | Cotton- cake, meal. straw, 

° cake, cake. 
= — |S 

Moisture .. .. .. ~~. | 12°00 | 10-00 | 11°00 | 11°00 | 16°00 | 15-00 
Oil “a Bre -- | 11°50 | 14°00 | 6°00 | 10°00 | 2°50 | 1-50 

*Albuminous compounds .. | 29-70 | 40°60 | 22°50 31°25 | 10-50 | 3:00 

Mies: starch, and diges-\) 97.89 | 90-90 | 33°50 28-75 | 61-80 | 34-00 ee rt sine 3c 
Woody fibre... ae 12°00 | 6:50 | 21:00 | 11°00 | 7-00 | 42-00 
qeheent matter (ash) .. sail ac clO0 aes 00 | | 6:00 | 8:00 | 2°20) 4:50 

100° 00° 100-00 00. 00" 00 100-00 100-00 100-00 

*Containing nitrogen .. | 4°75 6°50) 3°60 | 5°00 | 1°65 50 
Equal toammonia .. .. 3°75 | 7°90 | 4°37} 6°07] 2°00 -60 

{Containing potash .. .. 1°65 | 3°12 2:00 | 1:76 "5a | *63 
and phosphoric acid equal F , : ‘ +37 Battie of line } 4-92 | 7:00} 4:50! 5°75 | 1:33 | 37 

| 
Assuming the loss of nitrogen in the consumption of the 

cakes to amount to one-tenth of what they contain, and to 
15 per cent. in the case of barley-meal and _barley-straw, and 
making slight allowance for the loss in potash and phosphate of 
lime, Mr. Lawes has calculated the amount of ammonia, potash, 
and phosphate which will pass into the manure resulting from 
the consumption of the several kinds of food. 
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Thus he has calculated to exist, in the manure from one ton 
of linseed-cake, decorticated cotton-cake, and barley meal respec- 
tively— 

| Decorticated | 
| Linseed-cake. | Cotton-cake. Barley-meal. 

| Ibs. Ibs. 
Ammonia ee ae 116°3 | 159-1 38-1 

Tesch a pe eee es 69°2 12:1 

Tiueplinkeof lima) <2) 26 <5 os «ey 104-7 149-0 | 28-7 

At 8d. per lb. for ammonia, 2d. per lb. for potash, and 1d. per 
lb. for phosphate of lime, the preceding quantities of these con- 
stituents in the manure from a ton of these three kinds of food 
are worth— 

In Linseed- In acct In Barley- 
cake. nee | meal. 

Ge edie Gu se dp rSlavd 
PETA PE Sa « (hin), pvawiy-am, 7 46\, a0 1 Gok a6 1 | YT 56 6 

res CE rye Sari oar, ) «0 «1080 OAGy cal) (Oskla, Gils. Os. 2a 0 

Phosphate of lime 08 9| 012 5} 0 2 6 

Total money-value of i dora 412 6| 610 0 110 0 
from 1 ton of food 

In a similar manner the manure-value of a ton of undecorti- 
cated cotton-cake has been estimated at 3/. 18s. 6d.; that of 
rape-cake, at 4/. 18s. 6d.; and that of barley-straw at 10s. 9d. 
per ton. 

The present price of linseed-eake in London is 122. 10s. per 
ton ; of decorticated cotton-cake, 10/. per ton ; undecorticated 
Seon-cake, 81.; rape-cake, 8/. 15s., and barley-meal, 91. 5s. 

r ton. 
It will be seen that whilst the estimated value of the manure 

resulting from the consumption of a ton of rape-cake, selling at 
$l. 15s. per ton, is 4/. 18s. 6d., the manure-value of a ton of 
barley-meal, costing 9/. 5s. per ton, is only 1/.10s. The price of 
linseed-cake is 12/. 10s. per ton, and its estimated manure-value, 
Al. 12s. 6d.; whilst decorticated cotton-cake, which is sold at 
present in London at 10/. per ton, has a manurial value of 6/. 10s. 
The market prices of these and other feeding-stuffs thus have little 
connection with their manure-value. Deducting the value of 
the fertilising matters resulting from the consumption of the 
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preceding articles of food from their respective market price, 
the feeding-value of linseed-cake would be 12/. 10s. minus 
Al. 12s. 6d., or 71. 18s. 6d. per ton; that of decorticated cotton- 
cake 10/. minus 6/. 10s., or 3/. 10s. a ton; whilst the feeding-value 
of undecorticated cotton-cake will be 87. minus 3/. 18s. 6d., or 
Al, 2s. 6d. a ton; that of rape-cake, 8/. 15s. minus 4J. 18s. 6d., or 
3/. 16s. 6d. a ton, and that of barley-meal, 97. 5s. minus 1/. 10s., 
or 7/.15s. Whatever value may attach to the preceding estimates 
of the feeding- and manure-value of different cakes and of barley- 
meal, they afford convincing evidence of the importance of 
taking into account the manure-value of purchased foods in 
estimating their comparative total money-value. 

In my intercourse with agriculturists [ have frequently met with 
intelligent and otherwise well-informed persons who have openly 
confessed that they had not much faith in Mr. Lawes’s estimates 
of the manurial value of purchased food. In their minds evidently 
lurked the idea that these estimates are in a great measure 
fanciful, and rest on no solid foundation. It cannot therefore 
be stated in too plain language that the recognised superior 
fertilising properties of the manure of fattening stock fed upon 
cake is mainly due to the high percentage of its nitrogenous 
constituents, and that by far the greater portion of the nitrogen 
of the food is recovered in the manure. Associated with nitro- 
genous substances we always find phosphates and potash; and 
food rich in nitrogenous substances will generally also produce 
manure richer in phosphates and potash, than food which is 
comparatively poor in nitrogenous constituents. 

The fact that decorticated cotton-cake is very rich in nitrogen, 
and also contains a good deal of phosphate of lime, is undisputed ; 
nor is anybody likely to deny that the superior fertilising pro- 
perties of this description of cake depend mainly upon its 
richness in nitrogen. It is chiefly for the purpose of supply- 
ing available nitrogenous food that rape-cake is employed as 
a manure for cereal crops. 

On the light lands of Norfolk, in many parts of Kent, in 
some localities in Cambridgeshire, and in some other counties of 
England, rape-cake is a favourite manure with many farmers ; 
and they willingly pay 6/. per ton for manure rape-cake, which 
on an average contains not more than about 44 per cent. of 
nitrogen, or somewhat less than good green German feeding 
rape-cake, It is well known that rape-cake, and other residual 
cakes from the presses of oil-crushers, decompose with facility 
in light and porous soils, furnishing thereby readily available 
food to plants, whilst on retentive clay-soils the decomposition 
of such cakes is too slow to meet the requirements of those crops 
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which are specially benefited by nitrogenous food. Applied 
direct to light land, rape-cake thus has a greater practical ma- 
nure-value than on heavy land. Although it may pay a farmer 
to give 6/. a ton for rape-cake on certain descriptions of soils, I 
cannot help thinking that not quite so much would be given for 
it if rape-cake were not held generally in great esteem as a 
remedy against wire-worm. As a direct manure, rape-cake is 
certainly dear at 6/. a ton; and it would pay better a farmer 
who requires cake as a manure to buy slightly damaged or mouldy 
decorticated cotton-cake, which occasionally is offered in the 
market at 6/. 10s. to 7/. per ton. Decorticated cotton-cake con- 
tains nearly one-half more nitrogen, and considerably more 
potash and phosphate of lime, than an equal weight of manuring 
rape-cake ; if a farmer, therefore, finds it answer his purpose to 
pay 6/. per ton for the latter, the fertilising ingredients in a ton 
of decorticated cotton-cake, in comparison with those in manure 
rape-cake selling at 6. per ton, will be worth to him one-half 
more, or 9/. per ton ; and, consequently, decorticated cotton-cake 
at 6/. 10s. or 77. a ton will be a much cheaper manure than rape- 
cake at 61. a ton. 

Manure rape-cake presents an example showing that the 
theoretical or estimated manure-value of the cake does not 
necessarily coincide with its practical value or its actual price 
on the market. In the case of rape-cake the estimated manure- 
value amounts only to about 4/. 10s. per ton, whereas 6/. is 
actually paid for it by farmers who are in the habit of using it 
for manuring purposes. 

On the other hand, the practical money-values of the manure 
produced from the consumption of various foods, I am inclined 
to think, are much below the estimated values as given in 
Mr. Lawes’s table. In attempting to get some better insight into 
the commercial manure-value of various foods, I believe con- 
siderable deductions will have to be made from their estimated 
money-value. 
My reasons for entertaining this view are the following :— 

In the first place, the nitrogenous constituents of food which pass 
into the manure of fattening-stock occur in it only partially in 
the form of ammonia-salts, by far the greater part existing in a 
variety of organic combinations, yielding their nitrogen in the 
shape of ammonia less rapidly than the salts of ammonia, though 
some more rapidly than others; whereas the estimated manure- 
value of purchased foods is calculated on the supposition that the 
whole of their nitrogenous constituents which is recovered in 
the manure exist in it in the shape of ammonia. Now the 
practical fertilising effects of nitrogen in the form of ammonia, 
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it is admitted on all hands, are more energetic, and manifested 
by a more rapid action on vegetation than the same amount of 
nitrogen applied to the land in the shape of nitrogenous organic 
matters. In other words, nitrogen in the shape of ammonia- 
salts has a greater money-value than nitrogen in combination 
with organic matter. A higher price, for instance, is paid for 
the nitrogen in sulphate of ammonia than for the nitrogen in 
blood or for the nitrogen in shoddy. Too high a value for 
practical purposes, therefore, is put upon the manure-constituents 
of purchased foods if the calculation is made on the supposition 
that the whole of the nitrogen recovered in the manure from their 
consumption exists as ready-formed ammonia, for which an 
allowance at the rate of 8d. per lb. is made. 

In the second place, I would notice that 8d. per lb. is the market 
price at which ammonia is sold at present in concentrated 
portable manures, but that its money-value is much less when 
offered for sale in bulky fertilisers, in which a comparatively 
small amount of ammonia, say 2 per cent., has to be taken 
with a large proportion of water and bulky materials of no great 
fertilising value. The manurial residue of 1 ton of linseed- 
cake given to feeding beasts with straw and roots would be 
distributed through several tons of farmyard-manure. After 
purchasing such voluminous manuring matters, expense must 
be incurred for carriage and for their distribution upon the 
land. All this is saved to the farmer who buys the ammonia 
he wishes to apply to his crops in the shape of concentrated 
portable manure, which admits of ready application to the land, 
and can be placed upon it where it is most wanted, that is, in 
more direct contact with a starting crop than is the case with 
farmyard or bulky compost manures, which have to be ploughed 
in and mixed with a large portion of the soil. The practical ad- 
vantages obtained by the use of concentrated or portable manures, 
in enabling the farmer to incorporate them with only a small 
portion of the soil in more direct contact with the starting 
crop, receive a practical acknowledgment in the higher com- 
parative price which practical men find it answer their purpose 
to pay for ammonia in concentrated ammoniacal mamures than 
they have to give for the same amount of ammonia in bulky 
manures. 
A reference to the composition of ordinary farmyard-manure, 

and the price at which it is usually sold, I trust will put this 
argument in a clear light. 

According to analyses made by me many years ago, the com- 
position of fresh and rotten farmyard-manure, being the mixed 
manure of horses, cows, and pigs, is the following :— 
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Composition of Farm-yard Manure (composed of Horse-, Cow-, and 
Pig-Dunq). 

Fresh Rotten 
Dung. Dung. 

Water: ..  .. oe sate OOD Be cis a 1°42 | 
*Soluble organic Mllee sss tide Ua eee Baro ee 3°71 
Soluble inorganic matter :— 

Soluble silica .. .. .. 287 3 aaas * 254 
Phosphate of lime .. .. ‘299 =f Fc cic 382 A 
ime! §.. nal Mian EUs ac janes Callies nit 
cane Pearl (chs tent ee OUT Se Bo *047 > 
LCL S399 Gy One ag as aoc “446 
Soda °.. oh) Abo lai! 56 dist 023 
Chloride of Sodium .. ..\ ‘030 So one 037 
Sulphuric acid .. ae IGT, ae pe “058 
Carbonic acid and loss - .. ‘218 5p “ee -106 

oe 1°54 Abia — 47 
tInsoluble organic matter... .. .. 20°76 50 dc ac 12°82 
Tnsoluble inorganic matter :— 

Soluble sities) Lo Sy Colors eta Antic 1°424 
Insoluble siliceous matter .. ‘561 as icuoe 1°010 
Oxide of iron and alumina,) , , eh tere . 596 aes 947 
Containing phosphoric acid (+178) ie as (* 274) 
Equal to Je ae of lime (*386) an 20.00 (°573) 
AMO ice pc - 1°120 on Oe 1°667 
ERPHOM A ss ws metas . 14S es eee “091 
INGER cst ss, (O99 ae aie “045 : 
Pa Oe a Y.  6I9 i ea? “038 
Sulphuricacid .. .. .. ‘061 an stone 063 
Carbonic acid and loss .. “484 =i Sele 1:295 a 

—_— 4°05 Beles oe 6°58: 

100°00 “DOE 100°00: 

* Containing nitrogen ., 149 go be 297 
Equal toammonia.. .- ‘181 auc *360 

} Containing nitrogen .. °494 aoc *309 
Equal to ammonia.. .. °599 satele *379 
Total nitrogen Wess Rees uae "606 
Equal to ammonia.. .. *780 bched *735 

The manure containsammonia) . 
in a free state » Lae ot Os 

The manure contains Samant} -088 “age “057 
in form of salts .. 

It will be observed that both fresh and rotten farmyard- 
manure contain but very small proportions of either free or 
combined ammonia. Nearly the whole of the nitrogen in the 
dung exists as nitrogenous organic matter. In fresh dung the 
greater portion of the nitrogenous substances are insoluble in 
water, and in the rotten dung about one-half of the nitrogenous 
matters are soluble, and the other half insoluble in water. 

As the manure analysed was produced by well-fed animals, 
liberally supplied with cake and corn, in addition to hay and 

| chaff, we may presume that manure obtained by the consump- 
. tion ‘of all kinds of purchased food, in addition to ordinary 

VOL. XII.—S. S. Q 
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farm-produce, would be of a similar character, and approach i 
composition the fresh and rotten dung analysed by me, an 
consequently would contain very little ammonia, either in a free 
state or in the form of ammonia and salts. ; 

Now, if we express the whole of the nitrogen in dung in it 
equiv alent of ammonia, and allow 8d. per lb. for ammonia, anc 
estimate the potash in the manure at the rate of 2d. per lb 

soluble phosphate of lime at 2d., and insoluble phosphate 0 
lime at 1d. per lb.— which certainly are moderate rates for th ese 
constituents when they occur in concentrated artificial manures: 
and at these rates calculate the money-value of a ton of fresl 
and rotten dung, we obtain the following results. 

According to the preceding analysis a ton of rotten farmyard: 
manure contains:— 

s. 
83 lbs. of soluble phosphate of lime, worth, at a perlbss tte 

13 ,,__ insoluble phosphate of lime, _,, i doar 
DP 5 pe POLES. + re PP! | 
Nitrogen a to 163 lbs. of ammonia, calculating ammonia at ty 

8d. per lb. ; ne 

Total estimated money-value of a ton of rotten dung 15 

In a ton of fresh farmyard-manure we have :— 
Ss. 

3 lbs. of soluble phosphate of lime, worth, at 2d. perlb, .. 1 
2 ,, insoluble phosphate of lime, apt dae ee peaebe ss 

13-- ,,. potash, 2d. “ice eer 
Nitrogen rica to 173 lbs. of ammonia, calculating ammonia at 11 

8d. per lb. ans) ey ae “ \ 

Total calculated money-value of a ton of fresh dung .. 15 

farmyard-manure pee te to the same rates at which the p im 
Dae fertilising constituents in the dung can be big : 

bought in many places at 5s. per ton, or one-third its estimated 
money-value; and probably the highest price whieh a farmer 
would be inclined to pay for good dung would not exceed 7s. 6d. 
per ton, or one-half its estimated money-value. The differen 
between the estimated money-value of farmyard-manure (cale 
lated at the market rate of the constituents when sold as com 
centrated artificial manures), and the actual market price, ma 
be fairly taken to represent the difference in practical value 
caused by the greater expense of the carriage and applicatio 
of farmyard-manure, and the less vigorous action of -organi 
nitrogenous compounds as compared with ammonia salts. 
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It is evident, therefore, that the manuring-constituents of pur- 
chased food, which are recovered in the manure from farm-stock 
in this bulky and less available form, possess a much lower 
practical or market value than the estimated manure-value which 
different stock-foods are assumed to possess in Mr. Lawes’s 
table. Mr. Lawes’s estimate of the manure-value of different 
kinds of feeding-stuffs, however, are based on carefully ascer- 
tained facts, and, so far, have a permanent value, affording im- 
portant and useful data for comparative valuations. But in their 
application in practice, it appears to me, that we shall be nearer 
‘the mark if we deduct from 30 to 40 per cent. from the estimated 
money-value which is given in the table to the manure-con- 
stituents of a ton of the several articles of food, in order to 
arrive at the additional practical value in the land which is 
given to several (or a good many, say, 15 to 20) tons of farm- 
yard manure by the consumption of a ton of those several articles 
of food. Mr. Lawes is fully alive to the fact that it is not 
possible to recover in practice the full estimated manure-value 
of purchased food, for in his valuable paper on the “ Valuation 
of Unexhausted Manures,” in Part I., Vol. XI. of this Journal, 
he says, at page 12, “If purchased food be consumed with a 
oot-crop by the outgoing tenant, and he take no crop grown 
yy the manure produced, he should be allowed compensation at 

the rate of 17s. for every 20s. of the original manure-value of the 
food if it have been consumed on the land, or 16s. if consumed 
in the yards.” Mr. Lawes thus makes a deduction of 20 per 

ent. from the calculated manure-value of purchased food ; 
whilst I am inclined to allow the larger deduction of from 30 
to 40 per cent, if the food be made into bulky farmyard-manure, 

he market-value of which, we have seen, is scarcely one-half 
that of its caleulated money-value. On the other hand, if the 
food be consumed by sheep, with a root-crop, practically no loss 
n manuring elements is sustained when the urine and solid 
excrements of sheep are spread at once on the land, without 
being first put up into a dung-heap, like the excrements of cattle 
Kept in yards or feeding-stalls ; no additional expense is incurred 
in carting, distributing, and ploughing-in the manure, and in 
that case Mr. Lawes’s estimated manure-value of linseed and 
similar concentrated nitrogenous articles of food, with a deduc- 
ion of 20 per cent., I believe, gives a fair and correct estimate 
lof the practical manure-value of oilcakes, and similarly con- 
stituted food. 

The composition of feeding materials certainly affects their 
nutritive and manurial properties; at the same time the mere 
proximate analysis of an article of food does not give a suffi- 
cient insight into its real economical value. There is nothing, 

Q 2 
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for instance, on the face of comparative analyses of linseed 
and rape-cake which affords any indication of the great differ- 
ence in the money-value of the two kinds of cake. Rape- 
cake contains nearly as much oil as linseed-cake, and rather 
more albuminous substances, and not a much larger proportion 
of indigestible fibre; and there is nothing in the analytical 
results representing the composition of the two cakes contrary 
to the supposition that the one is as valuable a feeding cake as 
the other; and yet the market price of linseed-cake is 12/. 10s., 
and that of feeding rape-cake about 8/. 10s. to 8/. 15s. per ton, 

For certain purposes it is true that rape-cake is quite as useful 
as linseed-cake. For instance, for young growing stock, or as an 
auxiliary food for milch-cows, rape-cake goes as far as an equal 
weight of linseed-cake; but general preference is given to the 
much more expensive linseed-cake as a food for fattening-stock. 

This preference cannot reasonably be ascribed to blind P 
judice ; for surely fatteners of stock would prefer to buy cak 
at 8/. 10s. per ton, if it answered their purpose as well as cak¢ 
which is sold at 12/. 10s. per ton? The reasons which decid: 
men to use linseed-cake in preference to rape-cake, in orde, 
to fatten off oxen or sheep for the butcher, lie close at ha 
if we look practically into this matter. The art of getting al 
animal ready for the butcher in the shortest possible time ma) 
be said to consist in passing through it the largest possibl 
amount of well selected, properly prepared, and readily digestibl 
foods (These iconditions see given in a mixed food, of whic. 
linseed-cake forms no inconsiderable item. Fattening-oxe: 
or sheep are fond of this cake, do well upon it, and consu 
large quantities. On the other hand, accustomed to palatable 
readily digestible food, fattening-beasts dislike the bitter, a 
somewhat acrid, taste of rape-cake, and in consequence do ne 
eat more of it than they can help; and altogether do not get o 
so well upon rape- as upon linseed-cake. 

Bearing in mind that fully one-half of the weight of the f 
supplied to animals is wasted by respiration and other exhali 
tions, and that the longer an animal is kept in the, feeding-sta 
the larger the waste in ‘food, it is clearly a good policy to give } 
fattening-stock a food which agrees with their appetite and dige 
tive powers. Notwithstanding its higher price, linseed-cake ¢ 
the end is a more economical food than rape-cake, if it be use 
in the later stages of the fattening process, as a means of bringit. 
on the animal rapidly for the butcher. Similar purely pra 
tical considerations frequently decide the choice of feeding ma. 
ters, and in a large measure influence their market-valv 
Another example illustrating the truth of the preceding remar, 
is presented to us in cotton-cake. On comparing the cor 
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position of decorticated with that of undecorticated cotton-cake, 
it will be noticed that the former contains on an average 14 per 
jcent. of oil, 40} per cent. of albuminous substances, and only 
54 per cent. of indigestible woody fibre, whilst undecorticated 
otton-cake contains only 6 per cent. of oil, 22} per cent. of 
albuminous matters, and as much as 21 per cent. of indigestible 
fibre. There is thus a great difference in the apparent feeding 
properties of the two kinds of cake. Moreover, the estimated 
money-value of the manuring matters produced by the con- 
umption of a ton of decorticated cotton-cake amounts to 6/. 10s., 
whilst the estimated manure-value of the undecorticated cake is 
only 3/. 18s. 6d. per ton; the difference in the manuring-value 
alone of the two cakes thus amounts to 2/. 12s. 6d. We might 
herefore expect that decorticated cotton-cake would be sold at 

a much higher price than undecorticated ; but the actual market- 
price of the former is 10/. per ton, and of the latter 8/. per ton. 
The difference in the manure-value alone of the two kinds of 
ake thus is greater than the difference in the price at which 
he two are sold at present, while the much higher feeding value 
of decorticated cake is not represented in the market price. The 
explanation of this apparent anomaly is in part found in the 
ircumstance that decorticated cotton-cake is too rich in albumi- 
nous substances to suit the constitution of herbivorous animals, 
and in consequence is too indigestible to be given to stock in 
he same way in which linseed-cake is usually administered. 

Most agriculturists have as yet to learn how to make the most 
of this species of cake, which is produced only to a limited extent, 
and not so largely employed for feeding purposes as undecorticated 
cotton-cake. Want of experience in the economical use of decor- 
ticated cotton-cake no doubt accounts, at least partially, for the 

act that it is sold at present below its real value. 
The hard husks of cotton-seed have no intrinsic feeding-value, 

but when reduced to a coarse powder, in the act of crushing the 
seed for oil, they act as a useful diluent of the extremely rich 
and too indigestible kernels; and hence the practical feeding- 
value of cake made from whole seed has been found greater than 
might be supposed, in comparison with the theoretical value 
of decorticated cotton-cake. Moreover, the hard woody shells 
of cotton-seed possess an economical value, in virtue of the 
astringent principle they contain, which renders whole-seed 
or English cotton-cake very useful to cattle out on pastures 
at periods of the year when they are apt to become affected by 
scour, as well as to stock fed upon an abundance of succulent food, 
which has a tendency to keep the bowels in too loose a state. 
Th such cases English cotton-cake acts medicinally as a cor- 
rective, and this useful property gives a certain value to the 

rt 
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undecorticated cake, which that made from the shelled seed does 
not possess. ‘eo 

Other examples might be readily quoted in support of the 
fact that the practical or market-value of feeding-stuffs is de-— 
pendent in a large measure upon the use which the farmer has 
found by experience to make of them; but sufficient evidence, I 
trust, has been given in this paper showing that the real market 
value of purchased food is affected by purely practical con- 
siderations, and that the proximate composition of articles of 
food, although giving useful hints to the intelligent stock- 
feeder, does not afford a full insight into their relative merits, 
nor supply data for estimating with precision their market or — 
money-value. mes 

MT 

11, Salisbury-square, Fleet-street, E.C., 
January, 1876. 

VII.—WNotes on Inoculation of Grass Land, as practised at 
Kimbolton. By MorGan Evans. - 

To those who read the Report on “ Laying down Grass Land to 
Permanent Pasture,” in the last half-yearly volume of the Journal, 
the following communication from his Grace the Duke of Man- 
chester will sufficiently explain the object of this short paper :— 

Kimbolton Castle, Huntingdonshire, — 
November, 1875. 

Str,—In the Report on “Laying down Land to Permanent 
Pasture,” in No. XXII. of the Royal Agricultural Society’s | 
Journal, at page 449, Mr. Morgan Evans quotes Mr. P. Puryes 
as follows :—‘I should decidedly say that, as a general rule, no 
occupying tenant can do so (lay down old arable fields for per- 
manent pasture) advantageously, as it will take a lifetime to 
make good old pasture out of old arable land, and at such an 
expense as no tenant, even upon an ordinary lease, would 
encounter.” Mr. Evans thinks that this may possibly be an ex- 
treme opinion. 

The subject in question seems to me so important, that I trust 
you will allow me to state that I believe Mr. Purves’s opinion 
to be entirely warranted in reference to sowing grass on the stiff 
clays of this neighbourhood. I think it likely that he had in 
his mind an experiment that was made in my park shortly 
before and after 1855, when four fields were laid down in grass - 
with great care. They are not yet good pasture. : 

At page 450 of the Report, doubts are expressed whether it is 
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desirable in certain places to increase the amount of permanent 
pasture. I believe that in this neighbourhood it would be 
desirable. 

When the price of corn was high, old grass land was broken 
up. Even now, when the price of corn is low, and when farmers 
doubt whether wheat will ever pay, some grass lands are so 
utterly coarse and unprofitable that it is advisable to break them 
up. But many, of the best farmers in this neighbourhood hold 
that they have not enough grass. They consider that the most 
desirable proportion is one-third grass to two-thirds arable. 
A few years ago, when I was discussing new terms of agree- 

ment with some of my tenants, the question of laying down 
grass land was touched upon. The advantage of doing so was 
acknowledged, but it was objected: ‘“‘ Who is to pay for doing 
so? the landlord will not like to forego his rent, and the tenant 
cannot pay rent for land that is unprofitable for years.” Shortly 
afterwards, I was struck with the persistency with which grass 
would come up in a gravel walk I had made across the park, 
and I was led to consider an economical process of inoculation. 

I explained my views to Mr. James Howard, of Bedford, who 
made a machine for me, which after a few trials and alterations 
has answered admirably. The process consists in cutting, as it 
were, a rope of turf out of old pasture. The dimensions of the 
“rope” are 2 inches broad by about 1} inch or 2 inches deep. 
Three “ropes” are cut at once by the implement. They are 
carted to the field to be laid down, and emptied upon it like 
farmyard-manure. The “ ropes”are broken into pieces 2 inches 
square, and placed by hand on the ground about 9 inches apart. 
This is done about the month of November. By the next hay 
harvest the ground is covered with grass, and the planted tufts 

are as high as the meadows. The second year it is fit for 
grazing. After the first year the gaps in the old pasture, from 
which the turf was taken, are scarcely perceptible. 

I enclose an account of the operation by my bailiff, Mr. 
Wallis, and I should be glad if Mr. Morgan Evans would come 
and see the result of the experiment. 

Your obedient servant, 

MANCHESTER. 
To the Secretary of the 

Royal Agricultural Society. 

Laying down Land to Permanent Pasture. 

His Grace the Duke of Manchester, to obtain permanent pasture as soon as 
possible, determined to try inoculation; he therefore had an implement made 
by Messrs. Howard, of Bedford, for taking up the turf with less injury to the 
old pasture than is caused by the common plough. It cut three furrows, or 
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rather slices, 4 in. x 4 in., which we cut into lengths of about 4 inches. 
then made furrows with the common corn drill 18 inches apart, and plan 
the pieces of turf the same distance in the rows. But as we proceeded, his 
Grace thought it would be better to plant them promiscuously (or, as we say 
broadcast), we therefore altered to that plan. His Grace thought it would be 
a further improvement to cut the pieces smaller, and plant them nearer. We 
therefore had the implement altered to cut the strips of turf 2 in. x 2in.; 
these we pulled (not cut) to pieces about 2 inches long, and planted them about 
9 inches apart, and thus we planted the remainder of what we did that season 
«November 1873). As soon as the land was sufficiently dry, we rolled it with 
a heavy roller, and left it until the spring, when we kept the land clean by 
frequent hoeings, the tufts growing and spreading well. These we let grow 
until the seeds were nearly ripe, when we cut it with the mowing machine, ~ 
shedding a great deal of the seed. The hay was not worth saving, from having 
stood so long; but the object was attained, viz., to sow the spaces with the 
natural grass-seeds. After a nice rain it was completely covered with fine 
grass, which we let grow until the autumn, when we eat it off, but not close, 
with young horned cattle. The portion we had planted with 4-inch pieces 
had a rather rough and uneven appearance, though well covered with grass, 
But that planted with the 2-inch pieces was nearly as level and good as old 
grass land. The next autumn we therefore proceeded to finish the field with 
2-inch pieces ; but frost and snow interrupted the work, so we had to leave it 
until the spring. We planted some in February, but it did not succeed. 
We therefore ploughed that portion up and gave it another summer’s fallow, 
and we have just finished planting that portion. But that which we planted 
in November, having been treated in the same manner as the first portion, has — 
the appearance of old grass land, being well covered with natural grasses and 
white clover, on which we haye grazed our dairy cows this autumn, 

Of course it is too early to form a decided opinion; as we know that after 
land has been laid down with the best grass-seeds for a few years it goes off, 
and do what you may, it will not become a good pasture for the next seven 
or may be ten years. But judging from present appearances, this does not 
appear likely to occur in this case. And in regard to expense, we know that 
to lay down to permanent pasture properly, by sowing, is very expensive, as 
it is absolutely necessary to thoroughly fallow and well manure the land in 
both cases; and it is admitted on good authority that it is best to lay down 
without a crop; the difference is only between planting and sowing, the labour 
in preparing the land being the same. 

And we find that in 1873 it cost 47. 18s. for horse work and manual labour 
to turf la. 3r. 10 p., or 27. 14s. per acre. In 1874, being very bad weather, it 
cost 91. 14s. 6d. to do 2a. 1r. 25p.,, or 47. 1s. per acre. In 1875 it cost ~ 
21. 10s. 4d. to do Sr., or 3/. 8s. per acre; so that if we had to doa field of, 
say, ten acres, it would not cost more than 3J. per acre, as in doing it in such 
small pieces, and the weather beiug so unfavourable in 1874, it cost consider- 
ably more than it would under more favourable circumstances. That which 
was done in 1873 and 1874 already looks better than some that has been laid 
down with seeds fifteen to twenty years. 

Joun WALLIS. 
Kimbolton Park Farm, 

November, 1875. 

In accordance with the Duke of Manchester’s request, I visited 
Kimbolton Park Farm on the 29th of November last, and 
inspected the field which had been subjected to the several 
experiments in inoculation. The plot last treated completes 
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the field, and within a ring fence the effect of the different 
methods adopted may easily be studied. I have little to add in 
reference to the general appearance of the sward that is not 
recorded in the foregoing statements of the Duke of Manchester 
and his bailiff, Mr. Wallis. 1 may say, however, that I was 
much surprised at the rapid development of pasture induced 
by inoculation. The plot laid down in the autumn of 1873, 
with the smaller pieces of turf, had a remarkably fresh and 
healthy appearance. Of the plots that had only passed through 
ne summer, that which was planted in the spring of last year 
was somewhat patchy, but, on the whole, did not present a 
‘worse appearance than fresh seeds on many well-treated soils at the 
same period of the year, and which afterwards turn out well. But 
the plot inoculated the previous autumn had a good even sward ; 
the land was completely covered with well-planted, thickly 
growing grasses, and had a much more substantial character than 
ordinary seeds only one year old. 

Inoculation was first introduced in the early part of the pre- 
sent century, “ invented,” as it is termed, by Mr. Whitworth, of 
Acre House, Lincolnshire. It was thought for some time to be 
a great discovery, and many persons were greatly in its favour, 
if not, indeed, enthusiastic in advocating its adoption. T. W. 
Coke, Esq., offered a prize for the encouragement of this “ new 
description of husbandry.” The first person who practised the 
new system to any extent was one of Mr. Coke’s tenants, John 
Blomfield, of Warham, Norfolk. Almost all the original litera- 
ture on the subject is confined to a work written in 1817 by 
Mr. Coke’s steward, Francis Blaikie, ‘On the Conversion of 
Arable Land into Pasture ;’ and to a few pages in the late 
Mr. George Sinclair’s ‘Hortum Gramineus Woburniensis.’ 
The “new description of husbandry,” however, has made but 
little progress; and so little of a practical nature is generally 
known of it, that even very modern works on agriculture actually 
give the labour-expense of the operation as 2/. 10s. per acre, 
evidently relying on the authority of Mr. Blyth, of Burnham, 
Norfolk, who made his calculations so far back as 1816! To 
strictly follow the old system of inoculation would at the 
present time cost at least twice, if not thrice the amount thus 
given. 

The Duke of Manchester does not, of course, claim to be the 
original inventor of inoculation as a means of laying down land 
to permanent pasture. He may, however, I think, hereafter 
justly lay claim to having introduced an improved method of 
practising it, if not to its revival in the present day. According 
to the invariable instructions under the old system, the turf was 
pared in breadths of from 6 to 9 inches. To make these parings 
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at all manageable, the land was generally first cut across by the 
sharp tines of a scarifier, so that as the paring-plough went along in 
the other direction, large-sized “‘ mats,” evenly divided, remained 
on the land to be removed in the cart to the scene of operations. 
The turves thus cut were chopped into pieces of three or four 
inches square by a spade or similar implement, after they had 
been tipped out of the cart on or near the land in process of 
being inoculated. ‘The labour in so doing must be enormous. 
An apparent advance on this system is suggested in Morton’s 
‘Cyclopedia of Agriculture,’ where the writer says :—“ If, by 
means of a roller presenting to the ground on which it rests 
discs with sharp edges at intervals of four inches, the whole sur- 
face of a field of good grass be cut to the depth of two or three 
inches apart, then a paring-plough crossing these lines, and 
taking alternate 4-inch slices at a depth of two or three inches . 
from the surface of the field, will cut off a large number of bits 
of turf,’ &c. But the expense of “picking up the pieces,” 
according to this plan, is by no means to be overlooked. It is 
not to be wondered at that the increased price of labour has 
deterred most persons from adopting either method of obtaining 
the “large number of bits of turf” necessary for the process. 
The novelty in the Duke of Manchester’s system consists in 
cutting out narrow strips of turf, instead of long mats to be. 
redivided afterwards ; and it is a decided improvement on the 
system of “ cut-crossing ” small strips of four inches wide. The 
implement used may in its frame-work be a common scarifier, 
in which are fixed two bent rectangular tines, which are so 
adjusted as to cut a strip of sod two inches deep and two inches 
broad. These ropes may be of any length, and may break in 
lifting into the cart into any size, for they would seldom break 
in shorter lengths than two inches at least. Instead of having 
to cut them into small squares by the spade or other means, 
which considerably increases the amount of labour, the ropes of 
turf are readily broken off in suitable sizes by the hands of the 
women or boys carrying them during the process of plan- 
tation. Of old, also, the usual way of marking the land into 
lines for transplantation was by the use of a scarifier. » The 
introduction of corn-drills allows of a more rapid means of 
marking the land, by scoring it with the coulters of an empty 
drill. The women and children, having these lines to guide 
them (we speak of the system adopted at Kimbolton), use their 
own judgment in placing the bits of turf at proper distances— 
irregularly, of course, yet still as a whole carefully and system- 
atically done. The small pieces of turf are pressed down with 
the foot after they have been placed in position by the hand, 
and the whole is rolled over soon afterwards, and again at any 
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time it may be deemed necessary—as usually advised when 
inoculation is practised. 

It will be seen by reference to pages 465 and 456 of the pre- 
ceeding volume of this Journal, that’ Mr. R. Hodgson Huntley 
calculates the expense of inoculation at 1/. per acre, exclusive of 
“my horse and drivers.” In his experiment he cut the turf 
into strips of 4 inches broad, and subsequently cut them into 
4 inches square. What the labour of horse or horses and drivers 
cost is not stated. Mr. James Howard (p. 485) stated that he 
had tried the “ inoculation system most successfully ;” but added 
that ‘it is an expensive method,” as surely it must be—especially 
when not practised in the way advocated by the Duke of 
Manchester. The cost at Kimbolton is clearly stated by Mr. 
Wallis. I may, however, say that Mr. Wallis states that the 
picking and planting of three.roods, according to the new plan, 
occupied one man and four women one day. Three horses were 
engaged in the work for one day to score the ground, cut and 
cart the turf, &c., but he says they could do “one acre of such 
work in a day easily.” It should, however, be stated, that the 
expense of haulage at Kimbolton was but little, as the strips of 
turf were obtained close by in an adjoining field. 

I think it is evident from the foregoing that the improved 
system of inoculation practised by the Duke of Manchester is 
the most economical method known, and that he deserves great 
credit for its introduction. But there are a few points besides 
the labour-bill that require some consideration. 

Mr. Wallis very correctly states that the “ portion planted with 
4-inch pieces had a rather rough and uneyen appearance.” And 
so it has. The 2-inch pieces have also produced a sward of a - 
somewhat uneven appearance, but very much less so than the 
4-inch pieces. At the same time it must be admitted that the 
land planted with small pieces has been laid down more recently 
than that which was inoculated with the larger sized pieces of 
turf, and has not had the advantage of time which smooths 
down or raises up toa level the little inequalities of surface 
which follow inoculation. The preference, therefore, on this 
ground must decidedly be given to the system of inoculating with 
small pieces. It may be suggested whether it would not be 
advisable to cut ropes of still smaller dimensions. There would 
certainly be an increased cost for labour in planting the additional 
number of pieces. The suggestion, however, having been made, 
a useful experiment would be such as would ,determine the 
minimum size of turf ropes to be cut, in depth as well as 
breadth, and the relationship between a greater subdivision of 
the turf and the labour of planting, the general success and the 
economy of the operation. So far as I can see, the Duke of 
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Manchester has arrived at that minimum point. But it is better 
to accept nothing as final without direct experiment. 

We have so far only spoken of the land inoculated, nothing 
of the pasture from which it is made. Woburn Park got so dis- 
figured under the old process, that George Sinclair, gardener to 
the Duke of Bedford, in the work already mentioned, says, that 
the marked stripes remaining after it had been robbed of a 
portion of its turf so inconvenienced people in walking and 
riding, that the vacant spaces “had to be filled up with mould 
and sown with grass seeds, for there were no creeping rooted 
grasses present.” By cutting out only two 2-inch strips at some 
distance apart, no such predicament follows. At Kimbolton the 
implement goes down the land, generally along the furrow, 
Jeaving the whole back of the ridge untouched; excoria- 
‘tions heal up rapidly, so that, although the indentation made is 
distinguishable, no perceptible damage remains after the first 
year, as far as the eye can judge. 

The opinion of Mr. James Howard, with regard to inocula- 
tion is, that it is an “ expensive method.” This clearly means 
that it costs too much, but he says “a good pasture is much 
more quickly obtained.” There can, I think, be little doubt 
that inoculation has one great advantage over sowing seeds, 
mamely, that there is no falling off experienced in the third, 
fourth, or fifth year, at least to the same extent as is universally 
admitted occurs when land is laid down to pasture with artificial 
grasses. Once inoculation “ takes,” the grass goes on improving. 
It certainly does not appear to get worse, if we accept the unani- 
mous testimony of those who have practised the system. If it 
be granted, therefore, that a good pasture is formed more quickly 
‘by transplanting turves than by sowing seeds, and that inocu- 
Jation produces pasture that does not deteriorate in quality as 
when artificial grasses are sown, a great deal has been said in its 
favour. The only other important consideration is one of cost, 
which will greatly vary according to circumstances, such as the 
price of labour, and the distance from which the strips of turf 
have to be procured. Finally, it appears to me that the least 
expensive and altogether the best method of inoculation is that 
which has been practised at Kimbolton Park Farm by his Grace 
the Duke of Manchester. 
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VIII.—WNote on an Outbreak of Foot-and-Mouth Disease. By 

W. J. Epmonps, of Southrop House, Lechlade. 

[In a Letter to the Editor.] 

Ir may not be uninteresting at a time when “ Foot-and-Mouth” 
disease has been recently so prevalent, to furnish you with: 
the result of an experiment I unintentionally made on some 
fattening cattle. Knowing that the disease had come within 
two miles of us (it had, in fact, attacked animals very near, of 
which I was not aware), I ordered a cow, which was nearly fat 
and near home, to be put into the feeding-pits in which were 
14 oxen and heifers. The pits form two sides of a rectangular 
parallelogram, Nos. 1 to 26; whilst on one side of them are 
open stalls (d), tie-up places (c), and a yard (d). These were 
also filled with cattle, and the whole were attended to by one 
man, whose feeding-house is (a). The cow was put into No. 18, 

fio] 9| a] 7/6] s|a] 3j2 1| 

September 17th; on the morning of the 18th my bailiff told me 
that although they detected no disease on the 17th, yet they had 
that morning found that she was suffering from foot-and-mouth 
disease, and had put her in the meadow she came from. Mac- 
Dougall’s powder was freely used over the whole place, and the 
manure from the affected pit removed. I immediately ordered 
some carbolic acid to be procured, and we sprinkled some 
mixed with water in the different buildings; rubbed the faces 
of the animals with acid and oil, and for some time washed the 
rails every day with diluted acid (which the cattle often licked 
off), sprinkling the pathway as well. Eight of the oxen were 
in Nos. 1, 2, &c. ; the other six occupying Nos. 20, 21, 22, 23 
24, 25. On the 22nd of September, the ox in No, 23 “was 
attacked with foot-and-mouth disease, and although it refused 
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food, excepting pollards and a little hay, for two or three days, 
it soon recovered, so that the attack was evidently slight. On 
the 26th, No. 24, which drank from the same trough, was 
observed to have that peculiar smacking of the mouth which is 
a sure sign of this disease; but that suffered less from it than 
did the first. On the 28th, No. 25 had a yet slighter attack ; 
and no more were taken ill until the beginning of October, 
when No. 21 had a similar attack to the first; whilst about 
the same time a young bull in one of the pens (c) was affected. 

The disease has spread no further on those premises. The 
same person attended to all the cattle, who took the precaution 
of both feeding and littering the healthy ones first. The result 
of the attack appears to me to have a value, as tending to,show 
that the poison-germs of foot-and-mouth disease float in the air, 
and communicate disease, as does also the actual contact with 
saliva, &c. Else how was it that the ox in No. 23 took it from 
the cow? Again, after Nos. 23, 24, 25, had had it, it passed 
over Nos. 21 and 22, and attacked No. 20. Certainly the man 
may have conveyed it to them, as I suspect he did to the young 
bull. 

This experiment also tends to confirm the opinion that 
carbolic acid is most valuable as a preventive, and that it also 
exercises a beneficial influence on animals attacked. I think, 
too, it points to the necessity of shutting affected cattle into 
yards upon the first appearance of the attack in them; in fact, 
isolate the disease by confining them to a fever hospital. If 
they are leftin a field, every living creature passing through it 
may carry the disease on to other fields, till, like a fire, gathering 
strength as it goes, a whole district is attacked, and no precau- 
tions can ayail to stop it. So has it been with us this year on 
all our grazing and dairy land; and the loss has been very 
great. Ata place called Inglesham, I rode, at the time, through 
a dairy of 30 milking-cows ; and whilst some were in a deplor- 
able state, all looked more or less wretched; and I am quite 
sure that 3/, a-head is a moderate estimate of the loss sustained. 
This was not a solitary instance, but a sample of the whole neigh- 
bourhood ; whilst only last week a cattle-dealer of repute told 
me that a great many graziers would not be able to bring out 
their cattle at Christmas as they had intended, on account of 
the loss of condition, through foot-and-mouth disease. 

December 4th, 1875. 
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~1X.—Researches into the Nature of the Potato-fungus—Phyto- 
phthora infestans. By Professor A. de BAry, of the Univer- 
sity of Strasbourg. 

INTRODUCTION. 

PREVIOUS to my undertaking, at the request of the Royal Agri- 
cultural Society, the task of endeavouring to extend our know- 
ledge of the life-history of the potato-fungus, I had devoted a 
long series of researches to this subject.. Although I assume 
that those researches, so far as they have been published, are 
known—and, in fact, I must do so for the sake of avoiding too 
great minuteness of detail—yet a short résumé appears indis- 
pensable ; and I will give it by way of introduction, referring, 
at the same time, to the existing literature of the subject.* 

1. The potato-fungus is usually classed with a small family 
of parasitic fungi, which since 1863 has been known as the 
Peronosporee. 

Taking first the purely morphological peculiarities of these 
fungi, without regard to their immediate adaptation to the 
medium in which they grow, we find in the first place that the 
growing plant (thallus, mycelium) consists of densely ramified 
tubes; these are full of protoplasm and continuous, or without 
septa, except that some individuals, especially when they are old, 
have irregular septa. Some small branches of the mycelium are 
specially developed as organs for attachment and as suckers; 
others produce the organs of reproduction. One set of these last 
bear non-sexual cells (conidia), and are therefore called “ conidia- 
bearing ” (conidiophores); others, which mark the complete de- 
velopment, form at their tips the sexual organs: these are (first) 
the bladder-shaped female cells (oogonia), from the protoplasm 
of which a thick-walled oospore is produced, after fertilisation by 
(second) the small male cells (the antheridia). From the ger- 
minating oospore springs directly or indirectly one or more new 
rudimentary mycelium threads (‘ germ-tubes ”), with which the 
process of development just sketched begins afresh. I have here 
employed for the sexual organs and the structures developed 
from them the terms which at present are most in use, and will 
continue to do so in the following pages, though other terms 
might be employed which are more correct. The use and 
explanation of these, however, would lead me beyond my present 
purpose. 

* Recherches sur le développement de quelques champignons parasites.’ Ann. 
Se. Nat. 4"° série, t. xx. ‘Die gegenwiirtig herrschende Kartoffelkrankeit. 
Leipzig, 1861. ‘Zur Kenntniss der Peronosporen, De Bary and Woronin, Beitr. 
z. Morphol, &e. d. Pilze, Heft 2, p, 35. 
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structure, notwithstanding some peculiarities which supply 
valuable characteristics for distinguishing species. 

The characters derived from the structure and growth of the 
conidiophores divide the Peronosporee generally into two, per- 
haps better into three, genera, Cystopus, Peronospora, and a third, 
which may be called Phytophthora. 

The conidiophores of Cystopus, the fungus of the “(white rust ” 
of plants, are short, club-shaped, terminal branches of the myce- 

Branch of the mycelium 
of Cystopus portulace, 
Lév., with conidiophores. 

Magn. 390 diam, 

Peronospora, but 

lium, which bear on their expanded apex a 
single row of conidia, developed in basipetal 
order. The conidiophores grow in large 
bunches (see Fig. 1). In Peronospora (see Fig.’ 
2) the conidiophores occur singly, or in small 
bunches, and are tree-like or dichotomously 
branching tubes. On the sharp end of each 
one of these branches a solitary conidium is 
formed, and this is never followed by a second. 

Phytophthora (see Fig. 3) is distinguished 
from Peronospora in having not one but several 
conidia successively formed at the end of each 
branch of the tree-like conidiophore. When 
the first conidium is ripe, it is pushed to the 
side by an unequal swelling of the point to 
which it is attached. The top of this swollen 
portion then begins to grow in the original 
direction of the branch into a new conical 
point ; and when this has reached a length 
equal to that of a conidium, or a conidium 
and a half, a new conidium is produced at its 
apex. [he same process may be repeated in 
vigorous specimens from 10 to 15 times. After 
the falling of the very easily shed conidia, as 
many swellings remain on each branch of the 
conidiophore as there had been conidia ; such 
swellings do not occur in the stems of the true 
are a sure empirical character of the Phyto- 

phthora. Among the well-known forms of the family, the potato- 
fungus, Peronospora infestans, Mont., is the only one which has 
this peculiarity. 
phthora infestans. 

It may therefore be distinguished as Phyto- 

The further development of the mature conidia is the same in 
Cystopus, Phytophthora, and many species of Peronospora (see 
Fig. 4). If fresh ripe conidia are placed in water, their proto- 
plasm, separated into 3 to 8 or more portions, issues through the 
swelling gelatinous membrane of the tops of the conidia and 

a 

The known.forms of mycelium present great similarity of 
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Fig. 2.—Conidiophore of Personospora arborescens, Berk. 

—_ 

Conidiophore growing out of the stomate of the stem of Papaver somniferum, Linn. c. Four 
conidia still attached to the ends of the branch. Magn. 200 diam. 

Fig. 3.—Conidiophores of Phytophthora infestans. 

ae 
@. Formation of the first series of conidia at tie tips of the branches. b. First stage of the growth 

of the third series of conidia; the first and second series have been pushed to one side, but 
are still attached to the swollen parts of the branch. Magn. 200 diam. 

VOL. XII.—S. S. R 
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Fig. 4.—Phytophthora infestans. 

a. Conidium, in water, with the protoplasm divided to form the zoospores. b. The res 
escaping from the apex of the conidium. c. The zoospores in motion. d, The zoospores which — 
have ceased to move, and are beginning to germinate. Magn. 390 diam. 

move freely in the water, like so many swarmspores (zoospores). 
After a short time these come to rest, and, on a suitable medium, 
each develops a new mycelium. From the facts just mentioned, — 
these conidia may be called zoospore-forming cells, or zo0- 
sporangia, a name which is employed;for similar organs observed 
in other water fungi and alge. The zoosporangia of all these 
plants, when disturbed or prevented by any cause from forming 
zoospores, grow at once into a new plant (thallus or mycelium); 
and this also often happens in Peronospora and Phytophthora. 

In most species of Peronospora (those called acroblaste, and 
pleuroblaste) this phenomenon is the rule without exception. 
Zoospores are never formed, but each conidium grows into 
single mycelium tube. A small number of species (Peronospore 
plasmatopare) are intermediate between the two just mentioned, 
but they do not require to be here described. 

The sexual organs and oospores of all the species of Cystopus 
and Peronospora have essentially the same structure, the charac-_ 
teristic differences which they possess being of specific, not of 
generic value. The oogonium is a globular cell, completely 
filled with protoplasm, generally the end of a mycelium branch, 
rarely in the middle. Contemporaneously with the oogonium, - 
or only a little later, the antheridium belonging to it is developed - 
in the end of another mycelium branch, which has already at- 
tached itself firmly to the young oogonium. The antheridium 
is a much smaller cell than the oogonium, and is mostly oval, 
or club-shaped. Both organs grow together, closely united, until 
they reach their full size, and then follows the fertilisation of the 
oogonium and the formation of the oospore. In the oogonium a 
thick globular mass of protoplasm, particularly fatty, separates 
itself from the rest. It occupies the central and larger part of 
the cavity ; the periphery is filled with the less compact mass of 
protoplasm. Atter the separation of the protoplasm, the anthe- 
ridium sends out, from the surface applied to the oogonium, @ 
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small beak-shaped projection, which pierces through the walls 
of the oogonium towards the central mass of protoplasm. As 
soon as this projection touches the surface of the globular,mass 
it ceases to grow, and a cellular membrane surrounds the surface 

Fig. 5.—Sexual organs of Peronospora, 
1 

Ge 

1 and 2. Peronospora Alsinearum, Caspary, on Stellaria media, Smith. o. Oogonia; n. antheridia 
shortly after fertilisation. A considerable portion of the mycelium is shown in Fig. 2 

_ 3. Peronospora grisea, Unger. Oogonium and oospore not quite mature, median (optical) section. 
All magnified about 390 diam. 

of the globule. This membrane increases in thickness, and 
becomes the inner membrane of the oospore (endosporium) , 
while at the same time there is formed on its outer surface, 
from the peripheral or surrounding protoplasm, the outer mem- 

_ brane (episporium), which is mostly of a very dull colour, often 
dark. The oospore grows in this way from the globule in the 
oogonium. The walls of the oogonium and the antheridium 
may either assist the mature oospore or wither. 

The mode of germination of the ripe oospore is known in 
 Cystopus candidus, and in some species of the Peronospore 
pleuroblaste (P. Valerianelle, P. Alsinearum). In Cystopus the 
oospore produces numerous zoospores; and as regards the forma- 
tion and further development of these all that has been already said 
respecting zoospores holds good. In the species of Peronospora 
just mentioned, each germinating oospore sends out a mycelium 
tube, like that of the conidium belonging to it. It is, therefore, 
quite probable that the species of Peronospora which like 

n2 
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Cystopus, produce zoospores from their conidia, present also the 
same phenomenon in connection with the oospores. 4 
Up to this time the sexual organs have not been observed in 

Phytophthora, the potato-fungus. What is known of it in other 
respects corresponds so well with Peronospora, that there is doubt- 
less every reason to expect exactly the same sexual organs in 
the one as in the other. Still this is not certain; and, in par- 
ticular, stress must be laid on the fact that there is another group 
of fungi to which, as far as our knowledge goes, the potato- 
fungus might with equal reason be compared ; I refer to the 
family of Saprolegniee, fungi which for the most part live in 
water; some grow in living plants. Their mycelium and the 
mode of formation of their zoospores essentially agree with 4 
what is observed in Peronospora, but the form of the zoosporangia 
is often different, though not always. The principal difference 
of the two families consists in the mode of formation of the } 
oospores, for in Saprolegniee the entire protoplasm of the 
oogonium goes to form the oospores,—forming either one by ; 
separating itself entirely from the oogonium and surrounding 
itself with the endospore and epispore, or forming several by 
separating into a number of parts, each of which possesses the 
structure of an oospore. The shape of all these organs is 
always very like that of the same organs in Peronosporea, and 
the method of germination in the oospores is also similar ; but 
the oospores themselves are usually smaller and more slender, 
Should, therefore, Phytophthora come to be classed with the 
Sapr olegniew, the mode of formation of the oospores would be 
expected to be similar to what is known to take place among its” 
allies, just as when it is placed, as it usually is, with the Pero- 
nosporee, We ascribe to it the same method of reproduction as 
we find in that family. : 

2. The phenomena connected with the growth of the Perono- ( 
sporee are tolerably uniform ; all are typical parasites in living 
plants containing chlorophy IL... Theis complete development i isn 
dependent on their finding the living organism, with its chemical 
and physical properties, which will afford it a suitable host ; and — 
most species are so restricted in this respect that they can 
only grow in certain species or groups of species of plants but 
not in others, a condition of things which holds pes. for para=— 
sites generally. But this does not exclude the possibility of 
bringing a parasite more or less forward in its development by 
means of artificial nutriment. 

That the species of the Peronosporee, as parasites, do more or 
less interfere with the life of their host and produce disease in it © 
must be obvious ; and the circumstances under which this occurs 
is too generally known to require detailed explanation here. 
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The mycelium of the Peronosporee grows in the living tissue 
of its host, and with the greatest vigour when the foliage and 
flowers are being rapidly produced in the summer ; this to some 
extent determines the principal season of the growth of these 
fungi. At the same time, it should be remembered, that the 
mycelium of particular kinds may in the case of perennial 

_ plants also continue to live in and along with the perennial 
_ parts, and annually to spread from them to the parts developed 

in summer, and so extend itself along with these, as, for 
instance, Peronospora Ficarie in Ranunculus Ficaria, P. Ru- 
micis in the sorel, Rumezx acetosa. 

_ The tubers of the mycelium grow chiefly between the cells of 
the tissues of the host-plant, not only touching the cells, but in 
most species also pushing their small branches, which I have 

_ before called suckers, into the interior of the cells. 
In certain species, which do not ‘concern us here, the coni- 

_ diophores are formed only on very special regions of the host ; 
im most species they may grow wherever there is mycelium. 

_ They are produced when the mycelium passes out from the 
tissues of the plant into the air, that is, with rare and casual 
exceptions, upon the surface of the plant, particularly the foliage. 

In Cystopus they. form thick layers under the epidermis, which 
they burst open by the increasing accumulation of conidia. In 
Peronospora and Phytophthora they penetrate the epidermis into 
the air either singly or in small bunches, mostly through the 
stomata ; in parts where these are absent they pierce through the 
cells of the epidermis. The mature conidia fall from their pedi- 
cels, and being light bodies are readily carried away by currents 
of air or by minute animals. As soon as conidia are mature 
they are ready to germinate, and do indeed germinate when sur- 
rounded with moisture, and form zoospores when they are placed 
in water. The germinating spores, when they find a suitable 
host, at once penetrate the epidermis into the interior of the 
plant, and grow into new mycelium, which soon again pushes 
‘into the air and forms more conidia. A short time and a small 
quantity of water are all that is needed for the germinating of 
these spores and their penetrating the host plant. <A single 
damp night, or a short shower, furnishes the necessary conditions. 
After a few days the new mycelium sends out its first conidia, 
and these continue to be followed by others for weeks. These 
phenomena explain why it is that the fungus in question is able 
to spread itself in summer rapidly over large districts and attack 
many plants. The congdia are the organs of this propagation. 
They do not retain their vitality and power of growth for more 
than a few weeks at most. That they remain alive through the 
winter has in no case been observed. 
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The oospores of Cystopus and Peronospora are formed in the 
interior of the tissue of the host, mostly between the cells, 
rarely in the interior of the cells, as, for instance, in Peronospora 
Sempervivi, discovered by Professor Schenk. They have their 
origin either in the same part of the host where the conidia 
occur, or their formation is limited to a particular spot. The 
species of Peronospora which inhabit different kinds of host- 
plants are found on all of them, or at least on several of them, 
with conidia as well as with oospores, e.g. P. Alsinearum on 
species of Stellaria and Cerastium, P. Ficarie on several species 
of Ranunculus ; or they form conidia on all hosts, but oospores 
only on certain hosts, e.g. Cystopus cubicus. When, therefore, a. 
species of Peronospora is always found in a phanerogamic plant 
with conidia only and without oospores, it is fair to conjecture 
that the fungus inhabits a host plant of another species, in which 
the oospores must be sought. This conjecture must be based, 

not on a single instance, but on extended and long observation, 
for both the presence and the absence of oospores may be due 
to other causes, such as climate and season. I find P. Alsi- 
nearum in the country here on Stellaria media always with 
oospores and conidia in spring, while in autumn often with 
conidia, but never with oospores. In Cystopus candidus, the 
well-known rust-fungus of the Crucifere, the oospores occur 
very seldom in North Germany, so far as my experience goes, 
but are common in South-west Germany in many species of © 
host plants. We have not then absolute laws to deal with here, 
but laws which in special instances admit of exceptions. For 
example, Cystopus cubicus occurs very often on species of Tra- 
gopogon, Podospermum, and Scorzonera. 1 have found it almost 
always with conidia and oospores on Sc. hispanica, but for years” 
as regularly without oospores on all other hosts. In one case, 
however, I found the oospores on the leaves of Tragopogon 
porrifolius. 

When the oospores are mature, the part of the host which 
contains them soon dies. It then withers and falls to the ground ; 
the dead tissues, and often also the membrane of the oogonia, 
decay, and the oospores alone survive. In places where they 
exist in great numbers, they can be detected in the ,ground. 
A considerable period of apparent inactivity precedes their ger- 
mination, which does not, in the cases hitherto observed, take 
place till after the winter has passed, no matter whether the 
maturity had been arrived at in autumn or, ‘as is mostly the 
case, in early summer. The germination of the oospore -and 
the penetration of the young fungus into the host plant occur 
in the moist and warm season which succeeds the winter ; 
the renewal of summer vegetation is taken for granted. The 
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oospores therefore act as the organs of hibernation in the life of 
Peronosporee ; and for the species which grow only during the 
summer, the oospores are the only means for carrying them 
through the winter; others may, as has been shown above, 
hibernate by means of perennial mycelium. 

All the foregoing statements have been confirmed by direct 
observation made in special cases. In no particular do they rest 
on mere conjecture. It will be apparent then that, as regards 

_ the whole life-history of the Peronosporee, there exists a general 
plan, which, however, presents numerous variations in detail 
according to the species. This must be kept clearly in mind 
in the investigation of every case which occurs in practice, so 
that while we follow the general well-established rule, we must, 
nevertheless, not expect identical phenomena in all cases. 

Of the Saprolegniee, which must be considered in connection 
with the question before us, only a. few species of Pythium are 
parasitical. Most of the species live in dead organic bodies. 
What we know of the species parasitical on living plants corre- 
sponds with the known phenomena of the Peronosporee, to 
such an extent, at any rate, that it is unnecessary to describe 
them here minutely. One fact only is important, viz. that the 
oospores of the Saprolegniee often live through the winter, or, 
at least, are able to remain a considerable time in apparent 
inactivity ; while, on the other hand, it has been observed that 
they are capable of germinating within a few weeks, or even a 
few days, from the time they attain maturity. From this it is 
evident that oospores, even of closely related forms, do not 
always pass through the same series of changes ; and, since the 
oospores of some species of Peronospora present great similarity 
of structure to those of Saprolegniee, it may be regarded as 
possible that such species would exhibit the same phenomena 
in their history. 

There is yet another circumstance which must here be re- 
ferred to. There are parasites which cannot complete their 
entire development in one host-plant, but require two different 
species of hosts; in the one they complete a distinct stage of 
their development; in the other, the second stage, and then 
return to the first host to begin again. This necessary change 
of the host is called heterewcia or metecia. We have familiar 
examples of this among animals in the tapeworms, and among 
fungi in many of the rusts. It should be remarked here that 
metcecia has not been observed, and is not even likely, to occur 
in any Peronosporea or Saprolegniea; all the species belonging 
to these families, which have been thoroughly investigated, are 
known to have only a single host on which they complete 
without change their entire development,—they require no 
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second one. Sometimes the species parasitical on one host 
plant attaches itself to another host, but only partially carries 
out its development in it, say as far as the formation of conidia ; 
but it should be noted that this is a phenomenon altogether 
different from that of metcecia. 

LIFE-HISTORY OF THE POTATO-FUNGUS. 

3. Let me now try to explain from known facts and from the 
observations that have just been made, what is known of the 
life history of the potato-fungus, and what yet remains to be 
discovered. In the first place, it is generally known that when - 
the potato-fungus has once made its appearance in the fields in 
summer, its progress, so far as concerns the formation, mode 
of distribution, and germination, of the conidia, are the same 
as that described above in connection with the Peronosporee. 
It is further known that the conidian growth is not only found! 
in the foliage but that it extends to the tubers in the ground, and 
there develops the mycelium, which is the immediate cause 
of that injury to the tubers which is so dreaded. On the decay 
of the foliage, and when the tubers have’ been gathered, the 
fungus disappears from the field, and does not appear again til? 
next summer ; generally not when the young foliage appears, 
but about the time of the blossoming of the potato, or even later. 
The question then arises, Where does it remain in the period 
between its disappearance and its re-appearance? How and 
where does it winter, and how does it pass from its winter- 
quarters to the foliage of the potato ? 

In the first place, it is clearly established that the conidia of 
the potato-fungus have a very short existence, and are incapable 
of living through the winter. From what is. certainly known 
about all other Peronosporee and also about Saprolegniee, we 
can look only to oospores, which endure throughout winter, and 
to perennial mycelium for maintaining the life of the fungus. 
It has long been known that perennial mycelium frequently 
occurs in the tubers, and to this point I shall again recur. 
Oospores have not been observed in the Phytophthora; but 
from analogy, it may be taken as certain that they may, some- 
where occur. The discovery of them would at once fill up the 
gap, both in the morphology of the fungus and in the practically 
important question of how it hibernates. And, accordingly, 
ever since the oospores of a Peronospora were discovered, 
innumerable searches have been made for those of Phytophthora. 
I have myself looked for them for fifteen years, and on every 
opportunity have searched for them in the stalks, leaves, flowers, 
fruit, and tubers of the potato. In July of the present year 
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(1875), when the fungus appeared in this district in sad abun- 
dance, I obtained a very large amount of material for study,. 
and at the same time secured the kindly assistance of two 
botanists experienced in researches of this kind, Dr. Rostafinski 
and Dr. Stahl. But again only negative results were arrived at. 

4, From the researches on the tubers it seemed possible that 
__ by other methods the oospores in the potato might be discovered. 
_ It is known that in tubers which are well-ripened and compa- 
. ratively free from water, the mycelium is capable of living and’ 

vegetating for a long time, even until well into the following 
summer. If we cut such tubers and place them in a moist 
atmosphere, the fungus grows luxuriantly from the cut surface, 

and forms stronger conidiophores than anywhere else. In a 
moist atmosphere the fungus will send out conidiophores through 
the skin; and Kiihn* has called attention to the fact that this. 
phenomenon occurs in cellars without artificial encourage- 
ment. Since then known facts do not exclude the possibility 
of Phytophthora being a Saprolegniea, or, at any rate, being closely 

allied to Saprolegniee, and since most fungi of this family grow 
in water, while even the few species which are parasitic om 
land plants, fructify most abundantly under water, the question 
arises whether this may not also hold good of the potato-fungus, 
particularly as regards the formation of oospores. Accordingly, 
tubers with abundance of mycelium were repeatedly placed in 
spring-water. The invariable result was that numerous branches 
from the mycelium grew in the water. These had the same 
peculiarities as branches sent out in the moist air; some even 
assumed the character of conidiophores, forming at the extremity 
conidia, which, without falling off, produced zoospores, re- 
sembling in this respect the sporangium of Saprolegniee. But 
each time this entire water-vegetation of the Phytophthora 
quickly perished with the corruption of the potato, and not the 
slightest trace of oogonia was found. The same experiment was 
repeatedly made with stalks and leaves, which were filled with 

the fungus, but always without any positive result, because a 
plant which the fungus has attacked at once becomes rotten in 
water, and the Phytophthora dies as soon as the surrounding 
tissues are rotten. 

The experiment was then so far changed by placing the same 
substances in moist earth instead of in water. From the tubers 
grew up the usual conidiophores; but here also the stems and 
leaves quickly became rotten, and the fungus with its oogonia 
nowhere occurred. Other forms of fungi, not belonging to 
Phytophthora, were, it need not be said, very often found. 

* * Zeitschrift des landwirthschaftlichen Central-Vereins d. Proyinz Sachsen,. 
| 1870, No. 12. 
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5. After these successive failures, there still remained a 
possible method of discovering the oospores, suggested by 
another phenomenon observed in the tubers. It is known that 
potatoes which are injured and infested with Phytophthora are 
capable of sprouting, like healthy specimens, and even producing 
entirely healthy shoots and plants. While examining diseased 
tubers of this kind which had sprouted, I had often, after they 
were shriyelled, found, in the tissue which contained the Phyto- 
phthora, bodies which, it might be supposed, were oospores of 
a Peronosporea or a Saprolegniea. On the other hand, I had 
observed in several previous experiments with diseased tubers 
a condition of the mycelium which seemed to promise a positive - 
result. It is known that the starch contained in the healthy 
colourless tissues of the sprouting tuber is gradually reduced in 
quantity, and that the large cells become filled with watery 
liquid. Owing to this the whole structure becomes watery- 
transparent: it remains at first turgid and firm, then afterwards 
it collapses and decay takes place. In the diseased tubers this 
phenomenon occurs in the tissues which have remained healthy, 
and which are principally found in the centre of the tuber, while 
the fungus generally keeps to the periphery or exterior portion, 
where it discolours and kills the cells. During the sprouting of 
the tuber we can see the fungus shooting from the discoloured 
portion into the watery and healthy centre, where it grows very 
luxuriantly. It sends out many branches between the cells of 
the tuber, and also forces short branches into the interior of the 
cells ; it is vigorous, filled with colourless protoplasm, and gives 
an impression of most exuberant growth. No discoloration of 
the watery-tissues, it should be said, takes place. These pheno- 
mena suggested the possibility that the luxuriant branching of 
the fungus in the sprouting potato was for the purpose of forming 
the oospores. On this hypothesis hinged another ; viz.: that the 
supposed formation of oospores must be completed, and the 
oospores matured, simultaneously with the shrivelling up of the 
seed-tubers. This would, moreover, be about the time of the 
full development of the potato plant, when the fungus usually 
appears in large quantities. Now, it is not absolutely necessary 
that oospores should pass a winter before germination; the 
germination, as has been stated above in regard to Sapro- 
legniee, may take place speedily after they arrive at maturity ; 
and in the Peronosporee, it may at least be looked upon as 
a possible phenomenon, depending upon surrounding circum- 
stances. Thus arose the conjectures that perhaps the oospores 
of the potato-fungus originated from the mycelium growing in 
the sprouting tuber; that the oospores germinate immediately — 
after they reach maturity, which is contemporaneous with the full 

ns 
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development of the foliage; and that their germs at once attack 
the foliage. The difficulty in the way of accepting this theory, 
namely, that the tuber is under while the foliage is above the 
ground, is easily set aside when we remember that the sprouting 
tuber is almost always sought after by minute animals—Acarus, 
Julus, and Lumbricus—by whose agency the oospores could 
readily be brought to the surface of the soil. 

I must begin by saying that the researches made for the 
purpose of testing these theories have also been followed by 
purely negative results. Still it will nov be useless if I describe 
briefly the various steps of the experiments. 

At the end of February and beginning of March a considerable 
number of potatoes, up to then healthy, were artificially inocu- 
lated, varieties being selected which were known to have re- 
mained a long time watery-turgescent after sprouting. The 
inoculation took place in this way: fresh conidia, capable of 
germinating, were placed on the terminal eyes of the tuber; the 
infected spot was then covered with a piece of wet blotting-paper, 
and the tubers were placed in a moist atmosphere (under a glass 
bell), out of which they were not taken for several days. By 
this process infection can be obtained with great certainty ; the 
existence of the fungus is, after some time, clearly visible exter- 
nally by the browning of the eyes and the sinking of the 
surrounding parts. In continuing the experiment, only those 
tubers were made use of in which infection had actually taken 
place—about sixty in number,—and the microscopic examina~ 
tion which followed invariably disclosed the presence of the 
fungus in their interior. At the end of March and beginning 
of April they were planted partly in flower-pots and partly 
in the open ground. From the eyes, which-remained healthy, 
they sent out many shoots, mostly healthy, but also some 
affected by the fungus, which will afterwards be described. 
They were examined one by one, according to their different 
stages, the last on the 5th of July, with the result that the phe- 
nomena already described presented themselves successively 
in the interior. Oospores were not found. Other fungi, not 
belonging to Phytophthora, were often found growing abundantly 
in the collapsing watery-tissues; animals of the kinds already 
mentioned and infusoria were also observed. 

6. A great abundance of fungi was developed in the tissues 
of the outer portion of the potato, which are known to resist 
decay very long, but which were discoloured by Phytophthora. 
_The fungi were developed while the tubers were still in the 
ground. These fungi were chiefly of the kinds that have long 

_ been known to attack sickly tubers, such as Fusisporium and 
Spicaria; it has also been long known that these have no 
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morphological relation to Phytophthora. But in several tubers 
which had sprouted in the ground, and were very much collapsed 
in the interior, there was found, not only in the experiments 
made in 1874, but also this summer, in the discoloured tissues 
containing Phytophthora, a form of fungus, the first sight of 
which showed that it must be either a Peronosporea or Sapro- 
legniea, with oogonia, antheridia, and oospores (see Fig. 6.) 

Fig. 6.—Pythium vexans, De Bary. 

eas 

1. A mycelium-tube with two oogonia (a and b) almost mature, with antheridia, m. In a the 
attachments of the oogonium and antheridium are not seen, being behind; in 6, the insertion 
is somewhat oblique. Magn. 600diam. 2. Germinating oosporesending out mycelium. 3. The 
same forming zoospores. 2 and 3 a little less magnified than 1. 

The suspicion readily suggested itself that the organs of Phyto- 
pithora which had been so long looked for were at last 'found. 
However, in this case a closer examination showed that this was 
a mistake. It will, however, be instructive for my purpose to 
enter here into some details. The presumed oospore-bearing 
fungus was found, as has been said, in the tissues discoloured by 
Phytophthora, and that, too, in the interior of the cells. Its 
oogonia, in various stages of maturity, were supported in a 
characteristic manner (which I shall more fully describe here- 
after), on cylindrical threads without septa, completely resembling’ 
in structure those of Phytophthora, though, it is true, distinguished 
by a different distribution of protoplasm, and by being much 
thinner than the usual Phytophthora mycelium. It became, how- 
ever, abundantly clear that these thin threads were branches of 
other mycelium, which corresponded in thickness with the 
mycelium of Phytophthora, and like it, buried themselves among 
the cells of the potato in the intercellular passages. It was 

7 
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scarcely possible, especially in the discoloured tissues, to draw a 
positive distinction between the two kinds of intercellular 
filaments. 

The oogonia (1, a, b) are round cells. Their position on the 
mycelium is either sessile on its outside, or they are inserted 
with a broad base into the mycelium-tube. In contact with the 
oogonium lies an antheridium—rarely two—which, as a rule, is 
elub-shaped, and rises close to the oogonium from the same tube 
(1, x). Unimportant exceptions to this rule may here be passed 
over. A single oospore is formed from the whole of the pro- 
toplasm of the oogonium. It occupies the cavity, is nearly 
globular, and at the period of maturity has the usual oospore 
structure described above, with very thin, smooth episporium, 
which when mature is of a light yellowish-brown colour, like 
the persistent wall of the oogonium. In the proper place, and 
at the very time when they were sought for, there were, then, 
found oospores which might have belonged to Phytophthora 
infestans, not only from their structure, but also because they 
seemed to spring from thin branches of the intercellular myce- 
lium of that fungus. They differed from all similar organisms 
which I knew, in their small size, and in the peculiar insertion 
of the oogonium and antheridium. To test the value of the 
conjecture that these were the oospores of Phytophthora, an 
attempt was made to obtain their speedy germination. To 
observe this, thin slices from one of the potatoes in which they 
were particularly plentiful, but in which other fungi and in- 
fusoria were relatively scarce, were placed in drops of water on 
object-glasses, and the oospores were further isolated. Some 
of the oospores sown in this way germinated, sending out, within 
twenty-four hours, a tube, which became several times longer 
than the diameter of the oogonium (Fig. 6,*); in the course of 
one to two days some of these tubes also sent out several short 

_ branches, and then they ceased to grow. Previous to this, the 
extremity of the tube or of a branch often swelled into a round 
bladder, into which all the protoplasm was collected, and which 
was then cut off by a septum. The young plant did not grow 
further. When the potatoes which were experimented on had 
been kept a few days longer in a moist-atmosphere, so as to 
prevent their drying up, and secure the complete maturity of 
the oospores, new sowings were made. In this case the result 
was different. Some of the oospores did not germinate; but a 
large number of others speedily sent out a thick, short, straight 
tube, which grew to about the length of the diameter of the 
oospore, and then its further growth lengthwise ceased ; but soon 
its extremity suddenly swelled out into a globular bladder. Into 
this, while it was swelling out, streamed all the protoplasm of 
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the oospore, formed itself into a ball, and then quickly divided 
itself, generally into from six to eight portions (the number is 
variable), which, like so many zoospores, rapidly quitted the dis- 
solving g gelatinous bladder (Fig. 6, *). These zoospores resemble 
those of species of Peronospora and Pythium, and of Phytophthora 
in form, structure, and movement (differing, perhaps, from the 
latter to a small extent in size, but this was not precisely deter- 
mined). Like these they move about a short time in the water, 
after which they become quiet and germinate. Their first tubes 
(“‘germ-tubes”) remained short and without branching, even for 
several days, in the cultivated specimens which have been de- 
scribed. In two hours after sowing, the first zoospores were~ 
found, mostly in the drops of water. Their number was usually 
much increased in the hours immediately following. 

Thus were developed young plants (‘‘ germ-tubes”) and zoo- 
spores which completely resembled those of the potato-fungus. 
Only one thing was wanting; but that was, without doubt, the 
chief thing, viz., the proof that what was found really belonged 
to Phytophthora, and not to some other fungus resembling it 
and accompanying it. The proof here required could only be 
obtained by ascertaining if the young plants (“ germ-tubes”) and 
zoospores would grow on a suitable nidus or substratum into 
undoubted Phytophthora. There was no need for uncertainty in 
determining this, since sufficient quantities of the zoospores or 
germinating bodies of the oospores could be had, and since the 
conditions attending the development of Phytophthora from its 
spores were known. Accordingly I made numerous sowings of 
the oospores in drops of water on fresh leaves, stalks, and tubers 
of the potato. The formation of the zoospores was easily con- 
firmed in these sowings. But nowhere did the young plants 
(“ germ-tubes”) advance beyond the stage of development which 
they reached on the glass, nowhere did they penetrate into the 
interior of the living parts of the plants, and nowhere did they 
develop mycelium. This result, repeatedly confirmed with 
certainty, could mean nothing else than that these oospores did 
not belong to Phytophthora, but to another fungus, which ap- 
parently had entered into the already dead tissues of the tuber 
while it was still in the ground. The facts observed regarding 
this fungus corresponded best with the genus Pythium; and 
since it did not take possession of the living potato-plant, it 
was to be expected that, like most of the members of this genus, 
it would find its suitable nidus or substratum in dead organic 
bodies. From experience acquired in connection with other 
species of Pythium, 1 now made sowings on dead animals, by 
placing small fragments—as the legs of flies and newly-killed 
mites—on glasses, in drops of water in which the zoospores of 
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the fungus were abundant. In this manner I might be able to 
observe step by step the whole of the further development The 
zoospores at once attached themselves in great numbers to these 
fragments, and sent out tubes which developed into splendid 
mycelium, and ramified in the animal substances and in the 
surrounding water. It did not form zoospores, but, on the other 
hand, it formed oospores in the interior of the body of the mites, 
exactly like those found in the cells of the potato. I pass over 
here several other observations which were made at this time, 
because they do not concern the question before us, but I would 
‘only remark in reference to the Pythium, that it is a species 
which has not hitherto been described, and which I now call 
P. vewxans, because it has occupied me for almost the whole of 
two long years. 

Before entirely leaving this department of the subject, I wish 
to record another experiment ; and in this case also, not because 
I gained anything positive toward the solution of our problem, 
but because it shows how carefully one must guard against 
being deceived in investigations of this kind. For the sowing 
of Pythium vevzans 1 had got, beside others (July 20), half-a- 
dozen fresh new potatoes. Externally they looked healthy. One 
was immediately used for experiment and cut in two. I placed 
a sowing of Pythiwm on the cut surface of the one half; I did 
not inoculate the other half; each was placed separately under 
a small glass bell in a moist atmosphere. On the next and the 
second day the germination of the Pythium, as described above, 
was confirmed in the inoculated half. But on the third or fourth 
day I was agreeably surprised to find on the inoculated surface 
the beautiful conidiophores of the potato-fungus. 

It is true that they were not growing on the very spot where I 
had sown the Pythium vexans ; still, they were close toit. From 
that point outward to the edge they covered the surface of the 
section, and they also extended down the thin skin of the 
external surface for some distance. In these places mycelium 
was always found in the interior of the tubers. Search was 
made in vain for a connection between it and the young plants 
grown from the sowing of the Pythium. The non-infected half, 
which from the beginning of the experiment had been kept 
quite isolated, also presented, on the same day as the infected 
half, conidiophores of the potato-fungus on its surface. Up to 
this point the other potatoes had been preserved in a different 
place, lying exposed to the dry air of the room. Externally, 
they appeared to be healthy, with the exception of one or two 
dark spots on the surface. They were placed without any arti- 
ficial infection under glass bells in a moist atmosphere, and the 
disease, together with the eruption of conidia, appeared in all of 
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them in from two to three days. I had, therefore, been working 
with material which was diseased before I employed it in the 
experiment ; and this need not seem strange when we remember 
that from the middle of July onwards the potato fields of this 
district had been frightfully destroyed by Phytophthora. Still, 
the appearance of the conidiophores of the potato-fungus on the 
half of the potato infected with Pythium might have led toa 
serious and disagreeable deception, but for the opportunity of 
checking it just described. 

7. In the tissues of potatoes penetrated with the mycelium 
of Phytophthora, there sometimes appear other bodies, which 
might be regarded as oogonia or oospores of the potato-fungus. 
I have several times found them with Pythium verans in old 
collapsed tubers which had sprouted in the ground, and once 
without Pythium in a living stalk which had been on the 
ground. But they were always restricted to those regions 
which were occupied by the Phytophthora mycelium, and 
always occurred (with one doubtful exception) in the interior 
of the dead cells of the potato. These bodies, when ripe (see 
Fig. 7), have a globular form with a fine muricated surface. 

Fig. 7. Artotrogus hydnosporus, Mont. (?) from fresh specimens. 

i and 2. From the stem of a potato; 1875. Magn. 600 diam. 3. Common form, from a diseased 
tuber of 1874. Magn. 400 diam. 

The prominences are sharp protuberances of the colourless, 
tolerably thin, external membrane. Within this is enclosed 
a cell, filled with closely packed protoplasm, also of globular 
form, but with a smooth surface, and having the structure of 
a Pythium-oospore, with thin, almost colourless, epispore. ‘The 
globular cells are often considerably smaller than the prickly 
bag which surrounds them, and then they lie loose in it, 
enclosed in watery liquid. In other specimens this difference 
of size is so slight that the prickly envelope is all but com- 
pletely filled up by the smooth cell. The first of these forms 
in particular greatly reminds one of the oogonium of some 
Saprolegnice (of the genera Saprolegniea and Aphanomyces), 
which have prickly prominences, and contain a smooth globular 
oospore. In most cases I found these bodies complete, mature, 
and without any distinct indication of their being attached: to 
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mycelium. It was certainly remarkable that they were often 
situated close to the inner surface of the cell-walls in places where 
externally the mycelium of Phytophthora undoubtedly ran in the 
intercellular spaces, or even where a short branch of it pene- 
trated the interior of the cell. All these phenomena were re- 
conciled by the conjecture that.the prickly bodies might perhaps 
be the long sought-for oogonia of Phytophthora. But on the 
other hand they might be of quite different origin, and their 
former bearers or producers may have disappeared. After 

long searching in vain, I found in a tuber, in which they oc- 
curred along with Pythium verans, an opportunity of at least 
partially observing their development. They grow on the 
extremities of the ‘branches of a mycelium, which is very like 
that of P. verans. The extremity swells out to a globular 
bladder, which fills with protoplasm, is then separated from 
its support by a septum, and then sends out, on its entire 
surface, the slender prominences of the wall. These are at 
first flat and blunt, and then grow to be sharp prickles. The 
protoplasm fills thdnt up at first, but ultimately collects itself 

into the smooth globule which is enclosed in a double smooth 
membrane. When the bodies are ripe, the mycelium cannot 
be detected. Though I searched diligently, I have never been 
able, even with approximate certainty, to discover antheridia. I 
have made many attempts, but in vain, to cause the prickly 
bodies to germinate, except in one instance, when I saw a 
specimen which had apparently sent out a luxuriant, repeatedly 
dichotomous tube. I was unable to observe its further develop- 

_ ment. 
From all these observations I can determine nothing more 

than that the star-shaped bodies are the reproductive organs, 
or spores of a fungus. Their morphological value is uncertain. 
here is not sufficient evidence to prove that they are sexual 
organs or oogonia. There is no reason whatever to consider 
them as belonging to the potato-fungus, unless we base it on 
the fact that I found them close to that fungus in the course of 
experiments in search of its oospores. 
_ It is impossible to assign its systematic position to the fungus 
which bears the star-shaped bodies owing to our defective 
knowledge of its development. It, however, received a name, 
if lam not mistaken, more than thirty years ago. In 1845, or 
perhaps earlier, Montagne found, in a sprouted, but not diseased, 
potato, a fungus which he called Artotroqus hydnosporus ; and 
of which Mr. Berkeley* published a short description and en- 
graving in 1846. A dried original specimen of Montagne’s which 

| * ‘Journal of the Horticultural Society,’ i. p. 27, pl. 4. 

sVOL. XII. —S. S. s 
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I have examined, presents the following characters : On a sheet 
of mica is an entirely colourless section of a potato, dried up, 
the walls of the cells mostly quite empty, but some still retain- 
ing starch grains. Many slender threads of fungus, in which 
for the most part no distinct structure can be any longer re- 
cognised, pass through the preparation, and there are besides 
numerous globular bodies of two kinds, abounding in protoplasm, 
strewn over it. The one kind cannot with certainty be distin- 
guished from those star-shaped bodies I have described, in which 
the prickly envelope is entirely filled by the smooth globule. _ 
They present no organic connection with the other forms of _ 
fungus, but lie free among them. Montagne draws them as 
isolated organisms, both in the sketch published by Berkeley, 
and in another which he sent me in 1863. In the second 
place, the preparation exhibits globular or oval cells with 
very dense protoplasm, which are somewhat larger in dia- 
meter than the prickly ones, and are always distinctly sup- 
ported on septate fungus threads, mostly intercalated, seldom 
apparently terminal. The wall of these cells is in many 
cases moderately thick ; in others it appears to be very thick, 
shining and gelatinous. The granular protoplasm is surrounded, 

at least in the moistened 
Fig. 8. specimens, with a_ broad, 

shining, colourless border, 
which I can regard only as 
such a membrane (see Fig. 8). 
Montagne and Berkeley have 
explained the globular cells 
of both kinds as exhibiting 
progressive steps in their de- 
velopment, the smooth ones 
being the younger. For this 
no reason is given, nor haye 
I found any in the renewed 
examination of the specimens. 
And one can scarcely con- 
ceive, from the known phe- 
nomena of development, how 
the smooth thick-walled cells 

auieads eal thin mycelium threads, from could become the smaller star- 
r Meee ance, oulewal specimen of aArtotrogus. shaped ones. But the fact is, 

that we have here two forms ot 
fungus, which are locally associated, and which were more easily 
confused with each other thirty years ago than appears credible 
tous now. The specific name hydnosporus shows that Montagne 
had drawn it chiefly from the prickly form. The other form 
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with the smooth globules cannot at the present time be more 
exactly determined. 

8. I had arrived at these results when the notice contributed 
to ‘ Nature’ (July 22, 1875), by Mr. Worthington G. Smith, on 
the oospores observed by him in the potato-fungus, reached me. 
Afterwards I became acquainted with his publications in the 
‘Gardeners’ Chronicle,’ and in the ‘Journal: of the Royal 
Agricultural Society’ (1875), all of which I may be allowed to 
consider as known to my readers. 

I will now confess that my reason for relating the history of 
Pythium vexans and Artotrogus so minutely was that I wished 
to show clearly, by an example, how, without the greatest care 
im researches of this kind, one may be led into great error, 
and especially in what way criticism ought to be applied in 
examining these observations. Let me then examine closely and 
critically the statements of Mr. Smith. 

Mr. Smith describes two kinds of bodies. First, brown, warty 
bodies, which had been named Protomyces by Mr. Berkeley, 
and were found in the brown spots of potato-leaves infested 
with fungus. In form and size, and in the appearance of their 
membrane, they have a great similarity to the cia of 
| Peronospora Arenarie, Berk. (‘ Nature,’ p. 234, fig. E, F; ‘ Gard. 
Chron.,’ Fig. 19, £). On this ground the bodies were regarded 
as oospores of a Peronospora. ‘They occur on the leaves of 
potatoes, on which no other Peronospora is known except 
P. infestans ; and mycelium occurs along with some conidio- 
phores on the same brown spot as the warty bodies, therefore 
the author believes that they belong to P. infestans. There 
is no distinct evidence for this, not even if we admit that the 
mycelium and conidiophores in the warty bodies actually belong 
to P. infestans. But fig. 19, quoted above, renders this very 
doubtful, since the conidiophores (F) present an important 
difference from those of the real P. infestans; and even as 
regards those which Mr. Smith figures, ‘Gard. Chron.,’ p. 68, 
Fig. 9, c, I cannot accept the accompanying statement, that 
they are the organs mentioned as of P. infestans, for it is 
clear from the text on p. 68 of the ‘Gard. Chron., that the 
author does not accurately know the conidiophores of the 
potato-fungus. I cannot, therefore, hold that it has been posi- 
tively proved that these warty bodies are oospores, or even that 
they belong to P. infestans. Still, it may be admitted that 
both these opinions may be correct. Looking still further at 
the author’s description, I find that the bodies occurred very 
sparingly in the places named. But when, for the purpose 
of isolating them, the material was placed in water, mycelium 
grew and ramified luxuriantly in the rotten tissue of the potato, 

s 2 
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and produced the numerous bodies whats are described as the _ 
oogonia, antheridia, and oospores of the potato-fungus. These — 
are the second subject in the author’s description. If the repre- 
sentations given are correct, these objects do not belong to the — 
potato-fungus, and cannot well be oogonia, antheridia, and — 
oospores. I confine myself here to fig. 13, p. 69, of the ‘Gard. — 
Chron. ; for the fig. 9, p. 68, of the same, and. also) the figure on 
p- 397 of the ‘ J oumal baie Royal Agricultural Society,’ repre- 
sent things which on the face of them show that the preparation 
could not possibly have had the appearance given to it in the 
illustration. It will, therefore, be better to leave them out of 
consideration, especially as, in regard to the question at issue, 1 — 
should adduce the same objections against them as against fig. 13, 

The principal objections are the following:—Fig. 13 re- | 
presents two kinds of mycelium threads—thick ones and 
much thinner ones—which are in local, but not in anatomical 
relation to each other. ‘The extremities of the branches of both — 
kinds support globular cells rich in protoplasm ; larger ones (m) _ 
on the thick, and smaller ones @) on the thinner threads, — 
The former are called “oogonia”; their protoplasm afterwards — 
withdraws from the original wall, and collects itself into a globular — 
cell enclosed within a special membrane, the “ oospore.” The — 
globular cells on the thin threads rise mostly free in the sur- 
rounding space, many even lie there separated from their pedicels; 
some are attached to the “ oogonia,” and on this account they are + 
called “ antheridia.” The interpretation expressed by these names: 
is based on their supposed similarity to the oogonia, oospores, 7 
and antheridia of other fungi, say of Peronospora, which are acum 
rately and definitely known. But on closer examination one sees — 
that there is very little similarity. The form, perhaps the strucs 
ture, also, of the “ oogonia,” may correspond, but these are unim- 
portant, since they suit also the reproductive cells of different 
morphological value, in a variety of fungi, as already shown, 
The same may be said of the antheridia in reference to their 
form; though I might object that in no known Peronospora or 
Saprolegnica do the antheridia possess so regular a globular form 
as the bodies to which this name is given in the fungi here cited. 
In all known Peronosporee and Sapr olegniee the antheridia are 
not formed until after the extremity of the branch which supports: 
them, and from which they are afterwards separated by a septum, 
has attached itself to the odgonium, and this attachment takes 
place in the early stage of both organs. Antheridia originating 
freely in the surrounding space are, as regards the known forms, 
at least a great rarity, if indeed they ever occur, but this is a 
point which I will not here decide. Fig. 13 represents nine 
“antheridia ;” of these, two are attached to the “oogonia ;” five 

’ 
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others, equally large, rise from their pedicels, and are free in the 
surrounding space ; and two lie beside them quite free. These 
phenomena entirely disagree with all that is yet known of Pe- 
ronosporee and Saprolegniee. 

It is equally opposed to known phenomena that the “ anthe- 
ridia” in question originate from a mycelium which is luxu- 
riantly ramified, and is throughout different and indeed anatomi- 

cally separate from that which supports the “ oogonia.” It is true 
that the branches of Peronosporee and Saprolegniee are often of 
very unequal thickness, and those which support antheridia often 
thinner than others. But when the relation between the two 
kinds of branches is traced, it is found that those which 
support antheridia almost always develop in proximity to the 
insertion of the oogonia belonging to them, and consequently a 
special antheridian mycelium by the side of one supporting 
oogonia would be an unheard of coincidence in the families in 
question. 

One cannot, it is true, say that such phenomena are impossible 
in these families. They would however require to be regarded 
as peculiarities in the highest degree remarkable in the potato- 
fungus if the explanation of the doubtful organs were otherwise 
beyond question ; taken by themselves, they not only do not con- 
firm this explanation, but go decidedly against it. 

I look in vain for other reasons in support of this explana- 
tion, or to establish even its probability. Grant that those 
warty bodies which resemble the oospore of P. Arenarie are 
Teally oospores, it was surely necessary, at the least, to give a 
detailed account of their development from the supposed oogonia 
and antheridia of the macerated preparation, in order to establish 
the correctness of the explanation given of these doubtful bodies ; 
but that has not been done. I have myself endeavoured to fill 
up this lacuna by examining preparations of Mr. Smith’s, which 
he has been so good as to communicate to me through Mr. Car- 
Tuthers, but I have come to an opposite result. 

The two preparations which I examined were mounted on glass, 
and bore the inscription “ Peronospora infestans, Mont. Rest- 
ing-spores and oogonia.” Both contain, in the liquid in which 
they are preserved, much granular detritus, obviously the product 
of the maceration of the potato; then there are distinctly septate 
threads of mycelium, which, from their form, I should class with 
Oidium lactis, the more so because there likewise exist in the pre- 
parations conidia of this common mould, which also grows under 
water; and lastly, numerous isolated globular bladders, some- 
what larger than the oogonia of Pythium verans. These last 
organisms have a moderately thick membrane, which in many 
cases is quite smooth, while in others the outer surface is irre- 
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gular, uneven, and of a very pale brownish-yellow colour. Its 
protoplasm is shrivelled up into a small, round, central body, no 
doubt in consequence of maceration. Some of these bladders 
are still loosely surrounded with a very slender, irregularly 
folded or shrivelled membrane, which alternately approaches 
the bladder or retreats from it. It is only to these bladders 
that the terms oogonia or oospores can be applied; they haye 
as little resemblance to the figures in ‘ Nature’ (fig. B) and in 
the ‘ Gard. Chron.’ (fig. 19, D) as to the oospores of P. Arenarie; 
they might rather be compared with the thin-walled oospores of 
Peronospora viticola, or with those of a Pythium. But the pre- 
parations do not enable me to arrive at a certain result as to 
what they really are. 

There might still be some light thrown on this subject, not- 
withstanding all this uncertainty, if it were established that the 
organs in dispute are actually developed on the mycelium of the 
potato-fungus, and produced on its branches. The illustrations, 
however, which I have examined, show the contrary. All the 
threads of mycelium in fig. 13 possess numerous very regularly 
arranged septa. Now, it is true that septa occur in the myce- 
lium of P. infestans, especially when old, but they are always 
isolated and very irregular. So long, also, as the threads vege- 
tate vigorously under water, they are for the most part entirely — 
without septa. No botanist could accept a mycelium of the 
structure of fig. 13 as that of a Peronospora, unless the clearest 
evidence for it were furnished from some other quarter, Further, 
in the preparations examined by me I found, as already stated, 
the globules without any connection with mycelium. 

In conclusion, I will state another objection, which, no doubt, 
if it stood alone, would have little weight. Mr. Smith found 
his oospores at an advanced stage of the process of maceration 
and decay of the parts of the potato in water. Now, so far as © 
experience goes, the potato-fungus is exceedingly sensitive of 
decay, for as soon as this is developed around it, it speedily 
dies, whether under water or in the air. But on the other hand, 
it is known that many other fungi do not begin to grow till decay 
has appeared. 

In the view of all these considerations I may, though with 
many doubts, accept the warty bodies first described as possibly 
the oospores of P. infestans, but certainly not the forms found in 
the macerated tubers. It however remains, that Mr. Smith has 
described two forms of fungus in the macerated material, both 
different from the potato-fungus, and possibly also from each 
other. No one would have thought of associating them with the 
potato-fungus had they not been found in parts of the potato-plant 
when there was a great desire to discover the oospores of that 
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parasite. To what species of fungus the forms which are repre- 
sented in the illustrations, and which occur in the preparations, 
belong, cannot, for the reasons already repeatedly stated, be 
determined ; indeed, the question has no further interest for us 
here. 

9. It is thus apparent that we are not much further advanced 
to-day than we were fifteen years ago in our knowledge of the 
morphological peculiarities of the potato-fungus. The warty 
bodies are possibly its oospores. Should this be indeed the case, 
their appearance in the potato-plant in Europe is nevertheless 
so extraordinarily rare that the question suggests itself whether 
they do not occur more frequently in some other nidus than 
the potato-plant, or in any other climate than our own. That 
they will be regularly found somewhere or other is assumed, 
for our knowledge of the habits of numerous allied fungi makes 
this more than probable. With this interrogation I leave 
the domain of morphology and return to the phenomena of 
adaptation. 

As has already been said (page 247), a meteecia or hetercecia 
in Phytophthora may be considered, not indeed impossible, but 
highly improbable; and if it should exist, there is no indi- 
cation where to look for it. On the other hand, from the 
analogy of other Peronosporee, the conjecture readily suggested 
itself that the potato-fungus in continuing its development to 
completion, including the formation of oospores, may make use 
of some species of host other than the potato-plant, or, if of 
it, perhaps in some other climate than ours. I do not exclude 
from this hypothesis an exceptional occurrence of oospores in 
our potatoes in Europe, for we have such a case in Cystopus 
cubicus, already mentioned. 

What this other presumptive and more favourable host plant 
may be, I am as little able to say now as I was fifteen years 
ago. The potato-fungus is often found on other species of the 
order Solanacee grown in gardens, but without presenting in 
them phenomena different from those observed when it grows on 
the potato plant; and, moreover, it is not so frequent on them 
as on the potato. In Solanum Dulcamara (a species indigenous 
to the British Isles as well as to the Continent), it grows only 

_ in a starved condition; it has not yet been observed in other 
indigenous species. Berkeley has described a case where Phyt. 
infestans occurred on Anthocercis viscosa, a New Holland plant 
of the family of Scrophulariacee, closely related to the Sola- 
naceae. On the strength of this, one might ask whether the 
plant on which the potato-fungus forms oospores may not per- 
haps be one of our native Scrophulariacee, say, one of the field 
weeds of the genus Veronica or Linaria. Special investigations 
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- in this direction, as well as the examination and comparison of 
the abundant material made known by the collectors of fungi, 
have always yielded a purely negative result. Phytophthora has 
not been observed on any indigenous species of Scrophulariacee, 
while Peronospora grisea, Unger. (P. sordida, Berk.), plentiful on 
species of this family, is entirely different from the potato-fungus. 

Here I may mention that this year I found the potato-fungus 
on an exotic species of Scrophulariacee, viz. Schizanthus Gra- 
hami, on which, so far as I know, it had not been observed before. 
It appeared on this ornamental plant in a garden outside Stras-_ 
bourg, belonging to Dr. Stahl, in the end of July, when the 
potato-fields had been extensively attacked by it. The pheno- 
mena of destruction were the same as in the potato-plant in’ 
stalks, leaves, and buds; the development of the fungus was 
of extraordinary luxuriance, but here, also, no oogonia were 
found. This example, at any rate, reveals to us a new host for 
the Phytophthora, and demonstrates the possibility of other species 
being found in which it may grow not only luxuriantly but also 
form oospores. The fact that Schizanthus Grahami is a Chilian 
plant, and, therefore, indigenous to the same region as Solanum 
tuberosum ead its allies, may not, perhaps, be of any great 
importance in this connection, still it should be noticed. 

It is, perhaps, not very unlikely that the oospores of Phytoph- 
thora may, in a climate different from that of Central Europe, be 
found in hosts which do not produce them with us. On that 
supposition the first place to turn to would be the native land of 
the potato-plant. But no further observations need be’ made 
here on this subject, since it unfortunately belongs only to the 
region of speculation. 

HIBERNATION OF THE POTATO-FUNGUS. 

10. To the questions raised at the beginning of section 3 
(page 248), concerning the hibernation of the potato-fungus, and 
the manner in which it returns to the fields in summer, the re- 
searches described in the foregoing pages supply no answer, or, 
at least, not one in any way satisfactory. Even if the often- 
mentioned warty bodies were hibernating oospores of Phyto- 
phthora, like the similar oospores of Peronospora Arenarice which 
resemble them, we should not gain much information bearing 
upon these questions, since their occurrence is, at the best, ex- 
traordinarily rare, while the potato-fungus appears plentifully 
every year. 

In all stages of the development and of the vital phenomena 
of the potato-fungus, as far as they are known, the parasite acts, 
apart from the obvious specific peculiarities, precisely as many 
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other plants which disappear in the autumn and return again in 
the summer, though we know that they do not entirely disappear 
in winter, but last through it in some form or other—mostly un- 
apparent. These phenomena being everywhere confirmed, we 
ought not to assume that the potato-fungus is perpetuated in a 
different manner. If we cannot find hibernating oospores be- 
longing to it (like what are known in most of its allies), another 
form of hibernation must be looked for and found. 

In a former publication* I was, perhaps, the first to call atten- 
tion distinctly to the fact that the mycelium of Phytophthora, like 
that of parasites living in many other perennial plants, can be 
‘perennial in the surviving parts of the host, z.e. in the case of the 
potato, in its tubers. This has been repeatedly mentioned already, 
and is so easily tested by simple and well-known experiments, 
that a short statement of it will be enough here. 

In large stores of potatoes we very often find some that are 
diseased, i.e. containing the living mycelium of Phytophthora. 
It cannot be disputed that the living fungus may occasionally get 
into the field through planting such diseased tubers. I do not say 
that this happens largely ; but even if it never happened, the 
fungus might still, quite unobserved, get into the fields by means 

_ of diseased tubers, because, as has been already said, the myce- 
lium in the tuber forms conidiophores directly it is placed in a 
moist atmosphere, and such a condition is present in the usual 
temperature of spring. This may be easily seen in fresh sections, 
or on the injured surfaces, of a diseased tuber. In moist store- 
rooms the conidiophores may burst their way through the un- 

’ broken skin, and particularly through the eyes. Should this 
occur, even in one potato, in one storeroom or cellar, it is clear 
that the conidia will find their way to other potatoes, and attach 
themselves to them. If these quite healthy tubers should then 
be planted in the ground, the conidia will germinate, the germs 
penetrate some of the tubers, and the mycelium develop itself in 
them.* All this is obvious from simple experiments which have 
been well-known for a long time. 

We have thus two ways in which the living fungus that has 
survived the winter, may in the spring find its way to the fields 
with the seed. The second is, perhaps, the more usual way ; 
at all events, it is the more dangerous, because, even with great 
care in the choice of seed, it cannot be avoided with certainty. 

In both cases the fungus is placed in the earth along with the 
tuber, and cannot there leave it; the fungus must die and 
become corrupt in and with the tuber. It can, however, find 

* “Recherches sur le Développement de quelques Champignons parasites.” 
“Annales de Sciences Naturelles,’ vol. xx., 1863, p. 1. 
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its way to the foliage and attack it. The proof of this gives 
the answer to the question raised by me at the outset. 

The facts which have been observed establish that there are 
two*methods by which the conidia may pass from the tuber to 
the foliage. 

First, it is known that the mycelium of the fungus in the 
tuber, even when in the ground, is able to produce conidiophores 
bearing conidia directly from the tuber. We can easily see 
how the conidia thus produced could reach the foliage—they 
might be carried up either by the growing plant which may 
have touched them, or by small animals which frequent both 
situations. Neither of these methods can be easily detected. 
Moreover, the formation of conidia in the soil cannot be very 
frequent. ‘There should, therefore, perhaps, be little weight 
attached to this method. 

The second method can be easily observed and with great 
exactness. It consists in the mycelium growing from the tubers 
in and with the young plants, and producing conidia on them 
in the usual way; and these, of course, extend the fungus to the 
healthy plants beside them. 

In 1861* I called attention to the fact that tubers containing 
Phytophthora, when they are growing, not unfrequently send out 
shoots into which the fungus passes from the tuber. The fungus 
advancing slowly in its growth, at last kills the shoots which, for 
the most part, were always in a sickly condition. The same 
tubers, as is known, may also send out healthy shoots. At the 
same time I further showed, that under special circumstances the 
fungus in these diseased shoots develops conidia, which become ~ 
centres for the further spread of the disease. These were not 
conjectures, but facts observed in experiments. The observa- 
tions, however, were not made in the open field, but in the 
house and laboratory, and had not been confirmed by myself or 
observed by others in the open field. It was, therefore, a ques- 
tion whether these results were only to be obtained artificially 
or really occurred in the field, and this could not be decided 
except by experiment. Accordingly, in 1874, in prosecuting 
the investigations undertaken at the request of the Council 
of the Royal Agricultural Society, I made an experiment in 
the garden. A potato, with a tolerably well-developed shoot, 
containing Phytophthora, was planted in the garden with 
several others which had vigorous and healthy foliage. The 
diseased shoot was discoloured for some distance along the 
stalk, but continued to grow for a while; the brown places 
died off by degrees, were completely dried up, and no in- 

* “Die gegenwirtige Kartoffelkrankheit.’ 
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fection spread to its healthy neighbours all through the sum- 
mer, though several healthy stalks had come into direct contact 
with the diseased one. Repeated examination with the micro- 
scope showed that the sickly shoot actually contained Phyto- 
phthora; kept moist under a bell-glass it formed conidia, but 
while in the open-air no conidiophores were observed. The 
weather during the experiment was not unusually dry. 

The negative result thus obtained caused me to doubt 
whether my previous explanation could hold good in the open 
field, and this opinion I stated in a letter to the Secretary of 
the Society. 

Still, it would not have been justifiable to come to a final 
judgment from a single failure in an experiment dealing with 
such complicated materials as two kinds of living plants, 
and the phenomena connected with their relation to each 

other, and the influence of the weather upon them. I ac- 
cordingly repeated the experiment during the present year 
(1875). In March, about 50 healthy potatoes were inoculated 
at the eyes by fresh conidia. No exact test was applied to as- 
certain whether the infection had taken place; the result, how- 
ever, showed that it had succeeded in most cases, though not in 
all. On the 2nd of April the tubers were planted in common 
garden-soil, in a box without a bottom, and open to the air— 
that is to say, in a miniature garden, which, in order to be more 
easily looked after, was thus fenced in. The tubers sent out 
shoots in a normal manner ; many, even of the specimens known 
to be diseased, producing undoubtedly healthy foliage. One, a 
red kidney, was specially distinguishable from the rest, because 
the six shoots which it sent above ground remained in a wretched 
condition. On May 12th these shoots had become brown; I cut 
off one of them for microscopic examination and found the living 
fungus in it; the presence of the fungus in the tuber was also 
afterwards confirmed. The other five shoots were left, and, up 
to the 17th, remained unchanged, without any appearance of 
conidia. On the following night a warm heavy rain fell, and 
on the morning of the 18th the stalks and petioles of the five 
shoots were thickly covered by conidiophores with mature conidia. 
On the healthy foliage of the other plants there was no trace of 
the fungus as late as the 20th; but on the morning of the 21st 
two leaflets on the upper part of a branch, which was near the 
five sickly shoots, presented the characteristic spots of the Phyto- 
phthora, and on the lower surface of the leaf where these spots 
occurred, conidia were produced ; no further indications of the 
disease were visible to the naked eye. From May 25th onwards, 
the fungus spots were to be seen plentifully scattered without order 
on the stalks, petioles, and leaves of all the plants. About the 
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same time several other diseased tubers also gave off small 
shoots, into which the mycelium of the fungus had passed from 
the tuber; no further observation, however, was made on them, 
because the disease was then far advanced everywhere. Most 
of the shoots were still quite healthy at their base. They 
could not, therefore, have received the infection from their tubers, 
but it could only have come from the conidia produced on the 
five diseased shoots. To remove all doubts on this point, several 
stocks were entirely dug up and closely examined in all parts. 
Two red kidneys had the old tuber still turgent, and altogether 
free from the fungus ; the base of the shoots was likewise entirely 
free from the fungus, while in the upper part the fungus spots 
existed in abundance. During all this time to the end of May, 
there was nothing remarkable in the weather ; it was, in general, 
moderately moist. The wet weather, under the influence of 
which the fields here suffered so much from Phytophthora, did 
not come till much later ; and at the time when my experiment 
was completed, I did not, in a number of excursions specially 
made for the purpose discover any Phytophthora in the fields. 
The garden in which the experiment was made was in the town, 
far from the fields ; it is to be hoped my experiment was not 
the means of extending the infection to the fields. 

The results 1 have described haying been accurately ascer- 
tained, the problem before us is, as far as possible, solved; that 
is to say, I have shown that the oospores are not found in this 
district, and that the perennial mycelium discharges the function 
of hibernation which is proper to the oospores in other species. 

I may in a few words draw attention to this fact, that the 
generally known phenomena connected with the occurrence of 
the fungus correspond completely with the result at which I have 
arrived. ‘This may not at first sight appear to be the case, for 
while the first infection of the plants in the fields takes place, 
as we see, in spring, the occurrence of Phytophthora is seldom 
plainly visible before July. But then even in large fields there 
can hardly be more than a few original seats of infection, since 
comparatively few diseased potatoes will be planted, while 
numbers of the diseased tubers actually planted are rendered 
harmless, from the fungus not forming conidia either in them or 
in their shoots. There must be a very large quantity of conidia to 
enable the fungus to spread over extensive areas. A comparatively 
small quantity only can be produced at first in the primary seat 
of infection. The original development of the fungus, and the 
production of secondary centres of infection, must therefore 
proceed slowly and unnoticed. That is to say, the fungus needs 
time to acquire the quantity of reproductive conidia necessary 
to affect large areas. Were it not so, the potato-plant in damp 

f 
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places or in damp years would be attacked’ in spring and 
perish. It may not be superfluous to say that the case could 
searcely be different if the fungus hibernated by means of 
oospores, which germinate in spring. Of course, if they were 
of rare occurrence, then the actual state of things at present would 
be brought about; but if they occurred very frequently, then an 
immediate and general attack of the disease in the spring would 
be unavoidable. 

I have only to add to what I have said, that the vegetation of 
Phytophthora is known to be largely hastened and assisted by 
damp, and, on the other hand, to be retarded by drought. Asa 
rule, however, the period of its first appearance is followed by 
the dry season of the summer. The period of its spreading 
extensively usually coincides with the beginning of the. wet 
autumn, or, as was to be seen here in 1875, with the wet seasons 
in the height of summer. In particular localities it may even 
occur on the plant before the arrival of these seasons, as in the 
valleys among our mountains, where there are regular heavy 
dews and comparatively numerous showers. In conclusion, 
attention should also be directed to the possibility of there being 
a connection between the phenomena in question, and the fact 
that the potato-plant in its various stages of development supplies 
a yarying nidus for the fungus. From large experience, I con- 
sider it probable that Phytophthora grows more easily on a plant 
at the height of its development than on young stalks and leaves. 
It would be interesting, but not easy, to establish this clearly by 
experiment. It is a question, however, which would lead me 
beyond the limits of my present task were I to follow it out to 
its issue. 

Strasbourg, December, 1875. 

X.—Report on the Health of the Animals of the Farm. By 
James B. Srmonps, Principal of the Royal Veterinary 
College. 

Foot-AnD-MoutH DISEASE. 

Iv may perhaps be affirmed that no Report on “the health of the 
animals of the farm” during the last six months of the year 1875 
would be considered satisfactory, unless notice were taken of the 
prevalence of the “ foot-and-mouth disease,” notwithstanding that . 
the subject has been so often and so well treated by writers on 
veterinary medicine, and the science and practice of agriculture, 
as well as by other persons who have an interest more or less 
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direct in this important question. Doubtless the disease has been - 
widely diffused, and has produced serious losses to the owners of 
cattle ; but to me it appears that the public excitement on the 
subject has not been exclusively due to either or both of these 
causes. It is to be remembered that on the introduction of 
cattle-plague in 1865, legislative measures were adopted for the 
suppression of this and other contagious diseases of animals which 
constitute a considerable proportion of the wealth of the country, 
as well as the food of the people, and that they proved eminently 
successful in so far as the extermination of cattle-plague was 
concerned. We see in this fact one cause of the excitement 
which has prevailed; and perhaps but for it, foot-and-mouth _ 
disease would have run its ordinary course as much unheeded in 
1875 as in any of its former outbreaks in this country. 

It has been repeatedly stated, and of this I am a witness, 
that foot-and-mouth disease was first seen in England—at least 
during the present generation—in the summer of 1839. At 
that time the importation of foreign cattle, sheep, and pigs 
was interdicted, and so continued until 1842; a fact of con- 
siderable importance, as bearing on the question how im- 
ported animals should be dealt with to avoid the introduction of 
contagious diseases. The history of these diseases of animals 
traces far back into the ages of the past, and shows that they 
are not confined to any particular country or clime. Foot-and- 
mouth disease can be recognised in these early histories, and 
without going further back than the last 150 years, we have for 
this period fair descriptions of periodic outbreaks of this malady 
on the continent of Europe. Shortly before its appearance here, 
the disease prevailed extensively in Hungary and in Lower 
Austria, viz. in 1834, and quickly extending the area of its 
existence, it was seen in turn in Bohemia, Saxony, Prussia, the 
German States, Belgium, Holland, and France, and lastly in 
England, where it has since remained, despite all efforts to 
effect its extermination. 

As may be supposed, various theories were promulgated in 
1839-40 with regard to the causes giving rise to the malady. 
The one which took the firmest hold of the public mind was that 
which attributed the affection to atmospheric influences, and 
hence it soon came to be designated “the cattle-epidemic.” 
This view is even still held by some persons; while almost 
without exception those who have investigated the pathology of 
the disease are agreed that its extension is due to infection, and 
that the infecting material may be carried from animal to animal 
by indirect as well as by direct means. 

Although it is not known how the malady was introduced 
into England, it was satisfactorily shown at the time that the 
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first cases occurred at Stratford and Bow, in August of 1839, 
and at no very great distance from some of the docks. This fact 
has given rise to the theory that the infecting material was pro- 
bably conveyed hither by merchandise, or by ship-stores—that 
is, animals which had been taken on board as food-supplies for 
the crew. Ona ship coming into dock with surplus animals of 
this kind, they would, at that time, on being debarked, be either 
sold for immediate slaughter on the spot, or kept within the 
area of the docks for embarkation when required. Given that 
a diseased ox or cow, sheep or pig, had been thus brought into 
dock, and it is easy enough to understand how such an infectious 
malady as foot-and-mouth disease might be spread from a centre 
of this kind and gain a firm footing in the country. 

Be this as it may, the disease soon reached the London dairies, 
and very shortly afterwards was observed among the animals in 
Old Smithfield market. Cases of the malady occurred very 
early in different parts of the country, and it is a singular fact 
that the first report of such cases came from the county of 
Norfolk in the month of November, 1839. How foot-and-mouth 
disease reached that county was not ascertained, for at that time 
no special investigation was made, it not being known to those 
who were called to the animals that an infectious cattle-disease 
had reached our shores. 

In the year 1839, I was residing at Twickenham, Middlesex, 
and was partly engaged in agricultural pursuits. Soon I heard 
of a “new disease” having broken out at a farm at Laleham, and 
professional zeal induced me to visit the place to learn more of 
the matter. Here I confronted foot-and-mouth disease for the 
first time, and at once satisfied myself that I had to deal with 
a contagious malady. The history of the outbreak was simple 
enough. Two calves, not more than seven or eight days old, 
had been bought in Smithfield Market, and taken to the farm as 
*sucklers.” Each had come from an infected London dairy, and 
were themselves diseased, although not known to be so by the 
purchaser. They were placed on two cows, and three days after- 
wards these cows were found to be ill. Alarmed at this, the 
owner separated these cows from his other stock, notwithstanding 
which the disease spread, although its rapidity of so doing was 
somewhat checked. Other outbreaks soon followed on this, and 
almost, without exception, they all depended on the purchase of 
calves in Smithfield Market. 

On one of my visits to an infected herd, I was induced to 
saturate a small lock of hay with the saliva which was flowing 
freely from the mouth of a diseased cow, and carry it back to 
my place. Here I selected a cow for experiment, and having 

previously had her isolated and well secured, I placed the lock 
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‘ of hay in her mouth, taking care to keep it there for a few 
minutes, and to have it well bruised between her teeth. In the 
short space of about forty hours she was found to be unwell, 
and on examination, vesicles had commenced to form upon her 
tongue and also between her digits. The disease took its usual 
course, and vesicles were early developed upon her teats. Having 
thus proved that the secretions from the mouth contained infect- 
ing material, I was induced to continue my experiments, and 
next resolved on ascertaining whether the milk contained similar 
material. 

Already I had seen on one of the farms I had visited some 
pigs suffering from the malady, and fortunately I had some. 
young pigs at hand, which were at an age fit to take from the 
sow. ‘They were divided into two lots, one of which was re- 
moved and put into a place of security, as far as possible from 
all other animals. Here they were kept without food for a few 
hours, and then some warm milk from the experimentally diseased 
cow was given them. This they eagerly partook of, consuming 
probably about a pint each. Subsequently they were fed on meal 
and milk froma healthy source, the same as supplied to the other 
moiety of the litter. Between fifty and sixty hours afterwards 
every one of the experimental pigs was suffering from the disease. 
I had now proof, by direct experiment, that the lacteal secretion 
was also impregnated with the materies morbi of the disease, 
and that by its use the malady could be communicated from 
animal to animal. The strictest sequestration of the diseased 
animals was observed, not only during their illness, but for 
some time afterwards, by which means every other cow and pig 
on the premises escaped an attack. 
My next experiments were of a different order, and attended 

with a different result, which, however, is not without its value. 
In examining some cows on a farm, three or four miles distant 
from Twickenham, I observed on the teats of two or three of 
them some remarkably large vesicles, which were filled with a 
yellow-coloured and transparent fluid, apparently having the 
characters of ordinary serum. This I collected, and with care 
obtained nearly a tea-spoonful. Arriving at home, I inoculated 
a healthy cow with this fluid, taking all the precautions which I 
had done previously as to sequestration. The animal was care- 
fully watched, but no ill effects followed. The experiment was 
subsequently repeated, and again with a negative result. I may 
conclude this description of my original experiments, by remark- 
ing that I had thus early established facts in relation to the 
pathology of foot-and-mouth disease which years of subsequent 
experience have only tended to confirm. 

By the natural spread of the malady, many cattle, sheep, and: 
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pigs, and even the poultry, became affected in Twickenham and 
its neighbourhood. This afforded me the opportunity of testing 
the protective influence of my experimentally produced case of 
foot-and-mouth disease by placing the cow with affected 
animals. This was done and no ill consequences resulted. 

It may be here added, that cases of escape from secondary 
attacks had become so numerous during the first years of the 
existence of the malady, that in every part of the country the 
opinion was held that animals could not contract foot-and-mouth 
disease a second time. This opinion, however, has long since 
been disproved, and I may add that I have since had many 
positive proofs of cows being affected even a ¢hird time with the 
malady ; a notable instance of which I shall hereafter describe. 
Referring again to some original experiments of inoculation with 

_ the fluid contents of vesicles, carefully collected so as to be free 
_ from the admixture of any other matter, I may state that Mr. 
Ceely, of Aylesbury—one of the best-known investigators of 
variolous diseases—inoculated two of his cows with fluid of this 

_ description in April 1840, and that no effects were produced. 
The late Mr. Lepper, veterinary surgeon of the same place, 
had also recourse to similar experiments. Two cows, belonging 
to himself, were inoculated within a few days of those above 
named—the property of Mr. Ceely—by making incisions on the 
posterior part of the mammary gland, and on either side of the 
labia pudendi, and placing within each a shred of lint saturated 

with the contents of vesicles. No effects being produced by the 
fourth day, some more fluid was introduced into the incisions. 
Slight constitutional disturbance followed very quickly, but 
lasted only a few hours, when the animals regained their ordi- 

nary health. These cows were, eighteen days afterwards, placed 
with a number of diseased cattle on a farmer’s premises, where 
they remained for a fortnight, but did not contract the disease. 
Whether their escape was due to the inoculation was not, how- 
ever, determined, for so rapidly did the disease spread in all 
directions, that no opportunities were afforded for additional ex- 
periments. Mr. Lepper attempted one, but was foiled by the 
experimental cow falling ill with the natural disease two days 
subsequently to her inoculation. 

I may here repeat the statement I have frequently made, that 
_ the attacks of foot-and-mouth disease were more malignant and 
more widely diffused in 1840-1 than at any time since then. It 
is also to be remembered that periodic outbreaks of the malady 
have occurred every few years since 1840-1. Thus, in 1845 a 
second malignant outbreak took place, and this was followed by 
others in 1852, 1861-2, 1869-70, 1871, and lastly by the well- 
known one of 1875. On each of these occasions, and even 
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when the disease progresses in its ordinary manner, cases haye 
occurred which could not be traced to cohabitation, nor to any — 
ascertained means by which the materies morbi could be con- 
veyed from the diseased to the healthy animal. An instance of 
this kind took place on the College premises in the year 1870. 
A cow which had been kept for upwards of a year in a shed 
completely isolated from the rest of the premises, and into which 
no other cow, sheep, or pig had been brought, nor any known 
substance likely to have been charged with infecting material, 
was found one morning to be suffering from foot-and-mouth 
disease. The attack was not a severe one, and in the course of 
a few days the animal was convalescent. 

Although few animals when exposed to the infection escape 
the disease—unless they have previously been the subjects of an 
attack—still a considerable difference is found to exist with 
regard to their susceptibility to be acted upon by the contagium. 

Pregnant animals, and especially those which are near the 
time of parturition, are far more susceptible to the infection 
than others. Milking-cows are also easily acted on, and are often 
the first to be attacked on a farmer’s premises. Cattle which 
are travelled from place to place, whether fat or store animals, 
are thereby rendered more susceptible to the disease. This fact 
explains, in part, how it is that Irish stores which are landed 
in England are so often found to be affected within a few days 
of their arrival. In the early days of the malady, especially in 
1840-1, nothing was more common than for a lot of beasts sent 
by road, as the practice then was, to Smithfield Market to fall 
ill on the way, or to reach the market in a most exhausted con- 
dition from the severity of the attack ; while the animals left at 
home on the farmer’s premises, from which those sent to market 
had been selected, remained perfectly healthy. Sheep suffered 
in the same way, and to an equal extent; and in many of my 
weekly visits to Smithfield I have picked up a dozen hoofs or 
more which had been detached from the feet of sheep while 
being driven into or from the market, or moved from pen to pen 
by the drovers. Railway travelling has spared many scenes of 
this kind, and saved much suffering; but, at the same time, the 
want of cleansing and disinfecting of the trucks has tended 
greatly to spread foot-and-mouth disease more rapidly through 
the country. 

The impurity of the water supplied to animals has also often 
had to do with their increased susceptibility. Some of the 
most malignant cases of the malady which have been submitted 

to my notice have arisen from this cause. In one instance in 
particular, where the washings from a kennel found their way 
into a brook, from which some valuable Shorthorn cows drunk, 
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several of the animals died from the malignancy of the attack. 
In this case, also, it was not a little remarkable that the disease 
was not known to exist anywhere within a mile of the premises. 
Not only are animals at the time of parturition more susceptible 
to the infection, but the most serious ill-effects are produced on 
their young when they are attacked. Calves, lambs, and pigs 
die speedily under such circumstances, and the losses often are 
most serious to the farmer. The milk of the dam is so charged 
with morbific matter as to be in many instances rapidly de- 
structive to the life of the young animal. 
-A remarkable case of this occurred, in March, 1861, on 

a farm I then occupied. It was my practice to have four 
calves suckled at a time by a cow which had just calved, for 
the purpose of weaning them when a few weeks old. They 
were allowed access to the cow morning and evening, and in the 
interim were tempted to partake of cooked food, which they 
soon would do as a rule. The details of this plan need not, 
however, be named in a report of this kind. They have been 
named before, and are well known to many rearers of calves. 
When properly carried out, a good cow will sometimes rear ten 
calves in the course of a year. One of my best cows calved, 
and in addition to her own calf, three young calves, a few days 
old, were placed upon her on the second day after parturition. 
All the stock on the farm at the time were free from foot-and- 
mouth disease; but I happened to make a new purchase of a 
cow which, unfortunately, on arrival a few days after, was found 
to be affected with the malady. She was kept apart from the 
others, but, nevertheless, the infection spread. On the sixth or 
seventh day following parturition, on the calves being placed 
with the cow in the evening, one of them, the cow’s own calf, 
died suddenly ; indeed, almost in the act of sucking. In a 
little more than an hour after its death a second calf died, and 
by about the expiration of three hours from the time of sucking 
a third calf died. 

An examination of the cow showed that she was in a state of 
febrile excitation—affected, in fact, with premonitory symptoms 
of foot-and-mouth disease. In a few more hours the malady was 
thoroughly established, and a full eruption of vesicles existed in 
her mouth, on her teats, and between her digits. Much to my 
Surprise, the fourth calf was found to be perfectly well on the 
following day; and on making inquiries of the herdsman, he 
said that he could explain the cause of its safety, for that on the 
day preceding the cow’s illness he had placed this calf with 
another cow, as he believed the four calves were scarcely having 
milk enough. Strict isolation being carried out, the fourth calf 

_ fortunately escaped. This case, besides distinctly proving the 
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poisonous quality of the milk to the calves, is an important one 
in another respect. The cow had been in my possession nearly — 
three years, and twice during that time had been affected with 
foot-and-mouth disease, so that the attack which I have described 
was the third from which she suffered. 

In the former part of this Report mention has been made of 
periodic outbreaks of the disease, and it has been stated that on 
these occasions it assumes a more serious type. In this respect 
foot-and-mouth disease forms no exception to contagious affec- 
tions in general, of which it may be affirmed that the greater the 
number of cases, the greater will be the malignancy of the 
malady. On occasions like these, persons are far more disposed 
to be busy with their remedies than when the disease assumes 
a milder form. If medical treatment be called for ordinarily, it 
certainly should now be more cautiously adopted. On the first 
appearance of the disease in this country, this principle had not 
been fully recognised, and veterinary surgeons as well as agri- 
culturists adopted the opposite course. Animals were dosed 
with medicine early and late, and local remedies were as perse- 
veringly had recourse to. These energetic means of cure proyed 
the most effectual ones to kill, and hence, in part, the great 
fatality which attended the outbreak of 1840-1, and also that of 
1845. On the decline of the disease in 1845, a knowledge of 
the true principle of dealing with the malady became diffused. 
The nursing system took the place of the doctoring one; and 
very soon so little was thought of the disease, that it was a 
common remark among farmers that they preferred their animals 
to “have the epidemic,” as it was found that they usually gained 
condition more rapidly afterwards. 

In concluding this Report on foot-and-mouth disease, I may 
observe that the serious outbreak of last year gives evidences of 
being on the decline, and it is much to be hoped that before long 
the country will be again free from foot-and-mouth disease to 
the same extent as at any former period. 

PLEURO-PNEUMONIA. 

The appearance of this disease in England, like the one I 
have been considering, certainly preceded the alteration of the 
tariff in July, 1842. It was recognised in several of the 
London dairies in the winter of 1841-2 by different veterinary 
surgeons, and, among others, by the late Professor Spooner 
and myself. At a meeting of the Veterinary Medical Associa- 
tion, held February 22nd, 1842, Professor Spooner stated that 
he had that day visited Mr. Rhoade’s dairy, and seen several 
cows suffering from the malady in its different stages. He 
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reported, also, that he had examined the lungs of an animal 
which had died of the disease in the same dairy. 

By what means pleuro-pneumonia gained a footing in England 
is not known, although it has been assigned to the importation 
of diseased animals from Ireland, into which country it has been 
asserted that it had been carried by some Dutch cows in 1839-40, 
which the British Consul in Holland had sent to Cork at the 
request of some of his friends. The difficulty in the way of this 
theory is, that the importation of animals into the British Islands 
was at that time strictly interdicted. Gaining a footing in 
England in 1841, the disease spread, but not so rapidly as to 
excite any great apprehensions in the public mind. Before the 
end of the year 1842, however, accounts had reached the Royal 
Veterinary College of cases having occurred in Essex, Cam- 
bridgeshire, Suffolk, Norfolk, Buckinghamshire, Leicestershire, 
Staffordshire, Lancashire, and Shropshire. 

In October, 1842, I had recourse to an experiment to deter- 
mine, if possible, the period of incubation of the disease, 

as the facts already ascertained by different observers as to the 
rate and the uncertainty of its progress among cattle with which 
diseased animals were herded were very discrepant. A cow 
suffering from pleuro-pneumonia was purchased, and brought 
upon the College premises, where she was put with a healthy 
cow which had been some time in my possession. The two 
animals were allowed to occupy the same shed for a few days, 
when the diseased cow died. In about three weeks from the 
time of the exposure, the experimental cow gave indications of 
being diseased. The symptoms of pleuro-pneumonia gradually 

_ developed themselves, and in seven or eight days from its com- 
mencement the case terminated fatally. 

The chief value, perhaps, attaching to this experiment is that 
of assisting to determine how early pleuro-pneumonia may be 
developed in an animal exposed to the disease by cohabitation ; 
for the length of time the morbific matter may lie dormant in the 
system has yet to be determined. Observations made on infected 
herds would seem to place this at the end of months, rather than 
weeks, and among numerous cases of this kind I may name one 
in which it was satisfactorily proved that the period could not 
possibly be less than ten weeks and three days. The solution 

_of this one problem relating to pleuro-pneumonia can only be 
determined by a long series of experiments specially directed 

_ to it alone, and must, I conceive, be undertaken on a large scale 
and at considerable expense. The scientific investigator at once 
recognises the importance of a correct solution of the question, 

_ because he sees the error into which he might otherwise fall in 
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undertaking experiments to determine the means by which the 
disease is propagated. . 

At present I hold the opinion that cohabitation appears to be 
absolutely necessary to the successful conveyance of the morbific 
matter from one animal to another in a form by which it can 
produce its sy ecific consequences ; and until the materies morbi 
of pleuro-pneumonia be conveyed from a distance, and made to 
take effect on an animal whose perfectly healthy condition could 
not be disputed, I feel justified in maintaining this opinion. It 
is to be borne in mind that this belief is the outcome of years of 
observation, and of experiments had recourse to specially to de- 
termine the question. It has been objected that the experiments 
are few, which I am ready to grant; but I may reply, that this 
objection does not apply to inoculation with the diseased products 
of pleuro-pneumonia. Thousands upon thousands of cattle have, 
during the last twenty-four years, been thus experimented upon 
without any affection of the lungs being produced. Indeed, the 
advocates of this system base its value upon the prevention of 
pleuro-pneumonia by the introduction of the morbific matter into 
the organism of healthy cattle. No difficulty exists in conveying 
from a distance, undefined and undefinable as to extent, the 
morbific matter of cattle-plague, sheep-pox, foot-and-mouth 
disease, and of the numerous blood diseases known by dif- 
ferent local terms which are fatal to cattle ; and when the same 
thing is accomplished by experimenters with the morbid pro- 
ducts of pleuro-pneumonia, I will readily admit that my belief 
has been resting on an erroneous conclusion as to the means 
by which the malady is spread over the country. 

I may here mention some other circumstances which have 
been established of late years with regard to the extension of 
pleuro-pneumonia, which bear on what has been previously 
advanced, viz., that the malady had no existence in Australia 
until introduced in 1858 by a diseased cow from England ; nor 
in New Zealand until 1864, when some infected cattle were 
landed from Australia ; that America was free until 1847, 
when cattle from England took the disease to New Jersey, and 
that the importer, by slaughtering his entire herd, eradicated 
the malady at that time. That America remained free until 
1859, when she again received the disease from Holland by 
imported cattle, and that unfortunately it then gained-a footing 
in the country. Sweden is also said to have received the disease 
by infected cattle sent from England in 1847, and from thence 
it spread to Denmark. Norway likewise suffered from the 
ravages of the disease in 1860, it having been imported by a 
number of Ayrshire cattle from Scotland for breeding purpedsig 
which proved to be affected with pleuro-pneumonia. 
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TyYpHoIp FEVER IN Pias. 

In my last half-yearly Report attention was directed to the 
circumstance that a malignant disease had shown itself among 
some large herds of pigs in the western counties, more par- 
ticularly in the neighbourhood of Bath and Bristol, and tha: 
my colleague, Professor Axe, had already undertaken to investi- 
gate its pathology. It was also stated that the affection was 
believed to be only another outbreak of the malady long since 
recognised in this country by the name of typhoid fever. 

This opinion has since been confirmed, and the experiments 
which have been had recourse to by Mr. Axe have thrown con- 
siderable light upon the causes by which the disease is propa- 
gated, as well as on the means of its extinction. They, at the 
same time, confirm the opinion of Dr. William Budd, of Clifton, 
who, in 1865, brought the subject of this disease of pigs before 
the Society, and clearly established its close relationship with 
typhoid fever of man. 

Experiment I.—The chief object of this experiment was to 
determine whether the contagium of pig-typhoid could be trans- 
mitted from one animal to another through the medium of the 
atmosphere alone, positive contact being entirely prevented. 

For this purpose, two pigs, about six months old, were 
obtained from a healthy herd, and on the 21st of April they 
were put into a house near to a diseased pig, brought to the 
College by Mr. Hussey, of Devizes. After forty-eight hours close 
exposure of the healthy pigs to the contagium, the diseased 
animal was destroyed. The healthy animals were placed some 

' distance apart from the infected one, and the greatest possible 
care was taken to maintain a complete separation of the animals 
themselves, and also that the excreta of the infected pig should 
not come in contact with the experimental animals. The in- 
ternal temperature was taken in the mornings and evenings 
throughout the entire course of the malady, and will be found 
recorded in the following thermometrical table. 

The course of the disease as it appeared in the two pigs, 
A and B, is described ‘separately. 

A.— April 26th.—Slight dulness is apparent. The evening 
meal is refused, excepting the fluid portion of it, which is drunk 
with avidity. 

27th.—Dulness more marked ; the skin of face is corrugated, 
and the countenance expressive of pain. 

28th.—The skin is hotter than natural, but no eruption is 
developed. The eyes are congested and suffused with tears. 
Food is taken sparingly, but ee is drunk freely ; pulse is 
quick, soft, and weak ; breathing very slightly accelerated. 
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29th.—The temperature of the skin is increased, and a 
general redness is visible over the belly and on the inside of the 
arms and thighs, and behind the ears. 

30th.—A few round raised spots of a red colour are visible 
on the breast and throat. Dulness is much increased, and a 
great desire for warmth is manifested. A watery discharge issues 
from the eyes, and dirt accumulates around them in black, scaly 
masses. 
May 1st.—The discharge from the eyes is thick and puriform, 

and a watery defluxion issues from the nostrils; the eruptive 
spots are still visible, but the general redness of the skin has 
subsided, and its heat is less intense. 

2nd. Signs of emaciation are present, and the animal’s move- 
ments are feeble. The spots on the skin are subsiding and can 
now be only felt; the redness has disappeared. The general 
symptoms of illness are less marked, but the thirst is intense, 
and slight tremors are present. 
3rd.—Much the same as yesterday. 
4th—The bowels are constipated, and the’ feces streaked 

with blood and thick tenacious mucus. The lining membrane 
of the rectum is of a scarlet hue. More food is taken, and the 
thirst is less severe. 

5th.—Skin still very hot, and animal refuses food ; the thirst 
is increased ; the movements are unsteady, and rigors are excited 
by the least exposure. 

6th.—A. diffused redness is visible over the belly, which 
is most intense towards the centre; the inner side of the 
arms and thighs are also red, but less so than the surface of 
the abdomen. Great prostration is now apparent, and rapid 
emaciation is taking place. All the other symptoms are aggra- 
vated. 

7th.—A fresh crop of eruptive spots has appeared, but the 
animal appears somewhat more cheerful, though he obstinately 
refuses food, and drinks largely. The stools are. soft, and of a 
yellowish-brown colour. 

8th.—The face is pinched and the expression very anxious, 
but the eyes are bright: the lids charged with puriform matter. 
The eruption is more extensive and decided. Great irritation is 
manifested by the animal repeatedly scratching the abdomen. 
The bowels are very loose, and the stools decidedly more yellow 
in colour. 

9th.—Diarrhea exists. The stools of a dirty yellow colour 
and watery. Prostration increasing. Food altogether refused ; 
thirst still great. 

10th.—The epidermis is desquamating from the site of the 
first eruption, and slight moisture is observable on the surface 

f 
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of the more recent spots. The stools are watery and frequent, 
and pain is evinced on pressing the belly. 

11th.—Stools streaked with blood; belly and inner side of 
thighs and arms intensely red and hot. The countenance is ex- 
pressive of stupidity, and at short intervals slight twitchings of 
the muscles are perceived. The hind extremities are partially 
paralysed, and the body has a rolling movement. 

12th.—The skin exhibits a number of purple patches and 
small petechia. These are especially numerous on the belly 
and on the inner part of the thighs. Thirst is very great. 

13th.—All the general symptoms are aggravated. 
14th.—Same as yesterday. 
15th.—Feces black and stinking. Conjunctival membrane 

studded with petechiz ; abdomen very sensitive; nothing is 
partaken of but fluids. A feeble grunt is emitted with each 
expiration, and complete paralysis is present. 

16th.—The faces are less fluid; and, excepting where 
the blood-spots and patches are, the skin is much paler in 
colour. 

17th.—Extreme prostration is present, and dissolution seems 
to be fast approaching. The faces are mingled with blood and 
small particles of soft grey sloughs. The entire body is con- 
vulsed, and, as the animal lies, the legs are violently jerked 
towards the trunk. 

18th.—The convulsions continued throughout the day. 
Animal died at 6 o’clock p.m. 

Pie B.—April 28th.—Slight dulness is perceptible, and the 
food is partaken of indifferently. There is marked thirst, and 
the skin is hotter than natural. 

29th.—Much the same as yesterday. 
30th.—The skin is intensely hot and of a deep red colour ; 

dulness is increased, and the face slightly pinched. 
May 1st.—The red colour of the skin is less diffused, and 

arash has appeared in irregular patches; the appetite is very 
fastidious and the thirst intense. 

2nd.—A. watery discharge issues from the eyes and nostrils ; 
but in other respects there is no perceptible change. 

3rd.—A few small red spots exist on the belly and on the 
throat; dulness is more marked ; the skin of face is more cor- 
tugated, and the countenance expressive of pain. The move- 
ments are somewhat feeble, and rigors are present. 
4th A few more spots have appeared, and on some of yes- 

terday’s crop a little moisture is visible. 
5th.—Food is entirely refused, and the animal is evidently 

much weaker; the pulse is quick and feeble ; the bowels con- 
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stipated, and the discharge from the eyes and nostrils is as- 
suming a puriform character. 

6th.—A fresh eruption of spots has occurred on the inner 
parts of the arms and thighs, also behind the ears; they are very 
numerous, and in some places confluent. The spots erupted 
on the 3rd have entirely disappeared, leaving the epithelium 
raised and desquamating. Prostration is great, and shivering is 
excited by the least exposure. 

7th.—There is no perceptible alteration. 
8th.—The countenance has a stupid expression. The con- 

junctival membrane is much injected; the skin is intensely hot, 
especially on the abdomen; the primary spots are turning to a” 
yellowish-brown colour, but those of the second crop are sub- 
siding. | 

9th.—The prostration is very great and the gait unsteady. 
The spots have almost entirely disappeared. On the inner part 
of the thighs are two large vesicles, and on the breast two 
others. Diarrhoea is now present, and the faces are very offen- 
sive ; the skin is much cooler, and less red than at any time 
since the eruption. The tips of the ears are of a bluish-red 
colour. 

10th.—The vesicles* are increasing in number, and some are 
confluent ; there is considerable emaciation, and the slightest 
exertion gives rise to a fit of coughing. ‘There is every indica- 
tion of pneumonic complication. 

11th.—Vesication is extending, and large layers of epidermis 
may now be removed from the seat of the confluent vesicles. 
Diarrhoea is very acute; the stools are of very yellow colour, 
fluid, and offensive. The animal rises with difficulty, and rolls 
from side to side in progression. Vision is much impaired. 
The breathing is quick and panting. Pressure to the abdomen 
excites struggling and squealing—which, however, is very feeble 
and plaintive, and attended with a cough. 

12th.—Emaciation is rapidly increasing, and there is com- 
plete prostration, with low delirious grunting. The skin is 
turning purple in patches, and petechial spots are scattered over 
the abdomen. Some of the vesicles are refilling. The extremities. 
are cold, and the breathing is quick and hoarse. 

13th.—The animal died, after being in a comatose condition 
for several hours. . 

* A number of “ ivory points” were charged with virus from these vesicles for 
inoculating purposes, See Experiment II. 7 
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Pic TypHom THEerMoMETRICAL TABLE.* 

EXPERIMENT I. 

A. 

Date. Morning. Evening. Date. | Morning. | Evening. 

°o °o oO 

April 20, 103-2 103°8 | May 5 102-4 | 105°2 
, 21) 102-6 | 103-6 sie 6 106-0 | 1046 
5» 22) 103-4 103°6 oi he 104-0 104°6 
a at). , 103-0 103-2 eae 104°4 104°8 
5, 24! 1032 103-2 a ae 104°6 104-0 
;, 25} 103-0 103-4 sd ppcepi sede 104-0 
se 26 | > 108-2 103-2 be salt 104°0 105-2 
eee 103°6 103°2 gy. 105°0 105-0 
ott aa 104°0 104°2 BW its 104-0 104-0 
ai 104-0 104-6 p14 104-0 105-0 
,, 30} 104-2 104°6 Boe as, bis ORG 106*4 

May 1| 1046 | 105-0 een 7 103°6 103-0 
., 2] 105-0 106-4 as y An eee 102-0 
By) 1104-8 105-2 siti 96-0 00-0 
Be A aes me 105-2 105-0 

B. 

Date. | Morning. | Evening. | Date, Morning. | Evening. 

° ° | ° ° 
April 20 103-2 | 108-2 | May 2 | 103-0 104-0 
er feo | mee 8 103-8 104°8 
bee ee 08-2 | 02-6. - |} 2 4 105-2 105-2 
a 2 OF a PT ia ere 10i°0 | 105-4 
ek 103-0 | 103-2 apes 2 105-8 | 105-2 
i “ons 103-4 ath dae Me i 104°8 105°2 
a ae 103-6 | 104-0 1 8 | (1062 «| 105-2 
5 eued 103°6 | 103-4 | ne 104-6 | 103-0 
a ae 10£-0 104-2 | ,,. 10 104-0 | 104-4 
Biri gg 102-0 10t-¢ | 5, WW | 101s | 105-2 
fs 30 104-0 104-6) 5 12 |. 96-8 00-0 

May 1| 103-6 104-0 | 

Experiment II.—By this experiment it was sought to determine 
whether the fluid contained in the eruptive vesicles had the power 
of producing typhoid fever by inoculation. The fluid employed 
was collected, on the 19th of April, from one of the pigs used in 
the preceding experiment. On the 15th of May, a healthy pig, 
about six months old, was inoculated from the charged ivory 
points already referred to. The operation was performed in 
the ordinary manner, as for vaccination, by simply scratching 
the skin very superficially, and wiping the charged points upon 

* This Table dates from the day prior to that of exposure. 
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the excoriated surface. The part selected for the operation was 
the inner side of the thigh. Four points were employed upon 
the three separate scratchings. 
May 16th.—The inoculated spots exhibit no efflorescence 

beyond what would be observed in an ordinary scratch. 
17th.—The local signs of irritation are less marked than yes- 

terday. There is no exudation from the scratches ; indeed, the 
parts are quite dry. 

18th.—The redness has almost entirely disappeared from the 
site of the inoculation, and there are no signs of constitutional 
disturbance. 

19th.—The scabs from the places of inoculation are falling | 
off, and the surrounding skin has resumed its normal colour. 
There was slight dulness towards evening; and the skin, which 
was cool in the morning, became hot. 

20th.—The skin is intensely hot this morning: a diffused 
redness covers the belly, as well as the throat and the inside of 
the arms. Food is taken with indifference, but fluids are largely 
swallowed. 

21st.—Dulness is much increased. On the belly six or seven 
raised spots of a red colour are visible. The efflorescence is more 
extensive and intense; behind the ears it is very marked, and 
also on the inner side of the thighs. Thirst is great, and food is 
almost entirely refused. The faeces are softer than they were 
yesterday ; several evacuations have taken place during the 
day. 
22nd:—On the inner side of the arms and thighs, and behind 

the ears, many red spots exist. Rigors are very decided, 
and a great desire for warmth is evinced. The eyes are con- 
gested and watery, and there is considerable prostration of 
strength. 

23rd.—The spots first erupted are subsiding, and a dark red 
point, not unlike an ordinary flea-bite, is seen in the centre; a 
tew fresh ones have appeared on the haunch and breast. The 
faeces are more consistent than when last referred to. Thirst is 
very great, and food is altogether refused. The body is ema- 
ciated, and the prostration increased. 

24th.—The spots erupted on the 22nd are declining, and the 
epidermis covering them is raised in scales. In the centre of 
all the spots the flea-bite point is to be seen. 

25th.—The eruption is rapidly disappearing, leaving behind 
a yellowish-brown stain. The faces are firmer in consistence ; 
and the animal appears to be better. The thirst is not so great, 
and a little food is taken occasionally. Towards evening the 
skin again became very hot. 

26th.—Two or three fresh spots have appeared on the haunch; 
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a watery discharge issues from the eyes and nose, and the face 
wears a pained expression. 

27th.—The bowels exhibit marked irritation ; the evacuations 
are frequent, small in quantity, and of a yellowish-brown colour. 
The epidermis is desquamating from the seat of the eruption, 
and several fresh spots have heen developed on the throat. 

28th.—The countenance presents a stupid appearance ; the 
movements are feeble and unsteady ; the stools are liquid, and 
emit an offensive odour. 

29th.—Prostration increased ; the rigors are very severe, and 
the pulse is quick, small, and feeble. ‘Towards evening large 
irregular patches of redness appeared on the belly and breast, 
and the diarrhcea became more severe. 

30th.—A fresh crop of spots has appeared on the belly and 
about the ears. Diarrheea is very acute. Pressure applied to 
the belly occasions pain; the eyes and nose discharge a puri- 
form matter. Prostration is now very great, and the body is 
more emaciated. 

31st.—Much: the same as yesterday, excepting that the skin 
is less red, and the eruption has somewhat subsided. 

June 1st.—The belly and breast are studded with petechie 
and blood-blotches of various sizes. The gait is rolling and un- 
steady, and a low continuous grunt is emitted with each expira- 
tion. = - 
2nd.—A few fresh spots have appeared on the haunch and on 

the inner side of the arms and thighs; the epidermis of the ears 
and contiguous parts is broken, and stands out in thick brown 
scales; on being removed, a raw red surface is exposed. Alto- 
gether, however, the animal seems better, and its desire for 
water is less. 

3rd.—The haunch is now more or less covered with vesicles,* 
some of which are confluent. Large layers of epidermis may be 
readily removed from the part. The ears are of a purple hue, 
and the cuticle is freely desquamating. The countenance is less 
expressive of pain, and the diarrhoea has somewhat abated. 
4th—The feces are less fluid, and the animal has a decidedly 

better appearance. The discharge from the eyes and nose has 
nearly subsided ; and, excepting the hemorrhagic patches, the 
redness of the skin has almost disappeared. 

5th.—The appetite is better this morning; the vesicles are 
drying up, and the entire surface of the skin is covered with 
thick and loose epidermic scales. The stools are, however, 
more fluid and fceetid than they have been since the attack. 

6th.—Beyond slight twitchings of the muscles of the fore- 

* Twenty-four “ivory points” were charged with the virus. 
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limbs, there is no apparent change in the general condition of 
the animal. 
7th—The head-symptoms are less severe; there is no dis- 

position on the part of the animal, however, to leaye its bed, 
even though moderate force is applied. The muscular twitch- 

' ings are more marked and frequent, and rigors are provoked by 
the slightest exposure. The axille are intensely red. 

8th.—Excepting that a few fresh haemorrhagic spots have been 
developed in different parts of the skin, the symptoms are much 
the same as yesterday. 

9%th.—This morning the evacuations are involuntary; the 
stools are watery and very offensive. The abdomen is “tucked” 
up,” the back is arched, and the extremities are directed towards 
each other, as if to relax the abdominal muscles. The animal is 
extremely emaciated, and almost reduced to a skeleton. 

10th.—The stools are deeply stained with blood; several 
small coagula, as well as some greyish-white masses of typhoid 
exudation, have been discharged during the day. The ears are 
uniformly purple, and very cold ; they are covered with a thick 
Jayer of desquamating cuticle and dried exudation matter. 

11th.—The abdomen is tumid, and very tender; otherwise 
the symptoms are much the same as yesterday. 

12th.—More large blood-blotches have appeared on the sides: 
The ears are quite livid, and, around the border, exhibit a 
gangrenous condition. ‘The abdominal pain is less shown on 
the application of pressure ; but the general health is worse. The 
breathing is distinctly accelerated, and the emaciation continues 
to increase. 

13th.—Gangrene of the ears is extending rapidly. The 
animal presents a pitiable aspect. The breathing is quick, and 
the bronchial sound harsh. ‘There is likewise an occasional 
cough. l 

14th.—A large portion of both ears is circumscribed by a line 
of intense redness, and the sloughing process has fairly com- 
menced. Food is taken sparingly; but there is no decided 
change in the general condition of the animal. 

15th.—From this time to July 31st very slight progress to- 
wards recovery was made. Although now far adyanted, the 
sloughing process in regard to the ears is not completed. The 
animal was destroyed. 

Experiment III.—In order to place beyond all doubt that the, 
disease in the pig last experimented on depended entirely on the 
inoculation with the virus, and was not the result of ordinary 
contagion, Mr. Axe had recourse to another experiment. To in- 
sure complete isolation from all known sources of infection, he 
availed himself of the services of Messrs. Priestman and Ray- 
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ment—two gentlemen well known in connection with contagious 
diseases of animals. A pig was obtained from a healthy stock, + 
and inoculated by Mr. Priestman on his own premises, on the 
10th of June. Ivory points charged with the virus from the pig 
referred to in the last experiment were employed, and the mode 
of operating was the same as in the former case. The animal 
was kept some distance away from the College, which at that 
time was to be considered as an infected place; and it was not 
until the disease had become fully established that it was brought 
under Mr. Axe’s care. Knowing the contagious nature of the 
malady, he had refrained from visiting it; and to the kindness 
of Messrs. Priestman and Rayment he is indebted for the fol- 
lowing report of the progress of the disease. 

June 14th.—Four of the teats are very red, and slightly 
swollen ; towards evening the redness disappeared. 

_ 15th.—Surface of the body very hot ; loss of appetite ; tremors, 
and marked restlessness present. 

16th.—The surface heat has subsided ; a few red raised spots 
are to be seen on the belly, and on the inner side of the thighs ; 
food is altogether refused ; respiration somewhat increased. 
The animal lies on his side, and there is no disposition to move. 
In the evening the spots had nearly disappeared ; a little food 
was partaken of ; but the surface of the body again became hot. 

17th.More spots have appeared on the sides of the belly, 
in patchy groups. In the evening they declined somewhat, and 
were less distinctly seen. 

18th.—The appetite has improved ; tremors are still present ; 
the faces are hard, and covered with a little bloody mucus. 

19¢h.—The surface temperature is slightly exalted. 
20th.—No change. 
21st.—No appetite ; skin dry and scaly. 
22nd.—Feeds a little ; bowels still constipated. 
From the last-mentioned date to the 6th of July, on which 

day the animal was brought to the College Infirmary, the general 
symptoms of illness underwent but little change. They were, 
however, associated with desquamation of cuticle from the entire 
surface of the body. 

On the arrival of the animal at the Infirmary, Mr. Axe sub- 
mitted it to a careful examination, and fully satisfied himself 
that the symptoms were those of enteric fever. The ears and 
haunch were marked by irregular patches of a deep purple hue. 
The eyes were congested, red, and watery ; and the dirt which 
had accumulated around them indicated that this watery con- 
dition had existed for some time. The inner side of the thighs 
and arms, and the underpart of the belly were covered by loose 
desquamating epidermis. The ears were covered with thick, 

ad 
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grey scabs, and the general mass of cuticle was being rapidly 
removed from the body. The countenance was haggard, and 
the gait feeble and unsteady. ‘The extremities were cold; and 
the bowels constipated. The belly was tumid, and resonant on 
percussion. Pressure revealed some abdominal tenderness, but 
whether this arose from the tympanitic state of the belly, or 
from actual intestinal disease, could not be well determined. 

7th.—All the symptoms observed yesterday are intensified ; 
the abdomen is now distended to an enormous degree. The 
animal has a dull, confused, and stupid look; and convulsive 
twitchings of the muscles are present to a greater or less extent 
over the entire body. 

8th.—The bowels are still constipated, and the tympany is 
undiminished ; the nervous depression is aggravated... The 
animal obstinately refuses to move, even though pressed to do 
so. A peculiar groan is emitted when any attempt is made to 
disturb him. 

9th.—This morning the animal is in a state of collapse. He 
died about noon. 

Experiment IV.—This may be called a purely accidental ex- 
periment; nevertheless, it serves to illustrate the incubative 
period of the affection, and to determine its virulently contagious 
nature. The case also furnishes data as to the progress of the 
symptoms, and serves with the others to indicate the onder of 
events as they occur during the fever process. 

The animal which had been procured by Mr. Ha Rea for 
the purpose of being inoculated escaped from its house, and 
gained access to the pig used in Experiment II., on July 1st— 
twenty-one days after its inoculation. It was allowed to remain 
with the experimental pig until the 6th of July, when both of 
them were brought to the College. At this time infection was 
clearly established; and although the animal exhibited no 
marked signs of illness, a distinct eruption of raised, red spots 
existed on the breast, and on the inner side of the arms. ‘The 
spots were not numerous, but isolated, and scattered over a large 
surface. The eyes were suffused, and slightly injected ; food 
was taken freely, but there was considerable thirst. 

July 7th—The eruption has extended to the abdomen and 
the inner side of the thighs. In the last-named parts, the spots 
are numerous, and grouped together in confluent masses. The 
bowels are constipated, and the faces coated with thick tena- 
cious mucus. ‘Towards evening there were violent paroxysms 
of shivering, and a great desire for warmth was manifested. 
On the spots erupted in the morning vesicles are developing, 
and the surface of the skin is moistened with exudation., The 
face is pinched, and presents a painful aspect. . 
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8th.—The eyes are very red, and a watery discharge issues 
from them, and also from the nostrils. A pungent heat is felt 
over the entire surface of the skin. The spots are rapidly sub- 
siding ; the desire for water is much increased. 

9th.—The spots have almost entirely disappeared, but the 
skin on the breast and ears is intensely red and hot. The feces 

are still hard, and coated with mucus. The face has a dull and 
stupid expression, and the movements of the body, although 
regular, are, nevertheless, feeble. 

10th.—The eruption has entirely subsided, leaving the skin 
freckled with yellowish-brown spots, and the ieataale raised and 
ragged. The seat of the eruption is spotted over with bluish- 
red points. 

_ 11th.—On the inner side of the thighs about half-a-dozen fresh 
spots have appeared, but otherwise there is a general remission 
of all the symptoms, and the animal is disposed to take food. 

12th.—The discharge from the eyes is puriform, and the 
nasal flux is tinged with blood. The favourable change in the 
general symptoms recorded yesterday continues to-day. 

13th.—This morning the animal looked more cheerful, and 
seemed altogether better. Towards evening, however, the skin 
became hot, and four small, irregular patches of a bright-red 
colour appeared about the umbilicus, and threatened a fresh out- 
break of papules. 

14th.—Half-a-dozen spots are now developed on the belly ; 
the restlessness and irritability are very marked. There are no 
indications of pain on pressure being. applied to the abdomen, 
but all the favourable symptoms of the past two days have 
passed away. 

15th.—The body shows signs of emaciation, and the move- 
ments are feeble and unsteady. Although the general symptoms 

_are not intensified, the prostration is more decided. No desire is 
evinced to move, even when an attempt is made to raise the animal. 

16th.—The bowels are still constipated, and well-marked 
rigors are present. The spots are fast subsiding; but the tips of 
the ears and feet present a livid hue. 

17th.—Beyond an extension of the discoloration of the ears 
there is no local: change; the general condition of the animal 
is much the same. 

18th.—A decided disposition to take food exists, and the 
desire for fluids is much diminished. The irritability and rest- 
lessness have almost entirely subsided, and there is an abatement 
in the severity of all the symptoms. 
19th.—The favourable change of yesterday is continued to-day. 
20th.—The skin is more cool, and the cuticle is desquamating 

over its entire surface. Thirst is less intense. The discharge 
VOL. XII.—S. S. U 



from the eyes and nose has much diminished, and the confused _ 
and pained expression of the face has now almost disappeared. 
A little more food has been taken, and there is a marked improve- 
ment in the general state of the animal. 
21st—The bowels are relaxed, and the stools are of a dark 

brown hue. The skin of the haunch is studded with haemorr- 
hagic patches, and the belly exhibits a number of petechiz. 
The desire for food has much increased, and the fever symptoms 
are on the wane. 

22nd.— The stools are more fluid and frequent, and the 
bowels manifest signs of irritation. The general health, how- 
ever, appears to be much better, and the thirst has declined. 

23rd.—Blood-blotches of various sizes are now to be seen on 
the neck and about the ears. The bowels are more relaxed, and 
the emaciation continues ; but the appetite is improved, and the 
general condition is decidedly more favourable. 

From this date to August 14th the diarrheea continued, with 
slight intermissions, and the wasting of the body gradually went 
on. The appetite was very variable, but no signs of acute 
suffering were evinced. From time to time the faeces were 
searched, but in vain, for typhoid sloughs; still there cannot be — 
a doubt that ulceration of the intestine existed, though probably 
to only a slight extent. 
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Pig Typnor THERMOMETRICAL TABLE.* 

EXPERIMENT II. 

A 

Date. Morning. | Evening. | Date. | Morning. Evening. 

‘_ | | Ri 
ie) ° ° i?) 

May 15 103°4 103°6 || June 12 | 104:6 104°8 
sete 103°6 HOB! 6. OSS 104°2 104°2 
en 104° 1038 pide, bar Oe 104°- | “ 
ie 18 103° 103s in ll fesse ai 1038'S | 104: 
Lapa) 103°8 108° £0 -)\ eee ee 103°8 103°8 
2. 20 104° HO7=e8! Wig Siar 104°4 k 
Sol ees | 105° 106° Barnes: 104: 105° 
on, 22 104°8 105°4 ata 103°4 103°8 
>» 28 103°4 105°2 Bart: 103° 104: 
jane 104°6 106° Cea | ‘i a 
ees 106°8 105°8 7 a - 103°4 
46) 26 105° 106° v» 18 | 1044 | 1046 
eae 7 103°6 1or-4 PS), ie) gee 103+ 
can lo 105-2 106°8 450018 104 | 105° 
5s 6291) =: 104-2 106°6 > 16. |, ©1082 |. + 208: 
552? 180 105-4 105°4 ROE: 103°6 105°2 
saaty Bk 104°6 pss Sat 103-6 | be 

June 1 1046 105° | ny) 1919 10k 

* This Table dates from the day of inoculation. @ 
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Pia TypHom THERMOMETRIOCAL TABLE. 

Experiment III. 

Date. Morning. Evening. Date. | Morning. | Evening. 

Se ee | pede! tt 

| o ° ° ° 
June 10* ae 103° June 19 102-4 a 

oe *T1 a 103° 22099 104-8 | uy 
“ar 1024 104-2 5) FE ies (OG all ‘8 
me. «13 102°6 a. lice eeho lt pa MRon, tke 10s s 
ae 14 102°4 ANGE eallics'si. a cle 103°6 | 104'8 
oS 104-2 105°8 July 6 i. | 102- 
Bo 16 104°2 103° der grtrhe 104°1 105°8 
4 17 104£°6 a a ee: 105°S | 106-6 
18 102° # | er. 105° A 

EXPERIMENT IV. 

j ! 

Date. | Morning. Evening. | Date. | Morning. | Evening. 

: 
July 6+ 7 105° July 19 104: 104°4 

Ba 3 | 105°8 105°6 aanaito 104°2 104°6 
ce eS 105°8 106° eee 104° | 104-2 
Sea 105° 105°8 rile 103-6 | 104+ 
D0 105-2 105°S selec D3 103°8 | 5 
Pmandite e4t05-8 106: vo) 24 |. 208: , | 108-4 
i IS 104: 104°6 ala 103° 103°2 
ts 104: 105° Ch Aw ST: A |  .103°6 
14 105: 105°6 Fa oT 103° | 103° 
Bete 104°6 MO tree lls: tee 2S oi 103°4 
cs 16 | 105° 105-4 | ,, 29 | 103: 103° 
e417 104°2 1046 42a COR 102°8 103° 
Bey 485} |) 204- 104-2 || 5, 31 | 102-6 102'8 

| 

Mr. Axe concludes his Report by observing, that the patho- 
logical lesions developed in the progress of this affection were 
seen chiefly in the intestinal canal. Here were found ulcera- 
tions of various extent, and not unfrequently in both the large 
-and small intestines; the lymphatic glands, lungs, throat, and 
mouth were likewise more or less diseased, and the body 
generally was in a state of extreme emaciation. 

CHEMICAL ANALYSES IN CASES OF SUPPOSED POISONING. 

The following Report, on investigations which have been 
undertaken in the Laboratory of the College, has been supplied 
by Professor Tuson :— 

“During the past year, very many cases of interest to the agri- 
culturist have been investigated in the Laboratory of the College 

_ * Date of inoculation. + Five days after inoculation. 

U2 
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by myself and assistants. ‘The most important have been cases _ 
of poisoning in the domesticated animals; and my experience 
leads me to the conclusion that both foxes and hounds are being 
destroyed more frequently than is generally supposed—the 
agent employed being occasionally arsenic, but in the majority 
of instances strychnia. That the latter agent is more commonly 
resorted to than any other for the destruction of animal life is to be 
accounted for, I believe, by the circumstance that strychnia—in 
the form of the so-called Vermin Killers—can be purchased with 
greater facility than any other poison. During the fifteen years. 
I have held the Professorship of Chemistry in the Royal Veteri- 
nary College, I have investigated between five hundred and six 
hundred cases of actual poisoning or supposed poisoning in the 
lower animals ; and in almost every instance in which I have 
detected strychnia in a dog or a fox, I have found the remains of 
a rabbit, hare, rat, or pheasant or other bird, in the animal’s 
stomach ; such rabbit, &c., having doubtless been charged with 
the poison and then used as a bait. [ have likewise conducted, 
during the past year, many analyses of the viscera of cattle and 
sheep in which lead has been found ; and, from inquiries made, 
it would appear that all of them have been cases of malicious 
or wilful poisoning—probably with acetate (sugar) of lead—for 
no evidence could be gained of the animals having had access to 
paint, water contaminated with lead, bullet-spray from rifle-butts, 
or to any of the other well-known accidental sources of lead- 
poisoning. I have likewise to record a case of the poisoning 
of two cows through drinking water from a brook which was 
polluted by drainage from a gas-work in the neighbourhood of 
London. The water, on being analysed, was found to be highly 
charged with sulphide of calcium, an exceedingly powerful irri- 
tant. As is well known, lime is used to remove the sulphu- 
retted hydrogen from coal-gas; and in performing this office it 
becomes transformed into sulphide of calcium. After a certain 
time the purifier is discharged of its contents, which are allowed 
to remain exposed to the air in the yards of gas-works. Rain 
falling on them dissolves the sulphide of calcium ; and, in the 
case now cited, the solution formed found its way into,the brook. 

“In the manufacture of sulphate of ammonia from gas-liquor, 
for manurial purposes, large volumes of highly noxious sul- 
phuretted hydrogen gas are, in badly-arranged works, vomited 
into. the atmosphere, which is not only prejudicial to sur- 
rounding vegetation, but is also prejudicial to the health of, and 
even fatal to, animals. In a recent inquiry in which I was 
professionally engaged, a varnish-maker, his family, and his. 
horses, dogs, and fowls, had been living in Kent in perfect. health 
for twenty years. About three years ago a sulphate of ammonia. 
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~work was erected within a few yards of his residence and manu- 
factory. Since that time, especially at night, sulphuretted hydro- 
gen has been evolved in large quantities from the sulphate of 
ammonia works, and the family above referred to have suffered, 
more or less continuously, from nausea, fainting, diarrhcea, and 
the other well-known effects of sulphuretted hydrogen ; all fowls 
-die on his premises; one large Newfoundland dog, after exhi- 
biting the symptoms of poisoning by this gas, died; and his 
horses have been more or less affected. 
“Tn addition to the foregoing, I have examined several well- 

waters recently polluted with sewage and drainage; and the 
general and scientific evidence obtained proved that the sickness 
and mortality among farm-stock observed in connection with 
these cases have been occasioned by the drinking of the waters 
so contaminated. 

* Among the cases of cattle-foods sent to me for analysis, I 
may refer to three, which were samples of rape-cake containing 
large quantities of charlock (wild mustard). The eating of these 
cakes by beasts, in three ‘different counties, was followed by 
many deaths.” 

X1.— Annual Report of the Consulting Chemist for 1875. 
By Dr. Auaustus VortcgKer, F.R.S. 

‘THE appended tabulated summary shows that the number of 
samples of feeding-stuffs, manures, soils, waters, &Kc., sent to 

_ me for analysis in 1875, by members of the Royal Agricultural 
Society, exceeded the number sent in 1874 by 59. As many 
_as 704 analyses and accompanying Reports were sent by me to 
individual members of the Society during the period between 
December 1874 and December 1875. With the exception of the 
year 1871, in which an unusually large number of oilcakes were 
sent for examination, this is the largest number of analyses which 
have been made by me for members in a single year, as will be 
seen by the following returns for the years 1867-75 :-— 

Number of Analyses made for Members of the Royal Agricultural 
Society. 

USGI 23s SCout 2 UST Acetate gape Gow 
WEES. ede sey ieee, 402 TOT nite ects om sobene lad 
SOU on «5. 400 USA Se acy Voce 

' WerGar asst ise, <3) ISO LOig Nac eee 
MSE AY, 202730 

The paper which I contributed to the ‘ Journal,’ “ On the Com- 
position and Properties of Drinking Water, and Water used for 
general purposes,” appears to have had the effect of directing the 
attention of country residents to the important and much- 
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neglected subject of a wholesome water-supply for man and beast. 
An unprecedentedly large number (78) of samples of water 
were analysed by me in 1875 for members of the Society; and, 
as in previous years, a considerable proportion of them were 
found totally unfit for drinking purposes. 

Occasionally, in the country, horses and cattle are supplied 
with water which partakes more of the character of liquid manure: 
than that of spring- or wholesome well-water. Thus, quite 
recently, I had sent to me from Lincolnshire a specimen of water, 
which had been taken from a well, and had caused the death of 
two horses, one cow, and three beasts. Passing by the details. 
of the analysis, I may observe that the smell of the water was 
extremely disgusting, and it was almost as much coloured as 
liquid manure. I found in it fully as much ammonia as in 
town-sewage, on an average, and a larger proportion of saline 
constituents. In point of fact, this well-water was rather con- 
centrated sewage than water. It is scarcely necessary to say that 
such a filthy liquid unquestionably is unwholesome, and likely 
to produce all kinds of disorders. It is surprising that any person. 
should have given such a liquid to horses or cows, for it was — 
not ordinary well-water, but rather concentrated liquid manure, 
which ought to have been kept in the manure-heap, and not have 
been allowed to percolate into a neighbouring well, to the injury 
of the manure, and to the still more serious damage of the stock 
which was supplied with the contents of such a poisoned well. 

In mining districts the water of brooks and streams not unfre- 
quently becomes contaminated with metallic poisons. A case 
of water poisoned by lead was brought under my notice last 
June by a member of the Society residing in the neighbourhood 
of Matlock in Derbyshire, who wrote to me as follows :— 

“‘T occupy some land through which a brook runs, and into: 
this brook the refuse of some lead-smelting works is poured. 
The water of the brook is backed up in a kind of reservoir for 
the use of some bleaching-works further down the stream, and, in 
consequence, some of the scum from the lead-works becomes mixed 
with the water. I have lately lost a mare and foal; and several 
of my cattle have, from some cause or other, gone off very much 
in condition ; and I am desirous of knowing whether the water 
in the brook is injurious and unfit for use.” 

The water sent for analysis was taken from the reservoir at 
Lea Bridge. The whole of the bottom of the reservoir, I was 
informed, is covered with a deposit, a sample of which was also 
sent for examination. 

The analysis of the water showed that it contained soluble 
lead-compounds in appreciable quantities, and was totally. unfit 
for drinking purposes ; and much lead was found in the sediment 
at the bottom of the reservoir. 
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I have next to report a case of injury done to stock by ergotized 
grass, brought under my notice by Mr. Richard Garrett, Carleton 
Hall, Saxmundham, who wrote to me on the 28th of September, 
1875 :— 
My pear Sir,—We have been having bullocks die on some of the marshes 

near here, without being able to discover the cause of death; one died last 
Saturday suddenly ; it appeared to be healthy and well on Friday, and was 
found dead on Saturday. 

On careful examination, the stomach and intestines exhibited every symptom 
of having been poisoned. 

Carefully inspecting the marsh on which the bullock had been, a few stalks 
of grass were found with some excrescence, similar to ergot of rye, and some 
of the same kind of seeds could be seen in the stomach and paunch of the 
dead bullock. 

I enclose herewith a few of these grass seeds I allude to; I shall be glad if 
you will inform me if this is ergot, as, if it is, it will explain a great deal that 
has been a mystery to graziers in these parts for the last few months. 

Yours very truly, 
To Dr. Voelcher. RicHarD GARRETT. 

The specimens sent by Mr. Garrett were readily recognised 
by me as ergot.* 

I have frequently directed the attention of members to the 
indigestibility of the coarsely ground cotton-seed husks, which 
are often found in badly made whole-seed cotton-cakes, and the 
injury which such cakes do to stock, especially when fed upon 
dry food without a sufficient allowance of succulent food, such 
as roots or grass. Nevertheless, not a year passes in which I do 
not receive for examination samples of cotton-cake, alleged to be 
poisonous. In the past year, again, several instances of injury 
to stock by cotton-cake—one case terminating fatally—were 
brought under my notice. No poison, however, was detected in 
the cakes sent for analysis; and the injury which they un- 
doubtedly did to cattle was clearly traced to the coarse con- 
dition and consequent indigestibility of the cotton-seed husks in 
them. 

Decorticated cotton-cake, likewise, is rather indigestible, and 
should be broken up finer than is usual with linseed-cake. 
Better still it is to reduce the decorticated cotton-cake to powder, 
and to mix the meal, which contains as much as 40 to 41 per 
cent. of albuminous compounds, with Indian corn or rice-meal, 
or other farinaceous meals, comparatively poor in those nitro- 
genous compounds. 

Cotton-cake meal is occasionally sent from America, and, if 
fresh and in good condition, is a useful and more handy concen- 

* For further information on this subject, see a paper, “On Ergot,” by W. 
Carruthers, F.R.S., Consulting Botanist to the Society, in Vol.x., Part 2, page 443, 
of he second series of this ‘ Journal.’ 
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trated food than cotton-cake. A sample of cotton-seed meal, 
sent to me last month by a member of the Society, on analysis, 
was found to contain, in 100 parts :— 

Composition of a pe of Cotton-seed Meal. 

MOIstMTe: 25,5 fee cise, anst quenadtty Ae unheated ae 
(Cu Seis ies RRO 

*Albuminous compounds (flesh- forming matters) .. « 48°12 
Mucilage, sugar, and digestible fibre os rncsitbtiek ate 
Woody fibre (cellulose) 26. we Men) sot nein Mrs liam A 
Mineral matter (ash).,; \.3) 1.1), «nq dew acest ane iene 

100°00 

* Containing nitrogen .. ae eK) 6) 

The cotton-seed meal, apparently, was nothing but decorticated 
cotton-cake reduced to powder. It contained somewhat less 
oil than the best decorticated cotton-cake, but fully as high a 
percentage of albuminous compounds. One part of this 
cotton-seed meal and two or three of Indian corn, or one part 
of cotton-seed meal, one of Indian corn, and two of barley-meal, 
would make a cheap and very superior feeding-meal. 

Hemp-seed cake is not often sold as such in the market. It 
is well known, however, to oilcake adulterators; being cheaper 
than linseed-cake and a wholesome feeding material, it is readily 
bought up for producing mixed or adulterated oilcakes. 
A sample of hemp-cake, recently analysed by me, had the 

following composition :— 

* Composition “4 a ‘ae Hemp-cake. 

Moisture .. ..  .. : 5. JUL AE LORS, 
Oilerys. S17. Gib LLG 
*AIbuminous compounds (flesh- forming matters) .. -- 29°56 
Mucilage, sugar, and digestible fibre .. .. .. .. 18°03 
Woody fibre (cellulose) ce je cay papel gece (0k) Beane 
Mineral matter'(ash) “* 1.09) 2°75 © 2s) Ore | See eee 

100°00 

. 

* Containing nitrogen! ..!)\w...«!ssilewinlirs ieee teen: Ge 

Hemp-cake is not equal to linseed-cake in feeding , quality ; 
but in my judgment it is worth more as an article of food than 
whole-seed cotton-cake. About 8/. 8s. per ton would be a fair 
price for hemp-cake of good quality. 

I have also to report on a novel description of feeding-cake, 
produced by pressing into cakes the starchy and glutinous refuse 
fibre obtained in the manufacture of Indian oan ate 

ie 
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A maize-cake of that kind I found of the following compo- 
sition ;:— 

Composition of a Feeding-cake, being the compressed and dried starchy 
Jibre which is produced in the manufacture of Corn-flour. 

IDRIS TCE Ms aa los) as so: celia oh eeaact. Cxap LOVED 
Wille enecpadaie wan OTOL 
*Albuminous compounds (flesh- forming matters) .. pel O06 
Starch, mucilage, and digestible fire a ee ae Geet 
Indigestible woody fibre (cellulose) S. Uses ealbaee PaOe 
Mineral matter (ash): ¥.. <q 7b) 5 cee “80 

100°00 

SeCorenimincmitrorc ati Ao mes t. . ee hel oy (ee 

This cake contains a considerable proportion of oil, much 
starch and digestible fibre, with a fair amount of albuminous 
compounds. If it can be obtained at a moderate price, it may 

_ be given with advantage as an auxiliary food to fattening stock ; 
but I would not recommend it for young growing animals. 
A good food for fattening purposes is Sorghum-seed, which 

occasionally can be bought in the English market at a cheap 
rate. The following analyses represent the composition of two 
different varieties of seed, recently analysed by me :— 

Composition of Two Varieties of Sorghum-seed. 

' No 1. 0. 2. 

WIGISDICMEE tas Me or, ee? We as oe oe 12°32 12°02 
Oil on Ad 2°37 3°80 
*Albuminous compounds (flesh-forming matters). de 7°75 W219 
Starch, sugar, and coca tee bres Benes, ce yee 73°06 71°82 
Woody fibre (cellulose) 5 Pm A Pe a 2A) 3°20 3°50 
Mineral matter (ash) gum Np SRP SH iene LEER 1:30 1:67 

100-00 100°00 

SIOOMAUREMILTOPED: 3) 2s os ewe) ae lc 1°24 15 

Sorghum-seed is rich in starch, but rather poor in nitrogenous 
compounds. Ground into meal, and mixed with bean- or pea- 
meal, the mixed meal will be found a good, palatable, and cheap 
food. 

_ Another article of food, recently examined by me, is a cake 
which is made in China from a species of oily bean. The 
following is the composition of this cake :— 
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Composition of Chinese Oil-Bean cake. 

Moistare .. |. ve pe. ce on sete 
Qiiey: vos) SOLER 

*Albuminous compounds (flesh-forming matters) .. . 39°25 
Starch, gum, and digestible fibre .. .. .. .. .. 84°95 
Woody fibre (cellulose) oo ee oe) oe eT eee 
Mineral matters (ash)... 4. 7 2)” ae 

100-00 

» * Containing nitrogen... -.. «... ~.. Vines Weis Seeks 

It will be seen that the Chinese oil-bean cake contains about 
634 per cent. of oil and a very high percentage of albuminous or 
flesh-forming matters. Probably this is the kind of beans from 
which the Chinese make a peculiar kind of cheese. 

Another novelty in feeding-stuffs is Liebig’s prepared meat- 
powder, which has lately been recommended for pig-feeding. 
It is produced from the refuse meat-fibre, and parts of the carcase 
which are not used: in the manufacture of extract of meat. In 
extracting the juice of meat, the larger proportion of the salts of 
potash contained in the meat pass into the extract, and the ex- 
hausted fibre becomes, to a great extent, indigestible. In order 
to remedy this defect, the Jate Baron Liebig advised the addi- 
tion of phosphate of potash to the refuse-fibre. The following 
are the results which I obtained in the analysis of a sample 
of meat-powder, prepared in accordance with Baron Liebig’s 
suggestion :— 

Composition of a Sample of Prepared Meat Powder (Refuse Meat from 
the Manufacture of Extract of Meat). 

Moisture... 6.7%. pee end ee te ol ies ae en 
ab cary. ase =p: faye age, 

*Nitrogenous organic ‘matter (chietiy fibrine) | off ban eee 
tMineral matter (ash) in) > os, Gch owe Gu 

100°00 

* Containing nitrogen .. .. = =. | 2.) le = eeneenenne 
tT (Containing jsilica- ..-. 2: 5 ss. Se.) Seer 

Phosphate sof Jimmie sessile 
Alkaline salts <2, (55...) bs Sj) geese 
Including :—potash .. ee 

chloride of sodium and. “99 
phosphoric acid .. .. .. 1°34 

With regard to the chemistry of soils, I have to report that as 
many as 43 samples of soils—a larger number than in any pre- 
vious year—were sent to me by members of the Society, in 
1875, for analysis and report. Amongst these were several 
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samples of black Russian soils, known under the name of Tcher- 
nozem, and celebrated for their great natural fertility. I am 
making inquiries respecting the yield and producing power of 
these soils, and hope at some future time to publish the results 
of my investigation in connection with practical information 
respecting the management of the Russian black wheat and 
pasture land, about which I have made inquiries. 
My attention has also been directed to the investigation of the 

cause of Anbury, or fingers-and-toes, which did much damage 
in certain districts in the past season; and I have traced the 
disease in a soil sent from Westmoreland to the deficiency of 
available potash and lime in the land upon which the turnip-crop 
was much affected by that disease 

Some interest is attached to the earth from the site of aban- 
doned dwellings and villages in Egypt. This earth, known in 
Egypt under the name of Sebah, and used for manuring purposes, 
as will be seen by the subjoined analysis, contains an appre- 
ciable amount of nitrate of potash and more phosphate of lime 
than usually occurs in the most fertile soils :— 

Composition of Egyptian Nitre-earth, called Sebah, used as Manure. 

Organic matter oye RES a PE ee pee ey | ree") 
RURCONOURTORI co Ce wea ete As gee AO OIL 
PUD cc se ee ee et ee te ee TOO 
Dulpnateron limes! L092 Aten aye tne Lee O5 
IPhesphuterot limes $00). 7.94 4.09: )-cay con ior 0°46 
Carhonste of lime ya... cls)! id we eure pline 92200 
IMCS ea ech Mai baer t ees, ast LOO 
INGiacCTORpOLashy yan seeds. Se) ms. os, LOL 
hionde ofsodiam s, fetIe) eM RTOPoIe 1-42 
Dodaewemrs. Wit Verse. MG.wid eare..0 relaxes "16 
Matas ese aught petiory Pee n testen stands: beesspo 4 “79 
Insoluble siliceous matter (clay and sand) .. .. 72°03 

100-00 

Of the 50 samples of nitrate of soda sent for analysis in 1875, 
not one was found adulterated, and the larger number were first- 
class samples, containing from 95 to 96 per cent. of pure nitrate 
of soda. 

Only four samples of potash-salts were received for analysis, 
which seems to imply that the use of potash-salts, as a rule, has 
not been found to be attended with much practical benefit. 

The quality of the samples of Peruvian guano, sent by mem- 
bers in 1875, was fully equal to that of the samples received for 
analysis in the preceding year. They yielded, on an average, 
over 12 per cent. of ammonia. Dissolved Peruvian guano 
appears to have been used more extensively in 1875 than in the 
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preceding year. All the samples sent for analysis were found 
up to the guarantee, and in a uniformly dry and finely powdered 
condition. As long as the Peruvian Government agents sell 
dissolved guano in a first-class dry and powdery state, equal to 
their guarantee, and at a fair price in comparison with the price 
of compound ammoniacal manures, I believe its consumption will 
increase from year to year. 

Mixtures of superphosphate with nitrate of soda, as is well 
known, have been used with much advantage for cereal crops, 
especially for barley. There can be no doubt that, at the present 
unusually low price of nitrate of soda, such mixtures are cheaper 
than raw or dissolved Peruvian guano. It has to be borne in 
mind, however, that nitrate of soda is not retained by soils, like 
ammoniacal salts or nitrogenous organic matters; and for this 
reason it should not be applied to the land in autumn. It is not 
always desirable to delay the application of nitrogenous top- 
dressings to cereal crops until the spring. Hence good use, it 
appears to me, will continue to be made of Peruvian guano upon 
land and for crops which are best manured in autumn or during 
the winter months, whilst nitrate of soda is best applied to soils 
upon which cereals receive the greatest amount of benefit from 
the use of readily available nitrogen in spring top-dressings. 

On naturally fertile clay-soils, and on heavy land in a fairly 
good agricultural condition, I believe nitrate of soda will be found 
a more economical application for cereal crops than Peruvian 
guano or ammoniacal top-dressings ; but there are unquestionably 
a good many soils upon which the use of nitrate of soda is more 
or less hazardous. Very poor light soils are not only deficient 
in most of the elements of fertility which are required for the 
healthy and luxuriant growth of crops, but they also do not 
possess the power of absorbing and retaining nitrogenous ma- 
nuring matters in the same degree as the heavier and better 
kinds of land. 

In wet seasons nitrate of soda, when applied to light sandy 
soils, runs greater risk of being washed into the subsoil or of 
being carried off into the drains than ammoniacal salts or nitro- 
genous organic matters, or mixtures of both. It is safer, there- 
fore, to apply upon such soils manures which, like farmyard- 
manure or Peruvian guano, have a far more complex composition 
than mixtures of superphosphate with nitrate of soda. In farm- 
yard-manure and in guano we find not only soluble phosphates 
and nitrogen in one state of combination, but they also contain 
a number of saline mineral matters and a variety of organic 
compounds which do not occur in simple mixtures of anperPHia 
phate and nitrate of soda. 

Thus Peruvian guano contains potash in appreciable quantities 
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and in various states of combination, and the nitrogen in guano 
occurs partly in the shape of a number of ammonia salts, and 
partly as uric acid and other nitrogenous organic compounds, 
which are gradually resolved into plant-food on becoming incor- 
porated with the soil. 

The practical effect upon crops of complex manures, such as 
farmyard-manure or Peruvian guano, therefore, is more certain 
and more beneficial upon light soils than that of a simple mixture 
of superphosphate and nitrate of soda. 

As yet none of the new deposits found in the south of Peru 
have been brought into the English market. If in future the 
quality of the new guano deposits should be found to vary to a 
greater extent than has been hitherto the case, it appears to me 
the door would be opened to fraudulent dealings if various kinds 
and qualities of Peruvian guano were put into the manure 
market. 

The proper course for the contractors to pursue, I am inclined 
to think, would be to consign to the factories all cargoes which 
are too damp and lumpy to be applied to the land with advantage 
in a raw state, and to make arrangements in the different ports 
of importation for incorporating high and low quality guano, of 
a good friable character, into one fairly uniform bulk. 

In my’paper “ On the Composition of Phosphatic Minerals used 
for Agricultural purposes,” I stated that it is not desirable to apply 
any of these minerals, merely in a finely-powdered condition, 
to the land; and that all phosphatic minerals required to be 
thoroughly decomposed by sulphuric acid, in order to convert 
the insoluble phosphates into perfectly soluble compounds. I 
refer to these statements because parties interested in the sale of 
Redonda phosphate, a mineral composed of phosphate of alumina 
and some phosphate of iron, recommend the use of the phos- 
phate merely in a powdered state, alleging that the application 
to the land of the finely-powdered raw phosphate has given 
satisfaction to agriculturists who have submitted this phosphate 
to the test of field-experiments. The history of artificial manures 
affords abundant evidence of the difficulty of ascertaining by so- 
called practical experiments the real value of manuring agents, 
especially if they are used in the shape of various mixtures ; and 
it is well known that, like figures, field-experiments may be 
employed to prove almost anything that is desired. 
_ The fact is that Redonda phosphate, like Alto Vela phos- 
phate—another mineral chiefly composed of phosphate of alumina 
—cannot be employed as a raw material in the manufacture of 
superphosphate ; and the extraction of phosphoric acid and the 
manufacture of alum from these minerals as yet has not proved 
to be much of a commercial success. Hence it is very natural 
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for the importers and dealers in Redonda and Alto Vela phos- 
phate to try to find a ready market for these minerals. Any- 
body at all acquainted with the true character of Alto Vela and 
Redonda phosphate, I am convinced, will support me in the 
opinion which I expressed in my paper, in opposition to the 
recommendations of the parties interested in the sale of these 
phosphates. 

This, however, is not the first time that phosphate of alumina 
has been recommended to farmers. 

I have before me a circular, issued in 1873, in which the 
Directors of a certain Company “ desire to draw the particular - 
attention of farmers, market-gardeners, and all parties interested 
in the sale of artificial manures, who may be desirous of obtaining 
high-class fertilisers at a moderate cost, to the phosphate of 
alumina, which they are now importing from the island of Alto 
Vela, in the West Indies, of which they have already a large 
stock in store for immediate delivery.” 

The same circular further states :—‘ The very small quantity 
of the Company’s Alto Vela phosphate of alumina required per 
acre, in comparison with ordinary superphosphates, renders it at 
once a most economical manure, the first cost being much lower 
in price per ton, and producing an equally satisfactory result 
over amuch larger area than is the case with any hitherto known 
artificial manure.” 

This phosphate is offered in a ground state, ready for imme- 
diate use, at 4/. 12s. 6d. per ton, and the reader of the preceding 
extracts from the Company’s circular will not be surprised to 
find in it likewise the following paragraph :—‘“ It may be con- 
fidently asserted that the Alto Vela phosphates, as manures for 
potato-crops, are unequalled. ‘These phosphates will be found 
to be highly beneficial, not only as stimulating agents, but as 
preventives of the disease which has ruined these crops in 
recent seasons. For top-dressings for grass-crops very satis- 
factory results will be obtained.” 

The sum total which is annually lost by farmers in the 
purchase of all but practically useless fertilising materials, or 
artificial manures that are not nearly worth the price at which 
they are sold, if it could be ascertained, I doubt not would excite 
astonishment, and put a very serious aspect on the question of 
the value of unexhausted manures. 

In illustration of the great variations in the real money-value 
and the actual price at which different artificial manures are 
sold, I beg to direct attention to the following analyses of three 
samples of artificial manures, which were sent to me last June 
by a member of the Society :— 
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Composition of Three Samples of Artificial Manure, marked 
No. 1, 2, and 3. 

No. 1 No. 2. | No. 3. 

AINIEGR Eat foe” (od. core lee oa Wo car vase ee 17°46 | 13°33] 10°23 

Water of combination and *organic matter . a 18°82 25°51 22°65 

25 jam of lime Sonepat ‘phosphate ae 4°97 6°45 18°91 
lime) 

Equal to seaerints (its phosphate ¥ 
lime rendered soluble by acid) . 7°79)| (10°10)} (29°60) at 

Insoluble phosphates a eR ee 7°29 | 17°60 | 12°05 

Sulphate of lime, alkaline salts and magnesia .. | 35°17 | 28°96 | 32°06 

Insoluble siliceous matter eee dee Yee 8. pe LGA | 8°15 4:10 

a 

100-00 | 100-00 | 100-00 

“Goutainingmitrogon.. .. .. .. « -.| :88| -68| 1°66 
Hgualifovammonia 2. °° 3.7. we we te | 1:07 | *83 2°02 

The comparative money-value of these manures, according to 
the preceding analyses, is :— 

& 18: 
Hare elemee Eh cn) dor ket, oc we co 4 Oper ton, 
NON Ze Ae 4 ae lens, 
BO NONOS ve OMIS0NS 

The price at which they were actually sold, delivered carriage 
paid at the nearest station, was ;— 

Zs. 
NOR Ue MOR at os aloe om hl O per ton: 
NOR Aee RMR ie aiieae io, aca sani a 55 
WNOMGe a Nese Rel st coe eeORT Om © 

Thus No. 1 was sold at 3/. 10s. per ton above its real value, 
No, 2 at 2/. 15s. above its value, and No. 3 was cheap at 81. 
er ton. 

The following are the papers contributed by me to the pages 
of the March and September numbers of the ‘ Journal’ for 
1875 :— 

1. On the Composition and Properties of Drinking Water 
and Water used for general purposes. 

2. Annual Chemical Report for 1874. 
3. On the Composition of Phosphatic Minerals used for 

Agricultural purposes. 
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Anaiyses made for Members of the Royal Agricultural Society, 
from December 1874 to December 1875. 

Guano .. 39 
Superphosphate, dissolved bones, and | compound = 190 

MOAMUTES: 25: is 
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Nitrate of soda MTree os wir on 
sulphate of ammonia... © 2.) 0 5) et ee 6 
Potash-salts’ 2. ° s.. ‘er “sn meu as Mee =a 4 
Refuse-manures .. 3 Oe. EZ 
Limestones, ales ironstones, and other minerals oat) tt OD 
SOUS ne ine 0 bus otpdip dnbimeaelorss tel orache 010) meneame aE 
Waters’... 8.) oe ioe anne sac DiGi tn ne ee 
Sewager.s* sc. bel “eel Che eee a oe aon a 3 
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Needing-cakes’.... .. “e07%Eg ie eee 
Feeding-meals. 5.2: sso. se ,, «=. 70 Sede eee 
Vegetable productions. ... ~.. . s:'| a) | a) 0 c-eel 
Bread... emer co oe Ss 1 
Examinations for poison wa) ae as, to en rr 
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Laboratory, 11, Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, E.C,, 
December 1875. 

XI1.—Annual Report of the Consulting Botanist for 1875. 

THE results of the experiments instituted by the Society, in con- 
nection with the potato competition of 1874, have been digested 
and arranged by me, and published as a Report in the recent 
number of the Society’s ‘Journal.’ A short Paper, placing | 
before the members of the Society the observations of W. G 
Smith, Esq., F.L.S., on some points in the history of the potato- 
fungus, was also written by me during the past year, and pub- 
lished in the ‘ Journal.’ 

Throughout the year I have carried on an extensive correspond- 
ence with members of the Society and others, in regard to these 
experiments and the nature of the disease which affects the 
potato. The whole subject has received fresh attention, and a 
better direction in the public press, through the action of the 
Society. 

I have again supplied members who have applied to me with 
information regarding the general character, and especially the 
germinating powers of their different crop seeds. 
My attention has been drawn by members of the Society to 

various diseases or injuries affecting their growing crops of 
wheat, oats, turnips, and potatoes, which have been investigated 
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and reported upon. ‘These various injuries were either already 
known and described; or the materials are yet too imperfect to 
permit of publication. 

(Signed) W. CARRUTHERS. 

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY IN 1875. 

I.—PERIODICALS PRESENTED TO THE SOCIETY’S 

LIBRARY, 

Presented by the respective Societies and Editors, 

A.—EneuisH, AMERICAN, AND COLONIAL PERIODICALS, 

Agricultural Economist. Vol. VI. 1875. 
—— Gazette. Nos. 53-104. 1875. 

American Agriculturist. Vol. XXXIV. 1875. 
Athenzum (Journal). Nos. 2462-2513, 1875. 

Bath and West of England Society, Journal of the. Vol. VII. 1875. 
Bell’s Weekly Messenger. Nos. 4072-4123. 1875. 
Bristol Mereury. Vol. LXXXVI. 1875. 
Bussey Institution, Bulletin of the. Parts I.-IV. 1874. 

Chamber of Agriculture Journal. Vol. XI. 1875. 
Country Gentleman’s Magazine. Vol. XII. 1875. 

Economist. Vol. XX XIII. 1875. 
Essex Standard. Vol. XLV. 1875. 

Farmer. Vols. XXIV. and XXV. 1875. 
Farmer’s Herald. Vol. XXI. 1875. 
Field. Vols. XLV. and XLVI. 1875. 

Geological Society, Journal of the. Vol. XXXI. 1875. 
Goulding’s Practical Farmer. Vol. I. 1875. 

Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, Transactions of the. Vol. VII. 
1875. 

Tnstitution of Civil Engineers, Proceedings of the. Vols. XXXIX.-XLIL, 
Parts L-IV. 1874-5. a 

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Proceedings of the. 1875. 
of Surveyors, Transactions of the. Vol. VII. 1875. 

Investor’s Monthly Manual. Vol. V. 1875. 
Irish Farmer’s Gazette, Vol. XXXIV. 1875. 

Kankas, Third Annual Report of the Legislature of. 1874, 

Live-stock Journal. Vols, I. and II, 1875. 

Madras Presidency. Annual Report of the Superintendent of Government 
Farms. 1874, 

ee of Agriculture. Eighteenth Annual Report of the Secretary. 
1873. 

Mark Lane Express and Agricultural Journal. Vol. XLIV. 1875. 
dland Counties’ Herald. Vol. XXXIX. 1875, 
VOL. XII.—S. S. x 
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Nature. Vols. XJ. and XII. 1875. } 
Neilgherry District, Report on the Agricultural Condition of the. 1874. 
New Haven. Rereiesn Journal of Science and Arts. Vols. 1X.and X. 1875. 
New South Wales, Journal of the Agricultural Society of. 1875. 
North British Agriculturist. Vol. XXVIL 187 Lins 
North of England Farmer. Vols. X. and XI. 1875. 

Ohio. Twenty-eighth Annual Report of the State Board of Agriculture for 
the year 1873. 

Royal Asiatic Society, Journal of the Bombay Branch. 1873-4. 
, Journal of the. Vol. VII. 1875. 

Royal Geographical Society, Journal of the. Vol. XLIV. 1874. 
, Proceedings of the. Vol. XIX. 1875. . 

Royal Institution of Great Britain, Proceedings of the. Vol. VII. Parts © 
J.-VI. 1873-5. 

Royal United Service Institution, Journal of the. Vol. XIX. 1875. ; 

Smithsonian Institution. Annual Report of the Board of Regents. 1873. 
Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. XIX. 1874. 

. Miscellaneous Collections. Vols. XJ. and XII. 
Society of Arts, Journal of the. Vol. XXIII. 1875. 
Statistical Society, Journal of the. Vol. XXXVIII. Parts I-IV. 1875 

Tasmania. Statistics of the Colony for the year 1874. 

Veterinarian, The. Vol. XLVIJII. 1875. 
Virginia. School Report. 1874. 

Washington. Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture. 1872-3. 
Watford Natural History Society, Transactions of the. Vol. I. Parts 

I. and II. 
Wisconsin Agricultural and Mechanical Association, Transactions of the 

Northern. 1870-3. 
———— Academy, Transactions of the. Vol. I], 1873-4. 

B.—Fore1GN PERIODICALS. 

Berlin. Landwirthschaftliche Jahrbiicher. Band III., Heft 1; Band II» 
Supplement; and Band IV., Heft 5. 1874 and 1785. 
—, Landwirthschaftliches Gentralblatt fiir Deutschland. XXIII. Jahr- 
gang, Hefte 1, 4,5, and 10. 1875. 

Buenos Aires. Aviales de la Sociedad rural Argentina. Vols. VIII. and IX. 
1874-5. 

Christiania. Anden Beretning om Ladegaardsiéens Hovedgaard. Andet Hefte. 
1875. 

————-. Beretning om den Héiere Landbrugsskole i Aas for Aaret 
1872-73 and 1873-74. 1874 and 1875. 

—. Tidsskrift for Landmend. 1874 and 1875. 
Leipzig. Central-Blatt fiir Agrikulturchemie und rationellen Wirthschafts- 

Betrieb. 2° Jahrgang, Heft 1. 1873. 
Lisboa. Revista Agricola. Jornal da Real Associac&io Central da Agricultura 

Portugueza. 8° anno. 1875. 
Munich. Landwirthschaftliche Verein in Bayern. Zeitschrift. 64** Jahr- 

gang, 1874. 
Paris. Annales Agronomiques. Tome premier. Fasc. 1 and 4. 1875. 

Journal @’Agriculture pratique. Vols. I. and II. 1875. 
—. Journal de I’: Agriculture. Vols. .-1V. 1875. 
—. Société des Agriculteurs de France. Bulletin Mensuel. 7° Année. 

Vol. VII. 1875. | 
—. —-——. Bulletin des Seances. 3”° Série. Vol. IX. 1874. 

, 

‘ 

a 
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II—BOOKS PRESENTED TO THE SOCIETY’S LIBRARY. 

Foreign Booxs anp PAMPHLETS. 

Anon. Atlas Pecuario de Portugal. Presented by the Portuguese Minister 
of Public Works. 

—. Recensamento Geral dos Gados no Continente do Reino de Portugal 
em 1870. 1873. Presented by the Portuguese Minister of Public 
Works. 

—. Relatorio daConselho Especial de Veterinaria. Lisbon, 1873. Pre- 
sented by the Portuguese Minister of Public Works. 

Lecouteux, E. Culture et ensilage du Mais-Fourrage. Paris, 1875. 
Schweinfurth, G. Discours prononcé au Caire 4 la séance d’inauguration de 

la Société Khédiviale de Géographie. Alexandria, 1875. 
Smitt, J. Det norske Landbrugs Historie. Christiania, 1874. 
Thesen, O. Om Dyrskuer og Udstillingsdyr, Christiania, 1874. 
Trehonnais, F. R. dela. We Touquet, histoire d’une forét. Paris, 1875. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

Iy the introductory remarks to my “ Report on the Agriculture of 
Sweden and Norway,” I observed that the agriculture of the Scan- 
dinavian peninsula had not yet been described in the English 
language. This cannot be said of Denmark, for not only was 
an interesting account of an agricultural tour in that country, by 
Mr. J. F. W. Johnston, published in this ‘Journal’ * so long ago 
as 1842, but a valuable Paper “‘ On the Past and Present State of 
the Agriculture of the Danish Monarchy,” by Mr. Rainals, then 
British Vice-Consul at Copenhagen, was reprinted with the 
sanction of the Foreign Office in the volume for 1860.f The 
British Government has also more recently published two very 
Mnstructive Blue-books, containing memoirs on portions of the 
‘subject, viz., Professor Wilson’s Report on the Agricultural 
Exhibition at Aarhuus in 1867, and Mr. Strachey’s Report on 

* «Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society,’ vol. iii, pp. 400-421. 
¢ Ibid., vol. xxi., pp. 267-328. 

VOL. XII.—S. S. ¥i 
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the Tenure of Land in Denmark, in 1870.* Portions of Pro- 
fessor Wilson’s Report were republished in the volumes of 
this ‘Journal’ { for 1867 and 1868. Denmark should be, there- — 
fore, by no means a terra incognita to the English farmer. 

The interest which the agriculture of Denmark has evoked of — 
late years has not, however, been confined to England, for in 
1863 the French Government deputed M. Tisserand to attend 
the Agricultural Exhibition held in that year at Odense; and 
two years afterwards it published an exhaustive Report, by that 
eminent writer, on the agriculture of the monarchy, as well as of 
Schleswig and Holstein,{ to which I shall have frequent occasion 
to refer. Still more recently, three German gentlemen have 
made an agricultural tour in Denmark, and some parts of Sweden 
and Finland (two of them in an official capacity), and last year 
(1875) published their Report, which has special reference to the | 
dairy-husbandry of those countries.§ 

It will thus be seen that Danish agriculture possesses features 
which have been deemed worthy of study and description alike 
by English, French, and German officials ; and in all probability 
by writers on agriculture in the remaining nations of Northern 
Europe. My endeavour will be to place kefore the readers of 
this ‘ Journal’ such a description of the present state of agricul- _ 
ture in Denmark as will show what advances have been made 
since the date of Mr. Rainals’ survey of the subject, especially in- 
those features which are most important to the Danish farmer 
and most instructive to ourselves. Instruction, however, does 
not necessarily suggest imitation ; and, in fact, the only points 
in which the best Danish farmers seemed to me in advance of 
ourselves were their butter-manufacture and their book-keeping. 
The Danish Government can take credit to itself for having 
made the dairy-farming of their country eminent, if not pre- 
eminent, in Europe, chiefly through the intelligent initiative of 
Professor Segelcke, aided by the practical skill of Mr. Friis, 
who first put his colleague’s principles to proof on his farm at 
Lillerup, near Horsens. 

Tue Lanp Laws. ’ 

The leading features of the laws bearing on the ownership 
and | occupation of land in Denmark must be “briefly described, to 

* Part I. of the Benetts of Bars Majesiyts ; Representa respecting ‘the 
Tenure of Land in the several Countries of Europe, 1869.’ Published in 1870. 

+ ‘Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society,’ Second Series, vol. iii., pp. 536- 
551; and vol. iv., pp. 312-320. 

t * Btudes économiques sur le Danemark, le Holstein, et le Slesvig” Paris, 
1865, 4to., 190 pp. and 13 plates. 

§ ‘Studien iiber das Molkereiwesen: Reiseskizzen aus Diinemark, Schweden 
and Finnland.’ By C. Petersen, C. Boysen, and Dr, W, Fleischmann. Danzie, 
1875, 162 pp. 
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enable the reader to understand the characteristics of the agri- 
culture of the country. And, first of all, as to the unit of mea- 
surement. In England we have the acre, in France and Belgium 
there is the hectare, and in Germany the morgen: all measures of 
a larger or smaller extent of land-surface. But in Denmark, 
although there is a superficial land-measure, known as a ténde, 
equal to about 1+ acre, yet it is not used as a basis of taxation 
or in matters of law, except in combination with its estimated 
productive power in terms of another ténde, which is a corn- 
measure equal to 3+ bushels. In other words, all legislative 
enactments relating to the land, whether for purposes of taxation, 
or for those other objects which will be presently adverted to, 
take into account not only the extent of the land, but also 
its producing power, or rather its “natural fertility,” as it was 
estimated in 1840, when the scale now in use was arranged. 

For administrative purposes the quality of the land has been 
reckoned in hard-corn, viz. barley and rye,* in contradistinction 
to “ soft-corn,” such as oats; therefore, instead of speaking, as 
we do, of so many acres of land having a rateable value of so 
much per acre, it is usual in Denmark to speak of so many 
ténder-land taxed at so many tinder of hard-corn. In reality 
the tinde of hard-corn is simply the quantity of corn which 
represents the basis of the land-tax, the assessment having been 
made upon its average production, as ascertained in the year 
1840; and all other rates and taxes are assessed on the same 
basis. The several qualities of land have been divided into 
twenty-five classes, commencing with No. 0 as the worst, or worth- 
less, land, and ending with No. 24, as the best soil in the kingdom. 

The land-tax is assessed upon 1 tinde of hard-corn for every 
_ 6 ténder-land of the best quality of soil; and the nature of the 
gradation between the qualities is shown by the taxation of the 
medium quality being 1 ténde of hard-corn for every 12 ténder- 
land of surface. In English this would represent an assess- 

| Ment upon one bushel of corn for every 4 acres of medium land, 
or 2 acres of the best land; and the ayerage for the whole 
country, according to Professor Wilson, is upon 1 ténde of 

_hard-corn for each 20 tinder-land of occupied surface, or, in 
other words, upon 1 bushel of corn for about 7 acres of land. 
It must be understood, however, that neither the land-tax nor any 

_ other charges on the land are now paid in corn, the quantity of 
_ hard-corn being what we should term the “ rateable value.” It 
will be seen, on p. 332, that the Crown taxes amount to about 
ll. 2s. 6d. per ténde of hard-corn. The local taxes vary in 

_ * Wheat was not cultivated as a farm-crop when this basis of taxation was 
arranged. 
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different parishes, for reasons’ similar to those which cause 
variations in the burden of local taxation in England. 

The equitable assessment of the land is not the only, and in 
some respects not the chief, purpose to which the hard-corn — 
classification is applied. Indeed, with regard to the cultivation 
of the land, its influence is more felt in the determination of — 
the maximum and minimum areas of tenemental land which 
landowners are respectively permitted by the law to let in 
one farm, and tenant-farmers to cultivate. The national system 
of land-occupation will be best understood if I commence its 
description by stating that an owner of land in Denmark is not an 
absolute possessor of it, his possession being subject to certain legal 
restrictions as to the use to which he may devote his property. 

Taking as a type a landed estate such as Englishmen are 
familiar with, having its home-farm and park adjacent to the 
mansion of the owner, and surrounded more or less by farms 
held by tenants, it will be instructive to describe the condition 
of such an estate in Denmark. The home-farm (Hovedgaard) 
is subject to different laws than those which affect the tenemental 
estate; it cannot be enlarged, except as a compensation for the 
sale of part of the tenemental estate, and although.it may be let 
to a tenant under special agreement (generally on lease for eight 
or ten, or even twelve or fifteen years, at rents usually varying 
between 25s. and 30s. per acre, rising occasionally to rather more 
for better land), no portion of it may be exchanged for other land 
which has hitherto been tenemental, for the purpose of altering 
the area of the home-farm, until after the tenemental land has 
been vacant for a year and fourteen days. The tenemental lands 
must be let under certain conditions in areas assessed at not less 
than 1 ténde of hard-corn, and not more than 12 (equal to a 
minimum of 12 and a maximum of 144 ténder-land of medium 
soil, or from 16 to 192 acres). 

The tenemental lands (or Béndergaarde) are let, within the 
limits of hard-corn just mentioned, ona lease for fifty years, or to 
the tenant for the term of his own life and that of his widow, if 
he leaves one. If the land is not entailed, the proprietor may 
sell such farms; but even then they may not be otherwise let by 
the new freeholder until after the expiration of twenty years from 
the time of purchase. 

The tenants of both Hovedgaarde and Béndergaarde pay rent, 
not only for the use of the lands and buildings, but also for that of 
the live and dead stock, under certain conditions providing for 
their due maintenance. I went over a home-farm (Hovedgaard) 
of about 850 acres, near Randers, which is let to.a tenant at a 
yearly rent of 3000 bushels of barley and 450/. in money, the 
landlord finding 160 out of the 180 cows which are kept on the 
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farm. The landlord has the right, personally or by his agent, 
to select the calves which are to be kept to replace the cast cows ; 
but in practice this right is not often exercised, and the tenant, 
being often a man of small capital, has a direct encourage- 
ment to sell those calves which will bring him the largest im- 
mediate return. For his own security the landlord generally 
stipulates for the payment of a year’s rent in advance; and, as 
a rule, this leaves the tenant with no more than another year’s 
rent as working capital. It needs no explanation to convince 
English farmers that this system is unfavourable to the im- 
provement of the live stock of the farm, and to the introduction 
of improved machinery. ° 

The law of Denmark also makes special provision for the 
encouragement of peasant proprietorship ; and with this view it 
facilitates the sale of entailed estates, under certain regulations 
for the investment of the proceeds as trust-money ; and further, 
a proprietor who sells tenemental land to the occupiers or their 
heirs, has the power (subject to the restrictions as to the size and 
individuality of farms) to add one-ninth the amount of land— 
i.e. tinder of hard-corn—thus sold to his home-farm, if he wishes 
it. Many tenants have therefore, of late years, become the owners 
of their farms, often by obtaining a large proportion of the pur- 
chase-money on mortgage from the original proprietor. Official 
statistics show that the average price of land in the monarchy 
during the ten years 1860-69 was 225]. per ténde of hard- 
corn. In the last of those years (1869) the average price in 
Jutland was 258/., and in the Islands 365/., the average for the 
kingdom being 296/. per ténde of hard-corn. In 1875 the 
registered prices had increased to an average of 3905/. for 

_ Jutland, 472/. for the Islands, and 427/. for the whole kingdom, 
_ or an average increase of 44 per cent. in six years. Although 
land is generally bought and sold by the tiénde of hard-corn, 
probably I shall not be far wrong in quoting 30/. to 40/. per 

) acre as an average price for average land in Denmark at the 
present time, except in the case of very small farms, or those 
having exceptional advantages, for which an additional 10J. per 
acre might be obtained. 

_ Smaller than the peasant-farms, and subject to special laws, 
) are the plots of land, with houses attached, which are rented by 

the huusmand, or agricultural labourer. The quantity of land 
attached to each of these houses must not exceed 1 tinde of hard- 
corn, and the conditions of tenure are matters of agreement 
between owner and occupier. The lease or agreement must be 
in writing, or in default the presumption of law is that there is a 
lease for two lives. The lease must not contain any stipulation 
for services of work in payment of rent, wholly or in part; buta 

* 
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separate arrangement, unconnected with the tenure of the hou 
and the land, may be entered into by the landlord and his tenan 
provided that it is not for more than one year. Asan encourage- 
ment to the provision of these small labourers’ holdings, the law 
permits the landlord to parcel out peasant-farms for that purpose. 
It also permits him to convert peasant-farms into plantations, 
provided he builds two houses for labourers, and gives each a 
suitable plot of land foreach farm so planted. Notwithstanding _ 
these encouragements to the settlement of agricultural labourers 
in the rural districts, it will be seen, in the course of this Report, — 
that the scarcity of labour in those parts of Denmark where — 
agriculture comes into competition with commerce is, in conse- 
quence of the want of improved machinery, a serious obstacle to 
the further development of Danish farming. 

STATISTICS. 

The area of the kingdom of Denmark, comprising the penin-. 
sula of Jutland, and the islands of Sealand, Fyen, Laaland, Falster, 
Langeland, and some smaller isles, is nearly 7 millions of Danish 
ténder-land, or about 94 million acres. Of this extent of land 
nearly 24 millions of English acres are annually sown with corn= 
crops, and not more than 350,000 acres are occupied with all 
kinds of pulse- and root-crops. The grass-land under rotation, — 
in permanent pasture and in common grass, together amounts” 
to nearly 3 million acres, while nearly half a million acres are: 
annually in bare fallow. 

The annexed Table (I., p. 315) gives the details of the distri- 
bution of the land under the several crops in the different parts 
of the kingdom, while Table II. (p. 316) shows the distribution 
of landed property into large and small estates. | 

An analysis of the latter Table gives the following as the 
average extent of each class of property and occupation in tinder — 
of hard-corn :-— 
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The figures in this Table indicate with tolerable accuracy 
the relative quality of the land in the several divisions of the 
Danish monarchy. Laaland and Falster are the most fertile 
portions of the kingdom, and in those islands the average 
number of ténder hard-corn at which estates are assessed is the 
greatest ; while in Jutland, where there is a large quantity of 
poor lahd, the average number of ténder hard-corn to each class 
of estate is the least, with the exception of the small island of 
Bornholm. 

| Export Trade in Agricultural Products.—The attention which 
has recently been given to Danish agriculture has probably arisen 
from the expansion which the export trade of the country in 
agricultural products has acquired of late years. It is only 
when people interested in agriculture find that the cattle, sheep, 
and pigs, the butter and other productions of a country, are com- 
peting with their own as staple commodities on their best markets, 
that they stop to inquire what are the essential features of the 
agriculture of that country. A glance at the annexed Table 
(IIL, p. 318) will show that during the five years 1870-74, the 
export of cattle has increased 50 per cent.; that of sheep has 
increased five-fold, and of pigs nearly nine-fold. The export of 
butter has doubled, and that of lard and grease has increased five 

times; while the trade in eggs has almost been created within 
that short time, having developed from a little over 30,000 score 
to nearly a million and a half of score, or fifty-fold. These com- 
parisons are very startling ; and their importance is in no respect 
diminished by the fact that the export of corn, meal, and dead 
meat, is nearly stationary, subject only to such fluctuations as are 
due to seasons ; or that the export of cheese, which was always in- 
significant, has recently dwindled to nearly one-half of its former 
proportions. In fact, these statistics show, clearly and distinctly, 
that the Danish farmer has of late years made more and more 
use of the knowledge which he has gradually acquired from 
Professor Segelcke and his associates, and which amounts to 
this: all the world—America, Australia, and Russia in par- 
ticular—can compete with him in producing corn; but not one 
of them can produce such butter, nor even such cattle, sheep, and 
pigs, on the markets where the best articles, in the best condition, 
command the best price. In the course of this Report it will be 
seen that these considerations are given their due weight by the 
best farmers in Denmark, and that their energies are chiefly 
devoted to supplying England and Hamburg with these high- 
priced commodities. 

The extent to which the trade with England is direct may be 
| judged by the following statement of the imports of the prin- 
q 
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cipal agricultural articles from Denmark into the United 
Kingdom during the same five years, 1870-74 :— 

1870. 1871. 1872. 1878. 1874. 

ca 991 1,298 2,634 3,044 174 
GS eet cs 8,063 | 16,411} 18,307] 27,630 | 26,800 
9 nee 6,388 | 13,402} 17,249] 20,331) 14,456 
US 1,286 3,018 700 7,099 | 7,330 
Butter, ewts. .. .. | 127,013 | 140,851 | 173,574 | 201,553 | 226,053 

! 

The agricultural significance of the indirect trade arises from 
the fact that many of the Danish cattle which are exported are 
finished off on the marshes of Holstein. Coming to us from 
Hamburg or Ténning, they figure as German cattle, although 
they are, to all intents and purposes, of Danish origin and 
nurture. The Danes are very anxious to alter this state of affairs, 
and to send their own produce from their own ports.* Hitherto, 
the difficulty has been to construct and maintain a port on the 
west side of Jutland; but last year the port of Esbjerg was opened 
for traffic, as well as a railway connecting it with the rest of the 
kingdom by way of Lunderskov, near Kolding. By means of this 
port it is hoped that the direct trade between Denmark and 
England will be enormously increased, while on the other hand 
it is feared that Esbjerg will share the fate of other such attempts 
by the port becoming silted up. 

However, notwithstanding the difficulties which have so long 
existed, the direct export of cattle to England has trebled in 
five years; that of sheep has fluctuated, but on the whole made 
similar progress ; while the export of butter has been doubled. In 
1870, Danish cattle formed not quite 4 per cent. of our total foreign 
supply, while in 1874 they amounted to nearly 14 per cent.f 

PHYSICAL FEATURES. 

The physical features of Denmark require but a brief descrip- 
tion for the purposes of this Report; especially as they are 
so well illustrated by the map of the surface-geology of Denmark 
and the Duchies, which I am enabled to give through the kind- 
ness of the Council of the Geological Society of London. The 

* With respect to Hamburg there is a valid economical reason for this desire, 
irrespective of the cost of transit, as cattle from that port are subject to more 
stringent regulations in Great Britain than those from Denmark or the Duchies, 
On this point see pp. 361 and 362. 
t See ‘Report of the Veterinary Department for the year 1874,’ Appendix, 

_ Table XLIL., p. 91. 
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original map is a manuscript, which was presented to the Geo- 
logical Society by its author, the late Dr. Forchhammer, many 
years ago. I have reduced the scale, and generalised the 
geological features, so as to render it more intelligible to agri- 
culturists who are not thoroughly conversant with the refine- 
ments of geological classification ; but in all essential respects 
I believe it to be a faithful reproduction of the original manu- 
script drawn up by the distinguished Danish geologist. 

The subsoil of Central Sealand, of Fyen and the other Danish 
islands (with the exception of Moen and Lesso), and that of the - 
eastern side of the Cimbrian peninsula, consists of a marly clay, 
of glacial crigin, containing large boulders, and known as 
“* Boulder-clay.” It is very similar to the deposits of that 
character which I noticed last year in my “Report on the 
Agriculture of Sweden and Norway.” ‘The surface of this deposit 
is undulated, and in the Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein, as 
well as in the south of Jutland and the islands, the country is 
well wooded, the favourite tree being the beech, of which very 
fine specimens are to be found in many of the parks belonging to 
large landowners. The western coast of the peninsula, from the 
mouth of the Elbe to beyond Ribe, near the present frontier of 
Denmark, is fringed bya nearly continuous band of marsh-land, 
much of which is below the level of the sea, and is protected 
from inundations by dykes, as in Holland. Between these two 
fertile regions lies the central barren tract of sandy and peaty 
land, which stretches, with a gradually increasing breadth, from 
the extreme south of Holstein, through Schleswig, to the centre 
of Jutland, near Horsens, from which place it rapidly narrows 
towards the north, and is finally lost sight of in the neighbour- 
hood of Thisted. North and east of the boundary of this sandy 
tract the character of the country changes, and cretaceous 
deposits, striking north-west and south-east, with fringes of 
boulder-gravel, replace those that have just been mentioned, both 
in North Sealand and the northern part of Jutland. ‘These 
cretaceous deposits present the same features in Denmark as 
elsewhere, namely, rounded hills of slight elevation, often capped 
by a bed of gravel or other detrital material. Nowhere do 
the hills reach any considerable elevation, the highest in the 
country, appropriately termed the Himmelbjerg, or Heaven’s 
Mount, not exceeding 500 feet in height. 

Each of the great geological formations of Denmark is cha- 
racterised by a distinctive system of agriculture, although possibly 
the lines of division are, in fact, not quite so sharp as might 
be inferred by reading this brief description and classification. 
Still, it may be said generally that the region of the boulder-clay 
and boulder-gravel is the great dairy district both in Denmark 
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and the Duchies; the marsh-land region and the recently 
formed land of North Jutland are the great cattle-feeding dis- 
tricts, although in some of the marshes a large extent of land 
is under arable cultivation; while in the cretaceous district of 
the north of Jutland, young store oxen are reared for the purpose 
of being finished off in summer on the grass-land of the marshes. 
As to the central sandy tract, most of it is still waste or 
woodland, generally the former; but here and there attempts to 
bring the land under cultivation are indicated by the yellow 
flowers of the lupin, which is grown in those cases for the purpose 
of being ploughed in as green manure. 

The fences contribute not a little to the varied aspect which 
the country presents in different districts. In the marshes they 
are simply dykes and ditches, but in the east of Holstein and 
Schleswig high banks, capped with luxuriant hedges, remind one 
very forcibly of some parts of the West of England. In the 
Danish islands the fields of large farms are not unfrequently 
divided by warren sod-walls, and the same kind of fence is 
used in some districts as the boundary between peasant-farms, 
the fields of which are marked out by lines of boulders which 
have been dug out of the land. 

The climate of Denmark is insular, that is to say, it is not 
characterised by such extremes of heat and cold as distinguish 
the summers and winters of inland countries. Mr. Rainals, 
Professor Wilson, and M. Tisserand write in the same laudatory 
strain of the beauty of the Danish climate. ‘The mean winter 
temperature (December to March inclusive) is a little below 
32° Fahr., and the rainfall of the four months averages 64 inches, 
spread over 53 days, out of which snow falls on 22. During 
the spring months of April and May the mean temperature is 
473° Fahr., and the rainfall a little under 3 inches, spread over 
22 days; in the summer the average temperature is 62° Fahr., 
the rainfall nearly 7 inches, and there are 40 rainy days; and in 
the autumn the average temperature sinks again to a mean of 
462° Fahr., while the rainfall reaches a maximum of over 7 inches, 
spread over 42 days. Further details, with charts showing the 
relative prevalence of the winds from the different points of the 
compass, are given in Professor Wilson’s Report; but the main 
facts just stated show that although the winter is long it is not 
so severe as the northern situation of the country would lead one 
to expect ; the spring and autumn are mild, and the summer-heat 
is not excessive. Under these conditions wheat is not generally 
sown until October. Field-work is not necessarily entirely sus- 
pended during the winter, except in the northern parts of Jutland, 
where very little ploughing can be done until the end of March, 
or, in some seasons, the beginning of April. In the more southern 
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‘districts the advent of spring is a week or two earlier. Young 
stock are generally turned out, at least by day, about the 
beginning of May, and the cows shortly afterwards are tethered 
on the artificial grasses, where they remain until October, but 
are turned out by day until the middle or end of that month. 

Such being the conditions under which farming is carried on - 
in Denmark, it remains to describe the systems of agriculture 
which are considered the most suitable to the country and the 
most profitable to the cultivators of the soil. 

AGRICULTURE OF DENMARK. 

It has been already indicated that two principal systems of - 
agriculture are practised in the area which now comprises 
the Danish kingdom, the most important being the Dairy 
Husbandry, and the other the Meat Husbandry, if such a title 
may be considered admissible. Under both systems a con- 
siderable quantity of corn is grown, and both are characterised 
by the early slaughter of surplus calves. An important dif- 
ference under the latter head is that on meat-making farms 
only the bull-calves are kept, nearly all the heifer-calves being 
killed soon after birth; while on dairy-farms the only survivors 
of this agricultural “ massacre of the innocents” are the small 
percentage of heifer-calyes deemed necessary to keep up the 
herd. In addition to these systems of arable-land farming, 
the marshes of Denmark, and more particularly of Schleswig- 
Holstein, furnish illustrations of the method adopted to prepare 
bullocks for the English market, including their finishing off on 
grass-land. With this brief introduction I proceed to describe 
in general terms the usual methods of cropping the land, and 
the manner in which the prevailing systems of farming are 
carried out; and at the same time to draw attention to such 
improvements upon the usual customs as arrested my attention 
during my journey in 1874. 

Farm-Buildings.—The cost of farm-buildings in Denmark is 
very great for the acreage of the farms, and may be put down 
at 7/. per acre, or even more, in some instances. Mr. Rainals’ 
Report is illustrated by plans and elevations of the two descrip- 
tions of farmhouse usually seen in Denmark and the Duchies. 
The first, designated as A, p. 276,* is to be seen all over the 
country, with the exception of the marshes, and a part of the 
Geest region of Holstein, to which districts the second kind, 
b, pp. 277 and 278, is confined, being, in fact, an importation 
from Holland, The former, or general plan, is a hollow square, 
as is not unusual on the Continent, one side being the dwelling- 

* «Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society,’ vol, xxi., 1860, 
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house, a second the barn, faced by the stables and cow-shed which 
form the third side, while the fourth, in which the gateway is 
situated, opposite to the house, is made up of sheep-house, imple- 
ment-shed, workshop, &c. Kc. The farm-buildings of large 
proprietors are arranged on the same principle, but the four sides 
of the square are generally detached, thus lessening the probable 
loss in case of fire. On these farms the barn is a huge structure 
(stacks being almost as unknown now as they were in 1860) ; 
and not unfrequently it forcibly illustrates certain phases of 
the unprofitable use of materials, the roofs especially being 

clumsily constructed, and strutted from the floor in a manner 
which interferes considerably with the storage-room. On the 
other hand, some of these.barns, like Mr. Tesdorpf’s (Fig. 1, 
p- 324), are skilfully constructed. That gentleman has also 
adopted the Norfolk system of box-feeding with the best results, 
and the annexed cut (Fig. 2, p. 8324) shows the arrangement of 
the boxes, and the manner in which the feeding-trough is raised 
as the manure accumulates. 

Above the cow-sheds and stables is generally a hay- and straw- 
loft, and the question of ventilation is therefore of importance. 
I saw on several Danish farms the method of ventilating by 
means of divided shafts, which Mr. Mechi has so long adopted 
and advocated in England. The only difference is that the 

_ Danes divide their shaft into four parts instead of two, but that 
is not a matter of cardinal importance. The essential point is 
that with these divided shafts there is always an upcast and a 
downcast—an inlet for the fresh air as well as an outlet for the 
Vitiated atmosphere. The following sketches (Figs. 3 and 4, 
p- 825) will make clear the mode of constructing these shafts, 
which is adopted in Denmark. 

Cultivation of the Land.—The course of cropping which pre- 
vails in Denmark is very similar to that Koppelwirthschaft, 
which I described last year as characteristic of Sweden and 
Norway, namely, bare fallow, three-years’ corn, and three-years’ 
grass. But there is a remarkable difference between the national 

practices of the Scandinavian and the Cimbrian peninsulas. 
In the former, the bare fallow succeeds a crop of oats, and is 
followed by winter-corn, then by grass for two or three years or 
more, and afterwards by barley and oats for two, or perhaps 
three years, returning again to fallow. In Denmark the bare 
fallow succeeds the grass, and is followed by winter-corn, then 

_ by spring-corn for two or three years, the last corn-crop being 
sown out with a mixture of seeds. ‘The differences in the geo- 
graphical position, climate, and other conditions of the north 

_ of Denmark and the south of Sweden are so slight that it is 
remarkable to find this prevailing divergence of practice in the 
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. Fig. 1.—Section of the Barn on Mr. Tesdorpf’s Farm at Ourupgaard is 
Falster. 

oo 

NM QA AAYT | 

Fig. 2.—Section of Byre on Mr. Tesdorpf’s Farm at Ourupgaard, 
Falster, showing the arrangement of feeding-boxes, 
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Fig. 3.—Section of a Cow-house on Mr. Heide’s Farm at Kjersgaard, 
Jutland, illustrating the mode of Ventilation by means of a Shaft 
through the Hay-loft above. 

fH) hd 
A. Ventilating Shaft. 

Fig. 4.—Section and external view of a Ventilating Shaft on Mr. War- 
burg’s Farm near Aalborg, Jutland. 

Cross Section. Externai View. 

two countries. Its existence suggested an examination into the 
consequences which relatively follow, and I have no hesitation 
in giving my vote in favour of the Swedish rotation. In Den- 
mark it is impossible to avoid being struck with the foulness of 
the spring-corn, especially the oats, which, as just stated, are 
usually taken after barley, which has been preceded by wheat, 
and is sometimes repeated a second, or even a third year. This 
foul land, instead of being fallowed on the Swedish plan, is 
‘sown out with clover and grasses, the result being that the young 

| J VOL. XII.—s.. 8. Z 

| 
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plant receives a plentiful sowing of weed-seeds before the oats 
are harvested, and therefore is never clean. When the seeds 
are broken up, the bare fallow is not half enough worked to 
destroy the numerous crops of weeds which again and again 
spring from the immense stores of seed which the land contains. 
The fallow is, no doubt, cleaned to some extent; and the first 
crop taken after it—wheat or rye—is generally in a more or 
less creditable state in comparison with the next crop—barley, 
which always shows a large admixture of rubbish ; while the fol- 
lowing crops of oats are progressively more and more foul. In 
fact, it must be conceded that the greatest fault of Danish farming 
is the generally dirty condition of the land. Professor Wilson 
came to a similar conclusion in 1866; and in his Report 
(p. 73), already quoted, observes: “There is but little doubt 
that the dirty state of a very large proportion of the land under 
tillage cultivation is due to the system of cropping usually 
followed, which is entirely opposed to the principles upon 
which a sound rotation should be based.” M. Tisserand, also, 
has not allowed this defect of the Danish system to escape his 
criticism, otherwise generally favourable. He states roundly 
that the later stages of the course of cropping usually pursued, 
especially the oats, are sometimes completely smothered, having 
the appearance of fields of thistles and poppies, while the arti- 
ficial grasses, which form the end of the course, also show their 
presence ; but the conclusion that he draws is, that bare fallow 
is a necessity, and that one unproductive year is by no means too 
large a proportion under the circumstances, although he recognises 
the importance of a more extensive cultivation of root-crops. 

There are, however, variations of the national system to be 
found on many well-managed farms, and it will be as well to 
preface any further remarks by a few examples. 

Mr. O. v. Schestedt Juul, a. Westenholz, 
Mr. Vallentiner, Gjeddesdals, Sealand. i Ravnholdt, Fyen | Benda ee a 

(double rotation). (double rotati on), 

1 Bare fallow or | 1. Bare fallow. 1. Bare fallow. 1. Bare fallow. 
{ beans. 2. Wheat. 2. Wheat. 2. Rye. 

2. Wheat. 3. Barley or roots. | 3. Barley. 3. Barley. 
3. Barley. 4, Oats. 4. Seeds mown. ? roots, # 
4. Vetches. 5. Seeds mown. Seeds grazed mixture.* 
5. Oats. 6. Seeds grazed, 5 pe enn 5. Oats. 
6. Seeds 7. Oats. allowed. gene 
Tey pf WDO, } grazed. 6. Roots. - te rally 

Mixture (oats, © grazed 
7., barley, and 8. Barley. 

spring-wheat). . Rye. 
8. Seeds. 10. Seeds grazed, 
9. Seeds. 11. Seeds cut. 

10. Oats. 12. Oats. | 

* Oats, rye, beans, and vetches. 
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Mr. Trohidahl, hgishinebttered Berner-Schilden, Lieut, Mansa, 
Graa Mélle, near Aarhuus, Clausholm, near Randers, | S6, near Nykjobing, 

Jutland. Jutland. North Jutland. 

1. 4 Bare fallow, 4 roots. 1. Bare fallow. | 1. Bare fallow. 
2. Wheat. 2. Wheat. 2. Rye. 
3. Barley. 3. Barley. 3/5 barley, } vetches, 4 
4. Oats, manured, Peas and oats cut { buckwheat. 
5. Barley. { for horses. 4. White oats. 
6. Oats, manured. 5 J Lares and oats | 5. Black oats. 
7. Seeds (4 mown). { cut green. 6. Seeds mown. 
8. Seeds grazed. 6. Rye. ae Seeds| 

7. Seeds 8. Seeds grazed. 
| 8. Seeds. | 9. Seeds| 

9. Seeds 
10. Oats. | 

Thus, however much the rotation may be varied in special 
instances, the principle remains the same, except in a few cases 
where the Swedish plan has been adopted. 

As a rule, the bare fallow is dunged for the winter-corn ; and 
on ordinary peasant-farms no other course in the rotation obtains 
any manure. But on better-managed farms it is usual to give 
a dressing of farmyard-manure to the oat-crop, and to that part 
of the barley-course which is devoted to roots. The small 
number of large proprietors who are the pioneers of agricultural 
progress in Denmark also use large quantities of superphosphate 
of lime, especially for roots. Dissolved guano is now finding 
its way from Hamburg to Denmark, but the use of purely 
ammoniacal manures is comparatively little understood. 

It will have been observed that one year in bare fallow is at 
the basis of every variation of the national rotation, although in 
the cases which I have termed “double rotation” its import- 
ance is lessened by the repetition of the course, minus the un- 
productive year. Mr. Vallentiner takes beans on a portion of 
his fallow course, and Mr. Trohldahl utilises one-half of his 
by growing a root-crop upon it; but generally the few roots 
that are grown displace a certain acreage of barley, as also do 
tares or peas, which are cut green for fodder. 

Professor Wilson draws attention in his Report to the large 
proportionate area of cultivated land (about one-sixth) which is 
annually left in bare fallow, and to the insignificant proportion 
of tillage area (not one-quarter per cent.) which is annually 
under root-crop. He expatiates on the reduction in the total 
production of the land of the country (equal to about 16 per 
cent.), which is one result of this system, and on the consequently 
enhanced cost of production of the crops actually grown. It is 
impossible for any one acquainted with the results obtained in 
England, and especially in the east of Scotland (where the 

Zz 2 
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climate approaches more nearly to that of Denmark), by the 
growth of fallowing crops, to doubt the soundness of this criti- 
cism, unless, as Professor Wilson puts it, ‘some special reasons 
can be adduced in support of a practice which it is clearly con- 
trary to the interest of the individual, as well as of the general 
community, should continue.” Both he and I were often told 
that the bare fallow was necessary to clean the land; but the 
growth of root-crops would be a much more effectual means of 
obtaining that result; and in some cases, as at Mr. Trohldahl’s, 
I have seen better crops of wheat (in this particular case 
Hallett’s Pedigree) after roots than after bare fallow, although 
the instances were rare in which such a comparison of the two 
systems could be made. 

The true reasons for the small acreage of turnips grown in 
the Danish islands and in South Jutland are (1) the scarcity of 
labour, and the ignorance of both farmers and labourers on the 
subject ; and (2) root-crops are not esteemed as a food for dairy 
cows, whose milk is used for the manufacture of the finest 
butter. With regard to the first point, I may mention that 
Mr. Westenholz, who farms nearly 600 acres near Horsens, 
assured me that, owing to want of labour, he had not hitherto 
been able to grow more than 5 acres of turnips per annum. 
But for this he would prefer to grow roots on the whole of his 
fallow-course, as he was convinced that the exposure of his land 
to the sun during the whole summer did a great deal of harm 
to it; but men were very scarce, and neither women nor children 
could be got to work in the fields. Mr. Heide, whose property ~ 
is in the same district, and who farms rather more than 300 
acres, grows turnips on his light land ; but he had great trouble 
in teaching his labourers how to ridge and clean them; and 
were he not so great an enthusiast in agricultural progress, it 
is probable that he would not have succeeded. By means of 
his roots he is enabled to fatten 20 Jutland oxen every year, in 
addition to his cast-cows. 

This leads to the second point, namely, the disinclination to 
use roots as a food for dairy cows. When farmers get very high 
prices for butter, provided only that the butter is of the finest 
quality, in a country where every other kind of farm-produce 
is relatively cheap, it is natural that they should be jealous 
not to give their cows any food that is known to be injurious to 
the quality of their staple product; and it is well known that 
a slight difference in the flavour of a dairy product has a large 
influence upon its price. Therefore in the dairy districts every- 
thing is sacrificed to the production of the largest quantity of the 
best quality butter. For this reason calves are systematically 
killed as soon as they are dropped, because the mother’s milk 
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is so valuable that rearing calves is not considered a profitable 
operation. Thus bare fallow is preferred to a turnip-crop, 
because turnips taint the butter, and there are no steers to feed. 

Professor Wilson made some interesting calculations upon 
the quantity of meat that could be produced per acre by 
farming on the Danish plan, and on our four-, five-, and six- 
course rotations, on the ground that— 

“We are accustomed to base our calculations of the meat-producing capa- 
bilities of our farms upon the quantity of green crops they can produce; and 
what is true in regard to meat is equally so in regard to milk; experiments 
and experience have shown us that they bear a certain known ratio to each 
other. If this rule were applied without any modifications to the Danish 
rotations, the result would be very- small and unsatisfactory indeed ; we may, 
however, take the straw produce of their grain crops into our calculation, as 
having the same food-value as the green crops, since chemistry has shown us 

_ that it is far more profitable to use the straw as fodder than merely for litter 
purposes.” 

Professor Wilson then calculates that, allowing 30 cwt. of 
straw per acre for the grain-crops, 10 tons per acre for seeds, 
and 20) tons per acre for roots, we should find that the four 
Danish rotations selected by him would give as follows :— 

Green-Food per Meat per Acre per 
Acre, per Annum. Annum, 

ewts. Ibs. 

Rotation No. 1 =e ee ee | 106 equalto 78 

” 2 120 = 90 

- 3 85 3 634 

< 4 88 ye 66 

Against this he contrasts our four-course system for light 
land (roots, barley, clover, wheat); five-course for heavy land 
(roots, barley, two-years’ clover, wheat); and six-course for the 
heaviest land (roots, barley, clover, wheat, beans, wheat); and 
he makes the following calculation of the produce in green-crops 
and meat :— 

Green-Food per | Meat per Acre per 
Acre per Annum, Annum. 

y ewt. : lbs. 
Wour years rotation  ..  «., «. «« 160 equalto 120 

Five years’ rotation satOls.. Mrcantes 170 oy 125 

PRSVCArS TOlAtION .. 92. .. Ks ac 120 ay 90 

Professor Wilson’s Report was written in 1866, and his 
argument is apparently based upon the assumption that the 
Danish farmer ought to endeavour to make as much meat per 
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acre as his circumstances will permit; or that if he prefers to 
utilise his green-crops and straw in the production of milk, then 
the same reasoning will hold good, because ‘ what is true in 
regard to meat, is equally so in regard to milk ; experiments 
and experience have shown us that they bear a certain known 
ratio to each other.” 

Unfortunately, however, for this argument, it gives no weight 
to the variation in the quality of the produce of the milk—. e. 
butter—which is due in great measure to the nature of the food 
given to the cows; and when we consider that the price which a 
Danish farmer can obtain for his butter varies from 9d. to 1s. 6d. 
per Danish lb., on the farm, according to its quality, it is not 
difficult to understand that he prefers to produce a somewhat 
restricted quantity if it will realise a much higher price. At 
the same time, there can be no doubt that an extended growth 
of roots would enable the Danish farmer to produce a consider- 
able quantity of meat, in addition to his present production of 
butter, to which end he now devotes not only his green-crops and 
straw, but also, on an average, two-thirds of his home-grown corn. 

It will be interesting here to quote M. Tisserand’s opinion in 
reference to Danish agricultural practice, if only to show how 
the same modes of procedure, viewed at nearly the same time 
(M. Tisserand’s Report was based on a journey made in 1863, 
and was published in 1865), may suggest different conclusions 
to experienced men who regard them from opposite stand-points. 
It is again the old story of the colour of the shield. M. Tisserand 
observes :— 

‘* With the semi-pastoral rotation of from eight to eleven years the farmers 
can keep nearly one head of cattle per hectare (23 acres), that is to say, a 
proportion nearly double that which is possible under the triennial rotation. 
But it must be remembered that to render the former rotation possible, the 
country must already be in a certain state of prosperity. In fact, it requires 
much more capital, say from 8/. to 10/. per acre, and its conditions resemble 
those of the most intensive forage-culture (Anglicé, meat-making) to which in 
fact it must tend. 
“With the Norfolk rotation, an arable farm of the same extent in England 

will employ a working capital of from 117. to 147. per acre; while in the North 
of Great Britain, where the semi-pastoral agriculture predominates, the capital 
engaged is a little less than that of Denmark, being only about 6/, 10s. per 
acre. But if in the four-years’ shift of Norfolk the cost of labour amounts to 
30s. per acre, in the Danish rotation it does not attain 18s., and in the semi- 
pastoral rotation of Scotland it is reduced to 18s. or 14s. per acre. 

“The semi-pastoral agriculture of England cannot therefore be declared 
better than the semi-pastoral agriculture of Denmark. When the Danish 
cultivators augment their farming capital (fonds de roulement) by the utilisa- 
tion of human manure, or the importation of commercial fertilisers, such as 
guano, bones, oilcakes, &c., by the introduction of a certain extent of cleansing 
crops in the fallow, it is beyond doubt that they will be able, thanks to the 
admirable condition of the soil and the climate in which they are placed, some 
day to do better and more than Great Britain, and to extract a higher profit 
from their land.” 
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Without venturing to assume the position of arbitrator be- 
tween M. Tisserand and Professor Wilson, I may be allowed to 
express my opinion that the true test of excellence of different 
systems of agriculture is to be found in the amount of profit 
per acre which they relatively yield to the occupier of the land, 
under circumstances otherwise similar. ‘Therefore it seems to 
me that the tests of capital employed, and expenditure on labour, 
which M. Tisserand makes use of, are open to quite as strong 
objections as that which I have already mentioned against Pro- 
fessor Wilson’s test of the theoretical production of meat, not 
the least being the difficulty of comparing the farmer’s capital in 
a country where the inventory belongs to the owner, with that 
in a country where it belongs to the occupier. 

The following description of one of the best-managed farms in 
Denmark furnishes a practical illustration of most of the points 
hitherto mentioned. More particularly it exemplifies the three 
chief rotations of cropping to which I have drawn attention ; 
namely, the ordinary shift on moderately light land; the 
“double shift,” as I have termed it, on heavy land; and the 
cultivation of very light land, with one course devoted to green- 
crop to be ploughed in as manure. Mr. Heide, the owner and 
occupier of Kjzersgaard, the farm about to be described, has 
entirely abolished bare fallow, after a most persevering, and 
ultimately successful, effort to educate his labourers in ridging 
and cleaning his root-crops; and he is much more advanced 
than his neighbours in the use of improved machinery and arti- 
ficial food and manures. His results must not, therefore, be 
taken as those of an average Danish farmer, for in all probability 
many of his neighbours do not obtain from their land much 
more than one-half the produce per acre that he does. Still, 
what Mr. Heide has already done, others may do hereafter; and 
it may therefore be useful to urge that, though Kjzersgaard is a 
very awkward farm to work, bare fallow forms no part of either 
of the three rotations pursued upon it. 

Other points will also strike the reader of the following de- 
scription, which I have abbreviated from the article by Mr. 
Hertel, in a Danish agricultural journal (‘ Ugeskrift for Land- 
mend’). For instance, the artificial manure employed by Mr. 
Heide is in nearly every case of a phosphatic nature, although 
about one-half the land is annually in white-crop. ‘This is 
another illustration of the disinclination of Continental farmers 
to use ammoniacal manures—a circumstance to which I have 
referred in former Reports. The excellent system of book- 
keeping adopted and thoroughly carried out by Mr. Heide, in 
common with most of the better class of Danish farmers, has 
enabled me to give his calculations as to the cost of a cow at 
three years old, when about to calve for the first time; also the cost 
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~ of keep of a milch-cow for a year; and the relative profit derived 
from meat-making and dairying. At three years old he finds 
that a cow has cost 11/. 17s. for food, and the calf at birth being 
worth 13s. 6d., her total cost-price is about 12/.10s. This is much 
less than the results of Mr. Swartz’s calculation, which amounted 
to nearly 20/., quoted in my Report on Sweden and Norway ;* 
but Mr. Heide has a much less rigorous climate to contend 
with, and therefore can keep his animals for a longer period on 
grass—a provender that is also less costly in a country where 
the winters are neither so long nor so severe as in Sweden. The 
value of the keep of a milch cow is put down at 10/. 1s. 6d., in 
addition to the cost of labour, attendance, dairying expenses, and 
rent of stall, but Mr. Heide’s books show a profit of 25s. per cow 
after making a fair allowance for all these items. The feeding- 
beasts, on the other hand, show a small balance on the wrong side 
of the ledger, without making any charge for labour and other 
etceteras ; but when one learns by the accounts that they were 
sold at about half-a-crown per stone of 8 lbs. living weight, no 
surprise can be felt at their being unprofitable. They leave 
their manure behind them, it is true; but when the Danish 
farmer has so bad a market for meat, and so good a one for 
butter, there can be no question that he is a wise man of business 
in devoting his energies to the dairy. Mr. Heide neutralises to 
some extent the apparent loss upon his feeding-beasts by using 
them at first as working-oxen, instead of horses ; but it is evident 
that the cattle he has bought (Jutland and Swedish bullocks) 
for fattening are not good feeders, and that he has no market 
good enough to make stall-feeding a profitable speculation. 

The following is the description of his farm :— 

Kjersgaard, near Horsens, Jutland, owned and occupied by Mr. Here. 

This farm has a total area of 321 acres, viz., 254 acres of arable land, 56 acres 
of meadow and marshland, the remainder being garden, paddock, yards, houses, 
and plantations. The total hard-corn upon which the land is taxed is 13 tinder : 
3 skjepper, 3 fjirdingkar, and 2 album.t The taxes and dues in 1872 were 
rather more than 4s. per acre, as follows :— 

Si Mer pas 
Crown taxes sR SEV. 2 lo ae) 
iBank: dues; 42 - ..2) \<etgh te eae. Bere ws 
County, taxes): sex. 505. ti36- ile. peeeedae teens 
Insurance .. « 41610 
Parish taxes Si rd. } pet ‘td. hard- -corn) Beane bead al: 
Tithes'<5 i)? se, ALO, dearer 

Total. site 0s. HERETO 

The fields of Kjrsgaard are rather hilly, but for the most part slope south- 
wards. The land is light and tender, and the surface-soil on the cultivated 
land is generally from I to 2 feet deep. The subsoil is very irregular, in some 

* ¢ Journ. Royal Agric. Soc.,’ Second Series, vol. xi., Part I., 1875, p. 217, 
t 1 td,=8 skpr. of 4 fjrdkr. of 3 alb, . 
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places consisting of sand, and elsewhere of sand and clay, or poor clay. Of the 
cultivated land, only 20 acres have been pipe-drained, the remainder not re- 
quiring it, as the subsoil is of a sufficiently porous nature to drain the land 
naturally. 

The nature of the soil being rather irregular, and the fields, which have been 
bought from time to time, being differently situated, the farm has been divided 
into three parts, each of which is cropped upon a different shift. 

A. The Upper Farm (Overmarken) contains the best soil, and is situated 
nearest to the buildings. All the fields have been marled. The older portion of 
the farm was marled in 1859-61 with 125 cartloads per acre, and the land 
bought later on was marled, either by the previous proprietor, or during the 
first or second year after its purchase by Mr. Heide. he usual system of bare 
fallow was pursued for three years, but was entirely discontinued in 1862. 
The greatest inconvenience experienced by giving up the fallow course was the 
difficulty of getting rid of the many large and small stones which existed near 
the surface under the thin furrow; and until the subsoil-plough was made use 
of and the stones got away, deep ploughing could not be done. The land was 
infested with weeds, and it was exceedingly difficult to get it clean, especially 
until it could be ploughed deeply and manured sufficiently ; however, the weeds 
were extirpated by degrees, and the land is now as clean as any well-managed 
farm where bare fallow still holds its place in the rotation, his Upper Farm 
consists of 140 acres, and is divided into sixteen fields, each of about 8 or 9 acres. 
Until 1871, the Upper Farm was worked in 14 shifts; but as some land, 
recently bought, has been added to it, it has since been worked in sixteen fields. 
The nature of this alteration will be seen from the following comparative state- 
ment of the rotation pursued before and after the recent addition :— 

Mops of Worxine the Urrrr Farm in each of the 3 Yrars, 
1870-71 to 1872-73. 

The yield of the harvest of the Upper Farm in 1872 was :— 

Rye . 
Barley 
Oats 
Mixed corn 

Imperial 
Acres, 

18 
26 
18 
16 

Thraves 
(60 Sheaves). | 

152 
226 
163 
162 

Bushels 
per acre. 

33} 
42 
624 
493 

1870-71, 1871-72. 1872-73. 

1. Oats (green). 1. Oats (green). 1. Oats (green). 
2. Turnips. | 2, Turnips. 2. Turnips. 
3. Barley. 3. Barley. 3. Barley. 
4, Mixed corn. 4, Mixed corn. 4. Mixed corn. 
5. Winter-corn. 5, Winter-corn. 5, Winter-corn, 

6—8. Clover and grass. 6—8. Clover and grass. | 6, 7. Clover and grass. 
9. Barley (green), 9, Barley (green). 8. Barley (green), 

10. } Turnips and 9. Turnips. 
| 3 mixed corn. 10. Barley. 

10, Mixed corn. 11. 4 Barley and } 11. Mixed corn. 
11. Winter-corn. | Winter-corn. 12. Winter-corn. 
12. Oats. 12. Oats. 13. Oats. 

18, 14. Clover. 3, 14, Clover. | 14—16, Cloverand grass. 
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The details of the cultivation and manuring of the land on the Lower Farm, 
consisting of moderately light land, which are given below, render it unneces- 
sary to occupy space by giving similar details in reference to the more extended 
rotation pursued on this Upper Farm. 

B. The Lower Farm (Nedermarken).—This part of the farm is flat, ana 
consists of light soil, which was previously overgrown with heath; broom 
also grew very strongly, though this plant, as a rule, is a sign of good quality 
of the land. The Lower Farm comprises 73 acres, and is arranged into eight 
fields, each of about 9 acres in extent, with the following course of cropping : 
—(1) Half-fallow ; (2) Spring rye (St. John’s rye); (8) Turnips; (4) Barley ; 
(5) Rye; (6) Oats; (7, 8) Clover and grass. 

The fallow-field is manured with about 11 loads of farmyard-manure per 
acre; and from 9 to 10 pecks of St. John’s rye, without any admixture of 
spring-corn, is sown during the latter part of June. It is fed-off three times- 
during the autumn, this generally being the time when grass is scarce. The 
next autumn, after the rye has been harvested, the stubble is ploughed very 
deeply, and generally twice—the first time with a double plough. Towards 
spring, from 8 to 9 loads of farmyard-manure per acre is carried on the field 
and left in a heap, mixed and covered with compost. In the spring the field 
is harrowed with a Swedish or light harrow, and is then rolled; in May it is 
ridged up, the farmyard-manure is spread in the furrows, and upon it is sown 
tewt. superphosphate, ¢ cwt. dissolved Peruvian guano, and 42 lbs. of bone- 
meal, per acre; the manure is covered by splitting the ridges, and the turnips 
are sown with a light English drill, which is attached to and follows behind 
the Tesdorpf two-sectioned roller. The Tankard red-top turnip is generally 
sown, as it grows well on light soil, and can be kept until April. It is not, as 
a rule, sown later than the middle of May, as in that way time is left fora 
second sowing in case the first braird is destroyed by the fly (which however, 
for many years has done no material damage), or in case the young plant should 
be broken by storms, which is not unfrequently the case. The worst enemy 
of the turnips is, however, the white butterfly caterpillars, which appear in 
large numbers in August and consume the turnip-tops. A great many birds 
make their appearance in the autumn, but they come too late to save the 
plant. 
; When the turnips are harvested, the leaves are spread out and ploughed- 
in deeply ; in the spring = cwt. superphosphate and $ cwt. bone-meal 
are put on the land and harrowed in with a Swedish harrow; after that a 
second harrowing is given, and the land is then rolled. Chevalier barley 
is now sown, and the seed is covered by the double-plough, and after 
that the earth is rolled with the stangtromlen (a kind of roller), which is 
a capital implement for preventing the dry earth from being raised by the 
wind. 

Immediately after the barley has been harvested the stubble is ploughed 
to double the usual depth, and after that 14 ewt. superphosphate, $ ewt. dis- 
solved Peruvian guano, and {cwt. bone-meal, are sown per acre, and harrowed 
down with the Swedish harrow. ‘he land is then harrowed over with a 
light harrow, Provsti rye is sown, and tle seed is covered by means of a zig- 
zag harrow. 

In the autumn following, the rye-stubble is ploughed under; and in the 
course of the winter, or early in the spring, about 11 to 12 loads of stable-manure 
per acre are conveyed to the field and ploughed-in immediately; after that, 
oats, with clover- and grass-seed, are sown. ‘The two following years the field 
remains in clover and grass, 

In 1872, the yield of the harvest of the Nedermarken, or Lower Farm, was 
as follows :— 
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| Ampert | nines. | Bashele | vou 
-borsbiaao | Dike 

Rye (St. John’s)  .. ws, 9 623 26 | oR 

BENOICEIOYVSE), fee pasycrbh eries 9 48 20. «| (C3 

marieyi. dius oale kid) stl] 9 | 524 27] 97 

eno | 89 292 | 104 

C. The Meadow Farm (Engmarken).—Besides Overmarken and Neder- 
marken, there belong to Kjersgaard about 40 acres of light and poor soil, 
situated at a distance. It previously belonged in part to a piece of meadow, and 
that portion was bought in 1871, because Mr. Heide thereby came in possession 
of a turf-meadow of about 14 acres in extent, and got the control over a 
small brook. These fields surround a meadow of 28 acres, which they protect. 

On this area one ram and twenty ewes were kept, with their lambs, and from 
12 to 13 acres were used for rye, barley, and potatoes. It has since been decided 
to discontinue keeping the sheep, and to cultivate the land carefully, manure it 
with compost and artificial manure, and to introduce the following rotation :— 
(1) Lupins, to be ploughed in; (2) Rye; (8) Turnips and potatoes; (4) Rye. 

The following is the mixture of seeds used for the clover and grass land per 
acre :— 

2? Danish lbs. Silesian red clover.* 2% Danish Ibs. Italian rye-grass. 
23 rs Late ditto. 2 55 Timothy grass. 
3 = Alsike, $ Dog-grass. 
2% 6 White clover. = re Meadow-fescue. 
2 = English ryegrass. 13 to 3 oz. Carraway seed. 

There is thus sown 18 D. lbs. (equal nearly 20 lbs. English) of seed per acre, 
viz. 10 lbs. of clover- and 8 lbs. of grass-seeds. As previously mentioned, there 
are in the Upper Farm (Overmarken) five fields of between 8 and 9 acres 
each, and in the Lower Farm (Nedermarken) two fields of about 9 acres each, 
annually in clover and grass. These are intended to summer forty milch 
cows, three to four bulls, five to six heifers, and eight horses. It is, therefore, 
not calculated that any portion of the grass-breaks should necessarily be saved 
for hay; but, with the exception of very dry years, sound clover-hay has 
annually been made, generally from 80 to 40 loads; and the last two years 
(1872-3) the quantity amounted to between 75 and 85 loads of 15 ewt. 
The clover is mown during the latter part of May or the beginning of June, 
before flowering takes place, thereby gaining superior hay and an early 
aftermath. ‘The cows are, asa rule, not put upon the meadows; but in 1868 
and 1870 they were pastured there for a short time, whereas the young cattle 
(which are generally in the stalls until the hay is cut) and some of the pur- 
chased bullocks are put in the meadows after the hay-harvest. ‘The yearling 
calves are not fed on grass the first year, and the cows, when upon grass, are 
always tethered, being watered twice a day from a water-cart. 

Hlorses,—Hight working horses are kept, and they work hard all the year, 
except during June and July, when they are generally turned out to grass. The 
autumn, as arule, is the busiest and most important time of the year on Danish 
farms, and this is especially the case where, as at Kjzrsgaard, the bare fallow 
course has been discontinued, and the cultivation of root-crops is of importance. 
Mr. Heide is, therefore, in the habit of buying some working oxen every sum- 
mer in order that two or three pair may be used in the autumn for carting 

* The Danish Ib. is one-tenth more than the Ib. avoirdupois. 
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turnips and manure, as well as for ploughing the land, &c. Afterwards 
they are fattened in the winter. If bullocks are not thus procured and made 
use of, a pair of horses for about 60 acres is considered necessary. 

While the horses are fed in the stable they receive a daily allowance of 
13 peck of crushed oats, ¢ to 3 bushel of carrots, and 9 lbs. of hay, which is 
given in the racks placed under the manger. This arrangement is better than 
having the rack placed above the manger, as in that case the hay-seeds and 
dust {all into the horses’ ears and into the fodder. It is also more natural for 
a horse to feed with his head downwards than reaching upwards. Last year 
the horses consumed 1053 bushels of oats, 552 bushels of carrots, and 10 large 
loads of about 16cwt. of hay. Of late years horses have not been bred, but 
have been renewed by purchase. 

Cattle—The stock of cattle consists of about forty Angeln cows, two or 
three bulls, and from twenty to twenty-five calves and young cattle. The- 
number of cows has not been increased of late years, although the area of the 
farm has been enlarged. It is, however, contemplated to increase the number 
of calves and young cattle to from twenty-five to thirty, and otherwise to 
increase the number of cattle, by purchase, for fattening. Milking-cows are 
only renewed by breeding on the farm. In 1872-73 the number of young 
cattle was increased by two bulls and three yearling heifers. 

In 1859 Mr. Heide bought twelve heifers of the best strain he could get, and 
one bull; in 1860, again, six heifers were purchased ; and during the following 
four years, ten, partly heifers and partly cows. ‘The first bull was a disap- 
pointment, as he became coarse, and developed more the qualities of a feeding- 
than a milking-animal. The cows got by him have, however, been all drafted 
for some years, although seven of the heifers first bought are still in the herd. 
These animals are now 15, 16, or 17 years old. In 1862 Mr. Heide received 
of Mr, Suhr, of Rosenlund, as a present, a bull-calf, and by this bull the whole 
of the existing herd has been got, with the exception of the old cows just men- 
tioned. All the cattle are very strong, well built, and have the characteristic 
marks of good milkers well developed. It may be mentioned as a curiosity 
that Mr. Suhr claims, as characteristic of the Rosenlund cattle, that they have 
folds of the skin lying across the ribs somewhat like the mark left by striking 
the animal. Many of the Kjersgaard cattle exhibit this feature, which seems 
to indicate that it is inheritable. 

No fresh blood has been introduced into the herd for between ten and eleven 
years, and there has been no appearance of any detrimental consequences ; on 
the contrary, a superior stock of cattle, having a uniform character, has been 
produced. Calves from this farm are consequently much sought after, and fetch 
18s. 6d. each when born, and an additional 6d. or 7d.per day of their age at the 
time of sale. Thus the price of a calf, three months old, would be about 3J. 
A very interesting account of the cow-keeping and the production of milk 

was published in the ‘ 'Tidsskrift f. Veterinerer’ (the Veterinary Gazette) for 
1873, page 50. One cow, which gave on an average about 650 gallons of milk 
per annum, did not leave off giving milk a single day for four years and a-half, 
During the seven years this cow was on the farm she gave milk on an average 
348 days a year; while two others gave milk respectively on 329 and 274 days 
a year, namely, 693 and 768 gallons. During the eleven years from 1861-72, 
every cow on the farm has run dry on an average for 394 days a year, and, 
according to the weekly trial-milkings, has given 603 gallons of milk per 
annum. The largest produce during these years was in 1867-68, when the 
average produce of thirty-six cows was 648 gallons of milk, three of the-cows 
giving above 880 gallons, six from 770 to 880 gallons, seven from 660 to 770 
gallons, ten from 550 to 660 gallons, five from 440 to 550 gallons, and only 
five below 440 gallons of milk. In 1872-73, however, the preduce was even 
larger, namely, 661 gallons per cow. ; 
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Not unfrequently, the cows continue to give milk without intermission, and 
the milk-fever is therefore a dreaded enemy, which formerly carried off two or 
three of the best cows every year. In order toavoid this loss, the cows are fed 
very scantily when milking is discontinued, sometimes only with straw and hay, 
and yet it is very often necessary to milk them before calving. Sometimes 
the heifers are also put on the same fare; but it is not always that it has the 
desired effect. 

The calves are reared as follows :—During the first four to five days the calf 
gets nothing but about 5 quarts per day of its mother’s milk as it comes from 
the cow. During the second week it gets the same quantity of new milk as 
it comes from the cow, and nearly half a gallon of skimmed milk. The third 
week its daily allowance is rather more than a gallon of new milk and the same 
quantity of skimmed milk; fourth week, two-thirds of a gallon of new milk 
and 2 gallons of skimmed milk; fifth week, 3 gallons of skimmed milk; sixth 
week, 32 gallons of skimmed milk; seventh week, 22 gallons of skimmed 
milk and water, + D. lb. of meal, hay, and a little oilcake in the rack; eighth 
week, 7 quarts of skimmed milk and water, } D. lb. meal, hay and a little 
oileake; ninth week, water, ? D. lb. meal and hay, oilcake and turnips. The 
skimmed milk must be well boiled and given warm until the ninth week, 
alter which time it is given colder by degrees. If the calves get diarrhcea, 
three table-spoonfuls of Danish corn-brandy, is given them daily. The meal, 
which is half barley and half oats, is at first mixed with warm water. The 
calves thrive well, and it is very seldom that any deaths occur. 

The heifers are brought into the herd either as 3-year-olds, which calve in 
October to December, or as 23-year-olds, which calve in April and May. Mr. 
Heide has made the following calculation of what it costs to bring up a heifer 
to the age of 3 years, when it is brought into the herd in the autumn and is 
to calve during November or December :— 

New Skimmed 
Milk Milk. 

Ibs. Ibs, 
Ist week, 7 days, at 12 Ibs.* new-milk.. .. .. per diem 84 net 
“il seit ae eae DS ae and 4 lbs. skim-milk 84 28 

3rd 79 7 7 10 2? >? 10 ” %” 70 70 

ch Say pene Gia. 1? LS: 5:5 4 42 126 

5th Oe) @ ,” 6 4, a9 28 ,, a9 - 196 

6th 9 4 MS 6 5 >” 32 2” moe = 224 

7th >” a a? 6 29 a9 24 ” 2? Go 168 

8th fH 7 oe] 6) 55 i) 16; 5; 7? s 112 

MOUSE oe goed be-07 Wie eophl pro's ps amy bate 280 924 

* Danish lbs. ; add one-tenth to ascertain the weight in English lbs. 

Calculating the new milk at 2sk. per D. lb. (about £ s. d. 
4d. per English lb., or 5d. per gallon), and the 
skimmed milk at 4 sk. per D. Ib. (or 14d. per 
gallon), a calf when two months old will cost .. 1 38 83 

During March, April, and May the food consists of 
1D. lb. meal daily = 90 D. lbs. meal at 3 sk. (100 

REIT Oe Ai broke) i cian best -t+ Paty fowl tees vas) ve 
4 skp. (4 bushel) turnips = 3 brls. turnips at 3 marks 
3D. 1a) hay = 270 D. lbs. hay at 1 sk. (800 lbs. 

at 4d. Sond cal\aateey aid hh eerie) eee {Cee ©O= O© 

On the 1st June the calf, at five months old, has cost | i TI ae 
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£s. d. 
Brought forward... dolore Rh} LO iF, 

Grazing during the summer, or fodder in the stable, 
db ideddhe div aslao aocnidoares,Louniinenib.al orttitialen 

On the Ist November, when ten months old, the 
calf has cost ..  .- Sahoo 216 4 

Keep during the winter for 200 aga viz. 
4D. lbs, hay per diem = 800 D. lbs. an 2sk, (8 

ewt. at 1s. 9d.) .. vise bes we) da 9 
4 skp. turnips, in all 20 bris., at 20 Senor vockier ak eoune@olicewit 
13 D. 1b. meal, in all 300 D. lbs., at, 3 sk. (8 cwt, 

at 7s., nearly) sanblte op (dee s sescrt Fesetavedity OF 10 

On the 1st June, when the heifer is a year and a-half 
oldjitzhasiCostecy «tf ..} paiew how. Afiog, bade bY 949g 

Grazing during the summer, or fodder in the stable, 
Ad. 1G.) sce tore oifs*21 «s paral oat “abla cere anna 

On the 1st November the two-year-old heifer has cost 612 0 

Keep during the winter for 200 days, viz. : 
6 D. lbs. hay, in all 1200 D. lbs., at = sk. UE ewt. 

at 1s. 9d., nearly) .. woftot Att Obed 
1 skp. tumips = =p brls, ‘at 40sk. L320 
2D. Ibs. meal = 400 D. maee at 3 sk, Ga ewt., at 

7s., nearly) REIS Pree) 

On the 1st June, when the heifer is two and a-half 
‘VEaIStOld; It Mas COSb =.) Wea ne ee a LOS" G 

Grazing during the summer, or fodder in the stable, 
Ftd IGA, pa GR ILS, BOk S SD. OSs eee a 

On the 1st November, when three tn old, the 
heifer has cost Be SMe 11,17 

In the autumn the cows are housed at night for some weeks before they are 
kept in altogether, and those that give milk get their 3 D. lbs. of bran or coarse 
meal, besides hay, straw, and turnips. In the spring, when the cows are first 
put on grass during the day, they go under roof at night, and get then the 
same allowance of bran, meal, hay, straw, and turnips ; but after a few days 
they refuse the bran and meal, while they greedily consume the hay, straw, 
and turnips. In 1872 the cows were put on grass on the 12th of May, and 
until. the 16th of May they consumed in ‘the stable at night 83 cwt. of 
artificial food, and 51 bushels of turnips. On the 380th of August they were ~ 
again put into the stable at night ; and until the 24th of October, when they 
were kept in altogether, they. consumed in the stable at night 41 cwt. of 
artificial food, besides hay and straw. This manner of feeding the cows at 
night in the stable answers very well. When the grass is scarce in the summer, 
as was the case in 1868 and 1870, some bran and coarsely ground meal is 
given to the cows in the water they drink. 

During last winter (1873) the following fodder ‘per cow daily, besides straw, 
was given to the milking-cows :-— 
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18 D. lbs. meadow- or lavenrham equal to 14—16 D. lbs. best hay. 
2 skpr. turnips and carrots... 54 12—13 sh 
2D. lbs. mixed corn-meal .. .. _ Hin 5 3 
$ D. lb. rape-cake 5 2— 24 a 
iaewotb: palm-eakes. ') 4. te. i 38— 4 i, 
EIDE AIOE ee) es SS er 53 4 5 

Yotal ..  .. .. 89—444 D. lbs. best hay. 

Later on the cows got only clover-hay and an additional 2 D, lbs. of 
coarse meal, which made the daily fodder equal to 45—51 D. Ibs. of hay. 
The meal was about one-fourth rye, one-fourth barley, and the remaining half 
a mixture of barley, oats, and tares. 

The order of feeding is as follows :— 

At 5 a.m. hay is given ; sweeping and milking are done. 
At 7 a.M. water is given in the troughs, which are emptied before next 

feeding-time, 
At 7.30 a.M. artificial food (meal, oil-cakes, &c.) is given, mixed with a 

little chaff and cut turnips. After that the stalls are cleaned. 
From 9 until 11 a.m. the stalls are closed. 
At 11 o’clock a large allowance of spring-corn straw is given. After that 

milking takes places, and the sheds are closed. 
At 1 p.m. hay is given, and sweeping is done. 
At 2.30 p.m. watering takes place. 
At 3 p.M. artificial food is given again, after which the stalls are cleaned. 
From 4 until 6 p.m. the cow-sheds are closed. 
At 7 p.m. a large allowance of straw is given, generally of winter corn, 

the cows are milked, and the stalls are swept. 

In the spring an extra portion of hay is given in the afternoon. 
All the turnips and artificial food, with a little chaff, are mixed together in 

the fodder-box, where it all remains from eight to sixteen hours until it is used. 
By this means ‘the turnips are prevented from freezing, and the fodder takes 
up less room. 

Last year the following quantities, besides straw, were consumed by the 
milking-cows, of which there were an average of thirty-six :— 

SiS) esd, 
24,553 D. lbs. meal, at 3sk. (= nearly 243 cwt.,at 7s.) 8418 3 
18,678 D. lbs. bran, at 22 sk, (= 135 cwt., at 5s. 10d.) 54 0 9 
5,5322 D. lbs. rape-cake, at 33 sk. (= about 54% ewt., 

aiSs: 9d.) os 22.19 6 
10,219 D. lbs. palm-eake, ‘at 38k. = nearly 101 owt, 
at 7o9 wees rae ome pas) 

Total for artificial food .. .. 198 8 O 

Homies tar. tumips, at 40'sk. ... cf tsemewmitiamw dobbs of) GBelay 13 
Pepanuarcarrots,.ab40.sk., .. <0, -« .«: «. ««s» ¢ 1811.6 
PMGAONOMNAY AO TOIS.. fa See poietic en upee aasl et Ge Oy 0 

otal cs \ cs) sem . spupdacaneral Owleie wo 

Each milking-cow thus received, on an average, artificial food to the value 
of 57. 10s. 3d.; roots and hay to the value of 4], 15s. 9d., or, altogether, fodder 
to the amount of 10/. 6s. 

This calculation, however, is based upon thirty-six milking-cows, and if the 
food of an average of four cows not giving milk be added to the foregoing list, 
the value of the fodder per milking-cow will be about 107. 13s. 6d. 
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The cows not giving milk, the bulls, the heifers, and the calves, received 
daily the following quantities of fodder :-— 

8D. lbs. ofhay .. .. .. « equal to 7 — 8 D. lbs. best hay. 
HESEDRUMTHIPS! mh nt) co cel ae > 6 — 63 ai 
+ Dimlberape=cake Yo, cs, es » Oz— 02 9 
%D.lb. palm-cake .. .. .. 5 02:— 02 - 
13 D. lbs. bran of wheat .... 3 3 — 33 ay 

In all equal to 16—19 D. Ibs, best hay. 

Later on, the older bulls received more meal. The quantity of hay, however, 
did not exceed 8 D. Ibs. per day for the cows not giving milk, the bulls, and 
the older heifers; the young bulls and the yearling “heifers received only. 
6 D. lbs. of hay, and the calves about 3 D. lbs. per day. In this division there 
were, besides the four dry cows already mentioned, two old bulls (4 and 8 
years), two younger. ones (13 year), seventeen 2- and 3-year-old heifers, and 
eleven calves. 

These consumed :— Tee 

33283 D. lbs. meal, at 8sk. (= 83 cwt, at 7s.) . . IL11 8 
8024 D. lbs. bran, at 23 sk. (= 80 ewt., at 5s. 10d.) .. 23 4 9 
9742 D. lbs. rape-cake, at 3? sk. (= nearly 9% cwt., 

at 8s. 9d.) 4 4 6 
10723 D. lbs. palm. cake, a at 3 sk. € nearly 108 ewt. 
StS) atl nels , wi, o Le 76 

Total for artificial food .. .. 4215 O 

361% tdr. turnips, at 40 sk. Seaigeies ot) ce Uk) oa eb ORME 
149 tdr. carrots, at 40 sk. .. OU Sk) ae Rt BTS 
237% tdr: turnips, at 2: marks! 5): 7..)) 0c OTe. fn Dano 
55 loads of hay, at 6dr...) 09.8 (ci) Ye Ie ee sO loan 

Totgl os. ss oe sai, pete suey SLD 

Each head, large and small, in this division, thus consumed artificial food 
to the value of 1/. 8s. 6d., turnips and hay to the value of 1/7. 18s. 6d., or, 
altogether, fodder to the amount of 37. 2s. 

Besides the cast-cows, which are milked while they are being fattened, 
from eight to ten cattle have been annually fattened of late years. It is 
intended in future to fatten from eighteen to twenty cattle every year in two 
divisions: the first will begin during the latter part of September, so as to be 
disposed of for Christmas or January, and the second, consisting partly of 
working-oxen used in the autumn, will be put up to feed in the spring. ' 

During last winter (1873) three Jutland and five Swedish bullocks, and 
also one bull taken out of the herd, were fattened. During the first and 
second month the fodder was increased to— 

10 D. lbs. hay .. .. equal to 8—10 D. lbs. best hay, 
Z td. turnips (nearly 2 bushels). » 14—15 5 
= D. 1b. rape-cake its s » 2— 2h 49 
2 D. lbs. palm-cake » 4-6 35 
2 D. lbs. bran PON PCR i: 3 4—. 0 A 
2 Didbs; amealsy Sal wie AS ae e 6 3 

In all equal to 36-—43 D, lbs. best hay. 

Later on, only 2 skpr. turnips were given daily, but besides that, 14 D.1b. of 
linseed- cake, and in all 6 D, lbs. meal, were given daily, and increased by 
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degrees, by which the equivalent of the food in hay was increased to from 40 
to 52 D. Ibs. per day. ‘The total quantity consumed in the feeding-stable was 
as follows :— bb) 1S. > a. 

5256 D. Ibs. meal, at 3 sk. (= 52 cwt., at 7s.) .. 18 5 0 
2862 D. lbs. bran, at 23 sk. (= 282 cwt., at 5s. 10d.) .. elie '6 
984 D. Ibs. rape-cakes, at 33 sk. (= 92 cwt., at 8s. 2d.) 319 6 
2664 D. lbs. palm-cakes, at 3 sk. (= 263 cwt., FEN ceed) OO 
9323 D. lbs. linseed-cakes, at 4 sk. Ce 9F deine at9s.4d.) 4 6 3 
168 D. lbs. peas, at 3sk... .. of Slee ee OL. 9 
Hood iar. CUINIPS, A A MaATKg Jo. +.. on, ac aod pce, (1G 19 O 
Pipiasria nse sh Ortho Gee eee ioc § sop) ‘ce | yceieransh setwROIR nO 

Total. 'sevardarog ae ROORIOMO 
The cost price of the— > 

Mires suuland bullocks was... «. . <. «.. « 824 9 0 
Five Swedish Pa pees. 2.8 eee he, ABeOE LO 
One bull 35 eee RLS Ce Gs 

Total eR PT See? PF S940 TO 6 
The cost of the fodder was See Rom Peon ganesh CG6ESL5) 9 

Total cost of the beasts when fat .. .. .. .. « 161 9 38 
RC ROMAMeEeee Ve ss FS.) les, ce ee ce oe ADD O46 

MES VRICCRIOO em fel wc cs ca se ts fos oe | OR 889 

The weight of the cattle when bought in was as lien: — 
Three Jutland bullocks, 2713 D. -Ibs., costing 327. 9s., or 1s. 9d. per stone 

of 8 lbs. live weight. 
Five Swedish bullocks, 4395 D. Ibs., for 487. 18s., or 1s. 72d. per stone. 
One bull, 1350 D. lbs., for 137. 6s. 6d., or 1s. 54d. per stone. 
Eight bullocks were sold at 6s. 43d. per Ipd. (= 16 D. lbs., or rather 

more than 2 stone), and the bull at 4s. 13d. per Ipd. living weight ; the 
bullocks weighed about 8800 lbs. English, and fetched 1387. 15s. 6d., 
or 2s. 64d. per stone live weight. The bull weighed 1750 lbs. English, 
and was sold for 207. 5s., or 1s. 10d. pe stone. The increase of weight 
on the bullocks from the 20th of November to the 4th of April was 
thus in all 974 lbs. English, or 121% Ibs. each, and on the bull 265 Ibs. 

‘Last year.(1873) the total quantity of milk.produced from forty cows was. 
26,430 galls., namely, in the stable 14,480 galls., and on grass 12,000 galls. 

The income and expenses of the cows last year (1873) were as follow :— 

Expenses.— Winter Fodder. 
a. Milking-cows: &. $5 d. 

90 loads of clover and meadow-hay,at1/. .. 90 0 O 
PURMHCEDMIOOU. wt) oe scl es aol, cop eee LOGe 8. O 
Miarnips <2 se Boe ee OLE OO 

b. Cows not giving milk, bulls, net young etiiter 
55 loads meadow “hay, abel 3sx6de we 22.42 6s ,d6h130 6 
Artificial food .. ay (ease Game D 40 
Turmips.. SAE gS Boch heads Vs, MEOZ RO! WO 
Milk forthe calves |. .. . .. . « 8816 6 

Total expenses .. se ee Ds OMS 

* This calculation is rather more than a sovereign too little, but I have kept 
it as in Mr. Heide’s published accounts, where it stands for 64 rdlr. 11 sk, 

VOL. XII.—S. 8. 2A 
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Grazing in the pee es 

Milking-cows, bulls, and young cattle: SY Stas 

a. The Upper Farm.—5 fields of grass and clover 
(43 acres), on which was made 85 loads of 
cloyer-hay, equal to 11 acres, leaving nearly 32 
acres, at about 27. 18s. 6d. per acre, equal to 93 6 6 

b. The Lower Farm—2 fields of grass and clover, 
at 9 acres, making 18 acres, from which de- 
duct for grazing of eight horses two to three 
months 43 acres, leaving 132 acres; add 
autumn grazing of St. John’s Rye 62 td. ld., 
equal to “Oh acres—total 16 aa at. about 
oas, Gd."per acre “"..°" <2 .--) se | sel ene CO meme 

Total” 2" "Seon cae oe 

The expenses for grazing are, thus, 3/. per cow; 
the grazing of the young cattle for five or six 
weeks with the cows, and the rest of the time 
in the meadows, is calculated at .. .. . 2715 9 

Total for summer-grazing being... .. .. .. 14715 9 

‘Votal expenses for winterand summer being .. 669 6 0 

Receipts. e 

For supplies to the honse. |... = + <¢] gel ya-shdperlie Sea | 
>») Nearing (calves 2. "2... ce ce) se OCD 
oy, DUbteriss . f.0< amy test ids’ OTS Chez Sc a ete 

CHEESE spite, clare Vek A ee Ayeye-igth on SESE ypeten mide One Ome 
Surplus for the PIGS \-- | .94- sont} day fuse’ BsoRLCaoLOMEO “ 
Cast-cows, calves, hides, and skins. .. .. .. 18018 0 

Total receipts.. -».. « %1%..0853 186 

This leaves, thus, a balance of 184/. 12s. 6d., which is 4/. 12s, 33d. per 
cow; and if 3/. 6s. 9d. be deducted for working-expenses, the balance of nett 
profit per cow is 1l. 5s. 63d. 

The pigs are of the large Yorkshire breed, and are very productive. During 
the years 1871 to 1873 seventy-five pigs were fattened, which weighed in the — 
aggregate nearly 16,000 English Ibs., or an average of 213 lbs. They realised 
266/. 19s, 6d., being an average of 31. 11s. 3d., or 2s. 8d. per stone of 8 Ibs. 
live weight. Besides these, five porkers were sold for 62. 18s., thus increasing 
the total to 2738/7. 17s. 6d. 

Besides the butter-milk, whey, and skimmed milk, the following articles 
of food were consumed by pigs :-— 7 

£8. de 
16,884 D. Ibs. meal, at 3 sk. (= nearly 168 cwt., at 7s.) 58 12 6 
600 D. lbs. bran, at 23 sk. (= 6 cwt., at 5s. 10d.) 114 6 
1512 D. lbs. palm-cake, at 3 sk. (= 15 ewt., at 7s.) 5 5 6 
1755 D. lbs. peas, at 3 sk. (= 172 cwt., at 7s.) Gul i 
1378 bris. carrots, at 40 sk... ...- «0 os 63 16 °3 
100 bris. turnips (superior), at 40 sk. «wel Doe, ee 
130 bris. turnips, at 82sk. oe ae, eel Cine nO mane 

Total ; ° 1. 15 ine, qeeni eel ame 
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If this amount be deducted from the receipts (2738, 17s. Gd.) mentioned 
above, there will remain a balance of 128/. 18s., which, as stated in the items of 
receipts, is taken as payment for the milk used. ‘lhe turnips given to the pigs 
are steamed, and when the frost is very severe the fodder and the drinking- 
water given to the cattle are warmed. 

No pigs are bought, but the stock is kept up by breeding. ‘The number is 
generally seventy, large and small. 

Besides a steward and a dairy-maid (who is also housekeeper, and is partly 
paid by percentage), the hands kept on Kjersgaard consist of three unmarried 
farm-labourers living on the farm, whose wages vary from 6/. to 91. per 
annum; one boy ; one man to feed the cattle (wages 9/.) ; one man to feed the 
cattle that are being fattened during the winter (wages 4/. 10s.); one man to 
feed the pigs, and who attends to the steam-boiler (wages 107.); one kitchen- 
maid, who also does the brewing (wages 6/. 13s, 6d.). The brewing and 
baking are done on the farm. The man who looks after the pigs receives an 
allowance of 2d. for every pig fattened, and 42d. for every pig born living; an 
allowance is likewise given for every beast fattened. The work in the dairy is 
done by three apprentices, who pay 2/. 15s. 9d. per annum each. One farm- 
apprentice pays 5/. 11s. 8d. per annum. ‘The people get no spirits in the 
winter, but twice a day from the 1st of April to the 1st of November. 

The day-labourers, of whom four are kept, keep themselves, but receive 
beer cratis. The pay per day from November to February is 1s.; during 
March, September, and October, 1s. 13d.; during April and May, 1s. 3d.; and 
during June, July, and August, 1s. 6d.; but from the Ist of April to the 
ist of November, 2d. per day is retained, and is not paid before the Ist of 
November. The day-labourers, however, often do piece-work; for instance, 
the turnips are generally taken up, loaded, conveyed, laid down, and covered by 
agreement ; and the conveyance and spreading of the manure are done under 
the same kind of arrangement. 

Dairy Husbandry.—The reader of this Report should now 
be impressed with the importance of this branch of agriculture 
in the kingdom of Denmark. It prevails almost exclusively on 
the eastern side of Jutland, and throughout the islands of Fyen 
and Sealand ; and it is also general on Falster, Laaland, and the 
smaller islands, although feeding farms also occur on the good 
grass-land bordering the shores of those fertile pendants of the 
Danish monarchy. The rotations already given (excluding 
those pursued by Mr. Trohldahl and Lieut. Mansa), and the 
remarks already made on the cultivation of the land, apply 
strictly to the dairy-farming of the kingdom ; permanent pasture 
being by no means essential to the possession of a good herd, or 
to the manufacture of high-class butter. No doubt, the possession 
of a considerable acreage of permanent grass enables its owner 
to grow a relatively larger breadth of corn on his arable land. 
Indeed, if he is to use his grass to the best advantage in the 
summer, he must grow a large acreage of barley and oats to 
enable him to keep his dairy-stock through the winter, when 
their food consists to a large extent of spring-corn. 

The favourite breed of cattle in the dairy districts is the 
Angeln, and it appeared to me quite worthy of the pride and 
the preference with which it is regarded by Danish dairy-farmers. 

HBG 
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The following description of its characteristic features is taken 
from M. Tisserand’s ‘ Etudes économiques sur le Danemark,’ a 
work of great research, characterised by the distinguished author’s 
usual ability, although, as will have been noticed, I have not 
been able to endorse all his conclusions :— 

“« This race is of small size, and cannot be compared with any breed more 
closely than with the Ayrshire, whose qualities and size it partakes. The 
colour of the Angeln cows is red, sometimes bright and clear, sometimes deep 
and even dark, often being spotted with white ;* and the hair is generally 
tipped with a dark colour. The skin is thin and supple; and all the cattle 
have the distinguishing characters of good milkers. 

“ Head somewhat delicate, although bony; looked at in profile it has a. 
pyramidal form, and shows a large brow, nostrils well open, and a some- 
what straight forehead ; lower jaws very divergent, eyes docile and lively, 
horns long, thin, and well placed; neck long and very slender; back not 
always perfectly straight; back-bone projecting, and brisket girthing most 
behind the shoulders; hind-quarters roomy, udder large and well placed, and 
the milk-vein generally very much developed; legs and tail very slender; 
flanks hollow, and bones projecting. 

“The Angeln cow presents, in fact, all the characters and all the defects of 
a good milking breed ; its body has the form of a pyramid, of which the base 
is formed by the hind-quarters, and the summit by the fore-quarters, which are 
very slight. While in-milk the cow remains very thin; not only does it convert 
all its food into milk, but it appears also to perform the same operation with 
the fat and muscles of its own body; but when it runs dry it fattens easily. 

“The Angeln breed may, in fact, be regarded as one of the best milking- 
races in existence. The average weight of a cow is from 7 to 8 cwt., and its 
annual milk produce is very nearly 440 gallons.” 

This breed had its origin in the district from which it takes 
its name, and which is situated between the Gulf of Flensburg 
and the Schley. Of late years the demand for these cattle from 
their native district, where they are presumed to exist in the 
pure state, has been so great, that the peasants have been tempted 
to purchase animals of more or less doubtful descent from the 
immediately surrounding districts (to which the breeding of 
Angeln cattle first extended), and to sell them as true Angelns 
of their own breeding. It is thus very difficult to obtain, with 
any certainty, pure-bred Angeln cattle from their original home ; 
and the only way in which it can be accomplished is by personal 
search amongst the peasantry, and careful verification of the 
history of the animals offered for sale. . 

Considering the estimation in which this breed is held, and 
the difficulty experienced by dairy farmers who understand the 
value of an infusion of new blood, which is only to be obtained 
by securing fresh bulls of undoubted purity, it seems somewhat 
remarkable that no Angeln Herd-book has yet been established. 
It is true that Mr. Heide has agitated the question for some 
time; but his suggestions do not seem to have met with much 

* The white spots are now considered a defect, and indicative of impure 
lineage.—H. M, J. 
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Fig. 5.—Young Bull of the Angeln Breed. 
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support from even large proprietors, although they acknowledge 
their greatest and increasing difficulty to be the acquisition of 
good bulls of pure lineage. 

Taking the general run of even the large proprietors, not more 
than 10 per cent. of the cows go out of the herd every year; but 
some few of the more advanced, like Mr. Vallentiner, send out 
one-fifth or one-sixth. The cast-cows are fed off at about 127. to 
14/. per.head ; and farmers who have abundance of fodder, and 
who grow a few roots, generally prefer to buy old cows from 
the surrounding peasants than to supply themselves with store 
steers from Jutland, which are considered to be sold too dear to - 
leave any profit for feeding. 

Heifers are generally put to the bull at 15 months old, and 
calves begin to drop soon after the cows go into the stalls in 
October. The best farmers allow their cows to run dry for about 
six or eight weeks before calving, and afterwards feed them well 

with oats and a little barley, hay, and a small quantity of roots, 
where they are grown, especially mangolds, which are preferred 
to turnips. A little rape-cake is also considered to improve the 
flavour of the butter, but it must be given with some caution, 
and the quantity should not exceed 1 lb. per head per diem. In 
the month of May the cows are turned out on the seeds. The 
permanent grass, where there is any, is preserved for hay, and 
only the aftermath is fed. The cows are tethered in lines,* and 
on a large and well-managed farm 4 straight row of 150 or 200 
cows of a uniform red colour forms a striking introduction to an 
inquiry into the method of farming there pursued. ‘The yield of 
milk, and the quantity and quality of its products, necessarily 
vary ; but on well-managed peasant-farms on the island of Falster 
I found a recorded average of more than 500 gallons of milk per 
head per annum, which, at the rate of 30 lbs. of milk to 1 lb. of 
butter, would give a produce of about 170 Ibs. of butter per cow 
per annum. The accounts kept by Mr. Consul-General Pontop- 
pidan at his home-farm of Constantinsborg, near Aarhuus, show 
that he obtains oyer 180 English lbs. of the best-quality butter 
and 260 Ibs. of skim-cheese per cow per annum. The butter 
fetches 1s. 4d. per lb. avoirdupois, and the skim-cheese nearly 4d., 
giving a total of, say, 16/. per cow, in addition to the sale of a 
certain quantity of buttermilk-cheese at 5d., per lb., and the use of 

* The cows are tethered by a thin iron chain, 20 feet long, or by an ordinary 
rope, which is fastened to a stake in the ground. The stake is either of wrought 
iron, with a ring above, or of strong beechwood. In case the rope should become 
twisted, it has a swivel-link in the middle. On the head of the cow is placed 
a holster, generally consisting of two wooden side-pieces, with a thin cord over 
the nose and also behind the horns, the thick rope being drawn through the 
hindermost part of the holster-pieces. Mr. Consul-General Westenholz does not 
tether his cows, but 160 of them together are efficiently herded by a man and a dog. 
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the refuse towards feeding nearly 1 pig to the cow. This state- 
ment is borne out by the accounts of Mr. Tesdorpf, which show 
that on his farm, at Ourupgaard, the total gross receipts for 
butter, cheese, and refuse-products utilised in feeding pigs, 
amount to 20/. per cow per annum, and Mr. Heide’s accounts, 
given on p. 342, show a return of 16/. 10s. per cow, besides 
house-supplies, milk for calves, cast-cows, &c. 
On well-managed dairy-farms, where sweet-cream butter is 

made, the milk is set in deep 
round or oval cans, placed in 

Fig. 7.—Section of part of the Tank 
in the Milk-house on Mr. Vallen- 

pools of mixed ice and water, 
or of running water obtained 
from a stream which has been 

tiner’s Farm at Gjeddesdal, Sea- 
land, showing one of the Milk-cans 
immersed in iced water. 

directed through the milk- 
house, in the middle of which 
it is expanded into a tank. 
The annexed cut (Fig. 7), 
showing a milk-can in the 
tank, gives an idea of the 
nature of the tank and of the 
vessels employed. 

In Holstein, where the old 
system of making butter from 
sour cream still prevails, shal- 
low oblong enamelled - iron 
tables (Fig. 8), are used for 
setting the milk, as they were many years ago. 

Fig. 8.—Plan and Elevation of the Holstein Milk-setter.* 

Elevation, showing the Table tilted fur skimming. 

* For these and several other sketches I am indebted to my friend Mr. F. 
Wilton, Resident Engineer of the East London Railway. 
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is ready to be skimmed, the tables are tilted at the back by 
, means of a small screw- 

Fig. 9.—Plan and Elevation of the - : 
Skimmer used with the Holstein Milk- ee and the cream — 
setter in Mr. Westenholz's Dairy, near CTAWD into a trough by ‘ 
Horsens, Jutland. ® skim-scraper (Fig. 9), 

a which travels on rollers on 
each side of the table. 

fa The temperature of the 
= = 1 | water at Mr. Pontoppi- 

Plan. b dan’s was about 48° Fahr. 
The milk is set for 24 to. © 
36 hours, and the cream is 
churned sweet, by horse- 
power—or steam-power on 
large establishments—im- 

mediately after the skimming, and at a temperature of about 543° 
Fahr. On an average, 30 Ibs. of milk will yield 1 1b. of butter 
and 2 lbs. or more of skim-cheese. The temperature of the water 
at Mr. Vallentiner’s, which was obtained from a well 60 feet 
deep in the chalk, was about 45° Fahr., and the milk was 
skimmed a first time after standing 24 or 36 hours as usual, but 
it was also skimmed a second time before cheese-making. By 
this economy Mr. Vallentiner obtains about 1 lb. of butter for 
about 27 Ibs. of milk, and his estimate of the gross value of the 
produce of an average cow is 17/. per annum, taking into account 
butter, cheese, and whey. 

Little need be said in reference to skim-cheese manufacture. 
The skim-milk is raised to about 88° Fahr., and the rennet then 
added ; it is kept at this temperature for about half or three- 
quarters of an hour, and then raised to 98° Fahr., at which it is 
kept for a few minutes and the whey let out. The cheeses are 
pressed for 24 hours, and lever-presses and other dairy imple- 
ments of the best type are seen in the dairies of most of the large 
proprietors. 

In my Report on Norway and Sweden I gave figures and a 
description of a circular butter-making machine,* which is occa- 
sionally seen on large dairy-farms in those countries, and is exten- 
sively used in Denmark. Machines of this kind are manufactured 
by Messrs. Caroc and Leth, of Aarhuus, and by Messrs. Hassel 
and Teudt, of Copenhagen. For farm purposes, machines 
having a diameter of from 30 to 45 inches are most in request, 
and cost from 6/. to 12/. each according to the size. They are 
capable of making from 1 to 2 ecwt. of butter per day, each 
machine requiring the attention of only one dairymaid. For 
smaller occupations, a straight machine (Fig. 10), on the same 

Elevation. 

* “Journ. Roy. Agric. Soc.,’ Second Series, vol. xi.. Part I., 1875, p. 225. 
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principle, but of more simple construction (Steenstrup’s patent), 
is manufactured by Messrs. Caroc and Leth, of Aarhuns, and by 
Messrs. 8S. H. Lundh and Co., of Christiania. It will “ make ” 
about 20 lbs. of butter daily, with very little labour on the part 
of the dairymaid, and its price is from 16s. to 30s. The process 
of “making” consists in passing the butter under the grooved 
roller, thus expressing the buttermilk, which runs off along the 
grooves on each side of the machine. 

Fig. 10.—Plan and Elevation of a Butter-making Machine used on 
Mr. Schestedt-Juul’s Farm at Ravnholdt, in the Isla nd of Fyen. 

Elevation. 

In the Report by Mr. Rainals, dated May, 1860, it is stated 
that “the butter, or the article sold in the market by the yeomen- 
farmers under that name, is execrably bad; it is strongly salted 
with the commonest salt, whilst in its preparation so little 
regard is paid to the proper extraction of the whey (sic), or even 
to cleanliness, that it appears strange that such produce can find 
a sale.” All this has been changed, owing to the scientific exer- 
tions of Professor Segelcke, and the practical aid of Mr. Friis, 
of Lillerup. Professor Wilson has indicated in his Report * 
the efforts and the improvements made by these gentlemen in the 
rationale of butter-making, so I will content myself by giving a 
brief sketch of an institution established at Copenhagen on the 
factory principle, by means of which the best Danish butter com- 
mands high prices in all quarters of the globe, and is sold in 
London in 1-lb. tins at 1s. 103d. per lb., in quantities of not less 
than 100 Ibs. This institution is popularly known as the Scan- 
dinayian Preserved Butter Company, and trades under the style 
and title of Messrs. Busck, jun., and Company. It was established 

_ * ‘Journ. Roy. Agric. Soc.,’ Second Series, vol. iv., Part II., 1808, p. 317. | 
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in 1863, and has a subscribed capital of about 25,0001. Its chief 
business is to manufacture first-class butter, and pack it in tins. for 
exportation. Most of this ‘‘tinned” or “preserved” butter comes 
to England for re-exportation to Brazil, India, and other tropical 
countries, for which purpose it fetches the high price just named. 
The premises, machinery, and organisation of the Company 
enable it to tin and turn out about 10 tons of butter per diem, 
therefore it may be of interest to English dairy-farmers to learn 
the precise manner in which this result is arrived at. 

The Company has contracts with a large number of dairy- 
farmers in Denmark and the south of Sweden, probably with - 
not less than 150 in the Danish monarchy alone, to the effect 
that they agree to deliver practically the whole of their butter 
to the Company at stated times; the butter to be made and 
packed according to the regulations laid down by the said Com- 
pany. The chief features of the regulations are that the butter 
must be made from sweet cream, the whole of the buttermilk must 
not be expressed, and the butter must be packed in kegs properly 
prepared with a certain amount of salt upon the textile lining. 

Mr. Consul-General Westenholz has kindly favoured me with 
the following note on this establishment, and the process of 
butter-making, which it has recently prescribed :-— 

Mr. Busck, jun., who labours most indefatigably in what he has made his 
speciality, hired about three years ago from me premises on a farm ‘* Kanin- 
gaarden,” on my estate of Dronninggaard, 12 miles from Copenhagen, and 
bought the milk produced on my home-farm by an average of 150 milking- 
cows, and established a school for teaching dairy-women, as well as for experi- 
ments with regard to obtaining the very finest produce. 

According to the system to which Mr. Busck has come, and which is now 
prescribed by the Company for all first-class “‘ packing-butter,” the milk, set 
in small deep round cans (Fig. 7, p. 3847), is placed in the tanks, which are 
then filled with ice (broken to pieces not much larger than walnuts) and cold 
water, the temperature of the milk being thus at once reduced to the lowest 
possible degree, say 40-45° Fahrenheit. After twelve hours the milk is 
skimmed and the cream immediately churned. When found inconvenient 
to churn twice a day, the cream, skimmed in the evening, is put in similar tin 
cans in ice and water, and thus kept till morning, when churned along with 
the morning cream. Cream from milk that has stood longer than twelve hours 
is on no consideration allowed to be used for first-class “ packing-butter.” 

This system, of course, cannot be carried out without ice, as no stream of 
water could reduce the temperature of the milk so speedily and so much as the 
ice, so as to bring all the cream to the top in the prescribed twelve hours. 

On this new system, “‘ice, twelve hours’ skimming and sweet-cream churn- 
ing,” one may reckon, on an average, 30 lbs. of milk to yield 1 1b. of first-class 
packing-butter, the present value of which is 1s. 62d., and say about 24 Ibs. of 
cheese, worth at least 1s., total 2s. 62d.; while on the plan of skimming after 
twenty-four or thirty-six hours without ice, one cannot calculate on more cream, 
while the value of the pound of butter is at present not above Is. 4d., and the 
common skim-milk cheese from the stale milk only 7d. to 8d., showing 20 per 
cent. in favour of the new system, which, of course, entails the expense of storing 
and preserving ice, but, on the other hand, in many respects saves labour, and 
gives a certainty of a uniform and superior quality, both of butter and cheese. 
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The following are the essential features of the process of 
_butter-making, which is, I believe, generally adopted in. the 
country ; *— 

“Tn order to get the best-quality butter, the cream must be churned sweet, 
immediately after the milk has been skimmed. Nevertheless, in order to 
obtain the maximum quantity of butter, the milk should be allowed to set 
thirty-six hours, and should be skimmed every twelve hours; therefore in the 
summer this double result can only be obtained in dairies where the milk- 
houses are well supplied with cold water. In other cases the cream must be 

churned sour in the ordinary manner. Even then, it should not be allowed 
to sour more than possible, but should be churned quickly, while the souring- 
_ process is in its earlier stages. 

*“ Butter should be made daily, as. far as possible. 
“The addition of newly milked milk to the cream ought to be avoided in 

summer, so far as this is not indispensable to daily butter-making. 
“The simple Holstein churn is used; it is provided with a dash-board, 

which consists only of a narrow frame without central ledges. The cream ought 
not to occupy the churn to a greater height than from 3 to 6 inches, according 
to the size of the churn, below the uppermost cross-piece of the dash-board. 

-“ Tf the cream is too cold when the churning commences it should be raised 
_ to the proper temperature (543° to 59° Fahr.) by placing it in a vessel made of 
tin or tinned copper, which has been placed in a tub filled with water warmed 
to a temperature of 100° to 120° Fahr. If the cream is too warm, it must be 
cooled in a similar manner by placing the vessels which contain it in spring- 
or ice-water. 

“Churning should not occupy more than from 30 to 40 minutes. In a 
churn having {a capacity of 60 gallons, the spindle should make about 120 
revolutions in a minute, and in a small churn it may make as many as 200. 
During the churning the temperature should not increase more than 43° Fahr. ; 
and by ascertaining this by actual test, one is enabled to determine either 
that the velocity of the spindle must be reduced, or that the cream must be 

brought to a lower temperature before the commencement of the churning. 
Only in the most urgent cases ought cooled skim-milk to be used for reducing 
the temperature of the cream, and under no circumstances whatever should 

water be mixed with it. 
“ After the butter has been weighed, salt is added, at the rate of 3 oz. per lb. 

The addition of the salt is managed by sprinkling a certain quantity upon the 
_ upper surface of each piece before the next is placed upon it. 

“The butter is then left in lumps (not beaten into smooth pieces), in a 
_ well-ventilated, airy place, from two to five hours, according to the time of 
year, until it has become firm. ‘The further working of the butter is then 
| finished, generally by passing it cight or ten times under the roller of the 
circular butter-machine, or in smaller dairies under the similar roller of the 

straight butter-table (Fig. 10), which costs about 11s. 3d.f After each passage 
under the roller the butter should be made up again and re-pressed. When 

_ the butter-milk is in this manner sufticiently pressed out, a bright milky-white 
brine appears. ‘The butter is then immediately packed up, being thoroughly 
well pressed into the cask with the fist.” 

As an example of a dairy-farm of the best class, I will take 
_ one of the properties of Mr. Tesdorpf, in the Island of Falster. 

* Iam indebted for this statement to the work by Messrs. Petersen, Boysen 
and Fleischman, which contains a German translation from the original Danish 
of Mr. Hans Broge, to whom I must also acknowledge my personal obligations 
_ for much practical information given me durivg my stay at Aarhuus. 
_ + This price is thus given by Mr. Hans Broge, but 1 believe that it is too low 
for the present day. 
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The home-farm comprises nearly 1400 acres, and is surrounded 
by an estate of peasant-farms, which are gradually being put- 
chased by their occupiers on easy terms, as the proprietor 
encourages his tenants to purchase their holdings. 

The home-farm, or Hovedgaard, at Ourupgaard, is near 
Nykjébing, and consists of very fertile land, as does most of 
the island. There is no permanent grass, but the shift, which is 
of seven years, includes two years’ seeds, as follows 1a Bare 

Fallow ; (2) Wheat; (3) Barley, sometimes Oats; (4) Green- 
crops and Pulse, Giles turnips, beans, and peas; (5) Oats, some- 
times Barley; (6) aa (7) Seeds, mown and grazed according. 
to circumstances. The herd consists of 220 Angeln cows of 
the best type, one-seventh being drafted every year. All the 
calves are reared; the best are selected for the herd, and the 
remainder find a ready sale at a few weeks old to the neighbour- 
ing farmers, as they are of much better quality than the common 
cattle of the country. Improvement has been one of Mr. 
Tesdorpf’s chief objects in farming ; and, in the selection of his 
calves for keeping up the herd, he has been eminently suc- 
cessful in attaining the object which he had in view, namely, 
their improvement as dairy cattle. His books have been kept 
with scrupulous care and minuteness, and show that the average 
production of butter and cheese per cow for periods of 10 years, 
during which the herd has ranged from 175 to 220 head, has 
been as follows :— 

Butter in Cheese in 
Year. English lbs. English lbs. 

per Cow, per Cow. 

1841 88°84 93°5 

Ten years ending— | é 
1851 137°65 15763 
1861 171-25 196°9 

1871 199-27 253° 22 

Year. 
1872 | 215°22 300°6 

| 1873 | 210°1 275 z 

1874 | 200-2 220°1 | 
| | 

On an average the cows yield about 700 gallons of milk per 
head per annum. After the first calf they yield 100 gallons 
less than this; and they are at their best when about 6 or 7 
years old. Cows drop their calves at 3 years old, and Mr. 
Tesdorpf has found this system more profitable than earlier 
breeding. The total produce of each cow now, including butter, 
cheese, and swine, he reckons at an average of nearly 20/. per 
annum. 
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A feeding-flock of 450 cross-bred Merino and Cotswold sheep 
ate kept. They are bred on his other farms, and at Ourupgaard 
are kept on grass during the summer, and on roots, hay, and 
cake in the sheep-stables in winter. They clip about 44 lbs. 
of wool once in the year, but the price is 50 per cent. higher 
than can be got for Danish fleeces. 

The rotation, as given above, comprises three courses of 
cereals, viz., wheat, barley, and oats. Of these, the wheat and 
most of the barley are sold; and the oats, with some barley, 
are consumed on the farm, as well as the roots and pulse, and 
artificial food to the amount of about 10s. per acre. The ex- 
penditure on artificial manures is 15s. per acre, and this item 
would be very much larger but for the fact that 200 tons of 
green bones are bought every year, at 4/. 10s. per ton, for the 
whole of Mr. Tesdorpf’s farms. These bones are crushed and 
dissolved at home, and are applied to every crop of corn, roots, 
and pulse. In addition to this, artificial food is given to the 
stock on the grass; therefore the statement that the average of 
the crops has nearly doubled since 1841 is not so incredible as 
might at first sight appear. The following Table shows the . 
quinquennial averages for all kinds of corn since 1850 :— 

Periods. Bashels per 
1850-54 ae dae ee ee Mi ei OE 
1855-59 Be, OE eee Ee en ined 
1860-64 Bs pk RS ee ® Be, oo Sg EES 
1865-69 OR ERAT ee ME ein 
1870-74 ee oa ee cae oe cee eee PT aOe 

These averages have been calculated by adding together the 
quantities of land sown with each kind of grain, on the one 
hand, and the several yields on the other, then dividing the 
latter amount by the former. The difference in result between 
this method and the more usual one is illustrated by the fol- 
lowing Table, which shows the produce of each kind of crop 
per acre for the last five years, in imperial bushels per acre. 

| | 

1870. | 1871. | 1872. | 1878. | 1874, | Average. 

| | 

Wheat 32 462 | 342 | 413 | 42 392 
Rye .. 414 st 293 22} 31 
Barley .. 48 46 414 382 484 1 
_.. 612 611 683 542 602 614 
Se 382 402 453 321 24 36 
Mixed corn.. .. 36% 55 534 564 49 50 

4 19 37 39 44 10 30 

Average 398 473 | 47 | 423 362 42 
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The average crop of the last five years by this method is thus _ 
42 bushels instead of 464; but if there had been small acreages 
of kinds of grain which yield relatively heavy crops (such as 
oats and barley) instead of large ones, the difference of result 
would have been in the opposite direction. 

Ourupgaard contains 1385 acres, assessed at 1373 ténder 
hard-corn ; so that on an average there are 10 acres of land to 
1 ténde hard-corn; and the rates and taxes amount, in the 
aggregate, to nearly 5s. 6d. per acre, or 55s. per ténde hard-corn. 
The expenditure for artificial manures in 1873 amounted to 
nearly 12s. 6d. per acre, and that for feeding-stuffs to not quite 
10s. per acre. Putting together all the items that can be 
reckoned as labour-expenses, including the dairy, board of ser- 
vants, tradesmen’s bills, and wages, they bring the total cost of 
labour up to rather more than 50s. per acre. 

Details of Expenditure on the Ourupgaard Farm in 1873. 

Go ih ide 

Wages and working expenses:. .. .. .. 1278 4 0 
Horse boneht.., sw ag pee eee SLE ns 
Machinery ce ee eae ois, Seek aOnmenn nan 2c ee ae 
Smith’s work .. 0 -. | es dew eee eae 
Wheelwright .: .  ..) 2: 22 <2) (SSSI 
Saddler. .:° ccc de, ov (36)¥ en | SE es 
Tailor eC ee as A 22.9 O 
Sacks, &c. oa” es ae) a) 1614 O 
Miscellancous repairs Sr oe we Se aA ae Leeann 
Board of servants and laisares TS sc ae | we ORO OES 
Rates and taxes Tere siete ce) 
NDiekontee SAE  Seree em ey Pay) Ss Sc Sat 39 
Artificial MANUTeS .s 5 -> oo pyics » usm. ¢ \eep rere temmmen 
Oilcake’and brain???" “17.732 SAFE SAGO rere 
Clover and grass-seedS ..0°.. °.. 7 1 «99°17 90 
Coal . “ shi bce Toarttce’: ete? pC Ap2ane 
Miscellaneous expenses ooluresey sofipeclmeee PlSueM 
Artesian well-boring ae, itSg, « scale 72. 13.4,0 
Dalry EXPenses.. . oo ost gee oe eel Neve Ee Co 

£6151 15 oO 

In the year 1873, Mr. Tesdorpf’s sales from the Ourupgaard 
farm amounted to 76,100 rixdalers, or 6/. 2s. per acre; while + 
the payments reached the sum of 55,366 rixdalers, or nearly 
Al. 9s. per acre, leaving 1/. 13s. per acre to cover rent, interest 
of capital, and farmer's profit. Professor Wilson, in his Report 
upon the Aarhuus Exhibition, gives the gross receipts for this ~ 
farm in 1865 as 58,750 rixdalers, which (supposing the acreage 
to have been the same) i is equal to 4/. 14s. 6d. per acre, and the 
expenses as 38,636 rixdalers, which comes to 3l. 2s. 3d. per 
acre, thus leaving a gross profit of 1/. 12s. 3d. He observes, 
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that the statement of the receipts and expenditure for 1865 “ is 
less satisfactory than it would have been had the crops not 
suffered so severely from the continued drought of that season.” 
Contrasting the receipts for the two years, it should be remarked 
that the increase in 1873 is probably due, in a great measure, 
to the unfavourable season of 1865; but it is also to some 
extent caused by the progressive fertility of the land, as shown 
by the quinquennial averages just quoted, and by the increased 
productiveness of the dairy, as exhibited in the decennial 
averages which precede them on p. 352, as well as by the 
recent increase in the price of butter. The increase in the 
expenses between 1865 and i873 is no doubt chiefly due to 
the enhanced price of labour, especially that connected with the 
dairy ; but increased expenditure on artificial feeding-stuffs has 
also had a considerable influence on this side of the account. 

Meat Husbandry.—This description of agriculture is not 
pursued as the chief object of the Danish farmer, except in 
the northern and north-western districts of Jutland, and in the 
marsh-land districts on the west coast of that province and of 
the Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein. It will be more con- 
venient here to sketch the North Jutland system, and to describe 
the marsh-land farming when treating of the Duchies. The 
North Jutland farmers generally crop their land as in other 
districts of the monarchy, the course being of nine years’ dura- 
tion, viz., (1) Bare Fallow; (2) Rye; (38) Barley; (4 and 5) 
Oats; (6, 7, 8, and 9) Seeds, usually mown the first year and 
fed afterwards. Cows are kept by the smaller farmers to as 
large an extent as possible; the heifer-calves are almost in- 
variably killed as soon as they are dropped, and the bull-calves 
only kept on, getting milk until they are three months old, but 
not being allowed to suck the cows. The surplus milk is 
generally required for the household on these very small farms ; 
and sometimes one or two bull-calves may be purchased when 
a preponderance of heifer-calves has been dropped. When 
developed into yearlings, the steers are sold to farmers who 
have more land than the small breeders ; and at two years old they 
are again sold to still larger peasants. At three years old the 
bullocks are sold to large proprietors or tenant farmers, who occa- 
sionally fatten them in the stalls during the winter, but generally 
half do it, and pass them on in the spring to be summer grazed in 
the marshes, unless their own seeds are sufficiently good for them 
to attempt itthemselves. A farmer holding 100 tinder-land (136 
acres) would keep about 5 cows to supply the household with 
milk, and would winter from 36 to 40 three-year-old oxen which 
he had bought from the smaller farmers in the neighbourhood. 
Again, a peasant holding from 50 to 60 tinder-land (say 70 to 
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80 acres) would keep 4 or 5 cows for household purposes, and 
would winter about 20 two-year-olds. Descending in the scale 
another step, we come to the small peasant-farmers, who keep 
their one, two, or three cows, according to the extent of their 
holding, and who rear their bull-calves and sell them as 
yearlings to the class above them. Of late years, the most 
advanced proprietor-farmers have turned their attention more to 
the breeding of steers ; but as a general rule they still depend 
almost entirely upon the system of stepping-stones just described. 

Mr. Stradel’s farm of Ullerup, in Mors, presents a typical 
example of the prevailing system under good management. It 
consists of a little more than 800 acres of land, of which three- 
fourths are under the plough, and one-fourth meadow. The 
course is (1) Fallow; (2) Rye; (3) one-third Barley, one-third 
Buckwheat, and one-third Vetches; (4 and 5) Oats; (6) Seeds 
mown ; (7, 8, and 9) Seeds fed. The stock consists of 30 cows, 
24 young cattle, and 110 oxen ; also 60 ewes, 120 other sheep, 
and 16 horses. The oxen are bought in the autumn at about 
34 years old from smaller farmers at about 9/. or 10/. per head. 
The best of them are sold in the spring for exportation to Eng- 
land or Scotland, and the remainder go to be finished off in the 
Schleswig marshes. The prices obtained generally range from 
171. to 201. per head. The whole of the oxen bought in the 
autumn are thus disposed of in the following spring, and others 
are bought to replace them in the succeeding autumn. The 
bull-calves dropped by the 30 cows are kept; but the heifers, 
except a few kept to replace cast-cows, are either killed soon 
after birth, or sold to peasants, who buy them because they 
are better bred than their own. 

The cattle generally kept belong to the Jutland breed, of 
which there are said to be two distinct strains, one known as 
the “milking-race” and the other as the “ meat-race.” The 
latter, however, is the more important, the superiority of the 
Angeln breed as milkers having caused the displacement of 
Jutland cattle for dairy purposes. The following cut (Fig. 11) 
of a Jutland bull of the meat-race is from a photograph which 
has been kindly lent me by Mr. Tesdorpf. q 

M. Tisserand describes the Jutland cattle in the following 
terms :*— 

“The animalsof this breed, which is much diffused throughout Jutland and 
a part of Schleswig, are intermediate between the Breton cattle of Ille-et- 
Vilaine, and the cattle typical of the Dutch breed, both in their contour and 
height. Their colour is black or red, with spots of white, and occasionally the 
ground colour is brown (café-au-lait) ; but they are never entirely black nor 
completely red. ‘lheir legs may be regarded as too coarse, but they do not 
fail either in breadth or brisket. They are much more adapted to the pro- 

* Op. cit., pp. 139 and 140, 
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Fig. 11— Old Bull of the Jutland Breed ( Meat-race). 

duction of meat than of milk. The oxen are sought after by feeders, their 
meat is of a superior quality, with fine fibre and marbled fiesh. They are not 
¢apable of early maturity, being rarely fit for the butcher before they are five 
years old. A good fat ox will yield on the average the following quantities of 
meat, tallow, and hide: 6 to 7 cwt. of meat; 1 to 13 cwt. of tallow; and 
45 to 90lbs. of hide. 

“The Jutland cow is the representative of the Breton cow in Denmark. 
| She makes the most of moderate grass, and gives milk when placed upon 
| grass which would starve cows of a larger breed; but as soon as she is placed 

; 
im good circumstances, such as rich pasture-land, she loses her superiority as a 

| milch-cow, giving no more milk than upon poor land, but on the other hand 
| takes on flesh. Her yield of milk does not exceed 320 to 340 gallons per 
/ annum. These cows, however, are preferred on many large farms on account 
| of the richness of their milk, not only in Jutland but also in Schleswig ; but 
| the tendency is, nevertheless, to displace them by Angeln cows, which are 
} much better milkers. 

“A Jutland cow, when arrived at maturity, weighs on an average 8 ewt. 
, Several thousand heifers are annually exported to the Grand Duchy of Meck- 
lenburg. The pastures of Holstein and Schleswig also receive considerable 
numbers of Jutland steers to be fattened there. The oxen fattened in the 

| marshes of the west coast, and of the Lymfjord, provision the towns of Elsi- 
| nore, Copenhagen, &c. 
| “The best and largest of the Jutland cattle are found in the western part 
of Jutland near the Lymfjord (in the districts of Thy, Mors, Saling, Lemvig, 

| &c.), and in the neighbourhood of Hadersleben in Schleswig. Here the 
small farmers devote themselves to breeding, and sell their young cattle at one 

| oF two years old. Every year, in changing owners, the steers are brought 
VOL. XII.—-s. s. 2B 
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nearer to the alluviums of Schleswig and Holstein, where they are finished off. 
These cattle are-never used as working oxen, horses alone being employed as 
draught animals in those districts.” 

M. Tisserand thus confirms in general terms my account of 
the peculiar system of rearing oxen which is adopted in Jutland 
on the ordinary farms of the country. The result of the system 
in producing fat beasts fit for our markets is well expressed in 
the following extract from a letter addressed to me by Messrs. 
Swan and Son, of Edinburgh, in 1874, just previous to my first 
visit to Denmark for the purpose of this Report. 

“The Jutland breed of. cattle we consider one of the best on the Continent ; 
as cows they possess great. capabilities in the production of butter. The 
bullocks, especially those stall-fed, show considerable excellence, but have this 
drawback—that they, like the Polled Angus, Aberdeen, and West Highland 
cattle of this country, are not easily fed up to the mark before they are five 
years old; while they have this defect—that they are deficient in beef in 
their best points, viz., along the sirloins, roasts, and rounds. These cattle 
even now command a ready sale; still, when weighed, they generally scale 
less than what they are called. We have for many years, in our Annual 
Report of the Cattle-trade to the Danish Consul-General, urged the necessity of 
Shorthorn-bulls being introduced into Jutland, and we have this year (1874) 
sent a large lot of such into that country. At first there was a prejudice 
against crossing, but now that is being gradually, but we think surely, over- 
come. For example, at the recent Jutland Cattle Show (May 26th) there was 
a display of first- and second-cross Shorthorns, many of which would have 
occupied a high place in any fat Show in this country. The premier prize’ 
was given to a wonderfully good ox, first-cross between Jutland and Short- 
horn bull; while two bullocks, one a first- and one a second-cross, were sold 
at 651. each. This was, perhaps, 207. more than the commercial value; but 
the buyer is now exhibiting them in Copenhagen. We have frequently sold 
large lots of native-bred Jutland bullocks to farmers here, and these in all 
cases have paid well; but there can be no doubt whatever, that were a general 
system of crossing adopted in Sweden and Jutland, in these countries pro- 
verbially the healthiest in Europe, where the whole prosperity of the people 
is centred in agriculture, and where the isolation of them from other countries 
is so complete, Great Britain could derive a large and increasing supply not only 
of prime fat, but likewise a lot of really good and useful store-cattle.” ’ 

The supply of meat to Great Britain from extraneous sources 
need not, indeed, be confined to fat cattle, provided that suffi- 
cient precautions are taken at the ports of shipment, as well as 
the ports of landing, against the conveyance of disease. With 
proper regulations, thoroughly carried out, there ought to be even 
less risk of importing disease from certain countries of Northern 
Europe, which are generally free from contagious or infectious 
cattle-diseases, than from Ireland. The United Kingdom may 
be said to be never quite free from foot-and-mouth disease and 
pleuro-pneumonia, especially as the cross-Channel cattle-trade 
is practically uncontrolled in reference to the conveyance of 
infected beasts, although efforts which have lately been made to 
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revent the conveyance of obviously diseased animals have been 
attended with a certain amount of success. 

_ On this question Messrs. Swan and Sons write as follows :— 

~ “There is generally amongst the farmers and proprietors of this country an 
outery against free admission of foreign cattle, many of whom insist that all 
such should be indiscriminately slaughtered at the ports. The fact, however, 

_ is, that if they limit their outcry to countries from whence disease is likely 
to be imported, and give countries which impose restrictions similar to those 

in operation here (as in the case of Germany) free admission for their stock,. 
an inducement will be held out to provide cattle adapted for this country; 
those not adapted for slaughter will be available for stores. It is, in our 
opinion, the lessening of cattle-breeding, and the increase in the consumption, 
which restricts the farmers’ profits.- Lean cattle, as a rule, are much dearer, 
comparatively, than fat cattle. The progress of agriculture every year is 
causing land, hitherto only known as available for rearing cattle for sale as 
stores, to be farmed for grain and the production of meat; while the great 
extent of land in the North of Scotland, especially, previously productive of 
West Highland cattle and sheep, now laid into deer-forests, coupled with high 
wages and increased consumption of meat, is a sufficient inducement for every 
encouragement being given to the foreigner who can provide us either with 
beef, mutton, or the material for farmers in this country to produce such. 

Ten years ago Professor Wilson wrote on this subject, in 
his Report on the Aarhuus Exhibition, as follows :— 

“Some few months ago it was remarked in a leading article in one of our 
Agricultural Journals,* that ‘there can be no doubt that the present restrictions 
on the foreign cattle, whatever useful purposes they may serve, are doing 
English agriculture a great deal of harm. Live-stock, which is what our 
farmers want to buy, is at an outrageously high price, and the enormous 
imports of fat meat from abroad are completely revolutionising the trade in fat 
beasts, which is what they have to sell. The value of that which the farmers 
_haye to sell is thus artificially depreciated, while the price of that which they 
want to buy is artificially exaggerated. If the store-stock of other coun- 
tries were available for our farmers as their fat stock is for our butchers, we 
should retain a fair proportion of that artificial premium which the Orders in 
Council are now putting into the pockets of foreign feeders. As the matter 
now stands, the English feeder is placed at a very great disadvantage.’ And 
again, quite recently, the subject has been mooted, and the same want thus 
expressed: ‘The great difficulty lies in the question of store-stock; how 
and where are we to obtain the proper supply of beasts, and under what 
restrictions ?” 
“Tf we turn to page 51,7 we see that the surplus animal produce of Denmark 

comprises amongst other stock nearly 40,000 beasts, and between 500 and 
1000 calves. Although this country has long been the market for Danish 
farm-produce, the present restrictions on the import of live-stock, which draw 
no line between infected and non-infected countries, limit the trade between 
the two countries to fat stock, and thus force the export trade in store-cattle 
into other channels. 
_* The condition of Danish farming is not at present equal to the feeding of 

all the surplus cattle-produce of the country. . Last year 5300 fat beasts, and 
60 calves, were all that we received ; the rest were sold in a store-condition to 

* ‘ Asricultural Gazette’ for October 4, 1866. 
~ Of Professor Wilson’s Report. 
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Hamburg, Holstein, &c., where they were fed, and thence found their way, 
fattened, in all probability, upon Danish oil-cake, to our markets—an inter- 
mediate agent thus reaping the profits that ought to have been shared by the 
producer and consumer. ‘This disturbance to the trade between our two 
countries tells heavily just now on the interests of both: the present are of 
most importance, perhaps, to Denmark; the future to us. I was informed, on 
reliable authority, that Denmark could export at once at the rate of 40,000 
store-beasts per annum, with a probable increase, if the trade answered, of 
10,000 each year; and with these could be sent the surplus-stock of upwards 
of 3000 tons per annum of oil-cake. The interest of the Danish farmers 
clearly is to consume their cake at home, and send us over fat- instead of store- 
stock; ours is to take their store-cattle and their cake, and from the two 
aanufacture our own butcher’s meat, finding our principal profit-returns 
in the beneficial consumption of our roots, and the value of the resulting 
manure. 
“The risk of infection from Denmark is reduced to a minimum. ‘The 

geographical position of the country isolates her well-nigh as perfectly as our 
own, while, at the same time, her surplus-produce going outwards diminishes 
the chance of any imported disease. ‘The existing regulations, too, of the 
Government are of the most searching and stringent character. It is under- 
stood that any additional restrictions will be placed, in regard to both import 
and export movements of stock, that may be considered desirable to ensure 
perfect safety to the cattle-trade between our two countries. Can no measures 
be devised to meet this unsatisfactory state of things? Can no regulations be 
framed that will allow us to buy, and Denmark to sell, what we mutually 
want, and thus benefit both countries without increasing the risk to either ?” 

Since the foregoing extract was written, great changes have 
been made in our laws relating to the importation of foreign 
cattle. Two years afterwards, the Contagious Diseases (Animals) 
Act, 1869, was passed, and under it, and the Orders in Council 
issued under its authority, foreign countries from which we 
import cattle have been divided into two classes, viz., the 
Scheduled and the Unscheduled. Animals from Scheduled coun- — 
tries are not permitted to go into the interior of the United 
Kingdom, but must be slaughtered in a certain defined part of 
the port of landing; while those from the Unscheduled may pass 
into the country if the Government Veterinary Inspector certifies 
them to be free from disease, as a result of his examination of 
them by daylight, after they have been landed for a period of 
not less than twelve hours. Denmark is included in the list of 
Unscheduled countries, and there is now, therefore, no legislative 
impediment to the importation of store-stock from that country. 
We have seen from the Table on p. 319, that the importation 
of cattle from Denmark into the United Kingdom has more than 
trebled in the five years, 1870-74, succeeding the passing of this 
Act; but there can be no doubt that this increase almost entirely 
consists of fat cattle, the system of agriculture hitherto pursued 
in Denmark, as already described, resulting in the large proprie- 
tors or the marsh-land farmers getting the profit of the meat- 
manufacture. 
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The Danish Government has recently had this question under 
consideration, and has made a special enactment to the following 
effect :— 

“1, Every animal intended for export to Great Britain must, 
at the shipper’s expense, be examined by a veterinary surgeon 
authorised by the police. No animal will be allowed to be 
shipped if it shows symptoms of any infectious disease, or if 
suspicion exists of its being affected by such illness. A certifi- 
cate to this effect must be given by the veterinary surgeon. 

- 2. During the veterinary examination the different droves 
are to be kept separate, so that no possibility of infection from 
one drove to the other can arise. 

«3. No animal intended for export to Great Britain by ship 
will be allowed to be shipped without authorisation of the 
police. If there are grounds for supposing the vessel to be 
infected, then this permission will not be granted until the 
vessel has been properly disinfected. 

“4, Every animal, previous to shipment, shall be distinctly 
marked by means of oil-colour or burning on the horns. These 
marks are to be entered in the bill of health issued by the vete- 
rinary surgeon, together with a statement of sex. The shipment 
is to take place under the supervision of the veterinary police.” 

It must be admitted that these regulations give ample au- 
thority to the veterinary inspectors and the police, as they may 
detain not only infected animals, but also suspected ones; and 
even a vessel may be detained if there are grounds for supposing 
that it is infected. Such latitude is not allowed to the officers 
of the Veterinary Department in this country, as there must be 
absolute proof of infection before the regulations of the Act and 
Orders in Council can be enforced. That the Danish Govern- 
ment has put so much discretionary power in the hands of its 
officers, and that Danish farmers and dealers not only submit to 
the regulations, but approve of them, must be regarded as a clear 
proof of the importance which is attached by the most interested 
parties to the free importation of cattle from Denmark into Great 
Britain. The Danish cattle-trade is so intimately bound up with 
that of Schleswig-Holstein, that similar regulations are in force 
in the Duchies to those recently enacted in Denmark. On this 
side, the Privy Council have endorsed the clean bill of health 
which the kingdom and Duchies have hitherto enjoyed ; and the 
regulations under which the cattle-trade is carried on there have 
been supplemented here by an exemption from the application 
of the Fourth Schedule of the Act, which applies to the re- 
mainder of the German Empire, provided that the owners or 
charterers of the vessel in which the cattle are carried certify 
that they have been bred and fed exclusively in Denmark, 
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Schleswig, and Holstein, or some one of them, and have never been 
in contact with cattle not so exclusively bred and fed, and haye 
not within the last three months been carried at sea on any vessel, 

Cattle from Hamburg come under the regulations of the 
Fourth Schedule ; but those from. Ténning, Husum, Copenhagen, 
the new port of Esbjerg, &c., may be exempted by such a declara- 
tion duly certified by the Consul.of the port. 
An increase in the importation of Danish store-cattle cannot, 

however, be looked for until English dealers have taken the initia- 
tive in them importation ; and they have hitherto, apparently, 
been deterred by the reluctance of farmers.to purchase any 
foreign cattle for store purposes, no matter what their nationality, 
although the consignments of fat stock direct from the Danish 
farmer have recently very much increased. The prices mentioned 
in the course of this Report show that store-stock could be ob- 
tained at reasonable rates; and the testimony of Messrs. Swan 
and Sons as to the value to the butcher of crossed Shorthorn and 
Jutland oxen seems to show that the fattening of such beasts 
would leaye a good margin of profit in the hands. of the feeder. 
There can also be little doubt that the creation of a.demand for 
store-cattle in Denmark would soon lead to a marked diminution 
of the general slaughter of newly born calves, a practice which 
strikes an Englishman as being alike wasteful and unnecessary. 
Much of the success of such a movement as 1 have indicated 

would depend upon the extent to which Shorthorn-bulls are used 
in Denmark. On this point it may be said that in the Marshes 
it is almost impossible to find a bullock that can be certified as 
a pure-bred animal, and the cross is almost invariably,the Short- 
horn, although not always of ancient lineage... In Jutland, 
Shorthorn-crosses are not so general, but still they are often met 
with, and good Shorthorn-bulls are kept not only by large pro- 
prietors, but sometimes by veritable “‘ Binder,” or peasant-farmers. 

As an instance of the latter kind, through being the more un- 
usual, I will mention Mr. Trohldahl, of Graa Molle, near Aarhuus, 
whose farm is only 136 acres in extent. He keeps three Short- 
horn-bulls and twelve cows, and he charges 10s..as a covering fee — 
to his neighbours. He has been getting as much as 10/,. or 
11/. for his calves when three weeks old, and he finds that the 
Shorthorn-Jutland cross-breds are as large at two years old as 
the pure native beasts are at four. Nevertheless, he feeds a 
number of the latter every year, because they pay. He buys 
them when from four to five years old at 102 to 12. per head, 
and sells them, fat, in about six months at from 22/. to 241. each. 
He feeds 15 Baas in the summer on seeds, and 17 in winter on 
corn and cake, commencing with from 1 to 14 lb. of cake, and 
gradually increasing the quantity to 4 or 5 lbs. 
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Before concluding this somewhat imperfect sketch of the 
meat-husbandry of Denmark Proper, I will give a short outline 
of a farm on which sheep are bred and fed for the English 
market ; not only because it is of interest as: showing what may 
be done with sheep in a country where, as is general on the 
Continent, it is not a popular animal of the farm, except with the 
labourer, but also as an example of land which has recently been 
brought into cultivation. 

The farm of Rosvang, belonging to Mr. Inspector Buus, 
situated near Thisted, in North Jutland, comprises rather more 
than 1700 acres, of which not more than 1360 have yet been 
brought into cultivation. The land was formerly covered by a 
lake, but nine or ten years ago the water was drained off by 
means of a canal. Immediately after the reclamation, the land 
was laid down to grass without a crop; and about 800 acres of 
the most productive portion still remain in pasture, generally of 
a rough character, on a peaty and more or less water-logged soil. 
Two rotations of cropping are adopted on the remaining land, 
which was broken up, as it did not answer in grass. On the 
poorer marly land the shift is one of five years, namely: (1) 
Turnips and some carrots, or peas, sometimes beans, where the 
land is strong enough; (2) Oats sown out with clover‘and rye- 
grass ; (3 and 4) Grass; (5) Barley. This land requires to be 
well manured, and farmyard-dung is therefore applied for the 
three tillage-crops. The other rotation is of four years, the ‘suc- 
cession being: (1) Turnips, (2) Oats, (3) Barley,‘and (4) Wheat, 
which is remarkable as inverting the order in which the cereals 
are generally taken in Continental countries: The land in this 
case contains a large amount of decayed organic matter, and the 
manure given for the turnips consists of 3 cwt. of superphosphate 
per acre, in addition to dung; the oats are not manured, but 
farmyard-manure is applied te fos land for barley, and 3 ewt. of 
superphosphate per acre to the wheat course. 

Three hundred head of cattle are kept, chiefly of the eobtle 
breed. They comprise 180 cows, of which one-fifth go out every 
year; and at the time of my visit there were also 36 old cows 
being fattened, 12 two-year-old heifers (the latest dropped of their 
year), 36 yearlings, and 36 calves. The young cattle go out in 
April, and the cows in the middle of May, remaining onthe 
grass until November, and the calves are generally dropped about 
the following month. The winter allowance for each cow is 
25 ewt. of hay and 11 to 12 ewt. of corn, with about 40 bushels 
of turnips, mixed with some carrots. Mr. Buus would -prefer 
mangolds, as turnips do not improve the butter, but) in: his 
climate he has found it impossible to .grow mangolds to advan- 
tage. The cast-cows get a larger quantity of turnips, and a daily 
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allowance of from 3 to 4 lbs. of linseed-cake, 3 lbs. of pea-meal, 
and 4 to 5 lbs. of tail-corn (oats and barley). The heifer-calves 
not wanted to replace the old cows are killed soon after birth, 
and all the bull-calves share the same fate, all the milk possible 
being devoted to the manufacture of butter and skim-cheese. 

The flock consists of 500 ewes, a cross of Cotswold rams on 
Danish ewes. About the 21st of September they run with the 
ram, as many as a hundred ewes being allotted toeach ram. Two- 
shear ewes and upwards will drop three lambs for every two ewes ; 
and Mr. Buus finds that the lambs do very well until they are 
weaned, in August, after which their progress is less satisfactory.- 
He has tried giving them cake on the grass after weaning, but 
has not yet made the experiment of getting them accustomed to 
artificial food while still with their dams. Latterly he has sent 
some of his best lambs to Edinburgh, and in 1873 obtained about 
32s. per head for them. About 100 gimmers go into the flock 
every year. The sheep are sent into well-constructed and lofty 
sheep-stables, constructed to hold 100 each, about the Ist of 
December, and remain in them until the beginning of Apri, 
getting as many turnips as they can eat, with the exception of 
the ewes, which are limited to a daily allowance of 7 lbs. per head, 
with 3 lb. of linseed-cake or soaked peas. ‘The wethers are sold 
at 18 months old, scaling about 150 Ibs. each, live-weight. 

On the poor land, cropped under a five-course shift, a good 
crop of barley is 28 bushels per acre, but on the better land it 
sometimes reaches 50 bushels ; oats on the poor land yield about 
33 bushels per acre, and 50 to 55 on the better soil. Wheat is 
only taken on the better land, and a good crop is about 
4 quarters, or a little more, while 40 bushels of peas is not an 
unusual return. The total sales off this farm average about 
50,000 rix-dollars, or about 4 guineas per acre on the cultivated 
area of 1360 acres. 

It will now be convenient to give a sketch of the farming of 
Schleswig and Holstein, and afterwards to describe shortly the 
condition of the labourer, both in the kingdom and the Duchies. 

SCHLESWIG AND HOLSsTEIN. 

The Duchies are divided, naturally, into two agricultural 
districts, namely, the Upland, or Geest, and the Lowland, or 
Marshes. The Geest is a southern continuation of the dairy 
district of Denmark, and forms the whole of the territory of 
Schleswig and Holstein with the exception of the broader or 
narrower fringe of fertile marsh-land, which borders the Elbe 
and the German Ocean on the western side of the Cimbrian 
peninsula. Proceeding from west to east, say from Altona to 

4 
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Kiel, the map shows that the marsh-land is succeeded by a 
tract of poor sandy land, mostly in heath; but towards the 
vicinity of Neuminster the country becomes undulated and the 
land of better quality, studded with oaks and beeches, the fields 
being enclosed by hedges of hazel and beech, often in a state of 
luxuriant growth. In fact, the aspect of the country strongly 
resembles that of some parts of England. Thus, the geologica} 
constitution of the Duchies presents a close parallel to that of 
the southern part of Jutland; the differences, which are merely 
of degree, being that the belt of marsh-land has expanded, and 
the strip of sandy heath has diminished in breadth. 

The Geest.—The farming of the Geest is very similar in prin- 
ciple to that of the dairy region of Denmark ; but generally it 
is not so good, and the dairying, in particular, is by no means 
so skilfully carried out. Twenty years ago a different verdict 
would have been given ; and, in fact, has been given even more 
recently by Mr. Rainals and other writers ; but, in the meantime, 
the dairying of Denmark has made remarkable progress, while 
that of Schleswig-Holstein has remained stationary. 

The Duchies are the original home of that once-famous system 
of cropping which has been entitled Koppelwirthschaft. ‘This 
was doubtless a great stride in advance of the three-field shift 
(bare fallow, wheat, and barley), which until then had prevailed 
all over Europe. I have already shown how this Koppelwirth- 
schaft extended through Denmark to Sweden and Norway, 
and how it has been improved in the more northern countries. 
Therefore, it will be sufficient here to add that in its original 
home the most simple rotation is: (1) Bare Fallow, (2) Rye or 
Wheat, (3) Barley, (4) Oats, (5) Seeds mown, (6 and 7) Seeds 
pastured ; but on strong land a crop of rape-seed is taken before 
the rye or wheat, and on lighter soils a second crop of oats is taken 
before the land is sown out ; and it not unfrequently happens that 
both these additions to the rotation are made, either with or 
without a corresponding extension of the period during which the 
land remains in pasture. On ordinary farms the bare fallow is 
manured, and no other course in the rotation; but there are 
many large proprietors who follow a more enlightened system. 
A special feature of the fallow-break is that it gives an op- 

portunity to cut down the surrounding hedges for firewood ; 
but this must be done so as not to cause injury to a neighbour, 
or to expose him to the probability of injury. The farmer 
would also take care of his own interests, and would not, for 
instance, cut down a fence between fallow land and a seed-break 
which was being pastured. 

There is a general belief in the Duchies that grass will not 
grow permanently out of flood’s way. This is probably an 
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outcome of the fact that the marshes, which produce such won- 

derful pasture, are below the water-level. It is also true that 
the land bordering streams cannot grow corn, as it is water- 
logged ; but drainage, like turnip-husbandry and alternate 
cropping, has still to be introduced to the bulk of the farmers 
of Schleswig and Holstein. Anyhow, it is exceedingly curious 
to see the margins of streams and the very bottoms of valleys 
clothed with grass for a few yards or so at the sides of each 
brook or rivulet, the steeper the bank the narrower the fringe, 
and vice versd. These strips of grass with meandering’ boun- 
daries are immediately succeeded by arable land without any- 
intervening fence. 

That grass will grow at higher levels, in Holstein as ‘else- 
where, has been proved by Mr. Berndes, of Lammershagen, who 
farms 1600 acres, 200 of which he has laid down in permanent 
pasture. This seeded land is in two pieces, of the ordimary un- 
dulatory character of the country; one piece, when I saw it in 
1874, had been down four years, and had been liberally treated 
with liquid manure ; it seemed a marked success, and the other 
piece bid fair to be equally good if encouraged by pulling 
cake-eating fattening animals upon it. 

The ordinary farms of the country are about 100 acres in 
extent, and the rent averages about 10s. per acre. The farmers 
keep as many cattle as they estimate that their spring-corn will 
feed during the winter (after making due allowance for the oats 
required for the horses)... Thus, only the wheat, the dairy pro- _ 
ducts, and the cast-cows are sold off the farm, as the calves not 
reared are generally consumed by the labourers and the farmer's 
family. Sheep are not kept on ordinary farms, but there are 
shepherds who keep a breeding flock of the native sheep. Little 
or no land is either possessed or rented by them; but they make _ 
arrangements with farmers for the sheep to run over the bare 
fallow and stubbles. I was unable to ascertain anything like an 
average price for this grazing, as the whole thing is a matter of 
bargain as to money-payment, number of sheep, length of time, 
&c. ; but there can be no doubt about one thing, that the more 
foul the land is, the more money for its use will the farmer 
obtain, 

Mr. Berndes keeps 350 ewes. They were originally of the 
native breed; but for some few years have been crossed with 
Shropshire rams, chiefly from the flocks of Lord Chesham, Mr. 
Mansel, and Mr. J. Evans, of Uffington. From thedast-named 
breeder Mr. Berndes has also obtained fifteen ewes, so as to 
enable him to breed a few rams. To improve his flock as 
rapidly as possible, he has been putting into it all the best ewe 
lambs, and selling out the inferior ewes' having a smaller pro- 

fot 
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portion of Shropshire blood. . When he. gets enough land laid 
down to grass, and can organise his labour so as to admit of 
extended turnip-cultivation, he will increase his flock of ewes ; 
but at present he is almost alone in that part of Holstein in 
growing any turnips, and in trying to get permanent grass above 
the water-level. 

Mr. R. M. Sloman, the owner of Lammershagen, is trying 
to induce his smaller tenants to grow turnips by inserting in 
their leases a clause compelling them to grow at least)5 English 
acres per annum ; and another stipulating that as each portion 
of the land comes into bare fallow it shall be drained, he finding 
the tiles and the tenant the labour. Mr. Sloman, however, 
is very far in. advance of his neighbours; a result which I 
patriotically attribute to some extent to his frequent visits to 
England, aided by his fluent use of the English language. 

Mr. Berndes keeps 200 cows on his farm of 1600 acres. They 
are chiefly of the Angeln breed; but he uses an Alderney bull. 
They are out on old seeds, or permanent grass, from the 1st of 
May until the end of November; and in the winter are fed in 
the stables with hay, corn, and sometimes a little linseed-cake. 
As in Denmark, so in the Duchies, the larger farmers do not, 
as a rule, devote enough attention to breeding, but. depend 
almost exclusively upon the smaller farmers for a supply of 
heifers to renew their herd. Of late years the increased cost 
of. heifers has forced their attention to this matter, and the 
result is that some large farmers, like Mr. Berndes, are now 
careful in the selection of their bulls. 
A departure from Koppelwirthschaft principles may-be. seen 

on the farm of Mr, Petersen of Wittkael, near Schleswig, whose 
course of cropping is: (1) Wheat, (2) Mangolds, (3) Barley, 
(4) Clover, (5) Oats, (6) Beans. The farm consists of-140 acres 
of arable land and 30 of pasture. Eight horses, 30 cows, and 
70. ewes are kept. The cows drop their first calf when 24 years 
old; about 5 heifer-calves are kept, and the remainder share the 
usual fate of calves in these regions. During the summer the 
cows. are soiled, commencing generally in the middle of May, 
with some hay added to the cut grass, but later they get nothing 
but the grass, cut and brought to the stables, until the middle of 

_ October. The dict is then changed to mangold leaves, with a 
_ little corn, but. chiefly cake, viz., } lb. linseed and 1 lb. palm- 
cake per cow per diem. The sheep are a cross of Cotswold and 
Danish ; they clip an average of 4lbs. of wool in the spring, 
and again 3} lbs. in the autumn before they go into the sheep- 
stables for the winter. About 30 ewes go out of the flock every 
year, and generally about 90 sheep are wintered. Between 5 and 
6 acres of lucerne are grown;, the crop is cut three times in the 
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year: the first cut is made into hay, and the rest is given green 
to the cows in the stalls. About 5 acres of turnips are grown 
for the sheep and cast-cows. Mr. Petersen expresses himself 
thoroughly satisfied with the results of his system as compared 
with those obtained by his neighbours who adopt the Koppel- 
wirthschaft farming; while the latter look upon their neighbour 
as a theorist and an experimenter, but not as a practical farmer. 
This opinion is strengthened by the fact that Mr. Petersen 
has invented a peculiar system of pipe-draining, the essential 
features of which are that the pipes follow the contour-lines of 
the surface of the land, and are furnished with shuttles and - 
other contrivances to enable the drainage water of the higher 
land to be used, when required, for the subsoil irrigation of the 
lower. 

The Marshes——The name of this district suggests to an 
Englishman a tract of rich pastures with little or no land under 
the plough ; but this would not be an accurate description of all 
the marshes of Denmark and the Duchies, for the proportion of 
grass to ploughed land still varies very much, notwithstanding that 
the tendency to convert tillage into pasture has recently been 
stimulated throughout the marsh country by the high price of 
meat and the increasing cost of labour. There are several distinct 
marshes, more or less separated by inlets of the sea, or by the 
mouths of rivers which discharge into the Elbe. They are 
generally known by the name of the principal town situated 
within their confines, and thus we have the Tondern Marsh, the 
Wilster Marsh, the Krempe Marsh, &c.; while the Eiderstadt 
and other Marshes take their name from the river or inlet of the 
sea which separates them from adjoining drainage districts. 

All, or nearly all, the marshes are at a lower level than the 
sea and the rivers, which form two-thirds or more of their 
boundaries, and from which they are protected by dykes and 
ditches, as in the Low Countries proper. Indeed, history shows 
that so long ago as the 12th century these marshes were first colo- 
nised by Dutchmen, who were driven from their own country 
by disastrous floods of great magnitude. In opposition to our 
proverb that “A burnt child dreads the fire,” they emigrated to 
a district of the same character as that from which they had 
been flooded out, and carried with them their agricultural prac- 
tices and their engineering skill. To this day, the language 
and dress of the people, as well as their homesteads, show their 
Dutch origin; and, until recently, the system on which rents 
were calculated, known as “ Hollinderei,” told the same tale. 
In this Report it is impossible to go further into these matters, 
which, especially the dykes and the drainage, can be much 
better studied in Holland—their original home. 
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The general system of agriculture pursued in these districts 
depends upon the relative quantity of permanent pasture. Thus, 
in the Krempe Marsh, where there is little grass, but heavy 
corn land, comparatively few cows are kept ; but oxen are bought 
at about 34 years old from the Geest districts, stall-fed during 
the winter with corn and clover hay, and passed on to be 
finished off during the next summer on the rich grass-land of 
other marshes. In some of the lighter-land districts, such as 
parts of the Tondern Marsh, where there is a proportion of 
grass, but not of feeding quality, cows are kept and the calves 
reared, and sold at 2 or 3 years old, either in summer to go 
to the feeding pastures, or later in the year to be wintered as 
just mentioned. The smallest farmers in these districts fre- 
quently have not enough fodder or straw to enable them to 
winter their calves, in which case they are sold to larger farmers 

’ who do not breed so many as they can keep through the winter. 
Thus we see a repetition of the system already described as 
characteristic of the meat-husbandry of Western Jutland. Still 
another, and perhaps the most important, type of marsh is that 
which consists entirely, or nearly so, of permanent pasture of 
feeding quality. To these districts the cattle exported to England, 
whether direct from Ténning and Husum, or by way of Ham- 
burg, are sent to be finished off, and they are in consequence 
the great factory of fat beef in the Cimbrian peninsula. 

The course of cropping pursued on arable land varies con- 
siderably with its strength, and with the proportion of per- 
manent pasture on the farm ; but the following may be taken as 
an average rotation on good corn land :—(1) Oats after seeds ; 
(2) Beans; (3) Bare Fallow; (4) Rape-seed ; (5) Wheat ; (6 and 
7) Seeds. If rape-seed is not grown, the necessity for a bare 
fallow is removed ; the beans would then be succeeded by oats, 
which would be followed by wheat. Sometimes two crops of 
oats in succession are taken after seeds and before beans, and 
on some farms the seeds are left down more than two years, 
especially where there is a scarcity of permanent grass. Mr. 
Schmidt-Tychsen, of Bohrendorf, near Detzbiill, in the Ton- 
dern Marsh, informed me that in his neighbourhood the or- 
dinary course on ploughed land was (1) Bare Fallow; (2) Rape- 
seed ; (3) Wheat ; (4) Oats or Beans ; (5) Barley ; (6) Beans; (7) 
Oats (when the land is good), returning again to fallow without 
any cloyer or other seed-course. The fallow-break is manured, 
but no other course in the rotation, unless it is the barley-shift, 
and that only occasionally. No artificial manure is used. 

Mr. Schmidt-Tychsen is the owner of over 300 acres in the 
Tondern Marsh, but he lets about 100 acres of by no means 
the best land at a rent of 57s. per acre for the summer months, 
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reserving to himself the winter grazing for sheep. On’ the 
other hand, he sometimes rents additional land as he requires it, 
and for the best summer grazing pays over 70s. per acre, viz., from 
April 1st to November 10th. Most of the land in his district 
is in grass, and on his own property he gradually reduced the 
area under the plough until he had laid it all down. Mixed 
farms are let at about 50s. per acre, but good- grass farms fetch 
70s., or even more. Cattle are not often put on the pastures 
until the Ist of May, and then, in his district, 1 bullock is 
allotted to 14 acre ; but if there is a good crop of grass a few 
sheep are added to the number of cattle, the general proportion - 
being 20 oxen and 10 sheep to 25 acres. He gets from 
4l. 10s. to 7/1. 10s. increase in the price of the bullocks in 
return for their keep for from four to six months. Shorthorn 
crosses with marsh cattle are bought in the spring at an average 
price of about 18/2. per head when 4 years old. Few Danish cattle 
find their way into his district except cast Angeln cows, which 
can be bought at about 7/. 10s. in the spring, and sold in 
the autumn at about 12/. per head. Sheep, generally of the 
Cotswold, Lincoln, or Leicester breeds, more or less crossed, are 
bought in the autumn at about 36s. per head, and in the spring 
they are estimated to be worth 48s., lean. They are not, how- 
ever, sold until after they have been clipped, at the end of 
April or beginning of May, the fleeces weighing about 7 lbs. 
each. The price obtained for the wool varies from 1s. 6d. to 
2s. dd. per lb. There is no strict method in the farming of 
the district, but cattle and sheep are bought and sold as seems 
desirable, and sheep are sometimes bred. Sheep are kept on the 
land during the whole winter, but no oxen are kept during that 
season, except on farms which consist partly of ploughed land, 
where they are wintered on straw, rape-cake, tail-corn, beans, 
and bean-haulm. 

Further south, in the Ténning Marshes, whence come the 
famous Toénning cattle to the London market, agricultural 
practices differ little from those just sketched; but as Mr. 
Hems, of St. Annen, near Friedrichstadt, not far from Ténning, 
was able to give me some more precise information as’to his 
own results, it may be useful to give a brief account of his farm. 
He occupies nearly 500 acres of land, of which only about 80 
are under the plough, the remainder being permanent grass that 
will carry 20 bullocks to each 25 acres. They generally go off 
at 34 years old from the grass, weighing from 80 to 100 stone 
dead weight, but a few are kept on until they are 6 years old, 
when some will scale dead as much as 180 to 200 stone. They 
are bought at 3 years old, at about 20/. per head, and generally 
sold six months afterwards, fat off the grass, at from 25/. to 281. 

. 
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each, being sent direct to England, consigned to agents. The 
system of breeding and rearing pursued in other districts is 
also in vogue here, the average price which a small farmer 
gets for his: stock at 18 months old being 9/. for heifers as 
well as steers. At 3 years old they fetch double that money, 
or rather more in the case of good ones, the usual breed being 
the native race crossed with Shorthorn blood. In Mr. Hems’ 
district the rent of very good pasture is not far from 5/. per 
imperial acre from April Ist until the middle of November : 
but the winter grazing with sheep is not worth more than 5s. per 
acre. Between 40 and 50 acres of land are mown every year, and 
with the aid of this hay Mr. Hems is enabled to winter about 
130 oxen, which are finished off on the grass next summer. 
He also buys about 120 more in the spring to be summer grazed 
on his own land; but if he is able to rent more grazing, he buys 
more cattle in proportion. In addition to cattle, he keeps 60 ewes 
of the Wiedinghade breed crossed with Cotswold ; they clip about 
7 to 8 lbs., and from 60 to 80 shearlings are annually sold fat, 
weighing from 20 to 24 lbs. per quarter. Mr. Hems finds that 
grass-land in his district pays much better than corn growing, 
so he also, like Mr. Schmidt-Tychsen, has gradually increased 

' his acreage of pasture. The new grass has been laid down by 
sowing the following mixture of seeds with spring wheat or 
barley, or preferably without a crop, the quantities being in lbs. 
per acre :— 

82 lbs. Lolium perenne. 12 lbs. Phlceeum pratense. 
162 ,, Festuca pratensis. | 162 ,, Poa pratensis. 
32 ,, Festuca avena. | 162. ,, Poa trivialis. 

162 ,, Alopecurus pratensis. | 25 ,, Agrostis vulgaris. 
162 ,, Cynosurus cristatis. 12 ,, Trifolium medium, 
2 ,, Dactylis glomerata. 8) ,, Trifolium repens. 

The young seeds are grazed for the first time during the 
summer following that in which the corn was harvested, and 
will even then fatten a large number of oxen. After this 
grazing, farmyard-manure is applied, and a year or two after- 
wards a dressing of marl and dung is given. I saw land that 
had been grazed only one year, and another piece that had been 
down six years; both looked very good; and the latter, although 
it had been stocked all the summer with oxen at the usual rate, 
had still plenty of keep on it. The arable land is cropped on 
the following four-course shift: (1) Oats and Vetches, turnips, 
clover, and peas ; (2) Wheat; (3) Beans; (4) Oats. Six working 
horses and ten labourers are required on the whole of the farm. 
The men are paid by the day, but are kept all the year round, 
though they earn more in summer than in winter, the average 
for the year being about 12s. 6d. per week. 
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As an example of a well-managed farm consisting principally 
ef arable land, I may quote that held by Mr. Johann Kahlke, 
near Heide, in the Ditmarsh. It measures about 380 acres, 
two-thirds of which are under the plough. The rotation on the 
stronger half of the ploughed land is, (1) Beans ; (2) Wheat ; (3) 
Sugar-beet ; (4) Spring Corn (either oats, barley, or spring wheat); 
(5 and 6) Seeds, which are sometimes left a third year. On 
the lighter land the course is, (1) Oats; (2) Wheat; (3) Spring 
Corn; (4, 5, and 6) Grass, which has a bastard fallow previous 
to the oats being again sown. Wheat is sown broadcast about 
the end of September or beginning of October to the amount of 
12 to 14 pecks per acre; but if it is drilled, 20 per cent. less. 
seed is required. Barley is sown comparatively thin, not more 
than about 10 pecks per acre being used; the period of barley 
sowing extends from March until May, the latter month being 
preferred by Mr. Kahlke, as late sowing gives him a_ better 
opportunity to clean his land. Oats are sown in April, and 
about 5 bushels of seed per acre is usual. Beans are drilled as 
early as possible in February or March at a distance of 1 foot 
apart, the quantity of seed used being from 5 to 6 bushels per 
acre. The yield is reckoned in multiples of the seed, a 
good crop of wheat being 12 times, oats 17 or 18, barley 
20 to 25, and beans 8 to 12 times. One-third of the available 
manure is put on the land after the sugar-beet crop, and the 
remainder is applied (on the land {where sugar-beet is not 
taken) to the seeds in the spring, before they are broken up 
for beans or oats; in this way more clover, and consequently 
more corn, is said to be obtained. The mixture sown is 10 lbs. 
of red clover per acre and 2 lbs. of white, and no grasses ; but both 
grasses and white clover grow naturally. Little or no artificial 
manure is used, as the seed-course is believed to be the best 
dressing the land can have, and Mr. Kahlke’s great object is to 
have as much land in clover as possible, provided he can keep 
it good enough. Much of his clover-break will fatten small 
beasts without artificial food. For sugar-beet, the wheat stubble 
is ploughed in autumn, and cultivated to the depth of 10 or 12 
inches in spring, afterwards being deeply ploughed with four 
horses, and then harrowed and rolled. The seed is dibbled in 
rows 18 inches apart, and harrowed in; and when the plants 
appear they are hoed and left in bunches 8 inches apart, being 
afterwards singled and the earth drawn away from the one plant 
left. They are again hoed twice, either by hand or machine, 
preferably by hand, generally in June or July, but all operations 
must be finished by the end of July. Asa rule, the roots have 
not been covered with earth at any period, but in 1874 they 
were thus treated for the first time. The land in sugar-beet is 
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let to a manufacturer under two different contracts. On two- 
thirds, the manufacturer does all the work and pays the farmer 
about 6/. 10s. per acre, besides returning him 18 per cent. of the 
weight of roots in pulp without payment; the manufacturer 
also conveys the roots to the factory and gives the leaves to the 
farmer, who lets them remain on the land as a manure. On 
the remaining third of the beetroot-course, the farmer does all 
the work, and is paid for the roots which he delivers at the 
factory at the rate of 18s. per ton before the 1st of December, 
and 20s. per ton after that date. He also has the right to buy 
back 18 per cent of pressed pulp at from 12s. to 14s. per ton, or 
30 per cent. of diffusion pulp at 6s. per ton. 

Hand-labour for the beetroot-course costs 3/. per acre, and an 
additional payment of 2s. per ton when the crop exceeds 16 tons 
per acre. An average crop is said to be 14 to 15 tons per acre. 
All the labourers are paid in hard cash and by the piece, except 

the unmarried men, who live on the farm. The younger men, 
or lads, get about 12/. per annum and their food, while more 
experienced men get proportionally higher pay. An average 
labourer working by the piece will earn about 45/. per annum ; 
most of these men own their cottages and more or less land, 
sometimes only a small garden, but generally enough to keep a 
cow, or say from half an acre to 4 acres. 

In the neighbourhood of Heide there is not so much per- 
manent grass as in the Friedrichstadt district, therefore more 
cattle are bred and not so many fattened ; but Mr. Kahlke does 
not keep more than 8 cows, of the Marsh race crossed with 
Shorthorn, and the calves of these he rears. A small proportion 
of the clover is made into hay and the rest grazed with young 
cattle. He aims to keep two dozen calves and the same number 
of yearlings and two-year-olds, some being of his own breeding, 
and the remainder purchased from farmers who have no per- 
manent pasture. Each year 24 of these are fattened off on the 
permanent grass and are included in the 70 fat cattle which 
will be mentioned presently. He buys between 40 and 50 
24-year-old oxen in September and October, and gives them 
straw and beetroot pulp, or roots, with bean-shuds, oat-cavings, 
and sometimes a little cake, during the winter. About the 
beginning of May they, with about two dozen of the older reared 
cattle, go on the permanent grass, where they get fat during the 
season without artificial food. In this way about 70 oxen are sold 
every year, those purchased as steers coming in at about 16/. or 
171. per head, and going out at 251. to 271. per head. 

It will doubtless have been remarked by readers of the last few 
pages that in the Marsh districts little if any attempt is made to 
stall-feed cattle in the winter. Several reasons have been given 
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me for this variation from English practice, and all of them con- 
tribute their share to the total result. Thus very few turnips are 
grown, and artificial food is considered too dear, very little 
account being taken of the comparative value of farmyard- 
manure made from different feeding materials. Then an im- 
portant consideration is that, in winter, Hamburg is practically 
the only accessible market for fat stock, the London trade not 
beginning until spring is well advanced, although sometimes a 
few winter-fed cattle are sent over in April. These generally 
go from the Southern Ditmarsh country, where farmers are 
beginning to pay more attention to stall-feeding. As an 
example of the opening for winter-feeding which exists in the” 
Ditmarsh, I may mention that a farmer in the Ténning Marsh 
informed me that he was in the habit of buying 24-year-old 
oxen in the autumn, and, as he has little or no straw, he sends 
them to be wintered in the Ditmarsh by farmers who have 
much more straw than can be used up by their own beasts. 
He pays from 24s. to 36s. per head for their winter keep, which 
consists almost entirely of straw, and in the spring they return 
to his marsh-pastures, where they are fattened off during the 
summer, 

Each marsh has its own aboriginal breed of cattle ; but at the 
present time it is impossible to describe from observation their 
distinctive characters ; as they have been so crossed with Short- 

Fig. 12.—Bull of the Eiderstidt Marsh Breed (4 years old). 
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horns that they all partake more or less of the characters of the 
imported breed. ‘The cut on page 374, from a lithograph pub- 
lished in 1847, will give a fair idea of a pure bull of the 
Ejiderstidt race at that time. The colours are roan and white. 

With regard to the importation of cattle into Schleswig and 
Holstein, it should be mentioned that those Duchies are com- 
pletely isolated from the other provinces of the German Empire. 
I was informed that the pike-keepers and road menders are 
required to examine the papers, or permits, of persons in charge 
of cattle driven along the roads, and to ascertain that the cattle 
in their charge are duly authorised to be within the boundaries 
of Schleswig and Holstein. Time did not permit of my in- 
vestigating thoroughly this important matter ; and it would have 
been impossible to do justice to the subject in this Report. 

THe LABOURER. 

Since the date of Mr. Rainals’ Report (1860), the upward! 
movement in the price of farm-labour, which had even then. 
begun to attract attention, has made considerable progress in 
Denmark as in other countries. In the kingdom itself, the 
farm-servant received, according to Mr. Rainals, 5/. 10s. per 
annum, together with board and lodging, in 1860, against 
27. 15s. to 3/7. 15s. in 1846; and he now obtains from 8/. to 107. 
per annum. These are the unmarried labourers who sleep on 
the farm, generally in a corner of the cow-shed or stable, or in a 
small room partitioned off from it. Dairy-maids now earn 5/. to 
6/., and their food and lodging, while, in 1860, their money-pay- 
ment was about 3/. 7s. The married labourers live in cottages 
on or adjacent to the farm, and Mr. Rainals states that their daily 
wages “‘ may be estimated at from 10d. to 1s. 3d. for males in the 
summer, and about 7d. in the winter; for females at from 8d. to 
10d. in the summer, and from 53d. to 7d. in the winter; but 
they receive no board or lodging.” At present these figures 
must be increased to from 1s. 3d. to 2s. or more per day for men 
in summer, and 2d. or 3d. less in winter ; the rent of the cottage 
varies from 18s. per annum in the districts where wages are low 
to as much as 7()s. in those where labour is more highly paid. 
These figures include the rent of a small garden or allotment; 
but when keep for a cow and a couple of sheep, say 8 or 
10 acres, is attached to the cottage, the rent amounts to 51. 
or 6/. per annum. In such cases the cultivation of the land is 
done by the farmer, who is paid in labour, the wife as well as 
the man sometimes working in payment of each day’s work 
done by a ploughman and two horses, say 14 day’s labour of 
both of them. In Holstein, on the other hand, there is a price, 
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fixed by Government I believe, at about 5s. per acre, which 
the labourer pays his employer for the horse-cultivation of his 
land. Mr. Rainals remarks that “in Holstein wages are a 
little higher than in the kingdom or in Schleswig ;” and this is 
still true of the marshes, but not of the Geest, where wages are 
about 1s. per diem, the labourers paying about 3/. per annum 
for a cottage and 5 or 6 acres of land. 

In Denmark and the Duchies certain privileges or perquisites 
are given to the labourers in addition to their daily pay, the 
keep for two sheep being most common; and, to eke this out, 
the labourers carefully mow every green bank and roadside-strip 
of grass. In the dairy-districts an allowance of skim-milk is’ 
not uncommon, and sometimes wood or turf. In the more 
remote districts of North Jutland the system of payment in 
kind still lingers, and the following may be given as an ex- 
ample :—23 bushels of rye, 23 bushels of barley, and 5/. in 
money per annum; also cottage and garden rent free, 4 pints of 
skim-milk daily, food and land for two sheep, turf, and a pig 
six weeks old. In return the man gives his services, and his 
wife is bound to work when required for 1s. per day in summer, 
and 9d. per day in winter. The following plan (Fig. 13) of two 
cottages (or rather one cottage for two families) on the farm 
just referred to, will give a little life to the bare figures I have 

_ Fig. 13.—Plan of a pair of Labourers’ Cottages on the Farm of 
Mr. Branth, near Aalborg. 

quoted. The ground-floor of each cottage consists of a single 
room for the use of the labourer and his family, by day as well 
as by night, with a store-room, a pig-stye, and a sheep-pen at 
the back and under the same roof; above this floor is simply 
a loft for storing winter-supplies of hay, corn, &c. Between the 
two cottages. hut under the continuous roof, is a lobby with a 
single cooking-apparatus, which is used in common by both 
families. 1 
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The system of building cottages in pairs is very general in 
Denmark as it is with us, and the above example is by no means 
below the average of the old-fashioned style of cottage. The 
new style of cottage, which is now being built on the best- 
managed estates, is a great improvement upon them, as may 
be gathered from the annexed ground-plan (Fig. 14) of a pair 
which I saw at Mr. Tesdorpf’s, on the island of Falster. Part 
of the loft above was partitioned off as a second bedroom. 

_ Fig. 14.—Plan of a pair of Labourers’ Cottages on Mr. Tesdorpf's 
Farm at deine Falster. 

Silling 

Licom 

A A. Cookirg-stoves. 

Mr. Tesdorpf has the welfare of his labourers sincerely at 
heart, and has exerted himself in many ways for their benefit. 
Amongst other things, he has established a co-operative store in 
the village; all the villagers are shareholders, and those who 
cannot afford to pay money down for their shares, may purchase 
them by allowing their modicum of profit to accumulate until it 
amounts to the required sum. The dividend has generally been 
between 7 and 8 per cent. In the same village and under the 
same patronage is a benefit society, which includes amongst its 
objects sick pay, and the securing of medical attendance during 
illness. Men pay id. per week, and their wives half that 
amount, to secure medical attendance and an allowance of 44d. 
per day during illness, and larger amounts for a proportionate 
payment. The village-school is attended by ninety scholars, 
and the schoolmaster is not behind the rest of the community 
in his successful devotion to agricultural pursuits. 

Ourupgaard must, however, be regarded as a model, rather 
than a typical, Danish village. In ‘Denmark every person in 
indigent circumstances has a legal right to poor-relief, and to 
medical aid in sickness. The system of administrating relief 
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has hitherto very much resembled our own, and the poor-rate 
has fluctuated in different parishes according to the laxity or the 
strictness of the poor-law officers. I believe, however, that the 
whole question is now under consideration, and that consider- 
able modifications of the existing law will shortly be brought 
before the Danish Parliament. It is to be hoped that those 
modifications will tend to encourage the development of such 
excellent institutions as the Ourupgaard Benefit Society and 
Co-operative Store. 

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. 

As in other Continental countries, the education of the future 
generation of farmers is carefully provided for. In Denmark, 
only the higher education is under State management and con- 
trol, and is provided for at the Royal Agricultural and Veterinary 
College in the outskirts of Copenhagen. It is not necessary to 
describe the arrangements of this institution, for,admirable though 
they are, they do not differ in principle from those of similar 
institutions in other countries. To the college is attached an 
experimental farm, which is managed with considerable skill 
and care. Amongst the experiments which were being con- 
ducted at the time of my visit were several series of alternate 
courses of cropping: for instance, wheat taken in alternate years, 
the intervening crops being beans, clover, roots, &c.; also barley 
in alternate years, with the same intervening crops; and again 
oats, clover, and roots, each treated as the main crop with a series 
of intervening ones. The clover- and root-experiments were soon 
brought to an end by the land refusing to grow them in alternate 
years after a few courses; but the others have now been in ope- 
ration some time. Experiments were also being conducted on 
the operation of different manures on different crops; on the 
effect of drilling at closer or wider intervals, and on the com- 
parative effect of drilling and broadcasting ; on sowing various 
seeds at different depths; and on the length of time that different 
species of grass. and clover, as well as sainfoin and lucerne, can 
be allowed to stand advantageously when cut every year. Pro- 
fessor Jorgensen, the Lecturer on Agriculture at the College, is 
very cautious about publishing results, and does not consider it 
safe even to draw conclusions from experiments until they have 
been repeated ten years consecutively. No doubt he is wise, and 
when his record is published his caution will make it the more 
valuable. é 

What may be termed “ primary” agricultural education is 
fostered by the Royal Danish Agricultural Society—a private 
institution with a State subvention. Its educational efforts have 
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been carried out on an extensive scale, and with great success. 
The system pursued is similar to that already described in my 
Report on Sweden. A certain number of farms distributed 
throughout the country are registered by the Society as places to 
which pupils can be sent. The pupils are expected to work in 
the same manner and to the same extent as the hired labourers, 
and thus earn their living and a small wage besides. There are 
four classes of pupils, viz.: (1) Agricultural; (2) Draining ; 
{3) Dairy management; (4) Practical dairying. 

According to the Society’s Report for the year 1872, there 
were 77 farms at which agricultural pupils were received to the 
number of 170, of whom 127 remained at the close of the year. 
Some of these were one-year students, some two years, and 
others three years, the numbers of each grade not differing very 
remarkably. The payment to the pupils is 3/. 6s. 9d. the first 
year, 4/. the second, and 4/. 9s. the third. After the third year 
they may obtain the Society’s diploma, and the most successful 
receive a grant in aid of a journey to Scotland or some other 
country. During the year 1872 nearly 150/. was thus spent by 
the Society. Instruction in dairy-management was given in 1872 
on 11 farms to 20 pupils, of whom 15 remained at the end of 
the year. Practical dairying was taught at 17 farms in that 
year to 26 pupils, of whom 14 were continuing their course of 
instruction at the close of the year. The course of instruction 
in the dairy classes is of two years’ duration, and the Society 
pays the head dairymaid 4/. 9s. for each pupil. 

The Society was established in 1769, and its educational 
efforts commenced in 1820 with the agricultural farm-schools ; 
and the success of the movement, especially after the first 
decade, led to the establishment of the system for teaching prac- 
tical dairying in 1836. Thus by the aid of the above figures, 
the influence which the Society has exercised upon the agricul- 
ture of the kingdom may be estimated. Taking an average of 40 
instructed young farmers, 10 practical dairymen, and 12 or 14 
thoroughly competent dairymaids, added annually to the agri- 
cultural ranks of a population numbering only a million and 
three-quarters, and continued for a series of years, the result must 
be to produce a certain uniformity of practice throughout the 
country. The practice will be good, bad, or indifferent, accord- 
ing to the nature of the precept and example put forward at the 
schools; and the preceding pages will doubtless lead English 
readers to infer that while the dairy-schools have been an enormous 
benefit to the country, the system of husbandry taught at the 
farm-schools has interfered with their successful advancement 
of Danish agriculture. 
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CoNCLUSION. 

Readers of this Report who remember the previous one on 
Sweden will have noticed that the agricultural practices of the 
two countries are essentially the same in principle, but differ in the 
details which have already been pointed out. ‘The results obtained 
in Denmark are much more favourable than those noticed in 
Sweden—a difference which the comparative mildness of the 
climate would lead one to expect. Land in Denmark has about 
three times the value it possesses in Sweden (excluding the 
province of Scane), and farmers get almost a corresponding 
increase in the yearly excess of receipts over payments, which 
represents their rent, interest of capital, and farmer's profits. 
In the Geest district of the Duchies, rents, profits, and crops are 
all lower than in the monarchy ; but in the fertile marsh districts 
large prices are paid for land, and good results are obtained. 

Agriculture is most advanced in the Danish islands, and in 
those districts may be seen some of the most approved farm- 
implements of English and American manufacture, while on 
Laaland the only steam-ploughs in the kingdom cultivate the 
land attached to a large beetroot-sugar factory. Ploughs and 
threshing-machines by all our great English firms may be seen 
on the home-farms of most large proprietors, but the favourite 
reaper appears to be the “ Buckeye,” an American machine of 
great repute throughout Scandinavia. Against this flattering 
picture we must put the facts as they are seen on smaller farms, 

whether owned or rented by the occupier. In the former case, 
the owner too frequently has not the means to purchase im- 
proved machinery ; and in the latter, the inventory belongs to 
the landlord, who rarely feels inclined to incur an expense that 
may be avoided, while his tenants—the Bénder—who have the 
best of the bargain in security of tenure and low rents, naturally 
follow the practices of their forefathers, in the absence of any 
inducement to the contrary. These barriers to the introduction 
of better ploughs than those of native manufacture, and of such 
implements as horse-hoes and scarifiers, which the foul condi- 
tion of the land renders almost essential to its profitable culti- 
vation, though they cannot be removed, might be to some 
extent surmounted. The first step is to provide that such 
implements may be purchased at a moderate cost; but hitherto 
the Government of the country, by levying a considerable im- 
port-duty, has exerted its influence in the opposite direction, 

With regard to manures, little need be added to the remarks 
made from time to time in the body of this Report. As in 
Sweden, so in Denmark, the artificial manures employed are 
almost entirely confined to superphosphates, although dissolved 
bones and dissolved guano are now beginning to he used. Am- 
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moniacal manures are almost unknown, and top-dressings rarely, 
if ever, heard of. Artificial feeding-stuffs consist principally of 
rape-cake and palmnut-cake, which are preferred to linseed-cake 
for milch-cows; but in the meat-making districts a certain 
amount of linseed-cake is used by the best farmers in smalk 
quantities. The use of linseed-cake in large doses for finishing 
off fat bullocks is very little known; and the practice of making 
the stall-feeding of cattle the finishing process is almost confined 
to the dairy districts. 

Another great divergence from English practice is to be 
found in the system of consuming so large a proportion of the 
home-grown crops on the farm. 

In Great Britain farmers ‘try to produce corn of fine quality 
that will pay to sell, and to sell it, purchasing back feeding- 
stuffs which cost less money for a given amount of feeding and 
manurial matter. In Denmark, as in Sweden and Norway, 
most of the corn grown is consumed on the farm, the only 
kinds sold being the best of the wheat, and sometimes a pro- 
portion of the barley, the bulk of the produce being used for 
feeding dairy-cows, pigs, and horses, especially during the 
winter.* Thus Mr. Vallentiner sells, off 780 imperial acres of 
good land, dairy-produce to the amount of 2200/., or nearly 31. 
per acre ; while his sales of corn amount to only 1800/., or less 
than 50s. per acre. Mr. Vallentiner is one of the best farmers in 
Sealand, and his sales of corn are far larger in proportion than 
most farmers make, partly because he gets very good crops, and 
partly because he buys 15 tons of rape-cake annually, besides 
a large quantity of bran. 

The differences of laws, customs, and climate which have 
been described in this Report make a comparison of the results. 
of Danish and English farming a somewhat difficult and un- 
certain calculation. However, the figures given in the pre- 
ceding pages, as well as those previously published by Professor 
Wilson, lead one to doubt whether M. Tisserand’s prediction 
that Danish farmers will “extract a higher profit from their 
land” than English occupiers is likely to be verified, unless. 
they alter their system of farming in some essential particulars. 

In conclusion, I wish to express my thanks to all whose names. 
occur in the foregoing pages, and to many other Danish gentle- 
men, for their uniform kindness and hospitality. 

* The English system is assumed in the recently enacted “ Agricultural 
Holdings (England) Act, 1875,” section 5 of which provides for compensation to 
the orcupier for the unexhausted manure produced by the ‘ consumption on the 
holding by cattle, sheep, or pigs, of cuke or other feeding-stutf not produced on the 
holding” This provision will meet the wants of the great majority of English 
farmers; but in Denmark it would be inoperative, as very little feeding-stuff is 
purchased ; but from one-half to two-thirds, or more, of the corn grown is consumed 
on the holding. 
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XIV.— Roads and Highways ; their History, Construction, Cost, 

Repair, and Management. By W. H. WHEELER, Member 
of the Institution of Civil Engineers. 

History OF ROAD-MAKING. 

A FAcILITy of locomotion is one of the first necessaries of a 
civilised state of society, and the more advanced the condition 
of any country, the greater is the demand for the means of 
transporting produce and manufactures from one locality to 
another, and for rapid intercourse and intercommunication. 

Railways have, to a certain extent, superseded roads as the 
chief means of transport, but the local utility of a railway must 
depend on the convenience of its lateral feeders. The produce 
of the surrounding district must still be conveyed to the railway — 
by means of roads. As the tiny rivulet and the brook gather 
together the water from the surrounding country and conduct it 
to the river, which in time becomes a mighty stream, so must 
the material which is to be carried by the railway first be 
collected and conveyed along the highways of the country before 
it can reach the main trunk. 

Road-making is entirely an attribute of a civilised country. 
It denotes a settled population and an increase of wants. To 
the Arab, and the wild inhabitant of the desert, whose nomad 
life renders such a thing as an accumulation of property a simple 
impossibility, and whose whole worldly substance consists of his 
horse and his tent, a road is a thing unknown and unwanted. 
Consequently, even to this day, the traveller in some Eastern 
countries will seek in vain for a properly formed road, or any of 
those accessories which are considered necessary to locomotion in 
more settled countries. 

From history we learn that road-making on scientific prin- 
ciples was practised by the Carthagenians, from whom the 
Romans learnt the art, and they improved on the method of their 
teachers. The great Roman engineers, having first connected 
their mother-city with all the principal towns in Italy by a 
splendid system of highways, subsequently made it their first 
concern in all their conquests, as a matter of military expediency, 
for the rapid removal of their legions, to lay out a system of 
roads on a plan which was subsequently followed by ourselves in 
the Highlands of Scotland and in South Wales. The Roman 
roads were carried in a direct line from one town to another, 

over hill and valley, and were made in the most permanent and 
substantial manner. The remains of those roads have been 
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discovered in a state of preservation sixteen centuries after their 
formation. Their construction consisted of a pitching of large 
stones evenly placed and bedded together, covered with concrete, 
and coated with a layer of broken stones and gravel. The plan 
pursued by those ingenious and common-sense people, in all 
their large engineering works, of employing their soldiers, and 
under them their captives and convicts, enabled them to carry 
out schemes of road-making, embanking, and water-supply, 
in a manner which is still the wonder and envy of modern 
nations. 

The highly civilised state to which the aboriginal inhabitants 
of Central America attained led them to the construction of 
good and permanent roads. «Cortes and Pizarro found on their 
arrival in Mexico and Peru a complete system of highways. The 
Peruvians, more especially, had developed their system, by con- 
necting their principal towns with substantial roads. One of 
these, which passed over the mountain-chain of the Andes, was 
nearly 2000 miles in length, and is described by Prescott as being 
conducted over pathless sierras covered with snow, galleries 
being cut for leagues through rocks; rivers crossed by means 
of bridges that swing suspended in the air; ravines of hideous 
depth filled up with solid masonry ; in short, all the difficulties 
which beset a wild and mountainous region, and which might 
appal the most courageous engineer of modern times, were en- 
countered and successfully overcome. The road was built of 
heavy flags of freestone, and covered, in parts at least, with 
a bituminous cement, which time has made much harder than 
the stone itself. In some places, where the ravines had been 
filled up with masonry, the mountain-torrents, wearing on it for 
ages, have gradually eaten a way through its base, and left the 
superincumbent mass (such is the cohesion of materials) still 
spanning the valley like an arch. 

The barbarous tribes who completed the destruction of the 
Roman Empire, and drove that people from all their conquests, 

_ were ill-suited and less inclined to foster or preserve the works 
_ of art with which the Romans had stamped their presence in 

all those lands where their victorious army had led them. War, 
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plunder, and rapine, constant quarrels leading to the burning of 
_ villages, the cutting of embankments, and ruinous destruction of 

all works, was the occupation of our Saxon and Danish prede- 
cessors ; and the blow thus given to the march of civilisation was 
many years before it was overcome. 

As the country became more settled after the Norman Con- 
quest, towns acquired charters, and with them power and inde- 
pendence. Commerce began to flourish; a settled population 
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“acquired habits which led to wants before unknown; and the 7 
transport of merchandise from the coast to the inland towns, — 
and from one special seat of industry to another, soon made the | 
want of roads severely felt. 

Very many years passed before any systematic attempt was 
made to maintain and improve the highways of the country; 
occasional instances, however, are recorded of the construction 
of roads by the various monasteries. The introduction of wheel- 
carriages, in the early part of the seventeenth century, caused 
the wretched condition of the horse-tracks, by which communi- 
cation had been kept up, to be severely felt ; and the introduction 
of stage-coaches, in the reign of Charles I., rendered it absolutely | 
necessary that some measures should be taken to render the roads 
passable. It was not until the middle of the eighteenth cn : 
that any really efficient roads were constructed. 

The first attempt at systematic road-making was in the High- q 
lands of Scotland, where, after the rebellion of 1715, the soldiers i" 
were employed under General Wade ‘in constructing the great 
military highways by which access was gained to those parts of 
the Highlands which had hitherto proved almost inaccessible to 
the army, and by means of which, not only were the Highland 
chiefs subdued, but the prosperity of the country was very — 
materially advanced. ‘The roads thus constructed were 800 miles — 
in length. The advantages which ensued from their construc-_ 
tion gave a stimulus to road-making throughout Great Britain, — 
so that from 1760 to 1774 upwards of 400 Acts were passed re~ 
lating to the formation and repairing of roads. 

The first English road-engineer was a blind Yorkshireman, 
Metcalfe, a man of innate shrewdness and ingenuity, with great 
resoluteness of purpose, who in his career had acquired a more 
than ordinary share of experience. His first connection with 
road-making began in 1765, when, an Act having been obtained 
for the construction of a road from Harrogate to Boroughbridge, 
he contracted for the construction of three miles of the new 
road. This was followed by the erection of a bridge ; after which 
he was. for upwards of thirty years engaged in similar occu- 
pations in Yorkshire, Lancashire, Derbyshire, and Cheshire. 
Metcalfe fulfilled the functions of designer as well as constructor, 
and personally surveyed and Jaid out many of the most important 
turnpike-roads, involving the building of bridges, retaining walls, 
and culverts. 

Smeaton, the father of engineers, was engaged as a road-maker 
during part of his career, having been employed in 1768 in 
making a new road in Nottinghamshife: The great main arteries 
of the country were laid still later, in the beginning of the present ie ai ES ee 
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century; and Mr. Telford, the founder of the Institution of Civil 
Engineers, then introduced his well-known system, which has 
not yet been improved on. Mr. Telford’s first undertaking was 
in Scotland, whither he was sent by the Government to report 

as to the best means of improving the fisheries, and to design 
such works as would tend to the development of the resources 

of the country, in order to check the tide of emigration. Mr. 
Telford’s Report advised the opening out of the country by a 

complete system of highways—so as to bring the interior parts 
into communication with the great towns and the coast,—and 
the construction of harbours for the protection of the fishing- 

_ vessels. Mr. Telford’s views having been adopted, a Board of 
_ Commissioners was appointed, with Mr. Telford as their en- 
-gineer. Under their direction, 920 miles of roads were laid 
out and constructed during a period of about eighteen years. 
These roads, owing to the hilly and rugged nature of the country, 

_ involved works of great magnitude, the extent of which may be 
estimated from the fact that on their course 1200 bridges were 
built, some of which were as ingenious in construction as 
beautiful in design. 

From Scotland Mr. Telford extended his operations to the 
south, where many of the roads which were laid out in the latter 
half of the previous century had been so badly constructed as to 
require remaking. In 1815 he was engaged under Government 
upon one of the finest pieces of road-making in the world (the 
Shrewsbury and Holyhead line), and, in connection with it, in 
the construction of the Menai and Conway suspension-bridges. 
This road, lying on the direct line of communication between 
England and Ireland, was considered of sufficient importance to 
be deemed a national undertaking. 

Contemporaneous with Telford was Macadam, whose atten- 
tion was first directed to road-making when he was a trustee of a 
road in Ayrshire. He subsequently devoted himself with great 
enthusiasm to road-making as a profession. In 1815 he was 
appointed Surveyor-General of the Bristol roads, in which posi- 
tion he introduced that system which has ever since been dis- 
tinguished by his name. Macadam’s plan mainly consisted in 
the use of small angular pieces of hard stone, carefully spread on 
the surface of the road, and so manipulated as to form a hard, 
even, and durable surface—a thing never before attempted in 
those days. In carrying out his improvements Mr. Macadam 
spent his whole fortune ; but in consideration of the benefits which 
they had conferred on the country, by saving animal labour, 
facilitating commercial intercourse, and rendering travelling easy 
and expeditious, the money thus expended by him was repaid 
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‘by order of the House of Commons, together with a further 
sum of 2000/., as an acknowledgment of the services he had 
rendered. 

With the termination of Mr. Telford’s career, road-making, as 
an art, begun to decline; the introduction of railways changed, 
for a time, the stream of traffic from the turnpikes ; and the trusts 
had frequently no money to pay the interest of their debts, and 
often even barely sufficient to maintain the roads. 

LEGISLATION. 

Roads seem to have first engaged the attention of the Legisla~ 
ture in 1285, when a statute was passed which had more reference — 
to the prevention of robberies on roads than to the roads them- 
selves. In Edward III.’s reign an Act was passed authorising 
the levying of tolls for the repairs of the road leading from 
St. Giles to Charing Cross, and in subsequent reigns other localh 
Acts were sanctioned. In the reign of Queen Mary the first 
attempt at general legislation was made, and the foundation of 
our present system of highway management was laid. By this 
Act every parish was to elect two surveyors to see to the mainte- 
nance and repair of the roads by compulsory labour. 

Under the simple system of the common law, the onus of 
maintaining a highway was on the inhabitants of the parish in 
which it was situated, who were bound by actual labour thereon 
to put it in good order when it was out of repair. 

Under the ancient system of tenures the lord of the soil fre- 
quently claimed the privilege of receiving tolls from all who 
travelled along his highway, in consideration of which he was 
liable to keep the way in good order, and in some countries even 
to defend the passengers from depredation. 

Previous to the passing of the Act 5 and 6 William IV. ec. 50, 
the highways were, under the provisions of certain statutes passed 
in the reign of George III., kept in repair by the performance of 
statute-duty. Every person occupying lands, &c., not exceeding 
the annual value of 50/: and keeping a cart or waggon, was 
liable to send, for six days in every year, at such time and place 
as the surveyor might appoint, one cart with horse or oxen, 
and two able-bodied men with the same, and so in proportion 
for the value of the land occupied. ‘Those persons who did not 
keep a team, but occupied an estate under the yearly value of 501, 
were obliged to contribute, in lieu of such duty, a certain sum 
in respect of every 20s. of the yearly value. 

As trade and commerce increased, and locomotion became 
more necessary and common, the inconveniences and delays 
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occasioned by the indifferent state of the ordinary highways of 
the country, and the circuitous route they involved, were very 
_ severely felt. It was, however, left to private enterprise to supply 
the remedy ; new main roads leading direct from one large towm 
to another were constructed, the money being provided by the 
landowners and other interested parties, who in return were 
allowed to take toll for the use of the road—hence the origin 
of turnpike trusts. According to the Parliamentary Report of 
1840, the number of trusts then in existence was 1116; the 
number of toll-gates and side-bars, 7796; the average extent 

of each trust was about 193 miles; the amount of mortgage 
debt was 7,260,993/.; and the highest amount received for tolls 
was in 1837, amounting to. 1,509,985/. These figures have 
since been gradually declining, till, according to the last- 
published return, 1873, the debt was reduced to 2,056,985/., 
and the annual interest to 57,280/.; the number of trusts left 
being 712. 

Roads, being a necessity in any civilised country, ought to be 
free to every one, and their maintenance should be under local or 
imperial direction. The practice of allowing the money neces- 
sary for repairs and repayment of the capital expended on the 
Toad to be raised by a toll assessed on the user, was, at the 
best, an expedient justified by the fact that it rested between 
that method or none at all; and it was recognised by the 
Legislature only as a temporary measure, the inconveniences of 
which were sought to be met by granting the charges on the 
roads for a limited period. The debt in many cases has been 

_ paid off, and the toll-bars abolished, the maintenance of the 
roads having been thrown on the several parishes through which 
they pass; many trusts yet remain, some gradually working off 
their debts, others hopelessly insolvent, all involving consider- 
able charges on the districts through which they pass, beyond 

| their maintenance, for the payment of toll-collectors, clerks, law- 
charges, and other expenses. Parliamentary committees have 
decreed that tolls are an expensive and inconvenient mode of 
levying money ; and that, in order to obtain a more economical 
and efficient management of the roads, it is absolutely necessary 
to resort to some system of consolidation. 

The chief difficulty in dealing with this question is the 
bonded debt, which, in the last return (1873) amounted for 
England and Wales to 2,056,985/., paying interest, in the aggre- 
gate, of 57,280/—the rate varying from 1} to 5 per cent. 

_ From the report made in 1865 there were then 1046 trusts in 
existence, 182 of which were free from debt. The unpaid in- 
terest amounted to 456,708/.; 47 trusts had unpaid interest 
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amounting to nearly half their bonded debt, and 141 trusts had — 
not paid any interest for fifteen years. 

As the several trusts expire, the roads are handed over to the 
parish authorities, and the officers who had gained experience 
in their management are replaced by the ordinary highway 
surveyor. 

Whatever may have been the inconvenience of tolls, there is 
no doubt that turnpike-roads were originally well constructed, 
and have since been much better maintained than ordinary 
highways. This was chiefly due to the more responsible nature 
of the governing body, and to the fact of their employing a 
skilled and permanent officer as surveyor of the roads. 

In South Wales, the ricts, which arose from the objection 
of the inhabitants to toll-bars, led to the adoption of a system of — 
highway districts, under an engineer-officer appointed by Govern- 
ment, and resulted in the maintenance of the roads on a correct 
and uniform plan. But in England, each parish has been 
allowed to pursue its own devices; and road-making, which - 
in Telford’s time began to assume the importance which it 
deserved, has since then been gradually neglected as a scientific 
pursuit. 

Under the present law the highways are placed under the care 
of the vestry of each separate parish, which delegates the duty 
of superintendence to one of the parishioners, who is elected 
annually to fill the office of surveyor, little or no regard being 
paid to his qualifications for the office. The defect of this 
system is obvious; the length of the road in each parish is not 
sufficient to occupy the time of a paid officer, and the constant 
change of superintendents prevents the following out of any 
systematic mode of treatment. The surveyor elected this year 
may be zealous and painstaking, but he has his work to learn; 
and however well he may fulfil his duties, all the good that he 
has done may be undone by his successor, who, with a narrow 
parsimonious view, or a wish to please some part of the parish, 
may save the funds by neglecting the roads ; or, even if he be well- 
inclined, his utter disqualification for the office may have the 
same effect. Even where the same surveyor is continued year 
after year, if he is competent—and very few are—he is con- 
trolled in all his actions by a vestry, whose apparent object is 
to keep the rates as low as possible, and who have too little 
knowledge to realise the fact that a well-done work is the most 
economical. 

The report of the special committee, which sat as far back as 
1819, says: “There is no point upon which a more decided 
coimeidenes of opinion exists amongst all those who profess what 
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may now be called the science of road-making, than that the first 
effectual step towards general improvement must be the employ- 
ment of persons of superior ability and experience as superin- 
tending surveyors. The duties of surveyor demand suitable 

_ education and talents; and some skill in the science of an 
engineer should also be regarded as a valuable qualification. 
These qualifications must be fairly remunerated; and it is 
evident that the limited extent of the funds of trusts in general 
do not afford the means of paying to such an officer an ade- 
quate salary. The difficulty might, in many instances, be 
obviated by voluntary associations; but when the system is 
wished to be universal, it ought not to be left to so precarious 
a dependence.” , 

The Highway Act of the present reign, sanctioning the for- 
mation of highway districts, allows a sufficient length of road to 
be brought under one jurisdiction to warrant the employment of 
a regularly qualified and paid officer. Thus, while ensuring 
uniformity of management, economy is effected, yet the mixed 
composition of the Board prevents a parsimonious expenditure 
of the funds. 

The desirability of forming several parishes into districts for 
road purposes has been admitted by all the committees which 
have reported on the subject for the last thirty or forty years. 
The select committee of 1838, in their report, recommended, 
“That the formation of parishes into districts should be com- 
pulsory,” and that “ they should be co-extensive with the district 
formed under the direction of the Poor Law Commissioners.” 
They also recommended that the Board of Guardians should 
constitute the Board to direct the repairs of the highways, “ inas- 
much as under the Board of Guardians there already existed an 
establishment of skilful and responsible paid officers, who act as 
clerks, auditors, and treasurers, which, at a very trifling increase 
of expense—if any—could be made applicable” to the manage- 
ment of roads. 

Cost oF MAINTENANCE. 

From the Report of the Commissioners for inquiring into the 
State of the Roads in England and Wales, made to Parliament 
in 1840, it appears that the length of highways then in existence 
was 104,770 miles, in addition to 22,000 miles of turnpikes. 
The average expense of maintaining the highways at that time 
was 11/. 3s. per mile, and of the turnpikes 45/. per mile. Since 
then, 348 districts, containing 59,808 miles of roads, have been 
formed under the Acts 25 and 26 Vict., and 27 and 28 Vict.; 
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and the number of turnpike-trusts has*diminished from 1116 
to 712. 

From the returns made annually to Parliament, the cost of the 
roads in England and Wales during the year 1873, the last return. 
published, was as follows :— 

Highway 
Highways. listriche Turnpikes.. 

ipa = jae: £ 
Manual labour’... (60. Oe es | 228,010- 2795090 eee 

Caring ene. ca gos uses, Moo) ise & ieetl| «LOO SGU Ieee maar mciees 58,177 

Materials 2. 2. «2 «» o» - se ce «- | 222,006 | 208 730) 5)migoeee 

TTA CSOT itis 8 eo eons ae Rees ge 39,956 25,789 19,964 

Salaries, Management, Law charges, &e. .. 22,648 67,077 57,156 

Contributions to turnpikes .. ., .. .. 8,549 26,387 

Repairs of roads formerly turnpikes .. .. oe 120,501 =P 

Improvements 2". 6.2 ek ae . 24,9598 10,670 

Interest and repayment of loans .. .. .. 3 5,197 |! 207/372 

Sundress) s-  e + eu) oe) acek nese ReCORUT 16,461 19 , 646 
— 

654,147 | Baas | e7s 

making the total annual cost of the roads two and a quarter 
millions of money. The length of the highways and turnpikes 
not being given, and the expenditure on the districts being 
mixed up with the turnpikes under their care, the mileage of 
which is also not given, it is impossible to compare the re 
lative cost of each kind of management; but from a return 
made in 1866, it appears that the cost per mile of the several 
items of expenditure on 52,748 miles of highways then fornigs 
into districts was as follows :— 

S—si id; USPS let > 
Manual labour 2s» oy “eh seit ome Ome 7 
SPOATOLNTON Ks) \ fei; Leis sevny qieie lebeits' oi ise CURR 
Materials... isc ecstt £ seu eriem ie eee 
Tradesmen Ol 6 

———. 11) ores 

Salaries ..  . p Tice 0 z 
Turnpike contributions ., 0 °4°°8 
Sundries .. 0 4 4 

112/40 

Total: Wer MUO se, eu obs bin dane al tie meee 

The relative percentage of the principal items of expenditure | 

as compared with the totals, from the 1866 Pare after esti- 
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mating the special expenditure on improvements, &c., is as 
follows :— 

| iy Highway | 2 
| Highways, ae Turnpikes, 
} os oa pote | bn at 

apart 36 42 | 36 

Garfing 32" 220) “Pag 16 | 14 
Materials ae ie ee] 27 24 25 

Management... .. .. | 3 9 13 

Nearly the same proportions hold in the 1873 return for the 
highways and turnpikes, the alteration being an increase in the 
cost of materials and a decrease in carting. 

CONSTRUCTION. 

Having thus given a general outline of the history and 
_ present condition of the roads, it will be desirable in the next 
place to treat of the method of their construction. 

The plan pursued by Telford, the greatest road-engineer of 
the present century, in the construction of his roads, was first to 
level and drain the bed, then to lay upon it a solid pavement of 
large stones, and on this a layer of stones carefully broken, and 
over all a little gravel, or other fine material. This was the plan 
pursued in the Highlands. But where much and heavy traffic was 

_ to be provided for, a more thorough and careful system was pur- 
sued, which may be best illustrated from Telford’s specification 
for the Carlisle and Glasgow road. The middle portion of the 
road was rendered as firm and substantial as possible by first 
forming a paving of large stones, taking the best the neighbour- 
hood afforded, whether sandstone, limestone, or whinstone, and 
having them all carefully laid by hand on a bed formed to the 
proper contour of the road, and previously well provided with 
drainage. All the inequalities were broken off the tops of these 
stones, and the cavities filled in. The size of the stones was 
about 7 in. x 3 in., and they were all cross-bonded. Over this 
paving was placed a layer of whinstone 7 inches in thickness, 
all properly broken; so that no stone should exceed 6 ounces in 
weight, and that each should be able to pass through a circular 
ring 24 inches in diameter. This layer was again covered with 

_a binding gravel, sufficient to fill up the cavities between the 
_ broken stones. Great attention was paid to this road until it 
became thoroughly solidified, and then it stood without repair 
for many years, one of these roads requiring nothing to be 

2D 2 
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done beyond cleaning the dirt off for six years after its con- 
struction. 

Mr. Macadam’s system differed from Telford’s in this material 
point. The latter sought to obtain a hard, unyielding surface ; 
and hence his first formation of paving. The former, however, 
thought a certain amount of elasticity admissible, if not de- 
sirable. After the formation and drainage of the bed of the 
road, he covered it several inches in depth with a coating of 
hard stones, broken into angular fragments. This was watched 
by men; and, as ruts or inequalities formed, they were raked 
and levelled, and fresh material added, until a hard and level 
surface was obtained. The material he used for coating was 
the hardest that could be obtained, preference being given to 
granite, greenstone, or basalt. — 

While Telford’s was the most thorough, Macadam’s was the 
more economical in first cost. 

The great art is so to construct a road that, while a uniform 
surface is maintained, and the wet not allowed to penetrate from 
the top, the dirt also cannot be forced up through the road- 
material from its base. With this view an experiment was tried 
on the Highgate Archway Road of forming the foundation with 
concrete, composed of one-tenth of Roman cement, one-tenth of 
sand, and eight-tenths of stones or gravel, laid 6 inches thick 
over the central part of the road for a width of 18 feet; on this 
a covering of broken stones, 3 inches thick, was laid, and a hard 
and durable road was the result. The cost was from 12s. to 15s. 
the running yard. 

On the Brixton roads Mr. Penfold used a concrete composed 
of four parts of gravel to one of lime, laid 6 inches thick, 
extending over half the road, and covered with 6 inches of broken 
stones. 

Few modern roads have the same care and attention bestowed 
on them as Telford gave, the practice now being generally to lay 
a foundation of such rough, dry material as can be most easily 
obtained. In some localities chalk is used, in London often the — 
screenings from ash-yards; burnt clay is also frequently made 
use of. All these materials are liable to objections unless special 
precautions are observed in their use. 

Chalk, on account of its affinity for water, readily absorbs 
moisture, which expands in freezing, and bursts the chalk into 
atoms, which the succeeding thaw changes into mud. Unless, 
therefore, the chalk is covered with a sufficiently thick coating of 
gravel or other material, in winter it forces its way up to the 
surface, and makes a soft, loose, and dirty road. The screenings 
of ash-yards being composed of materials of different degrees of 
hardness, many of which soon decay and rot away, afford a very 
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bad foundation, and soon leave the superstructure full of cavities 
and inequalities. Burnt clay, although a dry and _ porous 
material, if not sufficiently covered with gravel, becomes in wet 

_ weather spongy, and forces its way to the surface, rendering 
the road loose and dirty. Clay burnt to the consistency of 

_ bricks, in lumps of about the same size, and then broken up, 
or old brick-bats free from mortar, form an excellent founda- 

_ tion. The guide in the selection of materials must be the geo- 
logical formation of the neighbourhood, care being taken to 
select the hardest and most durable materials to be procured. 

One very important matter for consideration in the formation 
_ of a road is the transverse form that is to be given to the section, 
which, while it should be sufficient to void the rain that falls on 
it, should not be so convex as to throw the vehicles rolling over 

the road too much out of the vertical position when moving 
along the sides. Roads of too convex a form always wear badly. 

_ The tendency of the wheels passing along them is to slide in a 
lateral direction ; and consequently, in addition to the wear and 
tear due to gravity, and to the friction of the wheel in a longi- 
tudinal direction, there is a much greater wear from the grinding 

_of the wheel sideways, which disturbs the crust of the road by 
pushing the materials out of their place. 

Convex roads compel the whole of the traffic to pass along 
one track in the centre, because it is there only that the vehicle 
stands upright; the consequence is that three furrows are made, 

in which the water always stands. 

The section adopted by Telford was a fall of 6 inches from 
_the centre to the water-table in a road of 30 feet wide. The 
contour of the surface was not the segment of a circle, but fell 
half an inch at 4 feet from the centre, 2 inches at 9 feet, and 
6 inches at 15 feet. 

Mr. Macadam considered that in a road 18 feet wide, the 
centre should be only 3 inches higher than the sides. 

The chief object in the construction of a good road is to 
facilitate the locomotion of vehicles by reducing the traction. 

_ With this object it becomes necessary, in carrying out a line 
across a country, to counteract as far as possible the labour 

_ due to gravity in raising the vehicles to the tops of hills, and 
in lowering them again to the valleys. It is obvious that in 
drawing a vehicle over a hill, the horses have to perform work, 
in addition to the ordinary ‘friction, equivalent to lifting the 
whole weight of the vehicle and its contents a height equal 
to the vertical rise of the hill, and in descending their work 
is equivalent to counteracting or holding back this ‘weight from 
the same height. 

In Law’s ‘ Treatise on Roads,’ a very elaborate Table is given, 
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showing the’ comparative disadvantage® of hilly roads from 
gradients of 1 in 600 up'to 1 in 7, both for light and heayy 
traffic, from which it’ appears that hills act more 'disadvan- 
tageously on the heavy than on the light traffic. From these 
Tables the equivalent length of road, so far as the mechanical 
power required for the traction is concerned, with an inelina- 
tion of 1 in 30, compared with a level one, is as 1 is to 2*7 
miles for a heavy load; and for a light load as 1 is to 16. 
With a road having an inclination of 1 in 12 the proportions 
are as | is to 5:2 and 2°5 for heavy and light traffic respectively. 

“ In an uneven country, hills cannot be altogether avoided ; nor 
is it necessary that the expense of forming a dead-level should 
be resorted to, as the occasional change of exertion from one set 
of muscles to another affords a certain amount of rest to the 
horses, while the inclination of the road assists materially in 
the escape of the rainfall: If roads with an inclination are so 
neglected as to allow the formation of ruts, these form channels 
for conveying this water away, which otherwise would remain 
stagnant, and render the’surface soft and yielding. Mr. Walker, 
in ‘his evidence before the Parliamentary Committee on Roads, 
stated that he considered’ an inclination of 1 in 80 was desirable 
for this purpose. 

The actual inclination must depend upon local circumstances, 
which alone can form a guide as to the most expedient gradient 
to be adopted. As a rule, it may be taken that the angle of 
inclination should correspond with the angle of repose, or that 
at which a carriage would not quite roll down by its own 
gravity. This, on a good road, is about 1°25’, or a rise of 1 foot 
in every 40 feet horizontal. At this inclination it is safe for a 
horse to trot downwards with a light carriage at the rate of 
12 miles an hour, and it is not sufficient to impede his speed in 
rising. An inclination of 1 in 24 should never be exceeded, but 
the nearer the approach of the gradient to the angle of repose, 
the more satisfactory is the result. 

Inclinations of 1 in 12 are not uncommon on some of our 
main roads, and Telford found many of the roads in Wales with 
gradients of 1 in 6, which he reduced on his new line to | in 
20. In Law’s ‘Treatise on Engineering,’ the annexed Table 
of the angles of resistance on roads, composed of various 
materials, is given, and is calculated from experiments made 
by Sir John MacNeill. 

An important point for consideration in the management of 
roads is the traction or actual power required to overcome fric- 
tion and other resistance in moving the vehicles. ‘This varies 
considerably with the condition of the road, the class of vehicle, 
and the rate of speed. Speaking generally, it may be said that 
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the harder and more level the surface, and the more solid the 
foundation, the less the tractive power required. 

| 

| Greatest in- 
clination which 

amma ot should be given 
| ¥ *| to the road. 

| Limiting 

Well-laid pavement .. 1*0*50 1 in 68 
Broken stone surface, on a a bottom of inte perement} li | 1im49 

or concrete - 
Broken stone surface laid on n old ‘flint road | 1°40 1 in 34 
eMMUeMEEY See eee) seca hoe ae as ac!) oa we | 3°45 | Pm 

From experiments made by Sir John MacNeill and others, it 
has been ascertained that the resistance on various kinds of roads, 
is as follows :— Force in Pounds 

required to move 
a Ton. 

lbs. 

On a railway % og Eph EE pe 8 
On a well-made pavement .. MRCS: 
On a road made with six inches of broken stone of creat hard- 

ness, laid either on a foundation of large stones set in the 46 
form of a pavement aii plan), or upon a bottoming of 
concrete’. ...,., «« 

On an old flint road, or a “Yoad “made with a thick coating of 65 
broken stone laid on earth 

On a road made with a thick coating ‘of cravel, ign on earth's, 147 

The following general rules have been laid down by Mr. 
Morin, after experiments made at the expense of the Frenck 
Government. 

1st. The traction is directly proportional to the load, and in- 
yersely proportional to the diameter of the wheel. 

2nd. Upon a paved or hard Macadamised road, the resistance 
is independent. of the width of the tire, when it exceeds from 

_ 3 to 4 inches. 
3rd. At a walking pace the traction is the same under the 

same circumstances for carriages with springs and without them. 
4th. Upon hard Macadamised, and upon paved roads, the 

traction increases with the velocity ; the increments of traction 
being directly proportional to the increments of velocity above 
the velocity of 21 miles per hour. 

The equal increment of traction thus due to each equal incre- 
ment of velocity is less, as the road is more smooth and the car- 
tiage less rigid or better hung. 

5th. Upon soft roads of earth, or sand, or turf, or roads fresh 
and thickly gravelled, the traction is independent of the velocity. 

6th. Upon a well-made and compact pavement of hewn 
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' stones, the traction at a walking pace is not more than three- 
fourths of that upon the best Macadamised roads under similar 
circumstances ; at a trotting pace it is equal to it. 

7th. The destruction of the road is in all cases greater, as the 
diameters of the wheels are less, and it is greater by the use of 
carriages without springs than by the use of those with springs. 

These results most satisfactorily demonstrate the fact that the 
better the roads the less the traction, and the greater the economy 
of labour. 

REPAIR. 

In treating of the repair of roads, they may be divided into 
two classes, the first being those which have to endure the heavy 
traffic of towns and their immediate neighbourhood ; and the 
second, those subject only to provincial and agricultural traffic. 

The attrition caused by the wheels of the thousands of vehicles — 
which pass over our town roads, many of them carrying weights 
of several tons, produces an immense amount of wear and tear, 
and necessitates frequent and expensive repairs. The thickness of 
the material thus converted from the hardest known rocks into 
mud and dust was stated at the inquiry into the state of Bir- 
mingham, before the Inspector of the General Board of Health, 
at 4 inches over that part of the surface exposed to the most 
wear, and 2 inches over the whole in the course of one season. 
The difficulty of replacing this material, and combining effec- 
tiveness of repair with consideration for the users of the road, 
has been a matter of much discussion. While all admit that 
only the hardest, and at the same time the toughest materiah 
procurable, should be used, the method of placing this on has 
given rise to a variety of suggestions. ‘The plan ordinarily 
followed of putting on the road a coating of stone from 3 to 
4 inches in thickness, and leaving the horses and vehicles to 
consolidate it, is desirable neither for the road nor the pas- 
sengers. Until the surface is worn down, traction is immensely 
increased, and consequently horse-power wasted. The loose 
stones are a discomfort and annoyance to passengers, and are 
injurious both to the feet of the horses and the springs of the 
carriages. This process fails to produce a hard and even 
surface, consolidation being effected only by the squeezing 
together of the stones by the wheels of the vehicles, and the 
chipping off or wearing away of their sharp edges. As continual 
raking is necessary to keep the surface level, in the course of 
time every stone becomes submitted to this chipping-process, 
and ultimately the road-material resembles pebbles more than 
angular cubes of stones. The advantage derived from each 
stone fitting against, and being wedged compactly up to its 
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neighbours as in a piece of mosaic work, where no space is left 
for water to penetrate, is thus destroyed, as this effect can only 
be obtained with stones of an angular shape. To prevent this 
damage, the newly-laid stone is often covered with gravel, which 
fills up the interstices, and causes the surface at once to become 
set and firm. If this is followed by rolling, a thoroughly 
smoota and impermeable surface is at once formed. The ap~ 
plication of steam to this purpose, by doing away with the 
objection arising from the displacement of the stones by the 
feet of the horses used in moving the rollers, has placed at the 
disposal of road surveyors the means of repairing roads in a 
thoroughly efficient manner. 

The main objection to the application of gravel, or screened 
granite, for the purpose just described, is the necessity of sub- 
sequently removing a great portion 'in the shape of mud; but 
the interstices must be filled in some way to prevent the lodgment 
of wet, and to fix the stones. It is better to supply this, rather 
than allow it to be supplied by the wearing away of the 

_ road-material. 
The great essential in the economical maintenance.of roads 

is to keep them clean, and free from mud and wet. Nothing 
destroys the surface of a road more than allowing the mud 
arising from the wearing away of the material, and the droppings 
of the horses, to remain on the surface. In winter it acts like a 
wet blanket, preventing the sun and wind from drying the road ; 
and in summer it causes clouds of dust which, blown about by 
the wind, are not only a source of physical discomfort, but have 
a very detrimental effect upon health, by conveying to the lungs 
organic and mineral matter of a highly injurious character. 

On highways repaired with limestone and similar soft ma~- 
terial a great deal of cleaning is necessary. For this purpose 
several machines have been invented, by which the work is ac- 
complished at much less cost than by hand-labour. It has been 
estimated by the makers of these machines that the cost of remov- 
ing dirt from roads by hand-labour varies from 20s. to 30s. per 
mile, whereas the same man can accomplish the same amount 
of work with a scraping-machine for from 4s. to 6s. The cost 
of a hand-machine is about 3/. 10s. Horse scraping-machines 
are also made, which are stated to scrape 10,000 superficial yards 
per hour, the horse moving at the rate of three miles an hour. 
The cost of the machine, which is supplied by Messrs. Smith 
and Son, of Barnard Castle, is 15/. 
A machine has also been invented by the same firm for 

sweeping roads by horse-power, which, according to the state- 
ment of the makers, is capable of sweeping 15,000 yards in an 
hour. It consists of a circular brush, which revolves by means 
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of gearing attached to the wheels, and being placed at a slight 
angle with the axle, delivers the material swept up in a con- 
tinuous heap at the side and along the course of the machine. 
The cost of this machine is 271. i " 

Materials—The statute width of a highway is 30 feet, of 
which about 20 is metalled, the chief wear and tear being con- 
fined to a space of 12 feet at the crown of the road. 

The materials used for repair vary with the locality, and con- 
sist principally of limestone, sandstone, gravel, flint, sea-shingle, 
and the harder rocks. i 

Limestone is an expensive and bad material for roads, In. 
damp weather in summer it makes a pleasant road for use, but 
after a continuance of fine weather the stone is converted into 
dust. In winter, owing to the action of the frost, the stone is 
soon changed into mud, which has to be scraped off at great and 
constant expense. 

Flint-gravel makes a clean road. If used in sufficient quan- 
tities, and properly attended to, it gives a firm surface. If, 
however, the gravel consists of rounded pebbles, the road never 
consolidates, but becomes covered with loose round stones, 
extremely dangerous for horses. 

Round gravel is the worst material that can be used for. 
repairs, it always makes a loose, bad road. If the gravel be- 
comes consolidated during the winter, it is certain to work loose 
again in the following summer. ‘The constant tendency of the 
stones, as the weight is brought on them, is to roll round one 
another, and so to work loose. 

All material should therefore be angular, and all round stones 
require to be broken into angular fragments before being placed 
on the road. 

The chief requisites for a road-material are that it should be 
not only hard but also tough, and that the chemical composi- 
tion be such that it shall not be affected by the weather; in 
shape the fragments must be angular, so as to bed well together. 
Flint is very hard, but it is brittle. Limestone is tough, but 
when exposed to the weather, soon decomposes. Water-worn 
pebbles, composed of hard sandstone and older rocks, are both 
hard, tough, and not easily affected by the atmosphere ; but 
owing to their shape, they never bed together. The only really 
good road-material which contains all the above qualities is 
composed of fragments of the granitic and trappean rocks, 
broken so as to pass through a two-inch gauge. The angular 
shape of the stones and their uniform size cause them to fit 
together in a compact body, so that the surface of the road is 
bonded together like the bricks in a very flat arch, and the 
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fragments are sufficiently tough and solid to bear the weight 
of the wheel without its being able to break through. 

The objections against the use of hard materials are the ex- 
pense and the difficulty of obtaining them. The latter objection 
disappears under a consideration of the fact that railways have 
placed the most distant localities within the reach of all sources 
of supply; and the former objection is one that will be dis- 
sipated on a proper inquiry being made into the question, and 
certainly can only apply so far as the first outlay is concerned. 
The superior lasting qualities of the granites (which render 
much smaller quantities of material necessary), the saving in 
carting and labour, and the advantage gained in the traction of 
vehicles from the improved condition of the road, make the use 
of such materials a real matter of economy; and it is sounder 
policy to pay the cost of transporting them from long distances 
than to use the inferior material which may be procured in the 
immediate locality. 

Having carefully examined this question, and observed the 
operation of roads repaired with different kinds of material 
during the past 15 years, I am able to give the following 
figures, taken from carefully kept accounts, which bear out the 
above statements :— 

| Cost per mile. 
Labour and pi: tion 
Material. st 

t Sars. 
Roap No, 1.—Repaired with hard gravel picked off the 

surface of the land, and broken by hand, cost 5s. 6d. 
per ton, and 2s. 6d. breaking. Average of four years, 
1860-1-2-3 

The same repaired with granite from. Leicestershire, 
broken into fragments to | pass through 23 inch-gauge, || 
the cost of the granite being 13s. 6d. per ton on thef| 
road. Average of four years, 1864-5-6-7 .. 

, 114.0 0 |} 224 

GL Bie Ori AZ 

SAMIHERONUG secl ek. ee) ve pet ss | ioe 27 O 

Roap No. 2.—Repaired with broken flint stones, cost)| 
4s. 6d. per ton, and breaking 2s. 6d. Average of four) JE agli Ve 
years, 1860- FOB 821), 

The same, repaired with granite as above, cost 13s. 6d. \ 81-6 0 
= per ton on the road.. Fie 

Gain'permile® 0) 0. 8s i... a. | 56. 6) 0 

Roap No. 3.—Repaired with flint gravel dug from the) 
land and screened, cost on the road 5s. 6d. per ton.)) 65 18 0 280 
Average of four years, 1862-3-4-5 

The same repaired with granite, four years, 1 1866- 7-3 9, 4646 
cost on the road 13s. 6d. AF ra 

Gain. per miler] cycle. tt ogee les basil ve | 19 13. 6 
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The experiments for obtaining the traction were made with 
one of Howard’s dynamometers attached to a waggon with three- 
inch wheels, loaded with stone, the total weight being 2 tons. 
The weight given is the number of lbs. required to move this 
load. 

These three roads form the entrance into a provincial town 
of 20,000 inhabitants, surrounded by a large and very productive 
agricultural district, with a navigable river, and a railway 
having communication with all the large centres of industry. 
The first two examples may be regarded as town roads, but the 
third is a fair sample of a highway leading to a market town, 
the expense of material being very heavy, the granite costing - 
about 12s. a ton at the railway station, and having to be carted 
from 2 to 3 miles. 

As a further illustration of the economy of using good ma- 
terials, it may be stated that on a turnpike-road in Lincolnshire, 
26 miles in length, the saving effected by the use of granite, 
instead of gravel, and by proper management, was on an average 
2761. a year, or about 10/. per mile, and the road became so 
much improved that one horse could more easily draw a cart 
with a load of 1} ton than it could before with three-quarters 
ofaton. This fact was confirmed by the men engaged in cart- 
ing coals from a railway station to a large village, who assured 
me that their horses were less distressed on the improved road 
with the larger load than they were with the smaller one on the 
bad road. 

In one district in Leicestershire the cost of manual labour 
by the introduction of granite and better management sunk 
from 1400/. to 600. a year, or from 13/. per mile where no 
granite was used, to 6/. 10s. per mile after its introduction. 

The material should be applied in the following manner :— 
In the summer months it should be led, and deposited along 
the road in heaps of 13 ton at regular intervals. As soon as the 
wet weather in autumn commences, the wheel-tracks and hollow 
spaces caused by the treading of the horses’ feet should be filled 
in with a shovel from the wheelbarrow, and, as fresh tracks are 
made, fresh material should be put on, and this be continued up 
to the end of December or middle of January, practice showing 
that all fresh material put on after that time works loose in sum- 
mer-time. A bad gravel road may thus be converted in about 
three years at a comparatively small expense into a hard, firm 

road, the quantity of granite averaging for an ordinary highway 
for the first two or three years about 50 tons per mile, and after- 
wards about 30 tons a year. <A turnpike-road through an 
ordinary agricultural district will require about 50 tons of 
granite per mile. By this plan. it has been found in practice 
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that 80 tons of granite used on a turnpike, kept the road in better 
order than 200 tons spread all over the surface ; with this addi- 
tional advantage, that the road was always good for the horses’ 
feet, whereas by the other method the road was almost unfit for 
traffic until the stone had worked in. 

Manual Labour.—From the Parliamentary returns, it appears 
that the cost of manual labour on the highways and turnpike- 
roads throughout England and Wales is nearly double that of 
materials. This must arise from the use of inferior material for 
surface-repair. However desirable and economical it may be to 
employ sufficient labour so as always to keep the road in thorough 
repair, yet by the use of hard material able to bear the wear and 
tear of traffic, an immense amount of labour is saved, and the road 
is kept in better order. The use of soft limestone is an instance 
of the greater proportionate cost of manual labour; the stone 
put on in early winter has all to be scraped off in the shape 
of mud before the spring, and labour must be continually 
employed in breaking stone, laying on fresh coats and scraping 
them off again. On many gravel-roads, owing to. the softness 
of the foundation, men are continually employed in making the 
surface of the roads pervious to wet, by raking about the loose 
material; this looseness allows the first waggon that passes 
along to leave a distinct track, which every succeeding vehicle 
follows, until three ruts are worn in the centre of the road; these 
gradually deepen and form receptacles for holding the water. 
When these ruts have been worn to the depth of four or five 
inches, the roadman is sent to rake them in. In some parts of 
the kingdom this custom has become so prevalent, that the prac- 
tice is resorted to of raking a small ridge of the loose gravel in 
the track worn by the horses’ feet, which is left standing up so 
as to drive the horses into a fresh track. The consequence of 
such a system is, that the surface of the road is always loose and 
rotten ; every shower of rain fills these tracks with water; and 
the material, be it stone or gravel, is soon worked into mud. A 
properly kept road ought, both for traction and wear, to have its 
surface so hard that the wheels of passing waggons shall not be 
‘able to make any impression, and the less the surface-materials 
are disturbed the better for the road. In agricultural districts, 
where the traffic consists principally of heavily laden carts and 
waggons, generally going one way and not meeting in sufficient 
numbers to obliterate the direct track, the tendency, where the 
country is level, is to keep in one line in the centre of the road, 
and so to cause ruts, each succeeding vehicle making the track 
so much more easy to follow and difficult to avoid. 

The very hardest paved road will wear away if the whole 
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traffic is kept in one track. What, then, must be the effect on 
a Macadamised road? A road may be perfectly level, without a 
rut on it in the morning; but let the time be just after a frost, 
or in very wet weather, and perhaps a dozen or twenty narrow- 
wheel waggons, each with loads weighing four or five tons, 
passing along in the morning; they will all follow one another 
in a straight line, and leave a sufficient indent behind to show 
where they have been. Every cart and waggon that follows 
will take exactly the same track, each cutting deeper and deeper 
into the road and forming two deep ruts, although the road 
may be 20 or 30 feet wide; whereas if the drivers had only 
varied their track a few inches, one set of wheels would haye 
counteracted the effect of these before it, and the road would 
be left at the end of the day as good as it was in the morning. 
If this effect is doubted, let notice be taken that wherever there is 
a turn in the road or an inclination in the surface—however deep 
the ruts. may be on a straight road—they disappear at these 
points; because at the turning, the horses, when coming from 
opposite directions, naturally vary their course round the 
corners, and one wheel-track obliterates the other. Here less — 
material is required than on any other part of the road. As 
the result of much experience, it may be stated that if the 
heavy traffic were evenly distributed over our ordinary country 
roads, they could be maintained at very much less cost than they 
now are. The object of the roadman should be so to manage 
his road that ruts are never formed. The surface should be kept 
level and the traffic evenly distributed over the whole of the road. 
Constant attention,—continually putting stones on in winter, in 
smal] quantities at a time, whenever a rut or depression appears, 
as shown by the water standing after a shower,—thus causing the 
traffic to be spread equally over the surface, is the only way to 
keep at once a good road, and one on which horses can trayel 
with comfort. In summer all loose stones should be picked off. 
A road which is smothered with loose stones, or which has deep 
ruts, is both wasteful of expense and bad for traffic. 

It may be taken as an axiom that material is always cheaper 
than labour, and money expended in the former will always 
prove more economical than that spent on the latter. At the 
same time, a saving of materials means a saving of money, and 
by a due attention to manual labour on the roads, material will 
be saved. By keeping the water off, and the ruts well filled 
in and levelled, materials are saved and economy effected. 

Where roads are not kept level, the practice of letting off the 
water from the deep ruts is often resorted to after every fall of 
rain, by dragging with a sharp-pointed hoe an opening in the 
side of the rut. Wherever this is done a rotten place is made in 
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the road ; and wherever one of these grips is made, there is, 
adjoining it in the rut, a hole into which every wheel jolts down, 
increasing the draught of the horse and the unevenness of the 
road. , 

Highway surveyors and their men are far too apt to keep the 
surface of the roads too round, under the false impression that 
the water will get off more quickly. The effect of making a road 
too convex is to drive all the traffic on the centre, the sides being 
too steep to allowa vehicle to move there in comfort. In a road 
that is too convex there is, in addition to the wear and tear from 
the downward pressure of the wheels, a lateral wear from the 
tendency of the wheels to slip sideways, and so to be continually 
grinding away the’ sides of the ruts and making them wider and 
deeper. A good road, as already mentioned, should be kept in 
the form of an ellipse, that is, nearly flat in the middle, with a 
steeper inclination towards the sides, where should be formed a 
proper water-table or gutter, with an edge cut in the grass like 
that of a garden-path, openings being left at intervals to let the 
water get away to the ditches. Experience shows that a road 
kept in this form will dry very much more quickly than if kept 
in the ordinary way ; and although it may seem absurd to recom- 

-mend that a road should have its sides kept as neatly trimmed 
as those in a gentleman’s park, yet in the long run it will be 
found not only to have a more workmanlike appearance, but also 
to cost far less than the slovenly plan followed in some places of 
chipping off the whole of the grass from the sides of the road 
from the hard material to the ditch, thus removing, as it were, the 
abutment of the arch of the road, and allowing the material to 
squeeze out laterally. The sides of the water-table not only act 
as a support to the road, but also prevent the loose stones from 
being kicked into the ditches. The water-tables require cleaning 
out once every year, and this is best done immediately after 
harvest. The roots of the grass or weeds that may have grown 
are then destroyed, and have not a chance of growing again before 
the wet weather of winter. This work can always be let by task- 
work, a man being able to properly clean out and trim from 12 
to 14 chains per day, or where no water-table has been formed 
before, to set/out, form, and trim half that quantity in a day. 
A reason for the excessive cost of labour is the employment, 

in many parishes, of paupers and old men unfit for work, with 
a view of economising the rates. It will be found on trial that 
this course is neither efficient nor economical. Nothing requires 
more judgment on the part of a surveyor than the selection of 
men for keeping roads in repair. Some men have a special 
aptitude for the work, and will keep the road in better repair 
than others who use double the quantity of material. However 

o 
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hard-working and industrious some men may be, they never 
seem to be able to acquire the necessary skill in properly work- 
ing aroad. It is impossible that any surveyor of roads should 
always be at hand to direct and superintend his men; they 
must, therefore, be men that he can place reliance on for keep- 
ing their time, and using their judgment as to the use of new 
material. In the place of that constant supervision, which is 
generally considered necessary for the direction of workmen, all 
the surveyor can do is to arrange such a system that he can at 
once tell whether any of the men employed are not performing 
their proper share of work. This can only be done by employ- 
ing a certain number of regular men, and allotting to each man. 
a definite length of road, and placing the same under his care. 
One man’s work can then be compared with others under similar 
circumstances, and the facts ascertained as to the relative merits 
of the men. When extra labour is necessary, this arrange- — 
ment need not be disturbed, but the extra men may be placed 
under those regularly employed. On an ordinary provincial — 
turnpike-road or leading highway, where good materials are 
used, an active man ought to be able to keep from three to four 
miles of road in repair, with occasional help in winter to assist 
in putting materials on. In summer he will be employed in — 
cleaning out the water-tables, cutting weeds at the side of the — 
road, and cleaning the dirt off the centre. 

The average cost of manual labour, materials, carting, and 
tradesmen’s bills for turnpike-roads, which may be taken as the © 
leading thoroughfares throughout England and Wales, is between 
40/. and 50/. per mile, and for the highways, between 117. and 12/. 
per mile. The difference of the two is to be accounted for by the 
fact that under the highways are included many miles on which 
the traffic is exceedingly light, and some roads on which there 
is none except that employed in the tillage of the fields past 
which they lead. Many of the latter are as yet nothing more 
than green lanes, receiving no repair except an occasional 
filling-in of ruts. 

The cost of maintaining a road must, in a great measure, 
depend on its situation with regard to materials—the cost of agri- 
cultural labour varying only a few shillings per week through- 
out England. The cost is necessarily enhanced where materials 
can only be procured from a distance by an expensive railway- 
journey ; but it must be borne in mind, as already pointed out, 
that the best materials that can be procured, irrespective of cost, 
are the most economical. Granite brought from a distance, at 
a cost of, perhaps, 12s. to 15s. a-ton, is cheaper than limestone 
or gravel at one-fourth the cost. 
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Carting.—Carting used to be invariably performed by what is 
termed statute-duty, occupiers of land sending one or more teams 
as required, and being allowed a proportionate reduction from 
their rate. This practice has now almost ceased to exist, and 
the surveyor employs such team-work as he requires, paying for 
the services either by the day or by contract. Taking wages at 
2s. 6d. per day, and allowing 6s. per day as an average sum for 

a horse and cart, with the driver, the carting of materials can 
be done by contract at the rate of 6d. per ton per mile. 
With higher wages the rate will of course be more, but it may 
be calculated on this basis. 

Carting should always be done in summer, when the roads are 
hard ; and, whenever practicable, the material should be deposited 
in heaps of one cartload apiece, and then wheeled on to the 
road with barrows as required. It is bad policy in a surveyor 
to be carting over his own roads in winter time; and he will 
then generally have to pay a higher rate for the work, the loose 
and bad condition of the roads necessitating the carrying of 
smaller loads. Material, under any circumstances, ought never 
to be shot directly out of the cart on to the road. Wherever the 
heap falls the smaller pieces of material and dirt will be left, 
and the material will thus be unevenly distributed, and the road 
consequently wear unequally. All stone when first quarried is 
more or less soft, and hardens by exposure. Stones that have 
been lying in heaps all the summer will wear longer, therefore, 
than those which are fresh quarried. 

WinvtH or WHEELS. 

A question of great importance as affecting the cost of main- 
taining roads, is the width of the wheels of the vehicles used in 
carrying produce and materials. Under the old Highway Act, 
and under the Turnpike Acts, the weight each vehicle was 
allowed to carry was regulated by the width of the wheels. No 
such restriction is imposed under the present Highway Acts; 
but in any future legislation it should be a matter for consideration. 

_ whether it is not expedient that such a regulating law should 
become general, as the effect of heavy loads carried in vehicles. 
With narrow wheels is most detrimental to the roads. A 
deputation on this subject lately waited on the Home Secretary, 

and asked for the insertion of a clause in the new Highway 
Act, by which all carts weighing over 6 cwt. should be restricted 
to wheels of not less than 4 inches, and all vehicles drawn by 
more than three horses should have wheels of not less than 
6 inches in width. 

VOL. XII.—S. Ss. 25 
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CoNncLUSION. 

In conclusion, it may be stated, ‘‘ That,”—to use the language 
of the Report of the Select Committee of the House of Commons, 
in 1819,—‘*the most improved system is demonstrated to be 
the most economical; that even the first effectual repair of a bad 
road may be accomplished with little, if any, increase of expen- 
diture, and that its future preservation in good order will, under 
judicious management, be attended with considerable saving to 
the public.” 

That in the construction of roads care should be taken to 
provide (1) thorough drainage: (2) a firm and unyielding 
foundation; and (3) a hard and compact surface capable of 
bearing the traffic which passes over it without yielding. 

That the object in making and maintaining a road should be 
to diminish the traction to the lowest possible point, and that a 
horizontal road, without ascents and descents, is most conducive 
to this end; but as, at a gradient of 1 in 40 a horse may trot — 
down hill with a light vehicle in safety, therefore this may be — 
considered as sufficiently level—more especially as ascending 

and descending a slight incline gives a certain amount of relief 
to the horses, and a descent in a road is favourable to wear by 
more rapidly voiding the water and preventing each vehicle 
taking the same track. That the transverse section of a road 
should be as flat as is consistent with drainage; that if the road 
be too convex it increases the wear, by compelling every vehicle — 
to run in one track on the centre, and also by the disintegration 
of the road by the lateral thrust of the wheels. That the section — 
should not be the segment of a circle, but that the centre should — 
be laid at less inclination than the two sides. 

That the materials used for repairing roads should be hard, 
tough, non-absorbent of water, and their chemical composition 
such as not easily to be acted upon by the weather; that the 
pieces should be angular, and broken in evenly sized fragments 
of such form as to pass through the same gauge. 

That the practice of allowing the traffic to wear down the 
new material to an even surface—while injurious to both horses 
and vehicles—also damages the new material by wearing off the — 
sharp edges, and thus rounding the stones, and preventing them 
ultimately from compactly uniting together. 

That rolling with heavy rollers should be resorted to wherever 
practicable, and great care taken in consolidating the coating of 
fresh material. y 

That it is more economical to procure the best material from 
a distance, than to use that to be found in the neighbourhood 
if of inferior quality. 

| 
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That roads should receive constant and unintermitting atten- 
tion ; and that the employment of the labourers should be on a 
systematic plan by which each man should be made responsible 
for the care of a certain length of road—by which a spirit of 
emulation would be created amongst the men, and a check 
kept, without the necessity of such constant supervision as it is 
impossible for the surveyor in charge of a long length of roads 
to bestow. 

XV.—Half-a-dozen English Sewage Farms. 

By Joun CuHatmers Morton. 

THE agricultural value of town sewage has been frequently 
discussed in this ‘Journal,’ and its readers have been kept 
adequately informed on the subject, as experience and research 
have from year to year thrown increasing light upon it. In 1862, 
when a Parliamentary Committee was engaged in its investiga- 
tion, and enthusiastic men there and elsewhere were urging 
extravagant estimates on public attention, a lecture by Dr. 
Voelcker, reported in vol. xxiii., pointed out the fallacy inherent 
in the merely chemical valuations on which such estimates had 
been founded, that they took no account of many considerations 
by which the value of manures is determined, quite as much as 
by their chemical composition. Professor Hoffman had, indeed, 
valued ordinary town sewage at 2d. per ton, on the same grounds 
as those by which 11/. per ton is justified as the price of 
Peruvian guano. But upon these same grounds, ordinary farm- 
yard-dung, which could be bought for 2s. to 5s. per ton, is worth 
13s. 6d.!_ Cumbered with much material of little value, making 
the application of the really efficient elements difficult or costly, 
or unfit except at certain times to certain crops, farmyard- 
manure is not worth in practice nearly so much as, on a theory 
omitting such considerations, might be supposed. Sewage in 
like manner, which, at prices* of 56/. per ton for its ammonia, 
and 31J. per ton for its potash, and 7/. per ton for its phosphate 
of lime, might be supposed to be worth so much, may be posi- 
tively of no value whatever, except in “special cases, such as 
that of land which has in itself little or no fertilising matter, 
but is porous.” Even thus early, under the guidance of one of 
the few scientific men who are also practical agriculturists, a 
sound and sober judgment on this subject was then being given 
in these pages. 

* These were the prices quoted at the date of Dr. Voelcker’s paper. 

22 
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In 1865, again (vol. i., new series), another lecture, delivered 
in the rooms of the Society, was reported, in which Mr. Lawes, 
discussing the results of experiments conducted under a Royal 
Commission at Rugby, warned the authorities of towns that 
whatever value science may put on sewage, it is the agri- 
culturist who has to decide what its real value is; and this he 
put as low as 3d. per ton when delivered on the land. 

In the volume of the ‘Journal’ for 1867 (vol. iii., new series) 
there appeared a very complete and candid discussion of the 
whole subject. from the point which a diligent student could at 
that time attain. Estimates of the value of town sewage are based: 
on the fact that 200 ounces of ammonia per annum pass through . 
the water-closet from every individual of a population. This is. 
equal to one part of ammonia in every 10,000 parts of the ordinary 
drainage water of our towns, the actual proportion varying with 
the quantity of the water-supply so much as to make 1000 tons 
of it worth as much as from 6 to 16 ewts. of guano (or 1d. to 24d. 
per ton). The proportion of its other ingredients (potash and 
phosphoric acid) corresponds fairly with that of its ammonia or 
nitrogen to the wants of most of our cultivated plants—that of 
potash, however, being generally deficient. The experience 
of those who have tried—every one unsuccessfully—to realise 
these estimates is also given in the article to which I am re- 
ferring, which has evidently been written by one who has been 
able to apply a very sound judgment to the subject, for the 
general practical conclusions which he deduces from his inquiry 
are trustworthy still. He says (1) that it is only by a liberal use 
of water that the refuse-matters of large populations can be re- 
moved from their dwellings without nuisance or injury to 
health ; (2) that the discharge of town sewage into rivers is both 
mischievous and wasteful, and should not be permitted ; (3) that 
the proper mode of both utilising and purifying sewage is to apply 
it to land; (4) that though for various reasons it is best applic- 
able to grass, it may nevertheless be occasionally applied with 
advantage to other crops within the area which it commands ; 
(5) that its application to Italian rye-grass, at the rate of about 
5000 tons per acre per annum, is probably the most profitable 
mode of utilisation, but that it is very doubtful whether the 
farmer can afford to pay 3d. per ton for it; (6) that the direct 
result of the general application of town sewage to grass land 
will be an enormous increase in the production a milk, cheese, 
butter, and meat, whilst by the consumption of the grass a large 
amount of solid manure applicable to arable land and crops in 
general will be produced ; and (7) that except when sewage can 
be conveyed to a sufficient tract of suitable land by gravitation, 
towns, so far from making a profit by their sewage, will have to 
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submit to a pecuniary sacrifice in order to secure the necessary 
sanitary advantages. 

Coming now to the year 1871, in the seventh volume (new 
series) of this ‘ Journal’ an elaborate review and discussion of the 
whole subject of the agricultural utilisation of town sewage 
appeared from the pen of Mr. Herbert J. Little. The so-called 
earth system, and the various precipitation systems of dealing 
with town sewage, were referred to and condemned. The Reports 
of the Rivers Pollution Commissioners were quoted in illustra- 
tion of the inadequacy of these methods of abating the sewage 
nuisance, and of their utter failure as attempts at realising the 
value of sewage as manure. The application of sewage directly 
to the land, as the only available alternative, was described. The 
soils proper for the purpose, the best mode of preparing them 
for the application, the kinds of crop to be grown upon them, 
and the rotation in which they shall follow one another, were dis- 
cussed. An estimate was drawn up of the probable costs and 
returns in a hypothetical case. The kind of live stock to be 
recommended on such a farm was considered. The applicability 
of sewage to the crops of a market-garden was discussed. Many 
of Mr. Little’s recommendations and conclusions have stood the 
test of experience since the date of his Paper. Some of them, 
indeed, date from both writings and experience prior to his 
Essay, which, however, is still well deserving the study of the 
sewage engineer and agriculturist. It is the fitness of the crop 
selected that is the measure of the fertilising effect of the sewage 
on it. Succulent and rapidly growing green crops are the most 
appropriate for the sewage farm ; and none should be kept longer 
than it retains the vigour of growth, on which its usefulness as a 
sewage-consumer depends. Italian rye-grass, the best of them 
all, should not be kept growing longer than one year. Mangel- 
wurzels and cabbages were confidently recommended. Grain 
crops were, with less judgment, but also with less confidence, sug- 
gested as a necessary part of profitable sewage management. 
Mr. Hope’s farm below Romford was described as a good example 
of the management required. The operations here had, indeed, 
then hardly been completed, and their result was still to be 
ascertained. Still more directly, because professedly, speculative 
are the details of the calculation in which Mr. Little indulged 
in his estimate of the probable expenditure and receipts on a 
sewage farm of 500 acres, receiving the sewage of a town of 
20,000 inhabitants—and yielding a profit of nearly a half-penny 
per ton ! 

Since the date of Mr. Little’s Paper there has been much 
costly experience of the subject to which it referred. Sanguine 
estimates have nowhere been realised ; heavy losses have been 
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almost everywhere incurred. The agricultural remedy for the 
sewage nuisance remains indeed undoubted—but agricultural 
utilisation has almost everywhere involved an expenditure in 
excess of the receipts. Instead of indulging in any further esti- 
mates in connection with a subject which is at least ten years 
old, it has now been thought desirable to give a description of 
some of the more noteworthy examples of the sewage farms 
which have for several years been in operation, notwithstanding 
the difficulty of finding any instance of a profitable result; and 
I have selected Cheltenham, Leamington, Tunbridge Wells, 
Chorley, Doncaster, and Bedford, as fairly representing the 
various soils and circumstances under which sewage irrigation ~ 
has been adopted in various parts of the country. An account 
of the expenses and returns of these six towns, as regards their 
sewage farms, may perhaps suggest considerations aud conclu~ 
sions tending to less expensive experience hereafter. 

CHELTENHAM. 

Cheltenham, a town of 42,000 inhabitants, sends the whole of 
its drainage-water to a distance of about three miles over a farm 
of 131 acres on the Lias-clay formation. The houses, some 
8000 in number, are generally provided with water-closets, and 
it may be assumed that the Cheltenham sewage contains nearly 
the whole of the personal waste of the population. It is con- 
veyed first to tanks, 44 yards long by 10 yards wide, and 8 feet 
deep, in which, by a certain rough filtration and subsidence, it 
is separated from its heavier mud; and the remainder flows 
onwards to the land. The overflow from the tanks is made to 
drive a turbine, by which the sludge is lifted above the level of 
the yard close by, where the house-ash, with other town-refuse 
collected by the scavenger’s cart, is placed conveniently to receive 
it; and the compost is readily bought by farmers and market- 
gardeners in the neighbourhood for 2s. per cubic yard, or 2s. 6d. 
when screened. Disregarding the outlay on the original provi- 
sion of these tanks, which is covered by a farthing rate for thirty 
years, their annual costs and returns nearly balance one another, 
as will be seen by the annexed Table (p. 411). 

The heavier expenses specified in the first year are explained 
by the fact that, at first, perchloride of iron was used as a disin= 
fectant. A simple mechanical filtration through a vertical dia- 
phragm in the tank, combined with rest in alternate divisions of 
it—the overflow of each in turn pumping the mud which has 
settled in the other—is now the whole of the process to which 
the sewage is subjected here. From these tanks—situated at the 
two points to which the whole drainage of the town can most 
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Cost and Produce of the Sewage Tanks at Cheltenham. 

‘ Year. 

Wages. | Bills. Total Costs. Ea shaded 

ga d | £8 d Bits’ d. Be a:d 
1870 2238°17 5 | 188 12 9 417 10 2 26 296 

1871 185 14 5 LOF18: “TF 293 13 0 Boo aL. 

1872 183 14 0 95.16) 3 279 10-3 390 aa0 

1873 202 10 6G 3419 2 237 9 8 293 7 4 
1874 Zao 9 4414 5 wis VF 271 16 O 

1875 219 9° 8 4412 7 294 110 347 5 0 

Total .. 1283 12 4 | 516 13 9 1800 6 1 1963 12 10 

conveniently be brought—an average quantity of sewage, some- 
what exceeding 1,000,000 gallons daily, passes through sewers, 
respectively 18 inches and 15 inches in diameter, to their junction 
on the farm, at a point commanding the area to be irrigated. 
From this point the farm—almost wholly permanent pasture- 
land of fair quality, arranged in eight irregularly shaped fields, 
which are full of hedgerow timber, and from 6 to 26 acres apiece 
in extent—127 acres of available surface altogether—slopes 
in several directions ; and the sewage is conducted in the simplest 
way in open grips or channels, cut contour-wise along the head and 
occasionally across the middle of the several fields, and feeding 
furrows along the ridges in which the whole surface of the land 
has from time immemorial lain. The fields have been drained 
3 and 4 feet deep; and, partly in open ditches (reaching them 
from the surface), but for the most part through these drains, the 
effluent water finds its way to the lowest part of the farm, and 
thence into the natural water-course, the Chelt, in which most 
of the sewage of Cheltenham formerly ran. <A portion of the 
sewage is used on its way to the farm; an increasing number 
of farm-tenants, whose land lies below the level of the main 
sewer, being glad to pay the charge of 7s. 6d. per acre for 
each irrigation. In this way 180 acres in 1874, and 200 acres 
in 1875, were fertilised, and contributed to the returns. ‘The 
annual cost and returns of the farm are given in the Table on 
the following page. 

In addition to the expenses enumerated above, there is the 
charge for rent. The land was bought for 10,500/., on which 
3 per cent., or 315/. a year, would probably be a full rent for the 
131 acres, and this rent, added to these costs, leaves a consider- 
able margin for farm-profit, which, however, is taken as a con- 
tribution towards the burden resting on the town for the repay- 
ment of the capital which has been borrowed for the purpose 
of making the land available. The whole sum borrowed was 
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Expenses and Returns of the Cheltenham Sewage Farm. 

Year, 

Labour. se =e Total Cost. | Total Receipts.* eae 

1870 168 8 11 133 3 6 801 12 5 372 7 6 “i 

1871 154 10 5 105 0 O 259 10 5 975°,2 0 956 8 0 
1872 G2, 20 al tae alle 7 256 3 8 | 1010 15 10 984 19 10 
1873 147 390 L1G Lowry, 263 19 7 || LOG8oo Ss 952 16 8 
1874 162 4 0 104 0 17 266 4 7 935 7 3 910 0 3 
1875 | Yas 0, 3 243 6 Wi 396 6 10 | 1036 6 5 | LOLORSRe 

Total Wei tits) titel 796 8 10 | 1743 17° 6 | 5398 8 38 | 4814 12 

* The total receiy ts include some small items for cottage rents upon the farm. 

18,0002., of which, deducting 10,500/. spent in the purchase of 
land, 75001. was spent upon the sewer and other works connected 
with the conveyance and distribution of the sewage from the 
tanks. It will be seen that the returns from the land are not 
enough to bear the whole of the charges on these accounts as 
well as the agricultural rental; but the result upon the whole, 
when compared with the experience of other towns, may well be 
gratefully accepted by the Cheltenham ratepayers. 

Cheltenham is not, indeed, by any means a satisfactory example 
of sewage utilisation, but it is a remarkable example of the 
abatement of the sewage nuisance at a minimum of expenditure, 
Here is a town dependent wholly on its water-closets for what 
may be called personal and domestic scavenging—whose sewage, 
therefore, must certainly be of at least the average strength—a town 
of more than 40,000 inhabitants, of which the drainage-matter 
may compare for quantity with towns of much larger population 
in the North, whose house-scavenging depends so much on the 
cesspool and the cart. It formerly drained into a small stream, 
which, of course, soon became utterly filthy and offensive ; but 
it has succeeded at hardly any cost in abating the nuisance it 
had created. In contrast to it I may refer to Blackburn, a town 
of 80,000 inhabitants, with, however, only 2000 water-closets 
from which, therefore (though the overflow of its cesspools 
passes into the sewers), one would think that there can hardly 
be a much filthier outflow than there is from Cheltenham. 
Blackburn has spent a ruinous amount in its attempt to achieve 
the same conclusion. It has spent 40,0002. in litigation, Parlia- 
mentary costs, and arbitrations alone; and this is the key and 
clue to its unfortunate experience. In the case of Cheltenham, 
not a penny has been spent in litigation. The protests of those 
who were aggrieved were attended to at once; the land was 
bought at a fair agricultural price ; the engineering was done by 
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the town surveyor, whose purpose would naturally be rather to 
draw as little as possible on the rates than to acquire a name for 

_ ambitious or heroic work; the farm was taken as it lay, without 
attempt at artificial levelling, and the work of irrigation was 

_ done, and still, indeed, remains, as an ordinary farmer would do 
it; its drainage was completed, and its lands and slopes were 
used, as any ordinary tenant, without capital to waste, would use 
them. The water, delivered at the highest point, is taken from 
one field to another in succession at a minimum of cost with a 
minimum of labour—a couple of men sufficing to shift and regu- 
late the stream, to keep the carriers and surface-conduits good, 
and to see that every part of the stream is distributed over a suf- 
ficient area before it leaves the farm. The inhabitants of the farm 

locality were provided, before they demanded it, with a supply 
of pure water from a neighbouring spring, although their stream, 
always too foul for domestic use, had been improved, not injured, 
by the proceedings of the Corporation. In this and other ways 
Cheltenham has been always prompt in providing a remedy, 
never waiting for costly coercion by the law. On a stiff clay- 
farm it is not likely that irrigation can be so perfectly successful 
as it will be where soil and subsoil are more pervious and absor- 
bent ; and already preparations are being made for the acquisition 
of more land, as other sewage-districts pour out their filthy 
drainage at the Cheltenham outfall. But, at all events, the Chelt 
has been in the mean time cleansed ; the riparian proprietors 
below are satisfied ; and Mr. Humphris, the town surveyor, 
and Mr. Brydges, the town clerk, and all whose guidance and 
advice contributed to this satisfactory result, may be heartily 
congratulated. 

Those, however, who are interested in the agricultural utili- 
sation of the immense quantity of fertilising matter which every 
town dismisses in its sewage, will not so readily welcome the 
Cheltenham results. The extra produce of the land derived from 
_the application of the enormous quantity of manure which reaches 
the Cheltenham irrigation-farm through the sewer, is miserably 
unsatisfactory. The sewage is let run for a day at a time on one 
portion of a field after another; the town (as landlord) retaining 
its right to distribute the water as the irrigator on the spot thinks 
right in order to its proper defecation ; and only one mowing of 
the grass is permitted in the season, in order to retain this power 
of irrigation unlimited. Submitting to these conditions, the land 
is annually tendered for by three or four cowkeepers in the neigh- 
_bourhood, at prices varying from 6/. to 9/. per acre (for the 
next three years it has now been let for the sum of 800/. per 
annum); and, including the receipts for sewage applied to 
neighbouring land, which, however, are annually increasing, the 
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produce of the land beyond the sum which it would yield under 
ordinary management can hardly be estimated at more than 3002. 
a-year, or not much more than 13d. per head per annum of the 
population concerned ! 

LEAMINGTON. 

Let us now take the case of another town, resembling Chelten- 
ham in its reputation as a watering-place, and naturally jealous, 
therefore, for its health and the wholesomeness of its surround- 
ings. Leamington, with a population of 22,000, now delivers its 
sewage by pumping, to a point at a distance of nearly two miles. 
from the town, and 130 feet above its outfall, where it commands 
1000 acres of Lord Warwick’s land. This it does for an annual 
payment of 450/. a-year, thus getting nearly 43d. a-head per 
annum for the personal waste of its inhabitants ; a sum which, 
though three times as good a result as Cheltenham realises, does 
not, of course, nearly repay the large expenditure which the 
town has incurred in this and previous attempts at dealing with 
its sewage difficulty. Neither, indeed, am I yet able to say that 
the land to which the sewage has been thus applied is not 
over-rented with this charge of 450/. upon it in addition to 
its ordinary agricultural rent. The works cost, altogether, 
over 24,000/., including 8500/. for works formerly used for the 
lime-process of defecation, and the “ A B C,” or Native Guano ~ 
Company’s system of precipitation. The annual instalment, 
for the interest on this outlay and the repayment of the principal 
expended in thirty years, amounts to 1563/. 15s. The working- 
expenses last year amounted to more than 1000J., less 4501. re- 
ceived from Lord Warwick for the sewage, leaving a net cost 
of close on 600/. Deducting the proportion chargeable on 
neighbouring townships which contribute, the net annual cost to 
the borough of Leamington for disposing of the sewage of the 
town, and repaying the cost of the necessary works within a 
period of thirty years, is about 18007. The land has been 
wholly drained 4 and 5 feet, and from 8 to 15 yards apart, to 
outfalls from which alone is there any effluent water from the 
farm. I have been at these outfalls very often, and have never 
seen anything but bright clear water issuing, so that the agri- 
cultural remedy for the sewage nuisance is here perfectly sue- 
cessful. The sewage is conveyed to every field upon the farm 
by carriers connecting with the principal main on its way to the 
summit level (where a reservoir capable of holding 1,000,000 
gallons has been provided, and has been occasionally used). 
The sewage thus passes either through the several fields, or 
along the upper edge of each, in 9-inch socketed earthenware 



pipes, which are provided with frequent sluice and penstock 
_ arrangements—so that the contents of the pipe, stopped in their 
_ flow, can be delivered at a number of points in every field into 
contour carriers, made by plough and spade. [rom these 
carriers, lipping over the edge of each along a certain length of 
its course to which it is limited by the irrigator, the sewage flows 
down the sloping surface to the similar carrier below, sinking 
gradually meanwhile to the subsoil drain. The annual charge 
created by the cost of these irrigation works, including carriers, 
sometimes embanked, and sometimes lifted upon timber framing, 
so as to command the higher levels, is, of course, a considerable 
addition to the 450/. of annual sewage-rent; and adding to 
these items the amount of an ordinary agricultural rent of the 
land, Lord Warwick’s Heathcote Farm of 375 acres has to pay 
a large annual rent before, as tenant, his Lordship can claim 
any balance of receipts over expenditure as the return of the 
farming-capital which he has here employed. ‘There may, 
indeed, be deducted from the sewage-rental paid to Leamington 
some receipts for sewage sold to neighbouring farmers. Thus, 
of the 1,452,927 tons actually delivered from the Leamington 
_pumping-station in 1875, there were no less than 205,628 tons 
delivered on neighbouring lands, where, distributed by a rough 
system of furrows ploughed out of the surface, it so far increases 
the yield of grass that the tenant readily pays 20s. to 30s. an 
acre for it. The receipts from this source amounted to 46/. 
last year ; and we ought, on this account, to reduce the sewage- 
rent of 450/. a-year to 400/.; but there is still a heavy annual 

_ charge upon the land, in addition to the agricultural rent of 
44s. per acre which the farm has to bear, and which, by its 
increased fertility, it must more than yield before it can be 
_ declared an agricultural success. Whether or not Lord Warwick 
has realised from the Heathcote Farm a return in accordance 

_ with this additional rent, corresponding with what might have 
been obtained from the farm well-managed and equipped in 
ordinary agriculture, paying an ordinary agricultural rent, | 
am unable to say; but any one who spends a day upon the 
farm,as I have often done, can see that in the hands of Mr. David 

_ Tough, and under the general direction of Captain Fosbery, Lord 
Warwick’s agent, it is admirably productive—full of produce, 
and apparently full of profit. 

There were on Heathcote Farm last September, when I last 
_ visited it, 40 cows in-milk or in-calf, 7 in-calf heifers, 24 heifers 
and bullocks rising 3 years old, 35 yearlings, and 25 calves. 
There were 4 sows and their produce in the yard; and there 

_ was a flock of 180 ewes, and upwards of 200 lambs—their pro- 
_duce—which are sold annually fat as shearlings. Thirteen cart- 
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horses work on the farm, and 3 at the Park; for, in addition to 
the 375 acres at Heathcote, there are 50 acres of plough-land and 
200 acres of pasture-land at the Park under Mr. Tough’s man- 
agement, for the pasturage of which, however, cattle are pur- 
chased and provided, in addition to the stock enumerated. The 
above large stock was kept on the produce of the Heathcote Farm 
alone. ‘The cropping of the land during the past six years is 
given in the Table opposite. 

The quantity of sewage pumped daily over these fields varies 
from 800,000 to 1,000,000 gallons. The whole house-waste of 
the town comes to the outfall, where there is sufficient reservoir 
accommodation to render it generally unnecessary to pump on’ 
Sundays. During flood-time, of course, the reservoirs are full, 
and the overflow runs to the Leam; but in dry weather three 
hours’ pumping suffices to empty them. Four men are daily 
engaged in distributing the sewage, generally at as many different 
points upon the farm, according to the needs of the crop, or of 
the land, or the power of the soil on different fields to deal 
with it at such times as it is not wanted for the promotion of 
current growth. These four men are, however, available for other 
work during a great part of their time. During spring and 
summer they are employed i in cutting grass for purchasers, who 
bring their carts for its removal, paying from 8d. to 1s. a rod 
for the grass as it is cut. They receive 17s. a week, besides 1s. 
an acre for the grass they cut, and can generally make about 
21s. a week during the year. The water is in autumn and 
winter roughly directed by plough- and spade-made furrows over 
the stubbles and the fallows intended for next year’s beans, 
oats, barley, and mangel-wurzel. In spring and summer the 
Italian rye-grass takes the most of it, but mangels, cabbages, and 
various garden crops are watered as they want it; and the 
neighbouring grass-fields receive it when the tenants apply for 
it. The quantity applied, and the number of dressings given 
during 1876, will be gathered from the Table on page 418. 

A record of this kind has been kept ever since the work 
began in 1871 ; 927,961 tons were distributed in 1872 ; 1,291,442 
tons in 1873; 1,318,619 tons in 1874; and 1,451,930 tons in 
1875; and out of this the sewage supplied to farmer’ outside 
has varied from 104,000 to 205,000 tons per annum. 

The resultant produce on the Heathcote Farm is very remark- 
able. Referring only to the 54 acres of Italian rye-grass, partly 
one and partly two years old, to which, with about 12 acres not 
cropped that year, no less than 900,000 tons were applied in 
1875, the accounts for that year show that more than 800/. was 
ceived for grass sold from that area, besides the daily pro- 
vision of green food for 30 to 40 cows and 16 horses during the 
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Crorrine of the different Fretps of the Hearuoore Farm. 

eeember of Wield | Acreage. 1871. 1872. 1873. 

a SB | 
13 19 2 6 a Beans . | Wheat. 

20 and 21 6 1 25] Potatoes. Cabbage. | Barley. 
22 7 3 6| Wheat .. Market Garden. Cabbage. 

23 and 29 15 2 16) Wheat and Oats Potatoesand Mangel | Wheat. 
24 5 1 12] Wheat - Peas. . . . «~ | Cabbage. 
25 10 1 17] Barley . I. Rye-grass . . | I. Rye-grass. 

27 and 28 13 3 2] Peas. : I. Rye-grass . I. Rye-grass. 
26 and 30 6 2 24 Permanent Pasture Permanent Pasture | Permanent Pasture. 

41, 45, and 46 19 1 18]{ Permanent Pasture Permanent Pasture Permanent Pasture. 
42 Sele | Wheat... Mangel . .. Wheat. 
43 9 0 4] Swedes. . Barley, 2 5. + I. Rye-grass. 
44 Waaeray | Wheat. 2). Mangel . fs I. Rye-grass & Clover. 
47 POR Se, Barley 2... 60 Oats . Clover. 
48 11 0 36] Swedes . Wheat Grass. 

50, 63, 67, 68 39 3 25] Permanent Pasture Permanent Pasture | Permanent Pasture. 
51, 53, and 60 28: 2 31 Wheat and Barley. Mangel and Swedes = Wheat. 

| 52 8 1 24] Permanent Pasture Permanent Pasture Permanent Pasture- 
54 9 1 29 Wheat . .. a . Wheat. 

49, 55, and 56 23 2 8] Wheat Beans .. Wheat. 
Permanent Pasture 

57 20) 62993 and Mangel . i Wheat . Beans. 

58 and 59 20 0 15 | Swedesand Peas . Wheat . Mangel. 
61 ieee wed) Barley ss. Swerles 2 3s Wheat. 
62 5 1 30| Wheat oa Clover A Wheat. 
64 10 1 34) L Rye-grass pwr I, Rye-grass Wheat 
65 10 3 11] JI. Rye-grass .. I. Rye-grass Wheat 
66 10 2 25] Oats. : BPR) ys busine Mangel. 
69 9-2 ‘3 Beans Fallow 
71 7 2 36 Wheat ee) We 
72 9 1.36 | Wheat . . . . | Swedes. 

| 

2 | 

Number of Field Acreage. 1874, 1875. 1876. 

| A. BR P. 
13 12 2 6) I. Rye-grass Turnip. . Beans and Grass. 

0 and 21 6 1 25| I. Rye-grass 1. Rye-grass Mangel. 
22 7 3 6] Turnips. ws I. Rye-grass  . I. Rye-grass. 

23 and 29 Popeat 1G, |i Barley, .« . 21's. Winter Beans Wheat. 
24 By i 732) Barley. : s I. Rye-grass  . I. Rye-grass. 
25 10 1 17} Grass. Cabbage. . . | Cabbageand Turnips 

27 and 28 13 3 2| Cabbage and Wheat I. Rye-grass | I. Rye-grass. 
26 and 30 6 2 24] Permanent Pasture Permanent Pasture | Permanent Pasture. 

41, 45, and 46 19 1 18} Permanent Pasture Permanent Pasture | Permanent Pasture- 
42 8 8 0} I. Rye-grass . Mangel and Carrots | Barley. 
43 9 0 4] I. Rye-grass Manreleus ois Potatoes, Carrots, Kc. 
44 6 3 17| Winter Beams . . Wheat) 3. cys I. Rye-grass. 
47 Ted se Wheat) . 2. I. Rye-grass . . | J. Rye-grass. 
48 Tt 6) S6 }. Gram.*.... Winter Beans . | Wheat. 

50, 63, 67, 68 39 3 25| Permanent Pasture Permanent Pasture Permanent Pasture. 
51, 53, and 60 23 2 21) Spring Beans Wheatis.. .sja< Oats aud Swedes. 

52 | 8 1 24)! Permanent Pasture Permanent Pasture Permanent Pasture. 
54 9 1 29| I. Rye-grass = I, Rye-grass_. Winter Beans. 

49, 55, and 56 eis CML OA, oc, si aig, Maeel and Swedes Oats. 
57 23 2 3] Wheat . are Oats. . . . . | Spring Beans. 

58 and 59 on) @..45))\- Wheat) i.) <..< Beans . . . . | Wheat. 
61 12 1 3{| Clover f Clover . . . . | Clover. 
62 5 1 30 aney omell fade Sas S a - Barley. 

arsnips, Potatoes, barb, angel, 
64 } 10 1 34 (Garcia a Cabbage ‘ — ae Rhubarb, Grass, &c. 

65 10 3 11] Margel. . Wheat wuld sao, |, Mangel: 
66 10 2 25] Mangel . Oates ars A Clover. 
69 part) Wheakis o's Barley arcane Swedes. 
a1 are. 36>|| Wheat ¢ <) . «< Barley . . . « | Beans. 
72 mete UG. |, Barley? f6.4., fe Clover? «tiie & W heat. 
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Amount of SxwacE applied to different Frezps from January 1, 1875, { 
January 1, 1876, on the Hart of Warwicr’s Sewacz Farm. 

Number of Fiela | Number of Number Total 

mon Plan. | Acres. Crop. te ee 

AS OR. 2 Tons, 

Light 
13 8 2 6) I. Rye-grass .. 18 58,314 with @ 

Subsoil. 
as 4 0 0 | Cabbage 5G Lag 32,186 Do. 

20, 21, and 22} 14 0 31 | I. Rye-grass .. 35 181,322 Do. 
24 5 1 12 | I. Rye-grass .. 49 146,676 Do. 
25 LO” I °F |" Cabbager.e *. 14 35,114 Do. 

27 and 28 13 3 2 | I. Rye-grass .. 42 279,010 
49,55,and 56; 5 0 0] Mangel.. .. 4 7,352 

47 10 0 32 LI. Rye-grass .. 36 166,470 

Loam 54 9 1 29] I. Rye-grass 25 98,735 |{" “Clay Sub 
i oa Rhu- 

64 8 1 34 and 4 15,910 
: | Strawberries : 

= Fallow for 65 10 3 11 H Moncel i, 2 9,176 
72 1 36 | Clover 3 13,886 Do. 

41, 45, 46, Permanent Pas- = 
50, and en 37 0 18 { ‘nee G “} : 66, 635 Do. 

Fallow for of 42and43 |14 0 4 { ee ort} 93 | 185,515 

Sewage supplied to Farmers .. .. «.. .. 205,629 

Total Amount of Sewage for twelve months .. 1,451,930 

whole of the spring and summer. I can vouch from actual 
inspection for the admirable grain crops and the magnificent 
mangel-wurzel crops which the ‘farm yielded in 1874, and whi : 
it promised in 1875 at the time I was over it. A mangel — 
crop in two large fields which I saw in 1874 was stated to me — 
to have yielded rather more than 10 cwt. per rod in seve al | 
places where the weight had been taken; and the extremely — 
even character and large size of the roots, with the enormous 
earthworks, as they eed to be, in which the crop was a <a 
all round the fields, made the story perfectly credible. 
soil of these fields is not of first-rate quality—a rather save 
loam—and it had received no manure for several years previouslys a 
and the crop, happily circumstanced as regards both its seed- 
time and the subsequent summer, had followed upon dressings — 
of sewage alone. 

Heathcote Farm varies from a tolerably firm gravelly soil to 
a clay loam—the whole rather of second quality as regards — 
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natural fertility. Nowhere absolutely flat, and sloping in many 
directions, it is very well adapted for the catchwater system, 
which, like every other mode of irrigation, but in a more 
marked degree, permits the use of the water of irrigation over 
more than one area before it finally sinks into the subsoil. 
The sewage is made to traverse 5 to 8 acres every day, accord- 
ing to the quantity that comes and the nature of the soil to 
which it is being applied. The men employed in distributing 
it—engaged in the cow-house and at other work till breakfast 
time, after which the process begins, and generally at liberty 
again after dinner time, when the pumping ceases—not only open 
stops and regulate the flow during the 4 or 5 hours when the 
pumping generally is going on, but attend to the maintenance 
of the carriers, and to the correction of any faults in the open 
furrows by which the sewage is distributed on the surface of 
each field over which the process is gradually encroaching. 
Every freshly cut area of Italian rye-grass receives a dressing 
soon after the grass has been carried off, and again midway of 
its growth before it is ready to be cut again. The mangels 
are watered as soon as the plants are as large as lettuces, and 
again two or three times during dry weather until of full growth 
—the intervals being long enough to enable the thorough drying 
and the horse- and hand-hoeing of the land at proper times. 
The quantity applied runs down the furrows between the rows 
of plants, being stopped and sent sideways as required, so that 
every square yard shall receive its share. And during winter 
the land intended for mangels and for spring-sown corn-crops 
receives its daily share in turn—the freer and more pervious 
soils getting the largest quantity. 
A capital herd of good dairy Shorthorns has at length been 

got together, a well-bred Shorthorn bull being employed; the 
steers as well as the heifers are kept on until ready for sale as 
in-calf cows or fat cattle. The cows receive 14 cwt. of grass 
apiece daily in their stalls during summer ; getting mangels with 
some hay, and a gallon of bean-meal apiece daily so long as they 
are in-milk, during winter. They yield nearly 600 gallons of 
milk apiece per annum, and it is sold at the farm for 1ld.a 
gallon. An annual receipt of 900/. to 1000/. is thus calculated 
on for milk. Some 200/. is annually received for mangels sold, 
8007. for grass, and 15007. for grain and other green crops. 
And this, with considerable receipts for beef and mutton, wool, 
and pork, results in a large annual produce, from which the de- 
duction for labour, seed, bought food, and rent, leaves a balance 
which is year by year becoming more satisfactory; the large 
outlay of the landowner in the engineering expenses of equip- 
ping the farm for the reception and distribution of the sewage 
being at length gradually overtaken. 
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A beginning has been made at market-gardening. Rhubarb, 
broccoli, and strawberries are being cultivated with the aid of 

sewage. The area of the several crops and the order of their 
succession on the land—the crops to which the sewage has been 
applied and the number of dressings given, are severally stated 
in the Tables given above, which, together, give a general and 
tolerably complete picture of the farm and its management 
perfectly intelligible to an agricultural reader. It is only 
necessary to add that the stock is well housed and evidently in 
comfortable and prosperous circumstances; that the land is 
clean, and the labourers well in hand and apparently contented ; 
and it is plain that Heathcote Farm is in good practical hands, 
and that the real agricultural value of town sewage as a fertiliser 
will one day be perfectly illustrated here. 

CHORLEY. 

Chorley, a Lancashire town of about 18,000 inhabitants, 
obedient to an injunction restraining the sanitary authority from 
continuing a nuisance in the River Chor, took in 1868, on a 
lease for 21 years, the Common Bank Farm, containing 87 acres, 
for the purpose of sewage utilisation. And in 1871, an Im- 
provement Act having been obtained, at a cost of 1924/., by 
the Chorley Commissioners, giving power to acquire land com- 
pulsorily for, among other purposes, sewage utilisation, this farm 
was purchased on its sale by auction. The Common Bank 
Farm, now nearly 100 acres, lying below the level of the sewer 
outfall, was purchased under this Act at a cost of 6995/. 12s. 8d., 
to which must be added 3994/. 13s. 7d., the expense of preparing 
the land, including sewage-carriers, machinery, additional farm- 
buildings, roads, farm implements, and stock. The annual 
charge created by this outlay, which is taken as rent, amounts 
to nearly 600/. per annum—an annuity which at the end of 70 
years will discharge the original loan, when the farm will be- 
come rent free, the property of the Corporation. The annual 
farm receipts and expenses during the first five years appear in 
the following Table : 

ANNUAL Farm Banances,* 1871-1876. 
’ 

1871. | 1872. | 1878, | 1874, | 1875. | 1876, 

So Ruslee Be £ £ £ £ 
Annual expenses -- 971 | 1000 879 1204 926 894 

Annual returns. 738 | 654 557 979 847 975 

Tia. #8 #838}| 
Annual loss -.. «| £179 | 347 322 229 | “7 a 

* The accounts are made up to the end of May in each year. 
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This, it must be understood, is a balance of accounts exclusive 
of rent and interest on capital; and although the loss has been 
annually diminishing for some years, it is plain that these 
_veturns show a very unsatisfactory result. The average deli- 
very of water into Chorley for the entire population is about 
900,000 gallons daily. Only a portion, however, finds its way 
: into the town sewer. The quantity of sewage delivered on the 
_ farm, including the rain-water, subsoil, drainage, &c., varies from 
200 to 3000 ‘gallons per minute. The average dry weather 
discharge is 500 gallons per minute, or 360,000 gallons during 
the day of 12 hours. Considering the enormous quantity of the 
sewage, and the fact that there is a large quantity of house 
scavenging done in Chorley on what is called the tub system— 
that indeed there are not more than 200 water-closets connected 
with the sewers—it is plain that the Chorley sewage, however 
filthy and offensive it may be, must be much weaker than that 
of either Leamington or Cheltenham. To that, as well as to the 
wetter and colder climate of the locality, may be in part attributed 
the unsatisfactory result of sewage irrigation in this case. 

The water is delivered through a 15-inch sewer, with a fall of 
1 in 70, to the farm, about 1 mile from the town, and it is there 
taken in embanked carriers above the surface of the land, whence 
‘it commands an area of about 80 acres of a rather stiff loam, 
with natural slopes sufficient for its perfect distribution. The 
land is well drained with 2-inch pipes, 4 feet deep, at intervals 
of six yards; and being an upland as compared with the bed of 
the rivers Chor and Yarrow, which run in deep ravines on either 
side of it, the drainage water is collected again for a last use 
upon a river-side alluvial level of about 4 acres of permanent 
pasture-land. The whole estate is 98 acres in extent, of which 
11 acres are occupied by woodlands on the steep slopes which 
cut off the farm from the two streams. 

The farm was laid out for the reception of the sewage by the 
Town Surveyor, Mr. James Denham, in lands 20 yards wide, 
and there are carriers made by plough and spade along the ridges. 
The sewage is delivered into three or four of these furrows at a 
time by sluices in the main conduit, which runs for the most 
part 3 or 4 feet above the general level. It thus passes over 5 
or 6 acres during the day, the stream being regulated by the 
irrigator, who works a set of stops in the surface furrows, and 
helps the flow in uneven places with the spade. 

Considering the limited area at disposal, and the quantity of 
water to be dealt with, the land did not seem to me last year 
to be very wisely cropped. No less that 32 acres were in oats 
and this had the effect of concentrating the application of the 
sewage upon too small a remainder. The oats were a very heavy 
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and strawy crop, much beaten about by the weather. About 20) — 
acres were in clover, and this, too, is a crop which does not readily — 
lend itself to the work of the irrigator. Ten acres were in 
swedes, giving a splendid promise in August; but swedes,. 
too, I have not found a very suitable crop for sewage husbandry. 
Only 20 acres were in Italian rye-grass, of which a portion was. 

being cut a fifth time that season; and a large area was covered 

with grass in swathe or cock, in an attempt to make hay—an 
attempt generally very unpromising, and always undesirable on _ 
sewage-farms. And there was a considerable area in fallow, in — 
very rough plight indeed. At the old farm-buildings and in the 
lower grass-field, to which access is obtained by a good road 
across the farm, enabling the conveyance of the crops both thither 
and from the farm, I saw a herd of 11 good milking cows, a — 
number of calves, and three good horses. In addition to these, 
sheep are bought in autumn for the consumption of the turnips, _ 
clover, &c. The sales of the farm include milk, clover, and © 
rye-grass hay, a certain quantity of mutton and pork, gene~ 
rally a large crop of oats, and a good deal of straw. And | 
addition to all this there is a considerable receipt for Italian — 
rye-grass, sold as dear as 20s. a ton in early spring, and from — 
10s. to 12s. a ton during summer. The whole receipts haye 
varied from 600/. to 980/. a year, or from 7/. to 12/. an acre, 
not nearly so much beyond the mere grass-lettings of the larger — 
Cheltenham farm as to recoup the enormously greater annual — 
expenditure in its production. Italian rye-grass is kept down 
generally two years, and is sown at the rate of as muchas 5 
bushels an acre, in sowings crossing one another on a well-worked — 
oat-stubble in early autumn. 

The mode of cropping the Chorley farm is, I think, consider- 
ing its small extent, mistaken. The whole land should be made 
available for irrigation, instead of the small portion to which 
the application of the sewage is at present limited. Instead of 
oats and swedes and clover, which are rarely sewaged, except, 
indeed, in the fallow condition of the land before the seed is 
sown, the whole should be devoted to such succulent crops as 
are especially adapted to sewage treatment. Italian rye-grass 
should be more extensively cultivated, and cabbages, and per- 
haps mangel-wurzel, might be grown on part of the land—though 
whether the climate would be perfectly suitable for the last-named 
crop is questionable. And if a market for these crops cannot be 
obtained in the neighbouring towns, a larger quantity of stock 
should be reared and fed upon the farm, either store-stock or 
milch-cows, increasing the number of them as a market can be 
obtained for their produce. 
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DONCASTER. 

Doncaster, a town now probably of 20,000 inhabitants (it 
numbered 18,768 at the last census) pumps its sewage, 20,000 tons 
a week, = 600,000 gallons daily, to a height of 52 feet and a dis- 
tance of 2 miles, on to a farm of 263 acres, its own property, which 
it has taken in hand for sewage-irrigation, and since sublet to a 
tenant. The land is for the most part a free and easily worked 
soil of sufficient depth. The sewage is delivered at its highest 
point, where an open reservoir has been provided capable of 
holding 1,000,000 gallons, and thence it can be distributed over 
the whole of the area, which lies a rolling surface below it, partly, 
indeed, in successive ridges of hill and valley, almost as if 
intended for the purpose to which it is now devoted. The 
sewage from the summit-level is conveyed along these natural 
ridges, and to various positions in all the fields, from which it 
can be diverted into this, that, and the other contour-carrier 
made by plough and spade on the surface of the land. From 
these, confined by the irrigator to successive lengths of each, 
until the whole of the surface immediately below it has been 
thoroughly swilled, it distributes itself over the interval between 
it and the carrier below.it. The land has been laid out by 
Mr. B. S. Brundell, C.E., of Doncaster; and his brother, 
Mr. Richard S. Brundell, has become the tenant of the land, 
and is now responsible for the abatement of the sewage- 
nuisance. Five acres of a level field are laid out on the highest 
part of the farm—a very pervious soil and subsoil close by the 
reservoir—for the adoption of intensive intermittent filtration. 
This is drained six feet deep at intervals of 22 yards, and is 
provided with suitable surface-carriers 22 yards apart; so that, 
if necessary, the water may be poured on here exclusively on one 
quarter of the area for six hours at a time, and thus allowed to 

escape through the drains after being perfectly oxidised and 
_ tendered non-putrescible in its passage through the aérated 

subsoil. Notwithstanding, however, that the farm is only getting 
| into condition for its purpose, so that its power of receiving 

sewage for agricultural use may be considered not yet fully 
developed, it is somewhat instructive and significant to learn 
that there has not yet been any difficulty in finding an area 
on the farm fitted for the daily reception of the sewage where 

it might be turned to agricultural account, as well as subjected 
_ to that same process of intermittent filtration in the less intensive 
form which it experiences in ordinary irrigation. In fact, 
neither the reservoir nor so-called filter-bed has yet been put to 
its intended use. 
The land last summer (1875), when I was over it, was, excepting 

22 
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an unusual extent of Italian rye-grass, occupied in very much of 
an ordinary style of cropping. Out of 263 acres, 56 acres were 
taken up with wheat, 36 acres with barley, 7 acres with oats, and 
13 acres with beans; 114 acres were taken up with green cro 
Italian rye-grass (42 acres), clover (7), swedes (24), mangolds 
(35), and potatoes (6). There were also 7 acres in bare fallow, 
6 in garden-ground, and 24 in permanent pasture. Potatoes were 
looking very promising, exceedingly full of growth, with, how- 
ever, some indication éf disease ; mangel-wurzels were looking 
very well. They had all received occasional dressings of sewage 
during their growth. The grain crops were admirable ; and the 
Italian rye-grass, most of it in full growth, was being sold af 
the rate of about 30 tons a week, at prices which had varied 
from as much as 30s. a ton down to 15s. Probably the speciality 
of the Doncaster sewage-farm is its garden-ground, which, lying 
admirably for the reception of sewage, will no doubt ultimately 
be enormously productive. Besides ordinary garden vegetables, 
there were beds of fruit—strawberries, gooseberries, and currants ; 
all of which had been sewaged, and owed their productiveness in 
some measure, so it was believed, to the occasional irrigation 
which they had received. 

The stock upon the farm included 8 cows in-milk, upwards 
of 30 head of various ages; and a flock of 80 ewes, whose 
lambs had been sold fat. A rental of 800/. is paid for the 
farm, the cost of pumping, 300/., being included with the sewage 
in this gross rental. The annual labour-bill approaches 10007, 
and the returns must thus exceed 1800/. a year before the tenant 
begins to receive a return for his capital and skill. This sum, 
over 250 acres, amounting to 7/. an acre, will certainly be 
without much difficulty realised; and Mr. Brundell having so 
large an area at his command is wise in only gradually stepping 
out of the regular agricultural routine ; from which, however, he 
will, no doubt, more and more diverge into the cultivation of 
succulent and market-garden crops in preference to ordinary 
grain crops, as he obtains an increasing market for his produce. 

The farm is well equipped with buildings ; and it may easily 
in a few years become one of our best examples of good sewage 
cultivation. 

TUNBRIDGE WELLS. 

Tunbridge Wells is a town of nearly the same population as 
Doncaster—19,410 at the last census. Having been restrained 
some ten years ago by an injunction— obtained at the instance of 
Mr. Julian Goldsmidt, who owns property in the northern valley 
below it—from throwing its filthy drainage-water into the Cal- 
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yerley Brook, which runs down that valley, it has had to adopt 
sewage-irrigation as a remedy. Situated at the head of valleys 
running from it in two directions, it has taken two small farms 
for this purpose ; one in the northern valley, of about 120 acres, 
of a stiff soil, at a distance of 14 mile from the town, and one 
of 165 acres in the southern valley, a lighter loam—in some places, 
indeed, a poor moory sand—at a distance of about 3 miles. 

_ An expenditure of no less than 87,243/., or nearly 300J. an acre, 
has been thus incurred for engineering, land, and law ex- 
penses—an outlay which involves an annual charge for ‘its liqui- 
dation of more than 5 per cent. upon this sum, or over 13/. an 
acre—making irrigation in this case, however perfect it may be 
as an abatement of the sewage nuisance, altogether hopeless as 
a commercial speculation. The farms are both provided with 
tanks at the outtalls of the main sewers, in which the sewage is 
allowed to deposit its heavier mud, which is removed at intervals 
either to the field close by, or to land in the neighbourhood. The 
mud from the tanks at the head of the northern farm is purchased 
by a neighbouring farmer for 35/. a-year. The quantity of the 
sewage delivered on these two farms, including the water supply 
of 200,000 to 400,000 gallons daily, and the ordinary subsoil 
drainage of the town site was, when last gauged, 236,000 gallons 
daily on the northern farm, and 414,000 gallons daily on the 
southern farm. Besides this, however, there is an indefinite and 
uncertain quantity of rain-water and storm-water—sometimes 
suddenly more than doubling the quantity of sewage to be dealt 
with, and putting the farm-manager and his irrigators in difh- 
culties. When I was at Tunbridge Wells last May, a heavy 
rainfall over the town, which was hardly felt at the farm, sud- 
denly flooded all the carriers, rushed over sluices, found its 
way—laden with road-mud and silt—over the good old _ pasture- 

land, and put every one on the alert to open a passage for it at 
| as many points upon the farm at once as possible. 

From the tanks on both farms, substantial brick-built carriers, 
with carefully-levelled margins, contour the sides of the valley 
at as high a level as they can command ; and from one side of the 
valley, through syphon-piping of sufficient size, the sewage is 
conveyed to a corresponding brick-built carrier on the other. In 
addition to this, on the northern farm, the upper conduit is con- 
nected by a corresponding carrier, having frequent sluice-arrange- 
ments on its course down the hill, with a second and a third brick- 
built contour carrier of smaller section at successive levels below 

it. Delivered at frequent openings in these conduits, the sewage 
finds its way to one contoured surface-furrow after another, 
generally at intervals of 18 or 20 yards, or less where the slope 
is steeper, and is spread evenly over the intervening surface, 
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gradually sinking into the drains as it goes. So much of it as 
has not thus sunk away may in this way be picked up for re- 
use at least three times between the first and second bricked 
conduits, three or four times between the second and third, and 
ten or eleven times below the third, before it reaches the 
foot of the farm. The water is not, however, sent out thus 
over the whole slope from top to bottom, but is taken from 
one part of the farm to another, according to the requirements 
of the growing crop. Thus it may be employed first in 
watering an area from which Italian rye-grass has just been 
cut, immediately below the head-level conduit. The tail- 
water from this surface may then be conveyed straight down 
the hill, through the syphon-pipe, across the valley, and re- 
appear upon a corresponding area of recently mown Italian 
rye-grass midway of the slope upon the opposite side. This 
was, indeed, the actual arrangement on the day of my visit 
last May; and I learned that the subsoil-water from the drains 
underneath the first-named sewage plot was also at the same 

‘ time collected and sent across the valley for re-use with the tail- 
water of the surface. The cropping this summer has included 
35 acres of grain crops—8 of beans, 2 of barley, 16 of wheat, and — 
9 of oats ; 10 acres of mangels and swedes ; 30 acres of Italian rye- 
grass, of which 12 had been sown in the autumn of 1874 and 
have now been ploughed up; 12 had been sown in the autumn of 
1875, and 5 or 6 had been sown this spring. There are also 11 
acres of clover, 1 acre of cabbage, and 25 of old grass-land. 
Mr. Robert Fairbairn, who has been in charge of the farm since 
1869, when it was laid out by the late Mr. J. Lawson, C.E., sells 
large quantities of Italian rye-grass to the horse- and cow-keepers 
of Tunbridge Wells, who come one or two miles with their 
carts and waggons for it, and pay from 15d. a rod for it on the 
ground. That was the price received in May for a magnificent 
swathe of grass sown in the autumn of 1875, which was then 
being cut, and tle demand seemed likely to overtake the growth 
of the crop, rapid as that had been. During the time of this — 
great demand for grass, the 25-acre field of permanent pasture, 
which is also irrigated as it seems to need it, maintains the large 
herd of cattle kept to consume the Italian rye-grass during the 
period of smaller demand. " 

The drainage—ordinary agricultural drainage—which is being 
continually corrected and improved, is not even yet perfectly 
satisfactory. The minor drains vary from 3 to 4 feet deep, and 
2 to 3 rods apart, and the main drains deliver their water into 
the sewage-carriers again; and thus nothing leaves the farm 
without having had several opportunities of feeding growing 
plants, or of being itself thoroughly oxidised and defecated. 

a 
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The following Table represents the balances of the several 
annual accounts since 1871. 

Cost and Returns for Northern Sewage Farm. 

Year. 
Valuati d Receipt: d 
ixpensdlitar. Valaitden, Proft. 

oy gs Z. iabe Eee ea 
1870-1 2468 0 4 2881 13 5 41313) 1 
1871-2 QOH Beit 3004 18 4 227.115 19 

‘. 1872-3 2628 14 0 2882 3 8 253, 9.18 
1873-4 2790 14 2 2900 10 4 109 16 2 | 
1874-5 2658 19 4 2982 O11 8 al eT 
1875-6 2464 7 9 2936 7.3 47119 6 

Total . | 15788 2 2 17587 13 11 1799.11 9 

The last column is not properly designated profit, for it only 
tells you the amount by which the receipts have exceeded the 
expenses of labour and seed. The enormous rental of 13/. and 
more per acre, which the farm has to bear, owing to the outlay 
which has been incurred, is not included. 

Reverting now to some of the details of farm management, 
Mr. Fairbairn prefers the early autumn as the best seed-time of 

Italian rye-grass. He sows, not later than September, 3 bushels 
per acre, in two sowings crossing one another, upon a pea- or 
bean-, or early oat-stubble—worked as thoroughly as possible— 
and the first cutting of such a sowing, which I saw last May, 
certainly could not have been less than 16 tons per acre, leaving 

_as perfectly thick and strong a stubble of rye-grass root as I have 
ever seen, for the four or five subsequent cuttings which it will 
yield this year, and the three or four less satisfactory cuttings 

_ which it will yield next year, before it is ploughed up and well- 
fallowed for the wheat and bean crop to succeed it. In no case 
has ordinary farm-manure been applied to these or any other 
crops on this farm. The large quantity of dung made in the 
stalls has all been sold to neighbouring farmers, and the crops 
have depended on sewage-manure alone. The heavy crop of 
grass to which I| have referred was grown on land—a stiff and 
inferior soil—which had received no other manure than sewage 

since 1869. It is questionable if this be good policy. The land 
_ is not naturally fertile, and after a winter’s watering it ploughs 
up stiff and unkindly, and it is very difficult to get a tilth 
in which mangel-wurzel seed will sprout. Nevertheless, heavy 
crops of mangel are grown, and 3 acres last year yielded a 
revenue of 108/. for mangel sold, een a considerable quantity 
Of roots consumed at home by cattle: If this land were dressed 

with farmyard-manure at intervals, as well as sewaged, it would 
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become lighter and more friable, more easily cultivated, and 
more capable both of defecating the sewage as it passes over 
it, through it, and amongst it, and, at the same time more 
capable of doing justice to its fertilising powers. The kind of 
rotation adopted by Mr. Fairbairn may be gathered from the 
cropping of one of the fields, which in 1872 and 1873 was in 
Italian rye-grass. Ploughed up in the autumn of 1873, it was 
sown partly with oats and partly with barley in 1874, and after 
being fallowed in the autumn of that year, it was sown with 
beans in the spring of 1875, and, after due cultivation, with 
Italian rye-grass again last autumn, yielding a magnificent first- 
crop this spring. A good deal of the second year’s Italian rye 
grass upon the farm this year is in anything but a satisfactory 
condition ; and it seemed a pity that such immense stores of 
fertilising matter should be poured over land which is in - 
this case covered with plants so little able to make good 
use of it. The sewaging for all grain-crops is confined to a 
winter irrigation of the land intended for spring-sown crops, 
and a watering in early autumn, if the weather permits, of the 
land that is to receive a wheat-sowing. ‘The northern farm is 
well provided with buildings and roads; it is managed by 
a staff of 8 men and 4 horses, in addition to occasional hired 
labour as it is required at special times; and it has hitherto 
shown a considerable balance of receipts over expenditure other 
than rent—in fact, more than a fair agricultural rent of the 
land. 

The southern farm, under Mr. Southon’s management, includes 
160 acres of exceedingly various soil. It lies for the most part 
in two valleys uniting above Groombridge Place Mill, whose mill- 
wheel limits the level of the final outfall. The lower fields of the 
main valley are in fair permanent pasture ; the corresponding level 
of the lateral valley is little but bog-land ; and with the imperfect 
drainage which alone is possible here, it ‘might have been better 
planted with osiers ; but this, too, is being brought under sewage 
irrigation, and has been roughly levelled and sown with Italian 
rye-grass for the purpose. The sides of the main valley are 
covered with a fair, and in places very fertile, loam ; those of the 
lateral valley are for the most part a poor sand, which»has been 
till lately a mere heath-clad surface. At the foot of the farm 
beyond this lateral valley there is a considerable area of fair 
agricultural land. ‘The slopes are everywhere convenient for 
the purpose of a sewage farm, and the soil is much better suited 
for that purpose veeay that of the sewage farm in the northern 
valley. The sewage, about 300,000 to 400, 000 gallons daily of 
dry weather flow, is brought 3 miles i ina conduit to the upper end 
of the principal valley, where subsidence-tanks are proyided for 
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the separation of its heavier mud. From this point it is taken in 
a bricked conduit along one side of the valley, and in a syphon 
to a corresponding but somewhat smaller conduit on the other 
side. This, as having to feed the larger area of land, should have 
received the larger portion of the sewage, and the syphon, an 
18-inch pipe, should have been capable of taking a larger flow. 
From these conduits, as on the other farm, the land receives the 
water at successive points, being distributed from. contoured 
carriers made by plough and spade over successive areas of 
Italian rye-grass, mangel-wurzel, and occasionally summer and 
winter fallow. The Jand is drained, and the drainage-water of 
the higher levels is taken up for re-use on the lower; but here, 
too, complaint is made that the drainage is not altogether satis- 
factory. There is less demand for Italian rye-grass here than 
at the northern farm, which is one-half nearer the town ; and one 
shilling a rod is here the maximum price. Of the 39 acres of 
Italian rye-grass on the farm last May, 9 acres had been sown in 
the spring of 1876, about 15 acres in the spring of 1875, and 
15 acres in the spring of 1874; and a large extent was in a 
comparatively unproductive and unprofitable state, and has no 
doubt been ploughed up before this and received a good summer 
fallow for wheat next year. A great deal of the land, formerly 

a heathy sandy moor, is only now being brought into use ; and it 
is so admirably adapted for dealing with the sewage nuisance, if 
not of producing the maximum agricultural produce by its use, 
that it seems a pity that the whole of the town sewage could not, 
whether by tunnel or otherwise, have been discharged at the 
southern outfall, and thus have been avoided one-half the 
management and other expenses connected with the provision 
of a double quantity of land. 

The cropping of the southern farm includes no less than 
17 acres of hop-ground, nearly 50 acres of wheat, barley, oats, 
and beans, 30 acres of permanent pasture, and a good deal of bare 
fallow ; for some of the land is only in process of being got 
out of the wilderness condition in which it has hitherto lain. 
Accommodation has been provided for a large herd of cattle, 
which, with other stock, are maintained here for the consump- 
tion of the grass. A good deal of expenditure has been incurred 
in the management and equipment of the hop-grounds, which are 
no part of a sewage farm, and to this, to a considerable extent, is 
due the large amount of farm capital which is here invested. 
A gradually diminishing balance of return has hitherto been 
realised towards the enormous rent which this, like the other farm, 
has to bear. The following figures represent the annual expendi- 
ture and receipt. 
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Costs and Returns of Southern Sewage Farm. 

Year. 
Valuati d Receipts and Valua- 
Expenditure. |- "tion Profit. 

% « ish td: GY sitids £*\ Pd. 
1870-1 1351 8 0 1880 18 4 529 10 4 
1871-2 3068 18 5 Sassi 019 12 8 
1872-3 |* 4103 14 3 4486 19 5 383 5 2 
1873-4 4346 15 3 4471 12 2 124 16 11 
1874-5 4529 6 2! 4569 17 4 40 ll 2 
1875-6 | 520612 5 5262 19 10 56 7 5 

Total . 22606 14 6 *24260 18 2 1654 3 3 8 

Tunbridge Wells, like Cheltenham, delivers its drainage- 
water by gravitation to its sewage farms upon a lower leyel. 
Unlike Cheltenham, it has become burdened with very heavy 
law, Parliamentary, and engineering costs. Unlike Cheltenham, 
too, it has had to pay enormously for the land which it has had 
to buy; and though with one-half the population of that town, 
and with therefore not more than half its quantity of filth to 
cleanse, it has spent more than four times as much in the abate- 
ment of the nuisance it had created. 

BEDFORD. 

Bedford, with nearly 20,000 inhabitants, receives 250,000 
gallons of water daily from its waterworks ; and this, with much 
ordinary subsoil drainage water in addition, passes into its 
sewer, thus delivering about 700,000 gallons daily to its pumping 
station about a mile out of the town, where that quantity is lifted 
every day on to about 180 acres of very suitable land close by. 
Of this area 29 acres are Corporation property, and the rest is 
hired on lease of twenty years from the Duke of Bedford, the 
Rey. J. C. C. Campion and Captain Polhill-Turner—and the 
whole, at a rental of 917/. 4s. a year, costs a little more than 5/. 
per acre. To this, however, must be added the annual burden 
created by a very large outlay, 16,6572 1s. 7d., on engineering 
works, buildings, embankments, and pumping-apparatus; and 
to the annual payment for the discharge of this large sum in 
thirty years there must be added about 360J. a year as the cost of 
pumping, before the whole of the burden per acre is arrived at 
to which the agricultural and engineering rents amount. No 
land on which re to cleanse or utilise town sewage could be 
better fitted for the purpose ; but so heavy an ansitaly cost as this 
is clearly beyond the power even of the most productive market- 
gardens to meet. ‘Twenty acres of the land, which is generally 
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level, is surrounded by the covered piping into which the pump 
_ delivers the sewage, and is Jaid out in ridges some 30 yards in 
_ width, with a fall of at least 12 inches from the ridge-line to the 
furrow. The sewage being let flow from the higher embanked pipe, 
passes along these ridges, where 9-inch half-round tiles, placed 
end to end and bedded in the soil, form its carriers ; and it lips 
oyer the edges down the slope. The land is on a bed of gravel, 
so that a very few drains suffice to keep its subsoil empty, and the 
surface is thus not easily clogged with any quantity of sewage, 
which indeed sinks away as it flows, so that there is rarely any 

_ water to deliver in the furrows between the lands. The heaviest 
Italian rye-grass, mangel-wurzel, and cabbage crops are grown, 
and nowhere is there seen more luxuriant fertility as the result of 

sewage irrigation. There has always been a very heavy produce 
of Italian rye-grass, onions, potatoes, cabbages, mangels, parsnips, 

_ and other succulent crops upon the land when I have walked 
over it. Besides this carefully laid-out square of 20 acres, with 
a roadway through the midst of it, the sewage is delivered at 

| various points of all the other fields, and these, laid out less care- 
fully, are watered in like manner from surface furrows along the 
higher lines in each, and very heavy crops are grown. The 
cropping last year included 22 acres of Italian rye-grass, sold 
for 3997. Os. 6d. ; 6 a. 1 r. 10 p. of cabbage, sold for 87/. 12s. ; 
40 a. 2r. 20 p. of mangel-wurzel, sold for 5997. 6s. 6d. ; 253 acres 
of potatoes, sold for 140/. 16s. 6d. ; 10 acres of onions, sold for 
287/.; 14 acres of oats, sold for 135/.; 16 a. 1 r. 10 p. of wheat, 
sold for 228/. 13s. 9d.; 72 acres of carrots, sold for 116/. 1s. ; 

| and 8 a. 2 r. 10 p. of gardening crops—as rhubarb, cucumbers, 
| cauliflowers, red cabbage, asparagus, vegetable marrows, &c., sold 
| altogether for 119/. 16s. 11d. The produce has been sold by 
| auction on the land. The successive cuttings of Italian rye- 

grass have been sold by auction from time to time during the 
| year. From 20 acres of permanent pasture, the sum of 
1812. 10s. 6d. has been obtained ; and altogether 180 a. 3 r. 30 p. 
have yielded 22947. 17s. 8d., or nearly 13/. an acre. But large 

| as these sums appear to be, the heavy expenses which have been 
incurred leave but little balance available to meet the enormous 

_ burden of rent-charge which overwhelms the land. The statement 
for 1875 of farm returns and farm expenses, including rent for 
land (9177. 4s.), but not including the charges for pumping, or 
for the discharge of debt, shows indeed an almost exact balance 
of accounts, leaving the cost of pumping (344/. 7s. 4d.) and the 
rent-charges created by the outlay on engineering works, build- 
ings, pumping-apparatus, &c., as an annual charge upon the town. 
No question can arise here about the efficiency of the farm as 

| a sewage deficator; but great as are the crops which it has 
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yielded, it cannot be considered an example of profitable sewage 
utilisation. Even supposing the depth through which the sewage 
percolates to its escape to be only 3 feet (which is certainly less 
than the quantity of soil and subsoil which in dry weather is 
available), the 180 acres held by the Corporation are enough 
under careful management (according to Dr. Frankland’s labora- 
tory experience) to cleanse the faecal waste of nearly 200,000 
persons; so that under the most careless management, 7.¢., 
management which takes no care at all directly for the cleansing 
of the sewage, but is directed simply to the use of it as a manure 
for plants, there is not a chance of the drainage water from this 
farm creating a nuisance. It is, therefore, exclusively to the- 
subject of farm profit that the Corporation of Bedford may direct 
its attention ; and the farm is so perfectly adapted for the use of 
sewage, and so fortunate in its position in the midst of a district 
of for the most part arable land, and close by a prosperous and 
considerable market town, that if ever land will repay the cost 
of pumping the sewage that is applied to it, it must be here. 

CoNcCLUDING REMARKS. 

In addition to these sewage farms (six examples, including 
seven holdings : two of them—Cheltenham and North Tunbridge 
Wells—a stiff clay ; three of them—Bedford, South Tunbridge 
Wells, and Doncaster—light soils; and two—Leamington and 
Chorley, of medium character: three of these examples, Chelten- 
ham, Chorley, and Tunbridge Wells, receiving their sewage by 
gravitation ; and three, Leamington, Doncaster, and Bedford, 
receiving their sewage by pumping), I have visited for the pur- 
pose of this report several other instances of sewage farming— 
West Derby, Walton-on-the-Hill near Liverpool, Altrincham, 
Blackburn, and Wrexham—in Cheshire, Lancashire, and Derby- 
shire. I am also well acquainted with other English sewage- 
farms— as those of Aldershot, Banbury, Birmingham, Bury St- 
Edmunds, Crewe, Croydon, Eton, Harrogate, Harrow, Kendal, 
Malvern, Norwich, Reading, Reigate, Romford, Rugby, Swindon, 
Warwick, Wolverhampton, Worthing. In addition to this I had 
for two years charge of the Lodge Farm near Barking, where the 
Metropolis Sewage Company have used from 300,000 to 600,000 
tons of sewage annually during the past ten years, and I have 
narrowly watched its management during all that time, first, 
under the Hon. H. Petre, and for the last six years by Mr. H. J. 
Morgan, the Secretary to the Company. To some of these farms, 
and notably to those at Aldershot, West Derby, Wrexham, and 
Barking, I shall refer in justification of the conclusions on the 
whole subject, which I desire to draw especially from the. six 
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sewage farms which I have more particularly described. All of 
them, however, may be properly named, to show that it is not 
without considerable knowledge and experience of the subject that 
I now proceed to discuss the lessons which they appear to teach. 

In the first place, we may notice how ludicrously experience 
hitherto has almost everywhere upset the anticipations of the 
sanguine sewage agriculturist. What has become of the esti- 
mates, the commonplaces, as they may be called, of all previous 
writings (some of them my own) on the sewage question from the 
agricultural point of view ?—‘* A man as good as a sheep,” worth, 
therefore, at least 5s. a year for the mere fecal waste, in either 
case, of the animal! ‘Land a mere machine, of which the value 
necessarily hinges on the quantity of raw material which can be 
passed through it in a given time”! ‘The experience at Edin- 
burgh, where a rent of more than 20/. an acre is annually paid for 
the sewaged meadows, of course attainable elsewhere”! Nothing 
of all this has been realised ; 40,000 “man” have not raised the 
fertility of the Cheltenham sewage-farm so much as 400 sheep 

could have raised it. The poor sands and clays of the Tunbridge 
Wells farms, dealing as a machine with the enormous quantity 
of raw material supplied to them, more than 1,000,000 tons of 
sewage annually, have not been able to convert the fertilising 
matter from 80 “man” per acre, so as to pay their rent. Nowhere 
has the Edinburgh experience been realised. Everywhere else we 
have had to encounter the great difficulty of making a market for 
our produce—a market which has from time immemorial existed 
there. The disappointment has arisen from the one-sided view 
that has been taken of the question—the enormous quantity of 
fertilising matter at present going to waste alone occupying 
attention. Such quantities of ammonia, phosphorus, and potash 
in this sewage—equal, at the rate of application, to tons of 
guano annually on every acre—were certain to produce the very 
maximum of agricultural return, and needed, or at any rate 
deserved, the most perfect, not to say costly, equipment of land 
and farm for their reception. On this point—here also happily 
able to quote myself—I will extract a warning written so long 
ago as 1869, in a report to the West Derby Board of Health, 
who were then contemplating the adoption of the agricultural 
remedy for their sewage nuisance—a warning which was not 
taken then, and is still as necessary now :—‘“ Having obtained 
the land, I would not interfere at once even with the existing 
tenancy, except to reserve the right to take field after field in 
hand as may be necessary for the purpose of fitting it for the 
reception of the sewage. And this gradual and, so to speak, 
domestic way of working out the problem, I advise, in order that 
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there be no temptation to anything like the costly or heroic style, 
proper enough, possibly, to architectural or engineering works, 

certainly not to agricultural works. No doubt, engineering 
skill will be necessary after the sewage has been delivered on 
the highest point of the land, but its regular distribution is 
even more an agricultural operation, and the more it is kept — 
within the means and ideas of an intelligent tenant-farmer or — 
market-gardener, the more likely is it to have a profitable result. 
It is true that sewaged lands are generally the most enormously 
manured, and the most extraordinarily productive lands known 
to agriculture ; but it is also well to bear in mind that sewage 
water is the most dilute and poorest manure per ton that any of 
us know, that its effects are owing to the enormous quantities 
which we apply, and that any addition to the cost of its distri- 
bution must therefore be carefully avoided ; for, after all, it is 
on the power which a single man possesses, by lifting or shutting 
a hatch here and there, of distributing 500 tons per acre over 
eight or ten acres in a day that our hopes of a profitable result 
very materially depend in dealing with such a weak and dilute 
manure as sewage almost always is.” 

The first lesson, then, that these and all other sewage farms 

may teach us is, that sewage—a very poor and weak manure 
will not bear a heavy cost for distribution. The dirty wate 

by pumping or by gravitation; but that is the business of the 
town which desires its defecation. It must be brought to every 
field upon the farm, but thereafter it must be distributed in 
the cheapest possible way. Plough-made furrows are enough to 
regulate the flow where sufficient slopes naturally exist; and — 
where the land is flat it must be laid out, after efficient drainage ~ 

uppermost. The lighter, poorer, and more pervious soils, are 
to be preferred, and these are to be so laid out in lands that the 
sewage shall trickle downwards from a furrow along the ridge 
line, reaching the foot of the surface which it has to feed on either — 
side, but sinking away in the process until there is nothing — 
left for the midway furrows to remove. It is possible thus so to — 
arrange the surface that a single man may be able, as I haye 
said, to distribute 5,000 tons of sewage daily. The cost of — 
labour rules here as in most other agricultural speculations ; and 
it may well be that a town shall resolve after having thus laid 
out its sewage farm to cover it with a coat of permanent grass, 
satisfied with thus ensuring the defzcation of its sewage ata 
minimum annual expense ; and regardless of the possibility, at 
a somewhat greater expense of labour, of obtaining from the 

a. 
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sewaged area a much larger agricultural return. Ordinary 
grazing and occasional mowings of land permanently laid down, 
after being properly arranged as a sewage farm, would very likely 
yield revenue enough to pay the labour bill and rent, which is 
what few sewage farms at present do. This, bowen would 
be a very poor result of sewage irrigation; and it would never be 
satisfactory to throw to waste 200 ounces of ammonia per annum 
from every individual of a town population—regardless of its 
enormous fertilising power—even though we had succeeded in 
our first purpose of destroying its power of creating a nuisance. 

The second lesson which agricultural experience hitherto of 
town sewage teaches applies to those who are bent upon making 
this farther use of it. They must not think that those plants 
which most require its ammonia, and phosphorus, and. potash, are 
necessarily the plants best fitted for their purpose. They must 
choose such plants for cultivation as can prosper under the 
enormous quantities of water by which in sewage these ingre- 
dients are conveyed. Italian rye-grass is their principal resource, 
but cabbage, mangel wurzel, garden crops, and all other succulent 
growths, are suitable. 

It is not impossible that we may hereafter hit upon a crop 
rotation, including as its chief feature Italian rye-grass for 
summer use and mangel-wurzel for winter use, with sale enough 
of these and other produce for the purchase of whatever other 
food materials are required, by which the sewage of a town 
may be converted wholly into milk. And a most desirable 
and wholesome upshot this would be. The outcry that has 
been raised against the wholesomeness of food which has been 
grown, whether at first or second-hand, from sewage dressings 
has nowhere been justified by experience. Edinburgh for many 

generations has been fed on sewage-produced milk. Merthyr 
has been fed to a large extent for sev eral years on the garden-stuff 
produced abundantly upon Mr. Bailey Denton’s filtering-ground, 
which is daily soused with tenfold the ordinary agricultural 
sewage dressing. The inhabitants of Cheltenham and Leaming- 
ton, and the Eton boys—all of these being places where the 
authorities are naturally especially jealous for the wholesomeness 
of all their circumstances—are all of them fed more or less on. 
milk from cows feeding on sewage-grown grass. But this is a 
digression. 

The second lesson, then, of recent agricultural experience is 
that only plants of succulent growth deserve cultivation under 
sewage. Where the sewaged area is only a small part of a 
larger farm, the tenant can, no doubt, act as he pleases. He 
will of course have a large area in corn crops, and he may be 
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tempted on occasion to apply a sewage dressing during a 
drought, where under ordinary circumstances it might be mis- 
chievous. Even he, however, will for the most part confine 
himself to Italian rye-grass and a few other green crops on his 
sewaged plot, and depend on the manure from the cattle fed on the 
sewaged grass and mangel-wurzel, for distributing the fertilising 
influence at his command over the rest of his land. On wholly 
sewaged farms the tenants will apply the bulk of the sewage to 
Italian rye-grass, and occasionally to mangels, cabbages, and other 
growing green crops, during summer, and to fallow-land for 
mangels, cabbages, and potatoes during winter, trusting the land 
to do what it can at that time to extract and store up for next 
summer’s use the fertilising matters which are then spread 
throughout it. At Wrexham, where Colonel A. Jones makes his 
sewage farm profitable, the market-garden plot is one of the most 
productive fields he has. And at Aldershot, where Mr. Black- 
burn also finds sewage farming profitable, the large area in 
potatoes grown every year upon what is naturally a worthless sand 
yields, after repeated winter sewagings, one of the largest items 
of his income. At Barking, where cabbages, and other garden 
crops, and mangel-wurzels are largely and profitably grown, the 
dependence is on occasional dressings during the summer 
when the plants are in full growth and want feeding, not at all 
on winter dressings, which indeed are not forced on them as © 
they are on the farms below ordinary towns; they pump only 
when they want to do so, and confine themselves therefore to 
such times as suit their crops. 

And here we come to the third lesson which these farms teach, 
and which cannot be too strongly impressed upon the sewage- 
farmer. The selection of such crops for growth as alone can 
make good use of such a dilute manure must be hedged within 
still narrower limits; and in the case even of a crop which may 
be sanctioned by the second rule of conduct, just referred to, 
we must resolutely and promptly condemn it and abandon 
it as soon as it has lost its fitness or its power. ‘This caution 
applies chiefly, and, so far as I know, exclusively to Italian 
rye-grass, which is often seen on sewage-farms even in its 
second year, and still more in its third year, utterly effete and 
incapable ; although in its first year, when receiving no better 
or more abundant feeding, it was enormously productive. Mr. 
H. J. Little was quite right in pointing out the blunder which 
Italian rye-grass growers often commit on sewage-farms of 
keeping it toolong. There is nothing more beautiful of its kind 
—nothing more convincing of the extraordinarily fertilising 
agency which we have in sewage—than a field of Italian rye- 
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_ grass ready for one of its earlier cuttings during its first year. 
_ Sown in August or early in September, and properly sewaged 
afterwards, it is in April of the following year the most wonderful 

picture of fertility which English agriculture knows. Let the 
land, however, be ploughed up in the following November. Its 

_ second year will not be half so satisfactory; and the land will do 
_ better, after a winter sewaging, in early potatoes removed for 
_ another rye-grass seeding in the following autumn, or for mangel- 

wurzel to be followed by cabbages in the third year; these to be 
removed for an autumn seeding. In its second year, Italian rye- 
grass is rarely satisfactory ; the same fertilising agency is applied 

| to it, but the plant itself is gradually becoming incapable. 

The three lessons, then, which may, I think, be learnt of the 
farms to which I have referred are (1), the need of inexpensive 
distribution ; (2), the necessity of choosing fit crops for culti- 

_ yation ; (3), the need of confining our cultivation even of these 
_ to that period in the life and growth of each during which it 
retains in full vigour its power of assimilating the abundance 

_ of food for plants with which we supply it. 

_ One of the greatest difficulties which have to be encountered 
in sewage-farming is that of finding a market for its produce. 
This was pointed out more than ten years ago in a paper read 

_ before the Society of Arts, on London sewage from the agri- 
_ cultural point of view; but the assertion of this particular diffi- 
_ culty was then received with hilarity, and I was ironically 
congratulated on my anticipation of the disaster which was to 
arise from “a plethora of produce.” It is a real difficulty, 

| nevertheless. It may, to some extent, be met on the heavier 
| class of soils by the expedient of ploughing a great deal of pro- 
| duce under during the first year or two, when a sale of milk 
| or grass or garden-stuff is only gradually growing. Italian 
rye-grass may be repeatedly ploughed under with advantage to 
the soil, especially on land stiffer than is desirable for sewage- 
farming. ‘This in time will render it mellower and more manage- 
able. The main resource, however, failing a direct sale of 
produce, will be found in the maintenance of live stock. There 
is no better food for milch-cows than sewage-grown Italian rye- 
grass; and, when withered somewhat before being given, it will 
do well for any kind of stock. And a good’ stock-manager would, 
I believe, find little difficulty in maintaining on a properly 
equipped sewage farm a large and healthy herd of all ages. 
A large number of calves could be reared, on a comparatively 
small number of cows, throughout the year, and thus stock of 
all ages could be kept from year to year, until of full age for 
the grazier or breeder. In this way, in milk production, and in 
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a gradually growing market on the ground for Italian rye-grass_ 
and for mangel-wurzel, cabbages, and other vegetables, the diffi- 
culties of a sewage-farm, greatest in the marketing department, 
will gradually disappear. And if, by good management, the 
labour-account can be kept within reasonable limits, a profit 
may be ultimately looked for. The experience hitherto has not 
been wholly discouraging. The Doncaster and Leamington farms 
—both of them in private hands—are perhaps the most hopeful 

of the six that have been described. The Cheltenham farm, 
where the profit arises out of the small amount of the annual 
Jabour-bill, is also instructive. ‘The Tunbridge Wells and Bed- 
ford farms, and in a less degree the Chorley farm, and in a much 
greater degree the Blackburn farm, must be taken as a warning 
against excessive expenditure. 

Meanwhile, it may be held as certain that the agricultural 
remedy for the sewage nuisance is alone trustworthy. None of 
the chemical methods having to deal with a putrescible liquid 
can send it from them in a non-putrescible condition. ‘The 
agricultural remedy alone is perfectly efficient. A putrescible 
liquid passing through the aérated soil—and over that ineal- 
culable quantity of surface, within it, to which the superficies 
of all its particles amounts—meets with the oxygen of the air 
under circumstances which promote, hasten, and produce the 
chemical transformation which it requires in order to its perfect: 
defecation. Its organic matters are thus oxidised and trans- 
mitted in a condition in which they are no longer capable of 
creating a nuisance. This is the explanation of ordinary agri- 
cultural experience on a sewage farm, to which Dr. Frankland’s 
laboratory experiments, conducted with admirable insight into 
the conditions of the problem, have directed him. It is the 
explanation of the perfect efficiency of his method of downward — 
intermittent filtration—a sufficient depth of soil and subsoil being 
filled alternately with sewage and with air—which is just an — 
intensive form of the ordinary agricultural experience on a well- 
managed sewage-farm. And whether on the extensive or inten- 
sive scale, this, whatever be the expense of it, is the only pro- 
cess capable of dealing efficiently with a liquid in which the 
mischievous organic ingredients, filthy as they may be, are, — 
nevertheless, in such extremely dilute solution as they are in 
town sewage. From this method alone, moreover, on the exten- 
sive or agricultural scale, is there any hope of extracting a pro- 
duce which will contribute in any sensible degree to the expense 
of the process. Let us hope that this discussion of some of 
the cases in which it has recently been adopted, may lead to a 
more profitable result than has hitherto been achieved. 
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I add one word more on the policy which Mr. Bailey Denton 
strongly urges of having somewhere on every sewage farm a suffi- 
cient area set apart expressly for intermittent downward filtration, 
“not to be considered and treated as intensified irrigation, as it 
has been called, but designed and carried into operation as a 
distinct work to be utilised at all times when it would prove the 
safety valve to irrigation.’ I quote these words from his paper 
read before a meeting on river purification, held at Edinburgh on 
the 16th of January, 1873.* His contention appears to be that 
this expedient will tend to make sewage more palatable to the 
farmer and more susceptible of profitable use by helping him 
under the difficulty—occasionally it is believed a costly diffi- 
eulty—aunder which, of course, he is placed of having to deal with 
all the town sewage daily, whether he has crops fit for it or not. 
When none of his land is fit for turning sewage to profitable use, 
this intermittent filter will be ready in which to kill or destroy 
it; and thus he will not be forced to apply it to his land at the 
risk of injury to it or to the crops it bears. 

It seems to me that Mr. Bailey Denton’s proposition is espe- 
cially acceptable only in those cases where the land is not 
naturally sufficiently porous for easy filtration over the whole 
farm. In that case, unquestionably, it may be desirable to select 
the most suitable plot for special equipment as an apparatus for 
merely oxidising and defecating sewage. But where the whole 
of the land is pervious and suitable for the work of sewage de- 
fecation, to set apart a portion which may be loaded with the 
work more heavily than the rest seems to me like an attempt, if 
possible, to achieve a failure. For the power which the land, 
and the air within it, possesses of converting sewage into a 
non-putrescible liquid is, of course, limited, even under the most 
favourable circumstances; and the work is more likely to be 
‘perfectly complete when the sewage is distributed over and 

throughout a large quantity than over and throughout a small 
“quantity of aérated earth. It is, I submit, precisely the same 
process on which you depend for sewage defecation whether you 
employ a drained and irrigated farm or a drained and irrigated 
filter-bed ; only the former, supposing it to be sufficiently porous 
and well drained; having less to do per acre, is more likely to do 
it thoroughly ; and, having a larger area on which a profitable 
crop may be at)the same time cultivated, it is the more likely 
to make a considerable contribution by its produce towards the 
repayment of the costs which have been incurred. 

* Edinburgh : Edmonston and Douglas. 
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XVI.—On Phosphatic Guanos. By Dr. Augustus 
VoELCcKER, F.R.S. 

GUANO, it is well known, is the name given to the accumulated 
fecal matters (chiefly of sea-birds) which have been deposited 
on different parts of the earth’s surface in greater or less purity, 
and have sustained more or less change by the subsequent action 
of the atmosphere. The quality and value of different kinds 
commercially depend almost entirely upon the amount of de- 
composition which they have undergone by the action of rain, 
and other atmospheric influences. . 

The recent droppings of sea-birds which have fed upon fish, 
a highly nitrogenous food, consist chiefly of uric acid, urea, 
urate of ammonia, and a variety of other nitrogenous organic 
compounds, and variable proportions of the phosphates of lime 
and magnesia, phosphate and sulphate of potash and soda, 
chloride of sodium, and some other saline matters. 

The nitrogenous organic portion constitutes fully two-thirds 
of the dry birds’-dung, and the phosphatic and saline inorganic 
substances form the remaining one-third. 

In dry climates, where little or no rain falls—as in some parts 
of Peru and Bolivia, on the western coast of South America— 
the droppings of the sea-birds suffer little from the action of the 
atmosphere, so that the greater part of the nitrogenous matters, 
and the whole of the saline and phosphatic constituents of the 
birds’-dung, remain in such guano-deposits. 

The most recent deposit of birds’-dung brought under my 
notice was obtained from a rocky promontory on the Bolivian 
coast, called Angamos. Occasionally a small cargo of Angamos 
guano finds its way into England, and meets with a ready sale, 
as it is, when pure, an extremely valuable manure. Angamos 
guano is collected by hand, with considerable danger and diffi- 
culty, from the bare surfaces of the precipitous cliffs frequented 
by the sea-birds. Being produced only in very limited quan- 
tities, it is not of much practical importance to the farmer. Its 
composition, however, presents several points of interest, to which 
I would invite the attention of the reader. (See Table, p. 441.) 

Both samples were very dry; they had a light-yellow colour, and 
a fishy, but by no means pungent, smell. The one contained as 
much as 21°15 per cent. and the other 19-3 per cent. of nitrogen, 
or considerably more than the best Chincha Island guano which 
ever passed through my hands. In the finest samples of the 
old and now exhausted Chincha Island guano I found in round 
numbers 16 per cent. of nitrogen, which is equal to about 194 
per cent. of ammonia; and on an average the bulk of the deposit 
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Composition or Two Sampites or ANGAMOS GUANO. 

No. 1 No. 2. 

Moisture * 7° D4 8°76 
*Organic matter and salts of ammonia 69°01 69°96 
¢Phosphates of lime and magnesia (bone- -phosphate) 12°06 12°07 
Alkaline salts (salts of potash and ia) 9-02 8°27 
Insoluble siliceous matter as 2°67 “94 

100°00 100°00 

* Containing nitrogen 1 ah 19°30 
Equal to ammonia 25°68 23°44 

t Containing soluble phosphoric acid sine bes a Not determi nd. 3:01 
Equal to tribasic phosphate of lime rendered) 6°57 

soluble by acid.. pcm Meiers al Mg 

/ on the Chincha Islands furnished guano yielding from 16} to 
17 per cent. of ammonia. 

This is considerably less than I found in the two samples of 
Angamos guano to which reference has been made. On the 
other hand, the percentage of phosphate of lime and magnesia 
in the best samples of Chincha Island guano is much greater 
than in these two Angamos guanos. 

Recently deposited and rapidly dried dung of sea-birds, col- 
lected almost as soon as it is produced, in a hot climate, and 
not acted upon by rains, thus contains a larger percentage of 

nitrogenous organic matter and a smaller percentage of phos- 
phates than the birds’ droppings which have continued to 
accumulate probably for centuries, and have formed more or 
less extensive layers, varying from 20 to 40 feet in thickness. 

In the course of many years, a portion of the nitrogenous 
organic matters of guano appears to be dissipated even in places 
most favourably situated for the preservation of the soluble fer- 

 tilising constituents of birds-dung. On fuller examination I 
found that the two samples of Angamos guano had undergone 
no decomposition. This guano smelled fishy, and more like 
fresh urine than Peruvian guano. 

Both samples, when tested with blue litmus-paper, reddened 
the test-paper distinctly, whereas Peruvian guano has always a 
somewhat pungent smell, and a decidedly alkaline reaction. 

The presence of uric acid and acid urates in the Angamos 
guano explains its acid reaction. Thoroughly wetted with 
water, and kept in a warm room, Angamos guano in the course 
of a couple of hours suffers decomposition, and gives rise to 
carbonate of ammonia, the presence of which is readily indicated 
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by placing a little of the wetted guano upon reddened litmus- 
paper, when its original blue colour will at once be restored. 
By this simple experiment it will be seen how rapidly the 

urea and compounds of uric acid of birds’-dung are transformed — 
into carbonate of ammonia in the presence of water. Most 
guanos which have a strongly pungent ammoniacal smell, and 
are dark coloured, are poorer in nitrogen and richer in phosphates 
than lighter-coloured and less pungent-smelling samples of the 
same kind. The former, as a rule, contain more ready-formed 
carbonate of ammonia and less uric acid than the latter, which, 
however, are more valuable, inasmuch as the total percentage — 
of nitrogen, which mainly regulates the value of such guano, is _ 
higher than in dark-coloured and pungently smelling samples. 

The first effect of water upon birds’-dung is to transform its _ 
urea and uric acid partly into volatile carbonate of ammonia, 
which gradually escapes, and partly into non-volatile soluble — 
salts of ammonia, whilst at the same time a portion of the 
insoluble phosphates are rendered soluble. If, in this par 
tially decomposed condition, the guano is exposed to occasiond 
heavy rains, the most valuable soluble ammoniacal constituents 
and the soluble phosphates will be removed to a greater or less" 
extent, according to the amount of rain which will have acted 
upon it. The partial removal of the nitrogenous constituent 
is the cause of the inferior quality of the guano-deposits wh 
are found in the Falkland Islands, on the Patagonian coast, and 
in various other places in South Africa, Bolivia, and Chili, such as — 
the Ichaboe, Saldanha Bay, Bolivian, Upper Peruvian, Chilian, 
and Californian guanos. If the solvent action of water continues 
to operate for a long time upon guano-deposits, the nitrogenous 
constituents of the original birds’-dung are almost entirely re- 
moved, together with the soluble saline mineral matters, so that _ 
finally phosphatic guanos are produced, which consist principally | 
of phosphate of lime. Most of the phosphatic guanos are yellow _ 
or light brown, or chocolate- or reddish-coloured, fine powdery — 
manures, which still contain more or less organic matter poor — 
in nitrogen. In this way the phosphatic guanos which are~ 
found on a number of islands in the Caribbean Sea and in the, 
South Pacific Ocean have been produced. Some of*the South — 
African and South American guanos also belong to the class of © 
phosphatic guanos. All true guano-deposits, according to their 
composition, may conveniently be divided into three classes :— 

1st. Nitrogenous guanos, consisting chiefly of the fecal 
matters of sea-birds, which have suffered little by the action of 
rain, and which retain the greater part of the nitrogenous con- 
stituents originally present in the birds’-dung, and all the saline _ 
and phosphatic compounds. —_ 

4 
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2nd. Deposits which, like Ichaboe, Saldanha Bay, Bolivian, 
Chilian, and Upper Peruvian guanos, have lost a more or less 

considerable portion of their nitrogenous soluble saline con- 
stituents. The guanos belonging to this class generally contain 
from 2 to 4 per cent. of ammonia. 

_ 38rd. Guanos which have lost nearly all their nitrogenous con- 
| stituents, and consist principally of the earthy phosphates of 
the animal deposit, and some organic matter which has resisted 

_ the solvent action of the water which converted the original 
deposits into phosphatic guanos. 

‘Many of the latter are contaminated with fine sand, and some 
' also with carbonate and sulphate of lime. 

‘It is not my purpose in this paper to treat of the two former 
classes, and I shall confine myself to the chemical history of 
phosphatic guanos. This contribution to the pages of our 
‘Journal’ I trust will form a useful, although perhaps not very 

_ interesting, sequel to my paper on ‘“ Phosphatic Minerals used 
in Agriculture,” published in a preceding volume of the ‘Journal,’ 
and complete the account of the great variety of phosphatic 

materials which at the present time are placed at the command 
of manufacturers of artificial manures, and in one shape or other 
are made subservient to the needs of British agriculture. 

PHOSPHATIC GUANOS. 

. Phosphatic guanos, as stated already, are produced when 
water acts upon deposits of birds’-dung to such an extent that 
nearly the whole of the nitrogenous organic constituents of the 
dung are converted into soluble salts of ammonia, which, 
together with the soluble saline matters, are washed away, and 
little else but the phosphates of lime and magnesia of the original 
animal deposits, moré or less pure, are left behind. All true 
phosphatic guanos contain some organic matter, and with it at 

least traces of nitrogen. Most kinds yield from one-third to 
one-half per cent. of nitrogen, and some as much as three-fourths 

| to one per cent. Ammoniacal salts, as a rule, are absent, or pre- 
sent only to a limited extent. However, there is no distinct 
line of demarcation which separates phosphatic from ammo- 

' miacal guanos, and some may be described under one head with 
as much propriety as under the other. 

- Our principal supplies of phosphatic guanos come from South 
America, South Africa, a number of islands in the Caribbean 
or West Indian Sea, and several uninhabited islands in the 
South Pacific. From these places we obtain the following 
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varieties, which have from time to time been brought under my 
notice :— 

1. Mejillones Guano. 10. McKeen’s Island Guano. 
2. Patagonian and Falkland Island 11. Baker Island Guano. 

Guano. 12. Howland Island Guano. 
8. Patos Island Guano, 13. Jarvis Island Guano. 
4, Raza Island, or Gulf of California 14. Birds’ Island Guano. 

Guano. 15. Malden Island Guano. 
5. Curacao Guano. - 16. Shaw’s Island Guano. 
6. Quito Serrano Island Guano. 17. Flint Island Guano. 
7. Petrel Island Guano. 18. Enderbury Guano. 
8. Coral Island Guano. 19. Starbuck Island Guano, 
9. Booby Island Guano. 

Besides these varieties, others have been examined by me, but 
as I have not been able to trace their origin, I pass them over 
and confine my remarks to the preceding kinds. 

Mejillones Guano.—Although it has long been known that 
guano-deposits of great extent exist in the high table-land near 
the coasts of Bolivia, between Peru and Chili, a little below 
the tropic of Capricorn, it is only during the last few years that 
these deposits have been systematically explored. At the present 
time a good many cargoes of one of the most valuable phos- 
phatic guanos are annually shipped to England from Mejillones 
Bay, which is but a short distance from the principal guano- 
deposits, situated about 1700 feet above the sea, towards the ~ 
base of the Marro de Mejillones, a mountain 2600 feet high. 

This deposit is of great extent, and varies in depth from 5 to — 
20 feet, and in some places reaches a depth of 40 feet. A 
second deposit, not yet fully explored, occurs at La Tetas, north 
of the principal one. The quantity of available guano is 
variously estimated by the engineers who have surveyed the 
deposits. According to official statements there are from 
2,000,000 to 4,000,000 tons, thus showing a wide margin in 
the estimates. It is next to impossible to form a correct esti- 
mate of almost any guano-deposits, but there appears to be no 
reasonable doubt that some millions of tons may be expected 
from Mejillones. 

Mejillones guano has a bright-reddish colour, very similar te 
the colour of red ochre. The colour, however, I find is hot due, as 
might be supposed,to red oxide of iron, but to a peculiar organi¢ 
colouring matter, which turns much lighter and assumes a 
yellowish tint when the guano is hard dried. 

About three-fourths of the bulk consists of fine powder, and 
the remainder of small lumps, which are readily crushed. The 
guano has a low specific gravity, and when mixed with water the 
greater part remains in suspension for a long time, showing 
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that the particles of the guano are in a state of fine subdivision. 
In this respect Mejillones guano is distinguished favourably from 
other phosphatic guanos, the majority of which are more dense, 
and apparently mineralised to a greater extent, than the Mejillones 
deposits. It, moreover, contains a larger proportion of organic 
matter, including from one-half to three-fourths per cent. of 
organic nitrogen and small quantities of ammoniacal salts, as 
will be seen by the following complete analyses of several 
cargoes, samples of which have been sent to my laboratory for 
examination during the last few years:— 

Composition or Mrsittones Guano. 

| | | 

| No. 1. | No. 2. | No. 3.) No.4. No.5. No. 6. 
| | | | il fei! 

Moisture a 4 - : S°76h 7°45. 6361.) 17°09 6°38 | 7°45 
*Organic matter an aa $s o B Beta. {| [eee y : 
Pea oe, 6°49 7°34 | 6°28 7°44 6°79 | 7:34 

tPhosphoric acid . fet doe |PoL"40) 1 80272. 32°52) 33°97 | 35°25. | 80°72. 
BITHO) Ss 50: ve eae: SOs ao: Sk |.obet2ol oie OL | S5250) | soon 
Oxide of at a. “54 SOO i gO ie noo 38 
Magnesia .. 5 ne cs SEA) Soa oe lr aay : 
Alkaline salts, including i haeTealf 2 Oy 5-62 \ 2 cA\ Wem 

Chloride of sodium... (1°83)| (2°47)| —«. |: 2°87 | )11-69)| (2°47) 
Potash .. .. Soh BE 3a atl sce NT eee Tees 
{Carbonic : hee *45 "am St | 2°76 “75 
Sulphuricacid .. . 1°68} 6°76 | 4°89 | 2°53 6°76 
Insoluble siliccous matter . EON 25 Dds i Day A GO) ih deekes 

100-00 |100-00 100-00 100-00 |100-00 |100-00- 
| 

* Containing nitrogen .. 98 “89> =79 93 Srieaall es oiclS) 
Equal to ammonia .. LON 08 Ge | list “ST |r 08 

eine ot 75-09 | 64-06 | 70°99 | 74.15 | 76-95 | 67-06 
¢ Equal tocarbonate of lime | 1:02 ed 3°11} 6°25 ae 1-70 

A glance at the preceding analyses shows, amongst other 
particulars— 

1. The samples of Mejillones guano analysed by me contained 
from 6 to 7 per cent. of organic matter. 

2. The organic matter in these guanos, on combustion with 
soda-lime, yielded an amount of nitrogen which is equivalent 
to about 1 per cent. of ammonia. The tees of nitrogenous. 
organic matter clearly proves the comparatively recent character 
of the Mejillones guano deposits. 

3. All the samples were rich in phosphoric acid. The per- 
centage of phosphoric acid expressed as tribasic phosphate of 
lime (bone-phosphate) ranged trom 64 to 77 per cent. in round 
numbers. 

4, All contained but a small proportion of carbonate of lime. 
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5. Several of the samples contained a considerable amount of 
sulphuric acid, which appears to have been mainly combined 
with lime. ‘ 

6. Mejillones guano also contains magnesia, amounting on 
an average to about 3 per cent. 

7. Chloride of sodium (common salt) to the extent of abou 
24 per cent. was also found in the several samples. ' 

8. The percentage of insoluble siliceous matter (sand) varied 
from 1 to 4 per cent., in round numbers, in the six samples. 

9. All contained but very little oxide of iron. Of alumina, 
only traces could be detected. Practically speaking, Mejillones 
guano may be regarded as free from oxide of iron and alumina. - 

On combining the proportions of carbonic and sulphuric acid 
with lime, and the magnesia with phosphoric acid to form tri- 
basic phosphate of magnesia, it will be found that the remainder 
of the phosphoric acid in the preceding analyses is more thar 
sufficient to form tribasic phosphate with the rest of the lime, 
It appears from these results that Meyjillones guano contains, in 
addition to the ordinary bone-phosphate, a combination of 
with phosphoric acid, which is less basic than the tricalcie phos- 
phate. Such a compound is bibasic phosphate of lime. The 
occurrence of this phosphate in Mejillones guano is of some 
practical importance, for it is well known that bibasic phos-_ 
phate of lime is more readily dissolved by water, or — s, 
more correctly speaking, yields soluble phosphoric acid to y 
more easily than the ordinary tribasic phosphate. Or ira 
combine the lime with carbonic, sulphuric, and phosphoric a cid 
to form carbonate and sulphate of lime, and tribasic phosphate 
of lime, an excess of phosphoric acid will remain, which, 

‘according to this mode of calculation, is united with mag- 
nesia to form monobasic or bibasic phosphate of magnesia, or a 
mixture of the two. These magnesian phosphates are still more 
soluble in water than the corresponding lime phosphates, and 
hence, whether we adopt one or the other modes of combinir 4 
the basic with the acid constituents, the practical result rema a 
the same in either case. Mejillones guano certainly is a more 
readily soluble and efficacious phosphatic manure than similar — 
fertilisers which do not contain more phosphoric acid than a 
necessary to form tribasic phosphate with lime. 

The greater readiness with which Mejillones guano | | 
phosphoric acid to plants, in comparison with other phosphat ; 
guanos, its richness in phosphates, and the extremely fine state 
subdivision of its particles, unquestionably characterise Meji 
lones guano as one of the most valuable phosphatic guanos é ze 
present imported into England. — 

In addition to the preceding more complete analyses, he 

- 9 
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following partial ones may be quoted as fairly representing the 
ayerage contents of the present imports in phosphate of lime :— 

GENERAL Composition oF Mersittonres GUANO. 

No. 1. | No. 2. | No. 3. | No. 4. | No, 5. | No. 6. 
| | 

Moisture ets matter | 14°46 | 15:01 | 13°87 | 15°80 | 15-01 | 16°62 
*Phosphoric acid . sc 32°35 | 34°71 | 33°79 | 34°12 | 33°54 | 31°84 
Lime... | 37°56 | 31°75 | 80°61 | 36°41 | 34°07 | 34°97 
Magnesia, carbonic “acid, 
-sulphuric acid, alkaline}| 12°54 13°63 | 14:30 | 11°38 | 10°93 | 11°73 

me salts, ke. .. An | 
insoluble siliceous ‘matter = 3°09 | 4°90 | 7°43] 2°29) 6:45] 4°84 

} 

100-00 100-00 100-00 [100-00 100-00 |100-00 

73°76 | 74°48 | 73°22 | 69°51 
| | } 

| 1 

* Equal to tribasie phos-\ -), A 
phate oflime .. *\ ee toe 

Although Mejillones guano may be applied with more or less 
advantage to the land without any previous preparation, except 
sifting and crushing the lumpy portion into a fine powder, it 
is more economical to treat the guano with sulphuric acid, and 
to convert the greater portion of the insoluble phosphate of 
lime which it contains into soluble phosphate. It is readily 
acted upon by dilute sulphuric acid, and is a most valuable 
material for producing manures containing a high percentage 
of soluble phosphate of lime. It has been alleged that Mejil- 
lones guand, when treated with sulphuric acid, does not readily 
fall to a fine and dry powder, but is apt to remain permanently 
in a wet and rather pasty condition. This, no doubt, may happen, 
and it generally takes place, if the guano, as imported, is treated 
with weak acid. Not unfrequently it arrives in Europe in a 
somewhat damp condition, and if dissolved in that state in 
weak chamber-acid, the resulting soluble guano appears more 
or less moist, according to the percentage of moisture in the 
raw guano, and the extent to which it has been rendered soluble 
by a larger or smaller addition of weak acid. But this objec- 
tion to its fitness for the production of manures rich in soluble 
phosphate is not a valid one; for Mejillones guano, thoroughly 
dried on a heated floor, and then passed through a fine sieve, 
can be treated with an amount of sulphuric acid large enough 
to render nearly the whole of the insoluble phosphate of lime 
soluble, without danger of turning out damp and pasty. In 
this way, dissolved Mejillones guano, containing from 40 to 43 
per cent. of soluble phosphate of lime, may be obtained in a 
sufficiently dry and powdery condition to go readily through 
a manure-drill. 
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Patagonian and Falkland Island Guano.—The character of 
these South American guanos varies extremely, and even the best 
samples are in reality much damaged by rain. Generally 
speaking, the deposits on the Falkland Islands are better than 
those found on the Patagonian coast. Falkland Island guano 
can hardly be called “phosphatic,” for it contains, as will 
be seen by the subjoined analyses, a considerable amount of 
ammonia; and reference is made to it in this place, because 
guano, evidently from the Falkland Islands, is sometimes im- 
ported as Patagonian. 

Composition oF Two SAmpLes oF FALKLAND IsLAND GUANO. 

| No. 1. No. 2, 

Moisture... .. ae, eeetiper 33°43 35°86 
*Organic matter and ammoniacal ‘salts... 21°42 26°07 
Phosphates of lime and magnesia a (bone-phosphates) 32°04 22°01 
Carbonate of lime.. .. . 2°52 5°64 
Alkaline salts on tase eet Oe tel ae ee 6°22 T°3t 
insoluble siliceous matters ..) “ea Vora aeetheen eel 4°37 3°08 

100°CO 100°00 

* Containine 1itropen 6) astie ces tice eel 4°31 4°42 
Equal toiammonia® “..." c.5 2- jos p =a 5°23 5°37 

ee 

Falkland Island guano is generally very wet and lumpy; 
gives off a strongly pungent odour, and contains much volati 
carbonate of ammonia, seldom more, and frequently less, than 
5 per cent. of ammonia. 

The variable character of Patagonian guano is strikingly 7 
exemplified in the following analyses :— 

ComposITION oF PATAGONIAN GUANO. 

No.1. | No. 2. | No. 3. | No, 4 

Moisture .. ar 21°46 19°55 | es | 21°46) 19°55 | 6°89 1) comme 
rganic matter and salts of ammonia so | hL° 78.) LOS) 10. 23 

Phosphate of lime and magnesia .. .. | 27°61] 16°58 | 23:44 | 20°01 
Carbonate and sulphate of ‘lime 1... 2°99 8°92 | 4 97-94 
Alkaline salts ... Feriias6s07 9°39 | °9:05 } f j 

. Insoluble siliceous matter (sand) . -- | 30°13 | 34:48] 50°69 | 295ee 

100-00 | 100-00 100-00 | 100-00 

* Containing nitrogen .. .. .. «. 1°83 1°20 | . 
Equal to ammuvnia .. 2°22, 
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The first of the four samples, it will be seen, yielded 2} per 
cent. of ammonia, and the fourth only ¢ per cent. All contained 

a large proportion of sand—No. 3 as much as half its weight. 
The percentage of phosphate of lime in the best sample 
_ amounted to only 274 per cent., and in the worst sample it fell 
as low as 16} per cent. Altogether, Patagonian guano, as a 
rule, is a poor manure; and in many cases it is not worth the 
freight and working expenses. 

Patos Island Guano.—Patos Island lies off the coast of Lower 
California, and on it are found deposits of phosphatic guanos, 
which, however, appear to be now nearly exhausted. A sample 

_ of Patos Island guano, analysed by me some years ago, had the 
_ following composition :— 

Composition ae Patos Island Guano. 
Moisture .. .. BD wie cteheed cone ewes 

*Organic matter and salts of ammonia .. soy LOB: 
Phosphate of lime and magnesia (bone- 0 10sp phates) .- oo 48 
Warbonate or lime 9 2... ie FO: ei A5s 
Alkaline salts .. .. ate seed ct Lata § oe SS 
Insoluble siliceous matter iolmensnvhh, shes aced eocmibes «gees lc 

100°00 

Sj Contamine nittopen os. cs we, te ase “96 
Equal to ammonia... ..  «- nde Ae ate na 1°16 

Gulf of California and Raza Island Guano.—Much more 
Valuable phosphatic guanos than that from Patos Island are now 
imported into England from Raza Island and other islands in the 
Gulf of California, as will be seen by the following analyses :— 

Composition oF PuospHatic GUANOS FROM THE GULF OF CALIFORNIA. 

No.1. | No.2. No, 3. 

Moisture... zaps (SPOS Shen 480 3°70 
*Organic matter and combined water... 12°72 | 9°80 11-13 
MEHOSpPHOMIGACIG .. 2. we wk wee 34°33 | =40°3 34°81 
Lime = oo hte Boe se ac, ST 236) |) ST 2k 34:07 
Magnesia nan ‘ett gaci iss, wae | 1°76 
2 sn oe -50 
ULL ots) Wad SSA Ss Se er | ‘S81 7°18 9°54 
Demented). ew seh is. nS) ds ae OS 46 
Alkaline salts % abieruse Teak ede 5°54 
Insoluble siliceous matter si : 1°69 4:20 6°75 

* Containing nitrogen ac yc atl 1:04 “3 86 
Equal toammonia .. el 1°26 | *45 1:04 

t Equal to tribasic phosphate oflime :. | 74:94 88-01 75°99 
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Two of these three samples contained a good deal of organie 
matter, capable of producing on final decomposition over 1 per 
cent. of ammonia. They were also rich in phosphate of lime, 
and altogether indicated very valuable phosphatic guano deposits. 
The sample marked No. 2 was remarkably rich in phosphoric 
acid, but it contained less nitrogen than the two other samples. 

It appears to me probable that No. 2 was a crust guano, upon 
which the powdery portion was deposited. On many guano 
islands the powdery phosphatic deposits rest upon, or are mixed 
up with, hard unpromising-looking crusts, or stone-like masses, 
which often assume considerable dimensions, and possess the 
physical characters of hard rocks. In most places these crusts 
are more valuable than the powdery portion of the deposit, for — 
in many localities the powdery surface-layers are contaminated 
with fine drift-sand, sometimes to an extent to render the guano — 
not worth exporting. The crusts are not only free from sand, 
or contain but little of it, but they often consist principally of 
bibasic phosphate of lime, and not of the ordinary tribasie 
phosphate which forms the bulk of the powdery phosphatic 
deposit. In other words, these crusts not only contain a high 
percentage of phosphoric acid, but they contain this acid united 
with less lime than in ordinary tribasic or bone-phosphate of 
lime, which constitutes the bulk of bone-ash and of most 
phosphatic guanos and minerals. 

The analysis of sample No. 2 shows that it is a crust guano, 
to a very large extent consisting of bibasic phosphate of lime. — 
This circumstance renders this and other crust guanos of a 
similar chemical constitution extremely valuable for the pro- 
duction of high grade superphosphates. 

In dissolving ordinary phosphatic materials, which often 
contain a good deal of carbonate of lime, a certain amount of 
sulphuric acid is wasted in neutralising it; and in order to 
produce soluble or monobasic phosphate of lime from the 
tribasic compound, two equivalents of lime are removed by 
the acid and changed into two equivalents of sulphate of lime; 
whereas in dissolying crust guanos, which generally do not 
contain any carbonate of lime, and which consist, to a large 
extent, of bibasic phosphate of lime, only one equivalent of 
lime has to be removed and to be combined with sulphuric 
acid when such crust guanos are transformed into soluble or 
monobasic ‘phosphate of lime. In the former case, for every 
equivalent of soluble phosphate two equivalents of sulphate of 
lime (gypsum) are necessarily produced ; whereas, in the latter, 
only one equivalent of sulphate of lime is formed simultaneously 
with one equivalent of soluble phosphate, and a much higher per- 
centage of soluble phosphate can be incorporated into a manure 
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which is made simply by dissolving such crust phosphates than 
is the case when ordinary phosphatic minerals are used. 

The following is an analysis of a sample of Raza Island 
crust guano, which is very similar in chemical character to the 
sample marked No. 2 in the preceding tabular ‘statement. 

Composition of Raza Island Guano. 

Moisture and organic matter .. ..  .. .. « 12°34 
Pihospuorieticid 1 7h eC i spe 9G. 1 BBI85 
Lime.. .. nine rroa a 
Magnesia, alkaline salts, sulphuric acid, &e. lop acct 
Insoluble siliceous matter =... ss 408 

100-00 

* Equal to tribasic phosphate of lime.. .. 83°72 

__ A considerable proportion of this crust guano consisted of 
bibasic phosphate of lime. 

Curagao Island Guano.—The island of Curacao, a Dutch 
possession, is situated in 12° N. latitude and 51° w. longitude, 
a few miles off the coast of Venezuela. It is a small island, 
sparsely inhabited, and abounds in sterile rocky districts ne 

which phosphatic guano deposits were discovered not many 
years ago. Curacao guano has a light greyish-brown colour, 
and like most deposits of that kind is free from smell. It is 

} generally found in the shape of a fine voluminous powder, and 
is much liked by manufacturers of artificial manures, because 
_ when treated with sulphuric acid it is readily converted into a 

light, dry, and concentrated superphosphate, 

Composition or Curacao GUANO. 

| No.1. | No.2. No.3, | No.4. No.5. | No.6. 
| 

Penton os. re &. 4. | 11°53 | 8205 | 16°80 |. 8°28) |. 11-49 | 10:29 
Organicmatter .. .. .. fT Le S270 | Grog. vot irre Ole |e naoe 

*Phosphoric acid -. «| 82°65 | 30:96 | 30°02] 33°20 | 33°44 | 29°55 
Mime), ... « « ~» | 40°19 | 42:05 | 37°40 | 41:86 | 40°80 | 40-20 
tCarbonic acid. 2°30") 3°79 | LIS), 2°95 | 1°86.) ote 
Magnesia, sulphuric acid, al-) 6-02 | 6-21 | 8-05 | 6:20. 6-31 | 8-74 

kaline salts, &c. ; 
Insoluble siliceous matter .. 20 24 *24. af) 29 “09 

100-00 |100:00 |100°00 100-00 100-00 |100-00 

*Equal to tribasic phos-\! 7.97 | 67-59 | 65-23 | 72:48. 73-01 | 64-51 
phate oflime .. . | 

+ Equal to carbonate of lime FiiD2) | SrBrGN joe2 70s) 4 6 166ry 4: 27 | | 8°50 
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Like most phosphatic guanos the deposit varies a good deal 
in different places on the island ; but when care is taken in the — 
selection of the different qualities, cargoes yielding from 67 to 
70 per cent. and upwards of phosphate of lime may be shipped 
without much difficulty. The analyses on the preceding page 
give a good representation of the variation in the quality of 
this guano. 

Curacao guano thus contains scarcely any siliceous matter, 
from 64 to 73 per cent. of phosphate of lime, and a variable 
moderate percentage of carbonate of lime. 

Quite recently a very rich rock phosphate has been discovered 
on Great Curacao. A sample analysed by me a few months ago 
had the following composition :— 

Composition of a Sample of Curagao Rock-phosphate. 

Moistutey.... Go: Giet 4) 26) Peeples 
Oreaniepmatters. <c)| 25 of cc “84 
*Phosphoriec acid so ee, Pe See oNiaDes 
111 ene mer aE sary prac ase LL 

+Carbonic acid .. Paar T) eee eck: 
Magnesia, sulphuric acid, Se. 
Insoluble siliceous matter... 4. usw "34 

100°00 

* Equal to tribasic phosphate of lime .. 81°93 
i+ Equal tocarbonate of lime .. .. .. 9°72 

This is a hard light-coloured rock, well adapted for i 
manufacture of concentrated mineral superphosphate. 

In the next tabular statement (p. 453) are grouped togetill 
analyses of samples of Quito Serrano guano, Petrel Island guano, 
Coral Island guano, Booby Island guano, and McKeen Island 
guano, varieties of phosphatic guanos which are occasionally 
imported into England, but which do not appear to form very 
extensive deposits. 

The sample of Coral Island guano analysed by me, it will be 
seen, contained 77 per cent. of phosphate of lime, which is a 
high percentage; but the Booby Island and McKeen Island 
guanos are not rich enough to repay the expenses of exportation. 

Baker Island Guano.—Baker Island, a small uninhabited 
coral island, surrounded by coral reefs, is situated in the West 
Indian, or Gaibbeak Sea, at an elevation of about 25 feet above 
the level of the sea. It is the resort and breeding-place of great 
numbers of sea-birds, the excrements of which give rise to the 
guano deposit. Unfortunately the island is visited periodically 
by heavy rains, which deprive the birds’-dung of its most 
valuable fertilizing constituents, and leave mainly the earthy 
phosphates, mixed with more or less organic matter, behind. 
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ComposiTION OF SAMPLES OF :— 

Quito | Petrel Coral | Boob Vat 
on Island Tian. Island Island. 

| Galo Guano. Guano, Guano. Guano. 

. e | . . 

a cimamia E i RRCa 
Menosphovicacid ..... .. | 32°44 |) 30°50 | 35°99 | 21°77.| 22°68 
SMe se es oe. || (BOSSE | 86544-1476) 45°36 | S6"24 
Magnesia, sulphuric acid, sf 

alkaline salts Latte ot cidirgi ton 17°10 18°05 3°55 16°50 18°15 
Carbonic acid, &e. .. .. 
Insoluble siliceous matter .. 2°55 | 5°50 “60 -09 a9 

100°00 , 100°00 | 100°00 100-00 | 100-00 

* Equal to tribasic aaa ai ; ati , ; “gas 70°82 | 66°58 | 77-05) 47-52] 49°56 
+ Containing nitrogen a * | “38 } | 26 

Equal to ammonia .. si ee Se 46 "32 

The surface layer of the guano is powdery and of a brown 
colour, and exhibits numerous fibres of roots and similar vege- 
table remains. In the lower layers are found a good many 
lumps, varying in hardness, size, and texture. The strata 
resting immediately upon the coral-rock are somewhat crystal- 
line, and contain from 20 to 25 per cent. of sulphate of lime. 

If worked too near the rock, the guano is liable to get con- 
taminated with carbonate of lime, of which substance the coral 
rocks almost entirely consist. 

The chemical character of Baker Island guano will be 
readily recognised by the following analyses, made in my labo- 
ratory a few years ago :— 

ComposiITION oF Baker Istanp GUANO. 

No. 1, No. 2. No. 3. 

OOO RE OWE Pa 12°05 4°71 19°16 
MTAOIGIOMTECEE scl sc os este 6°25 6°17 8°61 
MSHOSPNOMIGIAGIE 6.) «5 se oe wee 32°32 39-44 29°55 
Lime .. an * Gh eae eee 42°34 43°01 34°69 

{Carbonic acid. PMA ns Se) ws Doe's) “7 
Magnesia _ SaaS pill 2°32 
ww se 14 7-26 
Alumina cl) "55 nee “09 “96 [ | 
Sulphuric acid : oi 1:19 
Alkalies, and loss in analysis Bie auiic 1°78 2°33 
Insoluble siliceous matter .. .. .. + “14 9 “13 

100-00 100-00 100-00 

* Containing nitrogen., .. .. «1 + oe “34 72 
Equal toammonia .. et dic “41 87 

+ Equal to tribasie phosphate of lime .. 70°55 86-11 64°51 
_ } Equal to carbonate of lime .. .- «. | 6°79 “61 a 

VOL, XIL—S. 8. 2 I 
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Baker Island guano seldom contains any ammonia, the 

nitrogen shown in two of the above analyses being present in 
the shape of organic matter. It varies much in quality. The — 

Howland Bland Guano.—Howland . Island, another “—_ st 

is 2783 yards, fie breadth 825 yards, and its elevation aboye 

The guano deposits on Howland Island are very similar in — 

sample No. 1 may be regarded as a good average one, No. 2 as — 
unusually rich, and No. 3 as poor. F 

Indian coral island, is situated in 0° 49' n. latitude 
176° 52’ w. longitude. Its greatest length from north to south 

the level of the sea 22 feet at low water, and about 12 feet at — 
high water. 

composition and physical characters to those on Baker Island, — 
as will be seen by the subjoined analyses :-— 

Composition or Taree Samptes or Hownanp IstaAnp GuANo. 

No. 1 No, 2 | No. 3. 

PLOISUMEC ee cee a ens Se ee ete ee 10°01 15°31 8-95 
Orpanicnatier Dit: ars ae YES 5°72 7°26 6°15 

PP ROSpbGWG ACG. ica emt! Pyeciey = <aiaber ee 34°21 33°35 34°80 
Lime .. 43°03, | 9.39°36 | 43°25 
Magnesia, sulphuric acid, alkaline salts, &c. 6°83 4°56 | 6°54 
Insoluble ‘siliceous matter Bey CUR OK 20 “16 |) 30 

100°00 | 100°00 100 

* Equal to tribasic phosphate of lime .. 74°68 | 72°80 | 75°97 o}1}o 

— 

Jarvis Island Guano.—Jarvis Island, situated in 0° 22’ 
Jatitude and 159° 55’ w. longitude, is 1487 yards long 
1870 yards broad, and about 30 feet above the level of the sea. 

Like Baker and Howland Islands, it is surrounded by coral | 
reefs, which much impede the shipping of the guano. 

Composition of Jarvis Island Guano. 

Moisture 5° 3) jsc' can (Ge) RG) ee 
Organic matter dete "opr pert i ee ea 

*Phosphoric;acid 5." o. (a) cc se enn 
Tame se") bagasse | dies ee) jon 8 oem een 

+Carbonic acid .. ve an eet ener 
Magnesia, sulphuric ‘acid, &... .. 7. 
Insoluble siliceous matter. ©... “<5 aeaeeeae “09 

100°00 

* Equal to tribasic phosphate of lime > 22 2o 
¢ Equal to carbonat»oflime .. .. .. 1°41 

Jarvis Island guano is similar in appearance to Baker and— 
iowland Island guanos. ‘The better deposits have nearly all 
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been carried away, and the cargoes which now reach England 
are generally poor in phosphates and contaminated with a good 
deal of carbonate and sulphate of lime, as will be seen by the 
analysis on the preceding page which I made this spring of a 
cargo of such inferior Jarvis Island guano. 

Crust guano of a superior character is also found on Jarvis 
Island. 

_ Birds’ Island Guano.—This guano occurs on a small coral 
island in the South Pacific. According to the accounts of the 
explorers, the guano occurs on the island partly in the shape 
of a light-brown or yellowish powder, and partly in the shape of 
soft rock-like looking crusts. 

As far as I know, no Birds’ Island guano has been imported 
into England for some years past. The specimen in my col- 

lection is a light-coloured, friable, and porous stone-like mass, 
not unlike lime-tufa in appearance. Submitted to partial 
analysis its general composition was ascertained to be as 
follows :— 

Composition of Birds’ Island Guano. 

WRCISHII Best aes ck) oe” cian Os Oe 
Organic matter .. ao) 400 
Phosphate of lime (tribasic phosphate) .. ow pO, aa: 
Carbonate of lime, magnesia, &c... .. .. 6°88 
MRR IEISTGS cl cal jas test Thies . 06 | se 1°34 
Ste: | aR OS 2 

100°00 

Shaw's Island and Flint Island Guanos.—Shaw’s Island lies 
in the South Pacific not far from Malden Island. Where Flint 
Island is, I have not been able to asceriain. Judging from its 
composition it probably belongs to the same group of coral 
islands in the South Pacific from which we obtain the most 
yaluable phosphatic guanos. 

Only one sample of Shaw’s Island and another of Flint 
Island guano have passed through my hands. Their com- 
position I found as follows :— 

| 
Shaw’s Island Flint Island 

Guano. Guano. 

| Moisture and ouanic MBEOR gf. I sculls teteect yes 13-67 13-26 
ierharic acid . ne Spleins Sect ats, Mota} Lee ot Op 37:13 
Lime .. bee eater 20 |} 43°43 

_ Magnesia, sulphuric acid, alkaline salts, d ead Hil 753 5:99 
_ Insoluble siliceous matter... .. tae Ss 85 ‘19 

100:00 100-00 

* Equal to tribasic phosphate of lime .. .. «+. | 7573 81:05 

bo rm |- bo 
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Both deposits contain a high percentage of phosphate of lime, 
which mainly regulates the commercial value of these and — 
similar guanos. 

Malden Island Guano.—Malden Island is another coral island 
in the South Pacific, upon which occur guano deposits of a con- 
siderable extent. The guano has a light-brown colour, and 
generally contains fragments of eoral ; consequently its analysis 
always shows some carbonate of lime, which forms no part of 
the guano itself. It is a fine powdery phosphatic manure, and 
no doubt has been produced from the excrements of sea-birds, 
large numbers of which inhabit the island. 

The composition of Malden Island guano varies according te 
the care which is taken in excluding fragments of the coral 
rock upon which the deposit occurs. The following analyses — 
show the chemical character of recent importations. 

Composition oF Matpren Isnanp GUANO. 

No. 1. | No.2. | No. 3. | No. 4. | No. 5. | No. 6, 
—_— 

Moisture BA 4°78 | 5°39 | 4°78 | 4°56) 9°90) (baie 
Organic matter and Water ere k ‘ : 3 F 

SF Combi a heel 5°18 | 5°79 | 5°18) 4°04) 6°11 | Fags 

*Phosphoric acid .. .. .. | 34°75 | 33°52 | 34°75 | 35°32 | 31°36 | 33°89 
Lime .. .. .. «oe «- | 46°22 | 45°16 | 46°22 | 46°99 | 42°S5 0s 

+@arbonie:aeid’) «45 «<.6 <<< 3°65 | 4°05-| 3°65-| 2:85 |. 4°69 | eq 
Magnesia, sulphuric acid,)| -, : : F . é 

and alkaline salts .. A 5°82 | 6°05) 5°32) 69>) 2a 
Insoluble siliceous matter .. “10 “04 “10 *09 +14 “14 

100°00 100-00 100-00 100°00 100-00 100-00 

era as ape om) 75°86 | 73°17 | 75-86 | 77-10 | 68-46 | 72°89 
+ Equal tocarbonate of lime | 8-29 | 9-20 8:29 | 6:47 | 10°66 | 10°88 

Enderbury Guano.—Enderbury Island lies south of Malden 
Island in the South Pacific, and, like Baker and Howland Islands, 
is a raised coral rock of limited extent, upon which the excre- 
ments of numberless birds, deprived of their soluble, organic, 
and saline constituents, have given rise to phosphatic deposits. 

The guano on Enderbury Island has no smell, and is of a 
light-brown or yellowish colour. It occurs partly as a fine 
powder, and partly in the shape of brown-coloured crusts, 
which by the uninitiated might be mistaken for worthless stony 

masses, 
A sample of powdery Enderbury guano, analysed by me two 

years ago, had the following composition :— 
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Composition of Enderbury Powdery Guano. 

MINES “5. 2 ck, te fat Nae Sas ten tee OPTS 
BUmenIC MIGEr:, | rca Fe. tee Se Se a “OPSE 
tPhosphoric acid act eet od a eee ea 
PERN bie brt te) Sida) Stead WAY vow he en SOONG 

{Carbonic acid .. Se) ae Ange) oe pee 
Magnesia, alkaline salts, &e. iu, dey fs ee orOO 
3) LE ll Si rn ae ae ae “09 

100°00 

*Containing nitrogen... .. . 2 “38 
Equal ty ammonia : == “46 

: Equal to tribasic phosphate of lime .. 62°74 
} Equal to carbonate oflime .. .. .. 16°50 

The sample contained 16} per cent. of carbonate of lime and 
only 62? per cent. of phosphate of lime. It was almost com- 
‘pletely soluble in acid, and no doubt the guano would have 
turned out richer in phosphates if more care had been taken to 
‘collect it on a spot where the deposit was less contaminated 

with fragments of coral than the sample analysed by me. 
Two samples of crust guano from the same island I found 

‘much richer in phosphoric acid than the powdery deposit, as 
will be seen by the following figures :— 

Composition or Two SampLes or EnpERBURY Crust GuUANO. 

No. 1. No. 2. 

EE ee oe as pl) ed we 8°33 | : 
Sumeanicmatter.. ..  -. .. + «= «| 6°45 } 11°67 
“*Phosphoric wed . -> Uta eae ville 38°67 

on gol Ue ees 41° 42°83 
Carbonic acid . ee wears 1°46 } 6-65 
> alkaline, salts, & 9g otal ial 3°95 
Silica .. tee) 7s ee “06 “18 

100-00 100-00 

* Equal to tribasic phosphate of lime.. .. 82°49 84°42 
t Equal to carbonate of lime He Ze 3°31 Not determined, 

Starbuck Island Guano.—Starbuck Island is another of the 
small guano islands in the South Pacific. It lies south of 
Malden Island, and furnishes both powdery and crust guano, 
which in appearance or composition are scarcely distinguish- 
able from similar deposits occurring on Baker or Jarvis Island. 
he following is an analysis of a good sample of powdery 

Starbuck Island guano :— 
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Composition of Starbuck Island Guano. 

Moistore: .. <4. |... ge gees ee 
*Organic matter EPMO 
+Phosphoric acid « les ae 1) 2 
Lime.. .. ee ee 
Magnesia .. 2. .- ge 00 > a See ee 
Sulphuric acid).:. 2. “ 2)" Wa: 10e) Maeno *88 

{Oarbonic:acid-;...0 2 |...) 4) be Skene er 
Alkaline'salts:... sex s+. 1). <9 eal Senin 
Saliewy. 2.0. Se aes Ben "02 

109°00 

* Containing nitrogen st) Poteet “39 
Equal to ammonia 4” ce “AT 

+ Equal to tribasic phosphate of lime .. 73°67 
t Equal to carbonate of lime .. os 2°38 

The richest crust guano ever oaulyaea'y by me came from Sta 
buck Island. Two samples had the subjoined composition :— - 

Comeosition or Two Sawrizs or Starsuck Istanp Ciusrg 
Guano. 

| No. 1 | No. 2. 
Z — norte Kees Bich oT a 

Moisture and organic matter $75 | 10-0 
*Phosphoric acid .. Ligier erent ec) ae 45°57 | 40°12, 
ATG a epee ors meter oreeertatar yer ny eee TOT 40°94 44°96 
ERO OSI us «esa odio pee), tes, Bs kes: eee 64 ; 
Sulphuric acid .. 3°56 >) 4°87 
Alkalies and loss in analys sis 47 | 
Silica Fo hepa 07 / . ag 

| 100700 | 100.0 

* Equal to tribasic phosphate of lime .. .. | 99°48 | 87-56 
¢ Equal to sulphate of lime... 6-05 ) “ 

If the phosphoric acid found in No. 1 were combined with 
lime to form tribasic phosphate it would correspond to 99-4 
per cent. of that compound, but as the proportion of lime in tha 
percentage amounts to 53-91 per cent., and only 40-94 per cent 
of lime were actually found, and a portion of the lime moreoyve 
is united with sulphuric aed as sulphate of lime, it follows hat 
these crusts consist of a less basic phosphate than the ordinary, 
bone-phosphate. When due allowance is made for the lim 
which is combined with sulphuric acid, the calculation of t 
results of the analysis shows that nearly the whole of the lim 
found is united with phosphoric acid as bibasic phosphate ; a 
is, a compound consisting of two equivalents of lime and one 
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equivalent of phosphoric acid. This circumstance, as pointed 
out in a former part of this paper, renders Starbuck crust 
_ guano extremely valuable for the production of concentrated 

artificial manures, rich in soluble phosphate of lime. 
Although most of the phosphatic guanos to which reference 

has been made produce a decidedly beneficial effect when they 
are applied to root-crops at the rate of 4 to 5 ewts. per acre, it 

is nevertheless advisable for reasons of economy to treat them 
with sulphuric acid, and thereby to render the phosphates more 

soluble than they exist in the phosphatic guanos in their natural 
condition. 

11, Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, H.C., 
July 1876. 

XVU.—-Longhorn Cattle: their History and Peculiarities. 
By J. Neviuy Firr. 

THE present may be literally called an age of revivals; but | 
doubt whether, amidst all the revivalism going on, a more useful 
regeneration, nationally speaking, has taken place, than the 
bringing to the front once more this useful though long-neg- 

lected breed of cattle. A hundred years ago Longhorns occupied 
_a somewhat analogous position in public favour to that held by 
the Shorthorn now. It is true we have no record that they 
were ever sold for thousands of pounds per head, but money was 

then by no means so plentiful or so cheap as it is now, neither 
was it then the fashion to go to a vast outlay on fancy articles. 
But the old Longhorn men obtained hundreds for the choicest 
specimens of their herds; and they were looked upon at that 

time as the most profitable, both as beef-producers and cheese- 
| makers, which the farmer could stock his pastures with. Their 
Yeign, however, was not a long one, for truly it may be said of 
them > 

“ Moons wane, and races wither to the tomb,” 

) and the two first decades of the present century saw them well- 
nigh superseded, and their places filled by the then rising Short- 

horns. Well might it have been predicted when Bates, the 
Collings, and other noted breeders, arose with giant-like energy 
to take the new comers in hand, and expended time, skill, and 
capital on their behalf, that the curly coats would have a tough 
fight to maintain their supremacy. But the citadel was doomed 
to fall, from weakness within rather than assaults from without : 

| and it was the want of due knowledge in the science of breeding, 
| amongst those who held them, rather than any preponderating 
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' supefiority on the part of their rivals, that caused the gradual 
displacement of the Longhorn from our pastures and steadings. 
In fact, the Longhorn breeders attempted too much; and the 
breed may veritably be said to have been killed with kindness. 
They sought for over-refinement, and forgot that it is much 
more easy to lose than to regain hardy qualities and big bone 
which any breed must have to pay in the hands of tenant-farmers 
generally. Qualities for which the Longhorn had for years been 
especially famous were ignored, and others of an exotic character 
endeavoured to be implanted on him,—such as must eventually 
prove the ruin of any breed in which they are perpetuated, with- 
out some counteracting influence. ‘Those men who first took in. 
hand the breed in its rough state, and made it famous, gradually 
passed away. Others arose without their skill, who, not content 
to let well alone, in trying to gild refined gold, overshot their 
mark, and produced misshapen animals, delicate in constitution, 
and, worse than all, uncertain breeders. Hence their gradual 
decay and comparative scarcity, so that “The Druid,” a few 
years ago, writing “ When the Durham ox began his six years 
of caravan life, the fate of the Longhorn was sealed,” * shot very 
near the mark, though he cannot be quite said to have hit 
the bull’s-eye. In fact there were a few men who, knowing 
the intrinsic merits of the breed, stuck to them through good 
report and evil report, and gaining experience by the failures 
of their predecessors, avoided the shoals and quicksands on 
which others had been wrecked. Patiently biding their time, 
they have held on long enough to see their favourites once more 
come into well-deserved esteem, and take their place with our 
Shorthorns, Herefords, Devons, and so forth. To trace the Long- 
horn through the various stages of fortune which have awaited 
him is the purpose of the present Paper; and now that he 
is once more emerging from undeserved obscurity, after having 
passed through what may be called the dark ages of the breed, 
to enter on a new state of usefulness, I trust that his history may 
be found neither unimportant nor uninteresting. 

With regard to his derivation, little is known. I have seen 
it asserted that, like his rival, the Shorthorn, he first came from 
Yorkshire, and that the district of Craven was the cradle of the 
race. But I also find that, at a very early date in our history, 
he was spread, widely spread, over what are now generally 
known as “the grazing districts ;” and I feel more inclined to 
look on Craven as a part where perchance some superior animals 
were bred (perhaps from the effect of soil and climate, combined 
with greater skill), and for their superiority introduced to other 

* ‘Mark Lane Express’ of Jan. 7th, 1867. 
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districts with the view of effecting improvements in the coarser 
herds, rather than as the spot from which the whole race of 
Longhorns first sprung. 

Wherever he may have originally come from, I can only trace 
the history of the Longhorn with any accuracy from the northern 
parts of Leicestershire, and the adjacent county of Derbyshire. 
He seems to have been first brought to perfection on the borders 
of the wild district known as Charnwood Forest, which, at the 
time these cattle first came into notoriety, was probably as wild 
and uncultivated as any spot to be found in England. Right 
well do the picturesque cattle match with its sylvan beauty, and 
I am almost tempted at times to think that the early improvers 
of the breed must have taken them in hand, as much with an 
eye to general fitness of things as for the sake of beef and cheese. 
However, that could scarcely be, for it is not likely that, pioneers 
as they were in the road of agricultural improvements, these 
practical hard-headed yeomen had any very pronounced esthetic 
taste, or that they were as much influenced by the appearance 
as the utility of their cattle. Nevertheless, it is a singular co- 
incidence that perhaps the only English breed of cattle which 
would come well into the foreground of a wild rugged landscape 
should have found its home in such a locality. The earliest 
name | have met with in connection with improvements in the 
breed is that of Sir Thomas Gresley, of Drakelow House, Burton, 
“who took such delight in keeping a dairy of cows similar in 
olour and shape,” as early as 1720, and consequently years 

before Bakewell became a name of note amongst Longhorn 
breeders. To Sir Thomas most of those who wished to improve 
their herds had recourse, and the generality of Longhorn cattle 
of note trace back to him. A blacksmith, Welby by name, who 
ived at Linton, just on the borders of Derbyshire and Leicester- 

shire, appears to have laboured most successfully for the improve- 
ment of the breed on the lines laid down by Sir Thomas, until 
disease came and swept the unfortunate man’s herd entirely 
away. Webster of Canley, near Coventry, next comes on the 
scene. He used the Drakelow stock, and crossed them with 
ulls from Cumberland and Westmoreland, which counties must 

have had pretty good herds at that early day; and, strange 
to say, of late years I have found some of the best breeders 
king exactly a similar course, and going to those districts to 

procure bulls. Webster’s best bull was “ Bloxidge,” who was the 
sire of some very remarkable stock. Bakewell laid the founda- 
ion of his herd with a couple of Canley heifers and, like 
Webster, a Westmoreland bull, so here we get the line direct to 
Sir Thomas Gresley’s herd, and from him the blood was imparted 
to nearly all the herds of the country. 
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All who take an interest in agriculture must regret that 
Bakewell left no records behind him as to the methods he pursued 
in the improvement of his cattle and sheep; in fact, 1 should 
have liked to learn more concerning the man and his doings 
altogether, for he was certainly no ordinary person, and would 
probably have made his mark in any age in which he chanced 
to live. Such records as are extant concerning him tell us that 
he associated with all the chief men of his day; was given to 
almost princely hospitality, whereby he so impaired his fortune, © 
that he was obliged to make over his farm to another, notwith- 
standing the immense prices at which he both sold and let sheep 
and cattle. There is no doubt that his ideas of farming were. 
quite unique and original, and very much in advance of the age in 
which he lived. When we read of his driving only two horses in 
a plough, of his utilising a stream which ran through the farm to 
carry his turnips from where they were grown to the feeding or 
storing places, thus washing them in the transit,—and learn how 
even the most trivial things were turned to account,—we feel that 
he was not an improver of cattle and nothing more, buta man 
much given to discarding the beaten paths of life, and chalking 
out fresh lines for himself. We also must regret that a life of 
such usefulness to his countrymen should have ended in less 
affluent circumstances than his great talents and industry de- 
served. For three different kinds of stock was he celebrated, 
cattle, sheep, and horses; the two former remain as a lasting 
memorial to him, but the latter, said to have been of surpassing 
excellence, and procured from Flanders, are, I fear, lost; and 
the great size and activity for which they were celebrated have 
but poor representatives in the hairy-legged clumsy giants for _ 
which the Midland Counties are famous. I believe he sent one of 
his horses as a present to George III. His cattle were soon cele- 
brated, and the bull “‘ Twopenny” appears to have gone the rounds 
like a judge on circuit, for at one time I find him at Upton, in 
Leicestershire, and at another at Rollright, in Oxfordshire. 
Though a great letter of stallions, bulls, and rams, the Dishley 
Squire appears always to have had a great aversion to sell; and 
perhaps we may not wonder at it when he could let one ram for 
a thousand guineas the season. Judging by the turn affairs after 
wards took in regard to Longhorn cattle, I should say that he 
sought for quality rather than size, and instituted the liking for 
small bone, which a little later was carried to such an excess, 
that it may be assigned as one of the causes which destroyed the 
popularity of the breed. It is known that he boasted of haying 
given them a great increase of meat in the roasting parts. He 
bred very much in-and-in, and after his first Westmoreland 
venture, did not go from home for sires. ‘Though he improved 
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the feeding qualities, he lost some of the milking ones. I have 
travelled somewhat, as it were, out of my road to dwell on the 
character of Bakewell, because no history of Longhorns would 
be complete without a notice of what I may justly term their 
great high priest, and also because he stands out in such bold 
relief from the yeomen of his day. To read of his doings, 
one might well fancy that he had been born in the age of the 

_ steam-engine and electric telegraph. Not long ago I chanced to 
_be in the neighbourhood of Dishley, and turned aside to see the 
_ grave of the man who had done so much for the peaceful industry 
of his country. I found it in the little, unused, and dilapidated 
church close to the Grange, where his princely hospitality was 
dispensed, now only a common dovecote and building-place for 
the fowls of the air. 

Bakewell’s cattle have been kept in remembrance chiefly by 
the bull “‘ Twopenny ” before mentioned, and the oft-recorded fact 
of his cow “ Comely,” the founder of some of his choicest strains, 
having 4 inches of fat on the sirloin when killed at the great 
age of twenty-six years. 

Coeval with, if not anterior to, Bakewell’s celebrity as a 
breeder, was the foundation of the Upton herd by Mr. Chapman, 
which, when it was dispersed in 1873, was supposed to be the 

oldest herd of Longhorns in the kingdom ; and I believe I may 
say still is, as Mr. R. H. Chapman continues a few of the sort 
on his farm at St. Asaph, North Wales. In this early day 

it had attained such excellence that Bakewell himself pro- 
nounced it as good as any herd in the kingdom, and they 

_soon had a dip into his blood, having hired “ Twopenny ” 
for a time. Nearer neighbours to him were Buckley, who 

boasted that the bone of the leg of mutton on one of his 
improved Leicesters was no bigger than the stem of a tobacco 
pipe, and those who also lived on the north side of the Forest 
were Stone and Farrow; on the south were Knowles, Astley, 

and Paget, besides Chapman. Perhaps the greatest amount of 
notoriety, after Bakewell’s, was gained by Mr. Fowler, of Roll- 

‘right, in Oxfordshire, who commenced like him with Canley 
| blood, and hired “ Twopenny.” He, however, set the seal to 
the fortune of his herd when he purchased “ D,” a grandson of 
“’Twopenny,” and a very inbred bull, from Dishley. This bull 
was the sire of “‘ Shakespeare,” who was sold at Mr. Paget’s sale 
at Ibstock, in November, 1793, for 400 guineas. Like Bakewell, 

| Fowler stuck much to his own sort, and in his later days, at any 
rate, did not go from home for his sires. Another similarity to 

| Bakewell was his aversion to selling his cattle, and no offer, it 
mattered not how handsome, made for his cows or heifers, so long 
as they continued prolific, could his friends prevail on him to 
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accept. He always regretted the sale of three “ Twopenny” 
heifers to Mr. Grey, of Toddington, and would have given the 
price of the three to get one of them, “ The Painted Lady,” 
back again, but the purchaser knew too well the value of what he 
had bought, and the offer was made in vain. Mr. Fowler also 
refused the then large price of a thousand guineas for three cows 
anda bull. At length, however, the time came when the herd was 
to be dispersed, an average of 80/. per head was realised, and 
eight cows made 151 guineas each, while the bulls sold as follows: 
“« Garrick,” by “Shakespeare,” 215/. 5s. ; “ Sultan,” 2207. 10s. ; 
** Washington,” 2201. 5s.; ‘ Young Twopenny,” 68. 5s.; and 
“Young Garrick,” 49/. 7s. Amongst the cows, “ Young Brindled. 
Beauty,” 2 years old, was sold for 662 3s.; and “ Young 
Beauty,” a yearling, at 34/. 13s.; while “ Brindled Beauty” her- 
self went to the same purchaser at the strong price of 273/. 
Another cow, the dam of ‘“ Washington,” made 194. 5s.; and 
*‘Nell’s Daughter,” 1367. ‘ Shakespeare” was let for two 
seasons to Mr. Prinsep at 80/. a season; and that he was a very 
superior bull may be gathered from the following description of 
him by Marshall, in his ‘ Economy of the Midland Counties,’ pub- 
lished 1790: “ His head, chap, and neck, remarkably fine and 
clean ; his chest extraordinary deep; his brisket down to the 
knees; his chine thin, and rising above the shoulder points, 
leaving a hollow on each side behind them ; his loin narrow at 
the chine, but remarkably wide at the hips, which protruded ina 
singular manner ; his quarters long in reality, but appearing short, 
occasioned by a singular formation of the rump. At first sight 
it appears as if the tail, which stands forward, had been severed 
from the vertebra by the chop of a cleaver, one of the vertebra 
extracted, and the tail forced up to make good the joint, an 
appearance which, on examining, is occasioned by some re- 
markable wreaths of fat formed round the setting-on of the tail, 
a circumstance which, in a picture, would be deemed a de- 
formity, but as a point is in the highest estimation; the round 
bones snug, but the thighs rather full and remarkably let down; 
the legs short, and their bone fine; the carcase throughout (the 
chine excepted), large, roomy, deep, and well-spread.” This 
bull was by “ D,” out of a daughter of ‘‘ Twopenny,” so pf course 
very much inbred to that strain. 

Mr. Paget, of Ibstock, at whose sale “Shakespeare” made 400 
guineas, appears to have been a very noted breeder of this period, 
but unfortunately there is no record of his doings, save that he 
charged 25 guineas a cow for the service of “‘ Shakespeare.” _But 
Mr. Prinsep, who leased the same bull for a couple of years, 
realised at his sale 303 guineas for a calf, and 620 for a cow ; so 
that he stands quite in the first rank as regards returns, and I 
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doubt if even the Dishley or Rollright books showed higher 
rices than these. Pitt, in his agricultural report of Derbyshire, 

May 20th, 1794, says, “I viewed the stock of Mr. Prinsep, of 
Croxall, and I shall just observe, that they are of a Longhorn 
breed ; and by a long attention, have been brought to a high 
degree of superiority: large, thick, heavy, and well made, with 
a pretty good show for milking; and such a disposition to 
fatten, that Mr. Prinsep observes the: young stock are obliged 
to be almost starved by short pasturage, otherwise they make 
fat, and never stand the bull. Cows give upon an average 
about 8 quarts of milk each, which their owner thinks equal, 
from its superior quality, to a much greater quantity from 
inferior breeds. Mr. Prinsep’s bull, named ‘ Bright,’ which 
always has been, and invariably will be, kept for his own stock, 
is a majestic, noble animal ; large, heavy in the valuable parts,, 
with the least imaginable proportions of offal, with a skin. 
handling soft and sleek. This majestic animal is so gentle and 
docile, that three or four persons at once may handle him 
without the least sign of ferocity, or even notice on his part. 
‘ Brighteye, the son of ‘Bright, now 3 years old, is a most 
beautiful and complete animal; and it requires a person of 
superior skill to that which I possess to find a single fault with 
him.” 

What a pity it is that Pitt did not think it worth his while 
to give us the pedigrees of these bulls, so that we might have 
traced the strains of blood! As Mr. Prinsep hired “ Shake- 
speare,” I apprehend that there is little doubt that they came 
of the celebrated “'Twopenny” family. On p. 466 is given a 
portrait of one of them by Ward,* the celebrated animal painter 
of that period; and as no doubt it is a truthful likeness, as 
well as a very valuable picture, I can only come to the con- 
clusion that those who think the Longhorn cattle of those days 
were superior to those now to be seen, are in error. I have 
met with several bulls in recent years to which “ Bright,” or 
*“‘ Brighteye,” whichever it may be that was painted, certainly 
could not, to use a vulgar phrase, “hold a candle.” In fact, 
I incline to the belief that in the case of many of these ancient 
worthies distance lends enchantment to the view. We learn 
from another authority, that a dozen years or so later, Mr. 
Prinsep had a dairy of milking-cows, all in such condition that 
they were really fit for the butcher; and that a 7-year-old cow, 
which was killed, turned the scale dead weight at 104 stone, 

* I must acknowledge the courtesy of the proprietor and editor cf ‘The 
Agricultural Gazette, through whose kindness the portraits of the bull of the 
last century, of the two steers (p. 478), and of the cow (Fig. 4, p. 484), have been 
laid before my readers. 
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14 Ibs. to the stone, or 18 score 4 lbs. per quarter. Another 
noted breeder of early days was Mr. Richard Astley, who lived 
at Odstone Hall, Market Bosworth, Leicestershire, which pro- 
perty had been in his family for some generations, and where 
at one time resided John Bradshaw, who was President of 
the court by which Charles I. was tried. Mr. Astley was a 

large exporter of Longhorns to Ireland, where several of his 
bulls were in great favour; but he will perhaps be best re- 
membered as the owner of the celebrated cow which was 

exhibited all over the country in a van. No doubt she was 
a very first-class animal, and it is a pity that her pedi- 

gree, as well as that of other of Mr. Astley’s celebrities, has 
not been preserved. This, perhaps, is the more wonderful, as 
Mr. Astley was for many years a member of the Smithfield 
Club, in fact, from the time of its commencement until 1832, 
when he was the father of the club. He was a large buyer at 
the Rollright sale, and dipped deeply into the “Shakespeare ” 
blood; but farther than that I have been able to obtain no 
record of how his herd was bred. The Knowles’s, Thomas and 

William, of Nailstone, near neighbours, were partners with 
him in the Rollright purchases; and Mr. Green, of Odstone 
Hall, was a fellow-breeder. Amongst others distinguished as 
Longhorn men of that date were Mr. Munday, of Market- 
_ Eaton, whose herd gave a curious example of the difference, as 
regards milking properties, to be found in cows of the same 

_ breed, and near relations. He had two, own sisters, with only 
a year’s difference in the age. One, named “Thistle,” made 
her 17 lbs. of butter a week; the other, named “ Truelove,” 
stopped short at 5. As may be anticipated, one was always 
very low in condition, and the other fit for the butcher. Mr. 

_ Munday kept a large herd in his park. 
Mr. Cox, of Braisford, was owner of a herd both large and 

select, and was also breeder of the famous.bull “ Tippoo.” Mr. 
Smith, of Foremark Park, was also a large owner; but not like 

| most of his neighbours, a cheese-maker; nor was Mr. Harvey, 
_ who found rearing the calves with their dams more profitable. 
| Besides these, there were Mr. Francis Benchfield, of Alton Hall ; 
Mr. Robert Leigh, of Borough Fields; and Mr. Greaves, of 
Ingleby, all well known for the excellence of their cattle. 

Mr. Thomas Satchwell, of Heinfield, near Birmingham, has 
| aherd now that must have been founded at a very early date. 
He used bulls from Wroxall and Rollright, and also a bull by 
Mr. Horton’s “Old Conqueror,” the first-prize animal at the 

Oxford Show in 1839. Mr. Setchwell was also a large prize- 
taker at other Shows. The Wroxall herd dates back at least to 

the middle of the last century. The uncle of the present Mr. 
Nicholas Taverner had a sale at Fenny Drayton in 1794. He 
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had secured the celebrated Rollright bull “ Washington” from 
Michael Buckley, who three years before had given 215/. 15s. 
for him at Fowler’s sale; and a great deal of stock by him then 
came to the hammer. From the time of Mr. Prinsep’s sale in — 
1811, when an average of 61 guineas was reached for 60 lots of 
all ages, we learn little more of the private history of Long-— 
horns until more recent years. The next incident of any note 
unconnected with the showyard is the sale by Mr. Brown, to 
the Hon. M. W. B. Nugent, of Higham Grange, near Hinckley, 
brother to the Earl of Westmeath, of the following cattle: 
The “Shakespeare” bull, 1271. ; “ Y oung Garrick” bull, 77/.; 
Prinsep cow, 921. 15s. ; ‘Prinsep stirk, 421. 17s.; “ Dumplin® 
stirk, 42/7. 17s. ; “ Cherry” cow, 100/.: an average of 821. 8s. 2d. 
for the six in April 1841. Mr. Brown, whose herd was founded 
very early in the present century, won seven 10/. silver cups, 
and three 5/. cups, at the old Staffordshire General Agricultural 
Society's Show, held at Lichfield about 55 years ago, with his 
Longhorns, when competing with Herefords, Shorthorns, and — 
Devons, the different classes often numbering as many as 20 entries _ 
in each class. This was from about the year 1813 to 1820; and © 
prizes were also taken by this herd at the Royal Shows held at 
Derby and Shrewsbury. This Mr. Brown used a bull named i 
“Washington,” by Mr. Meek’s “Washington,” out of Mr — 
Prinsep’s “ Brindled Beauty,” from 1808 to 1812. It is re — 
corded, that about the latter year the noted Hereford breeder, — 
My. J. Pripes challenged the Longhorn men to an exhibition of 
20 cows, for the sum of 1001. a-side, to be decided at the Lich- — 
field Agricultural Society’s Show. Mr. Meek accepted the — 
challenge, and the verdict was given in favour of the Herefords. — 
Lichfield appears to have been a great centre for Longhorns at — 
this time, as it is within a few miles of Croxall, made so famous 
by the name of Prinsep. Mr. Brown’s son turned his attention — 
more to dairy than Show stock, and a sale of his herd during — 
the present year I shall have to notice further on. 

There is one other Longhorn hero I must, however, revert to, 
and that is the bull “Tiger,” of whom tradition avers that he 
was sold for the enormous sum of 700 guineas. Who bred him, | 
when or where he was calved, or at what period, I have never 
been able to learn ; which is all the more strange as, to make such 
a figure, he must not only have been a very good bull himself, 
but must also have had a distinguished ancestry, as it is not to 
be presumed that people in those days threw their money away on 
cattle of inferior blood more than they do at present. But a 
Longhorn Coates was sadly wanted; and though in some herds 
the genealogical tree has been pretty correctly kept, in others it 
has been either altogether neglected or lost. " 

Ihave said that there was little to be learnt of the private 

nal 
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history of these cattle from the time of Mr, Prinsep’s sale in 1811 
until recent years ; and true it is that they appeared to be neg- 
lected and dying out. The Shorthorn then was becoming the 
fashion, and a heavy cloud appeared to hang on the Longhorn 

_ horizon; however, the sale of Mr. Brown’s beasts, above recorded, 
will serve to show that in some few hands, at least, they were 

_ cherished and held in high esteem, and we occasionally drop on 
them in showyard annals, not regularly, as is the case with most 
_ breeds, but occasionally here and there, sometimes an odd speci- 
_men or two to compete with other breeds, or in extra classes— 
'sometimes in a small class amongst themselves; and it is only 
fair to them to say that, whenever they have met their rivals in 

| the lists, they have quite held their own. 
_ As might naturally be expected, we find them most plentiful 
/in the early part of the century, especially in the first decade 
'and half of the next, during which time they figured promi- 
nently in the Shows of the Smithfield Club, in the formation of 
which Longhorn men were quite as prominent as their brother 
agriculturists—Mr. J. Wilkes, of Measham, near Odstone Hall, 
having been the original proposer of it at the meeting held in 
London in December, 1798. His neighbour, Mr, Richard 
Astley, was found to support him, in conjunction with such 
men as Arthur Young, John Ellman, and others. Three 
years later we find the Longhorns were in the winning list 
with Herefords and Sussex cattle. A few more years and 
they took an equal amount of money with Herefords, Short- 
horns, and Sussex; and, strange as it may seem to modern 
ears, both Shorthorns and Longhorns had to earn their certifi- 
‘cate of merit as workers on the farm to become eligible 
for showyard honours. In a recent article published on Long- 
horns, in the ‘ Agricultural Gazette, March 27th, 1876, are 

‘the following statistics as to their successes at Smithfield :— 
! “1800, one cow, 8. guineas; 1809, one ox, 20 guineas; 1814, 
two oxen, 45 guineas; 1815, one ox, 15 guineas; 1826, one 
cow, 10 guineas; 1539, one cow, 20 guineas; 1340, one cow, 
O° guineas; 1847, one cow, 15 guineas.” Thus it will be 
‘seen that the Longhorns were in this period awarded 153/. 3s. in 
‘competing with all other breeds. The Longhorn has not gene- 
‘rally been regarded as a beast that stood crossing with impunity, 

either I believe does he, where it is intended to breed back to 
the original strain, as his peculiar characteristics will not admit 
of assimilation with other breeds; but that, as far as meat-pro- 
ducing qualities are concerned, he is calculated to form a heavy 
and good hybrid, is proved by the Earl of Radnor’s crossbred heifer 
‘between the Longhorn and Hereford, which at the Smithfield 
Club Show in 1847, at 2 years and 8 months old, was awarded 

On, XI0.—S..s. , Set 
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the gold medal as the best cow or heifer of any breed in the 
yard. Of Longhorns, as I have said before, the appearance in 
stock showyards has been of a more limited nature than that of 
most breeds; as since shows for stock beasts have attained their 
present importance in the agricultural world, the Longhorn has 
been in the oblivion from which he is only now just emerging 
to take his proper place amongst his compeers. 

To trace the doings of Longhorns in local showyards would 
occupy more space than I have at my disposal; but having 
shown the position held by them at the great fat-stock show, it 
is only right that I should advert to their doings at the Shows 
held by the Royal Agricultural Society of England. Asa rule no 
separate class has been provided for this breed, and it has gene- 
rally been their lot to meet opponents of any other breed than 
Shorthorn, Devon, or Hereford; and, as a rule, they have been 
successful against all comers. 

At the Society’s first Show they were not represented, or if 
any were shown they were not of sufficient merit to get in the 
list of prizes; and we first come on them at Bristol in 1842, 
when, in the fourth class for “any breed or cross other than 
Shorthorn, Devon, or Hereford,” the Hon. M. W. Bellew 
Nugent, of Higham Grange, gained a prize of 201. for his 2 
years and 3 months old Longhorn bull, bred by Mr. W. Horton, 
of Sherbourne, Warwickshire. Mr. Thomas Joseph Pensman, — 
of Leigh, near Tewkesbury, also won a 15/. prize for a 2 years — 
and 4 months in-calf heifer, and the Hon. M. W. B. Nugent 
a 10/. prize for his 1 year and 3 months heifer. As might 
naturally be expected, they came to the front again in 1843, — 
when Derby (situated in the district which may be termed 
the stronghold of the breed) was fixed upon as the site of — 
the Show, and Mr. James Hextall, of Snibston, near Ashby- — 
de-la-Zouch, carried off the 301. with his 3 years and 6 
months old bull, bred by Mr. John Dean, of Ibstock. Mr. 
William Daniel, of Burton-upon-Trent, also took 15/. for his 
3 years and 5 months bull, bred by himself; and a prize for the 
best bull of any breed, other than Shorthorn, Devon, or Hereford, 
was withheld for want of sufficient merit; so I fear we must 
conclude they were not, after all, a very grand lot. Amongst the 
cows, Mr. Edward Pratt, of Caldwell, Burton-upon-Trent, won 15/. 
for his 9 years and 3 months cow, bred by Mr. J. Minion, of 
Statfold, near Tamworth ; and we then come, for the first time, 
on the Duke of Buckingham’s name as a successful exhibitor of 
this stock, he having won 15/. with a homebred 2 years and 
11 months old in-calf heifer. 

One would scarcely have looked for specimens of the breed so 
far south as Southampton, where the next Show was held in 1844; 
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but Mr. William Brine, of Tolpuddle, near Dorchester, won, 
beating a Sussex and a Hereford-Shorthorn cross bull with his 
4 years and 5 months old Longhorn, proving that the breed was 
known and appreciated even in the Southern counties. The 
Hon. M. W. B. Nugent was also again well to the fore, 
winning 15/. with a 10-year-old cow, bred by Sir Thomas Ball, 

_ of Swinford Lodge, Southam; while Stowe again bore off the 
ribbon with a homebred heifer, 2 years and 10 months old. 

The Hon. M. W. B. Nugent had a wonderful time of it at 
Shrewsbury the next year, 1845, where he won 20/. for a 4 years and 
2 months old bull, bred by Mr. T. Slingsby, of Foleshall, near 
Coventry ; 15/. for a 21-year-old cow (?), bred by Mr. W. Gibbs, 
of Henley-in-Arden ; 10/. for a 2 years and 10 months old heifer, 
from the same breeder; and 10/. for a 1 year and 9 months old 
heifer, bred by himself. At the same meeting Mr. John Lees 
Brown, of Farewell, near Lichfield, also won 10/. for a 3 years 
and 6 months old bull, bred by himself. 

At Newcastle-upon-Tyne, in 1846, the Hon. M. W. B. 
Nugent was again put first in the open class, and won 15/. with 
a 5 years old bull, bred by Mr. J. Twycross, of Canley, near 
Coventry ; a Galloway bull being second to him. He also won 
15/. with a 1 year and 4 months old bull, bred by himself; 152. 
for a 3 years and 10 months cow; 10/. for a 2 years and 7 months 
in-calf heifer; and 10/. for a year and 6 months heifer ; all of his 
own breeding, taking what may be called a regular benefit. 

At Northampton, in 1847, although it is but a short distance, 
comparatively speaking, from the Longhorn country, there was 
a marked failing off, and the only animals of this breed to be 
found in the list are a 6 years and 4 months cow, in-milk, of 
Mr. William Umbers, of Wappenby, near Leamington, bred by 
himself, who took a prize of 15/.; and a 2 years 11 months, and 
1 year 8 months old heifer, both exhibited and bred by the 
Duke of Buckingham, each of which won a prize of 10J. value. 
There was also a falling off at York in 1848, when a Sussex bull 
won in the open class; and the only Longhorns in the list are a 
2 years and 8 months old in-calf heifer, the property of Mr. 
Thomas Beards, of Stowe, bred by the Duke of Buckingham, 
which won 10/.; and al year and 9 months heifer, the property 
of the same owner, bred by himself, also won a similar sum. 

At Norwich, where the Show was held in 1849, another name 
stands at the head of the list, that of Captain William Inge, of 
Thorpe Constantine, near Tamworth, who was very successful, 
gaining a prize of 10/. for his 1 year and 5 months old bull, bred 
by Mr. R. Baker, of Rollright; 10/. for his 7 years old cow, 
bred by himself; and 5/. for his 5 years and 8 months in-calf 
cow, bred by the Hon. M. W. B. Nugent, of Higham Grange ; 

2.42 
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Mr. Thomas Beards, of Stowe, also winning 10/. for his 2 years 
and 11 months old heifer, bred by the Duke of Buckingham. 

At Exeter, in 1850, Mr. R. H. Chapman, of Upton, came out 
with his 5 years and 4 months old bull, “ Earl of Exeter,” bred 
by Mr. S. Chapman, got by “ Earl of Oxford,” out of “ Brindled 
Nancy,” and won the 20/. prize. Mr. Thomas Beards won 10/. 
with his 2 years and 9 months in-calf heifer, and also 5/. with 
a 1 year and 10 months heifer. 

The next year, at Windsor (1851), Mr. R. H. Chapman was 
again first, and won a 10/. prize for his 2 years and 4 months bull, 
** Lord Windsor,” bred by himself; Mr. Thom as Beards, a 10]. 
prize for his 4 years and 11 months in-milk cow, bred by him-. 
self; also 5/. fora 2 years and 10 months in-calf heifer, and 5J. for 
a yearling heifer, both his own breeding. A prize of 10/. for the 
best bull calved before the 1st of June, 1849, was withheld. 

Lewes saw the Longhorns in diminished numbers in 1852, 
the only prize-winner being Captain William Inge, who took 
101. for his 4 years and 5 months old bull, bred by Mr. Baker, 
of Rollright, and 10/. for his 7-year-old cow, bred by himself. 
Mr. S. Burberry, of Wroxall, near Warwick, came to the front 
at Gloucester, in 1853, winning the 10/. prize with “ Lumber,” 
1 year and 10 months old, a bull bred by himself ; and Captain 
Inge, another prize of similar value for his 11 years and 5 months 
milking-cow, “ Daisy,” also a home-bred one. 

The same herds held the front rank at Lincoln in 1854, Mr. 
Burberry winning with a 1 year and 4 months bull, bred by 
himself, a 102. prize; and Captain Inge, one of 10/. for a 9-year- 
old cow, “ Favourite,” in-milk and in-calf; and 5/. for a 1 year 
and 5 months heifer, of his own breeding, “ Buffalo” by name. 
After this came a long interregnum; and the Royal Society's 
Showyard knew the Longhorns no more, at least as_prize- 
winners, until after Carlisle, Chelmsford, Salisbury, and Chester 
had been visited. Then we come to Warwick, in 1859, when 
Mr. John Holland Burberry, of the Chase, Kenilworth, won 
a local prize of 10/. with his 5 years and 3 months old bull, 
bred by the late Mr. S. Burberry, of Wroxall. Mr. Michael 
Taverner, of Upton, took 5/. with a 4 years and 3 months old 
bull, bred by Mr. R. H. Chapman. Lieutenant-Colonel Inge, 
of Thorpe Constantine, was first with a 9 years and 6 months 
in-calf cow, and 7 years and 7 months in-milk and in-calf cow, 
both bred by himself. Mr. John Godfrey, of Wigston Parva, 
won 95/. for his 6 years in-milk and in-calf cow, and his 6-year- 
old cow in-calf, both bred by himself. These were special 
prizes given by the Warwick Local Committee. 

The Longhorns next appeared when 1862 found the Society 
located in Battersea Park. Then “a change came o’er the spirit 
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of their dream,” and Longhorns, instead of being thrown in with 
other breeds of not sufficient importance for rewards of their own, 
found classes set apart specially for them. They appear to have 
responded well to the Society’s call to the listed field, and we 
find Lieutenant-Colonel Inge winning the first prize of 15/. 
for his 4 years and 6 months old bull, “Tom,” bred by him- 
self, and got by “ Duke” out of ‘ Treasure Trove ;” second, was 
Mr. William Thomas Cox, the Hall, Spondon, who took 5J. for 

his 3 years and 5 months old bull, “ Isaac,” by “ Conqueror,” out 
_ of “ Beauty,” bred by himself. 

_ The first prize in the next class went to alien soil, as Mr. 
James Davis, Melcombe Honey, Dorchester, earned 10/. for his 
1 year and 3 months old bull, bred by Mr. Joseph Holland, of 
The Chase, Kenilworth; second to him was Mr. Edward Thorn- 
ton, of Twycross, Canley, who took 5/. for his 1 year and 3 
months bull, bred by himself; the reserved number being Mr. 
W. T. Cox’s 1-year-old “Charlie,” by “Isaac,” dam, “Lively,” 
bred by himself. Amongst the cows, Mr. Richard Warner, of 
Weston Hill, Nuneaton, carried off the first prize of 10/., with 
his 7-year-old “Lupin,” bred by himself; and Lieut.-Colonel 
Inge the second of 5/., with the 9-year-old “ Fillpail,” bred by 
Mrs. Baker, of Barton-on-the-Heath, Oxfordshire; and the 
reserved number was Mr. E. T. Twycross’s cow, bred by him- 
self. In the class for heifers, Mr. R. H. Chapman was first, 
taking 10/. for his “* Young Cumberland,” 2 years and 3 months, 
by “ Lord Westmorland” out of “ Cumberland,” bred by him- 
self. In the next class, Mr. J. H. Burberry, The Chase, 
Kenilworth, was first and second, with his 2 years and 10 months 
heifer, and 1 year and 3 months heifer, both bred by himself— 
taking 10/. and 5/. respectively; Mr. R. H. Chapman getting 
the reserved place with “Lady Nugent,” by ‘“ Lord Westmor- 
land ” out of ‘ Wroxall.” 

In 1863, at Worcester, there was only one Longhorn in the prize- 
_ list, and that was Mr. James Davis’s bull, 2 years and 2 months 

old, which won in the open class, beating Welsh, Channel Island, 
and other bulls. He was bred by Mr. J. H. Burberry. There 
was not a single entry in the prize-list at Newcastle in 1864, as 
far as Longhorns are concerned, but Mr. R. H. Chapman carried 
off the 15/. prize at Plymouth in 1865, with “ Old Sparkenhoe,” 
5 years old, bred by Colonel Inge, and got by “ Tom,” out of 
“ Fillpail,” by “ Old Rollright,” beating a Suffolk for second ; 
when the men of the West showed how impressed they had 
been with “ Earl of Exeter” fifteen years before, by exclaiming 
that it was the same bull shown on that occasion, thus showing 
how true both bulls must have been to type, as well as how 
vividiy the illustrious stranger of previous years was remem- 
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‘bered. At the same Show Mr. R. H. Chapman also won a prize 
with the “Brindled Beauty ”—2 years and 3 months old—a 
daughter of “ Old Sparkenhoe” and “ Fillpail,” beating a polled 
Suffolk for second. 

No cattle were exhibited at Bury St. Edmunds in 1867; but 
Leicester in 1868 saw a very fair lot of Longhorns in the yard, 
though there was no special class for them. The Duke of 
Buckingham was first in the open class, winning a 15/. prize 
with ‘“ Conqueror,”, 4 years and 2 months old, bred by Mr. 
Godfrey, of Wigston Parva; and Mr. J. H. Burberry carried 
off the 10/. second prize with his 3 years and 3 months bull, 
bred by Mr. Twycross. In the class for cows above 3 years 
old, Mr. R. H. Chapman, of Upton, took the first prize of” 
152. with “ Brindled Beauty,” 5 years and 3 months old, by 
“ Old Sparkenhoe,” out of “ Fillpail,” by “ Washington” ; and 
Mr. Godfrey, of Wigston Parva, was second with the 9-year-old 
“Red Rose,” by “ Perfection,” out of “ Fillpail,” by “Con- 
queror,” in-calf and in-milk, getting 10/.; Sir John Harper 
Crewe’s “ Lofty,” a 7-year-old cow, bred by the Hon. R. Curzon, 
of Hagley Hall, being the reserve number. For heifers in-milk, 
Mr. R. H. Chapman was to the fore again with “ Rose of Dish- 
ley,” 1 year and 1 month old, by “ Earl of Derby,” dam 
“Countess of Leicester,” by “Sir Richard Warner,” of his own 
breeding, and took a 15/. prize; so that here the curly-coats 
were pretty successful in open competition. They were not so 
plentiful at Manchester in 1869, but in the open class for bulls 
above 1 year old, Mr. R. H. Chapman won 15/. with the 5 years 
and 5 months old “Curzon,” by “Hagley Farewell,” dam 
“ Jackdaw,” by “* Wyrley Tom,” bred by the Hon. R. Curzon; 
and in cows above 3 years old, Mr. John Godfrey, of Wigton 
Parva, won 15/. with “ Daisy,” 8 years old, by ‘ Perfection,” 
out of “ Brighteye,” by “ Conqueror.” 

At Oxford, in 1870, in the open class for bulls over 1 year 
old, the Duke of Buckingham was placed first, and received the 
15/. prize with “ Young Conqueror,” 2 years and 11 months, of 
his own breeding, by “Conqueror,” out of ‘ Luna,” a polled 
Angus being placed second ; and the reserve was Mr. R. H. Cha 
man’s “ Earl of Rollright,” 6 years and 5 months old, by “ Hagley 
Farewell,” dam “ Jackdaw.” In cows above 3 years old, Mr. 
John Godfrey, Wigston Parva, won 15/. with the 6 years and 3 
months old “Red Rose,” by “ Bosworth Sparkenhoe,” out of 
“ Daisy” ; a Sussex cow was second; and Mr. R. H. Chapman 
third, with the now 6 years old “ Brindled Beauty.” In the 
heifer class, the Duke of Buckingham won 10/. with “Lady 
Caroline,” 1 year and 6 months old, bred by himself, by “ Con- 
queror,” out of “Lady.” His Grace was first in the open bull 
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class at Wolverhampton, in 1871, and won 10/. with his 3 years 
and 11 months old “ Young Conqueror,” by “ Conqueror,” out 

of “Luna,” bred by himself; Mr. John Godfrey winning the 
second 5/. with “Samson 2nd,” 2 years and 5 months old, by 
“Samson Ist,” out of “ Lady Rollright.” This gentleman went 
up a step in the class for cows over three years old, and took the 

_ first prize of 10/. with his 7-year-old “ Buttercup,” in-milk and 
in-calf, bred by himself, by ‘“ Bosworth Sparkenhoe,” out of 
“ Brighteye,” by ‘“ Perfection”; and the Longhorns again came 
in for the reserve number by aid of Mr. R. H. Chapman’s 9-year- 
old “ Light of other Days,” by “ Sparkenhoe,” out of ‘ Brindled 
Beauty.” In the class for heifers under 3 years old the Duke 
.of Buckingham took the 5/. for second-best, with “ Lady May,” 

_ 1 year and 10 months old, by “Young Conqueror,” out of 
“Venus,” home-bred; and Mr. J. Godfrey’s 2 years and 10 

“months “ Beauty,” by “Samson,” out of ‘“ Brighteye,” also a 
_ home-production, and in-calf, took the reserve number. 

The next Show at Cardiff, in 1872, closes the list of Longhorn 
triumphs until 1876, Mr. Chapman being second, and securing 
dl. with his 7-year-old “Ivanhoe,” by ‘Sparkenhoe,” out of 
“Fillpail,” and getting the reserve number with his heifer 
“ Rollright,” 2 years and 3 months old, by “Spondon Knight,” 
out of “ Daisy.” I now come to the last great event in Long- 
horn history, the Show held by the Royal Agricultural Society 
at Aston Park, Birmingham, in July, 1876, when the breed 
again came to the front in such numbers as to surprise even 
those who were aware of the fame to which they are once more 
attaining, nearly 60 being on the ground altogether. Not only 
were they strong in numbers, but in quality also. Special 
ptizes were given by the Local Committee for bulls over 2 
years old, bulls between 1 and 2 years old, cows over 3 years 
old, heifers in-milk and in-calf, and heifers not exceeding 
2 years old, to the amount of 1552. 5s. And the awards were 
made as follows: Bull over 2 Years.—First prize of 20/., to the 
Duke of Buckingham, for “‘ Conqueror 5rd ;” second prize, 10/., 
to Mr. F. Tomlinson, for “ Peeping Tom;” third prize, 5/. to 
Mr. W. S. Shaw, for “Earl of Upton 7th;” reserve number 
and highly commended, Mr. 8S. Forrest, for “Crown Prince ;” 
commended, Mr. S. Forrest, for “ King Lupin.” 

Bulls between 1 and 2 Years.—First prize, 10/1, to the Duke 
of Buckingham, for “The Marquis;” second prize, 5/., to Mr. 
John Godfrey, for “‘ Tiger ;” reserve number, the Duke of Buck- 

’ ingham’s “ Earl of Dadford.” 
Cow over 3 Years Old.—First prize, 20/., to Mr. Samuel 

Forrest, for ‘Lady ;” second prize, 10/., to Mr. S. Forrest, for 
“Bluebell ;” third prize, 5/., to Mr. T. Satchwell, for “ Rosemary ;” 
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reserve number and commended, Mr. T. Satchwell, for “Lady 
Forrest.” 

Heifer in-Milk or in-Calf, between 2 and 3 Years Old.—First 
prize, 20/., to the Duke of Buckingham, for “ Lady Twycross ;” 
second prize, 10/., to the Duke of Buckingham, for * Barmaid ;” 
third prize, 5/., to Mr. F. Tomlinson, for “ Lady Western ;” 
reserve number and highly commended, Mr. F. Tomlinson, for 
* Loophorn 4th ;” commended, Mr. Godfrey, for ‘ Bashful.” 

Heifer not exceeding 2 Years Old.—First prize, 201., to the 
Duke of Buckingham, for “Countess of Temple;” second 
prize, 101, to Mr. W.N. Berry, for “Pride of the Park;” 
third prize, 5/., to Mr. W. N. Berry, for “ Weston’s Farewell ;” 
reserve number and highly commended, Mr. T. Satchwell, for 
“Bloom ;” commended, Mr, W. N. Berry, for “ Young Straw- 
berry’s Perfection.” 

Fig. 2.—The Duke of Buckingham’s Longhorn Bull, “ Conqueror 3rd.” 

I certainly never saw such a show of Longhorns before, and 
there were some really grand bulls amongst them. ‘The Duke 
of Buckingham’s “ Conqueror 3rd ” (Fig. 2) is a capital specimen. 
He is descended from the herd of Mr. Godfrey, of Wigston Parva, 
who bred his grandsire, “‘ Conqueror Ist,” first-prize bull at 
the Royal Show in 1868. Mr. Tomlinson’s bull was a remark— 
ably level animal, but not so deep in his ribs as might be wished. 
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Mr. Shaw’s “ Earl of Upton 7th” was a noble specimen of the 
breed, and very beautiful in colour. Like two capital bulls. 

_ shown by Mr. Cox, he was bred by Mr. R. H. Chapman. 
_ The reserve number, Mr. Forrest’s “Crown Prince,” was a 
_grand bull, but perhaps no animal attracted greater notice 
_from the public than Mr. T. Taverner’s “ Royal Duke,” who 
stood at the end of the shed, where he was surrounded by crowds. 

_ of visitors each day. No doubt he’ was the heaviest bull in the 
_class, and he turned the machine at 24 cwt. The sires of 
“Crown Prince” and “ Royal Duke” were both bred by Mr. 
_ Chapman, at Upton. 
_ The heifers of the Duke of Buckingham were very good, as. 
were those of Mr. Tomlinson; and the yearling heifers of Mr. 
W. N. Berry were beautiful specimens of the breed, showing 

| great purity, and nearly as early maturity as many of the 
‘Shorthorns. After such a successful exhibition it is no wonder 
that Longhorn men have petitioned the Council to recognise 
_ the breed in future prize-sheets. When shown, even in compe- 
tition with the famed Shorthorns, they have by no means been 
invariably worsted; and the Duke of Buckingham’s ‘“ Con- 
queror,” before mentioned, had the honour of beating one for 
the Cup presented to the best animal in the yard at the North 

Hants and Bucks Show, held at Aylesbury in 1868, or in 
the district; and, it must be remembered, he was judged by 
Shorthorn men, nor is his a solitary instance of prizes so 
gained. ‘ 

A very fair estimation of the value a herd possesses for feed- 
Ing purposes may be found by the weight they come to at any 
| given age; and here I am pleased to say that the Longhorn 
| comes out uncommonly well, as I found in a comparison, made 
_ by me some time ago, of various prize-winners at the last Bir- 
‘mingham Show held at Bingley Hall, with Sir John Harper 
| Carew’s steer, 3 years and 9 months old. In the whole Show 
only two steers of the same age were so heavy as this son of 
“Earl of Upton the Ist,” and they exceeded him by very little. 
At the same time it must be borne in mind, that owners of 
Longhorns have never sent them along from calfhood, as is the 
general custom with breeders of other stock when they contend 
for prizes, but have kept their young things in ordinary store: 
condition, and then put them up to fatten in the usual way ; 

hence we scarcely know what the Longhorn is capable of doing 
as a beef-maker when given those extra facilities for laying on 
flesh. I trust that, now so much fresh interest is awakened in 
the breed, some of those gentlemen possessing good herds will 
take the subject in hand, and by putting some young beasts in 
training for Show purposes from their earliest days, never letting: 
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chem lose their calf’s flesh, demonstrate to the world what their 
ayourites are really capable of doing. 
Having thus shown what the breed has done in the show- 

yard, I must advert, for a little space, to the fact of their having 
een hitherto so little known and appreciated by agriculturists 
enerally, who appear to have had no idea of the position they 
eld in rural economy In Mr. J. Moscrop’s Essay on the Farm- 
g of Leicestershire, awarded the prize of 50/. in 1866, he says: 

| “The Longhorns—a creation of Bakewell’s—were once the 
sage of the day, and the natural herd of the country, but they are 
ow nearly extinct.” After speaking of Mr, Chapman’s herd, he 

zoes on to say: “ Great enthusiasm is exhibited by the patrons 
of this breed, and assertions confidently made that, besides 
their great hardihood, they render as good a return for the food 
onsumed as the best animals of the most favoured breeds. As 

milk-producers they are deficient, although what they do pro- 
luce is particularly rich in cream. Their utility, however, 
sither for the dairies of the west, or the fattening pastures of the 
»ast side of the country, is pronounced by the majority doubt- 
ul, and whether they can much longer struggle for a separate 

istence is at least an open question.” 
Mr. Moscrop has quite fallen into an error in calling the 
onghorns a creation of Bakewell’s. He was, it is true, the 

great pioneer of the day, but, as I have shown, the Longhorn 
existed long before his time, and he was only contemporary 
with Lea, Fowler, Paget, Prinsep, Chapman, Knowles, and 
‘Astley ; and Fowler and Prinsep, at any rate, made higher figures 
chan Bakewell is known to have done. It is all the more extra- 
brdinary that the writer should have fallen into the error of 
isserting that Longhorns were nearly extinct, and could not 
much longer struggle for a separate existence, as the following 
temarks, taken from ‘ Bell’s’s Weekly Messenger’ of 1861, show 
shat at the Sparkenhoe Club, five years before this was written, 
Longhorns had been shown in very considerable numbers. ‘‘ The 
me of the Club we have now to deal with in this article 
s the encouragement it gave Longhorn-breeding, which was 
of a purely exceptional character. We have set eyes on pure 
Longhorns many a time before, but it was certainly the first 
ime that we saw so many ata single exhibition of stock. There 
ere thirty entries of Longhorns at this Sparkenhoe Show, some 

veing of the finest character both in breed and quality ; the 
special district of this class of stock is compassed within the 
adius of about 30 miles of the spot, and the appearance of this 
class of animals gave an unusual appearance to the exhibition. 
Dishley, of Longhorn fame, is only 15 miles off; whilst the 
tbhodes of Astley, Knowles, and Paget, may be termed. within 
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bow-shot.” The ‘ Times,’ also, in a leading article of Monday, 
September 16th, 1861, remarks on the peculiarities of the Club, | 
one of the greatest of which was ladies joining the gentlemen — 
at the dinner-table, saying, “ 900 ladies and gentlemen sat down — 
to eat and drink under a tent,” and called it a “a great Con- — 
servative Feast of Tabernacles in a Midland County of England,” 
“the classic ground where Richard III. lost his life and his 
crown.” The Show was held at Market Bosworth. The Club 
had set the example of ladies dining as early as the year 1853. 
It is pretty plainly proved, that however the Longhorn may 
have sunk in general estimation, there was small chance of his 
dying out in his native district, though Mr. Moscrop’s remarks _ 
tend to show that ten years ago he was very little known beyond — 
it, and was perhaps as great a curiosity to the bulk of English 
farmers as a live mastodon would have been. 

The next important event in Longhorn annals to which I 
must allude is the dispersion of Mr. R. H. Chapman’s herd at 
Upton in 1873. Founded as early as 1756 by Mr. George 
Chapman, and carefully bred from that date from the very best — 
strains of blood that could be procured, they deservedly took — 
rank as one of the best, as well as oldest, herds in existence; 
and with the remembrance of the good qualities inherent in the 
breed, many went there as purchasers to lay the foundation of 
future herds. That sale may therefore be looked upon asa fresh 
starting-point from which the history of the breed will be traced. | 
It is well-known that similarity of characteristics in cattle always 
denote purity of race, and careful selections of a recognised type 
during a long course of years is the only way to secure this 
greatly desired effect. Like the Drakelow Baronet, mentioned 
in a former part of this article, and no doubt guided by the 
same principles, the Chapman family succeeded in breeding “a 
dairy of Longhorn cows, alike in colour and shape,” for the 
51 offered at Upton showed a remarkable likeness to each other, 
all possessing the orthodox white back and other characteristics. 
A gentleman who takes much delight in breeding, but who had 
never seen Longhorns before, was attracted to the Upton sale, 

and after examining them said, “This is indeed a beautiful 
sight.” This sale was not only a great success, but it took 
almost the character of a farewell féte given by persons of all 
degrees, to their old friend and neighbour, Mr. Chapman, who 
was about to remove to St. Asaph, in North Wales. The late 
Earl Howe took the chair, and Mr. J. H. Burberry the viee- 
chair, and nearly every owner of Longhorns in the country was 
either present himself, or in some way represented there.. Wher 
Messrs. Lythall and Clarke came to sum up, an average of 33/ 
per head had been reached, including those animals sold to the 
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butcher. One 2-year-old heifer realised 50 guineas, and 14 of 
that age averaged 40/. 15s. 3d. The yearlings and calves were 
veserved, and subsequently sold as 2-year-olds during the Bir- 
mingham Show-weeks of the following years 1874 and 1875. 
In 1874 the 12 reached an average of nearly 37/. ; and the grand 
“Brindled Beauty,” quite the star of the lot, and one of the most 
beautiful heifers 1 ever saw, went to Mr. Townley Parker’s bid at 
671. 4s. In 1875, though the lot was on the whole more even, 
and I fancy in better condition, the average was a trifle less, 
being 341. 15s. for 15 of them; but there was no “ Brindled 
i@eouty ” there to outshine the rest, and “ Upton’s last link” 
headed the bill with 497. 7s. The ie Longhorns Mr. Chapman 
I old in 2 years averaged 34/., and 7 of the 2-year-old heifers 
averaged 50/. 14s. These av erages esheee very well with a 
large proportion of the Shorthorn sales, held from January to 
November in 1875, as out of 122, 56 were either below these, or 
the same price as nearly as possible, so that, considering the 
‘comparatively small number of Longhorn buyers, they have 
‘very fairly held their own in the sale-ring as well as in the 
showyard. 

On the day of the last sale, a meeting was held in Bingley 
Hall, with a view of establishing a Longhorn Society and herd- 
igok, at which Mr. T. L. Prinsep, of Giceckcaah took the chair; 
and amongst other breeders, Col. Dyot, M.P., Mr. W. P. Cox, 
| Mr. Oxley, Mr. Townley Parker, Mr. R. H. Chapman, Mr. 
| Godfrey, Mr. Satchwell, and Mr. ae erner were present. Reso- 
| lutions were passed as to the necessity of forming a Longhorn 
/Society, and establishing a herd-book ; and a committee was 
j appointed, consisting of Sir J. H. Crewe, Bart., Mr. W. T. 
‘Cox, Mr. T. L. Prinsep, Mr. J. H. Burberry, Mr. Townley 
Parker, Mr. R. H. Chapman, and Mr. Oxley, to consider and 
‘report to a general meeting to be held at Birmingham during 
the Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society there in 1876. 
This idea was carried out, and a meeting held, at which the Duke 
of Buckingham was elected President atte ‘Longton Society ; 
‘Sir J. iH. iseise, Bart., Mr. W. T. Cox, and Mr. Tr. L. Prinsep, 
| Vice-Presidents ; Mr. Joseph Burberry, Treasurer; Mr. R. H. 
Chapman, Mr. S. Forrest, Mr. J. Godfrey, Mr. J. T. Oxley, 

| Mr. T. Satchwell, Mr. W. Si Shaw, and Mr. V. B. Watts, to act 
‘on the SS ceamnittce ; and Mr. J. B. Lythall as Hon. Secretary. 
The rules and regulations of the Society are now published. 

I now come to the sale of Mr. Brown’s herd at Farewell, in 
| March last. These, although of undeniably pure blood, did 
| not make so good an average as Mr. Chapman’s, as Mr. ‘Brown 
of late years had neglected colour, and bred them entirely for 

| dairy purposes without regard to other qualities; but as I have 

: 
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shown in former years, the herd won several prizes, and animals ; 
from it were sold at high figures. At this sale Mr. W. T. Cox — 
bought the bull “Nelson” for 35/. 10s.; Sir J. H. Crewe, the 
bull “‘ The General,” for 261. 6s.; and Mr. T. L. Prinsep the 

heifer “ Lady Prinsep” for 25/. 4s. The cows averaged over — 
20/. each, and it must be borne in mind that they were only in 
store condition. A friend who was present sent me the follow- 
ing, which, as illustrating some of the points of the breed, may 
amuse my readers. 

“The great revival in favour of what is here called the old 
Staffordshire Longhorn induced me to go and see a herd sold 
on their native soil. The morning, like all the rest in this 
month of March, was a truly cold and wet one ; however, I was 
fain to make the best of it, and after admiring the lovely cathe- 
dral of Lichfield, went on my way to Farewell—or, as the com- 
mon people here call it Farrell ; on the road I was joined by a 
working-man, and we soon got into conversation about the stock 
to be sold. He said Mr. Brown’s were the only beasts of the 
sort about; and when pressed for the reason of this difference in 
farmers’ tastes, added, ‘Why, the people here know nothing 
about them ; they all run after the new-fashioned sort, but Mr. — 
Brown has tried them and knows they are best for him.’ Being 
questioned as to the reason why they were better, he said ; ‘ Why, 
they give such good and rich milk, that the cheese made from — 
them is as much different as between chalk and cheese; and 
they are such good feeding-stock, and are not gluttons at eating, — 
but will just eat anything you give them, and what is more, they 
will do on poor land, and this Mr. Brown has found out many years 
ago. I have seen them for years, and I know it is quite true.’ 
I think this a good character of the breed spoken without any 
interest to serve, and after real honest Staffordshire fashion. Mr. 
Brown’s homestead is the old Manor House of Farewell, and 
within a stone’s-throw of the old church, where the Browns 
have found a resting-place for centuries, as the following doggrel 
rhyme testifies— 

“¢* Farewell Hall and Farewell Hill, 
Farewell Brown and Farewell mill, 
Farewell Church and Farewell steeple, 
Farewell all ye Farewell people.’ ” P 

A still more recent sale is that of Mr. T. Satchwell, held on 
Friday, July 21, 1876; but as buyers were shy, on account of 
the scarcity of keep, many of the animals were bought in, so 
I must refrain from giving an average, and will only say that 
the animals were a credit to their owner, and much admired. 

Having now brought the history of Longhorns down to the 
present date, I shall be expected to say something of their pecu- 
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Narities as milkers and feeders, and I am pleased to state that, 
so far from being forced to rely on my own observation and 
judgment respecting these important points, I am at liberty to 
publish some letters on the subject from people whose expe- 

rience of their goodness, as well as their defects, extends over 
lengthened periods, and far exceeds what could by any pos- 
sibility have come within the scope of my own observa- 
tion. Before giving them, however, I must recount a few 
anecdotes of the breed gleaned from other sources. First, 
noting the fact that the milk-sellers say the milk is too rich and 
good for them to be able to sell it at the usual price, I may 
quote a passage from “ The Druid’s” excellent article on Long- 

) horns, written about ten years ago,* wherein he records the 
) following experiment :—“ Mr. S. Craven Pilgrim, of Burbage, 
) near Hinckley, is a noted breeder of Shorthorns, which are of 
the Bates blood, and which he cultivates for milking properties. 
Mr. Pilgrim selected his six best cows against a like number 
of Mr. Chapman’s” (Longhorns). “The Shorthorns produced 
152 lbs. of milk, and the Longhorns 135 Ibs. The weight of 
-eurd for the Longhorns was 194 lbs., but that from the Short- 
horns only 143. This experiment was made in June. The 
trial was again made in September—the whole of Mr. Pilgrim’s 
cows, numbering 36, against Mr. Chapman’s 32 Longhorns. 
The Shorthorns produced 605 lbs. of milk, which made only 
663 Ibs. of curd. The Longhorns produced 553 Ibs. of milk, 
which made 69 lbs. of curd.” This experiment carries out 

the milk-sellers’ idea. It is known that, when ripe, they are 
good butchers’ beasts ; and years ago the breed was celebrated in 
Smithfield Market for giving the greatest number of valuable 

cuts from the back and ribs; and they are known to “die well,” 
to use a butcher’s term. That they are capable of coming to as 
early maturity as any other breed is proved by heifers having 

_ been brought up in company with Shorthorns of the same age and 
first-rate blood, when there was no perceptible difference in that 
respect ; and a Shorthorn man once said, “I know the Longhorn 
breed well, and feel sure there are no more serviceable animals 

| under the sun for general purposes, and I wish I had them now.” 
Again, a large landowner summed up their qualities in this 

_ wise: “Since I gave up Longhorns, no cattle have done so well 
on my estate as they did, and I shall endeavour to procure them 
again.” With regard to their feeding on a small quantity of 
food, I have it on good authority that a Longhorn-breeder on 
one occasion tried some Shorthorns with his cattle. He observed 
the latter often without food, whilst the Longhorns were busy at 

rs el 

* ‘Mark Lane Express, January 7th, 1867. 
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their meal in the same shed, and said to his herdsman, “ Why 
don’t you feed all these cattle the same?” The answer was, 
“1 give them more than the Longhorns, but it is gone directly : 
I never ‘seed’ such eaters in my life.” 

__ A very large grazier, who feeds all breeds of cattle, says: 
“T have noticed the Longhorns, and I think they are a hardy 
docile race of cattle, and good thrivers for the food given them.” 
Another thing in their favour may be quoted from the experience 
of Mr. Phillips, of Eastern Green, near Coventry, who says, 
“J have been a Longhorn-breeder for sixteen years, and have 
never had any portion of the herd attacked with foot-and-mouth 
or any other disease, although disease has been prevalent with 
the other stock on the farm, and in the immediate vicinity.” 

_ These Longhorns were bred from the herd of Mr. Twycross, of 
/Canley. As an impartial historian, however, I am bound to 
_ say that, as a set-off against their good qualities, some breeders 
' have found a difficulty in rearing Longhorn calves during the 

j earlier stages of their existence; but once get them over the 
dangerous period, and no hardier cattle could be wished for. 
The following letters will give a better insight into their cha- 
racteristics than anything which I could say. 

Miss Brown, of the Manor House, Farewell, says: “I prefer 
the Longhorns before any other breed of cattle, because I have 

| proved their value in the making of cheese and butter. Many 
years ago, when I was quite young, my father lost a great 
number of his Longhorn cows, and we had to procure the best 

cattle we could to make up the dairy. I soon found .it took 
| considerably more milk to make the cheese the same size as 
/ when I had the old-fashioned Longhorns. It would not do for 
me to take any butter from the milk of the new cows, as their 

‘milk was not so rich. Our neighbour, who has had great 
experience, says, he is sure three Longhorns will live on the 
_same food as two Shorthorns.”. Mr. George Edmonson, who 
| farmed at Broomfield, near Milnthorpe, Westmoreland, writes : 
«“ My Shorthorns were subject to a disease called ‘joint-evil’ or 
‘joint-foul,’ or, as some call it, ‘cripple-felon, but my Long- 
horns were perfectly free from this disease, although they went 
on the same land. I have had Shorthorns which completely 
lost the use of their legs, and sometimes I had to kill them. 
That is the reason I tried Longhorns, and found them suit my 
land much better than other breeds.” Mr. Edmonson farmed 
amongst Westmoreland peat and boulder stones. 

“Dear Sir, “Tee Lane, Admaston, Rugeley. 
“Nothing gives me greater pleasure than to comply with your 

Tequest to give you my impartial opinion of the Longhorn beasts. The farm 
Thave just left under Lord Bagot has been in the family about 280 years. 

VOL. XII.—S. §. 2K 
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During that time there was nothing kept but Longhorn cows of the old 
original Staffordshire breed, brindled sides with a white mark along the back, 
I have had thirty-five years’ experience in breeding, rearing, and feeding, both 
Longhorn and Shorthorn cattle, but Lalways give the Longhorn the preference, 
as their milk is much richer in quality. The cheese and butter made from them 
is also superior in quality. They are also more hardy in constitution, and 
consume less food as well as being more docile in the pasture. We scarcely ever 
knew them to leave it unless driven out by the cowman. Many of our 
great Shorthorn breeders of the present age argue that they do not come to 
maturity so soon as the Shorthorn, One great reason of this is, they as a 
general rule are never taken the care of and forced as the Shorthorns are 
now. I sold an ox to Mr. Shipley, of Uttoxeter, two years and nine months 
old, which had never tasted cake in his life. He weighed 13 scores per 
quarter, and Mr. Shipley, a man of fifty years’ experience, told me that he 
was of his age the very best beast he had ever killed. From my own ex- 
perience I am quite convinced that, with the same care and attention paid 
them as is bestowed upon the Shorthorn, there are no beasts superior to 
them in England. As a great admirer of the old Longhorn, any farther infor- 
mation that [ can give you will give me great pleasure. 

“'T, P. Tomurnson.” 

“ Hardendale Shap, Westmorelai 
“Dear Sir, “ April 11th, 1876. : 

“ You ask me to give you any information I can about the Longhorns. 
When I was a boy they were the only breed kept in Westmoreland, and I 
consider them the most suitable for high land, as they are a very hardy race 
of cattle; and by making a wise selection of bulls, and not breeding in- 
and-in, the Longhorn can be farmed to advantage. I consider their milk to 
be very good for butter- and cheese-making. As a proof of this, I was an 
exhibitor of butter at the Westmoreland and Cumberland Show last year, 
and obtained the first prize for a firkin of butter, and a second prize for 
prints. I also exhibited at the Appleby and Kirkby Stephen Show, and came 
off with first honours there. As my few Longhorns are all that are kept in 
Westmoreland, I think that speaks in their favour. They have their draw- 
backs, being very difficult to rear as calves, and require much attention when 
young; but when they arrive at a certain age, they are heavy-fieshed, and 
prove well to the butcher. ‘Try them with any other breed, and I think, for 
the food consumed, they will give as good a return, if not better.” Should 
they ever again be tried upon the Westmoreland or Cumberland Hills, I 
think they would answer better for the grazier than the Irish cattle, as the 
land is greatly improved within the last forty years where they used to be 
kept. , 

“MatHew HEWERTSON.” 

These letters tend to prove various good qualities in the breed 
to which I have before called attention, and at the same time 
do not shrink from mentioning the drawbacks that, are to be 
looked for in it. Mr. Tomlinson’s letter is valuable in another 
sense as showing their very great antiquity, and that so far from — 
their being “a creation of Bakewell’s” they were in his family 
as much as a hundred and eighty years before Bakewell’s epoch. 
Having spoken of them as milkers and feeders, there is another 
quality to which I must allude, which is their great longevity, 
no slight adyantage to any one, and especially to a poor man 
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who cannot afford always to be dipping into his pocket to 
| replenish his dairy. So great is this, that in countries where 

they are kept, “‘as old as a Longhorn cow” has become a pro- 
verb. They have been known under various names and titles ; 
some writers having termed them “ Bakewell’s Longhorns ;” 
others “the Leicestershire Longhorns,” “the Warwickshire 
or Staffordshire Longhorns,” &c., of course all being only local 
names for the same breed ; as Oxfordshire has its “ Rollright ;” 

| Warwickshire its “ Canley ;” Leicestershire “ Dishley,” “ Nail- 
stone,” ‘“ Upton,” “ Odstone,” and “Ibstock ;” Staffordshire its 

| “Farewell” and “Fradley ;’ and Derbyshire its ‘ Croxall” 
| and “ Brailsford ;” so some five or six counties lay claim to the 

breed. Many noblemen and gentlemen have kept them for years. 
Amongst others, the Duke of Buckingham, Earl Howe, and 

Lord Bagot. Sir J. Harper Crewe, who returned to them after 
_ having a herd of Shorthorns, the last of which, an old cow, I 
saw when looking over his Longhorns at The Abbey a year or 
twoago. Mr. T. L. Prinsep, whose ancestors were so renowned 

_ in Longhorn annals, has also returned to the faith of his fathers ; 
| Mr. Cox of Spondon, Mr. Townley Parker, and several others ; 

while amongst tenant farmers there are yet to be found herds 
whose foundation dates back for several generations. No 

_ breed could be found more suitable to adorn the park or the 
home pastures of Hall or Grange ; for the long tapering horns, 

| sometimes eight feet in width, and tapering in spiral curves from 
| the head, at others wreathed into the most picturesque and fan- 

tastic shapes, the true colour brindled red or finch, with white 
backs, and the rough curly coats, must render them objects of 
admiration to all who have an eye for the beautiful, while their 

| docile tempers peculiarly fit them for parks or much frequented 
pastures. The Longhorn has endured a long eclipse; but now 
there seems every indication that he is about once more to 

emerge from obscurity, and take his proper place amongst the 
magnificent breeds of cattle for which England is famous. 

XVIII.— Report on the Warwickshire Farm-Prize Competition, 
1876. By Herpert J. Lirrye, of Coldham Hall, Wisbech. 

THE custom originated by the Royal Agricultural Society in 
1870, of offering Prizes for the best cultivated Farms in the 
County in which the Annual Show takes place, seems now to 
be established on a firm foundation, and is probably by no 
means the least useful of the means it employs for the improve- 
ment of practical agriculture. The most phlegmatic agricul- 

2K 2 
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_ turist in the neighbourhood will probably have his attentiom 
excited by the skilfully managed farms which are honoured witl» 
these very substantial prizes, and which by this means obtain 
a descriptive notice in the ‘Journal.’ The more intelligent 
farmer will generally find something worthy of his observation 
on the other side of his neighbour’s hedge. It is true that not 
every farm can offer any striking novelty, and that success more: 
often depends on industrious and painstaking efforts than on the 
adoption of every fresh scheme or expedient which science may 
suggest or invention devise ; but in the agricultural world, the 
enlightened man is often he who is most conscious of his owm 
ignorance, and is therefore willing humbly to avail himself of 
every opportunity of increasing his knowledge and improving 
his practice. If, therefore, in the following Report, I shall be 
thought to have entered more closely into details than was 
necessary on some points, let it be remembered that, diverse 
as is the agriculture of these islands, it may serve some useful 
purpose to follow with minuteness the principles and practices 
carried out on these respective farms; and that, at any rate, 
many young beginners may derive profitable lessons from the 
systems of management here recorded. 

In connection with the Birmingham Show of this year, the 
following prizes were offered by the Local Committee for the 
best managed farms in the county of Warwick, the farms being 
divided into the two classes of large and small occupations :— 

In Class I., which was limited to farms exceeding 200 acres 
in extent, two prizes of 100/. and 50/. respectively ; and 

In Class II., which embraced all farms below 200 acres, two 
prizes of 501. and 25/. 
A further sum of 25]. was placed at the disposal of the 

Judges to enable them to recognise special merit in any farms 
entered in either class; and as usual the competition was 
limited to tenant-farmers paying a bond fide rent for not less 
than three-fourths of the land in their occupation. The Judges 
were instructed especially to consider :— 

1. General management with a view to profit. 
. Productiveness of crops. 
. Goodness and suitability of live stock. 
Management of grass-land. 
State of gates, fences, roads and general neatness. 

. Book-keeping. D> Ot Go bo 

The last day of entry was fixed for October 1st, and it was then 
found that the competition was very limited, only five farms 
having been entered in Class I., and not a single entry having 
been made in Class II. This, i in i county by no means remark~ 
able for large holdings, was somewhat surprising ; and altogether 
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| the paucity of entries presented a significant contrast to those 
of the neighbouring county of Oxford, where in 1870 twenty-one 
farms competed; and indeed to any subsequent competition 
under the auspices of the Society. 

It is, perhaps, not difficult to conjecture some of the reasons 
for this notable faliing off. Independent of the serious dis- 
arrangements which difficulties in regard to labour have entailed 
upon the farmer during the last four years, the season of 1875 
‘was (at least in the Midland Counties) one of the most trying 
with which he has had to cope, perhaps, during the present cen- 
tury; and it may well be that many excellent agriculturists were 
deterred from exhibiting their occupations by the unhappy 
appearance which too many of them presented after a season of 
such unparaileled difficulty. 

The Judges, having received their instructions, decided to 
make their first survey early in November, to enable them to 
observe the system of stock-feeding pursued on each farm. With 
this object they met at Leamington on the evening of the 9th of 
that month, and on the three following days made a thorough 
inspection of the five farms enumerated below. This visit was, 
unfortunately, timed with one of those recurring cataclysms 
which distinguished the season, and our inspection was carried 
out with some little difficulty, owing to the sodden condition of 
some of the land, which we were assured by each competitor, in 
turn, was unequalled in his experience. The subsequent visits 
were paid in the second week in May, when all the farms 
were carefully looked over, and on the 18th and 19th days 
of July, in the week of the Birmingham Show, when the three 
prize-farms were again subjected to a minute scrutiny. The 
weather on each of these occasions presented a remarkable 
contrast to that of the autumn visit; that of May being dis- 
tinguished by cloudless skies and great dryness of atmosphere, 
and that of July by a glowing temperature which will long be 
remembered by the visitors to the Showyard ,at Birmingham. 
The farm-work in November was very much in arrear, only one 
piece of wheat having been planted on the whole of the in- 
spected farms; and sheep penned on turnips up to their bellies 
in mud did not Jook at their best, or augur very favourably for 
the future crop. In May, however, all was changed ; the wheat, 
though backward, was looking fairly; but much barley was 
only just peeping from the ground, which on some descriptions 
of land had ,evidently been reduced with infinite trouble. But 
the extraordinary character of the season was displayed at our 
July visit, when the grain-crops were already yellowing for 
Harvest, and when, notwithstanding the vicissitudes of the year, 
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the farms were for the most part looking full of promise, the 
appearance of the wheat in particular being superb. 

It may, perhaps, not be out of place to append to this Report 
some slight sketch of the principal geological features of the 
district in which the Show-farms are situate; and it is neces- 
sary, in the first place, to remark that all of them are in the 
southern division of the county, and that four out of five are in 
close proximity to the River Avon, the remaining one being 
only a short distance from the banks of that stream; and that, 
therefore, my own personal observations were confined within 
somewhat narrow limits. 

It is not difficult to give a general outline of the geology of 
South Warwickshire ; but I much regret that the data are wanting 
(or at least I have not found them available) for a correct descrip- 
tion of those surface phenomena which are of prime interest to 
agricultural readers. I would willingly have given some details 
of those superficial accumulations which here, as elsewhere, have 
obscured or obliterated the distinctive marks of the earlier for- 
mations over considerable areas, and which in no small degree 
influence the agricultural character of the districts on which 
they are deposited ; but it is unfortunate that no reliable infor- 
mation can at present be obtained upon their extent or their 
general characteristics; the maps of the Geological Survey 
containing no indications of their presence except so far as the 
alluvial deposits of the river-valleys are concerned, 

As a great deal of “drift” matter is spread over the district, 
it will readily be understood that the typical characteristics of the 
sandstone and the lias soils are much influenced, where this is 
the case, by the presence of these accretions ; and that a mere 
reference to a geological map upon which these deposits are not 
laid down is an insufficient guide to an agricultural reader, 
whose object is to make himself acquainted with the character 
of the soils and the capabilities of the land, rather than to study 
its greater geological phenomena. 

Almost the whole of South Warwickshire is occupied by the 
New Red Sandstone and the Lias formations; and it is, per- 
haps, a noteworthy fact that all the competing farms are upon 
the sandstone. The fertility of the soils on this formation varies 
considerably ; but upon the whole they are excellent lands under 
cultivation, varying from a strong marl to a light gravel. 

In the neighbourhood of Kenilworth, and taking in all the 
country in the direction of Coventry, the Permian system is 
developed, and it is upon this that Mr. Simpson’s and Mr. 
Wakefield’s farms are situated. The very fine oak and- elm 
timber of this part of the county attests the natural fertility of 

m 
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the land, although in many spots there is perhaps too much for 
agricultural purposes. A large district, east, south, and west 
of this, is occupied by the Keuper of the New Red Sandstone, 
which extends over almost the entire south-western corner of the 
county, whilst the whole of the south-eastern portion is taken 
up by the Lias. The difference in the agricultural character of 
the Permian and Triassic systems is, as might be expected, much 
less distinctly marked than that between the sandstone and the 

Lias. In the drive from Stratford to Bidford, for instance, the 
generally cold, tenacious character of the latter formation is well 
exemplified ; and the. backward state of the agriculture of such 
districts is very striking by contrast with the warmer and more 
fertile loams of the sandstone in the neighbourhood of the 
former place. Such names as ‘ Starve-all,” “‘ Cold-comfort,” &e., 
which one finds dotted about on this portion of the Ordnance 
Map are, perhaps, suggestive of the character of the land. 

The valley of the Avon has long been considered one of the 
most fertile districts of the county. It is in a great measure 
occupied by the usual diluvial loams and gravels; but in many 
places, at considerable elevations, the surface of the land is 
much covered with the glacial deposit of the ‘ Northern drift.” 
In such spots the soil consists principally of a gravelly loam 
containing a great variety of pebbles, derived probably from the 
primitive and other rocks of Northern England. The stones 
are mostly rounded; but the late Mr. H. E. Strickland, whose 
geological researches are well known, was of opinion that, in 
many cases, they had been brought direct from the conglome- 
rates of the New Red Sandstone, and therefore that “‘ we should 
be cautious in attributing their rounded form to the transitory 
action which placed them in their present position.” * 

The general appearance of South Warwickshire is pleasant, 
| and, if not strikingly picturesque, is at least marked by that soft 

* Since this was written I have received an interesting note from the Rev. P. B. 
Brodie, of Rowington, near Warwick, an eminent local geologist. He informs me 
that in his neighbourhood the pebbles of the drift matter “are chiefly Lower 
Silurian, as seen by their fossils, but many others are found from rocks of all 
ages, from the cretaceous downwards, flints abounding in places. In the Avon 
valley the gravel is finer, and what is called ‘low level drift, with, rarely, 
mammalian remains.” Mr. Brodie also says that where the Lower Keuper mar!s 
are deyeloped, the surface, for the most part, consists of cold clay; and that the 
Upper Keuper Sandstone, “which runs in irregular patches, somewhat influences 
the soil, as its chemical ingredients differ considerably from those of the green 
and red marls, both of which occur in the upper and lower divisions of the New 

_ Red Sandstone.” ‘The Permian, in the neighbourhood of Kenilworth, Coventry, 
&c., consists of red and grey sandstone rock more or less hard, divided by green 
and red marls, but no magnesian limestone proper.” 

I have not thought it necessary to speak of the Lower Oolite which forms 
the cap of the Lias on some of the hills in the extreme south-eastern portion 
of the county, as the farms we visited were far removed from that neighbour- 
hood.—H. J. L, 
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stamp of beauty which is one of the principal features of the Mid- 
land districts. Fine elm and oak timber abounds on the sand- 
stone soils in particular, and gives character to the scenery. The — 
climate is pretty equable, and, in the absence of any consider- 
able hills, the variations in the ripening of crops, &c., are more 
attributable to the diversities of soil than to elevation. The rain- 
fall is moderate, and averages somewhat more than in Eastern 
England ; but far less than in the Western and South-western 
Counties. I find by Mr. G. J. Symons’ Tables that at 
Leamington the rainfall for the last fourteen years, as taken by 
Mr. S. U. Jones, has amounted to an average of 25°34 inches per 
annum. ‘The greatest amount fell in 1875, viz. 36°32 inches, 
and the driest year was 1870, which only yielded 17-79 inches: 

The most prominent agricultural features, to the eye of a 
stranger, are easily enumerated. Land which will breed and 
feed fine large sheep to perfection in 14 months; which will 
grow with very little external aid fine crops of wheat, barley, 
beans, and peas equally well—and on which 50 tons of mangels 
of the finest quality can be produced to the acre without-any ex- 
travagant outlay in manures—is of a kind which would be highly 
esteemed in any part of England. It is hardly too much to say 
that this is the common character of the better sorts of land in 
South Warwickshire, and the general impression is, therefore, 
that of extreme fertility. The farming seems to vary more 
than the soil; and although our immediate business lay with 
land in the highest state of cultivation, we could not shut our 
eyes, in the numerous drives which it fell to our lot to take, to 
the fact that a good deal of land was ill-farmed, and indeed the 
evil plight of some we saw could scarcely be exaggerated. 

The policy of making “two-year-old beef” has lately excited 
much attention in the agricultural world ; but whatever may be 
thought of that, there can be little question of the advantage, on 
suitable land, of making one-year-old mutton ; and it may be 
doubted whether this practice has been carried in any part of 
England to greater perfection than in Warwickshire and the 
neighbouring counties. In the month of May, travel where one 
will, the busy sound of the shears is heard, and grand indeed 
are some of the animals which come forth from the process. The 
sheep of the county are the Oxford Downs, though these are not 
universal, Shropshires being adopted on some farms, and various 
mixtures of Cotswold blood on others. But, whatever the breed, 
the object always seems to be to make fine heavy sheep at 
12 or 14 months old; and Stratford Market has of late years 
acquired some celebrity for its exhibition of this description of 
mutton. From April to June about 1500 sheep are disposed of 
by auction every week, and these are almost exclusively clipped 
tegs. Mr. Hutchings, one of the auctioneers, informed me that 
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. during the present spring, although no prizes were offered, and 
therefore no sheep specially prepared, the high price of 87s. 6d. 
was made of a pen of fat tegs ; and he added that this price has 
been exceeded in former years. As is mentioned in the report 
of the farm, a pen of Mr. Stilgoe’s in May fetched 85s. 6d. out 
of the wool; and 75s. seemed a common price on the farms we 
visited. 

The cattle struck us as by no means so good as the sheep; 

but dairying having much gone out of fashion, it may be expected 
that pure-bred bulls will soon be more extensively used, and 
leave their stamp upon the future race. 

-It was impossible to enter the county without remembering 
| that from it sprung that remarkable agitation in 1872, which so 

quickly extended to the rest of England, and without considering 
how far that movement had affected the wellbeing of the labourers 
themselves, and how far also the general course of agriculture. 

Speaking generally, then, the information we received led us 
to the conclusion that though wages had advanced since 1872 

| about 3s. a week for ordinary labourers, much of this had been 
saved to the masters by the increased use of machinery, and a 
more general employment of piecework. As far as we could 
observe, the labourers on the best farms are very comfortably 
off, occupying good cottages at either a very low rent (as in 
the case of Mr. Adkins, whose men pay 1s. a week), or paying 
no rent at all, as in Mr. Stilgoe’s case. The appearance of the 
men themselves was one which spoke of tidy, comfortable cir- 
cumstances. Indiscriminate giving of beer for every conceivable 

| job was formerly one of the curses of Warwickshire farming, and 
| we were anxious to learn how far this bad system had given way 

before the new movement. In some cases we were glad to find 
it had been almost abolished, and in others that drink was only 
| occasionally given at such timesas haymaking and harvest. The 
| general tenor of our information was, that less work was the 

rule for more money, and that there was scarcely that cheerful 
willing obedience to reasonable demands which used to distin- 

- guish the relations between men and masters; but, upon the 
whole, we did not find so great a change as might have been 

expected, and upon most of the farms we found many old 
labourers, who could scarcely fail to be interested in their 

_ employers’ welfare. 
At a time when tenant-right measures are receiving so much 

attention, perhaps I may be pardoned for alluding briefly to that 
matter. Custom has hitherto given no allowance for unexhausted 
improvements in this county, except in the matter of draining, 
in which case an allowance for five years has been general, a 

- fifth part of the original cost being deducted for each year which 
: has expired since the performance of the work. We were, 
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however, pleased to find at the present, time that, on the larger 
estates, the landlords, though contracting themselves out of the 
Agricultural Holdings Act, were giving fresh agreements to 
their tenants, providing ample and liberal compensation for 
unexhausted improvements. By the kindness of Mr. Donne, 
Lord Leigh’s agent, we had an opportunity of seeing the new 
agreements prepared for the large estates of that nobleman, and 
we found the provisions all that could be desired on behalf of 
the tenant. Under them, the outgoing tenant is allowed one- 
third of the actual cost of the artificial foods consumed on the 
farm during the last year of tenancy, and one-fourth of that 
consumed the previous year. In the case of bones or lime 
applied to pasture, the full cost of the original application is 
allowed, less one-sixth for every entire year which has elapsed 
since such application. For the same manures applied to arable 
land the full cost, with a deduction of “‘a proportionate part thereof 
for each year the tenancy continues after the outlay.” For super- 
phosphate or other approved bought manure, applied during the 
last year of the tenancy to land from which no crop of corn or 
pulse has been taken, the entire cost, not exceeding 50s. per 
acre: for application to the farm of any other kind of manure, 
and for consumption of any other kind of food, full allowance 
in accordance with the provisions of the Agricultural Holdings 
Act; and for all arable land dead fallowed and clean, the last 
year’s rent and rates, together with a due allowance for all rea- 
sonable labour expended thereon. 

Mr. Randell, of Chadbury, has also introduced upon the 
Marquis of Hertford’s estate, and upon the other extensive pro- 
perties of which he has charge, a new form of agreement incor- 
porating some of the principal features of the bill, and giving 
compensation for unexhausted manures and foods ; and it may 
safely be said that if these excellent examples are generally 
followed, the adoption of the Act in question will be rendered 
unnecessary, and that a fresh impetus will undoubtedly be given 
to the agriculture of the county. 

I shall now proceed to describe in detail the management of 
the Prize Farms, only remarking that after our first inspection 
it became evident that we had at least three competitors whose 
cultivation was of a very first-rate character. The difficulty of 
an adjudication upon the respective merits of these became even 
more apparent after the May visit, and we therefore, shortly after 
that time, drew up a scale of marks for various points of ex- 
cellence by which our award was finally made in July. I state 
this, because the competition being unusually severe, it is well 
that the public should know that we were guided by a definite 
principle: and that in a decision, which was not without 
difficulty, we were unanimous in our conclusions. ; 
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Mr. Henry STILGoEr’s Farm. 

First Prize Farm. 

Lower Clopton Farm, in the occupation of Mr. Henry Stilgoe, 
is situated about two miles north of Stratford-on-Avon, a short 
distance to the east of the turnpike-road leading from that town 
to Henley-in-Arden. It is under a little range of hills which near 
here rise from the valley of the Avon, and run ina north-westerly 
direction towards the village of Bearley, and whose escarpment 
forms the eastern boundary of the Clopton estate. The farm 
consists of 483 acres, of which 333 are arable and 150 pasture, 
and is the property of Arthur Hodgson, Esq., whose residence, 
Clopton House, is in the immediate vicinity, and the parks 
belonging to which are in the occupation of Mr. Stilgoe. The 
farm extends from the sides of the eminence above mentioned 
into the fertile and gently undulating plain which lies at the foot 
of the hill, and in which the town of Stratford rests. The New 
Red Sandstone in this neighbourhood gives way to the Lias; but 
Clopton Farm, though near their junction, is entirely upon the 
former formation. The soil is of the description which is locally 
known as “ Marl,” and is of a reddish colour, intermixed with 
smooth stones, with a stratum of blue marl a few inches beneath. — 
Although of a somewhat heavy nature, it grows good roots, which 
are mainly fed upon the land—in some seasons, no doubt, with 
considerable difficulty. 

_ The farm is very compact, and lies entirely in a ring fence; 
but the arable and pasture lands are a good deal intermingled, as 
will be gathered from the plan (Fig. 1). The quality of the land ~ 
varies, some of the arable being only moderate and some good ; 
but its natural value is by no means equal to that of a great deal — 
of this very fertile district. The pastures, although fairly good, 
are not remarkable, and a small portion on the hill-side is of 
very inferior character. The fields are large, and the fences, 
though somewhat irregular in outline, are clean, and well kept 
and trimmed. , 

The house and buildings are situated a short distance beyond 
Clopton House, the beautiful old residence of Mr. Hodgson, — 
and by the side of the private road which runs from Stratford 
through the estate; and the occupation of the pretty park 
adjoining the mansion, added to the other ornamental features 
of the property, contributes materially to the pleasant character 
and aspect of the farm. The view from the higher grounds on 
the slope of the hill is very attractive, and embraces the whole of 
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the farm, together with the town of Stratford and surrounding 
country. 

It should be mentioned that about 30 acres of land in the 
western corner are held on a yearly tenancy from Miss Mills, and 
that the eastern portion of the farm nearest the town of Stratford, 
including Clopton Park and about 47 acres of arable land, are 
also under a yearly agreement from Mr. Hodgson. The remainder, 
comprising the main portion of the farm, was taken under a 
lease of fourteen years in 1865, so that Mr. Stilgoe has only three 
years more of the lease unexpired. Within the first five years of 
the tenancy 160 acres were drained (the landlord finding tiles, 
according to the lease), at a cost of 3/. per acre. The drains 
were laid at a distance of 12 yards and at a depth of 3 feet, 
and so far have been very successful. In addition to the con- 
siderable outlay entailed by this work, Mr. Stilgoe filled up 
many pits and grubbed a great number of hedges, thus altering 
very much the appearance of the farm, and improving its 
capabilities for profitable cultivation. 

There are no restrictions as to cultivation, and the privilege 
of selling hay and straw is conceded to the tenant by the terms 
of the agreement, excepting during the last year of tenancy. 
Hay is not sold, but Mr. Stilgoe has been accustomed to sell 
straw to some extent in order to recoup himself for the outlay 
on stable-manure, mentioned below. A large quantity of this is 
annually brought from Stratford. In the first ten years of his 
tenancy Mr. Stilgoe spent 10392. in this way, and a further sum — 
of 1742. was in the same period spent in lime. We noticed, — 
however, that the outlay on lime had ceased, though that on 
stable-manure still continues. 

The buildings near the house, which were up to that time 
insufficient for the accommodation of the stock, were last year 
remodelled or reconstructed at a cost of about 900/., upon which 
sum the tenant pays 5 per cent. as additional rent. They are 
now of a capital substantial and roomy character, containing — 
good feeding-sheds, calf-pens, and other necessary adjuncts. 
Water is laid on from the hill above to every part of them, the 
cost being included in the above sum. In addition to this home- 
stead there are two other very useful sets of cattle-yards, with 
barns, &c., at opposite extremities of the farm. > 

Grass Land.—Of the 150 acres of grass land on the farm, 
about 84 acres are occupied by the two parks at the front and 
rear of Clopton House, and a further 6 acres by an orchard 
adjoining the latter. The quality of most of this land is fair, 
and it is grazed with mixed cattle and sheep. The three pieces 
on the hill-side have been already mentioned as inferior. The 
remaining grass land is scattered, some portion of it lying near 
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| the house, and the rest, consisting of meadows which are gene- 
rally mown, lies on the lowest land at the bottom of the farm. 
The mowing land—about 24 acres—is manured every year with 
a good dressing of farmyard or Stratford stable-manure, and is 
thus kept in a satisfactory condition. 

I shall, in the first place, describe the system of cultivation 
adopted, passing on afterwards to the Live stock, the manage- 
ment of which is very excellent. The cropping is generally 
upon the six-course rotation common to this county, viz. :— 
(1) Swedes, Mangolds, or (very rarely) Turnips; (2) Barley ; 

(8) Seeds; (4) Wheat; (5) Beans or Peas; (6) Wheat or 
_ Barley. 

This course is, however, occasionally varied, about 20 acres 
| of seeds on the poorest land being allowed to remain two years 
down, and being mowed the first and grazed the second year. 

| Under this system the following is the usual acreage of the 
_ yarious crops :—(1) Wheat, 85 to 100 acres ; (2) Barley or Oats, 

| 40 acres; (3) Beans or Peas, 40 acres; (4) Seeds, mowing or 
| grazing, 60 or 70 acres ; (5) Roots, 40 acres, consisting of Swedes 
| 30 acres, Mangolds 10 acres. Besides the above crops, about 
8 acres of land are always kept under Lucerne. 
Commencing with the fallow land, the usual practice is as 

follows :—The wheat-stubbles having been carefully forked over, 
the land is manured as early as possible with 15 loads an acre of 
good farmyard-dung, and ploughed immediately. In the case of 
mangolds they are drilled, if possible, the first week in April at 
a distance of 22 inches apart, 8 lbs. of seed being put on per acre, 
They receive an extra dressing of 2 cwt. of nitrate of soda per 
acre directly after chopping out, and the horse-hoe is immediately 
afterwards passed through them. MHalf the crop is fed on the 
land and half carted away for cattle in the yards. The crop 
of 1875, which the Judges saw, being clamped in the field (the 
weather being too wet for carting them away), was a superb one, 
not only in the quantity but also in the quality of the roots. 
The sort was Sutton’s Golden Tankard, and the shape and size 
of the roots was almost faultless. As far as the weight per acre 
went, it has no doubt often been exceeded on some descriptions 
of land. It was, however, so good and level a crop that, at the 

request of the Judges, Mr. Stilgoe weighed a certain quantity, 
which gave an average of 47 tons per acre. In May and also in 
July we had further opportunities of observing their keeping 
qualities, and found them surprisingly firm and juicy. The cost 
of hoeing, singling, and cleaning this crop is about 12s. per acre ; 

_ and the expense of taking up and throwing into heaps, containing 
about a ton each, is also 12s. The earthing down of the crop 
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last year was put out at 1}d. a heap, each heap averaging 
somewhat more than a ton. 

Swedes.—The land intended for swedes is treated in a precisely — 
similar manner to that for mangolds, described above; but, of 
course, they get no top-dressing. They are drilled as early as 
the second week in April upon the flat, at a distance of 22 inches, 
with the dry drill, and without artificial manure. The quality 
of the roots is excellent, but there is very often some difficulty 

in feeding them off. ‘Two-thirds of this crop is fed on the land, 

and the remainder carted off. It must be understood that, under 
no circumstances, are two ploughings given to the land for this 
or other crops. 

Barley.—The barley crop follows the swedes and mangolds. 
About 24 to 3 bushels is the quantity usually sown. ‘The barley 
is weeded by women and cut by machine. The quality is very 
good generally, and Mr. Stilgoe took the first prize for the best 
sample of barley at the Warwickshire Show in 1874. Seeds are 
sown among it, Sutton’s mixture having been frequently used. — 
The seeds this year contained, in our opinion, too large a mixture — 
of grasses, and hardly sufficient clover-seeds; and, although a 
capital plant, was hardly equal, on that account, to some of those 
in the neighbourhood. We suggested that “ Stilgoe’s mixture” 
should have a trial, and were glad to find in May that our hint 
had been adopted, and that 14 lbs. of mixed clovers and a peck — 
of rye-grass had been sown among the barley. 
A proportion, varying with the necessities of the farm but 

averaging about 30 acres, of the seeds are mown, and the remainder 
grazed with sheep; and, as has been stated, about 20 acres are 
allowed to remain down the second year, partly for the purpose 
of improving the poorer portions of the farm and partly to enable 
the ewe flock to be kept entirely at home, as keeping is never 
taken off the farm. The grazed seeds have a good quantity of 
cake or corn consumed upon them by the sheep, and the second — 
year’s seeds are broken up by the steam-plough, in either July or 
August, for wheat. 

Wheat is sown as early as circumstances will permit, generally 
at the middle or end of October, or the beginning of November. 
The Kentish High Back seems to be the sort generally preferred. 
About 7 pecks per acre (or occasionally 2 bushels) is the quantity 
of seed used. ‘The wheat is always harrowed, and carefully hand- 
hoed at a cost of 5s. per acre. The cutting is, if possible, done 
by machine; but on this land (being rather subject to go down 
this is not always practicable ; and last year, being much knock 
about, as much as 20s. to 25s. an acre was paid for reaping it by 
hand. 

Beans or peas follow the wheat, the land being again manured 
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for these crops at the rate of 12 or 14 loads an acre. The beans 
| (White Eye or Heligoland) are drilled at a distance of 14 inches 
| apart, and at the rate of 2} bushels an acre. They are hoed with 

hoes, 11 inches wide, at a cost of 4s. an acre, and the work seemed 
admirably done. Peas are sown at the rate of 5 bushels— 
“ Nimble Tailors,” or some other early variety of the white kind, 
being chosen. In hoeing beans, peas, and other crops, Mr. 
Stilgoe gives his men 1d. a score for docks, which they bring 
home in ‘bundles for burning. Wheat (or occasionally barley) 
follows the pulse-crop and concludes the rotation. 

| The following is the cropping-list for this and last year :— 

1875. Acres. | 1876. Acres. 

Wheat caer LOD Pe Wiest: “ie 7s: 93 
Marley .. .. .. ‘50 | Barley shor ete 240 
Mamst eee OL MOOR Bees La cere tier, PAs, 
Cre | | IRCA Spe tags wir coh Peds 2S 

=: : 34 mown. PEAS PS. ce: First year’s seeds sats erzed |") oot woni's ceeds 0S mown. 
| Second year’s seeds 20 grazed. | pe ea sa a 28 grazed. 

’ Mangolds as | Second year’s seeds 20 grazed. 
Swedes art) eae, 20) pee ceo) (ok: ee 
Mabbuges .. .. 2 | Swedes aa ee nok 
Rape teas) O Imicerne= 9. eso 
memips  ~.. .. 7 | 
Lucerne fo £S | 

First Inspection, November 11.— As has been previously 
mentioned, our first inspection took place after a perfect. deluge 
of rain which fell on the night of the 9th, and which caused a 
very heavy flood in the Avon. No wheat had been planted on 

the farm with the exception of that after two years’ seeds, steam- 
: ploughed early. The preparation of the other wheat-land was 
very forward, the steam-plough having been brought into requi- 
sition on other portions of the farm; but the land was too wet 
for present planting. The depth ploughed was about 7 or 8 inches, 
and in many places the blue marl, which underlies the soil here, 

_ had been brought up by the plough. The mangolds were all taken 
up, and were being. pitted in the field. The tegs were already on 
_swedes, and looked well, though the land was very dirty. Some 
good shearling sheep were on rape, and eating 1 pint of beans, 
1 pint of grains, malt-dust, and chaff; 179 tegs were alive from 
140 ewes put to the ram. The wheat-stubbles were being 
ploughed for the fallow-crops, and were beautifully clean. Four 
horses at length were ploughing about 7 inches in depth. The 
horses, of which nine only are kept, were capital animals, in good 
condition, and were eating 1 bushel of beans a week, and clover 
hay, without stint. After December 1st their keep i is changed 

| to 4 bushel of beans, 1 bushel of oats, and some roots in addition 
VOL. XII.—S, 8. 21 
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to the clover. Eight feeding steers were in the stalls, and were — 

getting 8 lbs. of cake a day, } peck of meal, and a bushel of — 
swedes. A very good cow was feeding for the Stratford Christ-— 
mas Show. This was a fine animal, bred by Mr. S. Canning, 
and had reared three calves. She afterwards took the first 
prize at Stratford, and fetched 55/. The cattle were for the most 
part in the yards, where they were getting 2 lbs. of cake, and 
barley-straw and roots according to size and condition. Some 
splendid Oxford Down wethers, bred upon the farm, were being 
prepared for the Christmas Shows. They took the first prize 
at Stratford, and it is understood that they turned out mag 
nificent sheep, some of them weighing as much as 50 lbs. a 
quarter. : 

Second Inspection—In May we found the lambs already 
weaned, and comfortably settled on seeds ; a very even good lot, 
the singles and couples being still kept separate. They were 
getting 2 ounces of Watkins’s corn-cake, and as many malt- 
cooms as they would eat. ‘There was not a dirty lamb in the 
lot, and their appearance showed excellent management. They — 
had all been drenched at weaning time (a few days previous) — 
with a mixture of a dessert spoonful of turpentine and 1} pint 

of strong lime-water, and Mr. Stilgoe said this dose had caused 

them to void large numbers of worms. The ewes were running — 
in the Deer Park (at the back of Clopton House), and looked 
healthy and in good condition. Sixteen ram tegs selected from — 
the flock were on seeds, and getting 1 pint of Indian corn and 
i Ib. of corn-cake ; 190 lambs were now alive from 140 ewes pu 
to the ram. Tegs were being clipped weekly for the Stratford 
Market, and those sold the previous week had averaged 70s. — 
The feeding tegs had now been removed from swede-land to a 
small piece of stubble intended for turnips, and were getting 
1 pint of Indian corn and 4 Ib. of cake, with some malt-dust, 
and unlimited cut mangolds. The average price of some we 
saw under the clipper’s hands was 75s. at the next market. 
The ewe tegs for addition to the flock were a capital lot. The 
cattle were all out to grass, and were in good condition and — 
thriving. 

The wheat had all been got in shortly after our last inspee- 
tion, and although of rather a light colour for the ‘most part, 
looked healthy and promising for the season, ‘That after beans 
sown with 7 pecks an acre seemed at this time the best. It 
had all been harrowed, but very little of it hoed. The barley 
was backward, but a good plant. Oats after turnips and ra 
and a second piece after peas (sown at the rate of 5 bushels an 
acre), looked well. Beans were very fine, and were being hoed 
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| in capital style, at a cost of 4s. per acre. The peas also were 
| very healthy, and, although not hoed, seemed absolutely free 
| from almost every kind of weed. Seeds for mowing and for 

grazing were both very good ; mangolds were just coming up, 
and some portion of the land was just ready for sowing swedes. 

| Lucerne was fit to cut. 
July Inspection.—At our July visit the farm presented alto- 
| gether a very satisfactory appearance. Peas were ripe, and cut- 

ig about to begin. The crop was very fine, and almost ab- 
| solutely clean. Lucerne, now in the second cut for horses, was 
| first-rate, and also perfectly clean. The barley was, for the 

most part, very good, especially considering the unfavourable 
| winter and seed time for this description of land. The wheat 

| gave promise of an excellent crop. It hardly stood as stiff as 
| some we had already seen, but the ear was well filled, and there 
| was every promise of a large yield. Some of it we estimated at 

_ fully 48 bushels an acre. The beans were very clean, and capitally 
hung, the leaf just showing signs of dropping. ‘The seeds after 
| mowing were suffering somewhat from the drought and heat, as 
| also were the swedes; but the mangolds, though a little gappy, 
| like all the rest we saw, were very thriving. The two pieces of 
| oats were fair, but the land can hardly be considered suitable 
) for this crop. 
| The 125 stock ewes were upon the second year’s seeds, which 
‘were just ready to steam-plough for wheat. They were very 

| even and “sorty,” and in beautiful condition. The lambs, 
186 in number, were on seeds. They looked very healthy, and 

) were full of condition. Thirteen shearling rams were getting 
| Lb. of cake, 1 pint of maize, and what malt-dust they liked in 
| the meadow eddish. They had grown into excellent sheep, 
) and would, no doubt, fetch satisfactory prices in the neighbour- 
hood. The 42 theaves intended for addition to the flock were 
level, capital sheep, with a good deal of character and style. 
About 130 sheep, bought in for the purpose of grazing, were 
\ running in Clopton Parks, and many of them were about 
| fit for the butcher. They were getting corn and cake on the 
_ pastures. 

_ The cattle scattered about over the farm were of a very useful 
character, and had grown and thriven surprisingly since our first 

_and second inspections. Some in the Park were very full of 
condition, and would soon be ready for market. 

Mr. Stilgoe had already put his harvest out to his labourers 
to cut and get into stack, at a cost of 15s. per acre (a machine 
being provided), with an allowance of beer; so that all anxiety 
on that score was off his mind. 
| Na ray 

i 
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Live Stock.—About 80 head of cattle and 600 sheep are — 
usually kept on the farm. No stock is sold off in a store state, _ 
but all are finished for the butcher. The management of the 
stock is admirable. 

Cattle—About 46 beasts are annually fattened. The herd 
consists of about 8 dairy cows of the Shorthorn breed, and from 
these about 20 calves, 12 of which are bought in for the purpose, 
are reared every year. The system by which this is accom- ~ 
plished is as follows :—The calves are weaned at three months, 
up to which time they receive as much milk as possible, supple- 
mented by linseed-porridge. After weaning they get 1 lb. of — 
linseed-cake a day, together with an allowance of barley-meal and 
grain, until they are one year old, when they are put in the yards ~ 
or pastures, and kept in a thriving state in the ordinary way. 

Mr. Stilgoe, a short time back, crossed his cattle with a Long- _ 
horn bull, but, not getting the benefit which he expected to 
derive, he (very wisely in the Judges’ opinion) reverted to the 
pure bred Shorthorn, and has now in service a very useful bull 
of the well-known “Walnut” family, and a youngster, also of 
pure blood, growing up, who promises well for future service. 
The cattle, Tike the sheep, are never sold as stores, but all made 4 
off the farm in the shape of meat. The general character of 
this stock is good. The cows are large, good-framed animal 
selected with an eye to dairy purposes, and combine capital — 
flesh with milking properties; and it is no doubt with the same 
object that a bull has been selected from a tribe which has — 

always been famous for the combination of these qualities. 
The following was the stock of cattle upon the farm at the ; 

date of our three inspections :— 

oe “ 

November. May. July. 

(DAITYICOWS net os) fee ie eee Te ene 7 8 8 : 
Meedingibeasts: j.<avstetay sea saides 14 24 26 
Galying heifers’... gach iesyieesin Soy ie= + ee 4 
nig thy eS SOMA Vaelicd Barus 25 19 19 
ORLVES Meet. as 1? eet Sheen ene meee ete 19 18 20 
jit) eee tone GN Yes Son be 1 1 1 
Sttowabeast, Meck cee) pene weet 1 si 1 

71 70 79 

Sheep.—The sheep bred upon the farm are of the Oxford 
Down breed, and (as has been observed) show great character 
and quality. The flock of ewes numbers 140, of which 40 are 
theaves (or shearlings), which are drafted in every year. The 

"7 
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ewes are put to the ram early in September, and lambing com- 
mences the first week in February. The sheep are prolific, and 
the produce this year consisted at weaning time of 190 lambs 
in very healthy condition. Not a single casualty occurred at 
lambing time in the spring of the present year, although 3 ewes 
unfortunately died in the winter. The lambs are weaned very 
early, as I have before noticed, and, after being drenched as 
described above, are settled on the young seeds, when they soon 
begin to eat Watkins’s corn-cake, malt-dust, or other artificial 
food. 

Mr. Stilgoe is very particular that the lambs, under no cir- 
cumstances, follow old sheep on the seeds or pastures ; and to this 
precaution he probably owes some of his success as a breeder. 

About October the lambs go on swedes which are cut for 
them; their allowance now is 2 ounces cake, some malt-dust, 
and a pint of grains a day. (The latter, being easily obtainable 
from the large breweries at Stratford, are somewhat largely 
consumed on Clopton Farm.) This allowance is gradually 
increased as the winter comes on and spring approaches; and 
in May we found the tegs eating 1 pint of maize, 3 lb. of linseed- 
cake, and a small quantity of malt-dust, besides unlimited cut 
mangolds (the swedes being by that time finished). This appa- 
rent prodigality of food is amply justified by the results. All 
the lambs put on turnips are expected to be sold off fat as tegs, 
with the exception of the ewe tegs for breeding purposes, and 
about 15 ram tegs selected with the same object. The harvest 
time has now come, and the crop should be uniformly ripe. A 
lot of grand sheep now leave the clipper’s hands every week, and 
we had the pleasure of seeing in May some tegs, which at the 
following market made 85s. 6d. each out of the wool. The wool 
averages 8 lbs. a fleece. 

Sheep are bought in regularly for grazing according to the capa- 
bilities of the farm, and sold off fat ; and altogether from 500 to 
600 sheep per annum find their way to the butcher. A stock- 
book is kept, and notes compared with the shepherd on the first 
‘of each month. 

Mr. Stilgoe is a frequent competitor with a few picked wethers 
of his own breed, at the Exhibitions of the Midland Counties, 
and can generally show a few of these fine sheep, which, for 
size, quality, and evenness of feeding, are not easily excelled. 
At Christmas, 1874, he took the first prize for the best pen of 
short-woolled sheep at the Stratford Show. These sheep also 
took the Town Cup for the best pen in any of the classes. They 
realised 6/. 2s. 6d. each. The stock of sheep upon the farm at 
the time of our three inspections was as follows :— 
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“November, 1875. May, 1876. July, 1876, 

Stock rams 3 | 3 3 2 
BR ENENS, Mel gnc ac) Oke 140 136 125 

Shearling sheep .. .. ..  .. 87 & 127 
Tegs Saty: said as = 300 = 

Show sheep) swyrisc| sofia. tr 7 Er { Tp Boas 43 

PamMbsi) Oe Pe BOE 179 190 186 

: | 416 629 483 

At our first inspection we saw the flock to disadvantage. Foot- 
and-mouth disease and scab had both been prevalent among the 
sheep. The winter, also, on this description of land was very 
trying for them; but at our May visit we were able to congratu- 
late Mr. Stilgoe on a triumphant mastery of his difficulties, and 
the excellent character and capital management of his sheep be- 
came more apparent as we became more acquainted with them. 

Horses.—TVhe general economy of the work of the farm is 
admirably exemplified in the horses. Only 9 working horses 
are kept, and these, with occasional help from a Fowlers 
Double-Engine Plough, which is used for breaking up second- 
year’s seeds, do the whole work of 333 acres of arable land. 
The horses are capital powerful animals, and are bought in at 
the age of two years, worked generally till they are seven, and 
sold at a high price. Two horses are sold off the farm eyery 
year at this age. Ploughing is always performed with four 
horses at length in the winter, and with three in the spring. 
The winter keep of the horses has been given. In summer they 
get lucerne, and a small quantity of corn, beans, or oats. 

Swine.—Four sows of the large white sort are kept, and their 
produce disposed of as soon as they will fetch 20s. each in the 
market. 

Artificial Foods and Manures.—The consumption of artificial 
food upon the farm from April 1875 to April 1876 was as 
follows :— 

10 tons linseed-cake. 
6 ,, Watkins’s corn-cake, 
2 ,, cotton-cake. 
4 ,, malt-dust. > 

20 sacks meal, 
40 qrs. oats. 
10 qrs. maize. 

3900 bushels grains. 

All these are purchased, but, in addition, the following quan- 
tities of food grown on the farm were consumed:—75 quarters 
of beans and 80 quarters of barley. The whole consumption of 
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artificial manure was 17 cwts. of nitrate of soda for the mangolds. 
| The total value of foods and manures used on the farm was 

5817. 18s., or, excluding the home-grown produce, the total cost 
of bought foods and manures was 383/. 18s. 

Labour.—There are nine capital labourers’ cottages on the farm, 
all of which are occupied by regular labourers, and to this 
happy circumstance may perhaps be attributed some of Mr. 

_ Stilgoe’s business successes. The occupants of these cottages 
are the following hands :— 

1. Shepherd.—Wages 17s. a week; cottage rent free; 27. for lambing; 3s. 
_ per score shearing and winding wool. The same as the rest of the men 
during harvest month. 

2. Carter.—Wages 17s. a week; cottage rent free; 3d. per load for taking 
out corn; 3d. per acre for all corn drilled, “‘if done well ;” 3d. per acre for 

| mowing grass and clover with machine; and takes share with other men in 
harvest month. 
3, Under Carter.—Strong lad, 8s. a week ; 87. at Michaelmas; 3d. per load 

| for taking out corn. : 
4. Cowman.—Wages 17s. a week; cottage rent free. Same as other men 
_ in harvest month. 

+ 5. Groom, Gardener, and Poultry man.—Wages 17s. a week; cottage 
rent free; harvest wages as cowman, &c. 

| 6,7. Under Shepherds—Wages 16s. a week and cottages rent free. These 
men have to assist the shepherd all the winter months and work as labourers, 

| at 15s. all the summer ; but piece work is given them at that time to a great 
| extent. 
| 8. Granary Man and Rough Carpenter.—Wages 16s. a week; cottage 
rent free. Cattle and poultry to serve in yard adjoining cottage. Same as 

| other men in harvest month. 4 
9, 10. Labowrers.—Cottages rent free and ordinary labourers wages, 15s., 

with harvest privileges, &c. 

__ There are generally 15 men, 3 boys, and 6 women in em- 
ployment. The ordinary price of labour is 15s. a week. In 
hay-time 18s. a week and three quarts of beeraday. All the hay 
is done by piece-work. Harvest let to tie, carry, and stack at a 

cost of 15s. an acre, with a gallon of beera manaday. Boys 
| get 5s. and 4s., with double wages in harvest, and 2 quarts of 
| beer a day. Women, standing wages 10d. per diem, with 1 

_ quart of beer for haymaking and tea sent into field at 5 o'clock ; 
2s. Od. a day for harvest-work, with 2 quarts of beer a day. 
Two or three Irishmen are in the habit of coming regularly for 
afew months in the summer, and other labour is seldom required 
upon the farm, except at odd times, threshing, &c. 

The cost of labour for the last five years has been as follows :— 
Enss ad. 
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The average has, therefore, been 8471. 7s., or 11. 15s. per acre 
upon the whole area of the farm. Reckoning, however, for the 
sake of convenience, the cost of labour on grass land at 10s. per — 
acre, the average cost upon the arable land has amounted to 
21. 6s. 6d. per acre. 

Considering the fine condition of the farm, coupled with the 
nature of the soil, and its almost perfect cleanliness, the labour 
bill must be considered a very moderate one, and this circum~- 
stance, taken in connection with the great economy shown ir 
the horse-labour of the farm, had its due weight with the Judges 
in determining their decision. It must be understood that this 
is not a farm for the display of a system of catch cropping, 
such as that adopted by Mr. Lane, and so successfully carried 
out by him, as described further on. Neither is it, indeed, 
according to the ordinary acceptation of the term, “a sheep — 
farm.” A strong loam, which requires draining, and is essen- 
tially of the “wheat and bean” description of land, would 
daunt many farmers whose object was sheep-breeding; yet 
without a flock we venture to think that Mr. Stilgoe would be 
unable to pay his rent. The simple question is, under what 
system can a high rent be best paid on this description of land 
and a good margin of profit secured? Mr. Stilgoe answers 
this question by growing corn crops, of the excellence of 
which there can be no question, and by a production of stock 
(or, in other words, of meat and wool) equal to 3/. 10s. per 
acre, reckoned upon the entire acreage of the farm. I have not 
time or space to go into statistics, but it must be evident how 
great our gain as a nation would be were this example more 
generally followed. 

It was clear to us at each succeeding inspection of this farm, 
that, notwithstanding the trials of a most unfavourable season, 
Mr. Stilgoe, by sheer dint of good management, had secured 
crops, which, if not superior to those of his more favoured com- 
petitors, would fairly compare with the best of them; and 
that in every department his practical character and business 
qualities were displayed. His sheep struck us as of unusual 
excellence, and their management from first to last as cha- 
racterised by great judgment. A judicious mixture of breed- 
ing and feeding carried out with care in every detail secures 
results in his stock which must be looked upon as very satis- 
factory ; while his able management of plough-land is ex- 
hibited as much in the crops which adorn his fields as in the 
figures which I have given above. In this fertile neighbour- 
hood, his land cannot be looked upon as of the best description, 
yet it is clear that it is made to contribute a very large amount 
of food for the benefit of the nation. At the same time its 
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permanent value has no doubt been greatly increased, and its 
employment of labour perhaps nearly doubled, with a profit to 
all concerned. 

Mr. Stilgoe’s relations with his labourers seem of a most 
admirable character. The cottages are pretty, neat, and with a 
good garden attached to each. His men, notwithstanding the 
upstir of recent years, have nearly all remained with him since 
the entered on the farm; and this circumstance will, perhaps, 
more than any other, testify to the esteem in which he is held 
as a kind and liberal master. If we have one little criticism to 
offer on this department, it is on the quantity of beer allowed 
in hay time and harvest. A gallon of beer a day for men and 
half-a-gallon for women and children, seems an excessive quan- 
tity to squander in drink, and it will, no doubt, be to the 
advantage of the Jabourers themselves when it is found practic- 
able to commute this system into a money payment. 

To conclude with a brief summary of what we found at Lower 
Clopton :—A perfectly clean farm, well horsed, well manned, well 
cropped, and well mastered. Economical (though by no means 
stingy) management visible everywhere. Difficulties of season 
and of soil triumphantly overcome. Labourers well paid, well 
‘housed, comfortable, tidy, and interested in their master’s success. 
A business-like system, extending to the smallest details of the 
farm-management ; and last, but not least, a production of meat 
and grain which few farms of the same quality can rival or excel. 

It should be mentioned that Mr. Stilgoe keeps no bailiff, and 
is therefore himself responsible for the conduct of the business, 
in all its branches. 

The farm accounts are most accurately and carefully kept, 
and every information we required was readily forthcoming. 
Ample testimony was therefore afforded us, in addition to 
that of ocular evidence, that all the conditions required by the 
Society, and especially that important one of “‘ General Manage- 
‘Ment with a view to Profit,” were amply fulfilled. 

It would be most unjust, as well as ungallant, to conclude this 
Report without an allusion to those matters of more purely 
domestic management in which Mrs. Stilgoe’s co-operation is 
visible. The pleasant, roomy house at Lower Clopton and 
its surroundings bear distinct evidences of feminine care and 
industry ; and its pretty trimly kept garden, its poultry pens, 
with their numerous occupants of the pure Dorking variety ; 
and its beautifully kept and managed dairy, all correspond 
with the more important features of the farm, and harmoniously 
combine to fill up the picture of order, of neatness, and of judicious 
and profitable management, which would be incomplete were it 
not extended to these minor matters. 
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Mr. Lane’s Farm. ; 

Second Prize Farm. 

Broom Court, Mr. Lane’s farm, and the property of Mr. J. A. 
Sidebottom, of Millbrook House, Hadfield, Manchester, is 
situated very near the south-western border of the county, where 
it abuts upon Worcestershire, and is about 4 miles south of 
Alcester, and 10 miles west of Stratford-on-Ayon. It is inter- j 
sected from west to east by the road leading from the village 
of Bidford to that of Salford Priors, at which place, and at a 
distance of about a mile and a quarter from Broom Court, there 
is a station on the Birmingham, Evesham, and Ashchurech — 
branch of the Midland Railway. The small river on 
tributary of the Avon) forms the western boundary of the f. , 
and the Avon itself bounds it on the south, and separates it 
from Worcestershire. 

The farm consists of 200 acres of arable land and 180 
of pasture. The plough land occupies the ridge and slopes, 
east and west, of a gentle elevation, which rises from the bar 
of the Arrow, and runs almost due north and south, tbe meal 
course of that stream. The grass land consists of the me 
immediately adjoining the river, and also of some useful upland — 
pasture in the vicinity of the house, which is placed nearly at | 
the northern end of the occupation. The farm is compact and 
manageable, the arable lands (with the exception of two fields 
at the back of the residence) being entirely contiguous, and | 
enjoying the advantage of a capital farm road, which, a 
along the crown of the above-mentioned ridge, divides the 
major portion of the plough land into two pretty equal moieties; j 
and commands, from its elevation, not only a complete survey 
of the lands which form its slopes (and indeed of the oe 
farm), but also a pleasing panorama of the country for many 
miles round; bounded in a westerly direction by the Bred 
Cotswold, and other Worcestershire hills, including the Malvern 
range in the dim distance. 

The farm is upon the New Red Sandstone formation, and j 
the land mostly consists of a brown gravelly loam, varying in 
depth and quality; tolerably easy of culture, and liable, from 
its gravelly character, to suffer somewhat in periods of pro- — 
tracted drought. A very small portion is of a somewhat stiffer 
sort; being of the “ marly” nature common to the formation ; and, 

owing to its distinct character, it is often planted with beans, 
out of course, instead of roots, it being difficult, except in very 
favourable seasons, to obtain a plant of ‘the latter. The meadows ( 
are subject to floods (about 20 acres of hay were mis: away in 
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1875, and much of the land flooded for months), but in other 
respects are very useful pastures; some of them of sufficient 
quality to feed cattle, and others which are mown for hay. The 
grass fields near the house are of the same character as the arable 
lands, and are therefore rather liable to “burn” in a hot or 
very dry summer. 

The old mansion of Broom Court, the seat of the families of 
Sir E. Burnell, and afterwards of Sir Humphry Clarke and Sir 
Thomas Skipwith, has long disappeared, but traces still remain 
of its fosse and moat, &c. ‘The present residence, which occupies 
its site, is a comfortable structure, suitable to the wants of the 
farm, and pleasantly surrounded with well-timbered pastures. 
The buildings are of a very useful character, and comprise all 
requisites for the successful cultivation of the land. Water is 
laid on all over them, including the feeding-sheds, by a pump — 
and ball-tap. 

Mr. Lane has occupied his farm for about twenty years, and — 
has at present a lease, of which five years are unexpired. He 
is restricted from growing two white straw crops in succession. — 
Straw and hay may, however, be sold off the farm, provided — 
all the money so obtained is expended on artificial foods and — 
manures. 

Mr. Lane’s course of cropping can hardly correctly be de- 
scribed as the six course, although that is the foundation of his 
system. When, however, it is stated that on 200 acres of arable 
land he grows, in addition to about 100 acres of white straw — 
crops, and 66 acres of pulse crops and seeds, as many as 80 
acres (occasionally) of roots (not reckoning stubble turnips), it — 
will at once be seen that there is a peculiarity of management 
which requires some explanation ; that peculiarity consists (in 
a few words) in interpolating between the pulse and the following 
crops, and also on a portion of the seed land, a crop of roots; a 
“‘catch crop,” cultivated, however, in no ordinary way, but on — 
a plan which reflects the greatest credit on Mr. Lane, who, in 
common with some other agriculturists in this district, has sue- 
cessfully pursued it for several years. I shall go somewhat fully 
into this system, because it is a deeply interesting one for farmers 
in many parts of England, and one which may doubtless be 
advantageously followed elsewhere. It will only be necessary 
for me to indicate the normal sequence of crops on the farm. 

. Fallow. Roots, nearly all mangolds. 

. Corn. Barley, or occasionally spring wheat. 

. Seeds. Clover seeds. 

. Corn, Wheat. 
. Pulse. Beans or peas with extra crops. 
. Corn. Wheat or oats. Dok Cob He 
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The above list offers no remarkable features, and is intended 
simply as an introduction to some description of the manage- 
ment of the “extra crops,” as I prefer to call them. It may, 
however, be convenient to follow the general management of 
the land, and to describe these crops in due course. 
Fallow.—The wheat stubbles, after being carefully forked 

over in the autumn, are manured with 11 or 12 loads of farm- 

yard muck per acre, and receive their one ploughing as soon as 
' convenient. Early in April the mangolds are drilled at the 
rate of 6lbs. per acre, and 24 inches apart; 2 cwt. of bone 
superphosphate being applied with the liquid-manure drill, and 
| a further 2 cwt. sown broadcast at the same time. The after 
eultivation of this crop does not require any description, but 

| the excellent nature of Mr. Lane’s management may be judged 
| from the fact that last autumn he took the prize offered by 
| Messrs. Webb, of Worcester, for the heaviest crop of mangolds 
/ grown with their manure; and that the Judges appointed to 
' superintend the competition ascertained that the quantity actually 
grown by him amounted to 49 tons 7 cwt. 2 qrs. per acre. The 

' sort was Long Red, and the roots were carefully topped and 
| cleaned before measurement. A fine sort of Yellow Globe, how- 

ever, is more generally grown, and if it scarcely produces so 
| heavy a weight per acre, it seems to make up in quality for any 

deficiency of that kind. After an inspection of the very fine 
crops of mangolds which we saw in November last, we could 
} not doubt that Mr. Lane exercises a very wise discretion in 
appropriating nearly the whole of the fallow break to this useful 

_ root. About two-thirds of the crop is fed upon the land with 
sheep, and the remainder consumed by cattle in the yards. 

The swedes are cultivated in much the same manner. Only 
} one ploughing is allowed, except in very rare cases; and the 
land is treated with the same quantity of muck. About the 

| middle of May they are drilled on the flat, about 2 ewt. per 
acre of Lawes’ or Webb’s bone manure being put in by the 

| water-drill with the seed. Only about 5 or 6 acres are gene- 
rally sown, and about half the crop is drawn off for the use 
of the ewes at lambing time. | 

A small portion (about 4 acres) of this break is appropriated 
to vetches, for early use in the spring; and the following is the 
seeding generally adopted:—Ist acre, 1 bushel rye and 2 of 

 yvetches; 2nd acre, 1 bushel winter oats and 2 of vetches; 3rd 
and 4th acres, 3 bushels of vetches each. This land is after- 
wards broken up and sown with turnips, “ Imperial Green 
Globe,” from selected and self-raised bulbs, being the sort 
preferred. 

Barley, which follows the root-crops, is sown from the end 
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of February to the end of March, from 6 to 8 pecks per : 
being the usual seeding. MHiallett’s Pedigree is the favourite 
kind; and at the proper time the land is seeded down with 
clovers. In 1875, which we have had occasion to refer to as so 
disastrous a year on the generality of farms, Mr. Lane 
fortunate enough to secure a crop of barley which yielded, on 
the average, 52 bushels, and produced 12/. 7s. per acre. ie 

Seeds.—10 lbs. of red clover, 2 lbs. of white Dutch, 1 Ib. of 
alsike, and 1 gallon of perennial rye-grass, is the mixture 
usually sown, and apparently with much success. The crops 
of seeds were this season so universally good in plant, that on 
the different farms we visited it was somewhat difficult to select 
the finest ; but in Mr. Lane’s case we possess evidence of a @ 
grown last year, which can only be described as astonishing. 
To secure, in one of the rainiest summers ever remembered 
two cuttings of clover in such fine condition that the hay should 
be worth 30/. per acre in the market, is a feat, we think, not 
often accomplished. Yet this was actually done at Broon 
Court in 1875! On our first visit to his farm in November, 
Mr. Lane called our attention to four ricks of clover standi 
in his yard, which were the produce of 17 acres of land fi 
two cuttings. These ricks he estimated at about 80 tons; and 
a rough measurement convinced us that, at any rate, he had 
not very greatly exaggerated their contents. Having informed 
us that the clover was carried in such fine condition that it 
was available for sale, and that he would probably so dispost 
of it, it occurred, shortly afterwards, to the writer of this Repor a 
that it would be wise to ascertain, as accurately as possible, 
the actual quantity and value of these ricks. With this viet 
Mr. Holtom, one of the Judges, who lives at no great distance 
from Broom Court, undertook to make a careful measurement 
of the ricks, and we were thus able to form (in connection with 
the information afforded us by Mr. Lane) an approximat 
estimate of their worth. 

At the May inspection nearly the whole of the four ricks had 
been disposed of, and we satisfied ourselves that about 72 tons 
of clover had been cut from 17 acres, and that a considerabl 

quantity had been sold to go to Birmingham at the high price 
of 71. 10s. per ton, the purchaser paying railway charges. The 
total value of the crop was estimated at 5047. One of the ricks 
remaining in cut (a fresh consignment having been ordered 
away), the Judges had an opportunity of examining the quality 
of the hay, and found it green in colour, full of leaf, “ nosey,” 
and altogether most excellent in condition. It was evident that 
it must have been handled with much care and judgment, and it: 
reflected the greatest credit upon those responsible for its manage- 
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ment. A season of unusual growth had, no doubt, contributed 
materially to the grand result of 44 tons of saleable hay per acre ; 
but something more than ordinary care must have been exhibited 
in the saving of the crop, and something more than ordinary 
treatment in the preparation of the land. On inquiry we found 
that the crop had been dressed early in the season with the 
manure-soakage and waste earth, which is one of the specialities 
of Mr. Lane’s farming, and the preparation of which I may as 
well here describe. 
A tank adjoining the farm-buildings, which are all spouted, 

receives the soakage of the yards. In winter, waste earth from 
various sources is diligently collected, hedge-clippings and other 
refuse contributing to the store, and the liquid manure is then 
pumped on to and thoroughly mixed with these matters, a very 
yaluable compost being the result. The matter is not without 
consequence, as exhibiting the systematic economy which per- 
yades the management of the farm, and contributes so much to 

_ Mr. Lane’s success in business. 
A portion of the seed-land is broken up early, after having had 

mangolds and cake consumed upon it by sheep, and planted with 
swedes. They are sown with the water-drill, and get 2 ewt. per 
acre of Webb’s or other superphosphate. 

Wheat follows the seed-shift and is drilled early in November, 
at the rate of 5 or 6 pecks an acre. It is invariably harrowed, 
and hoed when necessary, which is not always the case after 
clover-seeds. The small quantity of seed gives ample plant, 
and although on the 12th of November (owing to the wetness of 
‘the season) sowing had not commenced, it was not thought 
necessary, in consequence of this delay, to increase the quantity 
of seed, and in May the wheat was well planted and promising 
in appearance. 

The Pulse Crop is next in order, and with it begins the most 
noticeable feature of Mr. Lane’s management, and one which is 

carried out with such admirable method as to deserve the attentive 
consideration of the agricultural world. On the portion of this 
' course which is allotted to beans (generally about 35 acres) the 
winter variety is invariably sown, the land having previously 

| received a dressing of 12 one-horse loads per acre of farmyard- 
manure. The beans are planted early in November after one 
ploughing, 2 bushels an acre being drilled in double rows, 
9 inches apart; the distance between each double row is 
27 inches. Thirty-one inches was formerly the width adopted, 
but some difficulty was experienced in cutting them properly with 
\the reaper at this width, and they are therefore now drilled at 
)27 inches. This method leaves ample room for hand- and horse- 
hoeing, which is vigorously prosecuted among them throughout 
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the spring. In the third week in May, and just previous to tl 
final horse-hoeing, a seed-barrow, cleverly prepared for the pur- 
pose, is run over the land and drops in the centre of each wide 
the very small quantity of half a pound per acre of white tu 
seed. The difficulty, of course, is to get this very scanty see 
evenly distributed ; but Mr. Lane’s ingenuity is equal to ti 
contrivance, and the result is so thinly scattered a plant thi 
no hoeing or chopping out in any way is required. The hors 
hoe follows and completes the operation, at one stroke giving a 
final touch to the bean-crop, and covering at the same time the 
turnip-seed. 

At the time of harvest it might be thought that the machine 
could not be safely employed; but, on the contrary, Mr. Lai 
finds that he can, without material injury to the turnip-crop 
(which is by that time making considerable progress), use tha: 
invaluable implement, and thus no extra cost is incurred i 
consequence of the extra crop. The reaper cuts the beans entirely 
the same way as the drills run, the turning being accomplished 
upon the headlands, and the driving wheels running upon the 
stubble and being kept clear of the young turnips. 

It was certainly a novel experience to the Judges to find among 
the bean-straw, in the stack sides, large turnip-leaves which had 
been cut by the reaping-machine at the time of harvest; buta 
careful examination of the roots themselves satisfied them th 
little, if any, damagejhad occurred to them from its nea and 
that a valuable and nutritious crop of turnips had by this « 
rable plan been added to the resources of the farm, ata minimu 
cost. 4 

As soon as the bean-crop is harvested, the broadshare i ist 
between the rows of turnips, in order to cut the stubble and 
destroy any weeds which may remain. The operation is noy 
complete, and by November the “ extra crop” is under consump- 
tion by sheep. 

We were somewhat curious in our examination of these bean- 
turnips (as Mr. Lane has christened them) at our November visi . 
We found a fine lot of lambs upon them, eating } lb. of rape- 
cake and 4 pint of maize a day. The crop last year was a 
very good one. Some of the seed had fallen singly, and 
that case the turnips were a good size; others again ‘had fal 
in groups of two, three, four, and five; but from the ample roc : 
on all sides of the plants, owing to the width of the rows and t 
comparative regularity of distribution, even these “ busca 
turnips had thrown themselves outwards and produced vena 
sized roots. 

Now, if it be objected to that the bean-crop must be pa 
sacrificed to the “extra crop” by this treatment, owing to the 
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width of the rows, Mr. Lane’s answer would be, that in 1875, 
with the wide rows 31 inches apart, he threshed an average of 
36 bushels per acre of beans, which produced 10/. 10s., and that 
this was certainly under, rather than over, the general result. 

On the pea portion of the break the same system of extra 
_ eropping is adopted, but a different course is pursued. About 
four or five acres are generally drilled 14 inches apart, and at the 
rate of 3 bushels an acre, some early variety being selected (such 
as Sangster’s No. 1) which may be suitable for pulling green 
for the market. Between every third row and at a distance of 
42 inches apart every way, drumhead cabbages are planted about 
the beginning of May. The peas are sold to pick for the Bir- 
mingham market, and last year the satisfactory price of 10/. 10s. 
per acre was realised, the haulm being left and the purchaser 
paying all expense of labour i in picking. It will readily be under- 
stood with what facility the subsequent cultivation of the cabbage- 
crop is attended. The horse-hoe is enabled to work without 
hindrance between the rows in each direction, and very little 
hand-labour is therefore required. The cabbage-crop at our 
November visit was capital. It was already stocked with the 
ewes, who were eating half a pound of rape-cake and half a 
pint of Indian corn, and were thus adding to the fertility of the 
land. 
_ Only part of this break (as I have mentioned) is thus treated. 

remainder is planted with peas for a crop; but it must not 
be supposed that where they are thus allowed to remain, Mr. 
Lane is content without his extra crop. In this case, imme- 
diately they are harvested, rape, mustard, or turnips are quickly 
put in, whichever may be most required according to the circum- 
stances of the young sheep-stock. 

Wheat follows each and all of these extra crops, and completes 
}the rotation. The time of sowing of this part of the wheat-break 
necessarily varies somewhat. Mr. Lane says: “I commence as 
soon in November as I can, and never plant after December if I 
an help it. I dislike spring-wheat, and if I have a portion of 

‘bean-turnips eaten off late, 1 prefer oats, which come off early, 
and I can get a brush crop of turnips again by the aid of the 
water-drill, after which the regular fallow mangold-crop comes 
in order.” The only thing necessary to remark in the case of 
either the wheat or the oats following these extra crops, is the 

‘small quantity of seed used, which in the case of wheat is from 
7 to 6 pecks, and in that of oats 2 bushels per acre. If any 
‘portion of the wheat seems in the spring to require a stimulant, 
t is top-dressed with 1 cwt. of nitrate of soda and 1 cwt. of 

Such is a brief résumé of the ordinary farm-practice upon 
VOL. XII.—s. s. 2 M 
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Broom Court. It will be admitted that it is exceptional in mai 
particulars, and it suggests several important considerati 
practical men. The first will probably be, at what expens 
this system carried out? Catch-crops are by no means novel 
in modern agriculture, but it is often found that they cost mo 
than they are worth, and in many cases they have been tried a 
abandoned by excellent farmers. Neither is it desirable th 
market-garden system of cultivation, with its attendant exper 
should be placed in comparison with ordinary methods of 2 
culture; and although it is self-evident that such additions to 
root-crops of the farm will enable a much greater head of sto 
to be maintained, we must ascertain something more of the 
of the operation before we form an opinion of its ultimate 
benefits. : 

The best answer to such an inquirer is at once to produce 
Mr. Lane’s labour-bills, which will, we think, serve to dissi 

In the four years 1871-5, Michaelmas to Michaelmas, the 
of labour, including coals, threshing-bills and _ beer, 
follows :— ‘ 

£ vsiwds 
1STI=2) eniives anlt stom bea Beaaloee dai 
1872-8 a a ak eee ’ 
1734+ 6s kk wy ee Lee Cee 
TST4-H +c. ce ac, ees ee ener 

4) 2318 13 5 

579 13 4 

The labour for the past four years has, therefore, averag 
1/. 10s. 6d. per acre on the whole farm. As, however, the pr 
portion of grass land is somewhat large, it may be well to ade 
the same plan as in Mr. Stilgoe’s case, and assuming the ¢ 
as 10s. upon the pasture, thereby roughly reckon the amount spent 
on thearable land. By following this plan it will be found tha 
the cost per acre is 2/. 8s. 6d.* I think it will generally be 
admitted that this is by no means an excessive amount for a farm: 
characterised by such management. - 
A glance at the cropping list will show us what it is # 

Mr. Lane actually effects by his system. On 200 acres of ara 
land the following crops have been grown during the last and 
present years :— 

' 

* I do not wish here to go into the question whether 10s. is a fair sum 
thetically, to place upon the grass-land labour. It is a large subject, a 
which need not be discussed in this Report. For the sake of conyenience | 
assumed that sum as a reasonable one, and [ have applied it equally to 
competitors, : 

- 
i 
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1875. 1876 

| ae Re A. 
ie 4 0 3 

78 O 62 
Peas harvested oF ao 4 
Peas pulled 4 2 4 

ss 35 0 34 
a+ } 22. 0 2 
_ | 10 

| Mangold ot a On 
Bitallow awodes . =3¢ See eee ed 8 

bo Ha o — Ss) Noe 

o SWOoOSCOCONrFNNA 

Seeds mown .. : i 
(Second time 16 acres) “ls \ 18 0 18 

Seeds grazed .. Fed here? sea Sos, | a0 9 
RE eeT 6. SOROS or.9 
Fallow borders AMS etd Or.42 

Total Ser Re atonal 196. 2 196 2 

Extra Crops. 

BESOCNIDS bcs) sec wk ee 35 0 28 0 
Vetch-turnips .. & O83, 83033. £10 4 0 
Sor) Ce en 5 0 5 0 

} Pea-rape .. : 5 (0 oy 50 
_ Pea-cabbage 22 Ne Femoral Br a 

Beeteminp eles Fes T..AN 2] le = 6 0 
BMRA tet Si carry=< ea ured css Be 10 0 

There was then, last year, a total of 68 acres of roots and rape. 
‘This year there will probably be no less than 81 acres (including 
stubble-turnips). I say “ probably,” because, of course, the oat- 
turnips and the bean-rape were not in at our July visit. Mr. 
ane informs me that about 70 to 80 acres is his maximum of 

increased to 90 acres. 
' Ido not think that any words of mine will add to the interest 
these figures ought to excite. The fact that on 200 acres of 
land, 60 to 80 acres of roots can be regularly taken, without 
interfering with the corn-cropping of the farm, is one well 
worthy of attention; and although few farmers, perhaps, may 
hhaye land so thoroughly adapted for the purpose as this farm, 

{ cannot doubt that with such management as is here ex- 

= Mr. Lane’s permission to publish the yield and price 
er acre of his various crops in 1875, and a glance at these will 

2m 2 
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convince my readers that if the farming is exceptional, so al 
must be the land which in the face of such a miserable sum ne ar 
could produce such an uniformly respectable result :— 

Yield. Price per Acre. 

Bushels, £ eva 
WiRGQEY os cee coer ccs 35 |. 2040500 

‘Beans: 22 jy scaetaneles 363 1010 0 

Peas erp has) 26" ise 36 ). dh oe 

Barley, 2a) | oo pease 52 12 7. 0 

The Horse Work of the farm is performed in a very superic 
manner. Eight cart-horses are kept. They are useful, but neithe 
remarkable nor showy animals, and the whole team-work devolves 
upon them, steam-power not being used. I have mentioned th 
only one ploughing 1 is given for. any crop, except under re 
extraordinary circumstances. The corn-drilling, the hors rs 
hoeing, and the ploughing are all splendidly executed § 
extreme precision of the drilling in particular could hardigl 
excelled, and this much facilitates the work of the horse-he 
which is certainly no less admirable. In the drill-work not 
handshake from one end of the field to the other is visible, an 
the horse-hoe when at work on peas or other crops cuts -_ 
very edge of the rows, and performs the operation in a man 
which could not be surpassed, if indeed it could be equal 
by the most careful manual labour. For mangolds and turn 
Mr. Lane prefers a swing horse-hoe on a pair of light hi 
wheels, which is made by Kitchen, of Stratford-on“Alvoal It 
a light pair of shafts, and, in addition to the shares for roost 
a set for corn. It is used also among the wheat and barley 
easy to guide close to the rows, and can be put thoroughly i 
the soil so as to gain a good tilth. The same hoe is used 
the winter-beans the first time, doing a wide row once and t 
of the narrow rows twice at each turn; but afterwards Cars 
and Toone’s hoe is used, as it has no wheels, and therefore de 
not injure the crop when the beans have got to some size. — 

Single-furrow ploughs are entirely used (Hornsby’s or Howa1 

being ‘preferred), because with them alone can the skimmer 
properly employed, and Mr. Lane is very careful on this point. 
To use his own words, “ Only by this means and by diligent 
forking can the land be kept clean when it is always in ¢ 
and it is so necessary to put below the surface any seedling 
couch or other weeds introduced by meadow-hay.” Three horses 
at length, are always used in ploughing according to the alme 
uniy ersal custom of the county. wm 
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_ The whole of the corn is cut by machines, and what with this 
and the extra crops the horses do not enjoy any sinecure, as may 
be imagined. ‘Their winter-keep consists of half a bushel of 
eld beans and half a bushel of Indian corn, with good clover 
between feeds, and bean or pea cavings and riddlings for supper. 
In the early part of the summer they live on the vetches which * 
are cut in the order named in describing that crop. When these 

' are finished, they are turned out on the lattermath clover, and 
still later down in the dairy-ground (near the house) to com- 
mence again with their corn-feeds. The work is very stiff after 
harvest to get the winter-bean land manured and ploughed, and 
the clover-leys broken up for wheat. 

Cattle—In November we found 66 head of cattle on the farm ; 
in May, 78, and in July, 66. They were thus divided :— 

| 
November, May, July, 

1875. 1876. 1876. | 
pare ers 

Dairycows .. .. .. | 13 12 12 
Feeding cattle .. .. | 15 | 24 20 
In-calf heifers gat es \ = } 
0 ae el 

Young grazers Sal 21 18 10 
Calves: .. .. 11 | 12 12 
Bull 1 1 1 

Jha) | ee 66 78 66 | 

The stock, which is entirely of the Shorthorn breed, is very 
The cows are of a capital roomy type, with large frames 

and good flesh. For the most part Mr. Lane rears, feeds, and 
finishes all the cattle bred upon the farm; but occasionally a lot 
of two or two-and-a-half year old grazing cattle are sold off to 
finish elsewhere. A bull of pure Shorthorn blood is always in 
use. At the present time a young bull of Bates’ blood, which was 
selected at the last Birmingham Show, is in service. Mr. Lane 
keeps rather a large dairy, it will be noticed, but does not sacri- 
'fice to that object the fleshy and feeding quality of his cattle, 
which are most of them of pure blood of various strains. The 

grazing land is more adapted for feeding draft cows than 
‘bullocks, and these are generally bought in for the purpose of 
fattening in the autumn or winter, and kept in the yards, where 
they get barley-straw and mangolds. The in-calves are kept in 

“the same way, and any showing want of condition get 3 lbs. or 
|4 Ibs. of linseed-cake, and a little flour from offals, and some of 
the worst of the hay till near calving, when they get the best 
hay and mangolds. Mr. Lane has a great idea of feeding the 
cake principally upon the land with sheep, and in other 

i 
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respects to make the farm “baste” itself, and therefore the 
keep of the cattle in the yards is not very high. The two-year- 
olds get about 4 lbs. of Rubsen rape-cake a day, with barley- 
straw and mangolds, and the other young stock a small quantity 

,of cake and hay. The home-bred heifers are kept, and for the 
most part drafted into the herd. In the meadow near the river, 
called “‘ Beef Leasow”—a good old Saxon name which still 
lingers on in the Midlands—we found 24 capital draft cows at 
our May inspection, in forward condition, and looking like 
paying money. The young stock was also generally good and 
fresh, especially 8 two-and-a-half year old steers, which Mr. 
Lane shortly afterwards disposed of. The upland pastures being 
somewhat liable to burn in a dry season, and the meadow-side 
ones to flood in a wet one, makes it rather difficult to stock 
the farm with cattle to advantage; and thus the head of stock 
has occasionally to be regulated in a rather different manner 
to that which Mr. Lane would desire. 

Sheep.—The sheep are entirely of the Oxford Down breed. 
The stock of sheep on the farm at each of the three inspections 
was :— 

November, | May, July, 

1875. 1876. 1876. 
ee a 

Feeding sheep diy aie ace} ap at | 
(Barren ewes) eee a 2 | Ls 0 

Breeding ewes Mh E 2 es aN 152 136 100 
MGM DS Uo, FADS MAE EATERS, AEM) 217 163 160 
CLAS IO pee) Wi ce mt Od 4 sri v 

(Theaves for flocks) . \ ale uf a 
INEM E mS) ASM RaeW SD | 3 3 3 

eee 1) oe ee 
Total erp su tas re 409 | 566 3445 7 

In looking at the July figures, it must be borne in mind that, 
except in a wet season, the sheep stock is reduced during the 
summer months to a minimum, as the breeding stock require all 
the land except that which is devoted to the feeding cattle. In 
autumn, with favourable prospects for the extra crops, the head 
of stock again increases, and occasionally from 600 to 700 sheep 
are on winter keep on the farm. . « 

All sheep bred on the farm, except those intended for addition 
to the flock, are sold off fat as clipped tegs in the spring months. 
The ewes are a capital lot, large framed sheep with plenty of 
quality, and evidence very careful selection. The rams for stock 
are bought in—Oxford Down sheep with the greatest frames, 
the most colour, and the best wool, being invariably selected ; 152 
ewes are annually put to the ram, 52 theaves being added each 

— 
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and the surplus culled. Each ram takes 50 ewes, or there- 
the latter receiving a mark according to the sheep with 

w they are assorted. The ewe-lambs intended for the flock 
—s early in the autumn, and receive slightly different 

ent from the remainder of the lambs which are intended 
for early mutton. These latter are carefully kept improving all 
through the winter, receiving at first about } lb. of rape-cake 
with turnips or rape, and a little clov er, and feenrde the spring 
getting cut mangolds, clover, and about } lb. of linseed-cake. 
® It will be sufficient ey + ee of the exthal feeding of these 

, if I mention that in May of the present year ; 100 were 
sold at Stratford, which averaged 73s. each out of the wool, 
and clipped 8 Ibs. of wool apiece. It is needless to say that 
such results as these are not attained without high feeding, 

Mr. Lane’s system did not strike us as at all extray ie 
and indeed the cake-bills alluded to further on will prove the 
economy with which it is carried out. The management of 
the sheep-stock all through seemed to the Judges admirable, 

received their almost unqualified commendation. I should 
d that 160 fat sheep had been sold off the farm between 

ierexabcr and May, it being Mr. Lane’s custom to buy and sell 
according to his keep. 

_ Swine.—Three breeding sows are kept, of a moderate size and 
feeding qualities, to consume (with their produce) the milk, 
&c. The youngare sold as soon as they will fetch 30s. a 
and the sows after the first farrow are fed for the house. 

__ I will now briefly allude to our three inspections of this farm. 
From the character of the land it was hardly to be expected that 
the flood of November, during which ovr visit was made, would 
€ause so much inconvenience to Mr. Lane as to some of the 
other competitors, and we found its principal ill-effect confined 
to the meadows, which were deeply covered with water, and from 
which, therefore, all the stock had been removed. No wheat or 
winter-beans had been sown; but the land was in a forward state 
of preparation, and postponement of seeding was preferred to 
planting the corn in an unsatisfactory condition. The he-tegs 
‘Were on bean-turnips, eating one-third of a pound of cake and 
half a pint of Indian corn. The ewes on the cabbage looked well 
and blooming, the ewe-tegs for flock were on rape after vetches, 
and were getting } lb. rape-cake and clover-hay. The swedes 
after seeds were very good. They were sown as late as the 20th 
of June, either 2 cwt. of Webb’s bone-manure, or 1 cwt. of nitrate 
of soda, and 1 ecwt. of “ Penguin” guano having been used with 
them. The cabbages after peas (pulled for market), 34 feet apart 
oy way, were large and formed a very substantial addition to 
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the food of the farm. The ewes on them got J Ib. of rape-c ke 
and 3 pint of Indian corn. The mangold crop was not yet hi: 
vested, but a portion of the Long Red had been tested for Messrs 
Webb’ s prize, with the result I have mentioned before of nearly 
50 tons per acre. 

In May 163 lambs were alive from 152 ewes put to the 
Twelve of the theaves had proved barren, and 4 ewes had di 
during the winter or in lambing. Tegs were being clipped 
weekly for the Stratford Market. They were now on mangold: 
and their extra food has been previously mentioned. ome 
clipped tegs bought in since our previous inspection were z 
being marketed, and were leaving their wool and 4s. or 5s. 3 
head for about two months’ keep. The horned stock gene 
was in good condition, and the dairy cows especially taking 
The crops were generally looking fairly, though some of them 
were a little weedy. The wheat had all been harrowed, t 
little of it hoed. Beans and peas were being hand- and horse 
hoed, and were looking well. The barley (some of which had 
only been sown a fortnight) was only just peeping, and th 
mangold just showing from the ground. On a 20-acre piece of 
wheat, part of which had been sown after beans and peas, and 
part after bean-turnips, we had an opportunity of comparing 
the two crops, and it must be confessed that, so far as apf par 
ances then went, it was in favour of the former. The wheat h 
much of ita ence link yellow cast, and from the small quan tit 
of seed used did not make so much show as most of that in th 
neighbourhood. 

In July the farm was unmistakably suffering from droughi 
which had somewhat severely affected this part of Warwickshire 
and was of course peculiarly felt on this description of lan 
The wheat, however, had grown into a grand crop with littl 
exception. A large proportion of “ Scotch Square Head,” whic 
I believe to be the same as “ Scholey’s Square Head,” described iz 
Mr. Morton’s Report in this ‘ Journal’ (vol. x., N.S., p. 102, 1874 
had been sown, and was especially promising. An 18-acre p' 
(Orchard Close) might probably fairly be estimated at 48 bushel 
an acre. Peas had been pulled for the Birmingham Market, ai 
had realised 12/. per acre, the purchaser paying all cost of gath or 
ing, and leaving the whole of the haulm and many stall f 
This land had already been cultivated, and was awaiting a show 
for mustard and rape to be drilled upon it. The bean-turnip 
were sadly in want of rain, and although there appeared to be ; 
fair plant, it was too soon to say at present whether there would 
be acrop of them. The swedes after clover were, however, set out, 
and only wanted a shower to ensure their safety. Green Glob 
turnips were just coming up after vetches ; and swedes after rye, 

ee ee —— 
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though a good plant, called unmistakably for rain. The fallow 
swedes were somewhat backward; but the mangolds were all 
good and forward. The beans were well podded and free from 
fly; and the peas for a crop were just fit to cut and very promis- 
ing. The drought had affected the barley and oats very consider- 
ably, and some of the former (after mangolds) put in late was 
prematurely ripening before it was well in ear. The hay and 
clover were in stack, and a large rick of the latter had evidently 
been somewhat hastily put together, the symptoms of “ undue 
warmth” being very marked. It is only fair to say that Mr. 
Lane had this season adopted an American unloading fork, and 

) was, perhaps, hardly prepared for the amount of work which 
that implement will accomplish ; hence, possibly, this result. 

_ The clover lattermaths were much burned up with the recent 
heat. The stock were in good condition, The lambs, now 
numbering 160, were on grass, and getting a mixture of oats, 

/ maize, and bran mixed. ‘The theaves for the flock excited our 
special admiration, as they did in May. Eleven heifers in-calf 

were running in “the Park” with the breeding cows, and, 
_ together with the rest of the yearling heifers and steers, made a 
very pretty lot of cattle. The horses were in the enjoyment of 

_a temporary rest previous to the commencement of harvest, 
_ which would begin in a few days. 

It was plain that this was not a very favourable season for the 
inspection of a farm worked on the “extra crop” system, and 

_ that the continued drought and heat had somewhat seriously 
affected some of its prospects. There is a Kentish saying 
relative to the Isle of Thanet—‘ When England wrings, the 

_ island sings ;” and with equal truth it could probably be said 
of Broom Court Farm, that the rains of the last season, which 
/ on many lands caused such ruin and desolation, were on this 
| description only harbingers of prosperity. That they caused 
_ no loss is proved, I think, by the almost uniform character of 
| the crops in 1875, as given above. It is to be feared that the 
present season will hardly prove so satisfactory. 

The expenditure on cake, corn, and artificial manure is very 
) moderate. For the last four years it has been as follows :— 

Cake and Artificial. Corn, Bran, Grinding, &c. 

a £) Ss.0ide 
1 EE 6 ccc | payee) 106 5 9 

- RS P-3 rr 138 0 0 108 3 8 

TRLOT OS 66 ae Se fe | 228 16 10 126 12 4 

(5. U6 20 Cassie | 221 12 2 83 19 8 
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- The average of cake and artificial manure has thus been 
1781. 10s., of which the manure has cost about 80/., and 
of corn, whether grown on the farm or purchased otherwi 
1061. 5s. 4d. The total is therefore 2847. 15s. 4d. 

The usual labour employed on the farm is that of 10 m on, 
4 women, and 4 boys. There are four neat and most comfort- 
able cottages, for which rent is paid by Mr. Lane, and which 
are relet by him to his men at 1s. 6d. per week. Every ire 
has its own cistern and back offices, and contains five rooms, of 
which three are bedrooms. ‘There is also a good-sized and pro 
ductive garden attached to each. The shepherd and the two 
cattlemen occupy three of these, and a waggoner the othe 
The wages paid are :-— 

1 shepherd, 17s. 
2 cowmen, 17s. each. 
1 waggoner, 17s. 
1 under ditto, 12s. 
3 labourers, 15s. each. 
3 Irishmen, 15s. each in summer only. 

The Irishmen have come regularly to Mr. Lane for 20 years 
Boys get 5s., 6s., and 7s. Women get ordinarily 10d. pe 
diem, but in hay-time 1s., and 7s. 6d. instead of an allowance 
of beer. Men get li. for beer in hay-time, and boys 5s. each. 
Harvest is put out to get in stack at about 15s. per acre some- 
times; at others the corn is put out to bind—6s. 6d. is th 
price given in this case; but able-bodied men get 30s. a week 
certain for the harvest-month, and boys about double th eit 
ordinary wages. The hours of work for men are from 6 to 5.é 
in summer, andl for women from 8 to 5. 

Gates, Fences, and Roads.—The gates are good. The fan 
road running almost through the centre of the arable land 
before mentioned) is an excellent one. In addition to this, there 
is the drive up to the house, through the pretty pasture ed 
the Park, which is well kept. The hedges are principally of 
whitethorn, and are trimmed and kept in sufficiently good order. 
The general rule is to trim them after haymaking and again at 
Michaelmas. They are also forked and cleaned reeulesiya 
required previous to the cropping of the land. The fields 2 
for the most part large and convenient for cultivation, and hen 
is very little waste of any description on the farm. The y is 
and farm premises are remarkably tidy, and the general aspe ct 
of the farm neat and well-ordered. ot 

Book-Keeping.—Capital books are kept. ‘ Taylor's Farm 
and Labour Account-Book,’ which is of a very simple character, 
is used. It shows in a handy form the principal .items of t 

a 
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accounts. Mr. Lane was kind enough to furnish us with very 
ample particulars for the last four years, and to give us every 
information which we desired. We were, therefore, left in no 
doubt of the profitable character of his management, of which, 
however, after an inspection of his farm, there could be little 
question. 

From the accounts we learned that the average value (for the 
last four years) of meat and wool produced on the farm has 
been 3/. 3s. an acre, reckoned on the whole area of the farm. 
It must be borne in mind, in considering these figures, that Mr. 
Lane’s is very high rented land, and that his object is, therefore, 
to “make the farm support itself” as much as possible. His 
outlay in cakes and feeding-stuffs is therefore an extremely 
moderate one. A comparison must not be drawn between land 
on which a very large outlay in stock-food is absolutely required 

| to make it productive, and this, in which such extra outlay may 
be said to go in the shape of rent. Here is land which is let 
at a price which would be looked upon as excessive in some 
parts of England, because, to use a common. phrase, “it will 
grow anything.” Swedes, mangolds, wheat, barley, beans, peas, 
nothing comes amiss to it; and although it undoubtedly requires 
good farming, such an outlay as in Norfolk would be profitable, 
would here be ruinous. The figures, therefore, must be con- 
sidered in connection with the cake bills ; and when it is remem- 
bered that hay and clover are often sold in sufficient quantity 
to pay the whole of these, it must, I think, be admitted, that 
in the most important matter of the present day, viz., the pro- 
duction of meat, Mr. Lane takes a very satisfactory position. 

In concluding the Report on this farm, I cannot help men- 
_ tioning the great help which Mr. Lane receives from his two 

| sons, Mr. Arthur Lane and Mr. Douglas Lane, who are at present 

_ his assistants in the business. The most important operations 
_ of the farm had been most skilfully directed, and in some cases 
_ performed by them, and it was a pleasure to the Judges to 

| receive the intelligent explanations, which they were always 
ready to offer, of each particular of the farm practice. Mr. 

| Lane’s is no ordinary farm, and careless indeed must be the 
man who does not carry away some useful lessons and some 

| thoughtful reflections from its survey. Although in point of 
| cleanliness it hardly reached the high standard attained by Mr. 

Stilgoe, or the still greater perfection of Mr. Adkins’ occupation, 
' and is therefore less fitted to undergo the prying researches which 
| it was our duty to carry out ; and although in some other matters 
it fell, in our opinion, somewhat below the First Prize Farm 
| in merit, in all the essentials of profitable farming it must be 
admitted to a very high rank. Without interfering with a course 
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‘which has been proved in this locality to produce the best results” 
as far as corn-crops are concerned, Mr. Lane manages to put about 
two-fifths of his land annually under root-culture, and this, by a 
process, which is not only ingenious, but which is skilfully 
carried out, and which must add ina material degree to the meat- 
producing capacity of the farm. It was with much pleasure that 
we awarded the Second Prize of 50/. to Mr. Lane, and I shall 
have failed in my intention if I have not conveyed to my readers 
some idea of an admirable farm with much that is interesting, 
and even striking, about it, and which is under a spirited, origi- 
nal, and thoroughly practical and business-like management. 

Mr. J. C. Apxins’ Farm. 

Special Prize of 251. for Cleanliness of Crops, excellent Manage- 
ment of Fences, Roads, and Gates, and general Neatness. 

Milcote Farm is about 2 miles south of Stratford, and a short 
<listance from the road leading from that town in the direction 
of Chipping Campden. About a mile south of Stratford the 
Avon becomes the boundary of the county separating it from 
Gloucestershire, but a small spur of Warwickshire is just here 
projected across the river, and is almost entirely occupied by 
the Milcote Farm. It consists of 278 acres of arable land and 
95 acres of pasture, but a small quantity of land adjoining the 
town of Stratford (and held under another owner) is farmed in 
conjunction with this occupation, and the total area is, there- 
fore, 393 acres, of which 288 are arable and 105 pasture. It 
should also be mentioned that Mr. Adkins occupies about 30 
acres of grass land (his own property) at Mickleton, about 3}. 
miles’ distance from Milcote, but in another county. 

The house is at the north-eastern corner of the farm, in rather 
a low situation, close to the small river Stour, a tributary of the: 
Avon, which, up to its junction with that river forms the north- 
eastern boundary of the farm, after which the Avon becomes” 
its limit on that side, whilst the road between the villages of 
Clifford Chambers and Welford skirts its southern confines. 
Its bounds are, therefore, very distinctly marked. ‘The whole 
of the lower portions in the neighbourhood of the Stour and the 
Avon are occupied by the meadow lands, and the arable part 
of the farm lies on a very gentle slope rising from the valley to- 
the south. The Stratford and Honeybourne branch of the 
Great Western Railway, which here closely hugs the Avon 
valley, runs through the farm, dividing for some distance the 
meadow from the arable land, and intersecting the latter at one 
corner in its course. The Milcote Station of this line is a short 
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distance beyond the north-western extremity of the farm, and 
about a mile and a quarter from the house. 

The farm is extremely compact and well laid out (see Fig. 3, 
p- 931), the whole of the arable land being contiguous, and only 
two grass fields, which lie in the highest part, being separated 
from the remainder of the pasture. With this slight exception, 
the whole of the upper lands are under the plough. The fields 
are large, the fences straight, and the appearance of the farm is 
exceedingly taking. 

The soil is for the most,part a very fertile productive loam of 
a reddish-brown colour, with plenty of consistency, and mixed 
with stones, generally of a smooth character. A little of the 
upper part of the farm is upon the Lias formation, the junction. 
of which with the Sandstone occurs here; but as the Lias clay 
is overlain with gravelly drift, the soil does not differ in this 
part so materially from the remainder of the farm as to require 
any special treatment. 
A beautifully kept farm-road extends the entire length of the 

occupation, dividing it into two pretty equal portions, and adding 
very much to its facilities for cultivation. There are two sets of 
buildings, one near the residence, the other at the opposite end 
of the farm, and adjoining the road just mentioned. The build- 
ings are sufficient, but of an ordinary character, and the house is 
acomfortable and pleasant residence, suitable for the occupation. 

The farm has been in the occupation of Mr. Adkins’ family 
during the whole of the present century, and the name of 
Mr. John C. Adkins, of Milcote (the father of the present 
tenant), who died in 1871, will be widely remembered in con- 
nection with his famous herd of Shorthorns. The memory of 
this estimable man, however, still lingers on in other quarters 
than “ Shorthorn” society, and in our intercourse with Warwick- 
shire men many were the lips which bore testimony to his 
kindness and his worth as a man, no less than to the splendid 
character of his management as a farmer. In this latter respect 
he was, perhaps, almost unrivalled in his county, whilst as a 
Shorthorn breeder the memory of his “ Charmers” and his 
“ Sweethearts” is too fresh to render it anything but presump- 
tion on my part to eulogise his herd.* 

* Tn 1843 Mr. Adkins (who had for many years before that been a breeder of pure 
Shorthorns of Colling’s blood) got the strain which made his herd so famous. In 
that year, at the sale of the Right Hon. Charles Arbuthnot’s cattle at Woodford, he 
bought “Charmer,” a granddaughter of “ Sylph,” and in 1847 bred ‘* Sweetheart” 
from her by “ Accordion.” The celebrated bull, “ Earl of Dublin,” was bought 
from Mr. Stephenson. In 1854 Mr. Strafford sold the herd, which had accumu- 
lated to too great proportions for the farm, but this blood was retained. At this 
sale 36 cows and heifers and 10 bulls made about 30 guineas a-piece. On 
March 28th, 1860, Mr. Strafford again officiated with 51 head-of cattle. On this 
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of Mr. J. C. Adkins, ton O 3.—Plan of Milcote Farm, in the Occupat 

The grass land is shaded, and the arable land left Plain. 
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The Milcote Farm is held, under a. yearly tenancy, of the 
Hon. Mortimer Sackville West, of Knole, Sevenoaks, and there 
is no restriction as to cropping or to selling hay or straw. 
Mr. Adkins, however, never avails himself of the latter privilege 
nor does he deviate from the common six-course system of the 
county under any circumstances. That course, as I have hac 

occasion to mention before in connection with the first two 
Prize-farms, is (1) Roots; (2) Barley; (3) Seeds ; (4) Whea’ 
(5) Beans or Peas; (6) Wheat. On the occasion of a change o 
tenancy on this estate there is a very singular custom as regards 
the root-crop, and one which must be very prejudicial to the 
interests of at least the outgoing tenant. ‘The mangolds or 
swedes are not valued, but the incomer only pays for seed and 
acts of husbandry. The cultivation of these crops is carried out 
with such similarity to that which I have described on the other 
prize-farms, that it would be tedious and unprofitable to enter 
into minute details. I shall, therefore, content myself with a 
few notes on the general features of the management. : 

Absolute cleanliness having been for many years one of the 
principal characteristics of this farm, the wheat-stubbles require 
very little attention previous to the root-crop. They are, never- 
theless, of course, carefully looked over, and manured with about 
15 loads of well-made dung per acre. ‘They are only once 
ploughed. Of the 40 or 45 acres which come in for roots, abou 
30 are allotted to mangolds, for which the land is splendidly 
adapted. These are sown, if possible, as early as the last week 
in March, at a distance of about 27 inches on the flat, no 
artificial manure being used. The Yellow Globe is the usual 
variety, and the quality of the roots generally is very fine. They 
are put out in the spring to men to set out, single, and finall 
clean at 12s. an acre; and about 13s. is paid in November for 
taking up, topping, and heaping. Swede sowing commences 
immediately the mangolds are got in, the land having beer 
treated in a precisely similar manner. About 4 acres of the 
root land is annually cropped with cabbages, which grow an 
immense bulk of very valuable keep. These are planted early 
in March, the land having been carefully marked out previously 

occasion no less than 31 were pure “Charmers,” and these averaged 691. a-head. 
8 of the “ Frill” family made 561. a-piece. The average of the whole of the cows 
and heifers was 661. 17s. 2d. (a very large sum in those days), and that of 
entire herd 611. 18s, 2d. 

In 1868 (March 25) a third sale of 47 head took place, when Mr. Strafford 
stated that his instructions were to sell all the herd with the exception of one 
cow for the dairy. Many of the animals were again of Sylph blood. The averag 
of the cows and heifers this time was $5l. 11s. 6d., and 15 bulls averaged 52/.-10s. — 
a-piece. These figures are, I think, interesting as showing the rise in the value 
of these families. It would be still more interesting to know what they would 
fetch at the present time. 
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with a drill, with the coulters set at 3 feet, and the first mark 
being crossed at right angles by the same process. The cab- 
bages are planted exactly at the intersection of the coulter-marks, 
and can therefore be horse-hoed in four different directions. As 
a matter of fact, however, two turns with the hoe are generally 
found sufficient, taking the course of the drill, and the remainder 
of the cleaning is very easily accomplished by hand. They are 
fit to stock about Michaelmas. A few white turnips for early 
feed are also sown in this break as soon as the first week in 
May. Their cultivation does not differ from that of the swedes 
and mangolds. The swede-crop of 1875 was very fine, the roots 
being large and of good quality. The mangolds and cabbage 
were also capital crops. About one-third of the mangolds and 
swedes are carted off the land, and the remainder consumed by 
sheep upon it. 

Barley is sown as early as the land will work. Three bushels 
is the usual seeding, and the sort favoured is Hallett’s Pedigree. 
The mixture of seeds in laying down the land with clover is 
3 lbs. broad, 4 lbs. White Dutch, 4 lbs. trefoil, and 1 peck of 
rye-grass. This very liberal seeding i is apparently well paid for. 
Nowhere did we see more luxuriant seeds, or a more perfect 
plant, than on Mr. Adkins’ farm at our May visit. About half 
the acreage of seeds is grazed, and half kept for clover-hay, and 
the steam-plough is occasionally called into requisition to break 
up the grazed seed-land for wheat. About 21 acres had been 
thus steam-ploughed at our November visit, and the work was 
well executed at a depth of about 7 inches. 

Browick Red Wheat is sown, the quantity of seed used being 
24 bushels an acre. The wheat is always harrowed in spring, 
and generally also hoed at a cost of 4s. an acre. It is cut by a 
Hornsby’s ** Governor” machine nearly always, but, when this 
‘is impracticable, it costs 18s. to 20s. an acre to reap it by hand. 
The stubbles are again looked over, and the land manured for 
beans and peas at the rate of 12 or 14 loads per acre. The peas 
are planted early in February, and 3 bushels of seed is the quan- 
tity drilled. A piece of 32 acres sown with “ Nimble Tailors ” 
‘this year excited our special admiration, being not only the 
forwardest, but also the most perfect, plant which it was possible 
to look over. These were hoed at a cost of 4s. per acre. Winter 
beans are the favourite variety; they are sown at the rate of 
4 bushels an acre, and hoed as often as required at a cost 
of 4s. per acre each time. Wheat again follows, and completes 

_ the rotation. 
In describing this commonplace routine I am aware that I 

fail in giving any accurate impression of this remarkable farm. 
Before proceeding, therefore, to describe the stock, let me enter 
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into some detail as to its most characteristic features, viz., it 
exceeding cleanliness, and the beautiful character of its fence 
and roads. In these particulars Mr. Adkins is princeps (1 migh 
almost say facile princeps) among the very clean and excellent 

farmers who entered into the competition. In a e 
a _pea-stubble of nearly 30 acres, ploughed for wheat at 
November visit, we essayed the difficult task of finding a pie 
of couch. Spreading ourselves out we marched across the field 
and it was not until we had arrived at its ae Q 
were about to quit it, that one small sprig was discovered, and 
unearthed, to the unutterable dismay of the faxmibaikifi whe 
accompanied us. This had, doubtless, found its way from the 
neighbouring hedge-row close to; but the audacity of the plant 
taking root at all in such hallowed precincts seemed <a 
upset the equanimity of our companion, who made seve 
allusions dates on to “that bit of squitch” which “he could r 
get over.” * At the same visit, with our eyes well open, we onl: 
spat iy three thistles on the entire farm. Such admirable 

cleanliness as this deserves a record. It is told of the late 
Mr. J. C. Adkins that, riding over a field of peas in earl 
spring, he discovered a dock, whereupon, without marking the 
spot, es despatched a blenin to search for the intruder. Affe 
three or four days of diligent quest it was detected and born 
home in triumph, where, no doubt, it still remains among # 
family curiosities. The story is good enough to be true, ant 
indeed, may very readily be believed when the present conditi 
of the farm has been examined. The same gentleman had als 
a theory about the eradication of thistles, which has always bee 
carefully acted upon at Milcote with the results above men 
tioned. Cast-iron shares are never allowed on the ploughs, bi 
wrought ones substituted. It seems highly probable that 
blunt cast-iron shares, so commonly used, may have a tendene 
to push a tough root like a thistle on one side instead of cutti 
it. But, however that may be, Mr. Adkins’ theory and 
practice went hand in hand, and the result is an entire freede 
from this troublesome weed. ae 

But cleanliness is not the only characteristic of the far 
The hedges are almost uniformly, in neatness and evenness, 
less than in freedom from weeds, all that could possibly | 
desired. In this department also the hand of Mr. Adk 
father is visible. It was by him that these beautiful lines » 
quick were planted, and by him that they were nursed into f 
present mature growth. They are trimmed only once a yea 

* This poor fellow, whose name was David Hodges, and who had been t 
the farm for twenty-seven years, shortly after our November visit left Mr. . 
service, and very soon afterwards died somewhat suddenly. . 

i 
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between Michaelmas and Christmas—and the borders are forked 
as often as required. Along these fences are seen at intervals 
upright stones, which mark two-acre plots or lands. Thus not 
only does the labourer know what work he is doing, but the 
bailiff can also keep a close watch upon the amount done. 
Mr. Adkins keeps a book containing a general plan of the farm, 
and a separate one of each field with these divisions distinctly 
marked. 

_ The road, which I have before alluded to, and which traverses 
the occupation to the length of full three-quarters of a mile, is also 
a most creditable feature of the occupation, being kept in splen- 
did repair with stones from the fields, which are, fortunately, 
very suitable for the purpose. The total waste of the whole 
farm, including roads and hedges, is only 9 acres (see p. 530). 
_ The grass land is, for the most part, of good quality. The 
meadows bordering the Avon are liable to floods, and last year 
a large quantity of hay was floated away. They grow fine crops 
of grass, however, and do not require dressing with manure. 
The two upland grass fields are very useful pastures, and were 
probably originally selected for that purpose from the strength 
of the Lias subsoil. About 50 acres of the meadows are annually 
mown, and the remainder grazed with cattle and sheep. The 
whole of the grass land is neat, and free from weeds. 
_ Live Stock.—The large number (for the occupation) of 12 work- 
ing horses are kept. They are useful but not showy animals. 
The ploughing is all done by four horses at length. Only 3 roods 
a day is accomplished in this manner. In summer the horses 
work from 7 A.M. to 12 noon, and from 1 P.M. to 5 P.M. ; in winter 
one yoking from 7 A.M. to 3 P.M. There is little summer-work 
except horse-hoeing. The winter-work is, of course, somewhat 
severe. Their. summer-keep is lucerne, of which I should have 
mentioned that 4 acres is grown. In winter they get 1 bushel of 
maize and } bushel of beans. They never get hay or clover in 
the yards, but bean- or pea-straw is given in the racks at night. 
They lie out in the yards all the year round. 
_Cattle.—About 20 cows are annually put to the bull, and their 

ce reared. They are all ordinary Shorthorn cattle and have 
or some few years past been crossed with a polled Angus bull 
f Mr. M‘Combie’s breed. The result has been some animals 
hich are by .no means taking to the eye, and which cannot 
uthfully be described as encouraging to experimental breeders. 
king at the beautiful crosses which are seen in Scotland and 

the North of England—the blue-greys and blue-roans, which are 
highly appreciated by the grazier—one is irresistibly led to 
e conclusion that in this case the cross is the wrong way, and 
t polled Angus or Galloway cows to a pure Shorthorn bull 

2N 2 
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would have produced a more satisfactory-result. It was certainly 
with some feeling of disappointment that, on this famous farm, 
so celebrated in the annals of Shorthorn breeding, we viewed this 
degenerated herd, and our disappointment was perhaps increased 
by the fact that few of the animals were good of their respective 
sorts,* The following is Mr. Adkins’ method with his herd: 
20 cows are put to the bull, and the drafts are fed on this farm or 
at Mickleton (the off-lying grass land mentioned previously), as 
the keep admits. Five cows are always kept at Stratford, from 
which land the milk is sold at 1s. per gallon; the remaining 15 
are kept at Milcote, and these rear their own calves, and also 
some other Shorthorn heifer-calves, bought in for addition to the 
dairy. The cross-bred heifer-calves are also put to the bull and 
sold together with their produce, Mr. Adkins not being desirous 
of carrying the cross further. The 15 Milcote cows generally 
rear about 25 to 30 calves in a year. The steers are all kept 
for farm-stock, and are generally disposed of as stores at about 
the age of 24 years; a lot of 8 had been sold, just before our 
May visit, at 17/. 12s. 6d. a head. The winter-keep of the 
young cattle consists of barley-straw, mangolds, and a small 
quantity of cotton- or linseed-cake, and the cows are kept on 
somewhat similar food. Not much winter-feeding is prac- 
tised, and beyond the points I have mentioned there is little in 
the management of the stock which is noticeable. The herd in 
May consisted of 21 calves and 31 older cattle, of which 26 were — 
heifers and cows, in-milk or in-calf. 

Sheep.—200 ewes are put to the ram. ‘The flock is a cross- 
bred one between the Cotswold and the Hampshire Downs, but 
they have been bred Jong enough here to acquire some local 
notoriety as “ Milcote Downs.” They are somewhat lighter in 
face than the general run of the Oxfords in this neighbourhood. 
Upon the whole they are very good sheep, with plenty of size, 
and showing alsoa good deal of quality. A few selected Hamp- 
shire Down ewes are annually or occasionally purchased, and 
these are put to a pure Cotswold tup for the purpose of breeding 
rams for the flock. A large head of sheep is kept upon the farm, 
as will be gathered from the following figures, which show the 
stock at our May visit :— 

, 

* Mr, Adkins related a curious circumstance to us in connection with his late 
father’s herd. Polled Angus heifers of Mr. M‘Combie’s breed were introduced at 
Milcote as ordinary farm stock, after the dispersion of the main portion of the 
Shorthorn herd in 1868, and crossed with a Shorthorn bull. The same bull was 
used upon the Shorthorns, and produced calves of that breed with black muzzles. - 
Such abnormal phenomena were observed as long since as the days of Jacob ; but 
it is curious to find them exemplified among our most valued races of cattle in 
our own time. 
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In addition to these, which formed the regular winter-stock, 
46 fat tegs had been clipped and sold previous to our inspection, 
and also 32 fat ewes had been sold in the wool. Considering 
the very large number of sheep bred and reared upon the farm, 
the flock presented a most healthy and satisfactory appearance. 
About 60 of the best ewe tegs are drafted into it every year. 
Lambing begins early in February and the lambs are weaned on 
seeds as soon as there is a meadow cleared to find room for the 
ewes; the weaning-time is, therefore, somewhat late. Two ozs. 
of linseed-cake are shortly afterwards given to the lambs, and 
about Michaelmas they go on the cabbages, where their keep 
is somewhat improved. In November, on swedes, they were 
getting 3 ozs. per diem of cake; shortly after this time half 
a pint of peas was added, and when they get on cut mangolds 
2 ozs. of cotton-cake further. The highest price of these sheep 
out of the wool in the present spring was 75s., and the average 
of 245, sold by auction at Stratford, was 62s. The amount of 
mutton made upon the farm is thus very considerable, without 
an extravagant outlay on foods, the roots being so excellent 
in quality. 

The sum spent in cake and corn during the last four years is 
as follows :— 

| | Cakes. Corn. 

| } £ £ 
1871-2.. | 20 10 0 233 

| if72S... «<1 .. | 130 0 0 294 
| ih. | 1 8 ‘963 | 

WES ..7 ks | 112 1 0 275 

The average of cake and corn has, therefore, been 439/. 1s. 3d. 
The outlay in artificial manure is next to nothing, averaging for 
the four years about 15/. per annum. The fertility of the land, 
therefore, may be said to depend in some degree upon the ex- 
penditure in cake and corn which I have named, and that must 
be considered very reasonable. The production of meat and 
wool upon the farm is very large, amounting to 3/. 15s. 6d. per 
acre. This capital result is in a great degree attributable to the 
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very large flock which is maintained ; and taken in connection - 
with the foregoing figures, showing so moderate an expenditure 
in artificial foods, Kc., it is exceedingly creditable, and places 
this farm in a very high class in this particular. 
Labour.—Six cottages are held with the farm and occupied by 

labourers at the very low rent of 1s. a week. About six regular 
day labourers are employed, besides waggoner, shepherd, cowman, 
and three hired youths at 10s. a week and 2/. at Michaelmas. 
The labourers get 13s. a week when by the day, and 21s. a week 
at haymaking. The stockmen get 18s. a week the year round, 
and no beer. The hours of work are from seven to five, with one 
hour out for dinner ; in haymaking from six till dark. The har- 
vest is let to the men (a machine for cutting being found) at 
16s. per acre, to get into stack, without beer. The following 
extras are paid to the stockmen, instead of beer: shepherd, 20s. 
for lambing ; cowmen, 20s. for cows calving ; waggoners, 20s. for 
drilling. Mr. Adkins has abolished the beer system on his farm, 
and wisely substituted money payments. He informs us that so 
enormous was this evil in days gone by, when the men had 
unlimited beer at hay and harvest, &c., that he has known two 
hogsheads of beer to go in one day, and one man to carry away 
nine gallons in the same time for his own consumption! In those 
days food was also given in haytime and in harvest to 70 or 80 
reapers. The stockmen also had two or three meals a week in 
the house all the year round. 

The present amount spent in Labour is very large :—- 

Le eee 
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The average of the four years has been 1070. 5s.—but this 
includes the 30 acres of pasture land at Mickleton—or 27. 10s. 6d. 
per acre on the whole occupation. Carrying out the same process 
as was adopted in Mr. Lane’s and Mr. Stilgoe’s cases, and 
reckoning 10s. per acre for the cost of the pasture, we have the 
somewhat alarming figures of 3/. 10s. 10d. as the labour-bill upon 
the arable land. 1 will not enlarge upon this subject, but will 
proceed briefly to sum up our notes. 

We had no opportunity of seeing the corn-crops of 1875, but, 
judging from the stubbles, they must have been very fine. I lawl 
already adverted to the extreme cleanliness which was observed 
at the autumn inspection. The root-crops were all good, the 
mangolds a heavy crop of excellent quality, and the cabbages 
remarkably fine ; the stock was in good thriving order. Neither 
wheat nor winter beans were yet sown. 
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In May we found the corn-crops, without exception, looking 
well—the fat tegs, for clipping, in a yard eating cut mangolds, 
which were very sound and good. The ewes and lambs were 
‘on the upland pastures, which are most inappropriately called 
“Thistly grounds.” The cabbage was all planted, and the turnips, 
swedes, and mangolds just showing themselves. 

The July inspection saw the May promises fully realised. 
eldom have we seen grander crops of wheat and more promising 

ones of barley than adorned these fields. ‘The wheat especially 
‘was erect, reedy in the straw, with finely developed ears filled with 
plump grain. Of barley there was just enough for quality with 
a good yield. The root-crops were promising, though somewhat 
‘needing rain, and the whole aspect of the farm was prosperous, 
‘neat, and business-like. I must not omit to notice a pen of 
‘shearling rams (of which Mr. Adkins annually breeds a few for 
‘market), which were fine big sheep, and did credit to the Milcote 
flock. The “ Nimble Tailor” peas were fit to cut, and in looking 
over the large field which they covered scarcely a weed was to 

_ be seen. 
_ Ihave said enough to show that this beautiful farm, with its 
splendid crops (which were certainly not excelled by any which 
we saw in the county) and its perfect cleanliness, together with 
the excellence of its fences, roads, and gates, merits the highest 
commendation. When, however, we came to inquire into the 
cost at which this fine appearance is maintained, we were unani- 

| mously of opinion that it was beyond the means of most tenant- 
farmers to meet such expenses and at the same time, make a 
livelihood. The cost of labour and the great expenditure of 
horse-power were matters which it was impossible for us to 
omit in our estimate of the general management of the farm ; 
and high as was our appreciation of its many merits, these cir- 
cumstances, coupled with the indifferent character of the cattle, 

reluctantly compelled us to withhold from Mr, Adkins the more 
prominent position which he would otherwise undoubtedly have 
taken in the competition; but we had the greatest pleasure in 

| recommending that the extra Prize of 25/. for special merit be 
‘ awarded to him, and we believe that—these drawbacks ex- 
cepted—it would be hard to find a farm distinguished by such 

| excellent crops, by such perfect cleanliness, and by the many 
other meritorious details, to which I have had occasion to 

allude. 

Mr. WAKEFIELD’s AND Mr. Simpson’s FArms. 

The other two farms which entered into this competition, and 
which are both upon the estate of Lord Leigh, perhaps deserve 
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more than a passing notice; but after the length to which this 
Report has already extended, I shall only make a brief allusion 
to them. Fletchamstead Hall, in the occupation of Mr. William — 
Twycross Wakefield, is about 24 miles west of Coventry, and 
adjoins the main line of the London and North-Western Railw 
to Birmingham. It consists of 218 acres of arable land and 242 
of pasture, making a total of 460 acres. The land varies a good ; 
deal, some of it being heavyish marl and other lighter turnip-soil. 
A good deal of the grass land (of which it will be observed there 
is a large proportion) is of inferior quality, but the arable land 
is of a kind which, with careful management, grows excellent } 
crops of wheat, of barley, of beans and peas, and of roots. The | 
six-course system is adopted, and the following is the usual 
acreage of cropping :— , 

CAG is. (6 Ses Bias. Vise a as ok Seen eee “30 ; 
Barley’ 7s." ser css seis | aed” hatiaa ee eee ee : 
Bettas! 80) 1 271 Aes’ ae ~ 
Oats ) foe hy iets el ap 
Swedes, mangold or turnips... .. .. .. 25 
Rape catch crop, =e. joss) pussies anise Ronee 4 

Mr. Wakefield is emphatically an improving tenant, and great 
alterations have been carried out on the farm during his occupa- 
tion. A large amount of draining has been executed by him, 
the landlord finding tiles ; and many fences have been grubbed — 
up and fields thrown together with the object of improved culti- — 
vation. Steam-power is occasionally used for breaking up wheat- _ 
stubbles and two years’ seeds. A large quantity of night-soil is 
brought from Coventry ; some of it is used for dressing the 
mowing-meadows, the remainder being applied to the arable — 
land. Grains are used to a great extent, and the stock of cattle — 
being very large, there is a considerable expenditure in other 
kinds of food also. 

_ The amount so spent amounted in 1875 to 4081. 6s. 7d., besides 
which corn, to the value of 2297. 14s., the growth of the farm, 
was consumed. The manure-bill is also large, amounting in the 
same year to 3581. 19s. 3d. 

There were 94 cattle in stock in May, all Shorthorns of a very 
useful quality. Several of these were barren cows, which were 
grazing and being fattened off. The cattle and sheep were nearly 
all getting more or less cake or corn on the Jand. <A few dairy 
cows are kept and their calves reared, but Mr. Wakefield’s general 
practice is to buy and sell, according to his keep; &c. The 
sheep-stock amounted to 398 in November and 335 in May. A 
flock of 130 Oxford ewes is kept, and their lambs go away as 
fat tegs. 

Mr. Wakefield showed his farm under most disadvantageous 
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circumstances. Independently of the unfavourable season, a 
virulent attack of foot-and-mouth disease, which broke out on 
his farm in September (introduced by some sheep brought from 

Oxford market), had played fearful havoc with both his sheep 
and his cattle. Three valuable cows died from it before our 
autumn visit, and a fourth, which was such an excellent animal 
for the dairy that the greatest efforts were made to save her life, 
was reduced to the most pitiable state, being unable to stand, 
her feet having fairly sloughed away with the disease. We 
learned afterwards that she was shot subsequently. The whole 

of the flock and the herd were more or less affected with this 
dreadful malady, the effects of which had not entirely dis- 
appeared when we visited the farm in May, some of the cattle 

being still lame and out of condition from the serious nature of 
the attack. 

Moreover, up to the time of the Judges’ first visit, Mr. Wake- 
field had suffered under the material disadvantage of having 
_ buildings which were utterly insufficient in their character and 
the accommodation they afforded for the stock of the farm. This 
evil, however, was in process of rectification, and we were pleased 
to find in May a substantial and well-constructed farm-steading 
just finished, which must prove of great advantage to the occu- 
ation. 
Mr. Wakefield’s figures left us in no doubt that his farm was 

managed in a manner which was profitable to himself, at the 
same time that he was permanently increasing the value of the 
holding ; and we were satisfied that a very large quantity of corn 
and of meat was produced on the farm, and that in every respect 
it was managed in a business-like and creditable manner. 

Mr. Simpson’s farm, which is near the village of Stoneleigh 
and just outside Lord Leigh’s park, and which consists of 
237 acres of arable and 133 of pasture—a total of 370 acres— 

foes not offer any particular feature of management for descrip- 
| tion; but its appearance is unexceptionably neat and orderly, 

and the work is well done. The character of the land varies 
considerably, some being light and gravelly and some of a heavy 

| marly character. The light land is cropped on the ordinary four- 
| course routine; the heavy on the six-course rotation. Seeds 

occasionally remain down two years. The sheep are good and 
the cattle fair. Ten horses are worked, and these are of a useful 
stamp. 

I must, in conclusion, offer the acknowledgments of the Judges 
to all the competitors for the uniform courtesy, kindness, and 
hospitality which they received at their hands. The numerous 
queries which it was our duty to make with regard to points of 
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management and other details by which our decision was 7 
tially “guided, were all met in the frankest spirit, and receive q 
the fullest elucidations which we could desire. I believe it y 
would be difficult in any county to find farms more ire ? ‘ 
cultivated and more systematically managed with a view to — j 
profit than some of these here described; I am sure that none 
could produce more worthy representatives of the tenant-farmer 
class; and I can truly say that we shall long retain with 
gratification the memory of the pleasant and instructive days 
which were devoted to the Warwickshire Farms’ Inspection 
of 1876. 

(Signed)  Hersert J. Lirtin. 
WituiAm F. Houtom. ~ 
GeEorGE LaAInG. 

v* 

XIX. — Preliminary Report on the Brown Institution. By — 

Burpon Sanperson, M.D., LL.D. F.R.S., Professor Super ; 
intendent of the Brown Institution. 

RELATIONS having now been established between the Brome 
Institution and the Veterinary Department of the Royal Agri- — 
cultural Society, it seems desirable, by way of introduction to 
the Reports which will in future appear in this ‘ Journal? 
relating to the proceedings of the Institution, that the Members — 
of the Society should be put in possession of complete information — 
as to its nature and objects, and as to the circumstances which — 
have led to the present arrangement. : o) | 

The Brown Institution was founded in December, 1871, “for 
the purpose of investigating, and, if possible, endeavouring to q 
cure the diseases of animals niin to man.” ‘The government — 
of the Institution was vested by the Founder in the Chancellor — 
and Senate of the University of London. In confiding to them” 
this trust, he directed that they should erect buildings on a free- 
hold site in London, that they should appoint a Profesacs and 
should also appoint a Committee, which should include, in 
addition to the Members of the Senate, other persons eminent 
in medical science. The acting staff consists of the Professor, 
and Mr. Duguid, who holds the office of Veterinary Surgeon. 

The premises at Wandsworth Road consist of several blocks 
of building, adapted for the reception of animals. The prin- 
cipal block, which faces into a well-drained exercise-yard, 
comprises a five-stalled stable, four excellent loose boxes, and a 
stable for cattle. Adjoining this building, and forming another 
side of the yard, is a dog-house. In addition to these there are 
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-wo other stables, one of which is now used for pigs, while the 
yther, which is at a considerable distance from the rest, is 
levyoted to the reception of animals affected with contagious 

seases. 
‘During the first years of its existence the operations of the 
astitution were limited to the treatment of horses, dogs, and 

yther smaller animals. The Committee were, however, from a 
very early period impressed with the conviction that the only 
yay by which the Institution could be made of real value to the 
ommunity was by devoting its resources principally to one 

sbject, namely, to the investigation of those diseases of stock 
which are especially destructive to property. It was found, 
iowever, that the carrying out of this object was attended with 
considerable difficulties, arising partly from the want of suf- 
icient funds, partly from the absence of any organisation by 
vhich the officers of the Institution could come into relation 
yith the owners of stock. In short, it was felt that nothing 
sould be done without the co-operation and assistance of the 

ricultural interest. When, therefore, in July, 1875, it was 
arnt that the Veterinary Committee of the Royal Agricultural 

jociety had it in contemplation to undertake investigations 
elating to the causes, nature, and treatment of the diseases of 
he animals of the farm, and that they were disposed to enter into 
angements for this purpose with the Brown Institution, the 
posal was gladly welcomed, as affording opportunities, which 

ould otherwise have been unattainable, of carrying out in a 
atisfactory and useful way the benevolent wishes of the Founder. 
A meeting for the settlement of preliminaries having taken 

lace on the 2nd of November, 1875, between the Veterinary 
ommittee and that of the Brown Institution, the arrangements 

rere completed at the end of the year. It was agreed, first, that 
he Members of the Royal Agricultural Society should be en- 
itled to the use of the Hospital at Wandsworth Road, and to 
he services of the Veterinary Surgeon, Mr. Duguid, on pre- 
isely the same regulations as regards payment and privileges as 
vere formerly in force in relation to the Royal Veterinary Col- 
ge, and to the Society’s Veterinary Inspectors; and secondly, 
at, as soon as possible, investigations should be commenced as 
) the prevention and treatment of some of the most important 
iseases of cattle. 
It having been resolved that the diseases to be first investi- 

ated should be foot-and-mouth disease and epizootic pleuro- 
‘neumonia, a munificent grant was made by the Society of 500/., 
>» be expended in the purchase and maintenance of animals, and 
or the remuneration of such persons as might be employed at 
ne Institution in carrying out the scientific inquiries. 
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It was not until the beginning of May that I was able to 
report that we were in a position to commence our unde 4 
The nature of the information required, and the condi 
under which it was requisite to make our investigations, ren- 
dered this delay unavoidable. This will at once become appa- 
rent if it is considered that, as regards pleuro-pneumonia, the 
most important question to be decided is that of the modes by 
which the disease can be communicated. It is admitted on all 
hands that it can be given by a diseased to a healthy animal; 
but the important question whether or not it can be transmitted 
by means other than that of cohabitation—or, to use the tech- 
nical expression, by mediate contagion—is still disputed. Its 
importance consists in this, that the practical utility of every 
prophylactic measure depends on it. If it can once be shown 
with a certainty beyond the possibility of dispute, that the pre 
sence of a diseased animal is the sine qua non for the spread of 
pleuro-pneumonia, then it is clear that money spent either on 
disinfection or inoculation is wasted, and that the only pre- 
ventive means to be thought of is either isolation or immediate 
destruction of infected animals. 

This being the problem to be solved, it was necessary, aboye 
all, that we should begin our work, if I may so express myself, 
with clean hands, that is without even the suspicion of contagion 

about ourselves, our premises, or our animals. Our plans were 
made accordingly. It was determined to begin by purchasing 
a sufficient number of perfectly healthy animals of different 
kinds: viz., two milk-cows, two calves, and four other animals 
of different ages, so selected that‘all the individual conditions 
likely to affect liability to infection might be represented. With 
the kind assistance of Members of the Veterinary Committee, I 
was able to make these purchases in a most satisfactory manner. 

Three months having elapsed since the arrival of the pur- 
chased animals at the Brown Institution, we feel that we may 
now regard the immunity of our stock from infection as abso- 
lutely certain, for this period exceeds the highest estimate that 
has been made of the period of incubation. We are now. 
therefore, about to commence our experiments. No living source 
of infection shall come near our animals or premises, but we 
shall try in succession every channel of mediate contagior 
known to us, using in our experiments all that deliberation anc 
caution which the consideration of the importance and diffi 
culty of the inquiry enforces on us. 

As regards. foot-and-mouth disease, we have already made 
number e experiments on different animals, but it would b 

premature to make any statement of the results. — 

Brown Institution, August 1876. 
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‘XX.—Report on an Inquiry into an Outbreak of Anthrax Fever 
in a Flock of Ewes and Lambs, the property of Mr. Gaitshill, 
Hall Santon, Cumberland. By W. Dueurp, M.R.C.V.S., 
Veterinary Inspector of the Society. 

On the 20th of May I visited Hall Santon, and examined a 
flock of ewes and lambs belonging to Mr. Gaitskill. 
Previous to my leaving London, I had received information 
that in the course of five days, from the 13th to the 18th of May, 
no less than 26, out of 94, lambs and 3 ewes had died. On the 
morning of the 19th the mortality was found to have increased 
/to an alarming extent, 12 more lambs and several ewes having 
died in one day. 

When I arrived on the 20th, the number of deaths was still 
‘increasing; and by the evening, when I left, two-thirds of the 
‘lambs, besides a considerable proportion of the ewes, had suc- 
- cumbed. 

From the very rapid course of the disease, the great mortality, 
and the fact that none had recovered, there could be no doubt 
that they were suffering from some form of blood-poisoning. 

_ The symptoms described by the owner, and observed by me 
‘in the affected animals, clearly indicated the nature of the 
| disease, viz. anthrax fever; and the post-mortem appearances 
| confirmed this opinion. 

When first affected the animals seemed dull, head depressed, 
| ears dropped, appetite lost, rumination suspended, back arched, 
| breathing accelerated and’ somewhat difficult, eyes bloodshot, 

fever considerable, secretions scanty, with tendency to consti- 
pation. 

' As the disease progressed, these symptoms became more 
_marked; the animal had a great disinclination to move, show- 
ing a peculiar stiff gait, often amounting to actual lameness in 

one or both hind legs. In from 24 to 48 hours, often less, the 
disease had run its course, and the animals would be found 
lying in a convulsed state prior to death. I examined a number 
of the dead animals, and had one or two of those in a dying state 
killed for examination. 

_ Inall cases there existed more or less congestion of the lungs ; 
_ this was most marked in the lambs. ‘The most constant and 
characteristic lesion observed was the extravasation of blood 
under the serous membranes, and in the tissue of the heart, and 
sometimes even in the voluntary muscles. 

With regard to the state of the digestive organs after death, 
the stomach was full, showing that loss of appetite and suspen- 
sion of rumination had not existed long before death. In some 

| 
‘ 
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of the animals in which the disease had not run its course quite — 
so rapidly, extravasations were found into and under the mucous 
membrane, actual hemorrhage having taken place, and the 
intestinal contents being tinged with Tico 

Mr. Gaitskill’s breeding flock was divided into two lots, and 
this mortality was confined to one of these, the other portion of 
the flock remaining in perfect health. On inquiry I found that 
both portions of the breeding flock had been fed and managed 
in exactly the same way up to a certain date after lambing ; and 
that the portion of the flock in which this outbreak occurred had 
been moved to some fresh pasture, and within a few days the 

first cases were observed. This pasture land, which I found in 
very bad condition, mostly peaty soil and: very imperfectly 
drained, had only recently come into Mr. Gaitskill’s possession, 
and. had. been very much neglected by the previous tenant. 

Mr. Gaitskill informed me that a somewhat similar mortality 
occurred among sheep on the same pasture last year, previous to 
its coming into his hands; and likewise that, in the earlier part 
of the present season, he had placed some Inia cattle on it, _ 
they had very soon shown signs of illness. 

The above facts are, I ghaiailss sufficient to prove that the blood= 
poisoning was connected with the special pasture; but whether 
the food, the water, or both, were the immediate cause, it would 
be aikanls to determine. D 

Black Quarter is, I am told, often seen in the district; and, 
from the peaty nature, low-lying and unimproved condition of 
much of the land, other forms of anthrax are probably not 
uncommon. d 

The history and nature of this outbreak, as well as the 
characteristic appearances of the district, correspond very 
closely to those of some of the invasions it anthrax cho 
in the so-called anthrax districts on the Continent. 
‘When such virulent forms of disease present themselves, the 

treatment of the affected animals is usually most unsatisfactory, 
and prevention must therefore be chiefly aimed at. th 

In the present instance, Mr. Gaitskill had acted very wisely 
in removing the flock from the pasture referred to, as soon as 
the few first lambs had died, to some sound pasture near the 
homestead. In addition to the separation of the diseased from 
the healthy, and the immediate removal of the dead and 
dying from the fields, I recommended small doses of _ purgative 
medicine where necessary, to be followed up by small cheat 
doses. 

In reply to a telegram of mine, asking Mr. Gaitskill to bes 
all the affected nitile under sheleeay and to feed them with 
mangolds, &c., for a few days, he wrote on the 23rd, stating 
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that during the previous night only one lamb had died, and 
the flock generally looked better. Some of the affected animals 
| were also, he said, recovering. 
. During my inquiries regarding this case, I have received 
information that the previous occupier of the land, referred to 
in this Report, totally disregarded all ordinary sanitary arrange- 
‘ments with regard to the disposal of his dead animals. The 
_carcase of a cow, in 1874, was buried so close to a drain, that 
‘recently, when it was opened, the remains of the cow were partly 
. dug up. This drain empties itself, I understand, into an open 
‘stream, which may be perhaps a water-supply for animals. In 
| 1875 the sheep that died, and also the carcase of a mare, were 
‘not buried at all, but were left on the surface to be eaten and 
| dragged about by dogs, birds, &c. Surely such conduct deserves 
"punishment. Such negligence might, in the case of. animals 
_ dying of contagious diseases, prove a source of incalculable mis- 
| chief to neighbouring farmers. 

| XXI.—Report on the Exhibition at Birmingham. By W. H. 
WAKEFIELD, Esq., of Sedgwick House, Kendal, Senior 
Steward of Live Stock. 

THE Royal Agricultural Society’s Country Show for the year 
1876 is over: not so, however, the pleasant memories which it 

‘has left behind. Judged by the standard which is embodied 
in that very Bele vident truism, ‘Nothing succeeds like 
success,” the Meeting has been everything eastee could be 
| desired. 
ly In fixing upon the place where the Show is to be held, the 
Council know full well beforehand whether they will be in or 
out of pocket ; but they are, and must be, guided to some extent 
by the consideration—Where can the Show be held with the 
greatest advantage to those interests which are chiefly affected 
by it? To this consideration, however, there is a limit, and the 
“questions of ground, accommodation within easy reach for 
Visitors, and gate-money have to be debated; the two first on 
all occasions, the last from time to time. The funded property 
of the Society has enabled it to meet so far the financial 
question ; but the size of the Show and the number of visitors 
‘must necessarily limit the number of towns where it is either 
possible or convenient to hold it, and, in point of fact, the 
Council will shortly be called on to take this matter into 
their serious consideration, with a view to deciding whether, 

junder the actual circumstances of space and numbers, the 
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present system of selection should be continued. But here 

let me say a word or two, to dissipate the popular idea that — 
the Society is the Show. The ‘ Journal, containing as it does 
such a store of useful and interesting information, forms a 
most important part of the work of the Society ; and if ques- 
tions of finance were to press much more strongly than they 
ever will, I should say, speaking now only for myself, let the 
Country Show be in abeyance for a single year, but never stop 
the ‘Journal.’ Doubtless there are hundreds, if not thousan 
of Members who would be only too glad to double or treble their 
subscriptions, but this is not really needed; much better let 
us replenish our coffers with funds drawn from new Members 
attracted to us by our increasing usefulness. 

I have said that the Birmingham Meeting was a great success, 
and, indeed, how could it be otherwise with a Local Committee — 
constituted as it was, and working as it did. It strikes me that 
a few lines may well be devoted to this subject, so as to put 
permanently on record in this ‘Journal’ what they have done, — 
and how right well they did it. It is not unnatural to suppose — 
that the locality could produce plenty of men with the ability — 
and energy to do all that was necessary to command the success — 
which has been achieved. 

The site was the first question, and how well that was — 
we all know to our infinite satisfaction; but it is by no means 
generally known how much had to be done to secure it, and — 
then to make it available. But I am wrong in = a 
difficulty in securing it; though there might have been any-— 
where under similar circumstances. A portion of the cou 
was the property of the Corporation, and they, acting on be i 
of their constituents, the general public of the immediate — 

locality, not unnaturally took a liberal view of the subject — 
for which they would ask no credit, though at the same time, I 
may just observe, there are two ways of doing a thing, and they — 
did it in the best and pleasantest way. But a considerable | 
portion of the ground was in private hands, and therein was 
the key to the situation. How the owner of these lands was 
approached on the subject, we do not know; but we do know 
how he dealt with it.. What financial sacrifice he made to 
meet the general wish that the Show should be held in Aston | 
Park cannot be calculated in £. s. d., nor indeed would a man 
possessed of so liberal a spirit wish to be glorified by such a 
calculation. 

Well, the site having been secured and fully approved by the 
Council of the Society, the Local Committee set to work on 
it. That its capabilities were great, no one could deny; but 
it required the exercise of no little faith to realise this, and the 
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expenditure of a large sum of money to accomplish it. But 
| “where there’s a will there’s a way,” and so it came to pass that 

the Royal Agricultural Society's Exhibition for 1876 was held 
on a ground equal, if not superior, to any former site. Only 
_ those who knew the ground before it was taken in hand could 
appreciate the work that was accomplished. And when the 
work was done, and the ground occupied for the purposes 'for 
which it was designed, the scene that presented itself to the 

| spectator looking down from the terrace of Aston Hall was most 
| striking, and will be long remembered. The irregular shape 
| of the ground, though in some respects not quite so convenient 

for arrangement, added to the picturesque effect ; and this, too, 
_was heightened by the presence of a sheet of water, along the 
margin of which were erected the various structures more par- 
ticularly belonging to the Horticultural department. Here and 

_ there, at the lower end of the Park, were some grand old elm- 
_ trees, which did good service in the way of pleasant shade ; and 

so there was presented a charming combination of wood, water, 
and undulating ground, the like of which was never before 
presented by a Show-ground of the Royal Agricultural Society. 
and probably never will be again. 

But all this involved a heavy expenditure, and from first to 
last there was laid out on the ground about 4500/., a consider- 
able portion of this being spent in the purchase of land on 
which to construct railway sidings that were absolutely necessary 
for the convenient delivery and removal of animals and machinery. 
This land has since been sold to the adjoining Railway Company 
Without loss; but the fact remains that the very substantial 
sum of more than 8000/. was raised locally for the general pur- 

' poses of the Show. 
With such spirited local effort in the way of preparation, it 

might readily be expected that the Show itself would be a suc- 
| cess, and so indeed it proved, as has been already stated at the 

outset. The official Report, which will follow this introduction, 
supplies full particulars as to the details of the Show. May it 

) be the happy lot of future chroniclers to have such materials to 
» work upon. 
| But I must not close without an acknowledgment of the 
) courteous hospitality shown to the Council of the Society by 
) the Mayor of Birmingham, and also by Mr. Alderman Biggs ; 
' and I would, on behalf of my colleagues and myself, express 
| our warm thanks for their magnificent entertainments. The 
family portraits of the Holts looked down on us as we dined in 
the long oak-panelled gallery of Aston Hall, and one could not 
| but reflect on the vast progress made in scientific agriculture 
| since the time when, from the terraces of their grand old Tudor 
home, they looked out on the beautifully-wooded landscape, 

) VOL. XII.—s. s. 20 
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_ stretching far away, but now gradually contracting on all sides 
—the beautiful giving way to the utilitarian. : 

One word more, and I have done. The maintenance of ord rc 
on the Show-ground was, as usual, entrusted to a select body ¢ 
the A Division of the London Poles ; but considerable dot 
was expressed as to whether that force would be sufficient a 
cope with the unruly elements which were expected to be present 
on the shilling days: so much so, that, speaking for myself, 
looked forward with some apprehension to making an intimate a 
acquaintance with the inhabitants of the Black Country, more 
especially the Birmingham “ Roughs.” Never in my life was 
I more agreeably disappointed. With few exceptions, and thos 
of a very trifling character, there was absolutely no disorde 
and with over sixty thousand people, pretty closely packed, th 
is saying a great deal. I believe 1 am capable of oman . 
opinion on a matter of this sort, and certainly I had the oppe a 
tunity ; and all I can say is that I failed to see that which I had 
been led to expect. The people were there most assuredly, ax 
their behaviour was an example to be followed. Doubtless this 
is due to the high influences which are now so extensively 
brought to bear with advantage to us all; and if we had only 
more men of the same stamp as the Rev. Canon Wilkinson, D.D. 
who conducted our Sunday-morning service, we should make 
more rapid strides in the right direction. 

And now I take my leave of the Royal Show of 1876, 
my best thanks to all— herdsmen, horsemen, grooms, and a ail 
ants generally—for their cordial help inthe work. The mantle 
of the happily still extant Mr. Brandreth Gibbs fits well on th 
shoulders of Mr. Jacob Wilson, and I would say of him, la 
though not least, long may he remain in his present post 
Steward of General Arrangements, the right man in the ri 
place. 

Sedgwick, August 28th, 1876. 
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XXII1.—Report on the Exhibition of Live Stock at Birmingham. 
By JosepH Darsy. 

Tue Birmingham Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society 
has been proclaimed to the world a grand success, but in reality 
it may have been so to an extent far exceeding the popt 
impression. The fact of 163,148 visitors having been attract 
to such a magnificent display of stock and implements is, 0 
course, in the ‘highest degree satisfactory, and the Council 
be heartily congratulated on having improved their finan 
position. But there were nobler ends to be worked for 
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than these, otherwise our largest towns and densest 
_masses of population would always be selected in fixing the 
‘places of meeting. And it is because Birmingham so fully 
met other wants, in being the acknowledged centre of a very 
wide-spread and highly important agricultural district, that 
results follow of truly national scope as affecting the arts of 
husbandry and stock-breeding. Thus the Royal Agricultural 
Society has discharged its educational functions most effectually, 
and has earned the general gratitude in promoting so thoroughly 
ne of the greatest interests of the country and of the age. 

Statistics show that the large Birmingham attendances have 
been once, and once only, exceeded; as at Manchester they 
teached 200,733,* while the Leeds Meeting had 145,738 visitors, 
and the Newcastle 144,683 ; but at neither of these large towns 
was there anything like such large entries of stock as at Birming- 
tham. The Leeds entries were 299 cattle, 254 horses, 359 sheep, 
vand 115 pigs; making a total of 1027. At Newcastle there 
were 381 cattle; but other stock were less numerous, the total 
reaching 1099. Manchester boasted of 338 cattle, 584 horses, 
461 sheep, and 132 pigs; making a total of 1315; but at 
Birmingham the numbers reached to 465 cattle, 424 horses, 
407 sheep, and 203 pigs; the total being 1499. 
__ Not only can this be fairly claimed, but also that in Aston 
Park there was a fuller and grander representation of the leading 
breeds of stock, taken generally, than has been experienced since 
the Battersea Show of 1862, which was distinctly international 
in character, and consequently exceptional. At Bedford, in 1874, 
there were more sheep and pigs, the former numbering 486, and 
the latter 226; but the horses were only 412, and the cattle 403 ; 
consequently although the larger total of 1527 is described, the 
Bedford entries scarcely stand so high in importance. It is, 
indeed, not difficult to prove, then, by a comparison of numbers, 
that a fuller and more uniform display of stock has only taken 
place at Battersea Park in the great year of the International 
Exhibition, when all parties strained their utmost to swell the 
exhibition to an unprecedented extent. But of the 1986 entries 
contained in the Catalogue on that occasion, 183 were foreign 
animals, while 238 were sent over the border from Scotland; 
thereby reducing the purely English exhibits to 1595. At 
Worcester, the following year, the numbers shrank within normal 
limits to 1219, and even the Show held at that place was accounted 
a grand one. 

_ A better site than that chosen for the late Show could not 

; * It should be mentioned, however, that this number includes 11,631 registered 
entries of 2864 season-ticket holders; whereas at Birmingham, the entries of the 
443 season-ticket holders were not registered. Eb. 
a 202 
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_ possibly have been selected, and few occasions of a similar kind 
have ever been productive of more genuine unalloyed enjoyment, 

a 

attributable, no doubt, to a concurrence of fortuitous circum- 
stances in the brilliant weather, the beauty and adaptation of 
the Aston grounds, and, above all, the pre-eminent suitability 
of the metropolis of the Midlands to meet the main objects of 
the Exhibition. No doubt the fact of the Show being held in the 
very heart of the kingdom, and at the populous centre of an im- 
portant breeding district, would have insured in any case one 
of the largest displays of stock. Still, all must admit that sun- 
shine and bright skies contributed in no small degree to insure 
those large attendances which have so naturally replenished the 
Society’s coffers, while pleasures were enhanced, duties made 
more agreeable, and, above all, the health and well-being of 
the valuakle stock on exhibition were greatly promoted by the 
fine weather, which afforded so remarkable a contrast to the 
deluge experienced the preceding year at Taunton. The Bir- 
mingham Meeting is consequently begirt with golden associa- 
tions calculated to impress the memory with pleasurable emo- 
tions, while it will not be difficult to show that, in the admirable 
qualities and rare excellence of the numerous beautiful animals 
exhibited, a stand-point in the annals of progress has been 
furnished, to be looked to for comparison after many years. 

HOoRSEs. 

Probably in hunters, and other riding horses, the Birming- 
ham equine display has in several instances been excelled, 
but in horses of a stouter build adapted for field and road 

work, or for breeding superior cart-colts, it has been seldom, if 
ever, surpassed. No greater benefit can possibly be rendered te 
partially inexperienced farmers than to have an opportunity 
of viewing such a superior collection of agricultural stallions as 
appeared in Classes 1 to 7, comprising no less than 89 entries; 
a number well-nigh double that usually entered ; for at Taunton 
there were 46; at Bedford, 76; at Hull, 56; at Cardiff, 40; 
and at Wolverhampton only 32. These animals, however, were 
not only numerous, but a large proportion of them were of 
excellent form, beautifully moulded; many possessing the best 
biood of which the country can boast. 

The two-year-old Stallions, not qualified to compete either as 
Clydesdale or Suffolk, formed a good class of 19 entries, with 
the blood of many an old favourite represented. The pride of 
place was awarded to the Earl of Ellesmere’s “ Young Wag- 
goner,” who had previously been highly successful at Doncaster. 
This is a powerful young horse, with massive frame and strong 
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dimbs, which he can use with activity. Mr. Crowther was 
placed second with a son of “ Honest Tom,” worthy of his sire ; 
for “Carleton Tom” is well-built, capitally ribbed up, and 
decidedly handsome. The third-prize stallion, rather small and 
compact, but powerful, with plenty of bone, is also the son of an 
old favourite, “A1.” “ Ploughboy,” the reserve horse, possesses 
high merit in being well-shaped, and powerful in form and 
limb. The older class of the same kind was equally deserving, 
and still greater in number, looking worthy of a Royal Show 
as the animals were led round the ring. Here the prize- 
horses were altogether very distingué, having made noteworthy 
achievements before. The handsome mottled-brown 8-year-old 
“ Nonpareil” made his mark long ago, and owns no end of 
honours. With his beautiful front, lofty style, and grand form, 
uniting high qualities and symmetry to strength, it would be 
difficult to find a superior, and Mr. Wynn may well be proud of 
him. Mr. Statter’s “ Young Champion,” young, alas! no longer, 
after having seen nine summers, was well in place as second, 
the position he held at Bedford. That he is massive, well-built, 
and powerful, yet active, is well known, from his having been a 
frequent prize-winner since he appeared before the Royal Judges 
at Oxford as a three-year-old to take a second there. Yet in 
everything except colour it may be fairly doubted whether the 
third horse, Mr. Marsters’s “ England’s Wonder,” is not his equal. 
The latter seems a model of almost faultless symmetry, combined 
with grand frame and stalwart limbs; but his light strawberry- 
roan colour is made the more remarkable by white face and 
legs; and the latter, not a few who profess to know something 
about good features, have a decided objection to. Still this has 
not marred his career in certain quarters, as it appears he has 
won four Champion prizes during the past three years. And 
he not only wins prizes himself, but begets sons and daughters 
with a striking resemblance to himself, to reap other Show- 
honours. One of these, a two-year-old colt, has recently been 
sold for 5007. The reserve horse, Mr. Brigg’s “ Heart of Oak,” 
well deserves a word of mention, for he was the premier in the 
same class at Bedford. He is an upstanding, fine fellow, with 
strength and activity, and whether or no slightly overtopped, as 
some assert, is still a good one. 

Special conditions environed Class 3, which were: that the 
ptize-winners shall travel next season in Warwickshire; one 
through the north and the other through the south of the county. 
This was but a small class, although the local men made the 
bait rather tempting for celebrities to come from afar. Mr. Fre- 
derick Street’s “‘ Young Sampson,” who took first prize, and is 
allotted the northern division of the county, is, however, a showy, 
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powerful animal ; and Messrs. Yeoman’s “ Pride of England,” a 
lengthy, well-shaped horse, on short legs, being placed second, 
will go to the south side. 

Neither Clydesdales nor Suffolks were in any great force, 
Both first and second winners in the two-year-old Clydesdale 
Stallion Class are by the same sire, and were bred by Mr. Law- 
rence Drew, although the owner and exhibitor of the second horse 
was His Grace the Duke of Richmond and Gordon. Style belongs 
to both. Mr. Drew’s has the neatest character, but the Duke’s 

has the stoutest frame. His Grace also owns “The Earl,” who 
took the reserve, another animal of good form and considerable 
power. But Mr. Graham’s “ Baron Lonsdale,” from Cumber- 
land, displayed nice style, and richly deserved the third prize. 
The three prize-winners in the All-aged Class were alike dis- 
tinguished by grand forms and capital developments. Mr. For- 
shaw’s “ Ben Lomond,” after winning four first-prizes in Scot- 
land, has recently been brought South, and now has his home 
in Nottinghamshire. “Young Lofty” and “ Prince Albert” 
are well-nigh equal in good qualities. It may be worthy of 
remark that the first and second horses in the younger class, and 
the chief winner in the older, are by the same sire, the celebrated 
“ Prince of Wales,” for which the highest price ever known to 
have been realised for a Clydesdale sire was obtained. The 
fact shows that “ good blood will tell.” 

Suffolk stallions, although rather select, were represented by 
some admirable specimens of the breed. Mr. Garrett's handsome 
son of “ Cupbearer the 2nd,” has legs clean as a hunter’s, although 
so big, and a sweetly modelled form ; he is powerful too, and has 
stalwart limbs, although the very personification of activity. He 
took the leading honour in the two-year-old Class ; and carrying 
off the 100 guineas challenge cup at Saxmundham is among his 
prior achievements. Mr. Toller’s ‘“ Evergreen,” of compact build 
and very neat, although smaller to the eye, had a deeper carcass 
than his conqueror, but less bone in the legs. Two other very 
good colts were placed after him, and one of them, Mr, Alfred 
Cracknell’s powerful “‘ Champion,” so well answers to his name 
in the East of England, that he won Suffolk County firsts in 1874 
and 1875 and the Norfolk first prize this season. The other is 
Mr. Manfred Biddell’s “Jasper.” The latter has a straighter 
back than most, and his frame is well built and strong. » In the 
All-aged Class a sire of good model and beautiful style was 
found in Mr. H. Wolton’s “ Royalty.” In symmetry he seemed 
almost faultless. ‘ Viceroy,” the second horse, was nicely moulded 
in shape, too, with a prepossessing feature in a rich dark colour ; 
and Sir R. Wallace’s “ Prince Imperial,” and Mr. Byford’s horse 
made up with them a nice quartette for honours. 
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The agricultural mares with foals, not qualified to compete as 
Clydesdales or Suffolk, formed a strong class of fifteen, several of 

_ whom possessed merit. The Judges selected a small but very 
well built, compact, and powerful Norfolk mare, called “ Lioness,” 

_ for the place of honour ; “ Cardiff Lass” and “ Princess of Wales” 
—the former from Bedfordshire and the latter from Lancashire— 
taking the other prizes. But the Earl of Ellesmere’s “ Honest 
Lass” and “ Diamond” were deservedly commended, and these 
fiye were all well-shaped powerful animals. If the Clydesdale 
and Suffolk mares with foals were few, they were, at least, note- 

| worthy for the merits of “Mrs. Muir” and “ Darling,” in Class 12, 
| and “ Pride,” in Class 13. Four-year-old geldings and fillies were 
_ also in weak force; but three-year-olds, on the contrary, were 
| capitally represented. Among the former there was, however, 
| one horse, at least, whose claims are far above ordinary character 

for the first-prize taker, namely, Mr. Bramley’s “The General,” 
| which owns an immense massive frame, with enormous strength. 
| This Lincolnshire stallion has won a great many local prizes. 
| The first three-year-old horse, Mr. Smith’s “ The Major,” was 
| also big-sized and powerful ; he has taken other firsts at Norwich, 
| Doncaster, and elsewhere, and unites good qualities to substance. 
| The second animal in this Class, Mr. Pulleine’s powerful black ” 

filly, deserves a prettier name than “Patch,” for she is very 
handsome, as well as grand in frame. The Earl of Ellesmere’s 
bay and brown fillies, one of which took the remaining prize and 
the other reserve, were very notable for pretty style and nice 
character. Mr. Lawrence Drew took another first with a splendid 
three-year-old Clydesdale filly, the Earl of Strathmore’s ‘ Nell” 

| being placed next her. In the Class for Suffolk fillies, of the 
same age, two “ Empresses,” one belonging to Mr. W. Byford 

| and the other to Mr. J. Toller, contended for the crown, and their 
_ claims were so evenly balanced that the Judges took considerable 

_ time before deciding to which the preference should be given. 
Of younger colts there were highly respectable musters, no less 

than 21 two-year-olds being entered in the general Class—a 
tolerably good lot, headed by Mr. C. Marsters’s beautiful filly, a 

_ daughter of the third-prize strawberry-roan stallion in Class 2, 
previously alluded to as the creator of good stock. She is very 
like him both in colour and form, having well-shaped limbs 
and immense power. Mr. H. Smith’s powerful bay gelding, 
“ Robin Hood,” was placed next her; and a handsome filly, 
belonging to Mr. H. Tomlinson, received third prize. With 
the Clydesdale two-year-old fillies—a good Class of six—Her 
Majesty’s “May” appeared ; but not having a thoroughly per- 
fect front, although good behind and with a capital middle, she 
did not win. Mr. Drewitt’s “ Rose of England” excelled in well- 
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proportioned strong limbs, and was exalted to the place of honour; 
Mr. Lawrence Drew producing another powerful good colt t 
take second prize. The parents of “ Rose of England,” “Du 
and “ Ventnor,” were both prize-takers. The Suffolk two-y 
olds formed a pretty lot of five. Mr. W. Toller furnished ¢ 
prize-winners in “ Ada,” compact and handsome, and “ Myrtle 
with capital shoulders, was almost equally good. Yearling cart 
geldings and fillies formed another large Class of 15 entries, of - 
no small merit. The Earl of Ellesmere’s very fine bay filly, — 
which has immense substance for her age, gained first honour; 
the showy chestnut filly “ Princess,” belonging to Mr. J. Walte: 
M.P., which has carried off firsts this season at Abingdon 
Henley, received second prize, while the third was Mr. Millers — 
“ Hebe,” a lengthy and good bay filly. -_ 

The remarks of the Judges are as follow :—. 

As a whole we consider the show of carthorses good, the weak part being 
the Clydesdales, which were not up to the standard “of excellence we expected 
to have seen after the glowing reports we read, and the marvellous price 
they make. 

CuassEs 1 and 2 we noted good, with a strong entry of 16 each. Not 2 
is a fine upstanding colt, with excellent fore-legs, bone, and feet, and, but for 
misplaced hind-legs, would be quite first-class. No. 5 is a stylish bay, hardly 
wide enough, elbows tucked in, with light thighs. No.4 is a remarkably sh 
legged heavy colt, good bone, but a little short of hair. No. 24, in theo 
Class, is a grand specimen of what a carthorse should be—short-legged, a loi 
horse, with a short back, a rare constitution, and active. No 36, the chestnut 
is a wonderful mover, with great muscular power and substance, though a trifle 
Icw in the back. No. 39, the roan, is very level and quite a carthorse, but 
has unsightly-looking coronets, which the veterinaries passed as sound. No, 22 
is a big, commanding-looking one, but too high on the legs. 

Ciass 3.—We may congratulate North Warwickshire farmers that, by 
offering so good a prize as “GOL. they have secured nearly the best horse i in 
the Show to travel their county. He will no doubt do great service to the 
county, for he is very good-looking, active, with a level top and famous fee 
and legs. No. 48 is of a different ‘type altogether ; however, he is very shoi 
legged, with good bone. 
‘Crasses 4 and 5 we were much dis sappointed in: they were not good 

Nearly every one had badly-formed fore-legs, many calf-kneed. No. 59 is 5 jus 
a useful, hardy, short-legged colt, very handsome, but scarcely looks a young 
Clydesdale. No 52 has short ribs, and No. 55 is a big plain one. No. 63, 
in the older Class, has nothing particularly striking about him, unless it is his 
small pony head. No. 60 is of a better type, and has probably been a g cane 
horse; but his day is gone for the Showyard, his sides and back have drooped 
away. He has, however, the best legs exhibited of this breed. About he 
best in the class, No. 14, was lame. 

Cuasses 6 and 7 came out in strong force, and the breed was ‘well repre- 
sented, the county prize horses being successful. No.76 is a colt of very great 
power and activity, full of bone, with capital feet and a rare constitution, 
promises to grow to a grand horse. No. 73-is full of quality, with a rare con- 
stitution, a good mover, but a trifle short of bone. No. 67 is a nice active colt. 
No. 79 is a true Suffolk stamp, and short-legged, hardy, and active. No. 84 
is very active, with capital feet and legs, and being only three years old should - 

ft 
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_ grow to a fine horse. No, 80, another three-year-old, is a stylish, level colt, 
_ but a trifle high on the leg. 
| Crass 11.—In awarding this prize it was very difficult to satisfy ourselves, 

there being so much difference in the mares and the foals; some of the best 
| mares have very young foals, and are bad mothers. We would suggest the 

prize should be given tor the best mare, with foal at foot. No. 120 is a short- 
legged four-year-old mare, a good stamp, a good mother, with a promising foal. 

| No. 123 is a hardy sort, a trifle short of bone, with a wide short-legged foal. 
) No. 122 is rather a high four-year-old, with flat short ribs, and a foal of about 
| the same character. No, 126, the Reserve Number, is a grand mare, with only 

a middling foal, short of condition; probably mother not a good milker. 
_ Crass 12.—No. 133 just a useful mare, with an extra good foal. 

| Crass 13.—No. 134 a grand mare, with a very promising foal. 
_ Ctass 14.—No. 188 won easily. A good specimen of what a carthorse 
should be. 

Crass 15.—Noted by us asa very good class. The winner, No. 147, is a very 
big, heavy, level colt, very active, with fine limbs. No. 152, the black filly, a 

| very meritorious one, and Nos. 155 and 154, are both short-legged, hardy, full 
_ of quality, with not the best of feet. 
| Ctass 16.—No. 160 is a very short-legged plain filly, with famous legs 
and feet; but we doubted if she was so pure a Clydesdale as No. 158, which 

' has a very level top, but is rather high on the leg. 
Cuass 17 was a very good one. Though only three of them, the compe- 

tition was very close, and a third prize was recommended. ‘They were all good 
Specimens of the breed. 

Lass 18.—A strong competition. The winner, No. 182, is a very active, 
| short-legged, level mare, with excellent feet and legs, and but for her hind-legs 
would be quite first-class. No. 165,a bay gelding, a great heavy colt. No.181, 
a level, neat active mare, rather light of bone. 
Cass 19 we remarked a bad class. 

_ Crass 20.—Four very neat fillies, of good shape and quality. No. 193, 
the winner, is a very short-legged wide one. 

Crass 21.—A strong competition of thirteen. No. 206 is a stylish filly, 
with capital feet and legs, and a good mover. No. 198 is a neat chestnut, not 
80 much bone, but a very taking one; her hind-leg action is not good. 

G. M. Sexton, 
A. TURNBULL. 
S. WaDE. 

Taking thoroughbred horses and hunters next, it may be 
\ remarked that none of the classes were barren of animals of a 
superior description, although several contained very varied 

materials. Among the stallions there were none like “ Citadel,” 
| the grand old prize-winner, who has added another laurel to his 

numerous successes. The others come of more moderate pre- 
\ tensions; but the second horse, ‘“ Waddington,” took a first at 
| the Gloucestershire Show. The hunting-mares, it will be found, 
gaye reasonable satisfaction to the Judges, three or four superior 
animals being among them. Mr. Miller’s neat stylish grey, the 

| pretty “ Flora,” to whom the chief place was assigned, ought to 
| breed a good hunter; and she had a very nice foal at foot by 
“Carbineer.” Of quite different character, although well-nigh 
equally meritorious on the whole, is the powerful, more grandly- 
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shaped “ Bowling Green,” who brought second prize to L 
Falmouth. “ Miss Saurin” and “Insecurity,” the rema 
mares noticed by the Judges, also displayed excellent character, 
although scarcely up to the standard of the first two. “ 
A gaily-stepping, fleet-bounding, daughter of “ Laughing- 

Stock” appeared in the two-year-old filly class, namely, the neat 
sweetly-styled, “‘ Young Kate,” so lithe in form, yet muscular ane 
full of nerve, “ at once asserted her right to pride of place. 
** Mignonette,” of stouter build, but active and playful, seeme 
also a beauty, but could only be placed second; with “ The 
Queen,” another daughter of “ Laughing Stock,” very shapely, 
with good limbs, taking reserve. Then, again, the three of the 
three-year-old hunter-mares whom the Judges honoured were 
above ordinary merit. Mr. Tattersall-Musgrave’s “ Triumph,” 
own sister to “ Talisman,” and one of the Alexandra Park winners 

has pleasing style, with plenty of fire. The dark-grey “ Belona 
is decidedly handsome, with considerable bone and blood-like 
quality ; while “ Rosalind,” the reserve mare, is a very good one 
and does honour to the “ Laughing Stock” blood. Both two- 
year-olds and three-year-olds mustered in force, and the Judge re 
specially remark that “several” were “very promising animé als. 
The Duke of Hamilton’s “ Boynton,” who has a grand form ai 
wonderful development for a two-year-old, had probably an eas 
victory in the former class; with Mr. Oakeley’s stylish “ Bird 
Tenter” making a good second. But in the latter the claim 
of three or four of the animals not honoured stood very high 
The post of pre-eminence was assigned to Mr. Rickerby’s “ - : 
tain,” own brother to the first two-y ear-old filly, and having th 
same gay style and nice action. Mr. Bailey’s “ Precocity 
with lengthy form and shapely limbs, came next, followed k 
Mr. Watson’s “Sportsman” as the reserve horse. The contra 
between only four entries of mares and eighteen of gelding 
in the classes for four-year-olds seemed very marked, and among 
the eighteen there were several good hunters. "These er 
headed by Lieut.-Col. Barlow’s “ Van Dyck” and Mr. T. H 
Hutchinson’s “ Glengyle,” both of whom had many favourite 
for they are a couple of prime ones, the comely shape, g 
action, and substance of the former causing him to have first — 
place; but the latter is exceedingly handsome, and proved nism 
self a splendid goer. “ Glengyl le” has not often been beater 
and had a most successful career in the Showyard last ye 
Mr. Jones’s black horse and Mr. Hone’s chestnut, who were 
also honoured, had merit far above par. In short, it was 2 
thoroughly good class, ‘one of the best,” say the Judges, “ 
the Yard.” 

However, it was the next, for five-year-old mares and geldi 
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| which produced the animal to win the cup, as the best to be 
| found in any of the hunting classes. “ Jester” is every inch a 
‘first-class hunter, with beautiful form, strength of limb, ad- 
_mirable action, and almost every other good quality combined. 
ft will be found in the estimation of the Judges that this 
splendid animal is almost perfection. What a pity, it seems, 

such was not preserved a stallion! and the remark applies not 
| solely to him, but to “ Glengyle,” ‘ Van Dyck,” and several other 
of the geldings exhibited in Aston Park. There were three 
other grand horses in “ Jester’s” class who formed with him a 
‘truly splendid quartette. These were ‘“ Harkaway,” “ King 
'Charming,” and “The Lancer;” the conversion of either of 
which into a gelding was a national loss. The weight-carrying 
hunters had among them a gelding of uncommon power and 
magnificent form, belonging to the Duke of Hamilton, who 
might have been called “ Wonder” instead of ‘ Winder.” 
Strange to say, he has no pedigree. Associated with him were 
“Rossington,” “the Old Squire,” and a strong, shapely, dark 
‘bay, also without pedigree, belonging to Mr. R. N. Philips, 
M.P., all good ones. 

The Judges presented the following Report :-— 

The class of thoroughbred stallions was small in number, and not good in 
quality, with the exception of the first-prize horse, and we did not consider 
hat there was sufficient merit to give any commendation in the class. The 

hunting brood mares were a mixed lot, there being three or four very good 
mares for the purpose of breeding hunters, but several of the entries were not 
in any way qualified for entry in the class. In the classes for two and three- 
year old hunter-colts and fillies there were a number of very good young animals 

must have a very indistinct idea of what constitutes “a hunter,” or they 
would not have sent their animals to the Exhibition under that name. The 
‘class for three-year-old hunting geldings contained several very promising 
fanimals. The four-year-old hunting mares were not a good lot, but the same 

| hunting geldings we consider one of the best classes in the Yard, the 
ize horses being of very great merit. In the class for mares and geldings 

‘to carry not less than 12 stone the entry was good, both as to numbers and 
quality, the four prize horses being of more than average excellence; and the 
same remarks may apply to the heavy-weight hunters, which were a very 
‘good class, and would do credit to any Exhibition. ‘The hunters not exceeding 
153 hands high were a small class, and poor in quality. The cup for the best 
aunter in Classes 29 to 33 we awarded to No. 317, a horse which the majority 

‘think pretty nearly a perfect animal. 
| J. B. Booru. 

KE. Fopvrn. 
T. Pat. 

_ Hacks, roadsters, and ponies, were not so numerous as might 
se deemed desirable, but some of the animals produced were of 
vell-nigh unexampled merit. One, at least, fully answering to 
his description was to be found in Class 9 for stallions suitable for 
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getting hackneys. Mr. Balderston’s “ Norfolk Hero” is an old © 
favourite, and, after winning two Royal firsts before, it is not 
surprising to find him taking another chief honour. He appears 
the very model of a good roadster, so stout is he, but uses his — 

limbs so well, and with a style which fully justifies his being here. 

Messrs. Ridgley’s “ Fireaway 2nd,” one of the best animals 
in the class, was disqualified, from being above 15 hands in 
height. This brought to the fore Mr. Statter’s ‘“‘ Perseverance,” 
and Mr. Roundell’s “ Sir George Wombell,” both of whom dis- 
played well in action on the ground. 

The pony stallions formed a pretty class, with “ Almanza” 
first; strong in bone, with handsome style; the pretty “Lad — 
of Mancombe” second; the diminutive, but prepossessing, 
‘ Tricstrin” third ; and the stouter “ Llanderfel” fourth; who 
is charming in appearance although stout. But something 

more than mere prettiness is required to constitute a really oda 

pony-stallion; and the Judges considered there was no par 
ticular merit except in the first-prize one. 

Hackney mares with foals were very creditably represented, — 
and Mr. Sherratt’s “ Polly,” Mr. Cook’s ‘“ Portia,” Mr. Kings- | 
ley’s “ Kitty,” and Mr. G. D. Badham’s “ Gipsy,” formed a 
capital selection, which was made for honours. “ Polly” has 
neatness, and very nice character. ‘ Portia,’ who has won 
firsts in the Lincolnshire and at Doncaster, is grand in form. 
“‘ Kitty’s” comely shape and excellent character, with better 
legs, would have won her a higher position; and neatness, with 
a pleasing style, is to be discovered in “ Gipsy.” The pony- 
mares were very few, and, it may be added, select, those being 
of high merit. ‘“ Pet,” who took first prize, may be regarded as 
a gem of strength and quality combined with handsome form, 
“Kitty,” the second pony, is also highly meritorious with her 
nice character; and the third, “Sally,” displays substance in a 
well-built frame. 

Hackneys over 15 hands and up to 12 stone were of a mixed 
character, but some good animals were among them ; Mrs. Frisby’s 
“Eclat” being neat and well shaped, while Mrs. Malcolm’s 
‘“* Homespun,” and Mr. Knowles’s ‘“‘ Romeo,” were of excellent 
character. The smaller lot up to 14 stone in the next class pos- 
sessed a great attraction in the Prince of Wales’s “ Coomassie,” 
who was allowed to be very handsome, and to use his legs 
admirably. His model was not, however, altogether so perfect 
as that of Mr. Statter’s “Surprise,” to whom the chief prize was 
awarded. Probably the Prince’s horse had not quite recovere¢ 
from his long sea-voyage. I[t was generally remarked that he 
looked far better in action than in his stall, but there was nc 

discredit in being beaten by such a grand mare as “Surprise, 

t 

{ 
‘ 
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who possesses great power, embodied with a contour well- 
igh perfect. The third horse, Mr. Cook’s “ Rosalind,” seemed 

also above average merit in one; stamina, and nice Geaicier 

and three such prize-winners would redeem any class, however 
small, from insignificance. 

The weight-carrying hacks and roadsters mustered in greater 
force, the entries reaching to fourteen. The grand feature of the 
class consisted, however, in the intrinsic excellence of the prize- 
winners. Mr. Wiley’s “ Bob” is a most remarkable animal, a 
a very “tower of strength,” as the Judges truly observe; very 
roundly made, and neatly put together, although so strong; and 
eyery inch of him seems good. Miss Adelaide Harrison’s 
“Major” in general character is not unlike the chief winner, and 
it is not often two animals so grandly built and nice in form are 
found in the same class. But Mr. Harrison’s third-prize mare, 
“Lady Jane Lindsay,” had also sterling merits. Ponies above 
18 hands formed another superior class, and the Judges will be 
found estimating very highly the claims of the winners. The 
Duke of Hamilton’s “ Bosco” displays beauty all over, in head 
and neck, shapely form, and nice glossy skin; and Mr. Cockle’s 
“Kingfisher” is very like to him in colour, character, and 
appearance. The third winner had less style, but sterling merits, 
in a frame strongly built and compactly put together. The 
smaller ponies in Class 39 were four only, all very pretty, and 
well adapted to be pets for the nursery. 

The harness classes brought some “capital animals into view, 
one of the best of which was Mr. Statter’s far-famed “ Speculation,” 
which is generally admired for splendid action, and has carried 
off many prizes. While she was quite the Queen of the harness 
hacks and cobs, more than one harness pony created quite as 
great a sensation by superior action in the ring. Mrs. Henry 
Frisby’s “ King Polo” raised repeated plaudits from spectators, 
who were fairly enraptured each time he was driven round before 
them at Aston Park. But the Judges appreciated him equally 
highly, and it will be seen that they term him “a wonderful 
animal.” Mr. Mitchell’s “ Lady Isabel,” the second prize in the 
same class, showed also good action and great spirit, and to a 
large extent shared this approbation. “Belle of the Ball,” 
belonging to Mr. Joseph Allkins, is a little gem, sweetly 
moulded in form, and displayed beautifully in harness likewise. 
She has brought to her owner more than a dozen first prizes, 
and will probably win many more. It will be seen that the 
Judges, in remarking on her. performance, call attention to the 
fact of her being only 11 hands 2 inches high. They report on 
hacks, roadsters, and ponies, as follows :— 
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Cuass 9.—This was not a well-filled class. The prize-horses were of fg 
average merit, but, as a rule, rather deficient in quality. 

Cuass 10.—There was no particular merit except in No. 1 prize, who won 
easily. 

Cass 23.—The prize animals in this class were very meritorious. 
Cuass 24.—This class was not well filled, but great merit was shown in the 

animals exhibited. ; 
Cuass 34.—The horses exhibited in this class were of a very mixed eee 

character. 
Cuass 35.—A small entry in this class, but the prize-winners very good — 

indeed. 
Crass 36.—This class was very well represented as a weight-carrying class 

= The first prize is a tower of strength, of striking character, and with good riding 
action. ‘The same may be said of the second-prize cob. 
Cass 37.—This class does not require any special mention. 
Crass 38.—A very good class indeed. The prize-winners were, without 

exception, of excellent merit. 
Cuass 39.—No special report is required. 
Cuass 40.—The first-prize winner in this class is a wonderful performer, ¢ 

great merit, and well known in the Showyards. 
Crass 41.—No report. Me 
Crass 42.—The first-prize winner in this class is a wonderful animal, with 

very fine action, great speed, and full of quality and good looks. ‘The second- 
prize animal also showed very good action with speed. 

Cuass 43.—The first-prize animal was an extraordinary one, with very fi 
action and quality, and only 11 hands 2 inches. 

2 

H. BrEeEvor. 
Hon. G. E. LAsce! 
W. Parker. 

CATTLE. . 

iT 

Te ee ee ee  — 
With an extensive array of Shorthorn cattle, joined to | 

numerous but very superior collections of Herefords and Devon 
there was such a display of the old Longhorned breed as ha 
never before been witnessed. This formed quite a special feat 
and the Birmingham Show will hereafter be regarded as co 
mencing a new epoch for the breed. The Jersey cattle were 
also far more numerous, lovelier in appearance, and more meri 
torious than they have ever been at a Royal Show on any pre- 
vious occasion; while the cherry-red cattle of Sussex furnish 
sufficiently admirable specimens to prove their good qualities f 
beef-making, and the wonderful refinement in bone and sym- 
metry they have undergone in recent years. A capital represen 
tation of the bovine breeds was, therefore, exhibited. » 

“Class 44 we consider very good,” is the laconic report ¢ 
the Judges on the Shorthorn old bulls, which were brought under 
their inspection to the number of fourteen, no less than eight o 
whom they retained for a very close and lengthy scrutiny bef 
making their award. Such a collection of grand forms, ¥ 
shapely limbs and majestic carriage, formed a rich repast for t 

oe 

—— 

f 

— 
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‘eyes of Shorthorn breeders. There was “ 'Telemachus 6th,” the 
prize-winner, fresh and blooming, who has carried everything 

before him this year, and who, in his good head, level back, 
broad front, style of moving, and neat character, seems to grow 
more and more like the grand old bull, his sire, the victor of so 
_many fields. But very close up to him came “Sir Arthur Ingram,” 
‘the second bull, who at the Hull Show carried off the Society’s 
| finst prize for yearlings, and a first at Bedford as a two-year-old. 
The Earl of Shrewsbury’s “ Hindoo Chief,” with his beautiful 
| erest, capital loin and back, and showy style, seemed imposing in 
appearance, and secured third honours; while “ Serjeant Irwin,” 
who owns the same sire as the second-prize bull, and “ Robert 
| Stephenson,” were placed next. The latter has followed close on 
| “Sir Arthur Ingram’s” heels throughout his career, having been 
| second to his first at Hull and Bedford, and third to his second 
at Taunton. These formed the créme de la créme selected for 
‘honours; but of what remained an admirable class might have 
been formed. 

| The two-year-old bulls were not deemed by the Judges so 
| meritorious a collection, in which opinion the public will pro- 
\bably coincide; but there were two or three beautiful young 
\ animals in the class. Mr. A. H. Brown’s “ Pioneer,” who took 
| first prize last year, when his sire, “ Duke of Aosta,” also won 
-achief honour, was properly allowed to head them, and is likely 
to be a Showyard favourite for some years to come, having a 
| very sweet head and being faultless in form. The Marquis of 
| Exeter’s “ Telemachus 9th” was placed next him, of whom it 
may be remarked that he displays some resemblance in neatness 

_and general character to that celebrated sire who seems to have 
|impressed his own good qualities very powerfully on all his 
) offspring. Mr. Foljambe’s “Sweet Pea,” the remaining prize- 
/ animal, handles well, and possesses some style. 
The yearling bulls formed a round dozen, and will be found 

| well approved in respect of merit by the Judges, who were 
| compelled to spend some considerable time in placing them 
properly, several being possessed of nearly equal claims. Both 
’ Mr. Bland’s “ General Fusee” and the Duke of Northumberland’s 
“Snowstorm,” which won first and second prizes, are broad and 

| level over the back, and young animals of high promise; and 
Mr. B. St. John Ackers’s “Clovis” has so steadily improved 

| since his appearance, that he is likely to develop into admirable 
‘contour on the completion of his growth. Mr. Rowley’s 
'“Count Towneley” made a good fourth; and Mr. Wright’s 
“Beacon,” who was “highly commended” and received the 
| Reserve Number, probably owns the best middle of any animal 
| in the class. 

| 
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Whites were in the ascendant in the bull-calf class. Mr. 
Torr’s “ Fitzwilliam,” who was declared to be the best, and 
the Duke of Northumberland’s “Cheveley,” who took third 
prize, being of that colour. The Judges remark, that while © 
it was a fair class, some of the animals were “very good.” 
They selected eight from a lot about twice as large again, 
and the placing required much deliberation and attentive 
survey. The whites alluded to were both rather small, but 
remarkably neat, with very little to find fault with in the shape 
or quality of either. The second animal, Mr. Nevett’s roan, 
called “ Claro’s Duke,” is a beauty of another stamp, with grand — 
back and quarters, and an altogether large frame and dashing — 
style. The Judges also took notice of Mr. B. St. John Ackers’s — 
handsome young bull, “ Prince of Georgia,” and Mr. G. Garne’s — 
** Viscount Cherry,” who, although small, is so comely and 
well shaped, that he will be hard to beat if all goes well another — 
year. a 
Shorthorn cows were few in number, but the Rev. R. B. Ken- 

nard’s beautiful “Queen Mary” was there to head them; and — 
some will have it that her fame and the anticipation of her pre-— 
sence kept not a few others away. Lovely as a heifer, and now — 
perfectly majestic at four years old, she has been held up to the — 
world as a model Shorthorn, whose almost perfect contour and — 
prepossessing charms have seldom or never been equalled. The 
present generation knows little, except by reputation, of those — 
beauties which so dazzled the eyes of breeders when “ Necklace” 
and “ Bracelet” were famous Show-cows, and Mr. Bates brought — 
* Duchess 34th” to a Royal Showyard to meet and conquer the — 
former. Indeed, many people have almost forgotten Mr. Richard — 
Booth’s celebrities of a later period, when he swept off Showyard — 
prizes wholesale. His “‘ Queen of the Vale” and “ Queen Mab” 
were so faultless, it is said, that even “ old Cuddy,” the herdsman, — 
never knew which to prefer. Even “Charity,” according to 
Carr, was “ the personification of all that is beautiful in Short 
horn shape ;” while he relates of “* Queen of the May” that “two 
American gentlemen were perfectly ravished by the fascination 
of her beauty.” It is not toomuch to assume that some of these, 
and several others which could be named, were of equal merit, if 
not superior, to “Queen Mary ;” but certain it is that no Short- 
horn cow in recent years has been brought to the Showyard — 
which has carried off more trophies or been half as much admired. 
Her easy victory at Birmingham gave her owner the fourth Royal 
first prize she has won since entering the lists as a calf at Hull. 
Her achievements include more than a dozen other leading prizes, 

’ besides two 100 guinea challenge cups, namely, the Gloucester- 
shire, furnished by Mr. B. St. John Ackers, and the Havering 
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wk, given by Mr. McIntosh. These she has won now three 
s in succession, and they can no longer be wrested out of 

the Rey. R. B. Kennard’s hands. If there were more “ Queen 
Maries,” it is to be presumed challenge-cups would get very 

| searce indeed; but her Showyard career has now terminated, 
and all lovers of Shorthorns will readily join in the hope that she 
may excel in fertility of breeding, so that the Marnhull herd may 
| beenriched with daughters from so superb a dam, and as beautiful 
\asherself. Her two half-sisters, “ Blossom 2nd” and “ Olga,” 
who won first and second prizes in the two-year-old heifer class, 

| are deemed almost her equal now, and have runa splendid career 
of success with her throughout the present season. At one or 
two Shows the white has been preferred to the roan; but the 
verdict of the Royal seems the right one, and has been endorsed 
in the greater number of cases. ‘ Olga” is much the finer heifer 
of the two, and possesses a truly grand frame; but ‘ Blossom 2nd” 
excels in neatness, quality, and comely shape, promising to 
develop into a cow not at all unlikely to take “ Queen Mary’s” 
place and retain it. 

This two-year-old female class was termed by the Judges “ the 
best in our department.” It included a large number, and they 
were sufficiently meritorious to have furnished a second set of good 
ptize-takers in addition to the splendid quartette favoured by the 
Judges. Lady Pigot’s “ Flatterer,” the third-prize heifer, seems 
a wealthy good animal, although not quite faultless; and well- 
nigh the same description would serve for Mr. Lamb’s “ Laures- 
tina 3rd.” Sir G. W. Armstrong’s “ 3rd Oxford’s Welfare,” who 
took the Reserve, being sweet and pretty-styled; and a still 
more showy animal, whom the Judges “ highly commended,” 
Mr. Hutton’s “ Melpomene 3rd” having high merit ; neither they 
nor the commended heifers, Mr. T. H. Miller’s “ Ringlet 5th” 
and Mr. O. Viveash’s “ Numidia,” would have been unworthy 
of prizes had those placed before them by the Judges been 
absent. 
| With eight such heifers in a class, no wonder the Judges appre- 
ciated it so highly ; but the yearling heifers were not far behind 
\the others in merit, and were brought to the ring in greater num- 
\bers. Two admirably shaped, lovely animals, came in front. 
Both seemed very good, and when they appeared in the ring out- 
iders were well-nigh equally divided in weighing their respective 
laims. These were Lady Pigot’s “ Imperious Queen” and Mr. 

‘MeIntosh’s “Charmer 24th.” The Judges decided the knotty 
mt by placing them in the order just mentioned, by which the 

latter holds the same position which was awarded her as a calf 
lat Taunton, while the former rises from being third to the chief 
jposition. But probably no animal has improved so much in a 

VOL. XII.—-+S. s. 27P 
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single year as this charming yearling of high promise. The 
third premium was awarded to “ Iole,” from the Marnhull herd, - 
another half-sister to ‘“ Queen Mary ;” all four prize-winners 
being by that rare old sire, “ Grand Duke of Oxford.” “Tole” 
is not quite the equal of the other three, but appears likely to 
develop into grand form, and may possibly improve in position 
another year. Mr. Griffin’s “ Blushing Rose” shows most luxu- 
riant growth, and is a remarkably fine animal for her age. The 
Mytton Farming Company’s “ Ruby 6th” and Mr. Statter’s 
“‘ Lady Beautiful” are both handsome in appearance, and tho- 
roughly deserved the honourable mention the Judges gave them. © 
From the Judges’ Report it will be seen that they disqualified | 
one of the best of the yearlings, because they found her injured — 
from over-feeding. ‘There can be no doubt this was very wisely — 
done, and those who found fault at the time will learn at length | 
the reason this favourite, whom they backed for a prize, was not 
even mentioned. This should be a lesson to those who are nothing - 
loath to dispute the decisions of Judges. Outsiders, howeyer | 
gifted and experienced, have seldom the opportunity of forming | 
as correct an opinion as those appointed to the task, and this dis- - 
countenance to overfeeding cannot be too strongly commended. 

The heifer-calves were almost as numerous as the yearlings, 
and by no means wanting in merit. The prize-winners, at least, 
were three superb beauties, of whom we may expect to hear 
again; one of Mr. Coleman’s “ Golden Duchesses,” now owned | 
by Mr. C. A. Barnes, being first, Lady Pigot’s “ Dainty Dame” 
second, and one of Lord Dunmore’s ‘“* Red Roses” third. The 
Judges showed their appreciation of the class by giving a high 
commendation to the pretty calf of Messrs. Hosken and Son, 
called “ Miss Ada 8th Twin;” and commending Lady Pigot’s 
“Victoria Benedicta,’—which seems almost equal in style 
and quality to “ Dainty Dame,” and is likely enough to leave 
her in the van another year; also Mr. G. Garne’s “ Princess of 
Geneva” and Mr. Statter’s “ Lady Gertrude,” both of rare quality 
and hopeful promise. 

The following is the Report of the Shorthorn Judges :— 

Crass 44. We consider very good. 
Crass 45. Inferior to the former. 
Cuass 46. A very fair good class. 
Cuass 47. Also a fair class ; some of the animals very good. » 
Ciass 48. A small, but meritorious class. 
Cuass 49. ‘The best class in our departinent. 
Crass 50. We also considered very good, and take this opportunity of stating 

that. one of the best heifers shown in this class is very much injured by over- 
feeding, and consequently not placed. 

Cuass 51. A very fair class. Grorcr DREWEE 

Ricuarp CHALONER. 
A, MrrcHELL. 
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__ Herefords were in tolerable force, and as might reasonably 
| have been expected, considering that their native feeding- 
‘grounds were not very remote, the greater part of those ex- 

| hibited were admirable specimens of the breed—animals supe- 
| rior in form, thickly coated with wealthy flesh, and displaying 
all the characteristics of beef-making. The old bull class brought 

| to the ring several noted prize-takers, and amongst them Mr. 
Taylor's “ Tredegar,” who has seldom been surpassed for wealth 
| of flesh, capital brisket, and lengthy quarters. He possesses, too, 
_afine head and majestic style, and looking at him, no one can 
feel surprise at the long list of his conquests in many fields. 
But for the bone being a little too near the surface over the crops, 
this animal would be well-nigh faultless. Mr. Warren Evans’s 
“Von Moltke 2nd,” who was placed next to “ Tredegar,” is 

marvellous in development behind his shoulders, girthing there 
9 feet 2 inches. He is also good in back and loins, and with 
a magnificent frame displays a capital front. He won first 

prize at Bedford, but was only placed third at Taunton last 
' year, when he was a little amiss. He seems very thick in 
flesh and blooming now. “Baron 4th,” a smaller bull, of 
excellent quality and nice elastic touch, made a good third ; 
and in the Reserve bull, “ Gilder,” belonging to Mr. Richards, 
the wealthy characteristics of this breed in producing immense 
bulk and substance were again displayed. This animal was 
coated with a truly marvellous mass of flesh. The fact that 
all four animals receiving honours in this class trace to the 
celebrated bull “ Frankey,” whose impression was so marked 
and powerful, is well worthy of observation. The two-year- 
volds mustered few in number, and with nothing very superior in 
‘quality, except perhaps Mr. Thomas’s “ Horace 2nd,” who is 
grand round the heart region, displaying a magnificent chest. 
He is also bulky in frame, with good quarters, but seems a little 
/paunchy, which deprives him of that symmetrical appearance his 
‘frame would otherwise display. The second bull, Mr. Davy’s 
“Lord Compton,” has, at least, nice quality, and his shoulders 
are well set. He retains the same position in the prize-list he 
held at Taunton. The yearlings were more numerous, and 
formed an admirable collection. From the Showle Court herd 
‘came two—“ Thoughtful” and “ Taunton.” The former is sym- 
‘metrically built, with good quarters, and only wants the fine 
haracter of “ Tredegar” to be well-nigh perfect. He was ac- 
corded the place of honour. The latter received the first Royal 
prize as a calf, and derives name from the town where he was 
honoured. He now took third prize; while Mrs. Edwards’s 
‘Sir Edward,” by “ Winter de Cote,” a handsome animal of 
hice style, who on one or two previous occasions has beaten 

2P2 
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“ Thoughtful” when they have met, received second prize. A 
good Ralleelassiof ¢ any breed imparts ‘hope for the future, and the 
bull-calves at Birmingham were certainly a superb collection. 
They were headed by a good-looking son of ‘ Tredegar,” from 
the Showle Court herd, called Telescope ; 3” the second was Mr. 
Carwardine’s “ Ben Battle,” a promising fellow; and the Judges 
gave commendations to three others. 

The cows were very select, a few of the choicest herds offering _ 
their best specimens. The Adforton “ Rosebud,” not for the first 
time, takes precedence over the Glamorganshire “ Rosaline,” who, 
after winning her first Royal prize at Cardiff, has had a most sue- 
cessful Show career. Both are handsome, and the class must always 
be a good representative one when they stand first and second ; 
but the Showle Court and Whitfield herds played their trumps 
also, and “ Hazel 3rd” came third, with “Satin,” the Hereford — 
second winner, to take Reserve Number. By common consent — 
Mr. Carwardine’s beautiful ‘“*‘ Helena” has ranked first throughout 
the season as the best Hereford heifer of the day. She captivates 
amazingly on inspection, her almost faultless symmetry satisfying — 
the eye; and being mellow and downy-coated to touch, as well as — 
fascinating to look at, ‘‘ Helena” is a perfect gem. Her Majesty — 
the Queen had two very prime heifers in the class, to one of © 
which was awarded third prize. All outcomes from the Royal — 
Hereford herd seem to have a like character. Those who know — 

say that this is attributable to the impress of the bull Maximus.” 
The second winner was “ Lady Blanche,” from Mr. Warren — 
Evans's herd. She is rapidly developing into superior form, and — 

has made astonishing progress since last year. The second — 
yearling at Taunton, namely, Mr. Taylor's “ Cherry,” was ex- | 
hibited, but remained unnoticed, and there appears to be a 
eiciont cause, which cannot be too widely known. This heifer _ 
was cut up so badly with foot-and-mouth disease last autumn 
that she had not fully recovered from the effects of the attack. 
The first and second calves at Taunton occupied the same positions — 
as yearlings this year; Mrs. Edwards’s “ Mabel” having the post — 
of honour, and Mr. W. Burchell Peren’s “ Lady Lottie” second 
place. Both are lovely heifers, and the sweet character of the 
latter might give her preference over the former, but for rather 
gaudy rumps. Mr. Turner’s “ Mulberry,” which was put first at 
Hereford, came in third here. She has been a little amiss” 
recently, but being well built and a yearling of promise, may 
prove a formidable competitor next year. Mrs. Edwards won 
both prizes in the calf-class with two of the sweetest outcomes 
of red and white ever derived from the Wintercott or any other 
herd. The names of these beauties are ‘ Leonora” and “ Bea-. 
trice.” Both are by that grand sire ‘ Winter de Cote,” and no 
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derive much of their high quality and beautiful contour 
n that first-class bull. This class of heifer-calves was 

altogether a large and superior one, not a few of the leading 
herds being represented. 

The Judges make the following remarks on the Herefords :— 

ere were a few inferior animals, but there were many of first-rate quality— 
their equals are not often to be met with. 
_ Ctass 52.—The first-prize beast in the class is a splendid animal : a finer 
Specimen of the breed is rarely to be seen. The second winner is a good animal, 

_ of excellent quality and great scale. 
_ Crass 53.—'This is a very weak class. The first-prize animal is a very 

jod, masculine beast. 
_ Oxass 54.—This class contained a few useful animals; the Reserve Number 
694, running the third winner a close race. 
_Cxass 55.—A large class, and we considered them not up to the usual 

dard. 
Cass 56.—Very select, and four of the five animals exhibited are really 
a examples of the Hereford breed. 
» Ctass 57.—The first and second winners are magnificent animals. This was 

1 exceedingly good class altogether. 
Crass 58.—A very good class. 

_ Crass 59.—First and second winners are grand specimens, and will no doubt 
seen and heard of again in the Showyard. Several other animals in this 

class possess considerable merit. 
_ The site selected for the ring was not satisfactory to many of the exhibitors, 
as (independent of its unevenness) it was too isolated for the exhibition of one 

f the old established breeds of the county. 

oa Herefords exhibited at Birmingham were, on the whole, very good. 

Tuomas FENN. 
GEORGE BAKER. 

The Western reds were less numerous than the white-faces, 
vhich was of course attributable to the greater distance they 

were from home. Their representation, however, lost nothing 
in character, owing to the very choice specimens which were 
produced. Devons must excel in quality, or they are nothing ; 
but those brought before the eyes of the public in Aston Park 
were so faultless in symmetry, that not a few connoisseurs 

| deemed them the very cream of the bovine display. The old 
bull class had only five entries, but every animal received notice 
from the Judges. ‘ Master Robin,” the far-famed Stowey Court 
bull, well merited the pride of place which he obtained. He has 

| won first prizes at the Royal every year since he was a calf, and 
| wins them everywhere, his herdsman boasting of a long list, in- 
_ cluding fourteen or fifteen. His form presents a beautiful model, 
‘such as the true artistic eye may rest on with delight ; and not 

_ on his only, but on the shapely exteriors and exquisite features 
of two or three of his fellows standing side by side; for Mr. 
Gould’s “ Tempter” and Lord Falmouth’s “ Kingcraft” seemed 
equally attractive in appearance, and only the critical eye could 
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discriminate between their respective merits and those of the chief 
winner. But it will be seen by the Judges’ Report that they 
regarded with still greater approbation Classes 61 and 62, con- 
taining the two-year-old and yearling bulls. Lord Falmouth’s — 
splendid quartette in these lots, two of whom secured first and 
second prize in the former, and the others second and Reserve in 
the latter, were all neatly modelled and of rare quality. Another 
choice animal was Mr. W. Farthing’s first-prize “* Master James,” 
who would be almost faultless if a little better shaped behind— 
a remark almost equally applicable to Mrs. Langdon’s “ Duke of 
Flitton 12th,” a bull of exceedingly nice character and pleasing 
style. Amongst the bull-calves was one very promising and 
meritorious, exhibited by Her Majesty, to whom the Reserve and 
a high commendation were given. Mr. Farthing’s calves took 
the prizes, thereby conquering Mrs. Langdon’s “ Duke of Flit- 
ton 13th,” who had previously beaten them at Tiverton and Here- 
ford. This class, too, was undoubtedly remarkably good. 

Quite an embarras de richesse presented itself with the cows, who 
were the pink of perfection, such as would scarcely be matched 
again, taking the entire West country through. First came Mr. 
Farthing’s “ Pretty Face,” with grand shoulders, middle, and 
flank, and a sweetly modelled form almost resembling that of a 
Leicester sheep. Second to her was placed Mrs. Langdon’s 
beautiful “ Actress 2nd,” which well displayed the North Devon 
quality. Mr. W. Perry had two beautiful cows, “ Dairy Maid” 
and “ Camellia,” both of which have often conquered in Western 
fields; and the splendid collection also comprehended Mr. 
Trevor Lee Senior’s “ Moss Rose Ist,” Sir Alexander A. Hood’s 
“Lovely,” and a very thick, compact, wealthy young cow, be- 
longing to Major Buller, all of whom received notice from the 
Judges. 

Her Majesty the Queen won second and third prizes in the 
two-year-old heifer class with two beauties, “ Florence” and 
** Alice ;” the latter very pretty and possessing sweet style, but 
the former having the most charming model, with a prominent 
feature in delicately-tapering waxy horns. But there was a 
better in the class than either in Mrs. Langdon’s really superb 
“ Actress 8th,” who excels very much in form and quality. The - 
prize-animals in the yearling heifer class, belonging to Mr, 
Farthing, Mr. George Turner, and Major Buller, were rarities 
in refined quality and admirable contour, on which any artistic 
Devonian eye might feast. But in the highly commended 
*“« Picotee Ist,” and the commended “ Miss Boscawen” and “ Miss 
Ethel ”—belonging to Mr. Trevor Lee Senior, Mr. W. Smith, 
and Sir A. Hood—there would have been a good representation 
to give credit to the class had the prize-winners been absent. 
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The heifer-calves were probably of higher merit still, and Mr. 
Farthing, as in the previous class, came to the front with a 
beautiful specimen, having lovely head and shoulders, very sweet 

_ character, and, with the exception of being a little faulty behind, 
of shapely form. But, regarding perfect symmetry alone, Lord 
Portman’s “ Ladybird,” the second calf, had probably no superior. 

_ This was a beauty cast in an almost faultless mould, who, but for 
her too light colour, would have seemed perfection. There was 
also an elegant little “‘ Temptress,” whose comely looks and sweet 
touch proclaimed a likely prize-winner of the future ; and Major 
Buller exhibited one to take the Reserve, which seemed far above 
average merit. The class was a thoroughly good one, and all 
the other animals not alluded to, numbering five, received com- 
mendations. 

Reporting on the Devon classes, the Judges say :— 

We brietly state, that although the classes were not so numerously repre- 
sented as mizht have been desired, yet in each class there were specimens 

sessing more than ordinary merit, which may be regarded with favour by 
eir respective owners, more especially referring to the Male Classes 61 

and 62, and the Female Class 64, not forgetting the babies in both classes. 

Samuet P. Newsury. 
JAMES ‘l’REMAINE. 

Henry OVERMAN. 

A prominent feature of the Birmingham Show was the grand 
display made by Jersey cattle, which now come to the Show- 
yard every successive year in increasing numbers, and with a 
marked and striking improvement in quality. The Judges have 
referred to this matter very prominently in the Report appended, 

_and have so minutely entered into the respective merits of the 
various classes and animals, that I need scarcely go in detail 
| over the ground which has been traversed by them so well. The 
Temark may be made, however, that the prize and reserve bulls, 
“Madman,” “Silver Prince,” “Steel,” and “ Prince Charlie,” 
in the older class, and “ Luton Hoo,” “ Mohawk,” ‘ Nobleman,” 
and “ Fanfaron,” in the younger, all seemed fashioned after a 

different and far more symmetrical model than the male animals 
of the breed which were brought to the Showyard ten years 
since. This fact strikes the reflective observer quite as much 
as the large number of entries in the two classes—thirteen in 
one, and seventeen in the other. 

But the cow and heifer classes were far larger, and still more 
striking. In making their awards, Judges look to colourings of 
the skin, and other points which indicate good milking qualities, 
‘Tather than to comely forms, and those charming features which 
attract the fancy: to which fact may be attributed the inability 
of the public frequently to understand their decisions. In the 
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present instance very good reasons are afforded in the Re 
why certain animals were preferred before others. Probably it 
is only by being thus communicative that Judges can avoid 
being misunderstood. On the whole, the Jersey decisions at 
Birmingham were admirably well received, and very slightly 
canvassed ; but the explanations so fully accorded will not be 
the less welcome, as they will tend to educate the public on 
the principles which should be observed in forming a proper — 
estimate of Jersey cattle. 

The cows and heifers whom the Judges delighted to honour 
were mostly old favourites. In the older class Mr. Simpson’s 
“Pretty Maid,’ Mr. Tower’s “ Victoria,” and Mr. Digby’s 
“¢ Julia,” who received prizes in the order named, are well known 
Show animals. With Lord Chesham’s “ Dora,” who took Re- 
serve, the public are less familiar, although her beautiful form 
made a grand impression at this Show. The commended cows 
were Mr. Ramsden’s “ Rose” and Mr, Simpson’s “ Queen.” 
The latter has generally been placed above her companion 
“ Pretty-maid,” but, owing to being in season on the morning — 
of exhibition, her udder was not so full as usual, and she was 
scarcely in condition for show. 

Considering the magnitude of the heifer class, the discrimina- 
tion displayed by the Judges was truly marvellous. The five 
which they ‘separated from the bulk as the créme de la créme, 
seemed paragons of loveliness and rare quality, such as are 
seldom seen. They were “Lemon Peel 2nd” and “ Luna,” 
belonging to Mr. Simpson; Mr. Dixon’s “ Brunette ” and “ Gri- 
sette ;” and the Rev. Morton. Shaw’s “Lilac.” The latter 
appeared to outsiders the worst of the lot, but she received 
third prize, and a reason for her being so well placed appears 
in the Report. The chief prize-taker was the first-named, and 
the second ‘“ Brunette,’ the other two receiving high com- — 
mendations. But Mr. Miller’s ‘Butterfly,’ Mr. De Vitré’s 
“Spot,” and Mrs. Leigh’s “‘ Beauty,” were commended. 

The Guernsey classes formed a singular contrast to the Jersey 
in being so small. Some may be inclined to conclude from the — 
circumstance that the one breed is not so much cultivated in 
England as the other. Both, however, are popular, only the 
former does not always get into the hands of people accustomed 
to Shows. The Guernsey has always been consideréd the cot- 
tager’s cow, but the Jersey inhabits the parks of our nobility, 
and the suburban retreats of wealthy citizens. Usually the most 
docile of the bovine species, it is a melancholy incident con- 
nected with the Show that Mr. Baker’s prize-bull, “ Johnnie,” 
who used to follow his keeper about as a child, grew Vicious 
after his return from Birmingham, attacked and killed the 
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; th ful man in charge, and had to be shot himself. The Report 
2 alluded to is as follows :— 

JERSEY CLASSES. 

in reporting upon the classes submitted to our consideration and judgment, 
= cannot fail to draw attention to the great increase which has this year 
ley in the entries for competition. 

I 68—Bulls above Two Years old—twelve animals competed. This 
S an even class, with none so striking as to stamp him at once as far 
perior to the rest. No. 716, an animal of cood quality and form, to which 
first prize was awarded, might, owing to his colour, have been suspiciously 
arded as showing a strain of Guerusey blood, but there were features about 
enter typical of the Jersey breed which unmistakably set aside the 

a, and it was not without satisfaction that the Judges were informed, after 
- opinion had been expressed, that, although many believed the animal 

S not pure-bred, it had been most creditably ascertained that he was so. 
) _— shows that persons who follow up the breeds of the Jersey and of the 

y cattle should study closely their distinctive features. It is an error 
WO suppose that the light-red coloured bull is not met with in the Jersey 

ttle ; Bionh not very commonly, still he is occasionally found, as in this 
not unfrequently with the black tongue and tail. The second prize was 

arded to No. 705, an aged, showy, and stately animal, but which might 
We carried a better head. No 710, a dark-coloured bull, with a well-knit 

ne, but too heavy about the head and neck, took the third place, and the 
was given to No. 709, an animal of promise, showing unmistakable 

ce of good blood. 
Cuass 69—Bulls above One Fear and not exceeding Two—was a stronger 
d better class than the former. In this there were seventeen entries. The 

St prize was adjudged to No. 727, very near the limit of the prescribed age 
; this class, being only a few days short of two years old. This animal, 
pony set, “and highly bred, possesses very considerable merit. The 

d prize was carried by No. 720, with a neat head, and generally good 
=; and No. 718, also a good and well-bred bull, but very closely contested 
0. 723, obtained the third prize, the reserve number aud high commenda- 

ing event the latter No. 729, also a good animal, was commended. 
3 70. Cowsabove Three Years old. —This, as a whole, was a very satis- 

relass. No. 747, a rather small but highly-bred cow, took the first prize. 
Siticnlar distinction was richness of quality, and she looked the milker 

§ all over. She claims a plainish head, but an excellent udder. For position 
€ was very hard pressed by No. 738, which took the second prize, and also 
owed excellently. No. 740, the next prize-taker, very handsomely shaped, 
d probably a large milker, lacks that yellowness about the ears and else- 
er which denotes a corresponding richness of produce; whereas No. 736 
sreserve and hichly commended number, though not nearly so handsomely 

2G as the former, is very meritorious for quality. The same remarks may 
2 be made with reference to the commended animals, Nos. 735 and 745. 

pference to No. 744, it must be observed that in many respects this was 
e of the best animals in the class; but one quarter of her udder having lost 

its yieldine powers, she was deprived of a position which she would otherwise 
ve held. It must also be observed in reference to this class, that some of 
animals were shown in the ring very disadvantageously, inasmuch as 
s, being unduly distended, were consequently distorted, through having 
at too long without milking prior to their examimation. It is well 

the capacity of the udder, that its form may be seen, that the 
ftial or the non-producing quarters may be the more easily detected. But 
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it becomes injurious to carry this beyond the attainment of those objects. 
would be well if on this point some regulation were established for the fute on 

Cuass 71. Heifers in-Milk or in-Calf not exceeding Three Years old—_ 
The entries in this class were, without exception, more numerous than in any 
other of the cattle-classes exhibited at this meeting. No less than thirty-three 
animals were entered ; and when it is considered that these specimens, varying 
from 16 months to 2 years and 7 months of age, were competing against each 
other, it will be easy to understand that a certain degree of difficulty exists in 
determining how the prizes are to be awarded. In this case a young heifer, 
twelve months old, without development of udder, might be brought before 
the Judges by the side of a powerful three-year-old in full milk, which might, 
indeed, have given birth to two calves, and have no good claim to the distine- 
tion of heifer. How, then, in fairness to the merits of each, can they compete 
in the same class? For this reason, therefore, and in consideration of the posi- 
tion which this class has attained numerically, the Judges deem it their duty to 
point out for the consideration of the Council, the advisability of dividing for 
the future the heretofore existing Heifer Class into two distinct classes, vid, 
heifers in-milk or in-calf above two years, and not exceeding three years” 
old ; heifers above one year, and not exceeding two years old. 

Returning to the animals exhibited and the awards given, the first prize 
was taken by No. 776, a heifer in-milk, generally good all round; and the 
second prize by a heifer in-calf, No. 754, of good quality. The third prize 
came to No. 770. his heifer bas a long and plainish head, but this is more 
than made up by the excellent form of her udder, No. 754, to which was 
given the Reserve Number, was small but neat. Here was also an instance 
where undue distension through delay in milking produced an unfavourable 
appearance in the position of the teats. No. 774, highly commended, an 
Nos. 749, 761, 766, commended, deserved this distinction as good and ser 
viceable animals. 

, 

4 

GUERNSEY CLASSES. 

These classes were unusually short in their entries, which is to be regretted 
the more as the dairy properties of the breed recommend themselves i 
the consideration of amateurs and dairymen, both in respect to quantity and 
quality of produce, il 

Cuass 72. Bulls above One Year old.—In this four animals competed, and 
the prizes were awarded as follows :— ; 

To No, 783, good all round, the first place was easily attainable. The 
second was given to No, 782, which was closely followed by No. 781, the 
Reserve Number and Hizhly Commended. f. 

Cuass 738. Cows above Three Yeurs old.—In this class there were only 
three entries. No 786, with a good head and frame, though not quite perfeet 
as to the position of her teats, obtained the first prize, and No. 788, the 
second, the Reserve Number beins 787. / 

Cuass 74. Heifers in-Milk or in-Calf not exceeding Three Years old.—The 
prize in this class was awarded to a good animal, No. 789. The Reserve 
Number, 788, was only ordinary. 

JAMES DUMBRELY. 
Cuaries P. Le Cornu. 

The wealthy and robust Sussex cattle did not appear in great 
force, but the representation of the breed was complete as regards 
its claims to be one of the best beef-making sorts in the kingdom. 
Mr. Turville’s “Tom,” the first of the old bulls, has immense 
substance, nor is he deficient in quality. Messrs. Stanford's 

a 
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Dorchester,” who comes next him, owns a compact well-built 
rame. Both are old Showyard beasts, the latter deriving name 
m the town where he took his first prize. The breed will be 

e to gain reputation from the exhibition of such animals, 
k in flesh, and covering grand frames. Mr. Turville may 
only be proud of “ Tom,” but of two excellent young bulls in 

the next class, bred by him, although now owned and exhibited 
by others. These are Mr. H. H. Hammond’s “ Hartley 1st,” who 
possesses levelness at top, symmetrical shape, and nice cha- 
racer and Mr. Braby’s stoutly framed, wealthy “ Headley.” 
To the first the leading position was assigned, and the latter 
was highly commended. Mr. Whitehead’s “ May Duke,” who 
took second prize, is also a shapely, good animal. The 
yearling bulls were a very sweet lot, Mr. G. Smith’s “ Young 
artley ” displaying a style and quality which made him 
dorn first place very creditably, while the nice character of 

Messrs. Heasman’s “ Croydon” represented effectively the high 
reeding of the Angmering herd. 
_A beautiful collection of well-shaped, hardy, and remarkably 
good-looking Sussex cows—the picked celebrities of several 
of the best herds—proved to what a high stage of improvement 
the breed has been brought, for, in the old days, it used to be 
ie that, although the South countrymen brought out the 
best-weighted and finest oxen in Smithfield, the cows they 
b them from were not worth looking at. This is, indeed, 
hanged, for the entire class of cows in the present instance 

received commendation from the Judges. There were two or 
noted Showyard favourites besides Mr. Child’s “ Jewel” 

md Messrs. Stanford’s “ Dorset” who received the prizes. 
Mr. Agate’s “ Auburn,” who took the reserve, has been highly 
distinguished as such; and the same may be said of Messrs. 

man’s “ Cherry” and “ Pride of Ham.” In fact, “ Auburn” 
eceived first prize at Bedford. Two beautiful heifers were 
selected for the prizes in the two-year-old heifer class, namely, 
Mr. Agate’s “Honesty Ist,” and Messrs. Stanford’s “ Rose- 
dew.” In a pretty yearling class Mr. Blake Duke’s “ Young 
Barmaid” won great admiration for her sweet head and pleasing 
contour of form; but in the estimation of the Judges one still 
etter was found in Messrs. Stanford’s “* Rosedew 2nd,” who, it 

must be admitted, is an admirable specimen of the weaith and 
good qualities the breed can be now made to display. In 
reporting on these classes the Judges briefly observe :— 

| We tezret the competition was no ercater ; nevertheless, the marked improve- 
| ment, loth in form and quality o! flesh, is such as lairly entitles the Sussex to 
be regarded as a most distinctive and useful breed of cattle. 

S. P. Newsury. 
- J. TREMAINE. 

H. OvErMaN. 
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A leading feature was the large display of Longhorn 
which had never on any previous occasion presented anyth 
like such an imposing muster. Very interesting and attractive — 
they appeared, with their long curling horns and handsomely — 
marked colours. But, however pleasing to look at, it is by no 
means certain that they are a sort desirable to own for grazing 
purposes. The handling of not a few in Aston Park was 
extremely indifferent, a thickness of hide responding to touch 
but little understood by those whose experience lies among 
Shorthorn, Devon, and Hereford cattle. This was not so in the 
case of all, the Duke of Buckingham’s animals, with the “ Con- 
queror” blood, in particular displaying much more softness and 
elasticity. No doubt the modern revival of this old-established 
breed will lead to a great improvement in this respect; for in 
these days of beef-making no sort of animals can be expected to — 
extend themselves unless they possess thoroughly wealthy cha- — 
racteristics. A leathery skin is not unfrequently a concomitant — 
of the brindle colour, and animals possessed of both are often to — 
be found in dairy-districts displaying good milking properties; 
but experienced graziers would much prefer to have nothing to — 
do with them. 7, 

The fact that more than sixty animals of the breed were broug! e | 

together at Aston Park, and that they were from more than a 
dozen herds ‘distributed all over the Midlands, and as far west- | 
ward as Somerset, shows that the revival movement has taken a — 
good hold on the country. The old bull class had nine entries, — 
with the Duke of Buckingham’s “ Conqueror 3rd” to lead them. — 
He seemed by far the best, and one of his sons, “The Mar — 
quis,” conquered in the yearling bull class. Some of the other 
bulls were handsome, and somewhat grandly shaped, but “- | 
few handled at all kindly. ‘The cows looked milkers all over, — 
and no doubt the good dairy properties of the breed, combine 7 

with great hardihood, is what recommends it so much in the Mid- 
land Counties. Mr. Forrest’s “Lady” and “ Bluebell,” both — 
bred by Mr. J. H. Burberry, of Kenilworth, were considered 
by the Judges the best specimens of the breed in the class, — 
and certainly they were good-looking ones. Three or four of — 
the others varied much in type and general character. In the 
three-year-old heifer class two daughters of the first-prize old bull 
from the Duke of Buckingham’s herd, “Lady Twytross” and 
‘“ Barmaid,” took first and second prizes. They possessed the 
same kindly touch as their sire. It will be seen by the Judges’ 
Report that this class in particular impressed itself on their 
notice as a good one. Besides the animals mentioned, Mr. Tom- 
linson had a couple of nice-looking ones—* Lady Weston” and 
‘“ Loophorn 4th ”—which received third prize and reserve. The 
two-year-old class was strong in numbers, but scarcely so deserving © 
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ds the high quality of the animals. The Duke of Buck- 
a took another first prize with a third daughter of “ Con- 
3rd,” namely, “Countess of Temple,” who, like her 
ers, displays the same nice character as their valuable 

re. The Longhorn and dairy cattle came to the same ring, and 
ere judged by the same Judges, who state in their Report: 

‘We found the classes well represented, especially the aged bulls; and the 
e-year-old heifers were very good. he dairy-cows were also useful, and the 

oung stock very promising. 
JAMES SOMERVILLE. 
BENJAMIN WALKER. 
MatuEew HEwerrtson. 

~- The dairy-cows were in two classes, one consisting of pairs from 
same herd, and the other of single cows. The competition 

eemed of a most interesting nature as milkers of various breeds 
competed. The Shorthorn, Longhorn, and Ayrshire breeds, had 
two pairs each to represent them in their own class with a single 

) of cross-bred cows, called ‘‘ Yorkshires.” The first and 
second prizes went to the Shorthorns, who were beautiful cows, 
Sth very capacious udders. The third prize and reserve were 
: ken by the Ayrshires. This result, it will be seen, does not 

§ t all tend to advance the Longhorn cattle even as milkers, in 
W hich character they might have been expected to succeed best. 
age did they take any honours in the class for single cows, 
ere four of the breed were entered with the same niall ot 

e Shorthorns, two Ayrshires, two cross-breds, and one York- 
ire cow; for the first prize was given to Mr. Wodehouse’s 
Countess,” a roan Shorthorn; the second to Mr. Cogswell’s 
eshire roan; the third to the Yorkshire cow exhibited by 
. T. Statter: and the reserve, with a commendation, to 
. Kingsley, for another Shorthorn, namely, old “ Sent 

-phina 1st.” 

SHEEP. 

_ Sheep came out nobly in the grand display, and particularly 
se modern kinds which have the reputation of being farmers’ 
paying animals, on account of their bountiful and rapid 

urns of mutton, combined with large yields of wool. Of these 
e Lincolnshire Long-woolled, and the Shropshire and Oxford- 

e Downs, were not only more than commonly numerous, but 
th a contained such superior specimens as to give the sheep- 

ns an unusual attraction. As Southdowns, too, were in force, 
ith a splendid array of animals possessing nice character and 

e quality, the Society may be congratulated on having brought 
together an exhibition of the woolly tribes of well-nigh unex- 
mpled merit. 
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In referring to the Leicesters the Judges report :— 

We found all classes well represented. The shearling rams were m 
good, and, as a whole, a fine lot of sheep. The aged rams were, with 
exceptions, a superior lot. ‘The shearling ewes varied somewhat in size an 
character. 

FRANCIS SPENCER. a 
CuaRLes Wa. TINDALL. 

The best shearling ram was from the flock of one of the oldest « 
the Society’ s exhibitors, Mr. George Turner, of Brampford Spell 
who, just to show what the “ old folk” still can do, conquered 
his son, the noted prize-taker for this breed, with a remarkably — 
fine and magnificent sheep, whose only fendi is a want of fulness 
in the leg of aaeiton: aM Turner, of Thorpelands, Yt oa 
came in second and third with beautiful shearlings of swé 
character ; and the reserve was given to Mr. W. Brown’s y 
good ram iceetl his Yorkshire flock, which seemed better woollale 
than either. The shearling class was admirably well filled, but, as | 
regards superior merit, the older rams must be preferred, althaa 
fewer in number. Here Mr. Turner, jun., came to the 
with a well-nigh perfect specimen of the Thorpelands flock, 
symmetry, form, and substance. The other prizes went to t 
Ravenstone flock of Mr. R. W. Cresswell, which was capitally 
represented, showing that good Leicester sheep are still to ] 
found in their native county. There was a more limited dis 
play of ewes, and, as stated by the Judges, they were not 
even. Mr. W. Brown’s first-prize pen contained two, with sweet 

Mr. Marris’s ewes were also of sweet character. 
Several more breeders of Cotswold sheep exhibited than usual, 

in consequence of which the shearling ram class formed a capital - 
representation. Mr. Russell Syasieick always brings out l 
sheep, but in this instance, although he had five specimens, all 
fine, but not so thoroughly prepared for Show as usual, he co 
only obtain reserve, which alone proves how magnificent 
the general collection. Mr. Thomas Brown, of Marham H 
the well-known breeder of Norfolk Cotswolds, had six beauties, 
To two of them, of remarkably nice quality and copie an 
were awarded first and second prizes; while a third, ater 
of a grand frame, seldom if ever surpassed for substan | 
symmetry, was highly commended. ‘The third-prize shearli 1 
of Mr. S. Smith, of Somerton, seemed also a beautiful specime 
with his broad level back, capital loin, and generally wi 
developed frame. It is worthy of remark that Mr. Brown's 
highly commended sheep had a girth of 5 feet 5 inches. ~ .y 

Neither the older rams nor the ewes were anything like 
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umerous, but the former were of high merit, all coming from 
wo celebrated flocks—those of Marham Hall, and the “Royal 
sricultural College Farm. Mr. Brown’s ad! rams were not, 
pwever, equal to his shearlings, and all three prizes were aw arded 

to Mr. Swanwick, for sheep, marvellous in build, grand sub- 
stance, prime wool, and quality. They are specially mentioned 
y the Judges 1 Sins thitaie Report. Mr. Swanwick also won all the 

s in the ewe class with three tolerable pens, leaving Mr. S. 
mith the reserve. The Judges’ remarks on the Cotswolds are 

as follows :— 

~ Crass 91.—A good lot, with fine quality, and good wool. 
In Cass 92 there were three very fine sheep, and No. 964 was very full of 
wool and mutton. 

Crass 93.—\We have seen better ewes, more evenly drawn for skin and 

Rk. G. F. Howarp. 
T. Porter. 

The truly splendid collection of the Lincolnshire breed was 
aot only large in numbers, but almost every animal had a mag- 
ificent frame and grand character. It is rare to find such well- 
led classes exemplifying so thoroughly and with hardly any 

exceptions a higher degree of excellence than the average level of 
nerit. The task before the Judges was peculiarly onerous under 
he circumstances, and when it is known that the assistance of a 

t Judge had to be rendered before the prizes in two of the 

asses could be decided on, the murmurs against their decisions 
hich were made in the Showyard will be seen to have been 

without cause. The shearling ram class had no less than thirty- 
e entries, yet it was generally commended by the Judges. 

e contest between the two beautiful sheep of the Nocton Rise 
Branston flocks was the old one of nice quality against sub- 

stance in a grand frame. Both were almost equally deserving 
of an honour which could be only accorded to one, and it seems 
particularly satisfactory that in this dilemma the Judges called 
in a third party. But the third-prize and reserve rams were 

ost on a par with Mr. Howard’s and Mr. Marshall’s. The 
former belongs to the Northamptonshire flock of Mr. T. W. D. 

Harris, and seemed a very compact, squarely built, nicely woolled 
sheep. The latter did honour to Nottinghamshire and the flock 
of Mr. Henry Smith; and he is so well eared with a straight 

back, well-sprung ribs, excellent plait and rump-end, that he 
will not unlikely develop into something marvellous another 

‘ 

The older rams were fewer, but of great merit. Of the first- 
rize one, belonging to Mr. J. Byron, of Kirkby Green, it would 
impossible to speak in too high terms of commendation. He 
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is a magnificent animal all over, with beautiful form, capital flesh 
and wool, and admirable character. The Judges had only less - 
trouble in this class from his merit being so very striking. 
there were others who, in the absence of the chief winner, wot 
have been deemed very perfect, especially the grand table-ba 
sheep of Messrs. Dudding and Mr. R. Wright, which received th 
other prizes. As for the ewes, according to the common verdict — 
—fully endorsed it will be seen by the Judges—they have never 
been surpassed at any previous Show ; and the same may no dout 
be asserted of the Lincolnshire sheep, taken as a whole. 
first-prize pen came out of Cambridgeshire, and it may be 
remarked that never before have so many counties furnished the 
Showyard with beautiful specimens worthy of prizes. is 
shows how rapidly this wealthy remunerative kind of sheep a 
being extended. Mr. Gunnell’s ; sheep were very fine, and matched | 
excellently, their lengthy massive forms all appearing as though 
cast in a common mould. With grand character, which no 
disputed, their right to first place remained unchallenged ; but the 
question was asked why, ina class of this high order of mertia bot 
remaining prizes fell to one exhibitor? Here again it is satis- 
factory to find the decision was not arrived at without calling i 
another Judge; not that there need remain the slightest vestige 

of a doubt as to the correctness of the award, for there were 

impartial and experienced critics amongst outenters who, regaré 4 
ing the compact, shapely forms of the ‘Nocton Rise sheep, thei r 
good looks, heavy fleeces, and uniform character, gave them the 
preference even over Mr. Gunnell’s. No one can deny, however, — 
that the pens of Mr. John Pears and Messrs. Dudding were 2 
very first-class indeed. With rare excellence in the general 
exhibits, discrimination must always be reduced to points ¢ 
great nicety ; and it may be accounted a great honour to receive 
the smallest commendation in such a collection as this. Th 
remarks of the Judges are as follows :— 

“4 

y 

Cxiass 94 was an excellent one of Lincoln shearlings ; we have never seen & 
better. There was great difficulty in awarding the first prize, and another 
Judge had to be called in. The first- and second-prize animals were very fin 
their quality of wool and mutton being very first-rate, and we had great plea- 
sure in commending the class generally. 

Crass 95 was also good, although aeuities in number; but we have seldom 
seen a better animal than the first-prize one, his wool ‘and quality being so 
superior. The second-prize animal was a very fine sheep, but wanted rather — 
more wool. 

Cuass 96.—This was the best class of Lincoln shearling ewes we have ever — 
seen, the first-prize pen being full of wool and quality, and the second and 
prizes we could not award without calling in another Judge, who soon gave his © 
decision, We comménded the class generally. 

Rk. G. F. Howarp. 
T. PorTer. 
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Os highly popular breed of sheep is the Oxfordshire 
wn, and this, too, was so admirably represented as not merely 
maintain the high position which it had previously attained, 

but to suggest thas never before had a more splendid collection of 
' animals of the correct type been brought together. The class for 
shearling rams had no less than twenty-eight entries, and the 

| greater number were so superior that the Judges confessed the duty 
| a most arduous and perplexing one satisfactorily to discriminate 
| between so many animals of extraordinary merit. In making 

| their draft of the really good, no less than a dozen were selected, 
and then the almost impossible task of extracting the créme de la 
eréme presented itself. They at length fixed on a very grand 
sheep for first’ prize, belonging to Mr. Albert Brassey, whose mas- 

_ sive form was well proportioned, with a plait and leg of mutton 
calculated to kindle fire ina grazier’seye. But one of Mr. Milton 
Druce’s seemed well-nigh equal in a beautifully modelled form, 

| with something more of quality, and to this they awarded second 
prize. The third prize was given to a sheep belonging to Mr. 
G. Wallis, of Old Shifford, which displayed a great deal of fine 
breeding in a compact, shapely frame. An honour of some kind 
was then bestowed on each of the other nine which made up the 
dozen, and no less than six of them were highly commended. 

_ Three of the latter belonged to Mr. Treadwell—to one of whom 
was accorded Reserve—another was from the flock of Mr. 
H. Barnett, and the other two were exhibited by Mr. A. F. Milton 

| Druce and Mr. G. Wallis. The latter gentleman had no less 
| than nine shearlings in this very good class. 

Every animal in the next collection was of merit, and although 
the older rams were comparatively few, their high superiority 
made up for this, and thoroughly redeemed the character of the 
. class in general estimation; Mr. A. F. M. Druce received first 
and third prizes, and a sheep of Mr. G. Wallis was put second. 
The type of the latter was more after the style of the Cotswold 
than an Oxfordshire generally displays; but Mr. Druce’s first- 
prize ram was on rather short legs, with a compact, thick, deep 

| frame, and his third had a grand table-back, with sdetails 
) character. There were six pens of ewes, the whole of which 
| received honours; so that it may be considered that the Judges 
estimated very highly all three classes, and nearly the whole of the 

‘animals of the breed exhibited. Mr. Druce was victorious once 
‘more, although it was apparently a nice point which pen had 

| most merit, his or the second-prize one belonging to Mr. J. 
| Treadwell. Then again there seemed a very slight difference 
| between Mr. Treadwell’s third-prize ewes and those of Mr, 7. 
_ Brassey, which received Reserve. 

Southdown sheep have gradually been acquiring greater size, 
VOL. XII.—S. 8. 2Q 
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without losing the beauty of their sweetly moulded forms 
that rare quality for which they have always been so highly 
tinguished. When these animals are removed from their n 
hills to better pastures, they naturally develop larger frames, but 

not always devoid of coarseness. The late Jonas Webb was the — 
first to bring this grander form to such a high stage of perfee- — 

tion in rare “quality, combined with great size, that Showyard 
honours were won by him in competition with the best of the 
Sussex breeders. Lord Walsingham, by adopting similar tacties, 
has produced some magnificent sheep of exquisite beauty, but of 
stouter build and more substance than are to be found in the native 
Sussex flocks. All his prize-rams owe descent to ‘* Royal Man- — 
chester,” who had a high reserve placed on him at the Merton — 
sale in 1871, and fortunately was not disposed of in consequence, ~ 
The extraordinary character of that celebrated prize-sire, and — 
the marvellous results of his employment since then in the | 
Merton flock, fully justify the confidence reposed i in high breeding _ 
and the principle that “like produces like.” He was never used t 
elsewhere ; and if Lord Walsingham’s prize-winners exemplify — 
an elegance of form which cannot be surpassed, combined | 
high quality and size, the superiority may be attributed to- 
impress of * Royal Manchester.” 

There were twenty-six entries in the shearling ram class, 
even the Sussex breeders brought their sheep larger than they hay 
been accustomed to do, so that there was a noticeable uniformit 
in this particular, which it will be seen the Judges remark 
in terms of commendation. Lord Walsingham exhibited 
all bearing a strong family likeness in magnificent contour, wit 
enlar gement of frame, nice character and quality, and very prime 
legs of mutton. These took the first two prizes, two high com- 
ich dtst irs, and the Reserve. The first-prize one is very perfect — 
indeed, and is to be retained for service in the Merton lock, for 
Lord Walsingham always adopts the excellent principle of keep- 
ing his best at home, whatever tempting offers may be made him = 
to part with them. Sir N. W. Throckmorton exhibited two 
superior shearlings, to one of whom third prize was awarded, — 
and to the other a commendation. The Duke of Richmond's” 
beautiful specimens from Goodwood were commended, an honour 
also bestowed on one of the Jargest Southdown shearlings ever 
shown, belonging to Messrs. Heasman, of Angmerimg. Alto-— 
gether the Judges noticed nine, which sufficiently proves how 
high the class commended itself to their estimation. q 

The older rams were to the number of seventeen entries, and 
exemplified very fully the same notable features of high quality 
in beautiful forms. Lord Walsingham received the first 
third prizes and also the Reserve with splendid specimens—the 
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best having since crossed the Atlantic for the Philadelphia Exhi- 
bition. This sheep, although only highly commended last year 
at Taunton, attracted the particular notice of Mr. H. Overman, 
one of the Judges, who predicted that, with good treatment, the 
ram would develop into a first-prize winner. The excellent 

_ plait and forequarter of this sheep are remarkable, and his girth 
| reaches 4 feet ) inches; but the second-prize animal, belonging 
to Mr. J. J. Colman, M.P., was of nice character also, with a 
girth equal to the one just remarked on. Lord Walsingham’s 
third had a particularly nice touch, and his Reserve sheep 
‘seemed scarcely inferior to either of the others put before him. 
This should prove how close was the competition. But there 
Were six other very superior sheep in the class. H.R.H. the 

| Prince of Wales was highly commended with a straight-backed, 
_well-shaped specimen ; and the like honour was accorded Mr. 
Rigden and Sir W. Throckmorton, for grandly backed sheep, 
with excellent character. Three other rams, belonging to the 

| two exhibitors last named and Mr. J. J. Colman, M.P., were 
also commended. No fewer than ten sheep:altogether were con- 
oe y honoured. 

__ Great size, combined with good quality, was also the prevailing 
feature of the Southdown shearling ewe pens. Lord Walsing- 
ham’s star was once more in the ascendant, and the Judges would 
have erred had they not placed his massive, lengthy, handsome 
ewes in the front; while the evenly matched pen of sweet character, 
belonging to Sir N. W. Throckmorton, seemed to assert just as 
decidedly their right to second place. But there was a very close 
contest indeed between Mr. Colman’s third-prize pen and the 
Duke of Richmond’s Reserve before these distinctions were 
affixed, and the Judges had to discriminate attentively and expend 

| a considerable time on the labour before determining what to do. 
A very nice pen, belonging to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, was 

_ commended. 
The Judges’ Report on the Oxfordshire Downs, Southdown, 

_and Hampshire classes, is as follows :— 

- Ciass 97—Shearling Oxfords—was as fine a class as we have ever seen 
| exhibited, and gave us much trouble to select the prize animals, many of 
which were of equal merit ; and we commend the class generally as being a 
very useful lot of sheep. 

| InCrass 98 the entries were not so large; but as we noticed the whole of 
| them, this is sufficient to show they were all good specimens of the breed. 
Crass 99—Shearling Ewes—numbered only six entries; but those selected 

| for the prizes were considered of very equal merit. 
Crass 100—South Down Shearlings—came out in great force, and was as 

good a class as we have scen exhibited for some years, being of a larger size, 
and not deficient in quality. 
| In Cuass 101 we found a remarkably fine class of sheep, of good use and 
quality ; and 
E 2Q2 
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Crass 102, for Shearling Ewes, was a very fair one, many of them being of 
great size and good quality. ; 
We consider all the classes in Oxford and South Downs to be better repre- 

sented than we have seen them for many years. 

‘s 

In the classes of Hampshires and other Short Wools there was little competi- 
tion. Some few of the animals were of superior quality, and we very highly 
commend a pen of Dorset ewes, but consider they ought not to compete with 
Hampshires. 

Hewsry Fooxes. 
Joun Bryan. 
Witu1am BULLEN. 

The smallness of the Hampshire classes seemed to afford a 
strange contrast to the fulness of some of the others; but in this 
part of the kingdom no other result was to have been expected. 
There were only four shearling rams from two exhibitors, Mr. 
Alfred Morrison and Mr. G. W. Homer. Those of the former 
received both prizes, and were grand-looking shearlings, lengthy, 
with straight backs and good substance, such as would probably 
have won with far greater competition. Mr. Homer's had very 

nice quality, however, and both received notice from the Judges. 
In the older ram class there were the same number of sheep, Mr. 
Morrison exhibiting two, as before; but he had to be content 
with a high commendation and a ¢ommendation for these, Mr. 
T. Chapman Saunders winning both prizes with two beautiful 
sheep; the first-prize one, in particular, being quite a paragon 
in symmetry, high quality, thick flesh, and superior wool, all 
combined in a grand frame. This noble sheep is particularly 
good in points wherein Hampshires are usually defective, being 
very full behind the shoulders, and having a neat pretty head, 
with pleasing countenance. He stands wide before, with a 
wealthy bosom declining low, and his leg of mutton seems equal 
to that of a Southdown. If the true Sussex quality and beauty 
of shape can be imparted to an enormous frame, we have it here. 

Mr. T. C. Saunders had also the post of honour in the ewe 
class with a pen of beauties, bearing a striking resemblance in 
character to the ram just described. Mr. Morrison did not enter 
any ewes, but there were three other pens in the class, one 
belonging to Mr. G. W. Homer, which received second prize; 
a pen from the superior flock of Mr. J. Walter, M.P., to whom 
was awarded Reserve; and one of Dorset Horns, exhibited by 
Lord Bridport, which the Judges highly commended. Yt will be 
seen that in their Report they remark on the circumstance of 
sheep of opposite characteristics in everything but length of 
wool being allowed to compete together. Scarcely a Show is 
ever held, however, without some slight amalgamation taking 
place in breeds inadequately represented. The last section im 
the sheep department was styled ‘“ Hampshire and other Short- 
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woolled Sheep,” which rendered ‘“ Dorset Horns” eligible. This 
particular pen seemed out of place only because all the other sheep 
were virtually of one breed, although Mr. Saunders’s were termed 
“West Country Downs,” Mr. Home's * Dorsetshire Downs,” 
and Mr. Morrison’s and Mr. Walter’s “ Hampshire Downs.” 

Shropshire sheep were destined, as predicted, to form a leading 
feature in the grand display. Birmingham has always been 
regarded by the flockmasters of that breed as a central market 
for the disposal of their specialities, and it was only natural that 
the Birmingham Local Committee should regard this department 
with more favour than any other belonging to the woolly tribes, 
and lavish on it their prizes ; but Classes 103, 104, and 105 were 
numerously filled, because the Showyard was near and convenient 
for the principal breeders. ‘The former, for shearling rams, 
seemed enormous in proportions, no less than seventy-two entries 
appearing in the catalogue. The Judges had, of course, a diffi- 
cult task on their hands, rendered all the more so by the even 
merit of several of the animals exhibited. The shearling they 
eventually selected for pride of place is a neat, rather small, but 
thick son of Lord Chesham’s well-known “ Duke of Bedford.” 
He has a sweet mellow touch over the back, a good loin, with 
wide hips, but is rather weak at neck and behind shoulders. 
Mr. Minton, the owner, may well be congratulated, for he is new 
to the Showyard, and yet has beaten ’ Bord @heskain’%s crack 
‘shearling, although, it must be admitted, by employing some of 
his Lordship’s Best blood. The shearing placed second did, 
however, great credit to the Latimer flock, as did also three other 
noble sheep at his side of Lord Chesham’s breeding. Prime as 
its outcomes always are, it may be questioned if they have ever 
been excelled: the only difference to be detected being that the 
Latimer shearlings of the present year seem to be larger in size 
than they have hitherto been, by which, however, they approxi- 
mate more closely to the standard said to be required. The 
second-prize one possessed a grand frame, with capital rump-end 
and legs of mutton. Of larger size than the first-prize ram, he 
came very near him in symmetry and good quality ; and with 
two so evenly matched, the task must be invidious in preferring 
either. Mr. Sheldon’s third-prize sheep displays well-nigh the 
neatness and nice character of a Southdown. The Reserve was 

_ given to a lengthy, fine sheep, of quite another stamp, belonging 
to Mr. T. Fenn; while Mrs. Beach and Mr. T. Mansell were 
highly commended for two grand-looking ones ; commendations 
were also awarded to the latter breeder, to Mr. J. L. Naper for 
two brought from Ireland, to Mr. J. Pulley, and to Mr. J. 
Coxon. 

The class for older rams was likewise large, numbering thirty- 
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two entries, and of unquestionably high merit. It augurs well 
for the latent vigour to be found in flocks of this breed, when in 
both ram classes new exhibitors are to be found taking the first — 
prizes. Mr. H. Townshend’s grand sheep, which was preferred 
to any other, had never been off the farm where he was born and 
bred, it is stated, until brought to Aston Park. He is very full 
and uniform throughout, presenting a magnificent model of great 
expansion combined with nice character, and may be deemed an 
excellent specimen of the true type of the breed. Mr. E. Crane’s 
second-prize ram is low to the ground, but compact and massive 
in frame; and Mr. Sheldon won third prize in this as well as 
the shearling class, but with sheep of differing types, one being 
large in stature, with a grey face, while the other was small 
and had a very black face. Mr. Baker, of Moor Barns, took 
the Reserve; and Mr. W. O. Foster a high commendation for 
sheep good in form, and of excellent quality and wool ; and Mr. 
Smith, Mr. J. Pulley, Mr. F. Bach, Mr. Firmstone, and Mr. 
T. Mansell, were commended. Lord Chesham had nothing in 
the class. His celebrated “ Duke of Bedford” appears in the 
catalogue, but was absent. 

The Latimer flock will, however, be found completely in the 
ascendency in the class for shearling ewes with beautiful sheep, 
sweetly modelled and full of good mutton and wool. But there 
were several other pens which ranked high. Mrs. Beach’s seemed 
compact in build, small, but handsome; Mrs. Smith’s very uni- 
form, with deep, capacious frames, and nice character; Mr. C, 
Byrd’s stylish and pretty; and Mr. J. Pulley’s stout-built, and 
very useful, almost approaching the standard of the third-prize 
pen, between which there was some resemblance. Mr. J. W. 
Minton was also commended for a hice lot. In a smaller class — 
of older ewes Mrs. Beach, of The Hattons, came to the front with 
a beautiful pen. The other exhibitors were chiefly Salopians, — 
who brought some admirable specimens into the arena, The 
lambs were very creditable specimens, of which there were ten 
pens of ewe-lambs and fourteen of ram-lambs; Mrs. Beach 
taking firsts in both classes, Mr. C. Byrd a second in one and a 
third in the other, with Mr. T. Mansell and Mr. T. J. Mansell 
securing the others. 

There were some evenly topped, admirably shaped wethers 
in the seven pens brought into competition. Lord Chesham’s 
were most admired and placed first, with Mrs. Beach's second, 
the Earl of Zetland’s third, and Mr. Yates’s taking Reserve. 
The Special Prize to the exhibitor securing the greatest number 
of points in the Shropshire classes, was awarded to Mrs. Beach. 
The Report of the Judges is to the following effect :— 
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Shropshire Sheep. 

‘In presenting our Report on the Shropshire sheep exhibited at Birmingham, 
we congratulate the Society on having obtained so large an entry, and we also 
‘congratulate the breeders on the important exhibition made by them, which 
must be deemed one of the most attractive features of the Show, their numbers 
being as follows :— 

| 

Me} Shearlins Rams... ww. | 72 jn ip 
104 | Aged Unto Ma Bratt cd" ate cs1 Th 32 3 

105 Shearling Ewes i. Posduet tiple Ne 21 109 

LS 10 | 100 

Se lines ambse pss hi .cics.) eee cee we | 10 | 100 

| Cass. Descriprion. | No. or ENtRIEs. No. oF SHERP. 

Mumptaerimp yh A. B49 lof ag 
Mivmievearline WetheTS: 6. 96.) asi!) ae) ue | 6 | 20 

—— | ———- 

165 509 

From the above great number of entries we were pleased to find but very 
few absentees. In making our awards we exercised a desire to select for prizes 
those animals which we considered best calculated to uphold and perpetuate 
the most distinctive type of the Shropshire, namely, a well-developed head, 
with clear and striking expression of countenance, a muscular neck, well set on 
good shoulders, the body symmetrical and deep, placed as squarely as possible 
on short legs—due regard being paid to grandeur of style—a well-covered 
head, and wool of the best staple and most valuable kind, rejecting as much 
| possible all animals showing an inclination to produce black wool or dark 

ins, 
Cuass 103. Shearling Rams.—We do not consider the sheep in this class as 

good individually as some we have seen in former years: but, taken asa whole, 
_they must be pronounced a grand lot. ‘The wool in some cases was not of that 
texture and quality we are desirous of seeing, and in making our awards we 
had a difficulty in finding animals of the true Shropshire type. ‘The first-prize 

_ sheep is a good representative of the breed, but not without faults. The second 
is amore robust animal, but deficient in some of the most essential points. 
The third prize was a sheep of good quality both in mutton and wool, but 
rather lighter in feature than the other selected ones. ‘lhe Reserve Number 

| Was a good animal, slightly open in wool. 
| Cass 104—Aged Rams—were a splendid class, and some very good selec- 
| tions were found here. The three prize-sheep were of uniform type both as 
| to wool and colour, The Reserve Number was a good animal, Our com- 
| mendations in this class were numerous. 

| Cass 105—Sheurling Ewes—were an admirable lot, the first-prize pen 
| being particularly good. The second-prize pen were also beautiful ewes of 
grand character. The third-prize pen was scarcely so uniform, but good ewes. 

| Crass 106 were a good lot of sheep, and great uniloimity of character was 
‘ perceptible in many of the pens. 

Ciass 107. Hwe Lamls.—Many of the pens in this class were particularly 
good, well matching, and of beautiful character. 

~ Crass 108. Ram Lambs.—'there were some very good specimens shown. 
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Those selected were true in type, and several of the other pens were of go 
quality. No. 1284 were a great pen of lambs, but scarcely matching i 
feature. = 

Crass 109.—This was a special prize for yearling wethers, and brous 
together a lot of good sheep calculated to supply a good quantity of mutte 
and high class of “wool. The 25. plate for the greatest number of points wa 
awarded to Mrs. Beach. ‘lhe points were calculated for first prize, 3; fe 
second prize, 2; for third, 1. The winner secured 18. Lord Chesham y: 
second with 8 points. : 
We would here remark that if is most desirable for ram-breeders to be more 

careful in the selection of sires, to secure an uniform class of animal; and we 
think a breeder can make no greater mistake to his own interests, while hi 
the same time, will ultimately deteriorate the breed of Shropsbires, who 
sheep of'a spurious character in order to secure an increase of size, and a q 
tionable increase in the weight of wool. We desire to urge upon sheep-bree 
the necessity of paying attention to these points, as also to the undue len ath 
of the ears—which in some cases causes a vulgar appearance—and also to the 
somewhat variable character of the fleece. It is our duty to observe that th 
whole of the classes compare, in our opinion, most favourably with other breed 
and warrant us in recommending the Shropshire sheep as an object especial 
deserving the attention of the practical and rent-paying agriculturist. 

R, H. MasrFen, 
JoHN Evans. 
Henry Lowe. 

There were few disqualifications of any sort, taking the stock 
as a whole, and sheep were entirely exempt from them. T! 
Society may. be heartily congratulated on the circumstance, an 
the subjoined Report from the Inspectors of Shearing will b 
read with interest :— 

It is with very great satisfaction the Inspectors have to state to the Counc 
that they found the whole of the sheep in the Yard well and fairly shor 
The change brought round in a few years is something wonderful, as the ie 
difficulty was to “find sheep in the Yard that were equally shorn. To corre 
this general system of false shearing, your Inspectors did not condemn 
false ‘shearing, they only took the worst and most glaring cases, and recor 
mended the Council to disqualify such. This was carefully done, and ha 
Jed to the result of having a clear sheet, and not a single sheep in the Yar 
that we could find fault with. We congratulate the Council in having § 
fully corrected that system of false shearing, and in so short a time dé 
its work effectually. It also recommends itself to other Agricultural Societie 
your Inspectors having had invitations to attend the Royal Society of Irelar 
at Cork this season. ‘lhe sheep are now shorn in their natural and true shay 
We feel satisfied that the great improvement in shearing will lessen the lab 
of the Judges of sheep, and enable them to come to a more correct decisio 
than they could do in former years. We trust that exhibitors will pro 
by past experience, and bring out the sheep-stock in their true*and natur 
form, as has been so well done this year. 

WILLIAM Jopson, 
J. B. WorKMAY. 

Pigs: 

The porcine Exhibition, if not so large as on some previo 
occasions, was characterised by an uniformity of high-class me: 
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e sections generally, with an absence of inferior animals, 

ch particularly impressed itself on all observers. Lord Elles- 
me appears to have brought the large white breed to great 
rfection in his piggeries. His Lordship heads both boar classes 

id the single sow class with beautiful specimens, displaying 
@ quality in hair and skin, combined with size and symmetrical 
portion. Mr. Jacob Dove's young boar came very near his 

tor, however, in admirable form: and although the beautiful 
-old pig, who has conquered i in so many fights, was not 

She approached, Mr. Duckering’s “ Cultivator ” scented very 
forthy second. These classes, as well as the class for young 

three of a litter, were somewhat short, but the old breeding 
were excellently well represented both in numbers and 

h quality. The fact of the entire class with fourteen entries 
eing commended, must be taken as testimony to its worth. 
nother may be found in Mr. Duckering’s “Queen,” the 
sroine of several preceding fields, being fairly surpassed by an 
Imost perfect specimen, who, although entered as of unknown 
rentage, appears, after all, to be from one of the Earl of Elles- 

mere s own choicest strains. 
me small whites were, many of them, anything but diminu- 
2, but Mr. Jacob Dove's young boar, who took first prize in 

s 117, presented a very sweet model, exceedingly nice in 
aracter, with merit calculated to ieinds adverse criticism at 

ery point. A large majority of the others in this well-filled 
ss, although well shaped and of excellent quality, seemed 

together out of Place in a collection professing to belong to 
ie “small breed.” While the older boars were similar in num- 
5, they possessed far higher merit. The Earl of Ellesmere’s 
tifal specimen, who had previously conquered at Doncaster 

Preston, was placed first, with an immense but good pig 
pcond, belonging to Mr. Peter Eden. The reserve was given to 

“Mr. Duckering’s “ Champion,” also rather large, but prime in 
flesh and nice development. The stylish, well-shaped boar, 
E » belonging to Lord Moreton, was deservedly highly 
ommended ; for this animal, like Mr. Dove’s in the younger 

seemed legitimately to belong to the small breed. The 
2 of the others were commended. 

j a appeared somewhat remarkable that, while = “hilt” 
of the white breeds displayed more than average merit, the 

er breeding sows were very superior; Class 120, to an extent 
at so thoroughly impressed the Judges that they highly com- 
ended it in its entirety, although comprising fourteen entries. 
I bos -prize pig belonging to the Earl of Ellesmere was 
upert in quality, and a very perfect model from nose to tail. 

> second, from Mr. Dove's herd, seemed sweet in character, 
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with an almost perfect back, while the reserve sow, also from 
the Worsley herd was scarcely inferior to either. ; 

In the small black section of the porcine display the two 
classes of boars were only moderately filled, and only the prize- 
animals were considered by the Judges of high merit. The — 
Earl of Portsmouth furnished both these in the younger, and — 
Mr. G. M. Sexton both in the older class. The entire four — 
came very near perfection in contour and nice character. But — 
the breeding-sow class fully redeemed the small black breed 
from mediocrity. There were several first-class animals in a 
respectable collection as regards numbers. Mr. W. Wheeler — 
took first, with a beauty of very large proportions; Mr. G. M. 
Sexton had three very first-class sows in the collection, taking — 
second and the reserve with two of them; and the entire class” 
was commended. 7 

Of Berkshires there was a large collection, containing nota — 
few animals of remarkable merit ; but there were others of very — 
moderate character indeed; so that, on the whole, this depart- 
ment in the Show could scarcely be regarded as equal to some of — 
the Society’s previous exhibitions. I perceive that the Judges — 
notice the “large entry of moderate animals” in the young — 
boar class, and assert that several were of great size lacking — 
quality in the other; but I am glad they allude in high terms _ 
of approval to “ Pulchritude,” Mr. Heber Humfrey’s first-prize — 
pig in the latter class, who is so devoid of coarseness, and yet — 
answers very fully the requirements in regard to size. This — 
beautiful animal left the Aston Yard to cross the Atlantic, having — 
been sold to an American gentleman expressly for exhibition — 
at the Philadelphia Exhibition. 7 7 

As the breeding-sow class redeemed each of the preceding — | 
breeds from indifferent display, the same feature was recog= 

nisable in the Berkshire section to a far greater extent. This 
so impressed itself on the Judges that they have termed Class — 
No. 128 “the best in the yard.” They also point in their Report — 
to Mr. W. Yells’ beautiful sow, which took first prize as bearing © 
“the true type of a Berkshire pig.” This verdict will be very 
generally endorsed, and little surprise will be felt that so good 
an animal found a purchaser at an exceedingly high figure on — 
the Showground. Mr. B. St. John Ackers is now her owner, 
together with her family of eight babies. Sir N. W. Throck- 
morton’s * Young Stourbridge,” and Mr. Spencer’s “ Princess — 
10th,” came very near each other in point of merit, the latter” 
showing a depth both of fore-flank and carcass seldom equalled. 
But the former had a grand model, too, almost faultless in. uni- 
formity. Her high quality probably gave the cast, and she 
was awarded second prize, and the latter Reserve. At least half 
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dozen of the others in this large class of eighteen entries 
I ight, with justice, be described as superior to the average of 
first-prize takers. 
_ There were four additional classes provided for other breeds 
not previously represented. The “Middle White” predomi- 

d, and there were some few admirable specimens belonging 
it. The young boars of Mr. Duckering and Mr. R. Tommas, 
whom the Judges awarded prizes, seemed shapely in form, 
d of admirable flesh and quality; and there were three beau- 
s in the older boar class, two of whom came from Worsley, 

and the other from Mr. Tommas’s herd. In company with them 
was a curiosity of the old Tamworth breed, whose snout was 
ell-nigh half the length of some of the other pigs’ bodies. Mr. 

Tommas may be congratulated on sweeping off a large propor- 
tion of the prizes in these classes, as, in addition to those named, 
he won a prize with a sweet pen of young sows, styled “ Faith,” 

ope,” and ‘“ Charity ;” and a second in the older sow class 
with “ Minerva.” All his pigs seem to possess good form, com- 
bined with nice character. The first-prize winner in the last- 
mentioned class was a very fine lengthy sow, called “ Lady 
Cobden,” white with blue spots, belonging to Mr. Peter Eden. 

_ The following is the Judges’ Report :— 
‘te Ve have much pleasure in reporting that the Show of Pigs bears a fair com- 
parison with former years. 

ss 113 contained six entries, among which we found nothing worthy of 
particular notice except the prize-animals. 
Cxass 114 contained no animal worthy of special notice, 
“Ciass 115.—This also was a moderate one, with pens of animals very 

unequal in size, and deficient in quality. 
; Cxass 116.—In this class we found a great improvement upon the three 

mer Classes, it containing a large entry of very fine animals; the first and 
pnd-prize animals were of good quality, carrying a great weight of flesh 
h small bone. The whole class was commended. 
ass 117.—A large entry, with no animal of particular merit, except the 
prize one. 

“Cuass 118 contained many animals of superior quality and great merit. 
ae whole class was commended. 

Crass 119 very inferior; we found much difficulty in awarding the prizes, 

he animals being of a mixed breed. ; b 
| Crass 120.—A large entry of superior animals, the whole class being highly 
commend d. 
‘Crasses 121 and 122 contained nothing of special merit, except the prize- 
epr's. 
‘Cass 123.—No entry. 
Chass 124.—A large entry, containing animals of superior merit ; the whole 

class was commended. 
Crass 125.—A large entry of moderate animals. 
Cxass 126 contained eleven animals of great size, many being deficient in 
lity and form; but we consider the first-prize animal one of superior 
t. 

Lass 127 contained no animals of special notice. 
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Crass 128.—This we consider the best class in the Yard, containing eight 
entries of animals of superior quality. ‘The first-prize sow we consider a a ve 
superior animal, possessing the true type of a Berkshire pig. ~ 

Crass 129 contained nothing worthy except the prize-animals. 
Crass 130.—A small entry, but the prize-animals were very superior indeed, 

the hair on them being of superior length and fine quality. 
Crass 131.—A small entry, containing no animal of special merit. 
Crass 132.—A small, moderate class. 
We are much pleased to find that fewer disqualifications occurred upon this 

than on some former occasions. 
We cannot conclude our Report without bearing our testimony to the good 

conduct of the herdsmen, who were most civil and obliging, and used the 
greatest exertion to show the different animals to the best advantage. 

From our Steward we received the greatest kindness, assistance, and courtesy. 

JOSEPH SMITH. 
MaTHew WALKER. = | 
AUGUSTUS Wansunsana 

a 

L 

Woot. | 
é J 

A feature of great interest in the’programme this year, wh 
has not as yet received adequate support or excited anything | 
the amount of attention it deserves, is the exhibition of wa 
In the improvement of flocks, and particularly in the sele 
of rams, securing a heavy-weight fleece is more thought of thar 

the growth of wool of the best possible quality consistent w 
the capabilities of the particular breed considered best adap 
to the farm or district. These are serious defects to which som 
of the highest bred flocks are liable, and they can only 
detected and guarded against by critical examination. No 
can peruse the appended Report without entertaining a hig’ 
appreciation of the utility of offering prizes for wool. 
remarks on the advantage of growing wool free from grey, 2 
particularly valuable. But the feces is often affected by mana 

clean-washing, the length of time which should elapse betwee 
washing and shearing, the preservation of wool in the yoll 
proper sorting, packing, &c., which to a considerable extent a 
calculated to determine value. All these receive elucidation 1 
this competition. The following is the Report of the Judge « 
wool :— 

At the request of the Council I undertook the office of Judge of wool at 
Birmingham meeting, and I have to report that in Crass 133—Sia Long-2 
Teq Fleeces—two lots only were entered for competition, béth of w 
belonged to the same exhibitor, Mr. Harris, of Stonylane House, Bromsgr 
but they were entirely different kinds—No. 1, pure Leicester ; No. 2, fs) 
Leicester and Shropshire. No. 1 was what is technically called long-w 
but this kind being at the present time little in demand, I awarded the firs 
prize to No. 2, being much more saleable. I am of opinion that it should 
have been more clearly stated as to what long-wool was, whether pure-bred 
Leicester, Lincoln, or cross-bred, which might have induced more entries. J 

CLAss 134, Six Short-wool Teg Fleeccs.—In this class were thirteen 
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‘itors. Many of the lots were more properly adapted for the long-wool class, 
it was fettered with no conditions, I awarded the first prize to No. 6, Mr. 

jin Hill, Felhampton Court, as I considered it was short wool, fine quality, 
well washed and managed, free from grey, which to my mind is a great recom- 
mendation and not sufficiently thought of in the selection of rams and ewes for 

| breeding purposes by farmers in general, but of great consequence to the users 
of wool. ‘The second prize in this class, No. 9, to Mr. John Peake, though not 

| so fine as No. 6, was short in staple, very well washed and managed, being 
| also free from grey. No. 18, highly commended, I considered good Shropshire, 
but was too long in the staple to be entitled to a prize in the short-wool class. 

JOHN WepsTER Mayou. 

BourrEer AND CHEESE. 

The shed appropriated to an exhibition of dairy products 
attracted great interest in Aston Park, and the hope may be 
entertained that every successive year will extend this highly 
important branch of competition. The entries of butter were 

‘large, amounting to no less than forty, and they were also 
excellent in quality, colour, and firmness of texture, taken 
generally. The Judges, after awarding first prize to Mr. C. 
Pratt, of Budbrooke, Warwick, and the second to Lord Chesham, 
bestowed four high commendations and the same number of 
commendations. The exhibition of cheese does not appear to 
have been of the same high character, and it seems a matter 
naturally to excite surprise that at a period when we hear so 
much of the highest art being brought to bear on cheese-making 
and of the systematic embodiment of every provision calculated 
to ensure the manufacture of high-class goods through the factory 
system, that the practical results are no better. ‘There were eleven 
entries in the “ over six inches thick” class, and seventeen in 
the class for thinner cheese. It may be worthy of remark that 
there was an exhibit of factory cheese in each, both of which, 
however, were passed unnoticed. The Report of the Judges is 
_as follows :— 

The Judges have to report that there were thiity-nine lots of butter exhi- 
bited, the general quality of which was fairly good. ‘The first-prize dairy, 

| No. 47, was most excellent both in colour, texture, and flavour; and the second 
prize, No. 21, was nearly equal to it, the only difference being that it was not 

| guite so rich. These two lots left little to be desired. In the remainder of the 
class the Judges were able to award a high commendation to four samples, and 
also to commend four others. In the Classes for thick and thin cheese the 

| Judges were not so fortunate, and regret to say that the general quality of the 
cheese exhibited was very inferior, and they had difficulty in selecting the 

| prize lots. It must be borne in mind that the present season of the year is an 
‘unfavourable one for the exhibition of raw cheese, and some of the samples 
‘shown will improve very much in the course of a few months. 

H. Cuanpos Poir-GELu. 
S. WaLKER Cox. 
JAMES WATSON. 
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XXIII.— Report on the Exhibition of Implements at Birminghan - 
By Jabez Turner, of Haddon Grange, Hunts, Senior — 
Steward. . 

Tue task of writing a General Report on the Exhibition of d 
Implements in the Show-grounds of the Royal Agricultural 
Society of England beoowiee more difficult each year, as the 

Stewards employ different modes of expression, and the actual — 
Shows are in their main features identical. It seems to me that 
I am especially unfortunate in following so accomplished a 
writer as my immediate predecessor. 

It was generally admitted by the most experienced officials of — 
the Society that never since its inauguration has the Exhibition 
been held in a Showyard so picturesque in itself, so fortunate — 
in its accessories and surroundings, and so well adapted for the 
purposes for which it was intended. ‘The expenses attending — 
the levelling, drainage, road-making, &c., must have been very 
considerable ; the works were carried out by the Local Com- 
mittee in the most thorough manner, and the general appearance 

of the yard, when viewed vomit tie neues elicited from — 
all classes of visitors expressions of pleasure and admiration 2 
they gazed over a scene not easily to be forgotten by those who 
saw it on the two last days of the Show, when very nearly 
120,000 persons paid for admission. The weather was all 
that could be desired, and it was most interesting to watch the 
crowds as they entered proceed in different directions towards 
the objects which possessed attractions for them individually. 
I was somewhat surprised to see vast numbers turn off to the 
left, and go at once to the steam-engines in motion, the hum | 
of which appeared to be irresistible ; and the intelligent appre- 
ciation they showed of the different machines was ” gratifying | 
and remarkable. But the sight of the yard on the last day 
was the parade of horses, as “viewed from the horse-ring. In — 
every direction from the centre a vast sea of faces, filling what — 
may fairly be termed the amphitheatre, met the eyes of the — 
officials—faces radiant with pleasure and good-humour, as was — 
clearly evinced by the applause freely given when any of the ~ 
animals did anything not strictly according to programme, — 
The Showyard was arranged in a somewhat irregular fashion, — 
in my opinion a great improvement on the rectilineal plan — 
which has prevailed on previous occasions. This irregularity, — 
combined with the boundless look of the place, owing to the 
outside hoarding not being visible in any direction from the 
main entrance, gave, in conjunction with the noble mansion of 
Aston Hall, and the trees and fountains of the lower park and — 

. 
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gardens, a spectacle which has never during my experience 
been equalled in the Showyard of the Royal Agricultural Society 

of England, except, perhaps, in the Royal Park of Windsor in 
1851. The hospitality of the Mayor and Corporation, and of 
the people of Birmingham, was dispensed most freely ; the 
dinner given by the Mayor in the banqueting room of Aston 
Hall being specially noticeable for its excellence, and the kind 
welcome given to the representatives of the Society. 

__ The railway arrangements were the cause of some difference of 
| opinion at the “General Meeting of Members,” the customary 
_yote of thanks to the Companies being refused by a large majority. 
This censure, however, must be considered as applying to the 
accommodation provided for passengers and stock only; for as 
far as the delivery of implements and goods into the Show- 
yard is concerned, I believe that it has never been better 
managed ; 1500 truck-loads of machinery, implements, and 
goods were handed over to the officials of the Society, and in 

/no instance was a truck which arrived during the day left 
unloaded at night. This fact, in connection with the immense 
‘number of articles transmitted, and the few cases of damage, 

‘must be considered eminently satisfactory. The difficulty with 
| passengers and stock appears to have arisen from the different 
Railway Companies not working sufficiently in conjunction with 
each other; another source of complaint against them is, that 
they provided no extra facilities for the members on any but 
the two last days of the Show. 
_ The police arrangements were most efficiently carried out, 
and it is satisfactory to remark that, during the continuance of 
the Show, notwithstanding the vast number of visitors, no case 
Tequiring police interference was reported. 

A novelty in the Showyard this year was the establishment of 
'a “ Members’ Club.” This arrangement, if continued, will 
afford much comfort to members and their friends, especially if, 
in addition to the set luncheon, a buffet be established at which 
light refreshments of good quality can be obtained. 

_ Before 1 quit the subject of the general aspect of the Show- 
ground, I must remark that many of the stands of implements 
were arranged in a very artistic manner, and added much to 

its appearance. The arrangement of the summer-houses and 
bridges, combined with the large number of green-houses and 
| conservatories down by the lake, gave that portion of the ground 

ite a festive character. 
__ The show of Implements was larger than that of any previous 
year of which I have record, numbering 6414 entries on 420 
stands, against 4230 on 277 at Taunton, 5931 on 361 at Bed- 
ford, and 5634 on 329 stands at Hull. There was no very 
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striking novelty ; but the workmanship of the several exhibits 
showed in many instances a decided improvement. 

The regulations of the Society provide that the silver medals | 
shall only be awarded to a machine which is so superior in 
novelty of design and adaptation to its particular purpose, as an 
agricultural implement, as to call for special recommendation, 
or where it contains the germ of such apparent excellence that its 
further development is desirable. —The Stewards found only three 
implements which fulfilled these conditions. The first of these, 
in Catalogue order, was Aspinall’s Potato Digger, No. 1885, 
exhibited by J. W. Robinson and Co., of 125, St. Anne Street, 
Liverpool. This machine, which may be termed a sequel 
to the “ Potato Planter,’ which received a silver medal at 
Taunton, fully satisfied the Judges by performing its work-in 
a practical and efficient manner. 

The next medal was given to Messrs. Hayward Tyler and 
Co., for (No. 5206) their Caloric Engine for Pumping Water, 
driving chaff-cutters or any other work not requiring more than — 
two-horse power. This, as explained by the Society’s engineers © 
and the exhibitors, appears a very economical power, claiming © 
to raise 700 gallons of water per hour 70 feet high, using in a 
day of ten hours only 20 or 30 Ibs. of coal. 

The third medal was awarded to Messrs. Marshall, Sons, and — 
Co., for No. 5760, an adaptation of a band-cutter to a self-feeder 
for a corn-threshing machine. ‘This ingenious apparatus cuts 
the bands of the sheaves by three saws, which revolve trans- 
versely, at about 160 revolutions per minute, in front of the 
feeder. It was tried carefully by the Judges, and although not 
always successful, yet, with a little knack on the part of the 
workman, seems calculated to perform the work intended satis- 
factorily. 

The “Sheaf Binder” (No. 1902) of Walter A. Wood, which 
was exhibited without being attached to a reaping-machine, 
appeared on the stand equal to performing its duty ; but the 
Judges, not having any opportunity of testing its merits in a 
crop, could only form a superficial estimate of the actual benefit 
of a machine necessarily of such a complicated character. 

I now proceed to notice the Implements, as entered for trial, 
and here my task is materially lightened by the fact that the 
trial of reaping-machines did not take place until harvest-time, 
and a detailed account of the merits of the different machines 
will be written by the official reporter of the Society. The crops 
on which the machines were tried were on the sewage-farm near 
Leamington, the property of the Earl of Warwick, who kindly 
placed them at the service of the Society. They were viewed 
by the Stewards during the Show, and appeared calculated to 
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give a thorough trial to each implement. This expectation 
was fully justified by the results. It is to be regretted that 
several large firms of reaping-machine makers have abstained 
from entry ; but if they refuse to avail themselves of the facilities 
for trial afforded by the Society, they are doubtless prepared to 
abide by the consequences of non-competition. These trials 
are considered by practical men to be productive of much good, 
and it must be admitted that they are of so exhaustive a nature 
that none but the machine which satisfies the Judges of its 
excellence in every particular can attain the first place; and 
under the present system of judging by points, it is next to 
impossible for any but the absolutely best machines to be indi- 
cated for the prizes. The paucity of competition referred to, 
although detracting in some degree from the general interest of 
the trials, will have the effect of stimulating new and enter- 
prising makers, and will doubtless lead them to increased efforts 
to improve their machines up to the standard of excellence 
required by the Society’s Judges. As the trial of implements is 
at present the speciality of the Royal Agricultural Society of 
England, I should think that the Society will be ill-advised to 
abandon the prize system which has, at all events, accompanied, 
and, in my opinion, has much assisted, the remarkable develop- 
ment of agricultural machinery during the last quarter of a 
century. 
Two reaping-machines exhibited at Birmingham, and “ en- 

tered for trial,’ were removed after the conclusion of the Show, 
in direct contravention of the Regulations of the Society. It 
will be for the Council to consider if means cannot be adopted 
which will effectually prevent such an occurrence in the future. 

The Stewards having laid out the different plots on Saturday, 
the 12th, Mr. Tough the bailiff rendering most efficient assist- 
ance with men and horses, the Judges commenced their work on 
Monday, the 14th of August, under circumstances which will long 
| be remembered by those who were forced to endure the almost 
tropical heat of the sun and the concomitants of a sewage-farm. 
On Tuesday night a heavy thunder-storm cleared the air and 
cooled the ground, and on Wednesday and Thursday the work 
progressed under more favourable conditions. On Friday and 

| Saturday rain fell heavily in the morning and prevented the 
trials being finished until the following Monday. The state of 

_the crops, in consequence, made the concluding trials of more 
value, and tested the relative merits of the different machines 
most completely. 
Amongst the novelties in reaping-machines tried was the 

Steam Reaper of Messrs. Aveling and Porter, who are so well 
known for doing by the agency of steam all sorts of things 

VOL. XII.—S. 8. 2 
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formerly considered impracticable. This magnified swather, 
which is made by Messrs. Crosskill of Beverley, was shown at 
Birmingham, and attracted considerable attention there. It was 
driven at Leamington by an 8-horse power crane-engine, and 
pushed its way into and about the fields in a most extraordinary 
manner, cutting a width of 12 feet and delivering a swathe so 
perfect as to surprise most of the spectators and delight all. 
The Stewards with some difficulty arranged a final trial for this 
machine on a hill side, to take place on Friday morning, but the 
rain came down so heavily, that, after going once round the field 
under circumstances of great difficulty, the rest of the crop was 
left for suitable weather. The engine, however, propelled the 
machine up an incline of about 1 in 10 without the assistance 
of spikes, and the machine showed itself equal to cutting any 
crop which another machine could manage. The Judges recom- 
mended the Gold Medal of the Society to be given for this com- 
bination of machines, a recommendation which was cordially 
endorsed by the Stewards. 

The results of the completed trials are contained in the fol- 
lowing copy of the Judges’ Award received on Monday evening, 
August 21st. The respective mechanical details and per 
formances will appear in the official Report. 

JUDGES’ AWARD. 

Cuass I.—For the best Reaping Machine, with Self-Delivery in Sheaf, clear of 
the Horse-track. 

First Prize of 307. to Richard Hornsby and Sons (464), for Patent “ Spring- 
Balance ” Self-Raking Reaper, marked B. 

Second Prize of 20/. to Richard Hornsby and Sons (463), for Patent 
“ Spring-Balance” Self-Raking Reaper, marked A. 

Third Prize of 107. to Richard Hornsby and Sons (466), for Patent “ Spring- 
Balance” Self-Raking Reaper, marked D. 

Highly Commended, Richard Hornsby and Sons (469), for Patent “ Spring- 
Balance” Self-Raking Reaper, marked G. 

Highly Commended, Richard Hornsby and Sons (467), for Patent “ Spring- 
Balance ” Self-Raking Reaper, marked HB. 
Commended, The Johnston Harvester Company (378), for New Wrought- 

Tron Self-Delivery Reaper. 

Crass Il.—For the best Reaping Machine, with Self-Delivery in Swathe, clear 
of the Horse-Trach. 

First Prize withheld. 
Prize of 102. to the Beverley Iron and Waggon Company (Limited) (3150) 

for Improved Three-horse Reaper, with Double Self-Acting or Reversible Swathe 
Delivery. 

In this Class none ot the machines satisfied us in their work as Swathe- 
Delivery Reaping Machines, and the above award is all we recommend. 
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Onass I11.—For the best Combined Reaping and Mowing Machine, without 
q Self-Delivery. 

First Prize of 157. to Richard Hornsby and Sons (473), for Patent 
aragon O” Combined Mower and Reaper. 

| Second Prize of 10/7. to Richard Hornsby and Sons (475), for Patent 
“Paragon N” Combined Mower and Reaper. 
‘Third Prize of 57. to Richard Hornsby and Sons (474), for Patent 

“Paragon A” Combined Mower and Reaper. 
Highly Commended, Richard Hornsby and Sons (476), for Patent ‘* Man- 

chester’ Combined Mower and Reaper. 

Crass IV.—for the best One-horse Reaping Machine. 

__ First Prize of 157. to Richard Hornsby and Sons (482), for Patent “ Spring- 
Balance” One-horse Reaper, marked M. 

Second Prize of 107. to Richard Hornsby and Sons (481), for Patent 
_“ Spring-Balance ” One-horse Reaper, marked L. 
| Third Prize of 57. to Richard Hornsby and Sons (479), for Patent ‘‘ Premier” 
_One-horse Reaper, marked I. 
' Highly Commended, William Mattison (572) for One-horse “ Yorkshire 
| Champion Reaper No. II.” 

‘The Judges also recommend the award of a Special Gold Medal to Messrs. 
Ayeling and Porter, for their application of Steam-power to a Reaping Machine 
(Article No. 2120 in the Catalogue of Implements exhibited at Birmingham). 

Henry VAL. GRANTHAM. 
JAMES W. KIMBER. 
Tuomas RIGBY. 

| Having thus passed in brief review the principal arrangements 
of the Showyard and incidents of the Meeting, I now take my 
leave ; that I do so with regret cannot be surprising to any one 
acquainted with those gentlemen with whom it has been my 
privilege to be associated during my term of office. It is, how- 
eyer, a matter of satisfaction to me that my official career should 
‘terminate in a year, which, with one exception, is marked as 
\the most successful, numerically and financially, in the annals 
of the Royal Agricultural Society of England. 

August, 1876. 
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Ropal Agricultural Society of England. 

GENERAL MEETING, 

12, Hanover Square, Tuurspay, December 97u, 1875, 

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL. 

Tue Council of the Royal Agricultural Society have to report 
| that, during the year 1875, the number of Governors and 
_Members has been increased by the election of 34 Governors 
| and 672 Members, and diminished by the death of 9 Governors 
| and 124 Members, the resignation of 115 Members, and the 
| removal of 25 Members by order of the Council. 

The Society now consists of :— 

83 Life Governors, 
78 Annual Governors, 

2133 Life Members, 
4096 Annual Members, 

11 Honorary Members, 

| making a total of 6401, and showing an increase of 419 Members 
since this time last year. 

|. The vacancy in the list of Trustees, caused by the death of 

| Lord Tredegar, reported at the General Meeting in May, has 
| been filled up by the election of the Earl of Lichfield, while the 
representation of Monmouthshire on the Council has been again 

| secured by the election of Mr. Richard Stratton, of The Duffryn, 
near Newport. The Council have also filled up the vacancy 

| caused by the regretted death of Lieut.-Col. Wilson, M.P., by 
_ the election of Mr. Robert Charles Ransome, of Orwell Works, 
_ Ipswich. 
| © The half-yearly statement of accounts to the 30th June, 1875, 

has been examined and approved by the Society’s auditors and 
accountants, and has been published for the information of the 

| Members in the last number of the ‘Journal.’ The funded 
| capital has since then been reduced by the sum of 3000/1. New 
_ Three per Cents., which have been sold out to meet the defi- 

| ciency in the receipts at the Taunton Meeting. The funded 
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property of the Society is now 18,112/. 7s. 8d. New Three per 
Cents., and the balance in the hands of the bankers on the 
Ist instant was 6992. 17s. 3d. 

The Taunton Meeting was characteristic of the year 1875, 
which will endure in the remembrance of farmers and townsmen 
alike as the period of a succession of disastrous floods. The 
Society has naturally experienced a loss of some magnitude; 
but the important accession made to the list of Members during 
the year has enabled the Council to meet the deficiency of the 
receipts at Taunton without any larger drain upon the Funded 
capital of the Society than was entailed by the Bedford Meeting 
last year. It is also satisfactory to know that the visit of 
the Society to so distant a town in the West of England was 
thoroughly appreciated. Indeed, judging from the exertions 
made by the authorities and inhabitants of the town to give the 
Society a hearty welcome, and from the numbers who visited 

the Showyard on the only fine day of the week, there is ground — 
for believing that, with a continuance of fine weather, the 
Taunton Meeting would not have affected the funds of the 
Society to any serious extent, while the amount of information 
which would have been disseminated would necessarily haye 
been very largely increased. 

The trials of Mowing-machines at Taunton excited the greatest — 
interest amongst the competitors and the public, and the prizes 

were competed for by a larger number of manufacturers, both 
English and American, than on any previous occasion. A 
descriptive and illustrated report of the Trials, for which the 

Society is indebted to Mr. Hemsley, one of the Stewards, has. 
been published in the last number of the ‘Journal ;’ and the 

Consulting Engineers have, as usual, rendered it more compre- 

hensive and yaluable by carefully compiled tables showing the 
results of the trials from a mechanical point of view. 

The exhibition of Live Stock at Taunton was naturally not 
so extensive as that which is seen when the Country Meeting is 
held in a more central locality ; but it may be said that all the 

standard national breeds were fairly represented, and ‘that most 
of the prizes fell to well-known exhibitors. On the other hand, 
the competition for the prizes offered for local breeds, both of 
sheep and ponies, was particularly small, the only exceptions 
being in the classes for Devon Long-wools. 

The nature of the competition for the prizes offered for the 

7? 
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ae farms in the county of Somerset, has been already 
reported to the Society, which is much indebted to Mr. J. Bowen 
Jones, a Member of the Council and one of the Judges, for a 
Report containing a very full and interesting description of the 

_ farms to which the prizes were awarded, as well as notices of 
some of the others which competed. This Report has also been 

_ published in the last number of the ‘ Journal.’ 
_ The prospects of the Country Meeting to be held next year 

at Aston Park, Birmingham, are unusually encouraging. The 
_ Local Committee have very liberally added to the Society’s 
 Prize-sheet offers of prizes for Agricultural horses, hunters, hacks, 

and harness-horses; Long-horn and dairy cattle; Shropshire 
‘sheep, wool, butter, and cheese, amounting in the aggregate to 

1010/7. These prizes, added to those offered by the Society, 
Taise the total amount of prizes for Live Stock to be competed 
for at Birmingham to the large sum of 4305/. 
_ The Birmingham Local Committee have also offered two 
prizes of 100/. and 50/. respectively for the best-managed farms 
in Warwickshire exceeding 200 acres in extent; and prizes of 
50/. and 25/. respectively for the best-managed farms in the 
county not exceeding 200 acres; and they have further placed a 

sum of 25/. at the disposal of the Judges for the recognition of 
special merit in any of the competing farms. The Council 
Tegret to say that, notwithstanding the liberality of these prizes, 
the entries this year are restricted to five in the large-farm class, 

there being no entry in the class for farms not exceeding 200 
acres. 

The Council have resolved that the Birmingham Meeting 
shall commence on Wednesday, July 19th, instead of Monday 
as heretofore. They have also resolved that any exhibitor 

_ wishing to remove his horse for the night be allowed to do so, 
on depositing 10/. at the Secretary’s office, and receiving an 
official pass—the time of leaving, and that of returning next 
morning, to be inserted thereon ; and if the animal be not duly 
brought back, the sum of 10/. shall be forfeited to the Society 
for each Show-day the animal is absent; and the exhibitor shall 
also forfeit any prize awarded to him in any class at the Bir- 
mingham Show, and shall not exhibit again at the Society’s 
Shows until the forfeits are paid. 

With regard to the ages of pigs entered in the classes for 
“three breeding sow-pigs of the same litter,” which have 
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hitherto been fixed at over four and not exceeding eight months 

old, the Council have resolved that in future the limits of age 

shall be over three and not exceeding six months old. The 

regulation of the Prize-sheet prohibiting the preparation of sheep 

for show by oiling and colouring has been cancelled. 

The prizes for implements, offered for competition next year, 
are confined to Reaping-machines and Sheaf-binders. The 
competing implements will be tried at harvest-time, and pro- 

bably in the county of Warwick, upon suitable crops which 
will be engaged for the purpose; and it is confidently expected 
that the interest attaching to these trials will rival that which 
was exhibited during the trials of Mowing-machines at Taunton. 

During the past half-year the attention of the Council has 
been much occupied by a revision of the Society’s Bye-laws; 
and after prolonged consideration, and repeated recourse to legal 
authorities, they have adopted a revised code of Bye-laws in 

conformity with the provisions of the Charter, which they hope 
will tend to increase the interest of Members in the Society, 

especially in the exercise of their function as the electors of the 
Council at the Annual Meetings in May. A copy of these Bye- 
laws will be sent to each Member of the Society, whose sub- 
scription is not in arrear, with his copy of the next number of — 
the ‘ Journal.’ 

The Council have also had under discussion the relations 
existing between the Royal Veterinary College and the Society; 
and the Veterinary Committee have had an interview with a 
deputation of the Governors of the College with a view to 
arrange matters on a more satisfactory basis than heretofore. 
The Council regret that they have been unable to come to any 
other opinion than that the proposals of the Royal Veterinary 
College did not sufficiently meet the requirements of the Society. 
They have, therefore, given notice to the Governors that the 
annual grant made by the Council to the Royal Veterinary Col- 
lege will be discontinued from and after the 31st December, 1875, 

The future organization of the Veterinary Department of the 
Society has also been carefully considered by the Council. Asa 
basis, they resolved that the annual grant for veterinary purposes 
should be devoted as follows :— ! 

lst. To giving Members of the Society the opportunity of 
obtaining the best veterinary advice in the case of any ~ 
extensive or serious outbreak of disease. 
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2nd. To provide for experiments being made in the treatment 
of diseases. ; 

3rd. To the scientific investigation of the causes and nature 
_ of diseases of animals belonging to the farm. 

The Council then communicated with the Committees of the 
| Royal Agricultural College and the Brown Institution, the latter 
| being an establishment in London, governed by a Committee of 
| the Senate of the University of London, which was founded for 
| the purpose of facilitating investigations into the diseases of 
animals useful to man. After considering the report of a meeting 

| between the Veterinary Committee and the Committee of the 
Brown Institution, the Council have resolved to place a sum 

not exceeding 500/. for the year 1876 at the disposal of the 
Veterinary Committee for general Veterinary purposes, and for 
special scientific inquiries into pleuro-pneumonia and foot-and- 
mouth disease, to be carried out by Dr. Burdon Sanderson, the 

_ Professor-Superintendent of that Institution. The Veterinary 
_ Assistant of the Institution will also be authorized to act as the 
Society’s Veterinary Inspector, in cases where Members of the So- 
ciety require Veterinary aid, on the same terms as have hitherto 
been paid to the Professors of the Royal Veterinary College. 

The past autumn has again been characterised by an exten- 
| sive outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease, which was doubtless the 
| result of causes that are every year in operation at that season, 

when farmers generally are buying in their winter supply of 
| store-cattle. These cattle in many cases have been in contact 

with affected beasts, either in fields, lairs, trucks, or steamboats, 
or upon markets; and have thus been made vehicles for the dis- 

| semination of the disease. The Council have repeatedly repre- 
sented to the Government the measures which, in their opinion, 

_are necessary to restrict the dimensions and importance of these 
‘annual outbreaks. These suggestions were framed upon the 

conviction that the outbreaks are mainly brought about by the 

| movement of animals during the autumn, being from fair to fair, 

| and so from fairs to farms, instead of, as at other seasons, from 

| farm to slaughter-house. The scientific knowledge of this 

| disease and of pleuro-pneumonia appears to the Council so im- 

| perfect, that they have thought it desirable to initiate further 

inquiries as to their physiological character, in the hope thereby 

to guide their own Members and the officials of Government in 
| carrying out both preventive and curative measures. 

| 
i 
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' The past Parliamentary Session has witnessed the passing of 
The Agricultural Holdings (England) Act, 1875—a legislative - 
enactment of great importance to English agriculture. The 
Council intend to publish this Act in the next number of the 
‘ Journal,’ with an analysis and explanation; and has under its 
consideration, by what means reliavle data can be obtained for 
the guidance of valuers under tne Act, in reference to unex~ 
hausted improvements of the third class. 

Twenty-two candidates from five schools were entered to com- 

pete for the Society’s Junior Scholarships, and the examinations 
of the candidates were held at the schools on November 16th 
and 17th. The following Scholarships have been awarded, the 
names being given in the order of merit :— 

W. H. Ricumonp, 

H. NicHo.s, 

A. W. PLaAnt, 

J. Stusps, Bedford County School. 
T. Stonz, Devon County School. 

J. CARMICHAEL, Surrey County School. 
J. Watson, Albert Institution, Glasneyin. 
W. GarpDineER, Bedford County School. 
R. E. MILts, 
W. E. Barron, } lige fs County School. 

Surrey County School. 

The Council are of opinion that the step which they took last — 
year in offering these Junior Scholarships had already met with 
very satisfactory support; and they have accordingly renewed 
the grant for the year 1876. 

By order of the Council, 

H. M. JENKINS, 

Secretary. 



MEMORANDA. 

ss oF Letrers—The Society’s office being situated in the postal district designated by the 
er W, members, in their correspondence with the Secretary, are requested to subjoin that 
er to the usual address. 

Meetive in London, May 22, 1876, at 12 o’clock. 

ig at Birmingham, July 19th, 1876, and four following days (Sunday excepted). 

Meetnxe in London, December, 1876. 

pNTHLY Counc (for transaction of business), at 12 o’clock on the first Wednesday in every month, 
og sor January, September, and October: open only to Members of Council and Governors of 

iety. 

s—The Council adjourn over Passion and Easter weeks, when those weeks do not 
the first Wednesday of the month; from the first Wednesday in August to the first 

_ Wednesday in November ; and from the first Wednesday in December to the first Wednesday in 
rT ae 

Hovrs.—10 to 4. On Saturdays, 10 to 2. 

ses of Cattle, Shi and Pigs.—Members have the privilege of applying to the Veterinary 
Committee of the jety, and of sending animals to the Brown Institution, Wandsworth 
Road, S.W.—{A statement of these privileges will be found in this Appendix.) 

HEMICAL ANALYSIS.—The privileges of Chemical Analysis enjoyed by Members of the Society will 
be found stated in this Appendix. Doe = 

OTANICAL PRiviLEGES.—The Botanical Privileges enjoyed by Members of the Society will be found 
Stated in this Appendix. 

SCRIPTIONS.—1. Annual.—The subscription of a Governor is £5, and that of a Member £1, due in 
advance on the Ist of January of each year, and becoming in arrear if unpaid by the Ist of 
June. 2. For Life—Governors may compound for their subscription for future years by paying 
at once the sum of £50, and Members by paying £10. Governors and Members who have paid 

_ their annual subscription for 20 years or upwards, and whose subscriptions are not in arrear, 
May compound for future annual subscriptions, that of the current year inclusive, by a single 
payment of £25 for a Governor, and #5 for a Member. 

A scriptions may be paid to the Secretary, in the most direct and satisfactory manner 
either at Office of the Society, No. 12, Hanover Square, London, W., or by means of post- 
‘Office orders, to be obtained at any of the principal post-offices throughout the kingdom, and made 
payable to him at the Vere Street Office, London, W.; but any cheque on a banker's or any 
other house of business in London will be equally available, if made payable on demand. In 
obtaining post-office orders care should be taken to give the postmaster the correct initials 
and surname of the Secretary of the Society (H. M. Jenkins), otherwise the payment 
will be refused to him at the post-office on which snch order has been obtained; and when 
Temitting the money-orders it should be stated by whom, and on whose account, they are sent. 
Cheques should be made payable as drafts on demand (not as bills only payable after sight or a 
certain number of days after date), and should be drawn on a London (not on a local country) 
; . When payment is made to the London and Westminster Bank, St. James’s Square 
Branch, as the bankers of the Society, it will be desirable that the Secretary should be advised 
by letter of such payment, in order that the entry in the banker’s book may be at once iden- 
tified, and the amount posted to the credit of the proper party. No coin can be remitted by post, 
unless the letter be registered. 

Memspers.—Every candidate for admission into the Society must be proposed by a Member; 
the proposer to specify in writing the full name, usual place of residence, and post-town, of the 

i either at a Council meeting, or by letter addressed to the Secretary. Forms of Proposal 
may be obtained on application to the Secretary. 

5 

*.* Members may obtain on application to the Secretary copies of an Abstract of the Charter 
and Bye-laws, of a Statement of the General Objects, &c., of the Society, of Chemical, 
Botanical, and Veterinary Privileges, and of other printed papers connected with special 
departments of the Society’s business. 
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Lord Eslington. 
{* White Ridley; Jacc 

Wilson. 

eS Cathcart v.P.; T. ( 
Booth G. H. Sanday. 

Duke of Bedford, v.v.; 
C. Barnett. > 

J. Martin. 
D. McIntosh. 
J. B. Lawes. 
Jabez Turner; W. Wells, v.2 
Earl of Leicester; Robe 

Leeds; Hugh Aylmer. 
Sir E. C. Kerrison, v.p. 

Sir T. D. Acland, 1.; Sir} 
Lopes; G. Turner. 

Lord Portman, T. 
Viscount Bridport, r.; Sir ¥ 

Miles, v.P. 
J. Rawlence. 

Lord Vernon, v.P.; H. Chand 
Pole-Gell. 

Duke of Rutland, 7. 

W. Frankish; Sir W. Ear 
Welby-Gregory ; J. Shuttlh 
worth, 

Earl Spencer. 

R. Milward, v.; J. Hemsley. 

T. Horley, jun. 
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MEMBERS OF COUNCIL. 

| Sir R. C. Musgrave. 
lage: of Devonshire, v.P. ; Lord 

Skelmersdale. 
W. H. Wakefield. 

J. D. Dent, 7. 

Col. Kinescote, tT. 
C. Wren Hoskyns. 

| R. Stratton. 
| C. Randell. 
| Major P. Turbervill. 

| ie Bowly ; w. J. Edmonds; 

| Colonel Loyd Lindsay. 
i Chesham, 1.; C. 8 

Cantrell. 
Viscount Eversley, v.p.; Sir A. 
{ K. Macdonald, r.; T. Pain. 
C. Whitehead ; R. Russell. 
B. T. Brandreth Gibbs, v.P. 
Duke of Marlborough, 7. ; 
{ J. Druce. 
C. E. Amos, 
Earl of Chichester, v.P.; Duke 

of Richmond and Gordon, 
v.p.; W. Rigden. 

John Torr. 

John Evans; J. B. Jones. 

Earl of Lichfield, r.; R. H. 
Masfen. 

ase of Powis, T.; Sir W. Wynn, 
\\ v.P. 

{ D.R. Davies ; Hon. W. Egerton; 

IMPLEMENT MAKERS. 

T. Aveling. 
R. Hornsby. 
R. C. Ransome. 
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Dr. Haxr-yearty CasH Accc 

To Balance in hand, 1st July, 1875 :— Lots d. Lad 2. 
: BANKOMSINTS Moe wisest sc 3c tieciaatbitine element Dees 

DECHLATY nia) tais, bale.ryeich 0, os J aeneMeRMabese tale 913 6 
2,355 19 1 

ROS he per eaeOonncs L Sty AS UGA So) ES ce 1,500 0 0 = 
——_—- 3,855 19 

‘To Income :— 
Subscriptions :— ; ‘ 

Governors’ Life-Compositions.. .. .. .. «. 120 0 0 
GovernorsATMUBN too on ache ce el einen tet 25 0 0 
Members’ Life-Compositions .. .. .. «. «. 409 0 0 
Members’ Annuals. ‘sis, sis cs “si wel ees ASO MO 

1,303 0 0 

Dividends on!Shockhy sc Msc, « cetsisiolhesueteas eslernmeuniceumme’s 269 8 6 
InferestiomiMeposit:: 9 sist Wats. ata jwiesiistaglyaiep (as ltetoumecintamats 2311 8 

Journal :— 
Sales .. .. sie ies) mp uns. eeMbinfale tae 909 9 5 
‘Advertisements . . Sates “ee oe wal ae oo MO 2 8 

SS 219.,12..,% 
Farm Inspection : — 
donee Oh Mpgellsy Cie Ties LORY pe ccs. abe ote co 12 0 0 

Potatoe Experiments :— 
PPOLAEOCS SOLAN Naic i cale | stat, ,ai0, fino) aio uiteel) eal ete litcis Mots 65 9 0 

BedforduMeectingy wea tea ferywes | s slop ce! (on. lepine) Mets 63 2 6 

Total Income seh vas. Koo (ost cee” aero meee \ 1,956 
To Capital :— 

Sale of Country Meeting Plant .. .. «2 «- «2 os of 23 18 10 | 

To Stock :— 
Sale of 30001. New 3 per Cent. .. .. « .. oe «se os) 2,838 15 0 

To Taunton Meeting 0 «+ o¢, ee «se se oe ce es oc ve | 5,238 6 11 
2 eT st! 

| 

. i 

! 

| 

£13,913 3 6 

BALANCE-SHEE! 

LIABILITIES. 
To Capital :— 2850 £ 
Surplus, S0th Juneyiei5? 4. cs Fes. me el co, ce) sla mee 26,661 $ 2) , 

H 

Less Surplus of Expenditure over Income during the | 
Half- year, viz.:— ££) ead, | 
Expenditure. Joell oa. es sae. ce <elfec AsCaomais | 
[ncomie' i. ac: se) 00’. oe, Se) ceemisiel Mien MeUD mom } 

| 
| 

Less half-year’s interest and sepreciatan on 19717 6 
Country Meeting Plant .. .. .. «. « } 1,090 17 6 oa 

To Taunton Meeting :— , ————| 25,570 | 
Excess of Expenditure over Receipts .. .. «+ «os oe oe reo 4,248 4 ; 

. — (£21,! j 

QUILTER, BALL, & CO., Accountants. 



stablishment :— 
Salaries, Wages, &c. we Mn cmc idtsy 'e 
House :—Rent, Taxes, Repairs 3, NChemnar es, aie 

_ Office ':—Printing, Postage, Stationery, &c. : 

Journal :— 
Printing and Stitching . 
Postage and Delivery . 
Literary Contributions .. 
\C00 Gh i ee 
Lithographing .. 
Advertising 

= 

a slg wl em “ea, we ae 

Chemical :— 
Consulting Chemist's Salary 

Veterinary :— 
” ao Veterinary College, Half-year to June 30, 

875 Fi Mee eelae se se isa 

Botanical :— 
Consulting Botanist’s Salary .. .. «2 «ws os 

Education :— 
Printing, Advertising, &c. .. .. 
Scholarships 

Farm Inspection :— 
Prizes .. 

_ Judges... .. wees 
Printing and ‘Advertising f for 1876... 

Sundries :— 
Illuminating Vote of Thanks to Mr. 

- Stock ;— 
__ Expenses of Sale 

Bedford Meeting 

MeO Mesias SS 60 ee ec we 

Total Expenditure .. .. 

By Capital Account :— 
EninyEMeeEnP DIANE ¢. 15 os ve oe 0s 

By Country Meetings :—- 
Taunton RRMcaiiistel! ‘sis! fois) oe) ce 06 

BEPEDTSINCIAM 52 3. ws wk wk we ee 

‘By Balance in hand, 31st December :— 
Ee acta 66 tet 7 
| CEOS ao) 68) Games ene ae 

ist Decemser, 1875. 

ASSETS. 

yCashinhand.. . sie 
New 3 per Cent, Stock ‘Te, 1121. 7s. 8d. "cost on 
Books and Furniture in Society’ 'sHouse.. .. 

By Country Meeting Plant .. .. .. .. . : 

[ 
By Birmingham Meeting (Balance) .. .. .. «. 

* * Value at 944 = £17,044 7s. 6d. 

& 6941 

4 
| 
[ 1 

= 

100 0 O 

10,706 7 10 

Mem—tThe above Assets are exclusive of the amount 
recoverable in respect of arrears of Subscription to 
3ist Dec. 1875, Which at that date amounted to 

2 00 

87 19 6 

1 

908 

150 

125 

50 

10,794 7 

179 9 
49 5 

Caer 

Sd. 

4 

9 
4 

Examined, audited, and found correct, this 7th day of February, 1876. 

PRANOCTS SURPRORN 

xv 

2,849 3 8 

10,835 4 9 

228 15 1 
—$——— 

| £13,913 3 6 

£21,322 011 
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Dr. 

To Balance in hand, 1st Jan. 1875:— 

Bankers . 
BECKOEATY ©. ts pe). 6 ver, © isl Ue 

To Income :— 

Subseriptions :— 

Governors’ Life-Compositions 
Governors’ Annual . . . 
Members’ Life-Compositions 
Members’ Annual .. . 

= 

Dividendson Stock . . . . 
Interest on Deposit Account . . 

Journal :— 

Advertisements . . . . . 

Farm-Inspection :— 

Entry Feesfor1876. . . . 

Potato Disease Investigations :— 

Saleof Potatoes. . . . 

Total Income . 

To Country Meetings :— 

TUM 5. 6: tay si Bo Moat Namie 
Betfordi-9 <p eat Gre ee 
A AUURON Gs) eer ce ge: es det se Re 

To Capital :— 

Sale of Country Meeting Plant 

To Stock: 

Sale of £3000 New 3 Per Cents, 

‘ey See 6 

1,619 0 

a & © 

ore 



XViL 

OF ENGLAND. 
p JANUARY TO 3lsT DecEMBER, 1875. Cr. 

Pee, d £. 8 d. | £. asd 
| 

, Wages, &e. Manta Piha! fer ale a 1,060 0 0 } | 
‘Rent, Taxes, Repairs,&c. . . . - . 55418 9 | | | 

BOP EOREAPG, GC 5 ew lw lk ll Ct | 398 2 5 | } | 
———_———, _ 2,013 1 2 | 

‘ | 
SMREICRING 5 «© » «© « & @ » 1,054 18 2 | 
Eo ea 327 0 0 ; \ 
Mimmtributions 2. . . . . . |. 28 48 
ngravings -S. 6 a pgateceee 102 11 0 | . | 

2S ee 29 4 0 
4 a a 518 3 | 
> 4S aa 189 211 

ditto PS oe se 35 0 0 | 
sforthree deliveries . . . . . . 3310 0 | 

ae Sipe aha Ay 

Chemist’sSalary. . . ... . 300 0 0 | j 
westieations, 9. 9. “= = « » - 200 0 0 } 

———_—— 500 0 0 1 

Royal Veterinary College, 1} year - . 300 0 0 ; 
frpmeperiments, . . 5 » «© » «+ » 25 0 0 / 

—— —— 325 0 0 | 
ii | | 

Iting Botanist’s Salary. . . . . . . 3° | 100 0 0 | 
| 

i es hci ee toe | 60 0 0 
- es eee Se. 40 0 0 

aminers. Ee ee 5210 0 
i Te = 34 6 6 | 

SS 186.16 6 | 

oes | 54 1 6 
Serer | 12a a | 

nating Vote of Thanks to Mr.Gibbs . . | 4015 6 | | | 
j == 106 19 9 | 

spection :— | 
- .o- tM te Cac 200 0 °C 

SS SS CC | 213 1 2 | 
ng and Advertising for 1876... . . 3016 6 | 

_— = 443.17 8 
Investigations . . 2. 2... «| coe 195 2 0 | 

Brest eww | is oll 6 
s(paidinerror) returned . . . . | ae ca ala) 

Total Expenditure. . . . - «8 — 5,939 17 2 

.ecount :— | | 

y Meeting Plant > pp a, ae 19017 5 i | 

eee ees = 142 2 0 
Bore tke care a 13,620 1 9 
- ae ze =| 87.19 6 

_ 13,850 3 3 

14,041 0 8 
a als a) att 179 9 9 

49 5 4 
— 228.15 1 

| £20,200 12 11 

b 
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ReEceEIrts. 

Subscription from Taunton . . jo te 
Admissions to Show Yard by Payment es 

Admissions by Season Tickets . .. . 
Admissionsto Grand Stand . ... . 
Sale of Catalogues . . «fe He geen 
Entries in Implement Catalogue ae x 
Implement Exhibitors’ Payments for Shedding 
Non-Members’ Fees for entry of Implements 
Fees for entry of Live Stock . . . . . 

Fees for Horse Boxes and Stalls . . . . 
Premiums for Supply of Refreshments . . 
Premium for Manure .. 5 
Premium for Cloak Rooms iat emer A 
Fines for Non-Exhibition . . 2... 
Reference Number Fines . . . 2. 2 

Balance of Expenditure over Receipts . . 

= oe 

oo. 

: of 

et 

i 

Ome 

sn 
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Ce 

oe 

hee 

° 5 
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ACCOUNT, TAUNTON, 1875. 

EXPENDITURE. 

SF Herta.) TS ead: 

Show Yard Works :—viz. Carriage, Storage, Erecting and Painting, 
taking to pieces, Packing and Insurance of Permanent Build- 646 3 9 
ings, and other Plant. . . . cigs 

Implement Sheds, 11307. 10s.; Seeds, ‘ke, and Sheds, 1721. . « « 180270 0 

Stock Sheds, 6141. 5s. 6d. ; Hore Boxes, 7110. 17s.10d. . . . . 1326 3 4 
Horse and Cattle Rings, 651. 5s. 6.3; Fodder Shed, 1202. 2s.6d,. . 185 8 0 

Fencing and Gates, 4432. 11s. 6d.; powalve HEGEL VGSsiea 0) 6) le - 60916 6 

9 

ii 

Lavatories, Closets, &c., 2071. 17s. 3d. ; ; other Offices and Blldings, 
671. 16s. 6d.; Band Stand, 12%. 7s... . ons ‘i 

Tents and Fittings, 691. 16s. 9d.; Awnings, 681. ‘as. rea Seta ren ote Lo 

Platform inside Entrances, 611. Rs 3d.; Grand Stand, opel. 16s: 5 i} 271 10 
a Signs and Notice Boards, 910. 10s. 4d. Pagath ate Gi 

Other Works, 2811. 0s. 9d.; Works for Trials, 741. bs. ad. owe ae ODES. 

Surveyor... . é SER iA st esee a eile 6, «a AUR iy 

onrecinonigm buat oo i = - « .aeeee,VAe . . 5) 89119 9 
5,713 19 1 

Halfcost of Trial Fields . . . . sp aro) 200k" CaRG 
Judges: Implement, 1717, 14s. 6d. ; Stock, "3121. is. nae aeene: 131, ‘los. od. eet as AD tn 

- Consulting Engineers and Ratistants aera Res “ Se teh sta ae we | cne® (eee 
Inspectors: Veterinary, 621. 14s.; Shearing, 347. Ls. od. nee Ciel Cogley Oi Copa 97 8 9 

Police: Metropolitan, 3000. 2s. 2d.; County, 401. 16s.4d. . . . - 384018 6 

Clerks and Assistants: Secretary nd official Staff, 1042. 13s. 10d. ; Bankers 231. 25. 2) 6127 15 10 

Assistant Stewards: Implements, 481. 7s.; Stock, 22/.12s.. . . nF 7019 O 

Foremen: Trial Fields, 29/. 15s. 1d.; Implements, 211. 4s. 8d.; Cattle, 121. 18s. 6d. 100 7 5 
Horses, 10/,12s.; Sheep and Pigs, ‘sl. 8s.; Fodder, 131. 15s. ; *Stockmen, 6l. 14s. 2d. 2 

@iceldmen, Yardmen, Labourers, Grooms, &. .. .. . . «6 ©). 6 « ee ew hw) 622910 8 

Stewards’ Expenses . . . . RGM LARS bait oth An wr citon ante? 52 12er0 
Lodgings for Judges and other Officials ERS ea sldeakfonsdtingadecgtsl ¢ LOG T40 
Refreshments . . . . a F a « - 180189 
Catalogues: Implements, 2040, 16s. 6d; Awards: 31. 96. 6d; Stock, ot, 188, 6d. ; 
eee 371. 1s. 6d.; Plan of Yard, 201. ; Sellets, 227. 10s. ; “Carriage and Packing, 400 12 0 
WIP LGS., 2) « 6 Aes Rhee arcu wat toh et alls, ON alte nt! Ne 

Printing, 5587. 6s. 2d.; Reaxertistas and Bill Posting, 4r6l. 185 ek: ABE tie: « Yost 13) 8 

Hay, 1761. 18s. 4d. 3 Sicawt 1691. 6s. 9d.; Green Food, 2501. 1s.; Expenses ny 60t 6 1 
purchasing ditto, 51. 10s.; Insurance, 2/. ios. Telus Bo ohereue S 

Wheat, 327. 16s. 1d.; Spreading Straw in Yard, 101. ; cutting Gruss, 3h. S} asian? 4516 1 
Postage, Carriage, Stationery, Badges, &... .  . « <p oirelan sekueran Suton © 89 1 0 

Repairs, Insurance, and Carriage of Testing Patines Sree ei ae ay tie 86 6 & 
rse Hire, 1391. 1s. 2d.; Carriages and Cabs, 16l.1s. . . . ee See SOR ee 

oals, 22. 16s. ; yeleinasy Medicines, 11. 10s. 6d.; Disinfectants, a Q wy 5 6 6 

Hire of Clock, &c., 91. 3s.; Hire of Brniltetes 21. 10s.; Hire, of Water Cans, 16 8 6 
Pitchforks, and sundry other articles, 47.158. 6d... .°. .s « « a seeecte 

e Engine Men, 151.; Boys, 11. 14s.; Mowing and removing Straw, 5h. hie sett 2114 © 

ourneys to Taunton previous toShow .. . hey Gta ts dae Cees kt) 

ratuities to Post-Office Officials, 51.; Petty Payments; 4l. 3s. ad. af ROMS T bec 9 3 3 
Rosettes, 121. 6s. 6d.; Medais, 31, 128. eee i cies Ss ruiryal aricoeest Bot) 1518 6 

izes: Stock, 2980/.;* Implements, 225.. . . . « + + «© + «© © « + «+ 3,205 0 0 

£13,850 17 G 

* Exclusive of Local Prizes, 77/., and 801. given by E. Pease, Esq. 
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Birmingham selecting, 1876. 

(SUNDAY EXCEPTED). 

SCHEDULE OF PRIZES. 

I.—Live-Stock PrizEs. 

Prizes offered by the Birmingham Locul Committee are marked thus*. 

Reference es HORSES. Priseso| Eel 
Certificates, | . | 

che STALLIONS. gf) TB 

if Agricultural Stallion, foaled in the year 1874, not | 
“qualified to compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk ote] AD 10 

2 Agricultural Stallion, foaled before 1st Jan. 1874, 
“not qualified to compete as ec gn oo? or Suffl 20 10 

3 Agricultural Stallions .. 60* | 40* 

SPECIAL CONDITION, | 
applying to Class 3. 

The winner of the First Prize to travel in North | 
Warwickshire Parliamentary division, to stand | 
one day each week in Season 1877 at Birming- 
ham, and one day at Warwick. 

The winner of the Second Prize to travel in South 
Warwickshire Parliamentary division, and to 
stand one day each week in season 1877 at 
Warwick. 

4 Clydesdale Stallion, foaled in the year 1874 20 10 
5 Clydesdale Stallion, foaled before the Ist Jan. 1874| 20 10 
6 Suffolk Stallion, foaled in the year 1874... 20 10 
cf Suffolk Stallion, foaled before the 1st of Jan. 1874 20 10 
8 Thorough-bred Stallion, suitable for getting 

Hunters... 50 20 
9 Stallion, suitable for setting Hackney 35 not exceed- 

ing 15 hands 2 inches * sential ae 10 
10 Pony Stallion, not exceeding 14 hands seh 20) 10 

Broop Marrs AND AGRICULTURAL FILLIES. ¥ 

11 Agricultural Mare and foal, not i to ee 
as Clydesdale or Suffolk .. sie ee 20 10 

12 Clydesdale Mare and foal .. i as ee 20 10 
13 Suffolk Mare and foal .. .. 20 10 
14 Agricultural Geldings or Fillies, four years old, not 

~ qualified to compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk . 20° | 108% 
15 Agricultural Geldings or Fillies, three years old, 

not qualified to compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk | 20* 10" b, 



Prizes for Live Stock. . 

First | seam 

HORSES—continued. Prize. | Prize. 

aa ee ae 
Clydesdale Filly, three yearsold .. .. .. «| 15 10 . 
Suffolk Filly, three years old... 4 | 15 10 46 
Agricultural Geldings, or Fillies, two years old, 

“not qualified to compete as Clydesdale or Sufflk |. 20* | .10* 5* 
Clydesdale Filly, two years old .... vie ed whe 

_ Suffolk Filly, two years old... [tee | ke 
Agricultural Geldings or Fillies, one year old, not | 
“qualified to compete as Clydesdale or Suffolk.. | 15+ | 10* 5* 

Mare and Foal, suitable for breeding Hunters .. 20°) 10 5 
Mare and Foal, suitable for breeding Hackneys .. 20 10 5 
Pony Mare and Foal, not exceeding 14hands .. | 15 10 5 

Hunters. 

Hunter Willy, twoyearsold... .,. 5. «= | 15 10 - 
Hunter Mare, three years Gls kites. 2 seal albeit 10 . 
Geldings, for hunting purposes, two years old .. Atel ehOm . 
Geldings, for hunting purposes, three years old ; 15S Ox 
Hunter Mareyfoun years Old 23 6 nce, \pee,, 00) | 
Hunter Gelding, four years old .. 25 15 10 
Hunter Mare or Gelding, five years old and up 

wards, up to not less than T2EStOBG im. cee 30 20 10 
Hunter Mare or Gelding, five years old and up- 

wards, up to not less than 14stone.. .. 30 20 10 
Hunters, not exceeding 15 hands 2 inches, four 

years old and upw ards. ZOF 1)" olO* 55 
Plate for the best Hunter in er of the classes 29 
2.0 G) ) Sr ae jae - ge ae 

HAcKNEYS AND ROADSTERS. 

Hackney Mare or Gelding, exceeding 15 hands, 
and up to not less than 12 stone .. 15 10 5 

Hackney Mare or Gelding, exceeding 15 hands, 
and up to not less than 14 stone .. 15 10 5 

Weight-carrying Hacks or Roadsters, above 14 and 
not exceeding 15 hands... 15* | 10* 5* 

Park or Ladies” Hacks, above 14 and not “exceed- 
ing 15 hands et ae ea ee, eel eyes |e Oe 5* 

PonIEs. 

Pony Mare or Gelding, above 13 hands, and not 
exceeding 14 hands .. 15 10 5 

Pony Mare or Gelding, not exceeding 13 hands .. 15 10 5 



XXil Prizes for Live Stock. 

Reference 
Number in 
Certificates. 

Class 

40 
41 

42 
43 

HORSES—continued. 

Harness Horses anp Poniss. 

(To be shown in harness with suitable vehicles.) 

Harness Mares or Geldings over 15 hands .. .. 
Harness Mares or Geldings over 14 and not ex- 

ceeding 15 hands 
Harness ‘Pony over 13 and not exceeding 14 hands 
Harness Pony, not exceeding 13 hands .. .. 

No Third Prize will be given unless at least Sia 
animals be exhibited, and no Second Prize will 
be given unless at least Three animals be exhi- 
bited, except on the special recommendation of 
the J udges to the Stewards of Live Stock 

CATTLE, 

(ALL AGES CALCULATED To JULY Ist, 1876.) 

SHORTHORN. 

| Bull, above three years old .. 
Bull, above two and not exceeding three years old 
Yearling Bull, above one and not exceeding two 

years old, POSE 2 
Bull-Calf, above six and not exceeding twelve 
months old™r. cs mena AS Met mc 

Cow, above three years old’ x8 its oe 
Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding three 

yearsold .. 
Yearling Heifer, above one and not exceeding two 

years rold 
Heifer-Calf, above six and under twelve months old 

HEREFORD. 

Bull, above three years old 
Bull, above two and not exceeding three years old 
Yearling Bull, above one and not exceeding two 

years old . oe 
Bull-Calf, above six and not exceeding tivelve 
months old . Pee 33). ise» | eG ee ne 

Cow, above three years old sc 
Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding ‘three 

yearsold .. 
Yearling Heifer, above one and not exceeding tno 

years sold. 
Heifer-Calf, above six and under twelve: tonths old 

Prize. 

th | First 

20* 

20* 
15* 
15* 



Prizes for Live Stock. 

CATTLE—continued. 

Devon. 

Bull, above three years old .. 
Bull, above two and not exceeding ‘three years old 
Yearling Bull, above one and not exceeding two 

years eam. 
Bull-Calf, above six and not exceeding twelve 

months old . stil wens iri wows als 
Cow, above three yearsold .. .. 
Heifer, in-milk or in-calf not exceeding ‘three 

VOAESOLM Elise «0 
Yearling Heifer, above one and not exceeding two 

years eee 
Heifer-Calf, above six and under imelng, months old 

No Fourth Prize will be given in either of the 
Shorthorn Classes, Nos. 44, 45, 46, 49 and 50, 
unless at least Ten animals be exhibited. 

JERSEY. 

Bull, above two years old... 
Bull, above one year old and not exceeding ‘two. 
Cow, above three yearsold .. ..  « 
Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding ‘three 

CAUSE OL Miee as duals aail. wate ice) Ge Yikes 

GUERNSEY. 

Bull, above one year old.. .. 
Cow, above three yearsold .. .. “f 
Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding ‘three 
CSIC se eave we 

Sussex. 

Bull, above three years old .. . 
Bull, above two years old and not ‘exceeding three 
Yearling Bull, above one year old and not exceed- 

ing two aA AP iar trop 
Cow, above three years olde 2001.. 
Heifer, in-milk or in-calf, above two years old 

and not exceeding three .. 
Yearling Heifer above one year old and not ex- 

ceeding two et aaene , ey aces Wises ae 

Lone-Horns. 

Bulls over two years old. - 
Bull, over one year old and not exceeding two .. 
Cows over three years old Rea Nie es 

First 
Prize, 

20* 
10* 
20* 

Prize. 

orc 

ou 

XX1i1 

Prize. 

one 

or 

SVE 



XXIV 

“Reference 
Number in 
Certificates. 

Class 

84 

Prizes for Live Stock. 

CATTLE—continued. 

Heifers over two and not exceeding three years old, 
in-milk or in-calf me < oriee ee 

Heifers not exceeding two years old 2 Aces aE 

Darry Cattue. 

Pairs of Cows, in-milk, over three years old 
Single Cows, in-milk, over three years old... .. 

No Third Prize will be given unless at least Six 
animals be exhibited, and no Second Prize will 
be given unless at least Three animals be exhi- 
bited, except on the special recommendation of 
the Judges to the Stewards of Stock. 

SHEEP. 

LEIcEsTER. ° 

Shearling Ram SSO FONT TU SON TOE Mas 
Ram of any other age .. mH 
Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, ‘of the same flock aH 

/ 

CoTswoLp. 

Shearling Ram ac? SD ok? oe ee eee 
Ram of any other age .. oe. | 
Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, “of the same flock .. 

LiIncoins. 

Shearling Ram) (i. yer) os ose ce ns mae 
Ram of any other age .. as 
Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, ‘of the same flock or 

OXFORDSHIRE Down. 

Shearling Ram sa 506 vas’ ee, ganat hen 
Ram of any other age .. . 
Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, ‘of the same flock .. 

SouTHDOWN. 

Shearling Ram eo) that Ata Ue er 
Ram of any other age .. me 
Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the. same flock fs 



Prizes for Live Stock. XX¥ 

3 | | 
: First | Second | Thi 

et - SHEEP—continued. | Prize. | Prize. | Prize. 

£ | Se | ee 
SHROPSHIRE, | 

0 a a aera ie 4!) i> | Gar 
Mamorany otherage .. .. .. . . «| 20 TO) ||) 5 
Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock .. | 15 1G | 6 
Pen of Ten Ewes, having bred and suckled Lambs | 20* | 10* | 5* 
Seeltiaiwe lambs... .. 2.) .. °°. | 20% | 10* 5* 
Mawar live Ram Lambs... ee pen, vi (oo 20" |, 20* | 9 5* 
Pen of Five Yearling Wethers .. | 2Oee)  LOs 5 
And 251. in Plate to the Exhibitor who secures | 

the greatest number of points in all the Shrop- 
shire Sheep Classes. The First Prize to count | 
3 points, Second 2, and Third 1. 

; HAMPSHIRE AND OTHER SHORT-WOOLLED 

Breebs. / 

Not qualified to compete as Southdown | | 
or Shropshire. | 

RE yon: | apy ime, seme lay ly BO 10° | 4.8 
Ram of any otherage .. Filet tOis bot |b wed 
Pen of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same flock .. | 15 10 | 5 

| 
- No Third Prize will be given unless at least Sia | 

animals be exhibited, and no Second Prize will 
be given unless at least Three animals be exhi- 
bited, except on the special recommendation of 
the Judges to the Stewards of Stock. | 

i] iT 

| 

PIGS. | | 

| Larce Waite Breen. | 

_ Boar, above six months and not exceeding twelve | 
months old .. “ie eid aepaaitsee nel BI hs 

Boar, above twelve months old .. .. | 10 5 | 
Pen of Three Breeding Sow-Pigs of the same litter, | 

above three and not exceeding six months old.. 10 5 jo 
IIR yo Pos. oo 0 as et | oe eH eee HO | 5 | + 

| : 

Sma, Wuire Breen. | 

Boar, above six months and not exceeding twelve . 
months old . re ORS 10 5. 

Boar, above twelve, months old ay et eee ve TOP y 
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Reference | 
Number in 
Certificates, 

Class / 

119 

120° | 

129 

130 
131 

132 

Prizes for Live Stock. 

PIGS—continued. 

_ Pen of Three Breeding Sow-Pigs of the same litter, 
above three and not exceeding six months old.. 

Breeding Sow .. , 

SMALL Buack Breen. 

Boar, above six months and not exceeding twelve 
months old... Sep ray Senne 

Boar, above twelve months ald 
Pen “of Three Breeding Sow-Pigs of. the same 

litter, above three and not exceeding six months 
Old PES) (Ree: Saat Reels a ees eee 

Breeding Sowie. esac lia! eeeamase 

BERKSHIRE BREED. 

Boar, above six months and not exceeding twelve 
monutbs\old) 7, s/s. “pie icat eee 

Boar, above twelve months old 
Pen of Three Breeding Sow-Pigs of the same litter, 

above three and not exeeeding six months old.. 
Breeding SOW ss0 Ris ese) ec sleeeees 

OTHER Breeps. 

Not eligible to compete in any of the preceding 
Classes. 

Boar, above six months and not exceeding twelve 
months old . co. sori ee 

Boar, above twelve months old Bass ce 
Pen of three Breeding Sow-Pigs of the same litter, 

above three and not exceeding six months old.. 
Breeding SowWass) was 4c. 0 ieee 

No Third Prize will be given unless at least Six 
animals be exhibited, and no Second Prize will 
be given unless at least Three animals be exhi- 
bited, except on the special recommendation of 
the J udges to the Stewards of Stock. 

| 

ne no , CHOr ‘Gvcr . Oren 



Prizes for Implements, Sc. XXVil 

| First Second | Third 
Prize. Prize. | Prize. 

af 10* DP 
Prizes of 31., 21., ‘and 12. will be given ‘to the | 

Dairymaid i in each class of Cheese. | 

Woot. £. fee a 

| ix tee Long-wool Fleeces .. .. .. .. «| 10*| 5* | se 
| Six teg Short-wool Fleeces .. 6... 0. ep LOE fea gets) 

Burrer. 

isix’ Pounds madeupin pounds .. .. |.» «| 10* Duly td 

CHEESE. | | 

1 ewt. over 6 inches.thick .. .. + ty LOG | 10% | 43 
1 ewt. not exceeding 6 inches thick | 15* | 

| 
| 
| 

| 
| 

.—IMPLEMENT AND MACHINERY PRIZES OFFERED BY THE 
ul 

’ Society. 
ra 

For the best Reaping Machine, with self-delivery in sheaf, clear of 
Becitonse=imace Loe O), aif Ol LriiQwe Som Ye Foe ie Lee Kg 

For the second best JSP ge OL mS gece REL REO NCE rents pe A bane A 
I leno oa sa naa, Fae eee) ae, lina ve ee LU 

. For the best ‘eg Machine, with seli-delivery in swathe, clear of 
1 CR ease os, ee igen on es tw gy BO 
re For the second peg re sR A Bete sive ase eg as, LO 

| 8. For the best combined Reaping and Mowing Machine, without: self- 
U PD lieee ss gastos SLE AACA NG SOE OU OATS MUSTO ALLS «LD: 
_ For the second best Se kt Dern a Ke. ceeptars emenlgg isnt Sins exel aN 
For the third best .. .. .. aed rR Lanes Rts Salen Ue ess. <a ce 

4, For the best One-horse Reaping M Machinet hs, «tage 12 sit SPY 22 ALG 
~ For the second best Bhp (EAS ee anibetee tor tagratcrtn cheered! Reo bd iG) 
"For the PEED CAEN AT, cM AY sab-M Sid (oh ose leah ieeld ak ee 

The power of Machines entered in Class 4 must not exceed 33,000 foot- 
nds per minute, at or about 25 miles per hour. 

. Machine may be entered in two Classes if it can perform both operations 
hout adding or taking away parts. A distinct implement must, however, 
entered for each Class. 

the Gold Medal of the Society will be awarded at Birmingham, or any 
ure Meeting of the Society, for an efficient Sheaf-binding Machine, either 
ched to a reaper or otherwise. 



XXVil Conditions relating to Live Stock. 

CONDITIONS APPLYING TO CERTAIN CLASSES e 
OF LIVE STOCK ONLY. 4 

Horses. 

1. All foals must be the offspring of the mare along with which they are 
exhibited ; and the sire of the foal must be given on the certificate of entry. 

2. No veterinary inspection of horses will be required except when con- 
sidered necessary by the Judges, who will be accompanied by the Veterinary 
Inspectors. 

3. Hunters and Hackneys entered to compete in the light-weight classes — 
will be disqualified if, in the opinion of the Judges, they are eligible to compete 
in the heavy-weight classes. Ps 

4, A charge of 1/. for the accommodation of a horse-box, in addition to the 
a will be made for each entry for stallions and mares with foals at 
oot. | 

5. A charge of 10s, will be made, in addition to the entry-fee, for the | 
accommodation of a stall for each animal in the other Horse Classes. al 

6. A charge of 10s. will be made, in addition to other fees, for the sheddir 
accommodation for each vehicle brought with entries in the Classes 40, 41, 4 

7. Any exhibitor wishing to remove his horse for the night will be allowed 
to do so on depositing 10/. at the Secretary’s office, and receiving an official 
pass—the time of leaving, and that of returning next morning, to be inserted 
thereon; and if the animal be not duly brought back, the sum of 10/. will be 
forfeited to the Society for each Show day the animal is absent; and the exhi 
bitor will also forfeit any prize awarded to him in any class at the Birming- 
ham Show, and will not be allowed to exhibit again at the Society’s Show 
until the forfeits are paid. } 

CATTLE. 

8. No bull above two years old will be eligible for a prize unless certified to 
have served not less than three different cows (or heifers) within the three 
months preceding the 1st of June in the year of the Show. 

9. All bulls above one year old shall have rings or “ bull-dogs” in their — 
noses, and be provided with leading sticks. 

10. No cow will be eligible for a prize unless certified either at the date of 
entry or between the date of entry and that of the Show, to have had a living — 
calf, or that the calf, if dead, was born at its proper time, within the twelve — 
months preceding the date of the Show. Every Cow of the Channel Island 
breeds entered as in-milk shall be milked dry on the evening preceding the 
Show, in the presence of an officer of the Society, specially appointed for the 
urpose. » 

1. No heifer, entered as in-calf, will be eligible for a prize unless she is 
certified to have been bulled before the 31st of March in the year of the Show, 
nor will her owner afterwards receive the prize until he shall have furnished 
the Secretary with a further certificate before the 81st of January in the sub- 
sequent year, that she produced a living calf; or that the calf, if dead, was 
born at its proper time. e 

12. Shorthorns.—Each animal entered in the Shorthorn Classes must be 
certified by the Exhibitor to have not less than four crosses of Shorthorn 
blood which are, or are eligible to be, registered in the herd-book, 



Rules of Adjudication. Xxix 

_ SHEEP. 

18. All rams, except shearlings, must have been used in the preceding year. 
14. Sheep exhibited for any of the prizes must have been really and Sairly 

shorn bare after the Ist of April in the year of the Exhibition; and the 
of such shearing must form part of the Certificate of Entry. Inspectors 

ll be appointed by the Council to examine the sheep on their admission 
the Show-Yard, with instructions to report to the Stewards any cases in 

which the sheep have not been really and fuirly shorn bare. 

Pias. 

{ 15. The three sow-pigs in each pen must be of the same litter. 
_ 16. The breeding sows in Classes 116, 120, 124, 128, and 132, shall be 
certified to have had a litter of live pigs within the six months preceding the 

w, or to be in-pig at the time of entry, so as to produce a litter before 
| the Ist of September following. In the case of in-pig sows, the prize will 

withheld until the exhibitor shall have furnished the Secretary with a 
certificate of farrowing, as above. 

17. No sow, if above eighteen months old, that has not produced a litter of 
e pigs, shall be eligible to compete in any of the classes. 
18. The Judges of pigs will be instructed, with the sanction of the Stewards, 

) withhold prizes from any animals which shall appear to them to have been 
tered in a wrong class. 
19, All pigs exhibited at the Country Meetings of the Society shall be sub- 
ted to an examination of their mouths by the Veterinary Inspector of the 

Society ; and should the state of dentition in any pig indicate that the age of 
he animal has not been correctly returned in the Certificate of Entry, the 
Stewards shall have power to disqualify such pig, and shall report the circum- 

mce to the Council at its ensuing Monthly Meeting. Every pig which 
ll be found on examination by the Inspector to be oiled or coloured will be 
qualified for competition and removed from the Show-Yard ; as well as any 

pigewhich shall be oiled or coloured while in the Show-Yard. 
20. If a litter of pigs be sent with a breeding sow, the young pigs must be 

‘the produce of the sow, and must not exceed two months old. 4 oh opal ve | 
- RULES OF ADJUDICATION. 

i 

1. As the object of the Society in giving prizes for cattle, sheep, and pigs, is to 
promote improvement in breeding stock, the Judges, in making their awards, 
will be instructed not to take into their consideration the present value to the 

| butcher of animals exhibited, but to decide according to their relative merits 
for the purpose of breeding. 

2. If, in the opinion of the Judges, there should be equality of merit, they 
vill be instructed to make a special report to the Council, who will decide on 
e award. 

7, The Judges will be instructed to withhold any prize if they are of opinion 
there is not sufficient merit in any of the stock exhibited for such prize 

to justify an award. 
_ 4, The Judges will be instructed to give in a Reserved Number in each class 
of live stock ; viz., which animal would, in their opinion, possess sufficient 
| merit for the prize, in case the animal to which the prize is awarded should 
subsequently become disqualified. 
_ 5. In the classes for stallions, mares, and fillies, the Judges in awarding the . 

prizes will be instructed, in addition to symmetry, to take activity and 
strength into their consideration. 



XXX Conditions relating to Implements. 

6. The attention of the Stewards and Judges is particularly called to # 
conditions applying to pigs. The Senior Steward of Live Stock is requ 
to report any malpractices on the part of Exhibitors, and any person f 
guilty will not be allowed to exhibit at future Meetings of the Society. 

The Judges will be instructed to deliver to the Stewards their aw 
signed, and stating the numbers to which the prizes are adjudged, before 
leave the Yard, noting any disqualifications. They are to transmit, 
cover to the Secretary, immediately after the Show, their Reports on 
several classes in which they have adjudicated, in order that each Report 
be included in the General Report of the Exhibition of Live Stock at 
Birmingham, to be published in the ‘Journal’ of the Society. 

CONDITIONS RELATING TO IMPLEMENTS. 

Conpitions or TRIALS. 

side-pull, &c., by means of the horse-dynamometer, which was used in 
mowing-machine trials at Taunton, and which is fully described in 
Society’s ‘ Journal’ for 1874, Second Series, vol. x., pages 679-682. 

2. The draught in each particular case will be taken on the dynamometer 
through the ordinary draught chains, and every precaution will be taken t 
make the angle and direction of draught, side-pull, &c., as similar as possibl 
to those which ordinary farm-horses have to work against. 4 

8. The Trials of reaping-machines will be directed to test the qualities of th 
implements under conditions as various as the season and the state of the cro! 
in the Trial-fields will permit. 4 

4, The implements will be carefully weighed, so as to determine the distr 
bution of weight, in the presence of the exhibitors, either when the machihes 
are handed over to the custody of the Engineers, or when they are delivere 
back again to the exhibitors before the Trials. 

5. The implements selected at the Show for future Trial, will be taker 
charge of by the Engineers, as provided by paragraph 20, page 9 of the 
General Regulations, and no access will be allowed to them for any purpost 
whatever until the Trials commence. The exhibitors are recommended to 
deliver up the machines in complete order, and protected in the usual way 
from rust. 

6. Platforms will be provided for setting the height of cut accurately. 

fi 
DATES OF ENTRY. FOR LIVE STOCK AND IMPLEMENTS. 

Certiricatrs for the entry of Implements for the Birmingham Meeting 
must be forwarded to the Secretary of the Society, No. 12, Hanover Square, 
London, W., by the 1st of May, and Certificates for the entry of Dive Stoel 
by the 1st of June. Certificates received after those respective dates wi 
not be accepted, but returned to the persons by whom they have been sent. 

The Prizes of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, and all Prize 
offered by the Birmingham Local Committee, are open to general competition 

; *," Forms of Certificate for entry, as well as Prize-Sheets for the Birming 
ham Meeting, containing the whole of the conditions and regulati 
may be obtained at the Office of the Society, No, 12, Hanover Squar 
London, W. 
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SMembers’ Weterinary Privileges, 

I.—Srnriovs on Exrenstve Diseases, 
No. 1. Any Member of the Society who may desire professional attendance 

and special advice in cases of serious or extensive disease among his cattle, 
sheep, or pigs, and will address a letter to the Secretary, will, by return of 
post, receive a reply stating whether it be considered necessary that the 
Society’s Veterinary Inspector should visit the place where the disease prevails. 

No. 2. The remuneration of the Inspector will be 2/. 2s. each day as a 
professional fee, and 17. 1s. each day for personal expenses ; and he will also 
be allowed to charge the cost of travelling to and from the locality where his 
services may have been required. The fees will be paid by the Society, but 
the travelling expenses will be a charge against the applicant. This charge 
may, however, be reduced or remitted altogether at the discretion of the Council, 
on such step being recommended to them by the Veterinary Committee. 

No. 3. The Inspector, on his return from visiting the diseased stock, will 
report to the Committee, in writing, the results of his observations and pro- 
ceedings, which Report will be laid before the Council. 

No. 4. When contingencies arise to prevent a personal discharge of the 
duties confided to the Inspector, he may, subject to the approval of the Com- 
mittee, name some competent professional person to act in his stead, who shall 
receive the same rates of remuneration. 

II.—Orprinary or OrTHer Cases or Diszase. 
Members may obtain the attendance of the Veterinary Inspector on any 

case of disease by paying the cost of his visit, which will be at the following 
rate, viz., 2/. 2s. per diem, and travelling expenses. Applications should be 
dressed to the Superintendent of the Brown Institution, care of the Seeretary 

of the Royal Agricultural Society, 12, Hanover Square, London, W. 

III.—ConsviTatIons witTHouT VIsIT. 
Personal consultation with Veterinary Inspector 4c oe he 
Consultation by letter .. = be s oe sere POS: 
Consultation necessitating the writing of three or more letters 10s. 
Post-mortem examination, and report thereon .. “ ae. LOB: 

A return of the number of applications from Members of the Society during 
each half-year is required from the Veterinary ‘nspector. 

. IV.—Apmisston or Diszasep Animas To THE Brown InstitTvTION. 
WanpswortH Roap, Lonpon, 8.W.; Investieations, Lectunrzs, 
AND Reports. 

No. 1. All Members of the Society have the privilege of sending cattle, 
sheep, and pigs to the Infirmary ‘of the Brown Institution, on the following 
terms ; viz., by paying for the keep and treatment of cattle 10s. 6d. per weck 
each animal, and for sheep and pigs “‘a small proportionate charge to be 
fixed by the Professor-Superintendent according to circumstances.” 

No. 2. The Professor-Superintendent of the Institution has also undertaken 
to carry out such investigations relating to the nature, treatment, and pre- 
yention of diseases of cattle, sheep, and pigs, as may be deemed expedient by 
the Council. 

No. 3. A detailed Report of the cases of cattle, sheep, and pigs treated in 
the Infirmary of the Institution, or on Farms in the occupation of Members 
of the Society, will be furnished to the Council quarterly ; and also special 
reports from time to time on any matter of unusual interest which may come 
under the notice of the Institution. 

By Order of the Council, 
H. M. JENKINS, Secretary. 
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Members’ Pribileges of Chemical Analpsis. 

Tue Council have fixed the following rates of Charge for Analyses to 
be made by the Consulting Chemist for the bond fide use of Members 
of the Society; who (to avoid all unnecessary correspondence) are 
particularly requested, when applying to him, to mention the kind of 
analysis they require, and to quote its number in the subjoined schedule. 
The charge for analysis, together with the carriage of the specimens, 
must be paid to him by members at the time of their application. 

No, 1.—An opinion of the genuineness of Peruvian guano, bone- 
dust, or oil-cake (each sample) . 5s. 

» 2—An analysis of guano; showing the ‘proportion of moisture, 
organic matter, sand, phosphate of lime, alkaline salts, . 
and ammonia A oo, Aaa 

» o—An estimate of the value (relatively to the average of 
samples in the market) of sulphate and muriate of am- 
monia, and of the nitrates of potash and soda .. 10s. 

» 4.—An analysis of superphosphate of lime for soluble phos: 
phates only 10s. 

» 5.—An analysis of superphosphate of lime, showing the pro- 
portions of moisture, organic matter, sand, soluble and 
insoluble phosphates, sulphate of lime, and ammonia .. £1. 

,, 6.—An analysis (sufficient for the determination of its oes 
tural value) of any ordinary artificial manure .. Lie 

», 7?.—Limestone :—the proportion of lime, 7s. 6d.; the propor- 
tion of magnesia, 10s. ; the proportion of lime and mag- 
nesia 53 15s. 

», 8.—Limestone or marls, “including carbonate, "phosphate, and 
sulphate of lime, and magnesia with sand andclay .. £1. 

» 9.—Partial analysis of a soil, including determinations of clay, : 
sand, organic matter, and carbonate of lime .. onneeaile 

Blo: —Complete analysis of a soil . Sc £3. 
», 11.—An analysis of oil-cake, or other substance used for feeding t 

purposes; showing the proportion of moisture, oil, 
mineral matter, albuminous matter, and woody fibre ; 
as well as of starch, gum, and sugar, in the aggregate £13 

», 12.—Analyses of any vegetable product .. £1. 
,, 18.—Analyses of animal products, refuse substances used for 

manure, &c. i: from 10s. to 30s, 
,, 14.—Determination of the “hardness” of a sample of water 

before and after boiling .. eee (0) 
», 15.—Analysis of water of land drainage, and of water used for 

irrigation .. ss 5s ee 
py lly —Determination of nitric acid in a sample of water .. se) ee 

N.B.—The above Scale of Charges is not applicable to the case of persons 
commercially engaged in the Manufacture or Sale of any Substance sent for 
Analysis. ’ 

The Address of the Consulting Chemist of a Society is, Dr. Aucustus 
VoELCKER, F.R.S., 11, Salisbury Square, London, E.C., to which he requests that 
all letters and parcels (Postage and Carriage paid) should be directed. 

By Order of the Council, 
H. M. JENKINS, Secretary. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR SELECTING AND SENDING SAMPLES 
LA FOR ANALYSIS. 

ARTIFICIAL MANURES.—Take a large handful of the manure from three 
or four bags, mix the whole on a large sheet of paper, breaking down with the 
hand any lumps present, and fold up in tinfoil, or in oil silk, about 3 oz. of the 

Jl-mixed sample, and send it to 11, Sarispury Square, FLEET Srreet, B.C., 
by post: or place the mixed mauure in a small wooden or tin box, which may 
be tied by string, but must not be sealed, and send it by post. Ifthe manure be 
very wet and lumpy, a larger boxful, weighing from 10 to 12 oz., should be 
‘sent either by post or railway. 
_ Samples not exceeding 4 oz. in weight may be sent by post, by attaching two 
penny postage stamps to the parcel. 
_ Samples not exceeding 8 oz., for three postage stamps. 

Samples not exceeding 12 oz., for four postage stamps. 
The parcels should be addressed: Dr. Aucustus VorLckerrR, 11, SALISBURY 

Square, FLEET Street, Lonpon, E.C., and the address of the sender or the 
number or mark of the article be stated on parcels. 
_ The samples may be sent in covers, or in boxes, bags of linen or other materials. 
No parcel sent by post must exceed 12 oz. in weight, 1 fout 6 inches in length, 
9 inches in width, and 6 inches in depth. 

SOILS.—Have a wooden box made 6 inches long and wide, and from 9 to 12 
inches deep, according to the depth of soil and subsoil of the field. Mark out in the 
field a space of about 12 inches square; dig round in a slanting direction a trench, 
so as to leave undisturbed a block of soil with its subsoil from 9 to 12 inches deep ; 
trim this block or plan of the field to make it fit into the wooden box, invert the 
open box over it, press down firmly, then pass a spade under the box and lift it 
up, gently turn over the box, nail on the lid and send it by goods or parcel to the 
laboratory. The soil will then be received in the exact position in which it is 
found in the field. 
_ Inthe case of very light, sandy, and porous soils, the wooden box may be at 
‘once inverted over the soil and forced down by pressure, and then dug out. 

WATERS.—Two gallons of water are required for analysis. The water, if 
possible, should be sent in glass-stoppered Winchester half-gallon bottles, which 
are readily obtained in any chemist and druggist’s shop. If Winchester bottles 
cannot be procured, the water may be sent in perfectly clean new stoneware spirit- 
ars surrounded by wickerwork. For the determination of the degree of hardness 
before and after boiling, only one quart wine-bottle full of water is required. 

_LIMESTONES, MARLS, IRONSTONES, AND OTHER MINERALS.— 
Whole pieces, weighing from 3 to 4 0z., should be sent enclosed in small linen 
bags, or wrapped in paper. Postage 2d., if under 4 oz. 

OILCAKES.—Take a sample from the middle of the cake. To this end break a 
whole cake into two. Then break off a piece from the end where the two halves 
were joined together, and wrap it in paper, leaving the ends open, and send parcel 
oy post. The piece should weigh from 10 to120z. Postage, 4d, If sent by 
vailway, one quarter or half a cake should be forwarded. 

| FEEDING MEALS.—Abont 3 oz. will be sufficient for analysis. Enclose the 
meal in a small linen bag. Send it by post. 

| On forwarding samples, separate letters should be sent to the laboratory, 
specifying the nature of the information required, and, if possible, the object 
/n view. 

H. M, JENKINS, Secretary. 

VOL. XII.—S. S. c 
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SMembers’ Botanical Pribileges. 

The Council have ‘provisionally fixed the following Rates oj 
Charge for the examination of Plants and Seeds for the bond fia 
use of Members of the Society, who are particularly reque 
when applying to the Consulting Botanist, to mention the 
kind of Exaaaaliiche they require, and to quote its number in 
the subjoined Schedule. The charge for examination must be 
paid to the Consulting Botanist at the time of application, and 
the carriage of all parcels must be prepaid. 

No, 1—A general opinion as to the genuineness and wes of a 
sample of clover-seed (each sample) .. | Sa 

2.—A detailed examination of a sample of dirty or, impure 
clover-seed, with a report on its admixture with seeds of 
dodder or other weeds (each sample) .. icp -- 1s 

» o-—A test examination of turnip or other cruciferous seed, ‘ 
with a report on its germinating power, or its adultera- — 
tion with 000 seed (each sample) ae 10s. 

»» 4.—A test examination of any other kind of seed, or corn, with | 
a report on its germinating power (each sample) -- 10s, 

», 0.—Determination of ‘the species of any indigenous British : 
plant (not para), with a rear on its habits (each 

” 

. 

species) .. “a 
» 6.—Determination of the. species ‘of any epiphyte or vegetable 

parasite, on any farm-crop grown by the Member, with a | 
a report on its habits, and suggestions (where possible) 4 
as to its extermination or prevention (each species) 10s, 

»» 7-—Report on any other form of peor? not caused by - 
insects... 10s. 

», 8.—Determination of the species of a collection of natural id 
grasses indigenous to any district on one kind of soil a 
(each collection) ” “s Be asi a «7 ag 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SELECTING AND SENDING SAMPLES, 

In sending seed or corn for examination the utmost care must be taken 
secure a fair and honest sample. If anything supposed to be injurious or 
useless exists in the corn or seed, selected samples should also be sent. * 

Tn collecting specimens of plants, the whole plant should be taken up, and 
the. earth shaken from the roots. If possible, the plants must be in flower ¢ 
fruit. They should be packed in a light box, or in a firm paper parcel. 

Specimens of diseased plants or of parasites should be forwanied as nah 
possible. Place them in a bottle, or pack them in tin-foil or oil-silk. 

All specimens should be accompanied with a letter specifying the nature of 
the information required, and stating any local circumstances (soil, situation 
&c.) which, in the opinion of the sender, would be likely to throw light on he | 
inquiry. ; 
N.B.— The above Scale of Charges is not applicable in the case of Seedsme 

requiring the services of the Consulting Bctanist. 
Parcels or letters (Carriage or Postage prepaid) to be gi to. Mr. w. 

CarruTHeErs, F.R.S., 4, Weodside Villas, Gipsy Hill, 8.E 

H. M: JENKINS, Secretary. 4 

. 



Royal Charter, 
INCORPORATING THE 

ENGLISH AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY 

AS THE 

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY 
OF ENGLAND. 

Marcu 26, 1840. 

1, Whereas our right trusty and right entirely beloved cousin 

nd counsellor, Charles Duke of Richmond, Knight of the 

10st noble Order of the Garter, our right trusty and right 

y beloved cousin, George Henry Duke of Grafton, 

t of the most noble Order of the Garter, our right 

and right entirely beloved cousin, John Henry Duke 

Rutland, Knight of the most noble Order of the Garter, 

ar right trusty and right entirely beloved cousin, George 

aville Duke of Sutherland, our right trusty and entirely 

d cousin, Arthur Blundell Sandys Trumbal Marquess 

lownshire, Knight of the most illustrious Order of Saint 

k, our right trusty and right well beloved cousin and 

or John Charles Earl Spencer, our trusty and well 

d Robert Henry Clive, Esquire, Sir Francis Lawley, 

et, and Sir Thomas Dyke Acland, Baronet, our right 

and well beloved counsellor Sir James Robert George 

, Baronet, and our trusty and well beloved Henry 
e 2 
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Handley and Joseph Neeld, Esquires, and others of on 

loving subjects, have formed themselves into a Society fc 

the general advancement of English Agriculture, and fc) 
the purpose of prosecuting the following national Object: 

namely :—First, to embody such information contained i 

agricultural publications, and in other scientific works as ha 

been proved by practical experience to be useful to th 

cultivators of the soil; second, to correspond with Agrieu 

tural, Horticultural, and other Scientific Societies, both a 

home and abroad, and to select from such correspond 

all information which, according to the opinion of the So 

may be likely to lead to practical benefit in the cultiy: 

of the soil; third, to pay to any occupier of land, or o 

person who shall undertake, at the request of the Socie 

ascertain by any experiment how far such information les d 

to useful results in practice, a remuneration for any loss tha 

he may incur by so doing; fourth, to encourage men 0 

science in their attention to the improvement of agricultura 

implements, the construction of farm-buildings and cottages 

the application of chemistry to the general purposes of agr 

culture, the destruction of insects injurious to vegetable 

and the eradication of weeds ; fifth, to promote the discoye 

of new varieties of grain and other vegetables useful to mat 

or for the food of domestic animals ; sixth, to collect inforn 

tion with regard to the management of woods, planta ‘ions 

and fences, and on every other subject connected with rura 

tion of the soil for their support; eighth, to take mea 

for improving the veterinary art, as applied to ¢attle, s 

and pigs; ninth, at the Meetings of the Society in the 
country, by the distribution of prizes, and by other means, te 

encourage the best mode of farm cultivation and the breec 

of live stock; tenth, to promote the comfort and welfare o: 

labourers, and to encourage the improved management 0} 
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ir cottages and gardens: And have subscribed and ex- 
pended divers large sums of money in the prosecution of 
these their national and patriotic objects, being regulated in 
their purpose by the strictest exclusion from their councils 

of every question of discussion having a political tendency, 
or which shall refer to any matter to be brought forward, or 

at any time pending in either of our Houses of Parliament : 

And having such objects, and being regulated by such 
tial principle, they have humbly besought us to grant 

into them, and such other persons as shall be approved and 

lee ed in manner hereinafter mentioned, our Royal Charter 

if Incorporation for the several purposes aforesaid. 

2. Now, therefore, know ye, that we, being anxious of pro- 

noting and encouraging by our Royal protection and patron- 

ge a series of objects which, prosecuted under the regulating 

rinciple of the exclusion of all those questions of debate on 
shich the people of every individual country entertain senti- 

mts so much at variance with each other, cannot fail to 

ead to results, affecting in the highest degree the prosperity 

‘our people and the national wealth of our kingdom, have, 

f our especial grace and favour, given and granted, and do 

y these presents for us, our heirs, and successors, give and 

fant that the said Charles Duke of Richmond, George 

fenry Duke of Grafton, John Henry Duke of Rutland, 

reorge Granville Duke of Sutherland, Arthur Blundell 

andys Trumbal Marquess of Downshire, John Charles Eari 

pencer, Robert Henry Clive, Sir Francis Lawley, Sir Thomas 

yke Acland, Sir James Robert George Graham, Henry 

andley, and Joseph Neeld, and such others of our loving 

s as have formed themselves into, and are now, sub- 

‘ibers of the said Society, or who shall at any time here- 

ter become subscribers thereof, according to such regulations 

bye-laws as shall be hereafter framed or enacted, shall by 

ttue of these presents be, and for ever hereafter continue 

be, one body politic and corporate for the purposes afore- 

4 
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said, by the name of the “ Royal Agricultural Society 

England,” by which name they shall have perpetual su 

cession and a common seal, with full power and authority 4 

alter, vary, break, and renew the same at their own di 

cretion, and by the same name shall sue and be sued, in 

plead and be impleaded, answer and be answered untoi 

every Court of us, our heirs, and successors, and be for ey 

able and capable in the law to purchase, receive, possess, an 

enjoy to them and their successors any goods and chatte 

whatsoever, and also be able and capable in the law (no 
withstanding the statutes of Mortmain) to take, purchas\ 

and any messuages, lands, tenements, or hereditaments wha 

soever, the yearly value of ,which, including the site of th 

said hall, shall not exceed in the whole the sum of Thre 

Thousand Pounds, computing the same respectively at th 

rack-rent which might have been had or gotten for the sa 

respectively at the time of the purchase or acquisition thereo 

and to act in all the concerns of the said body politic an 
corporate, for the purposes aforesaid, as fully and effectuall 

to all intents, effects, constructions, and purposes whatsoe) 

as any other of our liege subjects, or any other body polit 

or corporate, in our United Kingdom of Great Britain an 

Ireland, not being under any disability, might do in thei 
respective concerns. a 

3. And we do hereby grant our especial licence and auth¢ 

rity unto all and every person and persons, bodies politic an 

conyey in mortmain unto, and to the use of, the said Soeiet 

and their successors, any messuages, lands, tenements, ¢ 

hereditaments, not exceeding such annual yalue as aforesaid 

4, And know ye further, that in granting this our oye 

Charter to the said Royal Agricultural Society of Englanc 

we do hereby declare it to be our full and entire will an 
pleasure that we extend our Royal protection to its na 
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je ts, under the condition that a principle of its constitu- 
a shall be the total exclusion of all questions at its Exdusion of 

i eon AY Politics. 
gs, or in its proceedings, of a political tendency, or 

fing reference to measures pending, or to be brought for- 
id, in either of our Houses of Parliament, which no reso- 

i bye-law, or other enactment of the said body politic 

orporate, shall on any account or pretence whatever be 
‘any time allowed to infringe. 

). We further declare, that the number of Subscribers of Number. 

Laid body politic and corporate shall be indefinite, but 
ssed according to their election or rate of payment into 

ver mors and members, with such individual privileges as Governors and 

Il appertain respectively unto each, there being added to “*™** 
Society such honorary, corresponding, and foreign mem- 

*s as may be found desirable for the promotion of its 

eral objects. 

j. It is also our will and pleasure, that there be three 

1eral meetings of such governors and members of the said General Meet- 

iety held in each year, namely, two of these general “~~ 
stings in London, in the months of May and December, 

the other in such other part of England or Wales as Country Meet- 

Il be deemed most advantageous in time and place for the =" 

acement of the objects of the Society. We further will ; 
declare, that at such general meeting in London, to be Date of General 

d on the twenty-second or (should that date fall on a a 
iday) on the twenty-third day of May, the governors and 
mbers shall have full power to elect a president and President and 

neil, which president and council, although then duly ©™™ 
ted, shall, nevertheless, not come into office until after 

day of the annual country meeting next following, and 

then continue from that day in their respective offices 

appointments for one year (more or less according to 

‘date of the next annual country meeting) ; all vacancies Vacancies. 

tring in such offices and appointments by resignation, 

th, or otherwise, to be filled up by election, and the 

i. 
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majority of votes of the remaining members of such presiden’ 

and council. That the council shall consist of one president 

twelve trustees, and twelve vice-presidents, to be elect 

from the class of governors only, and of fifty other member 

to be elected indiscriminately from the governors and m 

bers of the Society: That the president shall be an am 

officer of the’Society, and not re-eligible to the office of 7 

sident for three years. And further, that twenty-five ¢ ' 

fifty general members of the council shall go out ne rotat 

sri year, but may be re-elected. é 
. We further wiil, declare, and grant, that such gen 

mai in May shall have the full power and privilege 

electing the president, trustees, vice-presidents, and of 

members of the council, from the governors and members é 

aforesaid ; and that such president, trustees, vice-preside 
and council, shall be regulated in their proceedings by s 

bye-laws as may and shall from time to time be enactec 

them conformably with the tenor of these letters patent 

established bye-law, however, being in any case altere 

new one proposed, without at least one month’s notic 

such intention being given to each member of the cou 

Further, that such president and council so elected | 

have the power both to appoint, and, as they may thin 

to remove, one general secretary to the Society, who will 

various duties required of him, as defined from time tot 

by their bye-laws or special resolutions. And we fur 

will and declare, that the said body politic and corpol 

may by him as their secretary sue or be sued, contract 

discharge, in their name and on their behalf. 

8. We further will and declare it as our Royal pleas 
that the said Charles Duke of Richmond shall be thet 

president of the said Royal Agricultural Sociéty of Engl 

and that he, with the said George Henry Duke of Graf 

John Henry Duke of Rutland, George Granville Duke 
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Sutherland, Arthur Blundell Sandys Trumbal Marquess of 

Downshire, John Charles Earl Spencer, Robert Henry Clive, 

Sir Francis Lawley, Sir Thomas Dyke Acland, Sir James 
Robert George Graham, Henry Handley, and Joseph Neeld, 

all be members of the first council, any three or more of 

whom shall hereby be invested with full power, being first 

duly summoned to attend, to appoint, on or within ten days 
preceding or following the twenty-fifth day of the present 

month of March, such persons to be trustees, vice-presidents, 

council, governors, members, honorary members, correspond- 

ing members, and foreign members, as they shall respectively 

think fit. | ; 
9. And we further will, grant, and declare, that the pre- 

ident and council shall have the sole management of the 

income and funds of the said body politic and corporate, and 

Iso the entire management and superintendence of all the 

ther affairs and concerns thereof, and shall, or may, but not 

consistently with, or contrary: to, the provisions of this our 

harter or any existing bye-law, or the laws or statutes of 

his our realm, do all such acts and deeds as shall appear to 

hem necessary or essential to be done, for the purpose of 

arrying into effect the objects and views of the said Royal 

gricultural Society of England. 
10. In witness whereof we have caused these our Letters 

be made patent. Witness ourself at our palace at West- 

inster this twenty-sixth day of March, in the third year of 

ur reign. 

By Writ or Privy SEAL. 

(Signed) EDMUNDS. 

Management. 
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I—LAWS CONTAINED IN THE CHARTER, WHICE 

CANNOT AT ANY TIME BE ALTERED Ol 

DEPARTED FROM. 

—— 

1. The Society is a corporate body, by the name of the Royal 

Agricultural Society of England, and has a Common Seal. _~ 
2. It is a condition of the Royal Charter that a principle of 

the constitution of the Society shall be the total exclusion of al 
questions, at its meetings or in its proceedings, of a politic 

tendency, or having reference to measures pending or to 
brought forward in either House of Parliament; which no res 
lution, bye-law, or other enactment of the said body politic at 

corporate shall, on any account or pretence whatever, be at a 

time allowed to infringe. 

3. The number of subscribers is indefinite ; and classed 3 ir 
Governors and Members. 

4. Power is given to elect Honorary, Cone 

Foreign Members. 
5. Three General Meetings are to be held in each year : twe 

these in London, in the months of May and December ; and t 
other in such part of England or Wales as shall be deemed mM 

advantageous for the advancement of the objects of the Society 
The General Meeting in London is to be held on the 22nd (6 
should that date fall on a Sunday, on the 23rd) of May. 

6. The Governors and Members have full power to elect 
President and Council at the general May Meeting; cl 
President and Council, although then duly elected, shall neve 

theless not come into office till the conclusion of the ensuil 
Annual Country Meeting to be held that year. All, vacaneit 
occurring .in such officers and appointments, by resignatio 

death, or otherwise, are to be filled up by election and tl 
majority of yotes of the remaining Members of such Preside 
and Council. 

7. The Council is to consist of one President, twelve Trus te 

and twelve Vice-Presidents, to be elected from the class | 

F 
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overnors only ; and of fifty other Members to be elected indis- 
viminately from the Governors and Members of the Society. 

8. The President is to be an annual officer of the Society, and 
| ot re-eligible to the office of President for three years. 

9. Twenty-five of the fifty general Members of the Council 

sre to go out each year by rotation, but may be re-elected. 

10. The General Meeting in May shall elect the President, 
Trustees, Vice-Presidents, and other Members of Council, from 

e Governors and Members. 
11. The Council is to be regulated in their proceedings by such 

dye-laws as may and shall from time to time be enacted by them 
jonformably with the tenor of the Charter: no established 

oye-law being in any case altered, or new one proposed, without 
t least one month’s notice of such intention being given to each 

Aember of the Council. 
_ 12. The Council have power to appoint and remove one general 
ecretary to the Society; such Secretary to sue and be sued in 
heir name and on their behalf. 

13. The Council have the sole management of the income and 

he funds of the said body politic and corporate; and also the entire 

ianagement and superintendence of all other affairs and concerns 
hereof; and can—but not inconsistently with or contrary to 

he provisions of the Charter, or any existing bye-law, or the 

aws of the land—do-all such acts and deeds as shall appear to 
hem necessary or essential to be done for the purpose of carrying 
ato effect the objects and views of the said Royal Agricultural 

Retirement by 
rotation. 

Bye-laws, , 

Appointment of 
Secretary. 

Council’ Man- 
agement, 
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II—BYE-LAWS 

1. All existing Bye-Laws, Rules, and Regulations shall 
rescinded, and the following be adopted in their places. 

GoveRNorRs AND MEMBERS. 

proposed by a Governor or Member, who must sign a cert: 

of residence, and post-town, of the candidate, either at a Co 
meeting, or by letter to the Secretary. Every such pr 

shall be read at the Council-meeting at which it is made; 

by a letter to the Secretary, at the first meeting of the C 

next after the receipt of such letter. The Secretary shall the 

forward to the Candidate a printed copy of the Form [Nos 1 + 

the Appendix], for his signature. At the next monthly Meeti 
of the Council, after the Form shall have been returned 

shall take place by a show of hands: the majority of i 
Members of Council present to elect or " reject. The Sec eta 

in any list of the hace until te shall have paid his subseriy 
tion. Governors shall pay an annual subscription of 3i., ar 

Members of 1/.; all subscriptions shall become due and payab | 
in advance on ie 1st of January in each year. Subscriptions pi 
on election in November and December will be considere 
the hati of the following year. Governors may, at ar 

* Blank certificates of the form ‘ee may be had of the Secretary, 
the House of the Society. 
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ime, compound for their future subscription by a single pay- 

nt of 50/.; and Members, by one of 10/., including the 
ibseription for the current year; and after payment of their 

wnual subscriptions for twenty years or upwards, Governors 
y compound for future subscriptions, inicluding the current 

, by a single payment of 25/.; and Members by a single 

ment of 51. Governors and Members not resident in the 
ed Kingdom shall, on election, pay the full life composition 

fe Ol. or 107. The subscription of each year remaining unpaid 

n and after the Ist of June, is to be considered as in arrear. 
Yo Governor or Member whose subscription is in arrear shall 

py any of the privileges of the Society; nor be allowed to 

er into a composition for his future payments until such 

, excluding that for the current year, be paid. No 

ernor or Member shall be allowed to transfer his name 

n one class of Members to the other, respectively, without 
express leave of the Council. 

4. Members of the Council have alone the right of voting, but 
rovernors, not being Members of the Council, may attend and 
yeak (but not vote) at all Meetings of the Council. Governors and 

ersalike have the right to attend, speak, and vote at the 
eral Meetings of the Society, as provided by the Charter. 

h Governor is entitled gratuitously to two copies of each part 

he Society’s Journal belonging to the year for which his sub- 

ion has been paid, and each Member to one copy; but no 
al will be forwarded to any Governor or Member whose 

eription is in arrear. Governors and Members have the 

‘vi vilege of inspecting all models presented to the Society, and 

referring to the books in the library; also the right to 

20 eive Chemical, Botanical, and Veterinary aid on such terms 

‘the Council may from time to time determine; to exhibit 

jock and Implements at the Society’s Country-meetings at such 
fags the Council may deem expedient; and to free admission 

ich Country-meetings. 
5, Honorary, Corresponding, and Foreign Members may be 
ected by the Council, and shall not be called upon for the 
yment of any subscription; they may attend and speak, but 
it vote, at the Meetings of the Society and of the Council. 

é President shall sign, and the Secretary shall countersign, 

eir Diplomas, to be forwarded to them by the Secretary as 
F as may be after election. 

a 
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6. An alphabetical Register shall be kept of the names of 

Governors and Members, showing their addresses, the dates of 

their election, the subscriptions received or due from m 

with the dates respectively of payment and arrear. —_— 

Governor or Member shall, from time to time, communicate 1 

the Secretary his address, or that of his banker or agent; and all 
notices or publications forwarded to the last communicated » 
address shall be considered as having been duly delivered to 

such Governor or Member. ) Bac 

7. Any Governor or Member may withdraw from the Society, 

by signifying his wish to do so, by letter under his own hi 
addressed to the Secretary at the house of the Society: 

subject to the previous payment of all arrears of his subs 
tion, including his subscription for the year in which he w 

draws, and of all other sums, if any, due from him to the Soei 

by him of the Society: or making full compensation for the sa 

if lost or not forthcoming. 

8. Governors and Members (including Honorary, Forei 
and Corresponding Members) may be dismissed from the 

in the following manner :—Any ten Governors or Members 

the Society may send, in writing, to the Council, a request, 

signed by them, that any Governor or Member shall be dism ss 
from the Society. Such request shall be placed in a conspicu 

part of the Council-room, and a copy thereof signed by th 

Secretary shall be transmitted by post to the Governor 0 
Member proposed to be dismissed. At the first monthly 
Meeting of the Council, at which twelve Members at the lea 

shall be present, and which shall take place not less than on 

month after such request shall have been placed in the Couneil 
room, the Council shall take the matter into their considera 

If the Council shall unanimously agree to the dismissal of s 
Governor or Member, he shall thereupon and thenceforth ces 

to be a Governor or Member of the Society; but if thoy i 
not unanimously agree to his dismissal, their decision sha 

considered to have been made in his favour. His dismissa 

however, shall not relieve him from the payment of any 

arrears of his subscription, or of any other debt due by him 
to the Society; nor entitle him, if a Life Governor or } 

Member, to the return of any portion of the commutation he has’ 
paid. 

pi 
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9. The Society shall not and may not make any dividend, 
ift, division, or bonus in money unto or between any of its 

| 10. No Governor or Member shall be absolved from the effect 
f the provisions of the Charter, or of the Bye-laws, on the 

received a copy of them. 
11. No Governor or Member, not being a Member of the 
Council, shall have any right of interference or control in or 

over the government of the Society, or of the management of its 

affairs or property. 

GENERAL MEETINGS. 

| 12. Public notice of the General Meetings of the Society 
shall be given in such newspapers as the Council may 

lecide. The advertisements calling the General Meetings of 
he Society shall give the heads of the Agenda of such 
Meetings; and the advertisements for the May Meeting shall 

pecially announce that the President, Trustees, Vice-Pre- 
idents and twenty-five Members of Council will be elected 
y the Governors and Members of the Society present at such 

Teeting. The General Meeting in December shall be held 

such date in that month, and the Meeting in the country 

such time and place, as the Council may decide. The place 

f Meeting in the country shall, as far as possible, be settled 

ythe Council on the first Wednesday in May, and declared at 

he ensuing General Meeting in the year preceding such Meeting. 
Mt every General Meeting in London, a report and financial 
tatement from the Council shall be read, and any Governor or 

Tember present may ask any questions on the matters contained 

1 such report, and may make any suggestions or recommenda- 

ons relating to the Government of the Society or the manage- 
ient of its affairs, and these shall be considered by the Council 

their next Monthly Meeting. Governors and Members 
tending the General Meetings must give their names in writing 
a being admitted. Strangers may also be admitted on special 
rders from the President. 
13. At the General Meeting in May, the election of the Presi- 

ent, Vice-Presidents, and Trustees shall take place, before the 

mmencement of any other business, by a show of hands. The 
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election of the twenty-five Members of the Council, who areal 
replace the twenty-five Members who retire by rotation, she 

afterwards take place in the following manner :-— | 

a. A list of the Members of Council who retire by rota ica 
but are desirous of re-election, showing the number of 

attendances at Council and Committee Meetings of each by 

of such Members during the past two years, shall sy 
prepared at the April Council, and published immediately 

in at least two agricultural papers. Any two Governors 

or Members may nominate in writing to the Secretary 

before the first day of May following a Member on 

Members of the Society desirous of being nominated fo for 
election on the Council; these nominations, with 1 
names of the proposer a seconder, shall also be adde led 

to the previously published list, and the entire list 

be published in the same agricultural papers immedi 

after the May Council, and be also printed for the use 0} 

Members at the General Meeting in May. 

b. A copy of this list shall be given to any Governor « 01 
Member who applies to the Secretary, either on the ¢ 

of the General Meeting, or on any day of the w 
preceding (Sunday excepted), between the hours of ten 

and four. 

c. Each Governor or Member who wishes to vote, shall p 

sonally give in to the President at the General Meeti 

one of these lists signed by himself, with such names struck 

out, as he thinks fit. Any list containing, not erased, the 

names of more than twenty-five Members will be reje be d 

Three scrutineers shall be appointed by the Preside 
who shall retire into another room, and inspect the lis 

given in, and report forthwith to the Meeting, in writing 

the names of the twenty-five Governors or Mem 

having the majority of votes; after which, the lists 

be sted bely destroyed by the scrutineers. In the 

event of an equality of votes, the selection of the 
required numbers out of those candidates having st 

equality shall be made by the Meeting on a show 

hands. 
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THE PRESIDENT. 

14. I all the official relations of the Society, the President 

ball take precedence of all other Governors and Members, and 
aal take the chair at every Council-meeting when present. 

7. sign all such letters, votes of thanks, and other docu- 
ats, as the Council may direct, in the name and on the behalf 

+ the Council. 
Pt 

Tue Counc. 
H! aay 

“1b. The Council, subject to adjournment at their discretion, 

to any future regulation, shall hold a Meeting on the first 
Te nesday in every month, at twelve o’clock, for the election of 

‘embers and for the transaction of the business of the Society. 

16. A Special Council may be summoned by the President at 
h time and place, and with such notice, or forthwith, as he 
y think fit; or in his absence by one Trustee, together with 

e Vice-President, and three other Members of the Council, by 
der to the Secretary, signed by them, for issuing summonses, 
i ing not less than seven days to elapse between the date of 

mmons and the day appointed for the meeting of such 
meil. All orders or resolutions passed at any such Special 
ting shall be subject to confirmation or abrogation at the 

Bi dinary Monthly Meeting of the Council. 

7. The Monthly Meeting of the Council shall have the full 
wer of originating, discussing, and deciding, by the majority of 

tes, on a show of hands, all questions brought before it on the 

siness of the Society, the President or other Chairman having 
pe of a casting vote. Any Member then present may, 
' ver, take the sense of the Meeting whether any question 

a il be postponed for further discussion to the next Monthly 

»eting ; and should one-third of the Members present so agree, 

ch question shall be postponed accordingly, and due notice of 
ich motion and postponement shall be given to all Members 

the Council by the Secretary. 
18, In the absence of the President the Chair shall be taken 

| a Trustee or Vice-President; and should neither of such 

‘icers be present, then by such Member as the Council saath 

se as their Chairman by the majority of votes. 
| ‘9. The Quorum of a Monthly or Special Council shall be 
fe. Ait 
\VOL. X1I.—s. s. d 
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20. Minutes of the proceedings of every Meeting of the Cour 
shall be taken during their progress by the Secretary, or, in ¢ 
of his absence, as the Chairman shall direct, and be afterwa 

copied fairly into a Minute-book, to be kept for that purp 
and, after being read at the next Monthly Meeting, shall 
signed by the Chairman at that Meeting. 

21. The Council may from time (without prejudice to © 
power conferred on them by the Charter to alter establis! 
Bye-Laws or make new ones) make such regulations, and is 
such orders, not inconsistent with the Charter and Bye-Laws ; 
shall appear to them conducive to the good government of — 
Society, and to the proper management of its concerns: -ané 
such regulations and orders shall be binding on all and ey 
the Governors and Members, Honorary, Foreign, and Co: 

sponding Members, Officers, and Servants of the Society. 
existing Order or regulation of Council shall, however, 
altered without one clear month’s previous notice being gt 
to each Member of the Council. 

22. The Council may appoint Standing and other Committ 
to superintend or examine into any special matters relating 

the objects or business of the Society, and may require s} 
Committees to Report, and may dissolve such Committees, wh 
soever they shall think proper. Standing Committees shall 
appointed by the Monthly Council in December, but shall | 
enter on their respective duties until the first day of Janus 

nor remain in office after the 31st of December of the ensu 

year, unless re-appointed. Any other Committees, or additi 

Members of the Standing Committees may be appointee a 
Monthly Council. 

23. The Council may exchange for other property, or of! 
wise dispose of, any duplicate books, maps, or models belong 
to the Society, in such manner as may in their opinion best « 
duce to the advancement of Agriculture and the interests of 
Society. 

24, The Council may present copies of the Journal of 
Society, to other agricultural and scientific bodies, and to 
heads of public departments. | 

25. The Council shall appoint a Banker to the Societal 
the time being, to whom all sums of money received by 

Secretary or any other person, for or on" behalf of the Soci 
shall be paid, 
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, The Charter of the Society, Lease of the House, Secretary’s Custody of 
dof Security, and other important documents belonging to Ch™**™ 
Society, shall be kept in a box confided to the custody of the 

iety’s Bankers, and this box shall not be delivered up by 
em, excepting on a written order signed by the President 
oe airman of Council Meeting, a Trustee, and the Secretary. 

. The Common Seal of the Society shall be kept in a box Common Seal: 
three different locks, the keys of which shall be respectively 

; | by the President of the Society, the Chairman of the 
Mimance Committee, and the Secretary. The Common Seal shall 

at be affixed to any instrument except in the Council-room 
ing a Meeting of the Council, unless by their special order. 

ee 

bol 

ta 

ey Commrrrers, 

te . Each Committee, at its first Meeting, shall elect its own Chairman, 
it man for the year, who shall always take the chair at the 

mmmittee, when present; the chair being taken in his absence 
y a Chairman to be elected by the Committee for the occasion : 
nd all Committees (except Finance Committees) shall meet by 

mons issued by direction of their respective Chairmen, or Summons, 
fthe President, or of any three Members of the Committee, or 

y: jjournment. The President, Trustees, and Vice-Presidents 2x officio Mem- 

all be Members ez officio of all Committees. Eats 
, All Committees during their sittings may report the pro- Reports of Com- 

es of their proceedings to the Monthly Meetings of the Council, sae 
id hall sit till they have made their respective general reports ; 

it in case such reports shall not have been made previously 
» the 31st of December next following their appointment, 

Paeowers shall then cease, unless renewed by a subsequent 

ba 

3 ). The Finance Committee shall have the immediate care Finance. 
Society’s accounts, and be assisted by a professional 

" antant, to be appointed and removed by them; and with 

@ exception of any payment recommended, in the customary , 
T ort of the Finance Committee, no proposition involving the 
y ne at of money by the Society, if objected to by any Member 

the Council present, shall be entertained by the Council 
thout a month’s previous notice. No money shall be drawn 

d 2 

FINANCE. 

a 
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‘balance-sheet of the Country Meeting of each year shall a 
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from the Society’s Banker but by cheques signed, at a meeting 
of the Council, by the President or Chairman, a Trustee, and th 
Secretary. A book shall be kept in which a consecutive entry 

shall be made of all such payments. The Finance Committe 

shall always meet, without summons, on the day of each Monthly 
Council. 1} 

31. Twice in every year—namely, not later than the Friday 

week preceding each of the London General Meetings—there shal 
be an audit of the accounts of the Society, when a balance-shee 
shall be prepared and reported to the General Meeting, and suc 

palance-sheet shall be published in the ensuing part of th 
Journal. The Auditors shall consist of the President; th 

Trustees, the Members of the Finance Committee, and of a 

Members not being Members of the Council or of any of th 
Committees (of whom two shall always be present) to be che 
at the London General Meeting in December. A com 

in the first number of the Journal of the Society for the ex 

year. 

JOURNAL. 

32. The Journal Committee shall have the superintendenc 
of the editing, and care of the publication of the Journa 
which two parts shall be published every year, one in 
and one.in September. They shall decide on the papers 
shall be printed in the successive parts of the Journal, a 
to the disposal of communications unsuitable for the imme 
objects of the Journal. The Committee will exercise thei 

cretion in the selection of matter, but neither they ne 

Society will be responsible for the accuracy of the statements 
conclusions contained in the several papers, the authors them 
selves being solely responsible for the latter. And it shall ] 

assumed that all articles or cases submitted to the Socie' 

any of its Members are so submitted with the view to publics 
tion if the Committee so think proper. \si008 ian 

xo @ 

et io oa 
33. The Secretary shall devote the whole of his time ’ o th 

affairs of the Society, and shall be immediately responsible 1 

the Council for the discharge of the various duties they r q in 

SECRETARY, 
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im to perform. He shall attend the sittings of all Meetings of 
ne Council. He shall also attend on any Committee requiring 

5 presence, when not in attendance on the Council. He shall 

He shall keep letter-books, in which copies of all letters 

mncil, or Committees, or otherwise on the business of the 

ciety. 

‘35. Under the direction of the Finance Committee he shall 
| responsible for all moneys received at the rooms of the Society, 
ying such sums into the hands of the bankers, and producing 
each meeting of the Finance Committee their receipts for the 
e; and, with the exception of the amount allowed him for 

the Baer but shall pay it over forthwith to the Society’s 
nkers. He shall have the charge of the expenditure of petty 

. All receipts for money received on behalf of the Society 
1 e. out of a book with counterpart. 

37. All moneys received and paid shall be entered daily ina 
a cash-book. 
38. He shall have the custody of all books, models, and 

pers belonging to the Society. All books, pamphlets, &., 
at t to the rae shall be stamped with the Society’s stamp 

i Agreeably with the Charter, the Society may by him, as 
ir Secretary, sue or be sued, and contract or discharge 
igations, as the Council may from time to time direct. 
He He shall find approved security to the amount of 1000/. 
12. He shall be resident in the Society’s house, unless by 
*elal permission of the Council. 

all be entered which he writes by direction of the President, 

Correspond- 
ence, 

Money. 

Receipts. 

Cash-book. 
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&e. 

Power to sue 
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43. The rooms of the Society shall not be underlet, unles: 
special permission of the Council. ey 

44, He shall not be a Governor or a Member of the Society 

uv 

CopyRIGHT. 

45. The copyright of all Essays gaining prizes shall belox 
the Society, who shall accordingly have the power_to publis! 
whole or any part of such Essays, and either in the Soei 

Journal or in any other way; and other Essays will be returned 

on the application of the writers ; but the Society do not make 
themselves responsible for their loss, or for any injury that 
happen to them. ; 

LIpRarRy. 

46, The Library of the Society shall be under the 
the Journal Committee, who shall decide as to the accey ta 

of all books, models, implements, seeds, or other donat 

offered to the Society, and cause a register to be kop 
donations accepted, and of the names of the donors. 

Country MEETING AND SuHows. 

47. The entire risk and responsibility as regards the ex 

bition of all stock, implements, produce, and other arti les, 

in reference to all consequential or other injury or loss ari 
therefrom or thereto, shall be wholly borne by the exhibitor 

48. The Society shall not be in any way responsible for. 
claim for compensation or otherwise in regard to the ho id 
nor for anything arising out of or connected with t 
Shows. a 

49, The Council may exclude any person from competing 

or preclude him or her from receiving, any prize offered at 
of the Society's Meetings who, in the judgment of the Coun 
has been guilty of any dishonest or unfair conduct either 
in connection with the Meeting in question, or any prey 

Meeting, whether of the Becta s or otherwise. 
50. The Judges shall not be bound to award a aaa 

class where they may deem one undeserved. “i 

f 
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Byes-Laws. 

51. All bye-laws, as soon as may be after being passed, shall Register of Bye- 

entered in a book to be kept for that purpose, and signed by levine 
> President and Secretary for the time being. 

Passed at a Council held on the 8th of December, 1875. 

(Signed) § Cuesuam, President. 

H. M. Jenxins, Secretary. 

IiI.—RESOLUTIONS OF COUNCIL. 

1 —_ 

" CounciL. 

. On the day the first Council in May, or an adjournment Recommenda- 
eof, meets to prepare its Report to the General Meeting of paste ae 

Society, a recommendation as to the election of President for ensuing year. 
ensuing year shall be made by the Committee of Selection 

considered by the Council, 
At every Monthly Meeting of the Council the Minutes of Order of busi- 

previous Monthly and other intervening Meetings shall be first "°* 
1, and postponed matters shall take precedence in the order 
usiness of new motions, excepting in the case of a Report 

a the Finance Committee, which shall always be taken first 

_ consideration, immediately after the Minutes have been read 

the election of Members and proposal of candidates have 
m place. 
The Reports from the Council to the General Meetings in Reports to Gene- 

don, in May and December, shall be prepared at the ™! Meetings. 
Council-meetings, in those months, or at some adjournment . 

eof. The Secretary shall forward a copy of the draft half- Half-yearly Re 
lay report to each Member of the Council with the Agenda- Pt. 
or for the May and December Council-meetings. 

No motion or amendment shall be put to the Council Motions and 
iss it be written out at length, and signed by the Member Amendments. 

yosing it. 
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7 
CoMMITTEES. ‘| 

5. The standing Committees of each year shall make a 

written Report to the Monthly Council-meeting, in December, 
stating the number of times they have met, and the oe 

Reports they have made to the Council during the year for 
which they were appointed. 

6. The annual report of each Standing Committee shall containa 
list of its Members, mentioning those who have absented them- 
selves ae the whole year. It shall also contain the <7 of 

the ensuing year. 

7. The Committee of Selection shall consist of the President, 

the Chairmen of the Finance, Journal, Stock-Prizes, Imple e- 
ment, Country-meeting, and Chemical Committees, with six 
other Members of Council, of whom three shall retire ann 

and not be eligible for re-election for three years. 
this Committee shall be, previous to the periodical expiration 

the term of appointment of President, to consider and recommend 
to the Council of the Society, a Governor as President for the 
ensuing year, and on the occurrence of any casual vacancy in the 

Council to supply such vacancy, and of some Governor or Member 

of the Society to fill any casual vacancy on the Council, having 
previously ascertained in all cases that the Members of Couneil 
Governors or Members of the Society, so proposed, are prepared 
accept such vacant offices. The Committee shall also recommen¢ 
to the Council in each year a Steward of Stock, a Steward: 

Implements, and the Inspection Committee, having first ascer 
tained that the Members of Council, whom they so recomment 

are willing to accept these several appointments, and sh 
recommend a Steward of General Arrangements, when, and 

often as, such appointment is required. The Secretary shi 
notify to the Council on the printed agenda-paper, any vacar 

which shall occur in the list of Trustees, Vice-President: 

or Members of Council, at the Meeting of the Council next after 
the happening of such vacancy, and such vacancy sha 

filled up until the Monthly Meeting of the Council which shall 

take place next after such notice. 
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FINANCE. 

8. The Finance Committee shall prepare a Report on the state 
of the Society’s funds, which they shall present to each Monthly 

Meeting, and lay before it the following accounts :— 

Monthly Cash Account, ending 

Be tas ae 

Payments by order of)| 
the hands of the Secre- | the Council .. . 

Balance of petty cash “| 

tary last month 

Balance at the bankers’ . i 
s | 

Amount of cash received 
during the past month 

-by the Secretary, and 
paid into the London | 

| Amount of eel 
1 of petty cash . : 

and Westminster Bank, | | 
as per bankers’ receipts \| 

‘| Balanceinhand . 
Ditto, received by the iBankers.; 2 0 +s 
London & Westminster |) Secretary .° 2). | 
Bank on account of the || 
Society, as per bankers’ } 
book. . . . . | | \ 

{| 1| 

and a statement of the payments recommended to be made, 

together with all the books in which entries of cash receipts or 
‘payments are made, and such documents as the business of the 
day may require. Should the Finance Committee not have met, 
the Secretary shall report the state of the Society’s funds to the 

Council. 
9. Also a statement every half-year of the compositions for 

life paid therein. 

| 10. Also a Quarterly Statement of the state of the Society's 

‘Finances, showing Ist, a quarterly balance-sheet of receipts 

and expenditure; 2nd, a quarterly statement of property; 3rd, 
a quarterly statement of subscriptions and arrears made up to 

‘the last days of March, June, September, and December, and 

to be laid before the Council at the ensuing Monthly Meeting. 
11. Also a special Report of the Income and Expenditure of 

the Society to the Council at its meeting in December, to 
assist the Council in fixing the maximum amount to be devoted 

to prizes at the ensuing Country Meeting. 

12. The Accountant to the Society shall regularly examine 

Life Composi- 
tions. 

Quarterly 
Statement. 

When made up. 

Report on In- 
come and Ex~- 
penditure. 

Accountant, 
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the Society’s accounts, and report thereon to the Committee, as 
required by them. 

REPORTING. 

I. Council Meetings :—For Society’s use. 

13. The Secretary shall prepare notes of the business done 
at Council Meetings, and record the numbers of the majority and 
minority in case of division. 

14. In order to facilitate the preparation of such a Report the 
Secretary shall be assisted by one of his clerks, who shall attend 
the Council Meetings, and thus enable him to give his undivided 
attention to the business which is under consideration. 

s 

II. Monthly Councils :— For the Press. 

15. The Secretary shall, subject to the direction of the oa 
as soon as practicable after the rising of the Council, prepare a_ 

Report for the press, embodying all the decisions arrived at, 

statimg the numbers by which each motion was ‘affirmed or 
negatived, and giving the principal arguments used by the 
speakers. Z 

16. The substance of all Reports of Committees presented — 
to the Council shall be published unless otherwise specially — 
ordered by the Council. a 

17. The Consulting Chemist is required to submit to thee 

Monthly Council, in March, June, and December, a report on — 
the various samples of manures and feeding stuffs forwarded — 

to him by Members of the Society; and such report, together 

with the names of the dealers who supplied the substances — 

analysed, shall, if the Council think fit, be published in the 

Agricultural Journals. 

III. Lnterim Councils. Me 

18. The Secretary shall prepare a Report of the proceedings — 
of each Interim Council, which shall be furnished to the news-— 
papers as soon as practicable after the conclusion of the Meeting, 

A précis of this Report shall be entered in the Minute Book. In 
cases where any written paper is read or laid before the Council, 
which is of too great length for immediate insertion in the Pro- 
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ceedings, it shall be referred to the Editor to report upon at 
the following Monthly Council. 

Country MEETING. 

19. The place of holding the Country Mode shall not 
be decided upon until a Committee (of three Members, one 
at least of whom shall have acted as Director or Steward of 
the Yard at some previous Meeting) shall have visited and 
inspected such towns and their localities as the Council shall 
think fit, and have reported upon their respective suitableness 
for the purposes of the Society. 
_ 20. There shall be at least two Stewards appointed for regu- 
lating the entrances to the Show Yard at the Country Meeting, 

whose duties shall be to inspect from time to time the Register 
of the Turnstiles, and to see that the money taken out of the 
oxes corresponds with the sum indicated on the Register, 

making a note in a book kept for that purpose of the time at 

hich such examination took place, and distinguishing whether 
here is any excess or deficiency in the amount shown on the 
egister. 

_ 21. At the Country Meeting of the Society there shall be 
our Stewards for each department, viz.: four for the imple- 
ments and four for the stock; one of whom only, in each depart- 

ment, shall go out of office at the end of the year, and another 
be appointed; so that three experienced Stewards may remain 
in office in each department. 
22. The Stewards shall endeavour, if possible, to decide all 

protests against the awards of the Judges at the Country Meeting, 
efore the conclusion of the Meeting. Such protests shall be 

delivered at the Secretary’s Office, in the Show Yard, before six 

o'clock on the Thursday evening of the Show-week; and no 
protest shall be subsequently received unless the Stewards be 
satisfied with the reasons assigned for the delay. 
_ 23. The Stewards shall have power to order any implement 

or animal out of the yard, the owner of which does not conform 
to the regulations of the Society or the directions of the 
tewards. 
24. No Member who has not paid his subscription for the 

current year is qualified to make an entry for the Country 
Meeting of the Society, or to exhibit as a non-subscriber. 

Inspection Com~ 
mittee, 

Stewards of 
Finance. 
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Protests. 
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» plements or 
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- 25. Governors and Members of the Society who have paid 
their subscriptions for the current year shall be admitted to 
the Show Yard, during such time as the Council may determine, 

without payment, by tickets, which shall be issued by the Seere- 
tary, which tickets shall not be transferable ; and any Governor 

penalty of 5/., to be recoverable by the Society asa debt, and, in 
addition, be liable to be dismissed from the Society. 

26. Each Member shall sign his name, and write his address, 
with a declaration of his Membership, on the back of the official 

ticket, and shall also sign his name in the Gate-book at the 
Members’ Entrance, if required to do so. 

27. Lodgings may be provided at the cost of the Society, 
during the Country Meeting, for the Stewards as well as for the 
Judges of Implements, the Consulting Engineer and assistants, 

and the Veterinary Inspectors with their assistant. Judges wi 
are Members of Council may be paid as other Judges. 

JUDGES. 

28. The Committee for the recommendation of Judges (here- 
after called the Judges’ Selection Committee) shall be appointed 
at the March Council; this Committee shall sit in April, and the 

absolute appointment of Judges shall take place at the May 
Council. t 

29. Any Member of the Society who nominates a Judge 
shall certify that of his own personal knowledge he knows 

him to be qualified and willing to act as a Judge for what- 2t 
ever classes he may be proposed to be appointed. The list 

of names so proposed (stating by whom proposed) shall os. | 

referred to the Judges’ Selection Committee of the Council, 

whereof the Stewards of the Yard of the year preceding shall be . 

ex officio Members, provided they remain Governors or Members — 

of the Society. In case of a sufficient number of competent = 
persons not being proposed, the Committee may add the names ~ 
of such other persons as they may know to be competent and 

willing to act. 

30. A circular shall be sent in the first week of March to oath. 
Member of Council, requesting him to send to the- Secretary, 
before the Monthly Meeting in April, the names of persons — 
qualified and willing to act as Judges of Stock and Tmplementi, 

i 
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to serve as an additional list to the names sent in by! the 
Members of the Society. 

31. The list of names of persons recommended as Judges shall 
be placed in the Council-room, and a copy sent to each Member 

of Council two weeks before the Judges’ Committee proceed 
to select the Judges; and any Member of the Society shall be 

at liberty to apply to the Secretary for a list of names, and 
to send in writing to the Secretary his objections to any name 

on the list, such objections to be laid before the Judges’ 

‘Committee. 

JupcGEs’ Reports. 

32. The Consulting Engineer may correct any inaccuracies in 

the description of the machinery, or the records of the working 
of the implements ; but any alteration in the Report of a Judge 
of implements which is not included under either of the fore- 
going heads shall be submitted to the acting Senior Steward of 

Implements and the Chairman of the Journal Committee, and 
shall not be adopted without their approval. 

PRIzE-SHEETS. 

33. The Prize Sheet for the Country Meeting shall be settled 
at the Council-meeting in December. 

Prize SHEET AND AWARDS. 

34. No offer of a Prize by ‘the Local Committee or private 
individual to be competed for at the Country Meeting of any 
year shall be taken into consideration by the Council after the 

first Wednesday in the month of February of such year of 
‘Meeting. 

Prizz-Essays. 

35. All information contained in Prize-Essays shall be founded 

on experience or observation, and not on simple reference to books 

or other writings. 

| 36. Drawings, specimens, or models, drawn or constructed to 
a stated scale, shall accompany writings requiring them, 

37. All competitors shall enclose their names and addresses in a 
cover, on which only their motto, and the subject of their Essay, 

| 
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and the number of that subject in the Prize list of the Society, 
shall be written. Rta 

38. The President or Chairman of the Council, for the time being, 

shall open the cover on which the motto designating the Essay to 
which the Prize has been awarded is written, and shall declare 

the name of the author. « od 
39. The Chairman of the Journal Committee shall alone be em- 

powered to open the motto-paper of such Essays, not obtaining 
the Prize, as he may think likely to be useful for the Society’s 
objects, with a view of consulting the writer confidentially as to 

his willingness to place such paper at the disposal of the Journal 
Committee. : 

40. The Judges shall not be bound to award a prize wiles | 
they consider one of the Essays deserving of it. a 

(6). In all reports of experiments the expenses shall be 
accurately detailed. 

(c). The imperial weights and measures only are those by 
which calculations are to be made. 

(d). No prize shall be given for an Essay which has - 
already in print. 

(e). Prizes may be taken in money or plate, at the “in 
of the successful candidate. : 

(f). All Essays must be addressed to the Secretary, at the 
house of the Society. 
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APPENDIX No. I. 

1 of 

(Post Town) in the county of 
am desirous of becoming a Member of the Roya AgRICcULTURAL 
Sociery or EncLanp, and engage, when elected, to pay the Annual 

Subscription of 1/., or Life Composition of 107. ; and to conform to the 
rules and regulations of the Society until the termination of the 
year in which I shall withdraw from it by notice, in writing, to 
the Secretary. 

(Signed) Candidate. 
Date 

Elected 
Chairman. 

Secretary. 

APPEND] X.-No. I. 

Sir,—I beg leave to inform you of your election as a 
of the Royan AgricutturaL Socrery or Enexanp, at a Monthly 
Council held on Wednesday, the 2nd of February, on the nomination 

of ; and of the Registration of your 
name under the official designation of , which, appended to 
your name, will at once form the key for immediate reference and 
identification, whether in your correspondence with the Society, or 
on payment of your Subscription through the Bankers; and you 

are therefore requested to favour the Society by adding it to your 
signature in all official communications. 

On the remittance of your Annual Subscription of 11., or the 
Life Composition of 10/.—by means of a Money Order on Vere 

Street, W., or of a cheque ona London Banker, made payable in 
either case to myself as Secretary of the Society (when an official 
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receipt will be sent to you), or by payment into the St. James's” 
Square Branch of the London and Westminster Bank, the Bankers — 
of the Society (when due credit will be given to your account in 

the Society’s books),—you will become entitled to the privileges 
of a Member of the Society, as established under the authority of the — 

Charter and Bye-laws. By the Rules of the Society the Annual Sub- 
scription for the current year is payable on election, and afterwards - 
becomes due in advance on the 1st of January in each succeeding 
year, until due notice of your resignation shall have been given me 

in writing, and all payments due from you at that time shall have 

been made; and the Journals will not be forwarded until the 

Annual Subscription or the amount of Life Composition shall have 
‘been received. The First Part of the Journal, to which ‘you’ will 

be entitled after making one or other of those payments, is that 
published in 

Should any correction be anced in your own designation, or 

in the address of this present letter, you will much oblige the 
Society by pointing it out. 

I have the honour to be, Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 

H. M. JENKINS, 

SECRETARY. 

ee SS SS SS SS SS SS SS 
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STANDING COMMITTEES FOR 1876. 

Finance Committee. 
Kinescore, Colonel (Chairman). RANDELL, CHARLES. 
Broport, Viscount. SHUTTLEWoRTH, J. 
Booru, T. C, 

Rouse Comittee. 
THe Present. CantreEtt, ©. §. 
Cuatrman of Finance Committee. Gress, B, T. BRANDRETH. 
_Briprort, Viscount. 

PHournal Conmumtttec. 
Dent, J. D. (Chairman). Krnescore, Colonel. 
Carucart, Earl, . Minwarp, RicHARD. 
Spencer, Earl. Rovtey, M. Ware. 
Vernon, Lord. WE.By-GReGorY, Sir W. E., Bt. 
Hemstey, J. WELLs, W. 
Hoskyns, C. Wren. WuHiteHrAD, CHARLES. 
Jones, J. BowEn. 

Chemical Committec. 
We ts, Wiiu1am (Chairman). Martin, J. 
BeprorpD, Duke of. RANDELL, C. 
LicuFrELp, Earl of. Rosset, R. 
Vernon, Lord. Vortcger, Dr. A. 
Dent, J. D. WAKEFIELD, W. H. 
Hosxyns, C. Wren. Wetpy-Grecory, Sir W. E., Bt.. 
Jones, J. Bowen. WHITEHEAD, CHARLES. 
Lawes, J. B. WIixson, JACOB. 

Botanical Committee. 
WHITEHEAD, CHARLES (Chairman). Jonzs, J. BowEn, 
Estineron, Lord. Moserave, Sir R. 
Vernon, Lord. RussExu, R. 
Epmonps, W. J. TURNER, J ABEZ. 
Frankisy, W. VorELoKEr, Dr, 
Gisss, B. T. BRANDRETH, WELLs, W. 

Veterinary Committee. 
Ecerton, Hon. Winpranam (Chairman). Linpsay, Colonel Loyp. 
Bripport, Viscount, Mitwarp, R. 
Carucart, Earl. Pour-Geit, H. CHAanDos. 
Booru, T. C. Quan, Dr. 

_ Brown, Professor. Rowtey, M. Warrte. 
Carpenter, Dr. Sanperson, Dr. J. BurDOoN. 
Dveeurp, W. ; Simonns, Professor. 
Gisss, B. T. BRANDRETH. WELLS, WILLIAM. 
Kinescors, Colonel. Wuson, JACOB. 

Stock-Brizes Committee. 
Mitwarp, Ricaarp Hemstey, J. Rivtey, M. Wuirte. 

(Chairman). Hor.ery, THoMAs. RigpEN, WILLIAM. 
Briwrort, Viscount. Leerps, Rosert. Sanpay, G. H. 
Aytmer, H. Liypsay, Colonel Loyp. Srratton, R. 
Booru, T. C. MactIntossx, D. TURNER, GEORGE. 
Bowty, Epwarp. Marty, J. WAKEFIELD, W. H. 
Dent, J. D. Masren, R. H. Wison, Jacos. 
Drvce, JosEru. Par, T. The Stewards of Live 
Evans, Joun. Potr-Ger.i, H. Cuanpos, Stock, 
Gress, B.T.BranDRETH. RANDELL, CHARLES, 

Ge 
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Implement Committee. 
Boors, T.C.(Chairman). Hor.ey, T. Sanpay, G. H. 
Bripport, Viscount. Hornspy, RicHARD. SHUTTLEWORTH, JOSEPH. 
Vernon, Lord. Hosryns, C. WrEN. TURNER, JABEZ. 
Amos, C. E. JonEs, J. BowEn. Wetpy-Grecory, Sir W. 
AVELING, T. Lreps, RoBert. Ear .g, Bart. 
CANTRELL, CHAs. S. Martin, J. WHITEHEAD, CHARLEs, 
Epwonps, W. J. Masren, R. H. Wison, J Acos. 
Evans, JoHN. Miiwarp, R. The Stewards of Imple- 
Gress, B. T. BRANDRETH. RANDELL, CHARLES. ments. 
HeEmstey, J. 

General Liverpool Committee. 
CuesuHam, Lord (Chairman), BowLy, Enwarp. MasrFen, R. H. 
BeprorpD, Duke of. CANTRELL, CHARLES 8S. Miiwarpb, RICHARD, 
DervonsuireE, Duke of. EarLe, ARTHUR. Poue-Gex1, H. C. 
Carucart, Earl. Ecerton, Hon. W. RANDELL, CHARLES. 
Brripport, Viscount. FLETCHER, ALFRED. Ransome, R. C. 
Esuincton, Lord. FRANKISH, W. Rowtey, M. W. 
FEVERSHAM, Lord. Grpss, B. T. BranDRETH. RicBy, THOMAS. 
SKELMERSDALE, Lord. HeEmMsLey, J. Sanpay, G. H. 
Vernon, Lord. Hortey, T., Jun. SHUTTLEWORTH, J. 
Muserave, Sir R. C., Bt. Hornspy, RicHarp. Torr, J. 
Wynn, Sir Watsin W., Huvppack, Josery. TURNER, JABEZ. 

Bart. Jones, J. BowEN. WAKEFIELD, W. H. 
AveEtine, T. Leeps, RoBEeRT. WHITEHEAD, CHARLES. 
AYLMER, H. LiverPoot, Mayor of. Witson, Jacos. 
Boots, T. C. Martin, J. Wyatt, Hatirax. 

Show-Dard Contracts Committee. 
RANDELL, CHARLES (Chairman). Gisss, B. T, BRANDETH. 
Brivrort, Viscount. Hortey, T. 
Vernon, Lord, Hornspy, RIcHARD. 
Amos, C. E. Mitwarp, RIcHARD. 
Booru, T. C. SHUTTLEWORTH, JOSEPH. 
FRANKISH, W. WILson, JAcoB. 

Committee of Selection. 
Minwarp, R. (Chairman). RANDELL, CHARLES. 
Carucart, Earl. We py-Grecory, Sir W. E., Bt. 
Briprort, Viscount. Wuson, Jacon. 
Ecrrton, Hon. W. 

And the Chairmen of the Standing Committees. 

Evucatton Committee. 

Beprorp, Duke of (Chairman). TURBERVILLE, Majo? P. 
Dent, J. D. VoELCKER, Dr. 
JonEs, J. BowEn. WELLS, WILLIAM. 
Kincscorr, Colonel, WHITEHEAD, CHARLES. 
MaclInrosu, Davin, Worstey, W. CAYLey. 

Catile Plaque Committee. 

THE WHOLE CoUNCIL. 

* * The PrastDENT, TRUSTEES, and VicE-PRESDENTs are Members ex officio 
of all Committees. 5 
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Ropal Agricultural Society of England. 

GENERAL MEETING, 

12, HANovER Square, Monpay, May 22np, 1876. 

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL. 

Tue Council of the Royal Agricultural Society have to report 
that, since the last General Meeting in December, the following 

changes have taken place in the list of Members :—Two Gover- 
nors and 58 Members have died, 135 Members resigned in the 

. course of 1875, and the names of 20 others have been struck off 

the list by order of the Council. On the other hand, 2 Governors 

and 161 Members have been elected, so the Society now consists 

a 83 Life Governors, 
78 Annual Governors, 

2164 Life Members, 
4013 Annual Members, 

11 Honorary Members, 

Total - - 6349 

The Earl of Feversham has been elected a Member of the 
Council to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of Mr. W. 
Cayley Worsley, of Hovingham, York. 

The accounts for the year 1875 have been examined and 
certified by the Auditors and Accountants of the Society, and 
have been published in the last number of the ‘ Journal,’ together 
with the statement of receipts and expenditure connected with 

_ the Taunton Meeting. The funded property of the Society 
remains the same as at the last General Meeting, namely 

18,1127. 7s. 8d. New Three per Cents., and the balance of the 

_ current account in the hands of the bankers, on the Ist instant, 

was 2803/. 10s. 7d.; while the sum of 2000/. remained on deposit. 

The Birmingham Meeting promises to be one of the largest 
yet held under the auspices of the Society ; and the Local Com- 

| mittee are making every effort to afford the necessary accommo- 
_ dation, and generally to ensure the success of the Meeting. 

The trials of Reaping Machines will be held at harvest-time 
on the Earl of Warwick’s sewage-farm, at Heathcote, near 
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Leamington. Due notice of the date when they will commence _ 
will be given in the agricultural and local newspapers. 1 

The district assigned for the Country Meeting in 1877 com- 
prises the counties of Cumberland, Westmoreland, Lancaster, 

and the West Riding of Yorkshire. The Council received most 
cordial invitations from Carlisle, Liverpool, and Preston, and 
appointed a Committee to visit and report upon the sites and 
other accommodation offered. After considering the Report of | 

this Committee, and conferring with representatives of the three 

localities, the Council finally decided that the Country Meeting ~ 
for 1877 should be held at Liverpool. ( 

The Council have to announce that, according to the rotation 
of districts which has recently been followed, the Country Meet- 
ing for 1878 falls to be held in the district comprising South — 
Wales and the counties of Gloucester, Hereford, Monmouth, and — bi 

Worcester ; and it has been decided that a Show shall be held —s_ 

in the Metropolitan District in the year 1879, provided that 
suitable accommodation be found. § 

Since the last General Meeting an analysis and explanation 4 
of the Agricultural Holdings (England) Act, 1875, has been 
published in the ‘ Journal,’ together with other illustrative com- _ 
munications, and a copy of the Act itself. On the motion of 
Mr. Randell, the Chemical Committee haye considered by what _ 
means reliable data can be obtained for the guidance of valuers 
under the Act, in reference to unexhausted improvements of — 

the third class, and have received the evidence of several scien- 
tific and practical witnesses on this subject. This evidence will 
be printed and circulated amongst the Members of the Society. 
Upon the recommendation of the Chemical Committee, the 
Council have resolved to accept the Duke of Bedford’s offer of a 
farm at Woburn, where such experiments as may be determined 

upon may be carried out under the control of Mr. Lawes and 
Dr. Voelcker. The Duke of Bedford having not only allotted 
this farm to the use of the Council, but having also expressed 
his desire that the erection of the necessary buildings, and the 
subsequent cost of the experiments themselves, should be entirely 
at his expense, the Council have passed a cordial yote of thanks 

to the Duke of Bedford for his public-spirited offer. Pending 
the completion of those experiments, it is proposed to draw up, 

with the assistance of Mr. Lawes and Dr. Voelcker,’a schedule 

of the manurial value of cakes and other feeding stuffs, and to” 
publish the same for the use of valuers under the new Act. 
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‘The Council are glad to find that the circular letter respecting 
the precautions which should be taken by purchasers of manures 
and feeding stuffs, which was recently issued on the recommen- 
dation of the Chemical Committee, has been much appreciated 

by Members of the Society, and by the Committees of Agricul- 
tural Associations throughout the country. 

The Lord President of the Privy Council having requested 
the Council to nominate a Judge for the important section of 

Agricultural Implements at the Philadelphia Centennial Exhi- 
bition, the Council have the pleasure to state that Mr. John 
Coleman, of Riccall Hall, York, has accepted their nomination, 
and has also undertaken, with the sanction of the British Com- 

mission, to write a Report on the Agricultural Features of the 
Exhibition for publication in the ‘ Journal’ of the Society. 

The Veterinary Privileges of Members of the Society have 
been revised in accordance with the terms of the recent arrange- 
ment with the Brown Institution ; and a statement of them has 

been published as heretofore in the Appendix to the ‘ Journal.’ 
The Professor Superintendent of the Brown Institution (Dr. 

Burdon Sanderson) is at present engaged in making arrange- 
ments preliminary to a scientific investigation into pleuro- 
pneumonia and foot-and-mouth disease ; and a series of patho- 

logical investigations into pleuro-pneumonia are also being 
prosecuted by Dr. Yeo, of King’s College, under the direction 

_ of Dr. Burdon Sanderson. To defray the expenses of these 
_ important inquiries, the Council have granted a sum not exceed- 

ing 500/. for the current year. 
The Examination of Candidates for the Society’s Prizes and 

Certificates, including the Life-Membership of the Society, took 

_ place as usual at the Society’s Rooms, from April 18th to 22nd 
inclusive. Out of six Candidates who had entered their names, 

only four (all from the Royal Agricultural College) presented 
_ themselves for examination. Of these, Mr. J. A. Maconchy, 
_and Mr. D. J. Janasz gained a First-Class Certificate and the 
‘Life-Membership of the Society ; the former also won the First 
Prize of 25/.,and the latter the Second Prize of 15/. Mr. A. 
Edwards and Mr. C. E. M. Russell obtained Second-Class 
Certificates. 

, By order of the Council, 

H. M. JENKINS, 

Secretary. 
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ROYAL AGRICUL 

Dr. Ha.rF-YEARLY CasH Ac 

To — in hand, 1st January, 1876 :— £8 da. 
KEKE ogy call alot cc 55 Pill Vethiiow Meat iogaiteh (ear Mite 179 9 9 

SOCTOLATYsc. c's ce slo, 00 jos) seep evi lac Nace sel Lsletalod 49 5 4 

To Income :— c 
Dividends on Stock .2 «+e «eo ce ce ov 

Subscriptions :— £8 & 
Governor’s Life-Composition .. .. .. 00 
Governors’.Annual .. .. «. «+ of eo eo 345 0 0 

00 
7 0 

Members’ Life-Compositions .. .. .. o- «+. 563 
Members’ Annual 2. «oc cc os vem we "et asaun | 

4,323 17 0 

Journal :— 
MALES 7 Sate ol FESer Meeiptce® vic Miele Bee” se minel Ure. sam Tan 83 5 3 

Establishment :— 
Rent” se veal, amy -sisy aed mow esiPereerle cite? nteies 200 0 0 

Veterinary :— 
Donation from the Glamorganshire Agricultural Society .. 10 0 0 

Sundries :— 
Sales of Specifications for Show-Yard Works .. «. «. + 710 0 

Taunton Meeting! .s.%> Ye. seitesthiod, todas fea Seen eerie 51 0 0 

Total Income oy TiS ef Tiels (eae hee Metiatelt tee 4,945 0 8 

To Birmingham Meeting .. .. «2 2 oc + os e+ of cv 6,168 0 2 a : ha 6 : 1,3 @1 

\é 

£11,341 

BALANCE-SHE 

To Capital -— LIABILITIES, 
2. se £ 

Surplus, 3lst December, 1875 .. «2 «+ va) > 0s ldo contell| ea EO 

Surplus of Income over Expenditure during the Half- 
year, viz.:— £ & da, 

Income... 6 «2 os «8 ef of ef of 4,945 0 8 
Expenditure., .. «+ «+ «+ of oe «+ 3,453 7 8 

1,491 13 0 “= 
“ea - 

= half-year’s interest and depreciation on Country Meeting 3 
Ants. (ck. se’ ns ain cen) tole loasalaill fos stoi con «ees 172 0 

£22, 641 

QUILTER, BALL, & CO., Accountants. 
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OCIETY OF ENGLAN D. , ; 

_ FROM lst JANUARY TO 30TH JUNE, 1876. Cr. 

| By Expenditure :— . £s. da, & s. da. Lie 8a. ds 
Establishment :— 

Salaries, Wages, &c. hs lee, Rektcci cat ae  66T (0810 
House :—Rent, Taxes, Repairs, &c. .. .. «. 3401011 
Office : —Printing, Postage, Stationery, &c. ao 4 als 3.9 

| 1,222 14 8 
Journal :— 

Printing and Stitching .. . <2 «. o« « 65911 6 
| Postage and Delivery cc 1 eee te ca ae LOG OO 
| Literary uaeesaeaas MimQebnaet Ive, tsi as ae CeewD, 

UT ch ee celine! Bae, coleccieig. cab prys 518 0 
PAOPTAPNING, Wn ae Reeeies de bee sche 1111 0 
Advertising Sena sine Rie te. “ee n@er a0 9. 2 6 

913 4 6 
Chemical :— 

Consulting Chemist’s Salary .. .. .. .. «. 150 0 0 
Grant for Investigations 200 0 0 
Expenses incurred in taking notes of Evidence | rayne 

before Chemical Committee ahi an t 
Printing ditto for use of Council .. .. .. .. 60 5 6 
Postage, &c., of ditto to Members... .. «. os 6214 8 

523 4 2 
Veterinary :— 

| Royal Veterinary College, Half-year to Guxiets 
mas, 1875 Alas oh leg 

The Brown Institution for Investigations . oo ee 250 0 0 
— 350 0 O 

Botanical :— 
Consulting Botanist’s Salary .. 1. .2 «+ ec oo co oe 50 0 0 

Education :— 
ees fOHXEMINCTS Sc 15 os cs cs 08 ae 5210 0 

* Printing, Advertising, &. .. .. «2 «+ os 4614 6 
(SEED So ss Beat Gapcoe eat doe Comme iter 40 0 0 

139 4 6 
Potato Disease Investigations :— 

Professor De Bary, balance for Paper .. .. «. «2 « 50 0 0 

Subscription (paid in error) returned .. 4. «2 os oe oe 13 0 0 

Sundries :— 
Mounting in case Vote of Thanks to Mr. Gibbs.. 43 7 6 
ota as Inspection Committee .. 1619 10 

ting cifications and Advertising for 
) Tenders Tor Show-Yard Works.. .. : ee } SEE 

| a 111 19 10 
PU OTMGe Eee lay setlee Viele E cic Tees se) o 06 de 80 0 0 

| PORMLIEEDENGIGNKe: 2 0 ss 00 dle ce ws we oe 3,453 7 8 
By Capital Account :— 

OM ICOMMPTENANE Him ae oe os es os o@ @e «e 8013 0 
| By Birmingham Meeting _& lel et RG Soe CAMEO COMET 3,843 10 10 

—— 3,924 310 
By Balance in hand, 30th June:— 

MOVERS Naat atic sc =. a 76) eo 1929/36) 8 
EOC Risa ich Ves. ve ce ce 34679 

——_——— — 1,964 4 5 
At Deposit, London and Westminster Bank .. 4. .. oe 2,000 0 0 

3,964 4 5 

£11,341 15 11 

30TH JUNE, 1876. 

ASSETS. £s3.d £-s. a. 
By Cashinhand.. .. .. ana ke's, Sei, tas vale 1,964 4 5 
By New 3 per Cent. Stock 18, 1121. 78. sd. cost* Sh Eee Pes 17,340 7 1 
By Books and Furniture in Society’s House.. .. deemed 1,451 17 6 
By Country Meeting Plant Cone, SPSS Fe eee mc 2,121 14 2 
BERNE PACCOUND att baicl act sta hac sep yes ee ve), ce. “s 2,000 0 0 

24,878 3 2 
| Less at credit of Birmingham Meeting... .. .. 1. «2 os os ete hall (sts 2,236 9 10 

* Value at 944 = £17,044 7s. 6d. 

| Mem.—The above Assets are exclusive of the amount 
| recoverable in respect of arrears of Subscription to 
| 30th June, 1876, Which at that date amounted to 
, 1,5051. £22,641 13 4 

Examined, audited, and found correct, this 21st day of August, 1876. 

FRANCIS SHERBORN, 
A. H. JOHNSON, } Auditors on behalf of the Society. 
HENRY CANTRELL. 
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SHOW AT BIRMINGHAM, 

JULY, 1876. 

STEWARDS OF THE YARD. 

Stook, 

Wituiam H. WakerIeLp, 
Hon. W. Ecerrron, M.P., 
JOsEPH SHUTTLEWORTH, 
Witu1am WELLS, > 

Forage. 

Tuomas Hortey, Jun. 

General Arrangements. 

Jacop WILSON. 

JUDGES OF STOCK. 

HORSES. 

Agricultural Horses. 

G. M. Sexton, 
A. TURNBULL, 
SamMvurEL WADE. 

Hunters and Thoroughbreds. 

Joun B. Boorn, 
E. Foprn, 
T. Pain. 

Hackneys, Ponies, &c. 

Henry Brevor, 
Hon. G. E. Lascenugs, 
W. Parker. 

CATTLE. 

Shorthorns, 

RicHARD CHALONER, 
G. Drewry, 
A. MircHe.y. 

Herefords. 

G. W. Baxrr, 
Tuomas F'pnn. 

Devons and Sussex. 

Samven P. Newsury, 
Henry Overman, 
James 'TREMALNE. 

Implements, 

JABEZ TURNER, 
J. Bowen JONES, 
JoHN HEMSLEY, 
G. H. Sanpay. 

Jerseys and Guernseys. 

J. DumMBRELL, 
C. P. Lz Cornu. 

Longhorns and Dairy Cattle. 
M. Hewertson, 
JAMES SOMERVILLE, 
B. WALKER. 

« 

a 

SHEEP. 

Leicesters, 
F. SpeNcER, ; 
C. W. TINDALL. 

Lincolns and Cotswolds, 

R. G. F. Howarp, 
Tuomas Porrer. 

Southdowns, Hampshires, and Oxford 

Downs. ja 
J. BRYAN, pe 

W. BULLEN, 
Henry Fooxes. 

Shropshires, 
Joun Evans, 
Hernry Lowe, t 
R. H. Masren. = 

et 

PIGS. 
JosEPH SMITH, 
Marraew WALKER, 
A. WARBURTON. 
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Veterinary Inspectors. 

PROFESSOR BRowN, | R. L. Hunt. 

Inspectors of Shearing, 

W. Jozson, | J. B. WorkMAN. 

JUDGES OF BUTTER AND CHEESE. 

8. Waker Cox, | H. CHanpos Poiz-GEL1, | James WATSON. 

JUDGE OF WOOL. 

JoHN W. Mayov. 

JUDGES OF IMPLEMENTS. 

Reaping Machines. 

Masor GRANTHAM, | J. W. Kivzer, | Tuomas Ricpy. 

Miscellancous, &e, 

Joun HIckEN, | J. D. OaiLviz, | JoHN THOMPSON. 

FARM JUDGES. 

Wurm Horton, | G. Larxe, | H, J. Lirrtz. 



( Issvi ) 

AWARD OF PRIZES. 

os 

Nore.—The Judges were instructed, in addition to awarding the 
; 

Prizes, to designate as the Reserve Number one animal in each 

Class, next in order of merit, if it possessed sufficient for a Prize; 

in case an animal to which a Prize was awarded should subse- 
quently become disqualified. 

Prizes given by the Birmingham Local Committee are marked thus (*), 

HORSES. 

Agricultural Stallions—Two Years old. “ 

Tue Hart or ELLESMERE, Worsley Hall, Manchester: Frrst Prizz, 20/., for — 
“ Young Waggoner,” bay; bred by Mr. D. Vauser, March, Cambridge- 
shire ; sire, “‘ Waggoner ;” dam, “ Princess,” by “ Major.’ 

JAMES FirtH CRowTHER, Knowle Grove, Mirfield, Yorkshire: SEconp Prizg, 
10/., for “‘ Carleton Tom,” bay; bred by Mr. T. Rigby, Carleton Grange, 
Poulton-le-Fylde; sire, ‘‘ Honest Tom ;” dam by “‘ Bay Kirby.” 

Tur Rey. James Spencer Norrucote, St. Mary’s College, Oscott, Birming- 
ham, TutrD Prize, 5/., for his bay ; bred by himself; sire, “A 1;” dam, 
“ Darling.” 

Tuomas Sratrer, Stand Hall, Manchester: the Reserve Number, to“ Plough- 
Boy,” brown; bred by the late Mr. W. Nix, Somersham ; sire, “‘ Young” 

» Farmer.” 2 

Agricultural Stallions foaled before the 1st of January, 1874. 

Wi1am Wynn, Ryon Hill Farm, Stratford-on-Avon: First Prize, 20. 
for “‘ Nonpareil,” bay, 8 years-old; bred by Mr. G. Malin, Harvington, 
Evesham; sire, “ A 1;” dam, “‘ Matchless, by “ King of the Valley.” — 

Tuomas Srarrer, Stand Hall, Manchester: Szconp Prize, 10/., for “ Young 
Champion,” chestnut, 8 years-old; bred by Mr. Stokes, Caldecot, Rock- 
ingham ; sire, Stokes’s “ Champion.” 

Cuarues Marsters, Saddlebow, King’s Lynn: Turrp Prize, 5/., for “ Eng- 
land’s Wonder,” strawberry roan, 5 years-old ; bred by Mr. C. Wineals, 
Wisbech. 

Tuomas Brices, Cott Farm, Babraham, Cambridge: the Reserve Number, 
to “ Heart of Oak,” bay, 5 years-old; bred by Mrs. Foster, Brooklands 
Farm, Cambridge ; sire, ‘‘ Honest ‘l'om ;” dam, ‘ Smiler,” by “ Inkerman,” 
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Agricultural Stallions.* 
*,* The winner of the First Prize to travel in North Warwickshire Parliamen- 

tary division, to stand one day each week in season 1877 at Birmingham, and 
one day at Warwick. 

*," The winner of the Second Prize to travel in South Warwickshire Parlia- 
mentary division, and to stand one day each week in season 1877 at Warwick. 

Freperick Srreet, Somersham Park, St. Ives, Hunts: First Prize, 60/., 
for “* Young Samson,” bright bay, 5 years-old; bred by the late 
Mr. Richardson, Chatteris, Cambridgeshire ; sire, “ Samson ;” dam by 
“Old Major.” 

Messrs. Yeomans, Pennymore Hay, Four Ashes, Wolverhampton : Szconp 
Prize, 401., for “Pride of England,” bay, 8 years-old; bred by Mr. B. 
Williams, Glenavron, Montgomeryshire; sire, “* Conquering Hero.” 

Wi11am Barper, Congerstone, Atherstone, and Epwix Joun Foxwett, 
Manor House, Hinckley: the Reserve Number, to “Oxford Blue,” grey, 
4 years-old; bred by Mr. W. Jones, Rockingham; sire, “ Rutland Hero;” 
dam by “ Old Waxwork.” 

Clydesdale Stallions—Two Years old. 
LAWRENCE Drew, Merryton, Hamilton, Lanarkshire: First Prize, 20/., for 

his black ; bred by himself; sire, “ Prince of Wales ;” dam, “‘ Mary.” 

Tur Duke or Ricumonp anp Gorpon, K.G., Goodwood, Chichester : Szconp 
Prize, 101., for ‘« Albert Edward,” brown ; bred by Mr. L. Drew, Merryton ; 
sire, “ Prince of Wales ;” dam, “ Old Mallie,” by “ Young Campsie.” 

JAMES GRAHAM, Parcelstown, Longtown, Cumberland: Turrp Prize, 5/., 
for “ Baron Lonsdale,” dark bay; bred by the late Mr. Hodgson, M.P., 
Newby Grange, Carlisle; sire, “‘ Lord Clyde;” dam, “ Jenny.” 

Tue Duxe or Ricumonp AND Gorpon, K.G.: the Reserve Number, to “ The 
oe brown ; bred by Mr. A. Newman, Selhurst Park, Chichester ; sire, 
“ Duke.’ 

Clydesdale Stallions foaled before the 1st of January, 1874. 
JAmes Forsuaw, Blyth, Worksop, Notts: First Prize, 20/., for “Ben 

Lomond,” black, 5 years-old; bred by Mr. R. Mackie, Dalkeith, N.B. ; 
sire, “ Prince of Wales ;” dam by “ Gastevine.” 

Tuomas Taae, Newhall, Burton-on-Trent: Seconp Prizz, 10/., for “ Young 
a bay, 15 years-old; bred by Mr. J. Clarke, Mansurae, Kilbarchan, 

Lizut.-CotoneL R. Loyp-Linpsay, V.C., M.P., Lockinge Park, Wantage, 
Berks: Tarrp Prize, 5/., for “Prince Albert,” bay, 8 years-old ; bred 
by Mrs. Snodgrass, Clockkiel, Campbeltown, N.B.; sire, “‘ Largs Jock ;” 
dam by “Old Scotchman.” 

Suffolk Stallions—Two Years old. 
RicHarp GARRETT, Carleton Hall, Saxmundham: First Prize, 20/., for his 

chestnut; bred by Mr. C. Frost, Wherstead, Ipswich; sire, “ Cup- 
bearer the Second ;” dam by “ Sir Colin.” 

James Tourer, Blaxall, Wickham Market: Szconp Prize, 10/., for “The 
Evergreen,” chestnut; bred by Mr. C. Frost, Wherstead ; sire, “ States- 
man ;” dam by “Chester Emperor.” 

Atrrep CracKNELL, The Grove, Thornham, Eye, Suffolk: Turrp Prize, 
51., for “Champion,” chestnut; bred by himself; sire, Spelman’s 
“Ploughboy ;” dam, “Smart,” by Sir E. Kerrison’s “‘ Champion.” 
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Maxsrrep Bippett, Playford, Ipswich: the Reserve Number, to “Jas 
chestnut ; bred by Mr. Edgar, Rougham, Bury St. Edmunds; sire, 
of Cupbearer.” 

Suffolk Stallions foaled before the 1st of January,1874. 
Horace Wourox, Newbourn Hall, Woodbridge, Suffolk : Fist Prize, 201, 

for “‘ Royalty,” chestnut, 5 ‘years-old ; bred by himself ; sire, “ Magnum 
Bonum ;” dam, “ Duchess,” by “ Warrior.” 

RicHarp GARRETT, Carleton Hall, Saxmundham : Seconp Prize, 10/. 
“ Viceroy,” dark chestnut, 3 years-old; bred by himself; 
‘© Monarch.” ‘ 

Sm Ricnarp Wattacz, Bart., M.P., Sudbourne Hall, Wickham Market: 
Turrp Prize, 51., for “‘ Prince Imperial,” chestnut, 3 years-old; bred by 
the late Colonel Wilson, Stowlangtoft, Bury St. Edmunds; sire, “ Heir 
Apparent ;” dam, “ Bury Empress,” by “ Harwich Emperor.” , . 

Wiu1am Byrrorp, The Court, Glemsford, Suffolk: the Reserve Number, 
“ Active,” chestnut, 4 years-old ; bred by Mr. J. H. Button, Thetford, E 
Norfolk ; sire, Mr. Cook’s s “ Emperor,” dam by Mr. Crisp’s “Duke.” 

Thoroughbred Stallions suitable for getting Hunters. 

Tomas Gee, Dewhurst Lodge, Wadhurst, Hawkhurst, Kent: First Pre, 
501., for ‘e Citadel,” chestnut, 17 years-old ; bred by the Earl of De 
Knowsley ; 3 sire, é Stockwell ;” dam, “ Sortie,” by “ Melbourne.” 

Henry Hart, Balmacarrow, Killyleigh, Co. Down, Ireland: Szcosp Parizg, 
20/., for “ Waddington,” brown, 12 years-old; bred by the late Mr. 
Ww. Cappe, Waddington Park, Leicestershire ; sire, ‘‘ Snowden-dunhill 7” 
dam, “ Radiance,” by = Rataplan. ks 

Jous Ress, Llanboidy, Whitland, R.S.0.: Tatrp Prize, 10/., for “ The 
Swift,” bay, 9 years-old; bred he Mr. Blenkiron, Middle Park, Eltham, 
Kent; sire, “ Blair Athol ; ;” dam, “ Terrific,” bi “ Touchstone.” } 

Stallions suitable for getting Hackneys, not exceeding 15 hands 2 i 

BengaMin Bauperston, Mount Pleasant, Boston, Lincolnshire: Fist Prize, 
20/., for ‘‘ Norfolk Hero,” dark brown, 9 years-old ; bred by Mr. Mason, 
Wereham, Norfolk ; sire, “ Perfection.” 

Tomas Starter, of Stand Hall, Manchester: Szeconp Prize, 10/., for “ Per- 
severance,” black, 4 years-old; bred by Mr. Dunham, Wymondham. 
Norfolk ; sire, “‘ Confidence.” 

Hexegy RovunDEL, Queen’s Head Hotel, Otley, Yorkshire: Tamp Prize, 5 oe 
for “ Sir George Wombwell,” brown, 4 years-old ; bred by Mr. Joshua 
Yeadon, Fewston, Otley ; ; sire, “ Sir George ;” ; dam by “ Grey Atlas” or 
“ Matchless Merrylegs.” 4 

Francis RipeLey anp Co., Holly Hill Farm, Enfield, Middlesex: “ Fireaway 
the Second,” awarded Second Prize, but disqualified on account of being 
over the height. d 

Pony Stallions, not exceeding 14 hands. 

James PowELt, Butlington Hall, ser sig pracy Fist Px 
201., for “ Almanza,” rich brown, 3 years-o by himself; 6 ire, 
“ Alonzo 3” dam by “Steamer.” 
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Lane, Henbury, Bristol: Szconp Prizz, 10/., for “ Lad of Man- 
combe,” dark brown, 6 years-old; bred by Mr. Marfleet, Newark; sire, 
“ Red Cross Knight ;* dam by “ Tomtit.” 

CaRIsToPpHER JoHN Hume Tower, Weald Hall, Brentwood: Tutrp Prize, 
5/., for “* Tricstrin,” dun, aged ; breeder unknown. 

.Witt1am Epwarp OakeExey, Cliffe House, Atherstone: the Reserve Number, 
to “ Llanderfel,” brown, 8 years-old ; breeder unknown. 

if 

Agricultural Mares and Foals. 

_ Onartes Beart, Westhead Farm, Stow, Downham Market: Fiest Prize, 
201., for “ Lioness,” chestnut, 4 years-old (foal by Wiseman’s “ Wonder ”) ; 
bred by Mr. B. Morris, Stone Bridge Farm, Thorney, Cambridgeshire ; 
sire, Manning’s “ Nonpareil.” 

GerorGE Street, Maulden, Ampthill, Bedfordshire: Szeconp Prize, 10/., for 
“ Cardiff Lass,” red roan, 6 years-old (foal by Stokes’s “ Young Cham- 
pion”); bred by himself; sire, “‘ Young Britain ;” dam, ‘‘ Brown.” 

Tuomas Horrocks Miter, Singleton Park, Poulton-le-Fylde: Tarp Prize, 
5I., for “ Princess of Wales,” bay, 4 years-old (foal by “‘ Honest Tom”); 
bred by Mr. Edward Parkinson, Forton, Lancaster; sire,“ King Alfred ;” 
dam, “ Bessie,” by “‘ Tom o’ the Gills.” 

Te Eart or Extesmere, Worsley Hall, Manchester: the Reserve Number, 
to “ Honest Lass,” bay, 6 years-old (foal by Stokes’s “Champion ”) ; 
bred by Mr. I. L. Curtis, Chatteris; sire, “ Honest Tom ;” dam, 
<Pink.~ 

Clydesdale Mares and Foals. 

Tue Hart or ELLesMERE, Worsley Hall, Manchester: First Prize, 20/., for 
“Mrs. Muir,” bay, 10 years-old (foal by “‘ King Tom”); bred by Mr. Muir, 
Loch Fergus, Kirkcudbright ; sire, “ Champion.” 

Lrrvut.-Con. Loyp-Linpsay, V.C., M.P., Lockinge Park, Wantage: Szconp 
Prize, 10/., for “ Darling,” bay, 12 years-old (foal by “ Prince Albert”) ; 
bred by Mr. Mair, Udderstone, Mid-Calder. 

; Suffolk Mares and Foals. 

Horace Wotton, Newbourn Hall, Woodbridge, Suffolk: First Prize, 
201., for “‘ Pride,” bright chestnut, 8 years-old (foal by “ Royalty”); 
bred by Mr. S. Wolton, sen. ; sire, “ Monarch ;” dam, “ Pride.” 

Agricultural Geldings or Fillies—Four Years old.* 

Wuiiam Bramney, Amcotts Villa, Doncaster: First Prizz, 20/., for “ The 
General,” bay gelding; breeder unknown. 

Jonx Grisss, Wychbold, Droitwich, Worcestershire : Szconp Prize, 10/., for 
“ Merryman,” red roan gelding; bred by himself. 

Agricultural Geldings or Fillies —Three Years old.* 

Hewry Smiru, The Grove, Cropwell Butler, Bingham: First Prize, 207, 
for “The Major,” dark chestnut gelding; bred by Mr. J. B. Smith, 
Sawley, Derby ; sire, Burrow’s “ Lincolnshire Lad ;” dam, “ Jewell,” by 
Styche’s “ Champion.” 

Henry Powers, Baxter Hall, Drax, Selby, Yorkshire: Szconp Prize, 
| 

j 

M 
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102., for “ Patch,” black filly, bred by himself; sire, “ Farmer's — 
Profit.” 

Tae Eart or Exviesmere, Worsley Hall, Manchester: Tuirp Prize, 5/., 
for his bay filly; bred by Mr. Doughty, Laton Garnsgate, Lincolnshire ; 
sire, “ Young Thumper ;” dam by “ Thumper.” 

Clydesdale Fillies—Three Years old. 

Lawrence Drew, Merryton, Hamilton, Lancashire: First Prize, 15/., for 
his brown; breeder unknown. 

Tue Haru or StraATHMoRE, Glamis Castle, Glamis, Forfar: Szconp Prize, 
10/., for “ Nell,” bay ; bred by Mr. John Thomson, Little Inch, Kirrie- 
muir, Forfar; sire, ‘ Young Sir Colin ;” dam, “Jess,” by “ Champion.” 

Suffolk Fillies—Three Years old. 

Writt1am Byrorp, The Court, Glemsford, Suffolk: First Prize, 15/., for 
«« Empress,” chestnut; bred by himself; sire, “ Volunteer ;” dam, 
‘“‘Matchet,” by “* Hero.” 

James Touter, Blaxall, Wickham Market: Seconp Prize, 10/., for “ Em- 
press,” chestnut; breeder unknown; sire, “ Farmer.” 

Agricultural Geldings or Fillies —Two Years old.* 

CHARLES Marsters, Saddlebow, King’s Lynn: First Prize, 20/., for 
“ Marchioness,” strawberry roan filly; bred by himself. 

Henry Smirs, The Grove, Cropwell Butler, Bingham: Seconp Prize, 10/., 
for “ Robin Hood,” bay gelding ; bred by “Mr. Thomas Porter, Socko 
Park, Derby ; sire, & Waxwork ;” dam, “Flower,” by “ Uncle Tom.” 

Hewry Tomuinson, Lee Lane, Rugeley; Tuirp Prize, 5/., for bay filly; 
bred by himself; sire, “ Pride of England ;” dam by “ Champion.” 

Wiuiram WEtcHER, Snare Hill Park, Thetford, Norfolk : the Reserve Number, 
to “ Royal Princess,” black filly ; bred by himself; sire, “ Prince of 
Wales ;” dam, ‘‘ Smart,” by “ Honest Tom.” 

Clydesdale Fillies—Two Years old. 

Winu1am DrewIT, Lea Farm, Bramley, Guildford: First Prize, 15/., for 
“ Rose of England,” bay ; bred by Messrs. E. and A. Stanford, Eatons, 
Steyning ; sire, “ The Duke ;” dam, “ Venture.” 

Lawrence Drew, Merryton, Hamilton, Lanarkshire: Szconp Prize, 10/., 
for his brown ; breeder unknown. 

EpWARD AND ALFRED STANFoRD, of Hatons, Ashurst, Steyning, Sussex: the 
Reserve Number, to “ Magzie,” black ; bred by Mr. Frederick Hammond, 
Wappingthorne, Steyning; sire, «The Duke ;’ dam by “ Young 
Sampson.” 

Suffolk Fillies—Two Years old. 

Wituiam Totuer, Gedgrave, Wickham Market: First Prizm, 15/., for 
GLI NG i chestnut 5 bred by Mr. W. Lines, Bredfield, Woodbridge ; sire, 
« Monarch ;” dam by Catlin’s “ Duke:” and Secon Prize, 101, for 
“* Myrtle,” "chestnut ; bred by himself; sire, ‘‘ Grouts Emperor ;” dam, 
“Scot,” by “ Briton. ' 
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Wu Byrorp, The Court, Glemsford, Suffolk: the Reserve Number, to 
“ Mogzie,” chestnut; bred by himself; sire, “ Volunteer ;’ dam, 
“ Moggie,” by “ Duke.” 

Agricultural Geldings and Fillies—One Year old.* 

Tue Eart or Exvtesmere, Worsley Hall, Manchester: First Prizx, 15/., 
for his bay filly; bred by Mr. Beart, Wisbech ; sire, ‘‘ Honest Tom the 
Second ;’ dam, by “ Wiseman’s Wonder.” 

JoHN Watter, M.P., Bearwood, Wokingham: Srconp Prizz, 10J. for 
“Princess,” chestnut filly ; bred by himself; sire, “ Young Briton ;” 
dam, “ Pink.” 

_ Tuomas Horrocks Minter, Singleton Park, Poulton-le-Fylde: Tairp Prize, 
5l., for “ Hebe,” bay filly; bred by himself; sire, ‘ Honest Tom ;” dam, 
“ Brisk.” 

SterHEeN Davis, Woolashill, Pershore: the Reserve Number, to his bay filly ; 
bred by himself; sire, ‘“ General;” dam, “ Pleasant,” by “ Rowland.” 

Mares and Foals, suitable for breeding Hunters. 

Tuomas Horrocks Miter, Singleton Park, Poulton-le-Fylde: First Prize, 
201., for ‘‘ Flora,” grey, 13 years-old (foal by ‘Carbineer”); breeder 
unknown ; sire, “ Ellington ;” dam, ‘Clotilde,’ by “ Pyrrhus I.” 

Viscount Fautmouts, Tregothnan, Probus, Cornwall: Szconp Prize, 10/., 
for “ Bowling-green,” dark brown, 9 years-old (foal by ‘“ Young Dutch- 
man”); bred by himself; sire, ‘‘ Seneschal;” dam, ‘‘ Fairlawn.” 

Messrs. Stace anp Tyusr, Cedar Villa, Balsall Heath, Birmingham: Txirp 
Prize, 5/., for “Miss Saurin,’ brown, 7 years-old (foal by “Brown 
Bread”); bred by Mr. N. H. Stagg, Cedar Villa; sire, ‘“ Calsterdale ;” 
dam, “‘ Lady Abbess,” by “Surplice.” 

Cartes Rownanp Lipp1e, Highfield, Newport, Salop: the Reserve Number, 
to “Insecurity,” brown, 5 years-old (foal by “De Clare”); bred by 
himself; sire, “Gunboat ;” dam, “ Bad Debt,” by “ Vedette.” 

Mares and Foals, suitable for breeding Hackneys. 

ALEXANDER SHERRATT, Oclepitchard, Hereford: First Prize, 20/., for 
“Polly,” dark chestnut, 17 years-old (foal by “Truant”); bred by the 
Rey. C. L. Eagles, Longtown, Abergavenny ; sire, “ Hereford ;” dam, 
“Fanny.” 

'Txomas Coox, Hull: Szconp Prizx, 10/., for “ Portia,” bay, 5 years-old ; 
bred by Mr. F. Cook, Riggs, Fridaythorpe, York ; sire, “‘ Bay President ;” 
dam, “ Evening Star,” by “ Wildfire.” 

Tuomas Kincs.ey, Boar’s Croft, Tring, Herts: Tuirp Prize, 5/., for “Kitty,” 
brown, 7 years-old; bred by himself; sire, “ Baron Leno;” dam, “Old 
Kitty.” 

Grorce Davin BapHam, the Lawn, Bulmer, Sudbury: the Reserve Number, 
to “Gipsy,” black, 4 years-old (foal by “Little Pippin”); bred by 
himself; sire, “ Adonis;’ dam, “ Zoe.” 

Pony Mares and Foals, not eaceeding 14 hands. 

Bensamin Gin, Wallace Street, Round Oak, Brierley Hill, Staffordshire : 

VOL. XII.—S. 8. 
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First Prize, 15/., for “ Pet,” chestnut, 7 years-old (foal by “ Duke”); 
bred by Mr. D. Miller, Chorney Hill, Stourbridge. 

Wituram Coater, Scarborough Farm; Winchcombe: Szconp Pasa 10/., for 
“ Kitty,” chestnut, 11 years-old (foal by ‘“ Dexter”); bred by himself; 
dam by “ Douglas.” 

cay WHITEHEAD GRIFFIN, Werrington, Peterborough: Tump Prizz, 
for “Sally,” grey, 8 years-old (foal by “ Young Quicksilver”) ; 

rca by the Rev. Mr. Barnwell, late of Deeping, Lincolnshire. 

Hunter Fillies—Two Years old. 

JoHN RicxerBy, Wall Head, Carlisle: First Prizz, 15/., for “ Young Kate,” 
chestnut ; bred by himself; sire, “‘ Laughing Stock ;” dam, “ Bonnie 
Kate,” by ‘‘ Clansman.” ’ 

RoBERT BASKERVILLE Mynors, Treago, Ross: Szconp Prize, 10/., for “ Mig- 
nonette,” brown; bred by himself; sire, “Double X; ” dam « Bosbe- 
rina.” 

Rocrer Bownine, Barrow Howle, Lancaster: the Reserve Number, to “The 
Queen,” chestnut ; bred by Mr. E. Barton, Warton Glamey, Lancaster 5 
sire, “ Laughing Stock ; ;’ dam, ‘‘ Duchess. s 

Hunter Mares—Three Years old. 

JouN Muscrave TaTTersaLu-MusGRavE, Beverley, Yorkshire: First Prizz, 
15/., for “ Triumph,” chestnut ; bred’ by Mrs. Jackson, Riston Grange, 
Leven, Beverley ; sire, “ Theobald ;” dam by “ Galaor.” 

James T. Darrett, West Ayton, York: Szconp Prizz, 10/., for “ Belona,” 
dark grey; bred by Mr. Leonard Thompson, Sheriff Hutton, York ; 3 sire, 
“King Caradoc ;” dam, “ Marigold,’ by “Gay Necromancer.” 

James Morrat, Low Crosby-on-Eden, Carlisle: the Reserve Number, to 
“Rosalind,” brown; bred by Mr. W. R. J. Piper, Alstonby, Carlisle ; 
sire, “ Laughing Stock ;’ dam, ‘Lady Lyne,” by ‘“ Coddington.” 

Hunter Geldings—Two Years old.* 

Tue DuKeE or Hamitton, Easton Park, Wickham Market: First Prize, 15/., 
for “ Boynton,” bay ; bred by the late Sir George Cholmley, Boynton, 
Bridlington, Yorkshire ; sire, “ The Baron;” dam, “‘ Pulley-Hauley,” by 
“ King Caradoc.” 

Wuu11am Epwarp OaKELEY, Cliff House, Atherstone: Szconp Prizp, 107, 
for “Bird Tenter,” chestnut; bred by himself; sire, “ Watchman;” 
dam, “Country Cousin.” 

JoHN J ACKSON Banks, Lanefoot, Kendal: the Reserve Number, to “ Rural 
ae chestnut ; bred by himself; sire, ‘* The Dean ;” dam, “ Rosette,” 
by“ "Harkaway.” 

Hunter Geldings—Three Years old.* 

Joun Ricxersy, Wall Head, Carlisle: First Prize, 152., for “Captain,” 
chestnut; bred by himself; sire, “ Laughing Stock;” dam, “ Bonnie 
Kate,” by “ Clansman.” P 

Henry J. Batuey, Rosedale, Tenbury : SECOND Prize, 102., for ‘ Precocity,” 
brown; bred by himself; sire, “ Double X;” dam, “ Sybil.” 

Tuomas Watson, Whitacre, Coleshill, Warwithebies the Reserve Number, 
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to “Sportsman,” chestnut; bred by the late Mr. G. Turner, Water 
Orton, Coleshill; sire, “ Glenlyon ;” dam by “ Vivod.” 

Hunter Mares—Four Years old. 

Joun Cooper, Overstone, Northampton: First Prize, 25/., for “Countess,” 
chestnut; breeder unknown; sire, “ Gavizzi;” dam by “ West Austra- 
lian.” 

TrasDALE Huton Hurcurson, Manor House, Catterick, Yorkshire: SEconD 
Prue, 15/., for “ May Queen,” brown; bred by the Rev. W. Wharton, 
Gilling Rectory, Richmond, Yorkshire; sire, “‘ Honesty.” 

Tromas MawnsEtt, Ercall Park, Wellington, Salop: the Reserve Number, to 
- €Tiiberty,” bright bay; bred by the late Mr. William Davis, Grafton, 

Shrewsbury ; sire, “Gin ;” dam by “ Steamer.” 

Hunter Geldings—Four Years old. 

FrepERIcK Bartow, Hasketon, Woodbridge, Suffolk: First Prize, 25/., for 
“Van Dyck,” brown bay ; bred by Mr. George Meynell, Patrick Brompton, 
Bedale ; sire, “‘ Van Galen ;’ dam by “ Barnton.” 

Treaspate Hitton Hourcosrson, Manor House, Catierick: Szconp Prize, 
18/., for “‘Glengyle,” chestnut ; bred by Mr. Russell Swanwick, College 
Farm, Cirencester; sire, ‘“‘ Knowsley ;” dam, “ The Pet.” 

Freperick B. Jones, Westall Court Farm, Cheltenham: Txairp Prug, 10/., 
for his black; breeder unknown; sire, -“‘Gemma;” dam by “Gallant.” 

Henry Hone, Stoke Orchard, Cheltenham: the Reserve Number, to his 
chestnut; breeder unknown. 

Hunter Mares or Geldings, Five Years-old and upwards, up to not less 
than 12 stone. 

TraspaLe Hinton Hurcuiyson, Manor House, Catterick: First Prize, 301., 
: for “‘ The Jester,” brown gelding, 7 years-old; bred by Mr. Thomas 

Gibbons, Burnfoot, Carlisle; sire, “ Laughing Stock ;” dam by “ Row- 
land.” 

Wru1am Warrexeap, Wollaston, Wellingborough: Szconp Prize, 20/., for 
“ Harkaway,” brown gelding, 6 years-old; breeder unknown; sire, 
“ King Caradoc ;” dam by “ Muley.” 

Freperick Bartow, Hasketon Shrubbery, Woodbridge: Tumrp Prize, 10/., 
for “King Charming,” black brown gelding, 7 years-old; bred by Mr. 
Mason, Dishforth, Boroughbridge, Yorkshire; sire, ‘‘ Ainderby; dam 
by “Theon.” 

T. Henry Asutron, Temple Laugherne, Worcester: the Reserve Number, 
to “The Lancer,” chestnut gelding, aged; breeder unknown; sire, 
“ Mowbray.” 

Hunter Mares or Geldings, Five Years-old and upwards, up to not 
less than 14 stone. 

Tue Duxe or Hamitton, Easton Park, Wickham Market: First Prizg, 301, 
for “ Winder,” black gelding, 8 years-old; breeder unknown. 

7. Harvey D. Barty, Edwinstowe House, Ollerton, Notts: Szconp Prue, 
201., for “Rossington,” bay gelding, aged; breeder unknown; sire. 
“Cain ;” dam by “ Canute.” 

f2 
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Witi1am WuitTeneap, Wollaston, Wellingborough: Tairp Prize, 10/., for 
“The Old Squire,” brown gelding, 5 years-old; breeder unknown; sire, 
“Clear the Way ;” dam by “ Lord Ribblesdale.” 

Rosert NeepHAm Puities, M.P., Welcombe Hall, Stratford-on-Avon: the 
Reserve Number, to his dark bay gelding, 7 years-old; breeder un- 
known. 

Hunters, Four Years-old and upwards, not exceeding 15 hands 
2 inches.* 

ALFRED Darsy, Little Ness, Shrewsbury: Firsr Prize, 20/., for “Glon- 
cester,’ bay gelding, 5 years-old; bred by Mr. Lewis, Great Ness, 
Shrewsbury ; sire, ‘‘ De Clare.” 

Heyry WitiiaAm Pratt, Owlington Farm, Kineton, Warwickshire: Szeconp ~ 
Prize, 10/., for “ Dandy,” chestnut gelding, 5 years-old; bred by him- 
self; sire, “ Danube;” dam, “Gipsy,” by “ Harkaway.” 

The Best Hunter in any of the Five preceding Classes.* 

TEASDALE Hinton Hutcutnson: Puats, value 251., for “The Jester.” 

Hackney Mares or Geldings, exceeding 15,hands, and up%to not less than 
2 stone. : 

Mrs. Henry Frispy, 14, James Street, Buckingham"Gate, London: First 
Prize, 15/., for “ Eclat,” chestnut mare, 5 years-old; breeder unknown; 
sire, “ Pax; dam, “ Recluse.” 

Mrs. Louisa Matcoim, Beechwood, Lyndhurst, Hampshire: Szconp Prize, 
10/., for ‘“‘ Homespun,” brown mare, 4 years-old; bred_by herself; sire, 
“ Joskin ;” dam, “ Kef.” 

JoserH Henry Knownes, 28, Dale End, Birmingham: Tuirp Prize, 51., 
for “ Romeo,” bay gelding, 8 years-old; breeder unknown; sire, “ Knight 
of Cards.” 

Joun Storr Mite, Sale Lodge, Sale, Cheshire: the Reserve Number, to 
“Charles I.,” dark chestnut gelding, 5 years-old; bred by Mr. Cook; 
sire, “ Fireaway ;” dam by “Sir Charles.” 

Hackney Mares or Geldings, exceeding 15 hands, and up to not less than 
4 stone. 

Tuomas Starrer, Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester: First Prize, 15/., 
for “Surprise,” bay mare, 7 years-old; breeder unknown. 

H.R.H. rue Prince or Wats, K.G., Sandringham, King’s Lynn: Srconp 
Prize, 101., for “ Coomassie,” brown gelding, aged; breeder unknown. 

Tuomas Cook, Hull: Turrp Prize, 5/., for “ Rosalind,” bay mare, years- 
old; bred by Mr. Francis Cook, Riggs, Fridaythorpe, Yorkshire; sire, 
“ Helipse ;”? dam by “ Fingal.” 

Henry Dewss Best, Bilston, Staffordshire: the Reserve Number, to “ Domino,” 
black-brown mare, 6 years-old; breeder unknown; sire, “ Cesar.” 

Weight-carrying Hacks or Roadsters, above 14 hands and not exceeding 
15 hands.* 

Wini1am Epwarp Witey, Birches Green, Erdington, Birmingham: Firsr 
Prize, 15/., for “ Bob,” bay gelding, 9 years-old; breeder unknown. 
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Miss ApretameE Harrison, Eastland House, Leamington: Seconp Prize, 
10/., for “ Major,” bay gelding, aged; breeder unknown. 

Mansrietp Harrison, Warter, Pocklington, Yorkshire: Turrp Prize, 51., 
for “Lady Jane Lindsay,” brown mare, 4 years-old; bred by himself; 
sire, “ Fireaway ;” dam, “Fanny,” by “ Performer.” 

JosrrH Tyrer, 209, Broad Street, Birmingham: the Reserve Nwmber, to his 
black gelding, 5 years-old; breeder unknown. 

Park or Lady's Hacks, above 14 hands and not eaceeding 15 hands.* 

AurreD Darpy, Little Ness, Shrewsbury; First Prizs, 15/., for “ Prince,” 
bay gelding, 10 years-old; bred by himself; sire, “ Tingling Johnny ;” 
dam, “ Kitty.” 

Francis Cook Marttuerws, Easterfield House, Driffield, Yorkshire: Szconp 
PrizE, 10/., for “Ozone,” brown mare, 8 years-old; bred by Mr. R. 
Fisher, Leckonfield House, Beverley; breeder unknown. 

James Morrat, Low Crosby-on-Eden, Carlisle: Tuirp Prizx, 5/., for 
“Maggie,” bay mare, 5 years-old; bred by himself; sire, “ Laughing 
Stock.” 

SrepHen Kirsy, 3, City Terrace, City Road, Manchester: the Reserve 
Number, to “Streamlet,” bay mare, 9 years-old; bred by himself; sire, 
“Dr. Sangrado;” dam, “The Yore,” by “Sweet Briar.” 

Pony Mares or Geldings, above 13 hands and not exceeding 14 hands. 

Tue Dvuxe or Hamiron, Easton Park, Wickham Market: First Prizg, 
15l., for “Bosco,” black. gelding, 6 years-old; breeder unknown; sire, 
“ Performer.” 

Wrtu1am Reap Cocxir, Hill Row, Haddenham, Cambridgeshire: Szconp 
Prize, 10/., for ‘“ Kingfisher,” black gelding, 7 years-old; bred by him- 
self; sire, “Clear the Way ;” dam, “ Butterfly.” 

Francis Frxcah Biapon, Rosemount Villa, Polsloe Road, Exeter: Tuirp 
Prize, 5/., for “Tally Ho,” brown gelding, 5 years-old; breeder un- 
known; sire, “ Harkaway.” 

THomas Starter, Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester: the Reserve Nwmber, 
to “Suspense,” bay mare, 5 years-old; breeder unknown. 

Pony Mares or Geldings, not exceeding 13 hands. 

Fraxcts Firycnh Biapon, Rosemount Villa, Polsloe Road, Exeter: First 
Prize, 15/., for “Taffy,” grey gelding, 7 years-old ; breeder unknown. 

Wim Tyrer, 28, Frederick Street, Birmingham: Szconp Prizz, 102, 
for “Billy,” bay gelding, 12 years-old ; breeder unknown. 

E. M. E. Wetsy, Norton Lees, Sheffield: Tuirp Prizz, 51., for “Timay,” 
roan gelding, 8 years-old; breeder unknown. 

Witttam M. Hospay, Monkspath Priory, Shirley, Birmingham: “ Little 
Bob” awarded SEconD Prizz, but disqualified on account of being over 
the height. 

Harness Mares or Geldings, over 15 hands.* 

Tuomas Starter, Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester: First Prize, 20/., 
for “Speculation,” chestnut mare, 6 years-old; breeder unknown, 
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Howarp Maprieseck, Bradford Street, Birmingham: Sxconp Prize, 10/., 
for “Polly,” grey mare, aged; bred by Sir Charles Mordaunt. 

Harness Mares or Geldings, over 14 hands and not exceeding 15 hands.* 

Miss ApELAIpE Harrison, Eastland House, Leamington: First Prize, 20/., 
for “‘ Minor,” bay mare, 7 years-old ; breeder unknown. 

ALBERT CHARLES JoNES, Hallfield House, Edgbaston, Birmingham : Smconp 
Prizn, 10/., for “Kitty,” bay mare, about 7 years-old; breeder un- 
known. 

Gzorce Davin Bapuam, The Lawn, Bulmer, Sudbury: Tuirp Prizz, 5/., 
for “ Zoe,” brown mare, 7 years-old; bred by Mr. George Cook, Smeatham 
Hall, Sudbury ; sire, “ Morgan Lightfoot.” : 

Joun Henry Daetisn, 1382, Great Homer Street, Liverpool: the Reserve 
Number, to “Dolly Varden,” chestnut mare, 5 years-old; breeder un- 
known. 

Harness Ponies, over 13 hands and not exceeding 14 hands.* 

Mrs. Henry Frispy, 14, James Street, Buckingham Gate, London: First 
Prize, 15/., for “King Polo,” chestnut gelding, 6 years-old; breeder 
unknown ; sire, ‘‘ Apricot.” 

Tom Mitcuett, Bowling Park, Bradford, Yorkshire: Srconp Prizx, 10/., for 
“Lady Isabel,” bay mare, 5 years-old; bred by Mr. Backhouse, Wistow, 
Selby; sire, “ A la Mode;” dam, “Jenny,” by “ Serenader.” 

Wiu11am Cuampers, Windsor Terrace, Hockley, Birmingham: Tutrp Prize, 
5l., for ‘“‘ Emperor,” dark bay gelding, 6 years-old; breeder unknown. 

James Nock Cuarxe, Harborne, Staffordshire: the Reserve Number, to 
“ Kitty,” grey mare, 14 years-old ; bred by the late Rev. F. J. Clarke, 
Broad Hidley Hall, Quinton, Worcestershire. 

Harness Ponies not exceeding 13 hands.* 

JosEpH ALLKINS, 96, Summer Lane, Birmingham: First Prize, 15/., for 
“ Belle of the Ball,” bright brown mare, 9 years-old; breeder unknown. 

Wixiram Cuampers, Windsor Terrace, Hockley, Birmingham : Seconp Prizk, 
10/., for “ Prince,” bay gelding, 6 years-old; breeder unknown. 

Joun Rou, Ozleworth Park, Wotton-under-Edge, Gloucestershire: the 
Reserve Number, to “ Puzzle Monkey,” black gelding, about 5 years- 
old; breeder unknown. 

CATTLE. 

Shorthorns—Bulls above Three Years-old. 

Tue Marquis or Exerer. Burghley Park, Stamford: First Prize, 30/., for 
“Telemachus 6th ” (85,725), roan, 3 years, 6 months, 2 weeks, 2 days-old ; 
bred by himself; sire, “ 'Telemachus” (27,603); dam, “Sea Gull,” by 
“Nestor” (24,648); g.d., “Petrel,” by “4th Duke of Thorndale 
(17,750); gr. g. d., “ Sandpiper,” by “'The Briar” (15,376). 

Wiuiram Linton, Sheriff Hutton, York: Srconp Prizp, 20/., for “Sir Arthur 
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Ingram” (32,490), roan, 4 years, 5 months, 6 days-old; bred by him- 
self; sire “ Serjeant-Major” (29,957); dam, “ Fragrance,” by “ Moun- 
tain Chief” (20,383); g. d., “ Miss Topsy,” by “ Blood Royal” (17,423); 
gr. g. d., “ Yorkshire Lass,” by “ Magnus Troil ” (14,880). 

Tse Eart or SHRewssury, Ingestre Hall, Stafford, Tarrp Prize, 15/., for 
“ Hindoo Chief,” roan, 4 years, 3 months, 2 days-old; bred by Mr. Heskett, 
Plumpton Hall, Penrith ; sire, “Indian Chief” (26,434); dam, “ Hazel- 
top 26th,” by “ Wild Boy ” (25,447); g. d., “‘ Hazeltop 9th,” by “ Nun- 
wick” (16,635); gr. g. d., “ Hazeltop 5th,” by “Sir Charles ” (12,075). 

THomas ATKtNson, Higher House, Unsworth, Manchester: Fourru Prize, 
102., for “Sergeant Irwin,” red and white, 3 years, 3 months, 2 weeks, 4 
days-old ; bred by Mr. W. Linton, Sheriff Hutton, York ; sire, “Serjeant- 
Major” (29,957); dam, “Home Beauty,” by ‘ Mountain Chief” 
(20,383); g.d., “‘Handmaid,” by “Magnus Troil ” (14,880); gr. g. d, 
“ White Rose,” by ‘‘ Magnus Troil ” (14,880). 

Wittram anp Henry Duppine, Panton House, Wragby, Lincolnshire : 
the Reserve Number, to “ Robert Stephenson” (32,313); roan, 4 years, 
8 months-old; bred by the late Mr. Torr, Aylesby Manor, Grimsby ; sire, 
“* Royal Prince” (27,384) ; dam, “ Riby Peeress,” by ‘“ Breastplate.” 

Shorthorns—Bulls above Two and not exceeding Three Years old. 

ALEXANDER Henry Browne, Doxford, Chathill, Northumberland: Fimsr 
Prize, 25/., for “‘ Pioneer ” (35,042), white, 2 years, 3 months, 3 weeks, 
-3 days-old; bred by himself; sire, “ Duke of Aosta” (28,356); dam, 
“ Prunette,” by ‘Lord Plymouth” (24,455) ; g. d., ‘ Prunella,” by 
“ Knight Errant ” (18,154); -gr. g. d., “‘ Prude,” by ‘‘ Valasco ” (15,443). 

Tue Marquis or Exeter, Burghley Park, Stamford: Szconp Prize, 15/., 
for “Telemachus 9th” (35,727), roan, 2 years, 6 months, 3 weeks 6 
days-old ; bred by himself; sire, “Telemachus” (27,603); dam, “Sea 
Gull,” by “Nestor ” (24,648); g. d. “Petrel,” by “4th Duke of 
Thorndale” (17,750); gr. g. d., “Sandpiper,” by “ The Briar” (15,376). 

Francis J. Savite Forsamse, M.P., Osberton Hall, Worksop, Notts: Turrp 
Prize, 10/., for “Sweet Pea,” roan, 2 years, 8 months, 3 days-old: bred 
by himself; sire, ‘“ M.P.” (29,398); dam, “Sweetheart 28th,” by 
“* Count Leinster ” (23,638) ; g. d., “Sweetheart 11th,” by “ The Baron” 
(13,833); gr. g. d., “Sweetheart 3rd,” by “‘ Daybreak ” (11,338). 

James Suiee Butt, Dodhill House, Taunton: FourtH Prize, 51., for 
“Gallant Gay” (33,983), roan, 2 years, 3 months, 2 weeks, 5 days-old ; 
bred by Mr. R. Jefferson, Preston Hows, Whitehaven; sire, “ Gay 
Cavalier ” (31,223); dam, “Bona Dea,” by “Knight of the Shire” 
(26,552); g.d., “Bonne Fille 2nd,” by “ Duke of Cumberland ” (21,584) ; 
er. g.d., “ Bonne Fille,” by “Sir Roger ” (16,991). 

Wim Hessert Wopexsouse, Woolmers Park, Hertford: the Reserve 
Number, to “ Royal Havering 2nd,” roan, 2 years, 3 months, 1 week, 6 
days-old; bred by Mr. D. Mcintosh, Havering Park, Romford; sire, 
“3rd Duke of Geneva ” (23,753); dam, “ Dewdrop,” by “ Prince of Saxe 
Cobure” ( 20,576) ; g. d., “ Duchess,” by “ Duke of Cambridge” (12,742) ; 
gr. g. d.. “ Cold Cream,” by “ Earl of Dublin” (10,178). 

Shorthorns—Yearling Bulls above One and not exceeding Two Years old. 

Tuomas Harpwick Buanb, Dingley Grange, Market Harborough, Leicester- 
shire: First Prize, 25l., for “ General Fusce,” roan, 1 year, 11 months, 
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5 days-old; bred by himself; sire, “ Harl of Waterloo 2nd ” (33,819) ; 
dam, “Fairy,” by “ African ;” g. d., “ Beauty,” by “ Harry ;” gr. g. d., 
“Miss Pittam 2nd,” by “Castle Ashby.” 

Tue Duke or NortHuMBERLAND, Alnwick Castle: Seconp Prizx, 15/., for 
“ Snowstorm,” white, 1 year, 8 months, 2 weeks, 6 days-old ; bred by him- 
self; sire, “Mayor of Windsor” (31,897) ; dam, “Snowdrop,” by 
“ Ace of Trumps” (30,355); g. d., “ Woodbine,” by “Vice-President” 
(23,125) ; gr. g.d., “ Rosebud,” by “ Majestic” (13,279). 

BengaMin St. JouN Ackers, Prinknash Park, Painswick: Tuirp Prize, 10/., 
for “ Clovis,” roan, 1 year, 10 mouths, 3 weeks, 6 days-old ; bred by him- 
self; sire, “ County Member” (28,268); dam, “Clotilde 3rd,” by “ Lord 
Plymouth ” (24,455); g.d., “ Clotilde,” by “ Knight Hrrant ” (18,154) ; 
gr. g. d., “ Chloe,” by “ Cardigan” (12,556). 

Joun Row.ey, jun., Stubbs Walden, Pontefract, Yorkshire: Fourtu Prizz, 
5l., for “Count Towneley,” light roan, 1 year, 10 months, 1 week, 5 
days-old; bred by Mr. J. Snarry, Marramatts, Sledmere, York; sire, 
“ Karl Lyon” (88,779); dam, “ Princess 3rd,” by ‘‘ Duke of Towneley ” 
(21,615) ; g. d., “ Red Princess,” by “ Gipsy Prince ” (17,765); gr. g. d., 
“Brady,” by “ Codrington ” (14,290). 

JoHN Wricut, jun., Green Gill Head, Penrith: the Reserve Number, to 
“ Beacon ” (338,125), roan, 1 year, 9 months, 1 week, 1 day-old; bred by 
himself; sire, “ Man’s Estate ” (26,806) ; dam, ‘“ Genevieve,” by “ Royal 
Cambridge Gwynne” (29,849); g. d., ‘‘ Godiva,” by “ Polites ” (22,584) ; 
gr. g. d., “* Leona,” by ‘* Hogarth ” (13,036). 

Shorthorns—Bull Calves above Six and not exceeding Twelve Months old. 

Joun Torr, M.P., Aylesby Manor, Grimsby, Lincolnshire: First Prizn, 15/., 
for “ Fitz William,” white, 11 months, 4 weeks, 1 day-old; bred by him- 
self; sire, “Knight of the Shire’ (26,552); dam, “ Heather Flower,” 
by “Lord Napier” (26,688) ; g. d., “‘ Highland Fiower,” by “ Mountain 
Chief” (20,388); gr. g. d., “Clarence Flower,” by “ FitzClarence” 
(14,552), . 

Wituram Nevert, Yorton Villa, Harmer Hill, Shropshire: Seconp Prize, 
10/., for “ Claro’s Duke,” roan, 11 months, 4 weeks, 1 day-old; bred by 
himself; sire, “Lord Claro 2nd” (31,640); dam, “ Venus,” by “ Nil 
Desperandum” (26,963); g.d., “ Verandah,” by “ Royal Councillor” 
(20,725) ; gr. g. d., “ Marquee,” by “Archduke 2nd ” (15,588). 

THe Duke or NortaumMberLAND, Alnwick Castle: THrrp Prizz, 5/., for 
“Cheveley,” white, 9 months, 5 days-old; bred by himself: sire, “ Duke 
of Tyne” (33,744); dam, “ Vilage Maid,” by “Jeweller” (26,460) ; g. d., 
“Harriet,” by “Vice President” (23,125); gr. g.d., “ Buttercup,” by 
“ George 3rd ” (16,147). 

Bengamin St. Jonn Ackers, Prinknash Park, Painswick, Gloucestershire : 
the Reserve Number, to “Prince of Georgia,” roan, 9 months, 3 weeks- 
old; bred by himself; sire, ‘‘ County Member ” (28,268); dam, “ Geor- 
gie’s Queen,” by “ Brigade Major ” (21,312) ; g. d., “ Georgie,” by “ Prince 
George” (18,510); gr. g. d., “ Hopeful,” by “ Hopewell” (10,332), 

Shorthorns—Cows above Three Years old. 

Tur Rev. Roserr Bruce Kennarp, Marnhull, Blandford: Firsr Prize, 
20l., for “ Queen Mary,” roan, 3 years, 11 months, 8 weeks-old, in-calf; 
bred by himself; sire, “Grand Duke of Oxford ” (28,763) ; dam, “ Queen 

r 
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Anne,” by “Lord Stanley 2nd” (26,745); g.d., “Queen Bertha,” by 
“Maccaroni” (24,498); gr. g. d., “Mildred,” by “Duke of Norfolk” 
(17,7385). 

TrasDaLe Hitton Hurcursson, Manor House, Catterick, Yorkshire: SEconD 
Prize, 10/., for “ Lady Alicia,” roan, 3 years, 5 months, 3 weeks, 5 days- 
old, in-milk and in-calf; bred by himself; sire, “ King James ” (28,971) ; 
dam, “ Lady Alberta,” by “Lord Albert” (20,143); g. d., “ Lady of the 

- Manor,” by “Baron Warlaby” (7813); gr. g. d., “Lady Barton,” by 
“Vesuvius ” (5559). Calved September 30, 1875. 

Wittiam anp Henry Duppixe, Panton House, Wragby, Lincolnshire: 
THIRD Prizz, 5/., for “ Blooming Bride,” red, 4 years, 10 months, 1 week, 
4 days-old, in-milk; bred by themselves; sire, “ Robin” (24,968); dam, . 
“Bloomer,” by “Lord Panton” (22,204); ¢g. d., “ Birthright,” by 
“Royal Favour” (15,200); gr. g. d., “ Daisy,” by “Sylvan” (10,907). 
Calved June 15, 1876. 

AmsrosE RogorHamM, Oak Farm, Drayton Bassett, Tamworth: the Reserve 
Number, to “ Eleanor,” roan, 10 years, 4 months, 3 weeks, 2 days-old, in- 
milk and in-calf; bred by Mr. T. Harris, Stoney Lane, Bromsgrove; sire, 
“ Castlereagh” (19,409); dam, “Edith,” by “ Baron Berrington” 
(17,357) ; g.d., “Clematis,” by “ Duke William” (11,400); gr. g. d., 
“Cowslip,” by “Cramer 2nd” (10,084). Calved January 14, 1876. 

Shorthorns—Heifers in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding Three Years old. 

Tue Rev. Rosert Bruce Kennarp, Marnhull, Blandford: First Prize, 
201., for “ Blossom Second,” roan, 2 years, 6 months, 1 week, 6 days- 
old, in-calf; bred by himself; sire, “Grand Duke of Oxford ” (28,763) ; 
dam, “ Blossom,” by “ Earl of Darlington ” (21,636); g. d., “ Belinda,” 
by “Sir Roger” (16,991); gr. g. d., “ Berrington Lass,” by “Sir Walter” 
(40,834): and Seconp Prize, 15/., for “ Olga,” white, 2 years, 11 months, 
1 week-old; in-calf; bred by himself; sire, “Grand Duke of Oxford” 
(28,763) ; dam, “ Juliet,” by ‘“‘ Wonder” (21,126); g. d., “ Ethelinda,” by 
“* Marmaduke ” (14,897); gr. g. d., “Electra,” by “ Lovemore” (10,476). 

Emity, Lapy Picor, West Hall, Weybridge Station, Surrey: Tutrp Prize, 
10/., for “ Flatterer,” red and white, 2 years,5 months, 2 weeks, 4 days- 
old, in-calf; bred by herself; sire, “Victor Rex” (30,227); dam, 
“Flossy,” by “Royal Arthur” (29,840); g. d., “ Lady Flora,” by 
“ Protector ”. (20,609) ; gr. g. d., “Cleasby Daisy,” by “ King Consort” 
(16,335). 

Joun Lame, Burrell Green, Penrith: Fourra Prize, 5/., for ‘“ Laurestina 
3rd,” red and white, 2 years, 6 months, 4 weeks, 1 day-old, in-calf; bred 
by himself; sire, “ Hubback Junior” (31,395); dam, “ Laurestina,” by 
“ Edgar ” (19,680); g. d., “ Laurel,” by “‘ Nunwick” (16,635); gr. g. d., 
“Lilac,” by “Sulyman ” (12,157). 

Siz Witiram G. Armstrone, C.B., Cragside, Morpeth, Northumberland: the 
Reserve Number, to ‘3rd Oxtford’s Welfare,” roan, 2 years, 3 months, 2 
weeks, 6 days-old, in-calf; bred by himself; sire, “Oxford le Grand ” 
(29,496); dam, “ Wharfdale’s Welfare,” by ‘‘ Third Lord Wharfdale ” 
(26,759); g. d., “Oxford’s Welfare,” by “Earl of Oxford” (15,966) ; 
gr. g. d., “ Blanche,” by “‘ Hugh Miller” (18,080). 

Shorthorns—Yearling Heifers, above One and not exceeding Two Years old. 

Emuy, Lapy Picor, West Hall, Weybridge Station, Surrey: First Prize, 
20I., for “ Imperious Queen,” light roan, 1 year, 10 months, 3 weeks, 3 days- 
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old; bred by herself; sire, “ Victor Rex” (30,227); dam, “Imperial Rose — 
2nd,” by “ Prince of the Empire” (20,578); g. d., “ Imperial Rose,” by 
“Prince Imperial” (15,095); gr. g. d., “Red Rose,” by “ Vanguard” 
(10,994). 

Davin McIwvosu, Havering Park, Romford, Essex: Szconp Prize, 15/., for 
“Charmer 24th,” red, 1 year, 9 months, 1 week, 2 days-old; bred by 
himself; sire, “ Duke of Hainault” (33,661) ; dam, “Charmer 18th,” by 
“3rd Duke of Geneva” (23,753); g. d., “Science,” by “Chanter” 
(19,423); gr. g. d., “Sweetheart 2nd,” by “ Earl of Dublin” (10,178). 

THe Rev. Rosert Bruce Kennarp, Marnhull, Blandford: Tamp Prize, 
10/., for “Tole,” roan, 1 year, 9 months, 4 weeks, 1 day-old; bred by 
himself; sire, “Grand Duke of Oxford ” (28,763); dam, “Juliet,” by 
“ Wonder” (21,126); g. d., “ Ethelinda,” by “ Marmaduke” (14,897) ; 
gr. g. d., “ Electra,” by “ Lovemore ” (10,476). 

CLEMENT WHITEHEAD GRIFFIN, Werrington, Peterborough: FourrH Prize, 
51., for ‘‘ Blushing Rose,” roan, 1 year, 7 months, 1 week, 6 days-old; bred 
by himself; sire, ‘“‘Telemachus 2nd ” (32,649); dam, “Blush 3rd,” by 

“Liberator ” (24,331) ;“g. d., “Blush,” by “ Caxton” (21,433); gr. g. d, 
“Bride,” by “Gameboy ® (14,585). 8): oe 

THE Myrron Farminc Company (LimitrEeD), Mytton, Whalley, Lancashire : 
the Reserve Number, to “ Ruby 6th,” roan, 1 year, 9 months, 2 weeks, 5 
days-old; bred by Mr. J. P. Haslam, Gilnow, Bolton-le-Moors; sire, 
“Sidus” (29,969); dam, “ Ruby 4th,” by “Abbot of Knowlmere” 
(19,183); g. d., “Ruby 8rd,” by “Red Duke” (18,676); gr. g. d, 
“ Ruby 2nd,” by “ Constitution ”(14,320). 

Shorthorns—Heifer Calves, above Six and under Twelve Months old. 

CuartEs Aucustus Barnes, Solesbridge, Rickmansworth, Herts: First 
Prize, 15/., for “ Golden Duchess 4th,” red and white, 10 months, 2 weeks, 
6 days-old ; bred by Mr. E. J. Coleman, Stoke Park, Slough ; sire, “Third 
Duke of Glo’ster” (33,653) ; dam, “ Golden Duchess 2nd,” by “Barring- _ 
ton Oxford ” (25,607); g. d., “Golden Duchess,” by “Golden Duke” 
(19,860); gr. ¢.d., “ Czarina,” by “ Second Grand Duke” (12,961). : 

Esaty, Lapy Picor, West Hall, Weybridge Station, Surrey: Szconp PrizEy 
10/., for “ Dainty Dame,” 10 months, 4 weeks, 1 day-old; bred by her- 
self ; sire, “ Opoponax ” (34,950); dam, “ Dame Dorcas,” by “ Valorous ” 
(27,701); g.d., “Dame Patience,” by “ Prince of the Realm” (22,627) ; ? 
er. g. d., “ Dame Quickly,” by “ Valasco” (15,443). fi 

Tur Eart or Dunmore, Dunmore, Stirling, N.B.: Tamrp Prizg, 5J., for 
“ Red Rose of Strathearne,” red and white, 11 months, 3 weeks, 4 days- 
old; bred by himself; sire, “Sixth Duke of Geneva” (30,959) ; dam, — 
“Red Rose of Strathtay,” by “Joe Johnson” (3144); g. d., “ Duchess 
4th,” by “ Airdrie” (30,365); gr. g. d., “Duchess 2nd,” by “Pilot” 
(32,066). 

Wuram Hosken anp Son, Loggan’s Mill, Hayle, Cornwall: the Zeserve 
Number, to “ Miss Ada 8th Twin,” roan, 9 months, 1 week, 5 days-old ; 
bred by themselves; sire, “Second Baron Wild Eyes” (30,497) ; dam, 

“Miss Ada 3rd,” by “Second Earl of Oxford” (23,844); g. d., “ Miss 
Ada,” by “Royal Oak” (22,793); gr. g. d., “Duchess,” by “ Count 
Cavour ” (19,523). 
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Herefords—Bulls above Three Years old. 

Witi1am Tayior, Showle Conrt, Ledbury, Herefordshire: First Prize, 
251., for “‘ Tredegar” (5077), 3 years, 6 months, 4 weeks-old ; bred by 
himself ; sire, “Mercury ” (8967); dam, “Beauty,” by ‘“ Holmer” 
(2048). 

Warren Evans, Llandowiais, Usk, Monmouthshire: Szconp Prizz, 152., 
for “Von Moltke 2nd,” 4 years, 4 months, 1 week, 5 days-old; bred 
by ‘himself; sire, “Von Moltke” (4234); dam, “Countess 3rd,” by 
“ Monaughty ” (2117). 

THomas MippiEron, Llynaven, Clun, Salop: Turrp Prize, 5/., for “ Baron 
4th,” 3 years, 4 weeks, 1 day-old; bred by the Rev. A. Clive, Whitfield, 
Hereford ; sire, ‘ Baronet” (3671); dam, “Silver,” by “ Chieftain 4th.” 

Joun Ricnwarps, Green Hall, Llanfyllin, Montgomeryshire: the Reserve Num- 
ber, to “ Gilder” (8836), 5 years, 3 months, 2 weeks, 5 days-old; bred 
by Mr. T. L. Meire, Eyton-on-Severn, Shrewsbury ; sire, “ Silver Boy ” 
(8419 ); dam, “28,” by “ Gleam” (2548). 

Herefords—Bulls above Two and not exceeding Three Years old. 

Tuomas Tomas, St. Hilary, Cowbridge, Glamorganshire: First Prize, 28/., 
for “ Horace 2nd” 2 years, 1 month, 3 weeks, 3 days-old; bred by Mr. 
J. Price, Court House, Pembridge; sire, “Horace” (3877); dam, 
“Damsel 2nd,” by “ Wanderer” (5132). ; 

Wittram Crement Davy, Hor Park, Beaminster, Dorset: Szconp Prizz, 
“ 151., for “ Lord Compton,” 2 years, 10 months, 3 weeks, 3 days-old; bred 
by Mr. W. B. Peren, Compton House, South Petherton; sire, “ Lord 
Lincoln ” (8220); dam, “ Ivington Rose,” by “Sir Thomas ” (2228). 

Tom LiuEweELyN Brewer, Dan-y-graig, Newport, Monmouthshire: the Reserve 
Number, to ‘* Alphonso” (4805), 2 years, 4 months, 3 weeks-old ; bred 
by Mr. R. Keene, Pen Craig, Caerleon; sire, “Tredegar” (4210); dam, 
“Bonny 7th,” by “ Monaughty 38rd” (3262). 

Herefords—Yearling Bulls above One and not exceeding Three Years old. 

Wu11am Tayior, Showle Court, Ledbury: First Prizg, 25/., for “ Thought- 
ful” (5063), 1 year, 9 months, 4 days-old; bred by himself; sire, ‘* Mer- 
cury ” (8967); dam, ‘‘ Young Beauty.” 

Saran Epwarps, Wintercote, Leominster, Herefordshire: Szconp Prize, 
15/., for “Sir Edward,” 1 year, 9 months, 3 weeks, 6 days-old ; bred by 
herself; sire, “‘ Winter de Cote” (4253) ; dam, ‘“‘ Young Meremaid 3rd,” 
by “ Leominster 3rd” (3211). 

Wii11am Taytor, Showle Court: Turrp Prizz, 5/., for “Taunton” (5035), 
1 year, 11 months, 1 week, 6 days-old ; bred by himself; sire, “ Triumph 
2nd” (8553); dam, “ Hazel,” by “Tom Brown ” (2828). 

Cuartes Henry Hinckesman, Charlcotte, Bridgnorth, Salop: the Reserve 
Number, to “Sir Wilfrid 2nd,” 1 year, 9 months, 4 weeks-old; bred by 
himself; sire, “Sir Wilfrid” (5000); dam, “Jessica 2nd,” by “ Agricul- 
turist ” (1842). 

Herefords—Bull Calves above Six and not exceeding Twelve Months old. 

Wiu1am Taytor, Showle Court: First Prizz, 10/., for “ Telescope,” 11 
months, 1 week-old ; bred by himself; sire, “ Tredegar” (5077) ; dam, 
“Tulip,” by “ ‘Triumph ” (2836). 
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THoMAs JAMES CaRWARDINE, Stockton, Bury, Leominster: Seconp Prize, 
5/., for “ Ben Battle,” 9 months, 1 day-old ; bred by himself; sire, “ Long- 
horns” (4711); dam, “ Florence” by “ De Cote” (3060). 

Heyry Nicuonras Epwarps, Broadward, Leominster: the Reserve Number, 
to ‘‘ Durable,” 11 months, 3 days-old ;. bred by himself; sire, “ Arkwright 
2nd” (4315); dam, “ Dahlia 4th,” by “ Philip” (8314). 

Herefords—Cows above Three Years old. 

Witi1am Toner, Adforton, Leintwardine, Herefordshire: First Prize, 20/., 
for “‘ Rosebud,” 8 years-old, in-milk ; bred by Mr. B. Rogers, ‘The Grove, 
Pembridge ; sire, ‘Sir Thomas” (2228); dam, “ Rose,” by “ North Star” 
(2138). Calved March 20, 1876. : 

THyomas THomas, St. Hilary, Cowbridge, Glamorganshire : SzconpD Prize, 
10/., for “ Rosaline,” 5 years, 11 months, 1 week, 8 days-old, in-milk 
and in-calf; bred by himself ; sire, “Sir John 8rd” (8456); dam, “ Fairy,” 
by “Shamrock ” (2750). 

Wituram Taytor, Showle Court, Ledbury, Herefordshire: Tatrp Prizg, 5/., 
for ‘‘ Hazel 3rd,” 8 years, 10 months-old, in-calf; bred by himself; sire, 
“Triumph ” (28386); dam, “ Hazel,” by “Tom Brown” (2828). 

Tue Rev. ArcHEer Cuive, Whitfield, Hereford: the Reserve Number, to 
“Satin,” 3 years, 4 months, 4 weeks-old ; bred by himself; sire, “ Baronet ” 
(8671) ; dam, “Spot,” by “ Plato” (2160). Calved February, 1876. 

Herefords —Heifers, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding Three Years old. 

THomas JAMES CARWARDINE, Stockton Bury, Leominster: First Prize, 15/, 
for “ Helena,” 2 years, 11 months, 3 weeks, 4 days-old, in-calf; bred by 
himself; sire, “De Cote” (8060); dam, “ Regina,” by “ Heart of Oak” 
(2035). 

Warren Evans, Llandowlais, Usk, Monmouthshire: Szeconp Prizz, 10/., 
for ‘‘Lady Blanche,” 2 years, 5 months, 1 week, 4 days-old, in-calf; 
bred by himself; sire, “ Von Moltke 2nd” (5127); dam, ‘“ Fairmaid,” 
by “ Prince Alfred” (8342). : 

Her Masesty THE QuEEN, Windsor Castle; Tarp Prize, 5/., for “ Duchess 
of Edinburgh,” 2 years, 10 months, 2 weeks-old, in-calf; bred by Her 
Majesty, Flemish Farm, Windsor; sire, ‘“ Prince Leopold;” dam, 
“ Adelaide 2nd,” by “Prince Leopold”: and the Reserve Number, to 
“Princess Elizabeth,” 2 years, 11 months, 1 week, 4 days-old, in-calf; 
bred by Her Majesty, Flemish Farm, Windsor; sire, “ Prince Leopold ;” 
dam, ‘ Victoria the Second,” by “ Ajax.” 

Herefords— Yearling Heifers above One and not exceeding Two Years old. 

Mrs. Epwarps, Wintercott, Leominster, Herefordshire: First Prize, 15/., 
for “Mabel,” 1 year, 11 months, 3 weeks, 5 days-old; bred by herself; 
sire, “ Winter de Cote” (4253); dam, “ Myrtle 3rd,” by “ Tomboy” 
(3546). 

Witu1am Burcuatt PerEen, Compton House, South Petherton, Somerset: 
Seconp Prize, 10/., for “ Lady Lottie,” 1 year, 11 months, 3 weeks, — 
1 day-old; bred by himself ; sire, “ Lord Lincoln” (3220); dam, ‘ Lady 
Evie,” by “ Plutarch” (3332). : 

Pamir Turner, The Leen, Pembridge, Herefordshire: Turrp Prize, 51., for 
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“ Mulberry,” 1 year, 10 months, 4 weeks, 1 day-old; bred by himself; 
sire, “Silver Boy” (3419); dam, “ Maud,” by “ Jupiter” (3191). 

Wuu1am Taytor, Showle Court, Ledbury, Herefordshire : the Reserve Number 
to “Duchess 3rd,” 1 year, 11 months, 5 days-old ; bred by himself; 
sire, “ Mercury” (3967); dam, ‘ Duchess,” by “Twin” (2284). 

Herefords—Heifer Calves above Six and under Twelve Months old. 

Mrs. Epwarps, Wintercott, Leominster: First Prizr, 15/., for “ Beatrice,” 
10 months, 1 week, 2 days-old ; bred by herself; sire, “‘ Winter de Cote” 
(4253); dam, “ Brownmaid 2nd,” by “Tomboy” (3546): and Szconp 
Prizz, 10/., for “ Leonora,” 10 months, 2 weeks, 6 days-old; bred by 
(3548) ; sire, “ Winter de Cote” (4253) ; dam, “ Lovely,” by “Tomboy” 
(3546). 

Wuu1am Harris, Llansoar Vaur, Caerleon, Monmouthshire; the Reserve 
Number, to “Rosa,” 7 months, 1 week, 3 days-old; bred by himself; 
sire, “Prince Arthur ;” dam, “ Blossom.” 

Devons—Bulls above Three Years old. 

Water Farruie, Stowey Court, Bridgwater: First Prize, 25/., for 
“Master Robin,” 4 years, 11 months, 4 weeks-old; bred by himself ; 
sire, “Master Arthur;” dam, ‘“ Verbena,” by son of “Duke of 
Somerset.” 

JouN Gouip, Bampfylde Lodge, Exeter: Szeconp Prize, 15/., for “‘ Tempter,” 
4 years, 3 months-old ; bred by the late Mr. J. Davy, Flitton Barton ; sire, 
“Duke of Flitton 4th ;” dam, “ Temptress 2nd,” by “ Duke of Cornwall.” 

Viscount Fatmoutu, Tregothnan, Probus, Cornwall: Turrp Prize, 51., for 
“ Kingcraft” (1132), 6 years, 11 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself; 
sire, “‘ Sunflower” (937); dam, ‘‘ Peach” (2095a). 

Magor R. H. Butuer, C.B., Downes, Crediton, Devon: the Reserve Number, 
to his 3 years, 3 months-old; bred by the late Mr. J. H. Buller, 
Downes. 

Devons—Bulls above Two and not exceeding Three Years old. 

_ Viscount Fatmoutu, Tregothnan, Probus, Cornwall: First Prizz, 25/., 
for “ Duke of Tregothnan,” 2 years, 11 months, 1 week-old; bred by 
himself; sire, “ Arthur” (997); dam, “ Rosa Bonheur” (3009): and 
SeconD Prize, 15/., for “'The only Jones,” 2 years, 8 months, 1 week, 
6 days-old; bred by himself; sire, “Arthur” (997); dam, ‘‘ Photo- 
graph ” (3758). 

Water Farruinc, Stowey Court, Bridgwater : Tuirp Prize, 51., for 
“ Jack,” 2 years, 4 months, 3 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire, ‘“‘ Master 
Robin ;” dam, “ Milkmaid,” by “ Master Ellic.” 

_ Mrs. Lanepon, Flitton Barton, North Molton, Devon: the Reserve Number, 
to “ Duke of Flitton 12th,” 2 years, 2 months, 3 weeks, 2 days-old ; bred 
by herself; sire, ‘Duke of Flitton 10th” (1074); dam, “‘ Temptress. 
2nd” (3070), by “ Duke of Cornwall ” (820). 

Devons—Yearling Bulls above One and not exceeding Two Years old. 

Water Farruine, Stowey Court, Bridgwater: First Prize, 25/., for 
“Master James,” 1 year, 10 months, 6 days-old; bred by himself; sire, 
“ Master Robin ;” dam, “ Cherry 3rd,” by “ Duke of Flitton 2nd.” 
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“Viscount Fatmourts, ‘l'regothnan: SEcoND Prize, 151., for “ Sirloin,” 1 year, 
8 months, 3 weeks, 2 days-old; bred by himself; sire, “ Lord of the 
Valley” (1150); dam, ‘ Peach” (2095a). 

Viscount Fatmouru, Tregothnan: the Reserve Number, to “ Romany Rye,” 
1 year, 10 months, 1 week, 1 day-old; bred by himself; sire, “ Lord of 
the Valley” (1150); dam, “ Cinnaminta” (25723). 

Devons—Bull Calves above Six and not exceeding Twelve Months-old. 

Water Farruine, Stowey Court: First Prizs, 10/., for his 8 months, 
3 weeks, 6 days-old; bred by himself; sire, “ Master Robin;” dam, 
“ Prettyface,” by ‘“ Lovely’s Duke”: and Srconp Prizn, 5/., for his 
11 months, 1 day-old; bred by himself; sire, “ Master Willie;” dam, - 
“Old Verbena’s Sister,” by “ Duke.” 

Her Masesty THE QurEn, Windsor Castle: the Reserve Number, to 
“Prince Albert Victor,” 11 months, 5 days-old; bred by Her Majesty, 
Norfolk Farm, Windsor; sire, “ Napier ;” dam, ‘‘ Rosebud,” by “ Prince 
Imperial.” 

Devons—Cows above Three Years-old. 

Watter Fartuine, Stowey Court, Bridgwater: First Prize, 20/., for 
“ Prettyface,” 3 years, 6 months, 1 week, 3 days-old, in-milk and in-calf; 
bred by himself; sire, “Lovely’s Duke; dam, “ Prettyface,” by “ Sir 
George.” Calved October 4, 1875. 

Mrs. Lanepon, Flitton Barton, North Molton, Devon: Szconp Prize, 102., 
for “ Actress 2nd” (2478), 9 years, 7 months, 1 week, 4 days-old, in- 
milk and in-calf; bred by the late Mr. Davy, Flitton Barton, North 
Molton; sire, “Duke of Flitton 3rd” (826); dam, “ Actress” (1749), 
by “Palmerston” (476). Calved October, 1875. 

Witu1am Perry, Alder, Lewdown, Devon: Tuirp Prizg, 5/., for “ Dairy- 
maid,” about 7 years, 5 months-old, in-milk; bred by Mr. J. Quartly, 
Champson, South Molton; sire, “Baronet” (781); dam, “ Dairymaid” 
(1900). Calved April 5, 1876. 

Trevor Lee Sentor, Broughton House, Aylesbury, Bucks: the Reserve 
Number, to “‘ Moss Rose Ist,” 3 years, 11 months, 3 weeks-old, in-calf; 
bred by himself ; sire, “Stowey ;” dam, ‘Moss Rose” (3716), by 
“‘Tsland Prince” (862). — 

Devons—Heifers in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding Three Years-old. 

Mrs. Lanepon, Flitton Barton, North Molton, Devon: First Prize, 15/., 
for “ Actress 8th” (3149), 2 years, 10 months, 2 weeks, 6 days-old, 
in-calf; bred by herself; sire, “Duke of Flitton 8th” (1072); dam, 
“ Actress 5th” (3146), by “ Duke of Flitton 4th ” (827). 

Her Masesty THE-QurEEN, Windsor Castle: Szeconp Prizz, 10/., for “ Flo- 
rence,” 2 years, 10 months, 5 days-old, in-calf; bred by Her Majesty, 
Norfolk Farm, Windsor; sire, “ Napier ;” dam, “ Lavender,” by “ Ola- 
rendon”: and Turrp Prizx, 5/., for “ Alice,” 2 years, 10 months, 
4 days-old, in-calf; bred by Her Majesty, Norfolk Farm, Windsor; 
sire, ‘‘ Prince Imperial ;” dam, “ Oliver 2nd,” by “ Duke.” - 
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- Devons—Y¥ earling Heifers, above One and not exceeding Two 
Years old. 

Watrter Fartuine, Stowey Court, Bridgwater: First Prize, 15/., for his 
1 year, 9 months, 2 days-old; bred by himself; sire, “ Forester ;” dam, 
“Nellie,” by ‘“ Duke.” 

Grorce Turner, Brampford Speke, Exeter: Szconp Prizz, 10/., for “ Royal 
Duchess,” ‘. year, 11 months, 3 days-old ; bred by himself ; sire, “ Duke 
of Devon;” dam, “ Lady Evlyn,” by “ Albert Victor.” 

Masor R. H. Bouuer, C.B., Downes, Crediton, Devon: Turrp Prize, 51., for 
his 1 year, 11 months-old ; bred by the late Mr. J. H. Buller, Downes. 

Trevor Lee Senror, Broughton House, Aylesbury, Bucks: the Reserve 
Number, to «Picotee 1st,” 1 year, 9 months, 3 weeks-old; bred by 
himself; sire, “ Major” (1155);; dam, “ Pink,” by “ Prince of Wales.” 

Devons—Heifer-Calves above Six and under Twelve Months-old. 

Watter Farruine, Stowey Court: First Prize, 10/., for his 9 months, 
6 days-old; bred by himself; sire, “‘ Master Willie ;” dam, “ Famous.” 

Viscount Portman, Bryanston, Blandford, Dorset: Seconp Prize, 5/., for 
“Ladybird,” 8 months, 2 weeks, 6 days-old; bred by himself; sire, 
“Duke of Plymouth” (1080); dam, “Lemon,” by “Prince Albert” 
(907). 

Mrs. Lanepon, Flitton Barton, North Molton: the Reserve Number, to 
“Temptress 6th,” 10 months, 2 weeks, 5 days-old; bred by herself; 
sire, ‘‘ Young Palmerston” (1251); dam, “‘ Temptress 3rd” (3961), by 
“ Duke of Flitton 4th” (827). 

Jerseys—Bulls above Two Years old. 

CoLONEL Wiii1AmM Barrows, The Birches, Hagley, Worcestershire: First 
PrizE, 15/., for “Madman,” dappled fawn, 2 years, 3 weeks, 6 days- 
old; bred by himself; sire, “ Rosslyn ;” dam, “Madcap,” by “ Young 
Duke.” 

Tomas Hepsury, Clapham Common, Surrey: Seconp Prizz, 10/., for 
“Silver Prince,” silver grey, 4 years, 5 months-old; bred by Mr. E. 
Birkbeck, Horsted Hall, Norfolk; sire, “Sultan ;” dam, “Myrtle,” by 
“ Collie.” 

HersertT Appincton Riegc, Wykeham Lodge, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey ; 
Tuirp Prize, 5/., for “Steel,” dark fawn, 2 years, 3 months, 3 weeks, 
5 days-old; bred by Mr. H. Drewitt, Milville, Titchfield ; sire, “ Storm 
Cloud ;” dam, “Jess.” 

Grorce Dicpy WINGFIELD Diepy, Sherborne Castle, Dorset: the Reserve 
Number to “ Prince Charlie,” silver grey, 2 years, 1 month, 2 weeks-old; 
bred by Mr. W. Amy, St. Peter’s, Jersey; sire, “ Young Yankee;” dam, 
“ Brunette.” 

Jerseys—Bulls above One and not exceeding Two Years old. 

Mrs. Lerten, Luton Hoo Park, Luton, Beds: First Prize, 15/., for ‘‘ Luton 
Hoo,” silver grey, 1 year, 11 months, 3 weeks, 3 days-old; bred by the 
late Mr. J. G. Leigh, Luton Hoo Park; sire, “Fitz Yankee;” dam, 
“Topsey.” 
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JoHN Cuartes F. Ramspey, Busbridge Hall, Godalming, Surrey: Srecoyp 
Prizz, 10/., for “ Mohawk,” black and silver grey, 1 year, 4 months, — 
6 days-old; bred by himself; sire, “ Modoc ;” dam, “ Violet.” 

Tuomas Barker MILxEr, Bishop’s Stortford: Turrp Prizs, 5/., for “ Noble- 
man,” silver grey, 1 year, 7 months, 3 weeks, 1 day-old; bred by Mr. 
Walter Gilbey; sire, ‘‘ Ducal;” dam, “Lady Grey,” by “ Clement.” 

Lorp CuesHam, Latimer, Chesham, Bucks: the Reserve Number, to “ Fan- 
faron,” silver grey, 1 year, 11 months, 4 weeks, 1 day-old; bred by 
Mr. W. Gilbey; sire, “ Banboy ;” dam, “ Fan.” 

Jerseys—Cows above Three Years old. 

GrorcE Suupson, Wray Park, Reigate: First Prize, 15/., for “ Prettymaid,” 
grey fawn, 7 years, 4 months-old, in-milk; bred, by Mr. J. Picot, St. 
John’s, Jersey. Calved April 5, 1876. 

CuRIsToPHER JoHN HumE Tower, Weald Hall, Brentwood: Srconp Prize, 
10/., for “ Victoria,” smoky fawn, aged, in-milk and in-calf; bred by 
Mr. W. Gilbey. Calved November 24, 1875. 

Grorcx Dicpy Wryerienp Diesy, Sherborne Castle: Tarrp Prize, 51., for 
“Diamond,” light fawn, 9 years, 7 months-old, in-calf; bred by Ex- 
hibitor. 

Lorp CursHam, Latimer, Chesham, Bucks: the Reserve Number, to “ Dora,” 
silver grey, 4 years, 9 months, 6 days-old, in-milk and in-calf; bred by 
himself; sire, “ Dandy ;” dam, “ Dairymaid.” Calved June 7, 1875. 

Jerseys—Heifers, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding Three Years old, 

Grorce Simpson, Wray Park, Reigate: First Prizz, 15/., for “‘ Lemon- 
peel 2nd,” greyish fawn, 2 years, 2 months, 3 weeks, 6 days-old, in-milk; 
bred by Mr. J. Le Templier, St. Clement’s, Jersey ; sire, “ Hero” (157); 
dam, ‘“‘ Lemon-peel” (754). Calved May 24, 1876. 

Ceci, Brrnarpino Dixon, The Vinery, Shirley Warren, Southampton: 
SEconD Prize, 10/., for “ Brunette,” grey fawn, 1 year, 2 months, 1 week, 
2 days-old, in-calf; bred by himself; sire, ‘‘ Hector ;” dam, “ Brownie.” 

Tur Rey. Morton SHaw, Rougham Rectory, Bury St. Edmunds, Turmp 
Prizk, 5/., for “ Lilac,’ silver grey, 1 year, 10 months, 1 week, 2 days- 
old, in-milk; bred by himself; sire, “ Ducal;” dam, “ Veronica,” by 
“Vampire 2nd.”  Calved April 9, 1876. 

Ceci, Bernarpino Drxon, The Vinery, Shirley Warren, Southampton : the 
Reserve Number, to “‘Grizette,” silver grey, 2 years, 1 month, 1 week, 
6 ie in-milk; bred by Mr. C. Vibert, St. Ouen’s, Jersey; sire, 
“ Privwe ;” dam, “ La Grise.” 

, 

Guernseys—Bulls above One Year old. 

Rosert N. G. Baker, Heavitree, Devon: First Prize, 10/., for ‘‘ Johnnie,” 
red and white, 3 years, 7 months-old; bred by Mr. Brune, Guernsey ; 
sire, “‘Champion;” dam, ‘“‘ Polly.” 

Wiutt1am Hoop Watronp, New Court, Topsham, Devon: Srconp Prize, 
51., for “ Young Duke,” yellow and white, 2 years, 8 months-old; bred 
by Mr. Rendle, Catel Farm, Guernsey ; sire, “ Billy ;? dam, “ Duchess,” 
by “ Marquis.” 

Witi1am Epwarp Firt, Kerrfield House, Winchester: the Reserve Number, 
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to “Fairlad,” yellow and white, 2 years, 1 week, 4 days-old; bred by 
4 Mr. T. Monelgried, Guernsey; sire, “ Billy ;’ dam, “ Polly.” 

Guernseys—Cows above Three Years old. 

Rosert N. G. Baker, Heavitree: First Prize, 10/., for “Nellie,” yellow 
and white, 4 years, 4 months, 2 weeks-old, in-milk; bred by Mr. 
Fallaize, Les Martins, St. Martin’s, Guernsey ; sire, “ Billy.” 

~Witiram Epwarp Firr, Kerrfield House, Winchester: Szconp Pruzg, 5/.. 
for ** Playful,” yellow and white, 4 years, 1 month, 1 week-old, in-calf ; 
breeder unknown. 

Rosert N, G. Baker, Heavitree: the Reserve Number, to “Snowdrop,” fawn 
and white, 8 years, 9 months, 2 weeks-old, in-calf; bred by himself; sire, 
“ Highland Bull;” dam, “ Primrose.” 

Guernseys—Heifers, in-milk or in-calf, not exceeding Three Years old. 

Rosert N. G. Baxer, Heavitree: First Prize, 10/., for “ Rose,” red and 
white, 2 years, 5 months, 1 week, 4 days-old, in-milk; bred by Mr. 
Galluine, Guernsey; sire, “ Johnnie.” Calved in April: and the Reserve 
Number, to “Lady Elizabeth,” fawn, 2 years, 2 months, 2 weeks-old, 
in-calf; bred by Mr. Ogier, Guernsey ; sire, “ Excelsior.” 

Sussex—Bulls above Three Years old. 

Joun Turvitn, Hartley Park Farm, Alton, Hants: Firsr Prize, 152., for 
“Tom,” 3 years, 5 months, 3 weeks, 1 day-old; bred by himself; dam, 
“ Daisy.” 

Epwarp and Atrrep Sranrorp, Eatons, Ashurst, Steyning, Sussex: SEcoND 
Prizz, 10/., for “ Dorchester,” 4 years, 7 months, 3 weeks-old; bred by 
themselves ; sire, “ Volunteer; dam, ‘‘ Mary Fern.” 

James Brasy, Maybanks, Rudgwick, Sussex: the Reserve Number, to 
“Grand Duke 2nd” (202), 3 years, 10 months, 1 week, 4 days-old ; 
bred by Mr. Agate, West Street, Horsham; sire, ‘ Grand Duke” (183) : 
dam, “ Pera” (1350). 

Sussez— Bulls above Two and not exceeding Three Years old. 

Henry Hersert Hamwonp, Horsell, Woking Station, Surffty: First Prize, 
15/., for “‘ Hartley 1st,’ 2 years, 8 months, 2 weeks, 2 days-old; bred 
by Mr. J. Turvill, of Hartley Park Farm, Alton; sire, “ Hartley ; dam, 
“Colly.” 

Cnartes WHITEHEAD, Barming House, Maidstone: Seconp Prize, 10/., for 
_ “May-Duke” (252), 2 years, 8 months, 2 weeks, 1 day-old; bred, by 

Mr. R. Durrant, Froghole, Mayfield, Sussex; dam, “ Curly Smith No, 4.” 

JAMES Brasy, Maybanks, Rudgwick: the Reserve Number, to “ Headley” 
(248), 2 years, 7 months, 2 weeks, 4 days-old; bred by Mr. J. Turvill, 
Hartley Park, Alton; sire, “Hartley; dam, “Gentle,” by ‘“ West- 
miuster” (138). 

Sussexc— Yearling Bulls above One and not exceeding Two Years old. 

_ Georee Smrrx, Raddockhurst, Crawley, Sussex: First Prize, 102., for 
“Young Hartley,” 1 year, 11 months, 2 wecks-old; bred by himself; 
sire, “ Hartley ;” dam, “ Young Broad,” by “ Slinfold.” 
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JoHN AND ALFRED Heasman, Avgmering, Arundel, Sussex: Szconp Prize, 
5l., for “ Croydon ” (245), 1 year, 11 months, 3 weeks, 4 days-old ; bred 
by themselves ;” sire, “ Lord of Lorne” (207), dam, “ Reeve.” 

CHARLES WHITEHEAD, Barming House, Maidstone: the Reserve Number, to 
“ Kentish Red No. 2,” 1 year, 3 months-old; bred by himself; sire, 

“ Kentish Red No. 1” (188); dam, ‘“‘ Whiteheart.” 

Sussexz—Cows above Three Years old. 

Cartes Cup, Park House, Slinfold, Horsham, Sussex: First Prize, 
15/., “Jewel,” 5 years, 6 months, 2 weeks, 3 days-old, in-milk and 
in-calf; bred by himself; sire, “ Baron” (163); dam, “Jewess,” by 
““ Bouncer ” (124). Calved Nov. 24, 1875. 

EpwarD AND ALFRED STANFORD, Hatons, Ashurst, Steyning: Srconp Prizz, 
10/., for “ Dorset,” 6 years-old, in-calf; bred by themselves; sire, 
“ Young Westminster.” 

AtrrepD AGATE, West Street, Horsham: the Reserve Number, to “ Anu- 
burn,” 4 years, 8 months, 5 days-old, in-calf ; bred by himself; sire, 
“ Grand Duke” (183); dam, “Grand Duchess” (1169), by “ Crown 
Prince.” 

Sussec—Heifers in-milk or in-calf, above Two and not exceeding Three 
Years old. 

AurreD AGATE, West Street, Horsham: First Prize, 15/., for “ Honesty 
Ist,” 2 years, 7 months, 1 week-old, in-calf; bred by himself; sire, 
“ Alfred 2nd” (177); dam, ‘“ Honesty ” (1338). 

EDWARD AND ALFRED STANFORD, Eatons, Ashurst, Steyning : Szconp Prize, 
10/., for “ Rosedew,” 2 years, 11 months, 4 days-old, in-calf; bred by 
himself ; sire, “‘ Dorchester.” 

JAMES Brapy, Maybanks, Rudgwick, Sussex: the Reserve Number, to 
“Pink 8rd,” 2 years, 5 months, 3 weeks, 8 days-old, in-calf; bred by 
Mr. G. Smith, Paddockburst, Crawley; sire, “ Esquire;” dam, “ Pink 
2nd,” by ‘* Young Sultan.” 

Sussec—Yearling Heifers, above One and not exceeding Two Years old. 

EDWARD AND ALFRED STANFORD, Eatons, Ashurst, Steyning: First Prize, 
10/., for “ Rosedew 2nd,” 1 year, 11 months, 2 weeks, 2 days-old; bred 
by themselves ; sire, “‘ Dorchester.” 

BiakE Duke, Lyminster, Arundel, Sussex: Seconn Prize, 5/., for “ Young 
Barmaid” (1673), 1 year, 10 months, 3 weeks-old; bred by himself; 
sire, “Sir Roger” (194); dam, “ Barmaid” (1286), by “ Berry the 
Younger.” . 

AurrED AGATE, West Street, Horsham: the Reserve Number, to “ Adelaide 
5th,” 1 year, 9 months, 4 days-old; bred by himself; sire, “ Allred 
2nd” (177); dam, “ Adelaide 3rd” (1372). 

Longhorns—Bulls over Two Years old.* 

Tue Duke or Buckincuam AnD Cuanpos, Stowe, Buckingham: First 
Prize, 201., for “Conqueror 8rd,” brindle and white, 4 years, 11 

months, 8 weeks old; bred by himself; sire, “ Young Conqueror ;” dam, 
“ Lady.” ; = 
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Preperick Tomuinson, Southwood, Ticknall, Derbyshire: Szconp Prize, 
10/., for ‘‘ Peeping Tom,” brindled, 3 years, 1 month-old ; bred by Mr. 
Weston, Whitacre, Warwickshire. 

Wru1amM Smiru Sxaw, Fradley Old Hall, Lichfield: Turrp Prize, 5/., for 
“ Farl of Upton 7th,” light brindled, 4 years, 8 months, 2 weeks, 2 days- 
old; bred by Mr. R. H. Chapman, St. Asaph; sire, “ Earl of Warwick ;” 
dam “ Lady Upton 73rd,” by “ Old Sparkenhoe.” 

Samve. Forrest, She Chase, Kenilworth, the Reserve Number, to “ Crown 
Prince,” red and white, 6 years, 3 months, 2 weeks, 4 days-old; bred by 
Mr. J. H. Burbery, Montague House, Kenilworth ; dam, ‘ Daisy.” 

Longhorns—Bulls over One, and not exceeding Two Years old.* 

| Tse Duke or Buckinenam anv CHanpos, Stowe: First Prize, 10/., for 
| “The Marquis,” brindle and white, 1 year, 3 months, 4 days-old; bred 

by himself; sire, “ Conqueror 3rd ;” dam, ‘ Wildfire.” 

Joun Goprrey, Wigston Parva, Hinckley, Leicestershire: Szconp Prizg, 51., 
for “Tiger,” red and white, 1 year, 5 days-old; bred by himself; sire, 
“Blue Knight ;” dam, “ Daisy,” by “ Shakespere.” 

Tue Duxs or BucktncHam anv CHANDos, Stowe: the Reserve Number, to 
“Earl of Dadford,” brindle, 1 year, 2 months, 3 days-old; bred by 
himself; sire, “Earl of Upton 3rd;” dam, “ Rose,” by “ Earl of War- 
wick.” 

Longhorns—Cows over Three Years old.* 

Samuet Forrest, The Chase, Kenilworth: Frrsr Prizx, 20/., for “ Lady,” 
brindle and white, 6 years, 3 months, 5 days-old, in-milk and in-call’; 
calved October 22, 1875 ; dam, ‘* Beauty”: and Seconp Prizz, 10/., for 
“ Bluebell,” brindle and white, 6 years, 2 months, 1 week, 3 days-old, 
in-milk, calved Feb.*25, 1876: both bred by Mr. J. H. Burbery, Mon- 
tague House, Kenilworth ; dam, “ Bluebell.” 

THomas SarcHwELL, Hernfield, Knowle, Warwickshire: Tutrp Prize, 51., 
for “‘ Rosemary,” red and white, 3 years, 2 months, 2 weeks-old, in-milk ; 
calved May 20, 1876; bred by himself; sire, “ Red Lion ;’ dam, 
** Valentine,” by ‘‘ Monarch”: and the Reserve Number, to “ Lady 
Forest,” red, 3 years, 2 months, 3 weeks old, in-milk; bred by himselt; 
sire, “ Red Lion;” dam, ‘‘ Brindle Beauty,” by ‘“ Peeping Tom.” Calved 
March 26, 1876. 

Longhorns—Heifers, in-Milk or in-Calf, over Two and not exceeding 
Three Years old.* 

Tue Duke or BuckIncHAM AND CHANDOs, Stowe: First Prizx, 20/., for 
“Lady Twycross,” red and white, 2 years, 10 months, 3 weeks, 6 days- 
old, in-calf; bred by himself; sire, “ Conqueror 3rd ;” dam, “ Wildfire” : 
and Srconp Prizz, }0/., for ‘“‘ Barmaid,” brindle, 2 years, 9 months, 
2 weeks, 3 days-old, in-calf; bred by himself; sire, “Couqueror 3rd ;” 
dam, “ Negress 2nd.” 

FrEpERIcK Tomiinson, Southwood, Ticknall, Derbyshire: Tutrp Prize, 5/., 
for “‘ Lady Westou,” red and white, 2 years, 4 months-old, in-calf; bred 
by Mr. Weston, Whitacre, Warwickshire: and the Reserve Number, 
to “ Loophorn 4th,” strawberry, 2 years, 2 months, 1 week, 6 days-old, 

g2 
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in-calf; bred by himself; sire, “ Conqueror ; ;’ dam, ‘ Loophorn,” © 
“ Duke.” 

Longhorns—- Heifers not exceeding Two Years old.* 

THe DUKE OF BuckINGHAM AND CHanpos, Stowe: First Prize, 20/., for — 
“Countess of Temple,” brindle and white, 1 year, 10 months, 4 davs- 
old; bred by himself ; sire, “ Conqueror 3rd;” dam, ‘ Lady Mary,” by | 
“ Young Conqueror.” 

Wit1am Neate Berry, Stoke Golding, Hinckley, Leicestershire: Szconp — a 
Prize, 10/., for ‘ Pride of the Park,” brindle, 1 year, 2 months, 1 day- 
old ; bred by Mr. Nicholas E. ‘Taverner, Upton Park, Nuneaton; si 
“ Brindled Boy ;” dam, “ Beauty,” by Mr. Chapman’s “ Wild Bull”: and 
TuirD Prize, 5/., for “ Weston’s Farewell,” red and white, 1 year, 2. 
months, 3 weeks, 1 day-old; bred by himself; sire, “ Royal Duke of Upton 
1st ;” dam “ Damsel,” by “ Upton Hero.” 

Tuomas SarcHweLt, Hernfield, Knowle: the Reserve Number, to “ Bloom,” 
dark brindle and white, 1 year, 3 months, 3 weeks-old ; bred by himself: 
sire, ‘ Ranger ;” dam, “ Blossom,” by “‘ Peeping Tom.” > 

Pairs of Dairy Cows, in-Milk, over Three Years old.* 

Nicuarp Srrarron, The Duffryn, Newport, Mon.,: First Prize, 251., for ra 
“ Alice,” roan (Shorthorn), 7 years, 4 months-old ; sire, “ Orontes” 
(24, 695); “ Hanwern 2nd,” roan (Shorthorn), 6 years 5 days-old ; 
“ Orontes ” (24,695) ; both bred by himself. 

Tuomas Kinestey, Boar’s Croft, Tring, Herts: Srconp Prizz, 151, P = 
“ Lady Knightley,” roan (Shorthorn), 9 years, 2 wreaks 4 days-old ; “Old 
Seraphina,” roan (Shorthorn), 10 years, 5 months, 2 weeks, 4 days-old; 
both bred by himself. 

Tuomas SratTrer, Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester: Tutrp Prize, 107. 
for his red and white (Ayrshires) ; ; ages and bfeeders unknown: and the e 
Reserve Number, to his red and white (Ayrshires) ; ages and breeder: 
unknown. 

Dairy Cows, in-Milk, over Three Years old.* 

Wr11smM Herbert Woprenouse, Woolmers Park, Hertford: First Prize, 
15l., for “ Countess,” roan (Shorthorn), 8 years, 2 months, 1 week, 1 
day-old, in-milk and in- -calf, calved January 7, 1876; bred by himself; 
sire, “Archdale” (21, 183); dam “ Lily,” by son of the “ Duke of 
Argyle” (11,375). 

CuarLes CocswELL, Plimyard Manor, Eastham, Cheshire: Seconp Prize, 
10/., for his roan, 5 years, 4 months-old, in-milk and in-calf, calved 
September, 1875; bred by Mr. Torr, Blankfield Farm, Eastham. 

Tuomas StaTrer, Stand Hall: Tuirp Prize, 5/., for his Yorkshire; age and 
breeder unknown. 

‘THOMAS KINGSLEY, Boar’s Croft, Tring: the Reserve Number, to “Sera- 
phina ist,” roan (Shorthorn), 9 years, 2 weeks, 4 days-old, due to calve 
July 1st; bred by himself. 
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SHEEP. 

Leicesters —Shearling Rams. 

GerorcE Turner, Brampford Speke, Exeter: First Prize, 20/., for his 
1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself. 

Gezorce Turver, jun., Thorpelands, Northampton: Seconp Prize, 10/., for 
his 1 year, 3 months-old: and Tuirp Prize, 5/., for his 1 year, 
3 months-old ; both bred by himself. 

Wiiu1am Brown, High Gate House, Holme-on-Spalding-Moor, Yorkshire: the 
feserve Number, to his 1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself. 

Leicesters—Rams of any other age. 

GrorcE TurNER, jun., Thorpelands: First Prize, 20/., for his 3 years, 
3 months-old; bred by himself. 

Robert WARD CRESSWELL, Ravenstone, Ashby-de-la-Zouch: Seconp Prize, 
101., for his 3 years, 4 months-old: Tarrp Prize, 5/., for his 3 years, 
4 months-old: and the Reserve Number to his 2 years, 4 months-old ; 
all bred by himself. 

Leicesters—Pens of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same Flock. 

Witi1am Brown, High Gate House, Holme-on-Spalding-Moor, Yorkshire : 
First Prize, 15/., for his 1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by 
himself. 

GEORGE TURNER, jun., Thorpelands, Northampton: Srconp Prize, 10/., for 
his 1 year, 3 months-old ; bred by himself. 

Tuomas Marris, Croxton, Ulceby, Lincolnshire: Turrp Prize, 5/., for his 
1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by the late Mr. Charles Marris, 
Croxton. 

Mason R. H. Bunter, C.B., Downes, Crediton, Devonshire: the Reserve 
Number, to his 1 year, 3 months, 3 weeks-old ; bred by himself. 

Cotswolds—Shearling Rams. 

‘Tuomas Brown, Marham Hall, Downham Market: First Prize, 201, for his 
1 year, 4 months, 2 weeks-old: and Seconp Prize, 10/., for his 1 year, 
4 months, 2 weeks-old; both bred by himself. 

Samvet SmitH, Somerton, Deddington, Oxon: Turrp Prize, 5/., for his 
1 year, 3 months, 3 weeks-old; bred by himself. 

Iussett Swanwick, the Royal Agricultural College Farm, Cirencester: the 
Reserve Number, to his 1 year, 5 months-old; bred by himself. 

Cotswolds—Rams of any other Age. 

RusseiL Swanwick, the Royal Agricultural College Farm, Cirencester: First 
Prize, 201., for his 2 years, 5 months-old: Szconp Prize, 10/., for his 
3 years, 5 months-old: and the Reserve Number, to his 2 years, 5 
months-old; all bred by himself. 

Cotswolds— Pens of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same Flock. 

Russewt Swanwick, the Royal Agricultural Farm, Cirencester: First Prize, 
: 151.; for his 1 year, 5 months-old: Seconp Prize, 10/., for his 1 year, 
- 
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5 months-old: and Tsrrp Prizz, 5/., for his 1 year, 5 months-old: — 
all bred by himself. 

Samve. Smita, Somerton, Deddington, Oxfordshire: the Reserve Number, 
to his ages various; bred by himself. 

Lincolns—Shearling Rams. 

Epwarp Joun Howarp, Nocton Rise, Nocton, Lincoln: First Prize, 20/., 
for his 1 year, 4 months-old; bred by himself. 

Wi11am Francis Marsuauu, Branston, Lincoln: Szconp Prizz, 10/., for 
his 1 year, 4 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself. 

Tomas Witiiam DanteL Harris, Wootton, Northampton: Tarrp Prizz, 
51., for his 1 year, 4 months-old; bred by himself. 

Henry Smiru, The Grove, Cropwell Butler, Bingham, Notts: the Reserve | 
Number, to his 1 year, 4 months-old ; bred by himself; sire, “'T. C.” 

Lincolns—Rams of any other Age. 

Joun Byron, Kirkby Green, Sleacombe, Lincolnshire: First Prize, 20/., 
for his 2 years, 3 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself, 

Witiam and Henry Dupprine, Panton House, Wragby: Szconp Prize, 10/., 
for their 3 years, 3 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by themselves, 

Rosery Wricut, Nocton Heath, Lincolnshire: Tumrp Prize, 5/., for his 3 
years, 4 months-old ; bred by the late Mr. Kemp, Thurlby Grange, Alford. 

Joun Pears, Mere, Lincoln: the Reserve Number, to his 3 years, 4 months- 
old; bred by himself. 

Lincolns—Pens of Five Shearling Ewes of the same Flock. 

THomAs GUNNELL, Willow House, Milton, Cambridge: First Prize, 15/., 
for his 1 year, 4 months-old; bred by himself. 

Epwarp Joun Howarp, Nocton Rise, Nocton, Lincolnshire: Szconp Prize, 
10/., for his 1 year, 4 months-old: and Turrp Prize, 5/., for his 1 year, 
4 months-old; all bred by himself. 

Joun Pears, Mere, Lincoln: the Reserve Number, to his 1 year, 4 months- 
old; bred by himself, 

Oxfordshire Downs—Shearling Rams. 

Apert Brassey, Heythrop Park, Chipping Norton: First Prize, 20/., for 
his 1 year, 4 months-old ; bred by himself. 

A. F. Miuron Druce, Twelve Acres, Eynsham, Oxon: Seconp Prize, 10/., 
for his 1 year, 5 months-old ; bred by himself. ; 

Georce Wa tus, Old Shifford, Bampton, Faringdon: Tumep Pruzx, 51., for 
his 1 year, 5 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself. 

Joun 'I'READWELL, Upper Winchendon, Aylesbury: the Reserve Number, to 
his about 1 year, 4 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself. 

Oxfordshire Downs—Rams of any other Age. 

A. F. Miuron Druce, Twelve Acres, Eynsham: First Prize, 207., for his 
“Freeland,” 2 years, 5 months-old; bred by himself; sire, “ Burgh- 
field.” 
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_ GerorcE WALLIs, Old Shifford, Bampton, Faringdon: Seconp Prize, 10/., fcr 
his 3 years, 5 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself. 

A. F. Miron Drucr, Twelve Acres, Eynsham: Tuirp Prize, 5/., for 
“ Woodstock,” 2 years, 5 months-old ; bred by himself; sire, “ Hull.” 

JOHN TREADWELL, Upper Winchendon, Aylesbury: the Reserve Number, to 
““Whiteleg,” about 2 years, 4 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire, 
“ Royal Hull.” 

Oxfordshire Downs—Pens of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same Flock. 

A. F. Mitton Druce, Twelve Acres, Eynsham: First Prize, 15/., for his 
1 year, 5 months-old; bred by himself. 

JoHN TREADWELL, Upper Winchendon, Aylesbury: Second Prize, 10/., for 
his about 1 year, 4 months, 2 weeks-old: and Tarrp Prize, 51, for his 
about 1 year, 4 months, 2 weeks-old; all bred by himself. 

Apert Brassey, Heythrop Park, Chipping Norton, Oxon: the Reserve 
Number, to his 1 year, 4 months-old; bred by himself. 

Southdowns—Shearling Rams. — 

Lorp WatstycHaM, Merton Hall, Thetford: First Prize, 20/., for his 1 
year, 4 months-old: and Seconp Prize, 10/., for his 1 year, 4 months- 
old ; both bred by himself. 

Sir Nicnotas Wi.1am Turockmorton, Bart., Buckland, Faringdon, Berk- 
shire: Tutrp Prize, 5/., for his 1 year, 4 months-old; bred by himself. 

Lorp WatstncHam, Merton Hall: the Reserve Number, to his1 year, 4 
months-old ; bred by himself. 

Southdowns—Rams of any other Age. 

Lorp WatstNcHam, Merton Hall: First Prize, 20/., for his 2 years, 
4 months-old; bred by himself. 

JEREMIAH JAMES ComMAN, M.P., Carrow House, Norwich: Seconp Prizg, 10/., 
for his 2 years, 4 months-old; bred by himself. 

Lorp WatstycuaM, Merton Hall: Turirp Prizz, 5/., for his 2 years, 4 months- 
old: and the Reserve Number to his 2 years, 4 months-old; both bred 
by himself. 

Southdowns—Pens of Five Shearling Ewes, of the same Flock. 

Lorp Watsrynenam, Merton Hall: Frest Prize, 15/., for his 1 year, 4 months- 
old; bred by himself. 

Sm Nicpotas Witi1amM Turockmorton, Bart., Buckland, Faringdon, Berk- 
; shire: Szconp Prize, 10/., for his 1 year, 4 months-old; bred by 

himself. 

JEREMIAH JAMES Cotman, M.P., Carrow House, Norwich: Turrp Prize, 5/., 
for his 1 year, 4 months-old ; bred by himself. 

Tue Dvuxe or RichMoND AND Gorpon, K.G., Goodwood, Chichester: the 
Reserve Number, to his 1 year, 4 months-old; bred by himself. 
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Shropshires—Shearling Rams. 

Joun Wauireroot Minron, Forton, Shrewsbury: First Prize, 20/., for his 
1 year, 4 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire, “‘ Duke of Bed- 
ford.” 

Lorp CursHam, Latimer, Chesham, Bucks : Seconp Prizx, 10/., for his 
1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire, ‘ Lord Kingston.” 

Henry James SHELDON, Brailes House, Shipton-on-Stour: Turrp Prize, 6/., 
for his about 1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself. 

THomas FEnn, Stonebrook House, Ludlow: the Reserve Number, to his 1 
year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself. 

Shropshires—Rams of any other Age. 

Heyxry TownsHEND, Caldicote Hall, Nuneaton: First Prize, 20/1, for 
“Example,” 2 years, 3months-old; bred by himself. 

Epwarp Crane, Shrawardine, Shrewsbury : Srconp Prizx, 10/., for “ Colum- 
bus,” 2 years, 3 months, 3 weeks-old; bred by himself. 

Henry James SuHEwpon, Brailes House: THtrp Prizx, 5/., for his about 
2 years, 3 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself. 

Wintram Baker, Moor Barns, Atherstone: the Reserve Number, to his 
2 years, 3 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire, “‘larquin.” 

Shropshires—Pens of Five Shearling Ewes of the same Flock. 

Lorp Cursuam, Latimer, Chesham, Bucks: First Prize, 15/., for his 1 year, 
3 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself, 

Mrs. Beacu, The Hattons, Brewood, Staffs: Srconp Prizr, 10/., for her 
1 year, 4 months-old; bred by herself. 

Mrs. Smirxy, New House, Sutton Maddock, Shifnal: Tamp Prizp, 5/., for her 
1 year, 3 months, 3 weeks-old ; bred by herself. 

CuarLEes Byrp, Littywood, Stafford: the Reserve Number, to his 1 year, 
4 months-old; bred by himself. 

Shropshires—Pens of Ten Ewes.* 

Mrs. Bracu, The Hattons, Brewood: First Prize, 20/., for her various ages; 
bred by herself. . 

‘'nomas JAMES MansEtt, Dudmaston Lodge, Bridgnorth: Srconp Prizk, 
10/., for his various ages; bred by himself. 

‘'nomas ManseEtt, Ercall Park, Wellington, Salop: Tuirp Pnizp, 5/., for his 
various ages; bred by himself. ’ 

Mrs. Smiru, New House, Sutton Maddock, Shifnal: the Reserve Nwmber, to 
her various ages ; bred by herself. 

Shropshires—Pens of Ten Ewe Lambs.* 

Mrs. Bracu, The Hattons, Brewood: Firsy Prize, 200. ; bred by herself. ‘ 

Thomas JAMES Mansett, Dudmaston Lodge, Bridgnorth: Srconn Prizn, 
101. ; bred by himself. 

Cures Byrn, Littywood, Stafford ; Tump Prizr, 5/.; bred by himself. 
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_ Mrs. Surrg, New House, Sutton Maddock, Shifnal: the Reserve Number; 
bred by herself. 

Shropshires—Pens of Five Ram Lambs.* 

Mrs. Bracu, The Hattons, Brewood: First Prizx, 20/.; bred by herself. 

CuarEs Byrp, Littywood, Stafford: Szconp Prize, 10/.; bred by himself. 

THomas ManseEtt, Ercall Park, Wellington, Salop: Turrp Prize, 5/.; bred 
by himself. 

JosEPpH Puuiey, Lower Eaton, Hereford: the Reserve Number; bred by 
himself. 

Shropshires—Pens of Five Yearling Wethers.* 

Lorp CaEsHAM, Latimer, Chesham: First Prize, 20/., for his 1 year, 3 
months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself; sire, ‘‘ Marquis of Bute.” 

Mrs. Bracu, The Hattons, Brewood: Secoxp Prizg, 10/., for her 1 year, 
3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by herself. 

Tue Hart or Zernanp, Aske, Richmond, Yorkshire: Tuorrp Prizx, 5/., for 
his 1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks-old ; bred by himself. 

Witi1am Yates, Grindle House, Shifnal: the Reserve Number, to his 1 year, 
4 months-old; bred by Mr. George Robinson, Whiston, Shifnal. 

Shropshires—The Exhibitor who secures the greatest number of Marks 
in all the Classes.* 

Mrs. Beacu: Puare, value 28/. 

Hampshires and other Short Wools—Shearling Rams. 

ALFRED Morrison, Fonthill House, Visbury, Wilts: First Prize, 201., for his 
Hampshire Down, 1 year, 4 months, 2 weeks-old: and Srconp Prize, 
10/., for his Hampshire Down, 1 year, 4 months, 1 week-old; both bred 
by himself. 

GerorcE Woop Homer, Athelhampton Hall, Dorchester: the Reserve Number, 
to his Dorsetshire Down, ‘“ Burleston,” 1 year, 4 months, 3 weeks-old ; 
bred by himself; sire, “ Progress.” 

Hampshires and other Short Wools—Rams of any other Age. 

Tsomas CHapMAN SAUNDERS, Watercombe, Dorchester: Frrst Prize, 20/., for 
his West Country Down, 2 years, 5 months-old: and Srconp Prize, 
10/., for his West Country Down, ‘“‘ Royal Osborne” 2 years, 5 months- 
old; both bred by himself. 

ALFRED Morrison, Fonthill House: the Reserve Number, to his Hampshire 
Down, 2 years, 4 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by himself. : 

Hampshires and other Short Wools—Pens of Five Shearling Ewes, of the 
same Flock. 

‘Tnomas CoapmMan SAUNDERS, Watercombe: First Prize, 15/., for his West 
Country Down, | year, 5 months, 1 week-old; bred by himself. 

Grorce Woop Homer, Athelhampton Hall, Dorchester: Szconp Prize, 10/., 
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for his Dorsetshire Down, 1 year, 4 months, 3 weeks-old; bred by hin 
self, See 

JoHN WattTerR, M.P., Bearwood, Wokingham, Berks: the Reserve 
to his Hampshire Down, 1 year, 6 weeks-old; bred by himself, 

PIGS. 

Large White Breed—Boars above Six and not escediliaa Twelve 
Months old. 

Tue Eart or ELLesmere, Worsley Hall, Manchester: Frest Prize, 102, for 
his 11 months, 3 weeks, 5 days-old; bred by himself. 

Jacos Dove, Hambrook House, Hambrook, Bristol: Secoxp cag or 
his 10 months, 2 2 weeks, 3 days-old; tired. by himself; sire, “ Sams 
2nd ;” dam, “ Bulldog.” : 

Rosert Tomas, Winson pee Birmingham: the Reserve Number, to 
“The Shah,” 11 months, 2 weeks, 3 days-old ; bred by himself; sire, 
“ Jerry ;” dam, “ Winson Green Lass ;” sire of dam, “Samson.” 

Large White Breed—Boars above Twelve Months old. 

Tue Ear or ELLesMERE, Worsley Hall, Manchester: First Prvg, | 
his 4 years, 10 months, 2 weeks, 4 days- -old; bred by Mr. J. B 
Idle, Leeds. 

RicHaRD Exmuirst DuckErtne, Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey: Seconp Prize, 
51., for “ Cultivator,” 1 year, 11 months, 1 week-old; bred by himself. 

Tue Eart or ELiesMere, Worsley Hall: the Reserve Number; age and 
breeder unknown. 

Large White Breed—Pens of Three Breeding Sow Pigs. 

Jonn Goprrey, Wigston Parva, Hinckley: First Prize, 100, for his 5 
months, 3 weeks, 5 days-old ; bred by himself; dam, “‘ Carhead.” 

-Jonn Hickey, Dunchurch, Rugby: Seconp Prizz, 5I., for his 5 months, 
. 4 weeks-old; bred by himself: sire, “ Bedford ;? dam, “Star ;” sire 0 
dam, ‘‘ Dunsmore.” 

Jacos Dove, Hambrook House, Bristol : the Reserve Number, to his 5 mon 
2 weeks, 3 days-old; bred by himself; sire, “Monarch;” 
“ Blanche.” 

Large White Breed—Breeding Sows. 

Tue Eant or Evresmere, Worsley Hall: Finsr Prize, 10/.; age and 
unknown. 

Ricuarp Extmutnst DucKerine, Northorpe: Seconp Prize, 5/., for “ seal 
2 years, 10 months, 3 weeks-old; bred by himself. 

Jacop Dovre, Hambrook House: the Reserve Number, to his 2 years, 
months, 3 weeks, 3 days-old ; in-pig ; bred by himself. 

Small White Breed—Boars above Six and not exceeding Twelve 
Months old. ashe 

Jacos Dove, Hambrook House, Hambrook, Bristol: First Prize, -10t, ot 
his 10 months, 3 weeks, 6 day s-old ; breeder unknown. 

a 
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Peter Epen, Cross Lane, Salford, Manchester: Szconp Prizz, 5/., for his 
10 months, 3 weeks, 3 days-old; bred by himself; sire, “King;” dam, - 
“Rosy ;” sire of dam, “ Young Prince.” 

GrorcE Mumrorp Sexton, Wherstead Hall, Ipswich: the Reserve Number, 
to “ Snowball 10th,” 9 months, 4 weeks, 1 day-old ; bred by himself; sire, 
“ Disturbance ;” sire of dam, ‘‘ Snowball’s Son.” 

Small White Breed—Boars above Twelve Months old. 

Tue Earu or EvLEesMERE, Worsley Hall: First Prize, 102., for his about 2 
years-old ; bred by himself. 

Pretrer Even, Cross Lane, Salford, Manchester: Srconp Prizg, 5/., for 
“David,” 1 year, 11 months, 3 days-old; bred by Mr. John Roberts, 
Newton Heath, Lancashire; sire, “ Jimmy Tucker ;” dam, ‘“ Lucy ;” sire 
of dam, “‘ Young Wonder.” 

Ricnarp Exmurirst Duckertne, Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey: the Reserve 
Number, to “Champion,” 2 years, 5 months, 2 weeks-old; bred by Mr. 
J. Harrison, Denton, Lancashire. 

Small White Breed—Pens of Three Breeding Sow Pigs. 

CHARLES CHARLWooD, Padworth, Reading: First Prize, 10/., for his 5 
months, 3 weeks, 6 days-old; bred by himself; sire, “Sir Padworth No. 
7;” dam, “‘ Lady Inlease 2nd ;” sire of dam, “ Inglewood No. 4.” 

Tue Eart or ELLESMERE, Worsley Hall: Srconp Prizx, d/., for his 4 months, 
1 week-old ; bred by himself. 

Lorp Moreton, Tortworth Court, Falfield: the Reserve Number, to his 
4 months, 2 weeks, 1 day-old; bred by himself; sire, “Brother to 
Triumph ;” dam, “ Ruffy ;” sire of dam, “ Young Sam.” 

Small White Breed—Breeding Sows. 

Tue Haru or ELLESMERE, Worsley Hall: Frest Prize, 10/7. for his 2 year- 
old; bred by himself. 

Jacos Dove, Hambrook House, Bristol: Szconp Prize, 5/., for his about 
3 year-old ; breeder unknown. 

Tue Eart or Exiesmere, Worsley Hall: the Reserve Number, to his 1 year, 
6 months-old ; in-pig; bred by himself. 

Small Black Breed—Boars above Six and not exceeding Twelve 
Months old. 

THE Hart or Portsmoutu, Eggesford House, Wembworyth, Devon: First 
Prize, 10/., for “‘ Gem,” 11 months, 4 days-old; bred by himself; dam, 
“ Black Diamond”: and Seconp Prize, 5/., for “ Prince,” 10 months, 
1 week, 2 days-old; bred by himself; dam, ‘‘ Queen.” 

Grorce Mumrorp Sexton, Wherstead Hall, Ipswich: the Reserve Number 
to “ Bruce,” 11 months, 3 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire, “ Prince 

” Charlie ;” dam, “ Adventuress ;” sire of dam, “‘ Adventurer.” 

Small Black Breed—Boars above Twelve Months old. 

GrorGe Mumrorp Sexton, Wherstead Hall: First Prizg, 10/., for “ Kimber,” 
1 year, 3 months, 2 days-old; bred by himself; sire,‘ Prince Charlie;” 
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sire of dam, “ Blair Athol ” : and SEconp Prizr, 5/., for “ Thunder,” about 
2 years-old ; bred by himself; sire, “ Adventurer.” ; 

pins Rose, Melton Magna, Wymondham, Norfolk: the Reserve Number, 
wad Othello,” 1 year, 3 months, 2 weeks, 5 days-old; bred by nina 

ah “ Son of Gladiateur ;” dam, « Truth 1st ;” sire of dam, “Adventurer.” 

Small Black Breed—Breeding Sous. 

Wituiam WHEELER, Long Compton, Shipston-on-Stour: First Prize, 100, 
for his 2 year-old ; ‘bred by the late Mr. J. Wheeler and Sons, Long 
Compton. | 

GrorcE Mumrorp Sexton, Wherstead Hall, Ipswich: Sxconp Prize, 51, . 
for “Levant,” 1 year, 10 months, 1 week-old ; bred by himself; sire, 
“ Holy Friar :” dam, “ Apology : sire of dam, Adventurer”: and the ‘ 
Reserve Number, to “La Seine,” 1 year, 3 months, 1 week-old; in-pig; 
ee iJ himself; sire, “ Knight of the Garter; ” sire of dam, “Blair 
Athol.” 

Berkshire Breed—Boars above Six and not exceeding Twelve Months old. 

Artour Stewart, Saint Bridge Farm, Gloucester: First Prize, 10/., for 
“ Crown Prince 3rd,” 9 months, 4 weeks-old ; bred by himself; sire, 
“ Robin Hood ;” dam, “ Princess ‘bth ;” sire of dam, “Tim Whiffler” 
and SEconD Prize, 5l., for “ Crown Prince 2nd,” 9 months, 4 weeks-old 5 
bred by himself; sire, “ Robin Hood ;” dam, “ Princess 5th ;” sire of dam, 
“Tim Whifiler.” 

Heber HUMFREY, Kingstone Farm, Shrivenham, Berks: the Reserve Number, 
toss May breeze,” 11 months, 2 2 weeks, 1 day-old ; bred by himself; sire. 
“Lineal Baronet ;’ dam, ‘“ Maybourne’s Sister F; ” sire of dam, & Gil- 
bourne.” 

Berkshire Breed—Boars above Twelve Months old. 

Hersek HuMFrey, Kingstone Farm, Shrivenham: First Prue, 101, for 
“Lord Smithereen,” 1 year, 11 months, 4 days-old ; bred by himself; site, 
“‘ Smithereen ;” dam, % Slavedriver’s Niece ; » sire of dam, ‘ No. 317 |e, 

JouHN Spencer, Villiers = Kenilworth: Szconp Prize, 5/., for “ Sambo 
3rd,” 2 years, 3 w eeks, 2 days-old; bred by himself ; sire, “ Sambo 2nd;” 
dam, “ “Princess 9th ;” sire of dam, “ Lieutenant.” 

AnrtTHuR STEWART, Saint Bridge Farm, Gloucester: the Reserve Number, to 
“Robin Hood 2nd,” 1 year, 1 month, 2 days-old; bred by himself ; P 
sire, “ Robin Hood ;” dam, “ Young Sniper ; ;” sire of dam, “ Samson.” 

- 

Berkshire Breed—Pens of Three Breeding Sow Pigs. 

CuarLes Murray, The Burry, Offchurch, Leamington: First Prize, 101, 
for his 4 months, 1 week, 4 days-old; bred by himself. 

Artuur Stewart, Saint Bridge Farm, Gloucester: Szconp Prize, 51., for’ 
his 5 months, ‘Lweek, 3 days-old; bred by himself; ‘sire, “ Robin Hood; 
dam, “ Cirencester ;” ;” sire of dam, “ Royal Pennant.” 

Sir Nicoias Wiri1am Tarockmorroy, Bart., Buckland, Faringdon : the 
Reserve Number, to his 3 months, 1 week, 4 days-old ; bred by himself ; 

sire, “ Pudgson;” dam, “ Queen; » sire of dam, “ Hewer.” 
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Berkshire Breed—Breeding Sows. 

Witr1am Yeuus, Knoyle Down, Hindon, Wiltshire: First Prizz, 10/., for 
his 1 year, 5 months-old; bred by himself. 

Sir Nicnotas WittiAm THRockmorToy, Bart., Buckland, Faringdon: Srconp 
Prizr, 5/., for “Young Stourbridge,” 2 years, 4 months, 4 days-old; bred 
by himself; sire, “ Hewer;” dam, “ Old Stourbridge.” 

Joun Srencer, Villiers Hill, Kenilworth: the Reserve Number, to “ Princess 
10th,” 2 years, 7 months, 4 weeks-old; bred by himself; sire, “ Royal 
Sambo ;” dam, “ Lady Fowler ;” sire of dam, ‘‘ Tim Whiffler.” 

Other Breeds—Boars above Six and not exceeding Twelve Months old. 

RicoarD Ex.murirst Duckertne, Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey, Lincolnshire : 
First Prizz, 10/., for his Improved Lincolnshire, white, 11 months, 
2 weeks-old ; bred by himself. 

Rosert Tommas, Winson Green, Birmingham: Sxrconp Prizn, 51., for 
“Cupid,” white, 11 months, 2 weeks, 3 days-old; bred by himself; 
sire, “‘ Peacock ;” dam, “ Acorn ;” sire of dam, “ Victor.” 

Peter Epen, Cross Lane, Salford, Manchester; the Reserve Number, to his 

white, 10 months, 3 weeks, 2 days-old ; bred by himself; sire, ‘‘ King ,” 
dam, “ Gipsy ;” sire of dam, “ Defender.” 

Other Breeds—Boars above Twelve Months old. 

Tuer Ear or Eviesmern, Worsley Hall, Manchester: First Prizx, 10/., for 
his white, 8 year-old; bred by Mr. Samuel Wilson, Tanner’s Farm, 
Ramsbottom. 

Rosert Tommas, Winson Green, Birmingham: Srconp Prizn, 5/., for 
“ Esau,” white, 1 year, 6 months, 2 weeks, 6 days-old; bred by himself; 
sire, “ Jerry ;’ dam, ‘‘ Jenny ;” sire of dam, ‘‘ Samson.” 

Tue Eart or Exiesmere, Worsley Hall: the Reserve Number, to his white ; 
age and breeder unknown. 

Other Breeds—Pens of Three Breeding Sow Pigs. 

Rosert Tommas, Winson Green, Birmingham: First Prize, 102., for “ Faith, 
Hope, and Charity,” white, 5 months, 3 weeks, 2 days-old; bred by him- 
self; sire, ‘‘ Duke of York ;” dam, “Sunshine;” sire of dam, “ King.” 

RicwarD Emairst DuckErine, Northorpe, Kirton Lindsey: Srconp Prize, 
51., for his Improved Lincolnshire, white, 3 months, 1 week, 6 days-old ; 
bred by himself. - 

Other Breeds—Breeding Sows. 

Peter Epen, Cross Lane, Salford, Manchester: Firsr Prize, 10/., for 
“Lady Cobden,” white, blue spots, 1 year, 11 months, 2 weeks, 3 days- 
old; bred by Mr. John Nuttall, Longfield, Heywood; sire, “* Tommy 
Dod ;” dam, “ Lancashire Lass.” 

Rozert Tommas, Winson Green: SEconD Prize, 5/., for ‘ Minerva,” white, 
1 year, 5 months, 2 days-old; bred by himself; sire, “Jerry ;” dam, 
“ Fire Queen ;” sire of dam, “ King.” 

Perer Epen, Cross Lane, Salford: the Reserve Number, to “ Columbine” 
(Middle), white, 2 years, 10 months-old; bred by himself; sire, 
“Game Boy ;” dam, “ Queen Bee ;” sire of dam, “ King Craft.” 
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WOOL. 
Six Teg Long-wool Fleeces.* 

Tuomas Harris, Stonylane House, Bromsgrove: First Pare 100., for his 
Cross Leicester and Shropshire: and Seconp Prizz, 5/., for his Pure 
Leicester. 

Six Teg Short-wool Fleeces.* 

Joun Hitt, Felhampton Court, Church Stretton, Shropshire: First Pua 
102., for his Shropshire. 

Joun PrAkeE, Mullaghmore, Monaghan, Ireland: Seconp Prize, 5/., for ai 
Shropshire. 

BU-T TER. 

Six Pounds.* 

CHARLES PRATT, Budbrooke, Warwick: Firsr Prize, 107. 

Lorp Cursuam, Latimer, Chesham: Srconp Prize, 5/. 

CHEESE. 

Over 6 inches in thickness.* i 

Atrrep Hiscock, Church Farm, West Stour, Gillingham, Dorsetshire : First 
Prize, 15/., and 8/. to his DarryMAID. 

WutiramM Duptesron, New Lodge Farm, Donnington, Newport, Shropshire : 
SEcoND PRIZE, 10., and 22. to his Darymatp. 

Joun SMITH, Sree Farm, Thornbury, Gioucestennerat Tuirp Pr IE 
52., and 1/7. to his DarryMaID. 1 

Not exceeding 6 inches in thickness,* " 

Rati ARNOLD, Shackerstone, Atherstone : Firsr Prize, 15/., and 87. to his” 
DAIRYMAIN, 

Joun Smitru, Nupdown Farm, Thornbury: Srconp Prize, 10/., and 21. to 
his DarryMaib. 

Atrrep Hiscock, Church Farm, West Stour, Gillingham: Turrp Prize, 5/., 
and 1/. to his Darrymarb. 

FARM PRIZES.* 

The best managed Farm in Warwickshire, not less than Two Hundred 
Acres in extent. > 

Henry Srincor, Lower Clopton, Stratford-on-Avon: Finsr Prize, 100/. 

Joun Lane, Broom Court, Alcester: Srconp Prize, 50/. 

Joun C. Apxrxs, Milcote, Stratford-on-Avon: Extra Prizn, 25/7. 

' 

DISQUALIFICATIONS. : 

Fraxcis Riparpy & Co.'s Hackney Stallion, “ Vireaway the Second,” and 
Mr. M. Horpay’s Pony Gelding, “ Little Bob,” disqnalified on account 
of their exceeding the stipulated height, rs 
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IMPLEMENTS. 

Reaping Machines, with Self-Delivery in Sheaf, clear of the Horse- 
Track. 

ticHaRD Hornssy and Sons, Spitilegate, Grantham: First Prize, 301, for 
their Patent “Spring-Balance ” Self-Raking Reaper, marked B; Seconp 
Prize, 20/., for their Patent “ Spring-Balance” Self-Raking Reaper, 
marked A; and Turep Prize, 10/., for their Patent “ Spring-Balance” 
Sel/Raking Reaper, marked D. 

ticHARD Horwssy and Sons: Hicuty ComMeNDED, for their Patent “‘ Spring- 
Balance” Self-Raking Reaper, marked G; and Hicuiy Commenpen, for 
their Patent “Sprinz-Balance” Self-Raking Reaper, marked E. 

Tue Jounston Harvester Company : CoMMENDED, for their New Wrought- 
Tron Seli-Delivery Reaper. 

Reaping Machines, with Self-Delivery in Swathe, clear of the Horse- 
Track. 

First Prue, withheld. 

Tue Bevertey Inox anp Waccon Company, Beverley: Seconp Prize, 101, 
for their Improved Three-horse Reaper, with Double Self-Acting or 
Reversible Swathe Delivery. 

Combined Reaping and Mowing Machine, without Self-Delivery. 

Ricuarp Hornssy and Sons: First Prize, 15/., for their Patent “ Paragon 
O” Combined Mower and Reaper: Secoxp Prize, 10/., for their Patent 
“Paragon N” Combined Mower and Reaper: and Tuirp Prize, 5/., for 
their Patent “ Paragon A” Combined Mower and Reaper. 

Ricnarp Hornsgy ard Sons: Higuiy CoMMENDED, for their Patent “ Man- 
chester” Combined Mower and Reaper. 

One-horse Reaping Machine. 

Ricnarp Hoensssy and Soxs: First Prize, 151, for their Patent “Spring- 
Balance” One-horse Reaper, marked M: Seconp Pauze, 10/., for their 
Patent “Spring-Balance” Oue-horse Reaper, markei L: Turep Prize, 
5i., for their Patent ‘* Premier ” One-horse Reaper, marked I. 

Wittiam Marrisoy, Leeming Bar, Bedale: Hichuy ComMENDED, for his 
One-horse “Champion” Reaper No. IL, for Manual Delivery. 

MISCELLANEOUS AWARDS 

To Agricultural Articles not included in the Ordinary Rotation. 

Sirver Mepats. 

J. W. Rosrssos and Co., for Aspinwall’s Patent American Potato Digger. 

Haywagp, Trier and Co., for their Caloric Engine. 

MagsHanz, Sons, and Co., for their adaptation of “ Band-Catter™ to “Self 
feeder.” 
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. 

Senior Examination Papers, 1876. 

EXAMINATION IN AGRICULTURE. 

Maximum Noumser or Marks, 200. Pass Numeer, 100. 

Tuesday, April 18th, from 10 a.m. till 1 p.m. 

1. State the number of loads of farmyard-manure which will be 
produced by 12 oxen fed upon turnips, linseed-cake, and corn with 
chaff in an ordinary bullock-yard which has been littered down with 
40 tons of mixed wheat and barley straw. 

2. How many men, horses, and two-horse carts will be required 
for filling, removing to a field half-a-mile from the homestead, and 
there forming into a drawn muck heap, in three days, all the manure 
made as per question No, 1. 

3. Supposing the men filling manure in the previous question are 
considered to be earning half-a-crown a day, at piece-work, how much 
per load should they be paid to enable them to do so ? 

4, Had the manure in question No. 1 been spread instead of carted 
to a heap, what number of men would be required for the work to 
complete both operations at the same time ? 

5. A 20-acre field with an average crop of wheat on a medium soil 
has to be carried and stacked on the spot. Light two-horse waggons 
to be used, and the stacks to be round, with bottoms of cight yards 
diameter. State the number of men, horses, and waggons required 
for pitching, loading, and stacking the same during one long harvest 
day, also the number of stacks to be made. 

6. There is a 20-acre field of swedes with an average weight of 
18 tons to the acre. Half the crop is to be carted to the homestead 
and consumed in the yards by the oxen, the remainder fed upon the 
land by hoggets, eating half a pound of cake and corn with chaff, per 
day, the turnips being cut in the usual way. How many bullocks 
must be bought for the yards, and how many sheep can be kept from 
the 1st of November to the lst of March ? 

7. A farm of 600 acres consists of 500 acres arable and 100 acres 
pasture. The former is the light mixed loam, known as turnip and 
barley land, at a rental of 35s. per acre. The pasture is sound dry 
sheep land. The tenancy is a Michaelmas one. Rotation, four course, 
with the usual covenants of Norfolk and the Eastern Counties. State 
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_ the amount of capital that will be required to stock this farm properly 
under the following heads, viz. :-— 

1. Compensation to be paid to the outgoing tenant for hay, young 
seeds, roots, &c. 

. One year’s rent. 

. One year’s labour. 

. Live and dead stock. 

One year’s artificial manure and feeding stuffs. 

. Cost of horse keep, seeds, tradesmen’s bills, and sundries. oO or He CO bo 

_ 8. Having ascertained the expenditure under the foregoing heads, 
state the amount to be received during the first year from sales of fat 
stock, &c., and after deducting this sum from the total outlay, state 
the amount of capital required to take the farm. 

9. State the respective costs of preparing land for wheat and oats 
on average loam land, the yield and profit per acre you would expect 
from each crop, and the extent to which present market prices would 
modify your preference for either cereal. 

10. Arrange in order of their manurial value the following feeding 
stuffs : malt, malt-dust, barley, clover, hay, potatoes, beans, undecor- 
ticated cotton-cake, Indian meal, and mangold wurtzel; and state the 
money value of the manure from five tons each of linseed and decorti- 
cated cotton-cake respectively. 

11. Under the four course rotation of cropping it is well known 
that red clover generally fails if sown once in four years. Suggest 
the best remedy for this by the substitution of other clovers or grasses 
which would make an equally good preparation for wheat upon light 
land. 

12. How do you account for the Shropshire Downs gradually 
gaining ground in the Midland and West-Midland Counties, and what 
advantages have they over the South and Hampshire Downs and 
white-faced breeds ? 

13. What is a fair calculation to make of the cost of horse-labour 
per acre on a mixed soil arable farm of 500 acres? State the number 
of horses required to work the farm, and tabulate the cost under the 
following heads, viz :— 

Death, risk, and depreciation. 
Forty weeks’ corn, chaff, hay, &c. 

Twelve weeks’ corn, green food, &e. 

Shoeing, Veterinary, &c. 

14. State the cost of growing a crop of Swedes on a medium 
soil, and give the separate items of cost in detail thus :— 

1. Team work. 

2. Manual labour. 

2. Artificial manure and seed. 
VOL. XII.—S. 8S. h 
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15. A field of strong clay loam requires draining, the drains 
be placed 8 yards apart and 4 feet deep. State the number of si 
rods per acre which will require cutting, the number of ord 
2-inch pipes which it will take per acre, the cost per rod of cutti 
and filling in the drains, the approximate cost of main drains and 
outlets, and lastly, the cost of the whole operation. 

16. What is the best way to improve the quality of the herbage on 
poor wet grass lands after the water has been removed by drainage. 
State the weight per acre, and cost of each separate kind of dressin 

17. State the course you would pursue in laying down land 
pasture—soil, a good loam—in a western or moderately moist climate. 
Previous crop, wheat or barley, after fallow, or green crop. 

Name the seeds to be sown and the proportions of each, 

State the best times of year for sowing, and also the tent 
you would recommend for the first three years. “7 

State best manure to apply at time of sowing, and aaa ‘ds ; 
also, time of year for application. “6 ' 

State with what stock you would graze the seeds during the time 
. named, or if you would mow them during that time. ; 

State total cost of laying down land to permanent pasture, and if 
it is advisable to do so, and why. rr 

x 
‘ 

i 

EXAMINATION IN CHEMISTRY. 

Maximus Number or Margs, 200. Pass Numszr, 100, 

I, GeneraL CHEmistry. 

Wednesday, April 19th, from 10 a.m, till 1 p.m. 

1.’ Point out in what respects a mixture like atmospheric air differ 
from a chemical compound. Under what circumstances can nitroge 
be made to unite chemically with oxygen ? 

2. Explain the changes effected in atmospheric air by burni D 

sulphur in it. Give some account of tle properties of the compour 
of sulphur produced in this way. Why does it stop acetification ? 

3. What gases are usually dissolved in freshly fallen rain-watel 
Explain how they may be detected in such water and distingguished. 

4, Name the chief natural products containing potassium, and § 
the general -composition of each. Distinguish those aaa 
soluble in water; and explain how you can get into a soluble . 
those which are insoluble in water. 

5. Define a neutral salt. 100 measures of a solution of ib 
acid are found to dissolve 20 grains of calcium carbonate and no mot 
calculate how much acid was in the solution, (0:8: 0:Ca= It 
32 : 12: 40.) 4 

o- 
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6. State which of the ordinary compounds of calcium are soluble 
and which insoluble in water ; give the chemical composition of each ; 
and explain how they may be distinguished from the corresponding 
compounds of magnesium, 

7. Give an explanation of the effects of air and water upon lead, 
showing in what cases water stored in lead tanks is liable to become 
contamizated with lead; and also how small quantities of lead in 
solution may be detected. 

8. State the composition of the two principal varieties of sugar, 
and explain how they may be distinguished. Explain also the chemi- 
cal changes which occur when an infusion of malt is made in cold or 
tepid water, and how the result is modified by the use of boiling water. 

9. How could you demonstrate the presence of nitrogen in gelatine ? 
Of what other elements does it consist? How may it be distinguished 
from albumen ? 

10. What is the composition of urea? Explain how it is related to 
ammonia, and how it may be made to yield ammonia. 

II. AaricuLtuRAL CHEMISTRY. 

Wednesday, April 19th, from 2 p.m. till 5 p.m. 

1. How can you detect the presence of iron-pyrites and of green- 
vitriol in a soil, and counteract the injurious effects which these con- 
stituents sometimes produce in soils ? 

2. Mention in general terms the composition of Clay-Marls and 
Chalk-Marls. How do you distinguish a phosphatic from a common 
Chalk-Marl ? 

3. How do you distinguish Suffolk from Cambridge Coprolites ? 
Describe the various steps in analysing Coprolites and the best way 
of converting Coprolites into Superphosphate. 

4. How do you effect the analysis of a Compound Artificial Manure 
and determine its commercial value. 

5. What are the guarantees which you should require of a Manure- 
dealer in buying :—Nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, shoddy, 
mineral superphosphate, dissolved bones, raw bone-dust and boiled 
bones ? 

6. Mention the principal constituents of barley-meal, beans, wheat; 
and linseed. Describe their chemical properties and functions in 
the animal economy. 

| 7. What is the general composition of urine, and what changes do 
the compounds in it severally undergo by keeping? 

8. Write a short paper on the most suitable artificial manures for 
roots on light and on heavy land. 

9. What are the best means of preventing boiler incrustations, 
} resulting from the use of hard waters ? 

h 2 
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EXAMINATION IN MECHANICS AND. NATURAL 
PHILOSOPHY. 

Maxmium Noumser or Mars, 200. Pass Numeper, 100. 

Thursday, April 20th, from 10 a.m. till 1 p.m. 

the transmission of force ? x 
2. What is the centre of gravity of a body? Where is the centre 

of gravity of a triangular board situated? If such a board be divided 
by a line bisecting two of its sides, where will the centres of grayi 
of its two parts be situated ? 

What general relation exists between the moments of two forces and 
their resultant all taken with respect to any one point in the = in 
which they act ? 

4. A rod capable of turning round a hinge rests with one end 
against a smooth vertical wall; explain how to find the pressures 
the wall and on the hinge, and find the pressures in the folloy 
case :—the rod is of uniform density, weighs 10 Ibs., and is ineline 
to the vertical at an angle of 60°. 

5. What is meant by the sensibility of a balance? Other thing 
being the same, the sensibility is greater as the weight of the beam is 
less—Why is it so? 

6. If a body is thrown vertically upwards, why would it return to 
the hand with a velocity equal to the velocity of projection, were it 
not for the resistance of the air? 

If a body is thrown upwards with a velocity of 48 feet a second, for 
how long is it at a greater altitude than 20 feet above the point oi 
projection (g = 32) ? “ 

7. Explain the use of a fly-wheel in an ordinary steam-engine. A 
steam-engine makes 20 strokes of 6 feet a minute, under an average 
steam-pressure of 15 lbs. per square inch, the area of the piston being 
1000 square inches. Its fly-wheel makes 10 revolutions a minute, 
and has a radius of 10 ft., what must be its weight, if it have aceumu- 
lated in it as much work as is done by the steam in one stroke of the 
engine ? 

8. Describe briefly a method of finding the specific geavylial a 
liquid by the balance. 

A glass ball weighs 700 grains in air, 4840 grains in water, and 
5080 grains in spirits ; find the specific gravity of the spirits, = 

9. What is meant by the boiling- and freezing-points of a thermo- 
meter? In what sense can the boiling-point be spoken of as a fixe 
point ? 

On the top of a mountain water boils at 85° C., what is this calles 
on Fahrenheit’s scale? 
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EXAMINATION IN MENSURATION AND 
SURVEYING. 

Maxum Nomser or Marks, 100. Pass Numser, 50. 

Thursday, April 20th, from 2 p.m. till 5 p.m. 

1. Show how to draw through one corner of a rectangular field a 
straight line to cut off one-third of its area. 

_ 2, How many cubic feet of water is a circular tank 20 feet across 
and 10 feet deep capable of holding? — 

3. A cutting is 300 feet long, the slope on either side is uniformly 
2 feet vertical to 1 foot horizontal, at the bottom the width (which is 
horizontal) is 20 feet, at the top the width (which is also horizontal 
gradually increases from 30 feet at one end 
of the cutting to 50 feet at the other end; 
find the volume of earth to be moved in DA 
making the cutting. t ey 

4. A conical tent is 12 feet high on a base 30 | 400 
18 feet in diameter; how many yards of 0 000 
canvas 2 feet wide are required to make it Re. be cea ie 
(without allowing for waste in cutting) ? 2 

5. If the specific gravity of marble is CD 
2625, how many cubic feet are there in a 0 750 
block weighing 4 tons 15 ewts.? 30 420 

6. Describe the vernier and explain its | 360) 0 
use in measuring small distances. “ pes 20 

7. A BC are three stations; it is known 50 100 
that from A to B is 756 feet, and that the 0 000 
angle A B C is 37° 15’; the distance from Rt of | C 
A to C is then measured and found to be : 
510 feet; determine by construction and BC 
calculation the distance B C. Show that 0 | 1.180 
there is an ambiguity in your answer, and 10 | 800 
suggest any way that occurs to you of re- 10 300 
moving it by a subsidiary observation. 0| 000 

8. The distance between two points is Rt. of |B 
known to be 52 miles; it is found that ona 
map they are represented as being 4°6 inches | AB 
apart ; what scale of yards to the inch has 0} 520 
been used in making the map? 30 | — 400 

9. ABCD are four points at the corners 20 200 
of afield; from B to D is 1320 links ; plot 0; 000 
th i : | | 
oh Se ering notes and find the area Begin at A & go. North 
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EXAMINATION IN BOOK-KEEPING. 

Maxmrom Nome or Marks, 200. Pass Numszr, 100. 

Friday, April 21st, from 10 a.m. till 1 p.m. 

Journalise and post into a ledger, in proper technical form and 
language, the following series of facts and transactions, and, from such 
ledger, make out a Trial Balance, a Profit and Loss Account, and Be 
Balance Sheet. 

Liabilities and Assets of Jamus Dawson, 31st December, 1875, 

LIABILITIES. 
Sy cae 

Amount due, W.,Williams. ©... ... «yon, wenn O00 
Do. J. Smithson .. 250 4 3 

Acceptance to James Brown's Draft, “ae “O5th . 
February, 1876... 150 7 0 

Acceptance to Robert White's Draft, “dae” 15th ann 
Jenpery, L8Y6.  .. sve 240 6 0 

£1,311 0 0 
ASSETS. — 

Stock of Oil-cake, valued at\-.. 1. ° 1... 2 1000 ie 
Do. Oats .. Nh, SO OOF aie 

Barley, to arrive, per ‘Bella,’ costto date... .. 600 T Eilon. 
Horses and Carts... NGO. 100) 5 Bie 
Stock of Provender for Horses. hin ani om of Ci 
Freehold Premises .. - ,ssorenielly [ecm fia 
Cash at Smith, Payne & Co. ee ce 
Petty Cashinhand .. .. .. a a 

£3,226 0 0 
1876. ry 

Jan, 1. Bought of J. Smithson, a parcel of Oats, soa 
invoiced at... 350 2 6 

», 2 Accepted W. Williams’ Draft, due 5th ‘April 550 0.0. 
» 3 90ld Robert White Oil-cake, charged to am 

him at... 525 QQ 
», 3. Consigned to James Brown, Oil-cake from . 

stock, cost ; 490 0 
> bienald Arthur Wilkins a | parcel of Oats, i in- 

voiced at... 625 7 
» 4. Received from Arthur “Wilkins, ‘his. accep- 

tance to my Draft, due 7th April, for .. 500 0O- 
Charged him interest... &°O 
Discounted with Bankers, A. Wilkins’ Draft, ; 

for .. " .. BbOORIE 
Discount charged by Bankers 5... 5 3 a 
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Ss. Vd. 

Jan. 5. Paid J. Smithson by Cheque _.. 300 0 0 
Accepted J. Smithson’s Draft, due Sth May 250 0 0 

» », Paid freight on Barley per ‘Bella’: Stor 1 6Shed 16 
» 7%. Sold J. Brown the parcel of Oil-cake, con- 

signed to him, for .... 508 4 0 
» 8. Received of J. Brown, Cash remittance of 508 4 0 
» 9. Sold J. Smithson the parcel of aa per 

‘Bella, for .. 680 8 4 
» 13. Robert White’ s acceptance, ‘due ‘15th, paid 

into Bankers, and duly met at maturity 240 6 0 
Received of Robert White his acceptance to 
my Draft, due 5th March, for he 275 0 0 

Received of Robert White a remittance of 250 0 0 
», 16. Office Expenses: paid for Stationery out of 

Petty Cash... 5 4 0 
Drew a Cheque, on account of Petty Cash, for 10 0 0 

» 20. Sold W. Williams a alae of Oats, "in- 
voiced at . 110 5 0 

» 25. Bought of Arthur Wilkins a parcel of Oats 
invoiced at. ee 110 5 6 

», 31. Cash paid, Salaries and Wages . be bndicmie ators O --O 
Cash drawn out on Private ‘Account ot teen WSO Wel'O 
Interest on Capital, one month at 5 percent... 719 7 
Value of Oats on hand 31st January, 1876 34515 0 
Stock of Horse provender on hand 3ist 

SANUATY LOVG so ee, ee ior cn OG 
Depreciation in value of Premises... 310 0 

EXAMINATION IN GEOLOGY. 

Maximum Nomeer or Marks, 100. Pass Numpzr, 50. | 

‘Friday, April 21st, from 2 p.m. till 5 p.m. 

1. How have rocks been classified according to their different modes 
of origin? Give some examples of rocks belonging to each division. 

2. Give the approximate composition of ordinary granite and 
basalt. State how these rocks are decomposed, and the results of 
their decomposition. 

3. Draw a section across any district exposing the strata between 
the New Red Sandstone and Oxford Clay. Give the lithological cha- 
racters of the strata exposed. 

4, Mention the relative agricultural value of the soils on the 
formations occurring along the above section. 

5. Explain the origin of springs and bourns. 
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6. Name some fossils characteristic of the Lias, Oxford, and Kim- 
meridge clays. 

7. Upon what kinds of strata would you expect to find the so-call 
light and heavy soils and marsh lands. Give examples. 

8. Define Conglomerate, Dolomite, Septaria, Hydraulic-limestone, 
and Gypsum. 

9. Give the sub-divisions and mineral characters of the Cretaceous. 
rocks. Mention any important economical substances obtained from — 
them. 

10. Enumerate the formations in which the chief phosphatic ma-_ 
terials have been found in England, and the forms in which they 
occur in each, 

11. Name the specimens on the table, giving the approximate com 
position of the rocks and the names and geological position of the 
fossils, 1 

EXAMINATION IN BOTANY. 

[It is expected that Hight Questions at least will be answered.} 

Maxuium Noumper or Marxs, 100. Pass Numper, 50. 

Saturday, April 22nd, from 10 a.m. till 1 p.m. 

1. Describe the methods of multiplication of the vegetable cell. 

2. What is the nature and use of the albumen of plants ? 

3. Through what organs does the circulation of fluids take place in 
plants ? 

4, What is the function of the intercellular spaces in leaves ? 

5. Mention the different parts of plants which are employed to 
store starch, and give examples of each. 

6. What are the differences between (a) the spines of the sloe, (b) 
the spines of the barberry, and (c) the prickles of the rose? 

7. Explain the nature of (a) suckers, (b) stolons, and (c) runners. 

8. What is the difference between the fruits of the strawberry and 
raspberry ? i 

9. Explain Vernation and Aistivation. 

10. Give the technical names and natural orders of the following 
plants : Goose-grass, Cow-grass, Rib-grass, Canary-grass, Knot-grass, 
and Timothy-grass. 7 

11. Describe the plants marked a, b, and c, as to the structure and — 
arrangement of the flowers, the form of the leaves, stems, and roots. y 
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EXAMINATION IN, ANATOMY AND ANIMAL 
PHYSIOLOGY. 

Maximum Nomsper or Margs, 100. Pass Numser, 50. 

Saturday, April 22nd, from 2 p.m. till 5 p.m. 

! 1, Name the cavity of the body in which the heart is situated ; 
state how it is held in its position and with what organs it is more 
immediately connected. 

2. Name the principal blood-vessels which enter the heart, and 
those that pass from it, and state the parts of the organ with which 
they directly communicate. Describe also the difference in colour 

_ and chemical composition of the blood found in the vessels. 

__ 8. Describe the movements of the heart, how they are produced, 
_ and the effects they have upon the blood. 

4. State in what essential particulars the eye of the horse and its: 
_ appendages differ from the eye of man. 
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MEMORANDA. 

letter WV, members, in their correspondence with the Secretary, are requested to subjoin that 
letter to the usual address. ‘ 

GENERAL Meetine in London, December, 1876. \ 

GENERAL Meetine in London, May 22, 1877, at 12 o’clock. 

Meeting at Liverpool, July, 1877. 

Moytuty Conor (for transaction of business), at 12 o’clock on the first Wednesday in every month, 
excepting January, September, and October: open only to Members of Council and Governors of 
the Society. 

ADJOURNMENTS.,—The Council adjourn over Passion and Easter weeks, when those weeks do not 
include the first Wednesday of the month; from the first Wednesday in August to the first 
Wednesday in November ; and from the first Wednesday in December to the first Wednesday in 
February. 4s 

Ss = 

Orrice Hours—10 to 4. On Saturdays, 10 to 2. 

Diseases of Cattle, Sheep, and Pigs.—Members have the privilege of applying to the Veterinary 
Committee of the Society, and of sending animals to the Brown Institution, Wandsworth 
Road, S.W.—(A statement of these privileges will be found on the opposite page.) r 

CHEMICAL ANALYsIs.—The privileges of Chemical Analysis enjoyed by Members of the Society will 
be found stated in this Appendix (p. cxxiv). 

BoranicaL PriviLEcEs.—The Botanical Privileges enjoyed by Members of the Society will be found 
stated in this Appendix (page cxxvi). 

SvugscriPrions.—1. Annual.—The subscription of a Governor is £5, and that of a Member £1, due in 
advance on the ist of January of each year, and becoming in arrear if unpaid by the Ist of 
June. 2. For Life——Governors may compound for their subscription for future years by pay ne 
at once the sum of £50, and Members by paying £10. Governors and Members who have paid 
their annual subscription for 20 years or upwards, and whose subscriptions are not in arrear, 
may compound for future annual subscriptions, that of the current year inclusive, by a single 
payment of £25 for a Governor, and £5 for a Member, 

PAYMENTS.—Subscriptions may be paid to the Secretary, in the most direct and satisfactory manner, 
either at the Office of the Society, No. 12, Hanover Square, London, W., or by means of post- 
office orders, to be obtained at any of the principal post-offices throughout the kingdom, and made 
payable to him at the Vere Street Office, London, W.; but any cheque on a banker's or any 
other house of business in London will be equally available, if made payable on demand. In 
obtaining post-office orders care should be taken to give the postmaster the correct initials 
and surname of the Secretary of the Society (H. M. Jenkins), otherwise the payment 
will be refused to him at the post-office on which snch order has been obtained; and when 
remitting the money-orders it should be stated by whom, and on whose account, they are sent. 
Cheques should be made payable as drafts on demand (not as bills only payable after sight or a 
certain number of days after date), and should be drawn on a London (not on a local country) — 
banker. When payment is made to the London and Westminster Bank, St. James’s Square 
Branch, as the bankers of the Society, it will be desirable that the Secretary should be ad 
by letter of such payment, in order that the entry in the banker’s book may be at once iden- 
tified, and the amount posted to the credit of the proper party. No coin can be remitted by post, 
unless the letter be registered. } 

y 

New Mempers.—Every candidate for admission into the Society must be proposed by a Member ; 
the proposer to specify in writing the full name, usual place of residence, and post-toWn, of the 
candidate, either at a Council meeting, or by letter addressed to the Secretary. Forms of Proposal — 
may be obtained on application to the Secretary. 

a 

ApprEss oF Letrers—The Society’s office being situated in the postal district designated by the it 

\ 
] 
d 

*,* Members may obtain on application to the Secretary copies of an Abstract of the Charter 
and Bye-laws, of a Statement of the General Objects, &c., of the Society, of Chemical, 
Botanical, and Veterinary Privileges, and of other printed papers connected with spec! 
departments of the Society’s business. : : 
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sMembers’ Weterinary Privileges. 

I.—Senriovus on Exrenstve DIsEAsEs. 

No. 1. Any Member of the Society who may desire professional attendance 
and special advice in cases of serious or extensive disease among his cattle, 
sheep, or pigs, and will address a letter to the Secretary, will, by return of 
post, receive a reply stating whether it be considered necessary that the 
Society’s Veterinary Inspector should visit the place where the disease prevails. 

| No. 2. The remuneration of the Inspector will be 2/. 2s. each day as a 
professional fee, and 1/. 1s. each day for personal expenses ; and he will also 
be allowed to charge the cost of travelling to and from the locality where his 
services may have been required. ‘The fees will be paid by the Society, but 
the travelling expenses will be a charge against the applicant. This charge 
may, however, be reduced or remitted altogether at the discretion of the Council, 
on such step being recommended to them by the Veterinary Committee. 

No. 3. The Inspector, on his return from visiting the diseased stock, will 
report to the Committee, in writing, the results of his observations and pro- 

edings, which Report will be laid before the Council. 
No. 4. When contingencies arise to prevent a personal discharge of the 

duties confided to the Inspector, he may, subject to the approval of the Com- 
mittee, name some competent professional person to act in his stead, who shall 
eceive the same rates of remuneration. 

II.—Orprnary or Orner Cases or Disnase. 
Members may obtain the attendance of the Veterinary Inspector on any 

ase of disease by paying the cost of his visit, which will be at the following 
ate, viz., 27. 2s. per diem, and travelling expenses. Applications should be 
addressed to the Superintendent of the Brown Institution, care of the Secretary 
of the Royal Agricultural Society, 12, Hanover Square, London, W. 

III.—Consvitations witHout VISIT. 
Personal consultation with Veterinary Inspector a ws ©. 
Consultation by letter .. 23 a = Se Sea’ 1 «08; 
Consultation necessitating the writing of three or more letters 10s. 
Post-mortem examination, and report thereon .. ate anu LOS 

A return of the number of applications from Members of the Society during 
ach half-year is required from the Veterinary Inspector. 

.—Apmission or DisEAsep ANIMALS TO THE Brown InstItTvTION, 
WanpswortH Roap, Lonpon, 8.W.; Iyvestications, Lecrunrzs, 
AND Reports. 

No. 1. All Members of the Society have the privilege of sending cattle, 
heep, and pigs to the Infirmary of the Brown Institution, on the following 
erms ; viz., by paying for the keep and treatment of cattle 10s. 6d. per week 
ach animal, and for sheep and pigs “‘a small proportionate charge to be 
ixed by the Professor-Superintendent according to circumstances.” 
No. 2. The Professor-Superintendent of the Institution has also undertaken 

> carry out such investigations relating to the nature, treatment, and pre- 
ention of diseases of cattle, sheep, and pigs, as may be deemed expedient by 
ae Council. 
No. 3. A detailed Report of the cases of cattle, sheep, and pigs treated in 

ne Infirmary of the Institution, or on Farms in the occupation of Members 
the Society, will be furnished to the Council quarterly ; and also special 

2ports from time to time on any matter of unusual interest which may come 
nder the notice of the Institution. 

By Order of the Council, 
H. M. JENKINS, Secretary. 
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Members’ Bribileges of Chemical Analpsis. 

Te Council have fixed the following rates of Charge for Analyses to 
be made by the Consulting Chemist for the bond fide use of Members 
of the Society; who (to avoid all unnecessary correspondence) are 
particularly requested, when applying to him, to mention the kind of 
analysis they require, and to quote its number in the subjoined schedule. 
The charge for analysis, together with the carriage of the specimens, — 
must be paid to him by members at the time of their application. 

No. 1.—An opinion of the genuineness of Peruvian guano, bone- 

29 

” 

dust, or oil-cake (each sample) .. “= 
2.—An analysis of guano; showing the proportion of moisture, 

organic matter, sand, phosphate of lime, alkaline salts, 
and ammonia «- 

3.—An. estimate of the value (telatively to the average of 
samples in the market) of sulphate and muriate of am- 
monia, and of the nitrates of potash and soda .. 

4,—An analysis of superphosphate of lime for soluble phos- 
phates only 

5.—An analysis of superphosphate of Time, showing the pro- 
portions of moisture, organic matter, sand, soluble and 
insoluble phosphates, sulphate of lime, and ammonia .. 

6.—An analysis (sufiicient for the determination of its agricul- 
tural value) of any ordinary artificial manure .. 

7.—Limestone :—the proportion of lime, 7s. 6d. ; the propor- 
tion of magnesia, 10s. ; the proportion of lime and mag- 
nesia ae 

8.—Limestone or marls, “including carbonate, phosphate, and 
sulphate of lime, and magnesia with sand and clay .. 

9.—Partial analysis of a soil, including determinations of clay, 
sand, organic matter, and carbonate of lime .. = 

», 10.—Complete analysis of asoil . 
», 11.—An analysis of oil-cake, or other substance used for feeding 

purposes; showing the proportion of moisture, oil, 
mineral matter, albuminous matter, and woody fibre ; 
as well as of starch, gum, and sugar, in the aggregate 

», 12.—Analyses of any vegetable product .. 
», 138.—Analyses of animal products, refuse substances “used for 

manure, &c. -- from 10s. to 30s. 
>, 14.—Determination of the « hardness ” ‘of a sample of water 

», 15.—Analysis of water of land drainage, and of water used for 
before and after boiling .. 

irrigation ee ee ie 

go aG: —Determination of nitric acid i ina sample of water . nd és 

N.B.—The above Scale of Charges is not applicable to the case of persons 
commercially engaged in the Manufacture or Sale of any Substance sent for 
Analysis, 

The Address of the Consulting Chemist of the Society is, Dr. AvausTus 
VoELcKER, F.R.S., 11, Salisbury Square, London, E.C., to which he requests that 
all letters and parcels (Postage and Carriage paid) should be directed. 

By Order of the Council, 

10s. 

£1 
F 2 

10s, 

H. M. JENKINS, Secretary. 

i a a 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR SELECTING AND SENDING SAMPLES 

FOR ANALYSIS. 

ARTIFICIAL MANURES.—Take a large handful of the manure from three 
or four bags, mix the whole on a large sheet of paper, breaking down with the 
hand any lumps present, and fold up in tinfoil, or in oil silk, about 3 oz. of the 
well-mixed sample, and send it to 11, Sarispury Square, Fieer Srreet, E.C., 
by post: or place the mixed manure in a small wooden or tin box, which may 
be tied by string, but must not be sealed, and send it by post. Ifthe manure be 
very wet and lumpy, a larger boxful, weighing from 10 to 12 oz., should be 
sent either by post or railway. 

Samples not exceeding 4 oz. in weight may be sent by post, by attaching two 
penny postage stamps to the parcel. 

Samples not exceeding 8 oz., for three postage stamps. 
Samples not exceeding 12 oz., for four postage stamps. 
The parcels should be addressed: Dr. AucusTus VoELCKER, 11, SALISBURY 

Square, FLEET Street, Lonpon, E.C., and the address of the sender or the 
number or mark of the article be stated on parcels. 

The samples may be sent in covers, or in boxes, bags of linen or other materials. 
No parcel sent by post must exceed 12 oz. in weight, 1 fout 6 inches in length, 
9 inches in width, and 6 inches in depth. 

SOILS.—Have a wooden box made 6 inches long and wide, and from 9 to 12 
inches deep, according to the depth of soil and subsoil of the field. Mark out in the 
field a space of about 12 inches square; dig round in a slanting direction a trench, 
se as to leave undisturbed a block of soil with its subsoil from 9 to 12 inches deep ; 
trim this block or plan of the field to make it fit into the wooden box, invert the 
open box over it, press down firmly, then pass a spade under the box and lift it 
up, gently turn over the box, nail on the lid and send it by goods or parcel to the 
laboratory. The soil will then be received in the exact position in which it is 
found in the field. 

In the case of very light, sandy, and porous soils, the wooden box may be at 
once inverted over the soil and forced down by pressure, and then dug out. 

WATERS.—Two gallons of water are required for analysis. The water, if 
possible, should be sent in glass-stoppered Winchester half-gallon bottles, which 
are readily obtained in any chemist and druggist’s shop. If Winchester bottles 
cannot be procured, the water may be sent in perfectly clean new stoneware spirit- 
jars surrounded by wickerwork. For the determination of the degree of hardness 
before and after boiling, only one quart wine-bottle full of water is required. 

LIMESTONES, MARLS, IRONSTONES, AND OTHER MINERALS.— 
Whole pieces, weighing from 3 to 4 oz., should be sent enclosed in small linen 
bags, or wrapped in paper. Postage 2d., if under 4 oz. 

OILCAKES.—Take a sample from the middle of the cake. To this end break a 
whole cake into two. Then break off a piece from the end where the two halves 
were joined together, and wrap it in paper, leaving the ends open, and send parcel 
by post. The piece should weigh from 10 to120z. Postage, 4d. If sent by 
railway, one quarter or half a cake should be forwarded. 

FEEDING MEALS.—About 3 oz. will be sufficient for analysis. Enclose the 
meal in a small linen bag. Send it by post. 

On forwarding samples, separate letters should be sent to the laboratory, 
specifying the nature of the information required, and, if possible, the object 
in view. 

H. M. JENKINS, Secretary. 
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SMembers’ Botanical Pribileges. 

The Council have provisionally fixed the following Rates of 
Charge for the examination of Plants and Seeds for the bona fide 
use of Members of the Society, who are particularly requested, — 
when applying to the Consulting Botanist, to mention the 
kind of examination they require, and to quote its number in 
the subjoined Schedule. The charge for examination must be 
paid to the Consulting Botanist at the time of application, and 
the carriage of all parcels must be prepaid. 

No, 1—A general opinion as to the genuineness and age of a 
sample of clover-seed (each erp ih t wet Be 

» 2.—A detailed examination of a sample of dirty or : impure 
clover-seed, with a report on its admixture with seeds of 
dodder or other weeds (each sample) .. 10s. 

>> o&—A test examination of turnip or other cruciferous seed, 
with a report on its germinating power, or its adultera- 
tion with 000 seed (each sample) “3 10s. § 

», 4:—A test examination of any other kind of seed, or corn, with iw 
a report on its germinating power (each sample) se. | HGR; 

», 3—Determination of ‘the species of any indigenous British 
plant (not eae: with a mn on its habits (each 
species) .. 5s. , 

» 6.—Determination of the. species “of any epiphyte or vegetable | 
parasite, on any farm-crop grown by the Member, with ‘ 
a report on its habits, and suggestions (where possible) 
as to its extermination or prevention (each species) .. 103s, 

» 7%.—Report on any other form of plankediseane not caused by 
insects... -- 105, 

», 9-—Determination of the species of a collection of natural 
grasses indigenous to any district on one kind of soil 
(each collection) .. an ma of se 20, a 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SELECTING AND SENDING SAMPLES. 

In sending seed or corn for examination the utmost care must be taken to 
secure a fair and honest sample. If anything supposed to be injurious or 
useless exists in the corn or seed, selected samples should also be sent. 4 

In collecting specimens of plants, the whole plant should be taken up, and 
the earth shaken from the roots. If possible, the plants must be in flower or 
fruit. They should be packed in a light box, or in a firm paper parcel. 

Specimens of diseased plants’ or of parasites should be forwarded as fresh as 
possible. Place them in a bottle, or pack them in tin-foil or oil-silk. 

All specimens should be accompanied with a letter specifying the nature of 
the information required, and stating any local circumstances (soil, situation, 
&c.) which, in the opinion of the sender, would be likely to throw light on the 
inquiry. 
N.B.—The above Scale of Charges is not applicable in the case of Seedsmen 

requiring the services of the Consulting Brtanist. 
Parcels or letters (Carriage or Postage prepaid) to be addressed to Mr. W. 

CarrutuErs, F.R.S., 4, Woodside Villas, Gipsy Hill, 8.E. 

H. M. JENKINS, Secretary. 
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Barnard, Thomas...Cople House, Bedford 

Barnett Charles. ..Stratton Park, Biggleswade 
'+Barnett, John James...Langford, Biggleswade 
‘FBassett, F., M-P....The Heath, Leighton Buzzard 

+Blundell, John H.... Woodside, Luton 
Bowick, Thomas... Bedford 

‘Burgoyne, Sir J. M., Bt., M.P....Sutton Park, Sandy 
{Campion, Rey. J. G. C...Westoning Manor, Woburn 

Church, George... Bedford 
‘Clarke, William...Beach Farm, Luton 
Corcoran, James... High Street, Bedford 

Crawley, J. R....Melchbourne Grange, Bedford 
+Crawley, John S....Stockwood Park, Luton 
Denne, William. ..Three Counties Asylum, Arlesey 
Duncombe, Hon. 0....Waresley Park, Biggleswade 

Bye, John R....Silsoe, Ampthill 
Foster, John N....Sandy Place, Sandy 
Fowler, Francis...Henlow, Biggleswade 
Freeman, Frederick. ..Speedwell Farm, Woburn 
Ginger, D. Lee... The Bury, Stapton, Leighton Buzzard 
‘Hanmer, W. E. Stockgrove, Leighton Buzzard 

Hayward, C. Cooper. ..Southill, Biggleswade 
Higgins, George... Castle Close, Bedford 
Higgins, Colonel W. B....Picts’ Hill, Bedford 

Hine, George, jun....Oakley, Bedford 
‘THorrell, Robert...Oakley, Bedford 
‘Horsford, James.,.7, Well Street, Bedford 
+tHoward, Charles... Biddenham, Bedford 

ard, James... Bedford 

Pist of Gobernors and Members. 

Life Governors and Life Members are distinguished thus f. 

James, John Prole...Cople, Bedford 

Kilpin, W. Wells... Bickerings Park, Woburn 

Lester, James...Kempston, Bedford 

Lester, Thomas...High Street, Bedford 

Lindsell, Lieut-Colonel. . Fairfield House, Biggleswade 

Macan, Turner A....Elstow, Bedford 

Magniac, Charles...Colworth, Bedford 

| +Marshall, William. ,.Gaston House, Bedford 

Moulton, E. L....High Street, Bedford 

| +Oakley, George... Lawrence End, Luton 

Phillips, Zachariah... Birchmoor, Woburn 

| Pressland, John...Thurleigh, Bedford 

| Purser, Henry... Willington, Bedford 

Purser, William. ..Cople, Bedford 

+Ransome, Edwin...Kempston, Bedford 
Reynolds, Matthew...Old Warden, Biggleswade 

Robinson, James C....Stevington, Bedford 

Robinson, Joseph... Wilshamstead, Bedford 

Robinson, Thomas...Westoning, Woburn 

Rogers, Alfred...Bromham, Bedford 

Rogers, John...Chellington, Bedford 

+Russell, Lord C., M.P....Drakelow Lodge, Woburn 

St. John, Lord... Melchbourne, Bedford 

+Sebright, Sir J. G. S., Bart.. .Beechwood, Dunstable 
Simons, T....Markyate Cell Park Farm, Dunstable 

Smart, W. Lynn...Linden, Woburn 

Smith, Edward...Cauldwell Street, Bedford 

Stafford, Robert Barry. ..Bedford 

Stephenson, Christopher. .. Woburn 
Stimson, William... Marston, Amphtill 

Street, George...Maulden, Ampthill 
Thomas, John. ..Bletsoe, Bedford 
Thornton, Harry...Goldington Bury, Bedford 

Trethewy, Henry. . .Silsoe 
+Trethewy, Henry, jun....Silsoe 

+Vallentine,R.,Burcott Lodge Farm,Leighton Buzzard 

+Walker, John. ..Goldington, Bedford 
Winters, George...Stratton, Biggleswade 

Wythes, F....Rayvensden House, Bedford 
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IV 

BERKSHIRE. 

Governors. 

Carnarvon, Earl of., .High Clere Castle, Newbury 

Christian, H.R.H. Prince...Cumberland, Lodge, 
Windsor 

Craven, Earl of... Ashdown Park, Shrivenham 

Eyre, Charles...Welford, Newbury 

+Lindsay, Colonel, R. L., M.P....Lockinge, Wantage 

Ormathwaite, Lord. ..Warfield Park, Bracknell 

Members. 

+Adams, George... Pidwell Farm, Faringdon 
Akers, Henry...Black Bourton, Faringdon 
Alderman, Rev. F. C....Kintbury, Hungerford 

7yAldworth, W.....Frilford, Abingdon 

Allen, George...The Manor Farm, Old Windsor 

Allfrey, Robert... Wakefield Park, Reading 

Andrews, Charles J...Greyfriars House, Reading 

Armstrong, H., M.D....Brook House, Bracknell 

Attenborough, Richard... Whilby Grove, Reading 

Badcock, Richard...Abingdon 

Bailey, J. B....4, Coley Hill, Reading 

Barrett, John B....Milton House, Steventon 

+Barrington, Viscount, M.P....Beckett, Shrivenham 

Baskerville, Henry...Crawshay Park, Reading 

7+Benyon, R., M.P.... Englefield House, Reading 

7+Body, R, B....Hyde End, Shinfield, Reading 

Boydell, Harry S....Sulham, Reading 

Bradshaw, Capt., R.N....Tubney Warren, Abingdon 

Brebner, James... Norfolk Farm, Windsor Gt. Park 

Bulkeley, T. F....Clewer Lodge, Windsor 

Bunbury, Henry M....Marlston House, Newbury 

7+Burniston, R....Hall Place Farm, Maidenhead 

+Burr, D. Higford...Aldermaston Court, Reading 

Case, James...Ufton, Reading 

Champion, W. Wayland....Whitley Manor, Reading 

+Chapman, George...Radley, Hungerford 

+Cherry, Geo. Charles, ..Denford House, Hungerford 

Clark, J. H....Lowood, Castle Hill, Maidenhead 

Clutterbuck, Rey. J. C...Long Wittenbam, Abingdon 

Davies, Jenkin... Englefield, Reading 

De Mornay, Alfred...Cold Harbour, Wallingford 

+De Schroder, Baron. . I'he Dell, Windsor 

+De Vitre, Rev. George Edward Denis... Keep Hatch, 
Wokingham 

+De Vitre, H. Denis... .Charlton House, Wantage 

Dodd, Francis...Rush Court, Wallingford 

+Dunn, W. H....Inglewood, Hungerford 

Duuning, Thomas T. W....Wokingham 

Dupuis, Rev. G, J....Eton College, Windsor 

Dutton, John,..Curbridge, Faringdon 

Evans, J. Russell. ..Burghclere, Newbury 

Eyre, Henry R....Shaw House, Newbury 

Forbes, John M.,...Dropmore, Maidenhead 
+Fox, William...Adbury, Newbury 

+Franklin, Thomas...Ascott, Wallingford 

+Franklin, W. Taylor...Ascott, Wallingford 

+Garland, T, Bland... Hillfields, Reading 

Garth, T. C....Haines Hill, Reading 

List of Governors and Members of the 

| Gillett, Charles...Lower Haddon, Faringdon 

Gillett, Stephen G.... Kilkenny, Faringdon 
+Goodlake, F. Mills... Wadley House, Faringdon 
+Gower, John Leveson... Bill Hill, Wokingham 
Gurney, E. Tritton...Nuthanger, Newbury ; 

Hanbury, George. ..Blythewood, Mai ead 

Hannam, H. J....Burcote, Abingdon 

+Harper, Latimer. . .Chilton Cottage, Hungerford 
Hercy, John,..Cruchfield House, Maidenhead 

Hewer, Robert...Sandhill, Shrivenham 

+Hibbert, John. ..Braywick Lodge, Maidenhead 

Hilliard, Rev. J. A.S....Little Wittenham, Abingdon: 

Holloway, Thomas...Tittenhurst Lodge, Sunninghill 
Hopkins, John...Tidmarsh House, Reading 

Howard, Hon. James...Hazelby, Newbury 

Humfrey, Heber... Ashbury, Shrivenham 

Hunter, H. L....Beech Hill, Reading 

Jemmett, Alexander... Binfield, Bracknell 

+Jenkins, John B,,.Kingstowne House, Abingdon 
Johnson, Joseph. ..High Street, Windsor 

Jobnston, A. R.. Heatherley Crowthorne, Wokingham 

Jowett, Rev. J. F... Kingston Bagpuze, Abingdon 

Kimber, James W...Fyfield Wick, Abingdon 

+King, John G...Beedon, Newbury 

| King, J. Pittman...North Stoke, Wallingford 

| King, W. C....Warfield Hall, Bracknell 

+Kingsmill, W. H....Sydmonton Court, Newbury 
Kirkaldie, Viscount... Windsor 

+Lane, Lieut.-Colonel...Lilly Hill, Bracknell 

Latham, Thomas...Little Wittenham, Abingdon 

Lee, Captain John.... Woolley Firs, Maidenhead 

Lenthall, E. Kyffin...Besselsleigh Manor, Abingdom 

Lyon, William... Arlington Manor, Newbury 
Mills, John...Pinkneys Green, Maidenhead 

+Monck, J. Bligh...Coley Park, Reading 

Moore, E. Wells...Coleshill, Faringdon 

Morland, George B....Abingdon 

Morley, E....Brize Norton, Bampton, Faringdon 
+Morrison, Charles... Basildon Park, Reading 

Morshead, Sir W., Bart....Forest Lodge, Binfield 

+Mount, W. G....Wasing Place, Reading 
Nalder, Thomas...Challow, Wantage 

+Newman, H....Friar’s Court, Clanfield, Faringdon 

+Owen, Frederick J....Barton Grove, Hungerford 

+Pusey, S. E. B. B....Pusey House, Faringdon 
Russell, Sir C., Bart... .Swallowfield, Reading 
Sawyer, Charles... Heywood Lodge, Maidenhead 
Say, R. Hall. ..Oakley Court, Windsor 

+Sbuter, James...Crookham, Newbury 

+Stevens, Rev. T....Bradfield Rectory, Reading 

+Sutton, M. Hope...Cintra Lodge, Reading 

Tait, Henry...Shaw Farm, Windsor” 
Thoyts, M. G....Sulhamstead House, Reading 4 
+Thoyts, Major...Sulhamstead House, Reading ¢ 
+Throckmorton, Sir W., Bt....Buckland, Faringdon — 

Trumper, Jos., jun.... Burnham Abbey, Maidenhead — 
+Tucker, Henry...Bourton House, Shrivenham 

+Tull, Henry...Crookham, Newbury 

Tull, Richard...Crookham, Newbury 

Turner, John...Englefield, Reading 

+T winch, John... Thames Street, Windsor 

Valpy, R. H....Enborne Lodge, Newbury 
Waldron, W. B....Poughley, Hungerford - 



Wallis, George...Oid Shifford, Bampton, Faringdon 

Walter, Captain E....Tangley, Wokingham 
Warden, T. F.... Easthampstead Park, Wokingham 
Wasborough, W. D....Stockham, Wantage 

Waters, E. F. A.....Hollington, East Woodhay, 
Newbury” 

Wheble, J. J....Bulmerhoe Court, Reading 
Wilkins, Edmund... Mortimer, Reading 

Williams, G....Buckland, Faringdon 
_ +Williams, James...Shippon, Abingdon 

Winterbottom, J. E....East Woodhay, Newbury 
Wright, G. T....Stoke Farm, Wokingham 

— 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, 

Governors. 

Blount, William... Orchill, Gerrard’s Cross 

Carington, Lord...Wycombe Abbey 

7Chesham, Lord....Latimer, Chesham 

7Coleman, Edward J...Stoke Park, Slough 
Murray, Charles Robert Scott. ..Danesfield, Marlow 

Members. 

Botham, George... Wexham Court, Slough 

Bramley-Moore, J....Haugbley, Gerrard’s Cross 
7Buckingham, Duke of... Wootten, Aylesbury 
Cantrell, Charles Seward. ..Riding Court, Datchet 

Cantrell, Henry... Bayliss Court, Slough 

Carson, Captain J. S....Spinfield, Great Marlow 
Denchfield, J....Burston, Aston Abbotts, Aylesbury 

7Dent, Edward, Fernacres, Fulmer, Slough 

“Disraeli, Right Hon. B., M.P....Hughendon Manor 

Drake, Thomas T....Shardloes, Amersham 

Duncan, W. G.... Bradwell House, Stony Stratford 

7Duncombe, Sir P. P., Bt.. Brickhill Manor, Bletchley 
Du Pré, C. G.... Wilton Park, Beaconsfield 

‘Eaton, John... Beaconsfield 

Elliman, James, Wellington Villa, Slough 

Eve, Frederick. . .Sherrington, Newport Pagnell 

Fitzroy, George. ..Grafton Regis, Stony Stratford 

7Fountaine, Bernard T....Stoke House, Bletchley 
Fowler, J. Kersley... Aylesbury 
Fowler, Richard...Broughton Farm, Aylesbury 

Gaskell, Major W. P....Fulmer House, Slough 
Gilbey, Alfred... Wooburn House, Beaconsfield 

Guy, John Henry... Whitchurch, Aylesbury 

FHarrison, R.... Wolverton, Stony Stratford 

Harter, Rev. G. G.,..Cranfield, Newport Pagnell 

Harvey, Sir R., Bart., M.P....Langley Park, Slough 

+Hubbard, Egerton...Addington Manor, Winslow 

Hunt, Frederick, Harmondsworth, Slough 

Islip, F. W....Binford Farm, Great Marlow 
Ive, John G....Langley, Slough 

*+Jegon, ‘Trew... -Slough 

Kirbell, Edward... Latimer, Chesham 
Lepper, G. A.;..Aylesbury 
7Lilley, W.S....Hardmead Manor, Newport Pagnell 
Major-Lucas, Eéwin...Rowsham, Aylesbury 

Morley, John... Wilton Farm, Beaconsfield 
Morris, ‘IT. W....Bedgrove, Aylesbury . 

Royal Agricultural Society of England. 

| Nash, H. F....Upton Lea, Slough 

Nash, John...The Rectory, Langley, Slough 

+Newman, John...Brands House, High Wycombe 

‘Newton, Alfred. ..Coleshill, Amersham 
Norris, James...Castle Hill, Bletchingley 
Paxton, Robert...Lower Winchendon, Aylesbury 

+Piggott, G. Grenville... Doddershall, Winslow 

Pike, William. ..Castlethorp, Stony Stratford 

Pullin, Stephen. ..Mildridge Farm, Horton, Slough 

7Roads, John... Addington, Winslow 

7Robarts, A. J....Lillingstone Dayrell 

Robinson, J....Clifton Pastures, Newport Pagnell 

+Rowland, Richard...Creslow, Aylesbury 

| +Rowland, W. Rickford...Creslow, Aylesbury 

Senior, Trevor L....Broughton House, Aylesbury 

Shakeshaft, Thomas...Ravenstone, Olney 

Simpson, John... Potterspury, Stony Stratford 

Thorpe, Henry... Buckingham 

Treadwell, John...Upper Winchendon, Aylesbury 

+7Tyringham, W. B....Tyringham, Newport Pagnell 

+Tyrrell, Avery...Bukin Manor, Horton, Slough 

+Verney, Sir H., Bt....Clayden House, Winslow 

+Way, Lewis Albert... Alderbourne, Gerrard’s Cross 

Whiting, J. Evans.,.Castle Thorp, Stony Stratford 

7Whiting, J. Evans....Stoke Goldington, Newport 
Pagnell 

7Whitworth, J. R....Weston Underwood, Newport 
Pagnell 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE, 

Members. 

+Ambrose, Cole...Stuntney, Ely 

+Ambrose, W. C....Quy, Cambridge 

Armstrong, Samuel...Shingay, Royston 

+Aveling, James T....Eldernell, Whittlesey 

+Babington, Professor C. C....Cambridge 

Banyard, T., jun....Poplar Hall, Horningsea 

Bidwell, Charles...New Barnes, Ely 

Briggs, Thomas. ..Babraham, Cambridge 
Brown, John... Elwyn Orchard, March 

Bultitaft, H....Bedwellhay Grange, Ely 

Burroughes, Rev. T....Gazeley, Newmarket 
Catling, Captain R. C.... Needham Hall, Wisbech 

Cooke, Grimwood. ..Horseheath Park Farm, Linton 

Cooke, Mason... The Lawns, Ely 

+Cutlack, Henry...Ely 
+Cutlack, John, jun....Littleport, Ely 

+Cutlack, Joseph... Ely 

Derry, Charles M....Gedney, Wisbech 
+Egar, Samuel... Wyrde, Thorney 
Ellis, Charles...Meldreth, Royston 

Ellis, Frederick. ..Chesterton, Cambridge 

+Emson, H. H....Nether Hall, Cherry Hinton 
Evans, Frederick. ..Sawston 

+Fison, J. P....Teversham, Cambridge 

+Fison, Samuel. ..Horningsea, Cambridge 

Francis, Clement. .,Quy Hall 

Frost, Captain H,...West Wratting Hall, Linton 
Fyson, Edward. ..Silverley, Ashley, Newmarket 

Gardner, W. S....Freneh Hall, Moulton, Newmarket 



VI 

Giddons, Wm.... Walpole St. Peter, Wisbech 

Gosling, James W..Little Bradley Place, Newmarket 

Grain, A. T....2, St. Andrew’s Hill, Cambridge 

Grain, Peter. ..Shelford, Cambridge 

Greene, John M....Stradishall, Newmarket 

Gunnell, Thomas... Milton, Cambridge 

+Hamond, W. Parker...Pampisford Hall, Cambridge 

+Hardwicke, Lord... Wimpole 

Holben, R. Rowley... Barton, Cambridge 
+Houblon, R. Archer... Bartlow, Cambridge 

Huddleston, F....Sawston Hall, Cambridge 
Humphrey, A.... Walpole St. Peter, Wisbech 

Hurrell, Henry, .. Madingley, Cambridge 

Hurrell, William.... Newton, Cambridge 

jlvatt, Charles E....Rampton, Cambridge 

Jary, R. M...Underwood Hall, Westley, Newmarket 

Jennings, Thomas...Phantom House, Newmarket 

Johnson, B. B....Withersfield, Newmarket 

+Johnson, Thomas... Whittlesea 

Johnson, William... Walpole St. Peter, Wisbech 

Jonas, John Carter...3, St. Mary Street, Cambridge 
Jones, Henry. .Apeshall House, Littleport, Cambridge 
Lambert, Henry...Great Abington, Cambridge 

Linton, John...Westwick Hall, Cambridge 

;Little, H. J....Coldham Hall, Wisbech 
Little, James L....The Plains, Littleport, Ely 

FLittle, W....Littleport, Ely 

Little, W. Cutlack...Stag’s Holt, March 

Long, Hanslip...Shippen Hall, Ely 

7jLoomes, Edward... Whittlesea 

Luddington, J. L....Littleport, Ely 

Martin, G. H....Little Downham, Ely 

+Martin, Henry W....Littleport, Isle of Ely 
+Martin, Joseph... Littleport, Isle of Ely, 

Maynard, Robert... Whittlesford, Cambridge 

Moore, William...Elm House, Elm, Wisbech 

Mott, William... Littleport, Isle of Ely 

+Pate, Martin...Ely 

+Phypers, A....Long Stanton, Cambridge 

7+Raincock, H. D.... Waltons, Ashdon, Linton 

Ratliff, W.... Newmarket 

Roads, Charles. ..Meldreth, Royston 

Roads, John....Foxton Bury, Royston 

Robins, G. F....Isleham, Soham 

Rowton, William. ..Cambridge 

Russell, G. E.,.. Walpole St. Peter, Wisbech 

Rush, Thomas...Babraham, Cambridge 

+Slack, Alfred...Soham, Ely 

Slater, S. Webb...Cheveley Hall, Newmarket 

Staffurth, W. A. Ellis...Whittlesea 

Stephenson, Robert. ..Burwell, Cambridge 

Towgood, Hamer... Little Shelford 

+Vipan, T. Maylin...Sutton, Ely 

Wallis, Serjeant...Granchester, Cambridge a 

Watson, Frederick. ,. Lynwood, March 

Webb, H....Streetly Hall, West Wickham, Linton 

Webb, Samuel... Babraham, Cambridge 

Webb, Thomas. ..Hildersham, Cambridge 

+Woodham, W. Nash...Shepreth, Melbourne 

Wright, Charles...Streatham, Ely F 

Yorke, Hon. Eliot T....Wimpole, Arrington 
Yorke, James N.... Newmarket 

List of Governors and Members of the 

* +Dickson, G. A....Newton Nurseries, Chester 

CHESHIRE. 

Governors. 

Davies, David Reynolds.. Agden Hall,Lymm 
Legh, W. John, M.P....Lyme Park, Disley, Stockport 
Westminster, Duke of, K.G...Eaton Hall, Chester 

Members. 

Armstrong, J. Knight... Wharton Hall, Winsford 
Baker, William...Highfields, Audlem 

7Balstone, Henry K....Hale Carr, Altrincham 
+Barbour, George. ..Kingslee, Farndon, Chester 

Barbour, R....Bolesworth Castle, Chester 

Barker, Thomas...Bramall Grange, Stockport 
Barton, Richard...Caldy Manor, Birkenhead 

Beckett, Richard... Hartford, Northwich 

Beckett, Samuel...Eccleston, Chester 

Bell, Henry...Hempshaw Brook Brewery, Stockport 
Bentley, Timothy...Davenham, Northwich 

Billington, John S....Balterley Hall, Crewe 

Birchall, Edward... Willastone, Nantwich _/ 
Bourne, John...Hankelow House, Nantwich 

Bowers, Henry R.... Abbotts. Lodge, Chester 

Brady, Charles Alldis...Adswood, Stockport 

Brady, W. Hollinshed. ..Chestergate, Stockport 
Broughton, E. Delves...Wistaston Hall, Nantwich — 
Burgess, B.... Weaverham, Northwich > 

Byrd, David...Spurston Hall, Tarporley 4 

Callender, Peter, ..Devonshire House, Birkenhead — ad 

Campbell, C. Lee...Thurstaston Hall, Birkenhead — a 

+Carter, George John...Tatton Dale, Knutsford 
Case, J. B....Poulton Hey, Bebbington, Birkenhead 
Cattle, John, jun....Marsh Farm, Sealand, Chester 
Cawley, Thomas... Nantwich 

Chadwick, Thomas... Wilmslow Grange 

Cholmondely, Col, Hon. G,.. Abbots Moss, Northwich 

+Cholmondeley, Marquis of. ..Cholmondeley a 
Nantwich 

+Churton, John... Foregate Street, Chester 
Cliffe, Thomas. ..Crewe Gates, Crewe , 

+Combermere, Viscount....Combermere, Nantwich — 

Cuoke, John... Mill Moor, Macefen, Malpas 

Dale, Jobn...Chelford, Crewe 
Danson, J. T....Green Fields, Little Sutton, Chester 

Davenport, Ji on: .. Bollington, Altrincham 

Davenport, W. Bromley. . .Capesthorne, Congleton — 
Davies, C. B....Eardwick Hall, Middlewich 

+Davies, James. .. Bollington, Altrincham 
Dean, James... Betley, Crewe 

Dickson, Arthur. ..Queen’s Park, Chester 

Dixon, Captain G....Astle Hall, Chelford, Crewe 

Dobell, Joseph... Leftwich, Northwich ‘ 

Egerton, Hon. Wilbraham, M.P.,. Rostherne 
Knutsford 

Egerton, Lord...Tatton Park, Knutsford ~ - 
Egerton, Sir P. de Malpas G., Bt., M.P.. .Oulton 

Tarporley 
Fair, James...Tabley Villa Farm, Knutsford 

+Fair, William... Aston by Budworth, Northwich 

Fitton, Samuel... Willastone, Nantwich 



_ Foden, Edwin. ..Sandbach 

oe Robert. ..Lime Grove, Chester 
, W. A...Hough Green, Chester 

Lieut. -Col. E. Holt...Backford Hall, Chester 
win, J. A....Henhull Farm, Nantwich 

Goose, Daniel, jun....Kinnerton, Chester 
Gouldburn, John...Broomhall, Nantwich 

Graham, Alexander...Barnston, Birkenhead 

Greenwood, William. ..Dunham Massey, Altrincham 
Grey, Edward...Eastham, Birkenhead 

Griffith, E. W....Tiersford, Tarporley 
Griffiths, R. C....Broughton, Chester 
Gruning, Louis. ...Broomborough, Chester 

Hague, James...Gawsworth, Macclesfield 
Hardon, Edwin, .. Heaton Norris, Stockport 

Hardwick, R....Bowden, Altrincham 

Harkes, David...Mere, Knutsford 

Harrison, John... Warmingham, Sendbach 

Harrison, T. Ashton. ..Stalybridge 

Hayes, John Higson...Frodsham 
Heath, Thomas. ..Withymore Farm, Burleydam 
Heywood, W.H ...Dunham Massey, Altrincham 
+Hobson, Thomas. .. Pownall Hall, Wilmslow 

Hoggins, T....Trafford Lodge, Chester 
Holland, R...Norton Hall Runcorn 

Holland, William. .. Broxton, Chester 

Hornby, W. H....Shrewbridge Hail, Nantwich 

Howard, Samuel. ..Dunham Massey, Altrincham 

Hurst, Thomas...Tabley, Knutsford 

Jackson, George... Higher Peover, Knutsford 
Jackson, T. F....Tattenhall Hall, Chester 
Jackson, W. Turner...Noctorum, Birkenhead 

+Jocelyn-Ffoulkes, Major. .11, Stanley Place, Chester 
Johnson, Thomas. ..Hermitage, Frodsham 
Jones, James...The Oaklands, Spurston, Tarporley 

_ Jones, Thomas...Kiln Green, Malpas 
Kennard, Adam S....Dawpool, Birkenhead 
Kirby, Thomas. ..Elton Cottage, Sandbach 
Latham, G. W....Bradwall Hall, Sandbach 
Leather, Simeon...Delamere, Northwich 

Lees, William. ..Gorsty Hill, Crewe 

Legh, G. Cornwall...High Legh Hall, Knutsford 
Leigh, Colonel Egerton, M.P...The West Hall, High 

F Leigh, Knutsford 

Littler, J. Brotherton. ..29, Edgmond St., Seacombe 
Lockwood, A. Carden...Chester 
Lowe, John... Wheelock Heath, Sandbach 
Lowe, Thomas. . .Calverley Hall, Handley, Chester 
Macdona, Rev. J. Cumming. ..Cheadle 
Macgregor, Jobn...Acton, Weaverham, Northwich 

McHattie, John...Chester 

Madders, Wm....Stapley Villa, Nantwich 

Mousley, George... Hooton Hall, Chester 

Myott, James...Capesthorne, Crewe . 
FNaylor, R. C.... Hooton Hall, Chester 
Newhouse, Henry...Tatton Park, Knutsford 

Newhouse, Richard... Bowdon 
Newton, Martin. ..Oldfield, Altrincham 
‘Newton, T. H.... Oldfield, Altrincham 
_Noden, Joseph... Bridgmere Hall, Nantwich 
Nunnerley, John.. Buerton Hall, Nantwich 
Oswell, E. F....Hampton Hall, Malpas 

a! 
- 

France-Hayburst, Colonel...Bostock Hall, Middlewich | 

Royal Agricultural Society of England. 

| 

| 

{ 

| 
| Shepherd, William, . 

Parker, Thomas... Aldford, Chester 

Parrott, T....Green Bank, Sutton, Macclesfield 

| Pickering, J....Pool Hall, Sutton, Chester 

-Potts, Charles William...Heron Bridge, Chester 
| Rayner, Henry.. - Liverpool Road, Chester 
Rigby, Thomas...Darnhall Mill Farm, Winsford 

Roberts, John... Well House, Saltney, Chester 

Roberts, Robert...The Firs, Chester 

| Sandbach, S. H....Handly, Chester 

Scragg, Thomas. ..Calverley, Tarporley 

- Eaton, Chester 

Shuker, William...Calverley, Tarporley 
Siddeley, John...Spring Bank, Altrincham 

Siddorn, Henry...Rushton, Tarporley 

Skidmore, James Stephen. ..Nantwich 
| Slater, Cyrus...Dunkirk, Holmes.Chapel 
Smith, Thomas. ..Mollington Farm, Chester 

+Snow, T. Owen...Lack Hall, Chester 

Speakman, Thomas...Doddington Park, Nantwich 

| Starkey, Major...Wrenbury Hall, Nantwich 
Statter, John...New Brighton, Chester 

| +Sykes, E. H....Edgeley, Stockport 

| Whittingham, John.. 

Tabley, Lord de...Tabley House, Knutsford 

Thompson, E. J....Timperley, Altrincham 
Thompson, Henry...Organsdale, Kelsall, Chester 

+Tollemache, John...Tilston Lodge, Tarporley 
Tonge, James C....New Hall, Neston 

+Torr, John, M.P...Carlett Park, Eastham, Chester 

Townshend, Charles. ..Chester 

Twemlow, Thomas T....Betley Court, Crewe 

Vernon, William. ..Tarporley 
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Maclaren, William. ..Herrington Hill, Sunderland 

Maddison, Henry...The Lindens, Darlington 

May, George...Harton Collieries, South Shields 

Michell, John...Forcett Park, Darlington 

Milbank, A. Sussex... Barningham, Barnard Castle 

Monks, James...Aden Cottage, Durbam 
Moore, George... White Hall, Wigton 

+Morgan, C. E....Flatts House, Bishop Auckland 

Morgan, George...Cleves Cross, Ferry Hill 

Morgan, M....North Bondgate, Bishop Auckland 

+Ogden, John M....Sunderland 

Ord, John R....Haughton Hall, Darlington 

Parrington, H. M....Layton Sedgefield, Durham 

Pease, Edward...Greencroft West, Darlington 

7+Pease, J. W., M.P.... Woodlands, Darlington 

Quelch, J. Bewick...Bowburn House, Ferryhill 
Ravensworth, Earl. . Ravensworth Castle, Gateshead 

Rawes, John G....22, New Street, Durham 

Reay, Matthew...Heworth, Gateshead 

Robinson, W. W....Southfield House, Sedgefield, 
Ferry Hill. 

Rowlandson, Christopher 
Rowlandson, Samuel...The College, Durham 

+Rowlandson, S.... Newton Morrell, Darlington 

7Salvin, M. O® ..Burn Hall, Durham 

Scarth, Leveson E....Staindrop, Darlington 

Scarth, W. Thomas...Keverstone, Darlington 

Scawin, Thomas. ..Durham 

Smith, Henry...Eshe Hall, Durham 

Stephenson, Robert...Brierton, Greatham, Durham 

Steward, William...Lambton, Fence Houses 

Stowell, W. Stow, jun.... Darlington 

Stratton, George. ..Spinnymoor House, Durham 

Thompson, James... Bishop Auckland 
Thompson, Rev. William...Eshe Land, Durham 

Walker, R. C....Owton Manor House, Greetham, 
Stockton-on-Tees 

Wall, G. Young, jun.... 
Durham 

Wallace, Henry...Trench Hall, Gateshead 

Wharton, Rev. W. F....Barningham, Darlington 

White, Thomas. ..22, Old Elvet, Durham 

Whitwell, Thomas. ..Stockton-on-Tees 

Wilkinson, P. S....Mount Oswald, Durham 
Wilkinson, Robert...Little Chilton, Ferry Hill 

Wilkinson, Rev. T. W.....Crook, Darlington 

Williamson, Rey. R. H....Hurworth, Darlington 

Wilson, Charles...Shotley Park, Shotley Bridge 

+Wilson, R. Bassett. ..Cliffe House, Darlington 

+Wilson-Todd, W. H....Halnaby Hall, Croft, Dar- 
lington 

Wood, John...Harewood Hill, Darlington 

Wooller, W. A.,,.Sadberge Hall, Darlington 

.- The College, Durham 

New Exchange Buildings, 

List of Governors and Members of the 

| Courtauld, Samuel...Gosfield Hall, Halstead 

| +Abrey, T. Shaw Hellier... Witham 

| Arden, George E....Dovercourt, Harwich 

| Badham, G. D... 

| Baker, John...Hockley, Rayleigh 

| Butler, Edward...Ewell Hall, Kelvedon 

ESSEX, 

Governor. 

Members. 

Allerton, Alexander R....Colemans, Prittlewell 

- Bulmer (Sudbury) ¢ 

7Barclay, W. Leatham...Knotts Green, Leyton 

Baker-Wingfield, R....Orsett Hall, Romford = 

Barton, Philip, jun....Wakering Hall, Southend 5 ' 
Beadel, William James. ..Chelmsford 

Bentall, E. H.. _sEiaybaiilees Maldon 

7;Boghurst, William P....Frating Abbey, Colchester 

Bott, Joseph Fennell. ..Morrell Roothing, Dunmo 
Brampton, John...Ramsey, Harwich 

+Braybrooke, Lord...Audley End,-Saffron Walden 
Bridge, Thomas... Buttsbury, Ingatestone * 

7Brise, Lieut. Col.S.B. R.,M.P..Spains Hall, Braintree 
+Burnell, Edward. ..Chappel, Halstead 

Bury, Charles. ..Nazing 

Butler, Frank...Childerditch Hall, Brentwood 

7Carey, Arthur. ..Rochford t 

Catchpool, Edward...Feering Bury, Kelvedon 
Chaplin, J. R.. Three Chimneys, Ridgewell, Halstead 

Cheffins, Henry... Little Easton Manor, Dunmow 
7Chetwode, A. L....Berners Hall, Ongar 

Christy, James, jun....Boynton Hall, Chelmsford ‘g 

Coleman, H. S....Chelmsford 

+Colvin, B. B....Monkhams Hall, Waltham Abbey 

Corder, Edward... Writtle, Chelmsford 

7Cure, Capel... Blake Hall, Ongar 

Davey, Charles M.... Witham 

Davey, H. M....Beverley Villas, Colchester 

Duffield, James. ..Great Baddow, Chelmsford 

Eddington, William. ..Chelmsford 
Ellis, Samuel H....Maldon 

Float, John Charles...Maldon 

+Frankham, John... Little Canfield Hall, Chelmsford 

+Fytche, Major-General A....Pyrgo Park, Havering, 
omford. 

Green, James John...Great Parndon, Harlow 

7Gurdon, William... Brantabm, Manningtree 
+Gurdon-Rebow,Hector J..Wyvenhoe Pk., Co! 1 

Hall, Collinson... Navestock, Romford sf 

Hanbury, Osgood, jun....Howe Hatch) Brentwood 
Hardy, James...Jaques Hall, Manningtree 

Hart, George Canes... Harlow 

Heathcote, R. Boothby...Friday Hill, Chingford _ 
Hobbs, William. ..Derwards Hall, Bocking 

Honywood, Mrs....Mark’s Hall, Kelvedon 

Hope, William... Parsloes, Barking 

Hunt, Reuben. ..Earls Colne 

Impey, William... Broomfield Hall, Chelmsford 
Jillings, F. V....Clements Hall, Rochford 

Jillings, John. ..Great Chesterford, Saffron Walden 

+Jonas, F. M....Chrishall Grange, Saffron Waiden 
+Jonas, George... Ickleton, Saffron Walden 
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+Kemble, Thomas. ..Runwell Hall, Chelmsford 

+King, George. ..Saffron Walden 
King, John K....Coggeshall 
‘+Lay, John Watson... Walcotts, Great Tey 

+Lennard, Sir T. B., Bart....Belhus House, Avely 

+Lowndes, G. A....Barrington Hall, Harlow 
+MclIntosh, D....Havering Park, Romford 

_ Marriage, John...Moulsham Lodge, Chelmsford 

_ Mashiter, Thomas... Priests, Romford 

Masters, A. E.. Nevendon Hall, Wickford, Chelmsford 

 Mechi, John J....Tiptree Hall, Kelvedon 

Meeson, W. T....Doggetts, Rochford 

+Meyer, Herman P. D....Little Laver Hall, Ongar 

Moss, Benjamin...Ashington Hill, Rochford 

Newcome, Samuel... White Crofts, Orsett 

Page, W....Southminster, Maldon 

+ Papillon, P. O....Lexden, Colchester 

Parsons, C....North Shoebury Hall, Rochford 
Paxman, James...Bank Buildings, Colchester 

Payne, Henry... Birdbrook, Halstead 

+Perry-Watlington, J. W....Moor Hall, Harlow 

Pertwee, James... Boreham, Chelmsford 

Piggot, J. Algernon...Beckingham Hall, Witham 

Prior, Arthur...Hylands Park, Chelmsford 

Puckridge, A. F....Forest House, Chigwell 

+Ray, Samuel...Great Yeldham, Halstead 
Ridley, T. D....Chelmsford 

Rist, Isaac... Brantham Hall, Manningtree 

+Ross, James. ..Hatfield Broad Oak 

+Rosslyn, Earl...Easton Lodge, Danmow 

Rust, W. H....Falconers Hall, Chelmsford 

Sandle, William...Great Bardfield, Braintree 

+Scragg, William...Great Clacton, Colchester 
Sewell, Daniel... Beaumont Hall, Colchester 

Shirley, T....Pond Cross Farm, Newport 
+Smith, Sir C. Cunliffe W., Bart... .Suttons, Romford 

Smyth, James...Peasenhall, Yoxford 

+Snell, John F....Witham House 

South, John...Foulton Hall, Ramsey, Harwich 

Spencer, Edward Stacey...Stanstead 

Stable, R. Scott...George Lane, Woodford 

Stane, J. Bramston.., Forest Hail, Ongar 
Stone, Henry R....Bedfords, Havering-atte-Bower 

Sturgeon, C....South Ockendon Hall, Romford 

Sworder, W....Tawney Hall, Romford 

Symondson, G....Upshire Hall, Waltham Abbey 
Tayler, Rowland... .Colchester 

Teverson, Henry...High Garrett, Braintree 

+Thompson, W., jun....Thorpe-le-Soken, Colchester 

Tomlinson, J. H....Shelley Hall, Ongar 
_ Townsend, Rev. C. G. G...Berwick Place, Hatfield 

Peverell, Chelmsford : 

Turnbull, John G....Mellenden Lodge, Wanstead 

+Vaizey, John R....Attwoods, Halstead 
Vickerman, Charles R....Thoby Priory, Brentwood 

+Wagstaff, T....Stifford, Romford 
+Warren, Rev. J. C. B....Horkesley Hall, Colchester 

Watts, G. J....Monkhams Hall, Waltham Abbey 

Webb, Henry, jun....Abberton, Colchester 

Webster, Charles... Waltham Abbey 

Welch, Henry James...Bendysh Hall, Radwinton, 
Saffron Walden 

+Western, T. Sutton... Felix Hall, Kelvedon 

] 
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7Westhorpe, Rev. R. A....Blackmore Priory, In- 
gatestone 

Whitlock, F...Lovingtons, Great Yeldham, Halstead: 

|- Whitlock, John...Great Yeldham Hall, Halstead 

Windus, Edward Ernest... Passmores, Great Parndon; 
Harlow. 

Wood, George. ..Rochford 

Woodward, F. Spencer...Great Saling, Braintree 

Woodward, Henry...Stanway Hall, Colchester 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE. 

Governors. 

Barker, John Raymond...Fairford Park, Fairford 

+Goldsmid, Sir F. H., Bt... Rendcomb Pk., Cirencester 

Hale, Robert Blagden... Alderley Park, Wotton 

Hartley, W. H. H...Lye Grove, Cross Hands, Sodbury 
+Holford, R. S., M.P....Weston Birt House, Tetbury 
+Northwick, Lord... ™Moreton-in-the-Marsh 

+Kingscote, Col., M.P....Kingscote, Wotton-under- 
Edge 

+Moreton, Lord... Tortworth Court, Falfield 

Members. 

+Ackers, B. St. John...Prinknash Park, Painswick 

Acock, Arthur...Cold Aston, Northleach 

Agg, Colonel...Hewletts, Cheltenham 

| Anderson, Robert A....Cirencester 

Arkell, Daniel. ..Dean Farm, Hatherop, Fairford 

Arkell, H....Butlers Court, Boddington, Cheltenham 

Arkell, Thomas... Boddington, Cheltenham 

+Arkell, William...Hatherop, Fairford. 

Avery, Thomas Charles. . .Gloucester 

Badham, George... Wingmoor, Cheltenbam 
+Bailey, Henry...Cirencester 
Baker, H. Orde Lloyd... Hardwicke Court, Gloucester 

+Baker. T. Barwick L... Hardwicke Court, Gloucester 

_ +Barton, Charles... Fifield, Lechlade 
Bathurst, Earl...Ockley Park, Cirencester 

Bazley, Thomas S,...Hatherop, Fairford 

+Beach, Sir M. E. H., Bart., M.P... Williamstrip Park, 
Fairford 

+Beak, George...Stanford Hall, Lechlade 

Beaven, C...Ivy House Farm...Shipton Moyne, 
Tetbury 

Bengough, J.C....The Ridge, Wotton-under-Edge 

Bennett, William...Goldwick Farm, Berkeley 

+Blackwell, G., jun... .Kingscote, Wotton-under-Edge 

Bowly, Edward...Siddington House, Cirencester 

Bowly, Wilfred. ..Siddington House, Cirencester 

| Bowly, William. ..Cirencester 
Bravender, John. ..Cirencester 

Browne, T. Beale...Salperton Park, Andoversford 

+Bubb, Anthony... Whitcombe Court, Gloucester 

+Burnett, Francis...Kingscote, Wotton-under-Edge 

+Cadle, Clement. ..Clarence Street, Gloucester 

+Cadle, Thomas. ..Longcroft, Westbury-on-Severn 
Campbell, R....Buscot Park, Lechlade 

Capel, William...The Grove, Stroud 
Castree, Josiah. ..College Green, Gloucester 

! Castree, Josiah, jun....College Green, Gloucester 

* 
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~+Chapman, Charles. ..Frocester Court, Stonehouse 
Churton, E. W....Dodington, Chipping Sodbury 
+Cole, Henry. ..Ashbrook, Cirencester 

Constable, Rev. Jobn...R. A. College, Cirencester 

Cook, Thomas...Taddington, Winchcombe 

Cooke, James Herbert... Berkeley Castle 

Cornock, John...Burleigh Court, Dursley 

Coxe, James T....''he Park, Cheltenham 

Creese, William...Teddington, Tewkesbury 

Croome, J. Capel. ..Bagendon House, Cirencester 

+Cummins, John, jun... . Nelfields, Newent 

‘Custance, John T,...R. A. College, Cirencester 

Darell, Lionel E....Trethorne Court, Stonehouse 

Daubeny, Rey. E. A....Ampney, Cirencester 
--Davies, Robert P....Horton, Chipping Sodbury 

+Dent, John Coucher...Sudeley Castle, Winchcombe 

De Winton, Capt. T....Wallsworth Hall, Gloucester 

Dobbs, Samuel Priday...Huntley, Gloucester 

Dorington, J. E....Lypiatt Park, Stroud 

+Dowdeswell, A. C....Pall Court, Tewkesbury 

-++Dowdeswell, W. E., M.P... Pall Court, Tewkesbury 
Drew, B....Boxwell, Wotton-under-Edge 

Drew, Edwd...Leighton, Wotton-under-Edge 

+Ducie, Earl of...Tortworth, Wotton-under-Edge 
-+Edmonds, Giles. . .Eastleach, Lechlade 
Edmonds, William John...Southrope, Lechlade 

+-Eggington, John Lloyd. . .Cirencester 
Ellett, Robert...Oakley Villa, Cirencester 

Elwes, John H....Closeburn House, Cheltenham 

Estcourt, George B., M.P...Newnton House, Tetbury 

Farmer, Edmund, .. Moreton-in-the-Marsh 

Ferris, John Wakefield...Far Hill Farm, Fairford 
-+tFitzhardinge, Lord... Berkeley Castle 
Fletcher, George...Shipton, Cheltenham 

-+Fletcher, W. H....Shipton Olliffe, Cheltenham 

-+Ford, Charles... Horsley, Nailsworth 

Fowler, William... Ryle House, Pauntley, Newent 

Gardner, John W....Long Street, Tetbury 
+Garne, John.. .Filkins, Lechlade 
-+Garne, Robert... Aldsworth, Northleach 

-+-Garne, William. ..Cerney, Cirencester 

Garne, W. Gillett...Broadmoor, Northleach 

-+Golledge, Matthias. . .Forthampton, Tewkesbury 

Goulter, Allen... Hawkesbury, Chipping Sodbury 

Haine, George. ..Over Farm, Gloucester 

Haines, John Poole... Boteler House, Cheltenham 

-++Hampson, John...Ullen Wood, Leckhampton 

Handy, Edward...Sierford, Cheltenham 

+Harding, John. ..Dursley. 

Harrowby, Earl of, K.G....Norton House, Campden . 

Hartland, W., jun....Upleadon Court, Gloucester 

-+Hatherell, W....Newington Bagpath, Wotton- 
under-Edge 

Henry, Francis...Elmestree, Tetbury 

Hill, J....Line House, Newent 

Holborow, Daniel B.... Knockdown, Tetbury 
-+Holborow, D.C... Bagpath Court, Wotton-under-Edge 
Holborow, H.... Willesley, Tetbury 

Holmes, Colonel. ..Charlton Kings, Cheltenham 

Hone, Henry...Stoke Orchard, Cheltenham 

+Hooper, Robert N....Stanshawes Court, Tate 

Horne, Thomas... Moreton-in-the-Marsh 

Horniblow, W. T....Ripple, Tewkesbury 

List of Governors and Members of the 

+Howell, Henry...Coates, Cirencester 
Hudson, Charles... .Kinsham, Tewkesbury 

Hyett, W. H.... Painswick. 
Tles, Daniel...Fairford Retreat, Fairford 

les, Richard A....Reevy Farm, Kempsford, Fairford 

+Ireland, William. ..Forthampton, Tewkesbury 

James, Isaac...Tivoli, Cheltenham 

7Jenkinson,Sir G, Bart., M.P....Eastwood, Berkeley 

Jones, George...Upton St. Leonards, Gloucester 

Jones, John... Ashleworth, Gloucester 
Jordan, William...Charlton Kings, Cheltenham 

Key, Lieut.-General.. .Coates, Cirencester 

Kilminster, E. M....Calkerton, Tetbury 

+Knight, Edward...High Leadon, Newent 

Knight, John...Forthampton, Tewkesbury 

Knowles, William. ..Gloucester 

+Lancaster, Thomas...Bownham House, Stroud 
| 

+yLane, William... Broadfield, Northleach 

+Lawrence, W....Brockworth Park, Gloucester 

+Lawton, W. F....Wyck Hill, Stow-on-the-Wold 
Leatham, A. W....Miserdine Park, Cirencester 

Leigh, William... Woodchester Park, Stonehouse 

Lewis, Thomas... Preston, Cirencester 

Little, Lewis D....Driffield, Cirencester 

Long, Daniel... Whaddon, Gloucester 

| Lyne, William... Oddington, Stow-on-the-Wold 
Mabbett, John. ..Stinchcombe, Dursley 

Mace, Thomas...Sherborne, Northleach 

Makgill, George, .. Prestbury, Cheltenham 

Marsh, W. J....Loridge, Berkeley - 

Master, Col. T. C....The Abbey, Cirencester 

Mathews, A....Pitchombe, Stroud 

Morris, Thomas. ..Maisemore, Gloucester 

Mullins, Isaac. ..Alvington, Lydney 

New, Richard E....Hartpury, Gloucester 

Nicks, William. ..Greville House, Gloucester 
Parson, Edgecombe... Coates, Cirencester 

Peacey, William...Chedglow, Tetbury 

Penson, W. Stayt...Baunton, Cirencester 

Phillimore, Edward. ..Cheltenham 

+Playne, E. H..,.Frampton Mansell, Chalfont 

Porter, Thomas... Baunton, Cirencester 

Porter, William. ..Kencott, Lechlade 

Prevost, Lt.-Col. C....Satterley Grange, Cheltenham 
Price, Charles. ..Quenington, Fairford 

Price, W. P....Tiberton Court, Gloucester 

Priday, Samuel... Linton, Gloucester 
+Probyn, Edmund...Huntley 

Pullen, S. C....The Laurels, Itchington, Alveston 
Randall, John...Stroud 

Rich, Edmund...Willesley, Tetbury » 

+Rich, Robert... Willesley, Tetbury 

+Ricketts, James... Westbury-on-Severn : 

Roberts, G.. Wormington Grange Farm, Winchcombe 
Rolt, John...Ozleworth Park, Wotton-under-Edge 

+Russell, Sir W., Bt....Charlton Pk., Cheltenham 
+Sartoris, Alfred...Abbotswood, Stow-on-the- Wold 

Savage, S. P....Leys Farm, Wotton-under-Edge 
Savory, Paul Haines, . .Gloucester 

. 

| +Shaw, Rev. G, E. F.. Edgeworth Rectory, Cirencester 
+Skillicorn, W. Nash, . .Cheltenham 
+Smith, C, R....Filkins Hall, Lechlade 

Smith, William. ..Berkeley i ane ta ear we tr a et a (Ss ee pP- 
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Smith, William... Winchcombe 
Snowsell, James...Ampney Knowle, Cirencester 

Stewart, Arthur...Saint Bridge Farm, Gloucester | 

+Stoughton, Thomas A....Owlpen, Uley 

Surman, J. S....Swindon Hall, Cheltenham \ 

Surman, William. ..Maisemore, Gloucester 

+Swanwick, R....R. A. College Farm, Cirencester 

Swinburne, T. W....Corndean Hall, Winchcombe 

+Talbot, George C....Temple Guiting, Winchcombe 

+Thackwell, John... Wilton Place, Dymock 

_ +Timbrill, Robert... Beckford, Tewkesbury 

Tombs, John. ..Hatherop, Fairford 
| Tovey, Joseph... .Cirencester 

Trimmer, Edward. ..Gloucester 

Trinder, Edward. ..Cirencester 

Tyler, J. H....Tytherington, Falfield, R.S.0O. 

Villar, James...Charlton Kings, Cheltenham 

Viveash, Oriel...Strensham, Tewkesbury 

Waddingham, John...Guiting Grange, Winchcombe 

Walker, James. ..Northleach 

Walker, Thomas. ..Stowell Park, Northleach 

Waller, Hugh S....Farmington, Northleach 

Wheeler, A. C....Upton Hill, Gloucester 

+Whitcombe, George. ..Tuffley, Gloucester 

White, Edwin. ..Maisemore, Gloucester 

Wilkins, Henry... Westbury-on-Severn 

+Williams, Henry E....East End House, Fairford 

+Withington, James...Prestbury, Cheltenham 

Witts, F. R. V..Upper Slaughter, Stow-on-the-Wold 

Woolley, John T....Rodmarton, Cirencester 

Workman, Joseph....Wotton-under-Edge 

Wrightson, Professor...R. A. College, Cirencester 
Yorke, JoS“P"...Forthampton Court, Tewkesbury 

HAMPSHIRE. 

Governors. 
| 
Ashburton, Lord...The Grange, Alresford 

+Ewtall, Ralph. ..Andover 
+Eversley, Viscount.; .Heckfield Place, Winchfield 

+Hulse, Col. Sir E., Bt.. Breamore House, Fordingbridge 
1 +Macdonald, Sir A. K., Bt... Woolmer Lodge, Liphook 

Normanton, Lord. ..Somerley, Ringwood 

Members. 

Addison, Joseph. ..Mapledurwell, Basingstoke 
Allen, Stephen H....Eastover, Andover 

Arnold, Matthew...Westmeon, Petersfield 

Attrill, Daniel, jun....Dean Farm, Whitwell, I. W. 

Barton, Frank. ..Heasley Farm, Arreton, I. W. 

Beach, W. W. B., M.P....Oakley Hall, Basingstoke 

Beadon, Rey. F....North Stoneham Rectory 

Best, Rev. Thomas...Red Rice House, Andover 

Bethell, Hon. Slingsby...Tangier Park, Basingstoke 

Blackburne, J. Taddy...The Camp Farm, Aldershot 
Blundell, Joseph. ..3, Portland Street, Southampton 
Bone, Henry...Bisterne, Ringwood 

Boxall, W. B....Strathfieldsaye, Winchfield 

_ +Thorp, Archdeacon, Kemerton Rectory, Tewkesbury | 
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Brook, Samuel Edwin. ..Park Farm, Ryde, I. W. 

Budd, Francis...Hatch Warren, Basingstoke 
Burnett, David... Ashley, Stockbridge 

Caird, James A. H.... Warren Farm, Micheldever 

Cardus, John...Town Hill, West End, Southampton 

Carnegte, Hon. J. J....Fair Oak, Petersfield 

+Carter, John Bonham, M.P....Adhurst St. Mary’s 

Chalcraft, H....Millhall Cottage, Alton 

Chalcraft, James. ..Stroud, Petersfield 
Chalcraft, William... Bramshot House, Liphook 
Chamberlayne, T....Cranbury Park, Winchester 
Chinery, John... Wootton, Milton, Lymington 

+Churchill, George... Aldershot, Fordingbridge 

Chute, W. L. Wigget...The Vyne, Basingstoke 

+Cleeve, H. Lacy...Bradley, Alresford 

Coleberd, Robert... Purewell Farm, Christchurch 

.FCollins, Henry...Aldsworth House, Emsworth 

Cumberbatch, L....Queens House, Lyndhurst 
Currie, Raikes. ..Minley Manor, Farnborough 
Curtis, Charles E....Farringdon, Alton 

Dear, H. C.... North Stonham Park, Southampton 

Deverell, John... Purbrook Park, Portsmouth 

7Dilke, Sir C. W., Bart, M.P....Bedhbampton, Havan 

Dixon, Cecil B....Shirley Warren, Southampton 
+Doridant, Charles... Aldershot Park 

Dorrington, Charles H....Otterburne, Winchester 

Downs, Henry...Manor House, Basingstoke 

Drewitt, Henry...Milvill Farm, Titchfield 

+Duncan, George...Coldrey, Alton 

Duplessis, Jules. ..Newtown Park, Lymington 
Elphinstone, A....Chewton Glen, Christchurch 

Erle, Rt. Hon. Sir W....Bramshot Grange, Liphook 
Esdaile, W. C. D....Burley Park, Ringwood 

+Eyre, G. E....Warrens, Stoney Cross, Southampton 
+Eyre, Robert T....Hartley, Totton, Southampton 
+Farr, William Wyndham... Iford, Christchurch 

Gater, John... West End, Southampton 

Gervis, Sir G. Eliot Meyrick T., Bt... Hinton Admiral, 
Christchurch 

Gilbert, F. W...Little Eastley, Bishopstoke 

+Goddard, William R...Glaston Hill House, Eversley 
+Gotch, W. H....Chilcoombe Farm, Winchester 

Hall, Captain Angus W....Claremont, Millbrook 

+Hambrough, A. J...Steephill Castle, Ventnor, I. W. 
+Heathcote, Capt. E...Blanshard, Lyndburst 

Herbert, Hon. A....Ashley Armwood, Lymington 

Hetherington, Robert...Ropley, Alresford 

Hewett, James. ..Posbrooke, Titchfield 

+Hylton, Lord...Heath House, Petersfield 

+Ivimy, E. T....Herriard Grange, Basingstoke 

+Jervoise, A. T. E....Weston Abbott, Odiham 

+Jervoise, F. Ellis, J....Herriards Park, Basingstoke 

Kent, George E....North End, Portsea 

King, C. A....Branksome Dene, Bournemouth 

King, W. David...High Street, Portsmouth 

+Knighton, Sir William W., Bart....Blendworth 
Lodge, Horndean 

Leedham, William. ..Andover 
Leggatt, H. B....Brownwich, Fareham 

Leggatt, S. B....Crofton, Titchfield 
Linzee, Robert G....Broxmore Park, Romsey 

+Longbourne, John...Ripsley, Liphook 
+Longcroft, C. J.... Havant 
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Lyne, R. Seager...Compton, Winchester 
Lywood, John...Upper Clatford, Andover 

McCalmont, A. L....Ampfield, Romsey 

+Malcolm, Mrs....Beechwood, Lyndhurst 

Malmesbury, Earl of...Heron Court, Christchurch 

Marsh, Matthew H....Ramridge, Andover 

+Maxse, Captain, R.N....Holly Hill, Southampton 

+Mildmay, Sir H.St. Jobn, Bart... Winchfield 

Mills, John... Bisterne, Ringwood 

Morris, N. S....Mayfield, Weston, Woolston 

+Murray, Major...Ossomsley Manor, Christchurch 

Newton, F. H....Gore Farm, Lymington 
+Nightingale, W. E....Embley, Romsey 

+Ohrly, H. G., jun... Downside, Ventnor, I. W. 
Padwick, Frederick... West Thorney, Emsworth 
Pain, Thomas...The Grove, Basingstoke 

Palmer, George...Greenwood, Bishops Waltham 
Parkin, P. W....Ridgemount, Bassett, Southampton 

+Peacocke, Warren...Efford, Lymington 

Perkins, Walter...Bowling Green Ho., Southampton 
+Peterson, A. T. T....Drumdnar, Lymington 
+Pinnegar, Christopher... Rockbourne, Fordingbridge 
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Leney, Edward...Hadlow Place, Hadlow 
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Fane, Colonel F....Fulbeck Hall, Grantham 
+Fieldsend, Charles R....Kirmond, Market Rasen 

Fletcher, Thomas... Long Bennington, Grantham 
Foster, H. Y. West...Cranwell Lodge, Sleaford 
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Gibson, Thomas. ..Stamford 
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+Greetham, John. ..Stainfield Hall, Wragby 
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Hill, Joshua... Poolthorne, Brigg 
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Hornsby, Richard. ..Spittlegate, Grantham 

Howard, E. J....Rise Farm, Nocton, Lincoln 
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+Hurdman, J. E...Mareham-le-Hill, Horncastle 

Hutton, William...Gate Burton, Gainsborough 
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Jeffrey, G. E,... Rutland Works, Stamford 

Johnson, G. W....Casewick Lodge, Stamford 

Keeble, George... Timberland, Sleaford 
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+Locock, Edmund, ..South Elkington, Louth 
+Lucas, Rev. C. H....Edith Weston, Stamford 

+Lucas, Lieut. Col. R....Edith Weston, Stamford 

Lynn, Jobn.:.Church Farm, Stroxton, Grantham 

Mackinder, Harwood... Langton Grange, Spilsby 
Mackinder, Herbert...Mere Hall, Lincoln 

Mackinder, Robert. ..Langton, Spilsby 
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_ 7Maddison, G. Wilson...Partny, Spilsby 
Marris, Thomas. ..Ulceby 
+Marshall, Frederick C....Riseholme, Lincoln 

Marshall, Frederick R....Elsham, Brigg 

Marshall, James...Gainsborough 

Marshall, William F.... Branston Villa, Lincoln 

Martin, David... Wainfleet 
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7+Martin Robert... Asterby, Horncastle 

Mason, W. N....Rigsby, Alford 

Meiville, Hon. A. Leslie... Branston Hall, Lincoln 

+Melville, A. S. Leslie. ..The Longhills, Lincoln 
Melville, C. Leslie. ..Branston Hall, Lincoln 

Morley, R. Newcombe. ..Leadenham, Grantham 

Mundy, C.J. Massingberd..Old Bollingbroke, Spilsby 

+Nainby, C. M....Barnoldby-le-Beck, Grimsby 
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Nelson, John. ..Kettleby ‘Thorpe, Brigg 

Nelson, John...Wytham House, Louth 
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Pigott, William...Brigg 

Plowright, T. J....Pinchbeck, Spalding 
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Robson, James... Brackenborough, Louth 
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7Sharpley, Henry...Acthorpe, Louth 
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7Shuttleworth, Alfred...Heighingham Hall, Lincolm 

| 7Sbhuttleworth, Joseph...Hartsholme Hall, Lincoln 

7Sills, W....Casthorpe, Grantham 
7Simonds, J. Cabourne...Fishtoft, Boston 

+Skelton, E. Dunkley...Sutton Bridge 

Skipworth, G. B....Moorton House, Caistor 
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Thorold, Sir J. H., Bart... .Syston Park, Grantham 
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| +Turnor, Christopher. ..Stoke, Grantham 

+Turnor, Edmund, M.P....Panton Hall, Wragby 

Tuxford, J. S....Skirbeck Terrace, Boston 

Vincent, Thomas... Harlaxton, Grantham 

+Webb, James...Melton Ross, Ulceby 

Webster, James... Peakirk, Market Deeping 

Welby, J. Earle. ..Allington Hall, Grantham 

Welby, Sir W. Earle, Bart., M.P....Newton House, 
Folkingham 

West, John...Melton Ross, Brigg 

Wetherell, W. Squires. ..Lincoln 

Whitehead, William...Etton, Market Deeping 

Wilson, Edward H....Hagworthingham, Spilsby 

| Wilson, Francis. ..Ludford, Market Rasen 
Wilson, Porter...3, Westgate, Louth 

+Wingftield, J. H. Lee...Tickencote Hall, Stamford 

+Winu, Rowland, M.P....Appleby Hall, Brigg 
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+Wyles, Robert...Little Ponton, Grantham 
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-~yAmies, W. S....284, Liverpool Road, Islington, N. 
Arnold, James...35, West Smithfield, E.C. 

Arnott, T. Reid. .Bramshill, Harlesden Green, N.W. 

Badcock, P.... Aldridge Road Villas, Westbourne Pk. 
Baillie, William H....43, Norfolk Square, W. 

Baily, John. ..113, Mount Street, Berkeley Square, W. 

Baker, C. N.. Half Moon Passage, Gracechurch St., E.C. 

Barclay, G. R....Oxford and Cambridge Club, S.W. 

+Barker, H. B. R... -University Club, Suffolk St., W. 

Barnett, John. ..Coleraine House, Stamford Hill 

-+Bassett, R.. “21, Roland Gardens, South Kensing- 
ton, S.W. 

Batt, William Henry... West Drayton, Uxbridge 

Beale, E. J....237, High Holborn, W.C. 
Beauchamp, Charles D,...93, Lansdowne Road, W. 

Bell, John M....490, Oxford Street, W. 

-+ Birkbeck, Robert...20, Berkeley Square, W. 

Birt, Jacob. ..23, Sussex Gardens, Hyde Park, W. 

Blanshard, Richard. ..53, Chancery Lane, W.C. 

Blyth, H. A:...94, Portland Place, W. 

-+Blyth, James...2, Park Crescent, Portland Place 

‘Boards, Edward...Edmonton, N. 

Bower, Joseph J....42, Glasshouse Street, W. 
Bowler, Wm. Anthony. ..Craven Street, Strand, W.C. 

Bradford, Thomas...142, High Holborn 

Bramwell, F. J..37, Gt. George St., Westminster, S.W. 

Brewster, J....Metropolitan Cattle Market, Islington 

Brown, Professor G. T....Veterinary Department, 
Privy Council Office, Princes St., SW. 

Buckland, Thomas, jun... Wraysbuiy, Staines 

Burgess, William...Holborn Viaduct, E.C. 

Burney, George... Millwall, E. 

Caird, James, C.B....3, St. James’s Square, S.W. 
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~7Chambers, W...United Univ. Club, Pall Mall,S.W. | 
Chapman, Thomas...14, Cockspur Street, S.W. 

Claridge, William...51, Brook Street, W. 

Clarke, Robert B....Pall Mall Club, S.W. 
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Clutterbuck, R....8, Great Cumberland Place, W. 

Clutton, Henry...9, Whitehall Place, S.W. 
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Craigie, P. G..Hartley Ho., Lower Heath, Hampstead 

Crisp, Edwards, M.D....42, Beaufort Street, Chelsea 

Crutchley, P. H....Sunningbill Park, Staines 
Cuff, J. H....New Cattle Market, Islington, N 

7Cummins, E. R....Moat House, Enfield 

Daniels, Philip J....5, Fenchurch Street, E.C. 

Daubeny, Robert,2, King’s Bench Walk,Temple, E.C. 

| Hicks, Leonard H....Paddock Lodge, Kentish Towt 

_ Hilliard, W. E....Cowley House, Uxbridge 

| +Holman, Stephen...Spring Lodge, Ealing ~ 

| +Grant, Colonel W. L....22, Hyde Park Street, W. 
| Grantham, R. B., C.E....22, Whiteball Place, S.W. 

Day, Thomas. ..22, Dorset Street, Baker Street, 

De Pass, Daniel. ..9, Delamere St., Westbourne Sq. 

+Derham, William. ..Hazlewood, Palmer’s Green, N 
De Salis, Rev. Henry J.... Portnall Park, Staines 

Driver, Robert Collin. ..4, Whitehall, S.W. ® 

+Druce, S. B. L.... New Square, Lincoln's Inn, Ee. ; 
Dudgeon, J....17, Kensington Gate, W. ‘ 

Dunlop, A. M....3, Old Palace Yard, S.W. ~ 
7Dunn,Thos.. .1,Prince’s Gardens, S. Kensington, 8.” 

Dyer, Lieut.-Colonel...14, Redcliffe Square, Wi st 
Brompton 

FElliot, J. Lettsom...C4, Albany, Piccadilly, W. 
Enfield, Viscount. ..7, Charles Street, Berkeley Sq.,¥ 

Erichson, H.G....7, Gt. Winchester St. Buildings, E.C. 
Evans, Price J....2, Leadenhall Street, E.C. 

Fawkes, Algernon. .2, Seymour St., Portman Sq., ¥ 
+Fellowes, James...6, Bryanston Square, W. ‘ 

+Field, Barclay...26, Hill Street, Berkeley Sq., ts : 
7Field, Henry. ..Conservative Club, S.W. 

7+Field, William. ..224, Oxford Street, W. z 

) tFitzwygram, Lieut.-Col. F....4, Portland Place, W. 
+Fletcher, John Philip...Sunbury 

Fowler, Robert. ..71, Cornhill, E.C. wi 
+Freebody, W. Yates...239, Hackney Road, N.E. 

Gibbs, Henry H..St. Dunstan’s, Regent’s Park, N.¥ 

Gibbs, Thomas, ..26, Down Street, Piccadilly, W. 
Glasier, William R....41, Charing Cross, S.W. 

+Gooch, John V....105, Pall Mall, S.W. 
Graham, Walter... West Drayton, Uxbridge 

Greening, E. Owen...47, Millbank Street, S.W. 

7+Grey, Charles G....55, Parliament Street, S.W. 

+Grosvenor, Lord Richard, M.P...76, Brook Street, ¥ 7 

Gurdon, Robert...38, Hill Street, W. 

+Gurney, Right Hon. Russell, M-P..8, Palace Gardens, 
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Haig, G, A....7, Argyle Street, Regent Street, wW. 

+Hall, J. Orde. .1, Brunswick Row, Queen’s Sq., W.0 

7Hall, Captain Marshall...7, Savile Row, W. 
Hall, Richard. ..37, Great George Street, S.W. 
Hall, T. Farmer...29, Warwick Square, S.W. 

Hammick, H. H....11, Pall Mall, S.W. 
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Ifarrison, J. T....Thornhili, Castlebar, Ealing 

7Haslewood, L. R..194,Gresham Ho.,Old Broad St.,£.0 

+Hay, C. A....127, Harley Street, N.W. 
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Hempleman, F. T....Belle Isle, York Road, N, 
7 Heseltine, E....6a, Austin Friars, E.C. 4 
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Hibbert, P. E. T....14, Hill Street, W. 

Hill, Henry...52, Queen’s Gate Terrace, S.W. 

Hunt, E. Bradley...Hayes, Uxbridge. 
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